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OUR FIFTEENTH YEAR.

WE enter it with this issue, but notwith-

standing our age we have endeavored

to keep up a youthful appearance, and appeal

to the pages which follow as proof of our

success in that effort.

We have arranged some choice dishes for

our patrons of the new year, among which

are notably a series of papers on " The Out-

lines of Chemistry," by Professor Mcln-
tire, of Lafayette College, and Mr. G-ihon's

"Scraps," all of which we trust will prove

very helpful. Added are words always

fresh from our unrivalled staff of old corre-

spondents and contributors, together with

such humble soundings as from time to time

we feel called upon to give from our own
voice.

"We shall go on striving to keep up a good

stock of reading matter and news from all

the world for you, and hope to show no signs

of age or deterioration. We never felt more
youthful, or vigorous, or hopeful, and trust

to be able to impart more and more of hope-

fulness and cheerfulness to our patrons.

Do not forget as you look through our

pages to carefully read the advertising pages

also. They are always full of useful infor-

mation, and this month there are several

new and fresh ones.

We believe the dull times are now broken-

backed, and, though it may seem cowardly,

we should get on top of them, or push them

overboard, and go ahead!

We wish you all a very Happy New Year.

OUR GOLD MEDAL PRIZE OFFER.

PLEASE to remember that January 20th

is the limit of time when we can receive

the negatives sent for competition for our

gold medal prize offer. We again call the

attention of our readers to that offer made
on page 307 of our last volume, and trust

that those who are ready will send their

negatives at once, and that none will be late.

It will be for the jury to decide whether or

not the usual three days' grace will be given,

but we trust that no party will ask for it, or

expect it. We have given abundance of

time, and hope for a large and fierce com-
petition. Of course there can be only one

successful party, and there may be several

disappointed. But we shall at least select

some of the best pictures for our use as embel-

lishments for our magazine, and will give

all who wish it opportunity to see some
prints from the whole series ; of this more
anon. Our only purpose now in mentioning

the matter is, to urge you not to be behind-

hand. Full information concerning the com-
petition will be given in our next number.

A correspondent suggests that we offer

a choice of $50 cash or a medal. We gladly

do it.

1



THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGEAPHEE.

OUTLINES OF CHEMISTRY.
BY HENRY M. Jl'lNTIRE, M.E.

ALL human knowledge may conveniently

be divided into logic or mental philoso-

phy, ethics or moral philosophy, and physics

or natural philosophy. Physics or natural

philosophy may itself be divided into natu-

ral history and chemistry.

Chemistry, in a feeble way, existed as far

back certainly as the early Egyptian nation,

perhaps even in the earlier Babylonian em-

pire. The cupidity of the middle ages trans-

formed it into alchemy, from which hardly

earlier than the nineteenth century it burst

its bonds, and became the modern chemis-

try, so that as now known it is quite recent
;

indeed, the last fifteen or twenty years have

witnessed a great revolution in its land-

marks, a revolution so extremely modern

that there are many books recently pub-

lished, and still in every-day use, that do not

make use of it, the change from the "old

system " to the " new system " involving a

new nomenclature.

The entire field of chemistry may be di-

vided into general and analytical chemistry,

whilst general chemistry may be further

divided into theoretical and practical chem-

istry ; the possibility of understanding the

latter division resting mainly upon the for-

mer, it may be of some consequence to take

with the theory some care.

I. Theoretical Chemistry.

An element is a substance that can by no

means, mechanical or physical, be divided

into other substances ; it is composed en-

tirely of one thing. Chemistry has up to

the present time recognized sixty-four such

substances, while there are rumors of new
discoveries. These elements, besides being

alone in a free state, may occur in the pres-

ence of each other in two ways, mechani-

cally and chemically, so that we may have

mechanical mixtures or chemical compounds.

In mechanical mixtures the constituents

may, perhaps, be recognized, if not with the

naked eye, by means of a microscope. They
may be separated by mechanical means,

while the mixture resembles each of them

to a greater or less extent ; but in a chemi-

cal compound the distinctive features of the

constituents are lost, while in their place the

compound has distinctive features of its own.

The constituents can only be separated by

physical means (light, heat, electricity, etc.).

For example, if sulphur and iron-filings be

mixed together, each may be recognized in

the mixture and easily separated ; but if heat

be applied, an action takes place, a new sub-

stance is formed, neither sulphur nor iron

can be seen nor mechanically separated. In

mechanical mixtures it is evident that the

constituents can be mixed in any proportions

whatever. But with chemical compounds

the case is different. Take, for instance, the

compound called olefian gas. An analysis

would give 85.7 per cent, of carbon and 14.3

per cent, of hydrogen; that is, 85.7 being

to 14.3 as 6 to 1, 6 parts of carbon and 1 part

of hydrogen. Take, also, marsh gas. We
would find 75 per cent, of carbon and 25 per

cent, of hydrogen, or 3 parts of carbon and

1 part of hydrogen. Again, for carbon

monoxide (the poisonous gas given off by

burning charcoal fires), we would have 6

parts of carbon and 8 of oxygen ; and for

carbon dioxide (carbonic acid gas), 6 parts

of carbon and 16 parts of oxygen. Finally,

take water, and it would give 1 part of hy-

drogen and 8 of oxygen, arranging all these

in a tabular form :

Carbon. Hydrogen. Oxygen.

Olefian Gas, . . 6 1

Marsh Gas, . 3 1

Carbon Monoxide, . 6 8

Carbon Dioxide, .6 16

Water, ... 1 8

Here is something noticeable : in the col-

umn headed carbon, there is a three and

three sixes ; in the hydrogen column, all

ones ; and in the oxygen column, two eights

and a sixteen. There is evidently some

cause for this. Further analyses of other

substances would give similar results, so that

the fact expressed as a law (and called the

law of multiple proportions) would be : If

two elements combine to form different

chemical compounds, and we consider the

same amount of one element, the amounts of

the other element in the various compounds

will always be one number, or multiples of

that number.

After deciding upon this, the next ques-

tion according to human nature would be,
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" Why is this so ? " To answer this question,

the atomic theory was made use of. An atom

is the smallest amount of an element that

could be reached by division. Each of these

particles, these atoms, has a definite weight,

always the same for the same substance.

By the law of multiple proportions it was

shown that a certain number could be

selected for each element, so that when ele-

ments combined, their weights would always

be in proportion to these numbers or multi-

ples of them. The reason was supposed to

be that chemical action takes place between

atoms. For instance, it was supposed that

when two elements combined, one atom of

the one united with one, two, or more atoms

of the other, as the case might be. This

being the case, the relative weights of the

atoms could be found ; for, if two elements

united atom for atom, and by analysis it

was found that the weight of one was to the

weight of the other, say as one to eight,

then the latter was eight times heavier than

the former. In this way the weight of an

atom of one element could be found with

respect to the weight of an atom of another,

how many times heavier or lighter the

atoms of one element is than another. It

would be evident that one and the same ele-

ment should be used as the standard to refer

the weights of the others to.

Hydrogen was selected as the base, and

its atomic weight made one. It was selected

because it was lighter than any other ele-

ment. Any one of the rest would have

answered, although not as well. But, having

decided on all this, difficulties would at the

very first step occur. If one should try to

determine the atomic weight of oxygen, he

would take the substances composed of hy-

drogen and oxygen ; he would find two of

these. In one the hydrogen would be to

the oxygen as one to eight, in the other as

one to sixteen. He might say that in the

one, water, where the proportion is as one

to eight, that each atom of hydrogen was

united to an atom of oxygen ; the atomic

weight of oxygen would then be eight, and

in the compound, when there was one part

of hydrogen to sixteen of oxygen, each atom

of hydrogen was united with two of oxygen

;

or he could say, with as much right, that in

the latter one atom of hydrogen was united

with one of oxygen, which would make the

atomic weight of oxygen sixteen, while in

water, when the proportion is as one to

eight, there would be two of hydrogen

united to one of oxygen, and he would have

two numbers, eight and sixteen, one of

which would be the atomic weight of oxy-

gen, but which one he would be unable to

judge with certainty. Then there was a

new law demonstrated (by what experiments

and reasoning it is unnecessary to state

here), that all gases contained in the same

space, or volume, the same number of mole-

cules. By molecule is meant the smallest

part of a substance that can exist, and still

contain the characteristics of the substance.

If water would be divided as far as it could

be, and still be water, that would be a mole-

cule of water ; this molecule, however, could

be divided into hydrogen and oxygen, but

then it would be no longer a molecule. The

number of hydrogen atoms, either one or

two, uniting with one atom of oxygen, would

form one molecule of water. It is also sup-

posed that an atom of an element could

remain uncombined only for a short space

of time ; if there is nothing else present that

it can unite with, it will unite with other

atoms of itself, and thus form a molecule of

that element. So when there is free hydro-

gen, the atoms are united among themselves

to form molecules of hydrogen in the same

way with oxygen ; but when these two gases

are brought together in the right proportions,

and an electric spark passed through them,

the molecules of hydrogen will be broken

up into atoms of hydrogen ; the molecules

of oxygen will be broken up into atoms of

oxygen ; the atoms of hydrogen will unite

with the atoms of oxygen to form molecules

of water. But, to return to the subject, it

has been proved then that in the same vol-

ume of every gas, element or not, there are

the same number of molecules ; this being

the case, every substance that can be made
into a gas, its molecular weight may easily

be determined, for if the same number of

molecules are in the same volume of every

gas, the weight of the molecules of two gases

must be in proportion to the weights of

equal volumes. Take oxygen for an exam-

ple. As has been before shown, the atomic

weight of oxygen must either be eight or
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sixteen
;
and we find, by experiment, that a

certain volume of hydrogen weighs 5.59

grains, and the same volume ofoxygen weighs

89.25 grains, or is 15.97 heavier, which is so

near 16 that it conclusively proves 16 to be

the atomic weight of oxygen. (If instru-

ments for weighing could be made perfectly

accurate, and man could work perfectly accu-

rate, there would be no difference between the

two weights.) So we see where a substance

can be obtained in a gaseous form, the de-

termination of its atomic and molecular

weights is comparatively easy ; but when
the substance cannot be obtained in a gase-

ous form, the determination is more diffi-

cult, and other means must be made use of.

It is not necessary to go into them here

;

.enough has been said to explain the mean-

ing and force of atomic and molecular

weights. These weights have been deter-

mined for all of the elements, to which also,

for the sake of expedition and brevity, sym-

bols have been given, consisting of the first

letter, or of two letters, of the Latin name
of the element.

LIST OF ELEMENTS, WITH THEIR ATOMIC

WEIGHTS AND SYMBOLS.

Atomic Wt.

. . 27.4

. 122.

. 75.

. 137.

. 210.

. 11.

. 80.

. 112.

. 133.

. 40.

. 12.

. 92.

. 35.5

. 52.4

. 59.

. 94.

. 63.4

113.7

19.

Element. Symbol

Aluminum, Al.

Antimony (Latin, Stibium), Sb.

Arsenic, As.

Barium, Ba.

Bismuth, . Bi.

Boron, .... B.

Bromine, . Br.

Cadmium, . . Cd.

Caesium, . Cs.

Calcium, . Ca.

Carbon, . . C.

Cerium, Ce.

Chlorine, . . 01.

Chromium, Or.

Cobalt, . . . Co.

Columbium , . Cb.

Copper (Cuprum
), Cu.

Davium, . .

Didymium, D.

Erbium, E.

Fluorine, . . E.

Gallium, . . Ga.

Glucium, . Gl.

Gold (Aurum), Au.

. 9.4

. 197.

Element.

Hydrogen,

Indium, . . .

Iodine, ....
Iridium, . . .

Iron (Eerrum), .

Lanthanum, . .

Lead (Plumbum),

Lithium, .

Magnesium, .

Manganese, . .

Mercury (Hydrargy

Molybdenum,

Nickel, ....
Nitrogen, . .

Osmium, .

Oxygen, . . .

Palladium, . ,

Phosphorus, . .

Platinum, .

Potassium (Kalium

Bhodium, . . .

Rubidium, . . .

Ruthenium, .

Selenium, ...
Silicon, ....
Silver (Argentum),

Sodium (Natrium),

Strontium, . .

Sulphur, . . .

Tantalum, . . .

Tellurium, . .

Thallium, . . .

Thorium, . . .

Tin (Stannum), .

Titanium, . . .

Tungsten (Wolfram),

Uranium, . . .

Vanadium, . .

Yttrium, . .

Zinc, ....
Zirconium, . .

Symbol. Atomic Wt.

H.

In.

I.

Ir.

Ee.

La.

Pb.

Li.

• Mg.
. Mn.

0, Hg-

. Mo.

. Ni.

N.

Os.

O.

Pd.

P.

Pt.

K.

Ro.

Rb.

Ru.

Se.

Si.

Ag.

Na.

Sr.

S.

Ta.

Te.

Tl.

Th.

Sn.

Ti.

W.
u.

V.

Y.

Zn.

Zr.

1.

113.7

127.

198.

56.

92.5

207.

7.

24.

55.

200.

95.8

59.

14.

199.2

16.

106.6

31.

197.4

39.1

104.4

85.4

104.4

79.4

28.

108.

23.

87.5

32.

182.

128.

204.

231.

118.

50.

184.

240.

51.3

61.7

65.

89.6

(To be continued.)

A TIME TO READ.

SINCE we have chosen for ourselves the

work of supplying photographers with

literature, and everybody knows it, we can

hardly be accused of a breach of good taste

in urging upon our readers the importance

of giving more attention to the cultivation

of information pertaining to the practice of
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their art. We do feel that there is a great

deficiency in this direction, and we are

prompted to call it to mind again hy a letter

received from one of our subscribers and

patrons, bringing very forcibly to our minds

the advantages of reading. This letter comes

to us from one of the oldest and best-known

stockdealers in our profession, Mr. Benja-

min French, of Boston, who says : "I have

always recommended your journal, and shall

continue to do so. I have obtained a good

many subscribers for you, and I advise those

who can afford it to take all of the journals,

as it will not harm them. I take pleasure

in reading them all myself, and enjoy the

knowledge that artists take them, as they

are a good thing for all ; and if they were

only read half as much by photographers

as I read them, they would be largely bene-

fited. I often give copies of your magazine

away, when I find a photographer who does

not receive it, hoping thus to induce sub-

scriptions." Here is a testimonial that is

of value, since it comes from one old and

experienced in the business, and who has

learned to look at things with a practical eye.

Another evidence of the advantages of

study comes to us from a working photog-

rapher, whose letter follows.

Dear Sir: With the thermometer at

sixty degrees, and a continued drizzling

rain accompanied with dull leaden sky, our

thoughts, for the time being, naturally drift

to our books. This becomes the case more

especially at a time of the year when the

change of season brings with it also that

most disagreeable uncertainty, in regard to

how the weather at 10 a.m., 12 m. or 2

p.m., may appear. Notwithstanding the

bold and almost military appearance of the

little woman on the barometer in the show-

window of our neighboring book and sta-

tionery store, positively indicating that a

clear sky and fine weather must be the result,

the weather, alas, continues as disagreeable,

photographically speaking, as one could

desire. Day-book, register, and ledger con-

sulted, give no glowing accounts in our

favor and therefore we turn to another class,

i.e., those of whom we have learned to

speak with reverence, such as Dr. Vogel's

Hand-Book, Bigelow's Album, Philadelphia

Photographer , Anderson's Skylight and

Dark-room, etc.

ISTow I am quite certain that if I were one

of the distinguished authors of these works,

I should feel myself highly flattered, if an

occasional acknowledgment of the benefits

derived therefrom were given by those so

benefited. It is rather astonishing, how-

ever, that we are obliged to listen to remarks

of dissatisfaction against this or that work

so frequently; in fact not seldom hearing

the same pronounced as " impositions on the

fraternity." These expressions naturally

make one feel pigmy-like, in comparing

ourselves with those who thus loudly speak,

when we consider that we had termed this

and that, and many other little suggestions,

formula?, glowing descriptions of travel

and art, a general advancement of our art,

and, in fact, have already adopted many of

the ideas thus obtained. Having, therefore,

a desire indeed within us, to see the results

of those who can thus lightly speak of those

whom we hold in high esteem, we avail

ourselves of the first few spare moments and

stroll up or down the streets and avenues of

our town ; and before going to the rooms,

we stop for a moment in front of the display

cases of our friends (denunciators of -all

advancement in our art), and it is then that

a smile of satisfaction may be seen to steal

over our countenance, as we suddenly wheel

about with the resolve that we will continue

to plunge deeper and deeper into all acces-

sible reading-matter pertaining to our pro-

fession.

I do not at all feel inclined to assert that

the mere act of hastily reading all the long

articles, will result in the production of a

thorough-fledged photographic artist. But

for myself I am prepared to say that with

the necessary application of the mind to the

careful study of the many valuable works of

instruction, and the proper practical appli-

cation of them, ultimate satisfaction and

favorable acknowledgment of the beneficial

influence will be the result. Again it is not

necessary for one to tamper with all formulae

and suggestions offered, but only to once lay

out for himself a definite route, to be trav-

ersed by this or that sort of conveyance, and

then to modify, as time and necessity sug-

gest, in the several branches.
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Now to give a plain illustration of the

remarks above, I to-day send to your address,

per mail, several views made on 11 x 14 and

8x10 plates ; and it may not a little surprise

you that all of them were made with a No.

8 Ross lens, 10 inch focus and smallest stop,

the exposures varying from: No. 1, 2

minutes—No. 2, 1 minute—No. 3, 6 min-

utes—No. 4, 10 minutes, and No. 5, 12

minutes. And although the exposures were

so varied, there was not the least change in

formulae from albumenizing of the plates to

varnishing the same. Furthermore, after

this tour in a locality most difficult of access,

with a 11x14 heavy camera, collodion,

bath and developer were filtered, the regu-

lar portrait work of my rooms resumed, and

the first negative of a child at ten-seconds

exposure resulted as per print also sent you

to-day, which the printer refused on account

of the abrupt vignetting, but it will suffice

to illustrate the nature of the negative pro-

duced.

Anxiously looking forward for the next

number of the journal, I remain,

Yours respectfully,

John H. Henning,
Johnstown, Pa.

P. S. I would state that this was my first

attempt at viewing, and that it is quite a

source of gratification that my efforts are

being appreciated, and many orders from

the more intelligent are received. The

stream along which the scenery lies is called

Paint Creek, and its course is through the

southeasterly portions of our county and the

village of Scalplevel, about sixteen miles

from our town, being frequented during the

summer by residents of smoky Pittsburg,

of whom a number are contributed by the

School of Design of that city.

J. H. H.

Here is a young photographer who enters

the practice of our art with all the glow

and enthusiasm of an earnest worker; he

adopts the right plan of informing himself,

and is frank enough to acknowledge the

benefit he has derived from books. Not

doubting but what he tells us is true, for he

had no idea of our publishing his letter, we
have to say that he has made wonderful

reaches in photography already ; the views

which he sends us are of scenery in the

mountain regions near his home, and are

certainly as fine examples of outdoor pho-

tography as it has been our pleasure to see

for a good while. They are admirable, and

prove Mr. Henning able to make good

photographic work, to select artistic subjects,

and to select subjects which are arbitrary to

the most advantage.

Now is the time of year for photographers

to take advantage of the spare hours, and

improve them for their own good. It is just

like precipitating so much clear, solid metal

for future use and advantage, and should

not be neglected. We have tried to meet

the wants of photographers by offering in

our circular of November 25th special ad-

vantages, which we believe will be largely

enjoyed. If our means would allow, we
should be very glad to place a series of our

publications in the house of every photog-

rapher who needs information
;
we can only

do the next best thing, which is to make the

prices as moderate as possible. We leave

the subject with you for your best consider-

ation. Send for and read our circular.

GIHON'S PHOTOGRAPHIC SCRAPS.

BY JOHN L. GIHOS.

Series No. 1.

The Philosophy of the Formation of " Sun-Pictures,"

as explained by different authors.

PHOTOGRAPHY Three Hundred Years

Ago.—" It is claimed that there has re-

cently been discovered a translation from the

German,three hundred years old, which gives

a clear explanation of the principles of pho-

tography. The ancient alchemists under-

stood one of the properties of what we call

chloride of silver. They knew that if images

were produced by a lens on a coating of this

chemical substance, the light parts became

fixed in black, and the half tints in gray,

while those parts which were not struck by

the light were left white. Fabricius verified

this in 1566 in his De Rebus Metallicus. In

1760 Tiphaigne de la Roche, in a very sin-

gular book, entitled Giphantie a Babylone,

* In the beginning, I beg to acknowledge my
indebtedness to all known sources of photo-

graphic information for what I gather from them,

without further credit.—J. L. G.
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supposed himself transported to the palace

of the genii of the element, the chief of whom
thus addressed him :

' You know that the

rays of light reflecting various hodies paint

them on the retina of the eye, on the surfaces

of the water, and on mirrors. The spirits

have sought to fix these passing images
;

they have composed a very subtle adhesive

material, which hardens very quickly, by

means of which a picture is made in the

twinkling of an eye. They spread this sub-

stance on a piece of cloth, and expose it to

the objects they wish to depict. The first

effect of this prepared cloth is that of a mir-

ror, near and distant objects being shown
upon it ; but that which a glass cannot effect

this cloth with its viscous covering does,

namely, it retains the image faithfully, a

process which is the work of the first instant

this is received on the cloth. It is taken

away directly to a dark place, and an hour

afterwards the glazing is dry, and you have

a picture far more precious, truthful, and

lasting than any that art can produce. ' The
spirit then entered into a physical disquisi-

tion
;

first, on the nature of the glutinous

body, which intercepts and keeps the rays

;

second, on the difficulties of preparing and

employing it ; thirdly, on the mutual action

of the light and the glutinous body. ' Three

problems,' adds Tiphaigne, on waking from

his trance, ' which I propose to the philoso-

phers of our days.' Thus, if for the ' viscous

cloth ' of the dreams of Tiphaigne we substi-

tute iodized plates, paper, or collodion, we
have the realities of Daguerre, Niepce, and
Fox Talbot,"

On Latent and Apparent Photographic

Images.—"The earliest photographic fact on

record is the blackening of chloride of silver

(the alchemist's luna eornua) by the agency

of light. Though Scheele and Count Kum-
ford experimented on this substance,Wedge-
wood and Sir Humphrey Davy were the first

to use it for pictorial purposes. They aban-

doned their pursuits, however, from their

inability to fix their pictures. In making
their experiments these philosophers were

enabled to j udge of their effect by their im-

ages being apparent and formed under their

eyes ; but subsequent discoverers, Niepce,

Rev. J. B. Eeade, Fox Talbot, Daguerre,

and Archer, disclosed a more subtle action

of light when they established that latent

images, equally perfect, were produced in a

much briefer period of time, needing only

the proper chemical reagents to make them

evident. Into these two classes, latent and

apparent, all photographic images may be

primarily divided.

" Chloride of silver is the substance gener-

ally used for producing apparent images, as

in sun-printing, and it is a curious fact that

it was the first material used for the purpose,

and is retained to this hour for the same use.

For latent images iodide of silver is always

employed, and whether it be daguerreotype,

calotype, albumen, wax-paper, collodion, or

any other modification, iodide of silver is

always the base to act upon."

The Theory of Photography.—" Observa-

tion has shown that certain salts of silver

undergo change in the presence of certain

kinds of light. The change may be Adsible

to the eye, as in the case of the darkening

of chloride of silver, or may be ascertained

by the behavior of the salt when certain

chemical agents are brought in contact with

it, as in the case of iodide of silver in the

wet collodion process. It is none the less

true that the latter change is as real as the

former, though it be invisible to our senses.

It is found that lights of certain colors affect

the silver salts as well as pure white light,

and that those of certain other colors refuse

to cause that change. Those colored rays of

light which will effect a change (visible or

invisible) are termed actinic or chemical

rays, all others non-actinic. "When light is

decomposed by a prism we have all the

colors of the rainbow shown, and although

they pass imperceptibly from one to the other,

yet, for the sake of perspicuity, they have

been divided into seven colors, which are

called primary colors. They are red, orange,

yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet. Ex-

periment has shown that lights of those

colors which are included between the green

and the violet are actinic, and that of these,

those which produce the most rapid change

in a silver salt are situated about half-way

between the two. "With different salts of

silver the range of actinic power varies

slightly, inclining more or less to the red
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end of the spectrum. In some future day

we may hope that some salt may be found

to which red rays may be actinic, thus giv-

ing a more truthful complexion to nature as

represented in a photograph. It should be

remembered then, that white light only

causes a chemical change in the silver salt,

because of its components some are actinic.

It is because the red and yellow rays are

non-actinic that colored glass of these hues

is used in our developing-rooms, the light

admitted through such glass, if it be of good

quality, being incapable of producing any

primary change on the collodion film, which

contains a silver salt. It must also be noted

that when a ray of light is decomposed by a

prism into its primary colors, and these be

allowed to fall upon a film containing a sen-

sitive salt, a change in the sensitive salt is

produced beyond the place where the ex-

treme violet ray is seen. These rays are

called dark rays of the spectrum, and are

usually denoted as ultra-violet. As these

produce a change in the salt they are like-

wise actinic rays.

"Such is a short summary of the light

which is valuable to photographers, and we
shall now discuss the means by which the in-

visible changes that have taken place in the

sensitive salts are made apparent and util-

ized.

"The sensitive salts of silver which are

usually employed in photography are, the

iodide, the bromide, and the chloride of sil-

ver. In order to illustrate the theory of the

formation of a photographic image, the

iodide will be taken as a type, the action of

light on the other salts being similar.

" Iodide of silver can be formed in two or

more ways : by the action of a soluble

iodide, or of iodine vapor upon metallic sil-

ver
; or by the humid method. This last

method is that employed for its formation

in ordinary photography : the soluble iodide

of a metal, or a metalloid, such as cadmi-

um, ammonium, etc., is brought in contact

with a solution of nitrate of silver ; the

iodine, having a strong affinity for the sil-

ver, forms iodide of silver, setting the nitric

acid free, Avhich in its turn combines with

the metal originally in combination with

the iodide.

" Plain collodion may be considered, for

the purpose of illustrating the theory of

photography, as an inactive body, exerting

no influence whatever on the chemical reac-

tions that take place, but merely as a ve-

hicle used to retain certain chemical com-

pounds in situ.

" There are certain salts which contain bro-

mine and iodine that are dissolved in collo-

dion, and this collodion is flowed over a

glass plate, and allowed to set. After set-

ting, the film is immersed in a solution of

nitrate of silver. This film containing the

salts is, whilst still moist, taken out of the

bath, and exposed to the action of light ; if

the rays are directed by a lens they form an

image, if uncontrolled the chemical change

takes place over the whole plate.

" The chemical change that takes place in

the iodide of silver by the light, we have

very good reason to believe to be the forma-

tion of a subiodide of silver.

" If no body which will absorb iodine be

present this change will not take place, for

if we thoroughly wash a plate on taking it

out of the bath, and attempt to develop it,

after exposure to light no alteration in its

aspect will be manifest. It is therefore evi-

dent that in wet photography the nitrate of

silver plays an important part.

" In dry-plate photography the action of

light is precisely the same, but the free ni-

trate of silver solution is replaced in this

case by some body which will combine with

iodine.

"As we have said before, the change to

the state of subiodide is invisible or latent,

and we needs must find some agent which

will bring the chemical action to the cog-

nizance of our senses. Pyrogallic acid is a

chemical which is well known for its affinity

for oxygen, as are the ferrous or proto-salts

of iron, the latter tending to form the ferric

or per-salts that are to combine with more

oxygen. We will take the example of the

latter when applied to the latent image. It

is based on the assumption that the sub-

iodide of silver has an affinity for metallic

silver, and, consequently, causes the silver

from the free nitrate solution to be deposited

by the developer upon those parts acted

upon by light.
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"A little consideration will show that if

this action take place the image must he on

the surface of the film, and not in it. Expe-

rience shows that such is the case.

" The theory of the reduction of hromide

of silver hy an alkali, as applied to dry-plate

photography, proves that in that case the

image is in the film, and not on it.

" In the practical formula for developers

it will he noticed that the addition of (acetic)

acid is invariably included. If to a solution

of protosulphate of iron (or pyrogallic acid)

a solution of nitrate of silver he added, it

will be found that there is an almost instan-

taneous deposit of metallic silver. In fact,

this is one method of reducing silver from

an old bath solution. Suppose a developer

such as this were flowed over a plate which

had free nitrate of silver on it ; it would be

found that an immediate precipitation of

silver took place all over the film. The at-

traction of the subiodide of silver (adopting

our theory of development) would be ren-

dered void, owing to the rapidity of deposit.

" If either of the solutions be acidified, the

deposition would take place with greater

regularity and less rapidity.

" If it were sufficiently slow, the subiodide

would be able to attract all the particles of

metallic silver as they were formed, and

thus build up a metallic image. In practice

the acid added is just sufficient to cause this

gradual reduction of the silver. Heat in-

creasing the rapidity of the chemical action,

it follows that in decidedly hot weather a

larger quantity of acetic acid should be used

than in cold.

" The stronger the iron solution the greater

chemical power it will have, and the more
rapidly it will decompose the silver solution.

As a consequence, with a strong solution,

all parts of the picture acted upon by light

will immediately become nuclei for the de-

position of silver, and the deposit will be of

more even density than if a weaker solution

had been employed ; for with the latter those

parts most acted upon by the light

—

i. e.,

which had been most thoroughly converted

into subiodide—having the most attractive

force, would draw the deposit of silver to

them, and the image would be much more
intense at those parts than where the light

had less strongly acted. This, which is true

in theory, has been verified by practice.

"Any method of increasing the opacity

of the developed image, either by changing

its color or rendering the deposit thicker, is

called ' intensifying a negative.' The agents

used are called 'intensifiers.'

" Either pyrogallic acid or protosulphate

of iron may be employed with nitrate of

silver, to cause an increase of density by

thickening the deposit of the metallic silver.

The reactions here are analogous to those of

development, excepting that the metallic

silver is the attractive matter instead of the

subiodide. Both these have the property

of assisting the decomposition of the solu-

tion of the silver salt, as before stated. The

silver must be reduced gradually to the me-

tallic state, when it will be deposited on

those parts on which silver has already been

reduced by the action of the developer, in

the ratio of their densities.

""When we dip a piece of bright copper

wire into a solution of nitrate of silver, on

withdrawal we find it coated with a deposit

of silver. If, instead of these two metals,

we have silver and a solution of chloride of

gold, we will find that the gold displaces

the silver and produces a change in color.

"Any one acquainted with even the ele-

ments of chemistry will be aware that a

solution of a silver salt added to other chemi-

cal bodies, such as bichromate of potash,

permanganate of potash, etc., produces a

precipitate of a varying color ; in the first

case a reddish one resulting.

" It is found that by flooding a developed

and fixed film with certain of these chemi-

cals, a corresponding change in color takes

place. In most cases a preliminary conver-

sion of the metallic silver to the form of

iodide facilitates this change. This is ac-

complished by flowing over the plate a

solution of a soluble iodide and iodine.

"To take another example of intensifi-

cation by change of color : If, after the

conversion of a small layer of the fixed

image into iodide, we flow over it or im-

merse it in permanganate of potash, we get

binoxide of manganese deposited on the

silver.

"After the development of the latent im-

age or picture formed upon the sensitive
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collodion film, the iodide and bromide of

silver are left unaltered, and probably the

subiodides and bromides.

" Looking at the reverse side of the plate

(that which does not bear the film), the

green color of the iodide and bromide of

silver will be apparent.

"Were this unaltered iodide and bromide

of silver left in the film, a print taken from

it on paper in the ordinary manner would

be found to be nearly a blank, the iodide

and bromide possessing almost as much
power of preventing the passage of light as

the reduced silver itself. Certain chemical

solutions, however, are found to be capable

of dissolving the iodide and bromide, leav-

ing the metallic silver unchanged.

"These chemical solutions are termed

'fixing solutions,' or ' agents,' and the opera-

tion of dissolving out the iodide and bromide

of silver is termed 'fixing the image. ' These

terms apply equally to those agents and

operations in printing which render the

image permanent. Here, however, chlo-

ride of silver is acted upon. Dismissing

the chlorides of the alkalies and iodide of

potassium (owing to their imperfections as

fixing agents), the first solvent of iodide,

bromide, or chloride of silver that is to be

noticed is hyposulphite of soda.
'

' The chemical reaction of this salt upon
the bromide is similar to that upon the

iodide. The double salt is soluble in a solu-

tion of hyposulphite of soda ; consequently

the darkest shadows of the image will be

rendered transparent through the removal

of the iodide (and bromide) by the applica-

tion of the latter in excess.

"The only other fixing agent that is in

general use is cyanide of potassium. Its

chemieal reaction on the iodide and bromide

of silver is similar to that of the hyposul-

phite of soda, a double cyanide of silver and

potassium being formed, which is soluble in

a solution of cyanide of potassium.

" The cyanide of potassium has also a.

slightly solvent power on finely-deposited

metallic silver. If a test-tube be coated

with a fine layer of metallic silver, it will

be found that a strong solution of cyanide

of potassium will dissolve it completely

after a short interval of time. Hence is

apparent the need of using a weak solution

of this fixing agent, and allowing it to re-

main on the plate as short a time as possible.

" The cyanide of potassium is a deadly

poison, and great caution should be exer-

cised in working with it. Its fumes are

deleterious to the system, and if the solution

come in contact with a cut or sore place in

the skin, festering is liable to occur. Should,

by any accident, any of the solution be

taken internally, a draught of iron devel-

oper taken immediately will render it in-

nocuous. Similarly, the iron solution,

applied to the cut or sore which has been

in contact with the poison, will prevent bad

results. If festers do occur through its use,

an ointment made of lard and finely-pow-

dered protosulphate of iron will prevent a

furtber spread of the mischief.

" Most photographers recommend the

hyposulphite, in preference to the cyanide,

as a fixing agent, owing to the latter 's poi-

sonous character and liability to eat into

the half-tones. The color of the negative

given by the latter, by reflected light, is

whiter, but by transmitted light, browner,

and consequently more non-actinic than if

the former be used. For this reason, and

also on account of the much diminished

washing that is required to free the film

from the traces of the fixing solution, the

cyanide is here recommended as the agent

to be generally used.

" If ordinary precautions are taken, it

need not prove hurtful to the operator

through inhalation or otherwise
; and if the

film be washed immediately after the iodide

of silver is dissolved out, there need be no

fear of an attack on the half-tones. Hypo-

sulphite of soda is to be avoided, on account

of the mischief which even one drop of its

solution causes to the bath.

" Great care should be taken that no acid

come in contact with the cyanide solution,

as it is decomposed, and hydrocyanic acid

vapor (prussic acid) is given off. The vapor

is almost more dangerous than the liquid

solution."

uArt Photography will embrace all pic-

tures where the artist, not contented with

taking things as they may naturally occur,

determines to infuse his mind into them,

by arranging, modifying, or otherwise dis-
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posing them, so that they may appear in a

more appropriate or beautiful manner than

they would have been without such inter-

ference. This class may easily embrace

almost all subjects. In landscapes, the

artist may select the period of the year, the

condition of the weather, time of the day,

point of sight, length of exposure, etc., as

material agencies in modifying his picture.

The same in portraiture, by arrangement of

light, pose, expression, presence or absence

of accessories, etc. ; also in the composition

of pictures, by the due attention to all the

necessary parts, so as to form one harmo-

nious whole.

" I feel that photography is capable of

being made to minister to higher purposes

than any to which it has yet aspired, and

that it will as certainly take its place as a

fine art as sculpture or painting. How
early, depends on the earnestness, truthful-

ness, and intelligence of its votaries.

"The tendency just now is to produce

art photographs by fragmentary portions,

rather than direct and all at once.

" Strictly speaking, this consideration

does not lie in our province. A photogra-

pher, like an artist, is at liberty to employ

what means he thinks necessary to carry

out his ideas. If a picture cannot be pro-

duced by one negative, let him have two or

ten ; but let it be clearly understood that

these are only means to the end, and that

the picture when finished must stand or fall

entirely by effects produced, and not by the

means employed. When judging of a

painting, we do not ask the artist how many
sittings he took from his models, or how
often he arranged his lay figure ; these are

the mechanical appliances of the arts, the

mysteries of the printing and painting-

rooms.

" I lay stress on these points, because I

find persons dwelling too much on the beau-

ties of an art photograph, and praising the

artist because he composed it from so many
negatives, thus exalting too highly the me-

chanical instead of the artistic skill.

"We have abundance of mechanical

ability ; it is the artistic we want to culti-

vate. For my part, I am sorry to see that

an artist-photographer is obliged to have

recourse to more than one negative, and

can fancy how he must be annoyed and

crippled by working in this fragmentary

way.

"Of two given pictures, equal in merit

and design, that one is the best which is se-

cured by the fewest negatives ; for he is the

higher artist who produces the greatest re-

sults with the smallest means.
" I consider it, then, rather a demerit,

that a given picture should require so many
negatives to produce it ; it indicates a pov-

erty of means or design, and is so far a

reflection on the art, or the artist, or both

;

for, after all, the ultimate picture must ap-

pear as if produced from one negative. Not
only are the manipulatory difficulties in-

creased, but the risks run are very great of

altogether destroying that natural harmony
and chiaroscuro always present in a picture

taken from one negative.

" Finally, I do not think the advocacy of

composition printing tends to advance art

photography. It starts with putting clogs

and fetters upon it. As mind is higher

than matter, so is art loftier than mechanics.

The artistic mind is not mechanically in-

clined. It is better—clearing all obstacles

from his path—to allow the art photogra-

pher free scope to his fancy, and tramelled

with few mechanical details, to give him
freedom in the use of the camera and print-

ing frame, as the legitimate ventricles of

expressing his conceptions of beauty.

"In this way only, loving our art, can

we hope to elevate it.

" As mechanical photography deals with

material beauty, so let art photography

treat with intellectual beauty ; and when
deep and earnest minds, seeking to express

their ideas of moral and religious beauty,

employ high-art photography, then may we
be proud of our glorious art, and of having

aided in its elevation."

(To be continued.)

Mr. Walter B. Woodbury, of London,

has brought out the sciopticon in Europe,

and it is now the leading lantern of England

and Germany. We may say, too, that it is

the leading lantern of America, because

nothing else is so compact, or has so many
advantages, either for oil or gas.
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WHAT IS ART?

THIS is a query which we have for ten

years heen striving to constrain our

readers to consider, in order that when once

settled in their minds, they may adopt and

practice its principles in their business.

We have from time to time given them

series of articles on art principles, appli-

cable to photography, and we feel sure that

we have noticed as one of the results great

improvements in the works of the photo-

graphers in the United States. But there is

yet much more room for improvement and

progress in this direction, and we shall,

during the new year now at hand, endea-

vor to keep at it, and if possible to excite

still more interest in the matter.

Artists are loath to permit photographers

to make any claim to artistic merit ; we
are crowded out of exhibitions and collec-

tions, because our work is not considered as

the production of art. Those who paint,

those who cut and carve, however, are

becoming more reconciled to the thought of

allowing photography to walk alongside,

and are becoming more lenient than they

were, simply, we suppose, because they begin

to feel that our art is a necessity to theirs.

Of course, feeling our youth, we should be

modest and patient, but persistent withal,

and the day will come soon when we shall

receive our just due. "We of course have

our own opinion as to the merits of pho-

tography, and not only claim that it is an

art, but an incomparably expeditious one.

Where is the painter or sculptor who would

not quail at the thought of reproducing such

lively representations of nature as are pro-

duced by our blessed art, in the same time ?

The subject is presented to the photographer,

grumbling and growling and complaining

and fretting because of the unpleasantness

of sitting for a photograph, and our artist

is expected in the few moments at his com-

mand to produce the most lifelike counter-

feit that the exactions of an impatient nature

can claim
;
while the painter or the sculptor

is permitted to have ten times as many
sittings, each ten times as long, with no

complaint and no rebellion. Who then is

the greatest artist but he who in the least time

produces the most natural result ? We leave

it to the "echo " of the St. Louis Society for

the Prevention of Photographic Progress to

answer. But we are straying from our sub-

ject. Our query is, What is art?

We find it admirably answered in a beau-

tiful poem by Mr. Longfellow, in the

December number of Harper's Magazine,

entitled "Keramos," which is none other

than the history of the ceramic art, and

which beautifully closes as follows

:

"Art is the child of Nature; yes,

Her darling child, in whom we trace

The features of the mother's face,

Her aspect and her attitude,

All her majestic loveliness

Chastened and softened and subdued

Into a more attractive grace,

And with the human sense imbued.

He is the greatest artist, then,

Whether of pencil or of pen,

Who follows Nature. Never man
As artist or as artisan,

Pursuing his own fantasies

Can touch the human heart, or please,

Or satisfy our nobler needs

As he who sets his willing feet

In Nature's footprints, light and fleet,

And follows fearless where she leads."

MY SUCCESS WITH EMULSION
WORK.

BY A FILTER.

I

MAKE bold to give you my experience,

as an amateur, with the emulsion pro-

cess, as it may help some brother amateur

at least to find his way.

I began my experiments with emulsion

partly because it requires less investment,

and partly because it was something new,

and I have yet no desire to undertake bath

work. I believe that with an emulsion well

made, a proper developer, and careful atten-

tion to details, success is more certain than

with the bath. The emulsions which I find

to be the most satisfactory are from two for-

mulae, one of which is taken from Professor

Towler's Dry-plate Photography; the other

was taken from one of the photographic

magazines, which one is forgotten. The

details and some of the formulae have been

altered, or such others substituted as were

more simple, or gave better results.
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I have found no difficulty in making my
own emulsions, and by making them myself

I can use them more intelligently, knowing

their composition, etc.

In making an emulsion, I dissolve the

bromides in the least alcohol possible, and

when all is dissolved add the ether and cot-

ton ; in No. 2 the hydrochloric acid is added

to the bromide solution before the cotton.

The silver is always to be dissolved with heat,

in as much alcohol as can be reserved from

the formula ; and when dissolved, it is neces-

sary to add it to the bromized collodion im-

mediately, to avoid recrystallization ; the

emulsion is then shaken hard and kept in the

dark.

I use 5x8 glass with corners and edges

ground, and clean the plates by putting in

lye, then rinsing and coating with prepared

chalk and water ; when dry, rub off with a

clean cloth and coat with dilute albumen,

and stand them away to dry. The best sub-

stratum for all purposes is albumen and

water, with a few drops of ammonia to keep

it. The preservative given does not require

anything to keep it ; it keeps well even in

hot weather.

After being coated with emulsion, the

plate is placed in clean water until all greasi-

ness disappears, then it is rinsed, and if re-

quired to keep for more than half an hour,

it is flowed with the preservative, drained,

and placed in the changing box.

If required for immediate use as a wet

plate, the preservative is omitted, and the

plate will work nearly as quick as a bath plate.

The film being always moist, will not bear

rough usage, but is more sensitive.

The length of exposure depending on the

age of the plate, the light and the lens, will

be from thirty seconds to fifteen minutes.

By the addition of three to six drops of

strong solution of iron bromide to the ounce

of emulsion, I have been able to get a good

negative out of doors in two seconds, with

good light. The emulsion so prepared will

not retain its extra sensitiveness longer than

a few hours.

Upon the developer depends the success of

emulsions, which naturally lack intensity,

as all do, more or less. The one given is the

best of the many which I have tried ; it gives

strength, and is regular in its action.

Instead of trying to use pyro in solution,

it is better to have it weighed out in " pow-
ders " of one or two grains each, which is suf-

ficient for a 5 x 8 plate.

The soda carbonate should be fresh, not

the effloresced article usually offered, and the

silver and pyro should not be discolored
; the

purity of the chemicals is an important part.

To develop a plate, it is placed in clean

water until the film is evenly wet, then rinsed

and flowed with the developer, which is

poured off when the image begins to appear
;

the plate is kept moving, and when fully de-

veloped, is washed and fixed
;
or, if irregu-

lar action should begin, it is to be washed

with acetic acid and water, then fixed and

thoroughly washed and let dry.

When a plate has become dry it should be

flowed with alcohol before rewetting, to

avoid blisters ; then, after washing, it may
be intensified with acetic acid, pyro and sil-

ver used rather weak, and quickly flowed.

Beware of keeping it on too long ; if once

is not enough, make a new mix and apply

again, etc.

The use of alcohol or sugar in the developer

causes the film to look pink, reddish, or pur-

ple, by transmitted light, and is of no par-

ticular advantage.

The bromide of iron spoken of was formed

by adding five grains of iron sulphate to

seven to nine grains of potass, bromide in

solution ; this may not form iron bromide

proper, but it is mixed in the proper propor-

tions, and does what is required of it.

The following are formula? which have

given me the best satisfaction, with the most

certainty and least trouble.

Emulsions.

No. 1.

Ether,

Alcohol,

2 ounces.

2 "

Cotton, 24 grains.

Ammonium Bromide, 3

Cadmium Bromide, . 24 "

Ag.N0
5

(Nit. of Silver),

No. 2.

48 "

Ether,

Alcohol,

2\ ounces

3 "

Cotton, 20 grains.

Cadmium Bromide, . 40 «

Hydrochloric Acid, . 8 drops.

Ag.N0
5

(Nit. of Silver). 80 grains.
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4 ounces

i ounce.

10 grains.

1 ounce.

40 grains.

No. 1 gives intensity
; No. 2 detail; they

may be mixed to obtain the happy medium.

No. 1 is improved by more ether.

Developer.

Stock Solution No. 1.

Water,

Soda Carbonate,

Ammonium Bromide,

No. 2.

Water,

Pyrogallic Acid,

Accelerator No. 3.

Water, \ ounce.

Ammonia, Concentrated, . \ "

Ammonium Bromide, . 20 grains.

The accelerator is added to No. 1 (six or

eight drops), before No. 2, when ready to use,

but is not often required.

Preservative (Stock Solution).

Water, .... 3 ounces.

Albumen, i ounce.

Glycerin, . . . 1 "

The developer is Newton's alkaline, and

to it I give most of the credit of my success

with emulsion.

In conclusion, I would say that nothing

new has been told, it having been my object

to give a sort of compilation which forms a

simple and reasonably certain method of

working emulsion, dry or wet.

[Translated for the Philadelphia Photographer'.]

ORDINARY DRY COLLODION.
BY E. BOIVIN.

VEKY much simplified
; certain in its re-

sults ; of long preservation ; with a

sensitiveness equal to that of wet collodion,

with or without the use of a preserver.

Preparation of the Plates.

I collodionize upon plates cleaned and

covered with a preliminary coating of albu-

men, as indicated in my preceding articles,

and then sensitize in the ordinary silver

bath, or preferably in the following :

Water, . . .100 c.c. (3J fl. oz.)

Nitrate of Silver, . 8 grammes (123 grs.)

Acetate of Lead, . 1 gramme (15 "
)

Acetic Acid, . a few drops.

At the end of three minutes I withdraw the

plate, and, without washing, plunge it into

a solution of one gramme (fifteen grains) of

chloride of sodium with one thousand (thirty-

four fluid ounces) of water, in which I have

dissolved one decigramme (one and a half

grains) of gallic acid. This solution is re-

newed for each plate, and the dish should

only contain the necessary quantity for the

immersion. At the end of one or two min-

utes it is only required to wash the plate

in pure water and place it on the drainer to

dry.

The object of this operation is to neutral-

ize the corrosive action of the nitrate of sil-

ver, which later would produce failures, and

form in the body of the coating itself chlo-

ride of silver, which acts as a preserver, and

also mechanically in preventing the mo-

lecular displacement of the collodion in the

drying. The slight traces of gallate of sil-

ver formed by the gallic acid act as a sen-

sitizer.

To obtain great rapidity, and at the same

time to assure the very long preservation of

the plates, I find it very advantageous to

cover the coating after washing with a lead-

gallo-salicin preserver, before allowing it

to dry, as follows :

No. 1.

Alcohol, . . 25 c.c. (6| fl. drachms).

Gallic Acid, . . 2.50 gr. (46 grains).

Salicin, . . 1 gr. (15 grains).

No. 2.

Acetic Acid, . . 25 c.c. (6| fl. drachms).

Acetate of Lead, . 1 gr. (15 grains).

Preserver.

Water, . . .100 c.c. (3J fl. ounces).

No. 1, . . .5 c.c. (li fl. drachm).

No. 2, . . .5 c.c. (1£ "

To be applied several times to the sensi-

tized coating, which is washed and dried.

Immerse in water before development.

The plates when completely dry are placed

either in a grooved box or in the frames, to

be used when wanted. They may be kept

indefinitely without losing any of their sen-

sibility, when all the manipulations have

been made with proper care.

Exposure.

The necessary time of exposure is sensibly

the same as that required by the same collo-
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dion used wet. It varies with the kind of

objective used, the size of the stop, and the

composition of the subject. As a general

rule to he adopted for all dry processes, it is

always preferable to prolong the time of ex-

posure. This process, moreover, readily

adapts itself to this, as the plates have not a

great tendency to solarization.

Development.

Washing the sensitized impressioned coat-

ing is not indispensable before development,

but it is always preferable to soften it by

immersing the plate in water before submit-

ting it to the action of the developer. In

all processes it is a delicate operation, and

requires all the care of the operator to cause

the latent image to appear. I proceed in the

following manner to obtain this end without

difficulty : I pour into a dish the required

quantity to cover the plate, of a solution of

gallic acid with three or four grammes (forty-

six to sixty-two grains), for one thousand of

water (thirty-four fluid ounces). I add a few

drops of acetic acid, containing from twenty

to thirty grammes (309 to 463 grains) of ace-

tate of lead for one hundred (three and one-

third fluid ounces) of acid. Then one or

two drops of nitrate of silver at three per

cent. ; I shake well, and without waiting

plunge the plate to be developed. If the ex-

posure has been suitable, all the details show
themselves successively and rapidly as the

dish is moved ; I withdraw the plate, and

again add some drops of nitrate of silver
;

I replace the plate, and in a short time the

development is complete. I wash the plate,

and after examination of the image, I

strengthen it, if necessary, by the known
methods. I then fix with the hyposulphite

of soda.

The acetic acid, containing acetate of lead,

serves both as an accelerator and moderator

in the development of the image ; it should

be added in a larger proportion when the

subject presents contrasts than when it is of

uniform composition ; it is with it that soft-

ness and harmony are obtained. Develop-

ment may also be made with ordinary pyro-

gallic acid or sulphate of iron
; but I much

prefer that with gallic acid in the manner
just indicated ; it is so easy to work that it

has caused me to adopt it in preference for

the development of the plates.

The operations of this process may be thus

resumed ; collodionizing on a plate having

a preliminary albumen coating.

Sensitizijig

.

—Immersion in a solution of

chloride of gallic sodium.

Washing.—Use of preserver or not, and

drying ; exposure, development, and fixing.

It is hardly possible to render more simple

the manipulations of the actual iodo-bromide

process ; it is only the new processes with

washed emulsion and bromized collodion

which offer the advantage of reducing them

;

but as the processes are as yet uncertain, it

is necessary to await the results of the ex-

periments now undertaken by all, and which

certainly will soon cause their exclusive

adoption.

Of all the ordinary dry collodion processes,

the most rapid and certain in its results is,

without doubt, the one that I have just de-

scribed. In my personal practice I much
prefer it to the new bromide processes which

require so much care in their use, and be-

sides, because the exposure is much shorter.

Every one can easily convince himself of the

excellence of these results by making a few

experiments, and will remark, as I have

done, that the darkest portions as well as the

greens are admirably reproduced, and that

the foreground and background appear with

extraordinary delicacy.

For beauty of execution, the negatives

obtained with the collodion just indicated

rival those obtained with emulsion and bro-

mized collodion
; it has the immense advan-

tage of being more easily used, of not offer-

ing the same difficulties in the preparation,

of being much less expensive, and of not re-

quiring in the laboratory a light so antipho-

togenic, which with the pure bromide pro-

cesses infallibly gives veiled prints.

This process I am now using as a basis to

compose an iodo-bromized emulsion, which

being poured on the plate will give a sensi-

tive preparation
;
the rapidity will be greater

than that of the pure bromide emulsion, and

the development of the image may be made
without difficulty with gallic acid and lead,

which is so easy to conduct, and which does

not always happen with the alkaline devel-
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opment, which is often very variable and

uncertain.

When my experiments on this subject

shall have ended, I will hasten to communi-

cate the results to my readers.

—

Moniteur.

[Translated for the Philadelphia Photographer .]

FRENCH ITEMS.

ME. TEEPEEEAU, of Bordeaux, who is

now experimenting with emulsions,

uses a very simple kind of screen to inter-

cept light in the laboratory. It consists

simply of glazed muslin which he frames in

thick pasteboard, and places on the lighting

sash. To be certain there is no veil, he

commences by using an experimental screen

composed of several sheets of glazed muslin

pasted one over the other and forming a

scale, as do the yellow glass plates used in

photometers. By exposing underneath a

plate or sensitized paper, he can easily de-

termine the suitable thickness, and conse-

quently the number of sheets that it is

necessary to superpose. This method is

practical, inexpensive, and gives screens

that cannot be broken.

—

Moniteur.

The following translations we make from

Dr. Phipson's correspondence in the Moni-

teur :

The permanence of carbon prints has

given rise, as we all know, to animated dis-

cussion, and it is a question not easily

solved. We see that at Brussels a well-

known photographer, Mr. Geruzet, has

recently shown to his colleagues a carbon

print which had been exposed to daylight

two years and a half, and which had lost

none of its original merits. The general

tone of this print had uniformly weakened,

but the half-tones had not been affected,

"which would have happened," it is said,

" with a silver print under the same circum-

stances."

We have recently spoken of the phenom-
ena of reticulation in carbon prints ; it

appears that at the same time small blisters

have been discovered. This subject still

occupies the attention of our experimental-

ists, and two of them have independently

fallen upon the same remedy. Mr. D. T.

Burrelle, who had tried a number of things,

and who was beginning to despair, finally

put an end to the cause of the trouble by

using a weaker bath, which he gives as fol-

lows: " One ounce of bichromate in ninety

ounces of water ; five drops of ammonia, and

three ounces of alcohol ; the result was that

the reticulation and blisters entirely disap-

peared
;
positive and transparent prints are

all that can be desired." Mr. English

reaches the same solution of this difficulty.

"Instead," he says, "of using a sensitizing

solution at two and one-half per cent., as

has been indicated, use only a bath at one

and one-half per cent., and float the tissue

over it until it is quite flat, the temperature

not being over 15° C. (59° Fahr.)" Desic-

cation should be prompt. If the weather is

rainy and desiccation requires a long time,

the print will be very hard to develop.

To-day, when many artists are using

photography on canvas, it is well to recol-

lect that it is a dangerous process to obtain

the image directly on the canvas, as it

cannot be well enough washed to entirely

remove the hyposulphite, however soluble

may be this salt. It is better not to risk the

contact of the hyposulphite with the oil

colors, and to use some transfer process.

The Autotype Company at Eondon is ac-

customed to transfer carbon prints to canvas,

and has described the process in its little

manual.

Mr. Simpson has used for a long time a

very simple process. Eirst, he washes the

surface of the canvas with soap and hot

water, using a piece of flannel ; then he

rinses with alcohol. In this way is com-

pletely removed the grease that adheres to

it. Then the surface is treated with a very

weak solution of gelatin, to which has been

added a little alcohol. The developed print

is applied to the surface thus prepared, and

whilst yet a little wet the two surfaces are

well pressed together; when the whole is

dry the canvas is raised, which carries with

it the carbon print.

A reagent of very great sensitiveness

has just been discovered, by means of which

the least trace of the hyposulphites may be

detected. It consists of a solution of per-

maganate of potash in caustic soda, and

diluted with water. One decigramme (1J
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grains) of very pure permanganate, and one

gramme (15J grains) of perfectly pure caus-

tic soda, are dissolved in a half litre (17 fl.

ounces) of water, which gives a liquid of a

beautiful crimson red. This liquid suddenly

changes color by the addition of a trace of

hyposulphite, and becomes green, owing to

the formation ofmanganate of potash. What
is curious is that this reagent shows, it is

said, not only the presence of traces of

hyposulphites in the sulphates and other

completely oxidized salts, but also in the

hyposulphates and sulphites.

A proposition has been made to the

English government to establish a perma-

nent photographic gallery, to be attached

to the National Gallery, at London, and hav-

ing for its object the reproduction of every-

thing that exists in the fine arts, painting,

and sculpture in different countries.

It is asserted that positives on the flexible

tissue of Mr. Warnerke, of London, make
excellent transparent prints for the lantern,

etc.

Mr. Ferton, of Manchester, has just

patented a process to render paper imper-

vious. This process seems to be based upon

the treatment of the pulp by soluble and

insoluble salts of zinc in combination with

salts of ammonia ; or a solution of the double

salts of ammonia and zinc, is applied to the

paper or cloth, which passes through the se-

lution by means of cylinders.

In Germany, according to our papers,

Mr. Hankel has investigated the action of

light upon the electric state ofmetals plunged

in saline solutions. To give an idea of these

experiments, which may one day be of great

value, we will cite the following : Two pol-

ished copper plates are immersed in pure

water, contained in a black box ; the plate

on which falls the solar light becomes elec-

tro-negative as regards the other.

Mr. J. Parry has completely succeeded

in obtaining a series of photographs of the

spectrums given by the different metals ; his

process is extremely simple, and will be well

received in the scientific world. He uses an

induction coil, giving sparks six inches in

length ; the spectrum of this spark can be

reproduced without difficulty, and if the pla-

tinum poles are wet with the metallic solu-

tions of which the spectrums are to be ob-

tained, the spectrums of these metals are

reproduced. In this way Mr. Parry obtained

the photographic spectrums of Bessemer

steel and ordinary iron in a space of time

not exceeding thirty minutes. In these in-

vestigations the author has abandoned the

use of wet collodion, and uses instead dry

uranium plates ; the advantage of these is

that they may be allowed to remain in the

camera as long as may be wished, so as to

obtain several spectrums on the same plate,

which afterwards are developed in a single

operation. The induction coil is furnished

with six of Grave's elements.

Salts of iridium and rhodium may be

used for toning in the same manner as the

salts of gold, of platinum and palladium.

But of all these compounds, it appears from

recent observations that the salts of palla-

dium present the most advantages. The
chloride of palladium and of sodium, cor-

responding to the salt of gold, can be sold

here cheaper than the compound of gold

and sodium, and seems to possess all its

qualities. When an entirely neutral black

tone is desired, it is better to tone with salt

of palladium. For transparent prints, such

as those used for lantern slides, this black

and opaque tone is very advantageous. These

different metals, belonging to the gold and

platinum group, have been examined for

their phosphoric qualities by Captain Sellon

and Mr. Wharton Simpson some time ago

;

but at that time palladium was dearer than

gold. For toning transparent prints, Mr.

Sellon uses with great success a bath contain-

ing one-quarter per cent, of chloride of pal-

ladium ; and for ordinary toning a neutral

solution of the same strength made with

chloride of palladium and sodium.

Experiments have been made for the

purpose of recovering and utilizing the

chromic acid which disappears in the wash-

ing during the operations of the carbon pro-

cess (Lichtdruck, Woodburytype, etc.). Dr.

Schnauss has made several efforts in this

direction, but he encountered many diffi-

culties on account of the large quantity of or-

ganic matter contained in the water. Never-

theless, it is possible to utilize the chromic

acid of the first washing, to which is added

3
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a little acetic acid to decompose the carbo-

nates, then all the chromic acid is precipi-

tated, in the state of chrornate of lead, by

the addition of acetate of lead. The price

of chromate of lead is five times higher than

that of the acetate.

"About fifteen years ago I made some ex-

periments for the purpose of discovering a

substance which could take the place of albu-

men in its photographic functions. It is

easy to conceive the importance of restoring

to alimentation the enormous quantity of

eggs which are now used in the practice of

photography. One of the principal advan-

tages of albumen is, as is well known, to re-

tain the image on the surface of the paper and

to render this surface smooth. I discovered

a substance that can fill these conditions, and

which is free from the defect that albumen

has of retaining a certain quantity of silver

under the form of albuminate, which can-

not be fixed. But the experiments in ques-

tion were interrupted by laboratory work of

a more pressing nature. To-day I find among
my papers a few notes, which allow me to

give to your readers an idea of this discovery.

The paper used should be thick and of good

quality ; but I think that an ordinary strong

paper would answer just as well. The sub-

stance that I used as a substitute for the albu-

men is the silicate of aluminum. This sub-

stance I formed on the paper itself by using

two baths, one containing a concentrated

solution of alum, the other an aqueous solu-

tion containing an equivalent quantity (to

the alum) of silicate of potash. The paper

is first floated on this latter bath, as in ordi-

nary sensitizing, is well drained and placed

in the alum bath, in which it remains one

or two minutes at the most. It is then al-

lowed to drain for a few minutes, and whilst

the sheet is yet damp, it is passed through

very smooth cylinders and allowed to dry.

It is sensitized in the nitrate bath, etc., as

for ordinary albumenized paper. A few

small positive prints that I formerly obtained

with this new paper, precisely resemble the

prints made with ordinary albumenized

paper. "Without doubt this simple process

will require some improvements. I can only

hope to be on the track of replacing albumen

by a substance much less costly, and which

does not serve as food."

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.

After-exposure and Scotellari''s Formula,—
New Observations on Visual Purple—Mez-

zotint Effects—Salicilic Acid for Redevel-

opment—Mounting Large Pictures— Glass-

printing Process— Warnerhe's Emulsion

and Apparatus.

THERE are certain things in photography

which repeat occasionally, and engage,

as pretended news, for a short time the at-

tention and the purse of the photographer.

In this line also belongs after-exposure. The

same has been preached six years ago as a

new gospel by Gage, of Vermont. It has

caused many discussions, and was finally

forgotten. We have now the same history

in Europe. I communicated to you already

that the disciple of the violet light, Scotel-

lari, had been in Berlin last summer with

the intention to introduce a new kind of

after-exposure by means of the violet light.

Besides, he offered his new formula?, and

tried to sell his secrets, although without

success. He seems to have had more luck

in England. I lately saw formula? for which

he asked forty shillings, among which the

collodion merits first attention. It contains

two ingredients which seem to be new,

namely, iodide of magnesium and anilin

violet. Of the iodide of magnesium is known
that it is easily to be decomposed by nitrate

of silver. The arising iodide of silver is not

in the least different from that which is

formed by the usual iodizing salt, and there-

fore the presence of iodide of magnesium has

not the slightest advantage. More curious

still is the addition of anilin violet. This

color seems to be for Scotellari the photo-

graphic philosopher's stone ; we wonder that

he does not paint the glass of his skylight

with it. It is known that the violet light

offers no advantage ;
nevertheless he uses it

to tint his transparent papers with, through

which he performs his after-exposure ; finally

he adds it to his collodion. He seems to

think that the collodion should be effective

for the same color which it contains. This

is an error which is unfortunately extended

too far. I have made many experiments

with anilin violet two years ago, and found

by no means that it renders the collodion

effective for violet light, but for the orange
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light, therefore the addition of violet offers

not only no advantage, hut it reacts injuri-

ously on the silver-hath, which it decom-

poses, and I think that for this reason Sco-

tellari's chemicals gave much worse results

in Berlin than our usual ones. His formula

for the silver-hath is as follows :

Water, . . 1000 c.c.

Nitrate of Silver, . 70 grammes

Iodine, . 4 "

It is astonishing how much iodine he

uses. The result will be a supersatr.ration

of the silver-bath with iodide of silver, and

consequently pinholes. At the same time

iodate of silver is formed, which conse-

quently overfills the silver-bath with nitric

acid, which is certainly of no advantage to

the bath.

In his developer the only addition of sul-

phate of magnesia is remarkable. I think

it is useless to prove to a chemist that this

salt has not the slightest reaction on the

plate. It seems as if the inventor had tried

everything to increase his usual formulae by

some salts which, if they do not injure the

compositions, have no further advantage,

and besides appear to be something new.

After-exposure has been often tried in Ber-

lin since Mr. Scotellari has gone away,

although always with a very doubtful suc-

cess. It is strange that it has proved false in

bad weather. The good results which were

obtained in some cases during the summer
were never regained. Mr. Trull, of Berlin,

makes use of after-exposure in cases where

he is convinced that the negative is under-

exposed—in taking photographs of children,

for instance. He keeps the lens-cover,

decked with black velvet, in ay. inclined

position before the lens, and reflects thus for

a few seconds a weak light on the plate.

I communicated to you last year about the

new discovery of visual purple, a sensitive

substance on the retina, which is bleached

by light, so that a posi.ive picture is formed

on the retina by the act of viewing a sub-

ject. This guided the preconception to re-

gard the distinction of subjects by sight as

a photographic process.

This opinion, however, has to sustain a

great limitation, as according to Prof.

Kuehne's recent discoveries, the phenomena

can also take place in the absence of this

purple. This may be proved by viewing a

subject in a manner that the axis of the eye

is directed straight to it, in which case the

picture will be situated just on the yellow

spot in the centre of the retina, which con-

tains no purple. Kuehne made his experi-

ments with frogs. He exposed the same a

short time to sunlight, in order to destroy

the purple, which is only reformed after a

space of thirty minutes. During all this

time the frogs could not only see, but they

even distinguished colors. Kuehne proved

it first by stating that frogs like the green

color. They always moved to the green

window-glass of a box, with different colored

window-glasses, in which the frogs were

kept. They continued doing so after the pur-

ple in their eyes had been destroyed by sun-

light. This proves that the visual purple

has but very little to do with the action of

seeing.

A photographer lately told me of a very

simple method of producing pictures with

mezzotint effect. He exposes about half,

moves then between subject and lens a glass

plate to and fro, which produces a slight

unsharpness which takes the hardness from

the picture.

Lately salicilic acid is recommended for

strengthening. Mr. Bichter gives us the

following formula:

Iron Developer, . . . .1 part.

Nitrate of Silver Solution, 2 per ct., 1 "

Saturated Solution of Salicilic Acid, 1 "

The latter has reducing power, and keeps

the plates clean. Bichter pretends even

that the use of salicilic acid will give more

details.

The mounting of large pictures is difficult,

and I should think that a simple manner of

mounting the same would be well known.

Instead of laying the bristol-board on a

table, it is fastened on the wall or on the

door. It is now exceedingly easy to get the

picture in the right position on the board

without any wrinkles.

In my last letter I wrote you about the

excellent glass-prints of the Boyal State

Printing House, of Berlin. The method of

manufacturing them is now published. Mr.

Brem, director of the said institute, resumes
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as follows: "An albumenized glass plate is

collodionized with a collodion which pro-

duces a hard picture. After exposing,

strengthening, and fixing of the same, it

will be coated with a thin coat of a solution

of gelatin and bichromate of potassium,

dried and exposed again from the rear until

the drawing appears dark blue. The re-

maining soluble chromate is then to be

washed out with cold water, and the plate

inked in with a thin lithographic printing

ink. In order to get rid of the still remain-

ing half-tones, the plate must now be etched

with a solution of gum, with an addition of

gall. The plate is at once ready for print-

ing, and needs to be treated like a litho-

graphic stone. It will not stand many-

impressions. One impression, however,

on a stone will give thousands of duplicates

afterwards.

Mr. Reiding, of Berlin, performs an im-

pression on zinc, which he takes afterwards

and produces thus a printing-block for the

block-printing press. This method is un-

doubtedly one of the easiest heliographic

methods ever known. It does not repro-

duce thin half-tones, and for this reason it •

can only be used for the reproduction of

drawings in lines.

Mr.Warnerke, of London, was recently in

Berlin. This gentleman has acquired a great

merit in emulsion processes. He showed

me some of his own emulsion, which was

astonishingly sensitive. He made some

views in my studio just as quick with emul-

sion as with the wet-plate process. Of

course, his plates had not quite the same

harmony in shading, in which the wet plates

will always be the victor. His results were

good enough for all cases in which the high-

est effort of art is not required. Mr. War-
nerke showed me also his emulsion-papers

and camera, which indeed represents the

possibly simplest and most agreeable instru-

ment for travelling photographers. In-

stead of taking heavy glass plates, one has

a roll of emulsion-paper in the plate-holder,

in which it can be unrolled so that one

hundred pictures can be taken on one piece

of paper. I described to you this apparatus

two years ago, so that I dare suppose it is

known. Mr. Warnerke is on his way to

Russia, hoping to introduce his invention in

St. Petersburg for use in the army during

the present war. He thinks to make it pos-

sible to take instantaneous views of the

whole battle-field by means of a balloon, in

which the camera is to be raised up to a

certain height, from which, by means of

electricity, the lens will be uncovered for a

moment. We shall learn, perhaps, by his

camera, if the soldiers in Plevna have still

provisions or not.

With the best wishes for a Happy New
Year to all your readers,

Tours truly,

H. Vogel.
Berlin, November, 1877.

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

BOSTON SOCIETY.— Regular monthly

meeting ; President Rowell in the chair.

Records of the previous meeting read and

approved.

By special invitation of the Society, mem-
bers and the fraternity generally were in-

vited to bring ladies with them, as Mr.

Wilfred A. French, recently returned from

abroad, would exhibit a choice variety of

lantern slides, illustrating the history and

fine arts of Europe.

A company of about eighty ladies and

gentlemen were present, and the President

made a few brief remarks, stating that the

regular business of the evening had better

be deferred till the next regular meeting, as

it would be more interesting to those pres-

ent to listen to the lecture prepared by Mr.

French.

The exhibition included some of the finest

specimens in existence of architecture in its

various styles, the gothic and renaissance

predominating ; also faithful representa-

tions of the gems of the Louvre, Vatican,

and other celebrated sculpture galleries.

During the evening the audience became

thoroughly acquainted with the chefs d'ceuvre

of Giotto, Arnolfo, Brunelleschi, Michael

Angelo, Canova, Thorwaldsen, etc., and

were greatly assisted in discovering the

merits of these maestri by Mr. French's

lucid descriptions, which were replete with

valuable bits of history and original ideas.

Mr. French spoke without notes, and his

clear, off-hand remarks and wonderful mas-
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tery of names, dates, and places, were freely

applauded.

At the conclusion, a vote of thanks was

tendered Mr. French for his very interest-

ing exhibition.

Meeting adjourned at ten o'clock.

E. F. Kitz,

Secretary.

w
ONE TURN BETTER.

E clip the following item from a local

paper

:

"A 'Great National Baby Show' is to be
held in Philadelphia, beginning on Monday next.

In an advertisement for babies to be exhibited,

the management say

:

"Wanted—Triplets, twins, phenomena, hand-
some babies, crying babies, irascible babies,

noisy babies, fat babies, supercilious babies,

pugnacious babies, homely babies, laughing ba-

bies, contented babies, quiet babies, lean babies,

unassuming babies, angelic babies."

The expense of this advertisement could

have been saved the projectors of the great

baby show, if they had applied to any first-

class photographic gallery. Any photog-

rapher could have given the addresses of an

unlimited quantity of babies of all the classes

named, and some possessing qualities which

are not named. Of course every photogra-

pher within reasonable distance visited this

baby show (we did), not only for the purpose

of studying the different kinds of babies, to see

if he could find any new variety (for every

one from James Landy down has a passion

for babies), but also to study the different

kinds of mothers ; to say nothing of the

ancestors and mothers' sisters, which are

the aunts of the babies.

We need not mention all of the varieties

of baby that are met with in the photo-

graphic gallery. We all know that the above

list does not cover them, and some time we
may perhaps offer a premium for a new
kind of baby.

Last month St. Louis took the premium.

We found the St. Louis Society for the

Promotion of the Lambert Process and the

Prevention of Photographic Progress and

the Production of Peculiar Babies, busy last

month over a four-handed child, and in our

lastnumberpictured the dreadful doom which

seems to hang over us. We make haste now to

ask a suspension of public opinion against the

aforesaid society ; and with the earnest de-

sire to give its able members and its persistent

organ their full due, we take pleasure in giv-

ing space to the notice of another discovery

by the aforesaid society, which brings with

it a little more cheerfulness than did the last.

It comes so quickly upon us that we can

hardly flatter ourselves with the thought

that it was induced by the dreadful howling

we made over the production of the four-

handed baby, and yet it may be that this

society, which is known for its rapidity of

action and persistency, may have done even

this much.

The baby is of the girl persuasion, and the

savants of this distinguished society are

again indebted to a photographer for bring-

ing such a distinguished example before

them. It is a baby which has been found

so wondrously tough as to be capable of

resisting the influence of the strongest

head-rest, both of the Wilson and Spencer

patterns. The photographer in question,

whose name we are asked not to men-

tion because of his modesty, recently tried

an experiment with this novel baby, which

seems to have established its remarkable

toughness beyond all doubt. Not being able

to control it with any ordinary head-rest,

patented or unpatented, and being utterly

unable to quiet it, he tried the experiment

of dropping it from his studio stair. Of

course he expected to find a short way thus

of getting rid of the baby, but what was his

horror to see the little one display the most

enthusiastic signs of life, until some philan-

thropicman came along, and hastening to the

spot with a basket and a stray coroner who
had been hunting for corpses for some time,

gave a diabolical whoop and impanelled a

jury on the spot. The photographer, with-

out speaking to the mother or her sisters and

ancestors, hastened to the ground floor to

serve upon the jury, but was utterly dis-

gusted to find the baby still able to dispute

his gentle coaxings, and ready to have

another sitting. " A most thorough inspec-

tion," says a local paper, "failed to find a

bruise or break on the surface or in the inte-

rior of the infant. Its toughness was dem-

onstrated, and it is hardly necessary to say,

that both the public and the local press re-

gard the baby's fall not as an accident, there
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can be but little doubt, since tbe inventive

photographer confessed that it was dropped

as an experiment." He merely wished to

see whether or not the baby could be really

suppressed sufficiently long to enable him to

make a picture of it.

Now if the able society to which we have

alluded is equal to the occasion, it will inves-

tigate the matter until it finds out what mys-

terious potion was given to this baby by the

enthusiastic photographer, to enable him thus

to suppress infants without breaking them

or injuring them. If they can do this they

will then confer a benefit upon photography,

which will do much towards counteracting

some of the evil which they have been guilty

of, and perhaps place them on a proper foot-

ing with other scientific societies.

Of course we are accustomed to looking at

everything from a practical standpoint, and

we do not of course consider what advan-

tages also such a discovery would be to all

mothers, and what a comfort it will be to

them to know that they need have no further

apprehension in regard to windows and stairs

and photographic head-rests. Confidence

between the photographer and his patrons

will at least be increased vastly, if not wholly

restored, and it will be unnecessary for

mothers to bring a half-dozen or more rela-

tives with them, each making the baby sub-

ject to noise and humor, for by this potent

fluid one photographer and one mother can

manage any extraordinary baby without fear

of breaking it or causing its death, and

thus will photography take one more step

in science, and add one more degree to the

comfort and happiness of human kind.

We have only one other suggestion which

may be included in this discovery, namely,

that an effort be made to combine in the in-

vention that quality of baby nature which

will enable it to expand or contract at will,

and thus render it possible for the photogra-

pher to make a negative from which a large

or small picture can be printed with but one

sitting. This being done, we will send to

the St. Louis Society our magazine for the

new year, free of all charge, as a premium,

with the understanding, however, that none

of these expansive or tough babies are to be

allowed to edit anymore photographic maga-
zines.

OBITUARY.

WL. GERMON.—On the 1st of Decem-

. ber, at the age of fifty-five years,

Washington Lafayette Germon died in this

city, after a lingering illness. He was known
to a great number of our readers, since he was

a member of the National Photographic As-

sociation, and an officer as well, and a regu-

lar attendant upon its conventions. Those

who did know him remember how genial

and how kindly he was, and will regret to

hear that he has been snatched away so soon.

We have long had his personal acquaint-

ance, and when going to distant cities for

attendance upon our conventions, he was

generally in the same company, and did

much to enliven and relieve the tedium of a

long journey by his wonderful power to en-

tertain and please.

He was, as will be seen by what follows,

one of the fathers of American photogra-

phy, and at one time one of the most promi-

nent members of the fraternity in the United

States.

His last studio, which was located in Arch
Street above Ninth in this city, was one of

the most tastefully arranged and accoutred

of any studio in the city, being, as it was,

furnished with a museum of curiosities and

bric-a-brac calculated to relieve the waiting

of one's turn.

Mr. Germon's health in later years, though

never at any time too sturdy, prevented him
from pushing his business with as much
energy as he would have liked. His earlier

career can be better described by his old

partner, Mr. J. E. McClees, from whom we
have received the following concerning the

deceased.

Washington Lafayette Germon served an

apprenticeship to the business of steel en-

graving with the firm of Toppen & Carpen-

ter, bank-note engravers. He became a very

good letterer, but I do not think ever es-

sayed figures or ornamental engraving. At
the end of his apprenticeship he started the

business of card engraving at 80J Walnut
Street, and occupied an office in common
with William H. Gihon, a very warm friend

of his, afterwards of the firm of Gilbert &
Gihon, Sixth and Chestnut Streets.

Germon was always troubled with weak
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lungs, and becoming impressed with the

idea that his sedentary business was shorten-

ing his days, he cast about for some more

healthful occupation. In the same building

(on the site of the old Quaker almshouse)

was an elderly man, a lithographer, named
Watson. Watson had gained somehow a

slight theoretical knowledge of daguerreo-

typing, then quite a new business. He per-

suaded Germon to purchase a daguerreotype

apparatus, and the two commenced to prac-

tice the art, then an almost purely experi-

mental one, but with ill success. Germon 's

amiable qualities, his social and genial

nature, had made him hosts of friends ; he

obtained plenty of patrons, but, alas ! the

inexperience of Watson and himself defeated

all their efforts— they had the customers,

but could not make the portraits. Germon 's

little means were dwindling away, and at

the time that I first met him he was in de-

spair. I was at that time engaged as ope-

rator for M. P. Simmons, in Chestnut

Street below Fourth. At the earnest prayer

of Germon I took a day from my business,

having previously put his traps in some kind

of working order of evenings, and made a

few of the most pressing orders.

With the things in working order Wat-
son essayed again, but with no better success.

Germon was in despair. About this time I

left the employ of Simmons to engage with

T. P. Collins, on Chestnut Street a few doors

above Third (the former partner of Sim-

mons). But before entering on tbe engage-

ment, I went again to spend a few days with

Germon to get him out of his troubles and

fairly started. The result was that I re-

mained with him for over seven years, and

a partnership was formed of a rather un-

usual character, as there nc\ er was a scratch

of a pen or even a verbal agreement—a mere

tacit understanding. We remained about a

year at the rooms on the old almshouse prop-

erty, and then removed to the old building

at the southeast corner of Eighth and Chest-

nut Streets, where we succeeded a party

named Moulson, and where we remained

until the building was demolished. During

the time the new building was in course of

erection we passed the summer (1848) at

Cape May, and had a temporary gallery in

one wing of the old Congress Hall.

It was during this time that Germon distin-

guished himself by saving the life of a young
man, a stranger, who had gone out to bathe

beyond his depth, and was about to perish.

The prowess and brave generosity of this

act added to the host of friends with which

h.s frank, open nature always surrounded

him.

In the early autumn we reopened in the

former location, but finding that the build-

ing was not well adapted to the business,

and feeling that the owner had not done us

justice, we removed to the building opposite

the old Masonic Hall, Chestnut Street below

Eighth, now occupied by Benkert, the boot-

maker. Here we remained three years,

when we removed to more commodious quar-

ters in Fisher's building, Chestnut Street

below Seventh, where we remained until we
were burned out on the night of March 15th,

1855.

We then gathered some traps together,

and occupied the rooms at the southwest

corner of Seventh and Chestnut, pending

the time ihe building was being repaired.

During all the eight years we had been

together, we had had no settlement, and it

is not surprising that when we came to make
one we should conclude to part, especially

as Germon seemed anxious to go into some

other business.

From that time to the present there are

many who know more of Germon than my-
self, among whom I would mention Mr.

William Bell or Mr. John McCaffrey. I

should have mentioned the fact that with

the exception of the Messrs. Langenheim,

we were the first to make paper photographs

in this city. The Langenheims had some

time before made photographs by the pro-

cess of John Fox Talbot—paper negatives

under the name of Talbotypes— but had

abandoned it before we purchased the patent

of Whipple of Boston for negatives on albu-

menized glass, with the dubious name of

"crystalotypes." This was in 1853.

These hastily-written notes will, I trust,

give you sufficient data for the intended

obituary. To me it is a satisfaction to be

able to testify to the uniform temper and

chivalrous, childlike disposition of the de-

ceased, whose errors were few, and those few

always of the head, never of the heart ; and
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although our intimacy did not last until the

end of his days, I shall aways think with

tenderness and affection of my old friend

and partner. Truly yours,

J. E. McClees.

We add our testimony to the vary pleasant

and generous nature of our late friend, and

wish that photography may he continually

graced hy natures so unselfish and noble as

his was. We know many things of his pri-

vate life, which would not be proper to re-

cord here, which made us admire and esteem

him greatly, and as Mr. McClees truly says,

" if he had faults, they were of the head and

not of the heart."

F. G. WELLER.—" Frank Weller died

on Saturday evening, December 8th, aged

45 years." Thus says a l?tter from a friend in

Littleton, New Hampshire, the home of Mr.

Weller. His disease, like that of Mr. Ger-

mon, was consumption, and his death was

one which had for some time been expected,

and was peaceful, with consciousness to the

last.

Mr. Weller was one of those quiet, unob-

trusive men who may be classed with those

who are said to be "pleasant in their lives."

We have enjoyed his acquaintance for a

good many years, but all since he entered

photography, in 1868. We believe his earlier

years were devoted to carriage painting, but

he was seized with the photographic fever,

and took up the art as a partial means of

livelihood— first to make studies for his

paintings, and afterwards as a regular busi-

ness. His life studies, or groups, are familiar

to most of our readers, as many have seen

them, and in that direction he seemed to ex-

cel very nicely. He painted his own back-

grounds, and manufactured his own acces-

sories, and made numerous very successful

hits in his compositions, some of them having

become very popular, and have reached a

large sale.

His studio and works were in Littleton,

N. H., and his business has steadily grown

for a number of years, until it yielded him

quite a handsome income per annum. He
was a lover of his adopted vocation, and an

enthusiast, which mainly accounted for his

success. He leaves a wife and one child

to mourn his loss, together with a host of

warm friends. We regret to see such

valuable members of our profession taken

away so early in life, and especially so as

they have during their lives striven to

advance rather than to degrade the art.

Scarcely was our little annual, Mosaics,

closed for the new year with the record that

death had thinned our ranks but little, when
these two death notices came to our hands.

PRINTING WITH FATTY INKS

Directly from the Photographic

Negative.

BY DR. E. LIESBGANG.

FOE some time past much has been said

concerning certain processes for print-

ing with fatty inks directly from the neg-

ative, and the fact is patent that these

processes are actually in use, and that they

present important advantages for the repro-

duction of engravings, pen drawings, maps,

plans, etc.

It is well known that to transfer a drawing

to a lithographic stone or to a zinc plate, in

order to transfer it into a typographic plate,

the following process is employed

:

First, a negative on glass is taken, from

which a print is made on paper coated with

bichromatized gelatin ; the brownish image

is covered with a uniform coating of fatty

ink (lithographic transfer ink) ; by washing

in water the ink is removed that covers the

parts which are to remain white, the black

lines remain, and a print in fatty ink is

obtained which can be transferred to stone

or metal.

Although this process has been improved

by the use of a second coating of albumen,

which gives greater delicacy, and although

the results obtained by this and other analo-

gous processes are already excellent, there

can be no doubt that a more certain result

in the reproduction of the drawing would

be reached if it were possible to ink the

negative itself, as all the inequalities of the

surface of the paper, as well as those caused

by the want of contact between the negative

and the paper in the positive frame, would

be avoided.

The Aubel process, worked on a large
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scale in Cologne, is one of those to which I

allude. Many experiments have been made

to obtain results of this kind by acting upon

the negative with the vapors of hydrofluoric

acid, and by other means, but without dis-

covering the secret that the owners of the

process are unwilling to reveal.

Now the news reaches us that in the royal

printing establishment at Berlin, negatives

have been made that can be used for print-

ing with fatty ink. Thanks to the director

of this institution we are now made ac-

quainted with the mode of operation.

A collodion negative is made upon an

albumenized plate ; whilst wet this negative

is coated with a diluted solution of gelatin,

to which has been added bichromate of

ammonia. This coating is dried in a dark

room. The negative is then exposed so that

the light reaches the coating of gelatin only

through the negative plate, and until the

print of a brown color is seen on the coating

of bichromatized gelatin. The plate is

washed in cold water until the film no longer

contains a trace of the bichromate, and is

inked with a roller coated with lithographic

transfer ink. By means of a sponge the

inked film is washed with a solution of gum
arabic containing a small quantity of gall.

Such are the necessary operations for

transferring a photographic negative into a

plate which can be used as a lithographic

stone. It is undeniable that this process is

of very great importance for photographic

and engraving work, when the reproduction

of line drawings is desired.

May we hope one day to see the repro-

duction of half-tones? The reply perhaps

will soon be given.

OUR PICTURE.

WE have chosen for the embellishment to

begin our fifteenth year, a picture that

seemed to us quite seasonable and appropri-

ate. It is intended to represent one of those

old-time scenes, when after the heaped up

harvest has been gathered in, and the husking

is ended, and the frost has come, and the once

busy harvesters, looking for something to

employ their long evenings and weary days,

are wont to gather in such groups as this,

especially during the holiday season.

There are many of us who are none too

old to remember such parties as this, where

old and young were on common footing, and

where the married and the single sang their

songs together. Strange contrasts were here

to be found, and our artist has striven to

embody them in his picture, or some of them

at least, certainly. We find here Whittier's

young girl who as

"She sings by her wheel at that low cottage

door,

Which the long evening shadow is stretching

before,

With a music as sweet as the music which

seems

To breathe softly and faint in the ear of our

dreams.

"How brilliant and mirthful the light of her

eye,

Like a star glancing out from the blue of the

sky;

And lightly and freely her dark tresses play,

O'er a brow and a bosom as lovely as they."

And while she with her admirers occupy

the time before and after the feast with mo-

lasses candy pulling, and apple catching,

and all those good old games, in sharp con-

trast near her sits the older member of the

female persuasion, singing her prayer to

Diana, as Mrs. Tiglee makes her say

:

" Since thou and the stars my dear goddess de-

cree,

That old maid as I am, and old maid I must be,

Oh ! hear the petition I render to thee,

For to bear must be my endeavor,

From the grief of my friendship all drojiping

around,

Till not one that I loved in my youth can be

found.

From the legacy hunters which near us

abound

;

Diana, thy servant deliver."

And on the other side we see the old bach-

elor indulging in his meditations, and listen

to his song

:

"Funny and free are a bachelor's reveries,

Cheerily, merrily passes his life;

Nothing knows he of connubial devilries,

Troublesome children and clamorous wife.

Free from satiety, care and anxiety,

Charms in variety fall to his share
;

Bacchus's blisses and Venus's kisses,

This, boys, this is the bachelor's fare."
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But as Goethe says,

" Life outweighs all things if love lies within/'

And such parties as this, it must he said, are

often productive of much love.

" In the meanest hut is a romance, if you knew

the hearts there;"

And we do not know how many romances

we may he responsible for in suggesting such

a group as this for our picture. Let us hope

that it may he said of each fair maiden and

master, too, who are given to such pleasures

as are here depicted, that on some such oc-

casion or other as this,

" Her heart hath found a home, and freshly all

Its beautiful affections overgrew

Their rugged prop. As o'er some granite wall

Soft vine leaves open to the moistening dew,

A warm bright sun, the love of that young wife,

Found on a hard, cold breast, the dew and

warmth of life."

But as all things earthly must end, so must

such happy occasions as this always termi-

nate. Whittier must have had that in

mind when he wrote his touching poem of

"The Huskers," which he ends thus:

" Half hidden in the quiet nook, serene of look

and heart,

Talking their old times over, the old men sat

apart

;

While up and down the unhusked pile, or nest-

ling in the shade,

At hide and seek, with laugh and shout, the

happy children played.

" Urged by the good host's daughter, a maiden

young and fair,

Lifting to light her sweet blue eyes, and pride

of soft brown hair,

The master of the village school, sleek of hair

and smooth of tongue,

To the quaint tune of some old psalm a husk-

ing ballad sung."

As a photograph, this group has a matter

or two of interest to our readers concerning

it. It was taken in front of a little log cahin,

as will be seen, out in the air where the sun-

shine had full play upon it, and where the

light could not be well managed. Therefore

a huge muslin screen some forty or fifty feet

square, was stretched over the group, in-

clining towards the source of light, and thus

a very excellent modification of the light

was obtained, giving, as will be seen, a re-

markably good out-of-the-skylight picture.

The likenesses of the parties are all said to

be excellent, and the light was almost as

manageable as under a skylight. This make-

shift was due to the ingenuity of one of our

assistants, Mr. Kobert J. Chute. We bope

it may prove an interesting subject to our

readers. Next month we will present a por-

trait of the Hon. John Welsh, our new Min-

ister to Great Britain, and then will follow,

we trust, some of the prize pictures.

OUR ADVERTISERS.

OUB readers will rind upon referring to

our advertising pages that they are

considerably freshened up. We believe that

they are quite as interesting, and sometimes

as valuable, as are the pages of our letter-

press ; and at this season of the year it is

usual for us to call attention especially to

them.

As an evidence of returning good times

you will notice particularly that a number
of our old advertisers have commenced busi-

ness again (the business of advertising), and

we hope they will succeed.

Let us first call attention to the display of

Messrs. Benjamin French & Co., 317 Wash-
ington Street, Boston, who are so well known
as dealers in photographic requisites, and as

agents of Voigtlander and Darlot lenses.

They have increased their space this month,

and occupy two pages ;
both should be read.

Our old friend, Mr. Charles W. Stevens,

comes with his right-hand man, Mr. G. A.

Douglass, to the front again, and presents a

very shapely advertisement of the novelties

which are for sale at the " Great Central."

No doubt our readers who are convenient

will flock around their standard very exten-

sively.

Mr. J. C. Sommerville represents the life

and backbone of the South and Southwest in

our advertising pages, and brings two or

three novelties to our attention, among
which is Hall & Co.'s varnish, which expe-

rience has proven to be one of the most ex-

cellent things of its kind ever offered to the

consumer. Mr. Sommerville has kindly

sent us a sample of it, which we have tried

with perfect satisfaction, since which time
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we believe lie has made further improve-

ment in its production. No doubt all who

need such an article will avail themselves of

this opportunity. It will doubtless be s:dd

by all stockdealers.

• Professor D. A. Woodward continues to

bring to the mind of those who have en-

larged ideas, or photographs to enlarge, the

unrivalled solar camera, both for reflection

and direct printing. It will be noticed that

he obtained a medal at the Centennial Ex-

hibition, as he deserved.

Messrs. Wilson, Hood & Co., 822 Arch
Street, Philadelphia, are among the most

enterprising of our stockdealers, and are

special agents for the Koss and Steinheil

lenses, the merits of which they display to

advantage. They are so well known that it

is needless for us to say anything in their

praise. Try them once.

Messrs. A. M. Collins, Son & Co., 18 South

Sixth Street, Philadelphia, are about the

only manufacturers of cardboard worth con-

sidering, and although they have, as it were,

a monopoly, so satisfactory is their method

of conducting business, that no one is ever

made to feel that there is any monopoly

about it. They are always obliging and

prompt, and the quality of their work is now
unrivalled by any in the world, at home or

abroad. There is no excuse for slovenly and

bad quality of cardmounts now.

The Centennial Photographic Company
should not be forgotten in the search for

novelties, as no one perhaps is able to supply

a greater number of beautiful things than

they are. If photographers would try to

sell these views, and push them, there is no

doubt but what they could realize consider-

able for themselves.

Mr. G-. Gennert, 38 Maiden Lane, New
York, by persistent pushing of the S. & M.
Dresden albumen-papers, single and extra

brilliant, has secured an immense demand
for them. It will be seen that Mr. Gennert's

is also the headquarters for other important

products useful in photography, and which
are detailed in his advertisement.

Scovill Manufacturing Company, 419 and
421 Broome Street, New York, have made
several important changes in their cata-

logues, prices, etc., recently, and as is well

known, are headquarters for everything in

the line of staple and fancy articles used in

photography. They are, without doubt,

the largest house of the kind in the world,

and if all their factories and branches were

concentrated, it would make a tremendous

establishment. Their goods go everywhere,

and, as we saw by a foreign paper the other

day, the American Optical Company's ap-

paratus is greatly preferred abroad.over any

other.

Mr. C. Faser, 822 Arch Street, Philadel-

phia, is undoubtedly the headquarters for

gilt frames. We have personally dealt with

Mr. Paser for many years, and believe the

quality of his goods to be unequalled. His

patterns are tasteful and rich, and at the

same time the best.

Mr. John L. Gihon still finds that his

Opaque and cut-outs are very largely sold

everywhere ; and truly, two more useful

articles among the lot of nick-nacks that

are required for photographic production

are not to be found. His Opaque should be

found in every room of the studio, where

light is liable to get in wrongly, and his

cut-outs are indispensable in the printing-

room.

Mr. Charles W. Hearn's Studies in Ar-

tistic Printing, and Mr. Bigelow's Artistic

Photography, make companion volumes,

which should be in every photographic op-

erator's hands, and well studied. We com-

mend them heartily.

Professor Robinson's straight-cut and re-

volving trimmers are praised wherever

they go. Their price seems to be a little in

their way, but the demand does not seem

large enough yet to enable it to be reduced.

This is not so essential, however, when we
know that they are worth their weight in

gold, and save their price once at least every

week in an ordinary business.

Messrs. James F. Magee & Co., 108 North

Fifth Street, Philadelphia, have ever since

the birth of our magazine kept a standing

advertisement in its pages, and have re-

newed for the year 1878. We have so often

recommended their chemicals that we can-

not do more now, unless it be to say that

they were used entirety by the Centennial

Photographic Company during last year,

and are still.

Mr. Joseph Zentmayer continues to make
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claim to the excellencies of his lenses for

views and copying. His optical works, as

is well known, are at 147 South Fourth

Street, Philadelphia.

Hance's photographic specialties, are now
used very largely everj^where, and are for

sale generally by dealers. A list of them is

detailed on the first page of our advertising

sheets, and those who have not tried them

should do so.

Mr. G. Sauter, Philadelphia, attends to

the wants admirably of those who need

articles of taste and use in the way of passe-

partouts. His depot and factory are 138

South Eighth Street, Philadelphia,

Seavey, the background painter, last

though not least, stands alone, unrivalled

and unexcelled. It is wonderful to see what

a business that man has built up by careful

attention and good taste and prudent man-

agement. It is almost incredible that he

should sell as many backgrounds as he does

abroad, and that the imitations cannot

reach him in style and quality. He con-

tinues at No. 8 Lafayette Place, New York,

where, notwithstanding the mild weather,

he is busily engaged in making snow scenes.

Added to all this comes the dealers' direc-

tory, which will be found to contain a list

of those dealers in the various cities who are

most prominent and most reliable, and with

whom it will be found to your best advan-

tage to deal. We recommend them all to you.

Please read our book advertisement.

PHOTOGRAPHIC NEWS.

THE Kussian photographers, and others,

are making effort to devise some means

ofprosecuting aerial photography. One great

difficulty in the way seems to be to properly

preserve the principles of aerial perspective.

A correspondent of the News says

:

" Never filter a negative-bath solution ; in-

stead, first sun it, and when clear draw off

by means of a siphon, the short leg of which

should be sufficiently clear of sediment as

not to allow it to flow up."

The same correspondent says : " Hypo,

when used for fixing prints, should, when
dissolved, be neutralized with carbonate of

lime (chalk) in powder, in preference to

either potash, soda, or ammonia, and very

carefully filtered. Small spots of non-fixa-

tion are very often caused by little particles

of undissolved substances, which being held

in suspension, fix themselves upon the surface

of the prints when placed in the solution,

and so wherever that is the case, prevent,

the action of the hypo upon the silver."

A complaint is made in the News that

the present disposition of photographers is

to print too darkly. We think there is a

tendency to this fault in our own country,

and photographers mistake a rich tone for a

dark print, or vice versa. It is possible to

secure plenty of richness of tone, and all of

the qualities of the negative without over-

printing, by printing more slowly under

Mr. J. K. Johnson, the indefatigable

carbon worker, has patented a long list of

further " improvements." This process

seems to be fading in the old country as well

as in this ; in one it is dying a natural death,

and in the other it is being strangled to death

by patents.

The "Peripatetic Photographer," in the

British Journal, recommends the use of yel-

low instead of white powder, for doing away

with the effects of freckles on the face. The

beneficent effect upon red noses of this yel-

lowish powder is commended in the highest

terms.

Dr. E. Stebbing discontinues his corre-

spondence with the British Journal on ac-

count of his health. Eor the same reason

his letters to us are not as frequent as we
would like, though we still expect to receive

them occasionally. Mr. W. K. Harrison,

an old correspondent of the Journal, takes

Professor Stebbing's place.

The British Journal gives the following

method for mounting photographs upon thin

mounts without cockling :
" After washing,

the prints are dried, and the albumen surface

rubbed slightly with wax. This may be

conveniently done by using a mixture of wax

and methylated ether of the consistency of

butter ; it should be soft enough to rub easily

without penetrating the print, and rendering

it transparent. After waxing, the print is

immersed in clean water until thoroughly

swelled, when the albumen side is pressed
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into close contact with the washed glass by

means ofthe squeegee, and placed under slight

pressure till thoroughly dry, and it will then

leave the glass in a perfectly smooth state,

and with a high gloss. If the gloss be an

objection, instead ofusing glass let two prints

be pressed into contact, face to face, by means

of the squeegee or a warm, smooth iron, and

placed under pressure between folds of clean,

dry blotting-paper. When dry they may
be separated, as in the other case, and will

be found to be perfectly flat. Prints so

treated can be attached to mounts by the

edges only, with india-rubber, and will pre-

sent as even an appearance as if mounted on

cardboard."

Mr. Andrew Bowman, in the British

Journal, discussing the claims of photogra-

phy to be considered a fine art, says :
" It is

objected that there is no individuality in a

photograph. There is individuality in good

photography. If you put three good opera-

tors into the same glass house, with the same

chemicals, the same lens, the same subject,

and the same conditions of light, they will

each produce pictures, it may be, equally

meritorious, but distinctive of their indi-

vidual modes of manipulation, just the same

as painters form a distinctive mode of manip-

ulation ; or you can point to a picture on the

walls of an exhibition, and say that it is done

by so-and-so. It is markedly so in landscape.

Photographers who are familiar with the

style of the artist, can distinguish "Wilson 's

from Braun's, Braun's from Bedford's, and
Bedford's from England's, and the more
photographers study art principles, the dis-

tinctiveness and individuality of their work
will become more and more manifest than

they are at present."

Simple Expedient for Securing Dia-
phragms.—" An annoyance I have often

experienced when working outdoors with

lenses having loose stops, has been the ten-

dency of the latter to drop out of their place

in moving the camera from one point of view

to another. This accident is more likely to

occur if the lens is so screwed into its flange

that the opening for the stop is inclined from

its proper position. With lenses screwed

into their proper flanges this should not be

the case, as the latter are fitted to the camera

front with a view to the perpendicular posi-

tion of the diaphragms. When, however,

an adapter is employed, the lens, if screwed

home, often does not assume the proper posi-

tion with reference to the stop. This defect

might be remedied by screwing the lens a

portion of the turn ; but a better plan is to

employ an india-rubber band as a safeguard.

A slit in the band allows it to be drawn over

the projection of the stop and round the tube

of the lens. This band answers a double

purpose. It screws the stop in its place, in

any position of the lens, and prevents the

access of diffused light to float through the

opening of the diaphragm. Kecently I had

a number of plates fog from this cause,

which I detected when examining the inte-

rior of the camera for cracks in a bellows

—

the suspected part."—I. T>. Lysaght, B. J.

A very interesting meeting of the Pho-

tographic Society of Great Britain was held

a short time ago, the principal business of

which was the distribution of the medals to

the respective exhibitors to whom they had

been awarded by the jurors appointed for

that purpose. The addresses made by the

President, who delivered the medals, and re-

sponses by the different recipients, were very

interesting and pleasurable. The competi-

tion was very satisfactory, and those who re-

ceived the medals won them not without

some little contest, which of course adds to

their value.

Sig. Scotellari seems to be gaining repu-

tation in England. A correspondent of the

British Journal says, that recently Scotellari

paid him a visit, and experimented with his

auxiliary light. The half-double plate was

exposed fourteen seconds, with the usual cap

the other half, under the same conditions,

was fully exposed seven seconds, and after

the sitter had left his position, an exposure

of four seconds through the violet medium
took place ; the negatives produced in this

manner were developed, fixed, and printed

without retouching in the ordinary way,

and those from the negatives exposed the

shortest time, were in no way inferior to the

others, thus proving very successfully a gain

of fifty per cent, in time of exposure.

At a late meeting of the Manchester Pho-

tographic Society, the Secretary read the
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following very interesting letter from Mr.

J. B. Payne, as follows :

" Dear Mr. Adin : I herewith send you

two prints as promised. I have long been

interested in the matter of fading photo-

graphic prints, and had come to the conclu-

sion that all conditions being properly ful-

filled, a silver print was just as permanent

as any other, but these conditions imply that

you must begin with the manufacture of plain

paper, and go right through the various pro-

cesses from beginning to end with the great-

est possible care.

" Then again I believe there is some sort

of an unexplainable influence on the part of

the negative ; some negatives, although ap-

pearing very good ones, do not produce such

prints ; and again, I have oftentimes thought

that a print taken from a weak negative

faded soon. In the matter of toning solu-

tions I had pet ideas, and as regards ' washing

after fixing,' I am sure that it is possible to,

and that operators very often do wash too long.

A great deal depends also upon the quality of

the solution that a print is mounted with,

and the materials it is mounted upon. I

was very much interested by a paper given

by Mr. Brothers, at one of the Society's

meetings sometime ago
; and, reasoning from

what I saw and heard on that occasion, and

also from my own experience, and from the

large amount of information which I have

obtained from photographers, both profes-

sional and amateur, I had come to the con-

clusion that the permanent silver print de-

pended upon the purity of the materials

employed and the careful manipulation of

the operator ; but the two prints I send you

herewith completely upsetmy theories. They

were printed by Mr. Dickson, and on his as-

surance that he used extraordinary care

with them. Mr. Dickson is a gentleman of

considerable experience, and is a most pains-

taking operator. He was interested in what
I had mentioned to him from time to time

regarding the remarks I made to him not

long ago, he kindly printed these two pic-

tures for me. In a note sent to me this

week, Mr. Dickson says :
' I should have

expected a long tenure for at least the toned

one.' I inclose details of the particulars.

" I am, yours faithfully,

"J. Buxton Payne."

Particulars relating to the two prints

:

" They are printed from the same nega-

tive, on the same albumenized paper. It

was pink-tinted. Both floated on the same

sensitized bath
;
printed to exactly the same

depth
;
washed together ; fixed and washed

together. In fact they agree in every par-

ticular with each other as precisely as possi-

ble, except that one is toned and the other

is not toned. The one that is toned is No.

1, and it was toned with chloride of gold

and carbonate of lime. They were printed

in the second week of July of this year.

They were both mounted in precisely the

same manner
; that is by touching the mar-

gin only a quarter of an inch all around the

mounting solution, and being on the same

mount have consequently been exposed to the

same conditions of atmosphere and light."

A Model Catalogue.—At the exhibi-

tion of photographic art recently held in Nu-

remberg, each visitor received upon enter-

ing a catalogue, of which we are told that

it was a work of art, illustrated by good

specimens of every kind of printing that

was shown in the exhibition, and the pro-

cesses exhibited there in active oj^eration

appear to have been numerous. No exhibi-

tion (says Dr. Vogel), has ever been pro-

vided with such a catalogue, which was

illustrated by an Aubeldruck ; by the views

of Nuremberg by Hahn, Biede, and Schmidt

;

by genre pictures, by Leyde and Muschler
;

by views by Pruden, and other artists, of Nu-
remberg; by a relief print by Bruckmann,

of Munich ; by a Lichtdruck by Arnold &
Zettler ; and by quite a variety of pictures

by other and non-photographic processes,

such as steel and copper-plate engraving,

wood engraving, and lithography.

The Turkish government has had photo-

graphed a number of the victims, and groups

of victims, survivors of the late outrages in

the district of Yani-Zaghra, Kezanlikact,

consisting chiefly of women and children,

and the photographs display the sword-

gashes, lance-thrusts, and bullet wounds,

which these unfortunates have received. A
collection of them is said to be very horri-

ble. Another argument against the abomi-

nations of war.
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Pictures Received.—From some mysterious

person, too modest to put his name upon his ele-

gant work, we have received five very beautiful

stereographic pictures of river scenery, which

are charming. They are accompanied by two

portraits of a gentleman cutting out prints in

some peculiar manner. If the author of these

pictures would kindly make himself known to us

we should be obliged, as we have something to

say to him. He ought not to be ashamed to ac-

knowledge such work as this.

From Mr. Alexander Martin, Boulder City,

Colorado, we have received some very interest-

ing views of Rocky Mountain scenery, which

are as fine as Braun's or England's Alpine

views, not only as photographs but as careful se-

lections of such delightful scenery.

From Mr. T. N. Gates, Westboro', Mass., some

very excellent examples of photographs made in

his new studio. Mr. Gates retains all of his old

vigor and skill, and his tramps in Europe and

elsewhere, during which time he forsook photog-

raphy, seem to have done him no harm ; his pic-

tures of children are particularly fine.

From Mrs. Lydia J. Cadwell, successor to

Gentile, in Chicago, we have received some

cabinet size pictures, showing very excellent

judgment in posing. Mrs. Cadwell, we under-

stand, is one of the most prosperous photogra-

phers in Chicago.

From Mr. Frank Jewell, Seranton, Pa., some

cabinet size pictures of skating scenes. We have

never seen any pictures of this style which show

more action than these figures do. One repre-

sents a young lady under full sail along the ice

;

another a young man in the act of throwing

a snow-ball, while the snow is falling; and a

third, of a group entitled "Fastening on the

Skates." They are all excellent, and we suppose

are a forerunner of what Mr. Jewell intends to

send in competition for the gold medal prize.

We also have specimens of their work from the

following : J. Paul Martin, Boone, Iowa; E. P.

Libby, Keokuk, Iowa ; B. W. Boss, Mechanics-

burg, Pa.; and J. P. Brown, Tecumseh, Michi-

gan. All of the gentlemen make far better work

than they did but a few years ago.

One of the pleasantest surprises we have had

for a good while, was caused a few days ago by

the reception from Mr. G. M. Elton, of Palmyra,

N. Y., of some exquisite Promenade photographs

of quite an original style. The albumen paper

occupies the usual space upon the card, but the

actual picture, the photograph, all being full

standing, occupies only the limits of about 2x 5£

inches. Within this space a pretty figure, and
tasteful background, and choice accessories, are

all admirably arranged and artistically lighted,

so as to get the most charming effects. The re-

maining portion of the print is delicately tinted

or flashed in the sun, and the whole effect is as

pretty as anything we have seen for a long time.

We understand that Mr. Elton also intends to

compete for our prize, and that our readers will

sooner or later have an opportunity to see a sam-

ple of this original and beautifully designed pic-

ture of his. He certainly is entitled to the highest

rjraise for their production.

From Mr. Julius Hall, Great Barrington,

Mass., we have received some interior and exte-

rior views from negatives, we believe, made for

our prize competition of last year, but which fell

through on account of the want of competitors.

Among them is one of the loveliest river views,

and another of a little house, which makes us

want to give up business and retire to its shades

forever more. It is one of those tasteful exam-
ples of architecture which American wood and

woodbinery, with tasteful painting, make up
;

and its likeness has been caught in the most

beautiful light, and is splendid throughout. Mr.

Hall is one of our best landscape photogra-

phers.

Items op News.— Mr. Henry Howson, the

eminent patent lawyer, so well known to our

readers, has issued a very interesting pamphlet

on the all-important question, " Shall the Patent

Office Models be dispensed with ?" His argu-

ment is very apt, and fully against the use of

models.

Mr. Charles D. Mosher, of Chicago, held a

very elegant holiday reception at his studio on

Saturday afternoon and evening, December 15th.

Among the chief attractions were some paintings

by Professor Gregori, who is now painting for

Mr. Mosher.

Mr. C. S. Roshon has returned to Harrisburg,

and occupies the Keet gallery at 408 Market St.

Messrs. Moore Bros., of Springfield, Mass.,

have a long article in the Journal of Commerce

devoted to their studio, which speaks in the high-

est praise, and deservedly so, of these gentlemen.

Mr. A. M. Allen, of Pottstown, Pa., comes in
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for a good share of commendation of his work in

a recent issue of the Miners' Journal and the

Pottstown Chronicle. Mr. Allen, we believe,

has struggled with silver in that city for over

twenty years ; we hope he has his pockets full of

gold by this time.

Mr. H. R. Marks, Austin, Texas, obtained five

prizes at the recent State fair held in that city,

for his display of work.

Mr. George B. Reiman, as we predicted, has

returned to his old love, and assumed his former

position with Messrs. Bradley & Rulofson,

San Francisco, California.

We have a copy of a little advertising sheet,

devoted to photography, called the Skylight, pub-

lished by M. Olivier, New Brunswick, N. J.

Gratifying.—Mr. G. W. Chase, of Newark,

Ohio, in sending for Mosaics for 1878, says :
" I

have regularly purchased Mosaics, and always

find in it some good item worth more than the

cost of it." Mosaics is unusually good this year.

Mosaics, 1878, has been sent, cloth bound, to

all contributors whose addresses we have. Will

the author of the valued article on " Photograph-

ing Interiors" please send us his address?

Photographic Souvenir of the Centennial

Exhibition.—-Under the above general title, J.

B. Lippincott & Co., Publishers, Philadelphia,

in connection with the Centennial Photo-

graphic Company, have issued a Series of Four

Portfolios, containing a choice selection of

elegant photographs of the exteriors and in-

teriors of the Exhibition Buildings, and of the

most striking objects, in groups and separately,

of the Exhibition. There are two sets of a

large size (17 x 14), one embracing twenty views,

the other fifteen, at $1.00 each; and two sets of

a smaller size (14x11^ inches), one embracing

twenty and the other fifteen views, at 50 cents

each. No subject is duplicated in the four sets.

In themselves they are works of art, besides

being valuable and interesting souvenirs of our

great Centennial celebration.

Photographers who desire to purchase these

souvenirs can be supplied by us at trade discount,

which will be made known to applicants.

Outlines of Chemistry.—We have pleasure

in announcing that we have arranged with Prof.

Henry McIntire, of Lafayette College, Easton,

Pa., to supply our readers with a series of articles

on this subject. We believe these articles will

be in a direction in which our photographers

need information, and that the gentleman who

has undertaken the work is eminently able. We
commend a careful reading of his contributions

from month to month by all those who are wil-

ling to be informed.

From Scovill Manufacturing Company we

have a revised price-list of stereoscopes and gra-

pho-stereoscopes, the exclusive right to manufac-

ture which they have purchased, under reissued

letters-patent, dated April 24th, 1877, and the

claims of which are as follows :

"1. The combination of a lens-holder hinged

to the bed-plate of a stereoscopic instrument,

with a diaphragm hinged to the said bed-plate,

substantially as described.

"2. In combination with a stereoscope and

its bed-plate, a movable, adjustable, sliding pic-

ture-holder, and a separate friction-clutch or

clamp, substantially as described.

" 3. In combination with a stereoscope and

its bed-plate, a movable, adjustable, sliding pic-

ture-holder, and an adjustable clutch, consisting

of a set-screw or equivalent mechanism, sub-

stantially as described.

"4. In combination with a stereoscope and

its bed-plate, a movable, adjustable, sliding pic-

ture-holder, and a handle whereby said picture-

holder may be readily adjusted, substantially as

described.

" 5. In combination with a stereoscope and

its bed-plate, a movable, adjustable, sliding pic-

ture-holder, a handle, and an adjustable friction-

clutch or clamp, substantially as described.

" 6. In combination with a stereoscope and its

bed-plate, a movable, adjustable, sliding picture-

holder, a handle, and the vertical picture-sup-

porting wires, N, substantially as described.

" 7. The combination, in a stereoscopic in-

strument, of a movable lens-holder, a movable

diaphragm, and a sliding picture-holder, whereby

the stereoscope can readily be packed in a narrow

compass for transportation, substantially as de-

scribed."

Any friction-clutch or any apparatus bearing

against the bed-plate of a stereoscope or grapho-

scope, and attached to the picture-holder, will

be an infringement of this patent.

We can personally speak in commendation of

the excellent quality of the grajDho-stereoscopes

produced by those gentlemen, not only from ac-

tual use, but from the inspection of a great many

of them ; they are substantial, and at the same

time beautifully made, and should be pre-

ferred.
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Hance's Photographic Specialties

Hance's Bath Preservative.
A sure preventive of pinholes, stains, &c. It preserves the bath in good working condition, and will

be found worth its weight in gold. $1.00 per bottle.

Hance's Double Iodized Collodion.
The peculiarities of this Collodion are good keeping qualities, its improvement by age, and the rich-

ness of effect produced in the negative, the film being perfectly structureless. $1.50 per lb. ; 80 cts.

per \ lb.

Elbert Anderson's Portrait Collodion
Is made according to the formula used by Mr. Anderson in Mr. Kurtz's gallery in New York. It is

especially adapted to portrait work. $1.75 per lb. ; 90 cts per \ lb.

Hance's White Mountain Collodion
Is adapted more especially to outdoor work, and for quick working, delineating foliage, frost-work,

or sky, it stands unrivalled. It is.made after the private formula used by that celebrated mountain
artist, B. W. Kilburn, of Littleton, N. H. $1.50 per R>. ; 80 cts. per J lb.

Curtis' Niagara Falls Collodion
Is another used for landscapes. The wonderfully beautiful views made by Mr. Curtis, of the great

cataract, with this collodion, have a world-wide reputation. $1.50 per lb. ; 80 cts. per § R>.

Trask's Ferrotype Collodion
Is made especially for positive pictures. Mr. Trask has no superior in this class of work, and this

collodion is made after his formula. $1.50 per ft>. ; 80 cts. per i lb.

Hance's Peculiar Portrait Collodion

Is peculiar in that it is prepared without bromides, and is adapted for use with Black's acid bath.

Formula on the bottle. $1.50 per lb. ; 80 cts. per i lb.

Cummings' Grit Varnish
Gives a very fine surface for retouching. 40 cts. per 6 oz. bottle.

Hance's Silver Spray Gun Cotton.
Prepared with great care, and free from acid, very soluble, gives good intensity so that no redevelop-

ment is necessary, gives perfect detail, and a film pure and structureless. 50 cts. per oz.

Hance's Delicate Cream Gun Cotton
Is adapted to those who like a very delicate, soft-working collodion, giving all the modelling,

especially in the Rembrandt style, and with light drapery. Its sensitiveness renders it particularly

adapted for children, or any work that requires short exposure. 80 cts. per oz.

Gill's Concentrated Chromo Intensifier

Is intended to strengthen the negative. It imparts a beautiful tone and gives excellent printing

qualities. 50 cts. per bottle.

Hance's Ground-Glass Substitute
Is simply what its name implies, a substitute for ground-glass for any purpose that is used for in the

gallery—for vignette glasses, for a retouching varnish, for softening strong negatives, for the celebrated

Berlin process, for ground-glass for cameras, for glazing sky and side lights, for obscuring studio and
office doors, for printing weak negatives. 50 cts. per bottle.

(READ SUCCEEDING PAGE.)

1
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Photographic Specialties

AHEAD!

HIGHEST PREMIUM AWARDED
AT THE CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION

Having received the Highest Award for Photographic
Specialties, I feel more confidence than ever in offering my
manufactures to the Photographic fraternity . My exhibit

was an extremely modest one, being taken from stock, put
up in original packages without any attempt at display.

Yet it carried off the prize over all the exhibits put up in cut

glass decanters with ribbon-tied stoppers, proving that the

medal ivas awarded for MERIT ALONE.

S GROUND-GLASS SUBSTITUTE. ;;

ONE OF THE MOST USEFUL THING'S MADE.

READ THE FOLLOWING: '

MR. A. L. HANCE.
Dear Sir: I am pleased to inform you that the gallon of

Ground-Glass Substitute came safely and is just what I wanted.
The surface for retouching which it gives is superb.

1 shall want more of the same sort when this supply is

exhausted.
Very truly yours,

W. G. 0. KIMBALL,
Concord, N. H.

FOR SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS.
NO RETAIL ORDERS PILLED. ORDER OF YOUR DEALER.

ALFRED L HANCE, Philadelphia.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC WAREHOUSE,

229 & 231 State Street,

Z=>CHICAGO.<=ZI
SEND for our CATALOGUES, PRICE LISTS and INSTRUCTORS.

Chas. W. Stevens.

G. A. Douglass.

THE

Beatrice

miniature
FULL REVISED
INSTRUCTIONS
SENT FREE.

Webster's

Liquid Concentrated

WATER COLORS,
For the BEATRICE MINIATURE.

PRICE, $1.50 PER BOX.

Convex Glass. Oval Velvet Cases.

SILK VELVET PASSEPARTOUTS. FIRE-GILT EASELS,

LARGEST STOCK. LOWEST PRICES.
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"For Utility and Fitness!'

AWARDED A MEDAL
At the Centennial Exhibition, 1876.

Do not Waste Time with a Knife and Glass,

but try Prof. Robinson's invention.

Robinson's Photograph Trimmer
IS A SUBSTITUTE FOB A KNIFE

FOR TRIMMING PHOTOGRAPHS, AND DOES THE "WORK MUCH MORE EXPEDITIOUSLY AND ELEGANTLY

THAN A KNIFE.

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONEY.
It does not cut but pinches off the waste paper, and leaves the print with a neatly beveled edge which

facilitates the adherence of the print to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch
at once. For ovals and rounded corners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer and Ten Inches of Guides Mailed for $3.50.

(Oil the Wheel Bearings with Sewing Machine Oil.)

Robinson's Metallic Guides,
FOR USE with the ROBINSON PRINT-TRIMMER.

These Guides are Made of Stout Iron and are Turned in a Lathe,

so that they are Mathematically True.

OVAL, ROUND, ELLIPTIC, and SQUARE, of all sizes; various shapes for Stereoscopic work. Drug
Labels, etc., etc.

We have the following regular sizes always on hand at 10 cents per inch, the longest way of the

aperture, the fractions counting as one inch.

Special sizes made to order at 15 cents per inch, the longest way of the aperture.

OVALS.
REGULAR SIZES:

Square or Round-Cornered.

2x2£ 3Jx41 5|x7|-

2|x3£ 3|x5£ 6x8
2^x3^- 4x5f 6Jx8J
2gX 3g 4|x6f 6£x8J

2fx3f 5x7 7x9

2Ix4J 5£x7J 1\ x 9i

3« x 4^ 5Jx 7^ 7|x9£

3|x4§ 5*x7f 7|x9|

2A x n
2} x3|
2^ x3}

2-5- x S 3-

2^x31
2| x4|
2| x 4}
21 x4|

x5J-
X Og

3

4
4

s
x5|

31 x 6

4 x6£

For Stereographs.
Arch Tops. Round-Cornered. Round

3 TVx3| 3
rVx3| 3x3

3x3 3x3

The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can always be

had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to make their sizes accord, as orders can also

be filled more quickly. Ten days is required to make special sizes.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer's Agent,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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LONDON, 1851. LONDON", 1862. PARIS, 1867.

Centennial, 1876. Centennial, 1876.

' Portrait and
View Lenses

"We have now successfully introduced to the Amerioan Photographers the Ross Lenses, and by our
increased sales we know they are appreciated. At the Centennial Exhibition many fine photographs
were exhibited by photographers, and ourselves, made with the Ross Lenses, which attracted great
attention.

While Ross & Co. are the oldest manufacturers of Photographic Lenses in existence, they also keep
up with the requirements of the fraternity, by constantly manufacturing new combinations and im-
proving on those already in existence. They have lately perfected, and will soon furnish us stock of, a
new series of Card Lenses, extra rapid, peculiarly adapted for babies, and people who will not be quiet.

"We will give notice of their arrival.

WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
Portrait Lenses, from 1-4 to 15 x 18. Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.

Cabinet Lenses, Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Card Lenses, Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.

Triplets, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Stereographic Lenses, all sizes.
Symmetricals. Rapid Symmetricals. New Universal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best, as well as the cheapest Foreign Lenses ever
offered to the American Photographer. We will mail price-list on application, and promptly fill all

orders.

PART OF THE ROSS CENTENNIAL LENSES ARE STILL UNSOLD.

Steinheil's Sons'
NEW

APLANATIC Lenses.
We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the following prices .

No. 1—1-4 size, . . 3£ inch focus,

2—1-2 " . . 5i " "
3—4-4 " . . 1 "
4—8-10 " . . 10i " "

. $25 00

. 30 00

. 45 00

. 60 00

No. 5—10-12 size,

.

6—13-16 " ,

7 18-22 "
,

8—20-24 "
,

13J inch focus,

16i " " .

$70 00

110 00
200 00
350 00

Nos. 1 and 2 are in matched pairs for Stereoscopic Work.

"We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your business,

and so solicit your orders.

Wilson,Hood&Co.
SOLE AGENTS FOR
THE UNITED STATU2UrcI StJtilaMpMaJa.
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WAYMOUTH'S

Vignetting Papers
ARE MADE OF TWO SHAPES, as shown in the drawing above. They consist of finely gradated

lithographed designs, mounted on protecting sheets of non-actinic paper, and are the lightest, neatest,

and best means of producing vignette pictures ever offered.

The quality of the " papers " has been much improvd by the substitution of a peculiar French, fibrous,

hard calendered paper, which is not only less opaque but has other qualities which produce quickly the

most lovely and soft vignettes possible. AVe consider this a great improvement, as do others to whom
we have sent samples. Below we give a testimonial from Mr. Ormsby, who has sent us also some
exquisite vignettes.

The package of Vignette Papers has been received and tried ; they are just the thing. They

are a great improvement over the others ; they will print in a little more than half the time

required for the others, and the results are everything that can be desired, as you can see

by samples inclosed. Please fill my order and send bill. I like the pear-shape best. Send

them all that shape. E. D, ORMSBY, Chicago.

FROM PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
"First-class.'"—"The sample sent answers perfectly."—"I consider them first-rate articles."—"They

answer the purpose admirably."—" They are the best vignetters I have ever had, and as you can print in

full sunlight, they are a great saving of time."—" They could not be better, oblige me with another packet."—"I find them excellent, giving much softer pictures than the old way."—"I have tried one of the

Vignette Papers, and like it much; send me packets two and three."—"I am much pleased with them,

and shall thank you to send me another packet."—"I did not need any copies of testimonials, having

well-known by experience that your Vignette Papers were superior to anything I have ever used."

—

" I found those you sent before excellent."—"Vignetting Papers received and tested; can't be beat.

I use by cutting an opening in a piece of cardboard and tacking to the printing-frame, when I am ready

f >r printing vignettes in the very best manner."—" Waymouth's Vignette Papers I have tried, and they

a.'e just what I have been wanting for years."

Any number sent on receipt of price, by any stockdealer, or by

EDWARD L. WILSON", Manufacturer,

(See opposite page.) PHILADELPHIA.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THEM.
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WAYMOUT
VIGNETT
PAPERS.

(DESIGNS COPYRIGHTED.

OF ALL PICTURES THE i%wtte IS THE MOST ARTISTIC

When properly printed. But the clumsy devices generally in use for printing them, or rather for

blending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic vignette pictures. Either

the shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or it shows an ugly direct, decided line,

which is very repulsive, The shading should blend gradually from, the dark tint
nearest to the figure off into the •white background. The results are then soft,

artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and best way to secure them is by the use of

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
THEY ARE NOT CLUMSY; DO NOT BREAK; ARE ALWAYS READY; COST BUT LITTLE,

AND ARE EASY OE APPLICATION TO ANY NEGATIVE.

They need but one adjustment to print any quantity.

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal, or cotton.

Eighteen sizes are now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures from a small carte figure to Whole-

size, Victorias, Cabinets, &c. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives, yellow bronze for thin

negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directions fur use accompany each parcel.

PRICES:
In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors, • $1 00

Assorted sizes and colors, by numbers, per package of fifteen, 1 00

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per dozen, ..... 50

" 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13 " " " Large Cartes and Victorias, by number, per doz., 75

" 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15 " " " Cabinets and AVhole-size, " "
. . 1 00

" 16, 17, and IS, " " « Half " " " " . . 1. 25

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)

When ordering, state the number and color you want.

EDWARD L. WILS0I, Manufacturer,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

m^ASR YOUR DEALER FOR THEMrm,
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WE STILL HAVE
FOR SALE LOW, THE FOLLOWLJVG USED GOODS.

Hermagis Lenses.
Three Cabinet size, extra quick, . $100 00 Two Card size, extra quick, . . . $50 00

Two " " quick, . . . , 90 00 Two " " quick, 40 00

At 38^ per cent, discount.

Bergner's Stereo. Print Cutters.
One Centennial size, and one ordinary size.

Printing Frames,
A lot of 5-8, 8-10, 10-12, 18-16, 20-24 Printing Frames, American Optical Co.'s make, very

low, in lots. Also, our

Surplus Morrison Lenses.

A.L !_ GOKT E3.

Peerless Lenses.

.A. Ju_a &3> C_-^

American Optical Co.'s Boxes
and Holders.

Imperial Boxes, 8-10, double swing.
Portrait Boxes, 8-10, 10-12 and 14-17.

Venus Boxes, 8-10 and 10-12, double-swing.

View Boxes, stereo., 8-10, 10-12, 14-17,

20-24, double-swine:.

As most of our boxes were supplied with two holders, we also have a quantity of single

holders for the above boxes for sale cheap.

The lenses were made especially for us and we will guarantee every one of them.
Witness our own work done with them.

The apparatus is all in good working order, some of the boxes are but slightly stained,

and bear no other evidence of having been used.

All these instruments and apparatus for sale aH 25 per cent, discount from

manufacturers' regular prices. Better price when a lot is taken.

Sent C. O. D., with permission to examine and try, if partial remittance accompanies order.

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

Belmont Avenue, International Exhibition, Philadelphia, Pa.



ADVEBTISrNG KATES FOB SPECIALTIES—It will be understood that matter under this

head is not to be considered as always having editorial sanction, though we shall endeavor to clear it of anything

tending to deceive or mislead. Stock-dealers will find this a beneficial mode of advertising, and sure to pay largely.

Six lines, one insertion, $2.00, and 25 cents for each additional line, seven words to a line—in advance. Operators

desiring situations , no charge. . Matter must be received by the 23d to secure insertion. Advertisers will please

not ask us for recommendations. jB®3" We cannot undertake to mail answers to parties who advertise. Please

always add your address to the advertisement.

For Sale.—A line gallery, in a town of 2500

inhabitants, and no opposition within twelve

miles. First-class trade. Good reasons for sell-

ing. Address F. H. Clark,

Minonk, Ills.

The Wonderful Euryscopic
Lens. See Advertisement.

BURYSOOPB.
A. C. North, Toledo, Ohio, writes, Oct. 1st, 1877

:

" I consider .the Euryscope Lens you sent us the

finest for the purpose you claim it for to be used.

I have just tried it ; it works quick, sharp, and

gives no flare or marginal aberration. The finest

lines are rendered with the greatest distinctness

and accuracy, it covers sharp to the edge larger

plates than it is listed for."

Wm. H. Roads, Philadelphia, Pa., writes, Nov.

30th, 1877 :
" I send you by mail to-day a 14 x 17

photograph made with the new No. C. Euryscope,

which will speak for itself. We have not done

much work with new Lens, but what work we
have done with it gives great satisfaction, and I

can cheerfully recommend it to any one desiring

a good instrument for general work."

L. Moberly, McKinney, Texas, writes, Nov.

23d, 1877 :
" The No. 2 Euryscope Lens received.

I have just made an 8 x 10 group of seven rjer-

sons with it ; time twenty seconds, at half-past

three in the afternoon, and cloudy at that, but

all is perfectly sharp and crisp. I have tried a

great many lenses, but this surpasses them all,

and I could not ask a lens to do more. I feel

under many obligations to Voigtlander & Son
for the introduction of so valuable a Lens."

We have just received a good supply of all

sizes of the Euryscope Lenses.

Benj. French & Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Waymouth's Vignette Papers.

For Sale.—The Lake Shore Studio, in the

beautiful village and summer resort of Skanea-

teles, New York; only gallery in town. Rent

low
;
good north-light ; rich farming country

;

will be sold cheap for cash. Main reason for

selling is poor health. For further particulars

address the proprietor.

0. H. Wildey,

Box 43, Skaneateles, Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Hance ?s Photographic Special-

ties. See Advertisement.

Voigtlander & Son's new Euryscope will be

found the most useful Lens any one can have for

groups.

Photograph Gallery for Sale.—First class,

only $300; nicely furnished; first floor; rent

low; gas, and running water; 4000 negatives;

population, 10,000. Also for sale, 6-inch Entre-

kin Burnisher, $15.00 ; 8x10 Am. Op. Co.'s Imp.

Box, $35.00; 19x24 Dry R. Dish, $6.00. Rare

chance.

Address, with stamp, Artist, Box 723,

Middletown, Orange Co., New York.

The Wonderful Euryscopic
Lens. See Advertisement.

Burrel's Chart and Hints to Patrons.—
Your gallery is not complete without them. For

particulars, see advertisement in January, Feb-

ruary, and March, 1876, issues of this journal.

Price, $1.25, unmounted, by mail, or by express,

mounted.

Lantern Slides, $5 per dozen.

USE WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
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SEAVEY'S
NEW

BACKGKOUNDS AND ACCESSOEIES
FOR THE

1877—PALL AND WINTER OAMPAI GN.-1878

The newest fashionable Backgrounds intro-

duced by New York Photographers, are

Seavey's Snow Landscapes,
Price, per square foot, 25 cents.

Novel and superb pictures produced by using

the above, in conjunction with our Winter Fore-

grounds. Sure to attract customers.

Seavey's New Interiors.

Rich in design and fine in execution, at from

25 to 30 cents per square foot.

Seavey's Antique Cabinets, never before

offered to the public. Rich in design, . $40 00

Seavey's Fireplace and Cabinet, com-

bined, an invaluable accessory, . . . 50 00

Seavey's Antique Chairs, 12 00

SARONY, KURTZ, MORA,
use no Backgrounds but Seavey's.

Designs copyrighted.

Headquarters for leading styles in Photo-

graphic Backgrounds and Accessories,

L. W. Seavey's Scenic Studio,

8 Lafayette Place, New York City.

Waymouth's Vignette Papers.

There is a sign on one of the stores in New
York that reads thus :

" The poorest goods sold,

The highest prices charged.

Oh, how this world

Is given to lying !"

I agree entirely with these sentiments.

Andrew H. Baldwin,

Dealer in Photographic Materials,

No. 1 Chambers Street, New York.

Send for my Price List of 48 pages.

Wilson's Lantern Journeys.
See Advertisement.

The undersigned is open for engagement, and

as is well known, is capable of undertaking any

branch of the business. Twenty years of expe-

rience in painting, posing, operating, and print-

ing.

John L. Gihon,

116 N. Seventh St., Phila.

USE WAYMOUTH'S

PORTRAIT LENSES AT THE CENTENNIAL.

Office of Wilson, Hood & Co.,

822 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Dec. 27, 1876.

Centennial Photo. Co.

Gents : In Anthony's Bulletin for December,

we see a communication from Mr. Notman,

stating that the Dallmeyer Lenses were used ex-

clusively by your Company for portraiture. If

such is the case, will you kindly inform us as to

what use you made of the numerous Ross Lenses

we had the pleasure of selling you? We are

Very truly, Wilson, Hood & Co.

Office Centennial Photo. Co.,

Exhibition Grounds, Dec. 27, 1876.

Messrs. Wilson, Hood & Co.

:

Dear Sirs : In reply to your favor of this date,

I beg to say that I personally superintended the

works of this Company during the past summer,

and to my knowledge the lenses used for por-

traiture by our Company were by no means all

of Mr. Dallmeyer's make. In fact all the Dall-

meyer lenses in the establishment were returned

to Messrs. Anthony & Co., in October, and since

then, and previous to that time both the Ross

lenses obtained from you, and " Hermagis

"

were used, as well as a large number of " Peer-

less " lenses. A number of the Dallmeyer lenses

sent for our use were never opened from their

original packages. They were kindly loaned to

Mr. Notman, but those of other makes were pur-

chased because of our preference for them.

Very respectfully yours, .

Edward L. Wilson.

[We also call attention to the following unso-

licited testimonial from Mr. Seaver, one of the

photographers of the Centennial Photo. Co., as

to the Ross Rapid Symmetricals supplied by us.

—W., H. & Co.]

Office Centennial Photo. Co.,

Centennial Grounds, Nov. 6, 187"6.

Messrs. Wilson, Hood & Co.

:

The Rapid Symmetricals (stereo.) are splen-

did. In all my experience with lenses, and I

have used nearly all the first-class lenses in the

market, I have never found any to equal these.

Such depth, sharpness, and softness I have never

met with before. You can bet that I am going

to keep the stereos, and enclose sixty dollars

(check) on account. Have not had time to test

VIGNETTE PAPERS.
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the 64 x 8J as much as I would like. I think it

is as good as the small ones, but would like to

try it a little before I decide ; will decide next

week. All the operators are loud in their praise

of the Little Jokers, and if you had another pair

I think I know of some one who would take

them. Yours truly, C. Seaver, Jr.

Hance's Photographic Special-

ties. See Advertisements.

60LD.
Great chance to make money.

If you can't get gold you can get

greenbacks. We need a person

in every town to take subscriptions for the largest

cheapest, and best illustrated family publication

in the world. Any one can become a successful

agent. The most elegant works of art given free

to subscribers. The price is so low that almost

everybody subscribes. One agent reports making

over $150 in a week. A lady agent reports taking

over 400 subscribers in ten days. All who engage

make money fast. You can devote all your time

to the business, or only your spare time. You

need not be away from home over night. You

can do it as well as others. Full particulars, di-

rections and terms free. Elegant and expensive

outfit free. If you want profitable work send

us your address at once. It costs nothing to try

the business. No one who engages fails to make

great pay. Address

" The People's Journal,"

Portland, Maine.

Lantern Slides, $5 per doz.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No chargefor advertisements under thishead; H?nited

tofour lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.

A good steady operator desires a situation.

Can print and retouch ; had some carbon expe-

rience. Address W. H. Dunwick, Port Edward,

New York.

As retoucher ; can print and tone ; has also

had some experience in oil and water colors,

India-ink, plain and colored crayons. Salary

moderate. Address Chas. Schneukir, Berlin, On-

tario, Canada.

USE WAYMOUTH'S

By a young man of good address, who has had

two years' experience in photography and ferro-

typing, in a gallery producing fine work. Salary

low. Best of references furnished. Photo, sent

if desired. Address A. M. Hammers, Indiana, Pa.

As retoucher. Address, care of Frank Jewell,

Scranton, Pa., by whom I am now employed, and

to whom I can refer you as to work, etc. Jim

Pease.

By a young man of steady habits, who under-

stands principally retouching, and can render

general assistance in a gallery. Address Gr. L.

Rosenberger, Selma, Ala.

As operator, by a steady, intelligent man, hav-

ing fifteen years' experience; understands carbon

printing, and will give the use of a complete

landscape apjDaratus if desired. Terms moderate.

Southern States preferred. Address K. W. An-

derson, 427 Yonge Street, Toronto, Canada.

By a first-class operator ; understands all

branches of the business. Address A. G., care

Anthony, No. 591 Broadway, N..Y.

To take charge of a gallei-y, or to operate.

Specimens of work furnished on application.

Address "Pose," care N. II. Busey, N. W. corner

Charles and Fayette Streets, Baltimore, Md.

By an A No. 1 operator and good general

workman. Is steady, sober, and honest, and has

had over fifteen years' experience. Address J.

R. Devere, 37 Broome St., Brooklyn, E. D., Long

Island, N. Y.

By a good operator, of five years' experience;

can take entire charge of gallery, and can give

good references. Address J. Y. Wise, Milton,

Pa., P. 0. Box 45.

A lady who can retouch and color in oil, water

colors and ink, desires a salaried situation for

one year, after which, if agreeable to all con-

cerned, would like to buy an interest in the busi-

ness. Address P. 0. Box 234, Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

By a young man who has had four years' ex-

perience as printer and toner, or could operate

if necessary. Address Fred. II. Peck, 8 Cypress

Street, Rochester, N. Y.

VIGNETTE PAPERS.
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G<
GENN^

38 Maiden Lane, New York
IMPORTER OF THE CELEBRATED

S. &. M. DRESDEN

Albumen Papers
SINGLE OR EXTRA BRILLIANT.

This paper has been imported by me to the great satis-

faction of photographers for the last eight years, and has
not been surpassed by the many different brands sprung
up since.^ ALSO,

Hyposulphite of Soda,
Sulphate of Iron,

Solid German Glass Baths,
Saxe Evaporating Dishes,

French Filter Paper,
Porcelain Trays.

Ferrotype Plates.

I ALSO IMPORT EXTRA BRILLIANT

CROSS-SWORD PAPER.
For sale by all Stock-Dealers in the United States and Canada.
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REDUCTION IN PRICE !

THE CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEITt

UNRIVALLED STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS
OF -

Statuary, Interiors, Exteriors,

Fancy Groups,
Works of Art,

Machinery, etc.
Making the most unrivalled collection everpublished, have been

REDUCED TO $2.00 PER DOZEN.
THE FOLLOWING SIZES ARE ALSO MADE:

Card, Cabinet, 5x8,
8x10, 13x16, and 17x21.

Liberal Discount to the Trade. Catalogues supplied on receipt

of a three-cent stamp.

Every Photographer Can Sell Them.

ALSO,

Magic Lantern Slides
Over 500 subjects of greater interest than any other class of subjects in this line

FOR SALE BY THE

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

Studio—Belmont Av., Exhibition Grounds, Philadelphia.

EDWAED L. WILSON, Prop'r. City Office, 116 North Seventh St.

Dealers Supplied at the Best Rates.
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1878—THE LATEST IMPROVEMENT IN PHOTOGRAPHY.—1878

HALLS
Transparent Crystal Varnish,

I^or Ferrotypes.
A combination of volatile solvents and soluble gums, forming a

clear, transparent, colorless varnish, specially

suitable for Ferrotypes.

After many careful experiments, we have succeeded in making what we consider to be
the best varnish for Ferrotypes yet made, as it combines all the necessary qualities required
in a good varnish, and has none of the objections which other (otherwise good) varnishes

have.
A good varnish for Ferrotypes should be colorless, so that the high-lights, half-tones,

and deep shadows shall remain brilliant—and pure in tone. It should dry clear without heat,

thus saving the expense of gas or burning-fluid ; and it should have no offensive odor to annoy
the delicate senses of your customers and yourselves. All of these objections we have over-

come, and combined in our varnish all the good qualities requisite. As, for instance, this

varnish is perfectly colorless, and as clear and brilliant as distilled water. It dries clear in a

few moments, without heat, and gives a fine, glossy, transparent film, and has no offensive

odor. As a test, we would ask you to order a bottle of your stock-dealer, and try it, feeling

assured that you will continue to use it in preference to all others. Each bottle bears our
signature. SOLD BY ALL STOCK-DEALEKS.

HALL & CO, ST. LOUIS, MO.

GK SAUTE R,
No. 138 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA,

MANUFACTURER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

:f>-£lss:e3:f>-a.:r_totjts.
The attention of the trade is particularly called to the superior quality of our Glass and materials, and

neatness of finish. A large assortment constantly on hand.

BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,
No. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.

Lantern Slides
GREATLY REDUCED PRICES!

jgfggrSEND FOR CATALOGUES. ~©a

FURTHER REDUCTIONS JANUARY 1st.

EDW. L. WILSON, Largest Dealer in America, 116 N. 7th St. Phila.
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BENJ. FRENCH & CO.,

No. 319 Washington St.,——— BOSTON, MASS.—=_=
IMPOKTERS AND SOLE AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES EOll

TUBES AND LENSES.

CONDENSING LENSES FOR MAGIC LANTERNS
4£, 4£, and 5 inch diameter of superior quality. Also, a great variety of

FOREIGN AND AMERICAN SLIDES.

Our Stereoscopic Lenses are the Best in the Market.

DARLOT HEMISPHERICAL WIDE-ANGLE
VIEW LENSES.

Length of back focus. Size of Views. Price. Length of back focus. Size of Views. Price.

No. 1—2£ inch, Stereoscopic, per pair, $27 00 I No. 5—12 inch 14x17 $40 00
2—3 " " " 33 00 6—16 " 17x20 56 00
3—5 " 6^x8i 22 50 I 7—40 " 32x42 275 00
4—8 " 10x12 28 50

For Sale at Great Bargains

:

A FEW OF DARLOT PORTRAIT LENSES
With View Attachment from 1-4 size up to Mammoth size. Also few

Large Size C. C. HARRISON and HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDEN, Second hand.

SEND FOR PRICE LISTS.
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J. O. SOMERVILLE
No. 8 South Fifth Street.

OUTFITS A. SPECIALTY!
THE BEST GOODS AT THE VERY LOWEST PEIOES TOR OASH.

SomerviUe's Extra Negative Collodion. Tilford's Collodion.

SomerviUe's Extra Ferrotype CoUodion. P. & W. Chemicals.

SomerviUe's New Diamond Varnish. Frames and Matts of

SomerviUe's Retouching Varnish. every Description.

PHOTO-CHROME OUTFITS COMPLETE, $2.50.

Convex Glass, Cotton and Silk Velvet Passepartouts, and all goods for the Photo-Chrome Picture kept

in stock and sold at the lowest market prices.

Seventeen years' experience. Cash prices and prompt shipment. New packing boxes of the right

size at cost. Send a trial order. jjg©*- Send for new Illustrated Price List and Budget for 1878.

Improved Solar Cameras.

PATENTED.

Feb. 24, 1857,

July 10, 1866,

Feb. 23, 1871,

May 26, 1874,

Aug. 4, 1874,

Sep. 18, 1877.

|p«
D. A. WOODWARD, Maryland Institute, Baltimore, Maryland.

4SF" All persons are warned not to infringe the Letters Patents.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.
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scoviLlT
Manufacturing Company,

419 & 421 BROOME STREET,

PIS* *m %m
MERCHANTS IN

ALL ARTICLES PHOTOGRAPHIC
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.

PROPRIETORS OF THE WORKS OF

THEAMERICAN OPTICAL CO. NEW YORK,

S. PECK & CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.
SCOVILL MANUF'G CO.,WATERBURY, CONN.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

MORRISON'S VIEW LENSES,

"PEERLESS" PORTRAIT LENSES,

ENGLISH PORCELAIN WARE,

FRENCH AND ENGLISH GLASS,

ALBUMENIZED PAPER-ALL MAKES,

HANCE'S "PHOTO. SPECIALTIES,"

CENTENNIAL PHOTO. CO.'S VIEWS,

GRAPHOSCOPES, STEREOSCOPES, &c.

The Greatest Stoct in tie World ! Dealers Eyerywtare Supplied Low!

419 -BROOME 421

SCOVILL MANUF'G CO., NEW YORK.
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AMERICA
Contains no Larger Stock

and Variety of

LANTERN SLIDES
' •—

l THAN OURS! \
—

•

FOR SEVERAL YEARS WE HAVE MADE THEM
aOur Specialty

/'

'

AND WE ABE NO
UNDOUBTEDLY Ahead! BOTH IN QUANTITY

AND BBICES.

MAGIC LANTERNS
Of ALL KINDS, and CHEMICALS, also Supplied.

Our FALL STOCK has arrived, and by ordering NOW, you
can have the best selections. Special inducements to large buyers.

Parties who wish to buy such goods should, before purchasing,

examine our FOUR CATALOGUES, which we mail for

twenty-five cents.

WE PUBLISH
WILSON'S THE

||AMM JOURNEYS,

A Lecture Book describing graphically, as

an eye-witness, 800 beautiful places and

things in all parts of the world, including

two Centennial Journeys.

HJtalC JANTERN.

A Monthly Journal devoted to interests of

Lantern Lovers.

$1.00 per Year, post-paid.

Special Estimates and otter information £iyen gladly. Promptness onr rule.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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THE TRADE WILL ALWAYS FIND THE LARGEST
ASSORTMENT OF

GOLDSi&S&SFRAMES
Velvet Mats-English, Black & Display Nats.

Salesroom: No. 822 ARCH STREET, second floor.

PHILADELPHIA.
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"A Delightful Book of Travels." Has a Wonderful Sale.

WILSON'S
Lantern Journeys.

By EDWARD L. WILSON,
Editor of the "Philadelphia Photographer."

fourth edition !—Now Ready !— FOURTH EDITION

!

This work will be found entertaining to all who like to read about the beau-

tiful places and things of this world .

The contents are divided into eight "Journeys," each one including a visit to

ioo places, making 800 places in all, as follows :

JOURNEY A.
Havre, Rouen,
Paris, Fontainbleau,
"Versailles, Switzerland.

JOURNEY B.

Compiegne, Vienna,
Brussels, The Vienna Ex-
Aix la Chapelle, position,

Cologne, The Semmering
Up the Rhine, Pass,

Potsdam, Saxony,
Berlin, Munich,
Dresden, Southwest Germany.

JOURNEY O.

Italy, Rome,
Lake Maggiore, Naples,
Lake Oomo, Pompeii,
Milan, The Ascent of
Verona, Vesuvius,
Venice, Puteoli,

Florence, Italian Art Galleries.

Pisa,

Holland,
Denmark,
Norway,

Egypt,
Palestine,

Syria,

JOURNEY D.

Sweden,
Russia,
Spain.

JOURNEY E.

Turkey,
Greece,
India.

JOURNEY P.

England, Scotland, and the U. S. of
America.

JOURNEY G.

The Centennial Exhibition at
Philadelphia.

JOURNEY H.

The Centennial Exhibition at
Philadelphia.

It has been carefully prepared, and will be found amusing, very entertaining
and instructive.

It contains 277 pages. Cloth bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

EDW. L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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Charles Cooper& Co.
191 WORTH ST., NEW YORK,

OFFER AT WHOLESALE

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS, strictly pure and
of full weight.

CROSS-SWORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,
Single and Extra Brilliant.

EVAPORATING DISHES.

GERMAN SOLID GLASS BATHS.

PORTRAIT LENSES—C. F. Usener's Celebrated.

The largest and most reliable house for Refining Waste and Residues.

The Universal

This Press will cameo all sizes, from cards to cabinets, and is sold lower than any other that will do
the same work. It has been greatly improved and made very complete in all its parts.
We furnish a card, victoria and cabinet size.

PRICE, $20.00.
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BY

WILSON, HOOD & CO., 822 Arch Street, Philadelphia.
j^*- CAUTION.—Photographers are cautioned against buying other presses that may use an elastic

embossing substance, as they are an infringement on tiie above. R. J. Chute, Patentee.
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•S&OSAICs
1878=NOW READY. NOW READY.

As regular as the old year goes out, photographers all over the world look for

the issue of that unrivalled annual,

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS.
Edited by EDWAED L. WILSON, Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer," etc.

In the Thirteenth Issue, now ready for purchasers, it is believed that more
real gems are contained than in any former volume ; so that as a book of refer-

ence, as a guide, a friend, a helper in photographic practice, it is invaluable and
you cannot afford to do without its assistance. Read the

CONTENTS.
Last Year.
The Language of Art. E. K. Hough.
Besetting Troubles. C. A. Zimmerman.
How to make Gold. I. B. Webster.
To the Struggling Ones. A. N. Hardy.
Developing Solutions. E. M. Estabrooke. •

Something more about the Negative Bath. F. M.
Spencer.

Negative Varnishes and Retouching Surfaces. J.

Babies. W. C. Tuttle. [G. Vail.

Admitted to the Bar. J. Pitcher Spooner.
Negative Retouching. H. B. Hillyer.

If You do Not. J. H. Reuvers.
Dark-room Experience. W. B. Critchfield.

Art in Photography. M. H. Albee.
Mosaics. E. T. Whitney.
Another Difficulty Conquered. J. S. Hovey.
Items from Actual Experience. Garvey Donald-
Darkness vs. Light. Forester Clark. [son.

How to Photograph the Arteries and Veins of

any Viscus in the Body in its natural con-
dition and position. Prof. J. Towler, M. D.

Photographing Interiors. Homo.
Forgotten Friends. George W. Wallace.
A Simple and Reliable Dry Process. C. F. Rich-
Photographic Preserves. Old Argentum. [ardson.

Photographic Albums. John L. Gihon.
Old Things in New Dresses. Young Chloride.
Backgrounds. C. Alfred Garrett.

A Rod in Pickle. Obscuro. [French.
A Few Things Learned By Experience. C. M.
A Rattler. Jonas F. Brown. [B. Clench.
Do not get your Customers into Bad Habits. F.

How to restore Exposed Plates. W. H. Sherman.

Collocin as a Restrainer. John Carbutt.
Burnishing of Photo. Prints. Wm. W. Seeler.

Fraternity. A. W. Kimball.
The necessity of Art Culture. W. J. Baker.
Copying and Enlarging. Pyro.
Fog vs. Sunshine. R. R. Thompson.
Old Grannyisms. Frank F. Currier.

A new use for Petroleum. Frank Robbins.
Overiodizing. George Sperry.
Photographic Operators. C. T. Stuart.

An Improved Washing-Tank. F. A. Wenderoth.
More about Prices. Robert J. Chute.
Trimming and Mounting. Irving Saunders.
Odds and Ends. E. P. Libby.
How to keep a Burnisher in Order. W. F. Stinson.

Backgrounds : A Review. Lafayette W. Seavey.
Light and Chemicals. James 0. Merrill.

Photographic Grouping. W. D. Gatchel.

Dodge Hash. F. C. Phillips.

Useful Chips That Pay to Use. A. Hesler.

The Fading of Albumen Prints. J. R. Clemons.
On the Production of Reverse Negatives. Alfred

Pumphrey.
Simple Way to work a Neutral Bath. R. Benecke.
Important Trifles. E. Z. Webster.
Photographing Groups of Persons of Different

Complexions. F. N. Blake.
How to do a Successful Business In Dull Times.

L. W. Crawford.
The Photography of the Future. An Unfading

Photographer.
Dirt. H. R. Farr. [ling.

Excellent Methods of Lichtdruck. Joseph Lem-
Many Mites From Many Minds. E. L. Wilson.

The whole will include 144 splendid pages.

Cloth bound, $1.00 per copy; paper cover, 50 cents.

WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD.

EDWARD L, WILSON, PMoppliic Publisher, 116 Nortn Seventh St, PhiMelpliia.
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GIHON'S

CUT-OUTS
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean cut, most
desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially for the purpose.

Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides, assorted for five differently

sized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICE $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order promptly, by
addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

^SS" No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and

sizes. Ask your stock-dealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelopes with

instruction circular included.

PROMENADE SIZE NOW READY! so
kS ct

E
s!£vll%n?

T

GIHON'S

OPAQUE.
IS DESIGNED FOR

COMPLETELY OBSCURING THE IMPERFECT BACKGROUNDS OF COPIES,
RETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,
COATING THE INSIDE OF LENSES OR CAMERA BOXES,

BACKING SOLAR NEGATIVES,
COVERING VIGNETTING BOARDS,

^
AND FOR ANSWERING

ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE
PRODUCTION OF ARTISTIC RESULTS IN PRINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAQUE.
It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 CENTS.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Address all orders to

Scovill Manufacturing Co.,

Or, JOHN L. GfflON, Inventor, NEW YORK.
116 N Seventh St., Philadelphia, Pa
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ARTISTIC
PHOTOGRAPHY.

A NEW WORK on PHOTOGRAPHY and ART.

ILLUSTRATED WITH 12 BEAUTIFUL PROMENADE PHOTOGRAPHS.

By LYMAN C. BICELOW,
Anthor of " Bigelow's Album of Lighting and Posing,''

This is a beautifully gotten up work, and contains full

instructions in every department of Photography.

*—
• Price, $5.00. i—:

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

For Sale by all Dealers. 116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.

IMPROVED

Photograph Covers
Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding together and

preservation of photographs, has induced us to manufacture an article which we think will meet the

want.

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM.
The covers are made with expanding backs, so that from six to twenty-four pictures may be inserted in

one cover. The pictures are mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen, or strong paper, of

the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted and held in place in the
cover by a paper fastener.

The following is a list of sizes and prices, without cards

:

. For Photograph Per dozen. Per hundred.

Card Size, $1 50 ..... . $10 OO
Cabinet Size, .... 225 13 50

EXTRA HEAVY COVERS.

5-8 Size, 4 50 33 00
4-4 " 6 00 40 OO
8-10" ...... 800 56 50
11-14" 9 OO 65 00

Larger or special sizes made to order. Furnished with card board at best rates. Samples mailed
at dozen price. Send for some.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

For Sale by all Dealers. 116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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Studies in Artistic Printing.
By C. W. HEARN, author of the "Practical Printer."

Owing to the very flattering reception which attended the Author's former work, " The

Practical Printer," he has, with more extended experience, ventured upon a second work,

in which he has seen fit to more thoroughly combine "Studies in Printing," by way of

further illustrating the matter of which he would write. Por the better fulfillment of

this design, negatives have been made especially for this purpose by Messrs.

Rocher, Bigelow, Kent, Lamson, Draper <fe Husted, and Baker, in their usual

superior style, being pronounced by all who have seen them as ranking among the very

best that these well-known artists in photography have ever produced.

As in a former work, the varied formula? and processes of manipulation were discussed

in detail, it has been thought advisable that in this the subject should be treated with more

conciseness. Those parties who have this former work of the Author will find this to be of

intrinsic value, owing to its being embellished with

SIX FINE CABINET AND PROMENADE PORTRAIT STUDIES.

AMONG OTHER THINGS, IT CONTAINS
Suggestions on the Choice of Albumen Paper.

All the Best Silvering Baths, and Methods of

Treating the same. <,

New Views on the Relation of the Silver Bath to

the Time of Floating.

The Different Effects Caused by the Time of

Floating.

How to Tell when Paper is Floated too Long or

too Short a Time.

Table for Time of Floating Paper under all Cir-

cumstances.

The Importance of Care in Printing in Varied

Ways.

The Important Relation Printing from the Nega-

tive Bears to the Toning Bath.

Fast Printing.

Dialogue between "Joe" and a Friend.

The Way to Success in Toning Lies in Print-

ing.

The Different Effects Caused in Printing by the

Preparation of the Silver Bath.

The Relation of the Silver Bath to the Printing

from the Negative, and from this to the Toning

Bath.

Acetate of Silver.

Success or Failure in Toning, Caused by the

Strength, Purity, and Alkalinity of the Silver

Bath.

Harmony, its Importance in Photography.

Why its Neglect Causes such Disastrous Results.

The Beautiful in Toning, and How to Obtain it.

A Few Hints About Managing Toning Baths,

Formulae for Printing " Our Studies," as Given

under Respective Headings.

Impurities of Toning Baths.

How it Affects the Toning, and How to Remedy
such Baths.

Fixing and Washing.

Brilliancy of the Finished Picture Attained by

the Final Washing.

Various and Valuable Hints about Finishing the

Photographs, etc., etc.

Mailed to any address on receipt of price, $3.50, by any stock-dealer,

or by

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia,

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.
4

ASK TO SEE LT.
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THE PHOTOGRAPHER TO
HIS PATRONS'A— wee.Reduction-

REDUCTION IN PRICE

!

THIS little leaflet has become so popular as an advertising

medium for photographers, and a means of communicating
to their customers such information as they are asked to

communicate by word of mouth every day, that we are induced
to try to make it still more popular, and available to more of our

patrons by

A Great Reduction in Price,

The present low price of

paper and labor has enabled

us to do this, and hereafter

we will supply this little work
and

"SOMETHING NEW,"

Its companion leaflet (which

is also a splendid advertising

medium), at the rate of

$15 per 1000.

At this reduction we can-

not supply lots of less than

iooo, though we will supply
large and small quantities

at the following rates :

500 copies

1000 "

2000 "

3000 "

5000 "

$9 00
15 00
27 50

36 00
50 00

OVER ONE MILLION HAVE BEEN SOLD

!

Parties ordering may have the annexed cut upon their cover,

or a choice of several other fancy cuts which we have ; the above
is the newest.

We charge nothing extra for matter upon covers, and photographers may solicit advertisements
enough from their citizens to pay the cost of the whole thing, if they are enterprising.

Samples sent to any who may desire it.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, 116 North 7th St, FMMelpMa.

*&• ORDERS RECEIVED ET ALL STOCK-DEALERS.

70t" All persons are cautioned against copying these works as they are copyrighted property and
we are determined to protect those who purchased them in their use. Information concerning pillages

will be thankfully received.
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Straight
A NEW INVENTION!

ROBINSON'S
STRAIGHT-CUT

Photograph
1 Trimmer.

So great has been the success of

Prof. Robinson's "Trimmer" for

Oval and Arch-top Pictures, that he

has been impelled to produce one for

STRAIGHT LINES.

The accompanying cut shows the shape of the tool and the

manner of using it.

The disc or wheel is about one inch in diameter, so that a thin

or thick glass form may be used with it.

Photographers may now altogether Ignore the Knife.

This admirable Trimmer is always sharp and eyer ready.

Once accustomed to it yon will neyer again nse the Knife.

Give it a Trial. Price, $1.25.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturers' Agent.

For sale by all Dealers. 116 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.

USE THE STRAIGHT CUT!
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Only 30 Cents
FOR A BOOK CONTAINING A COMPLETE

Practical Process of Photography

!

There were left unsold a number of copies of

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC DIARY
Which are now offered— to close them out—at the above low price.

The book sold last year for Seventy-five Cents.

The author has given the processes which his own experience and that of others have proved to be
the best, and the whole being in a concise form is particularly adapted to the use of beginners. The
work also contains a great many hints and suggestions which are useful to all.

Besides the Photographic Instruction and Rates of Postage, Notable Events in the History of Pho-
tography, Descriptions of the Principal Centennial Buildings, and a beautiful, colored Map of the City

of Philadelphia, are included. The whole handsomely bound in cloth, and now offered at the low
price of 30 cents.

SEND IN YOUR ORDERS EARLY TO

ROBERT J. CHUTE,
Care EDW. L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPING,

BY A PRACTICAL PERROTYPER.

6th Thousand, NOW READY.—Paper Cover, 75 Cents.

The rapid sale of several thousands of this work, and a continued demand, induces us to republish it.

We guarantee it to be the best of its class published. All should have it.

THE BOOK IS ENTIRELY GIVEN UP TO PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION,
Not only of value to the Ferrotyper, but to the Photographer as well.

Please Examine the Contents

Introduction,

The Advantages of the
Ferrotype,

The Manipulations,
The Nitrate Bath,
The Collodion,

The Developer,
The Fixing Solution,

Other Manipulations-
Pinholes,

Strengthening,
Tinting and Coloring,

Varnishing,
Drying and Dryers,
Finishing the "Work,
Ferrotype Envelopes,

Ferrotype Supports,
Ferrotype Plates,

The Apparatus,
The Skylight and the

Dark-Room,
"Vignettes and Medal-

lions.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, Philadelphia.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.
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EURYSCOPK
A NEW DOUBLE OBJECTIVE,

OF GREAT ILLUMINATING POWEE,

FOR ALL KINDS OF OUT-DOOR WORK AND GROUPS.

MADE BY

VOIGTLANDER & SON.
They consist of two achromatic and symmetrical combinations, between which the central

diaphragm is placed. The lens is perfectly aplanatic, i. e., it works with full aperture of the

objectives. For the purposes of landscape photography, copying, for architectural subjects,

and for groups in the studio, as well as outside, it is considered unrivalled. It is entirely free

from distortion, chemical focus, and "ghosts," and the picture produced by it is mathematic-

ally correct. It is characterized by a great depth of focus and precise definition. The most

important advantage of this new lens in comparison with others of similar kinds, consists in

the great power of light it commands, and for this reason it is commended especially for

groups, the pictures produced by it being most brilliant, also the light is spread equally all

over the plate.

A very careful choice of the optical glass, of which the new lens is composed, makes it pos-

sible to secure a ratio of focus and aperture of about 6 to 1.

The width of angle embraced is between 65 and 85 degrees, according to the size of dia-

phragm used ; as to rapidity, the new lens is more than twice as rapid as the orthoscopic lens,

and only a little less than the long focus portrait lenses.

We have seven different sizes at the following prices :

Diameter
of Lens.

o,

1,

A,
2,

C,

3,

6,

T, , t. Size of View Size of GroupBack Focus.
or Landscape . or Portralt .

F

1 inch, 5J4 inch, 5 inch Stereo, pictures,

Equivalent
Focus.

1%
2

3
4

9Yz
11
12^
16
19
2&y2

8%
9%
11

14

23y2

10x12 7x9,
11x13, 8x10,
12 x 14, 10 x 12,

17x20, 14x17,
18x22, 17x20,
22x26 20x24,

Price.

$30 00
50 00
57 00
70 00
93 00
140 00
225 00

We have had quite a number of our best Photographers try this New Lens, and all spea!>

of it in the highest terms, as possessing great depth and quickness. We have some grou;

made in Studio with No. 2, on 8x 10 plate, in twenty to thirty seconds, and with No: 0. < :i

14 x 17 plate, twenty-five to forty seconds.

J. Hoiyland, of Baltimore, writes us about No. 1 sent him: "I would say to its praise,

that for Quickness and Depth, it far excels my expectations."

BENJ. FRENCH & CO.,
Sole Agents in the United States. 31© "WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON.
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A.M.C0LLINS,S0N & Co.
MANUFACTUREES OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC

CARDS
AND

CARDBOARDS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

WAREHOUSE

:

18 South 6th St. and 9 Decatur St.

PHILADELPHIA.

Imperial Cards—Size, 6^x9%.
Boudoir Cards—Size, 5% x 8y2 .

White, Gray, Granite-Blue, Pearl, Amber, Tea,

Plain, also with Gilt Borders, andwith Gilt orBed Beveled Edges.

See detailed advertisement in this number of the

"PHOTOGRAPHIC TIMES."

PRICE LISTS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.
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JAMES F.MAGEE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

PURE

T-^hotographic(~^hemicals

No. 108 NORTH FIFTH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

STOCK-DEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED.

j*h.e Zentmayer Lens,
FOR VIEWS AND COPYING.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently the following qualities:

Width of visual angle, ranging from 8o° to 90 ; depth of focus ; extreme
sharpness over the whole field ; true perspective; freedom from all distortion in

copying; portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops

of the different combinations for which they are designed. The larger ones are

provided with an internal shutter for making and storing the exposure.

No. 1,

2,

3,

4,

5, 12

6, 18

2£ inch focus,

3i

6J

3x3 plate, $20 00

4x5" 25 00

6J x 8i
" 30 00

10 x 12 " 42 00

14 x 17 " 60 00

20 x 24 " DO 00

No. 1 and No. 2 combined,
« 2 « "3
it 3 « a 4
" 4 " "5
» 5 " "6
"

1, 2 and 3,
"

3, 4 and 5,

$33 00

40 00

55 00

75 00

110 00

4S 00

88 00

No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.
No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in

matched pairs. No. 1 and No. 2 single, not to combine with other sizes,

pair

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2^ to 18 inches. $173.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,
147 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia,
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Dealers' Directory.

The following houses are to be recommended as

the bestfor photographers in their localities.

S. T. BLESSING, .

BLESSING & BROTHER,

A. H. BALDWIN, .

H. W. BRADLEY,

P. SMITH & CO., .

F. S. CROWELL,

ZIMMERMAN BROS.,

J. C. SOMERVILLE, .

H. GEORGE,

HOWE & BEECHER, .

F. HENDRICKS,

GATCHELL & HYATT,

LONG & SMITH, .

GEORGE W. ROBINSON,

C. W. STEVEN'S, .

D. J. RYAN,

D. TUCKER & CO.,

J. W. WILLARD,

WILSON, HOOD & CO., .

New Orleans, La.

. . Galveston, Texas.

i Chambers St., N.Y.

San Francisco, Cal.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mt. Vernon, O.

St. Paul, Minn.

St. Louis, Mo.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Columbus, O.

Syracuse, N. Y.

Louisville, Ky.

Quincy, 111.

Baltimore, Md.

Chicago, Ills.

Savannah, Ga.

Buffalo, N. Y.

746 Broadway, N. Y.

822 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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I
ANNOUNCEMENT

THE

THE BEST, CHEAPEST AND
OLDEST ILL USTRATED PHOTOGRAPHIC MA GAZINE

PUBLISHED.

TN order to make the New Year happier, we are preparing to

make our Magazine better than ever before. All the old

staff of writers and several new ones are secured, and we have

arranged for

New Features, New Contributors,

Curious and Beautiful Pictures,

A New Prize Series,

AND LOTS OF THINGS PRACTICAL AND INTERESTING.

The woi'th of your money is not given by any one so fully as

by the publisher of the Philadelphia Photographer. Please help

spread its usefulness.

For every new subscriber, for one

year, #1, payable in any of our pub-

lications, books, or, if preferred, $1
PREMIUMS

worth of any of our prize pictures,

or any other article for which we are

agents, advertised in this Magazine.

Send for our Special Eate Circular, dated November 25, 1877, if you have not received it.

Operators, printers, etc., can secure all their necessary photo-

graphic literature in this way by a little earnest effort.

EACH MONTHLY ISSUE IS A PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK IN ITSELF,

AND INCLUDES A FINE PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDY AND COMMENTS THEREON.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50

for six months, 50 cents per copy, post-

paid, positively in advance.

In remitting by mail a post-office or-

der, or draft payable to the order of

Edward L. Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Clearly give your Post-

Office, County, and State.

Canada subscribers must remit 24

cents extra, to prepay postage.

Foreign subscriptions must be accom-

panied by the postage in addition.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound

with each number of the Magazine.

Advertisements are inserted at the fol-

lowing rates :

1 Month. 6 Mas. 1 Year.

One Page $20 00 $110 00 $200 00

Half " 12 00 66 00 120 00

Quarter Page.... 7 00 38 50 70 00

Eighth " .... 4 00 22 00 40 00

Cards,61ines,or'less,2 00 1100 20 00

The attention of advertisers, and

those having galleries, etc., for sale,

is called to our Specialties pages.

Terms, $2 for six lines, and 25 cents

for each additional line, seven words

to a line, always in advance. Dupli-

cate insertions, 50 cents less, each.

SURE TO PAY.

j8®" Operators desiring situations,

no charge.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher and Proprietor,

Office, 116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.



BOOKS!
MEDAL AWARDED

CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION.

OEY MEDAL EM AWARDED FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

READ IF YOU ARE DULL
IP YOU ARE BUSY
IFYOU "WANT TRADEREAD

THE BEST BOOKS PEETAIHIHG TO YOUE PROFESSION.

OUR CATALOGUE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS
EMBRACES A TREATISE ON EVERT BRANCH OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

FOR GENERAL INFORMATION.
THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER.—A monthly Magazine, illustrated by pho-

tographs of superior merit. $5.00 a year
; $2.50 for six months. See circular Nov. 25th.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Fourteen years of success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to the

practical, working, growing photographer. Do not go without its valuable help.

HANDBOOK OF THE PRACTICE AND ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY. By Dr. H.
Vogel. Price, $3.50.

For general photographic practice this is the best text-book in the world. Written by an old professor who
teaches photography, it gives just what is wanted in the fullest and most satisfactory manner.

THE PRACTIGAL PRINTER. By C. W. Hearst. Price, $2.50. Second edition in press.

This is a most handy and reliable book. It goes into all the operations of plain and fancy printing in silver, and
isfull of good.

AMERICAN CARBON MANUAL. Price, $2.00.

For those who want to try the Carbon printing process, this work gives the most detailed information.

PHOTOGRAPHER'S POCKET REFERENCE BOOK. By Dr. H. Vogel. Price,

$1.50.

For the dark-room. It meets a want filled by no other book. Full of formula—short, practical, and plain.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE. Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is the only standard work. Seventh thousand.

LINN'S " LOOKOUT " LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY. For the landscape photog-
rapher. Price, 75 cents.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS. By Edward L. Wilson. Price, $2.00.

For the lantern exhibitor. It gives incidents and facts in entertaining style of about 800 places and things, includ-

ing 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY. Price, $5.00.

For the lover of art. Beats his "Album of Lighting and Posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and in-

structions.

BURNET'S HINTS ON COMPOSITION. Price, $3.50.

All should study it. A splendid work, largely illustrated, giving all the principles and rules of artistic posing.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING. By C. W. Hearn. Price, $3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade portrait studies.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1878, just issued. Cloth bound, $1.00; paper cover, 50 cts.

Eetter than any of its predecessors.

ALL FOR EVERYBODY.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Book Publisher,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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Hance's Photographic Specialties

Hance's Bath Preservative.
A sure preventive of pinholes, stains, &c. It preserves the bath in good working condition, and will

be found worth its weight in gold. $1.00 per bottle.

Hance's Double Iodized Collodion.
The peculiarities of this Collodion are good keeping qualities, its improvement by age, and the rich-

ness of effect produced in the negative, the film being perfectly structureless. $1.50 per ft>. ; 80 cts.

per J ft).

.

Elbert Anderson's Portrait Collodion
Is made according to the formula used by Mr. Anderson in Mr. Kurtz's gallery in New York. It is

especially adapted to portrait work. $1.75 per ft). ; 90 cts per £ ft).

Hance's White Mountain Collodion
Is adapted more especially to outdoor work, and for quick working, delineating foliage, frost-work,

or sky, it stands unrivalled. It is made after the private formula used by that celebrated mountain
artist, B. ^Y. Kilburn, of Littleton, N. H. $1.50 per ft.. ; 80 cts. per J ft).

Curtis' Niagara Falls Collodion
Is another used for landscapes. The wonderfully beautiful views made by Mr. Curtis, of the great

cataract, with this collodion, have a world-wide reputation. $1.50 per ft). ,- 80 cts. per £ ft).

Trask's Ferrotype Collodion
Is made especially for positive pictures. Mr. Trask has no superior in this class of work, and this

collodion is made after his formula. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per i ft).

Hance's Peculiar Portrait Collodion

Is peculiar in that it is prepared without bromides, and is adapted for use with Black's acid bath.

Formula on the bottle. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per £ ft).

Cummings' Grit Varnish
Gives a very fine surface for retouching. 40 cts. per 6 oz. bottle.

Hance's Silver Spray Gun Cotton.
Prepared with great care, and free from acid, very soluble, gives good intensity so that no redevelop-

ment is necessary, gives perfect detail, and a film pure and structureless. 50 cts. per oz.

Hance's Delicate Cream Gun Cotton
Is adapted to those who like a very delicate, soft-working collodion, giving all the modelling,

especially in the Rembrandt style, and with light drapery. Its sensitiveness renders it particularly

adapted for children, or any work that requires short exposure. 80 cts. per oz.

Gill's Concentrated Chromo Intensifier

Is intended to strengthen the negative. It imparts a beautiful tone and gives excellent printing
qualities. 50 cts. per bottle.

Hance's Ground-Glass Substitute
Is simply what its name implies, a substitute for ground-glass for any purpose that is used for in the

gallery—for vignette glasses, for a retouching varnish, for softening strong negatives, for the celebrated

Berlin process, for ground-glass for cameras, for glazing sky and side lights, for obscuring studio and
office doors, for printing weak negatives. 50 cts. per bottle.

(READ SUCCEEDING PAGE.)
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Photographic Spec^a^es

AHEAD!

HIGHEST PREMIUM AWARDED
AT THE CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION

Having received the Highest Award for Photographic
Specialties, I feel more confidence than ever in offering my
manufactures to the Photographic fraternity . My exhibit

was an extremely modest one, being taken from stock, put
up in original packages luithout any attempt at display.

Yet it carried off the prize over all the exhibits put up in cut

glass decanters with ribbon-tied stoppers
,
proving that the

medal was awarded for MERIT ALONE.

™ GROUND-GLASS SUBSTITUTE.!!
ONE OF THE MOST USEFUL THINGS MADE.

READ THE FOLLOWING:
MR. A. L. HANCE.
Dear Sir; I am pleased to inform you that the gallon of

Ground-Glass Substitute came safely and is just what I wanted.
The surface for retouching which it gives is superb.

1 shall want more of the same sort when this supply is

exhausted.
Very truly yours,

W. G. C. KIMBALL,
Concord, N. H.

FOR SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS.
NO EETAIL ORDERS FILLED. ORDER OF TOUR DEALER.

ALFRED L HANCE, Philadelphia.
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otiAB.
W. STEVfi^

PHOTOGRAPHIC WAREHOUSE,

229 & 231 State Street,

!===>CHICAGO.<ZI
SEND for our CATALOGUES, PRICE LISTS and INSTRUCTORS.

OUR NEW
Chas. W. Stevens. j
G. A. Douglass. / SCENIC

[BACKGROUNDS,
SEND FOR

DESCRIPTIVE
CIRCULAR.

"We can

now supply

you with new
and original studies in

SCENIC
BACKGROUNDS

Prom the Pencil of PAUL BROWN, Artist.

S£&° Send for Sample Photographs and get Prices before

ordering elsewhere.
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"For Utility and Fitness."

AWARDED A MEDAL
At the Centennial Exhibition, 1876.

Do not Waste Time with a Knife and Glass,

but try Prof. Robinson's invention.

Robinson's Photograph Trimmer
IS A SUBSTITUTE FOE A KNIFE

FOR TRIMMING PHOTOGRAPHS, AND DOES THE WORK MUCH MORE EXPEDlTIOTJSLy AND ELEGANTLY

THAN A KNIFE.

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONET.
It dTes not cut but pinches off the waste paper, and leaves the print with a neatly beveled edge which

facilitates the adherence of the print to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch
at once. For ovals and rounded corners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer and Ten Inches of Guides Mailed for $3.50.

(Oil the Wheel Bearings with Sewing Machine Oil.)

Robinson's Metallic Guides,
FOR USE with the ROBINSON PRINT-TRIMMER.

These Guides are Made of Stout Iron and are Turned in a Lathe,

so that they are Mathematically True.

OVAL, ROUND, ELLIPTIC, and SQUARE, of all sizes; various shapes for Stereoscopic work, Drug
Labels, etc., etc.

We have the following regular sizes always on hand at 10 cents per inch, the longest way of the

aperture, the fractions counting as one inch.

Special sizes made to order at 15 cents per inch, the longest way of the aperture.

REGULAR SIZES:
OVALS. Square or Round-Cornered.

2x2f
2|x3£

2s- x3^
2|x3|

3£x4|
3§x5|
4x5|
4|x6|

5|x7f
6x8

6]- x 81

6|.x8£

2J x3i
2t

56*3^
2A*3|

2Ax8f
2| x4-l
2| x4J
n x4|

H x51
4 x5f
4 8 x5j
31 x 6

4 x6J
2|x3t
2|x4£

5x7 7x9 For Stereographs.
Arch Tops. Round-Cornered. Round.

3|x4|
3|x4|

5£ x 7J

5|x7§

7£x9|
7|x9|

3TVx3|
3x3

3TVx3|
3x3

3x3

The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can always be

had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to nuike their sizes accord, as orders can also

be filled more quickly. Ten days is required to make special sizes.

EDWARD L, WILSON, Manufacturer's Agent,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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LONDON, 1851 LONDON, 1862. PARIS, 1867.

lentennial, 1876. Centennial, 1876.

' Portrait and
_View Lenses

"We have now successfully introduced to the American Photographers the Ross Lenses, and by our

increased sales we know they are appreciated. At the Centennial Exhibition many fine photographs

were exhibited by photographers, and ourselves, made with the Ross Lenses, which attracted great

attention.

While Ross & Co. are the oldest manufacturers of Photographic Lenses in existence, they also keep

up with the requirements of the fraternity, by constantly manufacturing new combinations and im-

proving on those already in existence. They have lately perfected, and will soon furnish us stock of. a

new series of Card Lenses, extra rapid, peculiarly adapted for babies, and people who will not be quiet.

"We will give notice of their arrival.

WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
Portrait Lenses, from 1-4 to 15 x 18. Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.

Cabinet Lenses, Wos. 1, 2, and 3. Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Card Lenses, Mbs. 1, 2, and 3. Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.

Triplets, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Stereographie Lenses, all sizes.
Symmetricals. Rapid Symmetricals. New Universal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best, as well as the cheapest Foreign Lenses ever

offered to the American Photographer. We will mail price-list on application, and promptly fill all

orders.

PART OF THE ROSS CENTENNIAL LENSES ARE STILL UNSOLD.

Steinheil's Sons'APLANATic Lenses.
We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the following prices :

No. 1—1-4 size, . . 3$ inch focus, . . . $25 00 No. 5—10-12 size,

.

. 13$ inch focus, . $70 00

2—1-2 " . . hi " " . . . 30 00 6—13-16 " . . 16£ " " . . 110 00

3—4-4 " . . 1 " « . . . 45 00 7—18-22 " . . . 200 00

4—8-10 "
. . 10i " " . . . 60 00 8—20-24 " . • . 350 00

Nos. 1 and 2 are in matched pairs for Stereoscopic Work.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your business,

and so solicit your orders.

Wilson,Hood & Co.
SOLE AGENTS FOR
THE UNITED STATES=s, 822 Arch St.,Philaftelpliia,Pa.
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PRIZE
PHOTOGRAPHS!
One of the objects we hope to attain by offering prizes,' is to secure for our patrons the op-

portunity of possessing themselves of

Pine Studies in Photography
for their help and guidance. We have succeeded to an unusual degree this time, for not

only does the

NEW PRIZE SERIES
include work by a variety of artists, but an unusually large variety of subjects, positions,

and methods of treatment. Hence the more useful are they as studies.

With but few exceptions the pictures are cabinet size ; the rest are promenade size. We
offer prints to those who wish to study them, finished in the highest style of photographic

printing, at

$3.00 PER DOZEN,
all around. Parties can order in sets, or by the following numbers

No. 1 to 6, from negatives by G. M. Elton.

Bradley & Rulofson.

D. H. Anderson.

Cook Ely.

C. W. Motes.

C. W. Tallman.

J. H. Todd.

M. T. Baldwin.

J. H. Beebe.

L. M. Koberts.

J. H. Lamson.

A. Hesler. -

Julius Hall.

K. W. Dawson.

ALL OF THESE, GOOD AND BAD, TEACH USEFUL LESSONS.

See Review in this issue of the Philadelphia Photographer.

Address all orders to

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

" 7 '
' 12,

" 13 '
' 18,

" 19 ' < 24,

" 25 '
' 30,

" 31 ' < 36,

« 37 i '42,
ii 43 i

' 48,

ii 49 i
' 54,

" 55 '
' 60,

" 61 '
' 66,

ii 67 <
' 72,

" 73 '
< 78,

« 79 i < 84,
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WAYMOUTITS
VIGNETTE
PAPERS.

(DESIGNS COPYRIGHTED.)

OP ALL PICTURES THE <^j JjJJJ^JJ)^ IS THE MOST ARTISTIC

When properly printed. But the clumsy devices generally in use for printing them, or rather for

blending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic vignette pictures. Either

the shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or it shows an ugly direct, decided line,

which is very repulsive, The shading should blend gradually from the dark tint
nearest to the figure off into the white background. The results are then soft,

artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and best way to secure them is by the use of

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
THEY ARE NOT CLUMSY; DO NOT BREAK; ARE ALWAYS READY; COST BUT LITTLE,

AND ARE EASY OF APPLICATION TO ANY NEGATIVE.

They need but one adjustment to print any quantity.

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal, or cotton.

Eighteen sizes are now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures from a small carte figure to Whole-

size, Victorias, Cabinets, &o. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives, yellow bronze for thin

negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directions for use accompany each parcel.

PRICES:
In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors, • . . $1 00

Assorted sizes and colors, by numbers, per package of fifteen, ; ... 1 00

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per dozen, 50

" 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13 " " " Large Cartes and Victorias, by number, per doz., 75

" 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15 " " " Cabinets and Whole-size, " "
. . 1 00

" 16, 17, and 18, " " " Half " " " " . . 1 25

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)

When ordering, state the number and color j'ou want.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

m-ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THEM.~m
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WE STILL HAVE
FOR SALE LOW, THE FOLLOWING USED GOODS.

Hermagis Lenses.

One Cabinet size, quick, $90.00.

One Card size, extra quick, $50.00.

One Card size, quick, $40.00.

At 33J per cent, discount.

Printing Frames,
A lot of 5-8, 8-10, 10-12, 13-16, 20-24 Printing Frames, American Optical Co.'s make, very

low, in lots. Also, our

American Optical Co.'s Boxes

and Holders.

Imperial Boxes, 8-10, double swing. View Boxes, stereo., 8-10, 10-12, 14-17,

Portrait Boxes, 8-10, 10-12 and 14-17. 20-24, double-swing.

Venus Boxes, 8-10 and 10-12, double-swing.

As most of our boxes were supplied with two holders, we also have a quantity of single

holders for the above boxes for sale cheap.

The lenses were made especially for us and we will guarantee every one of them.

Witness our own work done with them.

The apparatus is all in good working order, some of the boxes are but slightly stained,

and bear no other evidence of having been used.

All these instruments and apparatus for sale at 25 per cent, discount from

manufacturers' regular prices. Better price when a lot is taken.

Sent C. O. D., witb permission to examine and try, if partial remittance accompanies order.

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

Belmont Avenue, International Exhibition, Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE PRIZE AWARD.
SOME grand pictures have been sent in

competition for our Gold Medal. Full

particulars as to them, and the award made,

will be found further on.

OUR PICTURE.

THE photograph which embellishes our

current issue, is a portrait of the Hon-

orable John Welsh, of Philadelphia, a gen-

tleman whose name and praise were upon

the lips of millions of people during the

great International Exhibition at Philadel-

phia, and who has recently been honored by

his nation with the appointment of Minister

to the Court of St. James.

So much has been written concerning him,

recently, that it would not come within our

province to rehearse it.

"We have had opportunity during the past

five years of enjoying the personal acquaint-

ance of this distinguished citizen, having

been brought in contact with him as a co-

member of one of the committees organized

for raising funds for the grand exhibition,

of which committee Mr. Welsh was the

honored president.

It is well known that but for his cheerful

persistence and energy that the Exhibition

could not have been so glorious a success**

it was. Moreover, photographers are in-

dividually indebted to him for the very

hearty cooperation given by him in his

official capacity to the project for erecting

Photographic Hall, and rendering unto

photography a place side by side with the

other arts.

Mr. Welsh, it will be remembered, was

the president of the Centennial Board of

Finance, which position he held until re-

signed for the latest honor which has been

placed upon him ; and so acceptable was his

service to his fellow citizens that the most

flattering testimonial ever offered to any

Philadelphian was accorded to him in the

form of a sum amounting to $50,000,

which, agreeable to his wishes, was used

for the endowment of the John Welsh
professorship of Science and Art in the

University of Pennsylvania, which gift was

publicly presented on the 22d of February,

1877. His portrait should have graced our

magazine before now, but for the length of

time required to print a sufficient quantity

from a few negatives for our purpose. It is

pronounced by him a most satisfactory like-

ness, and by many as the most lifelike

one which has been made of him. He is

now engaged in the service of his country

abroad, and previous to his departure was

given a reception by his fellow citizens at

the Academy of the Fine Arts, in Philadel-

phia, which occasion was one of the most

brilliant on record.

Mr. Welsh is a man who has passed

through the long years of business life with
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maintained integrity, and the respect and

esteem of all who know him. No young

man could pattern after one more worthy,

or wish a better wish than to be like him.

GIHON'S PHOTOGKAPHIC SCEAPS.

BY JOHN L. GIHON.

Series No. 2.

The Chemicals used in the various Picture-making Pro-

cesses : their Manufacture and their Properties.

NITKATE of Silver.—" The preparation

of this important salt will usually re-

quire to be effected from silver coin, or from

the photographer's silver residues ; we will

take the former case first, leaving the latter

to be treated of when we describe the best

method of converting residues into pure

silver. The first thing to be done in the

manufacture of nitrate of silver from coin

(which contains silver, copper, and some-

times a trace of gold), is to dissolve the coin

in nitric acid. For this purpose, select the

newest coin you can get, and of the smallest

denominations. First of all, it will be neces-

sary to remove all the dirt and grease from

the surface of the coins, which may be

effected by well brushing them in hot soap

and water, containing some soda dissolved

in it. After well washing with distilled

water, and wiping with a piece of fine clean

linen, they may be considered as sufficiently

clean. All the vessels and utensils employed

must be cleaned in like manner. Next take

a sound (not earthenware) breakfast cup,

fill it a quarter with pure concentrated ni-

tric acid ; add to it about one ounce of dis-

tilled water, and then place in the coins, a

few at a time. Arrange a glass funnel, up-

side down, so that it just rests inside the cup,

but not low enough down to touch the liquid

;

the object of this is to prevent particles of

the solution from being projected out of the

vessel and thereby being lost, owing to the

brisk effervescence which will soon take place.

Place the cup and funnel on the hob of a

a grate in which there is a moderate fire, for

the double purpose of warming and hasten-

ing the reaction, and of carrying off the

deleterious vapors up the chimney. A lively

effervescence will soon take place
; torrents

of a poisonous and disagreeably smelling

red gas will be evolved, and the coin will

gradually disappear, forming a blue solution.

If the evolution of gas seems likely to ceas^

before the coin has entirely disappeared, a

little more nitric acid maybe added, taking

care to add to it about one-fourth its bulk of

distilled water. "When the action has en-

tirely ceased, the solution will present a clear

blue color, with perhaps a few black or

brown particles settling to the bottom.

These will be metallic gold. The next thing

is to get rid of the excess of nitric acid.

Take the outer vessel of an ordinary glue-

pot and half fill it with water. Kest your

cup in this
;

place over a fire and let the

water boil briskly. The funnel must now be

removed, its inner surface having been rinsed

with distilled water into the cup. Continue

the heating until acid vapors cease and the

contents of the cup have become dry and

inodorous. Kemove the cup and pour into

it about two ounces of distilled water. It

will now contain a pure solution of the mixed

nitrates of silver and copper.

" To remove the latter : Pour the contents

of the cup into a wide-mouthed stoppered

bottle, of about a pint capacity, add to it

half a pint of water and a solution of table-

salt, until the white precipitate, which will

immediately be thrown down, is not in-

creased by a further addition of salt solution.

Shake the bottle well, and allow its contents

to settle. When the precipitate has quite

settled, pour off the clear liquid, and fill the

bottle with distilled water ; shake, allow it

to settle, pour off the water, and repeat the

operation three or four times, or until the ad-

dition of weak ammonia to the clear liquid

does not cause a blue tint. Next add to the

precipitate remaining in the bottle some

large, clean, wrought-iron nails, and half an

ounce of very weak sulphuric acid ; allow

it to remain for twenty-four hours, when the

whole mass will be found to be converted

into a dark gray powder : it will be metallic

silver. Eemove the remains of the nails

from the powder, wash well first with dilute

sulphuric acid, and then with distilled water

in the manner above recommended, until

the solution ceases to turn blue litmus paper

red, when the residue will be pure metallic

silver, which will only require to be dis-

solved in nitric acid in the same manner,
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when the dry residue left in the cup will be

•pure dry nitrate of silver.

" In the crystalline state it forms transpa-

rent and colorless plates ; when heated to a

temperature below redness, it fuses without

decomposition, forming a clear liquid which

solidifies in cooling to a white, hard, fibrous

mass. It has a bitter, disagreeable, metallic

taste, and acts as an acrid poison if taken in-

ternally. It does not blacken in the air or

light, except when in contact with organic

matter. Placed in contact with copper, even

in the dry state, it is reduced to metal, a

change which also takes place if kept

wrapped in paper for a long time. It dis-

solves in one part of cold water. It is in-

soluble in strong nitric acid, and is precipi-

tated by that acid from its aqueous solution."

Iodide and Iodines.—" Since the manufac-

ture of these requires the resources of a labo-

ratory, it will suffice to give their properties. '

'

Iodine.—"A simple body, which crystal-

lizes in black glossy leaves. It evaporates

at the ordinary temperature, melts at 107°,

boils at 180°, and forms violet vapors. It

does not dissolve readily in water, but easily

in alcohol, ether, and a solution of iodide of

potassium, forming a dark-brown liquid."

Iodide of Ammoniutn.—"A white deli-

quescent salt which by spontaneous decom-

position easily turns yellow. It dissolves

very readily in water, and rather easily in

alcohol and collodion."

Iodide of Cadmium.—" Forms in white

crystals ; has a lustre like mother of pearl
;

easily soluble in water and alcohol ; very

permanent ; forms double salts with other

iodine metals."

Iodide of Lithium.—"Deliquescent; soon

turns yellow ; readily soluble in water and

alcohol."

Iodide of Potassium.—" A white salt which

crystallizes in cubes ; it dissolves very readily

in water, only sparingly and with difficulty

in alcohol
; it is very permanent."

Iodide of Silver.—"A yellow substance,

insoluble in water, alcohol, and ether ; solu-

ble in hyposulphite of soda and cyanide of

potassium
; sensitive to light ; it is precipi-

tated, when to a silver solution, iodide of

potassium or any other iodine salt is added.

If the salt of silver is in excess, the iodide

of silver is very sensitive to light ; other-

wise but slightly. It dissolves more readily

in cold than in warm water. When in ex-

cess in a silver solution, it precipitates upon

the plate, producing pin-holes."

Iodide of Sodium.—"Forms into white

needles, which decompose in the air ; dis-

solves readily in water, and tolerably well

in alcohol."

Iodide of Zinc.—"A deliquescent white

salt, easily soluble in water, alcohol, and

ether ; decomposes readily in the air, leav-

ing oxide of zinc ; forms permanent double

salts with iodide of ammonium and iodide

of potassium."

Bromide of Ammonium.—" A white per-

manent salt, dissolves readily in alcohol."

Bromide of Cadmium.—" Crystallizes in

white needles ; decomposes in the air by part-

ing with its water of crystallization ; readily

soluble in water and alcohol ; forms double

salts with other bromides ; very permanent. '

'

Bromide of Potassium. :
—" Crystallizes in

cubes, and is permanent ; it dissolves readily

in water, but sparingly in alcohol."

Bromide of Silver.—" Precipitates when
we add to a solution of nitrate of silver bro-

mine metal, and forms a yellowish-white pre-

cipitate, which is neither soluble in water nor

in the nitrate bath ; ammonium dissolves it

sparingly, but the fixing bath very readily."

Bromide of Sodium.—"Contains water;

dissolves readily in water, sparingly in alco-

hol ; very often it contains considerable im-

purities." •

Table of Iodides and Bromides used in

photography, showing their percentage of

Iodine and Bromine, and the quantities con-

taining one grain of Iodine or Bromine.

BB One grain

Iodide of Formula Equivalent. u"3 of Iod. is

contained
in

Iodine. I. 127.

Ammonium. NH4I. 18+ 127=145 87.6 1.14 grains
Cadmium.... Cdl. 56+127=183 69.4 1.44 "
Lithium Lil. 7+127=134 94.8 1.05 "
Potassium... KI. 39+ 127=166 76.5 1.30 "
Sodium Nal. 23+ 127=150 84.6 1.18 "
Zinc Znl. 32.6+127=159.6 79.6 1.25 "

One grain
Bromide of of Br. is

Br. 80. contained
Bromine. in

Ammonium. NH4Br. 98 81.6 1.23 grains
Cadmium.... CdBr. 136 58.8 1.70 "
Potassium... KBr. 119 67.5 1.48 "

Sodium NaBr. 108 77.6 1.28 "
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An account of the various chlorides which

are used in photography will appropriately

follow. First in importance stands

Chloride of Sodium—Common Salt.

—

" The article is so well known that a detailed

description is superfluous. One peculiarity

may he new to many ; i. e., it is equally sol-

uble in water, whatever may be its temper-

ature : boiling water not dissolving more or

less than water at the freezing-point."

Chloride of Gold.—" A brown deliques-

cent salt, easily soluble in water. Is de-

composed by light, and forms, with chloride

of potassium, permanent double salts. It is

usual to prepare it from gold coin by dissolv-

ing the latter in aqua regia. Two drachms

of nitric acid with three drachms of hydro-

chloric acid will dissolve a five-dollar gold-

piece.".

Chloride of Strontium.—"It is chiefly

valuable to the photographer for the purpose

of chlorizing collodion. It is very soluble

in alcohol."

Pyroxylin, or Soluble Cotton.—" This is

one of the most important substances used

in the practice of photography. Since it can

be bought of almost unvarying grade and of

excellent quality, it is advisable to procure

it from a dealer. For the benefit of the

amateur chemist, the following mode of pre-

paration is given

:

Sulphuric Acid, ... 6 fluid ounces.

Dried Nitrate of Potash, 3^ ozs. avoirdupois.
Water, 1 fluid ounce.

Best picked Cotton, . . 60 grains.

" The nitrate of potash should be reduced

to powder and dried before weighing, to in-

sure accuracy. It is then put, a little at a

time, into a jar containing the sulphuric

acid and water which have been previously

mixed, stirring with a glass rod until all the

nitre is dissolved. The temperature which

will have risen considerably at first, should

be allowed to fall to about 150° Fahr., and

the cotton, having previously been pulled

out into tufts, is put into the mixture, press-

ing each piece with the glass rod to the sides

of the vessel to secure perfect immersion and

the contact of the liquid with every fibre of

the cotton.

"After remaining in the mixture ten

minutes, the cotton is removed and tho-

roughly washed in repeated changes of water,

until all traces of the acid and of sulphate

of potash are removed. It is imperatively

necessary to be provided with a thermometer,

the bulb of which can be inserted in the acid
;

the exact temperature playing a most im-

portant part in regard to the resulting prod-

uct.

" The method of preparing soluble cotton

by means of mixed acids, is most commonly
adopted where large quantities are required,

and is also often preferred where a more com-

plete command over the relative strengths

of acids is desired, so as to produce at will

pyroxylin with certain specified character-

istics.

"The amount of solubility in ether and

alcohol, the characteristics of glutinosity or

limpidity, sensitiveness, intensity, perma-

nency, coarse structure or its entire absence,

are all regulated largely by the strength and

proportion of the acids, and the relation of

their strength to the temperature at which

they are employed. Within certain limits,

pyroxylin made with weak acids and at a

high temperature, tends to give the greatest

intensity, fluidity, and structurelessness to

the collodion, the film being short and pow-

dery, as distinguished from that which is

tough and horny ; and is most suitable for

negatives. A lower temperature and stronger

acids give a pyroxylin collodion, from which

it gives a tough transparent film most suit-

able for glass positives. A higher tempera-

ture with strong acids, has an analogous

effect to a low temperature with weak acids

;

whilst a medium in both respects tends to

give the greatest solubility."

Alcohol.—"It never occurs ready formed

in nature, but is, under all circumstances, a

product of the decomposition of sugar by

fermentation. When the spirit is formed in

the fermented liquids, its separation is ef-

fected by distillation in a suitable apparatus.

The spirit, being more volatile than water,

distils over first, and by repeated distillation

over burnt lime, it is entirely deprived of

water, and in that form is termed absolute."

Sulphuric Ether.—" It is a product of the

decomposition of alcohol. When the latter

is mixed with sulphuric acid and distilled,

we obtain ether. This compound is a trans-

parent, lightly-volatile liquid, which boils at

95° Fahr., and possesses an extremely pene-
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trating odor. It does not mix with water,

nor dissolve any of the salts, but on the other

hand it takes into solution nearly all the

resins, ethereal oils, and fats."

Acetic Acid.—"Only a limited number of

vegetable juices in their natural condition

contain acetic acid; it is, however, readily

formed when alcohol is exposed, under cer-

tain circumstances, to the influence of the

atmosphere, or when vegetable matter, es-

pecially wood, is submitted to dry distillation.

The acid known as No. 8 is in general photo-

graphic use. The glacial has the same prop-

erties, but is about three times as strong."

Citric Acid—"Is found in the free state,

chiefly in the citron and lemon, and in other

fruits. It is in limited use in our art."

Nitric Acid.—" Commercially, we have

common nitric acid, containing muriatic and

sulphuric acid, and pure nitric acid. For

cleaning plates, the common acid suffices

;

for dissolving silver, the pure acid should

be used."

Pyrogallic Acid.—-"This is a most useful

agent to the photographer. Although styled

au acid, it is neutral, and does not redden

litmus paper. It forms no salts. It is made

by exposing gallic acid to a temperature of

from 410° to 420° Fahr., which produces

decomposition, and a yellowish-white subli-

mate of white lamellar crystals known as

pyrogallic acid. It is very light, and easily

soluble, either in water, alcohol, or ether.

From its affinity for oxygen, it is valuable

as a developer, acting with less energy than

the protosalts of iron, but giving a more

organic deposit, and is thus valuable in the

production of negatives. The aqueous so-

lution soon becomes dissolved from the ab-

sorption of oxygen, and loses its developing

power. A concentrated solution in alcohol,

if kept carefully stopped, will retain its effi-

cacy for some months."

Protosalts of Iron.— "Various metallic

bases combine with oxygen and other ele-

ments in different proportions, and the pre-

fix proto, meaning first, is applied to those

combinations in which one equivalent of the

base, and one equivalent of oxygen or other

element are united. Thus protoxide of iron

contains one equivalent of oxygen, and one

equivalent of iron. The term protoxide

would naturally suggest that it was applied

to the first combination which could be

formed; this is not always done, however,

in practice; as where the combination con-

tains less than one equivalent of oxygen, the

term suboxide is used. The highest binary

compound of the same element is distin-

guished by the prefix per ; thus the peroxide

of iron contains the largest amount of oxygen

which combines with that base. As the

developing powers of the protosalts of iron

exist in virtue of their affinity for oxygen,

it follows that, as soon as they are satisfied

by acquiring all the oxygen with which they

can combine, and become peroxidized, the

developing power ceases. The same pre-

fixes are used to indicate the combinations

of metallic bases with other elements, such

as chlorine, sulphur, etc., and hence we have

subchlorides, protochlorides, perchlorides,

etc. The protosulphate of iron has become

the standard developing medium with which

the photographer is most familiar."

Hyposulphite of Soda.—" It contains water

and dissolves readily in water. The solution

of this salt dissolves the salts of silver and

forms with them double salts, hence its use

as a fixing substance.

"The solution of the salt is decomposed

by acid, sulphur being set free. "When this

takes place in pictures sulphide of silver is

formed, and the picture turns yellow. If

too little soda is present in the fixing solution

an insoluble double salt is formed. This

remains in the picture and causes yellow

spots."

Cyanide of Potassium.—" It is the only

one in the list of cyanides that is of much
practical importance to the average photog-

rapher. As it is extensively used in other

arts beside our own, it is manufactured on a

very large scale, and is apt to be contaminated

with such impurities as sulphide of potas-

sium, chloride of potassium, silicate of pot-

ash, etc.

"The pure salt obtained by crystallization

from an aqueous or alcoholic solution forms

anhydrous octahedral crystals which can be

made to fuse into a transparent and colorless

liquid. When quite dry, it is inodorous,

the smell usually accompanying the com-

mercial article arising from the carbonic

acid, and moisture of the air decomposing it

with liberation of hydrocyanic acid. It has
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a strongly alkaline and bitter taste. Cyan-

ide of potassium quickly dissolves in water.

"When moist lumps of it are allowed to re-

main in contact with air at an ordinary

temperature, they gradually absorb car-

bonic acid, evolving hydrocyanic acid and

becoming converted into carbonate of pot-

ash. Even the dry lumps, when similarly

exposed, soon deliquesce and go through the

same action.

" In absolute alcohol it is almost insoluble.

Strong spirit precipitates it from its aqueous

solution. It dissolves the chloride, bromide,

and iodide of silver with readiness, convert-

ing them into the corresponding potassium

compounds, and the double cyanide of potas-

sium and silver. It is of great use in fixing

collodion pictures, but is not adapted to posi-

tives on paper, as its action is too energetic

upon silver, in so finely divided a state as it

exists in the dark parts of the paper print.

When fixing with cyanide, after using an iron

developer, care must be taken to wash the

solution well off, before the cyanide solution

is applied, otherwise the reaction between

the iron and cyanogen compound produces

Prussian blue, which will be precipitated all

over the surface of the picture. It will be

likewise convenient to employ a vertical

fixing bath, in preference to pouring it from

a bottle, as owing to less surface being ex-

posed in the former case, the solution will

not so readily decompose, nor will the room

smell so strongly of hydrocyanic acid. After

fixing with cyanide, the plate requires but

little washing and is in a more favorable

condition for intensifying than if hyposul-

phite had been used. Its use for removing

sflver stains is familiar to every photog-

rapher."

Bichromate of Potash.—"A very perma-

nent salt. By itself it does not change in

the light; dissolves in either warm or cold

water, the more freely in the former. Com-
bined with organic substances it decomposes

in the light. It is an important material in

the photo-lithographic and Lichtdruck pro-

cesses ; it is also indispensable in the carbon

and the Woodbury printing processes ; and

it is far more sensitive to light than nitrate

of silver and is exceedingly poisonous."

Gelatin.~r-u It can be described as a refined

white glue; placed in cold water, it increases

in bulk. It is dissolved in boiling water,

but not in alcohol and ether. The hot solu-

tion coagulates on cooling ; it is also coagu-

lated by alum, chromate of alum, and in the

presence of light by a chromic salt ; finally

by tannin. It is an important material for

the carbon (pigment) process, relief printing,

and in photo-lithography."

Glycerin.—" It is gained in large quan-

tities as a side product in the manufacture of

soap. It is thick and oily
;
readily soluble

in water, also in alcohol. It is used for

thickening colors and also in negative-mak-

ing processes, for keeping the plates in a

moist condition for long periods of time.

We have now treated the principal pho-

tographic chemicals. Others could be ap-

pended whose uses are but occasional. An
operator's closet that is supplied with the

following list may be considered well stocked

for all ordinary operations.

Iodine.

Iodide of Ammonium.
" " Cadmium.
" " Potassium.

" " Sodium.

" " Silver.

" " Zinc.

Lithium.

Mercury.

Nitrate of Silver.

" " Uranium.

Nitric Acid.

Hydrochloric Acid.

Sulphuric Acid.

Oxygen.

Sulphate of Protoxide

of Iron.

Double Sulphate of Iron

and Ammonia.

Silver.

Hyposulphite of Soda.

Hydrogen.

Zinc.

Ammonia.

Bromine.

Bromide of Ammonium
" " Cadmium.
" " Potassium.

" " Silver.

" " Zinc.

Cadmium.

Calcium.

Chlorine.

Chloride of Ammonium,
" " Barium.

" " Calcium.

" " Gold.

" " Sodium.

" "' Silver.

" " Strontium.

" " Platinum.

' Cyanide of Potassium.

Bichromate of Potash.

Iron.

Acetate of Soda.

Cold.

All of the "scraps " comprising this series

have been compiled from the following

sources : Photographic News, Dr. H. Vogel,

Hardwich, Schoedler, and Medlock.

No five dollars you can invest during the

year 1878 will save you more, and gain you

more, than the sum required to pay for the

Philadelphia Photographer for one year.
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ALBUMEN vs. TONING.

BY M. L. DAGGETT.

IN"
the September number of tbe Philadel-

phia Photographer for 1877, under the

interesting heading of " K. E. K." appears

the following :
" It is more difficult to com-

prehend why different portions of a sheet of

paper, silvered intact, will tone so differ-

ently," etc.

Now I would venture the following ex-

planation, and although it may be an old

story to some, yet numbers of the craft, the

bulk of whose work is no larger than 8 x 10,

have so little chance of observing the mat-

ter, it may to them be news.

If a printer notices carefully his paper as

received from the dealer, he will observe a

diagonal line of slightly crumpled appear-

ance running from corner to corner. This

is produced by the line or stick over which

the paper is hung to dry when albumenized,

and is the line of unequal tones, as it might

be called.

After silvering there is to be seen, though

very faintly, other lines running at right

angles with the first toward the corners of

the sheet, and forming, when the sheet is

spread flat, the following appearance.

As before stated

,

these small lines

are very faint and

hardly discernible

before printing

;

but put a piece

under a negative

having heavy sha-

dows and a great

deal of clear glass,

and, lo ! you have

a map of rivulets

and streams of all sorts running parallel to

each other, rising in the centre line and
losing themselves as they come to the edge.

These last lines are caused by the albumen

running toward the corners as the sheet

hangs to dry, forming a regular drainage

from the centre toward the edge. Whether
this results from the condition of the albu-

men, or from some adulteration of it, I am
not certain, but it seems to disintegrate (if I

may be allowed the use of the word in speak-

ing of a liquid), it loses its homogeneous

state, and seems to separate like curds and

whey, robbing the centre of the sheet, and

building up the edges.

Such paper is poor at its best estate, but

the centre is remarkably so, and as the print

made on it goes on to the toning-bath its

poor qualities become more apparent at

every stage till they reach the culmination

of " cussedness " under the action of the gold

salts, when, before the other parts of the

same sheet begin to tone, this has arrived at

the point that ten or twelve years ago would

have passed for good, when pictures were

toned " till all was blue."

The toner lays it to the printer, who, in

turn, is apt to reply, " Keep your pictures

moving, and you'll not have uneven tones ;"

but neither hits the case.

I supposed at first myself that it lay in

neglect on the part of the toner, as we were

in the habit of using nearly a hundred sheets

a day, and, as we did not commence toning

till rather late, supposed the hurry incident

to the time would explain it, but after per-

sistent watching I traced it back to its

source in the albumen.

Now the portrait-worker does not get,

generally, on one print the whole exhibition

of this case, but as his paper is cut so small

he gets nearly all of one print either inside

or outside this line of thin albumen, and as

his work is often more than half vignettes,

he has still less chance to notice the evil

;

nevertheless, there are his poor tones and

good ones in the same batch, from the same

negative, and the same sheet.

It has sometimes been laid to the hanging

of paper to dry after silvering, with the

statement that the lower end receives more

silver than the upper on account of drain-

age. Such an explanation will pass occa-

sionally, but as most photographers of to-day

draw their paper over a rod, thus removing

the surplus silver, there is too little drainage

in the majority of cases to produce any such

marked results, but we can look back of that,

and find our source of trouble very often in

the albumen. It is not always so, but I will

have two or three reams poor, and the next

two or three be as good as could ordinarily

be asked for.

Secure a copy of Photographic Mosaics.
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Questions.

I
HAVE recently been endeavoring to pur-

chase a gallery here, and the question has

risen on the proper method of inventorying

negatives on a hill of sale. I reasoned that

the only value an old negative had was the

possible chance of receiving an order for

more pictures from it, and that experience

has shown that only about twenty-five per

cent, of old negatives received duplicate

orders. Further, that the making of the

negative had been paid for with the first

order for pictures ; therefore I reasoned

that old negatives were worth only on in-

ventory the price of new glass, with the

addition of twenty-five per cent, for future

orders. Was my reasoning right, or was it

not ? I should like to hear through Sphynx.

J. H. S.

Please let us know through the columns

of the Photographer whether or not there is

a single gallery in the United States that is

making interest on its investment in the

carbon process ; or if there is a photogra-

pher who has considered the carbon process

so superior that he has discarded silver

printing for it ; or whether they are satis-

fied with the glory they have derived from

it ? My opinion is that some who gobbled

up large, extensive territory to exclude their

brother photographers, begin to think that

they have made another mistake, and that

they have been stuck with the "glue."

Your Photographer has come to us this

morning as bright as a dollar, and is always

anxiously looked for. G. M. B.

I would like the opinion of my co-work-

ers as to the size of the skylight, side-light,

angle of same, how near to the floor the

bottom of side-light should be fitted
;
room

about 20 x 30 feet, running thirty feet east

and west, so the light can face north. C.

Will the friends of Sphynx, as far as

they can, please answer the above questions?

"THE PHOTOGRAPHER TO HIS
PATRONS."

What It Is, and How to Use It.

WE have so frequently brought this little

leaflet to the notice of our readers

that all should be informed concerning its

province and its value ; but one of our

patrons who has put it to use in his business

has discovered a novel way of making this

very excellent advertising medium cost him
personally but little, and it is too good to

keep from the knowledge of our readers,

therefore we give it to them in his own
words. First, let us say, however, that the

Photographer to His Patrons, as described

in the advertisement, is a little leaflet in-

tended as a means of conveyance from the

photographer to his patrons of such bits of

information as he is obliged to give in

answer to questions asked almost every day

of his life; and the advantage of thus an-

swering such questions is that his patrons

will come to him already prepared for mak-

ing his work easy and good, without his

first having to instruct them. Moreover, it

is gotten up in such nice shape, that it is

kept and read, and handed from one to

another, thus making an excellent adver-

tising medium.

We give to those who adopt it the privi-

lege of employing the pages of the cover for

such advertisements as they may secure from

their townsmen at their own price, without

our charging them extra for it. In this way

the whole, or nearly all, of the cost can be

covered, as our correspondent testifies. He
writes as follows :

" The leaflets ordered of you some weeks

ago were received in good time, since which

I have distributed eight hundred or a thou-

sand of them. I have not only seen, but

felt, the result. Ladies no longer come

dressed as heretofore ; they seem to have a

better idea of what constitutes taste in dress

to sit for photographs. This I attributed

to having seen and studied the leaflets.
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Another great good accomplished : my cus-

tomers have some compassion on me ; they

no longer expect of me what is impossible

for me to do, and are guided by my decisions.

"As an advertising medium the leaflets

have no equal. For the information of

others, I will now sum up what they cost, in-

cluding express charges. Two hours solicit-

ing business cards, and seven secured, at

$2.50 each, amounting to $17.50, leaving a

balance of $2.50 for me to pay for my own
space; express charges, $1.25; total cost of

the thousand leaflets, $3.75, instead of $20.

" With a little energy any photographer

can secure cards enough from his friends to

pay for fifteen hundred or two thousand

leaflets, and he should not be without them."

With such testimony as this we think no

live photographer should hesitate to take

full advantage of the Photographer to His

Patrons, or Something New, which is a simi-

lar work.

ON BURNISHING PHOTOGRAPHS.
SORE HANDS.
BY J. H. SCOTFORD.

WHEN the burnishing of photographs

first came in vogue, we remember

with how great reluctance photographers

with artistic feeling submitted to the popu-

lar demand for their highly-finished pic-

tures ; and we need not at this late date

attempt any argument, either pro or eon,

upon the subject.

Our observation among a large number
of photographers is that but few know how
to properly burnish their work, so that they

may obtain the highest polish, and at the

same time the hardest and most durable

surface. This, therefore, induces me to

write the following instructions.

In the first place, a picture that has not

been mounted upon a proper mount is not

susceptible of the best finish
; but supposing

it is properly mounted, my instructions are,

first, to see that the picture is not too

much dried, as all know the swell of the

card when a picture is first mounted bends

the picture backwards. Let the picture dry

until the contraction of the paper just com-

mences to bend the picture forward. It

will be found that the picture in this stage

is about three-fourths dry, and it is abso-

lutely necessary that it should not be allowed

to dry any more than this until after the

picture has gone through the burnisher.

This is best done by piling the pictures in

one or two piles, and placing them under a

weight. They should be carefully taken

from this pile and spotted out, and immedi-

ately placed in another pile under weight.

The same precaution should take place in

applying the lubricator to the print. They

should be taken to the burnisher in this con-

dition and put through until a sufficient

polish is reached.

The reason for this method of procedure

will be evident to any one who has observed

with what a number of irregular lines the

surface of a picture will become broken

when allowed to become perfectly dry in

the usual manner. When these checks

have once appeared in a picture there is no

method of again uniting the broken sur-

face, as I have repeatedly demonstrated by
all sorts of experiments. When burnished

by the above directions, the picture when
cool will be found to be very compact and

hard, and neither alcohol nor water will de-

stroy the gloss, except by long soaking.

Another little hint I would give, on the

best way to handle a picture in the burnisher.

Just put the picture through the burnisher

lengthways, curling it up backwards around

the roller ; afterwards put it through side-

ways, thus straightening it, and thereby

a much higher polish will be secured.

Always burnish with a slow motion.

If pictures are to be burnished let them

be well burnished ; and if the above remarks

will assist any one in this direction, their

mission will be accomplished.

SOKE HANDS.

I would give a hint to those who have

been troubled with sore fingers, from their

contact with chemicals in various photo-

graphic manipulations. I have in former

years been a great sufferer from this cause,

but for the past two or three years have

completely prevented these sore fingers by
the use of rubber finger-cots, fitted to all

my fingers and thumbs. They not only

prevent the fingers from becoming sore, but

also keep the hands free from those black
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ungainly silver marks, which to me are ex-

ceedingly offensive. It may seem at first

that these cots would be very inconvenient

and troublesome in work, but my experi-

ence has been quite to the contrary, as the

fingers soon become used to them, and the

sense of feeling soon becomes quite delicate

through them.

The use of these cots may not be new to

all, but they will become a necessity after a

short use of them.

OUTLINES OF CHEMISTRY.
BY HENRY M. M'lNTIRE, M.E.

(Continued from page 4.)

WE have seen that each element has a

symbol and an atomic weight. As
chemical compounds are made up of these

elements in fixed proportions, an expression

to represent them may easily be obtained

by combining the symbols of the elements

composing the compound and figures repre-

senting the relative amounts of those ele-

ments. Such an expression is called the

chemical formula of the compound. For

instance, we know that the molecule of water

is formed by two atoms of hydrogen (H)

uniting with one atom of oxygen (O). So

its formula is H
20, which indicates, first, that

the molecule of water is composed of two

atoms of H and one of O; and second, (the

atomic weight of H being 1, H
2
being 2, and

of being 16), that by weight there are 2

parts of H and 16 of O ; also that the mo-

lecular weight of water is 18 (the sum of the

atomic weight of its constituents), which

means that the molecule of H
2

is 18 times

heavier than the molecule of H. It may not

be out of place to say that the molecule of

hydrogen is composed of two atoms of hydro-

gen (which can be easily proved). Indeed,

the molecules of all the elements (except

phosphorus, mercury, arsenic, and cadmium)

are made up of two atoms. The molecules

of phosphorus and arsenic are offour atoms,

and of mercury and cadmium of only one.

Accordingly, the molecular weight of the

elements, with the exceptions noted above,

is double the atomic weight; while of the

exceptions on the one hand four times as

much, and on the other the same.

But to return to the subject. If we know

that the molecule of a substance contains

one atom of hydrogen, one of nitrogen (N),

and three of oxygen, we then know that its

formula is HNO3, and its molecular weight

(1+14+3 x 16=) 63. There is no rule that

is strictly adhered to for the order in which

the symbols should be placed, and while in

general use the letters of a formula may come

in a certain order, there may be plenty of

authors that will not use them in the same

order, as in the examples given above. H
2

is generally so written, but it may be found

in some books OH
2 , and HN03

is the general

way, but N0
3
H may also be seen.

All the elements before given may be di-

vided into two classes : metallic elements, or

metals ; and non-metallic elements, or metal-

loids. The metals are: aluminum, antimony,

arsenic, barium, bismuth, cadmium, cae-

sium, calcium, cerium, chromium, cobalt,

columbium, copper, davium, didymium,

erbium, gallium, glucium, gold, indium,

iridium, iron, lanthanum, lead, lithium,

magnesium, manganese, mercury, molybde-

num, nickel, osmium, palladium, platinum,

potassium, rhodium, rubidium, ruthenium,

silver, sodium, strontium, tantalum, thal-

lum, thorium, tin, titanium, tungsten, uran-

ium, vanadium, yttrium, zinc, zirconium.

The metalloids are : boron, bromine, car-

bon, chlorine, fluorine, hydrogen, iodine,

nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus, selenium,

silicon, sulphur, tellurium.* No definitions

will be given for these two classes; what

they actually are will become evident by the

text. When an element forms a compound

with oxygen, such compound is called an

oxide. The oxides formed of the metals and

oxygen are called alkaline or basic oxides

;

the oxides formed by the metalloids and

oxygen are called acid oxides, or anhydrides.

The basic oxides and acid oxides when
brought together will combine and form

salts. The acid oxides, when united with

hydrogen, form what are called acids. The

distinguishing properties of acids are a sour

or acid taste, corrosive action, solubility in

* Although all the elements are here divided

into two classes, it must not be supposed that

the dividing line is so sharply denned. There

are some elements classed here as metals which

sometimes act as metalloids (arsenic, for example)

and vice versa, as will become evident further on.
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water (as a general thing), and the power

of turning certain vegetable colors red. This

definition, which required oxygen to be

present in every acid, was the one accepted

for a long time without modification ; but

there were at length compounds recognized

which, while they combined all the qualities

of acids in themselves in an eminent degree,

contained no oxygen, accordingly an excep-

tion had to be made in their favor. They

are such as hydrochloric (HOI), hydrobromic

(HBr), etc.

It may be well to glance at the system of

nomenclature of the various compounds. At
one time the various names were given at

random, but it soon became evident, as the

number of known compounds increased,

that such a haphazard method would lead

to endless trouble and confusion, so a sys-

tematic nomenclature was proposed and

adopted, although many of the old names

are still in common use; for example, "oil

of vitriol," "saltpetre," "liver of sulphur,"

etc.

The system of naming, however, was not

completely adopted. It had proposed a sys-

tematic naming of the elements, but the

former names of these, however, were so

deeply rooted in public favor that it was

found impossible to change them. In the

names of those elements that have been dis-

covered since this innovation, a reason may
always be found. In the names of the ele-

ments then, we find some that are the same

as the name in common use, like copper,

iron, etc. ; some that are so named from

some peculiar property noticed in them, as

iodine (from a Greek word, meaning violet,

on account of the violet color of its vapor)
;

bromine (from the G-reek, meaning an un-

pleasant odor ; why is evident). The names

of the newly-discovered metals have the

common termination um, as potassium, pla-

tinum , etc. , while in the metalloids those that

resemble each other in some particulars have

also a similar termination ; for instance,

chlorine, bromine, iodine, fluorine; also,

silicon, boron, and carbon.

Turning from these to the compounds,

we find more method in the naming. In

binary compounds, that is, compounds made
up of but two elements (one metallic, the

other non-metallic), the name of each ele-

ment appears in the name of the compounds,

while in writing the formula the metallic

element is placed first, the non-metallic fol-

lowing.

In binary compounds, when the non-

metallic element is boron, bromine, carbon,

chlorine, fluorine, iodine, nitrogen, oxygen,

phosphorus, selenium, silicon, sulphur, tel-

lurium, the compound is called boride, bro-

mide, carbide (formerly carburet), chloride,

fluoride, iodide, nitride, oxide, phosphide

(formerly phosphuret), silenide (formerly se-

liniuret), silicide, sulphide (formerly sul-

phuret), telluride.

A compound of silver and oxygen would

be called oxide of silver, or silver oxide; or,

making an adjective from the Latin name of

silver, argentic oxide, and its formula would

be Ag
2
0. So, if with sulphur, it would be

called sulphide of silver, silver sulphide, or

argentic sulphide, and its formula, Ag
2
S

;

or zinc and oxygen would be oxide of zinc,

or zinc oxide ; or, putting zinc in the form

of an adjective, zincic oxide, and its formula

ZnO.*

Often also, when the name of the metal

ends in um., a name for the oxide is formed by

changing the um to a, as, for instance, ox-

ide of aluminum, alumina ; oxide of bar-

ium, baryta; oxide of magnesium, mag-

nesia; oxide of potassium, potassa; oxide of

sodium, soda.

It is often the case that oxygen combines

with an element in different proportions
;

such element has several oxides, and there

is a necessity to distinguish them by their

names. This is accomplished by the use of

prefixes from the G-reek: proto, first ; deuto,

second; trito, third; tessaro, fourth; pent,

five ; hyper, or per, highest ; for example

:

The first oxide of osmium is called the pro-

toxide of osmium, OsO ; the second, deutox-

ide of osmium, Os0
2 ; the third, tritoxide of

osmium, Os0
3 ;

the fourth, tessaroxide or

peroxide of osmium, Os0
4

.

Quite frequently Latin prefixes are used

in place of the Greek. With these OsO
would be monoxide of osmium, Os0

2
binox-

* There are also Latin names for compounds,

but as they are met with so very, very seldom

at present, no mention will be made of them

here.
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ide of osmium, Os0
3
teroxide, Os0

4
tetrox-

ide of osmium. Then again, like with mer-

cury, we may have the protoxide HgO, and
another Hg

2 ; the latter would he called

the suboxide (sub, below), because it is be-

low or lower than the protoxide ; or, again,

we may have as with manganese : 1, MnO,
the protoxide; 2, Mn

2 3 ; 3, Mn0
2 , the

binoxide. What shall No. 2 be called?

We see that there is two of Mn and three of

O ; the one is to the other as two to three,

or as one to one and a half ; so the Latin

sesqui (one and a half) is used. No. 2 is then

the one-and-a-half oxide, the sesquioxide.

These prefixes are used in connection with

chlorides, sulphides, etc., as well as with

oxides, so that we have protochlorides, ses-

quichlorides, bisulphides, and so on through

the whole list.

Mention has been made above of the

method of expressing the oxide of a metal

by making the name of that metal into an

adjective ; as for instance, oxide of zinc as

zincic oxide; oxide of silver as argentic ox-

ide. Where there are two oxides of a metal

they are often distinguished by the termina-

tion of this adjective—that of the lower

one ending in ous, and that of the higher

in ic—as the suboxide of mercury (Hg
20),

mercuroz<s oxide ; and the monoxide of mer-

cury (HgO), as murcuric oxide; but as this

is intimately connected with another subject

(valence), more will be spoken of it further

on.

If we write the symbols of hydrochloric

acid and chloride of silver side by side, thus,

HC1, AgCl, we see that the only difference

between the two is that where the hydrogen

is in one the silver is in the other ; so we
may say that the chloride of silver may be

formed by replacing the hydrogen in hydro-

chloric acid by silver, atom for atom. Let

us take again water and oxide of silver H
20,

Ag
2 ; here we see that the oxide of silver

may be considered as being formed by re-

placing the hydrogen of water by silver,

atom for atom ; but we may not go quite

that far
;

if we replace but half of the hy-

drogen in water by silver, what will we
have? AgHO, and this is what is called a

hydrate, hydrate of silver. After this

fashion all the hydrates are formed.

(To be continued.)

PHOTOGRAPHIC GIBBERISH.

IT
is estimated that there are at this mo-
ment in the world 72,426| photog-

raphers, photographers' wives, and photog-

raphers' children; of this number, if we
except those who are deaf and dumb, blind,

and idiotic, and editors, there is not one

who is not familiar with that mystic for-

mulae known as " put on a pleasant expres-

sion now;" "don't look too cross." And
which member of the persuasion named,

practiced in photography, does not habitu-

ally use one or the other of these forms of

gibberish ? How each successive generation

of young photographers comes into the pos-

session of this formula, is one of the most

profound and difficult questions which ever

came before the St. Louis Society for the

Prevention of, etc., to solve. A superficial

thinker would fancy that the solution of this

problem is a very simple one, by making the

hasty assumption that one generation teaches

this gibberish to its successor, and that the

knowledge of the formula is thus handed

down with the other formula, from father to

son ; but can any photographer state a single

instance in which he has imparted this

knowledge to his son or daughter? If so,

we wish his photograph for the embellish-

ment of our magazine. We who are pho-

tographers, all know from our own experi-

ence that long before we arrive at the

ability to focus and coat a plate, or became

seized of. our own personal child, that we
have forgotten the lingo of our childhood,

and hence were not in a condition to impart

it to any one ; but there seems to come a

period when we hear our sons, or our pupils,

rehearse this gibberish with confidence and

accuracy, and we wonder from whence it

was learned.

In whatever way the venerable formula

comes into the possession of one generation,

it is quite certain that it is not learned from

the previous generation. Moreover, it is a

noteworthy fact, that after much effort we
have never been able to find any young

photographer who was able to tell from

whom he learned how to say " look pleasant

now;" and if we ask any stripling in our

art who taught him this stereotyped non-

sense and first-class scare to all well-disposed
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sitters, he invariably endeavors to change

the subject without giving anything but an

evasive answer.

"We cannot tell how we ourselves learned

it, and all our memory can tell us is, that

there was an exceedingly remote period

when we did not know it, and a somewhat

later period when we found ourselves using

it in the most pat form.

Here, then, we have the remarkable phe-

nomena of an elaborate formula which every-

body knows, without knowing from what

source he learned it, and as to which we
simply know that he did not learn it from

the preceding generation. Whence comes

this knowledge, and in what way has it been

handed down since the year 1838 from gen-

eration to generation? This is a problem

which the persistent president of the St.

Louis Society for the Prevention of, etc.,

said he " would be hanged if he could solve,"

and of which Prof. Gelatino Carboni re-

marked, " that it is beyond the limit of our

intellectual powers, and hence should not

receive the slightest attention."

Some weak person has made the sugges-

tion that this gibberish was brought from

Prance by Daguerre, but if our Prench

dictionary is a correct one, we can find no

words in the Prench language that will

represent any such nonsense. Even if it was

inaugurated by Daguerre, that does not solve

the question, how the formula has been

handed down to the present day.

Socrates alluded to the matter once, if not

twice, and is reported to have said to Alci-

biades :
" Tell me now, Alcibiades, whence

did you learn to divine through, or by means

of, 'put on a pleasant face now?' Did'st

learn it from he who in preglacial times did

attempt to depict the human face by myste-

rious formulae and the agency of light?"

To which Alcibiades replied: "I do not

know." " Then," continued the sage, "it

is impossible for you to ask me how it hap-

pened that I was last night found upon my
cellar-door with a bfack eye ; for he has no

right to propose delicate personal conun-

drums who is unable, whether through his

own dulness or the displeasure of the gods,

to answer simple and easy questions in two

syllables, even if the discolored eye is caused

by a molecule of nitrate of photographic

silver." This conversation shows that

Socrates even perceived the mystery which

enshrouds the subject, but it does not appear

that he ever successfully penetrated it. As

to his black eye, we all know how it might

happen while brushing some interfering

locust from his eye, when in the act of sil-

vering his paper, lest the dreadful insect

make tracks across his immaculate sheet of

paper, albumenized with the eggs of the os-

trich of the Sahara.

Now it is evident that if the knowledge

of this strange formula is not handed by one

generation to another, and we know per-

fectly well that it is not, it must be devel-

oped spontaneously in very small photog-

raphers' minds. The small photographer

when a youth has his measles, chicken-pox,

and his propensity for using the rule of

thumb as applied to his father's nitrate of

silver bottle for " goody " money, and he

ought by analogy to have some form of men-

tal disease peculiar to his age.

Medical men are well aware that talking

in unknown tongues, or gibberish, as it

is usually called, is a symptom of all sorts of

forms of brain diseases. Let us suppose then

,

that when the young photographer suddenly

breaks out with the curious formula men-

tioned, that it is a sure symptom of brain

disease, just as the eruption which some-

times roughens very small boys' surface is

the symptom of chicken-pox. This hypoth-

esis fully explains the whole mystery satis-

factorily.

Let us, for the sake of photographic prog-

ress, and for the prevention of brain diseases

in general, hereafter adopt some other speech

when about to make a photograph of an or-

dinary American nervous person ; let us say

"wet the lower lip," or "drop the right

edge of the nose," or anything else, but

never more hereafter use the dreadful gib-

berish that is now so prevalent, and whose

history is wrapped in such mystery, and so

far past finding out.

Bead the testimonials in our current num-

ber of those who tell of what they have

gained by reading photographic publica-

tions, and also the wails of those who have

nelected to do so. Act wisely. Read!
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A DENSE FOG.

MISEKY likes company, they say; so,

perhaps, I can he company for A. M. C.

I see that he has had trouble with his hath,

and that quite a variety of opinions has

been given as to the cause ; so, for the

benefit of all concerned, I am persuaded to

give a little experience of mine, as it is

something quite new to me, and also to

others with whom I bave spoken.

I wish to be as short in my description as

possible, but think I shall be better under-

stood if I begin at the very first. Not long

since I closed my dark-room door on Satur-

day, everything having worked as well as

usual all day, but on commencing work on

Monday morning, having prepared card

plates for a sitting, made the exposure, and

so forth, in the usual way, I prepared to de-

velop, and in doing so what should I see in

place of the image of the subject but a plate

covered with a most dense fog, so much so

that no image was visible in a very few sec-

onds after the developer had covered the

plate. This was indeed a surprise party to

me, and one that I did not care to entertain

just then, so I took measures to put it out.

After business was over (having used an-

other bath that day), I made neutral and

evaporated a little, filtered, and tried the

next morning, but with no better results.

Again I set it aside until evening, determined

to try a dose that I felt sure would bring it

to terms, viz., fusing; this I did, and redis-

solved in the proper amount of ice-water to

make the same amount of solution as at first,

and filtered, ready to use in the morning

;

but, before using, thought I would test it for

strength, as it might have lost some in fusing,

and so it had ; then added fresh crystals until

it was at the right strength. So sure was I

that I had burnt out all of the fog, and that

I should have no more trouble, that I did

not try a plate until I needed one for a sit-

ting ; had I done so, I should have been

quite a little patient, and time ahead ; for,

believe me, every plate fogged as bad as ever.

Now in washing out my evaporating dish,

I noticed quite an amount of mud in the bot-

tom, and on examining found it to be full

of very fine particles of metallic silver. I

saved the mass on a filterer, and when dry

weighed it, and found it was about the same

heft as the silver crystals that I had added.

I was more completely puzzled, and did not

work the bath any longer with it, so I set it

aside and made a new bath, which worked

all right.

After the holidays were over, and more

time on hand, I poured into a bath and set

it out in the light, intending to give it a good

rest, and see what effect it would have ; but

standing by the window a few days after, I

noticed something in the bath which proved

to be very fine round crystals, about half an

inch in length, looking as if some one had

thrown a handful of short, white hair in,

and it had gone to the bottom, lying loose

in every direction. This was another puzzle,

and I have been unable as yet to find a pho-

tographer that could give any light on the

subject. I had intended to take some of the

crystals to a chemist and see what he might

have to say, but the solution froze, and in

thawing they all dissolved, so I am up on

that, unless they form again.

Now I have one more remedy to try after

awhile, and will then give you the result of

the experiment. Until then, I remain,

Yours, in a fog,

C. "W. White.

SCATTERED THOUGHTS.

BY F. M. S P E N C E R.

Seventh Paper.

(Continued from page 367.)

WHILE reading Mosaics for 1878, I was

gratified by the indication that pho-

tography is passing out of the formula to

the artistic stage of art ; that it is surely

merging from the purely mechanical to the

artistic condition, that the ewe? subordinates

the means ; indications that true art feeling

is invading the field of photography every-

where, and is not this prophetic of a good

time coming? With the consciousness of

higher attainments and professional ability

and reputation, comes a sensibility and dig-

nity—a sort of aristocracy of feeling, which is

rightfully the heritage of conscious power—
a power that always has, and surely will

make itself respected wherever it hinges

upon merit. Royal heads and plebian knees

bend alike at its shrine.
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If photography be suffering under finan-

cial burdens and depression, it is the more

gratifying that its moral standing is being

elevated ; that its intellectual status is being

lifted up to higher planes and wider useful-

ness ; that its capabilities are forcing more

general and higher recognition. Day by

day is being deepened and widened the line

that demarks the tyro who takes pictures,

and the artist who makes them ; a line hav-

ing no existence, or but faintly traced a

decade gone by, is so well defined now that

dullards only fail to recognize it. The ranks

of " dollar-a-dozen " and "itinerant" pho-

tographers are being more largely recruited

from the ranks of " backsliders " than those

of cobblers, blacksmiths, and hewers of wood
and stone. Fewer now think it a wiz and

way to magic fortune, and fewer seem in-

clined to squander their small savings for a

few old traps and a few instructions ; and

since conversions from other fields of indus-

try are less frequent, so the backsliders will

be fewer.

The practice of engaging or instructing

assistants to perform only such parts of the

processes most useful or advantageous to the

head of the establishment is rapidly becom-

ing general, so that only those having the

passion and greater fitness to master the

whole process, and a fair knowledge of art

principles, will graduate into proprietors

;

indeed, though by all means advisable, it is

not necessary that the responsible head of

large establishments should acquire a prac-

tical knowledge of all the mechanical details,

but to be really successful he must under-

stand the value of results, so that by this

system only the finer material gets to the

surface ; or in other phrase, it is a sort of

cuppling system, in which only noble met-

als escan|^^idation.

Everyphotographic establishment is a

school ; the poor schools are being wiped

out, death overtaking some, the sheriff more.

The better the school the smaller the per-

centage, and higher toned the graduates.

It is not well to be discouraged because

of the discouragements and abuses of the

present ; exposed to the light everything

will work itself clear
; a contaminated bath

will do it, so will photography. Abuses

work their own cure. Those of us who in-

tend to keep on the elevated plane of our

enchanting art should always be doing our

best, remembering that our productions are

like forest leaves swept by a November
wind ; they fall everywhere, some in high

and some in low places ; some upon poor

and some upon good ground, and by the

wayside ; and, like autumn leaves, if beau-

tiful, the common eye stops to admire them,

perchance to gather a few. Every picture

is a teacher, and if the teacher be good, en-

dowed with good graces, the pupil will be

made better and wiser. A gem cannot lie

exposed to common gaze long unnoticed.

We can reap a richer, nobler reward than

gold or silver (though these be necessary),

for our works do follow us and multiply

along our pathway. We cannot by word,

pen, or pencil, project into being a beauti-

ful thing, a single poetic idea, without

making the world more beautiful, more

goodly to live in than it was before. Good

thoughts sent adrift in the world will never

be lost ; they are more imperishable than

marble, silver, or carbon ; they will live

and grow brighter, after the vehicle that

carried them forth may have taken many
new forms of existence. Fools only work

for the -present, for the past steals the time

to enjoy it the instant it is done.

As photographers, as artists, let us lend

helping hands in our march onward, rely-

ing in the strength of unity, remembering

that diamonds brighten by use, while self-

ishness is a folly like a match, to be con-

sumed by its own fire. If we are as keen in

our intellectual as in our financial calcula-

tions, he who has the most ideas must see

that he can best swap with those who have

fewer to give ; since he loses 'nothing by

giving, and gains by receiving, the relative

standing remains unchanged.

Having indulged in as many flighty sen-

tences as may be good for one time, I will

add an item or two, more practical perhaps,

though theoretical also. I must give in my
adhesion to friend Clemons's idea of one of

the most frequent, and I fear not well-

understood causes of the fading or yellow-

ing of silver prints, viz., the presence of

free nitrate in the paper before passing

through the hypo bath.

Nitrate of silver is an exceedingly pene-
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trating salt, and to a considerable extent

passes into the fibres of the paper, becoming

so imbedded that thorough washing alone

will not surely remove it all. Now it is

obvious that if any nitrate be in the paper

when passed into the fixing bath, it will be

converted into an insoluble sulphide of sil-

ver., and fading surely follows
;
therefore,

thorough washing before toning should not

be neglected ; then, if the toning bath con-

tains, as it should, a good percentage of

sodium chloride, the free nitrate that re-

mains is converted to chloride of silver, and

is taken up soluble by the hyposulphite of

soda, and is washed away with the soda, so

that if the final washing has been thorough,

no substance is left in the print capable of

fading it. I cannot too strongly recom-

mend Hearn's toning bath, with common
salt and bicarbonate of soda.

The stock gold should be in solution, and

decidedly acid with C. P. muriatic acid ; pour

enough of stock gold to tone into one corner

of the toning tray, and neutralize ; or,

properly, just a little more than neutralize

with a saturated solution of bicarbonate of

soda ; next pour in the desired quantity of

water, and add one or two ounces of common
salt ("Ashton " is best), and as soon as the

salt is dissolved the bath is ready for use,

and may be used over and over for some

weeks, as it seems to improve for a time

with age, always neutralizing the gold in

the same way, and adding a little fresh salt.

The salt seems to play a double part, that of

holding the apparent as the real tone, and

of eliminating every trace of free nitrate.

If the first water in which the prints are

washed passes off quite " milky " (as is the

case with all water containing carbonates),

as of lime, it is a good time to continue the

washing until the last two or three wash-

ings pass off perfectly clear ; then whatever

free nitrate of silver may remain in the cells

and fibres of the paper, will be converted to

chloride in toning. The foregoing accords

with my practice, and I am not troubled

with faded and spotted prints ; but I never

stopped to study the reason of my practice,

so far as the use of salt in the gold bath is

concerned, until Mr. demons indicated to

me his idea of the most prevalent cause of

fading of prints.

A good sight-rest may be made by insert-

ing a strip of wood 5} feet long, •§ inch

thick, and 1£ inches wide, into a block six

inches square, so that the strip may stand,

or keep the perpendicular, and near the top,

and two feet from the floor, cut five-eighth

inch slats, through the thin way of the strip,

of course, and take one or more card pic-

tures and make incisions near the top and

bottom wide enough to pass a half-inch

tape through the bottom of the card from

the face side, and up the back and out

through the top slip to the face side again
;

pass the ends of the tape through the slots

in the standard, and fasten the ends together

on the opposite side so as to form an endless

band, strained tight enough to remain at

any point of adjustment given.

A tintype that has been over-developed

may often be restored by the use of a solu-

tion of cyanide of potassium, containing a

few drops of a solution of iodine, applied

locally, or all over the plate, as desired.

FRENCH ITEMS.
[Translated for the Philadelphia Photographer.

~\

MANUFACTUEE or Printers' Holl-

ers.—The manufacture of rollers for

printing with fatty inks, so often used in pho-

tographic operations, consists essentially of

the incorporation of a syrup of brown sugar

with cabinet-maker's glue. The following

proportions are often used :

Glue, of good quality, 2 kilos (54 ozs., Troy).

Syrup of Brown Sugar, 4£ litres (4f quarts).

Glycerin, . . . 240 c.c. (8 fluid ozs.)

These proportions are exact when the

weather is rather warm, that is to say, for

summer and autumn, but in winter the

quantity of glue must be reduced to about

1.88 kilos (50 Troy ounces). The glue is

enveloped in a woollen cloth, and allowed to

soak until the pieces bend without break-

ing. This requires from two to three hours.

The syrup is boiled for fifty minutes, and

well skimmed ; the glue is then added. The

mixture is allowed to drain off all excess of

water, and is then boiled for about twenty

minutes. The glycerin is finally added, and

this addition is followed by an ebullition of

from three to four minutes, during which

the whole is well stirred, and whilst the ho-
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mogeneous mixture is still warm it is poured

out to cool. There are a number of patents

for the manufacture of this useful article.

The essential point is to obtain a product

which is not affected by variations of the

temperature.

—

Moniteur.

Brown and Black Toning.—The ques-

tion of brown and black toning appears to

have been finally settled by Mr. Thomas

Gulliver. For some years back this pho-

tographer has been making experiments in

printing, and as regards the relative advan-

tages of the two tones, he says that, having

printed a large number of positives, he

divided them into two groups ;
one-half he

toned black in a lime bath, and the other

half he toned brown (the tone now in fash-

ion) in an acetate bath. At the end of three

years, during which these prints were ex-

posed as specimens in an album destined

for the use of the public, it was found that

those that had been toned black had under-

gone no change, whilst the others had faded,

and were of the well-known yellow tint.

Having examined afterwards the album of

another photographer, in which were re-

markable specimens of a brown tone, he

remarked that seven-tenths of these prints

had already faded in the same manner,

although they had been but six months in

the album.

—

Moniteur.

Mr. J. Levy, the skilful stereoscopist, so

well known all over the world, does not

confine himself to this specialty ; and the

ordinary paper views made by him have had

as much success as his transparent views on

glass. His travels and his numerous col-

lections of single views have been justly

admired. ISTow, without leaving Paris, the

industrious artist has just completed two

albums of great interest ; the first comprises

a series of interior and exterior views of the

new opera house ; the second, the reproduc-

tions of the principal masterpieces of the

Museum of Antiquities.

We need not dwell upon the difficulties

against which Mr. Levy has had to con-

tend in making these pictures—difficulties

that he has overcome by the master hand
due to his incomparable practice. In the

galleries of the Louvre, as well as in the

foyers, stairways, and basements of the

marvellous theatre, very little light can find

its way ; the operator, besides, has to con-

tend against the effects produced by the

gildings, paintings, crystals, etc. One would

not suspect these difiiculties when inspecting

prints of such harmonious modelling and

delicacy of detail as those composing the al-

bums to which we have referred.

—

-Moniteur.

On the Sizing of Paper.—Everything

concerning paper and its manufacture in-

terests in the highest degree the photo-

graphic world ; this is why I think it proper

to call attention to a discovery recently

made by Mr. Wurster, in his experiments

in sizing. It is well known that the sizing

of paper is generally done with alum and a

resinous soap (obtained by treating resin

with carbonate of soda). The reaction of

this mixture forms a special substance,

called resinate of aluminum, which is in-

soluble, and which, it is said, fills the pores

of the paper so that it no longer absorbs ink

and colors. The author of the experiments

in question, having made the analysis of

sized paper, has found that its non-absorb-

ing property depends solely upon the uncom-

bined resin, and he calls attention to the

fact that it is possible to obtain resin so finely

divided that its particles can pass through

a slightly porous filtering paper. More-

over, that resin in this condition is the best

known medium for the sizing of paper.

The author dissolves the resin by means of

carbonate of soda, so that in largely dilut-

ing the liquid the resin is not precipitated

in flakes, but gives a milky liquid, composed

of resinous particles in suspension. In this

liquid is plunged the paper to be sized.

Thus treated, the paper is well prepared to

resist the action of water and weak acids,

but not that of alkalies or liquids that dis-

solve resin.

—

-Moniteur.

Focussing in Photographic Opera-

tions.—Focussing in photographic opera-

tions is a difficult question to solve, and of

very great importance to avoid distortion.

To reach the perfect correctness of lines and

the gradation of tones, which we seek for in

photographic prints, whilst at the same time

perspective is not lost sight of, I have ar-

ranged my camera as follows:

The lens and camera-front is movable in
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every direction, and can be displaced verti-

cally or otherwise, an indispensable condition

for obtaining correct lines in architecture,

whilst the camera is perfectly horizontal.

The portion of the camera which receives

the frame containing the sensitized plate is

also movable in every direction, and can, at

will, take the position desired and which

seems the best for the object to be repro-

duced. When the image presents the proper

appearance upon the ground-glass, I finish

focussing by means of a magnifying or fo-

cussing glass by operating the brass work of

the objective. With this arrangement of

the camera it is possible to focus and define,

without distortion, such portions as may be

desired ; increase or diminish the perspec-

tive ; exaggerate, or reduce, and model, as

it were, one's subject at will.

In landscapes, as in architecture, I obtain

by this combination results which it was not

possible for me to obtain with ordinary

cameras.

It is also very important that the whole

body of the camera should move on its plat-

form, as in this case the operator has no

trouble to focus to the precise point with the

magnifying glass, as happens with fixed

cameras, the end of which prevents the opera-

tor from approaching the ground-glass by
striking against the pit of his stomach, there-

by forcing him to neglect this delicate point

in the focussing which should always be done

with precision.

It is useless to say that all the sensitized

plates should, when on the frame, perfectly

coincide with the ground-glass, and that

this correctness should be often verified, as

owing to atmospheric changes, from one

season to another, it undergoes variations

which I have often observed. In bad pho-

tographic weather, during winter, it is well

to examine the apparatus so as not to have

to do so in the excursion season, which often

causes a considerable loss of time and pro-

duces regretable failures.—E. Boivin.

It has been decided that the sun is exactly

93,321,000 miles distant from the earth, to a

fraction. Some astronomers argue that

there is a trifle of 200,000 miles discrepancy

in this calculation, but so infinitely small

is it that not much ado is made over it.

DUSTING PLATES.

BY JOHN M. BLAKE.

WHEN the air is cold and dry it will

sometimes be difficult to dust a plate

properly, on account of the electricity ex-

cited by the brush. When the back is

brushed the particles of dust jump around

the end on to the face, and then again, when
the face is brushed, they jump around on to

the back. The harder we brush the more

we get into trouble. But no matter how
excited a plate may have become, we can

straighten things out at once as follows :

Dust the back again, and at once breathe

on this back surface to form a conducting

coating. This film of moisture, though very

light, and on only one side of the plate, dis-

charges the electricity on both sides. Then

carefully and lightly dust the face, best be-

fore the moisture has evaporated from the

back, and the adhering particles of dust

will leave at once.

OBITUARY.

WE regret to learn that our old friend

and correspondent, Adolph Braun,

of Dornach, Alsace, died on the 31st of

December, and thus has been taken away
from us one of the brightest ornaments

that ever graced the photographic profes-

sion ; a man whose name should be forever

honored for his wondrous ability and artistic

taste. Our readers have been made famil-

iar with his name ten years or more, by his

reproductions after the old masters from

every celebrated gallery in Europe, by the

carbon process.

When Mr. Braun first began to publish

these reproductions he sought a market in

America, and it was our pleasure to act

as his agent, and to first introduce these

studies, now so popular and so largely used

by artists.

In 1874, when in Europe, we had the

privilege of spending two days with this

distinguished photographer and good friend

—days which we shall never forget, on ac-

count of the social pleasure which they

brought, and the instruction. After our

visit we described fully the immense estab-

lishment of Mr. Braun.
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Few photographers reach the great honor

which he has reached, and few become nearly

so great in photography, and yet remain so

genial and pleasant and willing to commu-

nicate. In this latter respect Mr. Braun

was remarkable.

While we had the first copy of his new

magazine, Light, before us, and our pen

ready to write a review of this new venture

of our enterprising friend, we learn of his

death, much to our sorrow, and it is but fit-

ting therefore that we should extract from

Light a brief description of the history of

the house of which Mr. Braun acted as the

honored head.

"HISTORY OF OUR HOUSE.

"We think it useful, in making acquaint-

ance with our readers, to give them a brief

history of our house, from its creation in

1854 up to the present time.

" Our establishment cannot take to itself

the credit for discoveries and inventions,

properly so called, but we have many im-

provements to note. Our efforts have always

had for their object the practical working of

the new processes which have not ceased to

appear since the birth of our art.

"The founder, Mr. Adolph Braun, at the

present day one of the directors of the house,

was originally a designer for the industrial

branches. When photography was discov-

ered, Mr. Braun was one of the first to take

it up, and he utilized his leisure moments in

following the different stages of its progress.

" In 1858, realizing the great future offered

by this new science, he laid aside designing

and gave himself up exclusively to photog-

raphy ;
and whilst the new discovery was

making the tour of the world, having por-

traiture for its sole end, Mr. Braun traced

out for himself a more brilliant path, and

triumphed over the ordinary worker and

dealer by producing an artistic and bril-

liant collection of flowers, which by his

arrangement became a masterpiece of grace

and truthfulness.

"Switzerland, his picturesque neighbor,

disclosed to him her charming sights to be

reproduced by his camera, and many a tour-

ist, thanks to these faithful reproductions, is

enabled to recall the short and vivid im-

pressions felt at the view of this grand and

beautiful scenery. France, Germany, Hol-

land, Belgium, and Tyrol witnessed the

operations of our house. In 1862 the house

owned about fifteen hundred negatives of

views taken in these different countries.

" In 1864 the Englishman, Swan, rendered

practical the processes of Poitevin, Far-

gier, and Davies, and thus enabled Dornach

to produce works that are indellible. It is

from this time that dates the commence-

ment of the collections named. We give

below a list

:

" 1. Drawings, twenty-two collections; 2.

Frescoes, four collections ; 3. Statues, four

collections ; 4. Paintings, ten collections.

" The most marvellous production of Mr.

Braun is, without fear of contradiction, the

reproduction of the frescoes in the Sixtine

Chapel, representing the creation of the

earth and the last judgment.

" When we take into consideration the bad

lighting of the ceiling (which is more than

sixty feet from the ground), it is easy to

conceive the difficult}'' of the undertaking.

" Finally, we would notice the collection of

Egyptian views, taken at the time of the

inauguration of the Isthmus of Suez, to

which Mr. Braun had been invited by the

French government.

" In 1869 Woodburytypy was introduced

into the establishment.

"At the commencement of the year 1876,

Mr. Braun, wishing to give a greater com-

mercial impetus to his productions, organ-

ized a stock company under the style ol

Ad. Braun & Co."

The above does not begin to give one an

idea of the immense work which this dis-

tinguished photographer has accomplished.

He has rendered it possible for all lovers

and students of art to study the works of

the old masters and their drawings in their

original colors, thus helping greatly towards

the progress of art culture. We mourn his

loss because he cannot be replaced, yet we
take comfort in knowing that the great work
which he has organized will be continued

by his talented co-partners as before.

London photographers complain that the

fog comes in their windows from the street.

This is depressing.
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GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.

The New Year— The Past Year—New Pho-

tographic Journals in Germany—Action

of Warnerhe's Developer—The Photogra-

pher and the Police—New Varnish—
Means to Protect the Negative Retouching

—CollodioJi Filter Papers.

THE year has past. It was a common
calendar year, and in regard to busi-

ness it was very common or dull. It was

a relief to everybody when the year

was ended. If ever hopes for the better

have got any prospects for realization it

will be in Paris. The great exhibition ap-

proaches its achievement. The whole world

is invited as guests. 'The world will go

there and pay the expenses of the feast ; the

exhibitors will pay the most. They will

have to suffer greatly for the pleasure of

seeing Paris embellished by one curiosity

more, and for all their sacrifice and their

lost money they will simply be paid with a

copper mint called " medal." Paris will do

much business on this occasion ;
millions of

friends will meet there again and offer the

best they have—their money. I am curious

about the issue of the rivalry in regard to

photography. The French photographers

lately remained far behind, and if American

portrait photographers are going to exhibit

in Paris the Parisians will have a hard fight.

Although the past year has been very bad

for business, it has brought us some movers

in photography. Several repairings at its

framework are done, some new little rooms

attached, or occasionally also a little tower

put up to embellish it. In the theoretical

part, Mr. Carey Lea has augmented our

knowledge by some new observations about

developer. He proved that there exists be-

sides iron and pyro still various other devel-

oping substances. The profession has not yet

made an advantageous use ofhis observations,

but our knowledge has been amplified.

There are no remarkable surprises to be no-

ticed in the practice of photography ; no new
style, no new effects are discovered, and we
remember with a heavy heart the time when
Adam Salomon and Rembrandt were in style.

Even the carbon process has had but very

little effect. Its use is limited to few estab-

lishments, and in Germany only used for

reproducing negatives, making transparen-

cies, and enlargings. Important only for

carbon printing are the improvements which

Mr. Johnson recently published about this

subject.

England worked indefatigably to per-

fect the dry-plate process. There are dry

plates which are just as sensitive as our

wet ones. Specimens have been exhibited

which did not show a particle of difference

with the results obtained by the wet-plate pro-

cess. The dry plates were also prized, and

nevertheless this process has had favor only

among amateurs.

More successful has been the progress in

heliography. Remarkable is in the first

place the method of making glassdrucks

(glass prints), published by the Royal State

Printing Institute, of Berlin. The method,

which is of an immense value in printing

maps, will greatly depreciate the former

methods of photo-lithography and photo-

zincography.

The greatest progress has been made in

Lichtdruck, in which now the use of colors

will run the same opposition to chromo-

lithography as it formerly did to lithogra-

phy by the use of black only. Two successful

methods were shown at the exhibition of

Nuremburg, the authors of which were Ober-

netter and Albert. The first produced three

Lichtdruck plates by means of three repro-

ductions, after a negative in which certain

parts are inked in a proper manner, so that

only certain parts of the plate will receive

color. Albert performs the production of his

Lichtdruck plates after three negatives taken

from nature, by means of properly colored

glasses and collodion. The Lichtdruck

plates are to be printed in the primitive

colors—red, blue, and yellow. These colors

will give all others when properly mixed.

I communicated to you already the principle

of this method in one of my former letters.

Undoubtedly very interesting in its princi-

ple, this method will always present many
difficulties. If, for instance, the negative

for blue is over-exposed, the blue will print

too pale ; too short an exposure will give

the whole a blue appearance. This is the

same for red and yellow. The operation,

how long it is to be exposed, can only be

resolved by the operator.
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Another kind of photographic curiosity is

the growing effort in publishing photo-

graphic news. There exists now in Ger-

many (Austria included) nine different jour-

nals, read by six thousand photographers.

America has only four. The latest here

is the Lichibildkunst, which appears also in

Trench under the title La Lumiere, pub-

lished by Braun, of Dornach. Each num-
ber is accompanied by a picture.

I communicated to you in my last letter

about Warnerke's emulsion. Further ex-

periments have shown me that it is not the

emulsion but the strong developer which

produces the effect of such great sensitive-

ness. I prepared a brom-silver plate in the

usual manner, by sensitizing a brom-silver

collodion film in a silver-bath, washed, and

let it dry. I exposed then this plate equally

long with one of Warnerke's emulsion-

plates, and developed with the same devel-

oper.

Fresh Solution of Carbonate

of Ammonium, . . 1 : 6, 15 cubic cent.,

Fresh Solution of Bromide

of Potassium, . . . 1 : 11, 5 drops,

Fresh Solution of Pyro in

Alcohol, . . . 1 : 10, 25 to 50 drops;

and I found out that my plates gave far

more details than Warnerke's, that is to

say, my plates were more sensitive under

equal circumstances. The exposure was

not longer than a wet plate required. The

results are due to the strong developer.

Photography is now zealously applied

by the high police, and so the albums of

criminals are of great importance in the

chief police office of this place. The num-
ber has lately been augmented in such a

way that the whole collection has been

divided into several subdivisions. Their

number is now ten. The first division com-

prises the pictures of murderers, highway-

men, and incendiaries; the second, of bur-

glars
;
the third, of pickpockets, and bed-

room and cellar thieves ; the fourth, of

robbers in bills of exchange; the fifth, of

cheats; the sixth, of forgers; the seventh,

vicious characters ; the eighth, bad women
;

the ninth includes the pictures sent from

abroad ; and the tenth, the pictures of people

having been published by the Police Gazette.

Every division has an alphabetical register,

and every picture is adjoining its respective

police acts, by means of which people using

false names are found out. Two officers

have charge of these albums. The sight of

them confuses the notions of mankind.

Among the pictures are many hanging

faces, but at the same time we see numbers

ofscoundrels with honest faces. It is strange

to me that the criminals do not make more
resistance to having their pictures taken.

What can a policeman do when they are

making grimaces ? Such albums should be

more accessible to the public, and especi-

ally to people who have more danger to

apprehend from criminals—innkeepers, for

instance.

A correspondent of mine, Belitzky, lately

communicated a very good formula of var-

nish, susceptible for porous retouching.

Sandarae, . . . . 4£ parts.

Castor Oil, . . . .1 part.

Alcohol, . . . .22 parts.

To get this varnish more susceptible for

the retouching, Belitzky advises that the

surface be rubbed with castor oil, and wiped

off afterwards with blotting-paper. This is

better than the so-called matholeus, which

has been recommended for this purpose. A
known inconvenience of the pencil retouch-

ing for a large number of copies is the rub-

bing of it off. To avoid this, Belitzky

fixes the retouching in a peculiar way. He
applies a jet of alcoholic vapor. The plate

is placed in an inclined position at a dis-

tance of ten centimetres from the jet, until

the faint retouching spots grow shiny.

The retouching will then have penetrated

the varnish and become fixed. The opera-

tion requires some care and practice, which

can easily be got by trials with old, useless

negatives. In case the jet of steam has been

too long in action, the varnish becomes liquid.

When that occurs all the varnish is to be

taken off with alcohol of eighty-three per

cent., and the plate revarnished.

Every photographer knows the difficulty

of filtering collodion. A paper from Japan

,

especially fitted for this purpose, has lately

been introduced in our trade. Collodion

flows through it just as quickly as water

through common filtering paper. I can

recommend it.

Very truly, H. Voqel.
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FRENCH CORRESPONDENCE.

Progress in Photography— The January

Meeting of the Photographic Society of

France—On Inteyisification and Develop-

ment—A Report on Emulsions—Death of

Mons. Braun—Presentation by Mons. Ca-

rette—A New and Interesting Photo-litho-

graphic Process by Mons. Gobert, of the

Bank of France.

AFTER a long and severe illness, I have

once more the pleasure of addressing

the sympathizing readers of the Philadelphia

Photographer.* The moment, I hope, is one

of good augur, being the beginning of A.D.

1878 ; I therefore seize the occasion of wish-

ing all a happy and prosperous New Year.

Since my last communication nothing in

the form of a startling discovery has been

made to astonish the photographic commu-
nity, nevertheless progress has been made

;

the principal object now being to devote

more time and labor in investigating and

ameliorating the different processes already

known, and the better class of work now
turned out is a proof that this object has been

attained by many.

The photographic societies are not slow

in furthering that desirable object by offer-

ing prizes in order to excite emulation. The
French Society is not behindhand, and by a

" concours " and a prize offered, the emul-

sion process, formerly so obscure, is now so

certain and so easy, that the least knowledge

of chemical manipulations suffices to pre-

pare washed emulsions with ease. Mons.

Chardon, the " laureat," does not pretend to

have made a discovery, only to have simpli-

fied the process. The same Society, con-

tented with the results obtained, proposed

two other '

' concours , '

' which are now closed
;

the first having for its object a simple and

practical means of doing away with glass

for dry-plate work, and replacing it by a

tissue or pellicle. This "concours" is in-

ternational. The second, in which French-

men alone can take part, has for its object

* No doubt our readers join in a friendly wel-

come to Prof. Stebbing again, trusting that his

health is entirely recovered, and hoping that he

may long serve as our esteemed co-worker.

—

Ed.

P. P.

improvement in travelling apparatus, in

order to render the photographic luggage at

the same time light and solid, with facility

of transportation in countries not blessed

with railroads.

For the first prize, only one competitor

has presented himself; for the second, four

have come forward. In my next I hope to be

able to give my American readers the draw-

ings and descriptions of the apparatus which

has obtained the palm.

Yesterday evening, at eight o'clock, the

French Society of Photography held its

January meeting, Mons. Davanne in the

chair.

During the reading of the correspondence,

a short discussion took place on the value of

two proposals made by a gentleman whose

name I could not hear well. The first was

on intensifying negatives when under-ex-

posed. He proposed a small amount of

nitrate and pyro to be added to the iron de-

veloper. The second was, he said, a new
discovery. If the half-tones of a negative

do not come out well after intensification

through under-exposure, if a camel's-hair

brush be taken and dipped into fine black

lead (plumbazine), and passed very lightly

over the surface, many details will come out,

even those invisible to the naked eye. I in-

formed the Society that I had proposed and

employed for many years an impalpable red

powder called '

' sanguine, '

' which was passed

lightly over the half-tones by means of a

paper " estompe," which brought out appar-

ently the details, but had for its principal

object to hinder the rays of light passing too

freely through the half-tones, and by so

doing giving time to the sun to penetrate

through the intensified parts of the nega-

tive, and so to form a harmonious picture.

This must only be done when it is impossi-

ble to take another negative. As to inten-

sifying under-exposed negatives, it is the

worst thing that can be done ; develop as

much as possible, but never intensify ; leave

it for over-exposed negatives.

A report was then made by the commis-

sion of emulsions, from which it may be

learned that paper has a very prejudicial

effect upon dry emulsion, whether the emul-

sion be as a powder or as a pellicle upon

glass. The commission had sent samples to
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China. Those wrapped in paper were spoiled,

whereas in a glass bottle the dry powder was

as good as when sent out. On a sample of

dry plates a ticket had been placed on the

plate opposite ; although separated by a dis-

tance of at least three-eighths of an inch, the

exact form of the ticket was to be found,

and upon this spot the emulsion pellicle had

completely lost its sensibility.

As to the emulsions in a wet form ready

for. use, they were found to be of very little

use
;
giving another proof to the knowledge

already obtained, that wet emulsions can

hardly be expected to remain good longer

than a month or two, if allowed to remain

perfectly at rest during that time.

Mons. Braun, of Dornach (Alsace), who
had won fame in the photographic profes-

sion, intended to have made, on Friday

evening, a presentation of fatty ink proofs.

Alas ! the Society was informed of the sud-

den death of that gentleman. The Presi-

dent, in enumerating the good deeds of that

pioneer of photography, expressed the loss

sustained, and the sorrow of the Society for

such a bereavement.

Mons. Caratte, the intelligent merchant

of photographic materials, presented a new
product which replaces with advantage gum
arabic to retouch upon. Several of the

members took samples to experiment upon,

and will give their opinion at the next

meeting.

The most interesting and instructive com-

munication of the evening, was upon a new
photographic process by Mons. Gobert, of

the Bank of France.

This gentleman gave a rapid history of

the value of the lithographic stone, of the

difficulties to obtain it, and its probable dis-

appearance ere long from the market, if new
quarries could not be found. Under these

circumstances anything which could replace

it would be a great boon to commerce; that

is why, said he, I have been studying to

replace it by plate glass, of which we have

no fear of having a scarcity, and I have

succeeded beyond my expectations ; the

only novelty being in the employment of

ground-glass. As to the photographic and

lithographic manipulations, they are well

known, and I have not changed them.

Mons. Gobert takes a ground-glass, made

rough either by an acid or by any mechan-

ical means. On the finely ground surface

he pours the following mixture:

Albumen,

Bichromate of Potash,

100 ozs.

3 ozs.

;

the plate being held all the time by an india-

rubber holder. When covered, the plate is

turned upside down, and hooked upon a

piece of string hanging from the ceiling by

means of an iron eye screwed into the han-

dle of the plate-holder; the plate is now
made to turn rapidly, in order that the cen-

trifugal force may bring the solution on the

surface as even and as thin as possible.

A, ground-

glass plate cov-

ered with thebi-

chromated so-

lution of albu-

men ; B, pneu-

matic plate-

holder
; 0, a

piece of twine

or cord attach-

ed to ceiling.

It is neces-

sary to have the prepared surface as thin as

possible. When dry, it is put into the

screw-press or printing-frame, under the

object to be reproduced ; if placed in the sun

an exposure of one or two seconds suffices ; if

in the shade naturally more is required.

When exposed the plate is taken into the

dark-room, and without any preliminary

operation it is inked over with ordinary

printing ink ; the ink sticks to every part

and makes it look like a blackboard. The
glass is then plunged into a tray containing

water, when immediately the ink breaks up

like, as it were, a sea of ice, from all the parts

on which the light had no action, and leaves

the image standing out in bold relief. All

that is necessary now is to send it to an or-

dinary lithographer to have as many prints

as may be required. From 200 to 1000 may
be printed off" the same plate. This idea will

be very fruitful, I am certain, and although

only line engraving can as yet be obtained,

who knows but what ere long the half-tones

may be produced with ease ? As to sharpness

and fineness of execution in the reproduction

of some bank notes which were handed
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round, nothing could be desired ; they were
admirable in finish and execution.

The exhibition which will be opened next

May will give a stimulus to the photographic

art. We look forward to it with pleasure, as

we are certain that the meeting and gather-

ing together from all parts of so many cele-

brated in art cannot fail to be a great gain

to all.

Prof. E. Stebbing.

27 Rue des Aperrjns, Paris, Jan. 5th, 1878.

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

PHOTOGEAPHIC Society of Phila-
delphia.—Stated meeting beld Thurs-

day evening, December 6th 1877, Vice-

President Mr. John Carbutt in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read

and approved.

The Corresponding Secretary reported

that he had sent the names of the officers to

the editor of the British Journal of Photog-

raphy.

The certificate of Centennial stock belong-

ing to the Society was placed in the hands

of the Koom Committee for framing.

Mr. Samuel M. Fox was duly elected to

membership.

On motion, it was resolved that a copy of

the minutes be sent to the British Journal of

Photography for publication.

Dr. Seiler exhibited some prints illustra-

ting the latitude of exposure allowable with

washed emulsion dry plates.

Mr. Bates showed a hot-water apparatus

for drying plates. It was very conveniently

arranged, and could be kept at a uniform

temperature by means of a spirit-lamp or

gas-burner.

Mr. Corlies laid upon the table an interest-

ing collection of prints presented by Dr.

McQuillin.

On motion, a vote of thanks was tendered

to Dr. McQuillin for the donation.

Mr. Zentmayer exhibited a number of

prints by Robert Benecke, of St. Louis, Mo.,

illustrating various stages of progress in the

construction of the bridge across the Missis-

sippi River at that place. These views were

made with the Zentmayer lens, and were

considered fine specimens of photography.

On motion of Mr. Browne, the Eoom

Committee were instructed to devise means
to improve the illumination of the room,

and to revise the list of members.

Mr. Corlies exhibited a number of excel-

lent dry-plate pictures made on the Wissa-

hickon.

Mr. Browne called the attention of the

Society to a material now used by surgeons

in place of lint. It was similar to a very

heavy and porous blotting-paper, and had
been found useful in many photographic

operations.

The Secretary exhibited a print from every

plate exposed by him during the summer,
showing the certainty with which the washed

emulsion process could be worked.

On motion, adjourned.

D. Anson Partridge,
Recording Secretary.

Photographic Society or Philadel-
phia.—Regular monthly meeting held

Thursday evening, January 3d, 1878, the

President, Mr. Ellerslie Wallace, Jr., in the

chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read

and approved.

Mr. Dixon, on behalf of the Room Com-
mittee, reported that new gas-burners had

been provided for the room, and that the

list of members had been corrected.

On motion, a vote of thanks was tendered

to the Room Committee for the improve-

ments.

Messrs. Frank Bacon and C. M. Gilbert

were nominated for membership.

Mr. Browne moved that the meetings of

this Society be held semi-monthly during

the months of November, December, Jan-

uary, February, March, April, and May.

This being a proposed change in the by-

laws, was laid over until the February meet-

ing-

On motion of Dr. Seiler, it was resolved

that a lantern exhibition be held at the

Franklin Institute under the auspices of the

Society.

Mr. Hewitt moved that the Chair appoint

a committee to fix time and place, and make
other necessary arrangements. Carried.

The Chair appointed as the committee

Messrs. Hewitt, Browne, and Partridge.

It was decided, on motion of Mr. Browne,
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to select the slides for exhibition from the

collection of Mr. Bates, who had kindly

offered them to the Society.

The President exhibited a number of novel

and interesting pieces of apparatus, inclu-

ding a beautifully made changing-box for

whole sized plates, by Hare, of London ; an

exceedingly compact plate-rack, and a non-

actinic shade made of orange-colored gela-

tin, useful for preparing and developing

plates by when travelling.

Mr. McOollin exhibited a number of suc-

cessful prints from washed emulsion nega-

tives.

Dr. Seiler inquired if any one of the

members had used formic acid in the iron

developer for wet work, and if any gain in

rapidity had resulted from its use.

Mr. Bell, in reply, said that in his hands

the addition of formic acid was no improve-

ment.

Mr. Hewitt said that a developer, composed

of sulphate of copper, pyrogallic acid, and

formic acid, was the most rapid he had ever

used.

Mr. Bell claimed that for general work
the double sulphate of iron and ammonia
made the best developer in use.

On motion, adjourned.

D. Anson Partridge,
Recording Secretary.

Pennsylvania Photographic Asso-

ciation.—The regular stated meeting of the

Pennsylvania Photographic Association was

held on Tuesday evening, January 8th, at

Mahan & Keller's, 1427 Kidge Avenue,

President H. S. Keller in the chair.

The questions laid over from the last

meeting were disposed of as follows

:

Question 1.—" Will a print from a strong

negative last longer than one printed from

a weak negative?"

The opinion of the members present was

that a print from a strong negative would

last longer, as it will print deeper and tone

more richly.

Question 2.—" "Why will an old bath give

better results when nearly exhausted?"

Considerable discussion was had on this

question, but the meeting could come to no

conclusion as to the cause.

Question 3.—"What is the cause of pin-

holes in negatives?"

8

The questioner not giving the state of his

bath, the members did not feel disposed to

give their views on it, as there are so many
causes.

Several other questions were laid over for

the next meeting ; after which, President-

elect for 1878, J. C. Steinman, took the chair.

Mr. demons showed some very fine toned

prints, which were toned in a saturated so-

lution of borax, one ounce ; water, six

ounces ; bicarbonate of soda, thirty grains
;

gold, sufficient to tone ; before toning, wash

well, and redden in salt solution.

On motion, adjourned.

Thomas T. Mahan,
Secretary.

Chicago Photographic Association.—
At a meeting of the Chicago Photographic

Association held in their rooms, 229 and 231

State Street (Charles W. Stevens' photo-

graphic warehouse), the following were

elected officers for the ensuing year :

Joshua Smith, President ; George J. Klein,

First Yice-President ; G. A. Douglass, Sec-

ond Vice-President ; A. Hall, Secretary ; 0.

P. Weaver, Treasurer; P. B. Greene, K.

Cunningham, and E. Harwick, Executive

Committee.

John Mauntford, photographer, aged 45,

born at New Castle-on-Tyne, England, died

in this city January 12th.

Fraternally, G. A. Douglass.

AWARD OF THE GOLD MEDAL
PRIZE.

WE now come to the pleasant duty of

announcing the result of the prize con-

test for the gold medal offered by us some

time ago, under very close restrictions, for

the best six negatives sent us by the 20th of

January. There were in all fourteen com-

petitors, which is quite an encouraging

number, considering the times. We will

endeavor to review the pictures briefly, in

order that our readers may have an idea of

their character, and, as usual, will print

from the negatives sets for the competitors,

and selections for the study of those who
may wish to avail themselves of the privi-

lege. We have received a great many
interesting letters-from the parties, the pub-
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lication of which we must lay over until

our next. There will be at least four or five

competing pictures which we shall present

to our readers from month to month.

As a whole, the collection gives us con-

siderable encouragement, because we do not

remember in any prize series to have had

prima facice evidence of so much conscien-

tious care, and effort to do well, which these,

as a whole, display. At the same time,

we think that a number of leading ones

who have made the best technical work have

blundered alike in a direction which is with-

out excuse. Instead of first conceiving an

idea, or a composition, and then making
effort to work it up to a success, they have

gone no further than to secure their model,

and then experiment with it from one posi-

tion to another, and from one method of

lighting to another, to the extent of six nega-

tives
; and then instead of going back and

reviewing these six, and selecting the best

for repetition, they sent us the first six. This

hardly comes up to the meaning of our offer,

and is not really sending us six negatives

equally good, because in a number of these

cases only two of the six, say, are good, while

the rest are scarcely medium. In the case

of the gentleman to whom the prize was

awarded, however, the most conscientious

care seems to have been taken throughout.

He has evidently formed his plan before

posing his subject, and has worked up to

it as nearly as possible throughout, so that

all of his negatives are equally meritorious.

Thus he succeeded in capturing the unani-

mous vote of the judges. The judges are

gentlemen well known in photography, two

of them practical operators, and the other

competent to fill the position, particularly

as to the technical negative qualities. These

gentlemen have addressed us as follows

:

" Having examined the negatives and

prints sent in competition for the gold medal

offered by Mr. Edward L. Wilson for the

best six negatives, we unanimously award

the prize to Mr. G-. M. Elton, of Palmyra,

N. Y., he having displayed the most artistic

skill, combined with a high degree of pho-

tographic excellence.

" C. M. Gilbert.

"A. L. Hance.

"K. J. Chute."

Although we had no voice in this matter,

and were not present at the examination,

we cordially concur with the opinion of the

judges, and congratulate Mr. Elton on his

success.

We will now mention the subjects offered

briefly, in the order they were received, as

near as we can remember.

From Mr. J. Landy, Cincinnati, Ohio,

six exquisitely made negatives of Miss Jeff-

ries Lewis, the actress, varying in pose,

tragic and comic, in oriental costume ; very

fine.

From Mr. J. A. Todd, Sacramento, Cali-

fornia, six negatives of a lady standing,

toying with a pet bird. They are very

pretty, technically, and the idea throughout

is preserved nicely.

From Mr. A. Hesler, Evanston, Illinois,

six negatives of a little child, whose sweet-

est and prettiest expression has been caught

over and over again very successfully. Mr.

Hesler has paid more attention to secure this

than other qualities, which of course he had

to ignore.

From Mr. J. H. Lamson, Portland, Maine,

six negatives of a very pretty young lady
;

not up, we think, to Mr. Lamson's regular

work, and having the fault, as before men-

tioned, of varying too much in pose, the

merits of which also vary.

From Mr. Cook Ely, Osbkosh, Wisconsin,

six negatives of a young girl in costume,

posed, we should say, as a faggot gatherer.

It represents the young miss out in the

woods in the snow, with a bundle of faggots

gathered upon her shoulders. She has per-

formed her part, so far as expression and at-

titude is concerned, remarkably well.

From Mr. D. H. Anderson, Kichmond,

Virginia, six negatives of a lady in walking

costume, with one exception, which are very

fine, and among the best sent; the judges,

however, seem to lean towards the work of

Mr. Elton, though much inclined towards

Mr. Anderson's.

From Mr. C. W. Motes, Atlanta, Georgia,

six negatives of an old bearded man, a very

good artistic subject, similar to the one given

us by Kurtz, of New York, a few years ago,

and very cleverly treated. We hope Mr.

Motes will make effort again at the next

competition.
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From Mr. C. W. Tallman, Batavia, New
York, six negatives of a young lady, posed

in as many attitudes and styles, and very

pleasant, and very nicely treated ; but, as

mentioned above, there is great choice in

the examples sent. Try again.

From Mr. Julius Hall, Great Barrington,

Massachusetts, six negatives of a young lady,

to which the same remarks may be applied

as those of Mr. Tallman, and we express the

same hope with reference to Mr. Hall's work.

From Mr. J. H. Beebe, Chicago, Illinois,

six negatives of a lady standing, represented

in as many diiferent moods or mental con-

ditions as there are negatives, such as "idle-

ness," "study," "industry," " castle build-

ing," "meditation," and "reverie." Mr.

Beebe has evidently taken very conscientious

care with his work, but we think we have

seen him excel it.

From Mr. M. T. Baldwin, Chicago, Illi-

nois, six negatives of a lady dressed in vari-

ous costumes, and attitudes, which varia-

tions rather dimmed them in the eyes of the

judges, for the reason already mentioned,

the negatives not being equally good.

From Mr. L. M. Koberts, Springfield,

Ohio, six negatives of a lady, variously

posed, which average nicely, both as to grace

of position and artistic lighting, and which

rank very well throughout. Try again

next time.

From Mr. R. W. Dawson, Blair, Ne-

braska, six negatives of a young lady, which

he has posed to represent " Thinking," or

"Turning over a New Leaf." Mr. Daw-
son has come into the rule, by carrying out

the same idea in each of the negatives, but

his photographic technicalities do not quite

come up to the thinking of the judges.

From Messrs. Bradley & Rulofson, San

Francisco, California, six negatives of an

actress in party dress, which are very ex-

cellent, indeed, technically and artistically,

in almost every respect, except they, too,

vary more in pose than should be, for the

reasons named. These variations make it

very difficult for us, when issuing good pic-

tures with the magazine, to make any gen-

eral comments which would apply to all

;

for when a person is posed for a bust pic-

ture in one negative, or a three-quarter

standing in another, or a full-length stand-

ing in another, or a full figure sitting in

another, and a profile in one, and a full

face in the last, it is extremely hard to com-

ment thereon with any satisfaction to our-

selves or the reader. This work, however,

is superb, though not at all in advance in

any respect of the work which secured the

prize for these gentlemen previously. We
condole with them over their loss, and hope

they will not be discouraged, but try

again.

The successful pictures, by Mr. Elton, are

worthy of very high praise. We have

already alluded to his panel style of picture,

and described it in our last number. These

of the competing picture are of that style.

In making them, Mr. Elton has very evi-

dently studied his backgrounds, and his

accessories, and his choice of subject, and

his lighting, and his chemical manipula-

tions, and his finish throughout with great

care and excellent artistic taste. They rep-

resent a young lady who, stepping across the

drawing-room, and stopping in front of the

mantel, is detained by some pleasurable

fancy, and standing, as she does, her figure

receives the light chiefly from the window
near by, and apparently, though unseen,

a gentle light from a window back of her

falls upon her figure, and is thus taken.

Mr. Elton has sent us some very interest-

ing remarks concerning the picture, but we
shall reserve them to present to our readers

when the picture appears in our magazine,

which will probably be before very long.

Moreover, we shall then have more to say

ourselves concerning the subject, when our

readers can have it to look upon at the time

of reading the remarks.

We now leave the subject with our read-

ers, and hope that those who wish to improve

will avail themselves of the opportunity of

procuring copies for their studies. We
should have been pleased to have seen a

more general competition, and in fact, sev-

eral who declared their intention to com-

pete, failed to do so, for some reason known
to them, but not to us.

The first of the prize series will appear in

our next number, from the negatives by
Mr. J. Landy, after which we hope to fol-

low with the prize prints proper, and several

others of the series.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC NEWS.

MR. VAN DER WEYDE is exciting the

London public with his new method
of nocturnal photography. The illumina-

ting agency he employs is the electric light

obtained from the Tiemen's magnetic bat-

tery, placed in a cellar, and driven by a

gas engine of a few horse-power, controlled

by the photographer in his studio upstairs.

The sitter is posed first in gaslight, and is

then lighted for the exposure by means of a

large anular lens placed between him and

the camera. This lens is about forty inches

in diameter, constructed similar to the

prisms employed in light-houses, backed by

a truncated chamber, painted white inside.

Within this chamber the carbon points are

placed, just behind the centre of the lens,

care being taken that no direct light falls

upon the sitter. "When all things are ready,

the light is turned on by the operator, and

presto the interior chamber 1 and behind

the lens-box, becomes a cloud of light, which

is condensed upon the sitter. Thus it is

said that any effect of light can be secured.

The exposures are said to vary from nine to

ten seconds each, and the results are said to

be admirable. We have had considerable

experience in photographing with light at

night, and the difficulties seem to be to con-

trol and modify it, and to get the proper

focus. Perhaps Mr.Van der Weyde has over-

come these in the electric light. The fault

of all such artificial lights is their tendency

to go out, and this is particularly the case

with the electric light.

The highest style of photographs have

been made by Herr S. Riefelder, of Berne,

some of whose ice mountain pictures were

taken at an elevation of 10,000 feet.

In presenting the report of the Philadel-

phia exhibition to the Photographic Society

of France, Monsieur Davanne said he was

glad to observe in it that for the first time

in his recollection, photography was officially

ranked amongst the fine arts, which he con-

sidered was fairly due for the artistic quality

displayed by many of its professors. So

much for "Photographic Hall," my coun-

trymen I

At the late meeting of the Photographic

Society of France, Monsieur Taillefer, one

of the judges at the " Palais of Justice," ex-

pressed pleasure in exhibiting one of the

useful applications of photography. Dur-
ing the arbitration of the cases arising from

the appropriation of an immense amount of

private property for a public service, called

the "public ex-propriation," to enable the

municipal council of Paris to make the new
boulevard from the Grand Opera to the Palais

Royal, a large number of claimants for com-

pensation produced, to strengthen their cases,

photographs of their respective properties.

Those especially whose value was increased

by their number of customers, such as own-
ers of cafes, public houses, and retail shop-

keepers, had secured instantaneous views,

with a number of people figuring therein,

giving life and scale to the proofs. Also

photographic copies of architects' estimated

plans, and elevations of buildings, to replace

those taken for public utility. These pho-

tographs have been of much service to the

jurymen, by permitting comparisons to be

easily made, and to be referred to by judges

and counsel. Compensations of £40,000

sterling to £160,000 sterling having been

awarded, and lands sold up to £50 a yard,

it will be seen that the cases were of vital

importance, and that photography did ser-

viceable duty.

—

British Journal.

Dextrin Mucilage.—As an adhesive,

dextrin is superior to gum arabic in many
instances. It is used for preparing the mu-
cilage on backs of postage stamps and on

the edges of envelopes. As a label paste,

particularly on glassware, it forms an excel-

lent mucilage.

Dextrin, . . . .2 ounces.

Acetic Acid, . . .1 ounce.

Water, , . . . 5 ounces.

Alcohol, . . . .1 ounce.

The dextrin should be dissolved in the

water and acid by means of a water-bath,

and the alcohol added afterwards.

—

Drug-

gists' Advertiser.

Some English country photographers,

hard pushed for business, employ themselves

in photographing the inscriptions on grave-

stones, which they send to the relatives of

the deceased on approval. A rather grave

business.

Monsieur Raoul Pictet, the distin-
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guished French chemist, succeeded, on the

21st of December last, for the first time in

liquefying oxygen. Should his experiment

be repeated until a cheap process of obtain-

ing liquid oxygen is discovered, there will

be no end to the value of such a means.

Specially valuable will the discovery be to

exhibitors with magic lanterns, who may,

instead of using the clumsy gas-bags, weights,

cylinders, etc., be able to carry sufficient

oxygen in a pocket to supply them for an

entertainment.

(BAitofi l»lk,
A New Photographic Magazine.—"We have

received the first number of Light, a monthly

review of photography and the kindred branches,

edited by Adolph Braun & Co., Dornach, Al-

sace. This journal is to appear monthly, both

in the German and French language. It con-

tains from eighteen to twenty-four pages of text,

and to foreign countries is about $5.00 per year,

post-paid. The contents of this present number

includes a notice to the readers, a history of the

house of Adolph Braun & Co., correspondence

from Belgium, a very useful article on the "Al-

kalinity and Acidity in Photography," by Dr.

Julius Schnauss, an article on development, a

department called "A Little of Everything," and

notes upon the illustration, which this time is

a capital picture of the "Venus de Milo,"

printed by the Woodbury process.

The get-up of the new journal is very neat,

indeed, and tasteful. The editors say that, while

they expect to secure and elucidate more com-

pletely than has hitherto been done the divers

processes of permanent photographic printing,

and to illustrate their publication by subjects

chosen from the master subjects of ancient and

modern art, such as shall serve as certain guides

to the artistic operator, thus differing from the

numerous reviews which already exist, yet they

believe they shall be able to furnish useful in-

formation in all departments of the art.

Several scientific authorities have been called

to their aid, whose special knowledge they will

take advantage of. We sincerely wish for this

new competitor for photographic favor a long

and useful life, as well as a prosperous one.

Any of our German and French readers who

wish to subscribe for it may do so through us at

the publishers' rate.

Pictures Received.—From Mr. A. Hesler,

Evanston 111., some very expressive pictures of

children in pretty attitudes, showing the won-

derful power of the operator over the young sub-

jects, as well as excellent photography.

From Mr. C. W. Tallman, Batavia, N. Y.,

some examples of cabinet and promenade size.

Two, named " Off to School" and little "Daisy,"

are particularly pretty and sweet.

From Mr. H. A. Jordan, Cedar Falls, Iowa,

some examples of excellent work, showing a

careful and studious operator and a good pho-

tographer. The picture entitled "Now You
Don't Say So?" of two little girls dressed as

maiden ladies, gossiping over a cup of tea, is

very good.

From Mr. George H. Monroe, Rochester, N.

Y., a set of ten card pictures from Kash's orig-

inal drawings, illustrating ten scenes in a wedded

life, which are very comical and side-splitting.

Mr. Monroe also supplies lantern slides from

these.

From Mr. Frederick York, London, Eng-

land, we have photographs of Mr. H. M. Stan-

ley, the African explorer, together with a group

of the same gentleman with his Arab followers,

photographed at Cape Town last November.

Copies may be had of Mr. York.

Good Words.—This season of the year is usu-

ally the happiest for us, and yet the one which

brings with it the most solicitation. Not much

of the year elapses, however, generally, without

our being flooded with every assurance on the

part of our patrons in the shape of renewals

of subscriptions, and with good words. "We

could not begin to ask space for the printing of

these, but quote from one or two, as an example

of what comes to us, and of what is very grati-

fying to one who strives to please. From away

out in Seattle, "Washington Territory, Mr. Geo.

Moore writes

:

" I am surprised that any fair or unfair man
should for a moment think $5.00 a year too high

for such a magazine as the Philadelphia Photog-

rapher. "Where would we photographers who

are far away from large cities be were it not for

the Philadelphia Photographer ? I hope you

will get rich out of it and be a millionaire."

Mr. Frank Thomas, of Columbia, Missouri,

says: "I cannot do without your journal; am
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perfectly lost without it, and you may consider

me a subscriber as long as you publish it."

Mr. I. N. Cook, Tiskilwa, Illinois, says: "You
can consider me a life subscriber as long as I

and the journal live, and if you do not get your

remittance, then you may know I am dead."

Mr. B. T. Whitney, of Norwalk, Connecticut,

says: "I never paid $5.00 so willingly as for

the Philadelphia Photographer. Your Decem-

ber number was specially good, but they are all

good, and I cannot live without them."

Mr. H. C. Norman, Natchez, Mississippi, says:

" I concur with you in saying that Mosaics is

worth its weight in gold, and as to your journal,

to let you know how much I appreciate it, I

never fail to read the contents in full, including

all that is fresh to be found on yellow pages, and

my only regret is to find my eyes perusing its

last pages. My business has been continually

on the increase, and I owe much of it to your

magazine; for my customers no longer ask me,

'Why do you not make such work as this?'

showing me that made by the best New York

artists. I am able to do it myself."

Photographic News.— The Photographic Rays

of Light is the title of a new quarterly to be pub-

lished by Richard Walzl. We believe it was to

begin with January, but it has not yet made its

appearance this way.

Mr. John Q. Maynard, the champion lantern

exhibitor, has been delighting Philadelphia

audiences with his entertainments for some

weeks. Some of the best effects we ever saw

with the lantern are secured by Mr. Maynard.
Mr. John Cadwallader, Indianapolis, In-

diana, receives a very handsome notice from one

of the papers of that city, of his new gallery,

which he has recently occupied, No. 66 East

Washington Street. It is described as being

remarkably convenient, his studio being on the

second floor, with handsome reception-rooms,

and all the appurtenances of a first-class estab-

lishment.

Mr. Frank F. Currier, Omaha, Nebraska,

has also recently fitted up new rooms, which in-

clude a skylight 20 x 16, constructed on the most

modern and improved plan, together with beau-

tiful reception-rooms, and every other conve-

nience for making the largest and best of work.

The local newspaper speaks very highly of him.

Photographic Mosaics, 1878.—We do not

think any previous issue of Photographic Mosaics

has received such flattering testimonials as to its

quality as the last issue. From all sides we are

receiving commendations of it, and therefore

have the more confidence in recommending it to

our readers as decidedly the best year-book in

existence.

One of the contributors writes us from Cleve-

land, Ohio, and says: "The Mosaics came to

hand K, and it has been commended as the

best of all Mosaics issued, in which I heartily

agree, for there is many a rich photographic

morsel which may be culled from its pages, and

may be made to pay a hundred times over the

cost of the book. It is my hope you will keep

progressing, and that the 1879 issue will be the

best of the book."

One hundred and forty-four pages for fifty

cents, post-paid. Send in your orders.

Errata.—A few blunders have appeared in

Mosaics for 1878. Mr. C. T. Stewart, of Cleve-

land, Ohio, writes that in his article the last word

on the seventh line, page 97, should have been

printed " on " rather than " in." Mr. J. E. Small
says: "Please correct page 77: it should read

"cut and mount true," instead of "dry." Mr.

C. F. Richardson, Wakefield, Massachusetts,

writes that on page 65, in the sixth line of his

article, it is directed to use " C," when it should

be " B." Any one accustomed to dry-plate work

would not be misled, but a novice might. Please

read accordingly.

A Worthy Decoration.— Mr. Frederick

Gutekunst, of Philadelphia, has had conferred

upon him by the Emperor of Austria, on account

of the excellence of his productions in the pho-

tographic art, the decoration of the " Cross of

the Knights of the Austrian Order of Franz Jo-

sef." This is a worthy tribute to a deserving

man. No one has worked harder to elevate and

sustain the character of photography than Mr.

Gutekunst. There was a time when he stood

at the very head of his profession, making work

of a quality which none others seemed able to

reach. We have worked alongside with him for

a number of years, and know perhaps better

than most do how faithfully he has striven to

always excel. We congratulate him heartily on

this new honor.

A Wail from the Disappointed.—We have

had a number of letters recently, of which the

following is an example: "I cannot drop my
subscription to the ever-welcome monthly, the

Philadelphia Photographer, which is always in-

teresting, instructive, and certainly beneficial to

me; in fact, I may say, indispensable to every

student of the profession who wishes to succeed

in the art of photography. I am sorry, finan-
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dally sorry, that I was foolish enough to neglect

my subscription to your journal throughout the

year 1876, and in consequence was not on the

alert, therefore not guarded against process

venders who held out shining baits for the un-

guarded to bite at. I happened to bite, and I got

fooled to the amount of dollars ; well, say

enough to pay my subscription to your journal

for about thirty years. You may insert this in

the Photographer if you see fit. I inclose $5.00,

and send your welcome visitor."—H. C. Tait,

Bowmanville, Canada. Will any one take a les-

son from this ?

A Voice from Australia.—We have received

from Messrs. Frearson & Bros., Adelaide, Aus-

tralia, a map showing the journey which they

propose to take through that great country to

America, when in 1878 they promise us a per-

sonal visit. Messrs. Frearson <fc Bro. are mer-

chants in all sorts of goods, including photo-

graphic requirements, and are the agents for our

magazine. Photographers whom they call upon

in their journey would do well to subscribe

through them. Orders will be received by them

for our books also. During their journeys they

will visit the principal cities of Australia, east

and west, and the Sandwich Islands and New
Zealand, and thereafter America. We wish

them success, and hope when we see them they

will be burdened with subscriptions for us, and

orders for American goods. We commend to

them the houses who advertise in the Philadel-

phia Photographer.

Kemoval.—Wilson, Hood & Co., the old-

established and well-known photographic stock-

house, finding their old quarters at No. 822

Arch Street too crowded and inconvenient,

have resolved to move to the opposite side of

the street, where, at No. 825 Arch Street,

they will have one of the finest and best rooms

devoted to their business in America. These

gentlemen are so well known for their honorable

dealing and promptness in filling orders for the

best goods, that they need no commendation

from us. In order that they may not be injured

by the prevalent report that we are ourselves

personally interested in their concern, we once

more aver that we are not, and hope that these

gentlemen will not be damaged by such a re-

port. May we not, however, wish them great

success in their new undertaking without any

inconsistency ?

A New Stationery Warehouse.—Messrs. E.

E. Eckstein & Co. have opened a new station-

ery warehouse at No. 815 Arch Street, where

they will keep an immense stock of blank books,

envelopes, writing papers, and stationers' sup-

plies. We have known Mr. Eckstein for a great

many years, and can speak most favorably of

his method of doing business, and his ability to

do well for his patrons.

A New Gallery in Boston.— Mr. A. N.

Hardy, the celebrated photographer of Boston,

is now occupying his new studio at No. 493

Washington Street, which has been expressly

arranged for his convenience, regardless of ex-

pense. Every attention has been devoted to

render its appointments pleasant and agreeable

to visitors. New lights and new conveniences

of all kinds enable Mr. Hardy now better than

ever to meet the pleasure of the public. Mr.

Hardy has steadily gone forward and upward

since he entered photography, and has won his

eminence by merit. We wish him great success.

New Photographic Galleries in Philadel-

phia.—Messrs. George and William H. Rait,

at 922 Girard Avenue, have just occupied their

newly refitted studio, which is one of the cosiest

and neatest in this city. These gentlemen, being

both excellent and practical photographers, of

course have everything about them which in-

sures good work and success. From the first

floor, which contains their store-room, to the

printing-room, everything is arranged in the

most cleanly and workmanlike manner, showing

that the gentlemanly proprietors understand

their business. We wish them great success.

Mr. C. W. Hearn has taken unto himself a

partner, given up his branch of printing for the

trade, and opened a studio at the southwest cor-

ner of Ninth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,

where with more room and more facilities, he

holds himself in readiness for a portion of the

favor of the Philadelphia public. His partner,

Mr. Morand, makes the negatives we under-

stand, and no one can more faithfully attend to

the printing than Mr. Hearn. We trust also that

success will attend this new enterprise.

In Chestnut Street above Twelfth, we were

surprised the other day to see that Mr. A. K. P.

Trask, a gentleman well known to many of our

readers, had the courage to open a splendid suite

of rooms for photographic purposes, where he

has one of the best appointed and arranged

studios in the city. Mr. Trask is himself a

capital operator, and having a good reputation

in Philadelphia, will no doubt do well. We
earnestly hope that he may. The Philadelphia

public is an appreciative one, and all these gen-
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tlemen can secure good patronage if they con-

tinue to make good work.

New Books.—Now that the times seem a little

more promising, we shall put to press soon a

new work on coloring, by Mr. John L. Gihon,

and a second edition of Mr. Hearn's Practical

Printer, which will be a great improvement on

the first. More of this in our next issue.

Mr. J. C. Somerville, No. 8 South Fifth

Street, St. Louis, Missouri, has sent us one of

the most complete and extensive catalogues

(illustrated) of photographic materials that we

have yet seen. Not only does it give in detail

lists of all the popular photographic goods, no

matter where manufactured, but a list of show

cases and frames for photographers, and at the

back a number of pages are devoted to hints for

the benefit of those who order goods and those

who make photographs, including very useful

formulas, tables, etc. We do not remember hav-

ing seen so complete a price-list as this. Mr.

Somerville is very popular among his custom-

ers, and will no doubt have great success.

From the Photographic Plate Company, 63

Duane Street, New York, we have received a

copy of their illustrated catalogue, giving some

fine examples of photo-plate or block-printing

with type. This process has been greatly per-

fected of late. See their advertisement.

A Good Opportunity.—We desire to call the

attention of our readers to an advertisement in

" Specialties," of a gallery for sale in Westboro',

Massachusetts. This we know to have been re-

cently newly and elegantly fitted up, and believe

it to be a good opportunity. The proprietor

only sells it on account of failing health. So

well do we know him, that we believe his repre-

sentations will be only such as are entirely cor-

rect in the matter. Address as advertised.

Mr. L. W. Seavey, the background painter,

thinks the following extract from one of his let-

ters worthy a place in our pages, as follows :

" Frank Robbins, of Meadville, Pa., writes me
that he has a remarkable salesman, one who re-

quires only eight minutes to talk a customer

from tintypes up to a half dozen cabinets, and

his name is McLean. More power to him."

Mr. J. Loefpler, of Tompkinsville, Staten

Island, writes with reference to the Centennial

stereoscopic pictures sent to him as his premium,

as follows :
" The stereoscopic pictures you have

so kindly sent to me have been received, and you
have no idea what pleasure they give me; ac-

cept my sincerest thanks for them. The subjects

also are of that kind that must interest every one

having lived in this country at the time of the

grand exhibition. Again my thanks for them."

The Magic Lantern.—Our readers are per-

haps aware that we continue to publish the

monthly journal devoted to the interests of the

magic lantern, at $1.00 per annum. It gives all

the information which can be obtained concern-

ing the working of the lantern in its various

phases, from all parts of the world, and is well

worth the subscription price.

Mr. G. M. Bretts, of Pottsville, Pa., receives

a very complimentary notice from the Chronicle

of that city, which should certainly act as an in-

centive to him to do his best. His work is very

highly praised by the Chronicle, which, no doubt,

gives an honest opinion.

We regret to learn that Mr. W. T. Brooks, of

Water Valley, Miss., was so unfortunate as to lose

his gallery by fire last month. With his cus-

tomary energy, however, he is going ahead again,

and will no doubt soon be prosperous once more.

Hall & Co.'s Varnish.—In noticing the ex-

cellencies of this article last month, we made a

great blunder in stating that Mr. J. C. Somer-

ville, of St. Louis, was the exclusive agent for

its sale. Messrs. Hall & Co. are not only the

manufacturers, but are their own agents, and sup-

ply the photographic trade and stock trade every-

where, so that all orders should be addressed to

them, as will be seen by their advertisement. If

the sale of their varnish is equal to its excellen-

cies, they should have a large business even by

this time.

The Burnisher Contest.—It will be seen by

the advertisement that what we have long hoped

for has been accomplished, namely, the co-work-

ing of the manufacturers of the Entrekin and

Weston patents. With such good burnishers

available as these gentleman produce it will

hardly pay any one to attempt an infringement,

and before a burnisher is purchased other than

these two, a photographer should be careful to

satisfy himself that he does not purchase with it

a lawsuit also. Personally we use both of the

kinds named, and express no preference here.

We do not know of anything better than they

both are.
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A. LAMOR, EDW. LAMOR,
ARTISTS.

Photographs finished in Water Colors, Crayon,

or India Ink, in the highest style of the art.

PORTRAITS IN OIL A SPECIALTY.

Negatives finely retouched.

738 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Wonderful Euryscopic
Lens. See Advertisement.

For Sale.—A portable frame photograph

house, 12 x 22 feet, containing head-rests, back-

ground, dark-room tanks, chairs, wash-stand,

looking-glass, glass-bath, collodion-vials, oil-

cloth, matting, three frames with specimens, all'

ready to go to work, except camera and stand.

The whole for $175 cash. Is at present located

in this city. G. & W. H. Rati,

922 Girard Avenue, Philadelphia.

For Sale.—The leading gallery in northern

Indiana ; cost over $2500 to fit up ; will sell for

$1500 cash, or exchange for gallery in a sea-

port, worth about the same amount or less.

Address, Photographer,

18 West Berry Street, Fort Wayne, Ind.

For Sale.—An old established place in a most

desirable northeast city. Studio new last Sep-

tember, and everything new put in. Instruments

of Scovill's (American Optical Co.'s) make, etc.;

Seavey's grounds. Ill health compels me to give

up the business. For further particulars, address

Box 463, Westboro', Mass.

Wanted.—A Solar Camera, either direct or

reflector, large enough to print 25 x 30 inches.

Must be cheap.

Address M. J.,

No. 10 Sixth St., Pittsburg, Pa.

" Coasting, Skating, Snow, and other Win-

ter Studies."—Having many requests for ex-

amples ofmy winter photographs, and as I cannot

afford to furnish so many gratis, I have deter-

mined to put them in the market as studies.

They are cabinet size, and I will furnish them at

$6.00 per dozen, or 50 cents each, with directions

how each picture was managed. Enclose price

to Frank Jewell,

Scranton, Pa.

Waymouth's Vignette Papers.

For Sale.—The leading gallery in a city of

over 40,000 inhabitants, elegantly furnished, con-

veniently arranged, and as fine a light as there

is in the country. Notwithstanding the great

depression of business last year (1877), this gal-

lery did an average business of over $100 per

week. $2500 Cash, and cash only, buys it.

Address, with stamp,
"Artistic Lighting,"

Care Thos. H. McCollin, 624 Arch Street, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Lost Lenses Found.—One I size, and one 4-4

size lens, found hidden in the woods near here,

can be obtained by the owner applying, and

stating number of the lenses, to

R. Ooebel,

St. Charles, Mo.

Hance's Photographic Special-

ties. See Advertisement.

Wanted.—A first-class operator, one who can

pose and light artistically. To such a person

steady employment and fair wages will be given.

No one need apply who cannot fill the position

indicated.

Specimens of work, and likeness of self, de-

sired ; the same will be returned.

Address Davis,

821 Broad St., Richmond, Va.

USE WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
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EURYSOOPE.
A. C. North, Toledo, Ohio, writes, Oct. 1st, 1877

:

" I consider the Euryscope Lens you sent us the

finest for the purpose you claim it for to be used.

I have just tried it ; it works quick, sharp, and

gives no flare or marginal aberration. The finest

lines are rendered with the greatest distinctness

and accuracy, it covers sharp to the edge larger

plates than it is listed for."

Wm. H. Roads, Philadelphia, Pa., writes, Nov.

30th, 1877 :
" I send you by mail to-day a 14 x 17

photograph made with the new No. C. Euryscope,

which will speak for itself. "We have not done

much work with new Lens, but what work we

have done with it gives great satisfaction, and I

can cheerfully recommend it to any one desiring

a good instrument for general work."

L. Moberly, McKinney, Texas, writes, Nov.

23d, 1877 :
" The No. 2 Euryscope Lens received.

I have just made an 8 x 10 group of seven per-

sons with it : time twenty seconds, at half-past

three in the afternoon, and cloudy at that, but

all is perfectly sharp) and crisp. I have tried a

great many lenses, but this surpasses them all,

and I could not ask a lens to do more. I feel

under many obligations to Voigtlander & Son

for the introduction of so valuable a Lens."

We have just received a good supply of all

sizes of the Euryscope Lenses.

Benj. Eeench & Co., Boston, Mass.

Hance's Photographic Special-

ties. See Advertisements.

GOLD.
Geeat chance to make money.

If you can't get gold you can get

greenbacks. We need a person

in every town to take subscriptions for the largest

cheapest, and best illustrated family publication

in the world. Any one can become a successful

agent. The most elegant works of art given free

to subscribers. The price is so low that almost

everybody subscribes. One agent reports making

over $150 in a week. A lady agent reports taking

over 400 subscribers in ten days. All who engage

make money fast. You can devote all your time

to the business, or only your spare time. You
need not be away from home over night. You
can do it as well as others. Pull particulars, di-

rections and terms free. Elegant and expensive

outfit free. If you want profitable work send

us your address at once. It costs nothing to try

the business. No one who engages fails to make
great pay. Address

" The People's Journal,"

Portland, Maine.

Voigtlander & Son's new Euryscope will be

found the most useful Lens any one can have for

groups.

Lantern Slides, $5 per dozen.

Burrel's Chart and Hints to Patrons.—
Your gallery is not complete without them. For

particulars, see advertisement in January, Feb-

ruary, and March, 1876, issues of this journal.

Price, $1.25, unmounted, by mail, or by express,

mounted.

The Wonderful Euryscopic
Lens. See Advertisement.

SEAVEY'S
NEW

BACKGROUNDS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR THE

1877-PALL AND WINTEE CAMPAI GN.-1878

The newest fashionable Backgrounds intro-

duced by New York Photographers, are

Seavey's Snow Landscapes,
Price, per square foot, 25 cents.

Novel and superb pictures produced by using

the above, in conjunction with our Winter Fore-

grounds. Sure to attract customers.

Seavey's New Interiors.

Rich in design and fine in execution, at from

25 to 30 cents per square foot.

Seavey's Antique Cabinets, never before

offered to the public. Rich in design, . $40 00

Seavey's Fireplace and Cabinet, com-

bined, an invaluable accessory, . . . 50 00

Seavey's Antique Chairs, 12 00

SAEONY, KURTZ, MORA,
use no Backgrounds but Seavey's.

Designs copyrighted.

Headquarters for leading styles in Photo-

graphic Backgrounds and Accessories,

L. W. Seavey's Scenic Studio,

8 Lafayette Place, New York City.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No charge/or advertisements under this head ; limited

tofour lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.

By a man of good and temperate habits; or

would rent a good gallery on good terms. Can

do anything pertaining to the art. Address

Fred. H. Whitstruck, 86 Main St., La Crosse,

Wis.

USE WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
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As printer and toner in a first-class gallery,

after the first of April next. For further par-

ticulars, address Lake Shore Studio, care Wil-

dey, Artist, Box 43, Skaneateles, N. Y.

By one who can pose, operate, print, tone, and

retouch ; seven years' experience. West pre-

ferred. First-class recommendations. Speci-

mens sent, etc. Address A. Franklin, La Fay-

ette, Ind.

As assistant, by a boy of seventeen; is ac-

quainted with all branches of the business. Sal-

ary not so much an object as chance for improve-

ment and permanent situation. City or country.

Address Photo, care Box 341, Salem, Col. Co.,Ohio.

As operator; six years' experience in first-

class rooms; understands all branches of the

art, also retouching. Address W. T. Batdorf,

Milton, Northumberland Co., Pa. -

As negative retoucher in a gallery. Can also

paint photographs in oil. Address Miss L.

Guerard, Aiken, S. C.

By a first-class operator and retoucher. No
objection to Western cities. Address A. W.
Partrick, care of John Graves, 951 Lexington

Avenue, New York City.

By a man of several years' experience, in a

gallery as negative retoucher, printer, and

toner. Can operate. Present engagement ex-

pires May 1st, 1878. Address Photographer,

care 224 Gloucester St., Ottawa City, Ontario.

By a No. 1 colorist in oil, water colors, and

India ink. South or West preferred. Is strictly

first-class, and will deal only with responsible

parties. Address Artist, 101 South Jefferson

St., Chicago, Ills.

By a young man thoroughly proficient in

every branch of photography, in New York

City or some neighboring town. Nine years'

experience. Address C. A. M., care of G. P.

Seroiss, If. Y. Sun, N. Y. City.

By a first-class lady artist, to paint for some
large gallery in an Eastern city. Works in

water colors and India ink first-class. Address

Artist, 227 Perry St., Cleveland, Ohio.

By a young man
;
practical printer and toner.

Has worked the carbon process. Will make
himself generally useful. Can give reference.

George Snook, Box 1117, Port Huron, Mich.

As operator or printer and toner, or would

take a good gallery on shares. Address James

W. Bailey, Newark, Ohio.

By a young man of over one year's experi-

ence, as retoucher and general assistant in gal-

lery. Will work for small wages. Beference

given if desired. Will A. Johnston, Coshocton,

Coshocton Co., Ohio.

By a young man, in a first-class gallery, as

printer and toner, negative retoucher, or mounter.

Has had seven years' experience in best of gal-

leries. Address Ed. F. Mason, 101 Hanover St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

By a/ I operator, retoucher, or to take charge

of a gf ^ry; well posted; seven years' experi-

ence. Wife is handy, and a good saleslady. No
liquor or tobacco. Beference unexcelled. Gar-

vey Donaldson, Dexter City, Ohio.

As printer and toner ; has worked in first-class

galleries. Good references. Address T. C.

Beckett, 89 Sixteenth St., Wheeling, W. Va.

By a young man; can operate, print, and

tone. Address J. A. Mclntire, 2536 Columbia

Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

A lady would like an opportunity to attend

reception-room and finish negatives. Will send

sample of both large and small work ; also ref-

erence from the leading photographers of Bos-

ton. Has never worked but in first-class rooms.

Would be obliged for reference in return. Ad-

dress Mattie Reed, Taunton, Mass.

G-. SAUTE R,
No. 138 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA,

MANUFACTURER AND "WHOLESALE DEALER IN

A. S S ES .A. FL T O XJ T
The attention of the trade is particularly called to the superior quality of our Glass and materials, and

neatness of finish. A large assortment constantly on hand.

BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,
No. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTUBEBS AND IMPORTEES OF PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.
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38 Maiden Lane, New York
IMPOKTER OF THE CELEBRATED

S. &.M. DRESDEN

Albumen Papers
SINGLE OR EXTRA BRILLIANT.

This paper has been imported by me to the great satis-

faction of photographers for the last eight years, and has
not been surpassed by the many different brands sprung
up since.r ALSO,

Hyposulphite of Soda,
Sulphate of Iron,

Solid German Glass Baths,
Saxe Evaporating Dishes,

French Filter Paper,
Porcelain Trays.

Ferrotype Plates.

I ALSO IMPORT EXTRA BRILLIANT

CROSS-SWORD PAPER.
For sale by all Stock-Dealers in the United States and Canada.
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REDUCTION IN PRICE I

THE CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIK

UNRIVALLED STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS
OF

Statuary, Interiors, Exteriors,

Fancy Groups,
Works of Art,

Machinery, etc.
Making the most unrivalled collection ever published, have been

REDUCED TO $2.00 PER DOZEN.
THE FOLLOWING SIZES ARE ALSO MADE:

Card, Cabinet, 5x8,
8 x 10, 13 x 16, and 17 x 21.

Liberal Discount to the Trade. Catalogues supplied on receipt

of a three-cent stamp.

Every Photographer Can Sell Them.

ALSO,

Magic Lantern Slides
Over 500 subjects of greater interest than any other class in this line

FOR SALE BY THE

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

Studio—Belmont Av., Exhibition Grounds, Philadelphia.

EDWAED L. WILSON, Prop'r. City Office, 116 North Seventh St.

Dealers Supplied at the Best Rates.
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NEW AND IMPROVED

Engraving Process.
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RELIEF PLATES
in hard Type Metal

for

MUCH CHEAPER
Illustration,

THMWOODCUTS

O

w
I—

I

02

PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR WOOD CUTS.
STATE WHERE YOU SAW THIS.

1878—THE LATEST IMPROVEMENT IN PHOTOGRAPHY.—1878

HALLS
Transparent Crystal Varnish,

For Ferrotypes.
A combination of volatile solvents and soluble gums, forming a

clear, transparent, colorless varnish, specially

suitable for Ferrotypes.

After many careful experiments, we have succeeded in making what we consider to be
the best varnish for Ferrotypes yet made, as it combines all the necessary qualities required
in a good varnish, and has none of the objections which other (otherwise good) varnishes

have.
A good varnish for Ferrotypes should be colorless, so that the high-lights, half-tones,

and deep shadows shall remain brilliant—and pure in tone. It should dry clear without heat,

thus saving the expense of gas or burning-fluid ; and it should have no offensive odor to annoy
the delicate senses of your customers and yourselves. All of these objections we have over-

come, and combined in our varnish all the good qualities requisite. As, for instance, this

varnish is perfectly colorless, and as clear and brilliant as distilled water. It dries clear in a

few moments, without heat, and gives a fine, glossy, transparent film, and has no offensive

odor. As a test, we would ask you to order a bottle of your stock-dealer, and try it, feeling-

assured that you will continue to use it in preference to all others. Each bottle bears our
signature. SOLD BY ALL STOCK-DEALEKS.

HALL & CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.
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OFFICE

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

February ist, 1878.

As we find our present store too small to accommodate our stock, and to

properly serve our customers in, we have secured one more commodious, and

shall on

MARCH i, 1878,

REMOVE TO

825 Arch Street,
Which is almost directly opposite our present location. We shall be able to

show the most complete stock of

PHOTO. GOODS,
FRAMES,

STEREOSCOPES AND VIEWS,

Ever offered for sale in this city. Until above date, any goods we have in

STOCK will be sold at a discount.

Soliciting a visit of inspection, and a continuance of your patronage, we are,

Yours truly,

WILSON, HOOD & CO,

After March 1st, 1878, JVo. 825 Arch Street.
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J. C. SOMERVILLE
No. 8 South Fifth Street.

THE BEST GOODS AT THE VEEY LOWEST PEIOES FOK CASH.

SomerviUe's Extra Negative Collodion. Tilford's Collodion.

Somerville's Extra Ferrotype Collodion. P. & W. Chemicals.

Somerville's New Diamond Varnish. Frames and Matts of

Somerville's Retouching Varnish. every Description.

PHOTO-CHROME OUTFITS COMPLETE, $2.50.

Convex Glass, Cotton and Silk Velvet Passepartouts, and all goods for the Photo-Chrome Picture kept

in stock and sold at the lowest market prices.

Seventeen years' experience. Cash prices and prompt shipment. New packing boxes of the right

size at cost. Send a trial order. 70S" Send for new Illustrated Price List and Budget for 1878.

ROBT. HODGE,
SUCCESSOR TO CHAS. W. HEARN,

Photo. Printing Institute,
209 N. NINTH ST, PHILADELPHIA.

NOTICE.
Having sold to my foreman, Mr. Robert Hodge, the goodwill, etc., of the business known

as " Hearn's Photographic Printing Institute," I do, with pleasure, recommend him to my
customers and the fraternity generally, as fully competent to undertake the same, being a

most excellent printer, and able, in giving instruction to students, to do so in a clear and
lucid manner.
That success may attend him in his undertaking is the wish of his friend,

Chas. "W. Hearn.

209 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, January, 1878.

Having purchased the above business from Mr. Chas. W. Hearn (with whom I have been

connected for some time), I am now prepared to fill orders to any extent, and in every de-

scription of photographic printing.

Being also possessed of unusual facilities, I can assure those who favor me with their pa-

tronage that orders will be filled promptly and carefully.

Hoping for a share of the favors so liberally bestowed on Mr. Hearn, I am
Yours, Robt. Hodge.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS.
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SCOVILL
Manufacturing Company,

419 & 421 BROOME STREET,

MERCHANTS IN

ALL ARTICLES PHOTOGRAPHIC
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.

PROPRIETORS OF THE WORKS OF

THEAMERICAN OPTICAL CO. NEW YORK,

S. PECK & CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.
SCOVILL MANUF'G CO..WATERBURY, CONN.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

MORRISON'S VIEW LENSES,

"PEERLESS" PORTRAIT LENSES,

ENGLISH PORCELAIN WARE,

FRENCH AND ENGLISH GLASS,

ALBUMENIZED PAPER-ALL MAKES,

HANCE'S "PHOTO. SPECIALTIES,"

CENTENNIAL PHOTO. CO.'S VIEWS,

GRAPHOSCOPES, STEREOSCOPES, &c.

Tie Greatest Stoct in tie World ! Dealers Eyerptae Supplied low!

419 -BROOME 421

SCOVILL MANUF'G CO., NEW YORK.
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LANT'ERYs LI DlTS

AMERICA
CONTAINS NO LARGER STOCK AND VARIETY

•—
I THAN OURS! \

—

•

FOR SEVERAL YEARS WE HAVE MADE THEM

"Our Specialty
/'

'

Ahead!AND WE ARE NOW /j I / f BOTH IN QUANTITY
UNDOUBTEDLY /^i I/7,Pfl/1. ' AND PRICES.

MAGIC LANTERNS
Of ALL KINDS, and CHEMICALS, also Supplied.

Our FALL STOCK has arrived, and by ordering NOW, you
can have the best selections. Special inducements to large buyers.

Parties who wish to buy such goods should, before purchasing,

examine our FOUR CATALOGUES, which we mail for

twenty-five cents.

WE PUBLISH
"WILSON'S and THE

INTERN IJOURMS,
A Lecture Book describing graphically , as

an eye-witness, 800 beautiful places and

things in all parts of the world, including

two Centennial Journeys.

HJUlC «|ANTERN.

A Monthly Journal devoted to interests of

Lantern Lovers.

$1.00 per Year, post-paid.

Special Estimates anl otter information given gladly. Promptness onr rule.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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THE TRADE WILL ALWAYS FIND THE LARGEST
ASSORTMENT OF

GOLDSi&S&aFRAMES
Velvet Mats -English, Black & Display Mats.

Salesroom: No. 822 ARCH STREET, second floor.

PHILADELPHIA.
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"A Delightful Book of Travels." Has a Wonderful Sale.

WILSON'S
Lantern Journeys.

By EDWARD L. WILSON,
Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer.'

fourth edition!—Now Ready!— FOURTH EDITION!

This work will be found entertaining to all who like to read about the beau-

tiful places and things of this world .

The contents are divided into eight "Journeys," each one including a visit to

ioo places, making 800 places in all, as follows :

JOURNEY A.
Havre, Rouen,
Paris, Fontainbleau,

Versailles, Switzerland.

JOURNEY B.

Compiegne, Vienna,
Brussels, The Vienna Ex-
Aix la Chapelle, position,

Cologne, The Semmering
Up the Rhine, Pass,

Potsdam, Saxony,
Berlin, Munich,
Dresden, South-west Germany.

JOURNEY O.

Italy, Rome,
Lake Maggiore, Naples,
Lake Oomo, Pompeii,
Milan, The Ascent of

Verona, Vesuvius,
Venice, Puteoli,

Florence, Italian Art Galleries.

Pisa,

Holland,
Denmark,
Norway,

Egypt,
Palestine,

Syria,

JOURNEY D.

Sweden,
Russia,
Spain.

JOURNEY E.

Turkey,
Greece,
India.

JOURNEY P.

England, Scotland, and the U. S. of
America.

JOURNEY G.

The Centennial Exhibition at
Philadelphia.

JOURNEY H.

The Centennial Exhibition at
Philadelphia.

It has been carefully prepared, and will be found amusing, very entertaining

and instructive.

It contains 277 pages. Cloth bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

EDW. L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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Charles Cooper& Co.
191 WORTH ST., NEW YORK,

OFFER AT WHOLESALE

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS, strictly pure and
of full weight.

CROSS-SWORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,
Single and Extra Brilliant.

EVAPORATING DISHES.

GERMAN SOLID GLASS BATHS.

PORTRAIT LENSES—C. F. Usener's Celebrated.

The largest and most reliable house for Refining Waste and Residues.

The Universal

This Press will cameo all sizes, from cards to cabinets, and is sold lower than any other that will do
the same work. It has been greatly improved and made very complete in all its parts.
We furnish a card, victoria and cabinet size.

PRICE, $20.00.
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BY

WILSON, HOOD & CO., 822 Arch Street, Philadelphia.
30f CAUTION.—Photographers are cautioned against buying other presses that may use an elastic

embossing substance,, as they are an infringement on the above. R. J. Chute, Patentee.
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^.OSAICS
=1878=NOW READY. NOW READY.

As reguiar as trie old year goes out, photographers all over the world look for

the issue of that imrivalled annual,

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS.
Edited by EDWAED L. WILSON, Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer," etc.

In the Thirteenth Issue, now ready for purchasers, it is believed that more
real gems are contained than in any former volume ; so that as a book of refer-

ence, as a guide, a friend, a helper in photographic practice, it is invaluable and
you cannot afford to do without its assistance. Read the

CONTENTS.
Last Year.
The Language of Art. E. K. Hough.
Besetting Troubles. C. A. Zimmerman.
How to make Gold. I. B. Webster.
To the Struggling Ones. A. N. Hardy.
Developing Solutions. E. M. Estabrooke.
Something more about the Negative Bath. F. M.

Spencer.
Negative Varnishes and Retouching Surfaces. J.

Babies. W. C. Tuttle. [G. Vail.

Admitted to the Bar. J. Pitcher Spooner.
Negative Retouching. H. B. Hillyer.

If You do Not. J. H. Reuvers.
Dark-room Experience. W. B. Critchfield.

Art in Photography. M. H. Albee.

Mosaics. E. T. Whitney.
Another Difficulty Conquered. J. S. Hovey.
Items from Actual Experience. Garvey Donald-
Darkness vs. Light. Forester Clark. [son.

How to Photograph the Arteries and Veins of

any Viscus in the Body in its natural con-

dition and position. Prof. J. Towler, M. D.
Photographing Interiors. Homo.
Forgotten Friends. George W. Wallace.

A Simple and Reliable Dry Process. C. F. Rich-
Photographic Preserves. Old Argentum. [ardson.

Photographic Albums. John L. Gihon.
Old Things in New Dresses. Young Chloride.

Backgrounds. C. Alfred Garrett.

A Rod in Pickle. Obscure [French.

A Few Things Learned By Experience. C. M.
A Rattler. Jonas F. Brown. [B. Clench.

Do not get your Customers into Bad Habits. F.

How to restore Exposed Plates. W. H. Sherman.

Collocin as a Restrainer. John Carbutt.
Burnishing of Photo. Prints. Wm. W. Seeler.

Fraternity. A. W. Kimball.
The necessity of Art Culture. W. J. Baker.
Copying and Enlarging. Pyro.
Fog vs. Sunshine. R. R. Thompson.
Old Grannyisms. Frank F. Currier.

A new use for Petroleum. Frank Robbing.
Overiodizing. George Sperry.

Photographic Operators. C. T. Stuart.

An Improved Washing-Tank. F. A. Wenderoth.
More about Prices. Robert J. Chute.

Trimming and Mounting. Irving Saunders.

Odds and Ends. E. P. Libby.
How to keep a Burnisher in Order. W. F. Stinson.

Backgrounds : A Review. Lafayette W. Seavey.

Light and Chemicals. James 0. Merrill.

Photographic Grouping. W. D. Gatchel.

Dodge Hash. F. C. Phillips.

Useful Chips That Pay to Use. A. Hesler.

The Fading of Albumen Prints. J. R. Clemons.

On the Production of Reverse Negatives. Alfred

Pumphrey.
Simple Way to work a Neutral Bath. R. Benecke.

Important Trifles. E. Z. Webster.

Photographing Groups of Persons of Different

Complexions. F. N. Blake.

How to do a Successful Business In Dull Times.

L. W. Crawford.
The Photography of the Future. An Unfading

Photographer.
Dirt. H. R. Farr.

Excellent Methods of Lichtdruck. J. Lemling.

Many Mites From Many Minds. E. L. Wilson.

The whole includes 144 pages.

Cloth bound, $1.00 per copy; paper cover, 50 cents.

"WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD."

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher, 116 North Seventh St,, Philadelphia.
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GIHON'S

CUT-OUTS
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean cut, most
desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially for the purpose.

Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresjtonding Insides, assorted for five differently

sized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICE $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order promptly, by
addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

^"No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and

sizes. Ask your stock-dealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelopes with
instruction circular included.

PROMENADE SIZE NOW READY! so
$?Sr£«2En*

T

GIHON'S

OPAQUE.
IS DESIGNED FOB

COMPLETELY OBSCURING THE IMPERFECT BACKGROUNDS OF COPIES,
RETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,
COATING THE INSIDE OF LENSES OR CAMERA BOXES,

BACKING SOLAR NEGATIVES,
COVERING VIGNETTING BOARDS,

AND FOR ANSWERING

ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE
PRODUCTION OF ARTISTIC RESULTS IN PRINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAQUE.
It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 CENTS.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Address all orders to

Scovill Manufacturing Co.,

Or, JOHN L. GIH0N, Inventor, NEW YORK.
116 N Seventh St., Philadelphia, Pa
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ARTISTIC
PHOTOGRAPHY.

A NEW WORK on PHOTOGRAPHY and ART.

ILLUSTRATED WITH 12 BEAUTIFUL PROMENADE PHOTOGRAPHS.

By LYMAN C. BICELOW,
Author of" Bigelow's Album of Lighting and Posing,"

This is a beautifully gotten up work, and contains full

instructions in every department of Photography.

*—
' Price, $5.00.—

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

For Sale by all Dealers. 116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.

IMPROVED

Photograph Covers
Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding together and

preservation of photographs, has induced us to manufacture an article which we think will meet the

want.

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM.
The covers are made with expanding backs, so that from six to twenty -four pictures may be inserted in

one cover. The pictures are mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen, or strong paper, of

the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted and held in place in the

cover by a paper fastener.

The following is a list of sizes and prices, without cards:

For Photograph Per dozen, Per hundred.

Card Size, ..... $1 50 $10 OO
Cabinet Size, .... 225 1350

EXTRA HEAVY COVERS.

5-8 Size, 4 50 33 00
4-4 " ...... 6 00 40 00
8-10" ...... 8 00 56 50
11-14" 9 00 ... 65 00

Larger or special sizes made to order. Furnished with card board at best rates. Samples mailed
at dozen price. Send fur some.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

For Sale by all Dealers. 116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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Studies in Artistic Printing.
By C. W. HEARN, author of the "Practical Printer."

Owing to the very flattering reception which attended the Author's former work, "The

Practical Printer," he has, with more extended experience, ventured upon a second work,

in which he has seen fit to more thoroughly combine "Studies in Printing," by way of

further illustrating the matter of which he would write. For the better fulfillment of

this design, negatives have been made especially for this purpose by Messrs.

Rocher, Bigelow, Kent, Lamson, Draper & Husted, and Baker, in their usual

superior style, being pronounced by all who have seen them as ranking among the very

best that these well-known artists in photography have ever produced.

As in a former work, the varied formulae and processes of manipulation were discussed

in detail, it has been thought advisable that in this the subject should be treated with more

conciseness. Those parties who have this former work of the Author will find this to be of

intrinsic value, owing to its being embellished with

SIX FINE CABINET AND PROMENADE PORTRAIT STUDIES.

AMONG OTHER THINGS, IT CONTAINS
Suggestions on the Choice of Albumen Paper.

All the Best Silvering Baths, and Methods of

Treating the same.

New Views on the Relation of the Silver Bath to

the Time of Floating.

The Different Effects Caused by the Time of

Floating.

How to Tell when Paper is Floated too Long or

too Short a Time.

Table for Time of Floating Paper under all Cir-

cumstances.

The Importance of Care in Printing in Varied

Ways.

The Important Relation Printing from the Nega-

tive Bears to the Toning Bath.

Fast Printing.

Dialogue between "Joe" and a Friend.

The Way to Success in Toning Lies in Print-

ing.

The Different Effects Caused in Printing by tbe

Preparation of the Silver Bath.

The Relation of the Silver Bath to the Printing

from the Negative, and from this to the Toning

Bath.

Acetate of Silver.

Success or Failure in Toning, Caused by the

Strength, Purity, and Alkalinity of the Silver

Bath.

Harmony, its Importance in Photography.

Why its Neglect Causes such Disastrous Results.

The Beautiful in Toning, and How to Obtain it.

A Few Hints About Managing Toning Baths,

Formulas for Printing " Our Studies," as Given

under Respective Headings.

Impurities of Toning Baths.

How it Affects the Toning, and How to Remedy
such Baths.

Fixing and Washing.

Brilliancy of the Finished Picture Attained by

the Final Washing.

Various and Valuable Hints about Finishing the

Photographs, etc., etc.

Mailed to any address on receipt of price, $3.50, by any stock-dealer,

or by

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia,

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS. ASK TO SEE LT.
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THE

Photographer to his Patrons
REDUCTION IN PRICE!

'pHIS little leaflet

-*- has become so

popular as an adverti-

sing medium for

photographers, and a

means of communica-

ting to their custom-

ers such information

as they are asked to

communicate by word

of mouth every day,

that we are induced

to try to make it still

more popular, and

available to more of

our patrons by a great

Reduction in Price.

The present low

price of paper and

labor has enabled vis

to do this, and here-

after we will supply

this little work or

"
Something New,"

Its companion leaf-

let (which is also a

splendid advertising

medium), at the rate

of

$15 PER 1000.

At this reduction

we cannot supply lots

of less than 1000,

though we will supply

large and small quan-

tities at the following

rates

:

500 copies $9.00

1000 " 15.00

2000 " 27.50

3000 " 36.00

5000 " 50.00

OVER ONE MILLION HAVE BEEN SOLD!

Parties ordering may have the annexed cut upon their cover, or a choice of several other

fancy cuts which we have ; the above is the newest.

We charge nothing extra for matter upon covers, and photographers may solicit advertisements

enough from their citizens to pay the cost of the whole thing, if they are enterprising.

SAMPLES SENT TO ANY WHO MAY DESIEE IT.

EDWARD L, WILSON, Publisher, 116 Irtl 7th St,, PHiMeljMa.

70^ All persons are cautioned against copying these works as they are copyrighted property and

we are determined to protect those who purchased thern in their use. Information concerning pillages

will be thankfully received.
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Straight Out.
A NEW INVENTION!

ROBINSON'S
STRAIGHT-CUT

Photograph
Trimmer.

So great has been the success of

Prof. Robinson's "Trimmer" for

Oval and Arch-top Pictures, that he

has been impelled to produce one for

STRAIGHT LINES.

The accompanying cut shows the shape of the tool and the

manner of using it.

The disc or wheel is about one inch in diameter, so that a thin

or thick glass form may be used with it.

Photographers may now altogether Ignore the Knife.

This admiraMe Trimmer is always slam anJ ever reaiy.

Once accustonM to it yon fill neyer again nse the Me.

Give it a Trial. Price, $1.25.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturers' Agent.

For sale by all Dealers. 116 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.

USE THE STRAIGHT CUT!
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Only 30 Cents
FOE A BOOK CONTAINING A COMPLETE

Practical Process of Photography

!

There were left unsold a number of copies of the

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC DIARY
Which are now offered— to close them out— at the above low price.

The book sold last year for Seventy-five Gents.

The author has given the processes which his own experience and that of others have proved to be
the best, and the whole being in a concise form is particularly adapted to the use of beginners. The
work also contains a great many hints and suggestions which are useful to all.

Besides the Photographic Instruction and Rates of Postage, Notable Events in the History of Pho-
tography, Descriptions of the Principal Centennial Buildings, and a beautiful, colored Map of the City
of Philadelphia, are included. The whole handsomely bound in cloth, and now offered at the low
price of 30 cents.

SEND IN YOUR ORDERS EARLY TO

ROBERT J. CHUTE,
Care EDW. L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.

THE FERROTYP°ER'S GUIDE.
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPING,

BY A PRACTICAL FERROTYPER.

6th Thousand, NOW READY —Paper Cover, 75 Cents.

The rapid sale of several thousands of this work, and a continued demand, induces us to republish it.

We guarantee it to be the best of its class published. All should have it.

THE BOOK IS ENTIRELY GIVEN UP TO PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION,
Not only of value to the Ferrotyper, but to the Photographer as well.

Please Examine the Contents:

Introduction,

The Advantages of the
Ferrotype,

The Manipulations,
The Nitrate Bath,
The Collodion,

The Developer,
The Fixing Solution,

Other Manipulations-
Pinholes,

Strengthening,
Tinting and Coloring,

Varnishing,
Drying and Dryers,
Finishing the "Work,
Ferrotype Envelopes,

Ferrotype Supports,
Ferrotype Plates,

The Apparatus,
The Skylight and the

Dark-Room,
Vignettes and Medal-

lions.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, Philadelphia.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.
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EURYSCOPE.
A NEW DOUBLE OBJECTIVE,

OF GREAT ILLUMINATING POWEE,

FOR ALL KINDS OF OUT-DOOR WORK AND GROUPS.

MADE BY

VOIGTLANDER & SON.
They consist of two achromatic and symmetrical combinations, between which the central

diaphragm is placed. The lens is perfectly aplanatic, i. e., it works with full aperture of the

objectives. For the purposes of landscape photography, copying, for architectural subjects,

and for groups in the studio, as well as outside, it is considered unrivalled. It is entirely free

from distortion, chemical focus, and " ghosts," and the picture produced by it is mathematic-

ally correct. It is characterized by a great depth of focus and precise definition. The most

important advantage of this new lens in comparison with others of similar kinds, consists in

the great power of light it commands, and for this reason it is commended especially for

groups, the pictures produced by it being most brilliant, also the light is spread equally all

over the plate.

A very careful choice of the optical glass, of which the new lens is composed, makes it pos-

sible to secure a ratio of focus and aperture of about 6 to 1.

The width of angle embraced is between 65 and 85 degrees, according to the size of dia-

phragm used ; as to rapidity, the new lens is more than twice as rapid as the orthoscopic lens,

and only a little less than the long focus portrait lenses.

We have seven different sizes at the following prices

:

No.
Diameter
of Lens.

Equivalent
Focus.

Back Focus.
Size of View

or Landscape.
Size of Group
or Portrait.

Price.

0, .. ... 1 inch, .. 5% inch, .. Stereo, pictures, .. $30 00
1, •

... IK "
.... 9% " 8* " . 10 x 12, .. 7x9, .. 50 00

A, .. ... 1% "
.... 11 9% " 11 x 13, .. 8x10, .. 57 00

2, .. ... 2 "
.... 12K *' 11 12 x 14, .. 10x12, .. 70 00

o, .. ... 2% "
.... 16 14 " . 17 x 20, .. 14x17, .. 93 00

3, .. ... 3 '* .... 19 16H "
.

18x22, .. 17x20, .. 140 00
6, .. .... 4 " 26^ " 23^ " •

22x26, .. 20x24, .. 225 00

We have had quite a number of our best Photographers try this New Lens, and all spe;ik

of it in the highest terms, as possessing great depth and quickness. We have some groups

made in Studio with No. 2, on 8x10 plate, in twenty to thirty seconds, and with No. C, on

14 x 17 plate, twenty-five to forty seconds.

J. Holyland, of Baltimore, writes us about No. 1 sent him: "I would say to its praise,

that for Quickness and Depth, it far excels my expectations."

BENJ. FRENCH & CO.,
Sole Agents in the United States. 319 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON.
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A. M. COLLINS, SON &, Ctt
MANUFACTURERS OF

Photographic Card Stock,

No. 18 South Sixth St, )

w nl ~
a+ PHILADELPHIA.

No. 9 Decatur St, J

Plain, White, and Tinted Cards.

White and Tinted Cards, Plain and Enameled, with Oval and Square lines,

and with Ornamented Borders.

Cards with Designs in Gilt, and India Tint and Gilt, Square and Oval

Openings, for Cabinet and Promenade size to 14 x 17 Photographs.

White Cards with Plain India Tint, for 4-4, 8x10, and 11x14 Photographs.

White and Buff Cards, with Oval and Square Openings for Groups of 3 to 8.

White, Tinted, Black, or Chocolate Paper Mats, with Oval, Arch-Top,

and Square Openings.

Ferrotype Mats, Bon-Ton Cards, Fitzgibbon's Patent Adhesive
Ferrotype Mounts, Philadelphia Carte Envelopes, Von Seutter
Ferrotype Mats and Envelopes.

Stereoscope Mounts, Minnette Cards, Carte de Visite, Victoria,

and Cabinet Mounts, Plain and Enameled, White and Tinted, Square

and Round-Corner, Gilt and Tinted Lines, Gilt and Tinted Borders.

Caterson's Improved Ferrotype Holders.

Thin Beveled Edge Card and Cabinet Mounts, White and Tinted

Cards, Gilt and Tinted Edges.

Thick Gilt, Beveled Edge, Glace Cards, from Card size to 12x15^,
Black and Rose Tint.

Glace Card Boxes. "The Easel" Glace Card Box.

Promenade, Imperial, and Boudoir Mounts, White and Tinted Cards,

Plain, and with Gilt Borders, and with Gilt or Tinted Beveled Edges.

Card, Victoria, Cabinet, Promenade, Stereoscope, Boudoir, and
Imperial Mounts, furnished with Gilded Edges, and with name and ad-

dress printed by lithography or letter-press.

Slee Bros. Patent Prepared Cards.

PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.
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JAMES F.MAGEE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

PURE

X-^hotographic("^hemicals

No. 108 NORTH FIFTH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

STOCK-DEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED.

The Zentmayer Lens,
FOR VIEWS AND COPYING.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently the following qualities

:

Width of visual angle, ranging from 8o° to 90 ; depth of focus ; extreme
sharpness over the whole field ; true perspective ; freedom from all distortion in

copying; portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops

of the different combinations for which they are designed. The larger ones are
provided with an internal shutter for making and storing the exposure.

No. 1, 2£ inch focus,
"

2, 3£
"

3, 5i
"

\, 8
"

5, 12
"

6, 18

3x3 plate,

4x5 "

6£ x 8* "

10 x 12 "

14 x 17 "

20 x 24 "

$20 00

25 00

30 00

42 00

60 00

90 00

No. 1 and No. 2 combined,
" 2 " " 3
" 3 " "4
<( 4 » "5
" 5 " " 6
"

1, 2 and 3,
"

3, 4 and 5,

$33 00
40 00

55 00

75 00
110 00
48 00

88 00

. No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.
No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in

matched pairs. No. 1 and No. 2 single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a
pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2*^ to 18 inches. $173.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,
147 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.
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Dealers' Directory.

The following hotcses are to be recommended as

the bestfor photographers in their localities.

GUSTAVUS BODE,

S. T. BLESSING, .

BLESSING & BROTHER,

A. H. BALDWIN, .

OSCAR FOSS, .

P. SMITH & CO., .

F. S. CROWELL,

ZIMMERMAN BROS.,

J. C. SOMERVILLE, .

H. GEORGE,

HOWE & BEECHER, .

F. HENDRICKS, .

GATCHELL & HYATT,

LONG & SMITH, .

GEORGE W. ROBINSON,

C. W. STEVENS, .

D. J. RYAN,

D. TUCKER & CO.,

J. W. WILLARD,

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

New Orleans, La.

Galveston, Texas.

i Chambers St., N.Y.

San Francisco, Cal.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mt. Vernon, O.

St. Paul, Minn.

St. Louis, Mo.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Columbus, O.

Syracuse, N. Y.

Louisville, Ky.

Quincy, 111.

Baltimore, Md.

Chicago, Ills.

Savannah, Ga.

Buffalo, N. Y.

746 Broadway, N. Y.

>2 2 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.



ANNOUNCEMENT f ^
THE

CP.
>.
<5>

r^ff ^^^7; CHEAPEST AND
OLDEST ILL USTRATED PHOTOGRAPHIC MA GAZINE

PUBLISHED.

TN order to make the New Year happier, we are preparing to

make our Magazine better than ever before. All the old

staff of writers and several new ones are secured, and we have

arranged for

New Features, New Contributors,

Curious and Beautiful Pictures,

A New Prize Series,

AND LOTS OF THINGS PRACTICAL AND INTERESTING.

The woirth of your money is not given by any one so fully as

by the publisher of the Philadelphia Photographer. Please help

spread its usefulness.

For every new subscriber, for one

year, $1, payable in any of our pub-

lications, books, or, if preferred, $1 PREMIUMS
worth of any of our prize pictures,

or any other article for which we are

agents, advertised in this Magazine.

Operators, printers, etc., can secure all their necessary photo-

graphic literature in this way by a little earnest effort.

EACH MONTHLY ISSUE IS A PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK IN ITSELF,

AND INCLUDES A FINE PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDY AND COMMENTS THEREON.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS

:

Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50

for six months, 50 cents per copy, post-

paid, positively in advance.

In remitting by mail a post-office or-

der, or draft payable to the order of

Edward L. Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Clearly give your Post-

Office, County, and State.

Canada subscribers must remit 24

cents extra, to prepay postage.

Foreign subscriptions must be accom-

panied by the postage in addition.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound

with each number of the Magazine.

Advertisements are inserted at the fol-

lowing rates

:

1 Month. 6 Mos. 1 Year.

One Page $20 00 $110 00 $200 00

Half " 12 00 66 00 120 00

Quarter Page.... 7 00 38 50 70 00

Eighth " .... 4 00 22 00 40 00

Cards,6Iines,orless,2 00 1100 20 00

The attention of advertisers, and

those having galleries, etc., for sale,

is called to our Specialties pages.

Terms, $2 for six lines, and 25 cents

for each additional line, seven words

to a line, always in advance. Dupli-

cate insertions, 50 cents less, each.

SURE TO PAY.

4®" Operators desiring situations,

no charge.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher and Proprietor,

Office, 116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.



BOOKS!
OUR CATALOGUE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS

EMBRACES A TREATISE ON EVERT BRANCH OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

FOR GENERAL INFORMATION.
THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGKAPHEK.—A monthly Magazine, illustrated by pho-

tographs of superior merit. $5.00 a year
; $2.50 for six months.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Fourteen years of success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to the
practical, working, growing photographer. Do not go without its valuable help.

HANDBOOK OF THE PRACTICE AND APvT OF PHOTOGRAPHY. By Dr. H.
Vogel. Price, $3.50.

For general photographic practice this is the best text-book in the world. Written by an old professor who
teaches photography, it gives just what is wanted in the fullest and most satisfactory manner.

THE PRACTICAL PRINTER. By C. W. Hearn. Price, $2.50. Second edition in press.

This is a most handy and reliable book. It goes into all the operations of plain and fancy printing in silver, and
\sfull of good.

AMERICAN CARBON MANUAL. Price, $2.00.

For those who want to try the Carbon printing process, this work gives the most detailed information.

PHOTOGRAPHER'S POCKET REFERENCE BOOK. By Dr. H. Vogel. Price,

$1.50.

For the dark-room. It meets a want filled by no other book. Full of formula—short, practical, and plain.

THE FERROTTPER'S GUIDE. Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is the only standard work. Seventh thousand.

LINN'S " LOOKOUT " LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY. For the landscape photog-
rapher. Price, 75 cents.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS. By Edward L. Wilson. Price, $2.00.

For the lantern exhibit-. . It gives incidents and facts in entertaining style of about 800 places and things, includ-
ing 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY. Price, $5.00.

For the lover of art. Beats his " Album of Lighting and Posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and in-
structions.

BURNET'S HINTS ON COMPOSITION. Price, $3.50.

All should study it. A splendid work, largely illustrated, giving all the principles and rules of artistic posing.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING. By C. W. Hearn. Price, $3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade portrait studies.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1878, just issued. Cloth bound, $1.00; paper cover, 50 cts.

Better than any of its predecessors.

ALL FOR EVERYBODY.
MEDAL AWARDED

AT THE

CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION.

ONLY MEDAL EVER AWARDED

FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

READ IP YOU ARE DULL
IF YOU ARE BUSY
IPYOU "WANTTRADEREAD

THE BEST BOOKS PEETAINING TO Y0UK PK0PESSI0N.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Book Publisher,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.



FIFTEENTH YEAR.

Number 171. 50 Cents.

THE

PHILADELPHIA

kfltfljrapftcr*

AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL,

DEVOTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.

Edited by Edward L.Wilson.

THE OFPIOIAL OKGAN OP THE NATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES.

3VE arc Ix, X 8 7 8.

PHILAD E L P II I A :

EDWARD L. WILSON,
PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR,

116 North Seventh St.

Subscriptions received by all News and Stock-Dealers.

FIVE DOLLARS PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.
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OVER-STOCK
CENTENNIAL LANTERN SLIDES.

We have made, rn the hurry of businessman over-stack of some subjects of lantern slides,

which we offer our patrons at a bargain.

The following subjects will be sold as long as the stock lasts, or until further notice, at the

rate of 50 cents each. Not less than twenty will be sold at this price. The supply is not a

large one, and orders should, therefore, come at once. The slides are all perfect and in good

order, and entirely new.

LIST.
Chinese Commissioners' Offices

Machinery Hall, south avenue
Horticultural Building, southeast forcing-room
Main Building, nave
Main Building, transept
Agricultural Building, north avenue
Agricultural Building, main, avenue
Main Building, Swedish Section
Main Building, transept, looking southwest
Falstrom & Tornqvist's Exhibit
Memorial Hall, Cornice of Vestibule ,

Staffordshire Ceramic Ware
Netherlands Section
Agricultural Building, main avenue, from centre

Agricultural Building, main avenue, looking west
English Government Buildings
Norwegian 15th Century Furniture
Netherlands Section, Kiosk
Gustafsberg China and Porcelain, Swedish Section
Anthurum, Horticultural Hall, Interior

Cereus Monstrosa, "

Dicksonia, Floral Hall, " "

Lemon Tree, Floral Hall,''

Orange Tree, Floral Hall,"
Floral Hall, from south entrance
Floral Hall, Horticultural Building
Floral Hall, Horticultural Building
Floral Hall, Horticultural Building
Floral Hall, west-end gallery

Horticultural Grounds, Rustic House
Letania, Horticultural Hall, Interior

Horticultural Building, portico
Lansdowne Bridge
Agricultural Building,from Horticultural Building
Main Building, from Machinery Hall
New England"Glass Co-. '5 Exhibit, Main Building
Dorman Mfg. Co.'s Exhibit.
Main Building, transept, from south gallery

Judges' Pavilion
Memorial Hall, main entrance
Main Building, transept, from south gallery

Main Building, main avenue, from northeast tower
Main Building, mam avenue, from transept
Massachusetts State Building
South Avenue, from west end, Machinery Hall
New Jersey State Building, rear view
Dome, Memorial Hall
Horticultural Grounds
New Hampshire State Building
Wisconsin State Building
Memorial Hall, Altar Pi^ece, Italian

Horticultural Hall, interior

West Virginia" State Building
Mississippi State Building
Centennial Water-works
Front Centennial Photographic Co.'s Studio
Missouri State Building

828
829
868
888
920
921

929

931
932
933
940
947
949
963
964
1022
1149
1181
122S

1242
1254
1207

1208
1269
1280
1379
1418
1408

1409
1488
1647
1713
1849
1887
2007
2008
2009
2020
202")

2031
2050
2060
2002
215S

2159
2189
2230

.r>.„

2331
2333
2338
2350
2351

Carved Pulpit, Belgian
Horticultural Grounds, from Horticultural Build'g
Operti's Tropical Garden
Memorial Hall, English Department
Belmont Avenue, looking north
U. S. Building and State Avenue, from west end
Model U. S. Steamship Antietam, Government
Building

Light House, Government Building
Group of Deer, Government Building
Nevada Mineral Exhibit, Government Building
Main Building, west entrance
The Lake, from Machinery Hall
Memorial Hall, American Department
Hunters' Glen
Indiana State Building
Fountain Avenue, from Horticultural Hall
Statue, " Cold."
California Grape Vine—Agricultural Building
Statue, " Africane

"

U. S. Government Building, main av. , looking west
U. S. Government Building, main avenue, looking
Statue, " Storm "

[west
Statue, " Cupid "

Statue, " Beggar Boy "

Italian Terra-Cotta Ware, Main Building
Farina Artistic Ceramic Exhibit, Main Building
Italian Section, Memorial Hall Annex
Italian Section, Main Building
Main Building, west end
Rotunda, Memorial Hall
Michigan Building
Pennsylvania Educational Building
The First Locomotive, 1835
Mexican Section, Main Building
Argentine Mineral Exhibit, Main Building
Chilian Mineral Exhibit, Main Building
Bohemian Glassware, Austrian Section
Glassware, Austrian Section
Colossal Hand and Torch, " Liberty"
Lighthouse and Buoys
Austrian Section, Main Building
Viti's Alabaster Vases, Main Building
Porcelain Ware, Austrian Section, Main Building
Round-top Bedstead, Chinese Section
Gauchos and Horse Trappings, S. A. Department
Brazilian Court
Porcelain Ware, Austrian Section, Main Building
Mitchel, Vance & Co.'s Exhibit, Main Building"
Origin of our Flag, trophy in east end of Main

Building
Oregon Section, Agricultural Hall
Michigan Section, Agricultural Hall
Shoe and Leather Building
Newman's Lantern Exhibit
Soda Water and Automatic Fountain
Battle of Birds and Beasts

These slides are all made by the Woodbury process. The other subjects on the regular list

can be had to order at the usual price of $9.00 per dozen, or $70.00 per hundred. Parties

desiring to make up Centennial journeys for the coining season, will act wisely if they order

now, as the probability is the supply will soon be exhausted.

CENTENNIAL PHOTO. CO.,

Studio, Exhibition Grounds, Philada.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Proprietor,

116 North Seventh St., Philada.



READ THIS.

Lower Prices in Lantern Slides.

Our recent importations give us a great variety of the beautiful Levy Slides, which are

adapted for exhibition and educational purposes. Slides, also, of English, Scotch, Irish, and

American manufacture
;
besides a full line of beautiful

Colored Slides and Comics.
ALSO, THE

Ever Popular Centennial Views.

EXAMINE OUR $100.00 LANTERN OUTFIT!

126 Statuary, Plain, Colored, and Comic Slides, and a

Sciopticon and Case, for $100.00.

The Largest Stock, the Greatest Variety, in America

Is Ours, and Our Prices are the Lowest

!

We supply LANTERNS and APPARATUS of every description. Send for new Catalogues,

twenty-five cents, post-paid.

PPTIITrTTflMC IV DDTHFC I CENTENNIAL, PERMANENT
IllJDUullUllO 111 rnluJuD 1 pYHinTTTnw Awn"7nn» ST.THEXHIBITION AND "ZOO" SLIDES.

$50 per 100 ; 60 cts. each in less quantity.

"LEVY SLIDES."-—ALL PARTS of the WORLD

!

$50 per 100 ; 60 cts. each in less quantity.-

We have selected from our stock

TWELVE HUNDRED 1200 INTENSE SLIDES,

Which we offer at $4.50 per doz. or $35 per hundred.

(For reducing process, see Magic Lantern for March, page 19.)

See Description of our New Dissolving Yiews.

EDWARD L. WILSON, 116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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Hance's Photographic Specialties

Hance's Bath Preservative.
A sure preventive of pinholes, stains, <fcc. It preserves the bath in good working condition, and will

be found worth its weight in gold. $1.00 per bottle.

Hance's Double Iodized Collodion.
The peculiarities of this Collodion are good keeping qualities, its improvement by age, and the rich-

ness of effect produced in the negative, the film being perfectly structureless. $1.50 per ft. ; 80 cts.

per J lb.

Elbert Anderson's Portrait Collodion
Is made according to the formula used by Mr. Anderson in Mr. Kurtz's gallery in New York. It is

especially adapted to portrait work. $1.75 per lb. ; 90 cts per i lb.

Hance's White Mountain Collodion
Is adapted more especially to outdoor work, and for quick working, delineating foliage, frost-work,

or skv, it stands unrivalled. It is made after the private formula used by that celebrated mountain
artist, B. W. Kilburn, of Littleton, N. H. $1.50 per lb. ; 80 cts. per i ft.

Curtis' Niagara Falls Collodion
Is another used for landscapes. The wonderfully beautiful views made by Mr. Curtis, of the great

cataract, with this collodion, have a world-wide reputation. $1.50 per ft. ; 80 cts. per % ft.

Trask's Ferrotype Collodion
Is made especially for positive pictures. Mr. Trask has no superior in this class of work, and this

collodion is made after his formula. $1.50 per ft. ; 80 cts. per i ft.

Hance's Peculiar Portrait Collodion

Is peculiar in that it is prepared without bromides, and is adapted for use with Black's acid bath.

Formula on the bottle. $1.50 per ft. ; 80 cts. per $ ft.

Cummings' Grit Varnish
Gives a very fine surface for retouching. 40 cts. per 6 oz. bottle.

Hance's Silver Spray Gun Cotton.
Prepared with great care, and free from acid, very soluble, gives good intensity so that no redevelop-

ment is necessary, gives perfect detail, and a film pure and structureless. 50 cts. per oz.

Hance's Delicate Cream Gun Cotton
Is adapted to those who like a very delicate, soft-working collodion, giving all the modelling,

especially in the Rembrandt style, and with light drapery. Its sensitiveness renders it particularly

adapted for children, or any work that requires short exposure. 80 cts. per oz.

Gill's Concentrated Chromo Intensifier

Is intended to strengthen the negative. It imparts a beautiful tone and gives excellent printing
qualities. 50 cts. per bottle.

Hance's Ground-Glass Substitute
Is simply what its name implies, a substitute for ground-glass for any purpose that is used for in the

gallery—for vignette glasses, for a retouching varnish, for softening strong negatives, for the celebrated
Berlin process, for ground-glass for cameras, for glazing sky and side lights, for obscuring studio and
office doors, for printing weak negatives. 50 cts. per bottle.

(READ SUCCEEDING PAGE.)
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Photographic Specialties

AHEAD!

HIGHEST PREMIUM AWARDED
AT THE CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION

Having received the Highest Award for Photographic
Specialties, I feel more confidence than ever in offering my
manufactures to the Photographic fraternity. My exhibit

was an extremely modest one, being taken from stock, put
up in original packages without any attempt at display.

Yet it carried off the prize over all the exhibits put up in cut

glass decanters with ribbon-tied stoppers, proving that the

medal was awarded for MERIT ALONE.

S GROUNMLASS SUBSTITnTE.ll
ONE OF THE MOST USEFUL THING'S MADE.

READ THE FOLLOWING:
MR. A. L. HANCE.
Dear Sir; I am pleased to inform you that the gallon of

Ground-Glass Substitute came safely and is just what I wanted.
The surface for retouching which it gives is superb.

1 shall want more of the same sort when this supply is

exhausted.
Very truly yours,

W. G. 0. KIMBALL,
. Concord, N. H.

FOR SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS.
NO EETAIL ORDERS FILLED, ORDER OF YOUR DEALER,

ALFRED L HANCE, Philadelphia.
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^S. W. STEV^
<8>r«t (fetttal"

44

PHOTOGRAPHIC WAREHOUSE,

229 & 231 State Street,

I^>CHICAGO.<=Z
SEND for our CATALOGUES, PRICE LISTS and INSTRUCTORS.

Chas. W. Stevens.

G. A. Douglass.

OUR NEW

SCENIC

[BACKGROUNDS,
SEND FOR

DESCRIPTIVE
CIRCULAR.

"We can

now supply

you with new
and original studies in"

SCENIC
BACKGROUNDS

Prom the Pencil of PAUL BROWN, Artist.

Send for Sample Photographs and get Prices before

ordering elsewhere.
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"For Utility and Fitness."

AWARDED A MEDAL
At the Centennial Exhibition, 1876.

Do not Waste Time with a Knife and Glass,

but try Prof. Robinson's invention.

Robinson's Photograph Trimmer
IS A SUBSTITUTE FOR A KNIFE

FOR TRIMMING PHOTOGRAPHS, AND DOES THE WORK MUCH MORE EXPEDITIOUSLY AND ELEGANTLY

THAN A KNIFE.

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONET.
It does not cut but pinches off the waste paper, and leaves the print with a neatly beveled edge which

facilitates the adherence of the print to the mounf. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch
at once. For ovals and rounded corners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer and Ten Inches of Guides Mailed for $3.50.

(Oil the Wheel Bearings with Sewing Machine Oil.)

Robinson's Metallic Guides,
FOR USE with the ROBINSON PRINT-TRIMMER.

These Guides are Made of Stout Iron and are Turned in a Lathe,

so that they are Mathematically True.

OVAL, ROUND, ELLIPTIC, and SQUARE, of all sizes; various shapes for Stereoscopic work, Drug
Labels, etc., etc.

We have the following regular sizes always on hand at 10 cents per inch, the longest way of the

aperture, the fractions counting as one inch.

Special sizes made to order at 15 cents per inch, the longest way of the aperture.

REGULAR SIZES:
Square or Round-Cornered.OVALS.

2x2£ 3^x41 5fx7f
24x34 3| x 54 6x8
24x3^ 4x5| 6ix8J

2| x 3g 4fx6| 6|x8£

2|x 3-j- 5x7 7x9
2\ x A\ h\ x 1\ 7ix9i

3|x4f 5} x 7J 7Jx9|

3fcx4| 5|x7f 7|x9|

2T\ x 8|
2* x8|
24 x3£
2-5- y 2-5-

2f\x3I
2f x4i
2| x4h
2} x 4|

31 x 5}
4 x5f
44 x H
3| x 6

2T\x3| 4 x6£

For Stereographs.
Lrch. Tops. Round-Cornered. Round.

3TVx3|
3x3

3 TVx3|
3x3

3x3

The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can always be

had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to make their sizes accord, as orders can also

be filled more quickly. Ten days is required to make special sizes.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer's Agent,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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LONDON, 1851. LONDON, 1862. PARIS, 1867.

sutennial, 1876. Centennial, 1876.

» Portrait and
_View Lenses

We have now successfully introduced to the American Photographers the Ross Lenses, and by our
increased sales we know they are appreciated. At the Centennial Exhibition many fine photographs
were exhibited by photographers, and ourselves, made with the Ross Lenses, which attracted great
attention.

While Ross & Co. are the oldest manufacturers of Photographic Lenses in existence, they also keep
up with the requirements of the fraternity, by constantly manufacturing new combinations and im-
proving on those already in existence. They have lately perfected, and will soon furnish us stock of, a
new series of Card Lenses, extra rapid, peculiarly adapted for babies, and people who will not be quiet.

We will give notice of their arrival.

WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
Portrait Lenses, from 1-4 to 15 x 18. Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.

Cabinet Lenses, Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Card Lenses, Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.

Triplets, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Stereographic Lenses, all sizes.
Symmetricals. Rapid Symmetricals. New Universal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best, as well as the cheapest Foreign Lenses ever
offered to the American Photographer. We will mail price-list on application, and promptly fill all

orders.

PART OF THE ROSS CENTENNIAL LENSES ARE STILL UNSOLD.

Steinheil's Sons'aplastic Lenses.
We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the following prices :

No. 1—1-4 size,

2—1-2 "

3—4-4 "

4—8-10 "

?A inch focus,

5i " "
7 " «

10i " "

$25 00

30 00

45 00

60 00

No. 5—10-12 size,

.

6—13-16 " .

7—18-22 " .

8—20-24 " .

13J inch focus,

16i " " .

$70 00

110 00
200 00
350 00

Nos. 1 and 2 are in matched pairs for Stereoscopic Work.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your business,

and so solicit your orders.

Wilson,Hood&Co.
SOLE agents for
THE UNITED STATES,825 Arch SL,PMelplia,Pa.
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PRIZE
PHOTOGRAPHS!
One of the objects we hope to attain by offering prizes, is to secure for our patrons the op-

portunity of possessing themselves of

Fine Studies in Photography
for their help and guidance. "We have succeeded to an unusual degree this time, for not

only does the

NEW PRIZE SERIES
include work by a variety of artists, but an unusually large variety of subjects, positions,

and methods of treatment. Hence the more useful are they as studies.

With but few exceptions the pictures are cabinet size ; the rest are promenade size. We
oifer prints to those who wish to study them, finished in the highest style of photographic

printing, at

$3.00 PER DOZEN,
all around. Parties can order in sets, or by the following numbers

:

No. 1

7

13

19

25

31

37

43

49

55

61

67

73

79

to 6, from negatives bv

12,
«

18,
«

24, «

30,
"

36, «

42, »

48, «

54, «

60, "

66, "

72, «

78, <<

84, "

G-. M. Elton.

Bradley & Kulofson.

D. H. Anderson.

Cook Ely.

C. W. Motes.

C. W. Tallman.

J. H. Todd.

M. T. Baldwin.

J. H. Beebe.

L. M. Koberts.

J. H. Lamson.

A. Hesler.

Julius Hall.

K. W. Dawson.

ALL OF THESE, GOOD AND BAD, TEACH USEFUL LESSONS.

See Review in this issue of the Philadelphia Photographer.

Address all orders to

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
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WAYMOUTITS
VIGNETTE
PAPERS.

(DESIG-NS COPYRIGHTED.)

OP ALL PICTURES THE WJ Jj|JJjfJj|$ IS THE MOST ARTISTIC

When properly printed. But the clumsy devices generally in use for printing them, or rather for

blending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic vignette pictures. Either

the shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or it shows an ugly direct, decided line,

which is very repulsive, The shading1 should blend gradually from the dark tint
nearest to the figure off into the white background. The results are then soft,

artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and best way to secure them is by the use of

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
THEY ARE NOT CLUMSY; DO NOT BREAK; ARE ALWAYS READY; COST BUT LITTLE,

AND ARE EASY OF APPLICATION TO ANY NEGATIVE.

They need bnt one adjustment to print any quantity.

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal, or cotton.

Eighteen sizes are now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures from a small carte figure to Whole-

size, Victorias, Cabinets, <fec. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives, yellow bronze for thin

negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directions for use accompany each parcel.

PRICES:
In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors, $1 00

Assorted sizes and colors, by numbers, per package of fifteen, . 1 00

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per dozen, ....'. 50

" 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13 " " " Large Cartes and Victorias, by number, per doz., 75

" 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15 " " " Cabinets and Whole-si^e, " " • . . 1 00

« 16, 17, and 18, « " " Half " " "
. " . . 1 25

(SEE OPPOSITE PAG-E.)

When ordering, state the number and color you want.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

mrASK YOUR DEALER FOR THEMrm,
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WE STILL HAVE
FOR SALE LOW, THE FOLLOWING USED GOODS.

Hermagis Lenses.

One Cabinet size, quick, $90.00.

One Card size, extra quick, $50.00.

One Card size, quick, $40.00.

At 33J per cent, discount.

Printing Frames
A lot of 5-8, 8-10, 10-12, 13-16, 20-24 Printing Frames, American Optical Co.'s make, very

low, in lots. Also, our

American Optical Co.'s Boxes

and Holders.

Imperial Boxes, 8-10, double swing. View Boxes, stereo., 8-10, 10-12, 14-17,

Portrait Boxes, 8-10, 10-12 and 14-17. 20-24, double-swing.

Venus Boxes, 8-10 and 10-12, double-swing.

As most of our boxes were supplied with two holders, we also have a quantity of single

holders for the above boxes for sale cheap.

^ The lenses were made especially for us and we will guarantee every one of them.

Witness our own work done with them.

The apparatus is all in good working order, some of the boxes are but slightly stained,

and bear no other evidence of having been used.

All these instruments and apparatus for sale at 25 per cent, discount from

manufacturers' regular prices. Better price when a lot is taken.

Sent C. O. D., with permission to examine and try, if partial remittance accompanies order.

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

Belmont Avenue, International Exhibition, Philadelphia, Pa.
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PRIZE PRINT HINTS.

ONE of the pleasant features of the late

competition for prizes was the number
of letters which we received from the com-

petitors. These letters were not of the usual

kind, hut gave us rather more of the inside

character of the writers, and their methods

of working, than we usually receive in such

cases. Without trespassing at all upon the

confidence of friends, we take the liberty of

making some few extracts from some of the

letters mentioned ; such as we believe will

be useful to the general reader, especially to

those who will take advantage of our offer,

to purchase at a low price, sets of the pic-

tures for their study. We will lead off by
inserting first rather a long extract from the

letter of our old friend, Mr. A. Hesler, of

Evanston, Illinois, a man as full of instruc-

tion as he can be, and from whom we do not

hear enough.

" Presuming that I was included in the

general invitation to compete for your gold

medal, I send you by express the required

number of cabinet negatives of a child. In
making these, I have not aimed at photo-

graphic excellence, as the term is applied

by the large majority of its practical work-
ers

;
my aim is rather to show the possibili-

ties of photography, and what should be the

true aim of my co-workers, viz., lifelike

expression and natural animation, either in

childhood or more mature life. I hold that

if we are ever to merit being called artists,

we must earn the name by being able to

copy the ' human face divine ' in its most

pleasing phases and expression. To do this,

we must first, within our own minds and

expression, feel and reflect that beauty of

soul of which every one is possessed in a

greater or less degree.

" I see much said about studying the old

masters and works of art. All this is well
;

but how few of our co-workers in this coun-

try have access to these. Let me assure all

who cannot have these advantages, that

they have all around them better models to

study than any ever produced by the hand
of man. They have the works of the Great

Master Artist Himself to study; just what
the old masters studied, or they never would
have attained to the excellence they did.

You have the best kind of models in every

face you meet on the street, in church, the

lecture- or concert-hall, and (if any of you „

ever visit such places) the political andbeer-

hall. The best place of all to study faces is in

the home and social circle. In all or any of

these places, study faces, expression, light

and shade. Look for lines of beauty. When
sitters come in your studio look them over

;

put them in the best possible mood
;
place

them in your appointed place to copy with

the least possible annoyance
; make play of

it ; and the moment you get the right ex-
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pression, light and pose ; catch it in the

least possible time. I rarely use a head-

rest, preferring the model to be slightly

moved to its being annoyed with it. Where
lengthy sittings are necessary, I would

strongly recommend the placing of a clock,

such as is made by the Scovill Manufac-

turing Company, with a long hand that

travels round the dial once a minute ; they

are good timers, cost but little, and if put

up in some place so the eye of the operator

can see it from any part of the room, the

annoyance of looking at his watch or count-

ing time in breathless silence is avoided

;

he can simply cast his eye at the dial, note

the location of the second hand, and go on

with his amusement or conversation with

the sitter. Thus the expression is kept up,

and the sitting may be prolonged without

the person knowing they are being taken,

and you have secured an easy, natural ex-

pression, not possible to otherwise obtain.

" The pictures I send are simply copies of

joyous childhood, made to reflect the expres-

sion of the artist at the moment of exposure

of the plate. None of them were exposed

over one second. The camera tube used is a

one-half Gasc & Charconet, sold by Charles

W. Stevens ; open stop. The bath : thirty-

five grains of silver to the ounce of water,

saturated with iodide of silver, rendered

neutral with sal soda, carbonate of soda,

washing soda, all the same thing, and

sunned and filtered. The collodion : equal

parts ether and alcohol ; Hance's delicate

cream cotton, five grains to the ounce of

collodion ; iodide of ammonium, four and a

half grains ; bromide of cadmium, two and

a half grains troy. Now the way these are

mixed makes all the difference with the

rapidity of its working. The following

will give you the best collodion for all pur-

poses, and the quickest working that I have

ever tried (and I have been through the

list). Make plain stock, as above, dissolve

your iodides in alcohol in proportion, that

one ounce iodized alcohol will be sufficient

for ten ounces plain collodion. When you

wish to iodize any desired amount, take one

ounce of the above, iodize to ten ounces of

plain stock collodion, pour the collodion

into the iodized alcohol, shake, and use as

soon as you like. In hot weather the maxi-

mum of sensitiveness will be in from six to

twenty days, inclusive ; in winter time, one

week to three months."—A. Hesler.

Mr. J. H. Beebe, a young photographer

of Chicago, who seems to be winning his

way there rapidly, says :

" As the time drew near for making the

negatives which I promised you to make

for competition for the medal, and I began

to think seriously about it, I had many mis-

givings, and regretted I had been so hasty

in giving my assent ; but I finally made up

my mind that if I ever intended to enter into

competition with my better equipped rivals,

I must begin now. I have therefore pre-

pared these negatives, and which with prints,

as demanded by your conditions, are sent by

express. As the backgrounds and surround-

ings are alike, they are simply intended to

convey different moods and mental con-

ditions of the sitter. The 'animus,' so to

speak, is different in each pose, and I hope

will convey the idea intended: 'Idleness,'

'Study,' 'Castle Building,' 'Industry,'

'Meditation,' 'Keverie.' My studio is

probably one of the smallest in the country,

being about the size of an ordinary recep-

tion-room ; and I am thus limited in the

use of accessories and instruments to such a

degree, that competition with larger and

fully equipped studios seems impossible. It

may be, however, thatmy work may contain

something encouraging to those who have

small galleries ; and that you may better

appreciate my position, let me give you the

dimensions. Total length, thirty-two feet;

width, twenty feet; inside divided into re-

ception-room, toilet-room, dark-room, and

work-room, all of course on a Lilliputian

scale ; in fact, a trifle larger than a good-

sized car. In closing, I may remark that,

after a moderate experience, I find that the

size of the studio and all of its appointments

have little to do with the volume of busi-

ness. To misquote Shakspeare, I exclaim :

"'The work, the work's the thing

Wherewith to test the tightness of the string

Of the good public purse.'

" Asking you to deal gently with my
bantling, knowing now the difficulties un-

der which they had their being, I am very

sincerely, J. H. Beebe."
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Mr. C. W. Tallman, Batavia, New York,

says: "I see you request a description of

light used ; also formulae and kind of lens.

I use a north-light skylight, 12 x 14 feet

;

highest point of light from floor, seventeen

feet ; lower edge, nine feet from floor, with

side-light running down to within three

feet of floor, and same width as skylight.

The side-light I keep covered with white

tissue-paper. My collodion formula was as

follows

:

"Alcohol, .

Ether,

Iodide of Ammonium
Iodide of Lithium,

Bromide of Cadmium
Bromide of Potassium,

16 ounces.

16 "

96 grains.

60 "

64 "

35 "

"Anthony's snowy cotton, about four and

a half grains to the ounce of collodion ; or

use Anthony's negative cotton No. 1, and

Anthony's snowy, half and half. The latter

way I prefer. Bath, forty-five grains silver

to the ounce, and slightly acid. The devel-

oper contained

Water, . 64 ounces

Sulphate of Iron, . 4 "

Acetic Acid, No. 8, . 4 to 5 "

"Fix with a weak solution of cyanide of

potassium. The lens was an extra 4-4. I

cannot tell the make, as there is no name
inscribed on it. It has been in use a num-
ber of years. I suppose it to be a C. C.

Harrison. Suffice it to say, I consider it

A 1, and |200 in gold would not buy it.

" If you should desire it at any time, I

will send you full and explicit directions for

compounding the collodion, for I find there

is some little knack in making it."—C. W.
Tallman.

From Mr. K. W. Dawson, we have the

following :
" My light and formula are as

follows: Top-light, 8x12; side-light, one

small window, 2x4. Lens used was a 4-4

quick worker, made by Richard Walzl, of

Baltimore. Time, one minute ; cloudy day,

between twelve and two o'clock, p.m. I

made the six negatives, one after another,

just as you see them. I did not have any

spoiled negatives. I cleaned the glass first

in lye, then in acid, and washed them and

albumenized. Collodion, Anthony's new

negative. Forty-grain negative bath. The
developer I used was as follows

:

" Iron and Ammonia, . . 20 grains.

Soft Water, ... 1 ounce.

Loaf Sugar, ... 8 grains.

Saturated Alum Water, . £ ounce.

. Acetic Acid, . . 4 "

" No redevelopment. I fixed with cyanide

of potassium. I only retouched out the

blemishes. The prints were made on ' Cross-

swords ' paper, silvered on fifty-grain bath,

fumed and printed in the sun, washed in

soft water (first water, put in acetic acid),

and toned in acetate of soda bath as follows

:

" Acetate of Soda, . . 60 grains.

Salt, 30 "

Gold Solution, to about 20

ounces soft water, . . 1 ounce.

" I use rain-water for everything but the

bath, which is made with distilled water."

—R. W. Dawson.

Mr. M. T. Baldwin, of Chicago, says, with

reference to his pictures : " They were made
on a dark, rainy day, as I have not time on

bright days, without interfering with my
regular business. The bath had been in use

for some time without changing, and no

extra niceness was observed. I have a

direct north light, lower edge about nine

feet from floor, at an angle of about thirty-

five degrees ; a side-light to within three

feet of floor, of course curtained so as to use

it as I like. The negatives were made with

an extra 4-4 Darlot tube, using the largest

stop. My negative-bath I use at about

forty grains strong ; collodion, alcohol, and

ether, equal. To each ounce of above,

" Iodide of Ammonium, 5 grains

Bromide of Cadmium, 3 "

Gun-cotton, 4i "

" Developer, stock solution

"Water, . . . .

Iron Sulphate,

Double Iron Sulphate,

2 quarts.

3 ounces

2 "

Of the above, 8 "

Acetic Acid, 1 "

" I receive the Philadelphia Photograplier

monthly through Messrs. Thayer & Co.,

stock-dealers, of this city."—M. T. Bald-
win.

Mr. G. M. Elton, who was the successful

competitor, has promised us a description of
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his studio, and full particulars concerning

the production of his negatives, which will

appear, we trust, in our next number.

Meanwhile we quote the following from

his letter, as it will interest those who will

receive prints from his negatives before the

next issue of our journal.

" In making these negatives, I have

studied the background carefully, and I

consider that I have lighted my subject ac-

cording to artistic rules. The young lady

is stepping across the drawing-room, and

stopping in front of the mantel, is detained

by some pleasing fancy. Standing as she

does, her figure receives the light chiefly

from the window, which must be on this

side if the idea of a drawing-room is carried

out ; assisted, too, by the window at her

back. I caught the idea from seeing the

subject in her own drawing-room, with the

lights similarly arranged. Prom this idea

I had Mr. Seavey paint me this particular

background ; and so with the accessories

;

I have endeavored to arrange them in ac-

cordance with the thought expressed.

'

' The costume was chosen on account of

its suitability to the thought I strove to

express in the picture. These pictures I

send you I consider the best by far that you

have yet received from me. The negatives

were made and retouched by myself, and I

spared no pains in getting them up, hoping

that they will meet with your approval."

—

G. M. Elton.

We are promised further details from

several other competitors, which will appear

from time to time, or when their pictures

appear in our magazine. We hope a great

deal of good may be done by this competing

set ; not only to those who competed, but to

those who will have opportunity to study

the prints. We strive to make them as low

in price as we can, to do them well, and

hope they will prove acceptable.

Messes Gauthier & Villars, of Paris,

have just published photographic notes by

Mr. P. E. Liesegang, on the divers processes

now claiming attention, emulsions, enlarge-

ments, carbon photography, etc., with pic-

tures in the text, and a very pretty specimen

print obtained without the silver bath.

ATTENTION

!

BY ROBERT J. CHUTE.

THIS heading is not a military command,

but a photographic duty. Attention to

business, and attention to everything about

the gallery, is one of the most important es-

sentials to success connected with photogra-

phy. Operators, printers and toners, mount-

ers and finishers, glass-cleaners, and boys of

all-work, are necessary, and each has his or

her part to perform ; but over, above, and

through all these there is required a con-

trolling influence that shall keep all in har-

mony, and secure in the finished work the

best possible results.

But this will not be done if each depart-

ment be left to take care of itself while the

proprietor makes himself agreeable to visit-

ors in the reception-room, or goes out to take

a glass of wine with a friend. Either he or

some capable representative must be a sort

of monitor in the gallery, and make daily

visits to every part of it. He should inspect

the preparation of the glass, and if the boy,

or whoever has charge of it, does not under-

stand the most approved methods, then take

hold and show him. The theory of a thing

may be well understood, but five minutes of

practical demonstration are worth more than

an hour of theoretical speculation. The

hands require to be educated as well as the

head, and aman is never thoroughly familiar

with a process until he has practiced it with

his own hands.

In photography there are so many little

things that require attention, or have an im-

portant bearing upon the result, that they

must be looked after by some person whose

interest lies deeper than the mere turning

out of a certain amount of work regardless

of its quality, or the getting away from the

gallery promptly when the clock points to a

certain hour. And this attention to details

by the head of the house soon begets the

same disposition among the subordinates

;

each feels that the eye of a critic is upon him,

and it comes to be his habit to do the very

best he knows how. The negative, printing,

and finishing departments all require to be

visited, and the work inspected in every

stage of its progress, and such suggestions or
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corrections made as will help the operative,

or insure a higher quality of work.

In the printing and finishing there is apt

to be a great deal of work passed, only to be

rejected by the customer, unless a constant

oversight is exercised in those departments.

A good printer should never allow a print

to go into the toning that is overprinted, or

in any way imperfect. When it comes from

the frame is the time to condemn it to the

waste ; but it seems difficult to impress upon

the minds of printers the importance of this,

and their desire to turn out as many prints

as possible, makes it difficult to get as much
attention paid to this part of the work as

there should be ; so it becomes necessary that

the prints should be examined before they

are trimmed or mounted. Attention to this

is the surest check to the accumulation of

bad prints, bushels of which may be found

in many galleries, with the mounts and labor

of finishing a total loss.

In the finishing, the points to be observed

are the trimming, which should be neatly

done, no rough or torn edges ; the figure

properly balanced, so as to produce the best

effects ; fresh, clean paste used in mounting

;

spots touched out so as not to make a con-

spicuous black one where there was a white

one ; and in burnishing to see that the

burnisher is not so hot as to blister, and does

not scratch the prints. All these things re-

quire a little time each day devoted to them,

and any photographer in business can make
it pay. Even the best of operators may get

careless sometimes, if no attention be paid

to their work, while a knowledge of a general

supervision keeps them on the alert, and

constantly striving for the best.

The last thing to which attention is to be

paid is the finished work before it is delivered

to the customer. It should be inspected,

and none but good prints allowed to go out.

In this way a man may continually improve

the quality of his work, gain the confidence

of his patrons, and establish for himself a

reputation and permanent business.

Take it regularly.—$5 will secure it

to you for one year—monthly. The Phila-

delphia Photographer we mean. It will pay
" an hundred fold."

KINDLY WORDS TO CORRE-
SPONDENTS.

HAVING- for many years been a pretty

constant reader of the Philadelphia

Photographer, and feeling a sense of in-

debtedness to the journal and its correspond-

ents for much of my photographic knowl-

edge, I have often felt that I would like to

whisper a quiet, kind word into the ears of

some who write for our edification, in order

that what they say might be more effectual

in its purposes.

I desire to say, firstly, to those who write

for us, be sure of your facts.

Every practical photographer who at-

tempts to keep abreast with the times, will

of course try pretty much everything new
that seems to promise any advantage in the

way of improvement.

Every one who has done this will bear me
witness, I think, that among the many valu-

able things learned through this channel, for

which I hope we all feel duly grateful, there

is much which is a little, yes, a great deal,

worse than nothing, thrown off by impul-

sive, well-meaning correspondents, whose

only sin, in this connection at least, is

that they did not wait to prove, and in

any proper sense test what they publish for

facts.

By the time some scores of misled beings

have tested and found the utter futility of

the claim, it is probable the author of all

this trouble has done the same thing, and is

heartily ashamed of it.

Gentlemen, "don't do this some more.'"

Again, if I can reach the ears of our friends

the correspondents, I would like to say

that when you recommend any special for-

mula, to state as exactly as possible wherein

this is an improvement over that in general

use, so that when we attempt to test it our

minds may be led to examine its merits in

that special direction. This would save

much trouble. Eor instance, if you are rec-

ommending a particular base of salts for

sensitizing over all others, why this particu-

lar base ? If it is developer, and you pro-

pose as an improvement the insertion of cer-

tain organic or other ingredients beside iron

and acid, why so ?

A proper statement of the advantages
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claimed would very much simplify the lahor

in testing its advantages.

This reminds me of the reason given for

using sulphate of magnesia, or epsom salts,

in the developer, hy a man who applied to

me for a situation as an operator, and did

attempt to perform this service for me for a

few weeks. He in his judgment had a won-
derful developer ; he said he always used sul-

phate of magnesia in it. I asked why he used

this ; what was its action in the developer ?

His answer is, I think, original, and worthy

of heing preserved, and I give it to you that

it may be embalmed in the files of the Pho-

tographer. Here it is.

" You know," said he, " what action ep-

som salts have upon the human system?"
" Yes." " Well, it has the same upon the

negative; it cleanses it of all impurities."

I then said to him, li You know what ac-

tion ipecac and tartrate of antimony, or

tartar emetic, have upon the human system?"

" Yes." " Then why not give it a dose of

these ?" He did not know, nor do I.

My object is not herein to express any

opinion of that developer, but to give his

reason (?) for using it. We have too much
such reasoning in all departments of knowl-

edge
;
let it be ostracized from photographic

literature once for all.

If this somewhat long communication

shall have any effect in provoking a more
rigid exactness in statement on the part of

our friends the correspondents, our aim will

be accomplished. G-. W. Babb.
Boston, January, 1878.

GIHON'S PHOTOGRAPHIC SCRAPS.

by john l. gihon.

Series No. 3.

The Combinations of the Chemicals known as Baths,

Collodions, Developers, Emulsions, etc.

THE Sensitizing Bath.—"The following

formula may be used for an ordinary

negative-bath

:

" Recrystallized Nitrate of Silver, 40 grains.

Distilled Water, ... 1 ounce.

Iodide of Potassium, . . £ grain.

" Take a quarter of the quantity of water

that is to be used, and dissolve the nitrate of

silver in it, then add the iodide of potassium

or other alkaline iodide. It will produce

an emulsion of iodide of silver, which will

be partially redissolved on agitation. Next

add the remaining quantity of water. This

will cause a reprecipitation of the iodide of

silver. Blue litmus-paper should only red-

den slightly after a minute's immersion.

Should the red color be produced immedi-

ately, a little carbonate of soda should be

added, and the bath acidified with a few

drops of a solution of nitric acid (one drop

of nitric acid to twelve drops of water).

Acetic acid is sometimes recommended for

acidifying the bath. If it be used, acetate

of silver is formed, which is injurious to sen-

sitiveness and cleanliness of work. Should

the test-paper refuse to redden, the nitric

acid solution should be added. As a rule,

if recrystallized nitrate of silver be used,

the bath will require the addition of neither

alkali nor acid.

"Some prefer not to add any iodide to the

bath, but to allow it to become saturated by

work. If a plate be moved about continu-

ously in a bath made minus the iodide, there

need be no fear of pinholes.

"In the formula above, distilled water is

given ; doubtless, if procurable, it is the best

to use, but it is by no means absolutely

essential. Almost any water can be ren-

dered available by a little attention to

chemical considerations. In the first place

it should be roughly tested, to see what im-

purities it contains.

"Add a drop of nitric acid to say one

ounce of water ; warm, and add a few drops

of a solution of sulphocyanide of potassium.

" A red coloration will show the presence

of iron sufficient to be injurious in making

up a silver-bath. Next add to a fresh por-

tion a little ammonia and oxalate of am-

monia ; a faint precipitate will show lime

present to the extent of about six grains per

gallon. This may be neglected. If more

than a trace of precipitate be apparent, the

water must be purified from the lime. Next

boil the water. A precipitate will show

that the lime is present as a bicarbonate
;

if not, it is present as a sulphate. Magne-

sia is much less common in water than lime,

and is present generally as sulphate—epsom

salts. Supposing all be present, and it is

necessary to render them innocuous, we
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must proceed as follows: First, the water

must be boiled, to get rid of carbonic acid

and to precipitate the carbonate from the

bicarbonate of lime. This will leave about

two grains per gallon of the carbonate of

lime in solution. Next add ammonia till

the water is slightly alkaline to test-paper.

This will precipitate any iron present (prob-

ably present as carbonate), leaving carbon-

ate of ammonia and a little free ammonia
in solution. Boil the water again till all

the ammonia is expelled. Next add a grain

of nitrate of silver to the ounce of water,

and place it in a blue or white glass bottle

in the sun. This will precipitate the car-

bonates and chlorides present, and also the

organic matter. Next add a few drops of a

solution of nitrate of baryta to precipitate

the sulphuric acid that may be present in

the sulphates, and filter. The water thus

purified will make an excellent bath

water.

" Kain-water should be passed twice

through a charcoal filter to render it fit for

use, that is, supposing it has been collected

from the roofs of houses. Water collected

from snow is generally quite free from every

hurtful impurity."

—

Captain Abney.

Collodions. — Plain Collodion.— " We
dissolve two parts of pyroxylin in fifty parts

of deodorized alcohol and fifty parts of ether.

The alcohol is first poured over the cotton and

left to soak it for a few minutes ; the ether

is added next, and the mixture is now well

shaken. This yields a collodion containing

two per cent, of cotton. When we desire

a collodion containing four per cent., we
double the quantity of cotton.

"The cotton itself should react neutral.

For testing it, it is placed on fine litmus-

paper, and moistened with a drop of water
;

the cotton is then pressed against the paper.

If the paper is reddened, the cotton is acid.

Acid cotton should previously be washed in

ammonia. One part of ammonia is diluted

with four parts of water, the cotton is placed

into it for fifteen minutes, the moisture is

pressed out, and the cotton is dried by
placing it on a metal dish over a pot with

boiling water. Powdery cotton, such as

falls to pieces when touching it, requires

more ether than strong, fibrous cotton, as

otherwise the film will be too tender (rot-

ten).

" For the former kind we should take

" Alcohol,

Ether, .

40 parts.

In summer or in hot climates the quantity

of ether should be lessened, while in winter

or in cold climates it should be increased.

" Plain collodion should be left to settle

for at least ten days, when the clear part is

decanted. With fibrous, tough pyroxylin

the sediment is considerable.

" Filtering is not to be recommended.

"Plain collodion should be kept in a dark,

cool place. Shaking it with chemically pure

anhydrous carbonate of ammonia should

not color it brown within two hours."

—

Dr. Vogel.

Formulas, for Negative Collodions.—
"Ether and Alcohol, . . equal parts.

Iodide of Ammonium, . 5 grains.

Bromide of Ammonium, . 1^ grain.

Bromide of Cadmium or Po-

tassium, . . . • li "

Cotton, . . . . 4i to 6 grs.

" This mixture works well in either win-

ter or summer."—J. L. Forbes.

Ether, . 12 ounces

Alcohol, . 12 "

Bromide of Potassium, . 48 grains.

Iodide of Ammonium, . 108 "

"Mix the ether and alcohol together,

dissolve the bromide in a little water, then

add the iodide to it and dissolve in the same

water. Add this solution to the ether and

alcohol. Shake well, filter, and it is ready

for the cotton, which I prepare as follows : I

weigh the amount required, and place it in

a small dish ; add about a pint of water and

a drachm of strong ammonia, stir it well

and let it stand for fifteen or twenty min-

utes, then wash it in several waters, or until

the ammonia is washed out. I then wring

it as dry as possible in a crash towel, then

pour a little alcohol on it so as to displace

the water, and add it to the excited ether

and alcohol. Filter as soon as dissolved,

and it is ready for use.

" The results of taking the trouble to wash

the cotton as above stated, are quickness, a

clean, handsomely colored negative, great

depth in printing, and still it prints quickly.
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Any one who will try this method of pre-

paring the cotton will continue to do so.

Take cotton with which it is almost impos-

sible to make a negative
;
prepare as above

;

it will make a nice negative and work in

half the time."

—

Hugh O'Neil.

" It was in the year 1857, I believe, that

I first made use of the iodides of potassium

and cadmium in combination, by rubbing

them up in a mortar till a pasty mass was

formed ; I then found them to readily dis-

solve in alcohol. "With this double iodide

I used the bromide of cadmium, and al-

though I have made use extensively of other

iodides, I have never found any collodion

to give such complete satisfaction as this

does after it has become ripe. I have for

the past few years prepared it with more

care, by using the iodides combined in their

equivalent proportions, and latterly, I have,

in connection with this double iodide, used

the double bromides of cadmium and ammo-
nium in the manner to be described—to pre-

pare the double iodide and bromide—which

is simple and easy to do, and leaves you

with but two salts to weigh out when com-

pounding your collodion.

" Potassium- Cadmium Iodide.

" Potassium Iodide, . . 332 parts.

Cadmium Iodide, . . 366 "

" Dissolve together in as small a quantity

of distilled water as will dissolve them
;

evaporate by a gentle heat to dryness
; stir

at the last with a glass rod to-granulate the

salts ; when quite dry bottle for use.

" Ammonium- Cadmium Bromide.

" Ammonium Bromide, . 196 parts.

Cadmium Bromide, 272

" Dissolve and prepare same as the iodide.

I now prepare two collodions, one iodized,

the other bromized, enabling one to mix
the collodions to suit any subject desired.

" Iodized collodion, made with equal parts

ether and alcohol, cotton to suit, and with

six grains iodide to the ounce.

" Bromized collodion, made with five

parts ether to three parts alcohol, cotton to

suit, and ten grains bromide to the ounce.

" Mixed in the following proportion, this

collodion will be found to meet the wants of

both landscape and portrait photography.

" Two parts iodized to one part bromized

;

suitable for dry plates, and used wet for

interiors and dimly lighted subjects.

" Three parts iodized to one part brom-

ized ; suited for children and quick exposures.

" Four parts iodized to one part bromized

;

a generally useful collodion.

" Five parts iodized to one part bromized
;

suited for copying and subjects presenting

little contrast.

"The nitrate-bath should be sufficiently

acid with nitric acid to immediately change

blue litmus-paper, for the collodion has the

property of neutralizing the bath. It is

better not to use this collodion till it is one

to three months old
;
yet it can be brought

into working condition in as many days by

the addition of tincture of iodine ; but I

would recommend those who desire to try

it to bottle it up and lay it away in a cool

place for a few months, for, like good wine,

it improves with age."

—

John Cakbutt,

Photographic Mosaics.

Collodion for Ferrotypes.—
" Collodion No. 1, per ounce.

" Iodide of Ammonium, . 3 grains.

Iodide of Cadmium, . . 2 "

Bromide of Cadmium, . 2J "

Gun-cotton, . . . . 4£ to 5 parts.

Ether and Alcohol, . . equal parts.

" Collodion No. 2.

" Bromide of Potassium, . 20 grains.

Bromide of Cadmium, . 30 "

Iodide of Ammonium, . 100 "

Ether and Alcohol, . . 10 ozs. each.

Gun-cotton (per ounce), . 4J to 5 grs.

" Grind the. bromides and iodides very

fine in a glass mortar, and mix together

;

then add a little alcohol, stir it well together,

let settle, and pour off into a clean bottle,

and repeat until it takes up all it will ; then

add the ether, a little at a time, until there-

quired amount is used, shaking well each

time you add it ; then filter the whole into

a clean bottle.

" I do not add the cotton to my collodion

until I wish to use it. In this way it keeps

better, and does not work slower by being

old.

•' If your pictures have harsh blacks and

whites, a lack of bromide is indicated.

When there is too much bromide, the dra-
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peries will be flat and light, no shadows, and

the whites will he muddy. The remedy in

either case is obvious.

"I prefer collodion No. 1, but frequently

use Nos. 1 and 2 mixed. Either will work

satisfactorily, all other conditions being in

harmony."—A. K. P. Trask.

The following general rules may be

given for modifying the tendencies of collo-

dion :

" If a decrease of contrast and more detail

be required, add bromide.

"If violent contrasts are wanted, the

iodides should be increased and the bro-

mides diminished. One-quarter grain of

bromide to the ounce of collodion is found

to be sufficient to secure cleanness in the

shadows, and all but this quantity may be

taken away if necessary.

" Cadmium renders collodion glutinous

on first iodizing. "When kept, it becomes

more limpid. Ammonium fits collodion

for more immediate use, as it does not cause

it to become glutinous, even on first iodiz-

ing.

" When the iodized collodion is of a pale

straw color, it is in its most sensitive con-

dition. After it assumes the dark-brown,

sherry color, from the liberation of iodine

and bromine, it becomes less sensitive, and

is more apt to give harsh pictures."

—

Cap-
tain Abney.

Collodio-Chloride, or Porcelain Collodion.

—" Make up four stock solutions :

"A.—Plain Collodion.

"Alcohol (95 per cent.), . 7 ounces.

Ether, . . . 9 "

Gun-cotton, . . . 112 grains.

"JB.—Silver Solution.

" Nitrate of Silver, . . 480 grains.

Distilled Water, . . 1 ounce.

"C.— Calcium Solution.

' Chloride of Calc

Alcohol,

" Citric Acid,

Alcohol,

. 128 grains.

4 ounces.

D.— Citric Acid Solution.

128 grains.

4 ounces.

" Label the bottles. Into a ten-ounce col-

lodion bottle carefully decant ten ounces of

A. Next add sixty-four drops of B, adding

but two or three drops at a time, shaking

well between each addition to prevent the

silver from precipitating.

" Now add in the same way four drachms

of C, adding
k
two drops at a time. This last

addition is the most important of all, for

the moment a drop of this is added it will

commence to turn milky, and chloride of

silver is formed. From this time until the

collodion is consumed, the bottle containing

it should be exempted from the action of

light. Finally, there should be four drachms

of D added in the same manner as the cal-

cium.

" In lieu of using the chloride of calcium,

either of the chlorides of lithium or of stron-

tium can be substituted. It is questionable

whether there will be an appreciable differ-

ence in the results.

" Pure chemicals and great care are re-

quired in the mixing of the solutions. The

preparation is exceedingly sensitive to white

light, so that it is absolutely necessary to

prosecute its manufacture in thoroughly non-

actinic light. When made, it should be

kept in a well stoppered bottle, covered with

a couple of thicknesses of yellow paper. It

should also be stood in a dark closet. If

properly combined, the collodion can be used

to its last drop."

—

Charles W. Hearn.

Emulsion for Dry Plates.—
" Plain Collodion, .... 1 ounce.

Anhydrous Bromide of Cadmium, 7 grains.

Nitrate of Uranium, . . . 30 "

Nitrate of Silver, . . . . 13 "

" The nitrate of uranium should be pure,

and very slightly acidified with nitric acid.

The uranium salt and bromide of cadmium
should be dissolved in the collodion, and the

nitrate of silver added in the usual manner.
" The addition of uranium to an emulsion

adds sensitiveness to the plates, and restrains

their tendencies to 'fog.'"

—

Col. Stuart
Wortley.

Developers.—" Developer, acid, and de-

velopment is, for wet plates, a solution of

sulphate of iron. Conditions of its action

are: 1. The presence of a silver solution.

2. A certain proportion of alcohol and acetic

acid, in order to facilitate the flow of the de-

veloper, and to enter into the film. Thin

iodized collodion can stand but a small pro-

10
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portion of iron (two per cent.). Thick

iodized collodion requires a strong developer.

Strong developers give more details in the

shadows (they work softer), while weak de-

velopers work hard. The latter are better

suited for copying line drawings, etc.

" Formulas for portrait and landscape

work: Five parts of sulphate of iron, or

seven parts of sulphate of iron and ammonia

;

three to four parts of glacial acetic acid ; one

hundred parts of water
;

"Or, ten parts of sulphate of iron, or

fourteen parts of sulphate of iron and am-

monia ; three to five parts of alcohol ; two

hundred parts of water ; two drops of sul-

phuric acid.

"For drawings: Five parts of sulphate

of iron, or seven parts of sulphate of iron

and ammonia ; three to five parts of alcohol

;

two hundred parts of water ; one drop of

sulphuric acid.

" The proportions of alcohol, as well as of

acid, should be greater with a hath contain-

ing much alcohol than with one freshly

made.

" It is very convenient to keep in stock a

saturated solution of sulphate of iron, or a

solution of one part of iron to five parts of

water. This may be diluted in due propor-

tions, and the alcohol and glacial acetic acid

added afterwards. Sulphuric acid may be

added to the saturated solution at once.

"Ordinary spring-water is suitable for

making the developer. (Water which is too

hard requires a little more acetic acid.)

Ordinary alcohol is sufficiently pure for de-

veloping purposes, but it should not contain

too much fusil oil."

—

Dr. H. Vogel.

Compound Deneloper.—" I have worked

this with great success, finding it to be the

most intensely working developer I have

ever used :

"Water, . . . .40 ounces.

Iron, ..... 1-i ounce.

Sulphate of Copper, . . J "

Glacial Acetic Acid, . . 1J "

Or, about 11 ounces of Acetic Acid No. 8.

Alcohol, . . . . lj ounce.

Ammonia, . . . .50 drops.

" It requires little or no redeveloping or

strengthening, and has the great advantage

of allowing you to keep it upon the plate for

an indefinite time without the danger of fog-

ging, or producing a frosty appearance in the

shadows, often occurring when a negative is

pushed with the ordinary developer."—E.

J. Chute.

" I mix two solutions, one of Cox's gela-

tin, ten grains to the ounce of water ; the

other, fifteen grains of tannin to the ounce of

water. Into an ounce of the former, while

warm three drops of the latter are put. The

gelatin solution is thoroughly shaken, and

the precipitate redissolved. This latter com-

pound is then used to add to the developer,

one drop of it to the ounce. The addition

of this small quantity of organic matter has

a remarkable effect, and produces a developer

which should be generally used.

" It is very economical, as the same solu-

tion can be used over and over again. In

cold weather it is important to warm it

slightly before using."—H. T. Anthony.

Intensifiers.—The following are for-

mulas for "density " intensifiers :

No. 1.

"Pyrogallic Acid, .

Citric Acid, .

Water,....
No. 2.

" Protosulphate of Iron,

Citric Acid, .

Water,....
" No. 3. An ordinary developer, without alcohol.

" ISTos. 2 and 3 are usually employed in

portraiture, and they are unusually effica-

cious in bringing out detail.

" No. 1 brings up density more quickly

than JSTos. 2 and 3, and acts well for a prop-

erly exposed picture. Any of the above may
be used either before or after fixing. To

each a few drops of a ten-grain solution of

nitrate of silver should be added immedi-

ately before it is applied to the negative.

'
' The next formula is for changing the

metallic silver, after the image is fixed, to

iodide of silver.

No. 4.

"Iodine, 1 grain.

Iodide of Potassium, . . 2 grains.

Water, 1 ounce.

'
' Mem. Iodine is very sparingly soluble

in water ; if iodide of potassium be added,

complete solution takes place.

2

. 2

to 4

grains.

. 1 ounce.

. 5

. 10

grains.

. 1 ounce.
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"After this solution has been applied to

the film, any of the following may be used

to cause the formation of a non-actinic color.

No. 5. Permanganate of Potash Intensifier {Mr.

G. Wharton Simpson's).

" Permanganate of Potash, . 18 grains.

Water, .... 1 ounce.

This is most easily applied by immersing the

plate in a flat dish till it appears of a yellow-

ish color throughout. The permanganate of

potash is decomposed on coming in contact

with the iodide of silver, and parts with its

oxygen, which combines with the silver ; at

the same time the insoluble binoxide of man-
ganese is precipitated on the image.

No. 6.

"Persulphate of Uranium, . 1 drachm.

Perridcyanide of Potassium, . 1 "

Chloride of Gold, ... 1 grain.

Water, . . . . . 20 ounces.

" The color of the deposit by this intensi-

fier is changed to a rich chocolate-brown.

The solution should be used in a flat dish.

No. 7.

"Hydrochloric Acid, . . 1 drachm.

Saturated Solution of Bichro-

mate of Potash, . . li "

Water, .... 1 ounce.

" This yields a lemon color, which, after

further treatment, gives one more approach-

ing orange.
No. 8.

"Bichloride of Mercury, . 20 grains.

Bichloride of Ammonium, . 20 "

Water, .... 1 ounce.

No. 9.

'Bichloride of Mercury,

Water.

2 grains.

18 ounces.

"Add a solution (ten grains to one ounce

of water) of iodide of potassium till the red

precipitate formed by its addition is on the

point of becoming permanent.

" With Nos. 7 and 8 the following solu-

tions may be used, should sufficient density

(as would be the case in copying plans) not

be obtained.

No. 10.

"Hydrosulphide of Ammonium, , 1 ounce.

Water, 30 ounces.

Or, No. 11.

"Cyanide of Potassium, . 5 grains.

Water, . . . . . 1 ounce.

" Nitrate of silver to be added until a per-

manent precipitate is obtained. This last

solution should stand a night before it is used.

No. 12.

'Ammonia, .

Water,

1 drachm.

1 ounce.

"There is but little choice between Nos.

5, 6, and 7 ;
they are mostly suited to land-

scape negatives. Nos. 8 and 9 are used with

good effect for pictures in which great den-

sity is required, or strong contrasts, par-

ticularly if followed by No. 10, 11, or 12
;

in both cases the high-lights will be of a

dense black or olive tint. From Nos. 4 to

10, all the solutions should be used after the

image has been fixed.

" When the sensitive film has been ex-

posed and developed sufficiently to bring out

the details of the image, and there is no

tendency for the shadows to be ' fogged ' or

veiled, and in the case of slightly under-

exposed pictures, intensification by increase

of density should take place before fixing;

if there has been overexposure, after fixing.

"With an overexposed picture, before

fixing, an intensifier acts like a developer,

and would cause fog ; in most cases it is wise,

before using the intensifier, after fixing, to

flood the plate with No. 4.

" In intensifying after fixing, it may hap-

pen that the shadows get slightly stained by

a deposit of silver. The following will

generally prove efficacious in removing such

a stain

:

"Glacial Acetic Acid, . . 1 ounce.

Water, 1 "

(To be continued.)

DOLLARS AND CENTS.

NO topic in the catalogue is more distaste-

ful to any one connected with artistic

accessories than dollars and cents ; equally

so, none is of more vital importance all ad-

mit. We buy our merchandise of our

favorite dealer, and, as a matter of course,

pay for it. We work long and patiently,

day after day, good times and hard times

(most of us, I am sorry to have to say, Sun-

day and all), and have little or no recrea-

tion. Daily we hurry from home to gallery

at morn, and carry a cold lunch, and nightly
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hurry home. Oh, ye of the photographic

craft, peril your lives no longer
; take warn-

ing while yet you can. Monthly you read

the obituary of some Grasshoff, Germon, or

other well-known and shining light. Would
you avoid their early fate ? I speak more
especially to employers ; those who do the

brain work, and who stand during business

hours behind their desk in crowded, over-

heated reception-room, and carry home an

aching brain and overcrowded memory, and

wish Mrs. Jones had brought her baby

earlier ; and all that I would beg to sug-

gest is, that the experience of thirteen con-

secutive years has led me to adopt a plan

for the preservation of one's self, and here

it is if you care to read it.

Take good boys into your employ, and as

soon as they can be of sufficient advantage,

into your confidence; keep them year after

year ; encourage them to elevate themselves

to good and better society and surroundings

every year ; help them to become useful

members of society ; and presto ! you will

find you can have an hour at home in the

morning for your gardening, divert your

mind by making a few plain walnut frames,

or a chicken-coop, a cart for the baby, a

croquet ground, or play a game with the

family ; and, also, you can leave your gal-

lery earlier at night, take outdoor air, neu-

tralize the tired feeling, and when morning-

custom begins, be ready to go through the

day in a manner creditable to yourself and

profitable to your patrons, thus gaining sub-

stantially in matter of dollars and cents.

Shut your doors Saturday night, and

remember the Sabbath day should be kept

unbroken ; Monday morning you will be

at your post, and feel refreshed, invigorated,

and thoroughly rested, and be able to pro-

duce, by very little effort, fine results, again

being gainer by dollars and cents.

Can your customers find time to go on

picnics or other excursions on week-days ?

So can they also find time on week-days to

have photographs taken. If at business,

let them bring down their dress coat in the

morning, and run in at noon, step into

your private dressing-room (of course you

have one), and presto I you soon let them go

back to their work. Most certainly we
should collect (from strangers especially) in

advance. These are only a few of the chan-

nels through which should flow to us a

steady stream of dollars and cents.

J. P. Spooner,
Stockton, Cal.

A CHAPTER OF DODGES.

HAVE you ever used the white of an egg

to mount photographs with ? I think

it is the nicest thing I ever used ; no lumps

or dirt get on the back of the picture, and

it sticks fast and tight. I just take the

white of an egg and put it in a cup; while

the picture is damp, take a brush and brush

on the egg just as you would do starch. I

think " J. H. S." is right with regard to the

price of old negatives.

If I was going to put in a light in a room

the size that "C." wants, I would put the

side-light within two feet of the floor, and

have the side- and skylight both of the same

width, namely, eleven feet each, the sky-

light a little more than half pitch, and put

the light in the middle of the room, so that

I could work from both ends of the room.

—

K. W. Dawson.

Ever since I have taken the Philadelphia

Photographer, from time to time there have

appeared in its columns articles pretending

to be "sure cure " for blisters, all of which I

have tried, and they have proven failures

with me. I have a receipt I am using with

perfect success, having no failures, and it

also improves the tone of the print. It is

not a cure for blisters, but a preventive.

Warm water, or ice cold, single or double

paper, may be used, and blisters will not

appear.

I am using a fixing solution for prints,

after the formula of Hearn, a saturated solu-

tion of hypo, one ounce to eight of water, to

which I add half an ounce of acetic acid No.

8 ; of course, larger quantities will need

acetic acid in proportion. This bath I make
up just before I commence to wash my
prints, and by the time I am through ton-

ing it is ready for use, and is of a milky

cast. The precipitate I suppose to be sul-

phur, and can be filtered out, but I use it

without. I think an improvement would

be to add the right quantity of acid to the

saturated solution of hypo, and filter out the
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precipitate of sulphur, thus having it always

ready for use. To your valuable magazine

I give this article, and to those of your

patrons who are troubled with blisters it

will be worth more than a year's subscrip-

tion ; and those who do use it, I would like

them to send me a cabinet (or larger) speci-

men of their work, that I may know how
much good I have done to the craft by

writing this article. — John F. Singhi,

Rockland, Me.

Mr. Richter, of Munich, recommends

his toning-bath, composed as follows:

A.—Chloride of Gold, . 1 gramme.

Water, . . . 1000 grammes.

B.—Acetate of Soda, . 1 5 grammes.

Water, . . .500 "

Mix A and B, add four drops of a satu-

rated solution of sulphate of copper, and let

it stand several days. The toning is only

performed until the half-tones grow bluish.

If the whole picture has still the red appear-

ance, it will change in the fixing-bath,

which should not be too strong—about 1 : 10.

The whites will be especially nice.

Mounting.—In mounting pictures, it is

known that the bristol-board always gets

concave or wrinkled. To prevent this, the

mounted picture must be put between two

rows of nails, fastened in a board at a dis-

tance one-fourth or one-fifth narrower than

the width of the mount. The print must

be outaide. When the dry picture is taken

out, it will be perfectly straight.

Liesegang's Magic Lantern to be

Used as an Enlarging Apparatus.—If

the front part of the lantern, composed of the

condenser, the lens, and the diapositive, is

taken off and fastened in a proper manner
to a window-frame, and its lens connected

with a camera, one will get an enlarging

apparatus which is perfect in every respect.

Mr. H. Norden describes his arrangement

as follows : On a window-frame is fastened

a board with a hole to receive the apparatus.

The condenser of the latter has to be outside,

and facing south. In front of the same has

to be a ground-glass in order to disperse the

rays. The camera is mounted on a tripod.

In front of it is attached a sort of funnel of

pasteboard, which covers the lens. After

the camera and lens are thus connected, and

tightened by means of some cotton, the

viewing of the diapositive can be performed

in the usual manner. According to Mr.

Norden, the arrangement is more perfect

than any, as he has made a life-size picture

through a stop the size of a pin-head in only

two minutes. No indistinctness was to be

noticed.

For Retouchers.—I inclose a sample of

a retouching pencil that I claim the very

best extant. No brittleness, no point com-

ing offwhen you least expect it, and making

a spot upon the negative as though it was

ink instead of lead-pencil touch. For soft-

ness, hardness, nicety in touch, and elas-

ticity, I fully recommend to all retouchers

to give Dixon's American Graphite S. M. a

trial, and I think they will say, as I have,

Eureka! Sioux Brubaker, a fine retoucher,

tried one of these pencils recently for the

first time, and said, " those are my pencils

for the future."—J. Paul Martin.

Inclosed is a photograph of a chair made
and used by us

for making vig-

nettes, which we
find very handy

to support the

shoulders of the

sitter, especially

where there is a

bustle. If you

think it worth

while to notice

in your journal,

you are at lib-

erty to do so.—Hopkins & Sanders.

TRIMMING AND MOUNTING.

ON page 103 of Mosaics Mr. Irving Saun-

ders gives us an interesting article on
" Trimming and Mounting," and promised

to send us a cut of the device he used for

holding the guides for using the Robinson

trimmer. Now since we have received the

photograph promised, we reprint his useful

article from Mosaics, and add therewith the

cut, that it may be made plain to all of our

readers. We are sure that the hint will be

valuable to many, since the great trouble in

using the Robinson guides of the large sizes,
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is to keep them down flat. One sometimes

feels the need of another hand. One cannot

quite resort to the method adopted hy the

great musician, who, in order to reach the

eleventh key, used his nose. It would be

dangerous to the trimmer if the photogra-

pher attempted any such joke as that.

Trimming and Mounting.
'

' It seems strange to me that photogra-

phers will not use advantages that are placed

within their reach. I suppose this is either

from carelessness in finding out the utility

of various things, or that they are patented,

and so many photographers seem to think

no patent should exist in connection with

photography.

" The man who spends his time in the field

of invention has just as good a right to re-

ceive pay for the same if he produces any-

thing of worth as one who labors in any

other direction. I have for a long time used

Robinson's trimmer for trimming all my
prints, cards, stereos, cabinets, and 4-4 sizes.

Various forms can be used for cards and ste-

reos ; I prefer arch-top and slightly rounded

corners at the bottom. The effect is very

tasty, and when pictures are well mounted

it covers a multitude of other failures. Pic-

tures, however good, when badly mounted

are like a well-dressed man wearing a hat

which is badly out of style
; the whole effect

is spoiled.

"But the main object of this article is to

tell the manner of using the trimmer, which

is half the battle. Take two pieces of wood
formed in the shape of the letter T. Hinge

the lower end to the table with a spring un-

derneath to raise the top end of the T. In

the middle attach a rope, and pass it through

the table, with stirrup in which to place the

foot. To use, adjust the form on the print,

then bring the top end of T down on the

form with the foot, holding the end towards

you with the left hand, proceed to trim. No
gallery should be without these trimmers.

A want of them is most painfully seen in the

stereoscopic pictures made by those whose

business does not require a more expensive

machine.

"Much has been said about the use of Slee's

prepared mounts. I have used them for a

long time, all the sizes mentioned before.

Take the print from the water, place on the

card, then pass through a new clothes-

wringer ; an old one will not answer because

the rolls are not straight ; care must be taken

to have the pressure about right. For ste-

reos it is excellent, because the prints slide

easily to their places, and all that is neces-

sary to hold them is to pass between the

rolls. Those who will try these methods of

trimming and mounting will not go back to

the older methods I am sure."

OUTLINES OF CHEMISTRY.

BY HENRY M. M'lNTIRE, M.E.

(Continued from page 44.)

AS for the naming of acids, those that

contain no oxygen (sometimes called

hydrogen acids) have their names formed

from the name of the element united with

the hydrogen, with the termination ie and

the prefix hydro ; as HC1, hydro-chlor-ic

acid ; HBr, hydro-brom-ic acid, etc. The

hydro in these names might be misconstrued

as meaning water, so it has been proposed

(and is used to some extent) to reverse the

names, thus hydrochloric would become

chlorhydric, etc.

The names of acids containing both oxy-

gen and hydrogen are formed from the name

of the element united with these ; if there

be but one acid, then its name is formed by

adding ie to the name of the element united
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with oxygen and hydrogen, changing it

slightly for the sake of the sound, perhaps

;

while if there are two acids, the name of the

one that contains the less amount of oxygen

will end in ous ; of the one that contains

the greater amount, in ic. Thus, sulphur-

ous acid (H
2
S0

3 ) contains less oxygen than

sulphuric acid (H
2
S0

4 ). But, suppose two

such acids had been found and named with

ous and ic terminations, and then another

acid should be discovered containing less

oxygen than the ous acid (sulphurous acid,

for instance), prefixes would have to be made
use of, and in this case it would be hypo

(hyposulphurous acid) ; if it contained more

oxygen than the ic acid, the prefix would be

per. Thus, from their names, we know
that, 1, %pochlorows acid (HCIO) has

less oxygen than No. 2 ; 2, chlorows acid

(HC10
2 )

has less oxygen than No. 3 ; 3,

chloric acid (HC10
3 ) has more oxygen than

No. 2 ; 4, perchloric acid (HCIOJ has more

oxygen than No. 3. If there ever should

be an acid found that had more oxygen than

No. 2, and less than No. 3, it would be

called hypochlovic acid.

There is another method of naming acids,

which regards them as salts of hydrogen,

which will be spoken of under the head of

salts.

The name of a salt consists of the name of

the metal of which it is formed and a modifi-

cation of the name of the acid. The acids

ending in ic and with prefix hydro, drop the

prefix and change the ic to ide. Hydro-

chloric acid forms a chlorir/e, hydrobromic

a bromide, etc. Hydrochloric acid with

sodium forms what is known as sodic chlor-

ide, sodium chloride, or chloride of sodium.

The acids having names terminating in

ous change the ous to ite. Nitrous acid

forms nitride, hyposulphurous acid a hypo-

sulphite, etc. Acids ending in ic form ate.

Nitric acid forms nitrates. The similarity

of these three terminations, ide, ite, and ate,

are often very confusing to some, and their

difference should be distinctly marked. If

an example is given, the facts may be more

easily remembered. Let us then take so-

dium (Na) and hydrosulphuric acid (H
2
S),

commonly known as sulphuretted hydrogen

;

these would form sulphide of sodium (Na
2
S)

;

again, sodium and sulphuro?(s acid (H
2
S0

3)

would form sulphide of sodium (Na.
2
S0

3 ),

while sodium and sulphuric acid (H
2
S04 )

would form sulphate of sodium (Na
2
S04 ).

The sulphide contains no oxygen. The sul-

phide contains less oxygen than the sulphate.

Let us take sulphuric acid and sulphate

of sodium (H
2
S04

and Na
2
S0

4 ) : comparing

their formulae, we see the only difference is

that in the one there is H
2 , in the other

there is Na
2 ; so we might say the sodium

replaces the hydrogen of sulphuric acid

(just as has been said before that the silver

replaced the hydrogen in water to form

oxide of silver) ; but like with the silver,

suppose all the sodium does not replace all

the hydrogen ; suppose only half does ; then

we shall have HNaS0
4. This is what is

called an acid sulphate, because there still

remains some of the acid (sulphuric), as we
shall see if we take 2HNaS0

4 ,
which, as is

plain, is composed of H^SO^ and Na
2
S04 .

It is also called a bisulphate, because there

is twice as much sulphuric acid in HNaS0
4 ,

in proportion to the sodium, as there is in

Na
2
S04 (the latter is called the neutral

salt).

Probably the most uniform and consistent

style of naming is the following. It is un-

fortunate that it is not in general use, and

when we think of the firm hold present and

long accustomed method of speech and man-

ner has upon every one, and with what

difficulty changes are made in such manner,

it may be said that it will be a long, long

time before this style of naming will be

introduced completely. This method con-

sists in making the name of the basic element

come first either in the form of an ad-

jective, as has been previously referred to,

or not. Thus, for chloride of potassium

(KC1), we would say potassic chloride or

potassmm chloride ; for sulphate of potas-

sium (K
2
SO

i),
cZipotassic sulphate (dipotas-

sic, because there are two atoms of the po-

tassium to the molecule of the compound),

or dipotassium sulphate. The acids are

regarded as salts of hydrogen. Hydro-

chloric acid (HC1) would be called hydric

chloride or hydrogen chloride; sulphuric

acid (H
2
S04 ), dihydric sulphate or dihydro-

gen sulphate ; the acid or bisulphate of

potassium (HKS0
4 ) would be hydric potas-

sium sulphate, etc. By this most effective
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method, as long as one remembered the

name of a compound he would remember

its formula, and as long as he remembered

its formula he would remember its name.

Let us turn our attention to another prop-

erty of the elements. Let us take a number

of compounds containing hydrogen, and

arrange them with regard to the number of

atoms of H. Thus we would have : 1. HC1,

HBr, HI; 2. H
20, H

2
S, H

2
Se ; 3. NH

3 ,

PH
3 , AsH3 ; 4. SeH

4 , CH4
. Here we notice

that the substances in each class vary from

the others in the power they have of com-

bining with hydrogen.

The power that substances have of com-

bining with each other is called atomicity

or quantivalence or valence. For measur-

ing the power, they are generally referred

to hydrogen. Thus, the atom of a substance

that will combine with one atom of hydro-

gen is said to have an atomicity, quantiva-

lence, or valence of one ; or it is said to be

monatomic or univalent, while it is often

called a monad. Those of the second class

that have a power of uniting with two

atoms of hydrogen, are called diatomic or

bivalent ; also called diads. Those that can

unite with three, are triatomic or trivalent;

also called triads. Those that can unite

with four of hydrogen, are tetratomic or

quadrivalent ; also called tetrads ; and those

that can unite with five, are pentatomic

or quinquivalent ; also called pentads, etc.

But this theory of valence, while being very

useful, is by no means perfect ; there are

some inexplicable variations from it. These

variations give rise to various modifications

of the theory, which we will not inquire

into. Indeed, it is immaterial to us whether

the theory be a true or false one, so long as

it serves a good purpose, and this it will do

as long as we remember one or two things.

Although it is not necessary to compare

the atom of any element with hydrogen, it

must be compared with some other monad,

for this reason : It is often customary in

chemistry to represent the valence of an

atom by lines radiating from its symbol

;

for example, the monad hydrogen, by H—

,

the diad oxygen, by — — , the tetrad sili-

con, by —Si— , etc., always using as many
lines as the numerical valence of the ele-

ment. These then may be combined thus:

H
2

would be H-O-H, or tt 0, in which

it will be seen that hydrogen has only one

line, because monatomic ; and oxygen two,

because diatomic* To repeat, then, an ele-

ment must always be compared with a

monad ; for example, take sulphur, there is
"IX

a compound H
2
S, that is „ S ; sulphur is

therefore a diad ; but, if we had not com-

pared sulphur with a monad, but with some

diad, such as oxygen, we might have been

led wofally astray, for we would have taken

the compound S0
3 , and oxygen being a

diad, we would have concluded that sulphur

was a hexad, which would in all proba-

bility have been wrong, for the compound

S03
is S q O, when we see that it is biva-

lent, while its apparent hexivalency is due

to the power of the oxygen to combine with

itself, a property possessed not only by oxy-

gen, but by all the elements.

There are, as has been remarked before,

two compounds of hydrogen, H
2 2

and H
2 ;

if we take the first of these, we will have

oxygen monivalent, but if we take the sec-

ond, we will make it obivalent. Here is a

perplexity, surely, but it may be overcome

by taking oxygen at its highest valence

and calling it bivalent ; it would then be

said that H
2 2

was not a saturated com-

pound, because oxygen being a diad, two

atoms can combine with four atoms of hy-

drogen ; but, as it combines in this com-

pound with only two, it has not got all that

it can hold (it could take two more), that is,

it is not completely saturated with hydrogen

;

not soaked through and through with it,

if you will pardon the expression. It is in

this manner that the terms " saturated " and

"unsaturated" are obtained. A saturated

solution is one that holds all it can of the

solid ; an unsaturated one is the opposite.

An unsaturated compound is unstable ; it

will not long continue in the state that it is.

H
2 2

is unstable ; it gives off one of its atoms

of oxygen (showing that there is nothing to

hold it there), and thus forms water. This

* It must not be supposed for an instant that

a formula written thus attempts to show the ac-

tual position of the atoms in a molecule ; it is

only used for. convenience, and for more easily

and clearly understanding the subject.
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unstability of a compound is a great proof

of its being unsaturated, so that in this case

there is no doubt that H
2 2

is unsaturated,

and that oxygen is a diad. Some sub-

stances exhibit this double valence, and

have a double series of salts on account of

it; for instance, take mercury; it shows

itself as a monad and a diad ; so that of

chlorides we have a chloride HgCl, when Hg
is monivalent, and HgCl

2
when it is biva-

lent, and so on for its other salts. The dif-

ference in this is often indicated by the

name. The first in this case would be mer-

curous chloride
;
the second, mercuric chlor-

ide ; the ous always signifying the metal in

its lower valence, the ic in its higher.

Valence must not be confused with chem-

ical affinity, for the two are entirely differ-

ent. Affinity refers to the force attracting

two atoms to each other. If we take hy-

drogen and chlorine, we find the attraction

between them very, very great, and they

are both univalent; but, between carbon

and chlorine, the attraction is of the weak-

est, yet carbon may hold four atoms of

chlorine; thus, the atom of the substance

that attracts chlorine very strongly, can

hold but one atom of it. The attraction is

strong, the valence weak, while the substance

that has but little attraction for it may hold

four atoms of it ; the attraction weak, the

valence strong. Dividing all the elements

according to the valence, as perfectly as our

present knowiedge will permit, we would

have them in the following order :

1. Univalent.—Hydrogen, chlorine, bro-

mine, iodine, fluorine, potassium, sodium,

caesium, rubidium, lithium, silver.

2. Bivalent.—Oxygen, sulphur, selenium,

tellurium, barium, strontium, calcium, mag-

nesium, zinc, cadmium, copper, mercury,

yttrium, erbium, cerium, lanthanum, didy-

mium.

3. Trivalent.—Boron, bismuth, gold, in-

dium.

4. Bi- and Trivalent.—Nickel, cobalt, iron,

manganese, chromium, aluminum, uranium.

5. Bi- and Quadrivalent.— Carbon, tin,

lead, platinum, iridium, palladium, osmium,

rhodium, ruthenium.

6. Quadrivalent.—Silicon, titanium, zir-

conium, thorium.

(To be continued.)

FRENCH CORRESPONDENCE.

February Meeting of the Photographic So-

ciety of France—Presentation of . Helio-

chromic Proofs—Remarks on Process—
Presentation of Photo-chromic Proofs, by

Mons. Leon Vidal—A New Large-grained

Albumenized Paper for Pencil Coloration

of Proofs—A New System to Obtain Line

Engravings in Black upon White Paper [at

present a trade secret)—How to Obtain

Line Engravings, etc., in Blue Lines upon

White Paper; Formula, etc.—A new Lamp
for the Erilargement of Opaque Objects—On
the Great Discovery of the Century—An
Easy Method of Treating Photographic

Residues.

THE Photographic Society of France

held their monthly meeting on Friday

evening last, the 1st of February. A com-

munication was read from Mons. Ducos du

Hauron on his heliochromic process. It

may be well to inform my readers that this

gentleman has been for many years study-

ing the means to procure color in the camera.

That he has turned the difficulty by exposing

three times the object to be reproduced,

and that with differently colored glasses

interposed between it and the sensitized

plates. His theory is that nature is com-

posed of three principal colors—red, blue,

and yellow. In order to reproduce the red

color which the landscape or picture con-

tains, he fixes a green glass in his lens ; for

the blue he employs an orange-tinted glass
;

and for the yellow he uses a violet-colored

glass. When the three negatives are per-

fect they are printed upon three colored

pellicles, and the three monochromes thus

produced are superimposed one above the

other, and a polychromic picture is the result.

My readers will say this is not a colored

picture produced in the camera ; the three

monochromes are tinted with colors pur-

chased at the druggist's, or at a painter's

shop. All this is true, still we can but

stimulate Mons. Ducos du Hauron to new
exertions. If, peradventure, something new
turns up in his experiments to render his

process rapid, it will be a boon to com-

merce ;
until that rapidity be found, his

process will only be looked upon as a dodge

to procure a colored picture, and set aside as

11
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such ; for what photographer in the world
would attempt to reproduce a picture for

which he must make three negatives, and
under certain conditions not only such as

making them through colored glass, but in

developing each of them in a certain man-
ner, not to speak of the difficulty of super-

imposing the three monochromes when
obtained? Last year no one uninitiated in

the photo-polychromic art would have set

any value upon the pictures produced by
this process

; and although a great progress

has been made by the inventor, as the proofs

presented last Friday could testify, I still

imagine that such a person would still pre-

fer a chromo-lithographic picture.

Mons. Leon Vidal also presented the So-

ciety with some photo-chromic proofs, with

their printed historical description, being a

part of his collection of the Louvre. Now
here are two gentlemen in presence as the

inventors of photo-chromy. The first pre-

tends that his process is "more scientific,"

and produces very little. The second is

more modest, and employs nearly a hundred
workmen in his establishment, and produces

very much. Therefore it is very natural

that we should compare the two processes,

and ask what would be the price of three

hundred copies of a picture by the first, and

how much by the second, and the time re-

quired to deliver such an order ? By the first,

at the present state of the process, it would

take several months, and the price would be

exhorbitant. By the second it would take

three or four days, and would not cost, I

believe, much more than an ordinary pho-

tographic proof. Space prevents me giving

a long description of the specimens sent by

Mons. Leon Vidal. They were very beau-

tiful, and fulfilled their object, viz., to

spread artistic knowledge and taste into the

most remote corners of France.

The newly established firm of Potot &
Giroud presented the Society with a new
large-grained albumenized paper, upon
which, said the inventors, it is easy to ob-

tain, by means of polychromic pencils,

beautiful colored portraits, "genre pastel,"

without previous knowledge of painting,

providing the person possesses a little taste

with a natural sentiment of color.

The same gentlemen presented to the

Society a great number of proofs of line

engravings, obtained also upon a new paper

without the aid of a photographic negative.

All that is required is to wash the paper in

cold water ; a proof is immediately obtained

;

black lines upon white paper constituting a

great progress over the ferro-prussiate pa-

pers. The inventors promised to give a

public demonstration at the next meeting.

The same evening, strange coincidence,

Mons. Pellet presented a new process which

could give blue lines upon white paper,

which rendered the. process very valuable

for the reproduction of drawings for engi-

neers, architects, etc. The sensitizing solu-

tion is composed as follows :

Oxalic Acid, 5 part

Perchloride of Iron, . 10 "

Water,.... . 100 "

This solution can be modified according

to the sensibility required. The oxalic acid

can be replaced by any of the other vegeta-

ble acids. If the paper has not been suffi-

ciently pasted, gelatin, gum, isinglass, or

dextrin can be added to thicken the solu-

tion. When dry, the paper preserves its sen-

sibility very well, which sensibility is very

great. In order to reproduce a map, a sheet

of sensitized paper is placed under the map,

and if in summer and in the sun, fifteen to

thirty seconds is sufficient to decompose all

the parts not protected by the black lines.

By the action of the light the salt of iron is

reduced into protoxide. This salt is not

acted upon as the former, by a solution of

yellow prussiate of potash, therefore those

parts protected by the black lines turn blue.

After exposure the paper is plunged into a

bath of prussiate (fifteen to eighteen per

cent.), and immediately the design appears

in blue. The paper is then rinsed in cold

water and plunged into a bath of chlorhy-

dric acid (eight per cent.) in order to dis-

solve out what may remain of the protoxide

and whiten the paper ; the proof is then

washed and left to dry. The experimental

demonstration which Mons. Pellet gave be-

fore the Society obtained a great success.

I remember quite well having seen, during

my visit to /England, a similar result ob-

tained by Mr. "Willis, Sr., although I do

not remember by what process.
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Mons. Darlot, the well-known optician,

presented a new lens for portraiture, a new
feature in it being that the two lenses can

be separated more or less, according to the

will of the operator, which is extremely

useful, says the inventor, in portraits where

a standing or sitting position is required.

The proofs exhibited were very good ; the

lines were sharp, and a great depth was ob-

tained.

The last presentation was that of a lamp

for the projection of opaque objects. It was

not a very important instrument, and there-

fore unworthy of a larger space here.

Savants here are all on the qui vive, for at

the end of 1877 was accomplished one of

the greatest scientific operations of the cen-

tury, viz., the transformation into a liquid

of a gas or gases which had resisted all the

eflbrts of chemists ; and a most remarkable

thing was, the discovery was made almost

simultaneously at Geneva and at Paris.

On the 22d of January the following tele-

gram arrived at Paris, from Mr. Kaoul

Pictet : "Oxygen liquefied under the enor-

mous pressure of three hundred and twenty

atmospheres, and one hundred and forty

degrees of cold." On the 24th, two days

after, a sealed envelope was opened before

the Academie des Sciences, which letter

had been deposited during three weeks in

the hands of Mons. Dumas. The letter con-

tained a communication from Mons. Caille-

tet, an iron manufacturer at Chatillon-sur-

Seine, in which he described the process

and his experiments in presence of some

members of the "Institute," by which he

had succeeded in transforming into liquid

state, oxygen, oxide of carbon, azote, and
hydrogen. I will endeavor to give a short

description of the process he employs.

It is well known that if the air be rapidly

compressed a great heat will be disengaged.

The contrary takes place by the rapid ex-

pansion of the air, cold is generated. Mons.

Cailletet borrowed this last property for the

liquefication of gases. He takes a long,

solid glass tube, like that of a barometer,

only much larger and longer ; this is filled

with the gas to be experimented upon, and
then placed upon a mercury-bath. A hy-

draulic pump is set to work, the mercury is

propelled into the bore of the tube, and thus

the air is compressed into the four hundredth

part of its primitive volume. A stop-cock

is now rapidly opened, and the mercury

rushes out, and the gas expanding so rap-

idly, creates such an intense cold that it

condenses and runs down the tube in a

liquid state. What the future may do for

this discovery of human genius is not and

cannot be imagined ; but a great victory has

been obtained thus for this invention by

modern science, which teaches that matter

does not subdivide itself in solids, liquids,

and gases, but exists indifferently in the

three states, the same as the water which we
hear warbling over the stony bed of our

rivulets is transformed into ice by cold, or

into vapor by heat.

The greater part of photographers' resi-

dues are in the form of chloride of silver;

and if photographers would give themselves

a little trouble, the expense, and above all

the loss occasioned by sending their residues

to the refiners, would be saved, and the

gain would amply repay a little extra care

in their treatment. I propose, therefore,

that all the residues be put dry into a large

bottle, and a certain quantity of ordinary

ammonia be poured upon them, and well

shaken up every now and then. The am-

monia will dissolve all the chloride. When
the ammonia is saturated, decant it, and

even filter it, and set it apart. Pour fresh

ammonia upon the residues until all the

chloride is dissolved out. It can easily

be seen if the ammonia contains chloride,

by the following test: Take a test-tube,

pour a few drops into it, then a little dis-

tilled water
;
pour into it a few drops of

hydrochloric acid, and a heavy precipitate

will be the result if it contains chloride of

silver. When all the chloride has been

dissolved out, put the ammonia into a large-

mouthed jar, containing plates of sheet-cop-

per. In a very short time the chloride will

be reduced to a metallic state. It is then

put into a crucible and melted. It can now
be converted into nitrate of silver, which

will be very pure, and give excellent results.

As to the residues, which the ammonia has

no action upon, it is well to send them to

the refiners, or sell them.

Prof. E. Stebbing.
27 Rue des Appenins, Paris, Feb. 5th, 1878.
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NEGATIVE RETOUCHING MADE
EASY.

BY H. C. NORMAN.

I

AM indebted to Mr. Charles E. Emer-

son, who was formerly with Anderson,

of Kichmond, Va., for the following receipt:

Copal Varnish, . . .1 ounce.

Spirits of Turpentine, . . 1 "

" Pay tribute unto whom tribute is due "

is my motto. Suffice it to say, I have all

the credit I desire by giving it to the sub-

scribers of your valuable journal, believing

that all who will give it a fair trial will ex-

claim Eureka ! Some may cry Buzine !

After a practical trial of eleven months, I

can with safety give it to my brother pho-

tographers as a preparation that will in no

manner injure the negative, as it can be

applied to any negative that has been var-

nished with ordinary alcohol varnish. Ap-

ply with the ball of the little finger on right

hand only enough to cover parts to be

worked on, using no more than is abso-

lutely necessary. When it becomes tacky,

rub the parts treated with a piece of soft

cotton goods ; the twill side of Canton

flannel is what I use. You will now find

that you have a surface upon which the

operator can work with ease. Use Faber's

pencils from H to HHHH for small heads
;

for large negatives, use Faber's Nos. 2 and 3.

In case you get it on too heavy, it is easily

removed with a point made from soft wood,

dipped in spirits of turpentine. It is useless

for me to say that upon the negative treated

with the above preparation the retoucher

will find no trouble in obtaining the "desired

effect, even on the most transparent parts

of contact or solar negatives, leaving no

opaque spots. Suffice it to say, a fair trial

will convince the most incredulous.

A DENSE FOG.

BY E. A. KDSBL.

I
HAVE read Mr. C. W. White's commu-
nication in the last number of the mag-

azine with a good deal of interest. My
impression is, that Mr. White has got his

bath in a condition, which, to coin a word, is

"over-hyposulphized," and the best thing

he can do with it is either to reduce it to solid

silver, or sell it as waste. A few years ago,

I purchased the traps of a defunct photog-

rapher, who had several bottles filled with

nitrate and toning-baths. One day, by a

mistake, which very frequently happened to

him, he mixed a part of the hyposulphite

with the negative-bath, and lo ! he was going

to make a negative. When he developed

his plate, however, he found himself in a

"dense fog," and no picture; nothing but

fog. He acidified his bath and tried again
;

all fog once more. He then sunned it, and

fog obscured even all the effects of the sun.

Now he evaporated it until he destroyed two

evaporating dishes. The damage was follow-

ed by fog ; thereupon he added more water,

silver, and I know not what else, still the

fog arose as though to hide all his misdoings.

Notwithstanding all his scientific manipu-

lation, and after one month of hard work
had passed by, he gave it up, both bath and

photography at the same time, with the ver-

dict : "died" from the effect of too much
mixing. This bath I bought from him ; I

kept it in the sun for over ten months, and

at the end of that time I found it full of long

needle-shaped crystals. I drained off the

non-crystallized mass with a siphon, and the

bath worked clear but very slow ; nothing

would restore it to its pristine condition. I

thereupon evaporated it, and reduced it to

metallic silver, and thus ended the fog.

You may publish this if you like, for the

benefit of those who mix hypo with the

nitrate bath.

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

PHOTOGKAPHIC SOCIETY OF
PHILADELPHIA.—The regular

monthly meeting was held Thursday eve-

ning, February 7th, 1878, the President,

Mr. Ellerslie Wallace, Jr., in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read

and approved.

Mr. Hewitt, on behalf of the Committee

on Exhibition, reported that a lantern ex-

hibition was held at the Franklin Institute

on the 23d, alt., in accordance with the

resolution of the Society.

Messrs. Frank Bacon and C. M. Gilbert

were duly elected to membership.

The proposed change in by-laws, making
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the meetings of the Society semi-monthly,

was taken up and passed.

It was decided to hold the regular meet-

ings of the Society on the first and third

Thursdays of each month.

Two very interesting relics of the'earliest

period of photography were presented to

the Society ; one a daguerreotype, made

by Dr. G-oddard in 1846 or 1847, presented

by Mr. Vaux ; the other, a daguerreotype of

still earlier date, given by Mr. Browne.

This was made by Mr. Cornelius, who was

experimenting with Dr. Goddard at that

time. The thanks of the Society were ten-

dered to Messrs. Vaux and Browne for their

donation.

Mr. Browne made some remarks on gela-

tin-bromide emulsion, and said he had lately

seen some exquisite results by this process,

made with very short exposures.

A member spoke of the difficulty of work-

ing these very sensitive emulsions, on ac-

count of the dim light it was necessary to

use in their preparation and development

;

but the general opinion seemed to be that

there was much less danger of failure from

this cause than was generally supposed.

Adjourned. D. Anson Partridge.
Secretary.

[Translated for the Philadelphia Photographer:]

PHOTOGRAPHIC SERVICE OF THE
PORTUGUESE GOVERNMENT.

BY J. RODRIGUES.

WET collodion process for the reproduc-

tion of printed matter, pen drawings,

etc. ; divers formulae.

Preparation op Photographic Gun-
cotton.

Sulphuric Acid at 66°, . 500 gram. (16 oz. Troy)

Nitric Acid, density, 1,4, 250 " (8 oz. Troy.)

Cotton, very dry, previ-

ously washed in a

highly diluted solu-

tion of caustic soda, . 20 " (308 grains.)

Temp, of Water Bath, . 60° Cent. (140 Fahr.)

Immersion, ... 7 minutes.

Collodion

That can be used, if so desired, for repro-

ductions with half-tones:

Alcohol at 40° Cartier

(95 per ct.),

Ether at 65°,

Gun-cotton, .

Iodide of Cadmium,

Iodide of Ammonium
Bromide of Ammonium,

500 c.c. (17 fl. oz.)

500 c.c. (17 fl. oz.)

11 gram. (170 grains.)

6 " ( 92 " )

5 "
( 77 " )

2 " ( 31 "
)

Developer.

A. Distilled Water, . 1 litre (34 fl. oz.)

Crystallizable Acet-

ic Acid, . . 20 gram. (308 grains.)

B. Pyrogallic Acid, . 100 " (3£ozs.Troy)

Alcohol at 98 per. ct., sufficient to make up a

litre.

Liquid used:

A. One litre, . . . . (34 fl. oz.)

B. 50 c.c, . . . . (13 fl. drachms.)

Fixing Solution.

Saturated solution of hyposulphite of soda

(highly alkaline reaction by means of the

addition of a few drops of ammonia). It

should rest several days before using.

Varnish for Negatives,

Very hard and very resisting to heat, ap-

plied warm :

Alcohol at 95 per ct. . 4 litres (135 fl. ozs.)

Gum Lac, yellow, . 360 gram. (10£ oz. Troy)

Essence of Lavender, . 100 " ( 3£ " )

Turpentine, . 80 " ( 2§ " )

Varnish for negatives made with highly

soluble gun-cotton in alcohol (collodion with

two-thirds of alcohol) :

Alcohol at 90 per ct.,

Gum Elemi,

Gum Benzoin,

Gum Lac, yellow,

Gum Lac, white,

Turpentine,

6 litres (203 fl. oz.)

80 gram. (2| oz. Troy.

240 " (8 "

240 " (8

120 " (4

160 '• (5

Positive Negatives for Helio-engrav-

ing made directly by the designer.

This process, which is of great simplicity,

can, in a great number of cases, do away
with photographic negatives. As described,

it will enable any designer, even with few

appliances at his command, to obtain a good

engraving.

Upon a ground-glass, the surface of which

has been lightly rubbed with a piece of cot-

ton cloth and powdered sandarac, and from

which afterward all excess of the resin has

been carefully removed, the drawing which
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is to be engraved is to be traced with a pen

suitable for this purpose. For this work is

used india-ink mixed with water, to which

has been added a small quantity of sugar and

glycerin. These ingredients prevent the

complete drying of the ink, leaving it

slightly wet and viscous. If, when in this

state, we throw on the drawing, as dry as

possible, plumbago in very fine powder,

which is caused to adhere to the ink by means

of light rubbings made with a tuft of cotton,

the drawing will become so black as to be

completely opaque, and in the contrasts will

compare favorably with the most successful

negative.

In order that the drawing thus trans-

formed should be protected from dampness

and have a certain consist-

ency, it will be sufficient to

protect it by means of a pho-

tographic varnish which,

whilst preventing any in-

jury, will give to the plate

greater transparency, and

thus render much more easy

the execution of the work yet

to be done.

The negative thus pre-

pared is placed on a copper

plate coated with bichro-

matized gelatin, or bitumen

from Judea, and exposed to

the light. The engraving

may now be made by one of

the methods indicated in

this communication.

We may add, as a piece of useful infor-

mation, that the positive cliche, thus made,

may be easily transformed into a negative,

by means of the processes used for this sort

of transformation.

—

Monitenr.

their acceptance by the jury, and immedi-

ately began to print them for our illustration.

For this reason they are done, and appear

before the subject for which the award was

made.

The name of the lady who kindly sat for Mr.
Landy, is Miss Jeffreys Lewis, of the Broad-

way Theatre Company, New York. Of the

six negatives, some represent Tragedy, some

Comedy, and others ordinary positions; all

of first-class excellence in very many re-

spects, and wholly up to Mr. Landy's best

work.

Mr. Landy has frequently before enabled

us to present our readers with specimens

i
from his negatives, and in August, 1871, his

celebrated picture, "Last of the Queues,"

OUR PICTURE.

WE present our readers this month with

the first of the pictures sent in com-

petition for our prize of the gold medal, for

the best six negatives sent us by January

25th, from negatives by Mr. J. Landy, of

Cincinnati, Ohio. Mr. Landy, to his credit

be it said, was the first who responded to

our call, and his negatives were so techni-

cally good in every respect, we felt sure of

was published, and created quite a good deal

of excitement among photographers. At
that time we published his formula, and a

cut of his skylight, and as a good many pho-

tographers have entered the art since then,

we reprint from the article alluded to the

following, describing Mr. Landy's skylight

:

" The drawing annexed is of the interior

of Mr. Landy's skylight, and the screens and

accessories are shown in their position rela-

tively as used. The dimensions of this studio

are as follows: -length 40 feet, width 25 feet,

top and side-light, each 12 feet wide. The

side-light reaches to within two feet, six

inches of the floor, and stands at an angle of

about 25 degrees, and is 10 feet high. The
top-light is 20 feet long, and inclined at an
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angle of 40 degrees, as shown in the cut. A
very good model, no doubt.

'In speaking of his formula, Mr. Landy
says :

' The formula I work is the same as

you have so often published, and which I

have used for thirteen years or more.

Collodion.

'Powers & Weightman's Ether, 1 ounce.

Alcohol, 95 per cent., . . 1 "

Iodide of Ammonium, . 5 grains.

Bromide of Potassium, . 2

Anthony's Cotton, . . 4 "

" 'I also have a solution with the above

proportion of iodide and bromide, without

cotton, for thinning in hot weather. I also

have a strongly iodized solution for certain

kinds of work. My bath is generally from

35 to 45 grains strong. Strong effects of

light require very weak iodizing ; formula?

are played out ; after making a few batches

of collodion, you will soon see what's want-

ing. I believe in cultivating the eye so that

you can tell when you have a good effect,

without trying a plate to see if the shade is

too deep, or the light too strong. Brains I '
"

In addition to this, Mr. Landy says in a

recent letter: " I find I have nothing new
to offer you, therefore deem it useless to re-

peat what you have published before ; since

you have the drawing of my skylight and

my formula, all of which are about the same

as you have printed from time to time. The
only change I have made is my light, which

is now much lower, and I consider it a great

improvement. The dimensions are as fol-

lows: 12 feet wide, with the balance the

same as diagram shown ; and with the aid

of curtains I manage to obtain very satis-

factory effects of light and shade. I have a
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background is supplied with a pair of trunk
wheels to enable me to run them in grooves,

and a large number can be stored away in

a very small space, and with one pair of

Seavey's background attachments, is all that

is required for any number of backgrounds.

Such an arrangement as this, of course, makes
it necessary to have a much wider room than

usual, but its convenience is undoubtedly

very great."

We congratulate Mr. Landy on being

able to secure such admirable effects as

this in his light. He gives us no infor-

mation as to the kind of lenses he used.

The prints were made at our own printing-

rooms, on S. & M. Dresden paper, double

brilliant, sold by Mr. G. Gennert, N. Y.,

whose advertisement is found in our cur-

rent number. In our next number we
hope to give the picture for which the

award was made, from negatives by Mr.
G. M. Elton.

space provided at the end of my room, as

you will observe in the second diagram,

which is used to store backgrounds. Each

FRENCH ITEMS.

AT a late meeting of the French Pho-

tographic Society, Mr. Carette placed

before the members some samples of tcha-

oma. This new product, destined to take

the place of gum in the retouching of

negatives, has not, it appears, any of the ob-

jectionable features of this last. Not being

hygrometric, it does not ferment, and it dis-

solves with the greatest rapidity. It may
be spread over the negative immediately

after washing, or when the negative is dry.

This is of very great advantage, as it often

happens that for some reason, the negative

is not gummed immediately after washing,

and this operation is impossible when the

print is dry, even partially. The price of

the tcha-oma does not exceed that of gum
(twenty-five cents for a quart of liquid), and

being very easily used, will prove useful. It

may be sent by mail without difficulty.

We learn from our correspondent, Dr.

Adolf Ott, that the new magazine, Light,

is edited by Mr. Ferdinand Braun and him-

self. We hope for this new candidate a

goodly share of photographic favor, and if

pushed with the usual spirited principle of

the house which publishes it, it will have a

large success.
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Dr. Ott, in the same letter alluded to above,

says that '
' the carbon tissue of the Auto-

type Company," to which Mr. E. Z. Web-
ster referred in our November issue, "un-

doubtedly contains anilin, or some other

fugitive color of organic origin, hence it is

no wonder that the pictures fade. Our house,

A. Braun & Co., have made it a point from

the beginning of our manufacturing, not to

introduce any other but perfectly stable pig-

ments into our tissues, such as sienna, indigo,

Prussian blue, etc. ; these pigments consti-

tute a tissue which will remain permanent

in tint. With reference to the other fault

which Mr. Webster mentions, the cracking

of the film, we have never experienced any

difficulty."

Mr. J. Levy, our esteemed friend in

Paris, has recently been making a collection

of photographs from the gallery of antiques

at the Louvre. He has, with such quality of

light as was at his command, made excel-

lent reproductions of these works of art in

that great national museum, which together

make a very valuable collection. He has

also made some very fine pictures of the

beautiful paintings in the new opera house,

including the artistic splendors of the famous

staircase, of the public foyer, of the foyer in

the ball-room, and of all the rich decorations

in this wondrous building, including many
of the fine studies in architectural design

and sculpture. We already have fine lan-

tern slides of many of these subjects.

M. Boivin, the distinguished French

photographer, recommends electricity as a

method of removing photographic films.

We all know how extremely the collodion

film is charged with electricity, and we are

quite willing to believe that M. Boivin has

started a method which will make plate-

cleaning easy. He tells us that if we first

cut with a knife around the edges of the film,

and then charge the film first with positive

and then with negative electricity, or vice

versa, the collodion film will leave the glass

without further trouble. Based upon the

well-known fact, that the two kinds of elec-

tricity are so antagonistic, this seems a very

reasonable suggestion and can be easily tried.

M. Warnerke, the ingenious inventor

of tissue and roller dark-slides, already fa-

miliar to our readers, has been honored by

the Koyal Photographic Society of Bel-

gium, with a gold medal worth 500 francs

or $100, for the best dry-collodion process.

Two of the French fathers of photography,

Becquerel and Kegnault, are deceased. Both

of these gentlemen were among the early

photographic experimentalists, and have

held their interest in our beautiful art ever

since, adding much to photographic discov-

ery and instruction, and much towards their

growth. It is quite a coincidence that two
such old disciples of the art should be taken

away so closely together.

Photography at the Paris Exhibi.

tion.—We understand that, contrary to the

usual custom, the commissioners of the Paris

Exhibition will not concede the exclusive

right to make photographs within the limits

of the Exhibition to any photographer, but

keep the matter wholly in their own hands,

with the intention to hire operators and

appropriate the profits themselves. Our ex-

perience is that if they undertake this, they

will have enough to do without any further

occupation, and we wish them joy.

METRIC EQUIVALENTS.

OUK patrons are aware of the fact, that

we have done what little we could to

induce them to use the new metric sys-

tem. Not only have we issued a table giv-

ing metrical equivalents, which could be

tacked up in the dark-room, but through

our friend Mr. H. A. Pintard, we last

year, on page 133 of Mosaics, published a

very elaborate article on the metric system,

which can be referred to at any time. We
now take up the metric question, at the re-

quest of the American Metrical Bureau, 32

Hawley Street, Boston, in order to help on

further in this good work. We do this most

heartily, since we can see the great advantage

which it would be to photographers to adopt

this system. We add extracts from some of

the publications of the "Metrical Bureau,"

with illustrations of the use of the new
measures, to help on still further with the

work. It will be noticed that in our trans-

lation of French articles, we add the met-

rical tables, with a translation to our system

;
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but we hope some day to step from under

with our own system, and will do so as soon

as photographers are able to walk alone by

metrical measure.

Metric Equivalents.—-1 inch equals 0.254

metre, or about 2lz centimetres.

1 foot equals 0.3048 metre, or about 30

centimetres.

1 yard equals 0.9144 metre, or about i^tks

of a metre.

1 mile equals 1609. of a metre, or about

1 T
6^ kilometres.

1 U. S. liquid quart equals 0.946 litre, or

rather less than 1 litre.

1 U. S. dry quart equals 1.101 litre, or

rather more than 1 litre.

1 TJ. S. gallon equals 3.785 litre, or about

3T
8
g- litres.

1 U. S. bushel equals 35.24 litre, or about

T
4
Tths of a hectolitre.

1 avoirdupois ounce equals 0.02835 kilo-

gramme, or rather less than 30 grammes.

1 Troy and apothecaries' ounce equals

0.03110 kilogramme, or rather more than 30

grammes.

1 avoirdupois pound equals 0.45359 kilo-

gramme, or about T
5
Tths of a kilo.

1 long ton (2240 pounds) equals 1016.05

kilogrammes, or about 1 metric ton.

International Measures, the entire

system in a single sentence.

—

Measure all

lengths in ynetres, all capacities in litres, all

weights in grammes, using decimal fractions

only, and saying deci for tenth, centi for

hundredth, milli for thousandth, deka for

ten, hekto for hundred, kilo for thousand,

and myria for ten thousand.

This sentence comprises the entire system,

for surfaces and bulks are simply the squares

and cubes of the measure of length, and the

" ar " and " ster " are only other names for

the square dekametre of land, and the cubic

metre of firewood.

The metre (measure) is one ten-millionth

of the distance from the equator to the pole,

and equals the distance from the tip of the

fingers to the centre of the opposite breast.

Four steps equal three metres. The width

of the hand is a decimetre ; and of the fin-

gers, two centimetres. The litre (capacity)

is simply the cube of a decimeter (tenth

measure) in the more convenient cylindrical

form ; and the gramme (weight) is simply

the weight of a cubic centimetre (hundredth

measure of water.)

Meaning. Spelling
?™™

-Illustration, f^
length metre meeter like gas metre m.

capacity litre leeter as in pique 1.

weight gramme gram " dram g.

tenth deci desi like decimal d.

hundreth centi senti " cent c.

thousandth milli mili " mill m.

ten deka deka " decalogue D.

hundred hekto hekto " hecatomb H.

thousand kilo kilo " chiliad K.

ten thousand myria miria " myriad M.

To these ten are sometimes added

surface ar ar area a.

solidity ster ster stereoscope s.

The names metre, litre, and gramme are

from Greek words, understood in all modern
languages to mean a measure (as a gas-metre,

water-metre, etc.), a capacity, and a weight.

As the metric system is now used by most

nations and will soon be universal, the names

understood by all nations are used, instead

of measure, capacity, and weight, which

would be understood only by the English.

For the same reason the fractions are not

called tenth, hundredth, and thousandth in

English, but by their Latin names deci,

centi, and milli. The large quantities, in-

stead of ten, hundred, and thousand, are

called deka, hekto, and kilo, the Greek words

for these numbers. These words are short,

avoid all danger of confusion, are understood

by all nations throughout the world, and so

are very much to be preferred. We there-

fore say, not hundredth measure, but centi-

metre ; not one thousand grammes, but kilo-

gramme, etc.

Each prefix is an independent word, ac-

cented on the first syllable, and retains this

accent in the compound, centimetre, not

centimetre, etc. The abbreviation for the

compound is simply the letters for the two

parts, dm. for decimetre, Dm. (with capital)

for dekametre. For shorter names of the

compounds, pronounce only the prefix and

the first letter of the unit, saying centim,

millim, decil, hektog, etc. This system will

be understood best by remembering that our

money is really a part of the metric system.

The dollar is value, as the metre is length, the

litre is capacity, and as the gramme is weight.

A dekadollar we call an eagle, a decidollar a

12
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dime, and the centidollar and millidollar are

shortened to cent and mill. Both the money
and metric system correspond perfectly to

our arithmetic.

There are no tables or scales, or compli-

cated relations. With the metre, every

possible dimension (length, surface, or so-

lidity) can be measured ; with the litre, every

possible capacity ; with the gramme, every

possible weight. The single sentence above

takes the place of compound or denominate

numbers in our arithmetics ; and as a result

large committees of our ablest teachers re-

port that a full year may be saved in the

school-life of every child. The gain in com-

merce is much larger, for a single multipli-

cation or division gives an absolutely accu-

rate result, where the common system re-

quires several operations to get often only

an approximate answer.

The metric system, by which so much is

accomplished, has now been adopted by

twenty-eight different nations, including a

majority of the civilized world. In eleven

countries it is in exclusive use ; and in sev-

eral, like Germany and France, there are

penalties for using any other measures.

This system is being now rapidly intro-

duced into the United States, and within a

few years will take the place of the present

complicated tables, as dollars and cents have

driven out the pounds, shillings, and pence.

The educational society incorporated to

secure this result desires the cooperation of

every friend of economy and education, and

will gladly send full information to appli-

cants.

Address "American Metric Bureau, Bos-

ton."

Illustrations of Hie Use of the New Meas-

ures.—To show that the single sentence

above is sufficient for all possible measure-

ments, a few illustrations are given, and

with them hints of the most convenient ways

of writing and reading metric quantities.

It will be seen that, having a metre stick

and the sentence above, an intelligent man
can make for himself a litre and gramme,

and then in the international measures, now
used by nearly thirty countries, can measure

anything.

A piece of cloth is 5^- times the length of

the metre stick. Write it 5m 25, and read

it 5 metre twenty-five. The rule says meas-

ure in metres, using decimals, and call hun-

dredths centi. Nothing but decimals are

used, for only decimals are marked on the

measures. There is no more difficulty, if

one prefers it, in using common fractions,

than in our currency, where halves and

quarters are common, and even eighths are

used. 25 was found on the stick itself,

which is divided exactly like the dollar,

into a hundred centimetres, called centim,

like our cents. There is no occasion to read

it 5 metres and 25 centimetres, any more

than to add the word cents to the sum $5.25,

which is commonly abbreviated to 5 dollars

25. As in the money we seldom use eagles

and dimes, so certain metric denominations

are seldom used, and no more confusion or

loss of symmetry results than in our saying

55 cents, instead of 5 dimes and 5 cents.

The abbreviation of the unit, here m.,

takes the place of the decimal point, which

may be omitted without danger. The num-
ber of figures determines the fraction or

denomination.

A chain is 7 and 25-1000 metres long.

Write 7m025. Bead 7 metres, naught,

twenty-five.

A timber is 123-1000 of a mm. thick.

Write it 123mm. Kead it 123 millimetres

(or millim). Or it may be written -ml23.

In this case use the decimal point, or write

0ml23 to avoid any chance of reading it

metres 123, which might be understood as

123 metres.

For very small units, the millim. is the

more convenient term to use, as we use the

thirty-second of an inch, or better, the deci-

mals of a foot or inch. For distances less

than a metre, the centimetre or hundredth

is used. For long distances, where the

number of metres would be large, the 1000

metre, or kilometre, is used. Decim, dekam,

and hektom. are seldom used.

A sheet of glass is 2-1000 of a metre thick.

Write it 2mm. r -m002. The distance be-

tween two cities is 48,593 metres. Write
48Km593. Bead 47 kilometres (or Idiom.)

593.

In weight, the thousand gramme (kilo-

gramme, almost always called kilo) is the

common term. Hay, coal, shipping, etc.,

are weighed by the thousand kilo, which is
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a ton. The kilo is used in common busi-

ness where we use the pound. Druggists

use the gramme, and for powerful medi-

cines, poisons, etc., the decig., centig., and

millig., or milligramme are used. An ele-

phant might weigh 6000 thousand grammes,

or six thousand kilos, for we are to "meas-

ure all weights in grammes, calling thousand

kilo." A mosquito might weigh 1-1000 of

a gramme or a milligramme, for we are to

call thousandths milli. The gramme being

the weight of a cubic centimetre, the kilo is

that of a cubic decimetre, and the ton is the

weight of a cubic metre of water.

The "g" is seldom added to the abbre-

viation for kilogramme.

In measuring surfaces or solidities, it

should be remembered that they are the

squares and cubes of the measures of length,

and therefore the scale of ten is squared and

cubed, and it takes 100 sq. cm. to make a

sq. dm., and 1000 cu. cm. (or cc.) to make
a cu. dm. Therefore, in surfaces, two

places, and in solidities three places, belong

to each denomination. 46sq-m-8459 means

84 sq. dm. and 59 sq. cm. ; not 8 sq. dm., 4

sq. cm., 5 sq. m., etc.

This is nothing peculiar to the metric

system, but is the simple arithmetical law,

which is sometimes forgotten. Metric quan-

tities being simply tangible arithmetic, serve

to make the law more clear. It is simply

the law of squares and cubes, puzzled over

in involution and evolution. If the metric

square-measure frame or cube-root blocks

are looked over for a few minutes, this mat-

ter will always be understood.

In capacity, the litre is more used than any

of its multiples or divisions. It is almost

exactly our quart. For small measures,

decil. and centil. are used. For very small

quantities, the druggists and chemists have

the habit of saying cubic centimetre or cc,

which is simply naming the quantity in

linear units, instead of calling it a millilitre.

The litre might be called a cubic decimetre,

only it is too long a name. In fact, all the

capacity and weight names are only abbre-

viations for the original length or metre

names, and were it not for the longer ex-

pression, we should have nothing to learn

but the " metre." The kilolitre would be a

cu. m. ; the hektolitre would be one hundred

cu. dm., etc. The gramme would be " weight

of cc. of water ;
" the kilo would be, " weight

of a cu. dm. of water ;
" the ton " weight of

a cu. m. of water," etc. So the metric system

is properly named, for it is simply knowing

the one thing, the metre or measure by

which everything may be measured.

For information concerning the great ad-

vantages that will attend the introduction

of the Metric System, address the General

Office of the Society, 32 Hawley Street,

Boston.

PHOTOGRAPHIC NEWS.

THE question as to whether deep printing

is an aid to permanency or not, is

being discussed somewhat abroad. It has

often been said by old printers, that the old

method of hypo toning was more permanent

than the present popular system of toning

with gold. The opinion is, however, that

the fact of such prints lasting longer is due

more to the depth of the printing than the

character of the toning-bath, and that light

prints are the most liable to fade. Of course

to obtain such good and lasting prints, full

of detail and half-tone, the proper sort of

negatives must be made. The technicalities

of negative-making have been entirely

changed with the last few years, since the

retouching of them has been the order of the

day.

The Photographisches Wochenblatt, in

speaking of the frequency with which por-

traits are rejected—not on account of any

technical failure in manipulation on the

part of the operator, but because the portraits

were not considered to be likenesses—thinks

that photographers might do a little them-

selves to remove a frightful cause of disputes

by pointing out to their customers a frequent

cause of failure, namely, that the unlikeness

of portraits is generally the result of sitters

not wearing their ordinary clothes, but com-

ing more "dressed " than usual. This, be-

sides giving an unfamiliar impression, helps

to deepen the self-conscious and unnatural

expression of countenance so often assumed

by sitters in front of the camera. The Wo-
chenblatt thinks that women are almost ex-

clusively the offenders on this point. That

may be left an open quetion, but that this
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matter of dress is a large factor in the failures

in likenesses there can be no doubt. Of
course the remark is not new, but it is one

of those truisms which are often lost sight of,

and which will bear repetition.

The working of the German law of copy-

right is illustrated by the following story,

taken from the Archiv, which gives an

account of the first prosecution under the

new act of the 10th of January, 1876. In

the beginning of last year, Herr Hanfstangl,

69 Unter der Linden, Berlin, took a por-

trait of the Princess Charlotte of Prussia,

of which he printed and published great

numbers. The defendant did the same, but

furnished his prints at a tenth part of the

price charged by the former, whereupon

Herr Hanfstangl brought the present action

for violation of his copyright. The defend-

ant pleaded that, by the seventy-eighth sec-

tion of the Copyright Act, the copyright of

a portrait was vested in the sitter, unless

any special agreement to the contrary had

been made, and that, as Herr Hanfstangl

had not obtained any formal authorization

to publish the portrait, he was incapacitated

from bringing the action, as the copyright

belonged to the Princess, and she alone could

prosecute for its infringement. The judges

took this last view of the case, and pro-

nounced judgment accordingly; but Herr

Hanfstangl appealed, and produced a docu-

ment dated the 1st of October, executed by

the Princess's ober-governante, granting

him the exclusive right of publishing the

Princess Charlotte's portrait. The date was,

however, long after the time when the com-

plaint was made, and could not be held to

have a retrospective action, besides which

the judges thought it questionable whether

the authorization, to be valid, should not

have been obtained from the Crown Prince.

They therefore gave judgment in favor of

the defendant.

In the Archiv, Herr Neidhart relates how
he made a pleasant-looking picture of a por-

trait, the plate of which was broken off short

across the neck. He chose a white mat with

a small oval opening coming pretty close

around the head
; but then too much of the

white ground showed, so he added just out-

side the oval line a garland or arabesque, of

large or heather twigs. The effect of the gar-

land was so good that he prepared a number of

other mats decorated with twigs of ivy, oak,

pine, juniper, or with tufts of ferns, garlands

of hops or of vine leaves, interspersed with

corn flowers, lily of the valley, and blue

bells. Herr Neidhart's idea is not, however,

so new as he, being an amateur, seems to

imagine
; for, not to mention the mats in

which flowers and ferns in splash work are

introduced, there are now many mats and

albums ornamented by pictures of flowers in

their natural colors, though the taste of this

style of ornamentation is questionable. Ten

or twelve years ago, an attempt was made to

introduce mats having several small ovals

for carte portraits, the spaces between being

filled up with chromos, in colors, of groups

of birds, fruits, insects, etc. ; but the attempt

did not meet with much success. Herr Neid-

hart, however, does not mention whether the

flowers composing his garlands were natural

or photographs, or etchings, or chromos, so

it would not be fair to attack him as suggest-

ing the admixture of a photograph mono-

chrome with the brilliant hues of flowers.

The Deutchen Photographen Zeitung in-

tends to bring out a photographic directory,

in which the name and address of every

photographer conducting business on his

own account in Germany, German Austria,

and Switzerland shall be found. The di-

rectory will also give the names of photo-

lithographers, lichtdruck printers, and man-

ufacturers and dealers in photographic goods.

The publication, if well got up, is likely to

supply a much felt want.

The education of photographers is exciting

considerable interest in London, and corres-

pondents are suggesting the establishment of

an institution, where time and every facility

may be given for teaching and learning

everything requisite to know in the art;

where the pioneers may educate the new-

comers, and where gentlemen specially quali-

fied to instruct and teach, may be useful

in giving a genuine school of photography

a helping hand. We trust the project may
be met with more encouragement than a

similar one was here. It will be remembered

that during last year, we suggested the es-

tablishment of a similar school in this coun-
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try, and at that time had offers from a well-

known corporation to give the thing a con-

siderable lift, provided enough interest was

taken in the subject to warrant it. Sad be

it to say, however, that to our recollection,

not a single response to the offer was made

by the photographers of America, with the

exception of those to whom we specially

wrote about it.

The following method is used by the Ber-

lin Institute for Photography, for removing

negative films from the glass, a process nec-

essary in working the Uchtdruck method

:

Before collodionizing, the plate must be

covered with a weak solution of caoutchouc.

After fixing and washing, the negative must

be somewhat warmed by hot water, and then

a solution of gelatin, about ten per cent., is

poured on it, carefully avoiding the forma-

tion of air-bubbles. When that gelatin film

is dry (the negative must be dried in a hor-

izontal position), the negative will be re-

touched as usual, and then the borders being

cut with a knife, the pellicle will be easily

drawn off.

Photographic Hall.—There still seems

to be a lack of information on the subject of

subscriptions made to Photographic Hall

during 1876. We therefore again inform

subscribers of the fact, that by addressing

the Centennial Board of Finance, 308 and

310 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, they may
obtain a dividend on their shares of stock,

amounting to fifteen per cent, with interest.

Swan's patents, for the manufacture of

carbon tissue, etc., expired during last month,

and have not been extended, we learn.

They are discussing the decay of stereo-

scopic photography in England. At first

sight we would think the cause was the want

of good stereoscopes, like our own American
" 'scope" in England, but when we realize

that a prominent house in New York is sell-

ing stereoscopic pictures at $2. 50 per hundred

,

and that the very best Niagara views can be

had at retail for $6.50 per gross, we begin

to feel that there is some other reason. Cer-

tainly, this is the fact in our own country,

where we have good 'scopes, but the scope of

buyers is not very wide at present. The

abomination of copying our best stereoscopic

views is creating some distaste for them, and

in a measure killing the trade. It is to be

deplored.

Lantern-slide traffic is in the height of

its glory, and has been very brilliant this

season. Each year lantern exhibitions seem

to grow more and more in popular favor, in

every part of our country.

In the Photographische Zeitung, Herr Von
Brauck recommends the following for long

exposures. Dissolve in a bottle and shake

Distilled Water, . . .35 parts.

Alcohol, 3 "

Crystallized Citric Acid, . 1 part.

Glycerin, .... 6 parts.

Nitrate of Silver, . . 2J "

Pour the filtered solution over the freshly

silvered plate just as it comes out of the

bath. Move the plate about as when coated

with collodion, until the greasy marks dis-

appear. Do not use too strong a developer.

With plates so prepared, one may expose a

long time without getting dry spots.

The Mlttheilungen mentions amongst

other applications for German patents, that

of Dr. Liesegang for a peculiar form of

camera, and that of Herr Strumpen, of Ham-
burg, for a process for burning lichtdruck

pictures upon glass and porcelain, etc. Herr

Schiiler, of Berlin, has obtained a patent

for a method of producing a photographic

film upon glass capable of being ground by

the sand blast.

M. Scotellari contributes an interesting

article to the News on artistic lighting, in

which he says: " Operators place the model

generally too near the background, and dis-

pose of the curtains on both sides of the

model. This is a great error . The model

lighted only in front, receives evidently the

light in plain face, and thence follows the

absence of modelling in the picture, abrupt

transitions of the lighted parts to the slightly

lighted or non-illuminated ones ; that is to

say, they have black shadows and chalky

lights without relief, and in place of being

well modelled the print becomes, of course,

white and flat. Such imperfections I want

to rectify by popularizing the method called

Rembrandt, which will produce results dia-

metrically opposite to those obtained previ-

ously, in giving living portraits with fine

relief, depth of shadows, gradations of tint,
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and the transparent fineness of rendering of

the flesh.

" The Studio.—All studios should be fur-

nished with movable curtains to use for

regulating the light according to the opera-

tor's will, and to distribute it in the follow-

ing mannner : The upper glazed side, giving

the top-light, should be divided into two

parts, the shadow and the light side. A
dark violet curtain covers the first, a bright

violet curtain the second side. The curtains

will allow the operator to light or shade, at

pleasure, the model, in case the light should

be not active enough, or too active.

" The glazed side of the studio, where the

full light enters, must be furnished with a

movable bright violet curtain, which can

be advanced or retired if wanted. There

should only be employed gray carpets of a

brighter or deeper color, to avoid reflections

which could alter the operation of the light.

" The background should be in preference

of a deeper color, by putting at the side

where the model is chiefly lighted, part of a

background screen, so that it projects a pe-

numbra or slight shadow, which grades off"

and terminates near the middle of the back-

ground of the picture, and causes an effect

equal to a circular background.

" In case, by any reason, the fixing or the

furnishing with curtains in the studio be in-

convenient, there can be placed as a substi-

tute above the model a violet screen (or a

violet sunshade) to shade the model according

to the effect desired."

'
' Although the depths of winter are upon

us now, and it is not so easy to operate with

satisfaction as it is when the weather is more

moderate, still it will not be many weeks

before the leaves appear, and photographers

will find it incumbent upon themselves to

execute their orders for outdoor work. This

should warn them that now is the time to

look up and get ready their apparatus. Our

catalogue offers the very best assortment of

landscape lenses and boxes possible to secure,

and any one wishing to make good work,

should first consult this catalogue before

purchasing." So say the Scovill Manufac-

turing Company, New York.

Our English cotemporaries seem to have

considered the various letters from our cor-

respondents on the state of business worthy

of republication in their magazines, nearly

all of them having been reprinted in both

English journals. It is pleasant to know
that the interests of the two nations are so

closely identified, and that what affects one

seems to affect the other, more or less. We -

hope, however, that our friends over the

water have not had so continued a dull season

as we have had here.

For a quarter of a century at least, the

photographers in and around Philadelphia

have never had so remarkable a season of

sunshine to help them in their holiday

work, as they had during the month

of December. There were but very few

days when the sun did not shine brightly

and warmly, an occurrence almost unpre-

cedented, giving the ability to print in

time nearly all of their Christmas orders.

Moreover, the flow of business was very

good, and but few had any cause to com-

plain, and those few were such as whose

work did not deserve patronage. In some

sections of our country we learn, however,

that the weather was not so favorable, and

that many of the holiday orders are still

unfilled.

The " Identiscope " is a recent invention

by Mr. William Mathews, of Bristol, Eng-

land, some of the uses of which may be

learned from the following communication.

Engraving with Electricity.—The applica-

tions of electricity seem to be unlimited. We
are informed that an ingenious inventor has

succeeded, after many tedious trials, in con-

structing a machine for engraving by means

of electricity. The design is placed under

one, and the plate to be engraved under the

other pole of the battery, the latter being

supplied with the engraving tool. When
the battery is set in action, an ivory button

moves horizontally over the design, and

since the latter is made a conductor, thereby

closes the circuit and affects the metal under

the other pole, producing a fac simile on

the plate. If it be desired to produce a

relief plate, it is only necessary to reverse

the poles of the battery, and the functions

performed on the design and plate will be

reversed likewise.

—

Papier Ztg.
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Pictures Received.—From Mr. E. D. Orms-

by, formerly of Chicago, and now of Oakland,

California, some admirable cabinet pictures of

little children, in various pretty attitudes, which

prove Mr. Ormsby to be fully able to maintain

even a better quality of work than he produced

in Chicago. We do not see what can be sweeter

than his pictures of the little ones which he

sends.

From Mr. C. D. Mosher, 125 State Street,

Chicago, a number of cabinets, of ladies, which

prove the new light of Mr. Mosher to be fully

equal to the old, if not better. Mr. Mosher's

pictures are mounted on his new registered

mounts, which give them a very distinguished

and pretty appearance.

From Mr. G. M. Bretts, Pottsville, Pa., a

number of interesting pictures of children, in

fancy and other positions, and with fancy back-

grounds.

From Mr. Frank Jewell, Scranton, Pa., some

pictures of snow scenes, in which he is emi-

nently successful. Mr. Jewell is one of the

progressive photographers who never permits

his work to fall back in quality.

From Mr. J. P. Vail, Geneva, New York, an

admirable cabinet picture of Prof. J. Towler,

our former esteemed correspondent of that city.

The Professor looks quite as young as he did ten

years ago, and the picture is the best we ever

saw of him. We hope to look as handsome and

as genial and pleasant as this when we are twice

as old as we are now.

From Mr. J. S. Young, Rome, Georgia, some

very nice specimens of his work. We are glad

to see such good things come from Mr. Young,

and hope he will continue to progress.

From Mr. R. N. Dawson, Blair, Nebraska, a

fine view of the town in which he lives, which

shows good work ; and also some portraits, which

prove him to be quite up to the new ideas of his

art.

From Mr. J. H. Hamilton, Sioux City, Iowa,

some very interesting stereoscopic views of In-

dian chiefs, camps, burial-grounds, etc., together

with a sample photograph, made in winter, from

one of his emulsion plates. The latter was

made with the Ross doublet, in ninety seconds,

on a cloudy day, which is quite rapid for emul-

sion work. The shadows are clean and trans-

parent, and yet the whites are not overdone.

The beautiful stereoscopic pictures to which

we alluded in a late number, as having been

received without any name, were from Mr.

Irving Saunders, Alfred Centre, New York.

He tells us in the current number how he uses

the Robinson trimmer for cutting out prints.

From Mr. N. R. Worden, New Britain, Con-

necticut, we received quite a parcel of cabinet

pictures, of ladies, gentlemen and children, in

different attitudes, which show Mr. Worden to

be quite a skilful photographer. He seems to

have excellent ideas in the direction of getting

characteristic pictures of his sitters, a matter

which is often overlooked by photographers who
do otherwise excellent work.

News.—-Mr. W. W. Washburne, of New Or-

leans, Louisiana, has nearly a whole column of

the New Orleans Commercial, of a recent issue,

devoted to a notice of his gallery. Mr. Wash-
burne has had an experience in photography of

thirty-five years, and of course his studio and

operating-room are fitted up with the best in-

struments known to the profession, and with

every accommodation for making excellent work.

Every attention is paid to the decoration of the

reception-rooms and studio ; and, in fact, all

through is evidence of good business thrift, and

excellent management.

Mr. E. L. Eaton, Omaha, Nebraska, has like-

wise become a veteran in photography, having

been twenty-one years a "doer of dark deeds."

He, too, was given a very handsome notice, by

the Omaha Daily Herald, which praises his

work in the highest degree.

A Good Opportunity.—We desire to call the

attention of those who are in the market to the

advertisement of Messrs. Broadbent & Taylor,

in our specialty column, for an operator. These

gentlemen have one of the most popular business

places in the city, and are men eminently well

known in their profession, so that the position

would be a most desirable one to the right sort

of man. We hope some such one will aj)ply and

obtain it.

Our Prize Sets.—The prize prints are now
ready for delivery to those who wish them for

study. It is no easy thing to prepare them

properly, from a set of negatives differing so

much as these do ; but we are now ready to sup-

ply them, and call attention to the list and prices
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in our advertisement, in the regular place. Those

who wish really admirable studies, will find these

of great advantage and low in price.

Testimonials.—We have been lucky enough to

receive a good deal of free advertising from some

of our would-be cotemporaries, for which we are

duly thankful, and from which we are reaping a

rich reward. We must, however, ask our friends

to rejoice with us over some of the many testimo-

nials which come from those who best understand

the worth of our magazine, namely, our old sub-

scribers. Here are some of them :

"We hope while in the business always to be

able to greet our monthly friend, the Philadel-

phia Photographer."-—R. R. Thomas, Goderich,

Ontario.

" It seems to put new life into my gallery

whenever it comes. I do not miss anything as

I do it when it fails to appear."—J. H. Blake-

more, Mount Airy, N. C.

"I thought I could hardly afford to take so

many journals as last year, but I cannot feel

quite right after all without yours. I have them

all bound up to last year, and in nice style."

—

Irving Saunders, Alfred Centre, N. Y.

" Let me congratulate you upon yonr success in

obtaining so good a picture of Mr. John Welsh,

which appeared in your last issue. It is a most

satisfactory likeness, and one of the best illus-

trations that has ever been offered in your jour-

nal."

—

John C. Browne, (late President of the

Photographic Society of Philadelphia).

"Inclosed please find money for one year's

subscription to the Philadelphia Photographer.

I still have an interest in your journal, carbon

or no carbon, and hope it will live for all the

combined forces of Lambert, Fitzgibbon, Bulle-

tin, etc. I thought I would not take it this year,

but after reading the Bulletin and the St. Louis

Practical Photographer, I think it is my duty to

aid an independent journal, so please send it

along, and with my best wishes, I am, truly

yours, Theron Crispell, Battle Greek, Mich."

" I will say that I still like the " P. P.," as it

is termed by Lambert, and right here let me
say that the attacks on you by him and others

do not raise them one bit in my estimation. It

remains to be decided whether you are wrong in

your opinion or not. Judging by your experi-

ence, you had a right to warn photographers

about it, and being honest in your opinion,

should not have been attacked in such a manner.

I do not suppose the above will do you any good,

but it is a little satisfaction to one to express

their sentiments."—A. B. Stebbins, Tioga, Pa.

A Wail from a Victim.—"After the end of

the world, those who will be unfortunate enough

to be condemned to the eternal fire will say,

'Oh ! if we had followed the advice of those who
wanted our salvation, we would not be here.'

Do not laugh. For it is too late. I guess you

will not understand what I mean if I do not tell

you. The thing is this : If I had followed your

advice, which came too late, it is true, I would

not have lost over $600 in the Lambert pro-

cess, 'the chromotype.' It is very fine; it is

very good; it is all this and that; but it will

take a long time before it takes the place of the

silver print. I know there are men a great deal

more intelligent than I am ; well, to those I will

leave the carbon; my intelligence does not go

beyond the silver process. I have been work-

ing the carbon process for a year and a half with

some success, but nothing that you can de-

pend on, and it is a great deal more trouble than

the silver process, notwithstanding all that has

been said in favor of the carbon. Lambert, who

wrote so much against you, is now writing

against his former masters. At present there

are no patents in Canada for this process. Is

there any way of getting back my money ? What
do you think ? ''—L. P. Vallee, Quebec, Canada.

Mr. W. Irving Adams, whose long connec-

tion with the Scovill Manufacturing Company
for these many years, and whose kindly interest,

as well as substantial, in all that pertains to the

welfare of the photographic fraternity, especi-

ally of our National Association and its interests,

is well known, has been elected by the stockhold-

ers of the Company to represent them as their

agent at the New York establishment. Moreover,

Mr. Adams has been elected a director of the

Company. These new honors now place him

substantially in the position which he has really

sustained for a number of years, as head of the

photographic-supply trade of America in its vari-

ous dejiartments. No worthier man could be ob-

obtained for such a responsible position, and it

will be an advantage still greater to the growth

of photography to have him there. We congratu-

late him, and wish him prosperity and success

in his efforts, both for himself and for the trade.

Emulsion workers will be glad to see in our

present issue the advertisement of Mr. Albert

Levy, 77 University Place, New York, who

offers to supply them with a very superior emul-

sion. We believe there is much advantage in

the direction of emulsion, and have heard that

the preparation offered by Mr. Levy is very

much liked by those who have used it.



ADVERTISING RATES FOR SPECIALTIES—It will be understood that matter under this

head is not to be considered as always having editorial sanction, though we shall endeavor to clear it of anything

tending to deceive or mislead. Stock-dealers will find this a beneficial mode of advertising, and sure to pay largely.

Six lines, one insertion, $2.00, and 25 cents for each additional line, seven words to a line—in advance. Operators

desiring situations, no charge. Matter must be received by the 23d to secure insertion. Advertisers will please

not ask us for recommendations. 4®= We cannot undertake to mail answers to parties who advertise. Please

always add your address to the advertisement.

Operator Wanted.— In one of the finest

galleries in Philadelphia. Apply, with speci-

mens of work (which will be returned), and pho-

tograph of applicant. Also a good Negative

Retoucher wanted.
Broadbent & Taylor,

914 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

The Wonderful Euryscopic
Lens. See Advertisement.

For Sale.—If your situation don't exactly

suit, read this. The advertiser has been induced

to buy a very large photographic establishment

in another city. I have here an established busi-

ness, paying well ; I cannot attend to both, and

shall sell this very low, and to the right man with

a little money, time for the balance would be

given. Any one who wants a place if they see

it will buy. It has never been offered for sale.

Address E. Adams, Box 508, Gloucester, Mass.

Or, George S. Bryant & Co., Boston.

For Sale.—Photograph, Tintype, and View
outfit. Good location, light, etc. Rent low. Good
bargain for some one. Address, with stamp,

Cow'd Lawrence, Damariscotta, Maine.

Any one having any pictures made before

1868 on tinted plates (chocolate or maroon), or

knowing wher"e such can be obtained will find it

to their advantage to address,

W. C. Eaton, Newark, N. J.

Waymouth's Vignette Papers.

Gallery For Sale.—One of the best-arran-

ged photograph galleries in Chicago, having

eleven rooms, all for $20 a month ; has first-class

location, reputation, and customers. Cash re-

ceipts from $80 to $125 a week. Everything is

new, clean, and in good order. A rare chance.

J. M. Lenz,

679 W. Madison St., Chicago, Ills.

Wanted Immediately.—Two Ink and Water

Colorists; Ladies preferred. Address

L. D. Judkins,

16i E. Washington St., Indianapolis, Ind.

A. LAMOR, EDW. LAMOR,
ARTISTS.

Photographs finished in Water Colors, Crayon,

or India Ink, in the highest style of the art.

PORTRAITS IN OIL A SPECIALTY.

Negatives finely retouched.

738 Sanson Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Hance's Photographic Special-

ties. See Advertisement.

For Sale.—A portable frame photograph

house, 12 x 22 feet, containing head-rests, back-

ground, dark-room tanks, chairs, wash-stand,

looking-glass, glass-bath, collodion-vials, oil-

cloth, matting, three frames with specimens, all

ready to go to work, except camera and stand.

The whole for $175 cash. Is at present located

in this city. G. & W. H. Rau,

922 Girard Avenue, Philadelphia.

For Sale.—An old established place in a most

desirable northeast city. Studio new last Sep-

tember, and everything new put in. Instruments

of Scovill's (American Optical Co.'s) make, etc.

;

Seavey's grounds. Ill health compels me to give

up the business. For further particulars, address

Box 463, Westboro', Mass.

"Coasting, Skating, Snow, and other Win-

ter Studies."—Having many requests for ex-

amples of my winter photographs, and as I cannot

afford to furnish so many gratis, I have deter-

mined to put them in the market as studies.

They are cabinet size, and I will furnish them at

$6.00 per dozen, or 50 cents each/ with directions

how each picture was managed. Enclose price

to Frank Jewell, Scranton, Pa.

USE WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
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SBAVEY'S
NEW

BACKGROUNDS AND AOOESSOEIES
FOR THE

1877-FALL AND WINTER CAMPAIGN -1878

The newest fashionable Backgrounds intro-

duced by New York Photographers, are

Seavey's Snow Landscapes,
Price, per square foot, 25 cents.

Novel and superb pictures produced by using
the above, in conjunction with our Winter Fore-
grounds. Sure to attract customers.

Seavey's New Interiors.

Rich in design and fine in execution, at from
25 to 30 cents per square foot.

Seavey's Antique Cabinets, never before

offered to the public. Rich in design, . $40 00

Seavey's Fireplace and Cabinet, com-
bined, an invaluable accessory, ... 50 00

Seavey's Antique Chairs, 12 00

SARONY, KURTZ, MORA,
use no Backgrounds but Seavey's.

Designs copyrighted.
Headquarters for leading styles in Photo-

graphic Backgrounds and Accessories,

L. W. Seavey's Scenic Studio,

8 Lafayette Place, New York City.

EURYSCOPE.
A. C. North, Toledo, Ohio, writes, Oct. 1st, 1877

:

" I consider the Euryscope Lens you sent us the

finest for the purpose you claim it for to be used.

I have just tried it ; it works quick, sharp, and

gives no flare or marginal aberration. The finest

lines are rendered with the greatest distinctness

and accuracy, it covers sharp to the edge larger

plates than it is listed for."

Wm. H. Roads, Philadelphia, Pa., writes, Nov.

30th, 1877 : "I send you by mail to-day a 14 x 17

photograph made with the new No. C. Euryscope,

which will speak for itself. We have not done

much work with new Lens, but what work we

have done with it gives great satisfaction, and I

can cheerfully recommend it to any one desiring

a good instrument for general work."

L. Moberly, McKinney, Texas, writes, Nov.

23d, 1877 :
" The No. 2 Euryscope Lens received.

I have just made an 8 x 10 group of seven per-

sons with it ; time twenty seconds, at half-past

three in the afternoon, and cloudy at that, but

all is perfectly sharp and crisp. I have tried a

great many lenses, but this surpasses them all,

and I could not ask a lens to do more. I feel

under many obligations to Voigtlander & Son

for the introduction of so valuable a Lens."

We have just received a good supply of all

sizes of the Euryscope Lenses.

Benj. French & Co., Boston, Mass.

GOLD.
Great chance to make money.

If you can't get gold you can get

greenbacks. We need a person

in every town to take subscriptions for the largest

cheapest, and best illustrated family publication

in the world. Any one can become a successful

agent. The most elegant works of art given free

to subscribers. The price is so low that almost

everybody subscribes. One agent reports making

over $150 in a week. A lady agent reports taking

over 400 subscribers in ten days. All who engage

make money fast. You can devote all your time

to the business, or only your spare time. You

need not be away from home over night. You

can do it as well as others. Full particulars, di-

rections and terms free. Elegant and expensive

outfit free. If you want profitable work send

us your address at once. It costs nothing to try

the business. No one who engages fails to make

great pay. Address
'" The People's Journal,"

Portland, Maine.

For Sale.—The leading gallery in a city of

over 40,000 inhabitants, elegantly furnished, con-

veniently arranged, and as fine a light as there

is in the country. Notwithstanding the great

depression of business last year (1877), this gal-

lery did an average business of over $100 per

week. $2500 Cash, and cash only, buys it.

Address, with stamp,
"Artistic Lighting,"

Care Thos. H. McCollin, 624 Arch Street, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Voigtlander & Son's new Euryscope will be

found the most useful Lens any one can have for

groups.

Burrel's Chart and Hints to Patrons.—

Your gallery is not complete without them. For

particulars, see advertisement in January, Feb-

ruary, and March, 1876, issues of this journal.

Price, $1.25, unmounted, by mail, or by express,

mounted.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No chargefor advertisements tinder this head; limited

tofour lines. Inserted once only, unless by request

.

By a good operator, retoucher, or to take charge
of a gallery ; well posted ; seven years' experi-

ence. Wife is handy, and a good saleslady. No
liquor or tobacco. Reference unexcelled. Gar-
vey Donaldson, Dexter City, Ohio.

By a sober, industrious operator. Over twelve

years' experience in all branches. Best refer-

ence. Address J. R. Devere, 37 Broome Street,

Brooklyn, E. D., N. Y.

USE WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
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As operator and retoucher. Children's pictures

a specialty.* Address Operator, Lock Box 11,

Janesville, Wisconsin.

By an artist of long experience in india-ink,

crayon, and retouching of negatives. Salary of

no object, if employment can be given for one
year. Address W. J. E., Artist, 166 West Huron
Street, Buffalo, N. T.

As assistant by a young man ; is acquainted
with all branches of the business. Salary not
so much an object as a chance for improvement
and permanent situation. Beference, Frank
Jewell, Scranton, Pa. Address C. J. H., Box 643,

Corning, Steuben Co., N. Y.

In some first-class gallery, by a young man
who has been in the business three years ,• can
make himself useful in any department; will

accept small salary during hard times. Address
William J. Blake, Naperville, Illinois.

By a young man of two years' experience, in

a gallery where he may be generally useful. Can'
do any part of the business except retouch. Ad-
dress C. Willard, Box 171, Lansing, Michigan.

By a young man of good habits, the position

of printer and toner, or dark-room assistant, in

a first-class gallery, with an opportunity to ad-
vance. Has had three years' experience. Ap-
ply to William L. Clarke, 2 Dallas Place, Bos-
ton, Mass.

By a young lady of experience, a situation in

a first-class gallery, either in the reception-room,
or as assistant printer. Has a good knowledge
of finishing in water-colors. Address Miss Alice
E. Shaw, 37 Hammond Park, Boston, Mass.

By a young lady of three years' experience in

a first-class gallery as retoucher ; best of refer-

ence given and required. Address Box 309,
Galesburg, Ills.

By a young man of five years' experience in

photographing, a situation as printer and toner
;

can give best of references. Address Chas. M.
S., Box 596, Ogdensburg, N. Y.

A photographer of ten years' experience de-
sires a position. Good references from some of
the leading men in Philadelphia and Toronto,
Canada. Wages moderate; Address Photo., 116
Sargent St., below Kensington Av., Phila., Pa.

By a young man of four years' experience in

all branches. Can give good reference. Ad-
dress J. P., P. 0. Box 260, Corning, N. Y.

Gold, Silver, or Greenbacks are what I will

exchange my services for, with a " Solid Man."
Becommendations first-class. Two years' ex-
perience in making sittings, but still anxious to

learn. Please address A. C. H., No. 1 Madison
Park, Bochester, N. Y.

As an assistant, by one who has had experi-
ence in all branches, but mostly in printing and
toning. A gallery in New England preferred.

Address Photographer, care B. K. Ames, 194
Westminster St., Providence, R. I.

An artist who executes first-class water-color,
India ink, and crayon portraits, desires to make
an engagement, May 1st, with some responsible
photographer in the U. S. Salary low to one
promising permanent situation. Address Artist,

29 Robinson St., Toronto, Ont.

By a practical photographer, one who has
managed a gallery and done the operating for

thirteen years in one place; can also retouch.
Salary moderate. Strictly temperate, and of
good morals. Specimens sent. South preferred.
Address Photo., 229 West 22d St., Erie, Pa.

By an excellent and experienced negative re-

toucher. Would prefer where he can assist in

other branches. Salary reasonable. Address
H. B., Cooperstown, Otsego Co., N. Y.

Emulsion Photographique

Francaise.
Unequalled for rapidity, (fully equal to the bath plate)—Intensity to any degree on simple

development without silver or other intensifier, and absolutely permanent and without
change.

ALBERT LEVY, SOLE PROPRIETOR,

77 UNIVERSITY PLACE, N.Y.

PRESERVATIVE for dry plates, (more rapid than wet) also Prepared Dry Plates ready for

use and Photographic Chemicals at lowest market prices always on hand.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,
No. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.
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^ GENNEJ^
38 Maiden Lane, New York

IMPORTER OF THE CELEBRATED

S. &. M. DRESDEN

Albumen Papers
SINGLE OR EXTRA BRILLIANT.

This paper has been imported by me to the great satis-

faction of photographers for the last eight years, and has
not been surpassed by the many different brands sprang
up since.^ ALSO,

Hyposulphite of Soda,
Sulphate of Iron,

Solid German Glass Baths,
Saxe Evaporating Dishes,

French Filter Paper,
Porcelain Trays.

Ferrotype Plates.

I ALSO IMPORT EXTRA BRILLIANT

CROSS-SWORD PAPER.
For sale by all Stock-Dealers in the United States and Canada.
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REDUCTION IN PRICE !

THE CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIK

UNRIVALLED STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS
OF

Statuary, Interiors, Exteriors,

Fancy Groups,
Works of Art,

Machinery, etc.
Making the most unrivalled collection everpublished, have been

REDUCED TO $2.00 PER DOZEN.
THE FOLLOWING SIZES ARE ALSO MADE:

Card, Cabinet, 5x8,
8 x 10, 13 x 16, and 17x 21.

Liberal Discount to the Trade. Catalogues supplied on receipt

of a three-cent stamp.

Every Photographer Can Sell Them.

ALSO,

Magic Lantern Slides
Over 500 subjects of greater interest than any other class in this line

FOR SALE BY THE

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

Studio—Belmont Av., Exhibition Grounds, Philadelphia.

EDWAKD L. WILSON, Prop'r. City Office, 116 North Seventh St.

Dealers Supplied at the Best Rates.
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NEW AND IMPROVED

Engraving Process.

M
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RELIEFPLATES
in hard Type Metal

MUCH CHEAPER
Illustration.

"THMTffiODCUTS

U

W
i—i

CQ

PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR WOOD CUTS.
STATE WHERE YOU SAW THIS.

1878—THE LATEST IMPROVEMENT IN PHOTOGRAPHY.—1878

HALLS
Transparent Crystal Varnish,

A combination of volatile solvents and soluble gums, forming a
clear, transparent, colorless varnish, specially

suitable for Ferrotypes.

After many careful experiments, we have succeeded in making what we consider to be
the best varnish for Ferrotypes yet made, as it combines all the necessary qualities required

in a good varnish, and has none of the objections which other (otherwise good) varnishes

ha.ve.

A good varnish for Ferrotypes should be colorless, so that the high-lights, half-tones,

and deep shadows shall remain brilliant—and pure in tone. It should dry clear without heat,

thus saving the expense of gas or burning-fluid ; and it should have no offensive odor to annoy
the delicate senses of your customers and yourselves. All of these objections we have over-

come, and combined in our varnish all the good qualities requisite. As, for instance, this

varnish is perfectly colorless, and as clear and brilliant as distilled water. It dries clear in a

few moments, withouUieat, and gives a fine, glossy, transparent film, and has no offensive

odor. As a test, we wmild ask you to order a bottle of your stock-dealer, and try it, feeling

assured that you will continue to use it in preference to all others. Each bottle bears our

signature. SOLD BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS.

HALL & CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.
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john g.hood. ESTABLISHED 1865. wm. ,d. h. wilson.

^SOtf, HOOD & OQ
HAVE COMPLETED THEIR

REMOVAL
TO

ArchC 825 ) St.

(Opposite Store previously occupied by them), and solicit a visit of inspection from all

Photographers. We shall continue to keep a fine stock of

PHOTO. GOODS,
FRAMES,

STEKEOSCOPES AND VIEWS,
at prices as low as are consistent with the quality of goods furnished. "We are indebted to our

customers, for their patronage during the past Thirteen Years, and our efforts shall be to

merit a continuance of it.

"We have been appointed Trade Agents for

F. R. Cremer's French Lubricator.

A liquid to be used on photographs, to produce by the aid of any burnisher, a glossy, hard

and unscratchable surface. "We furnish sample bottles and directions free. "We also sell

4 OUNCE BOTTLES OP LIQUID AT 25 CTS. EACH.
8 " " " 50 "

QUART " " $1.75

Discount on quantities. Address orders to any dealer, or to

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,

No. 825 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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J. C. SOMERVILLE
No. 8 South Fifth Street.

THE BEST GOODS AT THE VEEY LOWEST PEIOES POK CASH.

Somerville's Extra Negative Collodion. Tilford's Collodion.

Somerville's Extra Ferrotype Collodion. P. & W. Chemicals.

Somerville's New Diamond Varnish. Frames and Matts of

Somerville's Retouching Varnish. every Description.

PHOTO-CHROME OUTFITS COMPLETE, $2.50.

Convex Glass, Cotton and Silk Velvet Passepartouts, and all goods for the Photo-Chrome Picture kept

in stock and sold at the lowest market prices.

Seventeen years' experience. Cash prices and prompt shipment. New packing boxes of the right

size at cost. Send a trial order. 3Jg§" Send for new Illustrated Price List and Budget for 1878.

ROBT. HODGE^
SUCCESSOR TO CHAS. W. HEARN,

Photo. Printing Institute,
209 N. NINTH ST., PHILADELPHIA.

NOTICE.
Having sold to my foreman, Mr. Kobert Hodge, the goodwill, etc., of the business known

as " Hearn's Photographic Printing Institute," I do, with pleasure, recommend him to my
customers and the fraternity generally, as fully competent to undertake the same, being a

most excellent printer, and able, in giving instruction to students, to do so in a clear and
lucid manner.
That success may attend him in bis undertaking is the wish of his friend,

Chas. "W. Hearn.

209 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, January, 1878.

Having purchased the above business from Mr. Chas. "W. Hearn {with whom I have been

connected for some time), I am now prepared to fill orders to any extent, and in every de-

scription of photographic printing.

Being also possessed of unusual facilities, I can assure those who favor me with their pa-

tronage that orders will be filled 'promptly and carefully.

Hoping for a share of the favors so liberally bestowed on Mr. Hearn, I am
Yours, Kobt. Hodge.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS.
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SCOVILlT
Manufacturing Company,

419 & 421 BROOME STREET,

MERCHANTS IN

ALL ARTICLES PHOTOGRAPHIC
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.

PROPRIETORS OF THE WORKS OF

THEAMERICAN OPTICAL CO. NEW YORK,

S. PECK & CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.
SCOVILL MANUF'G CO.,WATERBURY, CONN.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

MORRISON'S VIEW LENSES,

"PEERLESS" PORTRAIT LENSES,

ENGLISH PORCELAIN WARE,

FRENCH AND ENGLISH GLASS,

ALBUMENIZED PAPER-ALL MAKES,

HANCE'S "PHOTO. SPECIALTIES,"

CENTENNIAL PHOTO. CO.'S VIEWS,

GRAPHOSCOPES, STEREOSCOPES, &c.

Tie Greatest Stoct in the Worli ! Dealers Eyerytkre Snimliei Low!

419 -BROOME 421

SCOVILL MANUF'G CO., NEW YORK.
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LANTERN SLIDERS

AMERICA
CONTAINS NO LARGER STOCK AND VARIETY

•—(THAN OURS!!—

•

FOR SEVERAL YEARS WE HAVE MADE THEM

Our Specialty
/'

'

Ahead!AND WE ARE NOW /I I I / BOTH IN QUANTITY
UNDOUBTEDLY /-§ //7PY7Y7, ' AND PRICES.

MAGIC LANTERNS
Of ALL KINDS, and CHEMICALS, also Supplied.

J

Our FALL STOCK has arrived, and by ordering NOW, you
can have the best selections. Special inducements to large buyers.

Parties who wish to buy such goods should, before purchasing,

examine our FOUR CATALOGUES, which we mail for

twenty-five cents.

WE PUBLISH
"WILSON'S and THE

JMTEM IJOURMS, |gto sgANTERI
A Lecture Booh describing graphically, as

j
A MontMy Journal devoted to interests of

an eye-witness, 800 beautiful places and Lantern Lovers.
things in all parts of the world, including

two Centennial Journeys. $1.00 per Year, post-paid.

Special Estimates ani other information given glaily. Promptness our rule.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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THE TRADE WILL ALWAYS FIND THE LARGEST
ASSORTMENT OF

GOLD £S&S?SB:FRAMES
Velvet Mats-English, Black & Display Mats.

Salesroom: No. 822 ARCH STREET, second floor.

PHILADELPHIA.
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"A Delightful Book of Travels." Has a Wonderful Sale.

WILSON'S
Lantern Journeys.

By EDWARD L. WILSON,
Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer."

fourth edition i—Now Ready !— FOURTH EDITION

!

This work will be found entertaining to all who like to read about the beau-

tiful places and things of this world .

The contents are divided into eight "Journeys," each one including a visit to

ioo places, making 800 places in all, as follows :

JOURNEY A.
Havre, Rouen,
Paris, Pontainbleau,
Versailles, Switzerland.

JOURNEY B.

Compiegne, Vienna,
Brussels, The Vienna Ex-
Aix la Chapelle, position,

Cologne, The Semmering
Up the Rhine, Pass,
Potsdam, Saxony,
Berlin, Munich,
Dresden, Southwest Germany.

JOURNEY O.

Italy, Rome,
Lake Maggiore, Naples,
Lake Oomo, Pompeii,
Milan, The Ascent of
Verona, Vesuvius,
Venice, Puteoli,

Florence, Italian Art Galleries.

Pisa,

Holland,
Denmark,
Norway,

Egypt,
Palestine,

Syria,

JOURNEY D.

Sweden,
Russia,
Spain.

JOURNEY E.

Turkey,
Greece,
India.

JOURNEY P.

England, Scotland, and the U. S. of
America.

JOURNEY G.

The Centennial Exhibition at
Philadelphia.

JOURNEY H.

The Centennial Exhibition at
Philadelphia.

It has been carefully prepared, and will be found amusing, very entertaining
and instructive.

It contains 277 pages. Cloth bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

EDW. L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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Charles Cooper& Co.
191 WORTH ST., NEW YORK,

OFFER AT WHOLESALE

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS, strictly pure and
of full weight.

CROSS-SWORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,
Single and Extra Brilliant.

EVAPORATING DISHES.

GERMAN SOLID GLASS BATHS.

PORTRAIT LENSES—C. F. Usener's Celebrated.

The largest and most reliable house for Refining Waste and Residues.

The Universal

This Press will cameo all sizes, from cards to cabinets, and is sold lower than any other that will do
the same work. It has been greatly improved and made very complete in all its parts.
We furnish a card, victoria and cabinet size.

PRICE, $20.00.
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BY

WILSON, H00O & CO. , 825 Arch Street, Philadelphia.
J^^ CAUTION.—Photographers are cautioned against buying other presses that may use an elastic

embossing substance, as they are an infringement on the above. R. J. Chute, Patentee.
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•fcltOSAICs
1878=NOW READY NOW READY.

As reguiar as trie old year goes out, photographers all over the world look for

the issue of that unrivalled annual,

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS.
Edited by EDWAKD L. WILSON, Editor of the "Philadelphia Photographer," etc.

In the Thirteenth Issue, now ready for purchasers, it is believed that more
real gems are contained than in any former volume ; so that as a book of refer-

ence, as a guide, a friend, a helper in photographic practice, it is invaluable and
you cannot afford to do without its assistance. Read the

CONTENTS.
Last Year.
The Language of Art. E. K. Hough.
Besetting Troubles. C. A. Zimmerman.
How to make Gold. I. B. Webster.
To the Struggling Ones. A. N. Hardy.
Developing Solutions. E. M. Estabrooke.
Something more about the Negative Bath. F. M.

Spencer.
Negative Varnishes and Retouching Surfaces. J.

Babies. W. C. Tuttle. " [G. Vail.

Admitted to the Bar. J. Pitcher Spooner.
Negative Retouching. H. B. Hillyer.

If You do Not. J. H. Reuvers.
Dark-room Experience. W. B. Critchfield.

Art in Photography. M. H. Albee.

Mosaics. E. T. Whitney.
Another Difficulty Conquered. J. S. Hovey.
Items from Actual Experience. Garvey Donald-
Darkness vs. Light. Forester Clark. [son.

How to Photograph the Arteries and Veins of
any Viscus in the Body in its natural con-
dition and position. Prof. J. Towler, M. D.

Photographing Interiors. Homo.
Forgotten Friends. George W. Wallace.
A Simple and Reliable Dry Process. C. F. Rich-
Photographic Preserves. Old Argentuni. [ardson.

Photographic Albums. John L. Gihon.
Old Things in New Dresses. Young Chloride.

Backgrounds. C. Alfred Garrett.

A Rod in Pickle. Obscuro. [French.

A Few Things Learned By Experience. C. M.
A Rattler. Jonas F. Brown. [B. Clench.

Do not get your Customers into Bad Habits. F.
How to restore Exposed Plates. W. H. Sherman.

Collocin as a Restrainer. John Carbutt.
Burnishing of Photo. Prints. Wm. W. Seeler.

Fraternity. A. W. Kimball.
The necessity of Art Culture. W. J. Baker.
Copying and Enlarging. Pyro.
Fog vs. Sunshine. R. R. Thompson.
Old Grannyisms. Frank F. Currier.

A new use for Petroleum. Frank Robbins.
Overiodizing. George Sperry.

Photographic Operators. C. T. Stuart.

An Improved Washing-Tank. F. A. Wenderoth.
More about Prices. Robert J. Chute.

Trimming and Mounting. Irving Saunders.

Odds and Ends. E. P. Libby.
How to keep a Burnisher in Order. W. F. Stinson.

Backgrounds : A Review. Lafayette W. Seavey.
Light and Chemicals. James 0. Merrill.

Photographic Grouping. W. D. Gatchel.

Dodge Hash. F. C. Phillips.

Useful Chips That Pay to Use. A. Hesler.

The Fading of Albumen Prints. J. R. Clemons.
On the Production of Reverse Negatives. Alfred

Pumphre;

.

Simple Way t ) work a Neutral Bath. R. Benecke.
Important Trifles. E. Z. Webster.
Photographing Groups of Persons of Different

Complexions. F. N. Blake.

How to do a Successful Business In Dull Times.
L. W. Crawford.

The Photography of the Future. An Unfading
Photographer.

Dirt. H. R. Farr.

Excellent Methods of Lichtdruck. J. Lemling.
Many Mites From Many Minds. E. L. Wilson.

The whole includes 144 pages.

Cloth bound, $1.00 per copy; paper cover, 50 cents.

"WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD."

EDWARD L, WILSON, Photographic Mister, 116 North Seventh St, Philadelphia.
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GIHON'S
~~

CUT-OUTS
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean cut, most
desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially for the purpose..

Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides, assorted for five differently

sized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICE $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order promptly, by
addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

^*No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and

sizes. Ask your stock-dealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelopes with
instruction circular included.

PROMENADE SIZE JVOW READY/ so
k$^'Svll^

GIHON'S

OPAQUE.
IS DESIGNED FOR

COMPLETELY OBSCURING THE IMPERFECT BACKGROUNDS OF COPIES,
RETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,
COATING THE INSIDE OF LENSES OR CAMERA BOXES,

BACKING SOLAR NEGATIVES,
COVERING VIGNETTING BOARDS,

AND FOR ANSWERING

ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE
PRODUCTION OF ARTISTIC RESULTS IN PRINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAQUE.
It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 CENTS.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Address all orders to

Scovill Manufacturing Co.,

Or, JOHN L. GfflON, Inventor, NEW YORK.
116 N Seventh St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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ARTISTIC
PHOTOGRAPHY.

A NEW WORK on PHOTOGRAPHY and ART.

ILLUSTRATED WITH 12 BEAUTIFUL PROMENADE PHOTOGRAPHS.

By LYMAN C. BIGELOW,
Author of" Bigelow's Album of Lighting and Posing."

This is a beautifully gotten up work, and contains full

instructions in every department of Photography.

-«—
i Price, $5.00.

"

—

>-

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

For Sale hy all Dealers. 116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.

IMPROVED

Photograph Covers
Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding together and

preservation of photographs, has induced us to manufacture an article which we think will meet the

want.

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM.
The covers are made with expanding backs, so that from six to twenty -four pictures may be inserted in

one cover. The pictures are mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen, or strong paper, of

the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted and held in place in the

cover by a paper fastener.

The following is a list of sizes and prices, without cards:

For Photograph ,
Per doz<

Card Size, $1 50
Cabinet Size, . . .

EXTRA HEAVY COVERS.

5-8 Size, .....
4-4 "

8-10" . . . .

11-14"

Larger or special sizes made to order. Furnished with card board at best rates. Samples mailed
at dozen price. Send for some.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

For Sale by all Dealers. 116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.

Per dozen. Per hundred.

Jl 50 . . . . . . $10 00
2 25 . ... 13 50

4 50 . . . ... 33 OO
6 00 . . . ... 40 OO
8 00 ... 56 50
9 00 . . . 65 00
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Studies in Artistic Printing.
By C. W. HEARN, author of the "Practical Printer."

Owing to the very flattering reception which attended the Author's former work, "The

Practical Printer, " he has, with more extended experience, ventured upon a second work,

in which he has seen fit to more thoroughly combine "Studies in Printing," by way of

further illustrating the matter of which he would write. For the better fulfillment of

this design, negatives have been made especially for this purpose by Messrs.

Rocher, Bigelow, Kent, Lamson, Draper <& Husted, and Baker, in their usual

superior style, being pronounced by all who have seen them as ranking among the very

best that these well-known artists in photography have ever produced.

As in a former work, the varied formulae and processes of manipulation were discussed

in detail, it has been thought advisable that in this the subject should be treated with more

conciseness. Those parties who have this former work of the Author will find this to be of

intrinsic value, owing to its being embellished with

SIX FINK CABINET AND PROMENADE PORTRAIT STUDES.

AMONG- OTHER THINGS, IT CONTAINS
Suggestions on the Choice of Albumen Paper.

All the Best Silvering Baths, and Methods of

Treating the same.

New Views on the Relation of the Silver Bath to

the Time of Floating.

The Different Effects Caused by the Time of

Floating.

How to Tell when Paper is Floated too Long or

too Short a Time.

Table for Time of Floating Paper under all Cir-

cumstances.

The Importance of Care in Printing in Varied

Ways.

The Important Relation Printing from the Nega-

tive Bears to the Toning Bath.

Fast Printing.

Dialogue between "Joe" and a Friend.

The "Way to Success in Toning Lies in Print-

ing.

The Different Effects Caused in Printing by tbe

Preparation of the Silver Bath.

The Relation of the Silver Bath to the Printing

from the Negative, and from this to the Toning

Bath.

Acetate of Silver.

Success or Failure in Toning, Caused by the

Strength, Purity, and Alkalinity of the Silver

Bath.

Harmony, its Importance in Photography.

Why its Neglect Causes such Disastrous Results.

The Beautiful in Toning, and How to Obtain it.

A Few Hints About Managing Toning Baths,

Formulae for Printing " Our Studies," as Given

under Respective Headings.

Impurities of Toning Baths.

How it Affects the Toning, and How to Remedy
such Baths.

Fixing and Washing.

Brilliancy of the Finished Picture Attained by

the Final Washing.

Various and Valuable Hints about Finishing the

Photographs, etc., etc.

Mailed to any address on receipt of price, $3.50, by any stock-dealer,

or by

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia,

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS. ASK TO SEE LT.
4
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THE

Photographer to his Patrons
REDUCTION IN PRICE I

rP H I S little leaflet

•*- has become so

popular as an adverti-

sing medium for

photographers, and a

means of communica-

ting to their custom-

ers such information

as they are asked to

communicate by word

of mouth every day,

that we are induced

to try to make it stilb

more popular, and

available to more of

our patrons by a great

Reduction in Price.

The present low

price of paper and

labor has enabled us

to do this, and here-

after we will supply

this little work or

"
Sometbins Hew,"

Its companion leaf-

let (which is also a

splendid advertising

medium), at the rate

of

$15 PER 1000.

At this reduction

we cannot supply lots

of less than 1000,

though we will supply

large and small quan-

tities at the following

rates

:

500 copies $9.00

1000 " 15.00

2000 " 27.50

3000 " 36.00

5000 " 50.00

OVER ONE MILLION HAVE BEEN SOLD!

Parties ordering may have the annexed cut upon their cover, or a choice of several other

fancy cuts which we have
;
the above is the newest.

We charge nothing extra for matter npon covers, and photographers may solicit advertisements

enough from their citizens to pay the cost of the whole thing, if they are enterprising.

SAMPLES SENT TO ANY WHO MAY DESIRE IT.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, 116 1«ft 7th St, PMaflelflhia.

jS©** All persons are cautioned against copying these works as they are copyrighted property and

we are determined to protect those who purchased them in their use. Information concerning pillages

will be thankfully received.
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Straight Out.
A NEW INVENTION!

ROBINSON'S
STRAIGHT-CUT

Photograph
Trimmer.

So great has been the success of

Prof. Robinson's "Trimmer" for

Oval and Arch-top Pictures, that he

has been impelled to produce one for

STRAIGHT LINES.

The accompanying cut shows the shape of the tool and the

manner of using it.

The disc or wheel is about one inch in diameter, so that a thin

or thick glass form may be used with it.

Photographers may now altogether Ignore the Knife.

This aWralle Trimmer is always sharp ani ever ready.

Once accnstomei to it you fill neyer apinTise tie Me.

Give it a Trial. Price, $1.25.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturers' Agent.

For sale by all Dealers. 116 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.

USE THE STRAIGHT CUT!
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Only 30 Cents
FOE A BOOK CONTAINING A COMPLETE

Practical Process of Photography

!

There were left unsold a number of copies of the

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC DIARY
Which are now offered— to close them out—at the above low price.

The book sold last year for Seventy-five Gents.

The author has given the processes which his own experience and that of others have proved to he
the best, and the whole being in a concise form is particularly adapted to the use of beginners. The
work also contains a great many hints and suggestions which are useful to all.

Besides the Photographic Instruction and Rates of Postage, Notable Events in the History of Pho-
tography, Descriptions of the Principal Centennial Buildings, and a beautiful, colored Map of the City
of Philadelphia, are included. The whole handsomely bound in cloth, and now offered at the low
price of 30 cents.

SEND IN YOUR ORDERS EARLY TO

ROBERT J. CHUTE,
Care EDW. L. "WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPING,

BY A PRACTICAL EERROTYPER.

6th Thousand, NOW READY.—Paper Cover, 75 Cents.

The rapid sale of several thousands of this work, and a continued demand, induces us to republish it.

We guarantee it to be the best of its class published. All should have it.

THE BOOK IS ENTIRELY GIVEN UP TO PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION,
Not only of value to the Ferrotyper, but to the Photographer as well.

Please Examine the Contents:

Introduction,

The Advantages of the
Ferrotype,

The Manipulations,
The Nitrate Bath,
The Collodion,

The Developer,
The Fixing Solution,

Other Manipulations-
Pinholes,

Strengthening,
Tinting and Coloring,

Varnishing,
Drying and Dryers, -

Finishing the "Work,
Ferrotype Envelopes,

Ferrotype Supports,
Ferrotype Plates,

The Apparatus,
The Skylight and the

Dark-Room,
Vignettes and Medal-

lions.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, Philadelphia.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.
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EUBYSOOPE.
A NEW DOUBLE OBJECTIVE,

OF GREAT ILLUMINATING POWER,

FOR ALL KINDS OF OUT-DOOR WORK AND GROUPS.

MADE BY

VOIGTLANDER & SON.
They consist of two achromatic and symmetrical combinations, between which the central

diaphragm is placed. The lens is perfectly aplanatic, i. e., it works with full aperture of the

objectives. For the purposes of landscape photography, copying, for architectural subjects,

and for groups in the studio, as well as outside, it is considered unrivalled. It is entirely free

from distortion, chemical focus, and " ghosts," and the picture produced by it is mathematic-

ally correct. It is characterized by a great depth of focus and precise definition. The most

important advantage of this new lens in comparison with others of similar kinds, consists in

the great power of light it commands, and for this reason it is commended especially for

groups, the pictures produced by it being most brilliant, also the light is spread equally all

over the plate.

A very careful choice of the optical glass, of which the new lens is composed, makes it pos-

sible to secure a ratio of focus and aperture of about 6 to 1.

The width of angle embraced is between 65 and 85 degrees, according to the size of dia-

phragm used ; as to rapidity, the new lens is more than twice as rapid as the orthoscopic lens,

and only a little less than the long focus portrait lenses.

We have seven different sizes at the following prices

:

kt Diameter Equivalent r, , -r. Size of View Size of Group t, .No -

of Lens. Focus.
Back Focus.

or Landscape . r Portra.t.
Pnce '

0, 1 inch, 5y2 inch, 5 inch Stereo, pictures, $30 00
1, VA " 9% "

8tf

A, 1% " 11 " 9%
2, 2 " 12J£

" 11

C, 2% " 16 " 14
3, 3 '* 19 " 16^
6, 4 " 26^ " 23^

Size of View Size of Group
or Landscape. or Portrait.

Stereo, pictures,
10 x 12, .. 7x9
11 x 13, .. 8x10
12 x 14, .. 10x12,
17 x 20, .. 14x17
18 x 22, .. 17x20,
22x26, .. 20x24,

50 00
57 00
70 00
93 00
140 00
225 00

We have had quite a number of our best Photographers try this New Lens, and all speak

of it in the highest terms, as possessing great depth and quickness. We have some groups

made in Studio with No. 2, on 8x10 plate, in twenty to thirty seconds, and with No. C, on

14 x 17 plate, twenty-five to forty seconds.

J. Holyland, of Baltimore, writes us about No. 1 sent him: "I would say to its praise,

that for Quickness and Depth, it far excels my expectations."

BENJ. FRENCH & CO.,
Sole Agents in the United States. 319 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON.
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A. M. C0LLINS7S0N & (ja'5

MANUFACTURERS OF

Photographic Card Stock,

No. 18 South Sixth St.,)

w arT*. a+ PHILADELPHIA.
No. 9 Decatur St., J

Plain, White, and Tinted Cards.

White and Tinted Cards, Plain and Enameled, with Oval and Square lines,

and with Ornamented Borders.

Cards with Designs in Gilt, and India Tint and Gilt, Square and Oval

Openings, for Cabinet and Promenade size to 14 x 17 Photographs.

White Cards with Plain India Tint, for 4-4, 8x10, and 1 1 x 14 Photographs.

White and Buff Cards, with Oval and Square Openings for Groups of 3 to 8.

White, Tinted, Black, or Chocolate Paper Mats, with Oval, Arch-Top,

and Square Openings.

Ferrotype Mats, Bon-Ton Cards, Fitzgibbon's Patent Adhesive
Ferrotype Mounts, Philadelphia Carte Envelopes, Von Seutter

Ferrotype Mats and Envelopes.

Stereoscope Mounts, Minnette Cards, Carte de Visite, Victoria,

and Cabinet Mounts, Plain and Enameled, White and Tinted, Square

and Round-Corner, Gilt and Tinted Lines, Gilt and Tinted Borders.

Caterson's Improved Ferrotype Holders.

Thin Beveled Edge Card and Cabinet Mounts, White and Tinted

Cards, Gilt and Tinted Edges.

Thick Gilt, Beveled Edge, Glace Cards, from Card size to 12x15^,
Black and Rose Tint.

Glace Card Boxes. "The Easel" Glace Card Box.

Promenade, Imperial, and Boudoir Mounts, White and Tinted Cards,

Plain, and with Gilt Borders, and with Gilt or Tinted Beveled Edges.

Card, Victoria, Cabinet, Promenade, Stereoscope, Boudoir, and
Imperial Mounts, furnished with Gilded Edges, and with name and ad-

dress printed by lithography or letter-press.

Slee Bros. Patent Prepared Cards.

PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.
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JAMES F.MAGEE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

PURE

T-^hotographicf^Jhemicals

No. 108 NORTH FIFTH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

STOCK-DEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED.

The Zentmayer Lens,
FOR VIEWS AND COPYING.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently the following qualities

:

Width of visual angle, ranging from 8o° to 90 ; depth of focus ; extreme
sharpness over the whole field ; true perspective; freedom from all distortion in

copying
;
portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops

of the different combinations for which they are designed. The larger ones are
provided with an internal shutter for making and storing the exposure.

No. 1,

2,

3,

4,

5,

6, 18

2 J inch focus,

34

12

3x3 plate,

4x5"
6£ x 8£ "

10 x 12 "

14 x 17 "

20 x 24 "

. $20 00

. 25 00

. 30 00

. 42 00

. 60 00

. 90 00

No. 1 and No. 2 combined,
" 2 " "3
" 3 " "4
« 4 « u b
" 5 " "6
"

1, 2 and 3,
"

3, 4 and 5,

$33 00

40 00
55 00

75 00
110 00
48 00

88 00

No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.
No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in

matched pairs. No. 1 and No. 2 single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a
pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2^ to 18 inches. $173.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,
147 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.
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Dealers' Directory.

The following houses are to be recommended as

the bestfor photographers in their localities.

GUSTAVUS BODE,

S. T. BLESSING, .

BLESSING & BROTHER,

A. H. BALDWIN, .

OSCAR FOSS, .

P. SMITH & CO., .

F. S. CROWELL,

ZIMMERMAN BROS.,

J. C. SOMERVILLE, .

H. GEORGE,

HOWE & BEECHER, .

F. HENDRICKS, .

GATCHELL & HYATT,

LONG & SMITH, .

GEORGE W. ROBINSON,

C. W. STEVENS, .

D. J. RYAN,

D. TUCKER & CO.,

J. W. WILLARD,

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

New Orleans, La.

Galveston, Texas,

i Chambers St., N.Y.

San Francisco, Cal.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mt. Vernon, O.

St. Paul, Minn.

St. Louis, Mo.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Columbus, O.

Syracuse, N. Y.

Louisville, Ky.

Quincy, 111.

Baltimore, Md.

Chicago, Ills.

Savannah, Ga.

Buffalo, N. Y.

746 Broadway, N. Y.

822 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.



/•* ANNOUNCEMENT
9—

THE

r^5 BEST, CHEAPEST AND
OLDEST ILLUSTRATED PHOTOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE

PUBLISHED.

JN order to make the New Year happier, we are preparing to

make our Magazine better than ever before. All the old

staff of writers and several new ones are secured, and we have

arranged for

New Features, New Contributors,

Curious and Beautiful Pictures,

A New Prize Series,

AND LOTS OF THINGS PRACTICAL AND INTERESTING.

The worth of your money is not given by any one so fully as

by the publisher of the Philadelphia Photographer. Please help

spread its usefulness.

For every new subscriber, for one

year, $1, payable in any of our pub-

lications, books, or, if preferred, $1 PREMIUMS
worth of any of our prize pictures,

or any other article for which we are

agents, advertised in this Magazine.

Operators, printers, etc., can secure all their necessary photo-

graphic literature in this way by a little earnest effort.

EACH MONTHLY ISSUE IS A PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK IN ITSELF,

AND INCLUDES A FINE PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDY AND COMMENTS THEREON.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50

for six months, 50 cents per copy, post-

paid, positively in advance.

In remitting by mail a post-office or-

der, or draft payable to the order of

Edward L. Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Clearly give your Post-

Office, County, and State.

Canada subscribers must remit 24

cents extra, to prepay postage.

Foreign subscriptions must be accom-

panied by the postage in addition.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound

with each number of the Magazine.

Advertisements are inserted at the fol-

lowing rates :

1 Month. 6 Mos. 1 Year.

One Page $20 00 $110 00 $200 00

Half " 12 00 66 00 120 00

Quarter Page.... 7 00 38 50 70 00

Eighth " .... 4 00 22 00 40 00

Cards,6 lines,orless,2 00 11 00 20 00

The attention of advertisers, and

those having galleries, etc., for sale,

is called to our Specialties pages.

Terms, $2 for six lines, and 25 cents

for each additional line, seven words

to a line, always in advance. Dupli-

cate insertions, 50 cents less, each.

SURE TO PAY.

4®= Operators desiring situations,

no charge.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher and Proprietor,

Office, 116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.



BOOKS!
OUR CATALOGUE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS

EMBRACES A TREATISE ON EVERY BRANCH OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

FOR GENERAL INFORMATION.
THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER.—A monthly Magazine, illustrated by pho-

tographs of superior merit. $5.00 a year
; $2.50 for six months.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Fourteen years of success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to the

practical, working, growing photographer. Do not go without its valuable help.

HANDBOOK OF THE PEACTICE AND ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY. Bv Dr. H.
Vogel. • Price, $3.50.

For general photographic practice this is the best text-book in the world. Written by an old professor who
teaches photography, it gives just what is wanted in the fullest and most satisfactory manner.

THE PRACTICAL PRINTER. By C. W. Hears. Price, $2.50. Second edition in press.

This is a most handy and reliable book. It goes into all the operations of plain and fancy printing in silver, and
\sfull of good.

AMERICAN CARBON MANUAL. Price, $2.00.

For those who want to try the Carbon printing process, this work gives the most detailed information.

PHOTOGRAPHER'S POCKET REFERENCE BOOK. By Dr. H. Vogel. Price,

$1.50.

For the dark-room. It meets a want filled by no other book. Full of formula—short, practical, and plain.

THE FERROTTPER'S GUIDE. Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is the only standard work. Seventh thousand.

LINN'S » LOOKOUT " LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY. For the landscape photog-
rapher. Price, 75 cents.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS. By Edward L. Wilson. Price, $2.00.

For the lantern exhibitor. It gives incidents and facts in entertaining style of about 800 places and things, includ-
ing 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY. Price, $5.00.

For the lover of art. Beats his "Album of Lighting and Posing." Superb! With twelve photographs and in-
structions.

BURNET'S HINTS ON COMPOSITION. Price, $3.50.

All should study it. A splendid work, largely illustrated, giving all the principles and rules of artistic posing.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING. By C. W. Hearn. Price, $3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade portrait studies.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1878, just issued. Cloth bound, $1.00
;
paper cover, 50 cts.

Better than any of its predecessors.

ALL FOR EVERYBODY.
MEDAL AWARDED

AT THE

CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION.

ONLY MEDAL EVER AWARDED

FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

READ IP YOU ARE DULL
IF YOTJ ARE BUSY
IFYOU "WANTTRADEREAD

THE BEST BOOKS PEETAINDTG TO Y0UE PK0PESSI0U.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Book Publisher,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL,

DEVOTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY:

Edited by Edward L. Wilson.

THE OFFICIAL OEGAN OF THE NATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
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C. HOWSOX,
Attorney at Law, arr7 Counsel in

Patent Cases.
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Hance's Photographic Specialties

Hance's Bath Preservative.
A sure preventive of pinholes, stains, <&;c. It preserves the bath in good working condition, and will

be found worth its weight in gold. $1.00 per bottle.

Hance's Double Iodized Collodion.
The peculiarities of this Collodion are good keeping qualities, its improvement by age, and the rich-

ness of effect produced in the negative, the film being perfectly structureless. $1.50 per lb. ; 80 cts.

'per i ft).

Elbert Anderson's Portrait Collodion
Is made according to the formula used by Mr. Anderson in Mr. Kurtz's gallery in New York. It is

especially adapted to portrait work. $1.75 per ft). ; 90 cts per J ft).

Hance's White Mountain Collodion
Is adapted more especially to outdoor work, and for quick working, delineating foliage, frost-work,

or Sky, it stands unrivalled. It is made after the private formula used by that celebrated mountain
artist, B. W. Kilburn, of Littleton, N. H. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per i ft).

Curtis' Niagara Palls Collodion
Is another used for landscapes. The wonderfully beautiful views made by Mr. Curtis, of the great

cataract, with this collodion, have a world-wide reputation. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per £ ft).

Trask's Ferrotype Collodion
Is made especially for positive pictures. Mr. Trask has no superior in this class of work, and this

collodion is made after his formula. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per i ft).

Hance's Peculiar Portrait Collodion

Is peculiar in that it is prepared without bromides, and is adapted for use with Black's acid bath.

Formula on the bottle. $1.50 per ft). ,' 80 cts. per i ft).

Cummings' Grit Varnish
Gives a very fine surface for retouching. 40 cts. per 6 oz. bottle.

Hance's Silver Spray Gun Cotton.
Prepared with great care, and free from acid, very soluble, gives good intensity so that no redevelop-

ment is necessary, gives perfect detail, and a film pure and structureless. 50 cts. per oz.

Hance's Delicate Cream Gun Cotton
Is adapted to those who like a very delicate, soft-working collodion, giving all the modelling,

especially in the Rembrandt style, and with light drapery. Its sensitiveness renders it particularly

adapted for children, or any work that requires short exposure. 80 cts. per oz.

Gill's Concentrated Chromo Intensifier

Is intended to strengthen the negative. It imparts a beautiful tone and gives excellent printing
qualities. 50 cts. per bottle.

Hance's Ground-Glass Substitute
Is simply what its name implies, a substitute for ground-glass for any purpose that is used for in the

gallery-—for vignette glasses, for a retouching varnish, for softening strong negatives, for the celebrated

Berlin process, for ground-glass for cameras, for glazing sky and side lights, for obscuring studio and
office doors, for printing weak negatives. 50 cts. per bottle.

(READ SUCCEEDING PAGE.)

1
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Photographic Qpecialties

AHEAD!

HIGHEST PREMIUM AWARDED
AT THE CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION

Having received the Highest Award for Photographic
Specialties, I feel more confidence than ever in offering my
manufactures to the Photographic fraternity. My exhibit

was an extremely modest one, being taken from stock, put
up in original packages without any attempt at display.

Yet it carried off the prize over all the exhibits put up in cut

glass decanters with ribbon-tied stoppers, proving that the

medal ivas awarded for MERIT ALONE..

TRY
GROUND-GLASS SUBSTITUTE,

ONE OF THE MOST USEFUL THINGS MADE.

READ THE FOLLOWING:
MR. A. L. HANCE.
Dear Sir: I am pleased to inform you that the gallon of

Ground-Glass Substitute came safely and is just what I wanted.
The surface for retouching which it gives is superb.

I shall want more of the same sort when this supply is

exhausted.
Very truly yours,

'

W. G. 0. KIMBALL,
Concord, N. H.

FOR SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS.
NO RETAIL ORDERS FILLED. ORDER OP YOUR DEALER.

ALFRED L HANCE, Philadelphia.
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OF

f§Ujji* ^nntttn $Mt&>

AND

MANUFACTURED AND
FOR SALE BY EDWARD L. WILSON, 116 NORTH SEVENTH ST

PHILADELPHIA

1878.

S!&" The above is a facsimile of page 1 of the cover of our new catalogue,

which contains not only priced lists of all the new lantern slides, apparatus,

etc., but much of useful information to every lantern operator. It also

contains 116 pages, and will be sent, postpaid, on receipt of 15 cents to

any address.
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"For Utility and Fitness"

AWARDED A MEDAL
At the Centennial Exhibition, 1876.

Do not Waste Time with a Knife and Glass,

but try Prof. Robinson's invention.

Robinson's Photograph Trimmer
IS A SUBSTITUTE FOR A KNIFE

FOR TRIMMING PHOTOGRAPHS, AND DOES THE WORK MUCH MORE EXPEDITIOUSLY AND ELEGANTLY

THAN A KNIFE.

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONEY.
It does not cut hut pinches off the waste paper, and leaves the print with a neatly beveled edge which

facilitates the adherence of the print to the rnounf. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch
at once. For ovals and rounded corners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer and Ten Inches of Guides Mailed for $3.50.

(Oil the Wheel Bearings with Sewing Machine Oil.)

Robinson's Metallic Guides,

FOR USE with the ROBINSON PRINT-TRIMMER.

These Guides are Made of Stout Iron and are Turned in a Lathe,

so that they are Mathematically True.

OVAL, ROUND, ELLIPTIC, and SQUARE, of all sizes; various shapes for Stereoscopic work, Drug
Labels, etc., etc.

We have the following regular sizes always on hand at 10 cents per inch, the longest way of the

aperture, the fractions counting as one inch.

Special sizes made to order at 15 cents per inch, the longest way of the aperture.

REGULAR SIZES:
OVALS. Square or Round-Cornered.

2x2£
2g x 3£

2g x 3g

3.i x4|

3|x5s-

4x5|
4|x6|

5|x7|
6x8

6h x 8|

2A x 3f
2J x3|
2i x3£
9 5 y 3 5

2T
5
g x 3|

2tV*3|
2| x4i
2| x4|
2} x4|

31x5}
4 x5|
4 s x51
31 x 6
4 x6 s

2g-x 3g 5x7 7x9 For Stereographs.
21 x 4! 5i- x 1\ 7}x9} Arch Tops. Round-Cornered. Round.

3|x4|

3|x4|

5|x7£

5-g x 7%

7Jx9|
7|x9|

3T\ X 3|
3x3

^16 x ^4
3x3

3x3

The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can always be

had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to make their sizes accord, as orders can also

be filled more quickly. Ten days is required to make special sizes.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer's Agent,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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LONDON", 1851 LONDON, 1862. PARIS, 1867.

Centennial, 1876. Centennial, 1876.

ROSS' PORTRAIT
AND VIEW LENSES

Portrait Lenses, from 1-4 to 8x10.
Cabinet Lenses, Uos.2 and 3. We haV8HOW
Card Lenses, Nos. 1, 2, and 3. . ,
Triplets, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. in STOCK.
Symmetricals. Rapid Symmetricals.
Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best as well as the cheapest Foreign Lenses ever

offered to the American Photographer. We will mail price-list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.
Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Stereographic Lenses, all sizes.
New Universal Lens.

STSINHEIL'S SON APLANATIC LMSESi
We now hare a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the following prices :

No. 1—1-4 size, . . 3£ inch focus, . . $25 00 No. 5—10-12 size, . . 13J inch focus, . $70 00
2—1-2 "

. . 5i " " . . . 30 00 6—13-16 "
. . 16i " " . . 110 00

3_4-4 «
.

rj it ({
. 45 00 7—18-22 "

. . 200 00

4—8-10 "
. . 10i " ". . . . 60 00 8—20-24 "

. . 350 00

Nos. 1 and 2 are in matched pairs for stereoscopic work.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your busi-

ness, and so solicit your orders.

WE MANUFACTURE, IMPORT, AND DEAL IN ALL KINDS OF

Photo. Goods, Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,
at prices as low as are consistent with the quality of goods furnished. We are indebted to our customers
for their patronage during the past Thirteen Years, and our efforts shall be to merit a continuance of it.

We have been appointed Trade Agents for

PARYS' AND LINDSAY'S COTTON,
CREMER'S FRENCH LUBRICATOR,

SOLAR AND CONTACT PRINTING,
COLORING IN ALL STYLES, FOR THE TRADE.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS TREE TO ALL APPLICANTS.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,
No. 825 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.
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PRIZE
PHOTOGRAPHS!
One of the objects we hope to attain by offering prizes, is to secure for our patrons the op-

portunity of possessing themselves of

Fine Studies in Photography
for their help and guidance. We have succeeded to an unusual degree this time, for not

only does the

NEW PRIZE SERIES
include work by a variety of artists, but an unusually large variety of subjects, positions,

and methods of treatment. Hence the more useful are they as studies.

With but few exceptions the pictures are cabinet size
; the rest are promenade size. We

offer prints to those who wish to study them, finished in the highest style of photographic

printing, at

$3.00 PER DOZEN,
all around. Parties can order in sets, or by the following numbers

:

No. 1 to 6, from negatives bv

7

13

19

25

31

37

43

49

55

61

67

73

79

12,

18,

24,

30,

36,

42,

48,

54,

60,

66,

72,

78,

84,

G. M. Elton.

Bradley & Kulofson.

D. H. Anderson.

Cook Ely.

C. W. Motes.

C. W. Tollman.

J. H. Todd.

M. T. Baldwin.

J. H. Beebe.

L. M. Boberts.

J. H. Lamson.

A. Hesler.

Julius Hall.

B. W. Dawson.

ALL OF THESE, GOOD AND BAD, TEACH USEFUL LESSONS.

See Beview in the Philadelphia Photographer.

Address all orders to

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
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WAYMOUT
VIGNETT
PAPERS.

(DESIG-NS OOPYBIGHTED.)

OF ALL PICTURES THE Wtgwife IS THE MOST ARTISTIC

When properly printed. But the clumsy devices generally in use for printing them, or rather for

Vending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic vignette pictures. Either
the shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or it shows an ugly direct, decided line,

which is very repulsive, The shading should blend gradually from the dark tint
nearest to the figure off into the white background. The results are then soft,

artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and best way to secure them is by the use of

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
THEY ARE NOT CLUMSY; DO NOT BREAK; ARE ALWAYS READY; COST BUT LITTLE,

AND ARE EASY OP APPLICATION TO ANY NEGATIVE.

They need but one adjustment to print any quantity.

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal, or cotton.

Eighteen sizes are now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures from a small carte figure to Whole-

size, Victorias, Cabinets, &c. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives, yellow bronze for thin

negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directions for use accompany each parcel.

PRICES:
In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors, $1 00

Assorted sizes and colors, by numbers, per package of fifteen, 1 00

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per dozen, 50

" 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13 " " " Large Cartes and Victorias, by number, per doz., . 75

" 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15 " " " Cabinets and Whole-size, " "
. . 1 00

" 16, 17, and 18, " " " Half " " " " . . 1 25

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)

When ordering, state the number and color you want.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

»ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THEM.-^M
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FOR SALE LOW,
THE FOLLOWING USED GOODS:

Hermagis Lenses.

One Cabinet size, extra quick, $100.00.

One Card size, extra quick, $50.00.

One Card size, quick, $40.00.

At 33J per cent, discount.

These lenses are used by Kocher and Bigelow, and their work secured two gold prize medals.

Printing Frames,
A lot of A. O. Co.'s 5x8 flat, at 30 cents—good as new. Also, a few of 8-10, 10-12, 13-16,

20-24 Printing Frames, American Optical Co.'s make, very low, in lots. Also, our

American Optical Co.'s Boxes

and Holders.

Imperial Boxes, 8-10, double swing. Yiew Boxes, stereo., 8-10, 10-12, 14-17,

Portrait Boxes, 10-12 and 14-17. 20-24, double-swing.

Venus Boxes, 10-12, double-swing.

As most of our boxes were supplied with two holders, we also have a quantity of single

holders for the above boxes for sale cheap.

The lenses were made especially for us and we will guarantee every one of them.

Witness our own worh done with them,.
-

The apparatus is all in good working order, some of the boxes are but slightly stained,

and bear no other evidence of having been used.

All these instruments and apparatus for sale at 40 per cent, discount from

manufacturers' regular prices. Better price when a lot is taken.

Sent C- O- D., with permission to examine and try, if partial remittance accompanies order.

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

Belmont .Avenue, International Exhibition, Philadelphia, Fa.
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CRITICISMS
BY THE COMPETITORS, ON THE PRIZE

PICTURES.

WHEN" sending the promised sets of the

prize pictures to the various competi-

tors for our gold medal, we asked an ex-

pression of opinion or criticism from each

party. Several have so far responded, and

we append their remarks helow. Never

was better evidence given of the fact that

rarely do two persons see just alike. What
is said will be interesting and instructive,

we hope, and as all is said in a good hu-

mored way, and by request, no offence must

be taken. We all want to learn, and the

friction plan is a good one.

The photographs are at hand, together

with a postal card asking my opinion of

them. Thanks for the invitation.

The February number of Philadelphia

Photographer says : " Some grand pictures

have been sent in competition for our gold

medal." Then follows the review, which I

I read with much interest, waiting anxiously

to receive the prints. I was so impatient,

that I wrote you asking why they did not

come. You answered by sending them.

To say I was disappointed, is a mild way
of expressing it. I had expected to see some
" grand pictures," but aside from three or

four of them, I can name half a dozen West-
ern photographers that are making better

work every day.

Many of my friends and customers have

seen them, and seem unanimous on Bradley

& Kulofson's or Anderson's as being the

best. I then point them the prize medal

picture.

" Why did he make the figure so small,

and print it in that shape? It looks

cramped, and the background is too sharp,

and the shadows are too heavy about the

eyes."

These are questions that are asked me.

How shall I answer them ? Shall I tell

them that this style of making the figure so

small is all the go East ; the shadows about

the eyes are necessary, as pictures are made
up of light and shade, and the shape that it

is printed in is the artistic part that they do

not understand ?

No. I can't consistently do that, as it

would be contrary to my judgment; for to

me a majority of them seem to lack pur-

pose ; there is too much of the consciousness

of having a picture taken apparent.

You speak of my subject performing her

part, so far as expression and attitude are

concerned, remarkably well. She did ; and

to me, attitude and expression are as much
under the control of the artist as fine chem-

ical effects, and even more to be desired.

You ask for my method of working, and

any suggestions that may be useful to others

in producing the same effects.

My skylight is built after the plan de-

13
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scribed by Anderson, a cut of which is in

The Skylight and Dark-room, and is the

best light I ever worked under. I am com-

pelled, on account of distance, to make all

full-length figures in the west end of the

room. This I regret very much, as I can

get better results in the east.

During the winter months, I use no

screens for the skylight except one of Bird's

head-screens. I find it answers every pur-

pose, and is easily adjusted, which is quite

an item when customers are waiting.

The lens used was a 4-4 Voigtlander, a

very good lens, but not the lens I should

ever buy. But circumstances often compel

us to do differently from what we may wish

to do.

I have used, until I came to Oshkosh,

lenses of Dallmeyer's make, and I can see

qualities in them that I have never seen in

any other make of lenses. The illumina-

tion in them is simply immense.

The collodion was Hance's double io-

dized—and right here let me say, give me
a Dallmeyer lens and Hance's collodion,

and I can get effects that will please the

most fastidious. I have used Hance's collo-

dion for two years steadily, and have found

it very uniform, giving clean and brilliant

negatives, many times not enough intensity,

but that is easily overcome with any of the

innumerable intensifiers. I use pyro and

silver after the formula recommended by

Carey Lea in his Manual, on page 33.

The snow effect was got by loading the

subject with salt. I tried snow, but found

it no better than salt in effect, and very an-

noying to the subject, on account of its

melting so rapidly. The falling snow was

put on the negative with a brush, using any

opaque color.

The background is one of Seavey's, and

the best he ever painted for me.

If anything I have written will help a

brother "silver slinger," I shall feel paid,

for I feel indebted to many of them, hav-

ing been in the ranks eighteen years, read

and adopted many good things from them,

and this is my first acknowledgment.

Hoping I am not too late, I am
Photographically yours,

Cook Ely,
Oshkosh, Wis.

The prints of the contestants for your

gold medal have been received, and as you

ask for an expression of opinion, I would

briefly say, with one or two exceptions,

that they are simply execrable. I would

like to know what are the real points of ex-

cellence of the negative that was awarded

the prize. True, the subject is one, I pre-

sume, of some natural grace, and comeli-

ness of person, but badly handled by the

photographer. The position of the hands,

while quite a common one for ladies, is

never one that imparts grace to a pose, and

unless to display some striking personal

characteristic, should be rarely adopted in

a picture—I might say never, in a lady.

As to the quality of the negative, I fail to

discover its great merits. While it does

not lack rotundity or relief, yet it has not

that delicacy of half-tone, and perfection of

detail, that I think is always indispensable

in a photograph that approximates perfec-

tion ; in fact, I think your judges have

fallen victims to a rather taking back-

ground, and a false notion as to brilliancy,

rather than high excellence of photographic

work.
D. H. Anderson,

(Per B.),

Richmond, Va.

I received your card and the package of

prize pictures, one from each competitor,

this morning.

You wished an expression from me con-

cerning them. As far as I can judge from

one picture of each set, I am willing to give

you my opinion.

The picture by Mr. Landy, No. 85, I

think very pretty, both in position and ex-

pression, although I think I have seen finer

work from this gentleman. No. 12, of

Bradley & Bulofson's, I don't think com-

pares with those with which they gained

the prize in 1874. As for the lady's posi-

tion, I think it a little stiff; the head is

twisted around too far, giving the neck a

bad appearance. Then if the hand had

been dropped a little lower on the balus-

trade it would have given a better effect to

the arm. No 42, by J. H. Todd, I would

criticize by saying that if the left hand had

been dropped under the other elbow, it

would have given the figure a much easier
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appearance; as it is, the left sleeve mars the

lines of the figure. However, the general

appearance of the picture is very pleasing.

I consider the picture No. 18, by Mr.

Anderson, very fine ;
the only fault I would

dare to find with it is that the arm is

dropped down so that it gives a somewhat

awkward appearance to the shoulder.

As for the others, I consider them as the

average work done through the country.

You have asked for my opinion on the

pictures, and I have given it to you simply

as my opinion. The others may find the

same fault with my work, as I do not con-

sider it faultless by any means. At your

leisure I should be very much pleased to

have the full set of Anderson's, Eulofson's,

and Landy's, so that I might have a better

opportunity of judging of their work.

Thanking you for the pictures sent,

I remain,

George M. Elton.
Palmyra, N. Y.

The pictures were received yesterday.

Somel like, and others I don't. The"Baby,"

by Hesler, I think is very sweet and well

done. The " Old Gentleman," by Motes, is

a very fine work. The " Young Lady," by

Lamson, is a very nice pose, but would have

been better if he had dropped the shawl oft

the table, and had a book or two in its

place. The one by Eoberts is very good,

but I would have put a rustic fence in place of

the balustrade. Those by Bradley & Eulof-

son, Landy, Anderson, and Elton, are very

fine. Anderson's, I think, is as good as

Elton's, with the exception that the table

seems to be too much in the way, and the

lady seems rather crowded or stiff in some

way. Elton's has the same fault, but not

quite so much. Landy, I think, shows the

roundest work of all ; it stands right out,

just like life. Mr. Todd's lady with the pet

bird, I think is nice ; she stands so much
like life, and so easy. If it only had more

roundness it would be one of the best.

There is much to learn from them, and they

will be great helps to me. The accessories

have a great deal to do in making up the

picture so that it will look nice ; take them

all away from Anderson's and Elton's, and
the work is no better than the rest. Mine
is the poorest in the lot, but your printer

has not done justice to them ; he has taken

the poorest negative in the lot and printed

from that, and the toning I think is very

poor, not near as good as the ones I sent

you from the same negative. If I am in

the business the next time you offer a prize,

you will see better work from me.

As you asked me to tell you what I

thought of the pictures, I have done so as

far as I have studied them. I may see them

in a different light after I have looked at

them more.
K. W. Dawson,

Blair, Neb.

I see by the criticism in your journal,

you have blamed quite a number for the

very thing they tried their best to do, that

is, by giving such a variety of positions of

the subject. I understood you wanted a

variety, and I should judge that most of

the competitors so understood it. You
stated nothing to the contrary in your

journal in the regulations. If you had, it

could have easily been avoided. It would

have been much easier to make six nega-

tives of a subject by only varying the po-

sition a trifle. Some may have written to

you and got the idea you wanted carried

out ; such have been more successful. I

don't write this, thinking if I had under-

stood the idea that I would have been the

successful one, by any means, for I don't

think so—for I know that there are older

and more experienced hands in the field

—

but that hereafter we may not be misled.

You state that instead of going back and

reviewing the first six negatives, and select-

ing the best, we have sent the first six ; so

we did, and did not do it through a mistake

either ; and I consider it of more use to the

fraternity than it would have been to have

selected the best, and then made five imita-

tions. I hope you may not take any offence

to what I have written.

C. W. Tallman,
Batavia, N. Y.

"The season" is always present when
any enterprising photographer can make
money by giving magic lantern exhibitions

of modern style.

See our new catalogue just out. 15 cents.
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PRIZE PRINT HINTS.

YOUK offer of a prize for the best six nega-

tives, suitable in size, etc., for the object

of illustrating your excellent magazine, I

have no doubt will be the means of putting

in your possession many beautiful and in-

structive specimens. I regret, however, to

think that it was necessary to offer a pre-

mium to the craft to enable you to procure

what has become almost a necessity in your

valued publication. The whole photo-

graphic fraternity of the United States is

largely indebted to you for your constant

endeavors to ennoble and advance the inter-

ests of the photographic profession. To a

great many of us, your magazine is more
than a welcome monthly visitor. Through

the Philadelphia Photographer we become

intimately acquainted with each other ; and

I think that no single page of the journal

conveys more instruction than does the

illustration. I am more than half certain

that all turn to the photograph the first

thing ; therefore, from the remarks I have

already made, I hardly think it would be in

good taste to offer any excuse for sending

the six negatives and proof prints herewith

inclosed. The subject, the obliging young
lady and the bird, were kind enough to

stand seven times;. quite a task, as we all

know, particularly when standing without

any rest, excepting the indispensable head-

rest.

You have, Mr. Editor, often impressed

upon the minds of your numerous readers

the importance of more studious attention

to art principles in the practice of general

photography, and more varied attention to

posing, lighting, and accessory effects. In

many other branches of art this is nearly

always possible, but in photography it is

only practical in very exceptional cases.

Undoubtedly the most untutored of our

patrons are apt to admire a nicely posed

head, a graceful display of pretty hands and

arms, even down to upholstered chairs,

backgrounds with windows in the corners,

vases, pillars, curtains, etc. ; but my experi-

ence has been so far, that in nine cases out

of ten, the photographic subject objects to

what he terms "make-ups" (call it what

you will), to obtain an effect that is foreign

to the idea and condition of the person that

is expected to pay you for your labor. He-

member, I am speaking from a country

town. I often wish that all this was differ-

ent—different in many ways ; different all

through ; different in regard to price for

faithful services rendered ; different, so that

a more respectful consideration might be

paid to the suggestions we make
; different,

so that more credit should be given us for

using our best endeavors to make the most

of the subject in hand ; different, so that we
could build up or scratch out after the sub-

ject had vanished ; different, so that the

good public would have more faith in our

experience and common sense.

The sculptor takes license with his patron's

ideas in a manner that would bankrupt any

photographer. Even though justified by
what is often termed high art principles,

and other higher sounding phrases regard-

ing light and shade, etc., only just think for

a moment of the effect of art or art rules

applied in this kind of tableau: Customer,

" I want my 'dogtype' tuk. How is your

charges? Well, that suits, fire away."

"Certainly, sir; please take a seat," or a

stand, as the case may require
; that is, pose

him. Turn him this way and that way, so

as to make the best of my common, not un-

usual customer. He has very likely just

come from the barber's shop, so be careful

about touching his wet, greasy, shining

hair. His standing white collar makes it

almost impossible to turn his head without

injury to his throat. Finally, hang a cloak

around him (example : Lincoln's statue in

Union Square, New York) ; do you think

he would like it ? He has his notion about

a " pictur," and he has to be suited if possi-

ble ; that is, if you expect to live from the

process of picture-making by the photo-

graphic process ; and yet the above class of

customer is the very life-blood of our busi-

ness. I mean, from such like we get the

most profit—money. They seldom require

a sample print, nor do they ever wish to

take counsel of a friend before they them-

selves are satisfied. Tell us, dear Philadel-

phia Photographer, how to raise above all

this ? this trudgery, some are vain enough

to call it art

!

Dear Mr. Editor, these few rambling
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remarks have run off at the end of my pen-

cil, and are at your service. They are,

however, produced as it seems to me through

your brain, and by your request of six nega-

tives. Now tell me plainly, would any of

the six he acceptable to a general class of

customers ? I doubt it very much. I speak,

mind you, of photography as a business—

a

bread-and-butter affair.

I had almost forgotten to add the most im-

portant information that this communica-

tion contains. As I said before, the kind

and obliging young lady stood seven times

for the six negatives I forwarded to you.

One had bad streaks and faults on the plate.

Time of sitting, between two and three

o'clock, p.m. ; a bright, cloudy day ; thirty

seconds exposure ; a Willard 4-4 tube. I

consider it a good one, but lenses are like

fiddles. My baths required pretty good per-

formance to bring out their good qualities.

Operating-room, 20 x 34 feet ; slanting north

head-light, and plenty of it ; side-light also,

only the side-light is badly obstructed by a

red brick wall. If I owned the building I

would change it. No, I would not; I would

rent it and quit the business. Collodion,

ammonia-potassa compound, as given in

your journal some time ago ; a little, too

strongly salted, as can be seen by the streaks

on the negatives from the dip of the plates.

Negative bath about forty degrees strong,

and decidedly acid. Iron and ammonia de-

veloper, and negative made thick enough to

print under two pieces of ground-glass in

about five to eight minutes in the sun. I

now prefer a thick negative, slow to print,

if for no other reason than to stop the print-

er's growl, " that he cannot tone the prints

because they are too thin
;
print too quick."

The whole formula is very simple, and with

care can be managed without much brains,

as I know from experience. It will be well

to recollect that to make all compounds

work harmoniously, it is necessary to add a

just amount of metallic silver or greenbacks,

in the form of wages, etc., once a week, be-

sides a very large amount of metallic gold,

once a month, to the suboxidized landlord

for rent. Confound the man that invented

rents.

J. A. Todd,

Sacramento, Cal.

REVERSED NEGATIVES.

BY I. B. WEBSTER.

MOSAICS for 1878, page 124, commences

an article with the above heading. I

have read it carefully over several times,

and have no doubt but any careful manipu-

lator would succeed in producing good

results, provided he followed the instructions

there given. To be sure, there is much to

be done, besides considerable time required

to prepare the mixture used ; but the suppo-

sition is that a sufficient quantity of each

could be made in that time to last quite

a while. It is not my intention to criticize

this article in itself, for if I wished to accu-

mulate a large number of negatives and
prepare them to take up but little space

and be safely kept and light to handle, I

should make strong efforts to make a suc-

cess of that very formula. It strikes me as

a good thing for the economical preserva-

tion of choice negatives in large numbers.

Keversed negatives are rarely desired, and
can be produced in such a simple manner
that I cannot see the object in resorting

to so complicated a method to obtain

them.

It is now many years since I was first

called upon to photograph a daguerreotype

view which showed all the signs with let-

ters reversed, as all opaque plates do when
taken direct in the camera. Of course, we
picture men all understand this without my
explaining it. In the photograph the nega-

tive steps in between the original and the

print, and turns everything back to the first

position. This being true, how will we turn

back on paper the reversed letters on the

daguerreotype ? If we proceed in the usual

way, the negative will impress upon the

paper the reversed letters again. The vir-

tue of the Mosaics process referred to con-

sists of its thinness, rendering it easy to print

from either side of the negative. It, how-

ever, is too complicated for the limited de-

mand of reversed negatives, and we propose

to resort to a more simple way. It can be

done by placing the original in front of a

mirror, so placed as to allow the camera

to bear upon the reflection in that mir-

ror, which position is not always attain-

able.
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My brother invented an attachment, to he

placed upon the hood of the tube, contain-

ing a reflector which was a perfect success

in making signs read right (and cipher)

upon the opaque plate. This was in 1852.

We always used one of these in taking

views, until the photograph was introduced.

The principle that produced that effect is

identical with that of the reversed negative.

The most simple way to produce a. reversed

negative is to place the prepared plate into

the shield with the coated side towards the

back of the camera, thus allowing the light

passing through the tube to carry the im-

age through the prepared plate, and im-

press it upon the prepared surface of said

plate, then the farthest from the tube.

I am prepared to hear several objections

raised by some about not being able to get

a good focus, or a failure to see how it is

possible to hold the plate in the shield, on

account of the springs upon the shutter of

the shield, etc. I will meet you upon these

points right at the threshold by telling you

how to do it. First, how to focus. Try and

select a plate about the thickness of your

focussing glass (you need not be particular

to a hair's breadth). Proceed to arrange for

your copy just as you would for any other

copy. When you come to focus, turn your

ground-glass over, by taking it out of its

frame and putting it back, so as to have the

ground surface towards the back of the

camera ; then replace the frame in the cam-

era, and proceed to draw the focus. Second,

to safely carry the prepared plate in the

shield. After carefully placing it in the

shield (face up), put a very small piece of

blotting-paper right on the prepared sur-

face at each corner, after which lay another

glass same size as the prepared one on to it.

The pieces of blotting-paper at the corners

will keep these two glass plates from com-
ing in contact, and the back plate will pre-

vent the spring on the door injuring the

prepared surface. Now shut up your shield,

go on and make your exposure, and when
you return to the dark-room to develop, do

not forget that the plate is in the shield

wrong side up. I have made many a re-

versed negative this way, and saw no differ-

ence in the result, other than that it was
reversed; just what I wanted.

SCATTERED THOUGHTS.
BY F. M. SPESCEE.

Eighth Paper.

(Continued from page 48.)

IT
is, perhaps, not too much to say that, of

all the labor processes and duties of the

practical photographer, copying is most irk-

some and least fascinating of all ; at least so

far as the work can be carried forward pho-

tographically it is purely mechanical, and

generally confines the operator to a mere

reproduction of the works of another with

all their faults ; it allows little play of im-

agination or sympathy with the model, and

tends rather to degrade than elevate taste.

It is not at all strange, therefore, that so

little, comparatively, has been written on

this subject. As I propose to devote this

paper quite entirely to copying, as applied

to portraiture, I shall probably repeat some-

times items mentioned in preceding papers.

A good copying-table and a modification

of the camera-box is about all the fixtures

needed (not the same as used in life work).

The table should be six or seven feet in

length, and a little wider than the box,

standing about twenty to twenty-four inches

high, with ledges on the sides ; and, if

rollers are not set in the bed of the box, it

is a good plan to have a false bed made just

wide enough to play between the ledges of

the table, into which the rollers may be set,

so that the camera may be moved easily

back and forward. Into the front of the

table should be set a rigid target-post, ex-

actly perpendicular to the bed of the table.

Let the target-board slide up and down on

this post with a set-screw to secure it at the

right elevation. The target should be made

to slide in grooves horizontally upon the

target-board, and be provided with springs

to hold the object or picture to be copied, so

that the picture may be set and quickly

brought into the field of the camera without

resetting from one to a dozen times. Only

the front legs of the copying-table should

be on castors.

When a copying-box is not at hand, any

box of sufficient size will answer, if in good

order, by having cones or extensions made

to fit into the front of the box. Straight

sections, fitting into each other, and into
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the camera in place of the front, and so con-

structed that the ordinary camera front will

fit into one or all of them, will he found

most convenient, if not better than most of

the copying-boxes in use, and make it possi-

ble to enlarge any picture to the size of the

largest plate the box will make, by simply

increasing the number of extensions.

Having got everything ready and picture

adjusted, the next thing to consider is the

light; or rather, we will now consider it,

for you ought to decide that at sight of the

picture. Daguerreotypes, tintypes, and am-

brotypes should always be illuminated by

full sunlight, for only the most powerful

illumination will bring out all the details.

Dark photographs, or photographs having

heavy shadows, should be copied in sun-

light ; but it is an excellent plan to inter-

pose a ground-glass between the sun and

the picture, or a screen of two or three thick-

nesses of tissue paper will serve as well if

not better than ground-glass.

In copying daguerreotypes, move the

table so that the bronze-colored reflection

falls outside of the field of the lens, which

usually requires a very oblique direction to

the sun's rays. The polishing lines or

scratches of the plate will usually disappear

by this means also. The exposure should

be just long enough to catch all the details

of the picture.

In copying photographs that are reason-

ably sharp, it will often be found beneficial

in softening the enlarged grain of the paper

(enlarged fibres) to move the lens slightly

out of focus after the exposure is about half

done. No special change or quality of

chemicals is necessary, except that the collo-

dion should be rather old and ripe. Pro-

ceed with the development the same as for

life work until all the details of the original

appear, when the iron should be washed off

and the development continued with pyro-

gallic acid and silver until all the intensity

desired is obtained. Great care should be

observed to wash out the iron thoroughly

to avoid stains that will not disappear in

cleaning the negative. If sufficient density

is not obtained before cleaning the negative,

repeat the pyro and silver after cleaning

;

and it will often occur, where much pushing

is required, that the plate seems to become

stained a reddish-brown, or almost black,

but usually after washing well the stain will

entirely disappear by flooding the negative

with cyanide ; and, as a last resort, it may
sometimes be necessary to color the nega-

tive with sulphuret of potassium or bichlo-

ride of mercury. Such negatives, however,

do not keep well.

There may be some who will see this arti-

cle that do not understand using pyrogallic

acid and silver, and for their benefit I will

explain it a little. Dissolve sixty grains of

pyro in thirty-six ounces of water, and add

sixty grains of citric acid and one to one and

a half ounces of acetic acid. In another

bottle, make a fifteen- or twenty-grain solu-

tion of nitrate of silver, and when ready to

use drop a few drops of silver into a small

wide-mouthed vial, and pour upon the nega-

tive enough of the pyro solution to cover it,

keeeping it in motion until it flows quite

smoothly, then drain into the vial contain-

ing the few drops of silver, and return to

the negative, flowing it on and off" until the

desired result is obtained; and by letting

the pyro and silver fall by drops or a small

stream upon the face or any part of the nega-

tive most needing strength, the after-devel-

opment may be made to assume a local

character. The operator who does not un-

derstand manipulation with pyro and silver

is not well up in negative making, and

should lose no time in becoming familiar

with it, as it is quite indispensable.

Copies, especially enlargements, gener-

ally need heavier retouching than negatives

from life, and a smear of pine-tree resin and

camphor is very useful to give a good tooth

for the lead. Make a saturated solution of

resin in spirits of turpentine, and to an

ounce add a lump of camphor about the size

of a bean ; apply sparingly to the part to be

retouched with a bit of cotton, and wipe oft'

any excess quickly with a fresh bit of cot-

ton, and after a few minutes it will take

the lead freely. The space to be retouched

may be roughened and retouched in the

usual way, and the smear applied over it. If

a second course of retouching be desirable,

and if the retouching be unsatisfactory, a

bit of cotton and a drop or two of spirits of

turpentine will remove it.

There are also a few dodges in printing
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copies, of great value, that I can recom-

mend, and which I do not think are gener-

ally well understood.

Vignettes will often appear to better ad-

vantage with the groundwork grayed more

or less deeply, so that the high-lights of the

picture may not he killed by the intenser

light of the margin, and are best done by

placing the print upon a pad and laying

over it, to hold it flat, a sheet of clean glass,

quite free from any imperfections, which

may be held in the left hand while exposing

to the light. Full sunlight, if convenient,

is best. The figure (vig.) is to be shielded

by a bit of card-board, cut to the right size

and shape, and fastened to a wire, which

may be held in the right hand, and by
keeping the shield moving, blend the vig-

nette into the border. Pull prints of light

grounds, injured grounds, or enlarged copies

from photographs, showing fibrous lights

and shadows, may be treated in the same

way. Varying the form of the shield to suit

the shape of the portion of the print not to

be reprinted, and by taking advantage of

sunlight and shadow at the same time, the

background may be graduated at pleasure.

It is often, indeed, advantageous to expose

all parts of the print (except so much as

usually shows in a vignette) to sunlight for

a few moments, using a vignette shield to

cover the face, collar, and shirt front.

"When it is desirable to print in a false back-

ground, fasten the paper upon which the

mask is printed with paste to one end of the

negative, which may best be done by hav-

ing the paper long enough to double back

over the top end of the negative, and pasting

to the edge bf the glass side, so that upon

cutting the mask it will exactly adjust itself.

Having printed the mask until the out-

lines are all out, take the negative out of

the frame and lay it face up, with the top

end to the edge of another sheet of glass

;

turn the mask back and carefully cut out

the figure with a sharp knife, and replace

the negative in the frame and make a print.

Now take a sheet of clear glass somewhat
larger than the print, and with a bit of wax
fasten the figure cut out of the mask, face

to the glass ; lay the print upon a pad upon

a second glass of the same size, and adjust

the figure of the other to the figure of the

print, so that they superimpose; holding

the whole in place with the hands, expose

to light, and by a slight but dexterous move-

ment of the upper glass, the background

may be printed in so that no white line will

show at the outlines of the figure, and by

taking advantage at the same time of sun-

light and shadow, the background may be

graduated at pleasure ; in fact, this sunlight

and shadow dodge is a good one for every-

day use.

The toning and finishing of the prints

may be done in the usual way until they

are ready to retouch. Albumen prints

should never be retouched in dead pigment

;

the pigment should be mixed or ground in

albumen of full strength, or the albumen

should take the place of the water-cup for

moistening the brush, or both. The albu-

men niay be prepared by beating the white

of a fresh egg to a stiff froth, and decanting

the clear part that settles. Albumen so

prepared may be dried in saucers and bot-

tled up for future use, in mixing pigments,

or for albumenizing glass, as it readily dis-

solves in water. Colors wrought on albu-

men with albumen, match, so to speak, in

glass, and are more easily applied, the color

being much less slippery than with water.

OUTLINES OF CHEMISTRY.
BY HENRY M. Jl'lNTIRB, M.E.

(Continued from page 81.)

LET us turn our attention now to the sub-

ject of chemical equations. The various

reactions are generally represented by these

equations. The formulas of the substances

are written and connected by the sign plus,

which must not be understood to have the

same meaning as in mathematics, but sim-

ply as a conventional method of signifying

that the substances thus connected have

been brought together. These form the first

member of the equation, after the murks of

equality (which must also not be inter-

preted mathematically, but simply as in-

dicative that what comes after is what has

been formed from what goes before by the

chemical action, thus illustrated). After

the marks of equality, then (that is to say,

in the second member), are written the for-

mulas of the substances formed by the
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chemical reaction thus represented. For

example, if we know that when hydro-

chloric acid is added to a solution of nitrate

of silver (that is, in exact proportions), that

chloride of silver and nitric acid are formed,

we could indicate the reaction by the fol-

lowing : AglST0
2
+HCl=AgCl+HN0

3 , it is

most evident that there must be the same

amount of each element on each side of the

equation. If such is not the case the equa-

tion is at fault (but if it does fill this require-

ment fully, it does not signify that it repre-

sents the chemical action correctly). Leav-

ing for an instant the equation, let us look

at the various forms of chemical action, or

rather of chemical changes. We have then,

first, those of combination, as when oxygen

and hydrogen unite to form water, thus

:

2H-|-0=H
2
0. Also when oxygen and car-

bon unite to form carbon dioxide : C-f-20=
C0.

2
. In each of these we see two sub-

stances uniting to form another. Secondly,

we have those of decomposition, the reverse,

as its name implies, of the preceding. Thus,

when potassic chlorate is heated, potassic

chloride and oxygen are formed, as follows:

KC10
3
=KCl-|-30. Here we see one sub-

stance being divided into two others. Thirdly,

we have those of displacement or substitu-

tion, in which one substance takes the place

of another in a salt. Thus, if a piece of

iron be placed in a solution of chloride of

copper, the iron will be attacked, forming

chloride of iron and metallic copper, as fol-

lows : CuCl
2
+Fe=FeCl

2
+Cu. Here we see

that the iron displaces or is substituted for

the copper in the salt. And fourthly, we
have those of double decomposition or mu-
tual interchange, where the bases of two
salts change places. For example, when a

solution of nitrate of silver is added to a

solution of chloride of sodium, nitrate of

sodium and chloride of silver are formed,

thus: NaCl+AgNO^AgCl+NaNOj, in

which the bases have changed places in the

salts. Somewhere under these four heads

each and every chemical action can be

placed.

These being the divisions of the kinds of

chemical action, it would be profitable to

look into the various causes that govern,

and reasons for them, so that we may with

some degree of certainty, predict what re-

action will take place before we actually

perform it. Indeed, if we are absolutely

correct in our premises, if we rightly under-

stand the facts concerned, and to them

rightly apply the facts soon to be stated, we
will infallibly know what will happen in

any particular case. We may then, with

reference to chemical reactions, make two

general rules to cover the whole ground, as

follows

:

1. If by mixing two substances a com-

pound can be formed that will be insoluble

in the liquid then present, this compound

will be formed and precipitated ; and

2. If by mixing two substances, com-

pounds can be formed which will be soluble

in the liquid present, these compounds will

be formed in variable proportion. The

latter of these two may appear ambiguous

at present ; it will be explained below. To

specialize then, we have under the first rule

the fact, that if solutions of two salts be

mixed which can form a substance insoluble

in the whole of the liquid present, it will be

formed and precipitated thus : NaCl-|-Ag

N0
3
=AgCl+ISra]Sr03. AgCl is formed and

precipitated. Then under the second rule,

if two salts are mixed, that by double de-

composition form two salts soluble in the

liquid present, these will be formed in vari-

able proportions and remain in solution in

presence of a portion of the original sub-

stances, thus : zNa]ST0
3-fxKCl=yNa!N"03

-|-

uKNOg+vNaCl+wKCl (the letters u, v,

w, etc., are used when no definite amount

of the substances, in this case potassic chlo-

ride, sodic nitrate, etc., are represented).

Again, with the first rule, if an acid be

added to a solution of a salt, which can

form with that salt a new salt insoluble in

the liquid and the acid of the first men-

tioned salt, it will be formed and precipi-

tated Ag]Sr0
3
+HCl=AgCl+HN0

3 ; but on

the other hand, if the acid could form a

salt insoluble in the liquid, but soluble in

the new acid formed, no change will take

place. Again, under the same head, if the

acid can form a salt soluble in the liquid

and the new acid, such a formation will

occur in a variable degree, thus : zH
2

S04
+xKN0

3
=yH

2
S0

4+ uK
2
S0

4+ vHN03

-fwKNOj ; and again under the first head,

when an acid is added to a solution of a

14
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salt whose acid is insoluble in the solvent,

the acid is separated and precipitated.

Under the same head also we have when a

hydrate of a base is added to the solution of

a salt whose hydrate would be insoluble in

the liquid then present, that hydrate is

formed and precipitated. Under the same

head, but the reverse of the preceding,

when a hydrate of a base is added to a solu-

tion of a salt whose acid can form an in-

soluble salt with the base of the hydrate,

that salt is formed and precipitated.' Another

and final case, under the second head, is

when a hydrate is added to a solution of a

salt which can form an insoluble salt, part

of the constituents undergo double decom-

position, the remainder stay in their former

state.

There is another fact tbat it may be bet-

ter not to omit, and that is : If two sub-

stances (in solution) be mixed together, and

by an interchange of elements of the two

a substance can be formed that at the tem-

perature of the liquids is volatile, that sub-

stance will be formed and set free. "When

hydrochloric acid is poured in baking soda,

is a good example, the reaction is : HNaC
3
+HCl=E"aCl+C0

2
+H

2
0. It may be

also well to state that in writing equations,

the water of the solutions is not taken into

account except it enters into the reaction,

or is one of the products of the reaction

as in the second member of preceding

equation.

By means of the abovementioned facts,

chemical reactions can, as a general thing,

be foretold
;
perhaps the best way of show-

ing how may be by giving a few examples.

Suppose we had solutions of sodium,

chloride and silver nitrate, and we wished

to know what reaction would take place.

One of three things must happen, either the

substances will remain unchanged, or dou-

ble decomposition will take place in part,

or completely (when a precipitate will be

formed). These in the form of equations

would be :

(1) NaCl+AgN03=NaCl+AgNO
s

.

(2) xNaCl + yAgN0
3
= u]SraN"03 + vAg

Cl+wNaCl+zAgN0
3

.

(3) NaCl+AgN03
=]SraN0

2
+AgCl.

Let us commence with the third of these,

for this reaction to take place, one of the

salts formed must be insoluble in the liquid

present, as we know by the before men-

tioned rules. Would the sodium nitrate be

insoluble ? By consulting tables of the insolu-

bility of various salts, we would find that it

would not be. Would the silver chloride

be ? By the same authorities we would find

that it would be insoluble. But are there

any acids in the solution in which it is solu-

ble ? ISTo. Hence we conclude that double

decomposition would take place, that chlo-

ride of silver would be precipitated, and

that nitrate of sodium would remain in the

solution. In other words, the third equa-

tion of the three just given would correctly

represent the reaction. Take another case.

Ferrous sulphate and hydrosulphuric acid,

the reaction will be either of these :

FeS04
+H

2
S=FeS0

4
+H

2
S.

xFeS04+ yH
2
S=uFeS + vH

2
S0

4+wFeS
4
+zH

2
S.

FeS04+H2
S=FeS+H

2
S04

.

Let us begin again with the last of these

three. As before stated, if this takes place,

one of the compounds represented in the

second member must be insoluble. By con-

sulting tables of solubilities as before, we
find that FeS is insoluble in water ; so it com-

mences to look as if this might be the reac-

tion. But could there be any acid present

in which the FeS would be soluble? There

is certainly free sulphuric acid present, and

by consultation with the authorities we find

that FeS is insoluble in this ; hence it

would not be precipitated ; hence the reaction

would not be represented by the third equa-

tion. How about the second equation,

then ? If this be correct, the new salts

formed must be soluble in the liquid pre-

sent ; but it has been shown that FeS is in-

soluble in the liquid present (H
20), but sol-

uble in the new acid formed. So it is con-

cluded that that equation does not represent

the reaction. The first, then, must be the

correct one, and so we find it coming under

the head of one of the cases before given.

Examples might be multiplied almost with-

out end, but they are all so very much alike

that it would be useless. This process can,

however, be reversed, and when one pours

two substances together and obtains a pre-

cipitate, he may easily find what that pre-

cipitate be (although it is much easier to
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consult works on the subject of qualitative

analysis whenever such a thing occurs).

Take but one example. A solution of fer-

rous sulphate is added to one of barium

carbonate, and a white precipitate is ob-

tained, what is this precipitate ? We will

have FeS0
4-f-BaSo4

=precipitate-|-solution.

It may be set down as a rule, that when

two solutions, on being mixed, produce a

precipitate, that the reaction comes under

the head of "double decomposition." By
this the equation would be FeS04

-j-BaC0
3

=BaS0
4
+FeC0

3

We will then find that the barium sul-

phate is insoluble, and the ferrous carbonate

soluble. So we conclude naturally and

correctly, that the precipitate is barium

sulphate, while the solution contains ferrous

carbonate.

But these things belong most strictly to

analytical chemistry, and it is hoped that

the reader will pardon the digression in

their favor, since, although it may not be-

long here, still is not exactly out of place.

The chemical equation, however, is the

key to the whole art. Whoever under-

stands that thoroughly, will understand all

chemistry ; he will hold the touchstone by

which to change all difficulties to clearness
;

he will hold the " open sesame" before which

the doors of chemistry will swing back and

reveal all its mighty treasures.

But the few uses that have been made of

it heretofore are by no means all that it can

be employed for. It is the foundation of,

and by it lies the solution of the so-called

chemical problems. In what manner and

by what means, will be seen further on.

(To be continued.)

GIHON'S PHOTOGRAPHIC SCRAPS.

by john l. g i h n.

Series No. 4.

The Instruments and varied Apparatus used in all of

the separate Departments of Photographic Estab-

lishments.

BY far the most important article of fur-

niture in the photographic studio is

the camera, its lenses, and its other appur-

tenances. The lenses are inclosed in tubings,

furnished with " stops " and rackwork. For

convenience sake the combination is enti-

tled an " objective." The camera-box with

its objective seems to be but man's feeble

imitation of the incomprehensibly wonder-

ful instrument provided for our use by a

mightier power. In relation to this, a

clipping from one of Prof. Morton's pub-

lished lectures states that " the human eye

is in all respects a complete camera, with a

variety of 'globe lens,' provided with 'ad-

justable stop' and a concave 'sensitive film '

at the rear of its ' box.'

" In additon to all these resemblances the

eye has other properties still further allying

it to the camera of the photographer. Thus

its sensitive film will retain an image pro-

duced upon it for a moment, though this

cannot be fixed or made permanent.
" The forms of lenses which are used in

the optical department of photography can

be divided into two distinct classes. The
convex lenses, all of which are thicker in

the middle than at the margin, and the

concave, thinner in the centre than on the

margin. We further distinguish these as

follows

:

"1. Bi-convex— with two convex sur-

faces.

"2. Plano-convex—one plane and one

convex surface.

" 3. Concavo-convex—one concave and

one convex surface.

"4. Bi-concave—with two concave sur-

faces.

" 5. Plano-concave—one plane and one

concave surface.

" No. 2 differs from No. 3 in so much that

the former is thicker, and the latter thinner,

in the centre than at the margin.

"The connecting lines of the centres of

the spherical surfaces form the axis of the

lens.

" The collecting lenses have, within cer-

tain limits, the faculty of collecting to a

point the rays, which proceed from a point,

provided that these points are situated on

the axis or near it, and provided that the

angle which the rays form with the axis is

not too large. When, under these condi-

tions, a bundle of rays, parallel to the axis

of the lens, falls on a lens, the rays will be

united in a point back of the lens, and this

point is called the focus, and the distance
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between the focus and the lens is called the

focal distance."

Spherical Aberration may he described

thus

:

"When a single lens (a so-called land-

scape lens) is attached to a camera, and

when we remove all the stops, we cannot

obtain on the ground-glass a picture which

can be called absolutely sharp, for such will

always show blurred and ill-defined out-

lines. The cause of this want of sharpness

is the unequal refraction of the marginal

rays as compared with those of the centre.

The margin of the lens is, so to speak, a

prism with a much stronger refracting

angle than the centre. The picture, how-

ever, will become instantly sharp when we
cover the front of a lens with a disk, in the

centre of which a hole has been cut, or, in

other words, a stop."

Chromatic Aberration.—" The white light

suffers in its passage through refracting

mediums, not only by the refraction, but

also by the dispersion of color, the cause of

which is that the apparently monochromatic

white light consists of rays of different qual-

ity, which partly distinguish themselves by

their different effects on the retina and

chemicals, and partly by their different re-

fractions. Eed has the least refraction

;

violet the greatest. The dispersion of color

is most beautiful in the passage of white

light through a prism, and then it gives

rise to a colored band

—

the spectrum—in

which the seven principal colors, the violet,

indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange, red, are

distinguished. As a lens, however, is anal-

ogous to a system of prisms, such a dis-

persion of color must necessarily also take

place in the passage of white light through

a lens, and as violet light is more refrangi-

ble than red, it follows that the violet rays

will intersect the axis closer to the lens

(after having passed through it) than the

red. Hence, when a bundle of parallel rays

of white light passes through a lens, the

rays will not, after having been refracted,

be united in a single point, but will, ac-

cording to their different refrangibility, be

placed at different distances from the lens

on the axis of the same. The violet ones

being the nearest to the lens, the red ones

the farthest, and instead of having a single

point, the focus, which would result with

the employment of a monochromatic light,

we will have a line of differently colored

foci. This error is overcome by the em-

ployment of two lenses, which are made of

different kinds of glass (crown and flint).

" The qualities expected in a photographic

lens are : 1. A great amount of light, to

enable us to take, in the shortest space of

time, the picture of a dark or moving ob-

ject. This can only be accomplished by a

large opening and short focus. 2. Great

sharpness, even to the margin—a quality

that can only be secured by the employment

of small stops, and just the opposite con-

dition to what is required in the first case.

3. A large and plain field of view. This

requires very oblique rays of light, for

which the spherical aberration and the cur-

vature of the picture can only be corrected

with great difficulty. 4. Freedom from

distortion. 5. Absence of chemical focus.

6. Equal intensity of light over the whole

field of view. 7. Depth, or equal sharpness

for objects which are at unequal distances

from the camera.

"All these conditions can only be fulfilled

with difficulty, and not at the same time,

and this is the reason why we have no uni-

versal lens answering all purposes. For

this reason, also, we are compelled to em-

ploy different lenses for different work."

(Mem. The preceding remarks are con-

densed from the able writings of Dr.Vogel
;

the following are from a paper prepared by

J. H. Dallmeyer, the celebrated manufac-

turer of lenses.)

"Portrait lenses are more or less rapid

in action, as their diameters are larger or

smaller, or as their focal lengths are shorter

or longer.

" The focal length of a lens regulates the

size of the pictures, and the diameter ex-

presses its speed or rapidity of action.

" Having fixed upon some size of picture

to be taken, the next point to be determined

is the most suitable focal length of lens.

"This involves the prior determination

of the distance at which to place the sub-

ject ;
for, as every photographer knows, by

bringing the lens nearer to the subject, the

image increases in dimensions, and vice

versa. What, then, is the proper distance
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at which to place the subject from the lens ?

In answer to this query, it may be safely

asserted that it should not be less than, say,

twelve feet, nor, perhaps, more than twenty-

five feet ; for if less, the resulting picture

will generally be defective as regards defi-

nition and perspective, because the lens pro-

ducing it will be of too short a focus, or

made to include a larger angle than it prop-

erly covers ; and if more, the picture will

probably be deficient in boldness.

"For a distance of about eighteen to

twenty feet between the lenses and subject,

the equivalent focal length of the lens for a

given sized plate should be about double

that of its largest side ; that is, for 4]- x 3^

plates (or card size) the focus should be

from eight to nine inches ; for a 6 x 5 plate

(cabinet size), twelve inches; for 10 x 8

plates, twenty inches.

" The next point requiring consideration

is its rapidity of action. Of course, every

photographer wishes not only to possess a

quick-acting lens, but that it should also

have a flat field, and give great depth of

focus or definition, forgetting all the while

that these qualities are diametrically op-

posed to each other, for he who will have

greater rapidity must, to use a familiar

phrase, ' pay for it ' in flatness of field and

depth of definition. Thus, of two lenses,

both perfectly corrected for spherical aber-

ration, and of the same focus, the one of

two inches diameter will have double the
1 depth ' of another of four inches diame-

ter, whilst the latter, in turn, is four times

quicker in action.

" Again, of two lenses of the same rapid-

ity (i. e., having the same ratio of aperture

to focal length), the one of double the focal

length of the other will have but one-quar-

ter its 'depth;' as, for example, a card lens

of, say, nine inches equivalent focus and

two and three-quarter inches aperture, pro-

ducing a card at twenty feet distance, will

sufficiently define accessories, etc., eighteen

inches in front and eighteen inches behind

the figure or object focussed upon, or have

a depth of focus of, say, three feet; whereas

a lens of double the above dimensions (i. e.,

of eighteen inches by five aperture), and

worked at the same distance, will only have

a depth of nine inches, or four and a half

inches before and behind the point focussed

upon.

"As regards the best position of the cam-

era, it has already been stated that no lens

has a perfectly flat field ; hence, for a stand-

ing figure requiring a flat field, it is of the

utmost importance that the camera should

be so positioned as to favor the lens. This,

for card portraits (equivalent focus of lens

about nine inches, back focus six inches,

and distance of subject eighteen feet, the

camera without a swing-back), is as fol-

lows : Height of centre of lens from the

floor, about four feet ten inches ; rising

front of camera to be elevated one-quarter

inch ; and then the image made to occupy

the centre of the plate, i. e., equidistant be-

tween the top and bottom of the screen.

To effect this the camera will require to be

tilted forward slightly, which insures a more

natural view of the face than when placing

the camera lower and level, in which case

the view of the face obtained is, as it were,

that of looking up into it. Having got the

image in the centre of the plate, focus for

the eye, and then for the chest, or some

prominent object on the chest, as a watch

chain. Now halve, as it were, the focus

between this and the eye, when it will be

found that the resulting picture will be

evenly defined throughout its entire length.

"A sitting figure requires the camera to

be placed at a proportionally lower eleva-

tion, and here a swing-back is of great ad-

vantage. Indeed, portraits beyond the half-

plate size should never be attempted without

this adjunct to the camera ; for, as has been

shown already, larger or longer focus lenses

are much more sensitive to difference of

distances ; and in a sitting figure the feet

are often as much as twenty-four inches or

more in advance of the face. This occa-

sions nearly a quarter of an inch of differ-

ence of focus for a twenty-inch focus lens,

and, therefore, without a swing-back, al-

lowing the top of the screen or slide to be

pushed out that distance, definition of the

legs and feet simultaneously with the head

cannot be secured.

" Photographers accustomed to work with

short-focussed lenses, i. e., at short distances

from the subject, often complain of lack of

brilliancy and roundness in their pictures
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when taking to the use of longer focus

lenses, or working at greater distances from

the subject. Now, in most cases, this is

simply a question not of lens, but of light-

ing, for it is obvious that the direction and

amount of light suitable for a subject at

twelve feet distance requires considerable

modification for one at twenty feet."

For many years it remained a matter

of dispute as to which of the cameras, those

manufactured in England or those made in

America, could claim priority of choice for

general excellencies of construction.

The matter was decisively and finally

settled by the introduction to photographers'

use of the varied and unexcelled boxes pro-

duced in the workshops of the " American

Optical Co." It would require more space

than I am allotted to describe each of all of

their many sizes and styles. It will suffice

to say that every improvement that Ameri-

can ingenuity has been able to devise has

been taken advantage of, and that now
their camera-boxes are acknowledged to be

par excellence the best in the world. Their

catalogues will give minute information as

to all of their specialties.

As to the use of an ordinary camera for

copying purposes, I can do no better than

to bring to light a "scrap" written by
George H. Fennimore, and published in

the Photographer at least eight years ago.

He says

:

" I was asked why a camera that will

make a whole-sized picture from life will

not make one of the same size from a card

picture ? I found the question was asked

seriously, and the party said he had often

tried to reproduce an enlarged picture from

a card or daguerreotype, but never succeeded

in getting anything more than one a little

larger than the original. He had used a

whole-sized tube and box. I soon explained

to him the nature of the trouble.

"When about to purchase a camera,

always bear in mind that the size, no mat-

ter what it is, will only reproduce a picture

its original size ; that is to say, a half-size

camera and half-size tube will only repro-

duce a picture its original size, no matter

whether it be a card picture or a half-size

picture. If you wish to copy a whole-size

picture to its original size, you must have a

whole-size camera and lens ; an 8 x 10 box

and lens for an 8 x 10 picture, and so on for

the different sizes. This plan of working

would require one to have a number of boxes

and tubes, which would be both expensive

and troublesome. There are two ways to

obviate this, viz., either to have a long,

bellows camera, made on purpose for copy-

ing, or to have a simple contrivance called

a 'cone' made to fit in your ordinary por-

trait-box. A camera, when extended, giv-

ing a dark chamber thirty-four inches in

length, with a double whole-size lens

attached, will only make a 11x14 picture

its original size. If now we take off the

double whole-size tube and replace it with a

whole-size tube it will make a 11 x 14 copy

from a whole-size original. Again, if we
replace it with a half-size tube, we can

make a 11 x 14 copy from a half-size pic-

ture. If now we want to copy a card pic-

ture to a 11 x 14 size, the camera will not

be long enough, and we must either have a

longer box made especially, or use a cone.

The latter, when twenty-four inches in

length, in connection with the box itself,

gives a focal length of fifty-eight inches.

This is ample for permitting us to make a

11 x 14 copy from a one-ninth size (or

smaller) ferrotype, or other analogous pic-

ture. The same rule holds good with all

cameras. If a whole-size box is the largest

you have, a quarter-size tube will give you

a whole-size picture from a medium ambro-

type or card ; but if the picture to be copied

is smaller than that, you will need a cone,

which, however, need not be over twelve

inches long."

Before concluding this subject, I cannot

too highly recommend to those who have

not tried it, the use of the swing-back cam-

era. By its use we can get the whole pic-

ture very sharply defined, more particularly

in portraits and landscapes. The very ex-

cellent cameras of the American Optical

Company are nearly all made with the

swing-back.

Camera Stands, although offered to us

in great variety, still seem to open a field

for improvement to inventors. Each de-

scription presents advantages and demerits

as well. Those supplied with levers offer a

ready means of raising or lowering the in-
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strument. Unfortunately, however, the

handles of these levers always seem to be in

the way, and the slightest accidental col-

lision with them noisily displaces the whole

arrangement, to the infinite mortification of

the operator and the consternation of the

sitter.

The old-fashioned tripods have long ago

disappeared from the operating-rooms of all

but the most primitively appointed galler-

ies. The American Optical Company's
" Perfect" camera-stand is doubtlessly the

best in the market. Iron stands have also

been introduced, but generally these are too

heavy, and ruin the floor or the carpets.

The Head-rests constitute another class

of vexations, but essentially necessary ac-

companiments to the outfit of an operating-

room. The simplest form, and the one

generally used, merely consists of a vertical

iron rod (with head tongs) that slides up

and down in, and can be screwed tightly to,

an iron base. This apparatus could be

easily improved by substituting for the

round a triangular-shaped rod, and for the

holding-screws short-handled levers. The
approved style, now used in all leading

establishments, is known as " "Wilson's Im-
proved Rest." An ingenious contrivance

secures its portability, whilst at the same

time it possesses sufficient firmness and solid-

ity to give a real support to even a standing

figure. The mechanical arrangement of

the rods renders it very easy to hide them
behind the subject, and as well, allows us to

use the apparatus indifferently for a very

small child or an overgrown man.
The " scraps " relative to backgrounds and

accessories will be held for future use, together

'

with those appertaining to " loosing and
lighting."

In the dark-room there are very few arti-

cles of apparatus necessary that are exclu-

sively the property of that particular place.

Of these the most important are those dedi-

cated to the holding of bath solutions. They
should be of glass, and inclosed, for safety's

sake, in strong, well-made, wooden boxes.

Tanks are generally made to fit into the

spaces where they will be least in the way.

In the printing department much ingenu-

ity was formerly expended in the construc-

tion of washing-tanks especially devoted to

the elimination of hyposulphite of soda from

the prints. I have the designs and the de-

scriptions for a number of different con-

trivances. The best of these necessitates a

circular galvanized iron tub, about five feet

in diameter and five inches in height. It

is provided with a conical bottom, termin-

ating with a waste-pipe. At the bottom of

the sides (or the top of the cone) a false bot-

tom, perforated with holes, stretches across

the entire space. The supply-pipe extends

around the circumference of the tank. I

prefer it being placed near the false bottom,

so that the streamlets issuing from it will

spring up and not down upon the floating

pictures. A siphon should be so arranged

as to empty the tank every ten minutes.

Finally, a shower-bath, placed some two

feet above, will aid in keeping the photo-

graph in motion and pattering out the ob-

noxious soda.

Within the last few years another plan

has been gaining favor, dispensing with

this somewhat costly apparatus, and reduc-

ing the time of washing to at least one-sixth

of that which was formerly requisite. It

will be fully treated of in the series devoted

to printing.

The miscellaneous agglomerations of a

photographer's establishment need no special

description in this series. Funnels, bottles,

and dishes accumulate with unaccountable

rapidity, and are only too familiar to the

proprietor. That care should be exercised

in the proper preservation of every article

with which we appoint our places is an in-

junction that, although constantly urged, is

but little heeded in many places, even of a

pretentious character. There has been

enough negligence in this respect to encour-

age the adoption of the maxim, that such

and such a place is as dirty as a photogra-

pher's work-room.

WHAT IS IT?

rPHEEE stereo negatives are sent to you

JL to show a peculiar spotting which has

given me trouble for several years.

When making views I wash the negative

after developing, and flow with glycerin and

water, equal parts, which keeps the film
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moist until a more convenient time when it

can be developed and fixed. If the nega-

tives are not fixed for several days, these

spots make their appearance, as if the nega-

tive had been sprinkled with fine black pep-

per, ruining the skies, especially if any fine

cloud effects have been secured. As they

give more trouble in hot weather, I have

believed them to be mildew spots, but have

never found a perfect remedy. Have tried

glycerin and acetic acid, equal parts ; also

acetic acid E"o. 8, full strength, with slight

improvement.

If any other " knight of the tripod " has

been likewise vexed, let us hear from him.

Frank Bobbins,
Oil City, Pa.

[Will our readers please give us their

ideas through these pages?

—

Ed. P. P.]

A CHEAP MULTIPLIER.

IN my work I have invented a very sim-

ple means of producing several pictures

on one plate (the same as those produced by

a combination of gem tubes), with a single

tube camera. It costs only about five min-

utes' work, and works like a charm when
done.

Here it is : Cut a piece of pasteboard just

the size to fit tight in the camera, closely

in front of the

ground-glass or

plate-holder. If

you want four

gems on a one-

quarter plate, cut

an oval in your

card just in front

of, say, the lower

left quarter of

your plate. Now make your exposure, and
turn your card from left to right, and make
your exposure on the lower right quarter of

your plate; now turn it from bottom to top,

etc. In this way, with one or more cards,

you can make as many gems on a plate as

you want to. It will be found particularly

useful in taking pictures of the little folks.

This may have been known to many of

your readers, but as far as I know it is ori-

ginal. However, I hope it may prove bene-

ficial to some.
Henry W. Brown,

Bannack, Montana.

WITHOUT ACKNOWLEDGMENT.
"QIB: Though perhaps I ought to have

O felt flattered, yet I must say I felt just

the reverse when I read in the News of last

week the extracts from a paper by John L.

Gihon, which appeared in the Philadelphia

Photographer. Except the two first par-

agraphs, the whole of the extract is a ver-

batim piracy from my work, Instruction

in Photography, commencing at the first

line of the first chapter. This must have

escaped notice, I am sure, or you would not

have countenanced the insertion of tbe ar-

ticle. I am aware that there is no copyright

in connection with America, but I had

supposed that even a pirated edition would

have borne the name of the author. Mr.

Gihon, however, seems to think that even

this slight advantage to myself should be

dispensed with, and wishes to father the

authorship on himself. This isnot an Eng-
lish way of showing honesty.

" What the relations are between Mr.

Gihon and Mr. Wilson (the editor of the

journal in question) I am not aware, but I

would suggest to the latter that it might, per-

haps, be more pecuniarily profitable to him
if he reprinted the book, without the expense

of MS. from Mr. Gihon. I am, sir, yours

faithfully, W. de W. Abney."

[We need scarcely say that we regret ex-

ceedingly that Captain Abney's work should

have been thus used without acknowledg-

ment, the more so as we have always re-

garded Mr. Gihon as a respectable writer.

Perhaps it is unnecessary to add, on behalf

of the editor of our American contemporary

and ourselves, that it is scarcely possible to

be familiar with not only all the facts of

photography, but of all that has been said

on the subject by many excellent writers.

—

Ed.]

We very gladly give space to the above

extract from the Photographic News of

March 1st ; first, because we have the high-

est respect for Captain Abney and his very

valuable contributions to photographic lit-
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erature ; and second, because we deprecate

the habit which seems general in some direc-

tions, of clipping from another source with-

out acknowledgment. Moreover, we desire

to exonerate Mr. Gihon from any intention

whatever of doing otherwise than make
proper acknowledgment of all that he uses.

In beginning his series of articles or

"Scraps," he consulted with us as to the

policy of adding the author's name in each

case, and stated that in some instances he

could not, because he had forgotten the

source, or neglected to mark it in his scrap-

book. We therefore advised him to place

in the beginning a foot-note, which occurs

in our January issue, as follows :
" In the

beginning, I beg to acknowledge my in-

debtedness to all known sources of photo-

graphic information for what I gather from

them, without further credit. J. L. G."

Perhaps Captain Abney did not see this,

and if at any time Mr. Gihon sins again, we

shall be glad to have our attention called to

it, and make special acknowledgment. So

much do we value Captain Abney's services

in this direction that we have ordered a

copy of his book from the publisher, and

hope soon to receive it, and review it accord-

ing to its merits ; and from what we have

read of his former works we believe the re-

view will be one that we trust will help sell

the book, and honor the author of it.

—

Ed.

P. P.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
Electrical Light—Laws against Photograjjhic

Cotton — Obernetter's Reversed Collodion

Method—Chrysoidin — Gntekunst' s Pan-

orama of the Centennial—A Big Maj> of

the Moon.

THE new year has not commenced very

favorably for German photographers.

England, who has but very little influence

in political affairs, seems to have influenced

our weather all the more. "We have had
lately several dense and continuous fogs,

which, in comparing the intensity, closely

resemble the London, fog. This is, for our

country, a very unusual phenomenon ; it

has spoiled the Christmas business entirely.

The hopes for better spring weather have

now also vanished. Under such un-

promising circumstances, it is quite natural

that the question of the application of arti-

ficial light should be brought again before

the public. Mr. Van der Weyde, of Lon-

don, has recently opened his studio in which

he makes portraits by use of electric light.

In Vienna, Mr. Winter uses it for en-

largements, and in Paris, the streets are illu-

minated with it. The same is produced by

means of a magnet-electric machine, con-

structed by Mr. Simons, which requires a

four-horse-power force. The American

photographers may be glad not to be obliged

to make use of such an expensive means of

producing their light.

Niepce de St. Victor has tried, although

without success, to make superfluous light

latent. If science should succeed better in

doing so, the Americans will have a chance

of bottling their light and exporting it to

our obscure Europe. I hope there will be

no such duty to be paid here as Americans

have to pay on the importation of European

products. Fortunately our government has

fixed very low rates of duty. Less favora-

ble is the freight for collodion cotton. The

new rules object to transporting it either by

mail or railway. The consequence will be,

that country photographers will be obliged

to make their pyroxylin themselves, as they

did twenty-five years ago.

The reason for taking this measure is to

prevent any serious accident which might

be caused by the spontaneous combustion

of the cotton. Austria goes still further.

Nitro-glycerin and common combustible

cotton are allowed to be transported, and

the harmless collodion cotton is excluded.

At present nobody notices it. As for my-
self, I often had gun-cotton in my trunk

which I transported many thousands of

miles without meeting with any accident.

Messrs. Obernetter and Albert are con-

tinually making trials for perfecting the

lichtdruck in natural colors, where it is

required to work with various sensitive sub-

stances, as iodide of silver, bromide of sil-

ver, etc. For the usual work, it would

therefore be necessary to have several collo-

dions on hand. Obernetter, however, works

differently. He has one collodion, which is

neither iodized nor bromized, but sim-

ply contains nitrate of silver. He proceeds

15
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in making a solution of 5 grammes of ni-

trate of silver in 2 cubic centimetres

of warm water, adds a drop of nitric acid,

and 250 cubic centimetres of alcohol, then

6 grammes of cotton, and 150 cubic centim-

etres of ether. After this mixture has

settled or been filtered, it is fit for the

various uses. If, for instance, a bromide

silver plate is wanted, one simply collodion-

izes a plate which is afterwards dipped in a

bromide-potassium bath of 1 : 1 5. If a bromo-

iodide silver plate shall be produced, the

same plate has to be dipped in a mixture of

iodide and bromide-silver bath ; such plates

are, on account of the adhering solutions,

very slightly sensitive. It is therefore advi-

sable to wash them with pure water, and ex-

pose, whether they are wet or dry. The

bromide-silver plates have to be exposed

immediately after they have been washed,

and to be developed with an alkali devel-

oper ; but I found that they are less sensi-

tive in the wet state than when they are

dry. They will be more sensitive when
poured over with sensitive substances.

This way of working is by all means safer

than the preparations of bromide-silver

emulsion, when a little mistake can spoil the

whole job. In working with iodide of sil-

ver the plates are but very slightly sensitive

after having been dipped in the solution of

iodide of potassium and having been washed.

They will receive the sensitiveness of the

usual wet plate after pouring over them the

ordinary silver bath. Only a small quan-

tity of bath is wanted, and the plates are

exposed and developed as usual. I tried the

method with the best success. The treat-

ment with the silver bath is very easy. No
greasy streaks, spots, pinholes, or other

flaws will be noticed.

Obernetter applied this process for ordi-

nary operations, and has made an excellent

reproduction of a drawing in lines. In

order to get a plate equally sensitive with

our common silver plate, he recommends a

bath as follows :

Iodide of Potassium, . 5 grammes

Bromide of Potassium, . 1 "

Water, . 90 "

Portrait photographers, for whom a quick

preparation is a very important point, will

always prefer the wet-plate process. This,

however, does not in the least alter the im-

portance of Obernetter's method.

Lately has been introduced in our trade

a yellow color called chrysoidin, recom-

mended for the preparation of yellow win-

dow glass. This body has indeed the quality

to color the negative varnish a deeper yel-

low-red. Glass plates coated with it appear

darker orange than common yellow dark-

room window glasses. This guided to the

conclusion that this body might be used for

the preparation of non-actinic glasses. My
experiments proved, however, that a con-

siderable quantity of violet light passes

through it; even much more than through

oil-silk.

I experimented on both bodies by means

of a spectrum, and found that the violet

light, which has the greatest effect on the

bromo-iodide of silver, passes considerably

through the chrysoidin varnish. For dark-

room windows the varnish cannot be re-

commended, but it is excellent to coat thin

negatives with.

Two things have recently produced such

an effect here which you would call "mam-
moth." The one is Gutekunst's panorama

of the Philadelphia Exhibition ; the other

is our moon.

The astronomer Schmidt has drawn a

large map, consisting of 25 single pictures

of 15 inches square, of our wonderful

neighbor. The diameter of the moon on

the map is six feet. Schmidt has worked at

it for thirty years. Our government has

bought the drawing for 42,000 marks. A.

Bunhard has taken a photograph of this

interesting work, and we hope that our

government will consent to the publication

of this interesting map, which is of great

value to astronomy.

Very truly yours,

Dr. H. Vogel.
Berlin.

The patent of Mr. J. W. Swan for the

manufacture of carbon tissue having ex-

pired in England on the 28th of February, its

life in this country is also ended. The right

to manufacture carbon tissue, or to use the

double transfer process of Mr. Swan, is now
public property.
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FRENCH CORRESPONDENCE.

March Meeting of the Photographic Society

of France—Presentation by Mons. Derogy

of a New Lens containing a Prism for Re-

versing Negativesfor Carbon Work—Mon-
sieurs Potok and, Giroud's Presentation—
Reclaima.tion, by Mons. Roger—Discus-

sion on the Same—Presentation, by Prof.

Stebbing, of his neiv Stillfor the Saving of

Ether and Alcohol in Precipitating Collo-

dion or Emulsions—Description of Appar-

atus and Notes on the Distillation of Ether

and Alcohol—Notes on Emulsions; insuc-

cess and the cure—Messrs. Dawson, Carey

Lea, and Capt. Abney cited—Presentation

of the Sciopticon.

THE Photographic Society of France

held its March meeting on Friday

evening last, the 1st inst., Mons. Peligot in

the chair. The meeting was very well at-

tended both by amateurs and the profes-

sion.

Mons. Derogy, the skilful optician, pre-

sented a new lens, or, I might rather say,

an addition to a lens, whereby landscapes,

reproductions, etc., can be taken on reversed

negatives for the carbon process of printing.

Many systems have been tried to obtain

this object, one of which is the interposi-

tion of a prism between the object and the

lens. This prism must naturally be large,

and therefore expensive. Mons. Derogy
has perfected this idea by employing the

prism behind the diaphragm. This being

placed there, and in a proper position, gives

an image free from distortion. Placed in

this manner it requires but a very small

prism, which can be more easily fabricated

than a large one, and costs but very little.

The lens presented to the Society was of the

same form as the ordinary lens, only at the

back, instead of being open, it was closed,

and at right angles with it a brass cone was

soldered on to receive the rays coming from

the prism. This brass cone is screwed on to

the front board of the camera in the same

manner as an ordinary lens ; the image is

now found to be reversed, that is to say, in

a proper position for carbon printing. A
negative was shown of a reproduction made
by that instrument, of which the lines were

very sharp and free from distortion.

Messrs. Potok and Giroud continued the

presentation they made at the last meeting,

and of which I spoke in my last communi-

cation to the Philadelphia Photograp>her . A
piece of paper covered with a black sub-

stance was handed round to the members,

after which it was washed in cold water,

when the black on certain parts peeled off,

remaining only on those parts forming the

design. Here began a discussion between

certain members as to its value ; one in

particular said that he had employed a sim-

ilar process, which in fact was nothing more

or less than Poitevin's process (the inventor

and father of all processes having for the

base bichromate of potash or others). This,

said he, is simply to take a sheet of albu-

menized paper ; float the back of it on a

solution of bichromate, let it dry, and then

expose it to light behind a photographic

image. The light, in decomposing the bi-

chromate of potash, isolates a part of the

chromic acid, which swells the albumen

;

and if a roller impregnated with transfer

ink be rubbed over it several times, the ink

adheres firmly to those parts impressioned

by the light, and not to the others
;
for

when the paper is put into cold water all

the ink will fall from those parts which had

not received the rays of light, and leave

the design as desired. This can now be

transferred to lithographic stone by the

ordinary process employed in the litho-

graphic trade. Mons. Koger, who made
these remarks, said he did so to warn the

members against a secret process, which, in

his opinion, was no other than the one he

had been working, with only this exception,

that the paper had been inked before inso-

lation instead of after having been exposed

to light. Another member gave his opinion

that the new process of Mons. Gobert was

much superior (of this process I gave the

description in one of my former letters).

An influential member of the Society had

requested me to make a presentation and

gi've a description of my new apparatus for

the making of emulsions. I did so last

Friday evening ; the reception which it

met with from the Society encourages me to

bring it before the readers of the Philadel-

phia Photographer, if peradventure they

can make something good out of it. I must
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in justice say that the presentation was

made to the Society of an apparatus for

the making of emulsions
; but for my read-

ers I must say that not only is this appar-

atus useful for emulsions, but it can also be

employed for every service required of a

still, such as making distilled water, distil-

ling alcohol and ether, precipitating cotton

for emulsion work, etc.

I will begin by giving a description of the

apparatus as arranged for the making of

distilled water. I need not dwell upon the

value of this product in photography, and

how very often rain and water from the

waste steam-pipe is palmed off upon the

photographer for the genuine article. The

revolutions which occur in the nitrate bath

might be often traced to this very cause. I

shall consider myself handsomely repaid if

I can in my humble way prevent one of my
readers from being subject to these annoy-

ances, by giving him the means to construct

an apparatus which I have employed with

success for many months.

Diagram I represents said apparatus as

fitted up to distil water. A represents a

copper boiler on which is firmly screwed

by means of clamping screws, a dome

made of the same metal. BB' two funnel-

shaped holes in which are inserted two

corks or india-rubber plugs. C a smaller

hole stopped with a cork, the use of which

will be seen hereafter.

To set the apparatus at work, fill up the

boiler with the exact quantity of water

which the large bottle D can hold. Fit

into plug B the condensing apparatus E
;

stop up the holes in the plugs W and C

with corks, and light the fire or gas under

the boiler ; by looking at the bottle D, it

can easily be seen how much the water has

diminished in the boiler, which can easily

be refilled if required, by taking out the

cork C, and putting a funnel in its place.

Water containing alcohol, the product

obtained in precipitating emulsions or col-

lodion, must be distilled in this manner

also ; but on no account must water con-

taining a mixture of alcohol and ether be

so distilled
; we shall see how hereafter.

I will now give a description of the ap-

paratus as arranged in order to precipitate

collodion or emulsions.

As may be seen by Diagram II, a slight

addition is made to the apparatus. 1. G is

a copper boiler, having handles on the sides,

and near the bottom an opening in which

to insert a cork bearing a thermometer, G.

This boiler is filled about a quarter full of

water, and when the still is introduced it

displaces the water and forces it to rise to

the level indicated. A second addition is

that of a porcelain pan or pail, H, which is

placed in the middle of the still in such a

manner that a certain quantity of water

may separate it from the still. A centre

point is fixed in the bottom of this pan, in

which rotates the lower end of a shaft bear-

ing a number of propellers or beaters, I, in

wrought silver. On the top of the shaft is

fixed a handle, J, or any other mechanical

contrivance by which the beaters can be

made to rotate. A funnel and glass tube

" tube de surete," K, in a cork, is fixed into

the hole, C, in the dome to enable the collo-

dion to be poured slowly into the apparatus.

The condensing apparatus E, as represented

in Diagram I, is this time passed through

the lower plug B'.

In order to set the apparatus at work, the

porcelain pan is nearly filled with distilled

water, in fact to the level of the beaters,
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and is then fixed in the middle of the still,

which is then firmly closed by means of the

clamping screws.

The apparatus now being ready for work,

is placed upon a gas or other stove, and as

soon as the outside thermometer marks 150°

Fahrenheit, which supposes the heat of the

water in the interior of the pan sufficiently

hot to evaporate ether, the fire is extin-

guished, and the collodion or prepared emul-

sion is gradually poured into the interior of

the apparatus by means of the glass tube

and funnel K. In coming into contact with

the hot distilled water, a great dilatation

takes place by the rapid evaporation of the

ether
; at the same moment the precipi-

tated cotton is drawn violently down to the

bottom of the water by the movement of

the screw or beaters, and is there kept in

constant agitation. The ether makes its

way out of the still through the glass tube

at B', is condensed in the cooling apparatus,

and is collected in a bottle about a quarter

full of distilled water, and left there until a

certain quantitj^ is collected, and above all,

to extricate any alcohol which has made its

way out of the still in company with the

ether. As for myself, after having shaken

it up once or twice, in decanting it with

care, I find it sufficiently pure to make nor-

mal collodion. Naturally, if a great purity

be required, it must be washed several times

in taking care to diminish the quantity of

water each time ; a tenth of the volume is

sufficient for the last wash. The ether is

then put into a bottle containing chloride

of calcium, and left there for several hours,

or even days, and then distilled, in the same

apparatus as Diagram II, but without the

beaters.

Let us return to the precipitated cotton
;

in an hour the water is sufficiently cool

to dip the hands into it, therefore the

dome is detached, and the porcelain pan

containing the precipitated cotton with the

alcoholized water taken out; this is poured

through a fine sieve which retains the

cotton ; the water is set aside to distil the

alcohol from it, when sufficient is obtained

to pay the expense. The product, pure

cotton, or cotton containing bromide of sil-

ver, is then washed in several changes of

distilled water (and finally I give it a last

wash in alcohol), and then it is set aside in

enamelled iron trays, to dry spontaneously.

The dry product, whether it be precipi-

tated cotton or sensitized cotton obtained by

this process, has a honeycombed appearance,

dissolves readily in the solvents, and gives a

very pure solution.

Whether I am indebted to this apparatus

or extreme cleanliness for the complete ab-

sence of those spots on emulsion plates, I

know not ; the fact is, I have never been

troubled with them in any way. I am of

the opinion expressed by Mr. George Daw-
son, who believes "they are mainly due to

arrant carelessness and slovenliness." It is

surprising how few amateurs can make a

good emulsion. I have seen such curdy-

whey products that would dishearten the

most energetic. Happily, in showing them

the excellent hint of our worthy friend, Mr.

Carey Lea, that the " main point is not to

put too much in the bottle," that shoal can

be avoided. Another which is more diffi-

cult, and which is, I think, inherent to

precipitated emulsions, is the difficulty in

intensifying the negative. Thanks to Cap-

tain Abney, intensification can be obtained.

I will quote his formula.

"Prepare," says he, " the following solu-

tions :

"No. 1.

" Dried Albumen, . . 25 grains.

"Water, .... 1 ounce.

Liquor Ammonia, . . J drachm.

" No. 2.

" Ordinary Bitter Beer, , 1 ounce.

"No. 3.

"Ordinary Bitter Beer, . 1 ounce.

Pyro Acid, ... 2 grains.

"When the plate is coated with emulsion,

and whilst still moist, put it into a tray con-

taining distilled water, and allow it to re-

main till all greasiness has. disappeared.

Then flow over its surface equal parts of

Nos. 1 and 2 for a minute. Wash thor-

oughly, and finally flow over the plate some

of No. 3 ; set the plate up to dry, as it is

finished."

To return to the Society : an experi-

mental demonstration of the sciopticon

lamp was given by Messrs. Charcounet and
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Laverne, with the adaptation they had
made to that apparatus, by which opaque

objects could be clearly seen and enlarged

for photographic purposes. I need not add

that this lamp obtained the approbation of

the Society, as well by the power of its

light, as the ingenuity and simplicity of its

construction.

Prof. E. Stebbing.

27 Rue des Apennins, Paris, March 6th, 1878.

The Exhibition advances rapidly towards

its completion, and it is quite false that it

will be postponed on account of the rumors

of war in Europe.

USEFUL THINGS WORTH
KNOWING.

SOLID Commercial Sulphuric Acid.—
Stark's extensive sulphuric acid works

in Bohemia, which produce the so-called

Nordhausen, or fuming sulphuric acid,

on a very large scale from aluminous slate,

have lately commenced to put the pure anhy-

drous solid sulphuric acid on the market.

It is put up in tightly-soldered tin (tinned

iron) boxes, which were found to answer

best, because at ordinary temperature sul-

phuric anhydride is without aptkJnupon

metals, and particularly "upon tin. This

form of acid is very useful, and its trans-

portation by far less risky than when shipped

in a liquid form. The constantly growing

production of artificial alizarin has been

chiefly the cause of this innovation, it being

well known not only that large quantities of

fuming sulphuric acid are required for its

preparation, but also that the yield and

quality of the product depend upon the

degree of concentration of the oxidizing

agents.

—

Pharm. Centralb.fr. d. Ind. Zeit.,

1877, 373.

Rosanilin is a strong, colorless base,

containing C 20
H

19
N

3 , and capable of form-

ing salts. The hydrochlorate of rosanilin,

C^HjgNjHCl, is known as fuchsine.

Rosalic Acid, as it appears in commerce,

is prepared from phenol by means of oxalic

and sulphuric acids ; is a resinous mass with

green metallic lustre, forms a red powder,

and dyes silk and wool yellowish-red. Its

composition is C 20
H

16
O

3
.

Orseille is archil, the well-known color-

ing matter of many lichens.

To Renew Manuscripts.—Take a hair-

pencil and wash the part that has been

effaced with a solution of prussiate of potash

in water, and the writing will again appear,

if the paper has not been destroyed.

Chestnut-flour Glue.—Chestnuts de-

prived of their brown skin are crushed

between rollers to a coarse mass, the latter

rubbed through a fine wire sieve, placed into

water, and the fine deposit of starch sepa-

rated and dried. This yields a very hand-

some, transparent, and liquid glue of great

tenacity.

Liquid Glue (C. D. M. W., Columbus,

Ohio).—A very strong glue may be made
by dissolving four ounces of glue in sixteen

ounces of strong acetic acid by the aid of

heat. It is semi-solid at ordinary tempera-

tures, but needs only to be warmed, by

placing the vessel containing it into hot

water, to be ready for use. A most excel-

lent form is also Dumoulin's Liquid and

Unalterable Glue. This is made as follows

:

Dissolve eight ounces of best glue in one-

half pint of water in a wide-mouthed bottle,

by heating the bottle in a water-bath ; then

add slowly two and a half ounces of nitric

acid (spec. gr. 1330), stirring constantly.

Effervescence takes place under escape of

nitrous acid gas. When all the acid has

been added, the liquid is allowed to cool.

Keep it well corked, and it will be ready

for use. at any moment. It does not gela-

tinize, nor putrify or ferment. It is appli-

cable to many domestic uses, such as mending-

china, wood, etc.

Improvement in Filter Papers.—Mr.

T. Ross, of Cape Town, has made an im-

portant improvement in filter papers. One

side of each sheet has affixed to it a sort of

muslin with large meshes, which serves not

only to prevent the paper from adhering too

closely to the sides of the funnel, but also

renders it stronger and better able to with-

stand the weight of the superincumbent

fluid.

American Gum Arabic.—The mesquite

gum of Western Texas is almost identical

with gum arabic. During the past year it
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has become an article of export, some twelve

thousand pounds having been gathered in

Bexar County, and as much more between

that and the coast. This gum exudes from

the stem and branches of the mesquite, a

mimosa, several species of which grow in

Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona.

Production or Oxygen by a New
Method.—According to a Belgian photo-

graphic journal, Herr Zinns has discovered

a new way of preparing oxygen in large

quantities. Baric peroxide and potassic

permanganate are placed in water and

allowed to act upon one another, the result

being that two hundred cubic centimetres

of oxygen are evolved from every gramme
of the mixed substances.

To Test Soaps.—Dissolve twenty parts in

water, and mix with five parts of diluted

sulphuric acid. The fat rises to the top,

and the mineral impurities fall to the bot-

tom. In this manner, says a scientific

cotemporary, the most flagrant adultera-

tions can be detected.

Dextrin Mucilage.—As an adhesive,

dextrin is superior to gum arabic in many
instances ; it is used on the backs of reve-

nue stamps, and to fasten envelopes. As a

means of affixing labels to glass it is excel-

lent.

Dextrin, .... 2 ounces.

Acetic Acid, ... 1 ounce.

Water, .... 5 ounces.

Alcohol, .... 1 ounce.

The dextrin should be dissolved in the

water and acid by means of a water-bath,

and the alcohol added afterwards.

Another formula gives the following pro-

portions :

Dextrin, .... 2 ounces.

Acetic Acid, £ ounce.

Water, . . . . 4J ounces.

Alcohol, £ ounce.

Mix the dextrin, acetic acid, and water,

stirring until they are thoroughly mixed
;

then add the alcohol.

Hydrobromic Acid— which is really

hydrogen bromide, or bromide of hydrogen

—is a gaseous substance, containing 98.76

per cent, of bromine ; but the solution of

the gas in water, which constitutes the liquid

commonly known as hydrobromic acid, may
contain the gas in any proportion, or be of

any strength.

Potassium Bromide contains 67.22 pet-

cent, of bromine; sodium bromide, 71.4 per

cent. ;* and ammonium bromide, 81.6 per

cent.; and therefore their doses, to be equiva-

lent in bromine, are nearly in the ratio of

9, 8, and 7.],

Solubility of Sugar in Water.—M.
H. Courtonne has read before the Academie

des Sciences a somewhat important paper on

this subject. The results, which seem to be

beyond dispute, are as follows : The solu-

bility of sugar in water at a temperature of

12.5° C. (54.5° F.) is 198.6 in 100. At a

temperature of 45° C. (113° F.) it is 245 in

100. In other words, 100 parts by weight

of a saturated solution of sugar at 12.5° C.

(54.5° F.) contain 66.5 parts by weight of

sugar, and at a temperature of 45° C. (113°

F.) contain 71 parts of sugar.

Troy and Avoirdupois Weight.—

A

lengthy discussion has recently been pub-

lished in the Pharmaceutical Journal and

Transactions, in regard to the signification

of characters in common use. It has, how-

ever, been practically settled by the state-

ment of Professor Eedwood, who has ex-

plained that the sign lb should always

represent the Troy pound ; that lb. repre-

sents the avoirdupois pound. £ stands for

the Troy ounce (480 grains), and oz. for the

avoirdupois ounce (437J grains).

Dr. F. M. Hildebrandt, of Germany,

has just returned from an expedition in

Central Africa. On one occasion he routed

a brave army of several hundred natives

with the dread aid of a photographic camera.

On another occasion he adopted a novel,

ingenious, and decidedly successful method

of securing a collection of the organic prod-

ucts of a district. The tribe of Hataitas

regarded him as a magician, and forced him

* The sodium bromide of the market seems to

be neither the anhydrous salt containing 77.7

per cent of bromine, nor that with four equiva-

lents of water, containing 57.55 per cent., but a

mixture of the two, containing about nine per

cent, of water, and therefore containing about

71.4 per cent, of bromine, as above stated.
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to pronounce incantations on their unfruit-

ful fields. That his charms might he effect-

ual he made the natives bring him specimens

of all the animals and plants to be found

in the neighborhood, which were shortly

packed away in his collections.

Tincture Stoppers. — The unpleasant

cementing of stoppers can be entirely pre-

vented by rubbing them with a piece of

paraffin, and giving them a turn in the

neck of the bottle, so as to distribute a thin

coating of paraffin all over. Kenew two or

three times a year.

—

Druggist and Chemist.

Kapid Filtration. —A writer in the

Journal of Pharmacy suggests the following

method for the rapid filtration of small vol-

umes of liquid : The rings of a retort stand

are bound with cloth or muslin until the

central aperture is of just sufficient size to

admit a glass chimney, such as is used for

the ordinary student's lamp, which has an

enlargement at the base, serving as a

shoulder. The tube now being placed in

the holder, the lower extremity is cohered

with a piece of filter paper in the following

manner : A. circular or square piece of mus-

lin is covered by a similar piece of filter

paper, and the two bound firmly over the

lower extremity of the tube with the paper

inwards, and secured by means of a rubber

band. The tube, being now filled with liq-

uid, it will filter slowly, and the filtration

will be hastened by fitting a good velvet

cork in the upper extremity of the tube,

piercing it with a metal tube, and attaching

to this an. ordinary rubber pipe connected

with the bulb, such as are used in the small

atomizers or syringes. By compressing the

bulb, air is forced into the tube, and the

increased pressure rapidly hastens the flow

of filtrate. By this means from four to

eight ounces of liquid can be filtered in a

very few minutes.

"Waterproof Packing Paper.—Pack-

ing paper may be made water-tight by dis-

solving 1.82 pound of white soap in one

quart of water, and dissolving in another

quart 1.82 ounce (apothecaries' weight) and

5.5 ounces of glue. The two solutions are

to be mixed and warmed, the paper soaked

in the mixture, and passed between rollers

or hung up to dry.

A New Washing Fluid.— Beat one

kilogramme of soap, with a little water,

into a paste, warm it moderately, and incor-

porate it by thorough stirring into forty-

five litres of water at a temperature of

about 30° C. (86° F.), to which one table-

spoonful of oil of turpentine and two table-

spoonfuls of ammonia have been added. The
articles to be washed are to be soaked in this

mixture for two hours, and then washed as

usual. The fluid can be rewarmed and used

a second time by adding more turpentine

and ammonia. The process is said to be

time-, labor-, and money-saving, much less

soap and rubbing being needed, and the

wear of the clothes is greatly diminished.

Good for photographers' towels.

Ink that cannot be Erased.—An ink

that cannot be erased, even with acids, is

obtained by the following receipt : To good

gall ink add a strong solution of fine soluble

Prussian blue in distilled water. This addi-

tion makes the ink, which was previously

proof against alkalies, equally proof against

acids, and forms a writing fluid which can-

not be erased without destruction of the

paper. The ink writes greenish-blue, but

afterwards turns black.

To Bronze Iron Articles.—According

to a process by M. P. Hess, this is done by

the articles being heated in the air after

being coated with linseed oil. Objects which

cannot be exposed to a high temperature

may be steeped in a slightly acid solution

of ferric chloride, plunged in hot water, and

when dry rubbed with linseed oil or wax.

To preserve iron from rust, the author rec-

ommends sulphide of copper. He steeps the

iron for a few minutes in a solution of sul-

phate of copper, and then transfers it into

a solution of hyposulphite of soda, acidu-

lated with hydrochloric acid. The result is

a blue-black coating, not affected by air

or water.

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

PHOTOGRAPHIC Society of Phila-

delphia.—The regular semi-monthly

meeting of the Society was held Thursday

evening, February 21st, 1878, Vice-Presi-

dent Mr. Joseph W. Bates in the chair.
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The minutes of the last meeting were read

and approved.

Mr. McCollin exhibited a new form of

manipulator constructed of wire, and in-

tended for holding plates when developing.

Mr. Browne raised a question regarding

the possibility of making a negative or other

photograph of a view illuminated by a

flash of lightning. This matter was dis-

cussed at some length, no one seeming to

think such a feat possible.

Mr. McCollin laid upon the table what

was thought to be the first photograph ever

made in America by the dynamo-electric

light. This portrait, by Messrs. Broadbent

& Taylor, was thought very successful.

.

It was resolved, on motion by Mr. Browne,

that the members be requested to bring lan-

tern slides to the next meeting, from which

a selection could be made for another exhi-

bition.

Mr. Sartain exhibited the apparatus used

by Dr. G-oddard and Mr. Cornelius in their

early photographic experiments. This col-

lection was examined with much interest by

the members, and a vote of thanks tendered

to Mr. Sartain.

Adjourned.

Another stated meeting of the Society

was held Thursday evening, March 7th,

1878, the President Mr. Ellerslie Walllace,

Jr., in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read

and approved.

On behalf of the Committee on Excur-

sions, Mr. Barrington proposed the follow-

ing route for the spring trip : The party to

leave Philadelphia "Wednesday, May 15th

or 22d, and go by rail to Nanticoke, and

there take the canal boat on Thursday, A.M.,

for Northumberland, which will consume

about three days. After lying over Sunday

at Northumberland, start for Harrisburg on

Monday, arriving there about Wednesday,

and thence to Philadelphia by rail. The

proposed route was favorably received by

the members, and on motion the Committee

was requested to make a detailed report at

the first meeting in April. A short trip

was also discussed, and the Committee was

asked to include this in their report.

On motion by Mr. Bates, the Koom Com-
mittee was authorized to select a room more

suitable for the Society, in the vicinity of

Broad and Chestnut Streets.

Mr. Browne suggested that an exhibition

of slides, selected from the collections of the

members, should be arranged, and moved
that the President appoint a committee for

the purpose. The motion being carried,

the Chair appointed Messrs. Browne, Dixon,

and McCollin, the Committee.

Mr. Bell exhibited an album containing

a large number of successful copies of oil

paintings, made by himself.

The meeting was now adjourned, to ena-

ble the Society to examine the slides which

had been brought by a number of the mem-
bers for exhibition.

D. Anson Partridge,
Secretary.

Boston Photographic Societt.—The

regular monthly meeting of the Society,

with Vice-President Hardy in the chair,

was held at J. W. Black's studio, March
1st, 1878.

The Committee on Resolutions reported

as follows

:

Mr. President : Your Committee, to

whom was assigned the preparation of some

suitable expression of the Society's regard

for Brother T. R. Burnham, recently re-

moved from our city to Portland, Maine,

beg leave to submit the following report.

Resolved, That in the fifteen years that

Brother Burnham has been associated with

us in the practice of photography, and dur-

ing his connection with the Boston Photo-

graphic Association, we have found a per-

severing pioneer in the art ; not only skilful

in the work of improvement, but ready and

willing at all times to impart the result of

his study and experiments to others of the

craft ; and be it further

Resolved, That while regretting the loss

which the Association sustains in the absence

from its monthly meetings of one so active

and useful in its ranks, we rejoice that he

still lives to pursue his vocation in another

field, whither he will be attended by our

best wishes for that success and prosperity

which skill and industry ought to command.

Resolved, That this expression of our re-

gard for Brother Burnham be entered upon

1(1
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the Society records, and a copy of the same

be forwarded to his address.

Fred. C. Low,
Albert S. Southworth,
C. F. Richardson,

Committee.

The following officers for the ensuing

year were then elected : President, G H.

Loomis ; Vice-President, E. P. Ritz ; Sec-

retary, F. C. Low; Treasurer, E. F. Smith.

Messrs. J. "W. Black, A. 1ST. Hardy, and

Frank Rowell were elected the Executive

Committee, and Messrs. Loomis and Ritz

ex-officio members of the same.

The six prize photographs, by G M. El-

ton, of Palmyra, New York, were exhibited.

These pictures were, as they deserved to be,

very highly praised. The printing and

toning showed the work of an expert; the

backgrounds and accessories are most ap-

propriate. The peculiar atmospheric or

stereoscopic appearance of the prints was

due to the negatives having been made with

a 4-4 No. 8 Voigtlander & Son lens ; and,

judging by the prints, the negatives must

be superb. One great feature noticeable

was the light and shade effects, which were

truthful without exaggeration. The set

would be a valuable addition to any collec-

tion. Ernest F. Ritz,

Secretary.

OUR PICTURE.

AGREEABLE to promise, we present

our readers this month with the gold

medal prize picture, from negatives sent

by Mr. G. M. Elton, of Palmyra, 1ST. Y.

Elsewhere are a series of criticisms from

some of the competitors which speak some-

what of this picture, to which we refer. In

making the award as they did, the judges

were not only influenced by the technical

work of Mr. Elton's negatives, and the ar-

tistic arranging and posing of the figure,

but also by the fact that the style was one

rather different from any of the rest, and

one which seemed attractive and beautiful

as well as tasteful. It has been christened

by Mr. Elton as the "panel style." The

name seems a very appropriate one.

Its pecularities will be apparent to all

who study it, and we confess rather to a

liking for it. It is not every common pho-

tographer who can produce such work as

this, although it may to him seem very sim-

ple. The difficulties of it will be understood

more fully when the effort is made, and it

will not do any harm to have the effort made
in every direction.

Mr. Elton's ideas as to the popularity of

this new style are given below. Photog-

raphy has reached the greatest technical

height possible, perhaps, and it has made
great progress in the direction of art prin-

ciples, and now the lead must be taken in

the way of new styles that will prove at-

tractive, and hit the popular taste. It

seems to us there is a fair chance for the

"panel style" in this latter, direction, and

we place before our readers very gladly a

good example of it for their study and help.

Mr. Elton has certainly made great prog-

ress since November, 1874, when we pub-

lished a picture by him of a little girl. At
the same time we gave his formula for col-

lodion and developer, which we append

hereunto.
Collodion.

Ether and Alcohol.

Cotton,

Iodide of Ammonium
Bromide of Cadmium

Bromide of Potassium

Iodide of Lithium,

equal parts.

4 to 5 grains to ounce.

4 " "

1£ grain "

1
" "

2 grains "

Silver Bath, 40 grains strong and acid.

Developer.
Water, . . . .16 ounces.

Iron, ..... 1 ounce.

Acid, . . . . . 1 "

He says in his letter to us :
" Too much

credit cannot be given to Mr. Seavey for

the tasteful background he furnished me,

nor to the celebrated Voigtlander lens with

which the pictures were made. This par-

ticular lens has been in this gallery eighteen

years ; but fine lenses, collodion, developer,

etc., any mechanic can use ; they are merely

tools with which good or bad work can be

made, according as they are handled. In

painting, it is not the brand of colors, or the

peculiar brushes which make the beautiful

picture, but the way they are used. The

great Turner, although he used inferior

colors, made pictures which have immor-

talized him." Mr. Elton has sent us a
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drawing of his skylight, of which we give

a plain sketch below. It will be observed

that it is supplied with a screen, which he

says, slides into a groove of its own. In

the summer-time, over the head of the sub-

ject, he uses a curtain made of tissue paper

to keep out the sun. His preference is for

plenty of light, which he endeavors to

manage to get the best effects.

among my customers, and parties come

here from neighboring cities and towns to

procure them.

" A week or so ago a gentleman from

Auburn came into my gallery, and seeing

one of these panels, declared he had seen

nothing in Paris or Berlin that he consid-

ered equally as pretty. He immediately

had a negative made in the same style. I

Noticing among the criticisms that ap-

pear elsewhere on Mr. Elton's picture, that

some of the critics are a little disposed

to find fault because of the size of the

figure, etc., we asked Mr. Elton to give us his

experience with his "panel" pictures, feel-

ing that they were not either understood or

fully appreciated, as they seem to have been

by the judges. We received the following

reply from him.

" Yours of the 14th came duly to hand,

and in answer you desired me to say how
my style of picture takes with my customers,

and how it is regarded. I send inclosed a

letter from Benjamin French, of Boston,

also one from Charles W. Stevens, of Chi-

cago, in which they give their opinion on

the subject.

"Mr. Kent, of Rochester, calls it the

prettiest style he has seen in a long time,

and is now making them himself, except

that he mounts them on the boudoir card.

This new style is considered the. thing

find that it helps my business immensely,

for not only does the novelty of the style

draw in customers from the surrounding

towns, but also my regular customers, who
have good negatives in my gallery, think

that they must have new ones made in this

narrow style.

" Now the gentlemen who have criticized

the panel style must consider that some

judgment is necessary in offering it to their

customers. It would not suit an old lady

nor a girl with an awkward figure ; but a

lady with a handsome dress, or a fine figure,

or a graceful young miss, nothing will take

her eye as soon as these panels.

"Mr. Seavey, of New York, was so

pleased with them, that he wrote to me, as

you saw by the letter I sent you, to pro-

cure negatives in that style for Ed. Liese-

gang, of Dusseldorf ; and considering the

chance for a choice that Mr. Seavey has,

and also his well-known artistic taste, I

think this a great compliment to my work,
1 and to this new style.
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"I send you a few prints of the negatives

I sent to Germany ; by them you will see

that I vary the size of the opening in

printing."

This tells its own story, and we trust and be-

lieve that the "panel" style will grow more

and more into favor as it is examined. We
quote from the letters of Messrs. French and

Stevens, to which Mr. Elton alludes above,

as follows: The former says, "I must say

they are the best pictures from six negatives

I ever saw ; they are gems of art, and you

deserve great credit for such work ; I take

pleasure in showing it. I have always rec-

ommended the Voigtlander & Son's lens,

and still believe it is without an equal."

Mr. Stevens says: "Your work is fine

—

very ; and as it lies on the desk for the in-

spection of our city photographers, elicits

the warmest praise. We trust your pecu-

niary reward is fully up to your desires,

and all that work of such superior excel-

lence demands."

The prints were made at our own rooms, on

Gennert's Dresden Double Brilliant Paper.

We now leave the picture and the subject

with our readers for their study, and trust

it may be of great service to them. Our

object in offering these prizes is to obtain

examples for the common good. Our suc-

cess has been not great this time, but still

of considerable degree, and we hope the

fruits thereof will be good.

PHOTOGRAPHIC NEWS.
REMAKKABLE progress is making in

the photo-chromic process of Mr. Leon

Vidal. A very beautiful specimen accompa-

nied the last issue oith&Photograjihisches Cor-

responded. The results resemble very much
chromo-lithographs, but are infinitely more

delicate and beautiful, because they really

possess all of the merits of the finest orig-

inal, which is not always the case when the

drawing must be made on stone. Mr. Vi-

dal's method of working is briefly about as

follows : As many negatives are taken as

there are colors in the subject to be repro-

duced. By means of a peculiar varnish,

every part except that which is required to

be a slight color, is stopped out from each

negative, so be the color green, neutral, red

or yellow, it alone is represented by the

negatives. From these negatives lichtdruck

plates are now prepared, and as each plate

is enabled to print its own special color

with all the delicate gradations of tone,

very charming and natural effects are ob-

tained. The picture which is being printed

receives an impression in turn from each of

these surfaces, and when it has passed the

last of them, every portion of the subject

will have been impressed. We believe

there is much to hope for in this direction,

and congratulate Mr. Vidal on his measure

of success so far.

Our friends on the other side of the water

are discussing the great grievance which

comes upon them in the matter of objections

made by sitters to their pictures. These

objections are said to come mostly from the

fair sex, and a correspondent in the British

Journal, speculating somewhat upon the

cause, says: "For some time past the

great tendency of the ladies' attire has been

to simplicity, even to severity, as regards

decorative treatment. The more usual dress

of a lady now is one of very plain make,

with little or no ornamental attachments in

the body, and without drapery about the

arms, to form full folds, to break up monot-

onous patches, while the adornments often

made use of, of very dense masses of lace,

form conspicuous parts at the neck and

wrists. Add to this that the hair is com-

monly treated as though the photographer

were a phrenologist, and desired to make an

investigation of the sitters' bumps with the

least amount of labor
;
the beautiful tresses

being brushed tight and plain, and the head

showing in the print a seven-eighth view of

the face, an exact contour of the skull.

Sitters who have been taken on previous

occasions with a moderate amount of orna-

mentation, by which term we are by no

means to be understood as alluding to jew-

elry, are astonished that the photographer

has taken them so badly."

This, we are assured, is the cause of

great evil, and we hope that it may be of

some use to call attention to it, and thus have

addressed the photographic public. We
think if photographers would assert them-

selves a little more, and provide a few
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pieces of drapery, laces, etc., which will

make up well in a picture, and insist upon

their use at proper times, that it would be a

good plan.

Monsieur Darlot, the eminent opti-

cian, of Paris, has manufactured recently

what he calls a new rapid hemispheric lens

for portraits and landscapes, which, having

a much greater depth of focus, replace the

old six-inch lenses. The tubes, by a revolv-

ing motion, cause the anterior and posterior

lenses to approach each other when the oper-

ator wishes to obtain a bust, and separate

them when a full-length portrait is to be

produced.

An enterprising photographer near Paris,

to attract attention, has placed in his glass

case exposed outside his place of business, a

model portrait carte of a gentleman decap-

itated, and suspended from one of his hands

by the hair of his head is seen what should

be the seat of his intelligence, his face di-

vine. No fewer than six hundred persons

have had the questionable taste to have

their portraits taken after this model ; a

series of changes being wrought, such as

the husband holding the head of his better

half, and the better half shaking with

evident delight the head of her lord and

master. The method of securing these

beautiful things was practiced considerably

some twelve years ago in this country, the

results of which were known as the double

picture.

A correspondent in an English journal

says : "I know of no other profession that

taxes temper and fortitude more than pho-

tography, especially the out-door work, in

which the difficulties increase tenfold. If,

by chance, you go to some uncivilized part

of the country to take a group or view, and

cannot conveniently erect your tent in an

out-of-the-way corner, but are obliged to be

content with some place where you are not

directly in the way of everybody, as some

people are not backward in upsetting the

lot if you do not keep your eyes open,

etc." That is probably because our friend

has never been in any other business ; if he

has, he should have learned that there are not

only tricks in all trades, but trials likewise

;

and that we should expect trials and trouble

in everything which pertains to work. We
cannot draw a breath without making an

effort, and we have no right to expect to

make photographs without some drawbacks.

Once we accept this proposition, we will

find things so much easier, at least we will

have less of disappointment.

At the February meeting of the Phar-

maceutical Society, Prof. Maisch stated that

he was experimenting on bromide of iodine,

a substance which has long been in use

among photographers, in the daguerreotype

process for rendering the plates more sensi-

tive, but appears to be likewise used, to some

extent, for medicinal purposes. He describes

it as exceedingly caustic, similar to bromine,

and as evidently unfit for internal use in the

concentrated state, or in large doses. Ke-

cently, through a typographical error in a

medical journal, it had been directed in-

stead of potassium bromide, in a prescrip-

tion for epilepsy ; the error had been

promptly corrected, but it seemed proper to

direct attention to the caustic nature of the

compound.

Mr. Doliber spoke of an error which

occurred in printing Dr. Brown-Sequard's

prescription for epilepsy in the Boston

Medical and Surgical Journal, in an article

written by Dr. Ayer. The second article

in the prescription was " iodidi bromidi,"

and should have been potassii bromidi.

The error was corrected in small type on

the bottom of the last page of a subsequent

number, but probably a great many had not

seen it, as he had since received many
orders for bromide of iodine.

Here is the correct formula :

The Broxon-Sequard Treatment in Ejnlepsy.

R.
Sodii Bromidi, .

Ammonii Bromidi, .

Potassii Bromidi,

Ammonii Iodidi,

AinuioniiB Sesquicarb.,

Tincture Calumbse, .

Aqute Destillat,

aa 3iij.

aa giss-

f giss.

adf gviij.

M.

Full dose, one and a half drachms before

each meal, and three drachms at bedtime.

Dr. Heid's Gun-cotton. — Since the
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transportation of gun-cotton has caused so

many difficulties in Austria, Dr. Heid's

product has gained more and more atten-

tion. A competition with other cottons has

proved that it is equal to the best kind, and

that it answers to every purpose required of

it. The fibre is more fast, white, and easily

soluble in ether without leaving any re-

mains. Collodion made of it is pretty

liquid. Silvered plates were distinguished

by their great uniformity, without reaching,

however, in this regard, the quality of py-

roxylin-collodion. The film is strong. The

cotton is not fit for the dry-plate process,

and must be recommended all the more for

wet plates.

—

Correspondence.

Blisters in Albumen Paper.—Much
has been written about this subject, but

very little about the cause of their forma-

tion. Anselm Schmitz thinks now that in

an alkali toning-bath containing carbonate

of soda, the liquid penetrates sooner through

the paper than through the albumen film,

and forms carbonic acid between paper and

albumen. If, now, all the different baths

were warm, the gas would escape the same

way. If the fixing-bath is not warmed, it

will always be some degrees colder than the

others, and the result will be that the glue

thickens, and consequently prevents the

acid from getting out. The fact is, that only

certain double albumenized papers form

blisters. A very alkaline toning-bath, and a

fresh fixing-bath will produce blisters the

size of a dollar. The most simple remedy

is therefore to warm every bath after the

toning process.

—

Archiv.

THOUGHTS FROM THE
ALMANACS.

No. 1.

THE English year-books come to us laden

with an unusual amount of good things

this year, and although we offer the British

Almanac for only forty cents, thus enabling

everybody to enjoy its advantages and good

things, still there may be many of our read-

ers who may not see it, and for their benefit

we make some extracts from it which may
be of service to them.

The Fading of Transparent Positives.—" I

should give special attention to the follow-

ing points in making transparencies for the

window : Let the exposure be barely suffi-

cient to impress the necessary detail, fol-

lowed by a slow development with a rather

weak solution. In the case of wet plates,

use a ripe, full-bodied collodion that will

stand well under the toning-bath, if this be

required
; or, if dry plates be preferred, use

an albumen preservative, and. in any case

use only cyanide of potassium for fixing. I

have never seen cyanide act injuriously on

an albumen film if kept at a proper strength.

Finally, let the plate be well washed and

coated with a good, hard varnish, and, if

possible, hang in a position where it will be

shielded from the direct rays of the sun."

—

Ellerslie "Wallace, Jr., page 68.

Weak vs. Strong Developers.—" My late

experience is that a strong developer is a

mistake for interiors and instantaneous

work. It produces fog, dirty plates, and

flat pictures. I find, also, that the ammonia
sulphate of iron is far preferable to the pro-

tosulphate, and the formulas I now adopt

are, for interiors and rapid work :

"Ammonia Sulphate of Iron, . 30 grains.

Acetic Acid, . . . .10 drops.

Alcohol, ..... quant, suff.

Water, . . . . .1 ounce.

" For other work :

"Ammonia Sulphate of Iron, . 20 grains.

Acetic Acid, . . . .18 drops.

Alcohol, ..... quant suff.

Water, . . . . .1 ounce.

"Another advantage with the ammonia
sulphate is that it remains unchanged in

action and appearance very much longer

than the protosulphate. The development

may extend over a long period, and with

the occasional addition of a drop of silver

solution the intensification is more harmo-

nious."

—

Frederick York, page 70.

(To be continued.)

A Dodge.—Mr. W. L. Shoemaker, who is the

well-known assistant of Mr. Albert Moore, the

prince of solar printers in this city, sends us the

following :
" Have you ever tried to get rid of

the greasy surface of an old ferrotype before

copying? Scratches and finger-marks instantly

disappear by pouring over a coating of thick

albumen. Copy wet or dry."



APPENDIX.

"LIGHTNING NEGATIVE PROCESS."

TN answer to inquiries already made, and in anticipation of those which may follow,

* respecting the so-called " Lightning Negative Process," now offered to the pho-

tographers of America for the easy sum of $20.00, and the privilege of buying the

ingredients from one house only, we beg to say that we believe too many of the

fraternity have already been victimized by "process mongers " to make it necessary

for us to do more than to caution them against tumbling to any such proposition as is

made by the gentlemen managing the sale of the " process."

We are quite familiar with the contents of all the German, French, and Belgian

photographic magazines, and so are our esteemed German and French correspondents,

and yet from none of them do we hear anything of the " furore " about this process.

True, a letter is published purporting to come from our old friend, Mr. Ch. Keut-

linger, of Paris, but he does not say one word about the "lightning" capabilities

of the process. True, it is pronounced that all buyers of "permits" are to have

"seventeen years'" indulgence in the privilege of buying materials from certain

parties, but it does not say that the said parties will surely be in business for the next

seventeen years. Neither must it be supposed that this process is patented, because

the " permits " are given for the term of "seventeen years"—the life term of an

American patent—for it is not.

Neither is it wise to believe that this " process " will be kept a " secret " long after

June 1st, 1878, if more than a dozen buy it, for no contract such as it is proposed to

exact will be legal, and no one can enforce it in court of law. Those who wait will

possibly get it for nothing, as has been the case with secret processes heretofore.

Mr. Scottellari 's process for using purple light and other things purple has not

been proven a success in Germany and France, and we believe that all kindred pro-

cesses are equally impracticable. We shall test this one soon.

We say thus much because our readers shall not again accuse us of being slow to

apprise them of any attempt to take their money from them without a full and worthy

equivalent in return, and the right to use it as they please and buy their materials where

they prefer.
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#Itt*fs 1»
Mr. C. F. Richardson, Wakefield, Massachu-

setts, whose excellent ready sensitized paper we

noticed a month or two ago, writes us that he

uses an acetate toning-bath for it : and rather a

slow toning solution is best. Those who are not

large consumers of paper, and even those who

are, would find it to their advantage to try Mr.

Richardson's production.

The Photographisches Jahrbuch.—The Pho-

tographic Year-book of 1878, on the fly-leaf of

which we find an excellent lichtdruck of Prof.

Petzval, by Obernetter, of Munich, is pub-

lished by the editor of the Photographische Corre-

spondenz, in Vienna. It contains a calender of the

current year, tables for the comparison or analogy

of the weights and money of the different coun-

tries, statutes of the different photographic asso-

ciations in Vienna, Berlin, Albona, Bremen,

Cologne, and Frankfort-on-the-Main, and the

principal items of the photographic societies in

foreign countries ; then follows a list of the pho-

tographic journals and books which is deter-

mined by a " bibliography," containing all the

photographic books which have appeared since

the discovery of photography, and have not yet

been mentioned under the above heading. It

continues with the publication of the German

patent-law ; and finally its theoretical part, in

giving to the photographer a collection of for-

mula? and hints for the various modes of work-

ing, and styles of work which is wanted. Then

follows the proper memorandum book, in which

half a page is devoted to every day of the year.

The book is neat in its appearance, small and

handy. It is intended to be for photographers,

that while half a hundred other almanacs, pub-

lished in Germany, are for other business men,

that is their vade mecum.

Catalogue of Magic Lantern Slides, Etc.—
Many of our readers who subscribe for the

Magic Lantern magazine are aware of the fact

that we are the largest dealers in magic lantern

slides in America, and we desire to apprise all

now briefly, that we have just issued a new cata-

logue of such goods, which we believe to be most

complete. The prices of these articles have been

reduced very greatly of late, as will be seen by

comparing our new catalogue with the old one.

Many new selections of slides have been added

to the list, and the catalogue is not only a cata-

logue proper of slides and apparatus, but con-

tains much of useful information for the lantern

lover and worker. It contains 116 pages, and

will be sent on receipt of fifteen cents to any ad-

dress. It is a handsomly illustrated work also,

in the best style of typography.

Expiration of the Swan Carbon Patents in

America.—The Swan patents for the carbon pro-

cess have expired in this country, and now pho-

tographers are free to use them, and make carbon

prints without interference, according to Mr.

Swan's process, full details of which are given

in the American Carbon Manual. Owing to the

fact that the English patents expired recently, it

was impossible for the parties to get an extension

of the American ones. Next month we shall give

more details concerning it, and, as near as we
can, an account of what photographers are en-

titled to use if they so desire.

Correction in Mosaics.—Mr. E. P. Libby, of

Keokuk, Iowa, says : "In looking over my arti-

cle on page 104 of Mosaics, I discovered a grave

error in the formulas : it should read

Water, . . . .32 ounces.

Pyrogallic Acid, . . 48 grains.

Citric Acid, . . . 32 "

Acetic Acid, ... 2 ounces.

Likewise, he says, expose from three to five sec-

onds, should read minutes, instead.

The Philadelphia Carte Envelope. — We
have received from Messrs. Nixon & Stokes an

album containing samples of the Philadelphia

carte envelopes manufactured by them. A few

.years ago but one style of these envelopes was

made, and now we have an album of forty-seven

pages which are covered with specimens, includ-

ing those most beautifully illuminated by chro-

mos, and by imitation of lace, to suit almost

everybody's taste. We shall probably take up a

description of these styles presently in a regular

article, as they seem to be deserving of it, as an

item showing photographic progress in this coun-

try.

Messrs. Rice & Thompson, photographic stock-

dealers of Chicago, have half a column of a late

number of the Commercial devoted to a notice

of their house, which is truly called a " repre-

sentative house;" it certainly represents the

gradual and sure growth of photography in the

West, and all the result of enterprise and push

in fair dealing with their customers.
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A Photographic Souvenir of the Centen-

nial Exhibition.—Photography has had a good

many pushes forward of late years hy the way
in which publishers of books have made it use-

ful in their business as illustrations, and in the

manner of publishing sets of photographs illus-

trating various subjects. One of the most recent

undertakings of this kind has been by Messrs.

J. B. Lippincott & Co., the renowned publishers

of this city, who have issued a photographic

souvenir of the Centennial Exhibition, consist-

ing of a series of four portfolios, containing a

fine selection of the elegant photographs of the

Centennial Photographic Company, of the build-

ings, gems of art, and objects of interest in the

exhibition, which they offer to the trade gener-

ally, gotten up in very handsome style.

We have received from Mr. C. Fabre, Tou-

louse, France, a little year-book called Aide

Memoire de Photographie for 1878, which is pub-

lished under the auspices of the Photographic

Society of that city. It is a capital little work

of over 200 pages, made up of matters similar to

our Mosaics. Much attention is given to the

emulsion process of course, and the whole is ac-

companied by sheets for making memoranda.

Pictures Received.—From Mr. S. N. Doug-

lass, Evansville, Indiana, a very fine picture of

an old gentleman. From Mr. Cook Ely, Osh-

kosh, Wisconsin, a composition picture called

" Aunt Sally Ann," which is a credit to him. From
Mr. R. Goebel, St. Charles, Mo., some card speci-

mens of his work. From Mr. Louis de Planque,

Corpus Christi, Texas, specimen photograrjhs of

Texas ladies, which show great progress in Mr.

de Planque's work ,• he is certainly a growing

photographer. From R. Maynard, Victoria, B.

C, some very interesting stereoscopic pictures,

showing salmon fishing, coal mining, views of

Indian encampments, Indian villages, groups of

Indians, and beautiful scenery of that wonderful

country, etc., which are very interesting indeed,

and show good jnhotographic work and good taste.

We have hardly looked for such work from so

wild a country, and are glad to see that photog-

raphy is so carefully manipulated there.

Photographic Mosaics for 1878 continues to

sell rapidly and is almost gone. Mr. A. Chap-

man, of Adel, Iowa, says: "I have just received

Photographic Mosaics, which I find replete with

useful hints and practical information and sug-

gestions, especially to the young photographer.

May it continue to live and find its way into

every studio in the land. If its contents were

read and digested, our beautiful art would soon

occupy a much higher position in the minds of

our people. Thanks to the photographic liter-

ature for the progress already made."

Good Words.—Mr. F. A. Dunlap, one of our

subscribers, says :
" I cannot do without the

Philadelphia Photographer ; there is bread and

butter in it."

Mr. D. A. Clifford, of St. Johnsbury, Ver-

mont, says :
" I have been a constant reader of

the Philadelphia Photographer for several years

and desire, to continue to receive it. However

much you may differ in opinion upon different

subjects of interest to some of the photographic

fraternity, I will say that I shall always find

much interest in your journal, and think a great

deal of credit is due to you for the very great

advance in the interest of photography, and

quality of photographic work in this country

since its publication commenced. I wish you

much success in the future publication of the

journal."

Comforting.—" The Philadelphia Photogra-

pher comes very regular, and is heartily wel-

comed. There is no comparison to be made with

other publications. The course you pursued

with Lambert and his types will eventually be

largely to your advantage. There are scarcely

any of those pictures being made in Kentucky,

and the man who sold the process to several

country operators is not held in very high esteem

by them. Time will vindicate you yet.

" Yours, etc., I. B. Webster.
"Louisville, Ky."

The " Photographic Colorists' Guide," by

Mr. John L. Gihon, is now in press, and will be

issued shortly. In the advertising columns we

give a further description of it, with a list of

contents, to which our readers will please refer.

We recently received from England 500 copies of

the latest edition of Newman's Manual of Har-

monious Coloring, in sheets, which we had pro-

posed to publish by itself, but we have changed

our plan, and will bind the sheets in with Mr.

Gihon's work, so that those who are the fortunate

ones who order the first 500 copies can receive

this double work on coloring for one price,

namely, $1.50. Already 250 copies have been

taken up by one dealer, and the rest should be

ordered at once, for the following copies will be

without this imjjortant addition. Altogether it

will be the plainest, most comprehensive and

exhaustive book on Photographic Coloring ever

issued.



ADVERTISING KATES FOB SPECIALTIES.—It will be understood that matter under this

head is not to be considered as always having editorial sanction, though we shall endeavor to clear it of anything

tending to deceive or mislead. Stock-dealers will find this a beneficial mode of advertising, and sure to pay largely.

Six lines, one insertion, $2.00, and 25 cents for each additional line, seven words to a line—in advance. Operators
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THE "WONDERFUL EURYSCOPE.
Cleveland, Ohio, March 13th, 1878.

Bbnj. French & Co.:

Dear Sirs.—Pardon me for saying I spleened

against the term "wonderful" in connection with

the Euryscope, as a sensational description.

After having used this instrument for various

purposes, both indoor and out, I am bound to

admit that wonderful is the right word.

Intelligent photographers will not be without

so powerful an instrument, particularly when

sold at such low prices.

Yours truly, J. F. Ryder.

Boston, March 14th, 1878.

Benj. French & Co.

:

Dear Sirs.—I cannot express how pleased I

am with your new Euryscope Lenses. They can

be used for almost every kind of work, but for

groups and views they are perfect, and cannot

be surpassed, as you will see by the print I send

you of a group on a 17 x 21 plate, which is sharp

to the edge, made with No. 6 Euryscope, in one

minute, with the largest diaphragm. I have also

made some large heads, which are excellent. I

can cheerfully recommend these instruments to

the fraternity, knowing as I do that photogra-

phers will find them indispensable ; and I do not

consider a gallery complete without one or more.

J. W. Black.

Hance's Photographic Special-

ties. See Advertisement.

For Sale or Rent.— Photograph gallery

ready furnished. Will rent the gallery and sell

fixtures, or rent it furnished. No other gallery

within twelve miles. A business of $100 per

month can be done by a good artist ; last occu-

pants (by copying also) done twice that amount.

Address A. P. Williams,

Frenchtown, N. J.

For Sale.—A gallery in business centre of

Chicago. Instruments for all sizes to 18 x 22

;

six thousand registered negatives. Engravers'

patronage alone nearly pays running expenses.

Will take country gallery for part pay. Address

A. Hall,

170 E. Madison St., Chicago.

For Sale.—$750 cash will buy the best gal-

lery in Springfield, Illinois; population of city,

25,000; rich farming country, and about fifteen

small villages in the neighborhood. Instruments

from £ to mammoth size, are A No. 1. Skylight

unswyassed. Price for card photographs, $4.00

per dozen. Invoice of gallery, $1650.00. Good

reason for selling. For further particulars ad-

dress H. Klinghloz, Springfield, Ills.

Waymouth's Vignette Papers.

A Good Gallery for Sale.—-I have a good

paying gallery furnished with Voigtlander quick

working lenses, an extra 4x4 American Optical

Company's Double Swing Back Box, and a Magic

Chair, with three back glass-baths, backgrounds,

burnisher, good chemicals, and enough of them,

good stand, and north light. Only those mean-

ing business need apply to

Photographer,

Warrenton, Warren County, Mo.

Recreation, Health, Business.—Two or

three hundred dollars can be made this season,

on views in your own neighborhood, by using

my Patent Dark Tent. Very convenient for de-

veloping plates of all sizes. Send for circular.

Frank Robbins, Oil City, Pa.

Wanted.—An A No. 1 retoucher. Apply to

C. S. Roshon,

408 Market St., Harrisburg, Pa.

USE WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
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Send for Illustrated Price List of Pho-

tographic Tents, Dark-Tents, Dark-Valises, and

Tent Furniture. The cheapest and best. No
discount to dealers; customers have lowest prices.

Great variety of styles and sizes. Send to

George H. Patch,

Stevens' Point, Wis.

Hance's Photographic Special-

ties. See Advertisement.

A Bargain, for cash only, one of the finest

galleries in Indiana; doing $300.00 a month;

a good chance for an energetic man with small

capital. For particulars, address Photo,

Care of N. C. Thayer,

Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ills.

Operator Wanted.— In one of the finest

galleries in Philadelphia. Apply, with speci-

mens of work (which will be returned), and pho-

tograph of applicant. Also a good Negative

Retoucher wanted.
Broadbent & Taylor,

914 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Any one having any pictures made before

1868 on tinted plates (chocolate or maroon), or

knowing where such can be obtained will find it

to their advantage to address,

W. C. Eaton, Newark, N. J.

A. LAMOR, EDW. LAMOR,
ARTISTS.

Photographs finished in Water Colors, Crayon,

or India Ink, in the highest style of the art.

PORTRAITS IN OIL A SPECIALTY.

Negatives finely retouched.

738 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

For Sale.—A portable frame photograph

house, 12 x 22 feet, containing head-rests, back-

ground, dark-room tanks, chairs, wash-stand,

looking-glass, glass-bath, collodion-vials, oil-

cloth, matting, three frames with specimens, all

ready to go to work, except camera and stand.

The whole for $175 cash. Is at present located

in this city. G. & W. H. Rau,

922 Girard Avenue, Philadelphia.

Waymouth's Vignette Papers.

For Sale.—An old established place in a most

desirable northeast city. Studio new last Sep-

tember, and everything new put in. Instruments

of Scovill's (American Optical Co.'s) make, etc.

;

Seavey's grounds. Ill health compels me to give

up the business. For further particulars, address

Box 463, Westboro', Mass.

Wanted Immediately.—Two Ink and Water

Colorists: Ladies preferred. Address

L. D. JuDKINS,

16J E. Washington St., Indianapolis, Ind.

60LD.
Great chance to make money.

If you can't get gold you can get

greenbacks. We need a person

in every town to take subscriptions for the largest,

cheapest and best illustrated family publication

in the world. Any one can become a successful

agent. The most elegant works of art given free

to subscribers. The price is so low that almost

everybody subscribes. One agent reports making

over $150 in a week. A lady agent reports taking

over 400 subscribers in ten days. All who engage

make money fast. You can devote all your time

to the business, or only your spare time. You
need not be away from home over night. You

can do it as well as others. Full particulars, di-

rections and terms free. Elegant and expensive

outfit free. If you want profitable work send

us your address at once. It costs nothing to try

the business. No one who engages fails to make
great pay. Address

"The People's Journal,"

Portland, Maine.

Burrel's Chart and Hints to Patrons.—
Your gallery is not complete without them. For

particulars, see advertisement in January, Feb-

ruary, and March, 1876, issues of this journal.

Price, $1.25, unmounted, by mail, or by express,

mounted.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No chargefor advertisements under this head ; limited

tofour lines. Inserted once only, unless by regziest.

By a young man, as operator ; will guarantee
good work; can retouch. Address Operator,

Lock Box 353, Lockport, N. Y.

An experienced operator and retoucher desires

to make an engagement with a reliable party

:

is competent to take charge of any department
of practical photography. Only parties needing
first-class help need answer. Address J. S.,

care of Philadelphia Photographer, 116 North
Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

A negative retoucher wishes a position in

Philadelphia. Address M., 116 N. Seventh St.

As landscape or machine operator or printer,

having fifteen years' experience; can give the

best of reference. Address A. W. Fatsinger, 532
1 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

As operator or general assistant: a good re-

toucher ; would prefer running a gallery on

shares. Address G. M. Thomas, Dennison, Ohio.

A position as first-class operator, retoucher?

or printer. Seventeen years' experience in first-

class galleries. Address "Chemical," 9J North
Eutaw Street (up stairs), Baltimore.

USE WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
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As printer and toner, or retoucher, by a young
man of ten years' experience ; would like a situ-

ation in a first-class gallery. Address Box 398,

Fulton, N. Y.

A situation in a reception room, by a lady who
has had two years' experience in a first-class

gallery. Address J. A. Foster, Salem, N. H.

As negative retoucher, water colorist, india-

ink and crayon worker, in first-class gallery;

fifteen years in the business. Address X. Y. Z.,

Elrod's Gallery, Main Street, Louisville, Ky.

By a young man of good habits, position as

printer and toner. Present engagement expires

with April. Befers to present employer, or either

of the other Oneida photographers. Would be

content with moderate salary, and would do any
kind of gallery business. Address Ores N. Ban-
ney, care of N. D. Bandall, Photographer, Oneida,

N.J.

By a good hand at copying, or assistant opera-
tor; can also print; is willing" to make himself
useful, and to work at reasonable wages. Best
of reference from last employer, if desired. Ad-
dress Harry Delbra, Pottstown, Pa.

In a first-class gallery, to make positions or

negatives, or both; has had experience, and is

competent in all branches of the business. Ad-
dress Charles E. Bolles, 298 Fulton St., Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

As operator or printer, or would take charge of

a small gallery ; has had ten years' experience.

Beference given. Address H. B. Hansbury, 4119

Lancaster Avenue, West Philadelphia.

By a young man of eight years' experience
;

will work by the month, rent or run a gallery on
shares. Address Charles Smith, Dalmatia, North-

umberland Co., Pa.

A photographer of six years' experience, de-

sires a situation ; toning and printing a specialty.

The West preferred. Address Carbon, No. 27 N.
Second Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

By a young lady, to retouch and attend recep-

tion-room ; can also print and tone. Address
A. H., Beaver Dam, Wisconsin.

As operator in a good gallery, or as general

workman. Send for samples and references.

Address G. M. Bolton, Lock Box 902, Bockville,

Conn.

By a young lady, a situation as negative re-

toucher in some first-class gallery. Address Box
258, Newton, Mass.

As operator, or will manage and operate both

;

references exchanged, and specimens of work
shown upon application. Address Operator, 37

North Calhoun Street, Baltimore, Md.

By a first-class printer and toner, now in one
of the leading galleries in New York. Wishes to

leave the city. Address Printer, P. 0., New York.

Improved Solar Cameras.

PATENTED,

Feb. 24, 1857,

July 10, 1866,

Feb. 23, 1871,

May 26, 1874,

Aug. 4, 1874,

Sep. 18, 1877.

D. A. W00DWAED, Maryland Institute, Baltimore, Maryland.

$3= All persons are warned not to infringe the Letters Patents.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST
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38 Maiden Lane, New York
IMPOKTEK OF THE CELEBRATED

S. &. M. DRESDEN

Albumen Papers
SINGLE OR EXTRA BRILLIANT.

This paper has been imported by me to the great satis-

faction of photographers for the last eight years, and has
not been surpassed by the many different brands sprung
up since.r ALSO,

Hyposulphite of Soda,
Sulphate of Iron,

Solid German Glass Baths,
Saxe Evaporating Dishes,

French Filter Paper,
Porcelain Trays.

Ferrotype Plates.

I ALSO IMPORT EXTRA BRILLIANT

CROSS-SWORD PAPER
For sale by all Stock-Dealers in the United States and Canada.
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~~
REDUCTION IN PRICE I

THE CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.
KEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

UNRIVALLED STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS
OF

Statuary, Interiors, Exteriors,

Fancy Groups,
Works of Art,

Machinery, etc.
Making the most unrivalled collection everpublished, have been

REDUCED TO $2.00 PER DOZEN.
THE FOLLOWING SIZES ARE ALSO MADE:

Card, Cabinet, 5x8,
8 x 10, 13 x 16, and 17 x 21.

Liberal Discount to the Trade. Catalogues supplied on receipt

of a three-cent stamp.

Every Photographer Can Sell Them.

ALSO,

Magic Lantern Slides
Over 500 subjects of greater interest than any other class in this line

FOR SALE BY THE

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

Studio—Belmont Av., Exhibition Grounds, Philadelphia.

EDWAKD L. WILSON, Prop'r. City Office, 116 North Seventh St.

Dealers Supplied at the Best Rates.
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NEW AND IMPROVED

Engraving Process.

m
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05Duane St.NewVbfk.

REUEFPLATES
in hard TypeMetal

MUCH CHEAPER
Illustration.

'0«-

THAN WOODCUTS

>
U

w
1—1

PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR WOOD CUTS.
STATE WHEKE YOU SAW THIS.

1878. SPRING DESIGNS 1878.

NEW BACEGROUNSS and ACCESSORIES
PLEASANT WAY HOME. BEEBE GARDEN.

GOLDEN PETALS. WOODLAWN. BEEBE INTERIOR.
Get RUSTIC BRIDGE for use with Shaded Stream Background.

ROUND END BALUSTRADE, etc., etc.

Tree, Window, Door, and Cabinet Slips in great variety.

Special and Proprietary Designs to order.

Sample Photos, (to be returned and not for copying) on application. Enclose stamp.

THE P. P. PRIZE MEDAL PICTUEES, by Mr. ELTON,
Were made with Backgrounds designed and painted by the subscriber expressly

for the occasion.

PRICES based on quality and elaboration of designs.

Address LAFAYETTE W. SEAVEY,
Lafayette Place, New York.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORING.

The growing demand for a fresh work on photographic coloring, one that contains
full instructions on all the new and improved methods—for like photography itself, photo,

coloring has improved and progressed—has led to the publication of

PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS'

=- GUIDE.
By JOHN L. GIHON,

ONE OP THE MOST TALENTED AND ABLE ARTISTS IN THE PROFESSION.

It is now in press, and will he ready soon. It will be an octavo volume of about 200
pages* handsomely printed, bound, and illustrated.

ITS CONTENTS ARE:
Preface.

Chap. I. On India-Ink "Work.
II. The Principles to be con-

sidered in the Applica-
tion of Colors.

III. The Materials used in Fin-
ishing Photographs with
"Water Colors.

IV. "Water-color Painting- as
applied to Photographs.

Chap.V. Relative to theUse ofPaints
that are Mixed with Oil.

VI. Coloring with Pastels.

VII. The Production of Ivory -

types.

VIII. The Crystal Ivorytype.
IX. Crayon "Work.
X. Negative Retouching.
XI. About Matters so far For-

gotten.

XII. Rudimentary Perspective.

The last chapter is on a subject entirely new and fresh, and is finely illustrated.

As an extra inducement the first five hundred copies will have bound with them the

latest (English) edition of

NEWMAN'S
MANUAL OF HARMONIOUS COLORING.

The whole will make the most interesting and valuable photographic work that has been
issued for several years.

See further particulars next month. Price, $1.50 per copy.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

116 NORTH SEVENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA.
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^ ST T OUTS ^
J. C. SOMERVILLE

No. 8 South Fifth Street.

OUTFITS A. SFIEOI.AJL.TY!
THE BEST GOODS AT THE VERY LOWEST PEIOES TOE CASH.

Somerville's Extra Negative Collodion. Tilford's Collodion.

Somerville's Extra Ferrotype Collodion. P. & W. Chemicals.

SomerviUe's New Diamond Varnish. Frames and Matts of

SomerviUe's Retouching Varnish. every Description.

PHOTO-CHROME OUTFITS COMPLETE, $2.50.

Convex Glass, Cotton and Silk Velvet Passepartouts, and all goods for the Photo-Chrome Picture kept

in stock and sold at the lowest market prices.

Seventeen years' experience. Cash prices and prompt shipment. New packing boxes of the right

size at cost. Send a trial order. 7^°- Send for new Illustrated Price List and Budget for 1878.

ROBT. HODGE,
SUCCESSOR TO CHAS. W. HEARN,

Photo. Printing; Institute,

209 N. NINTH ST., PHILADELPHIA.

, NOTICE.

209 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, January, 1878.

Having purchased the above business from Mr. Chas. W. Hearn-

(with whom I have oeen

connected for some time), I am now prepared to fill orders to any extent, and in every de-

scription of photographic printing.

Being also possessed of unusual facilities, I can assure those who favor me with their pa-

tronage that orders will be filled promptly and carefully.

Hoping for a share of the favors so liberally bestowed on Mr. Hearn, I am
Tours, Eobt. Hodge.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS.
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Manufacturing' Oompa
419 & 421 BROOME STREET,

&
MERCHANTS IN

ALL ARTICLES PHOTOGRAPHIC
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.

PROPRIETORS OF THE WORKS OF

THEAMERICAN OPTICAL CO. NEW YORK,

S. PECK & CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.
SCOVILL MANUF'G CO.,WATERBURY, CONN.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

MORRISON'S VIEW LENSES,

"PEERLESS" PORTRAIT LENSES,

ENGLISH PORCELAIN WARE,

FRENCH AND ENGLISH GLASS,

ALBUffiENIZED PAPER-ALL MAKES,

ftANCE'S "PHOTO. SPECIALTIES,"

CENTENNIAL PHOTO. CO.'S VIEWS,

GRAPHOSCOPES, STEREOSCOPES, &c.

The Greatest Stoct In tie World ! Dealers Everywhere Supplied Low!

419

—

-BROOME 4S

SCOVILL MANUFG CO., NEW YORK.
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APFLEGATE'S POCKET PORTRAIT MACHINE.

Patented, June 13, 1876. Improved, April 3, 1877.

Five hundred thonsa nd strong or s< i

From early morn till late,

Amongst the busy throng we go,

Looking for APPLEGATE.

For likenesses both rare and cheap

By new patent machines,

Giving the poor a chance as well

As those that have the means.

Cuts and incases a neat and ornamental picture for the pocket or mail, at a cost of five-eighths
of one cent each. See cut, being the exact size of the picture. Any Gem camera will do to
take them. Size of machine, about ten inches square; weight, less than 30 lbs. Handy for
the counter ; small children can incase their own pictures ; requires no practice. Upwards of
250,000 of the portraits have been taken at the extensive galleries of Mr. Applegate in
Philadelphia. Price, with room right, ?35, C.O.D, or on receipt of P.O. order, including
200 specimens, enabling parties to commence operations immediately. Also, suitable Gem
cameras, furnished with six tubes, very low. Silver-plated rims, $4.50 per 1000. Stock-
dealers supplied. Sample picture sent by mail.

Caution to Infringers.—This is the original machine, invented for this purpose by J. R. APPLEGATE.
has been improved and patented, and all infringements of the same will be rigidly prosecuted.

Emulsion Photographique

Francaise.
Unequalled for rapidity, (fully equal to the bath plate)—Intensity to any degree on simple

development without silver or other intensifier, and absolutely permanent and without
change.

ALBERT LEVY, SOLE PROPRIETOR,

11 UNIVERSITY PLACE, N.Y.

PRESERVATIVE for dry plates, (more rapid than wet) also Prepared Dry Plates ready for

use and Photographic Chemicals at lowest market prices always on hand.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

N. B.— All Dry Plates made, without Emulsion beai- my signature.

BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,
No. 523 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OE PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS. ETC.
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THE TRADE WILL ALWAYS FIND THE LARGEST
ASSORTMENT OF

GOLD Si&SS&KFRAMES
Velvet Mats-English, Black & Display Mats.

Salesroom : No. 822 ARCH STREET, second floor.

PHILADELPHIA.
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"A Delightful Book of Travels." Has a Wonderful Sale.

WILSON'S
ntern Journeys.
By EDWARD L. WILSON,

Editor of the "Philadelphia Photographer."

FOURTH EDITION!

Parties about to select slides will find this work an excellent helper, for it enables

one to know all about what he is ordering before he orders.

The contents are divided into eight "Journeys," each one including a visit to

ioo places, making 800 places in all, as follows :

JOURNEY A.
Havre, Rouen,
Paris, Fontainbleau,

Versailles, Switzerland.

JOURNEY B.

Compiegne, Vienna,
Brussels,

Aix la Chapelle,

Cologne,

Up the Rhine,
Potsdam,
Berlin,

The Vienna Ex-
position,

The Semmering
Pass,

Saxony,
Munich,

Dresden, South-west Germany.

JOURNEY O.

Italy, Rome,
Lake Maggiore, Naples,
Lake Como, Pompeii,
Milan,

Verona,
Venice,
Florence,

Pisa,

The Ascent of

Vesuvius,
Puteoli,

Italian Art Galleries.

Holland,
Denmark,
Norway,

Egypt,
Palestine,

Syria, ,

JOURNEY D.

Sweden,
Russia,
Spain.

JOURNEY E.

Turkey,
Greece,
India.

JOURNEY P.

England, Scotland, and the U. S. of
America.

JOURNEY G.

The Centennial Exhibition at
Philadelphia.

JOURNEY H.

The Centennial Exhibition at
Philadelphia.

It has been carefully prepared, and will be found amusing, very entertaining
and instructive.

It contains 277 pages. Cloth bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

EDW. L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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Charles Cooper& Co.
191 WORTH ST., NEW YORK,

OFFER AT WHOLESALE

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS, strictly pure and
of full weight.

CROSS-WORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,
Single and Extra Brilliant.

EVAPORATING DISHES.

GERMAN SOLID GLASS BATHS.

PORTRAIT LENSES—C. F. Usener's Celebrated.

The largest and most reliable house for Refining Waste and Residues.

e Universal

This Press will cameo all sizes, from cards to cabinets, and is sold lower than any other that will do
the same work. It has been greatly improved and made very complete in all its parts.
We ftirnish a card, victoria and cabinet size.

"PRICE, $20.00.
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BY

WILSON, HOOD & CO. , 825 Arch Street, Philadelphia.
%^~ CAUTION.—Photographers are cautioned against buying other presses that may use nn ehxtie

embossing substataee;, *s 'they are an infringement on the above. R. J. Chute, Patentee.
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TSllOSAIOS
NOW READY. XSTS™11^ BBADT-

As reguiar as tlie old year goes out, photographers all over the world look for

the issue of that unrivalled annual,

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS.
Edited by EDWAED L. WILSON, Editor of tlie "Philadelphia Photographer," etc.

In the Thirteenth Issue, now ready for purchasers, it is believed that more
real gems are contained than in any former volume ; so that as a book of refer-

ence, as a guide, a friend, a helper in photographic practice, it is invaluable and
you cannot afford to do without its assistance. Read the

CONTENTS. . •

Last Year.
The Language of Art. E. K. Hough.
Besetting Troubles. C. A. Zimmerman.
How to make Gold. I. B. Webster.
To the Struggling Ones. A. N. Hardy.
Developing Solutions. E. M. Estabrooke.
Something more about the Negative Bath. F. M.

Spencer.
Negative Varnishes and Retouching Surfaces. J.

Babies. W. C. Tuttle. [G. Vail.

Admitted to the Bar. J. Pitcher Spooner.
Negative Retouching. H. B. Hillyer.

If You do Not. J. H. Reuvers.
Dark-room Experience. W. B. Critohfield.

Art in Photography. M. H. Albee.

Mosaics. E. T. Whitney.
Another Difficulty Conquered. J. S. Hovey.
Items from Actual Experience. Garvey Donald-
Darkness vs. Light. Forester Clark. [son.'

How to Photograph the Arteries and Veins of

any Viscus in the Body in its natural con-
dition and position. Prof. J. Towler. M. D.

Photographing Interiors. Homo.
Forgotten Friends. George W. Wallace.

A Simple and Reliable Dry Process. C. F. Rich-
Photographic Preserves. Old Argentum. [ardson.

Photographic Albums. John L. Gihon.
Old Things in New Dresses. Young Chloride.

Backgrounds. C. Alfred Garrett.

A Rod in Pickle. Obscuro. [French.
A Few Things Learned By Experience. C. M.
A Rattler. Jonas F. Brown. [B. Clench.

Do not get your Customers into Bad Habits. F.
How to restore Exposed Plates. W. H. Sherman.

Collocin as a Restrainer. John Carbutt.

Burnishing of Photo. Prints. Wm. W. Seeler.

Fraternity. A. W. Kimball.
The necessity of Art Culture. W. J. Baker.
Copying and Enlarging. Pyro.
Fog ?•*. Sunshine. R. R. Thompson.
Old Grannyisms. Frank F. Currier.

A new use for Petroleum. Frank Robbina.
Oveiiodizing. George Sperry.
Photographic Operators. C. T. Stuart.

An Improved Washing-Tank. F. A. Wenderorth.

More about Prices. Robert J. Chute.
Trimming and Mounting. Irving Saunders.

Odds and Ends. E. P. Libby.

How to keep a Burnisher in Order. W. F. Stinsou.

Backgrounds : A Review. Lafayette W. Seavey.
Light and Chemicals. James 0. Merrill.

Photographic Grouping. W. D. Gatchel.

Dodge Hash. F. C. Phillips.

Useful Chips That Pay to Use. A. Hesler.

The Fading of Albumen Prints. J. R. demons.
On the Production of Reverse Negatives. Alfred

Puniphrey.
Simple Way to work a Neutral Bath. R. Benecke.
Important Trifles. E. Z. Webster.

Photographing Groups of Persons of Different

Complexions. F. N. Blake.

How to do a Successful Business In Dull Times.

L. W. Crawford.
The Photography of the Future. An Unfading

Photographer.
Dirt. H. R. Farr.

Excellent Methods of Lichtdruck. J. Lemling.
Many Mites From Many Minds. E. L. Wilson.

The whole includes 144 pages.

Cloth bound, $1.00 per copy; paper cover, 50 cents.

"WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD."

EDWARD L, WILSON, Photographic Publisher, 116 North Seyeiith St., PhMelflMa,
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CUT-OUTS
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean cut. most
desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially for the purpose.

Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides, assorted for live differently

sized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICE $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order promptly, by
addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

$S?"*No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full- of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and

sizes. Ask your stock-dealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelopes with

instruction circular included.

SOLD SEPARATELY ATPROMENADE SIZE NOW READY! %o SSri^dSi^

GIHON'S

OPAQUE.
IS DKSIGNKU FOR

COMPLETELY OBSCURING THE IMPERFECT BACKGROUNDS OF COPIES,
RETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,
COATING THE INSIDE OF LENSES OR CAMERA BOXES,

BACKING SOLAR NEGATIVES.
COVERING VIGNETTING BOARDS,

AND FOR ANSWKJUNG

ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE
PRODUCTION OF ARTISTIC RESULTS IN PRINTING.

WHEREVER TOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAQUE.
It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 CENTS.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Address all orders to

Scovill Manufacturing Co.,

Or, JOHN L. GfflON, Inventor, NEW YORK.
116 N Seventh St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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ARTISTIC
PHOTOGRAPHY.

A NEW WORK on PHOTOGRAPHY and ART. '

ILLUSTRATED WITH 12, BEAUTIFUL PROMENADE PHOTOGRAPHS;

By LYMAN C. BIGELOW,
Author of." Bigelow's Album of Lighting and Posing."

This is a beautifully gotten up work, and contains full

instructions in every department of Photography.

-+
-« Price, $5.00. »—

*

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

For Sale by all Dealers. 116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.

IMPROVED
^~

Photograph Covers
Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding togethe; and

preservation of photographs, has induced us to manufacture an article which we think will meet the

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM.
The covers are made with expanding back-, so that from six to twenty -four pictures may,he inserted in

one cover. The pictures are mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen,_ or'sfrong paper, of
the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted and held in place in the
cover by a paper fastener.

The following is a list of sizes and prices, without cards: '"-

For Photograph Per dozen. Per hundred.

Card Size, $1 SO . $10 OO
Cabinet Size, . 2 25 .... . . 13 50

: EXTRA HEAVY COVERS. -
.. ..-:..-

5-8 Size, 4 50 33 OO
4-4 " 6 00 ... ... "40 00
8-10" .... 8 OO . . 56 50
11-14" 9 00 . . • 65 OO . •:

Larger or special sizes made to order. Furnished with card board at best rales. Samples mailed
at dozen price. Semi for some.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

For Sale by all Dealers. 116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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Studies in Artistic Printing.
By C. W. HEARN, author of the "Practical Printer."

Owing to the very flattering reception which attended the Author's former work, " The

Practical Printer," he has, with more extended experience, ventured upon a second work,

in which he has seen fit to more thoroughly combine "Studies in Printing," by way of

further illustrating the matter of whicn he would write. For the better fulfillment of

this design, negatives have been made especially for this purpose by Messrs.

Rocher, Bigelow, Kent, Lamson, Draper & Husted, and Baker, in their usual

superior style, being pronounced by all who have seen them as ranking among the very

best that these well-known artists in photography have ever produced.

As in a former work, the varied formula? and processes of manipulation were discussed

in detail, it has been thought advisable that in this the subject should be treated with more

conciseness. Those parties who have this former work of the Author will find this to be of

intrinsic value, owing to its being embellished with

SIX FIE CABINET AND PROMENADE PORTRAIT STUDIES.

AMONG OTHER THINGS, IT CONTAINS
Suggestions on the Choice of Albumen Paper.

All the Best Silvering Baths, and Methods of

Treating the same.

New Views on the Relation of the Silver Bath to

the Time of Floating.

The Different Effects Caused by the Time of

Floating.

How to Tell when Paper is Floated too Long or

too Short a Time.

Table for Time of Floating Paper under all Cir-

cumstances.

The Importance of Care in Printing in Varied

"Ways.

The Important Relation Printing from the Nega-

tive Bears to the Toning Bath.

Fast Printing.

Dialogue between "Joe" and a Friend.

The Way to Success in Toning Lies in Print-

ing.

The Different Effects Caused in Printing by the

Preparation of the Silver Bath.

The Relation of the Silver Bath to the Printing

from the Negative, and from this to the Toning

Bath.

Acetate of Silver.

Success or Failure in Toning, Caused by the

Strength, Purity, and Alkalinity of the Silver

Bath.

Harmony, its Importance in Photography.

Why its Neglect Causes such Disastrous Results.

The Beautiful in Toning, and How to Obtain it.

A Few Hints About Managing Toning.Baths,

Formulae for Printing " Our Studies," as Given

under Respective Headings.

Impurities of Toning Baths.

How it Affects the Toning, and How to Remedy
such Baths.

Fixing and Washing.

Brilliancy of the Finished Picture Attained by

the Final Washing.

Various and Valuable Hints about Finishing the

Photographs, etc., etc.

Mailed to any address on receipt of price, $3.50, by any stock-dealer,

or by

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.
4

ASK TO SEE IT
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THE

Photographer to his Patrons
REDUCTION IN PRICE!

THIS little leaflet

has become so

popular as an adverti-

sing medium for

photographers, and a

means of communica-

ting to their custom-

ers such information

as they are asked to

communicate by word

of mouth every day,

that we are induced

to try to make it still

more popular, and

available to more of

our patrons by a great

Reduction in Price.

The present low

price of paper and

labor has enabled us

to do this, and here-

after we will supply

this little work or

"SoieDiiiNew,"

Its companion leaf-

let (which is also a

splendid advertising

medium), at the rate

of

$15 PER 1000.

At this reduction

we cannot supply lots

of less than 1000,

though we will supply

large and small quan-

tities at the following

rates

:

500 copies $9.00

1000 " 15.00

2000 " 27.50

3000 " 36.00

5000 " 50.00

OVER ONE MILLION HAVE BEEN SOLD!

Parties ordering may have the annexed cut upon their cover, or a choice of several other

fancy cuts which we have ; the above is the newest.

We charge nothing extra for matter upon covers, and photographers may solicit advertisements

enough from their citizens to pay the cost of the whole thing, if they are enterprising.

SAMPLES SENT TO ANY WHO MAT DESIPvE IT.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, 116 North 7th St. ia.

fl^ All persons are cautioned against copying these works as they are copyrighted property and

we are determined to protect those who purchased them in their use. Information concerning pillages

will be thankfully received.
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Straight Out.
A NEW INVENTION!

ROBINSON'S
STRAIGHT-CUT

^Photograph
Trimmer.

So great has been the success of

Prof. Robinson's "Trimmer" for

Oval and Arch-top Pictures, that he

^illi^^ has been impelled to produce one for

STRAIGHT LINES.

The accompanying cut shows the shape of the tool and the

manner of using it.

The disc or wheel is about one inch in diameter, so that a thin

or thick glass form may be used with it.

Photographers may now altogether Ignore the Knife.

This admirable Trimmer is always slam anJ ever reaiy.

Once accustomei to it yon fill never again nse He Me.

Give it a Trial. Price, $1.25.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturers' Agent.

For sale by all Dealers. 116 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.

USE THE STRAIGHT CUT!
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Only 30 Cents
FOR A BOOK CONTAINING A COMPLETE

Practical Process of Photography

!

There were left unsold a number of copies of the

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC DIARY
Which are now offered— to close them out— at the above low price.

The book sold last year for Seventy-five Cents.

The author has given the processes which his own experience and that of others have proved to he
the best, and the whole being in a concise form is particularly adapted to the use of beginners. The
work also contains a great many hints and suggestions which are useful to all.

Besides the Photographic Instruction and Rates of Postage, Notable Events in the History of Pho-
tography, Descriptions of the Principal Centennial Buildings, and a beautiful, colored Map of the City

of Philadelphia, are included. The whole handsomely bound in cloth, and now offered at the low
price of 30 cents.

SEND IN YOUR ORDERS EARLY TO

ROBERT J. CHUTE,
Care EDW. L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.

THE PERROTYP°ER'S GUIDE.
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPING,

BY A PRACTICAL PERROTYPER.

6th Thousand, NOW READY.—Paper Cover, 75 cents.

The rapid sale of several thousands of this work, and a continued demand, induces us to republish it.

We guarantee it to be the best of its class published. All should have it.

THE BOOK IS ENTIRELY GIVEN UP TO PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION,
Not only of value to the Ferrotyper, but to the Photographer as well.

Please Examine the Contents

:

Introduction,

The Advantages of the
Ferrotype,

The Manipulations,
The Nitrate Bath,
The Collodion,

The Developer,
The Fixing Solution,

Other Manipulations

—

Ferrotype Supports,
Pinholes, i Ferrotype Plates,

Strengthening,
\
The Apparatus,

Tinting and Coloring,
| Tne Skylight and the

Varnishing, Dark-Rooni,
Drying and Dryers, Vignettes and Medal-
Finishing the "Work, lions.
Ferrotype Envelopes,

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, Philadelphia.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.
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EURYSCOPE.
A NEW DOUBLE OBJECTIVE,

OF GREAT ILLUMINATING POWER,

FOR ALL KINDS OF OUT-DOOR WORK AND GROUPS.

MADE BY

VOIGTLANDER & SON.
They consist of two achromatic and symmetrical combinations, between which the central

diaphragm is placed. The lens is perfectly aplanatic, i. e., it works with full aperture of the

objectives. For the purposes of landscape photography, copying, for architectural subjects,

and for groups in the studio, as well as outside, it is considered unrivalled. It is entirely free

from distortion, chemical focus, and " ghosts," and the picture produced by it is mathematic-

ally correct. It is characterized by a great depth of focus and precise definition. The most

important advantage of this new lens in comparison with others of similar kinds, consists in

the great power of light it commands, and for this reason it is commended especially for

groups, the pictures produced by it being most brilliant, also the light is spread equally all

over the plate.

A very careful choice of the optical glass, of which the new lens is composed, makes it pos-

sible to secure a ratio of focus and aperture of about 6 to 1.

The width of angle embraced is between 65 and 85 degrees, according to the size of dia-

phragm used ; as to rapidity, the new. lens is more than twice as rapid as the orthoscopic lens,

and only a little less than the long focus portrait lenses.

We have seven different sizes at the following prices :

vr Diameter Equivalent t> 1 r- Size of View Size of Group t>No -

of Lens. Focus.
Baok Focus.

or Landscape . or Portrait.
Pr,ce -

0, 1 inch, 5% inch, 5 inch, Stereo, pictures, $30 00
1, VA " 9%
A, 1% " 11

2, 2 " 12^
C 2Vz " 16
3, 3 " 19
6, 4 " 2Q%

8H " 10 x 12, 7x9, 50 00
9% " 11x13, 8x10, 57 00
11 *' 12 x 14 10 x 12 70 00
14 " 17x20 14x17, 93 00
16& " 18x22, 17x20, 140 00
23J^ " 22x26 20x24 225 00

We have had quite a number of our best Photographers try this New Lens, and all speak

of it in the highest terms, as possessing great depth and quickness. We have some groups

made in Studio with No. 2, on 8x10 plate, in twenty to thirty seconds, and with No. C, on

14 x 17 plate, twenty-five to forty seconds.

J. Holyland, of Baltimore, writes us about No. 1 sent him: "I would say to its praise,

that for Quickness and Depth, it far excels my expectations."

BENJ. FRENCH & CO.,
Sole Agents in the United States. 319 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON.
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L M. COLLINS, SON & CO.'9

MANUFACTURERS OF

Photographic Card Stock,

No. 18 South Sixth St.,)

„ __-. _. PHILADELPHIA.
No. 9 Decatur St., J

Plain, White, and Tinted Cards.

White and Tinted Cards, Plain and Enameled, with Oval and Square lines,

and with Ornamented Borders.

Cards with Designs in Gilt, and India Tint and Gilt, Square and Oval

Openings, for Cabinet and Promenade size to 14 x 17 Photographs.

White Cards with Plain India Tint, for 4-4, 8x 10, and 11x14 Photographs.

White and Buff Cards, with Oval and Square Openings for Groups of 3 to 8.

White, Tinted, Black, or Chocolate Paper Mats, with Oval, Arch-Top,

and Square Openings.

Ferrotype Mats, Bon-Ton Cards, Fitzgibbon's Patent Adhesive
Ferrotype Mounts, Philadelphia Carte Envelopes, Von Seutter
Ferrotype Mats and Envelopes.

Stereoscope Mounts, Minnette Cards, Carte de Visite, Victoria,

and Cabinet Mounts, Plain and Enameled, White and Tinted, Square

and Round-Corner, Gilt and Tinted Lines, Gilt and Tinted Borders.

Caterson's Improved Ferrotype Holders.

Thin Beveled Edge Card and Cabinet Mounts, White and Tinted

Cards, Gilt and Tinted Edges.

Thick Gilt, Beveled Edge, Glace Cards, from Card size to 12x15^,
Black and Rose Tint.

Glace Card Boxes. "The Easel " Glace Card Box.

Promenade, Imperial, and Boudoir Mounts, White and Tinted Cards,

Plain, and with Gilt Borders, and with Gilt or Tinted Beveled Edges.

Card, Victoria, Cabinet, Promenade, Stereoscope, Boudoir, and
Imperial Mounts, furnished with Gilded Edges, and with name and ad-

dress printed by lithography or letter-press.

Slee Bros. Patent Prepared Cards.

PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.
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JAMES F.MAGEE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

PURE

Tphotographic(~Jhemicals

No. 108 NORTH FIFTH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

STOCK-DEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED.

The Zentmayer Lens,
FOR VIEWS AND COPYING.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently the following qualities

:

Width of visual angle, ranging from 8o° to 90°; depth of focus; extreme
sharpness over the whole field ; true perspective ; freedom from all distortion in
copying

;
portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops
of the different combinations for which they are designed. The larger ones are
provided with an internal shutter for making and storing the exposure.

No. ] , 2i inch focus. 3 x 3 plate.
" 2. 3£ " " 4x5 "

" .?>, 5.V •• " 64 x 8-i
"

" 4, 8 " " 10 x 12 "
•• 5, 12 " " 14 x 17 "

" 6, 18 " " 20 x 24 "

$20 00

25 00

30 00

42 00

60 00

90 00

No. 1 and No. 2 combined,
a 2 « " 3
« 3 u u 4
" 4 " "5

.

" 5 " " 6
"

1, 2 and 3,
"

3, 4 and 5,

$33 00

40 00

55 00

75 00
110 00

48 00

88 00

No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.
No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in

matched pairs. No. 1 and No. 2 single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a
pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2*4 to 18 inches. $173.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,
147 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.
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Dealers' Directory.

The following houses are to be recommended as

the bestfor photographers in their localities.

GUSTAVUS BODE,

S. T. BLESSING, .

BLESSING & BROTHER,

A. H. BALDWIN, .

OSCAR FOSS, .

P. SMITH & CO., .

F. S. CROWELL,

ZIMMERMAN BROS.,

J. C. SOMERVILLE, .

H. GEORGE,

HOWE & BEECHER, .

F. HENDRICKS,

GATCHELL & HYATT,

LONG & SMITH, .

GEORGE W. ROBINSON,

C. W. STEVENS, .

D. J. RYAN,

D. TUCKER & CO.,

J. W. WILLARD,

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

New Orleans, La.

Galveston, Texas,

i Chambers St., N.Y.

San Francisco, Cal.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mt. Vernon, O.

St. Paul, Minn.

St. Louis, Mo.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Columbus, O.

Syracuse, N. Y.

Louisville, Ky.

Quincy, 111.

Baltimore, Md.

Chicago, Ills.

Savannah, Ga.

Buffalo, N. Y.

746 Broadway, N. Y.

825 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.



ANNOUNCEMENT
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THE BEST, CHEAPEST AND
OLDEST ILL USTRATED PHO T.OGRAPHLC MA GAZINE

PUBLISHED.

TN order to make the New Year happier, we are preparing to

make our Magazine better than ever before. All the old

staff of writers and several new ones are secured, and we have

arranged for

New Features, New Contributors,

Curious and Beautiful Pictures,

A New Prize Series,

AND LOTS OF THINGS PRACTICAL AND INTERESTING.

The zvorth of your money is not given by any one so fully as

by the publisher of the Philadelphia Photographer. Please help

spread its usefulness.

For every new subscriber, for one

year, $1, payable in any of our pub-

lications, books, or, if preferred, $1
PREMIUMS

worth of any of our prize pictures,

or any other article for which we are

agents, advertised in this Magazine.

Operators, printers, etc., can secure all their necessary photo-

graphic literature in this way by a little earnest effort.

EACH MONTHLY ISSUE IS A PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK IN ITSELF,

AND INCLUDES A FINE PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDY AND COMMENTS THEREON.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS :

Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50

for six months, 50 cents per copy, post-

paid, positively hi advance.

In remitting by mail a post-office or-

der, or draft payable to the order of

Edward L. Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Clearly give your Post-

Office, County, and State.

Canada subscribers must remit 24

cents extra, to prepay postage.

Foreign subscriptions must be accom-

panied by the postage in addition.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound

with each number of the Magazine.

Advertisements are inserted at the fol-

lowing rates

:

1 Month. 6 Mos. 1 Year.

One Page #20 00 $110 00 #200 00

Half " 12 00 66 00 120 00

Quarter Page.... 7 00 38 50 70 00

Eighth " .... 4 00 22 00 40 00

Cards,61ines,orless,2 00 11 00 20 00

The attention of advertisers, and

those having galleries, etc., for sale,

is called to our Specialties pages.

Terms, $2 for six lines, and 25 cents

for each additional line, seven words

to a line, always in advance. Dupli-

cate insertions, 50 cents less, each.

SURE TO PAY.

JKg3 Operators desiring situations,

no charge.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher and Proprietor,

Office, 116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.



BOOKS!
OUR CATALOGUE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS

EMBRACES A TREATISE ON EVERY BRANCH OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

FOR GENERAL INFORMATION.
THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGEAPHEK.—A monthly Magazine, illustrated by pho-

tographs of superior merit. $5.00 a year; $2.50 for six months.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Fourteen years of success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to the

practical, working, growing photographer. Do not go without its valuable help.

HANDBOOK OE THE PEACTICE AND APT OP PHOTOGEAPHY. By Dr. H.
Vogel. Price, $3.50.

For general photographic practice this is the best text-book in the world. Written by an old professor who
teaches photography, it gives just what is wanted in the fullest and most satisfactory manner.

THE PEACTICAL PEIJSTTEE. By C. W. Hearn. Price, $2.50. Second edition in press.

This is a most handy and reliable book. It goes into all the operations of plain and fancy printing in silver, and
\sfull of good.

AMERICAN" CARBON MANUAL. Price, $2.00.

For those who want to try the Carbon printing process, this work gives the most detailed information.

PHOTOGRAPHER'S POCKET REFERENCE BOOK. By Dr. H. Yogel. Price,

$1.50.

For the dark-room. It meets a want filled by no other book. Full of formula—short, practical, and plain.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE. Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is the only standard work. Seventh thousand.

LINN'S "LOOKOUT" LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY. For the landscape photog-
rapher. Price, 75 cents.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS. By Edward L. Wilson. Price, $2.00.

For the lantern exhibitor. It gives incidents and facts in entertaining style of about 800 places and things, includ-
ing 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY. Price, $5.00.

For the lover of art. Beats his "Album of Lighting and Posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and in-

structions.

BURNET'S HINTS ON COMPOSITION. Price, $3.50.

All should study it. A splendid work, largely illustrated, giving all the principles and rules of artistic posing.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING. By C. W. Hearn. Price, $3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade portrait studies.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1878, just issued. Cloth bound, $1.00
;
paper cover, 50 cts.

Better than any of its predecessors.

ALL FOR EVERYBODY.
MEDAL AWARDED

AT THE

CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION.

ONLY MEDAL EVER AWARDED

FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

READ IF YOU ARE DULL
IF YOU ARE BUSY
IFYOUWANTTRADEREAD

THE BEST BOOKS PERTAINING TO YOUR PROFESSION.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Book Publisher,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.



FIFTEENTH YEAR.

Number 173. 50 Cents.

THE

PHILADELPHIA

fctftapagta
AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL,

DEVOTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.

Edited by Edward L. Wilson.

THE OFFICIAL OKGAN OF THE NATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES.

3ML" SL y% 1878.

PHILADELPHIA:
EDWARD L, WILSON,

PUBLISHEE AND PROPRIETOR,

116 North Seventh St.

Subscriptions received by all News and Stock-Dealers.

FIVE DOLLARS PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.
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Hance's Photographic Specialties

Hance's Bath Preservative.
A sure preventive of pinholes, stains, <fcc. It preserves the bath in good working condition, and will

be found worth its.weight in gold. $1.00 per bottle.

Hance's Double Iodized Collodion.
The peculiarities of this Collodion are good keeping qualities, its improvement by age, and the rich-

ness of effect produced in the negative, the film being perfectly structureless. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts.

per i lb.

Elbert Anderson's Portrait Collodion
Is made according to the formula used by Mr. Anderson in Mr. Kurtz's gallery in New York. It is

especially adapted to portrait work. $1.75 per ft). ; 90 cts per i ft).

Hance's White Mountain Collodion
Is adapted more especially to outdoor work, and for quick working, delineating foliage, frost-work,

or sky, it stands unrivalled. It is made after the private formula used by that celebrated mountain
artist, B. W. Kilburn, of Littleton, N. II. $1.50 per ft..; 80 cts. per i ft>.

Curtis' Niagara Falls Collodion
Is another used for landscapes. The wonderfully beautiful views made by Mr. Curtis, of the great

cataract, with this collodion, have a world-wide reputation. $1.50 per lb. ; 80 cts. per £ ft>.

Trask's Ferrotype Collodion
Is made especially for positive pictures. Mr. Trask has no superior in this class of work, and this

collodion is made after his formula. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per J ft).

Hance's Peculiar Portrait Collodion

Is peculiar in that it is prepared without bromides, and is adapted for use with Black's acid bath.

Formula on the bottle. $1.50 per lb. ; 80 cts. per £ ft).

Cummings' Grit Varnish
Gives a very fine surface for retouching. 40 cts. per 6 oz. bottle.

Hance's Silver Spray Gun Cotton.
Prepared with great care, and free from acid, very soluble, gives good intensity so that no redevelop-

ment is necessary, gives perfect detail, and a film pure and structureless. 50 cts. per oz.

Hance's Delicate Cream Gun Cotton
Is adapted to those who like a very delicate, soft-working collodion, giving all the modelling,

especially in the Rembrandt style, and with light drapery. Its sensitiveness renders it particularly

adapted for children, or any work that requires short exposure. 80 cts. per oz.

Gill's Concentrated Chromo Intensifier

Is intended to strengthen the negative. It imparts a beautiful tone and gives excellent printing
qualities. 50 cts. per bottle.

Hance's Ground-Glass Substitute
Is simply what its name implies, a substitute for ground-glass for any purpose that is used for in the

gallery—for vignette glasses, for a retouching varnish, for softening strong negatives, for the celebrated
Berlin process, for ground-glass for cameras, for glazing sky and side lights, for obscuring studio and
office doors, for printing weak negatives. 50 cts. per bottle.

(READ SUCCEEDING PAGE.)

1
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Photographic Qpecialties

AHEAD!

HIGHEST PREMIUM AWARDED
AT THE CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION

Having received the Highest Award for Photographic
Specialties, I feel more confidence than ever in offering my
manufactures to the Photographic fraternity . My exhibit

was an extremely modest one, being taken from stock, put
up in original packages without any attempt at display.

Yet it carried off the prize over all the exhibits put up in cut

glass decanters with ribbon-tied stoppers, proving that the

medal was awarded for MERIT ALONE.

TRY
GROUND-GLASS SUBSTITUTE.

ONE OF THE MOST USEFUL THING-S MADE.

READ THE FOLLOWING:
MR. A. L. HANOE.
Dear Sir: I am pleased to inform you that the gallon of

Ground-Glass Substitute came safely and is just what I wanted.
The surface for retouching which it gives is superb.

1 shall want more of the same sort when this supply is

exhausted.
Very truly yours,

. W. G. C. KIMBALL,
Concord, N. H.

FOR SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS.
NO EETAIL ORDERS FILLED, ORDER OF TOUR DEALER.

ALFRED L HANCE, Philadelphia.
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OF

mkxu Slides,

Jlig** The above is a facsimile of page 1 of the cover of our new catalogue,

which contains not only priced lists of all the new lantern slides, apparatus,

etc., but much of useful information to every lantern operator. It also

contains 116 pages, and will be sent, postpaid, on receipt of 15 cents to

any address.
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"For Utility and Fitness"

AWARDED A MEDAL
At the Centennial Exhibition, 1876.

Do not Waste Time with a Knife and Glass,

but try Prof. Robinson's invention.

Robinson's Photograph Trimmer
IS A SUBSTITUTE FOR A KNIFE

FOR TRIUfMING FHOTOGRAPHS, AND DOES THE WORK MUCH MORE EXPEDITIOUSLY AND ELEGANTLY

THAN A KNIFE.

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONEY.
It does not cut but pinches o/f the waste paper, and leaves the print with a neatly beveled edge which

facilitates the adherence of the print to the rnounf. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch
at once. For ovals and rounded cty-ners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer and Ten Inches of Guides Mailed for $3.50.

(Oil the Wheel Bearings with Sewing Machine Oil.)

Robinson's Metallic Guides
FOR USE with the ROBINSON PRINT-TRIMMER.

These Guides are Made of Stout Iron and are Turned in a Lathe,

so that they are Mathematically True.

OVAL, ROUND, ELLIPTIC, and SQUARE, of all sizes; various shapes for Stereoscopic work, Drug
Labels, etc., etc.

We have the following regular sizes always on hand at 10 cents per inch, the longest way of the

aperture, the fractions counting as one inch.

Special sizes made to order at 15 cents per inch, the longest way of the aperture.

OVALS.
REGULAR SIZES:

Square or Round-Cornered.

2x2£ 3.} x4f 5|x7|

2£x3£ 3|x5£ 6x8
2*x3i 4x5f 6\ x 8f

2% x 3j 4|x6| 6} x 8£

2fx3f 5x7 7x9
2|x4£ 5J x 1\ 7}x9|

3§x4§ 5} x 71 7}x9J
3|x4| 5|x7| 7|x9|

2J x3|
2^ x3£
ZT6 X °T6
2A X Sf

2fVx3|
2| x4i
2| x4i

2J x4|

3| x b\

A\ x 6$
3| x 6

4 x6,|

For Stereographs.
Arch Tops.

3 TVx3|
3x3

Round-Cornered.

°I6 X °4
3x3

Round.

. The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can always be

had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to make their sizes accord, as orders can also

be filled more quickly. Ten days is required to make special sizes.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer's Agent,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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LONDON", 1851. LONDON, 1862. PARIS, 1867.

lenteunial, 1876 Centennial, 1876.

ROSS' PORTRAIT
AND VIEW LENSES

I Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.

We haveHOW Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.

Ill SlOCk. Stereographic Lenses, all sizes.
I

New Universal Lens.

Portrait Lenses, from 1-4 to 8x10.
Cabinet Lenses, Nos. 2 and 3.
Card Lenses, Nos. 1, 2, and 3.
Triplets, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.
Symmetricals. Rapid Symmetricals.
Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best as well as the cheapest Foreign Lenses ever

offered to the American Photographer. We will mail price-list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

STEINHEIL'S SONS'
NEW

APLANATIC LENSES.
We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, nt the following prices :

No. 1—1-4 size, . . 3* inch focus, . . . $25 00
[

No. 5—10-12 size. . . 134 inch focus, . $70 00
2—1-2 " . . 5i " "... 30 00 6—13-16 " . . 16J " " . . 110 00
3—4-4 " . . 7 " " ... 45 00 7—18-22 " . . . . 200 00
4_8-10 "

.
*\ 10i " « ... 60 00

|

8—20-24 " . . / . . 350 00

Nos. 1 and 2 are in matched pairs for stereoscopic work.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your busi-

ness, and so solicit your orders.

WE MANUFACTURE, IMPORT, AND DEAL IN ALL KINDS OF

Photo. Goods, Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,
at prices as low as are consistent with the quality of goods furnished. We are indebted to our customers
for their patronage during the past Thirteen Years, and our efforts shall be to merit a continuance of it.

We have been appointed Trade Agents for

PARYS' AND LINDSAY'S COTTON,
CREMER'S FRENCH LUBRICATOR,

SOLAR AND CONTACT PRINTING,
COLORING IN ALL STYLES, FOR THE TRADE.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS- TREE TO ALL APPLLCANTS.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,
No. 825 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.
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PRIZE
PHOTOGRAPHS!
One of the objects we hope to attain by offering prizes, is to secure for our patrons the op-

portunity of possessing themselves of

Fine Studies in Photography
for their help and guidance. We have succeeded to an unusual degree this time, for not

only does the

NEW PRIZE SERIES
include work by a variety of artists, but an unusually large variety of "subjects, positions,

and methods of treatment. Hence the more useful are they as studies.

With but few exceptions the pictures are cabinet size ; the rest are promenade size. We
offer prints to those who wish to study them, finished in the highest style of photographic

printing, at

$3.00 PER DOZEN,
all around. Parties can order in sets, or by the following numbers

:

No. 1 to G, from negatives by G. M. Elton.

" 7

" 13

" 19

" 25

" 31

" 37

" 43

" 49

" 55

" 61

" 67

" 73

" 79

12, " " .... . Bradley & Rulofson.

18,
" " D. H. Anderson.

24, " " Cook Ely.

30, " » '

C. W. Motes.

36, " " C. W. Tallman.

42, " " J. H. Todd.

48, " " ...... M. T. Baldwin.

54, " " - J. H. Beebe.

60, " " ...... L. M. Ebberts.

66, " " J. H. Lamson.

72,
" " A. Hesler.

78,
" " Julius Hall.

84,
" " K. W. Dawson.

ALL OF THESE, GOOD AND BAD, TEACH USEFUL LESSONS.

See Review in the Philadelphia Photographer.

Address all orders to

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
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WAYMOUTH'S
VIGNETTE
PAPERS.

(DESIGNS COPYRIGHTED.)

OF ALL PICTURES THE <M tHJtt^ttlO IS THB MOST ARTISTIC

When properly printed. But the clumsy devices generally in use for printing them; or rather for

blending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic vignette pictures. Either
the shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or it shows an ugly direct,, decided line,

which is very repulsive, The shading should blend gradually from the dark tint
nearest to the figure off into the white background. The results are then soft,

artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and best way to secure them is by the use of

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
THEY ARE NOT CLUMSY; DO NOT BREAK; ARE ALWAYS READY; COST BUT LITTLE,

AND ARE EASY OF APPLICATION TO ANY. NEGATIVE.

They need bat one adjustment to print any quantity.

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal, or cotton.

Eighteen sizes are now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures from a small carte figure to Whole-

size, Victorias, Cabinets, <fce. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives, yellow bronze for thin

negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directions for use accompany each parcel.

PRICES:
In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors, $1 00

Assorted sizes and colors, by numbers, per package of fifteen, ............ 1 00

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per dozen, 50

" 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13 " " " Large Cartes and Victorias, by number, per doz., 75

" 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15 " " " Cabinets and Whole-size, " " .

'

. 1 00

" 16, 17, and 18, " " " Half " " " " . . 1 25

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)

When ordering, state the number and color you want.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

mrASK YOUR DEALER FOR THEMrm,
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FOR SALE LOW,
THE FOLLOWING USED GOODS:

Hermagis Lenses.

One Cabinet size, extra quick, $100.00.

One Card size, extra quick, $50.00.

One Card size, quick, $40.00.

At 33J per cent, discount.

These lenses are used by Kocber and Bigelow, and their work secured two gold prize medals.

Printing Frames
A lot of A. O. Co.'s 5x8 flat, at 30 cents—good as new. Also, a few of 8-10, 10-12, 13-16,

20-24 Printing Frames, American Optical Co.'s make, very low, in lots.

Canada Pattern Printing Frames.

A few of 5x8 and 8 x 10 size for sale.

Our American Optical Co.'s Boxes

and Holders are all gone.

The lenses were made especially for us and we will guarantee every one of them.

Witness our own work done with them.

Sent C. O. D., with permission to examine and try, if partial remittance accompanies order.

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Gihon's Photographic Colorists' Guide.

THEEE are few persons connected with

photography whose talent is of a more

versatile character than that of Mr. John

L. Gihon. He is equally skilful at the

palette or at the camera ; at the retouching

desk or in the printing department ; at por-

traiture or landscape work ; it matters not

which, he is ahle to work with equal success

and always with excellent results.

Our readers have had opportunity to ex-

amine his work, hoth as a portraitist and as

a landscape photographer, and with the

products of his pen they are very familiar.

We are unable to give them an example of

his work as a colorist, but in its stead, in

order to reassure them of his talent in that

direction, and for the common good, we have

issued a new book on coloring or painting

photographs and kindred work, written by

Mr. Gihon. It is by no means a preten-

tious volume, although it thoroughly treats

upon the subject, and contains, as he says,

"much in little." Not only among pho-

tographers, but with the general public, too,

there has been, and is, a great demand for

such a book of instruction. The manuals

which have been printed of a kindred nature

have been excellent in their day, but there

have been large improvements made in this

branch of photography, as well as in others,

and a work up with the times is needed.

Mr. Gihon has tried to meet this want, and

with, we believe, eminent success. AH
superfluous matter has been purged from it,

as well as everything else calculated to mys-

tify and mislead. The reasons for this are

stated in the author's preface, from which

we take, viz. :
" I well remember that when

I was but a youth, and became infatuated

with photography, I imagined that all sorts

of mysteries were connected with the pro-

cess of coloring a photograph. I recollect,

too, how badly I was led astray by the ad-

vice of an amateur, and the ridiculous

methods with which he led me to experi-

ment. It is my object to prevent you from

making the same mistakes. Believe me,

the more simple the practice the better will

be the result. Become the master of a.few
materials, and with them exercise not only

your handicraft, but as well give to your

work the impress of well directed thought.

I shall endeavor to impart some informa-

tion in regard to every class of finished pho-

tograph."

The principle laid down in the begin-

ning has been fully carried out, and yet we
have all the details of the work fully treated

under the following heads: Chapter 1, In-

dia-ink Work ; 2, The Principles to be

Considered in the Application of Colors ; 3,

The Materials used in Finishing Photo-

graphs with Water Colors ; 4, Water-color

17
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Painting as Applied to Photographs, 5,

Relative to the Use of Paints that are Mixed

with Oil; 6, Coloring with "Pastels;" 7,

Production of the Picture originally known
as the " Ivorytype ;

" 8, Directions for Mak-
ing the Pictures known as the "Crystal

Ivorytypes," " Photo-Enamels," and "Pho-

to-chromes;" 9, Crayon Work ; 10, Nega-

tive Ketouching; 11, Ahout Matters so far

Forgotten ; 12, Rudimentary Perspective.

This last chapter is entirely new and

fresh, and will be found exceedingly useful

to those who need to draw accessories, back-

grounds, etc., in their pictures, or who wish

to paint their own backgrounds. We ex-

tract the closing pages of this as an example

of the whole, viz.

:

"I will now conclude this chapter by

giving an illustration of the interior of a

room, all of the objects contained in it being

drawn in strict accordance with the rules of

point b, draw an indefinite line ; from the

point A draw a horizontal line, which will

give the point o ; take the size a o, and

bring it from o to E ; from the point P, and

through the point e, draw a line, whicb

will give g on meeting b o prolonged ; draw

the horizontal lines g c and b c/
, and we

shall have two squares, bc'ea and aegc,
in which a semicircle must be traced, b e c.

Let A h be given for the base of the door
;

this line is equal to a b, being a radius of

the same circle. Prolong h a as far as the

horizon, which gives f; from this point,

and through the point I, draw a line, and

from h, raise a vertical, which will give i

and terminate the door.

"The base of a door must always begin

from the centre, and is comprised in a semi-

circle, which has for radius the width of

the doorway.

" To open an escritoir.—Prom the points

.J—i--jj'V"MS ft
5

perspective. It must be remembered that

all the examples I have given must be re-

garded only as diagrams illustrative of

principles, and that they have no preten-

sions as pictorial embellishments. They

are skeletons upon which more attractive

matter may be moulded.

" The present picture will need very few

explanations, since the same laws are in-

volved that have already been illustrated.

"To open a door.—Let A b be the door-

way. From the point dJ, and through the

h n, draw horizontal lines ; from the point

h, as centre, and with a radius equal to hf,

describe a quarter circle, fi; from the point

n as centre, and with a radius equal to np,

describe a quarter circle,^* k; join the points

i k by a straight line which should go to the

point P, the vanishing point of the front of

the escritoir.

" To find the base of a chair.—Construct

the square, egmf; from its angles raise

vertical lines.

" To imitate a flooring of octagon and
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square tiles.—If we wish to place four octa-

gons from p to c, divide this space in such

a manner that c k contains five equal parts,

k l seven of these parts, la five, A M five,

m n seven; from the points c, k, l, etc.,

draw a line to the point of distance which

gives the point b and the diagonal c p
;

wherever this diagonal intersects the lines

going to p, draw horizontal lines, and thus

we obtain squares, on which, by drawing

diagonals, we obtain the figure required.

"A careful study of these diagrams will

give to the student the key to the practices

of the legitimate 'artist,' and be very help-

ful when it is necessary to add accessories

and fancy backgrounds to colored photo-

graphs."

With a few hints taken from Chapters II

and X, we leave the work to the judgment

of our readers.

"The painting of photographs has ever

been regarded as somewhat of a mechanical

operation, and the artist who lent himself to

the practice lost ' caste ' with his brother-

hood.

"Even now, there are vast numbers of

people, the majority of whom are of the

gentler sex, who imagine they can acquire

the art with as little study and as much
facility as would be expended upon the sim-

plest of trades. I have had a good many
pupils of this kind, and in their anxiety to

'learn in a few lessons,' have been annoyed

and amused as well, by being questioned as

to ' what color I used for flesh ?
'

' what color

for that coat, dress, or scarf?' as the case

might be.

"As no one paint evenly spread over a

surface can possibly represent any object in

relief, I propose, as briefly as possible, to

give the accepted theories of color applica-

ble to the painting of photographs, as well

as to the more legitimate branches of art.

" Theoretically, it has been determined

that red, yellow, and blue are the bases of all

of the millions of combinations that we are

constantly looking upon. Antagonistic to

the doctrine as it may seem, pure white is

supposed to be a mixture of these three,

which have been termed ' primaries.' Black

is the conventional symbol for total ob-

scurity, for impenetrable darkness.

" The theory has been proven to be cor-

rect; but, unfortunately, when we attempt

to carry it into practice, we meet with diffi-

culties that shake our faith. The paints

that we buy are not the pure ethereal

essences that nature uses. When we mix a

substantial red, yellow, and blue together,

instead of producing a brilliant light, an

absence of all, we have a very dirty-looking

mess. In explanation, however, it must be

remembered that there are mechanical diffi-

culties in the way, and that what we accept

as colors are contaminated with earthy,

mineral, or vegetable matters. In the

artist's real practice, he never uses a pure

color. It is only by an observation of the

solar spectrum you can realize the gorgeous-

ness of these primaries and their delicate

combinations. It is beyond the power of

man to imitate them. Although we have

pigments that present a brilliant appear-

ance, they are by no means unsullied as

regards purity. The blues incline towards

green or purple, the reds to orange or pur-

ple, and the yellows to green or orange. . .

"Although I am capable of admiring a

print from a well retouched negative, I still

claim that the practice involved in its pro-

duction has been fearfully detrimental to

the interests of both the colorist and the

photographer.

"In times gone by, when our pictures

were not sufficiently smooth to suit the vani-

ties of our customers, colored or finished work

was resorted to, and both the artist and pho-

tographer made their profits from the orders

received. Now, the inducements to pur-

chase a high-priced article are removed to

a great extent, and the public content them-

selves with photographs from 'retouched

negatives.' There are comparatively few

establishments where the work upon them

is consummated by the colorist attached to

the staff; it is delegated to some young
person who receives a mere stipend for per-

forming a very tedious and somewhat diffi-

cult operation. Excessive mechanical skill

is expected from the retoucher, and if he or

she displays that, and turns over to the

printer plates that are irreproachable in re-

lation to smoothness, but little reference is

made to the likeness that has, most probably,

been destroyed. I would not growl if the.
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work were confined to making less apparent

the blotches, moles, freckles, and scars which

disfigure the face of the majority of our race.

I am hurling my anathema at the growing

disposition to be represented other than as

we are, and that has reduced our art to the

position of a propagator of lies.

"However, it is not my province to give

any opinion as to the subject in hand, but

to tell of the accepted method of its treat-

ment. In this case there are several ways

of proceeding.

" I beg that it will be the inclination of

every retoucher to study well the photo-

graph made from the plate primarily; then

to endeavor to improve, but not to make a

caricature of his subject. That class of pic-

ture can be as readily produced by abject

flattery as by sharp ridicule.

" Eemember that there are such effects of

light and shade denominated as half-tones.

These, when well rendered, constitute the

chief beauties of a photographic portrait.

They must be handled in the most delicate

manner, otherwise where before we had

gradations we will instead be furnished with

chalky patches, all caused by the indis-

criminate use of the pencil. The high-lights

on a human head, or those portions that are

represented by pure or nearly pure white,

occupy but very small spaces. For verifica-

tion of this fact, it is well to study in detail

some masterly portrait in crayon, and to

note the very limited use to which the white

chalk has been adapted. There will proba-

bly be a glow upon the most prominent

part of the forehead, a line down the nose,

a speck in the eye, a few markings on the

cheek and chin, and maybe a touch or two

upon the lower lip. All of the balance of

the paper will be covered with tints. The

same profitable and educational references

can be made by looking over a collection

of fine engravings. There the untouched

white paper represents the pure lights.

You will not be able to find much of it."

The price of this work is $1.50. As an

inducement to early purchasers, the first

five hundred copies will be accompanied,

under the same cover, with the latest En-
glish edition of Newman's Manual of Har-

monious Coloring. Subsequent copies of Mr.

Gihon's work will not have this addition.

See advertisement.

The Theory of Color in its Relation

to Art and Art Industry.

By Dr. Wilhelm von Bezold. Translated

from the German by S. B. Koehler, and

with an introduction and notes by Prof.

Edward C. Pickering. Boston: L. Prang

& Co., Publishers. $5.00.

This handsome work comes to us just at

a time when it is most wanted, and should

be read even before or with Mr. Gihon's

book. Photographers are none other than

light painters, and the same theories which

follow in the consideration of that lost sub-

ject, color, hold good in great degree in light

painting also. Dr. von Bezold seems to have

duly considered this fact, for he has by no

means treated his subject narrowly. He
speaks of fancy weaving, the manufacture

of wall papers, chromo-lithography, and

other art industrial branches ; but forgets

not to give us much, and very much, instruc-

tion of great value both to the photographer

and the photographic colorist. He gives

graphic explanations of the newest results,

and makes them seem very familiar and

easily understood ; and it is quite as im-

portant that photographers should study

these instructions as it is that workers in

other branches of art and art industry should

study them. Colors should be studied in all

their varied relations by every photogra-

pher, and we hope to hear of this excellent

work being in the hands of many of them.

That our readers may be assured that it is

by no means a dry and insipid treatise on

natural philosophy, we make some extracts

from it below, and shall probably follow

with some more hereafter. Eleven chromo-

lithographic plates and over sixty fine wood-

cuts serve to illustrate this handsome work

of two hundred and seventy-four pages.

"Contrast between 'Light' and l Dark. 1—
Let us endeavor to gain a clear insight into

the principles which the artist must follow

if he desires to make the effects of contrast

tributary to his purpose.

" The first of these principles is the con-

trast between ' light ' and ' dark ' which di-

vides the picture into illuminated and shaded

parts, and forms the basis of modelling
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(that is to say, that part of drawing which

imparts to the objects represented the ap-

pearance of roundness).

"Generally speaking, and unless some

special circumstances should render the con-

trary necessary, the light, which is the more

powerful element, will be concentrated upon

smaller spaces, while a greater extent of

space will be assigned to the. subdued tints

of the shadow. Large surfaces of light,

with shadows of very limited extent, will

but seldom make a favorable impression,

and are apt to look flat and restless. Artists

therefore prefer to avoid such conditions of

light, and even the landscape painter does

not like to select the hour of noon for mak-

ing sketches from nature, as the effects of

light and shade just spoken of prevail at

that time of the day.

"Various degrees of luminosity, lights

and shadows—these are the most potent

means at the command of the artist for the

purpose of imparting relief to, and sepa-

rating from, each other, the objects repre-

sented in his painting.

" The decorative artist makes his design

intelligible by giving different colors to the

various parts of his ornament, and by sepa-

rating them by outlines if necessary. But

the painter cannot avail himself of the

means last alluded to. To him the outline

is simply the ideal boundary at which two

differently colored surfaces touch each other

upon the picture-plane, while in reality

these surfaces are not even situated upon

one and the same plane, but occupy positions

in space, one behind the other. A differ-

ence in color is not sufficient to make this

clear to the mind of the beholder ; it needs

a further difference in the degree of bright-

ness to bring out the various parts of the

picture, so as to make them appear as if

they were situated upon different planes.

A painting must be composed so as still to

produce the illusion of materiality, even in

an engraving, or when executed en grisaille

(gray in gray).

" Modelling.—The contrast between ' light'

and 'dark' forms the basis of modelling, as

we have before observed. Three methods

may be employed for this purpose, all of

which differ essentially from one another.

" These three methods, which are made

use of to relieve an object in a picture from

its background, are the following : First,

the object is made to appear light upon a

dark ground, or dark upon a light ground
;

that is to say, it is treated as a silhouette.

Second, the light parts of an object in the

foregrouhd are painted lighter than the

ground, while the dark parts are painted

darker than the ground ; that is to say, the

differences in brightness in the object are

made greater than those in the ground.

Third, the gradations of light and shade in

the object are represented as being opposed

in direction to the same gradations in the

ground ; that is to say, the bright side of

the object is placed upon a dark ground, the

shaded side upon a light ground.

" The first of these principles is employed

comparatively but seldom, for an object

treated as a silhouette is apt to look flat,

although it is very easy to make it stand

out from the ground.

"The second method may be found in

almost every picture, frequently in connec-

tion with the third. The very first figure

in this work, for instance, is an illustration

of it. Every photographer who places a

gray background of medium brightness be-

hind the person whose portrait he is about

to take makes use of this method.

" The third principle, however, of which

Fig. 61 is an example, is the most effective

Fig. 61.

of all, especially when employed in connec-

tion with the second. It was practiced most

extensively by the great artists of the Neth-

erlands in the seventeenth century.

" Simple as these various methods of dis-

tributing light and shade may appear to be,

it yet required a very long time to bring
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them gradually to the knowledge of the

artists. The second and third, indeed, were

already clearly enunciated by Lionardo, but

the silhouette proper came into use only at

a much later period. Strange as it may
seem, however, that the human intellect

should have been so slow in discovering

such self-evident principles, it is neverthe-

less still more inconceivable that these same

principles should have been forgotten again,

after they had once become known, and had

been visibly embodied in the works of the

great masters. But this was actually the

case at the commencement of the present

century ; for at that time the comprehen-

sion of the principles just mentioned had

been lost almost entirely, while the compre-

hension of those more subtile aids, which

may be derived from color, was wholly out

of the question."

STATUS OF THE SWAN CARBON
PATENTS IN THE U. S.

AGREEABLE to promise made in our

last issue, we proceed to give such in-

formation as is needed by American photog-

raphers to enable them to understand what

relation thejr sustain towards the so-called

" Carbon patents."

On June 14th, 1864, patent No. 503 was

sealed to Joseph Wilson Swan, of New-
castle-on-Tyne, England, in the Patent Office

of Great Britain, said patent being dated

February 29th, in the same year. Fourteen

years being the allotted time of life of Eng-

lish patents, Mr. Swan's said patent expired

last February 28th, in Great Britain. And
as foreign patents die here when their life

ends in their birthplace, Mr. Swan's patent

was no exception, and is therefore now of no

avail in this country. While it lived its

career was anything but brilliant and suc-

cessful, and its owners made one last grand

effort, during the last year or so, to make it

produce them some substantial consolation

for their losses with it.

Even at this time there are only about

four hundred licensees in Europe, where the

process can be worked much more easily

than here ; and in America there are not,

according to the party selling the processes,

'more than ten times that number.

The patent afore mentioned of Mr. Swan
was secured with the following claims

:

1. The preparation of colored gelatinous

tissues.

2. The production of photographs by what
is known as the single transfer process.

3. The production of photographs by what
is known as the double transfer process,

india-rubber being used as the temporary

support.

Therefore the expiration of this patent

allows the free use to all of Mr. Swan's

method of manufacturing tissue ; the pro-

duction of pictures by the single transfer

process; the production of pictures by double

transfer, using india-rubber as the support,

as laid down in the American Carbon Manual.

The manufacture of tissue can be under-

taken successfully in a small way by almost

any one, but as its exclusive sale cannot any

longer be controlled by any one house, it

will be found more economical by those who
wish to dabble with it, to buy it of their

dealer. No doubt supplies of it will be

offered, should any demand for it arise. It

may be that the parties who formerly held

exclusive sale of it, may act more liberally

than heretofore, and be glad to sell it to any

one who wants it, unless they are bound by

their promises to "licensees" not to do so.

That is their business and not ours.

As to the single transfer process, all prints

made by it are necessarily reversed. For

engravings and kindred pictures this matters

but little, and some parties may not object

to it in portraiture. It is easier and cleaner

than the double transfer process. However,

where a reversed picture is objectionable,

the latter process must be resorted to, and in

it, it becomes necessary to first transfer the

picture to a paper coated with pure rubber

dissolved in chloroform or other solvent,

which serves as a support for the film only

during development in hot water, and from

which it is a second time transferred to its

final support. This second transfer has been

obviated in some directions by the patented

process of Mr. J. R. Johnson, which those

who attended the first convention of the

National Photographic Association in Bos-

ton will remember was shown there by an

agent of Mr. Johnson. It consists in a

method of developing the print upon collo-
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diunized glass or other support, "impene-

trable to air or water." It is not essential,

however, as good carbon prints can be made

without it as well as with it, by the exercise

of a little more care, and the expense of a

little more trouble.

Therefore it will be seen that any photog-

rapher can now practice the carbon process

according to Mr. Swan, Avithout license or

fee paid to any one, and full and complete

instructions are given in the Carbon Manual.

(To be continued.)

PHOTOGRAPHY IN NATURAL
COLORS.

ACCOBDING to promise, I give you

herewith a full detailed description of

Mr. J. Albert's new invention, which Dr.

Yogel has mentioned already in his report

of the last exhibition in Nuremberg.

Mr. Albert has solved the problem of re-

producing natural colors in photography by

combining his printing process, the Albert-

typie with the chromotypie. I presume

that all your readers are already acquainted

with the Albert-typie, and I need not say

anything further about that process.

To make Albert's new process clear to

you, I have to recapitulate some well-known

facts in the chromotypie. We all know
that the different colors appearing, for in-

stance, in an oil painting, can be reduced to

the three principal colors—red, blue, and

yellow. By printing those three colors one

above the other on the same sheet of paper,

we will receive a kind of black
;
yellow and

blue will give green ; red and blue, violet.

Every picture is, therefore, a mixture of the

principal colors, which appear of course on

different places in different shades of tones.

To reproduce a picture by way of chromo-

typie, as many lithographic stones are used

as colors appear in the original.

Albert follows in his invention exactly

the way of chromotypie ; but instead of

using lithographic stones, he has his print-

ing plates commonly used for the Albert-

typie. Instead of being obliged to use as

many plates as colors in the original, he

needs only three plates, each plate repro-

ducing respectively the three principal

colors. New and interesting for us is the

manner he adopts for securing plates which

can produce such wonderful effects.

Already, a couple of years ago, a French-

man, Mons. Ducos du Hauron, tried the

experiment of making colored pictures by

aid of photography. He influenced his

negatives during the exposition by a red,

green, or violet glass, expecting that the

red light should produce the strongest effect

on the negative influenced by the red glass
;

but the result showed the contrary, since

we know that the red light has the least

effect on a negative. Albert remembered

in time a discovery of Dr. Vogel, that every

collodion can be made sensitive for red or

yellow light by mixing it with certain ani-

lin colors. Using this discovery, and try-

ing over and over again the effects of colored

glasses on negatives prepared with mixed

collodion, Albert adopted the following way
as the best for receiving the three necessary

original negatives

:

He takes from a colored object (for in-

stance, an oil painting) three negatives of

the same size and focus, the first one with

a collodion sensitive for all colors except

red; this negative must be taken under a

green glass, and will give the printing plate

for red, because all colors had their effect

on this negative except red and those colors

which are composed of a mixture of red with

another color ; orange, for instance, as a

color, being composed of red and yellow,

will have a little more on the negative than

red. The second one with a collodion sensi-

tive for all colors except yellow and its mix-

ture colors. This negative must be taken

under a violet glass, and will give the plate

for yellow. The third one with a collodion

sensitive for all colors except blue ; this

negative has to be taken under a red glass,

and will give the plate for blue.

These three colorless, original negatives

indicate by different shades and half-tones

the different varieties of light, dark, or

mixed colors in the original. Albert makes

from these negatives three plates fit to be

used for the process of Albert-typie. The

first plate will be rolled in with red print-

ing color, the second with yellow, the third

with blue. Plates thus prepared are printed

one over the other on the same sheet of

paper, exactly in the same way as in the
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chromotypie, the printer taking express

care that the outlines of the prints fit ex-

actly one in another. The result will be

that the colors of the print correspond in

mathematical exactness with the colors of

the original.

These are, in short, the main points of

the new invention, which will have un-

doubtedly a great future. You can imagine,

Mr. Editor, what an immense deal of labor,

of patience, and of perseverance were neces-

sary to overcome all the difficulties, not to

forget the heavy expenses, considering how

many silver-baths were spoiled daily and

had to be spoiled in trying the different

mixtures of collodion. In spite of all, Albert

has succeeded so far, and the future alone

will show to how many branches of industry

this new invention will be usefully applied.

Oscar von Kramer.

Munich, March 23d, 1878.

OUTLINES OF CHEMISTRY.

BY HENRY M. M'lNTIRE, M.E.

(Continued from page 107.)

LET us look at the equation again. As has

previously been stated, there must be

the same number of atoms in both members

of it, as is very evident ; hence the sum of

the atomic weights of one member must be

equal to the sum in the atomic weights in

the other. Thus we have

AgN0
3
+HCl=AgCl+HN0

3

(108+14+48)+(l+35.5)=(108+35.5)+
(1+14+48)

170+36.5=143.5+63

206.5 = 206.5

This is always the case; the molecular

weights are a key by which to verify the

equation. Are they not something more ? If

we compare the first and third equation given

above (the one an equation of the symbols of

the substances, the other an equation of the

molecular weights of the substances), will

we not find something worthy of notice ?

Certainly yes, for it is evident that the third

equation, that of the molecular weights,

shows in what proportion by weight the sub-

stances must be present to enter into the re-

action completely. If there were, for in-

stance, 170 grains present of silver nitrate

and 36.5 grains of hydrochloric acid, after

the reaction there would be no silver nitrate

left, nor any free hydrochloric acid, not a

particle of either ; but in their place would

be, as represented by the molecular weights,

143.5 grains silver chloride and 63 grains of

free nitric acid. If there had been different

weights of either present we could easily

have ascertained how much would have

entered into the reaction, and how much of

one of them there would have been left un-

affected. Upon these facts rests almost com-

pletely the solution of the so-called chemical

problems.

The first thing then in solving a chemical

problem is to ascertain the reaction, and to

express it in the form of an equation ; this

done, the remaining part of the solution be-

comes comparatively easy. Let us take an

example. Suppose that it is required to

know how much metallic silver there is in

one ounce of silver chloride. As there is

no reaction to take place we may take this

equation, AgCl=Ag+Cl, to be true, as it

plainly is. We would also have molecular

weight of AgCl=atomic weight of Ag+
atomic weight of CI, and from these the pro-

portion, one ounce AgCl : weight of Ag in

one ounce AgCl:: molecular weight ofAgCl

:

atomic weight of Ag ; or, in other words,

one ounce AgCl : Ag :: 143.5: 108; or again,

one ounce AgCl: .753 ounces Ag:: 143.5:

108 ; that is, there is .753 ounces silver in

one ounce silver chloride.

Suppose it should be wished to be known
how much oxygen could be obtained by heat-

ing one ounce potassic chlorate. We should

have the equation KC10
3
=KCl+0

3 ; or

making a proportion one ounce KC10
3

: O ::

122.6: 48; from this we would have the

amount of oxygen to be .391 ounces. It is

plain that in these the process could be re-

versed ; thus we could easily find how much
chlorine in silver chloride

;
how much potas-

sium, or chlorine, or potassium chloride in

potassium chlorate, etc.

In one formula given for Newton's emul-

sion, there are to the ounce twelve grains of

cadmium bromide and eighteen of silver

nitrate ; the remark being made that this

will make three grains excess of silver ni-
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trate, let us see how this will he. We will

have the equation

CdBr
2
+2AgN0

3
=2AgBr+Cd (N0

3 ) 2

(112+160)+2(108+14+48)=2 (108+80) +
(112+28+96)

272 + 340 = 376 + 236

And the proportion (12 grains : X
Molecular wt. CdBr

2
: mol. wt. AgN03

::

272 : 340 :': 12 g. : 15 gr.

Thus we see it takes twelve grains of CdBr
2

to precipitate all the Ag as AgBr from 15

grains of AgN0
3 , so eighteen grains of

AgN"0
3
makes three grains in excess, plainly.

A method is also given in connection with

this formula for determining the strength of

hydrochloric acid, by measuring how much
is required to convert ten grains of silver

nitrate into the chloride. Now for the sake

of the example, let it he supposed a person

did not wish to use silver nitrate for this pur-

pose, hut substituted lead nitrate for ex-

ample, and he wished to find how much lead

nitrate would be equivalent to ten grains of

silver nitrate. He would have the equations

. f
Pb.(N0

3 ) 2
+2HCl=PbCl

2 + 2HN03

2.

1 331

•fAgNO,

\ 170

- 73 = 278 + 126

-HC1 = AgCl +HN0
3

-36.5 = 143.5 + 63

[2AgN0
3
+2HCl=2AgCl+2HN0

3
3

- I 340 + 73 = 287 + 126

We see that in the first and third equations

the same amount of HC1 is required, so we
would have

Pb(N0
3) 2
=2AgN0

3

331 = 340

Mol. wt. Pb(N03 ) 2
: mol. wt. 2AgN0

3 ::X:

10 grains.

331 : 340 :: 9.73 gr. : 10 gr.

We could then substitute 9.73 gr. of lead

nitrate for the silver nitrate.

There must always be one thing borne in

mind, that a substance when in a crystalline

form may contain " water of crystalliza-

tion." This is always of one amount, and

may be driven off by heat, when the sub-

stance will lose its crystalline form. As this

water of crystallization must weigh some-

thing, it must be either got rid of or taken

into account ; as for a given substance it is

always the same, it is easier to calculate with

regard to it than to drive it off. In the ex-

amples above given, the substances are said to

be "anhydrous," that is to say, in English,

" without water," meaning that the crystals

contain no water of crystallization ; hence

no account is taken of it. But suppose we
wished to use, say, ten grains of pure copper

sulphate for some purpose. By consultation

of some work in chemistry we would find

that the complete formula of copper sulphate

is CuS0
4 , 5H20; that is, in every molecule

of copper sulphate there are five molecules

of water. So we would have

Mol. wt. CuSO^: mol. wt. CuS04, 5H2
0::

10 gr. : X
Carrying the calculation out as in pre-

vious examples, we should obtain the amount

of copper sulphate we should have to weigh

to obtain ten grains of CuS04
. There is

another kind of calculation that it may be

well to mention ; that is, calculating the per-

centage composition. Suppose we have

alcohol, C
2
H

60, and we wished to find the

percentage of carbon, of hydrogen, and of

oxygen, we would have C
2=12X2=24, H6

=1X6=6, 0=16, the molecular weight of

C
2
H

6
0=46. We would have the proportions

C
2
H

6
: C

2
: : 46 : 24, and 46 : 24 : : 100 : 52.17.

C
2
H

6
: H

6
: : 46 : 6, and 46 : 6 : : 100 : 13.04.

C
2
H

6
: O : : 46 : 16, and 46 : 16 : : 100 : 34.79.

That is, in 100 parts of alcohol there are

52.17 of carbon, 13.04 of hydrogen, and

34.79 of oxygen; in other words, there is

52.17 per cent of carbon, 13.04 of hydrogen,

and 34.79 of oxygen.

There is one property of the elements that

cannot be omitted. All of them evince, as

we know, a tendency of uniting with each

other ; on this chemistry and its laws are

founded. But some of them when thus

united form a compound which acts exactly

as if it were an element, either as if it were

a metal or a non-metal, forming a base on

the one hand, uniting with the acids to form

a regular series of salts, following all of the

laws of valence and reaction just as if it

were an element in every sense of the term
;

or on the other, uniting with hydrogen, and

with hydrogen and oxygen to form acids,

and then with bases to form its series of

salts, just as seriously and with as much as-

surance as the best element ever discovered

could do.

These substances are generally taken at

their word, or better, by their actions, for

18
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"actions speak louder than words," and are

treated as if they really were elements. Thus

we have nitrogen and hydrogen ; these unite

in certain proportions, and form what is

known as ammonium, having the formula

NH
4

. Here we know that nitrogen is quad-

rivalent and hydrogen is univalent, so the for-

mula might he expressed
-N=i ;

thus

see that four of " the points of affinity " of the

nitrogen are "saturated" by the hydrogen,

one to each point, and there is left one point

of the nitrogen free. From this we con-

clude that ammonium is univalent, and so

it is found to be. This ammonium is found

to act as a base, so it might be included

among the list of elements, as long as one

remembered that it was not an element,

under the head of univalent metals.

Then again, on the other hand, carbon and

nitrogen unite in the proportion of one atom

of the one to one atom of the other, with the

formula CN, and called cyanogen ; carbon

tetrivalent and nitrogen trivalent, we would

have —C^^ST, indicating that cyanogen is

of itself univalent, and so it is found to be.

Its other characteristics would place it, if

an element, under the head "non-metallic."

It unites with hydrogen and with hydrogen

and oxygen to form acids, just as any well-

behaved non-metal should.

These substances are called radicals, or

residues ; residues is probably the better

name of the two, but radicals is the one in

most use. Besides these two there are no

end of others ; they are all obtained, theoret-

ically, in the following manner : First,

there is a fact that any chemical formula

can be divided into two parts, and each of

these parts will have the same valence. Thus

hydrochloric acid, HC1, can be divided

into H and CI, both univalent ; nitric acid,

HN"0
3 , into HO and N0

3
. These divisions

are called residues, or radicals. It is very

evident that of these there will be an infinite

number, but fortunately most of them are

of minor importance, indeed, of no impor-

tance, that is, to many people ; while it is

in, bj7
, and with many of them that the most

complicated, complex, extensive, and least

explored parts of chemistry have to do. That

division of chemistry made for convenience,

called "organic," and of which mention

may be made further on, is so completely

loaded and crowded with these very same

residues that one cannot take three steps

within its broad boundaries without en-

countering three times three of them. In-

deed, its very atmosphere is so befogged

with them that but with the greatest diffi-

culty can the sun of understanding pierce

the obscurity. But this is not to our purpose.

This then will probably be all that will

be given of theorectical chemistry
;
as such,

there can be no doubt that much has been

left unmentioned. This has been for two

reasons; one, that much not here stated is

thought to be of minor importance; the

other, that some facts, if mentioned here,

would only tend to confusion and obscurity

;

but when taken up as they shall be met

hereafter, may be treated easily, and with

much more probability of being lucid.

All the theory that has been and will be

spoken of, has been and shall be according

to the most modern accepted ideas. How
much this new chemistry and its new nom-

enclature differ from the old, they that

are acquainted with the old may recognize,

while for others the similarities and differ-

ences will not be mentioned ; it would hardly

be worth the trouble for them to hunt those

differences. That person who knows nothing

of what the old chemistry was, will find less

trouble in learning the new than he who

has been familiar with the old all his life.

Neither is a knowledge of the old at all nec-

essary ; all modern writers, with a few ex-

ceptions, make use of the new nomenclature,

and even if the old should be met with, one

would hardly have much difficulty with it.

But let all these things be as they may,

chemistry is not different from other sci-

ences; if one understands its theorectical

part the remainder will not be difficult; he

will be at home anywhere within its wide

domains. But if the theory be unsound, or

rather but partially understood, then the

person stands a stranger in a strange land
;

he can hardly see as far as his hand may
reach, and is afraid to move half of that

distance lest he fall into some hidden pit,

some slough of worse than despond. Under

such circumstances he cannot view the beau-

ties that surround him ; he cannot profit by
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the goodness of the land ; his fears are great

and many; bis cares are only to rid himself

of all these toils, to place himself upon ground

he knows to he firm ; and his only hopes that

he may be successful in that attempt.

' A person should master the theory, and

this is no hard matter ; then he may go

forth, may sail over every sea of chemistry,

in confidence that he possesses a chart that

will never fail him.

Hereafter we leave theoretical chemistry,

and speak in a general way of general chem-

istry.

(To be continued.)

PRINTING SOLUTIONS, PRINTERS
AND RETOUCHING.

BY J. A. TODD.

POSITIVE BATH.—Take, say, \ pound of

nitrate of silver ; dissolve in 60 ounces

of water ; and separately dissolve J ounce

of citric acid, J ounce of alum, 10 grains

of permanganate of potassa. Add to the

silver solution in the order as here written,

and stand in the sunlight a day or two to

clear. Filter well before using. Float the

albumen paper two minutes. Draw care-

fully over two glass rods ; one rod a little

above the other, so that the paper will touch

both rods whilst being drawn from the bath.

Dry slowly, and fume thirty minutes. If,

upon hanging up to dry, the paper looks as

if greasy, or that the silver solution forms

in drops on the surface of the paper, add

more water to the solution, and draw more

carefully over the glass rods. This makes

the best positive bath I have ever used.

Its advantages are : toning easily, eveness

when toned, a beautiful richness in color,

entirely free from metallic spots or stains,

and the paper, when silvered, remains whiter

for a longer period. Indeed, I prefer it a

day old at least. In using glass rods in the

foregoing manner, I find it necessary to

carefully wipe well with a wet rag, so as

to remove any adherent particles that might

abrade the albumen surface.

Now, in regard to printing and the printer.

So much having been already written in

reference to the former, I will, with all due

respect to those working in this line, make
a few suggestions, and I trust the intelligent

printer will see the point at which I am

driving ; so that both parties, when situated

like myself in this particular, may be mu-
tually benefited. To all those who are

wishful to understand their position in our

profession, I need offer no further apology

for my remarks. I will, therefore, say to

all who think best to act upon the advice of

the much-lamented Horace Greeley, and

"go West," to think twice before they

make a move ; and to those that have al-

ready started, to stop by the way and learn

to forget their stereotyped recommendations

of having worked for the leading establish-

ments in different parts of the country

—

more particularly New York. It is worse

than bosh to say that Sarony hardly knew
how to get along without them, or that

Kurtz had really turned out but few good

pictures since they left, etc. I will plainly

say to all such they are not needed in

the business at all, much less in a country

like California.

Where all have sat frequently for their

portraits, and are presumably exacting in

having their ideas carried out, to hear their

talk in the operating-room, you would be-

lieve they were all bred to the profession.

And to all those who will come West, first

try and stay a little longer where they are

able to make a living simply by printing

alone; and that, during the very large

amount of their leisure time, they will sit

down with a will, and learn to retouch

negatives. This branch of the business,

Mr. Editor, I am sure ought to be combined

with that of printer—printer and retoucher.

I hold determinedly to the opinion that by

retouching you more readily learn the good

and available properties in a negative

—

learn more by retouching in a quarter of

an hour the real private character of a

negative than you can by printing six

months. So far, the printers have as a rule

ignored all chances of combining the two

branches of the business, seemingly for-

getful that but few galleries can employ

both printers and retouchers, their business

being too small to need both ; I for one

have for long been in this very condition,

and have had to endure it through neces-

sity.

I am very much surprised to think that

the printers have so long been heedless to
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the advantage of so favorable an oppor-

tunity of extending their usefulness in the

business. The simple printing is as near all

mechanical as anything requiring a little

judgment possibly can be. Retouching is

very intimately allied to it, even in that

very particular; one remove higher, per-

haps; certainly a branch of the business

requiring more careful, studious application.

Combine the two branches in one person,

even if it needs a wider scope of intellect to

meet the requirements ; the profession will

be benefited thereby, and a vacancy that

hitherto has been but exceptionally filled,

even in the leading large establishments, as

well as in those where business, like my
own, is of very limited capacity, supplied.

Sacramento, Cal.

GIHON'S PHOTOGRAPHIC SCRAPS.

BY JOHN L. GIHON.

. Series No. 5.

The Plans and Construction of various styles of

Skylights.

IT
is not inappropriate that I should com-

mence this series with a couple of para-

graphs on portraiture, written by H. P.

Robinson, the talented English photogra-

pher. In the first place he quotes from Dr.

Johnson, as follows:

"Every man is always present to himself,

and has, therefore, little need of his own
resemblance, nor can desire it but for the

sake of those whom he loves, and by whom
he hopes to be remembered. This use of

the art is a natural and reasonable conse-

quence of affection, and though, like other

human actions, it is often complicated with

pride, yet such pride is more laudable than

that by which palaces are covered with pic-

tures that, however excellent, neither im-

ply the owner's virtue nor excite it. Genius

is chiefly exerted in historical pictures, and
the art of the delineator of portraits is often

lost in the obscurity of his subjects; but it

is in painting, as in life, what is greatest is

not always best." He then adds :

" Photography has been employed to rep-

resent everything under the sun that is

illuminated by his light. Nay, it has gone

further than this; it has brought pictures

out of the caves of the earth, where the light

of heaven never enters, and where the only

source of actinism has been coiled up in a

wire. It has even compelled the pyramids

of Egypt to give up some of their secrets,

and the catacombs of Rome, pictures of their

dead. The earth, the sea, and the sky it

delights to render; it multiplies the works

of genius, whether the original vehicle has

been paint or marble, or that 'frozen music '

of which the great architects of old piled up

their marvellous temples. The pirate and

the forger have called in its innocent assist-

ance to help them in their dirty work, but

for which photography has returned the

compliment by assisting justice to execute

the law ; and so truthful does the law con-

sider its evidence, that it is accepted as an

unquestionable witness, which it would be

useless to cross-examine. It helps the trader

to advertise his wares ; it aids the astrono-

mer to map the stars ; and compels magnet-

ism to write its own autograph ; and all

this in such a way as no other has ever yet

approached. But of all the uses to which it

has been put to benefit and delight man-

kind, none can compare with its employ-

ment for portraiture, the chief object to

which its inventors intended it to be applied,

and for which it appears to be most thor-

oughly adapted.

" The portrait has always been the favor-

ite picture with the world. It is an especial

favorite in England and America, because

it appeals to the domestic sympathies, and

these are the most domestic nations on earth.

Johnson is reported to have said that he

would rather have the portrait of a dog he

knew than all the historical pictures ever

painted.

" The art of portraiture naturally leads us

to the consideration of the circumstances

attendant upon its proper prosecution. It

is manifest that it is of primary importance

to construct or secure a place where the

subject can be seen to the best advantage,

and where we can conduct our work with

the utmost facility. Such places are indif-

ferently termed ateliers, studios, operating-

rooms, skylights, and glass-houses."

Mr. E. L. Wilson has written as follows

in regard to the subject:

"More and more interest seems to be
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taken in the construction of the glass-house

as our art progresses. How to secure the

best mode of lighting the model, and how to

construct the atelier, have become quite as

important questions as what lenses or col-

lodion or developer are best? The idea

that any room with a top- or side-light

in any convenient locality or direction is

good enough for making pictures is becom-

ing emphatically exploded, and there is a

growing desire among artists to find out the

best way to construct their lights in order

to secure the best results. So much has

been said and written about it that we can

hardly promise anything new
;
yet we have

so many applications from parties who have

been awakened, for instructions, that we
cannot see that it will be out of place to

record a few hints upon the subject.

" The thing of first importance is to select

the locality for the glass-house. This should

be done with much care, and well consid-

ered before any decision is made. We
should not disregard the fact that the qual-

ity, and not the quantity or intensity of the

light, is the great requirement to be sought

for. A strong light produces unpleasant

and inartistic shadows, and contracts the

features of the model ; consequently, the

direct action of the sun's rays should gener-

ally be avoided. Only a practical hand and

a truly artistic eye can manage such light

to produce good effects ; and these qualities

are not possessed by most of us, we fear

Care should be taken to secure a proper ele-

vation for the glass-room. The ' first-floor

'

principle, adopted in some of our cities, is a

wrong one, unless the buildings on each

side are low. No neighboring tall building

should be allowed to interfere and exclude

the light on either side. The horizontal

light is needed to enable us to make quicker

exposures, and to obtain easier access to the

light.

" Though the sitters may complain of

having to climb so many stairs, we can

promise them better pictures if they will

' come up higher. ' We know of two rooms

in our city almost foot for foot the same in

size. One is a story higher than the other,

and, of course, in the higher the best effects

are obtained.

"Having then secured a proper place,

how shall we build the glass-room ? One
part should be open to the north, another to

the east, a third to the west, and the south

side should be closed. In many cases it

will be found impossible to have a side-light

;

but, if this be so, care should be taken that

the inclination of the top-light is toward the

north. It would be better to elevate the

room even a story higher to get one side-

light at least. It will make all the differ-

ence in the world to your sitters ; in fact,

it is almost a necessity that the model should

face the north, in order that there need be

no contraction of the features by a too pow-

erful light. Even should a dark wall be on

the north side of the room, the sitter should

face it, or nearly so, and the south should

be the dark side.

"We subjoin the description of one that

will compare favorably with any light in

our city; and, considering it is possessed of

the very best arrangements, we offer it as a

safe model to go by in constructing a glass-

room.

"The top-light faces directly towards the

north, and there is a side-light facing to the

east, as well as an exact duplicate open to

the west. The dimensions are as follows

:

Width of side-lights, 13 feet ; height of

side-lights at the lowest point, 6 feet 10

inches; height of side-lights at the highest

point, 11 feet 9 inches; distance from the

floor to the bottom of the side-lights, 14

inches; width of the top-light, 17 feet 6

inches; length of the top-light, 15 feet;

depth or working distance of the room, 32

feet.

"Instead of blinds, curtains or shades are

used to modify the light, both at the top

and at the sides. These are so arranged

with spring rollers that each shade can be

made of any size, and be readily induced to

occupy any position under the glass. In

midsummer, or when the sun is well up in

the zenith, its direct rays are excluded from

the room by wooden blinds working in a

frame built upon the roof south of the light.

The shades are of heavy material, dark-

blue in color. Experience must teach the

use of them. It has been suggested that a

still further improvement could be made by

opening a window still further back than

the side-light, so that illumination could be
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secured between the background and sitter.

It is claimed that much of the merit of the

celebrated ' Berlin cartes ' depends upon such

a method.
" The room being a wide one, it is divided

into two apartments by a large curtain

hanging from the roof to the floor. Either

or both sides may be used at pleasure. One
model will require an east and another a

west side-light.

"It is often asked what kind and size of

glass is best to use? Glass in as large pieces

as possible should be employed, as less light

will be interrupted by framework. The

ventilation of the glass-room should not be

forgotten, but is a matter that should be left

to the superior knowledge of the architect."

[Mem.—The glass-room described above,

by Mr. Wilson, was built at great expense,

in the very extensive photographic estab-

lishment of Messrs. Henszey & Co., 812

Arch Street, Philadelphia. I succeeded to

the business, and occupied the premises for

several years. I indorse all of Mr. Wil-

son's remarks concerning it, and consider

it one of the finest skylights under which I

have ever operated. It had the rare quality

of being readily adapted to the requirements

of a single sitter or a very large group.

The building is now used for other purposes.

—John L. Gihok.]

The following description of the studio

of Messrs. Loescher & Petsch, the world-

renowned photographers of Berlin, was pub-

lished in one of the numbers of the Phila-

delphia Photographer, in the year 1866.

"The main glass-room faces nearly due

north, and is protected by a two-story house

from the direct rays of the sun. The copy-

ing-room, the main side of which also points

north, is likewise protected against sunlight.

" The studio proper is of the following

dimensions: 35x17 feet floor, and height

from ten to fourteen feet. The inclination

of the roof is four feet in seventeen, and is

sufficient to remove the accumulated dirt

whenever a rainfall occurs. The moisture

on the inside, caused by condensed vapor,

runs off through a small slit between the

roof and the sides. In this way the gut-

ters, which are generally placed below the

supports, could be dispensed with. At the

junction of the two glass surfaces is a slight

iron rod to carry the rollers for the illumi-

nating apparatus, which absorb very little

light. The northern side, and about three-

fourths of the roof, are glazed. The plates

of glass are twenty-four inches square, and

only sixteen bars were necessary as sup-

ports. The central ones are | x 3 inches

;

the side ones are an inch thinner. In this

way a broad mass of light from the north

becomes available, which, in some particu-

lar instances only, has to be modified.

"It became necessary to invent an ar-

rangement which would exclude every par-

ticle of side-light, and reduce the source of

light to one opening only. Ease in the

management and certainty in the effect

were necessary ; durability and a pleasing

appearance desirable. These considerations

induced Mr. Petsch to substitute for the. old-

fashioned curtains of doubled muslin frames

covered with some opaque material, which

were easily movable and avoided all the

shortcomings of the former arrangement.

The old system with curtains never excluded

the light absolutely, while at the same time

they would, in course of time, hang down
loosely, leaving openings between the dif-

ferent strips, the light from which would

be annoying to the sitter."

Appended is a short notice of one of the

best appointed and well constructed studios

in the United States. It was designed by

Mr. G-. Erank Pearsall, the proprietor of

the establishment in which it is located.

" It is forty-two feet long by twenty-two

feet wide, containing a plate-glass skylight

12 x 14 feet, and a side skylight 7x1-4 feet,

glazed with jrfate-glass. The skylights have

an iron frame. They are located in the

centre of the ceiling, making a right- and

left-hand light. The frames of the back-

grounds, screens, side screens, etc., are of

solid black walnut. The most approved

spring-roller curtains are used inside, and

outside are also canvas curtains, used to

prevent the entrance of direct sunshine at

certain hours of the day. Under the side-

light are sliding pieces which, when moved

from side to side, leave openings for ventila-

tion ; also, three large ventilators in the

ceiling. The ceilings are neatly and hand-

somely frescoed, and the floor is covered

with a magnificent English Brussels carpet,
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of appropriate pattern. The furniture is very

elaborate, including many useful pieces not

usually seen, and a wardrobe of laces, dra-

peries, etc., for use when ladies forget such

essentials, making the whole appear more

like a cosy parlor than a studio, which has

a good effect again upon the mind of the

sitter, old or young."

Constructing the Roof of a Glass-house, by

"London Stone."—"The construction of

the roof of a glass-house is a matter that will

bear, and should get, very serious considera-

tion. In all those that I have as yet seen,

the ordinary hot-bed sash-frame appears to

be the model copied; the result being that

in windy weather the shaking of the roof

breaks the unyielding putty, and when the

rain comes, the water finds its way in at

every break, and plays a tine game with

the generally not too substantial furniture.

Of course, all available dishes, etc., are

brought to the rescue, into which the drops

fall with a hearty splash, but immediately

rebounding, spread themselves over sur-

rounding objects. When it is wanted, not

only to catch, but also to hold, these sportive

drops, I find the best thing to employ is a

bottle with a funnel stuck in it. Thinking,

however, that prevention is better than

cure, I will endeavor to show how to effect-

ually caulk the seams of those leaky ships

—

glass-house roofs.

" The form of sash-bar is rather different

from that in common use, and consists of

two pieces. Here are sections of them :

"The object of the grooves in B is to

l\ catch and convey outside

any leakage at the edges of

the panes, and is copied

from the Photographic

News Year-Book for 1864.

"Where the ordinary

form of sash is in use, a

strip of wood shaped thus,

and screwed to the under

side of the bar, will be found

a very useful addition.

"The plan, however, I

have to suggest, is the employment of a

strip of soft india-rubber cord in place of

putty on the outside of the glass, which is

brought closely down upon it by means
of the slip of wood (or, preferably, iron)

shown above, marked A. The glass hav-

ing been bedded as usual, in putty, A is

screwed down, and with the india-rubber

forms an impermeable joint, which, unlike

the putty, will yield to the shaking of the

roof in windy weather, but will not allow

the passage of any water. Another advan-

tage consists in the fact that if the glass be

also bedded on rubber, they can, by merely

unscrewing A, be lifted out without the very

serious risk of breakage that attends the re-

moval of glass fastened in with putty; and

photographers would then be able to arrange

with glass merchants for the yearly renewal

of the glass in their studios at a low figure;

no unimportant point, when the rapid yel-

lowing of common glass is considered.

When large panes are used, leakage will

also take place at the lap-joints, partly by
capillary attraction, but mostly from the

bending of glass in heavy winds. To pre-

vent this, a thin piece of elastic might be

inserted between the panes, and supple-

mented by the use of a strip of wood placed

on the top of the iron rods that run along

under the laps inside the house. As these

joints soon get filled with dirt, the employ-

ment of the wood would not occasion any
loss of light, and would strengthen the glass

very materially, thus allowing the use of

large panes. There are many modifications

of the above plan that might be adopted,

but I will venture to assert that the princi-

ple is the right one."

The above we clip from an English con-

temporary as being useful, and add a few

remarks on the same subject from Mr. A. E.

Turnbull.

"I have always been bothered with leaky

skylights, until a short time ago, when I

determined to put a stop to it. I tore out

my old light, and made a frame of pine

pieces 1| x 3 inches for the centre strips, the

edges being considerably heavier. In place

of making the sash as usual, I cut a groove

on each side of the centre strip, about one-

half inch from the top, like this, and put

pieces of tin in like

this, to prevent the

glass slipping down

;

then I mixed my put-

<

—

ty, about one-half

white lead, and puttied the glass in care-

5 a 5
~~
-?
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fully, then gave the outside two heavy coats

of white-lead paint, and have been well re-

warded for the trouble. One great mistake

in putting in lights is that the sash is not

heavy enough, so that the wind shakes the

putty loose. "With this, if the putty all

comes out, the glass cannot."

In 1870, certain members of the Ferro-

typer's Society, of Philadelphia, were ap-

pointed to investigate the subject of "sky-

light," and to report upon it. The following

are extracts from their report

:

"We will describe what we claim to be a

model light. It should have a north-, side-,

and top-light combined. The length of the

top-light, thirty-five feet, running east and

west; the width, from north to south,

eighteen feet; lowest point north, ten feet;

highest point south, fifteen feet. The side-

light should be the same length east and

west as the top-light, and come down within

a foot of the floor.

"The rays of the sun should not fall

directly upon the glass. To prevent this, we
recommend that wooden blinds be erected

on the outside over the skylight, and so

arranged that they can be worked from the

inside. A light of this size would require

five sections of blinds, and each section will

require eight blinds, about thirty inches

wide and seven feet long, to cover the light

properly. The blinds must be hung at the

top far enough, so that when the blinds are

raised to operate, the top blind will shade

the top pane of glass. Therefore, when the

blinds are shut down, they will be wider

than your skylight. The frame to receive

the blinds must be made very strong, and

well fastened ; if it is not, a heavy wind

will blow them down. They should be

turned down every night, thus affording a

perfect protection to the glass from rain and

hail.

" In addition to the blinds, you will re-

quire narrow screens inside, say three feet

wide, made of light-blue muslin, hung on

spring rollers at the top of the light.

"Another great advantage gained by hav-

ing blinds over your light is that they keep

the room cool in warm weather. "We are

informed by one artist who erected blinds

over his light, that the highest point reached

by his thermometer during the last summer

under his skylight was 98°, which is low

for a skylight, when it was often that out of

doors ; and that the same thermometer,

hanging in the same place under the sky- •

light, reached 120° with the same ventila-

tion, but no blinds over his light. With
this combination of blinds and screens, ar-

ranged to work in perfect order on a light

of this model and dimensions, a good artist

can produce any effect- of' light he wishes

on his subject.

" "When the artist is ready to operate, he

will raise the blinds until the sun will show
between them, then fasten them, and he

will have a good, soft light, all from the

north, and equally as good as though it

was shaded by a tall building. In case you

want the light stronger, turn the blinds up

farther, and it will be nearly as strong as

though there was nothing over your light."

(To be continued.)

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
Obernetter 's Reverse Collodion Process—
About the Qualities of Emulsion-Cotton

and Warnerke's Process—A new Cotton,

not Dangerous—American Photography in

Europe—Pictures on Black Backgrounds
—Photographic Patents in Germany—
German Art at the Paris Exhibition.

T COMMUNICATED to you in my last let-

1 ter about Obernetter's reversed collodion

process. It has been frequently tried here

with the best success, although I am very

far from asserting that it could take the place

of wet plates. I believe, however, that it

offers many advantages for the dry process,

and that the amateur will always like to

prepare his wet plates by this method, as he

can dispense with the expensive silver-bath,

and consequently avoid all faults of the same.

It seems as if there were no further necessity

for another emulsion process after such a

development of the same. I admit that the

old albumen, tannin, raisin, coffee, and beer

plates are out of date. I admit also that

there are good emulsions in the market, so

that it is not necessary to go to the trouble

of self-preparation. But there are many
photographers who do not live in a place

where they can purchase it, and have no
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more time to order it than they would need,

under good circumstances, to prepare it

themselves. Now, the self preparation of

emulsion is a. work in which even judicious

people do not always succeed. Mr. Ober-

netter, who has worked much with emul-

sion, and whose great dexterity is generally

known, approves also this opinion. A sim-

ple method for the preparation of emulsion

plates is therefore of great value. There is

no doubt that Obernetter's method is simpler

than any. He collodionizes his plate with

the silver collodion,* sensitizes it in a brom-

potassium bath, 1:12, washes it with common
water, and dries the plate. A plate thus

prepared is eight times less sensitive than

a wet plate. The sensitiveness, however, will

be astonishingly augmented by pouring over

it a filtered solution of five grammes nitrate

of silver in one hundred grammes of water,

which is so neutralized by ammonium that

it is just cloudy. After the exposure the

plate is washed again, and developed with

an alkaline developer. After fixing with

cyanide of potassium the plates may be

strengthened at one's option. The formula

for the developer is as follows :

No. 1.

Bicarbonate of Ammonium, 20 to 50 grammes.

Water,. . . . . 1000 "

No Bromide of Potassium.

No. 2.

Pyro, .

Alcohol,

1 gramme.

10 grammes.

Mix to one hundred cubic centimetres of first

solution two to four cubic centimeters of No.

2. I have produced with it the most excel-

lent of bromine plates, but also discovered

that it is less advantageous for iodine silver

plates. In order to get the plates sufficiently

sensitive, after washing they must be poured

over with a little acid nitrate of silver so-

lution (eight per cent.) They are developed

like common wet plates.

In regard to emulsion, Mr. Warnerke
has made a very interesting. publication by
describing his method with all particulars.

He differs from all other proceedings, inas-

* The formula of which has been given in the

last correspondence, to which let me add that

alcohol of 96 per cent, should be used.

much as he adds first the nitrate of silver in

his collodion and the iodizer afterwards. I

recommended this way already seven years

ago, while experimenting with Wortley's

method, where I often experienced that bro-

mide of silver precipitated in form of fine

grains by the addition of the nitrate of sil-

ver. Warnerke has also mentioned this

fault and prevents it by his reverse method,

in which, according to my experiments, this

fault will occur more seldom. It is also

very interesting to observe that Warnerke,

in his new formula for making dry-plate

collodion, dispenses with the gelatin, which

was considered during long years as a neces-

sary agency for the preparation of good dry

plates. Not only Warnerke, but also Wort-
ley and other dry-plate men have given

it in their formula, and now they prove

unanimously that it is not necessary. Char-

don, of Paris, whose new method has been

prized there, goes still further, and proves

that the high temperature of acids is not

rigorously necessary. Warnerke 's formula

is as follows : Cotton is boiled for one

hour in a solution of carbonate of sodium,

washed, and dried. In this state it easier

takes the acids, so that it is possible to make
a great quantity of collodion at once. Take

Nitric Acid, spec, wt., 1.420, 180 c.c. or 6 parts.

Sulphuric Acid, sp. wt., 1.840, 540 c.c. or 18 "

Water, 60 c.c. or 2 "

Cotton,. .... 31 grms. orl part.

To the nitric acid first the water is added,

then the sulphuric acid, and finally when
the mixture has reached a temperature of

from 60° to 65° C, by and by, the cotton,

which has to be very powdery.

Necessity creates invention. By the new
railroad rules, which exclude the transpor-

tation of collodion cotton by railroad or

mail, photography in the provinces is impos-

sible, as the non-observance of this rule is

menaced with the highest fines. The chem-

ical works of Schering, in Berlin, have found

other means to avoid the calamity. They

produce a non-combustible cotton, which

forms a gelatinic mass and burns slowly

without exploding, undergoes no change by

concussion, and converts into coal without

burning when heated in a closed room. It

is a very harmless body ; no objections can

be raised to its transportation. It is easily

19
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soluble in alcohol and ether, and forms,

with ten parts of alcohol and an equal

quantity of ether, an excellent collodion.

America was during long years the only

country in which ferrotypes were produced.

It seems that they should be introduced

in our country now. The great stagna-

tion of business forces photographers to

invent all kinds of things to make their

living. Berlin is not poor in places of

amusement near which little shanties are

built, and signs put up with the inscription,

"American Photography; ferrotypes, ten

and twenty cents apiece." I know a pro-

prietor of one of those shanties who has

made a fair business during the past year,

although only the lower class frequent his

place. Many other photographers who suf-

fer under the pressure of the bad times,

work for the art repositories in making
pictures with black varnish backgrounds.

The trimmed pictures are dipped in a gela-

tin solution, 1 : 10, and pressed on a warm
glass plate like pigment pictures. They are

then gelatinized from the back, the glass

cleaned and coated with a negative varnish

with an addition of anilin green, which

appears nearly black.

I do not like this work. People seem to

be delighted with it.

Since we have the general patent law we
have oftener the occasion to hear of photo-

graphic patents. We copied our patent law

from the American, with the sole differ-

ence that here everything has to be exhibited

during eight weeks to the public, before the

patent can be granted. This measure pre-

vents or hinders patents being granted on

articles which are already known. Every
one should be on their guard that nothing

escapes their notice The Photographic So-

ciety of Berlin, in which I have the honor

to act as president, has named a patent-

protest commission, which keeps an eye on

all new applications, and which has already

several times prevented patents from being

granted for old things. Among the curios-

ities, I mention the late application on

the well-known anilin process, which was

patented in 1864, in England. Another in-

teresting application was for my photometre,

which I published in 1867, under the name
Photometre for Carbon Process. My succes-

sor calls it Photometre for the Anilin Pro-

cess, and claims for this change a patent.

The great depression of the present time

has found another victim-, an establishment

with a universal reputation, Adolph Braun

& Co., in Dornach. After the death of Mr.

Braun the establishment was turned into a

stock company, which closed the year with

a deficit.

As it is known the company published a

new journal on photography in the German
and French languages. The proof number
appeared in December, and nothing since.

It depends upon the action of a general

meeting of the stockholders if the publica-

tion shall continue or not. This seems to

prove that they had not too great a success

with their new enterprise.

You have heard that Germany did not

at all intend to exhibit in Paris, but has

finally concluded to be represented by paint-

ings and sculpture. The petition for the

participation of multiplying arts, photogra-

phy included, was declined last month,,

which I greatly regret.

Truly yours, H. Vogel.

Berlin, March 30th, 1878.

FRENCH CORRESPONDENCE.

THE Photographic Society of France held

its general meeting on Friday evening

last, the 6th instant. The commission which

had been chosen to award the five hundred

francs given by the " Ministre de l'lnstruc-

tion," for the best made travelling camera,

gave their report on the results obtained by

the competitors. The commission was unani-

mous in their opinion that not one of the

makers had made sufficient progress to de-

serve the entire prize ; neverthless that

each of them (there were three) had some-

thing new and intelligent in their respective

cameras, and that it would be well to divide

the prize between them ; so the commission

had come to the conclusion to give to the

first two, two hundred francs, and the last

named one hundred francs, as a reward for

their trouble and ingenuity.

Monsieur Poitevin, the father of photog-

raphy having for base the reaction of bi-

chromates on gelatin, once more makes

himself heard. He presented, last night, to
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the Photographic Society a new means to

print photographic proofs, by employing a

mixture of two per cent, of perchloride of

iron, and three per cent, of tartaric acid

;

the paper prepared with this solution is,

when dry, placed under a negative and very

short exposure, and then inked up. Mons.

Poitevin 's letter being very lengthy, I could

only seize these few items, leaving for fur-

ther observation to see if there is a superior-

ity over the old method.

Mons. Pench made a presentation, in the

name of an English firm, of a set of pelli-

cles for making artificial skies in positive

prints ; they did not excite much interest.

Mons. Chardon presented to the Society a

means of detaching on gelatin, negatives

which are required to be reversed for carbon

or other processes.

Make a solution of gelatin,

Gelatin, .

Glycerin,

20 per cent.

3 "

After having talced a glass, pour this solu-

tion upon it, and when dry cover it with

collodion ; in cutting it round the edges the

film will rise from the glass with ease ; it

must now be cut into the required size for

the negative to be reversed. Place the nega-

tive in a dish of water, put the gelatin film

slowly down upon it, the collodion surface

naturally upwards
;
the damp will swell the

gelatin a little ; the negative must now be

raised out of the dish, bearing the film ; it is

then put upon blotting-paper, and an india-

rubber pad rubbed over its surface to drive

out extra water and obtain perfect contact

with the collodion of the negative. It must

now be left to dry slowly ; when dry it will

leave the glass with ease, bearing the nega-

tive with it.

I had the honor to present the Society with

a sample of my new pellicles, intended to

lighten luggage in travelling. They are

made as follows : A glass plate is well

cleaned and then talced ; it is then collo-

dionized.

Collodion.

Alcohol, . 500 grammes

Cotton, . . 20 "

Ether, . . 500 "

"When dissolved, twenty grammes of castor

oil are added. When the collodion is dry,

the following solution is poured over it.

Gelatin, . . 20 grammes

Water, . . 100 "

Glycerin, . 3 "

When dry, it is covered with a collodio-

bromide emulsion. The plate is then cut

round the edges, and the film, thick and hard

like a piece of cardboard, leaves the plate

with ease. A sheet of yellow, black, or red

paper is pasted on the back, and with a

pair of scissors the film is cut into bits of

the required size for the dark slide, placed

one above the other jn blocks of twelve, in

the same manner as Mr. Warnerke places

his negative tissue.

It may be remarked that the gelatin is

protected on both sides by collodion, and

therefore it may be developed in a dish

without fear of swelling. When put into

the dish, the yellow paper peels off immedi-

ately, and leaves the pellicle transparent like

a glass, so that the image can be seen all the

time and the development followed with

certainty.

Mons. Couture presented a new apparatus

for washing photographic proofs. It con-

sisted of a large, circular zinc basin, similar

to a shower-bath tray. In the centre is a

pivot upon which works a hollow brass

shaft ; in the lower part of this shaft are

placed four small brass tubes having four or

five holes bored in the sides. When the

central tube or shaft is filled with water,

the water rushes out of these small holes, and

the shaft is thus set in motion, and the

proofs are kept in continual movement and

in a contrary direction to that of the shaft.

In fact, Mons. Couture has had a very good

inspiration to borrow the old and well-known

idea of the hydraulic fountain to assist pho-

tographers in their daily labors.

Prof. E. Stebbing.
27 Rue des Appennins, Paris, April 6th, 187S.

WHAT IT IS.

IN
your April number, page 111, Mr.

Frank Bobbins announces his trouble

with little black specks in his negatives after

development. I have labored under the

same difficulties, and think I found the cause.
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When we go out to make views by the wet

process, of course the collodion is agitated

more or less, and is full of air-bubbles, and

some of them so small that if we don't see

them when we flow the plate, the collodion

sets and the air-bubbles break, leaving mi-

nute holes in the film,which, of course, admit

the light and make little black spots, thou-

sands of them. Again, if the air-bubbles

don't break and lea^e holes, they become

little hard substances, and when the plates

are developed either fall out and make pin-

holes, or remain and make white spots. In

hot weather these troubles are most frequent.

Charles 0. Merrill.

I can say that I have had the same trouble,

and think it must come from unwashed pyro

remaining on the plate, as I never had it

right after a thorough, washing, even when

I fixed my plate several days or weeks later.

But with insufficient washing, I always had

it, even several months after fixing, and if

they did not at all show before fixing, it

would begin to show then. / always do, and

would advise any one to wash their plates

well, and particularly to fix them right away,

as fixing later is rather risky for the above

troubles. A. Levy,
New York.

A HARD BLOW.

WE are accustomed to being taken to task

for what we do, and have grown so

callous that we mind it but little, when, as

is generally the case, the blows come from

those whose speculations are spoiled by what

we say against them and their doings, for

the defense of the fraternity at large. But

look at this communication

!

"A journal claiming culture, instruction,

and refinement, etc., using the word tintype

for self or advertisers, when no such word or

thing is in existence ; comment unnecessary.

Public led astray by unscrupulous ignoram-

uses, and do not censure them. Persons

claiming intelligence, refinement, and a

knowledge of photography, especially, using

the word tintype for a photograph made
on a plate enamelled or specially prepared,

do not know what constitutes a photograph

or what photography means
; therefore can

teach no one they wot not of. Consider the

source, 'ignorance, bliss, etc' Name the

article proper; call things by their proper

names, when claiming instruction, culture,

light on photography, and general intelli-

gence, etc., etc. Then vulgar names will

not adorn the pages of your journal."

Is there not enough here to make any

editorial pillow uneasy, and any editorial

chair as it were full of nettles or scraps of tin

curled upwards and inwards? And yet this

is only an anonymous communication after

all. It hails, we think, from Alum Bank.

The post-mark is unfortunately blurred.

Well for the author that it is. He takes us

to task for want of culture, while his very

words prove him to be uncultured. Do they

not ? For Macaulay, the great author, tells

us we need not to be so careful about our

words in our tnagazine articles, but when
we come to write history, then we must

prune most elegantly. Let our ill-tempered

and sensitive correspondent wait therefore

until our history of photography appears,

and he won't find any such gem of a word

as "tintype " in it. We are crushed, never-

theless, and want our mysterious correspon-

dent's name.

LEVY'S FRENCH PHOTOGRAPHIC
EMULSION.

A GOOD deal of interest prevails in the

growth of the emulsion processes, and

the practical photographer is waiting pati-

ently until some one develops a method for

working emulsion sufficiently certain, reli-

able, and speedy, to warrant its introduc-

tion into every-day practice, or, in common
parlance, that will be " as good as wet." A
number claim to have attained this great

result, but we believe none have yet been

found who have done so fully. There is

one gentleman, however, Mr. Albert Levy,

of New York, to whom much credit is

due for having made great progress with

emulsion, and who, so far as we know,

more progress than any one else. He has

simplified the manipulation so much that it

is quite as easy as the "wet process;" he

has reduced the time of exposure very

greatly, and claims that his emulsion does
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not change readily, and that it works uni-

formly the same. With these assurances

we have made a few experiments with Mr.

Levy's emulsion, with plates wet and dry,

both for portraiture and landscape work,

and lantern transparencies.

These experiments being few, as we have

said, we do not consider ourselves capable

yet of passing fulljudgment. But this much
we are prepared to say, namely, that we are

impressed with the ease and simplicity of the

process, on account of the very few manipu-

lations required, of its certainty in every

respect, and of the excellence of the results.

Of the quickness of the emulsion, we cannot

say that it is equal to the wet collodion pro-

cess with the nitrate bath. It is slower.

As to this, we shall have more to say here-

after. What we have said is to encourage

others to make trial, and experiment with

us to perfect a process that, when perfected,

will be an endless source of convenience

and comfort to every photographer, and that

long hoped-for result will be accomplished,

namely, the ability to make work without

the nitrate bath, equal to that made with it,

in the same time.

We append Mr. Levy's process, that all

who desire may experiment as suggested,

and will be glad to offer our services, and

those of Sphynx, to aid them.

Shake up the emulsion well an half hour

before using, and flow the plate slowly in

the dark-room. As soon as set, immerse in

water and let remain until no greasiness of

surface is present, though a longer time does

no harm. The plate can be exposed in the

camera at once. If so used, let dry for a few

seconds, wipe t>ff the moisture (and mark of

pneumatic holder, if used) from back, and

place in shield and expose in camera. If,

on the other hand, the plate is intended for

future use, place it, on removing it from the

water, in the preservative, and let it remain

there from three to five minutes. On re-

moving it let it drain well ; wipe off the

back, and stand on end on blotting-paper or

drying-rack in the dark-closet until dry,

when it can be put away in the negative

box for use when wanted. Plates so pre-

served will keep indefinitely.

On removing the shield from the camera,

after exposing a plate (either wet, as first

noticed, or dry, as it is termed when pre-

served), take it in the dark-room and im-

merse the plate in water for a few seconds

if wet, longer if dry, and on removing flow

over some developer mixed with pyrogallic

acid, two or three grains to the ounce.

Carbonate of Soda, 1 ounce.

Bromide of Ammonium, . 80 grains.

Honey (teaspoonful), 1 drachm.

Water, .... 1 pint.

The image will appear at once and gain

full printing density, if the exposure has

been right, without any further means, and

with perfect freedom from fog.

If fearing overexposure, dilute the devel-

oper one-half with water, and proceed as

before, and then, on finding such is not the

case, pour off and strengthen by adding

more, or pour off" and use it without any

dilution. This gradual development is by

many much used (although not equally pro-

ductive of intensity), for by it the choicest

gradation of tone and perfection of negative

may be secured.

The development finished, wash and fix,

by immersing in hyposulphite of soda, one

pound, water, two pints, and when all traces

of the white or unaffected portions of the

film have disappeared, wash well and thor-

oughly under tap and place on shelf to dry.

When dry, varnish, but better not to do so

for twenty-four hours.

Dry plates, far more than wet, are dis-

posed to loosen on the edges and lift from

the glass. To obviate all possible danger of

such an occurrence, the use of an edging,

prepared and for sale by Mr. Levy, is recom-

mended.

Plates prepared in the evening will be

found all dry next morning and ready to be

stored away in negative box, and must be

carefully guarded from actinic light. The

developer used is after the formula of Dr. J.

J. Higgins.

We hope our readers will take up this

matter intelligently, and work it up to great

success.

Gihon's Photographic Colorists' Guide,

will be mailed, post-paid, to any address for

$1.50.
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Answers.

In the Philadelphia Photographer of Feb-

ruary, page 40, in "Sphynx," "J. H. S."

asks about inventorying old negatives. It

would be a very difficult matter to establish

a general rule as to their value. My expe-

rience is, that negatives carefully made, so

as to please the party, and properly cared for

and filed away, are worth on the average

one dollar each for cards and cabinets, and

two dollars each for larger sizes. Before

the great fire in Chicago the stock of nega-

tives I had were as good as forty thousand

dollars at ten per cent, interest, and there

were less than twenty thousand selected.

Here I havenow a little over five thousand,

and in the past two years they have paid me
about two thousand dollars per year ; so you

see I have reason to think that good nega-

tives properly cared for pay, and I find that

among the most valuable negatives are the

oldest taken. I follow the plan of having

every negative satisfactory to the party

;

these are all printed, registered, and indexed

in alphabetical order, placed in suitable en-

velopes, with name and number plainly

written, and filed away in boxes holding one

hundred 8xl0's and two hundred 5x8's, and

larger sizes less numbers ; each box is marked

on the outside, in plain sight, the numbers

it contains
;
place these in a room as near as

possible to the outside door, so that in case

of fire they can be readily carried out.

Those who try this course, and keep it up

for a series of years, and let their customers

know that they can get good duplicates at

any time, will soon find themselves laying a

foundation for an income equal to so much
real estate.

To " G. M. B.," same page and number,

I will say, " Give the d—1 his due." I in-

vested my little one hundred for a license in

October, 1876 ; in the December following I

sold carbon pictures to the value of over four

hundred dollars, and their sales since have

been quite satisfactory to me, quite as much
as I expected when I bought. I would say,

however, that I was not so carried away
with it as many were, and took the precau-

tion not to attempt to crowd the chromo-

type up by crying silver prints down, and

so far as I have been able to learn, all who
have done so have made it a failure, so far

as pay goes. For porcelain 1-9 to 10x8,

properly colored, they are a long way ahead

of any other material that has been tried.

In larger sizes, simple transfers attached to

the glass, either plain or colored, they are

fine, please good judges, and bring good

prices. I got for 11 x 14, $15 for the first

print, and $5 for duplicates ; 18 x 22, $30

for first, and $15 for duplicates. This for

plain ; for colored ones fifty to one hundred

per cent, more ; for the porcelain colored,

1-9 to 1-4, in oval cases, $10 each; half size,

$15; 4-4, $25; 8-10, $35. These are not

every-day occurrences, yet, not like angels'

visits, and they draw trade for regular silver

print work.

Now don't think from this that I am in-

terested in the sale of the Lambertype, for

all the interest I have in the matter is the

benefit I have received by sales of carbon

pictures in my gallery.

In reply to " C," I would refer him to

Landy's cut for skylight; nothing can be

better. A. Hesler.

Evanston, April 18th, 1878.

Questio?is.

I have a pair of matched |- size portrait

lenses, one works about two seconds quicker

than the other. Is there any remedy ? Could

the fixed diaphragm of the slow one not

be enlarged so as to admit light enough to

work in time with the fast one ?

How can I secure paper flock to an un-

bleached cotton background, so that it will

adhere firmly and not crack or peel off?

I am building an operating-room 32 x 12

feet, side-light 12 feet wide by 7 feet

high, skylight 12x12 feet, at an angle of

forty-five degrees, facing the north. How
should the curtains be arranged, and what
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color should the walls he made under the

light ?

I think that if photographic stockdeal-

ers would keep the French weights and

measures for sale it would be a great help in

bringing them into use ; for in spite of the

many tables giving the metric equivalents,

the weights would be much more simple and

certain.

Another suggestion, and I am done. I

think you might increase the circulation of

your valuable journal by allowing your

regular subscribers a discount equal to the

premium paid for a new subscriber, pro-

viding they pay two or more years in ad-

vance. H. M.G.

PHOTOGRAPHY AS AN ART
TEACHER.

FEW persons realize the vast amount of

study, artistic taste, and judgment that

has been expended upon photography to

bring it, by a regular system of induction,

from the dim and awkward results of the

earliest productions to such artistic perfec-

tion as it has now reached. Indeed, this magic

limner has attained such exactness and per-

fection in portraying every phase of nature,

from its grandest creation to the most delicate

forms of beauty, that its best effects excite

within us the same sentiment of the beautiful,

and all the pleasurable emotions we experi-

ence in beholding some of the finest works

of art. There being no art galleries in this

country, and consequently no general cul-

ture or knowledge of art principles, it seems

that photography must be, for the present,

the medium through which the aesthetic in

our inclinations in the line of the fine arts

must be gratified and cultivated. From its

universal accessibility, I am induced to be-

lieve that it is doing more to elevate the

public taste and appreciation of what is

beautiful in art or nature, than all other in-

fluences combined. When good and bad

pictures of this character are placed in con-

trast, what rustic will not note the differ-

ence ? Whoever marks these differences is,

in some measure, already a critic. I have

watched this incipient discernmentgrow and

develop into quite a critical taste, by closely

studying the grades of merit of various

styles of photographs. Certainly no one of

taste or discernment can visit the most

prominent galleries of the country, such, for

instance, as Anderson's of this city, without

observing some real gems of art, requiring

great skill, only acquired by long experience

to produce, the sun being invoked to lend a

hand in the creation, need not detract from

the picture, or taste and judgment of those

who control his subtle rays in portraying

nature's ever-varying forms.— "H.," in

Richmond, Ya., Transcript.

SIMPLE INTENSIFICATION.

EARLY in the spring of last year I hit

upon the idea of purchasing a view

lens, and I am happy to say to-day that the

investment in a No. 8 Ross Symmetrical

has not only proven a success financially,

but also in awakening in me a desire to hunt

up and study dame Nature's beauty and

grandeur, an abundance of which meets our

gaze at every crook and turn, thus inducing

me to fly from the general routine of in-door

work, at such odd hours as could be sacri-

ficed for the benefit of body and mind, and

incurring an addition to the list of registered

negatives of a few which give delight and

pleasure to me as often as I may come across

them.

But here I am running into matters, al-

though instrumental in leading to the results

to be noted, are yet not explanatory of the

heading above ; therefore, to the point. As

before stated, the lens was purchased, and I

was inclined to make all I could out of the

investment. A few negatives of popular

places were made, and also a few samples of

line drawings and maps in ink and colors

placed on exhibition, the effects of which

soon became apparent through the receipt

of several good orders. But now came the

difficult operation of "doing the best you

can " with drawings on the common buff

drawing-paper. Yolume after volume of

the Photographer and other works were sub-

jected to careful search, and many of the

processes tried, until finally I hit upon the

following, which I do not recollect seeing

in print before.

Make your negative as intense as possible

in the first place, giving full detail to all
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parts ; then if the general intensifier, pyro

and silver, does not suffice, have ready at

hand a three-grain solution of iodide of po-

tassium, using in conjunction with the fol-

lowing solutions as described.

No. 1.

Pyrogallic Acid, . . 12 grains.

Citric Acid, . . . 10 "

Water, .... 1 ounce.

Take enough of this to flow your plate, which

should be done once or twice before adding

the solution

No. 2.

Nitrate of Silver, . . 15 grains.

Water, .... 5 ounces.

Solution Iodide of Potassium, 3 drops.

The solution should be flowed evenly and

the action carefully observed. Having in-

truded on your valuable space longer than

intended I will close, remarking that the

general precaution of washing negatives

thoroughly must be adhered to.

John H. Henning.

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

PHOTOGRAPHIC Society of Phila-

delphia.—The stated semi-monthly

meeting was held Thursday evening, March

21st, 1878, the President, Mr. Ellerslie Wal-
lace, Jr., occupying the chair.

After the reading of the minutes and dis-

patch of routine business, Mr. Dixon, on

behalf of the Room Committee, reported

that he had examined several rooms, but had

not succeeded in finding any suitable for the

Society.

In speaking of the instability of glass

positives, more particularly those toned by

gold chloride, etc., Mr. Bell stated that a

positive toned with gold chloride before fix-

ing would be permanent; but if toned after

fixing it was liable to fade. In support of

this, it was urged that a film acted upon by

gold chloride was sensitive to light, a fact

which had been taken advantage of in the

intensification of negatives.

The Chairman remarked that this subject

of fading was one in which he was deeply

interested, and thought that this observation

of Mr. Bell's might possibly explain the

cause of fading of transparencies toned with

the metallic chlorides. It was thought prob-

able that the silver chloride formed in the

film by the action of the chloride employed

in toning would change, particularly by

prolonged exposure to strong light, as in the

case of window transparencies.

Mr. Browne recommended the washed

emulsion process for making transparencies,

and said it was a strong point in favor of

this method, that cliches so made needed no

toning.

The meeting was shortly after adjourned.

Another meeting was held on Thursday

evening, April 4th, the President in the

chair.

After the reading and approval of the

minutes, Mr. Browne, on behalf of Com-
mittee on Exhibition, reported that an ex-

hibition was held at the Franklin Institute

March 28th ; number of .tickets issued, 350

;

number of cliches shown, 132.

Mr. Barrington, Chairman of Excursion

Committee, reported upon the proposed

canal-boat trip.

Dr. John Nicol, of Edinburgh, was pres-

ent, and was introduced by the President.

Mr. Browne exhibited a contact print

from a negative 3} x 3J, together with a

solar enlargement from the same. The defi-

nition, brilliancy, and general good quali-

ties of the small negative were well pre-

served in the enlarged print, and elicited

expressions of admiration.

The cause of the cracking of negative

films was brought up, Messrs. Browne,

Moran, Bates, Clemons, and Dr. Nicol

taking part in the discussion. Dampness

and changes of temperature, sometimes in-

fluenced by the quality of varnish used, were

the causes to which this very serious evil

were attributed.

In response to a query by Mr. Hewett,

Dr. Nicol said, in Edinburgh the dry-plate

workers had all adopted the collodio-bro-

mide emulsion process, and gave preference

to one having a slight trace of free bromide.

Dr. Nicol thought it very doubtful if free

silver ever existed in a workable emulsion.

Instantaneous dry-plate photography seemed

to lie in the direction of gelatino-bromide

emulsion.

The meeting was then, on motion, ad-

journed. D. Anson Partkidge,
Recording Secretary.
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OUR PICTURE.

JUST a year ago we were permitted, by

the kindness of Mr. S. K. Stoddard, of

Glens Falls, N. Y., to give our readers an

admirable landscape study from some of his

very beautiful negatives. By the same kind-

ness we now repeat the lesson, at this time

when those who are privileged to drop the

focussing-cloth and the head-rest for awhile,

and seek health and wealth out of doors with

the camera, need examples of good work for

their study. "We know of no more careful

and conscientious landscape photographer

than Mr. Stoddard, and therefore none whose

work is more worthy of study by his fellow-

craft than his is. There are many photog-

raphers who are very familiar with all the

rules for producing the finest results, but who

are most careless in following those rules in

their practice. Mr. Stoddard is evidently

not of that kind, as his work eminently tes-

tifies. The man who produces the best work

is he who, when going through his varied

manipulations, suffers himself to become his

own most exacting taskmaster, and who
obeys every rule which he knows to be of

service in securing the best result. There

is nothing so ruinous in any work as to allow

one's self to grow into the slip-shod, careless,

and slovenly habit of ignoring the best

rules for securing the best results, and in no

branch of art or industry is this more true

than in photography, and in no branch of

photography is it more true than in the de-

partment of landscape photography. A re-

cent writer has truly said: "With all our

justly felt respect for labor, and our universal

participation in it, there is yet a general and

well-grounded dissatisfaction with its qual-

ity and results. We are all criticizing onr

neighbor's industries, and those of us who

are not blinded by conceit are passing a

still more severe judgment upon our own.

There is a want of thoroughness and sound-

ness very noticeable in the work of to-day,

and the feeling of fear and distrust that

creeps involuntarily into the minds of those

who purchase it, in any form, speaks only

too loudly of the lack of competence or fidel-

ity in those who perform it.

" In every employment—it is not enough

that painstaking industry shapes the form

—

mind and heart must also infuse their own
vitality into it, and make it glow with warm
and earnest life. The best that is in us must

enter into our work, if it is to be truly ex-

cellent. Not only mental power, but moral

earnestness must permeate it. Not only

thought, courage, patience, and zeal, but

fidelity must animate it; not only fidelity

to petty details, but that fidelity of soul to

its ideal, which in itself contains the essence

of all superior labor. Whatever be the work,

let an image of its highest excellence be

cherished in the heart and made the mark

at which all the powers are to aim.

"This will preserve labor from that de-

terioration which so frequently takes place

in routine work. Labor, like character,

cannot stand still; if it is not rising, it is

falling; if it is not growing, it is withering.

He who puts not his soul into his work ; who
cares only to get it done, that he may reap

some external benefit; who cherishes no

image of it as it should be; who feels no

shame if it be inferior, no joy if it be excel-

lent, cannot even keep it up to its present

standard. Not caring to do more than will

make it pass, he will gradually sink into

doing less ; not actuated by pure and high

motives, he will become more and more a

slave to low and sordid ones."

Let us take these remarks home to us, fel-

low photographers, and whether we go out

into the fields with the camera, or stick to

studio work, let us put our soul, ourselves,

into what we do, and then continual progress

and a real reward will follow our labor.

We have seen and you have seen these

truths exemplified in many more cases than

one in our own beloved art. But we must

not expatiate too much. What we have

said has grown from a desire to see more

first-class landscape photographers in our

country, and a more general desire for land-

scape pictures created by photographers

among our buying public. While, as a class,

American photographers are up with any in

the world, in the branch of landscaping we
are much behind. We must all help if we
would have it better.

In our issue for last May our good friend

Stoddard gave us a chapter of most useful

20
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hints on the work in question. Kead these

over, and also get out your other books on

the same subject, and brush up in every way
you can, and perhaps many of you will be

well rewarded for it.

But what of " Our Picture ? " It is another

bit from Mr. Stoddard's pet hunting-ground,

" The Adirondacks," and is a lovely gem.

As previously, we are obliged to give several

subjects because of the difficulty of getting

enough negatives of one subject for our pur-

pose. All are equally fine, however, and all

are of the best work of their author. He
is most kind in allowing us the opportu-

nity of bringing such studies before our

readers.

How beautiful these little snatches from

nature are when caught in her best mood.

And what memories they bring up of long

tramps in the drenching rain ; of "dire con-

fusion '

' of bone and tendon and muscle and

flesh over corduroy roads ; of narrow escapes

from insatiable swamps ; of the great ghostly

monarchs of the Norway tribe who stand

with arms outreaching as if to dispute your

passage when you lose your camp-trail ; of

the long tales and the fullsome meals at

even-time in camp, where he who tells the

biggest story sleeps the soundest ; of straw-

tick dreams and drowsy exultations over the

gentle blue fly, who presents his bill in vain

to your bagged soles ; of watchful hours

"under the cedars," alone, or lonely even-

ings, on the "runway," waiting for "my
dearie" to pass by in her escape from the

dogs ; of onion fragrance (deer) and camp-

fire ; of the growth of girth one feels when

able to say, " gentlemen, that is my deer ;

"

of rafting and rolling off; of trolling for

trout, and tangled lines, and the willingness

with which you march up to your middle in

mid-stream for one bright scaly fellow al-

most tired out, when at home you get cross

if an accidental splash from a negative

wets even your soiled sleeve. Yes, of all of

these, and much more, do these gems remind

you of your privilege of making as many of

them as you please, and of your duty to look

to it now that lenses, camera, chemicals, and

all are ready for the rampage, and then

—

go it ! Then when at night you sit down at

your camp-fire and look about you, you will,

with Jean Ingelow, enjoy the " scented wafts

of wind that come and go;" or say with

her,

Hush ! Hush ! the nightingale begins to sing,

And stops, as ill contented with her note;

Then breaks from out the bush with hurried

wing,

Restless and passionate. She tunes her throat,

Laments awhile in wavering hills, and then

Floods with a stream of sweetness all the glen.

. . . . I know this scene by heart.

Wafting breezes cool

Come down along the water, and it heaves

And bubbles in the sedge ; while deep and

wide

The dim night settles on the country side.

And now shall we leave these grand studies

with you, hoping that when autumn comes

to see from your summer's negatives many
prints as fine as these. Such as will encour-

age us to offer once more a prize for land-

scape photography, with the hope of a lively

and honest and worthy competition.

The prints this time were made at our

own printing-rooms, on the Double Brilliant

Albumen Paper, sold by Mr. G. Gennert,

38 Maiden Lane, New York, and known as

"S. & M. Dresden." We find it most ex-

cellent and economical.

NEWS OF THE DAY.

ME. JOSEPH PAGET, of London, has

offered a prize of fifty pounds sterling

for a dry process which will enable one to

secure perfect results even after developmen t

takes place some months subsequent to ex-

posure. Here is sufficient encouragement

for considerable experiment, and we hope

somebody will receive the award, and that

this great desideratum in a dry process will

be secured.

Some negatives of Mr. Gladstone, taken

in wood-chopper's costume, were secured by

a lucky photographer one day, a half inter-

est in the product of which he sold to a

stationer for five hundred pounds sterling.

This could hardly be done in this country,

for the lucky photographer would find before

he had his prints scarcely upon the market,

that some unprincipled brother had copied

them, and as quickly as he could scattered

reproductions in every direction. We wish
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a code of morals could be established in this

direction ; the copyright law seems to offer

no protection on account of its evasive na-

ture.

A short time ago, M. Gaston Plante, in

causing a powerful electric current to enter

a voltameter by means of a platinum elec-

trode in a glass tube, observed that the glass

was deeply corroded by the discharge. Fol-

lowing up this discovery, M. Plante has now
communicated to the French Academy of

Sciences a process of engraving on glass and

crystal by means of electricity. The pro-

cess consists in covering the plate to be en-

graved with a concentrated solution of ni-

trate of potash, put in connection with one

of the poles of the battery, and in tracing

out the design with a fine platinum point

connected to the other pole. The results are

said to be of marvellous delicacy. The bat-

tery employed by M. Plante was composed

of fifty or sixty secondary elements. Pound

articles can be engraved by adding gum to

the solution to make it adhere.

—

Telegrajihic

Journal.

Coating foe, Walls.—Dr. W. Keissig,

of Darmstadt, has, according to the D. Ind.

Ztg., obtained patents for a solution intended

for a coating or paint for walls, so as to pro-

tect them from dampness, prevent the forma-

tion of fungi, and permit their being washed

even with boiling water without impairing

the coating. The solution used for the walls

of dwelling-houses, is composed of fifty

grammes stearate of soda dissolved in one

thousand grammes alcohol of sixty degrees.

Beside this solution almost all alcoholic solu-

tions of soapy substances answer somewhat

the same purpose. These solutions can be

colored by the admixture of various pig-

ments not affected by the alcohol of the so-

lution. For hospitals and stables a disin-

fectant can be likewise mixed with the

solution. This coating does not adhere to

surfaces painted with oil color, but on almost

all others. Walls of limestone should first

be hardened by means of baryta water, or

of water glass before the application of the

protecting solution.

Detection of Free Sulphuric Acid
in Acetic Acid, Etc.—Nessler proposes to

cut filtering-paper into strips of thirty to

forty centimetres, and to dip the lower end

into the liquid, which will be drawn up by

capillary attraction, and evaporating above

will then leave the paper, after twenty-four

hours' contact and subsequent drying in a

water-bath, of a brown or black color ; the

presence of a minute (less than 0.5 per cent.)

quantity of sugar increases the delicacy of

the test.—Phar. Cent. Halle.

Silver Cleansing Solution.—Take of

ammonium carbonate one ounce, dissolve in

four ounces of water, mix this with sixteen

ounces Paris white. A moistened sponge is

dipped in the powder and rubbed lightly

over the surface of the metal, after which

the powder is dusted off", leaving a brilliant

lustre.

—

Druggists' Circular.

Cement for Aquaria. — A mixture of

equal parts of shellac and powdered pumice-

stone, used warm, will cement glass, wood,

and metal. Another serviceable cement is

obtained by fusing flowers of sulphur, and

adding finely powdered pumice-stone.

—

Pol.

Notizblat.

Dry Eot.—The best preservative against

dry rot is the following of Mr. Schwartze,

who made millions by it, and by whose re-

cent death the secret was revealed : One
part oil of cassia, one part wood-tar, and

one part common train oil ; apply three

coats on the reverse sides and on the ends

of planks, floors, etc. In all probability oil

of cassia played the chief role as preserva-

tive.

—

Ibid.

Ice Machines.—Carre uses water, am-
monia, or ether, all of which have some in-

conveniences, which prevent them from

being used as much as they deserve. Wind-
hausen uses compressed air, but the machine

is somewhat difficult to manage. Pictet

(Geneve) uses anhydric sulphurous acid,

which is very easy of application ; it ex-

erts at — 10° C. a little over one atmos-

phere, and at -|- 35° C. not more than four

atmospheres' pressure. Sulphurous acid does

not corrode 'the metal, nor does it dissolve

the lubricating grease, which, by the way,
is not necessary in every place, since the

sulphurous acid acts itself as a lubricator.

These latter machines make ice at an ex-

pense of 10 to 12 francs per 1000 kilos.

—

Ibid., 1877.
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Gilding and Silvering of Glass and
Porcelain.—E. Hansen has patented the

following process : Sulphur is dissolved in

oil of spike lavender until it has a semi-

liquid consistence ; this is mixed with an

etherial solution of chloride of gold or of

platinum, and the mixture evaporated to

the consistence of paint. The surface to be

gilt or silvered is then covered with the

mixture, and the object carefully heated in

a muffle, whereby the volatile substances

are expelled, and the metallic gold or pla-

tinum fastened upon the glass or porcelain.

The surface, thus metallized, is afterwards

plated in the usual manner with solutions

of gold, silver, or copper, and with the aid

of a galvanic battery.

—

Chem. Centralbl.

Ancient Colors.— The inalterableness

of the colors of the ancient Greeks has al-

ways attracted the attention of scientific

men. From chemical investigations made
a number of years ago, I am convinced

that all these colors are of mineral origin.

Eed ochre, red lead, and vermillion were

the principal red colors ; and the latter was
prepared artificially by Kallias, of Athens,

in the 92d Olympiade. The white colors

consisted of carbonate of lead, a white ar-

gillaceous mineral from the island of Mylos,

and sometimes of chalk. The blue and

green colors contained copper, and were

made by the aid of vinegar, wine, and salt.

Bone charcoal was often used for pictures

on account of its agreeable shade ; wood
charcoal was likewise employed. The yel-

low colors were mainly ochre and yellow

oxide of lead. The gilding of marble and

other objects was well known to the ancient

Greeks, and was effected upon metals by

the aid of mercury, and upon other articles

by means of the white of eggs and of sar-

cocolla, the gummy matter obtained from

Pencea mucronaia.

Preparation of Pyroxylon.—To ob-

tain gun-cotton perfectly soluble in ether,

Mr. Goddefroy recommends a mixture of

20 parts of sulphuric acid and 10 parts of

potassium nitrate, into which, at a tempera-

ture of 56° C. (132.8° F.), 1 part of cotton

is introduced and kept for seven minutes.

The cotton should be previously freed from

fat by boiling with solution of sodium car-

bonate containing a little potassa, and after-

wards washing with water.

—

Zeitscher. Oest.

Apoth. Ver.

To Eemove Odorous Compounds from
Mortars, Glassware, etc. — Schneider

recommends to wash them with ground

mustard and some water. A. Huber finds

that ground flaxseed, almonds, and other

oily seeds have the same effect. The odor

of musk, valerian, phenol, etc., is thereby

readily removed. A little hot benne or

olive oil is serviceable for the cleaning of

fish-oil bottles.

—

Schweiz. Wochenschr.

Use of Clothes-wringers in Place
of Presses.—E. Dietrich states in Apoth-

eker Zeitung that he has been using clothes-

wringers for over a year, and prefers them

to the presses usually employed, in which

the margin of the presscake always retains

a portion of the liquid. By straining tinc-

tures, infusions, decoctions, etc., through a

bag, and passing the latter through the

wringer, all the liquid will be easily sepa-

rated without coming in contact with the

hands. Pulp of tamarind, etc., may be

rapidly made, and with the use of little

water, by passing the material first through

a coarse hair sieve, and afterwards, inclosed

in a suitable bag, through the wringer.

An excellent cement or paste, possessing

great adhesive properties, and applicable

for leather, wood, etc., is obtained by co-

agulating milk by means of acetic acid,

washing the precipitated casein well with

water, and dissolving it in a soda solution

saturated in the cold, whereby a clean,

thickish liquid is formed, leaving a glossy

residue.

—

Phar. Handelsbl.

Oroheliography.—1 have the honor to

present a special photographic apparatus for

reproducing, on the same plate and in one

exposure, the approximate panorama of the

locality at which the operator is placed. There

is no interruption in the image obtained of

the horizon, but that which corresponds to

the support of a mirror, which is a special

adjunct of this instrument; it follows that

two views, care being taken to place each

time the support in a different position, will

suffice to give the absolutely complete pano-

rama that is desired. The instrument con-
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sists of an ordinary camera, turned back

ninety degrees, as if to photograph the sky,

and of a circular mirror of parabolic profile,

placed at a certain distance over the object-

ive. This mirror has for its object to reflect

the luminous rays emanating from different

points of the horizon, by concentrating them

upon the objective through which they pass,

forming on the sensitized plate the image

of the corresponding points.

With this apparatus we may obtain under

the form of a ring the anamorphosic image

of the horizon. The horizontal lines become

naturally portions of the circumference, but

the vertical lines are not distorted, and the

angles obtained by joining the centre of the

ring to various points of the image, are ex-

actly equal to those formed by the lines

which from the station terminate at the

corresponding points of the horizon. This

property makes the instrument an important

one for certain surveys, in mountainous

countries, for example. It is easy to under-

stand that, by means of two or more pano-

ramas, taken at well-determined stations, it

is possible to transfer to a map the exact

position of different summits, and to calcu-

late their altitude.

At slight expense, a complete sketch of a

survey may be thus obtained, the details of

which are completed in the ordinary man-

ner.—M. de LA !Noe, in the Bulletin Beige.

Prolonged Exposure.—Mr. Brauck rec-

ommends the following bath : Dissolve in

a bottle and agitate,

Distilled Water, . . .35 parts.

Alcohol, . . . . 3 "

Crystallized Citric Acid, . 1 part.

Glycerin, .... 6 parts.

Nitrate of Silver, . . . 2\ "

Pour the filtered solution on the freshly-

sensitized plate coming from the bath, and

move the plate about to spread it, as is done

in collodionizing, until the greasmess en-

tirely disappears. Be careful not to use a

developer that is too strong. With this

preparation, plates may be exposed for a

very long time without fear of their drying

in places.

—

Bulletin Beige.

Mr. Husnik has just been making some

curious experiments for the purpose of ren-

dering bitumen of Judea more sensitive to

the action of light. For this purpose he

mixed it with several substances of different

nature, but especially with the alkaline bi-

chromate. It was desirable to find, how-

ever, a liquid which would dissolve the

bitumen resin and the bichromate. After

having tried an aqueous solution of borax,

caustic alkalies, or their carbonates, etc., he

has given the preference to liquid ammonia.

This is his mode of proceeding : He makes

a solution of some resin (rosin, shellac,

damar, or any other), in alcohol, and adds,

besides, a little alcohol, so that the solution

contains aborn: four per cent, of resin. To
this he adds a little bichromate of ammonia,

which gives him a mixture that, poured on

a metallic plate and dried, produces a highly

sensitive film. The portions attacked by

light become insoluble in the alkaline solu-

tions in alcohol, and in a word, in all

liquids which ordinarily dissolve all resins,

whilst the other parts are readily dissolved.

—Dr. Phipson in the Moniteur.

Our journals publish the last formula

given by the much-regretted A. Braun, of

Dornach. It was for a bath for the carbon

process, a sensitizing bath giving negatives

of great vigor.

Neutral Chromate of Potash, 2\ parts.

Bichromate of Potash, . 2£ "

Water, 75 "

Alcohol, . . . . 20 "

The salts are dissolved in the water, then

the alcohol is added ; this last aids in the

desiccation of the tissue. The author hav-

ing found impurities in the chromic salts

under the form of alum, or an excess of

acid, recommends their recrystallization to

eliminate these impurities.

—

Ibid.

At a meeting of the Amateur Society, of

Liverpool, Mr. Palmer read a long paper

on an improvement of the gelatin process,

in which he makes use of oxgall to aid the

separation of the films from the plate. He
takes one part of fresh oxgall, which he

places in eight parts of water, and dissolves

in this mixture, with moderate heat, one

part of ordinary gelatin. After filtration,

the plate is slightly warmed and coated,

after which it is allowed to dry. The emul-

sion is then poured in the same manner.

The temperature should not exceed 15° C.
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(59° Fahr.), during the drying of the film,

otherwise it would become wrinkled. The
wrinkles, however, will disappear when ex-

posed to dampness.

—

Ibid.

Mr. F. Williams has a singular method

for restoring old nitrate baths. Having

about three quarts of an old nitrate bath,

which gave dirty and striated prints, he

renovated it in the following manner, which

he recommends as very economical : First,

it is carefully neutralized with carbonate of

soda or ammonia, of which but little is re-

quired ; then it is poured into a capsule con-

taining 360 c.c. (12 fl. oz.); that is to say

that that quantity only is evaporated in one

operation. The liquid is made to boil in

the capsule, and when it reaches the boiling-

point a lighted match is brought in contact

with the vapor that rises from the bath,

which takes fire and burns whilst the ebul-

lition lasts. The fire may now be removed,

the flame due to the vapors of the alcohol

and ether is gradually consumed, and finally

becomes extinct. Nothing now remains

but to filter. This operation is repeated

with what remains of the bath, which is

placed successively in the same capsule.

—

Ibid.

"I PROGRESSI DELLA FOTOGRAFIA."

—

Under this title, Mr. A. Borlinetto has just

published a magnificent work, in which, in

the most complete manner, he gives the

different processes which to-day constitute

the new art. The learned professor of the

Paduan University has given in this publi-

cation a special development to the methods

of printing with the press, and with fatty

inks, processes that his own researches have

much contributed to perfect. No work of

similar importance has appeared in Italy

since the publication of the Plieo del Foto-

grafo of J. B. Sella (1854).

It is said that a photographic chair has

been instituted in the Roman college. Dr.

Borlinetto possesses all the qualifications to

fill it with honor.

. GOOD BOOKS.
Dr. Vogel's Handbook, $3 50

The American Carbon Manual, . . 2 00

Photographic Colorists' Guide, . . 1 50

Mosaics, 1878, 50

THOUGHTS FROM THE
ALMANACS.

No. 2.

(Continued from page 126.)

ENLARGEMENTS on Opal Glass.—

Some choice and costly photographic

works are frequently prepared upon large

plates of opal glass. There are three different

methods by which enlarged opalotypes may
be produced

:

" First, by means of a carbon print im-

pressed from a large negative and transferred

to or developed upon opal glass. This pre-

supposes the existence of a large negative,

which is made by means of any of the en-

larging apparatus already described, from

the small original.

" Second, by the dusting-on process. The
plate of opal having been coated with one or

other of the preparations of which several

formulas are to be found at the end of this

book, is placed on the screen of an enlarging

camera, and an image from a transparency

allowed to fall upon it. Observe, that in this

process the enlargement partakes of the same

nature as the small cliche ; that is to say,

if the latter be a negative the enlargement

will be a negative also, and if a transpar-

ency a positive will result. Having rendered

the plate quite clean, it is placed upon a

holder and coated with the ' dusting-on '

fluid. The superfluous liquid is drained off

at one corner, and the coating dried by a

gentle heat. After this it is exposed without

delay. Artificial light may be employed

with excellent effect in making the expo-

sure, more especially if, as is commonly the

case with opalotypes, the degree of amplifi-

cation be not great. The last picture of this

kind that I saw produced received an expo-

sure of four minutes by a magic lantern.

After exposure, a large camel's-hair brush

having a mop-like head, is charged with

powdered carbon, or any other pigment, in

a state of fine powder, and carried lightly

over the surface. If the image do not ap-

pear under this treatment, allow the plate to

remain in a damp cellar for one or two min-

utes, after which the powder may be made
to adhere to the blacks with great tenacity.

Judgment and artistic skill must be dis-

played in the development, so as to keep in
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subordination the unimportant portions of

the picture. Washing the plate in dilute

hydrochloric acid completes the operation.

" Third, by collodion. I have already

described in what manner a large transpar-

ency is produced for transferring to paper.

If a plate of opal glass be substituted for the

plain glass plate employed in that operation,

the end is secured at once. But by making
use of bromized collodion, either by the bath

or emulsion process, this advantage is gained,

that from the original small negative the

enlarged picture that is to be produced may,

at the will of the operator, be either a nega-

tive or a transparency ; for, after develop-

ment by the alkaline method (this is essential)

the image, if a transparency may, if desired,

be converted into a negative, and vice versa,

by the application of dilute nitric acid to

remove the image that has been developed,

after which washing and the reapplication

of the same developer in the light brings

into existence a fine image of the reverse

nature from that which was removed by the

nitric acid. This image is amenable to the

action of any of the toning processes."

—

Page 38.

An Experience.—"I think the majority of

photographers carefully grind or scrape the

edges of their glasses before using. I have

been in the habit of doing so for some years,

so as to save the cutting of my own and the

printer's fingers by the otherwise sharp

edges; but subsequent considerable experi-

ence with unscraped edged glass has con-

verted me to the conviction that the latter

is better.

" The operator has very little handling of

edges to do. The plate cleaner has a little,

for he cleans generally in a 'vice.' Grind-

ing the edges makes the glass retain rouge,

albumen, or particles of collodion in plates

to be used again, and not unfrequently causes

many stains. The printers handle the nega-

tive most, and if they will cut their fingers,

let them scrape the edges of the negatives

after the varnishing."

—

Alfred Hughes,
page 72.

Blistering of Prints.—"After toning and

washing in clean water for a short time they

are simpty immersed in common methylated

spirits of wine (not that sold as 'finest')

till such time as they have a semi-transpar-

ent appearance, which will be, in fact, about

three to five minutes. Now lift them out,

press as much of the spirits out as possible,

and then wash in a few changes of water
;

after that they are ready for the fixing-

bath. After such treatment, blisters will be

things of the past. Now, I should say to

any one troubled with these photographic

plague-spots, ' Try, and do not doubt till

you have tried.' "—J. Stewart, page 78.

Aitttfn Srtlt
Pictures Received.—From Mr. G. M. Elton,

Palmyra, N. Y., proofs of " Panel" photographs

from negatives sent to Dr. Liesegang, Dussel-

dorf-on-Rhine, for illustration of his magazine.

Very fine. From Mr. Julius Hall, Chicago.

Ills., a number of charming pictures of children,

whose expressions are admirably caught by his

new negative process, which he claims will beat

the so-called " Lightning " method, and about

which we may have more to say hereafter. From
Mr. G. Weingarth, Shelbyville, Ind., some cartes

of children. Nicely grouped.

An American Photogravure Process.—Mr.

C. Husson, Philadelphia, is one of our most

industrious experimentalists, and has sent us

some admirable photogravure prints, which are

quite up to those made by Goupil & Co., in

Paris. The results resemble copperplate engra-

vings, and the prints are really printed in the

same way. The plates are made by a process

similar to Mr. Woodbury's
;
photography being

used for the negative making.

Messrs. B. French <fc Co., have sent us a

14 x 17 group of nine officers, full figure, made
by Black, with a No. 6 Euryscope lens, one

minute exposure. It is a remarkable result, and

speaks very highly for both lens and photogra-

pher.

Removal. — Messrs. Wilson, Hood & Co.
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are now comfortably and entirely fixed in their

new store, No. 825 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

directly opposite their old locality, and are better

prepared than ever before for any amount of

business. Their store is, we believe, the most

conveniently arranged, handsomely fitted, and

best lighted stock-room we have ever seen. The

reputation of the firm is first-class, and their

goods are selected from the best. They supply

priced catalogues and estimates free.

"Sending Coals to Newcastle."—This is

being done by Messrs. A. M. Collins, Son & Co.,

Philadelphia, who recently sent a large lot of card

mounts to a photographer in England. We used

to go to Europe for such things, but that day is

now over.

Fire !—We regret to learn that Mr. A. B.

Gardner, Utica, N. Y., lost his gallery and con-

tents by fire on January 30th. Insufficient in-

surance, but enough, we hope, to start him well

" La Ldmiere," the monthly magazine started

in January last by A. Braun & Co., Dornach, is

likely to be discontinued, the death of Mons.

Braun having changed the plans of the com-

pany somewhat.

Our printer made a blunder in our advertising

pages last month, by stating in Mr. Albert

Levy's advertisement that all dry plates were

made without emulsion. It should have read with

my emulsion, as it reads now. We speak of Mr.

Levy's plates and process elsewhere.

"The Lightning Negative Process."— We
have nothing to withdraw from what we said in

our Appendix on this subject last month, but in

our next number we expect to be able to expose

the whole thing. Experiments are going, on,

and with just such results as might be expected.

A correspondent who is also at work, says :
" You

can say to the photographers that they would do

well to go slow, for you know of some who are

trying it, and who will give you a full rej)ort as

soon as possible. In chemical effect, the results

remind one of the first days of photography."

A word to the wise is sufficient. Do not worry

about June passing by. We will try to issue all

the news early, and in good time. Trust us.

Another Removal.—Mr. J. C. Sombrville,

who is now the leading stock-dealer of the South-

west, announces that he is at last located in his

new store, which is at No. 17 South Fifth Street,

St. Louis, almost opposite the old location. The

new store is a four-storied stone front, with

two show-windows; twenty-four feet wide, one

hundred and thirty feet deep, with an alley in

the rear, and a platform elevator. It is also well

lighted, with the offices in the centre, packing-

room on the north side rear, with every arrange-

ment for cleanliness, order, and dispatch, the

effort being to ship goods the day the order

arrives. Mr. Somerville says: "Mr. J. M.

Mead, who conducted the business of the old

firm of E. Mead & Co., is now with us to help

serve our patrons. He is quite popular and well

known to many photographers in the West ana
1

South. Mr. Hall is also still with us." We
wish for them all success.

Another Correction.—The table of iodides

and bromides, given on page thirty-five of the

February Photographer, would be just the thing,

if it were not for two bad errors into which Mr.

Gihon accidentally fell, in confounding the old

and new atomic weights. I had it copied for me
and placed in my work-room, for it gave me just

what I wanted every few days without the

trouble of figuring for myself. To-day happened

to be the first time I needed its use, and I find

that he has taken the old combining weight of

cadmium and zinc, which should be respectively

112 and 65.2, instead of 56 and 32.6, as he has

put them. This, of course, makes all his per-

centage, etc., wrong as far as these chemicals

are concerned.

I do not take the Photographer to find fault with

it (I get mine of Bryant), but I thought you

would appreciate this correction.

Edwin H. Lincoln,

Cambridgeport, Mass.

Mr. Charles Haywood, a young photogra-

pher of Bourbon, Indiana, on February 22d,

shot and fatally injured his wife, and then shot

himself in the head, causing instant death. He

is said to have been a sober citizen, and steady,

and to have lived very happily with his wife.

They leave a little child of ten months old.

Temporary insanity is assigned as the cause of

this act.

Death of Eugene De Long.—Mr. De Long

died at the residence of his father, in Minneapo-

lis, Minnesota, on the 10th inst., of consumption.

He was a photographer of a good deal of prom-

ise, and was with the Centennial Photographic

Company for nearly two years ; always dutiful

and attentive, and esteemed by all his co-work-

ers and employers. We regret his early death.



ADVERTISING KATES FOR SPECIALTIES.—It will be understood that matter under this

head is not to be considered as always having editorial sanction, though we shall endeavor to clear it of anything

tending to deceive or mislead. Stock-dealers will find this a beneficial mode of advertising, and sure to pay largely.

Six lines, one insertion, $2.00, and 25 cents for each additional line, seven words to aline—in advance. Operators

desiring situations, no charge. Matter must be received by the 23d to secure insertion. Advertisers will please

not ask us for recommendations. 4®°* We cannot undertake to mp.il answers to parties who advertise. Please

always add your address to the advertisement.

A Bargain, for cash only, one of the finest

galleries in Indiana; doing $300.00 a month;

a good chance for an energetic man with small

capital. For particulars, address Photo,

Care of N. C. Thayer,

Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Bis.

Gihon's
Photographic Oolorists' Guide.
Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

Operator Wanted.—One who thoroughly un-

derstands making first-class negatives, artistic

posing, and retouch negatives if required. None
but strictly first-class need apply. Address

H. D. A., care of B. L. Wilson,

116 N. Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

For Sale at a Bargain.— A photograph

gallery located at Boulder, Colorado
;
population

2000. In a fine agricultural and mining country,

and one of the most healthful and beautiful lo-

cations along the base of the Rocky Mountains.

For particulars address

Mrs. M. A. McGregor,

Boulder, Colorado.

Hance's Photographic Special-
ties. See Advertisement.

Photograph Gallery for Sale at Cape May,
New Jersey, including building, backgrounds,

instruments, etc. Price $1000. Photographs of

the building may be seen, and further particu-

lars had, by applying to

Gilbert & Bacon,

No. 40 N. Eighth St., Philadelphia.

Gihon's
Photographic Oolorists' Guide.
Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

USE WAYMOUTH'S

For Sale.—A first-class gallery, with good

living rooms adjoining; rent low; centrally lo-

cated, and in good running order. Will be sold

for cash at a bargain, without delay. Address

Box 1157, Springfield, Mass.

Photographic View Wagon for Sale.— A
large one, in good order. Will be delivered free

to any depot rn the city. Price- low.

Centennial Photographic Co.,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.

Gihon's
Photographic Oolorists' Guide.
Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

Zentmayer Stereoscopic Lenses for Sale.

—A pair of 2£ inch focus, good as new, will be

sold for $25. Address

Z 2i, care Philadeljyhia Photographer,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.

Waymouth's Vignette Papers.

Great Bargains.—One 5 x 8 A. 0. Co.'s View
Box, in perfect order, cost $35.00, will sell for

$20.00. One 8x10 parlor background, but little

used, cost $25.00, will sell for $8.00. One i H.

B. H. Lens, $8.00. Julius Neall,

Great Barrington, Mass.

Gihon's
Photographic Oolorists' .Guide.

Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

A. LAMOR, EDW. LAMOR,
ARTISTS.

Photographs finished in Water Colors, Crayon,

or India Ink, in the highest style of the art.

PORTRAITS IN OIL A SPECIALTY.

Negatives finely retouched.

738 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

VIGNETTE PAPERS.
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Gihon's
Photographic Colorists' Guide.

Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

THE WONDERFUL EURYSCOPE.
Cleveland, Ohio, March 13th, 1878.

Benj. French & Co.:

Dear Sirs.—Pardon me for saying I spleened

against the term "wonderful" in connection with

the Euryscope, as a sensational description.

After having used this instrument for various

purposes, both indoor and out, I am bound to

admit that wonderful is the right word.

Intelligent photographers will not be without

so powerful an instrument, particularly when

sold at such low prices.

Yours truly, J. F. Ryder.

Boston, March 14th, 1878.

Benj. French & Co.

:

Dear Sirs.—I cannot express how pleased I

am with your new Euryscope Lenses. They can

be used for almost every kind of work, but for

groups and views they are perfect, and cannot

be surpassed, as you will see by the print I send

you of a group on a 17 x 21 plate, which is sharp

to the edge, made with No. 6 Euryscope, in one

minute, with the largest diaphragm. I have also

made some large heads, which are excellent. I

can cheerfully recommend these instruments to

the fraternity, knowing as I chp that photogra-

phers will find them indispensable; and I do not

consider a gallery complete without one or more.

J. W. Black.

Waymouth's Vignette Papers.

SOLD.
Great chance to make money.

If you can't get gold you can get

greenbacks. We need a person

in every town to take subscriptions for the largest,

cheapest and best illustrated family publication

in the world. Any one can become a successful

agent. The most elegant works of art given free

to subscribers. The price is so low that almost

everybody subscribes. One agent reports making

over $150 in a week. A lady agent reports taking

over 400 subscribers in ten days. All who engage

make money fast. You can devote all your time

to the business, or only your spare time. You
need not be away from home over night. You
can do it as well as others. Full particulars, di-

rections and tei'ms free. Elegant and expensive

outfit free. If you want profitable work send

us your address at once. It costs nothing to try

the business. No one who engages fails to make
great pay. Address '• The People's Journal,"

Portland, Maine.

USE WAYMOUTH'S

Hance's Photographic Special-

ties. See Advertisement.

Burrel's Chart and Hints to Patrons.—
Your gallery is not complete without them. For

particulars, see advertisement in January, Feb-

ruary, and March, 1876, issues of this journal.

Price, $1.25, unmounted, by mail, or by express,

mounted.

Gihon's
Photographic Colorists' Guide.

Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

"SITUATIONS WANTEDr
No chargefor advertisements under this head ; limited

tofotir lines . Inserted once only, unless by request.

In New York City, or will go abroad if desired.

Will take any or all departments, or will make

myself generally useful. Address Photogra-

pher, Box 340, Flushing, L. I.

As printer and toner, or assistant in retouch-

ing and operating, in a first-class gallery. Has

had ten years' experience. Address Clarence

Van Epps, Auburn, N. Y.

As photographic operator or printer. Address

R. B. M., office of the Philadelphia Photographer.

In a reception room, by a lady who has had

two years' experience in a first-class gallery.

Address A. J. Foster, Salem, N. H.

As operator. Eight years' experience. For

particulars address Samuel Armstrong, Wash-

ington, Iowa.

By a young man, in a good gallery, or would

take charge of rooms. Address James W. Bailey,

Princeton, Ills.

By a young man of good habits. Is a first-

class printer and toner. Would prefer a position

as operator: can retouch if necessary; seven-

years' experience. Will give first-class refer-

ence. Address Business, Franklin, Pa.

By a young lady, as negative retoucher in a

first-class gallery. Address Box 258, Newton,

Mass.

By an artist who has had long experience in

crayon, india-ink, and water-color work, and

who is a good retoucher, in a first-class gallery.

Address, stating inducements, Artist, 19 Ohio

Street, Cleveland, Ohio.

As first-class printer and toner, by a married-

man ; can retouch and assist generally : five

years' reference from last employer. Address

Hoffman & Luttig, 232 Bleecker Street, N. Y.

Gihon's
Photographic Colorists' Guide.

Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

VIGNETTE PAPERS.
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THE

MAGIC LANTERN
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE,

DEVOTED TO THE SPREAD OP INFORMATION ON THE
SUBJECTS" OP

Magic Lantern Slides,

Operating Magic Lanterns,

Dissolving Views,
ALL THE NEW METHODS AND MEANS OF

LANTERN PROJECTION.

THE PRODUCTION OF EFFECTS AND SO ON
AS DERIVED FROM ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.

$1 A YEAR. SUBSCRIPTION—— $1 A YEAR.

EVERY OPERATOR SHOULD HAVE IT.

EDW. L. WILSON, Publisher,
AND DEALER IN

MAGIC LANTERN SLIDES- LANTERNS.
THE LARGEST STOCK IN THE WORLD,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.

8«gr SEND FOE OUE NEW CATALOGUE. FIFTEEN CENTS."®*
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38 Maiden Lane, New York
IMPORTER OF THE CELEBRATED

S. &. M. DRESDEN

Albumen Papers
SINGLE OR EXTRA BRILLIANT.

This paper has been imported by me to the great satis-

faction of photographers for the last eight years, and has
not been surpassed by the many different brands sprung
up since.r ALSO,

Hyposulphite of Soda,
Sulphate of Iron,

Solid German Glass Baths,
Saxe Evaporating Dishes,

French Filter Paper,
Porcelain Trays.

Ferrotype Plates.

I ALSO IMPORT EXTRA BRILLIANT

CROSS-SWORD PAPER.
For sale by all Stock-Dealers in the United States and Canada.
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Special Inducements to Photographers to Canvass
during the Summer.

THE CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIE

UNRIVALLED STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS
OF

Statuary, Interiors, Exteriors,

Fancy Groups,
Works of Art,

Machinery, etc.
Making the most unrivalled collection everpublished, have been

REDUCED TO $2.00 PER DOZEN.
THE FOLLOWING SIZES ARE ALSO MADE:

Card, Cabinet, 5x8,
8 x 10, 13 x 16, and 17 x 21.

Liberal Discount to the Trade. Catalogues supplied on receipt

of a three-cent stamp.

Every Photographer Can Sell Them.

ALSO,

Magic Lantern Slides
Over 500 subjects of greater interest than any other class in this line

FOR SALE BY THE

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

EDWARD L. WILSON, Prop'r. City Office, 116 North Seventh St.

Dealers Supplied at the Best Rates.
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J. C. SOMERVILLE
No. 7 South Fifth Street.

THE BEST GOODS AT THE VEEY LOWEST PEIOES FOR CASH.

Somerville's Extra Negative Collodion. Tilford's Collodion.

SomerviUe's Extra Ferrotype Collodion. P. & W. Chemicals.

Somerville's New Diamond Varnish. Frames and Matts of

Somerville's Retouching Varnish. every Description.

PHOTO-CHROME OUTFITS COMPLETE, $2.50.

Convex Glass, Cotton and Silk Velvet Passepartouts, and all goods for the Photo-Chrome Picture kept

in stock and sold at the lowest market prices.

Seventeen years' experience. Cash prices and prompt shipment. New packing boxes of the right

size at cost. Send a trial order. ^S" Send for new Illustrated Price List and Budget for 1878.

1878. SPRING DESIGNS 1878.

NEW BACKGROUNDS and ACCESSORIES
PLEASANT WAY HOME. BEEBE GARDEN.

GOLDEN PETALS. WOODLAWN. BEEBE INTERIOR.

Get RUSTIC BRIDGE for use with Shaded Stream Background.

ROUND END BALUSTRADE, etc., etc.

Tree, Window, Door, and Cabinet Slips in great variety.

Special and Proprietary Designs to order.

Sample Photos, (to be returned and not for copying) on application. Enclose stamp.

THE P. P. PRIZE MEDAL PICTURES, by Mr. ELTON,

Were made with Backgrounds designed and painted by the subscriber expressly

for the occasion.

PRICES based on quality and elaboration of designs.

Address LAFAYETTE W. SEAVEY,
Lafayette Place, New York.
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THE

PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS'— GUIDE.

—

By JOHN L. GIHON,
ONE OF THE MOST TALENTED AND ABLE ARTISTS IN THE PROFESSION.

PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORING.—-The growing demand for a fresh work on
photographic coloring, one that contains full instructions on all the new and improved
methods—for like photography itself, photo, coloring has improved and progressed—has led

to the publication of the above.

ITS CONTENTS ARE:
Preface.

Chap. I. On India-Ink "Work.
II. The Principles to be con-

sidered in the Applica-
tion of Colors.

III. The Materials used in Fin-
ishing1 Photographs with
"Water Colors.

IV. "Water-color Painting as
applied to Photographs.

Chap.V. Relative totheUse ofPaints
that are Mixed with Oil.

VI. Coloring with Pastels.

VII. The Production of Ivory-
types.

VIII. The Crystal Ivorytype.
IX. Crayon Work.
X. Negative Retouching.
XI. About Matters so far For-

gotten.

XII. Rudimentary Perspective.

The last chapter is on a subject entirely new and fresh, and is finely illustrated.

As an extra inducement the first five hundred copies will have bound with them the

latest (English) edition of

NEW MAN'S
MANUAL OF HARMONIOUS COLORING.

The whole will make the most interesting and valuable photographic work that has been
issued for several years.

Mailed on receipt of price, $1.50 per copy.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

116 NORTH SEVENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA.
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JOHN G. HOOD. WILLIAM D. H. WILSON.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.
(Established 1865.)

PHOTOGRAPH REQUISITES, FRAMES,
STEREOSCOPES AND VIEWS,

No. 825 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The favor with which our

"W.H.C." French Glass
FOR NEGATIVES AND FITTINGS

has been met by our customers has encouraged
us to import in larger quantities, and by that

means slightly reduce the price of some sizes.

We know it is the very best glass ever offered

to the trade, and, quality considered, the very
cheapest. Read what our customers say.

"The glass furnished me February 19th, was
the best I have had for negatives and cov-

erings for portraits for several years."—W. H.
Rhoads, 1800 Frankford Avenue.
"I searched a bos of 8x10 W. H. C. glass

for a bad light, and could not find one."—D.
Lothrop, 43 North Eighth Street.

May 1, 1878.

"The lot of glass sent me is certainly worth
complimenting you on, as I do not recollect of

ever receiving so fine a lot and so well packed as

it was ; had but one 8x10 and one 10 x 12

broken. It is really excellent."

—

John H. Hen-
ning, Johnstown, Pa.

" We have tried all brands of French glass,

and never found any to equal the W. H. C. We
have used it exclusively for almost one year."

—

Gilbert & Bacon, 40 North Eighth Street.

BRAND AND PRICES AS FOLLOWS:

Per box.

UxSi $4 00

8x10 4 00

10x12.. 4 25

11x14 4 75

13x16 5 00

14x18 5 00

Per box.

15x18 $5 25

16x20 5 25

18x22 6 75
20x24 7 00

22x28 7 50

25x30 8 00

In response to numerous requests, Mr. D. A.
Partridge has consented to manufacture and
sell through our house his unrivalled

MONOGRAM
WASHED EMULSION.
4 oz. bottle $1 25
8 oz. bottle 2 50

16 oz. bottle 4 75

Full directions accompany each bottle. A
trial will convince you of its excellent qualities.

ESTABLISHED I

" W. H. C." Ferro. Plates.
10 x 14, Black Egg Shell, per Box of 200, $10 00

We can recommend above.

EASTLAKE CHAIRS.
Raw Silk Covering, each $20 00

Velveteen Covering, each 19 00

Above are very elegant. Our own patterns.

HYPO. SODA.
A fresh lot in kegs of 112 lbs. at 6 cts. per lb.

We are still manufacturing our

MONOGRAM CHEMICALS.
Monogram Neg. and Pos. Collodion.

Monogram Neg. and Pos. Varnish.
Monogram Neg. and Pos. Cotton.

Monogram Retouching Varnish.
Monogram Ground-Class Substitute.

Monogram Enamel.
Monogram Papyroxyline.

No. 825 Arch St.

For your information, we state that we have added sixteen Appendices and a Discount List to our

Price List of May, 1876, which we shall be glad to send to any address upon receiving request to do so.

We invariably give prompt notice of any change of prices, and it will be to your interest to always

keep in communication with our firm, we being always fully posted as to all matters of interest to you.

We sell all makes of Lenses, Boxes, and Photographic Goods, at lowest cash prices. Write for es-

timates and complete Illustrated Price Lists.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.

Per pound, $1 50

Per bottle, 40

Per ounce, 50

Per bottle, 50
n 50

Per jar, 1 00

Per ounce, 1 00
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SCOVILL"
Manufacturing Company,

419 & 421 BROOME STREET,

MERCHANTS IN

ALL ARTICLES PHOTOGRAPHIC
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.

PROPRIETORS OF THE WORKS OF

THEAMERICAN OPTICAL CO. NEW YORK,

S. PECK & CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.
SCOVILL MANUF'G CO..WATERBURY, CONN.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

MORRISON'S VIEW LENSES,

"PEERLESS" PORTRAIT LENSES,

ENGLISH PORCELAIN WARE,

FRENCH AND ENGLISH GLASS,

ALBUMENIZED PAPER-ALL MAKES,

HANCE'S "PHOTO. SPECIALTIES,"

CENTENNIAL PHOTO. CO.'S VIEWS,

GRAPHOSCOPES, STEREOSCOPES, &c.

Tie Greatest Ml in Die Worli ! Dealers Eyerywhere Supplied Low!

419 -BROOME—421

SCOVILL MANUFG CO., NEW YORK.
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NEW AND IMPROVED

Engraving Process.
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(^DuaneStlewYofk.

RELIEF PLATES
in hard Type Metal

MUCH CHEAPER
Illustration.

THAN WOODCUTS

fed

t>
U

Mn
GO

PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR WOOD CUTS.
STATE WHEEE YOU SAW THIS.

Emulsion Photographique

Francaise.
Unequalled for rapidity, (fully equal to the bath plate)—Intensity to any degree on simple

development without silver or other intensifier, and absolutely permanent and without
change.

ALBERT LEVY, SOLE PROPRIETOR,

77 UNIVERSITY PLACE, NY.

PRESERVATIVE for dry plates, (more rapid than wet) also Prepared Dry Plates ready for

use and Photographic Chemicals at lowest market prices always on hand.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

N. B.—All Dry Plates made with my Emulsion bear my signature.

BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,
No. 538 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.
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THE TRADE WILL ALWAYS FIND THE LARGEST
ASSORTMENT OF

GOLDSS&S&KFRAMES
Velvet Mats-English, Black & Display Mats.

Salesroom: No. 822 ARCH STREET, second floor.

PHILADELPHIA.
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"A Delightful Book of Travels." Has a Wonderful Sale.

WILSON'S
Lantern Journeys.

By EDWARD L. WILSON,
Editor of the "Philadelphia Photographer."

fourth edition i—Now Ready !

—

fourth edition i

Parties about to select slides will find this work an excellent helper, for it enables

one to know all about what he is ordering before he orders.

The contents are divided into eight "Journeys," each one including a visit to

ioo places, making 800 places in all, as follows :

JOURNEY A.
Havre, Rouen,
Paris, Fontainbleau,

Versailles, Switzerland.

JOURNEY B.

Compiegne, Vienna,
Brussels, The Vienna Ex-
Aix la Chapelle, position,

Cologne, The Semmering
Up the Rhine, Pass,

Potsdam, Saxony,
Berlin, Munich,
Dresden, South-west Germany.

JOURNEY O.

Italy, Rome,
Lake Maggiore, Naples,
Lake Como, Pompeii,
Milan,
Verona,
Venice,
Florence,

Pisa,

The Ascent of

Vesuvius,
Puteoli,

Italian Art Galleries.

Holland,
Denmark,
Norway,

Egypt,
Palestine,

Syria,

JOURNEY D.

Sweden,
Russia,
Spain.

JOURNEY E.

Turkey,
Greece,
India.

JOURNEY F.

England, Scotland, and the U. S. of
America.

JOURNEY G.

The Centennial Exhibition at
Philadelphia.

JOURNEY H.

The Centennial Exhibition at
Philadelphia.

It has been carefully prepared, and will be found amusing, very entertaining

and instructive.

It contains 277 pages. Cloth bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

EDW. L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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Charles Cooper& Co.
191 WORTH ST., NEW YORK,

OFFER AT WHOLESALE

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS, strictly pure and
of full weight.

CROSS-SWORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,
Single and Extra Brilliant. .

EVAPORATING DISHES.

GERMAN SOLID GLASS BATHS.

PORTRAIT LENSES—C. F. Usener's Celebrated.

The largest and most reliable house for Refining Waste and Residues.

The Universal

This Press will cameo all sizes, from cards to cabinets, and is sold lower than any other that will do
the same work. It has been greatly improved and made very complete in all its parts.
We furnish a card, victoria and cabinet size.

PRICE, $20.00.
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BY

WILSON, HOOD & CO., 825 Arch Street, Philadelphia.
Jf^f" CAUTION.—Photographers are cautioned against buying other presses that may use an elastic

embossing substance, as they are an infringement on the above. R. J. Chute, Patentee.
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^OSAIOS
1878NOW READY. NOW READY.

As reguiar as the old year goes out, photographers all over the world look for

the issue of that unrivalled annual,

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS.
Edited by EDWARD L. WILSON, Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer," etc.

In the Thirteenth Issue, now ready for purchasers, it is believed that more
real gems are contained than in any former volume ; so that as a book of refer-

ence, as a guide, a friend, a helper in photographic practice, it is invaluable and
you cannot afford to do without its assistance. Read the

CONTENTS.
Last Year.
The Language of Art. E. K. Hough.
Besetting Troubles. C. A. Zimmerman.
How to make Gold. I. B. Webster.
To the Struggling Ones. A. N. Hardy.
Developing Solutions. E. M. Estabrooke.
Something more about the Negative Bath. P. M.

Spencer.
Negative Varnishes and Retouching Surfaces. J.

Babies. W. C. Tuttle. [G. Vail.

Admitted to the Bar. J. Pitcher Spoonerl
Negative Retouching. H. B. Hillyer.

If You do Not. J. H. Reuvers.
Dark-room Experience. W. B. Critchfield.

Art in Photography. M. H. Albee.

Mosaics. E. T. Whitney.
Another Difficulty Conquered. J. S. Hovey.
Items from Actual Experience. Garvey Donald-
Darkness vs. Light. Forester Clark. [son.

How to Photogi-aph the Arteries and Veins of

any Viscus in the Body in its natural con-

dition and position. Prof. J. Towler, M. D.
Photographing Interiors. Homo.
Forgotten Friends. George W. Wallace.

A Simple and Reliable Dry Process. C. F. Rich-
Photographic Preserves. Old Argentum. [ardson.

Photographic Albums. John L. Gihpn.
Old Things in New Dresses. Young Chloride.

Backgrounds. C. Alfred Garrett.

A Rod in Pickle. Obscuro. [French.
A Few Things Learned By Experience. C. M.
A Rattler. Jonas F. Brown. [B. Clench.

Do not get your Customers into Bad Habits. F.

How to restore Exposed Plates. W. H. Sherman.

Collocin as a Restrainer. John Carbutt.

Burnishing of Photo. Prints. Wm. W. Seeler.

Fraternity. A. W. Kimball.
The necessity of Art Culture. W. J. Baker.
Copying and Enlarging. Pyro.
Fog vs. Sunshine. R. R. Thompson.
Old Grannyisms. Frank F. Currier.

A new use for Petroleum. Frank Robbins.
Overiodizing. George Sperry.

Photographic Operators. C. T. Stuart.

An Improved Washing-Tank. F. A. Wenderoth.
More about Prices. Robert J. Chute.

Trimming and Mounting. Irving Saunders.
Odds and Ends. E. P. Libby.
How to keep a Burnisher in Order. W. F. Stinson.

Backgrounds : A Review. Lafayette W. Seavey.

Light and Chemicals. James 0. Merrill.

Photographic Grouping. W. D. Gatchel.

Dodge Hash. F. C. Phillips.

Useful Chips That Pay to Use. A. Hesler.

The Fading of Albumen Prints. J. R. Clemons.
On the Production of Reverse Negatives. Alfred

Pumphrey.'
Simple Way to work a Neutral Bath. R. Benecke.

Important Trifles. E. Z. Webster.
Photographing Groups of Persons of Different

Complexions. F. N. Blake.

How to do a Successful Business In Dull Times.

L. W. Crawford.
The Photography of the Future. An Unfading

Photographer.
Dirt. H. R. Fair.

Excellent Methods of Lichtdruck. J. Lemling.

Many Mites From Many Minds. E. L. Wilson.

The whole includes 144 pages.

Cloth bound, $1.00 per copy; paper cover, 50 cents.

"WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD."

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher, 116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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GIHON'S

CUT-OUTS
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean cut, most
desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially for the purpose.

Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides, assorted for five differently

sized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICE $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order promptly, by
addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

J0S" No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and

sizes. Ask your stock-dealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelopes with

instruction circular included.

PROMENADE SIZE JVOW BEADY! so
5
L
<?Sr£r

A5X^T

GIHON'S

OPAQUE.
IS DESIGNED FOB

COMPLETELY OBSCURING THE IMPERFECT BACKGROUNDS OF COPIES,
RETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,
COATING THE INSIDE OF LENSES OR CAMERA BOXES,

BACKING SOLAR NEGATIVES,
COVERING VIGNETTING BOARDS,

AND FOR ANSWERING

ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE
PRODUCTION OF ARTISTIC RESULTS IN PRINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAQUE.
It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 CENTS.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Address all orders to

Scovill Manufacturing Co.,

Or, JOHN L. GfflON, Inventor, NEW YORK.
116 N Seventh St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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ARTISTIC
PHOTOGRAPHY.

A NEW WORK on PHOTOGRAPHY and ART.

ILLUSTRATED WITH 12 BEAUTIFUL PROMENADE PHOTOGRAPHS.

By LYMAN C. BIGELOW,
Anthor of" Bigelow's Albnm of Lighting and Posing.''

This is a beautifully gotten up work, and contains full

instructions in every department of Photography.

<—
| Price, $5.00. i—

*

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

For Sale by all Dealers. 116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.

IMPROVED

Photograph Covers
Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding together and

preservation of photographs, has induced us to manufacture an article which we think will meet the

want.

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM.
The covers are made with expanding backs, so that from six to twenty -four pictures may be inserted in

one cover. The pictures are mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen, or strong paper, of

the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted and held in place in the

cover by a paper fastener.

The following is a list of sizes and prices, without cards:

For Photograph Per dozen. Per hundred.

Card Size, $1 50 $1.0 OO
Cabinet Size, .... 225 1350

EXTRA HEAVY COVERS.

5-8 Size, 4 50 33 00
4-4 ,( 6 00 40 OO
8-10" ...... 8 OO 56 50
11-14" ...... 9 00 65 00

Larger or special sizes made to order. Furnished with card board at best rates. Samples mailed

at dozen price. Send for some.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

For Sale by all Dealers. 116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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Studies in Artistic Printing.
By C. W. HEARN, author of the "Practical Printer."

Owing to the very flattering reception which attended the Author's former work, "The

Practical Printer," he has, with more extended experience, ventured upon a second work,

in which he has seen fit to more thoroughly combine "Studies in Printing," by way of

further illustrating the matter of which he would write. For the better fulfillment of

this design, negatives have been made especially for this purpose by Messrs.

Rocher, Bigelow, Kent, Lamson, Draper & Husted, and Baker, in their usual

superior style, being pronounced by all who have seen them as ranking among the very

best that these well-known artists in photography have ever produced.

As in a former work, the varied formulae and processes of manipulation were discussed

in detail, it has been thought advisable that in this the subject should be treated with more

conciseness. Those parties who have this former work of the Author will find this to be of

intrinsic value, owing to its being embellished with

SIX FINE CABINET AND PROMENADE PORTRAIT STUDIES.

AMONG OTHER THINGS, IT CONTAINS
Suggestions on the Choice of Albumen Paper.

All the Best Silvering Baths, and Methods of

Treating the same.

New Views on the Relation of the Silver Bath to

the Time of Floating.

The Different Effects Caused by the Time of

Floating.

How to Tell when Paper is Floated too Long or

too Short a Time,.

Table for Time of Floating Paper under all Cir-

cumstances.

The Importance of Care in Printing in Varied

Ways.

The Important Relation Printing from the Nega-

tive Bears to the Toning Bath.

Fast Printing.

Dialogue between "Joe" and a Friend.

The Way to Success in Toning Lies in Print-

ing.

The Different Effects Caused in Printing by tbe

Preparation of the Silver Bath.

The Relation of the Silver Bath to the Printing

from the Negative, and from this to the Toning

Bath.

Acetate of Silver.

Success or Failure in Toning, Caused by the

Strength, Purity, and Alkalinity of the Silver

Bath.

Harmony, its Importance in Photography.

Why its Neglect Causes such Disastrous Results.

The Beautiful in Toning, and How to Obtain it.

A Few Hints About Managing Toning Baths,

Formulae for Printing " Our Studies," as Given

under Respective Headings.

Impurities of Toning Baths.

How it Affects the Toning, and How to Remecly

such Baths.

Fixing and Washing.

Brilliancy of the Finished Picture Attained by

the Final Washing.

Various and Valuable Hints about Finishing the

Photographs, etc., etc.

Mailed to any address on receipt of price, $3.50, by any stock-dealer,

or by

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.
4

ASK TO SEE LT.
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THE

Photographer to his Patrons
REDUCTION IN PRICE!

'"THIS little leaflet

-* has become so

popular as an adverti-

sing medium for

photographers, and a

means of communica-

ting to their custom-

ers such information

as they are asked to

communicate by word

of mouth every day,

that we are induced

to try to make it still

more popular, and

available to more of

our patrons by a great

Reduction in Price,

The present low

price of paper and

labor has enabled us

to do this, and here-

after we will supply

this little work or

"Something Ifei,"

Its companion leaf-

let (which is also a

splendid advertising

medium), at the rate

of

$15 PER 1000.

At' this redaction

we cannot supply lots

of less than 1000,

though we Will supply

large and small quan-

tities at the following

rates

:

500 copies $9.00

1000 " 15.00

2000 " 27.50

3000 " 36.00

5000 " 50.00

OVER ONE MILLION HAVE BEEN SOLD!

Parties ordering may have the annexed cut upon their cover, or a choice of several other

fancy cuts which we have ; the above is the newest.

We charge nothing extra for matter upon covers, and photographers may solicit advertisements

enongh from their citizens to pay the cost of the whole thing, if they are enterprising.

SAMPLES SENT TO ANY WHO MAY DESIKE IT.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, 116 Mil 7tH St.

JS©"" All persons are cautioned against copying these works as they are copyrighted property and

we are determined to protect those who purchased them in their use. ' Information concerning pillages

will be thankfully received.
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Straight Out.
A NEW INVENTION

!

ROBINSON'S
STRAIGHT-CUT

Photograph
I Trimmer.

So great has been the success of

Prof. Robinson's " Trimmer " for

Oval and Arch-top Pictures, that he

has been impelled to produce one for

STRAIGHT LINES.

The accompanying cut shows the shape of the tool and the

manner of using it.

The disc or wheel is about one inch in diameter, so that a thin

or thick glass form may be used with it.

Photographers may now altogether Ignore the Knife.

This admirable Trimmer is always sharp and ever ready.

Once accustomed to it you will never again use the Me.

Give it a Trial. Price, $1.25.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturers' Agent.

For sale by all Dealers. 116 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.

USE THE STRAIGHT CUT!
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Only 30 Cents
FOE A BOOK CONTAINING A COMPLETE

Practical Process of Photography

!

There were left unsold a number of copies of the

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC DIARY
Which are now offered— to close them out— at the above low price.

The book sold last year for Seventy-five Gents.

The author has given the processes which his own experience and that of others have proved to be
the best, and the whole being in a concise form is particularly adapted to the use of beginners. The
work also contains a great many hints and suggestions which are useful to all.

Besides the Photographic Instruction and Rates of Postage, Notable Events in the History of Pho-
tography, Descriptions of the Principal Centennial Buildings, and a beautiful, colored Map of the City

of Philadelphia, are included. The whole handsomely bound in cloth, and now offered at the low
price of 30 cents.

SEND IN YOUR ORDERS EARLY TO

ROBERT J. CHUTE,
Care EDW. L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPING,

BY A PRACTICAL FERROTYPER.

6th Thousand, NOW READY.—Paper Cover, 75 cents.

The rapid sale of several thousands of this work, and a continued demand, induces us to republish it.

We guarantee it to be the best of its class published. All should have it.

THE BOOK IS ENTIRELY GIVEN UP TO PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION,
Not only of value to the Ferrotyper, but to the Photographer as well.

Please Examine the Contents

Introduction,

The Advantages of the
Ferrotype,

The Manipulations,
The Nitrate Bath,
The Collodion,

The Developer,
The Fixing Solution,

Other Manipulations

—

Pinholes,

Strengthening,
Tinting and Coloring,

Varnishing,
Drying and Dryers,
Finishing the Work,
Ferrotype Envelopes,

Ferrotype Supports,
Ferrotype Plates,

The Apparatus,
The Skylight and the

Dark-Room,
Vignettes and Medal-

lions.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, Philadelphia.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.
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EURYSCOPE.
A NEW DOUBLE OBJECTIVE,

OF GREAT ILLUMINATING POWER,

FOR ALL KINDS OF OUT-DOOR WORK AND GROUPS.

MADE BY

VOIGTLANDER & SON.
They consist of two achromatic and symmetrical combinations, between which the central

diaphragm is placed. The lens is perfectly aplanatic, i. e., it works with full aperture of the

objectives. For the purposes of landscape photography, copying, for architectural subjects,

and for groups in the studio, as well as outside, it is considered unrivalled. It is entirely free

from distortion, chemical focus, and " ghosts," and the picture produced by it is mathematic-

ally correct. It is characterized by a great depth of focus and precise definition. The most

important advantage of this new lens in comparison with others of similar kinds, consists in

the great power of light it commands, and for this reason it is commended especially for

groups, the pictures produced by it being most brilliant, also the light is spread equally all

over the plate.

A very careful choice of the optical glass, of which the new lens is composed, makes it pos-

sible to secure a ratio of focus and aperture of about 6 to 1.

The width of angle embraced is between 65 and 85 degrees, according to the size of dia-

phragm used ; as to rapidity, the new lens is more than twice as rapid as the orthoscopic lens,

and only a little less than the long focus portrait lenses.

We have seven different sizes at the following prices :

No.
Diameter
of Lens.

Equivalent
Focus.

Back Focus.
Size of View

or Landscape.
Size of Group
or Portrait.

Price.

0, .. ... 1 inch, .. 5% inch, .. 5 inch, . Stereo, pictures, .. $30 00
1, .. ... iy2 " .... 9% " 8% "

. 10 x 12, .. 7x9 .. 50 00
A, .. ... i% "

.... 11 9H " 11 x 13, .. 8x10, .. 57 00
2, .. ... 2 " .... 12^ " 11 "

. 12 x 14, .. 10 x 12, .. 70 00
O, . ... 2% "

.... 16 14 "
. 17 x 20, .. 14x17 .. 93 00

3, .. ... 3 " .... 19 ie% " 18x22, .. 17x20, .. 140 00
6, . . .. 4 " 26% " 23y2 "

. 22x26, .. 20x24, .. 225 00

We have had quite a number of our best Photographers try this New Lens, and all- speak

of it in the highest terms, as possessing great depth and quickness. We have some groups

made in Studio with No. 2, on 8x10 plate, in twenty to thirty seconds, and with No. C, on

14x17 plate, twenty-five to forty seconds.

J. Holyland, of Baltimore, writes us about No. 1 sent him: "I would say to its praise,

that for Quickness and Depth, it far excels my expectations."

BENJ. FRENCH & CO.,
Sole Agents in the United States. 319 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON.
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:

A. M, COLLINS, SON & CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Photographic Card Stock,

No. 18 South Sixth St., )

*r otT°* • PHILADELPHIA.
No. 9 Decatur St., )

Plain, White, and Tinted Cards.

White and Tinted Cards, Plain and Enameled, with Oval and Square lines,

and with Ornamented Borders.

Cards with Designs in Gilt, and India Tint and Gilt, Square and Oval

Openings, for Cabinet and Promenade size to 14x17 Photographs.

White Cards with Plain India Tint, for 4-4, 8x10, and 11x14 Photographs.

White and Buff Cards, with Oval and Square Openings for Groups of 3 to 8.

White, Tinted, Black, or Chocolate Paper Mats, with Oval, Arch-Top,

and Square Openings.

Ferrotype Mats, Bon-Ton Cards, Fitzgibbon's Patent Adhesive
Ferrotype Mounts, Philadelphia Carte Envelopes, Von Seutter
Ferrotype Mats and Envelopes.

Stereoscope Mounts, Minnette Cards, Carte de Visite, Victoria,

and Cabinet Mounts, Plain and Enameled, White and Tinted, Square

and Round-Corner, Gilt and Tinted Lines, Gilt and Tinted Borders.

Caterson's Improved Ferrotype Holders.

Thin Beveled Edge Card and Cabinet Mounts, White and Tinted

Cards, Gilt and Tinted Edges.

Thick Gilt, Beveled Edge, Glace Cards, from Card size to 12x15^,
Black and Rose Tint.

Glace Card Boxes. "The Easel " Glace Card Box.

Promenade, Imperial, and Boudoir Mounts, White and Tinted Cards,

Plain, and with Gilt Borders, and with Gilt or Tinted Beveled Edges.

Card, Victoria, Cabinet, Promenade, Stereoscope, Boudoir, and
Imperial Mounts, furnished with Gilded Edges, and with name and ad-

dress printed by lithography or letter-press.

Slee Bros. Patent Prepared Cards.

PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.
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JAMES P.MAGEE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

PURE

T-^hotographic("Jhemicals

No. 108 NORTH FIFTH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

STOCK-DEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED.

The Zentmayer Jjens,
FOR VIEWS AND COPYING.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently the following qualities

:

Width of visual angle, ranging from 8o° to 90 ; depth of focus ; extreme
sharpness over the whole field ; true perspective ; freedom from" all distortion in

copying
;
portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops

of the different combinations for which they are designed. The larger ones are

provided with an internal shutter for making and storing the exposure.

No. 1, 2J inch focus,
" 2 3£ " '

" 3, 5£ " <

" 4, 8 " '

" 5, 12 "

" 6, 18 " '

3x3 plate,

4x5"
6i x 8* "

10 x 12 "

14 x 17 "

20 x 24 "

$20 00

. 25 00

. 30 00

. 42 00

. 60 00

. 90 00

No. 1 and No. 2 combined,
« 2 " "3
" 3 " "4
" 4 " "5
" 5 " "6
"

1, 2 and 3,
"

3, 4 and 5,

$33 00

40 00

55 00

75 00
110 00

48 00

88 00

-'No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.
No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in

matched pairs. No. 1 and No. 2 single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a
pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2}4 to 18 inches. $173.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,
147 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.
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Dealers' Directory.

The following houses are to be recommended as

the bestfor photographers in their localities.

GUSTAVUS BODE,

S. T. BLESSING, .

BLESSING & BROTHER,

A. H. BALDWIN, .

OSCAR FOSS, .

P. SMITH & CO., .

F. S. CROWELL,

ZIMMERMAN BROS.,

J. C. SOMERVILLE, .

H. GEORGE,

HOWE & BEECHER, .

F. HENDRICKS, .

GATCHELL & HYATT,

LONG & SMITH, .

GEORGE W. ROBINSON,

C. W. STEVENS, .

D. J. RYAN,

D. TUCKER & CO.,

J. W. WILLARD,

WILSON, HOOD & CO., .

Milwaukee, Wis.

New Orleans, La.

Galveston, Texas,

i Chambers St., N.Y.

San Francisco, Cal.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mt. Vernon, O.

St. Paul, Minn.

St. Louis, Mo.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Columbus, O.

Syracuse, N. Y.

Louisville, Ky.

Quincy, 111.

Baltimore, Md.

Chicago, Ills.

Savannah, Ga.

Buffalo, N. Y.

746 Broadway, N. Y.

825 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.



^ I ANNOUNCEMENT I %.
THE

72T.E AESr, CHEAPEST AND
OLDEST TLLUSTRATED PHOTOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE

PUBIISHED.

OUR Magazine is better than ever before. All the old staff

of writers and several new ones are secured, and we have

already working many

New Features, New Contributors, with

Curious and Beautiful Pictures,

A New Prize Series,

AND LOTS OF THINGS PRACTICAL AND INTERESTING.

The worth of your money is not given by any one so fully as

by the publisher of the Philadelphia Photographer. Please help

spread its usefulness.

For every new subscriber, for one

year, #1, payable in any of our pub-

lications, books, or, if preferred, $1 PREMIUMS
worth of any of our prize pictures,

or any other article for which we are

agents, advertised in this Magazine.

Operators, printers, etc., can secure all their necessary photo-

graphic literature in this way by a little earnest effort.

EACH MONTHLY ISSUE IS A PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK IN ITSELF,

AND INCLUDES A FINE PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDY AND COMMENTS THEREON.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS

Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50

for six months, 50 cents per copy, post-

paid, positively in advance.

In remitting by mail a post-office or-

der, or draft payable to the order of

Edward L. Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Clearly give your Post-

Office, County, and State.

Canada subscribers must remit 24

cents extra, to prepay postage.

Foreign subscriptions must be accom-

panied by the postage in addition.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound

with each number of the Magazine.

Advertisements are inserted at the fol-

lowing rates

:

1 Month. 6 Mas. 1 Year.

One Page $20 00 $110 00 $200 00

Half " 12 00 66 00 120 00

Quarter Page.... 7 00 38 50 70 00

Eighth " .... 4 00 22 00 40 00

Cards,6 lines,orless,2 00 11 00 20 00

The attention of advertisers, and

those having galleries, etc., for sale,

is called to our Specialties pages.

Terms, $2 for six lines, and 25 cents

for each additional line, seven words

to a line, always in advance. Dupli-

cate insertions, 50 cents less, each.

SURE TO PAY.

JKg" Operators desiring situations,

no charge.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher and Proprietor,

Office, 116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.



BOOKS!
OUR CATALOGUE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS

EMBRACES A TREATISE ON EVERY BRANCH OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

FOR GENERAL INFORMATION.
THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER.—A monthly Magazine, illustrated by pho-

tographs of superior merit. $5.00 a year
; $2.50 for sis months.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Fourteen years of success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to the
practical, working, growing photographer. Do not go without its valuable help.

HANDBOOK OP THE PPvACTICE AND ART OP PHOTOGRAPHY. By Dr. H.
Vogel. Price, $3.50.

For general photographic practice this is the best text-book in the world. Written by an old professor who
teaches photography, it gives just what is wanted in the fullest and most satisfactory manner.

THE PRACTICAL PRINTER. By C. W. Hearn. Price, $2.50. Second edition in press.

This is a most handy and reliable book. It goes into all the operations of plain and fancy printing in silver, and
\sfull of good.

AMERICAN CARBON MANUAL. Price, $2.00.

For those who want to try the Carbon printing process, this work gives the most detailed information.

PHOTOGRAPHER'S POCKET REPERENCE BOOK. By Dr. H. Vogel. Price,

$1.50.
For the dark-room. It meets a want filled by no other book. Full of formula—short, practical, and plain.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE. Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is the only standard work. Seventh thousand.

LINN'S "LOOKOUT" LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY. For the landscape photog-
rapher. Price, 75 cents.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS. By Edward L. Wilson. Price, $2.00.

For the lantern exhibitor. It gives incidents and facts in entertaining style of about 800 places and things, includ-
ing 200 of the Centennial Exhibition. >

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY. Price, $5.00.

For the lover of art. Beats his "Album of Lighting and Posing." Superb! With twelve photographs and in-
structions.

BURNET'S HINTS ON COMPOSITION. Price, $3.50.

All should study it. A splendid work, largely illustrated, giving all the principles and rules of artistic posing.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING. By C. W. Hearn. Price, $3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade portrait studies.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1878, just issued. Cloth hound, $1.00; paper cover, 50 cts.

Better than any of its predecessors.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS' GUIDE. By John L. Gihon. Cloth hound, $1.50.

ALL FOR EVERYBODY.
MEDAL AWARDED

AT THE

CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION.

ONLY MEDAL EVER AWARDED

FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

READ IP YOU ARE DULL
IF YOU ARE BUSY
IPYOUWANTTRADE

THE BEST BOOKS PERTAINING TO Y0UE PROFESSION.

READ
EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Book Publisher,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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Hance's Photographic Specialties

Hance's Bath Preservative.
A sure preventive of pinholes, stains, &o. It preserves the bath in good working condition, and will

be found worth its weight in gold. $1.00 per bottle.

Hance's Double Iodized Collodion.
The peculiarities of this Collodion are good keeping qualities, its improvement by age, and the rich-

ness of effect produced in the negative, the film being perfectly structureless. $1.50 per ft>. ; 80 cts.

per \ ft>.

Elbert Anderson's Portrait Collodion
Is made according to the formula used by Mr. Anderson in Mr. Kurtz's gallery in New York. It is

especially adapted to portrait work. $1.75 per ft). ; 90 cts per i ft).

Hance's White Mountain Collodion
Is adapted more especially to outdoor work, and for quick working, delineating foliage, frost-work,

or sky, it stands unrivalled. It is made after the private formula used by that celebrated mountain
artist, B. W. Kilburn, of Littleton, N. H. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per i ft).

Curtis' Niagara Falls Collodion
Is another used for landscapes. The wonderfully beautiful views made by Mr. Curtis, of the great

cataract, with this collodion, have a world-wide reputation. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per i ft).

Trask's Ferrotype Collodion
Is made especially for positive pictures. Mr. Trask has no superior in this class of work, and this

collodion is made after his formula. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per £ lb.

Hance's Peculiar Portrait Collodion

Is peculiar in that it is prepared without bromides, and is adapted for use with Black's acid bath.

Formula on the bottle.- $1.50 per ft). ,' 80 cts. per £ ft).

Cummings' Grit Varnish
Gives a very fine surface for retouching. 40 cts. per 6 oz. bottle.

Hance's Silver Spray Gun Cotton.
Prepared with great care, and free from acid, very soluble, gives good intensity so that no redevelop-

ment is necessary, gives perfect detail, and a film pure and structureless. 50 cts. per oz.

Hance's Delicate Cream Gun Cotton
Is adapted to those who like a very delicate, soft-working collodion, giving all the modelling,

especially in the Rembrandt style, and with light drapery. Its sensitiveness renders it particularly

adapted for children, or any work that requires short exposure. 80 cts. per oz.

Gill's Concentrated Chromo Intensifier

Is intended to strengthen the negative. It imparts a beautiful tone and gives excellent printing
qualities. 50 cts. per bottle.

Hance's Ground-Glass Substitute
Is simply what its name implies, a substitute for ground-glass for any purpose that is used for in the

gallery—for vignette glasses, for a retouching varnish, for softening strong negatives, for the celebrated
Berlin process, for ground-glass for cameras, for glazing sky and side lights, for obscuring studio and
office doors, for printing weak negatives. 50 cts. per bott'.e.

(READ SUCCEEDING PAGE.)
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FOR SALE LOW,
THE FOLLOWING USED

Printing Frames,
A lot of A. O. Co.'s 5x8 flat, at 30 cents—good as hew. Also, a few of 8-10, 10-12, 13-16,

20-24 Printing Frames, American Optical Co.'s make, very low, in lots.

Canada Pattern Printing Frames.

A few of 5x8 and 8 x 10 size for sale.

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

IMPROVED

hotograph Covers
Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding together and

preservation of photograpns, has induced us to manufacture an article which we think will meet the

want.

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM.
The covers are made with expanding backs, so that from six to twenty -four pictures may be inserted in

one cover. The pictures are mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen, or strong paper, of

the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted and held in place in the

cover by a paper fastener.

The following is a list of sizes and prices, without cards:

For Photograph Per dozen, Per hundred.

Card Size, $1 50 $10 OO
Cabinet Size, .... 2 25

EXTRA HEAVY COVERS.

5-8 Size 4 50
4-4 " 6 OO
8-10" .'.... 8 00
11-14" 9 00

13 50

33 00
40 OO
53 50
65 00

Larger or special sizes made to order. Furnished with card board at best rates. Samples mailed
at duzen price. Send for some.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

For Sale by all Dealers. 116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia,
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LIGHTNING!!!

IT
strikes in different localities almost sim-

ultaneously.

Only a few weeks ago the photographic

world was startled hy the announcement

that the "Lightning Negative Process"

could be had by the payment of, first, twenty

dollars for the privilege of using it ; and

.second, the purchasing of the compounds,

to cost according to the amount of each

ordered. See Anthony's Bulletin, current

series, vol. 9, No. 3, March, 1878.

While this bolt was still hot, burning in

some places, lo ! here comes P. C. Ducho-

chois, 826 Broadway, New York, with an-

other "lightning bolt," called "The Ameri-

can Lightning Process," but with this

difference : he charges nothing for the right

to use, having as yet issued no license. His

secrets are contained in two bottles, whilst

the former process requires three.

The relative merits of these two processes

I do not intend to discuss at present, for I

know nothing about the latter beyond what

is claimed by the circular now before me.

The former I do know something about, hav-

ing been present and witnessed all the varied

experiments by a gentleman fully compe-

tent to handle any and all of the known (and

some unknown, except by him, so far as pho-

tographic publications inform us) chemicals,

compounds, and their constituents. It is

now five weeks since the "license to use"

came to hand, which was followed in a very

few days by the three bottles, in which was

said to be "lightning." And lightning it

was, sure enough, for every experiment took

the patience out of a man quicker than

lightning could begin to do it. As we went

along I dotted down results, and up to this

week only discouragements prevailed. Do
not imagine that efforts were not put forth

to make it a success, for I can assure you

that the license was obtained and the com-

pounds were purchased in good faith, with

an eye singly to business, for photographers

need not be told that he who can produce

good results with very short exposure, has

largely the advantage over the one who re-

quires a long one ; and to cut a fifteen sec-

ond sitting down to one of five seconds,

gives opportunities for catching frisky chil-,

dren and nervous adults, not to be slighted.

Hence the animus for securing this immense
accelerator. And that is why there was so

great a disappointment during the four weeks'

experimenting. I send you two cards taken

of the same sitter, without allowing him time

to change his position, or for the light to

change ; one taken with the regular formula

of the gallery and the other with the " light-

ning " process ; both weregiven the same time.

The result shows the "lightning" under-

timed.

Printed instructions came to hand after a

time, which directed what to do under cer-

21
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tain circumstances, which, when followed,

produced something of the effects proposed,

but it did not go far enough, and nothing

but steady perseverance, backed up with a

strong desire to make the process do what

was claimed it would do, could ever have

brought it out of the utter chaos it was in

when received here. After a time, a sec-

ond circular came to hand, containing more

instructions, which, when applied, did much
towards bringing out more satisfactory re-

sults. And yet, when compared with the

old reliable formula of the gallery, it will

not do to bet on.

The query may come, "Why did not the

gentleman apply the right remedies if he is

so competent?" The answer would be,

" Because the secret was in the bottles, and

not knowing the component parts, how was

he to apply remedies without running the

risk of destroying the ' lightning ? ' That

would not do."

Do not understand me to say that there is

no merit in the process. I only deny its

rapidity as compared with the combinations

that have been in constant use with this

gentleman for years. The "Lightning

Negative Process " has a great deal of merit

in it. It produces first-class drapery, either

light or dark, and a roundness very rarely

excelled ; and it is also rapid in a strong

light, but it has no advantage over our regu-

lar working formula in any respect, and

never produces as good results.

There is still another process offered to

the photographers of the world that must

receive more or less attention, and that wilj

eventually drive out all others, as it is the

only one that will be desirable as soon as it

can be perfected ; reference is now made to

the " emulsion process." I have now before

me a circular coming from A. Levy, 77

University Place, New York, wherein is

given the strong points of what Levy terms

"Emulsion Photographique Francaise,"

the New French Photographic Emulsion
;

rapid, reliable, without change. With all

of these qualifications, what more can be de-

sired? So it appears that we are about to

enter upon a new era in the practice of pho-

tography
;

it is well. This was predicted

by myself at the "Centennial N. P. A.

Convention," at Philadelphia. I predicted

that the silver bath would be laid aside, and

that impressions would be made in an in-

stant of time. The emulsion is to accom-

plish it all when the developer is perfected.

The developer of the " Lightning Negative

Process " appears to be the only one of the

three compounds, composing said process,

that differs materially from other well-

known compounds. That, however, is a

"good thing to have in the house," and it

may be just the developer wanted to produce

instantaneous work with the emulsion. Now
there is but one drawback to the early ful-

filling ofmy prediction, viz., the doing away

with the silver bath, and the production of

impressions in the camera in the "twink-

ling of an eye," and that is the manner in

which the three aforementioned processes

are presented to the photographers of the

world. The secrets are all in bottles, and

into them we must look for success ;
on them

must we wholly depend. This leaves the

perfecting of this greatly to be desired result

in the hands of a few. There are but few

competent to invent, while there are many
who can improve on the invention of others,

and, sometimes, the improvement is the sav-

ing clause. Cannot some plan be devised

to bring more talents to bear upon these

important advancing steps, in order to fa-

cilitate the result, without doing violence to

the just dues of those already working?

Suggest some plan that will secure justice to

all, and hasten the time when "emulsion "

will do the work of the camera instantane-

ously. I. B. Webster.
Louisville, May 4th, 1878.

OUTLINES OF CHEMISTRY.

BY HENRY M. Jl'lNTIRE, M.E.

(Continued from page 139.)

General Chemistry.

AT last we come to that division of our

subject which is called general chemis-

try, by which term we should understand in

this connection a few general remarks with

regard to the various elements and their

combinations with each other. As of the

elements, there is no mean number ; a

treatise on them, however short, if it en-

deavors at all to be plain, must be carried

out according to some predetermined plan.
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We shall first, then, turn our attention to

that division of the elements called

Metalloid?, or Non-Metals.—Although, as

has been said before, the line of demarca-

tion between the metals and metalloids can-

not clearly be defined, we shall avoid all

trouble by placing each element in one class,

and if it should happen to act sometimes as

a member of the other class, the fact can

easily be mentioned. Each metalloid shall

be spoken of as in a free state, and then with

regard to the other elements. The charac-

teristics of the metalloids are that they are

electrically non-conductors, with two ex-

ceptions ; that when united with oxygen

they show no tendency to unite with an

acid, but on the other hand, unite with

water to form an acid. In treating the

substances which shall be regarded as met-

alloids, they may be divided into arbitrary

classes, for instance: oxygen, hydrogen,

nitrogen, and carbon may be called the

atmospheric class, because these are gener-

ally found in the atmosphere ; chlorine,

bromine, iodine, and flourine are called the

halogens (a word meaning "forming salt"),

so called because with metals they form

compounds similar to common salt. Sul-

phurs, selenium, and tellurium, the combus-

tible group (why, is evident), together with

phosphorus, and last silicon and boron ; and

in this order we shall here speak of them.

Oxygen (atomic weight, 16; symbol, 0).

—This element, the name of which is formed

from two Greek words, meaning producer

of acids, is, when in a free state, a gas with-

out taste, color, or smell. It has always

been known as a perfect gas ; but as a per-

fect gas is one that has never been made
into a liquid, and, as in France, very lately,

this and all other gases have been liquefied,

either it and all other gases cannot be said

to be "perfect," or some new definition must

be given to the term "perfect gas." Oxy-
gen was discovered by Prestley in 1774, its

discovery marking the birth of modern
chemistry. Of all the elements, it is proba-

bly the one most widely distributed, consti-

tuting by weight about one-half of the solid

earth, one-fifth of the air, and eight-ninths

of the water. Everything done by it may
be designated by the term " oxidation," and
this oxidation is accompanied by heat. In

rusting iron, for instance, the process is so

slow that such a thing as heat would not be

suspected ; but when .the iron is placed in

pure oxygen and ignited, the process being-

rapid, the accompanying heat is great

enough to melt the metal ; so in a candle,

lamp, or other flame, the oxidation is so

rapid that we have heat and light (and these

are but different degrees of one thing).

Combustion being but very rapid oxidation,

it is evident that " oxygen is the supporter

of combustion." It is the "supporter of

life," too, because the work of purifying the

blood going on in the lungs is but oxida-

tion, from which, by the way, all the heat

of the body is obtained. As a substance

that gains oxygen is said to be "oxidized,"

so one that loses oxygen is said_ to be

"reduced." Keduction is the reverse of

oxidation, and, as a substance may be raised

from the metallic state to an oxide, or from

a lower to a higher oxide, so one may be

reduced from a higher to a lower oxide, or

to the metallic state. The two great classes

of oxides, the one of metals, the other of

metalloids (the one forming bases, the other

with water forming acids), have been pre-

viously mentioned.

Sparks of electricity have the peculiar

property of changing oxygen into a gas

called ozone (ozone meaning to emit an

odor), having a peculiar odor, which may
be observed sometimes during a thunder

storm or near an electric machine in mo-

tion. Theoretically, the molecule of oxygen

being 0=0, ozone is supposed to be _«_

Hydrogen (atomic weight, 1 ; symbol, H).

—Hydrogen is derived from two Greek

words, and means the "producer of water."

It was discovered by Cavendish, in 1766.

It is the lightest substance known ; a gas

without odor, taste, or smell ; is inflamma-

ble, burning with an almost colorless, but

very hot, flame. It becomes explosive when
mixed in certain proportions with air or

oxygen. The heat of its flame when mixed

with the last-named gas is much increased,

which fact is utilized in the oxyhydrogen

blowpipe, by which means a heat surpassed

only by electricity is produced, or a light,

by directing the flame against a piece of

caustic lime, which becomes incandescent,

surpassed only by electricity. It combines
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in the least weight with the other elements,

so it is taken as the hase, and its atomic

weight placed at 1.

There are only two oxides of hydrogen

known : water (H
20) , and hydrogen peroxide

(H
2 2

). Water is formed whenever hydrogen

is burned. Its properties are too well known
to require description. Hydrogen perox-

ide (H
2 2 ) never occurs in nature, and even

when prepared artificially is very unstable,

giving up on the least cause one atom of

oxygen. On account of this it is quite a

strong "oxidizing agent," and also a pow-

erful "bleaching agent," but on account

of the difficulty of preparation and insta-

bility when prepared it is but seldom made
use of.

Nitrogen (atomic weight, 14; symbol, N).

—Nitrogen (meaning "the maker of nitre,"

because it is a constituent of nitre) was dis-

covered by Rutherford in 1772. It is a col-

orless, tasteless, and inodorous gas, slightly

lighter than the air ; is not directly poison-

ous, but not supporting life, it will kill by

suffocation. It will not burn nor support

combustion. The atmosphere, when freed

from carbonic anhydride (C0
2 ),

water, am-
monia, and whatever may accidentally be

present, is found to consist of four-fifths of

oxygen and one-fifth of nitrogen. These

are mixed together. It is not a chemical

combination, but simply a mechanical mix-

ture. Besides oxygen and nitrogen, there

are always present in the air, in varying

proportions, carbon dioxide, ammonia, and

aqueous vapor, and frequently volatile or-

ganic matter.

Nitrogen has five known oxides, as fol-

lows: Nitrous oxide (N
20), nitric oxide

(NO), nitric trioxide (N
2 3 ),

nitric tetrox-

ide (N0
2 ),

nitric pentoxide (N
2 5 ). Nitrous

oxide, or protoxide of nitrogen (N
20), is a

gas, colorless and odorless, but possessing a

slightly sweet taste. It becomes liquid

when under a pressure of eighty atmos-

pheres, or when cooled down to eighty-

eight degrees below zero (—126° Fahr.). It

supports combustion. A glowing chip,

when plunged into it, bursts at once into

flame. This is caused by the heat decom-
posing the gas into free nitrogen and oxy-

gen, and the oxygen acting in its usual

way. It may, however, be distinguished

from oxygen by its being soluble in water.

Its peculiar properties when inhaled, and

which give it the name of " laughing gas,"

are well known.

Nitric oxide, deutoxide, or binoxide of

nitrogen (NO), a gas, colorless, but having

a disagreeable odor. It does not support

combustion as easily as the preceding, owing

to the greater difficulty of decomposing it,

so that if a substance but slightly ignited be

introduced in it, it will be extinguished
;

but if it be in strong combustion, the heat

will be sufficient for the decomposition, and

it will burn with great rapidity and bril-

liancy. It is the most stable oxide of nitro-

gen known ; has never been liquefied until

most recently. It is but very slightly solu-

ble in water, but has a great tendency to

absorb oxygen, assuming then a dense red

color, and being easily and completely ab-

sorbed by water.

Nitric t?-ioxide, or nitrous anhydride (N
2

3 ),
formerly called "hyponitrous acid," a

brownish-red gas, condensing at 0° Fahr. to

a blue, volatile liquid. A large quantity of

water converts this into nitric acid and

nitric oxide (H
2
0+3N

2 3
=2HN0

3-f-4NO),

but a small amount into nitrous acid, or

hydric nitrite, which is the acid correspond-

ing to nitric trioxide (N
2 3
+H

2
0=2HN0

2 ),

which, however, in the free state, is very

unstable, but which forms a very stable

series of salts called " nitrites," made up on

the formula MN0
2
(when M represents the

symbol of any element, supposing it to be

monivalent*).

Nitric tetroxide, or nitric peroxide (N0
2 ),

formerly called "nitrous acid," a sub-

stance solidifying at 16° Fahr., which in

melting forms a yellow liquid, changing to

red as temperature increases, which boils at

72°. The vapors given of from it, and

which constitute the greater part of " ni-

® It must be remembered that whenever any

method is given for forming any substance, it is

only the theoretical way : and although, as a

rule, the substance can actually be obtained that

way, still it would not be the usual method in

practice. The method for manufacturing or for

making in the laboratory for experimenting,'

often differ from the way here given. If any

one should wish to find any of these ways, they

are in any manual of chemistry.
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trous fumes," are at lower temperatures

brownish-red, but become deeper as the

temperature heightens.

Nitric pentoxide, or nitric anhydrite (N
2

5 ).
This substance, when prepared (and

it is very unstable), is in crystals, brilliant,

transparent, and without color. It melts at

86° Fahr., and boils at 113°. It has a very

great affinity for water, the crystals dissolv-

ing with great heat, and producing nitric

acid (HN0
3 ) thus, N

2 5
+H

2
0=2HN0

3
.

Nitric acid, or hydric nitrate (HN0
3 ),

when pure, is a limpid, colorless, fuming

liquid, often rendered impure and darkened

by the presence of some of the lower oxides

of nitrogen ; indeed, if obtained in the pure

state and allowed to stand in the light, this

decomposition takes place and the liquid

loses its water-like appearance, gaining a

yellow color. It is an "oxidizing agent,"

and also a "bleaching agent." It parts

with some of its oxygen to another substance

with ease. It freezes at —40° Fahr. ; com-

mences to boil at 363° Fahr. It forms with

the metals a series of salts called "nitrates,"

which are all soluble in water.

There is but one compound of nitrogen

and hydrogen, that is ammonia (volatile

alkali or spirit of hartshorn, NH
3 ),

and is

so called because it was first made from a

substance called sal ammoniac, because it

was first found in Libya, near the temple of

Jupiter Amnion. It is a gas having an

acrid taste, a pungent odor, and very alka-

line in its action, turning vegetable colors

blue and neutralizing acids. It has the

effect of bringing tears to the eyes, is poison-

ous when taken in large quantities, simply

on account of its irritating action upon the

lungs, but when taken in small doses it is a

stimulant only. It has a great affinity for

water, two volumes of it being absorbed by

one of that liquid. At the ordinary tempera-

ture (about 60° Fahr.), under a pressure of

seven atmospheres it becomes liquid, and if

cooled to—102° Fahr., it freezes to a white,

crystalline, translucent solid. This property

of liquefying underpressure, and the princi-

ple that a substance in passing from a liquid

to a gaseous condition absorbs heat from the

surrounding substances, is used in various

machines for the production artificially of

ice. Ammonia enters into a series of salts,

but as it acts as a metal it will be considered

under that head.

Carbon (atomic weight, 12 ; symbol, C).

—

Carbon, which comes from a Latin word,

meaning coal, is an element of vast import-

ance. It is found very peculiarly, in a free

state, in three distinct forms, which resem-

ble each other in no possible way, and in

its combinations it is very widely distributed

in earth, air, and water.

Substances produced either directly or

indirectly from the vegetable or animal

kingdom are placed under that division

called organic chemistry ; and as carbon is

a most necessary constituent of all these, it

might be said that organic chemistry is that

division of chemistry that treats of the com-

pounds of carbon.

As said above, carbon occurs in the free

state in three very distinct forms, namely :

1, diamond; 2, graphite or plumbago; 3,

charcoal. The diamond, the hardest sub-

stance and most costly gem known, consists

almost completely of pure carbon. It acts

throughout as carbon ; it will burn in an

atmosphere of oxygen ; in a most intense

heat it swells up and becomes spongy and

black, forming a sort of coke. What pro-

cess in nature caused carbon to crystallize

as the diamond has never been ascertained.

Graphite, or plumbago, does not resemble

the preceding in any way; it crystallizes,

but in a different form. It has a metallic

lustre, a lead-gray color, is greasy to the

touch, and is soft enough to make a black

mark upon paper. It is .used in lead pencils

(being called black lead, improperly, as there

is no lead about it), for making crucibles,

as a glazing to powder, as a varnish, for

lubricating machinery, and as a stove polish.

Charcoal, or amorphous carbon, is differ-

ent from the preceding two. All forms of

carbon that are not in a crystallized state

come under this head. Wood charcoal,

animal charcoal, and lampblack are all ex-

amples.

Although these three classes are so differ-

ent from each other, they combine some

characteristics. They were generallj' sup-

posed to be infusible, but experiments have

been performed, with heat produced by a

very powerful electric battery, in which the

carbon assumed a semi-molten condition, and
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even others when it was to all appearances

gasified. They all show but the smallest

tendency to be effected by the other ele-

ments. This fact gives a reason for charg-

ing the lower parts of fence-posts to protect

them from decay. At high temperatures,

carbon combines with oxygen very rapidly,

hence it is a "reducing agent," and used

for such purposes in many ways, not only

on the small scale for experiment and study,

but on the largest for mechanical purposes.

There are two compounds of oxygen and

carbon : carbonic oxide (CO), and carbonic

dioxide (C0
2 ). Carbonic oxide (CO) is

formed when carbon is burned in a limited

supply of oxygen. It is often formed in

charcoal fires, but a very common and

every-day example is that of a usual coal

fire
;
the oxygen of the air entering from

below unites with the carbon of the coal to

form carbon dioxide (C0
2 ),

but as it passes

up it takes another atom of carbon and be-

comes carbonic oxide CO (C0
2
+C=2CO).

This, when it reaches the surface of the

coal, burns with the lambient blue flame

seen on the top of coal fires. It is a color-

less gas with an unpleasant odor, will not sup-

port combustion, but burns when ignited. It

is poisonous even in very small amounts, and

much diluted. It is slightly lighter than air,

and is not absorbed to any extent by water.

Carbonic dioxide, carbonic anhydride, car-

bonic acid* (C0
2 ),

is at the usual temperature

and pressure a gas having a slightly acid

taste and smell, being about one and one-

half times heavier than the air, and quite

soluble in water. It is without color, and

when subjected to great pressure or low

temperature it is changed to a liquid, and

by continuing the process, even to a solid.

When undiluted, it cannot be breathed

;

when diluted, it acts as a poison, not from

any poisonous qualities of its own, but

because, taking the place of life-sustain-

* The reader will notice at once that, accord-

ing to the definition of an acid as given before,

C0 2 being without hydrogen, is not strictly an

acid, and carbonic acid cannot be a correct acid.

This is very true. The point is well taken, but

the name carbonic acid was given to it when it

was not incorrect, and it thus obtained such a

hold that it may never be possible to change it

at this late date.

ing substances, it smothers the person. It

neither burns nor supports combustion.

From this C02
an acid called carbonic acid

(which is only a theoretical acid, as it has

never been actually separated), is formed by

adding a molecule of water H
2

(C()
2
-|-H

2

=H
2
C()

3 ),
so we have carbonic acid,

H
2
C03 ,

which forms a very extensive series

of salts called carbonates.

Carbon and nitrogen unite to form one

compound, cyanogen, CN (a word from the

Greek, and meaning the " producer of blue,"

because it is a prominent constituent of

Prussian blue). It is a colorless gas with a

characteristic odor, and poisonous if inhaled.

Under a pressure of four atmospheres it is

condensed to a colorless liquid, which freezes

at 22° Fahr. The gas is very soluble in

water; it is inflammable, burning with a

beautiful purple flame. This substance acts

as a non-metallic element. Like chlorine and

hydrogen unite to form hydrochloric acid,

cyanogen and hydrogen unite to form hy-

drocyanic acid (HCN).

Hydrocyanic or prussic acid (HCN) is a

very volatile liquid, boiling at 80° Fahr.,

freezing at 5° Fahr. It burns with a flame

much resembling, but slightly paler, than

cyanogen. It is the most poisonous sub-

stance known. It occurs in many plants, in

the kernel of the bitter almond, in the peach-

pit, in the juice of the tapioca plant, for

example. With bases it forms a series of

salts known as "cyanides." There is an

acid called cyanic acid (HCNO)* which

forms salts called " cyanates ;
" but the salts

are so unusual and the acid so much more

unusual that no mention will be made of

them. There are compounds of carbon and

hydrogen, and of carbon with hydrogen,

oxygen, nitrogen, and other elements, of all

forms and without number. These come

under the head of "Organic Chemistry,"

and a few (a very few) of them may be there

spoken of.

(To be continued.)

* It has become the custom to use Cy as a

symbol for cyanogen, in place of CN, so that in

books that make use of it, in place of hydrocy-

anic acid HCN, we would find hydrocyanic acid

HCy: and for cyanic acid, in place of HCNO,

we should find HCyO, and so on, wherever CN
would occur we would find Cy.
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[Translated for the Philadelphia Photographer.}

REPRODUCTION OF DRAWINGS,
PLANS, ETC.

OBTAINED DIRECTLY IN DARK BLUE LINES

UPON A WHITE GROUND. PROCESS H.

PELLET & CO.

T
HE sensitizing liquid for this process is

composed of

Oxalic Acid, . 5 grammes (77 grains).

Perchloride of Iron, 10 " (154 "
)

Water, . . 100 c.c. ( 27 fl. drachms).

According to the kind of paper and the

required sensitiveness, the above quantities

may he modified. The oxalic acid may he

replaced by several other vegetable acids.

If the paper is not sufficiently sized, add to

the liquid gelatin, isinglass, gum arabic,

dextrin, etc.

After drying, the paper is to be kept away
from the light, and in this condition may
be preserved indefinitely.

The sentiveness of this paper, which bears

the name of Cyanqfer, is very great. To re-

produce a plan made on transparent paper,

expose under this last a sheet of sensitized

paper. In summer, and in the sun, it re-

quires from fifteen to thirty seconds to de-

compose all the portions not protected by

the black lines. In winter the exposure may
vary from forty to seventy seconds. In the

shade, in clear weather, the exposure varies

from two to six minutes, and in foggy, rainy,

and snowy weather the operation requires

from fifteen to forty minutes. It is evident

also that there will be differences in the time

of exposure during the same day, that is to

say, from morning to night. In the light

the maximum salt of iron is reduced to the

condition of a salt ofprotoxide of iron. These

last are no longer colored by a solution of

yellow prussiate of potash, whilst the parts

protected by the lines may be colored. After

exposure to the light pass in the bath of prus-

siate (from fifteen to eighteen per cent.)

;

the drawing immediately makes its appear-

ance of a blue color. If the exposure has

been sufficient, the paper may be allowed to

remain a certain time in the developing

bath ; the lines are then stronger. If on

the contrary, the exposure has been a little

weak, the print is kept for a shorter time in

the prussiate, to avoid the blue spots arising

from those portions of the iron salt which

have not been completely reduced.

"Wash in abundant water. Finally re-

move the salt of the protoxide of iron by a

bath at eight or ten per cent, of ordinary

hydrochloric acid. The ground of the print

whitens ; the lines become darker.

If the lines of the plan which is to be re-

produced have been made with an ink which

is very black, or containing yellow, the time

of the exposure may be prolonged, as under

these dark lines there is no danger of the

sensitized substance being attacked. In this

case the prussiate development is rather

long, but the blue color becomes very in-

tense, and, when the paper is dry, the re-

» productions are often black instead of blue.

After the acid treatment wash and dry.

It is preferable, for a good reproduction

of a plan, to only place the conventional

tints on the tracing after the photographic

printing, as the tinting on thin papers often

produces wrinkles. On the other hand, if

the tints are dark or antiphotogenic, such as

yellow, brown-yellow, red-brown, etc., upon

the reproduced print, we have blue portions

more or less intense corresponding to these

tints. Should there be any reference figures

or letters in these tints, they are often hidden

by the blue color.

This direct positive process has the ad-

vantage of giving very quickly a reproduc-

tion which may be tinted and modified as

desired.

—

Bulletin Beige.

A CHAT ABOUT AN OLD DRY
PLATE.

ONE of our subscribers has sent us quite

a curiosity in its way, namely, a print

from a tannin dry plate, exposed seven years

after it had been prepared.

The picture, in detail and general quality,

is quite as good as much of the "dry " work

we have seen from freshly prepared plates,

and rather tends to subvert the theories of

those who have always held that "dry plates

won't keep." Our correspondent gives us a

detailed history of this old dry plate, which

is so interesting that we append it.

" Yours of the 16th inst. received ; will
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send photograph to-day. You will observe

that this picture is of dark or variegated

marble. It was made about four weeks ago
;

there was some snow at the time.

" These plates were coated seven years

ago the first week in April. They were the

first and only dry-plate work I have done,

until quite recently. They are 11 x 14 in

size, and have been very much misused, that

is, they have been exposed to light at dif-

ferent times. About eight months ago I

wanted some 11 x 14 plates, and opened this

box in my room, about ten in the forenoon
;

the light was quite sunny at the time. I

found them in such good condition that I

forebore to clean them off, and have kept

them ; and this work I send you is made
from one of those plates.

"When the plates were coated, the for-

mula of Chas. W. Hull was followed to the

letter. Of course, you will agree, any new
process wants some practice before one can

expect in any way to perfectly work it.

But I did not experiment with it ; only

coated as above stated, and worked it with

very good success. This plate had an expo-

sure of ten minutes with 1-4 inch opening,

a view tube I purchased of Chapman &
Wilcox some twelve years ago ; it is half

size. The development was just as easy as

the wet process, the plate developing quite

as free and as rapidly. The developer was

made and used as per formula, at least as

near it as possible. Of course I did not pre-

pare so much in quantity as formula, but as

much as I needed for one plate, but in due

proportion to formula. e

" The negative is a rapid printer in the

sun. We have printed upwards of a hun-

dred prints from it. The one I send is

pretty strong. If I had used glasses to focus

with I should have succeeded in getting it a

little sharper ; but I forgot them, and my
eyes are somewhat impaired by hard usage,

as I have to use them in focussing, in re-

touching, spotting, reading, and writing.

Let me have a furlough of a few weeks out-

side, and I can see about as well as ever.

This retouching is terrible for the eyes and

nerves.

"This formula was published in your

journal in 1867, Vol. 4, No. 37, page 36.

When my plate developed so readily I was

more than astonished, as I have read so much
pro and eon about the dry process and the

keeping qualities of dry plates. In view of

the many questionable points about the dry-

plate process, and the difficulties of working it

successfully, and so many different agencies

in different formula?, and the length of time

these plates have been coated, the different

exposures of these plates to light, you may
think it would astonish the most successful

dry workers. I thought the subject worthy

of notice
;
perhaps it would call out some-

thing advantageous to the fraternity if it

could be published and commented on by

some more experienced in that line of work.

"James 0. Merrill.
" Rutland, April 18th, 1878."

THE ROBE AS PHOTOGRAPHED.

JUST at hand are three pictures of friends,

family of gent and his wife and little

girl, " taken same day," the letter says. The

remark was needless, for the gent is standing

with hat on head, cane in hand, overcoat on

arm, leaning against a costly tiger-skin robe

backed by a curtain and some richly carved

furniture. The lady is in ball-room cos-

tume, leaning against the same robe. The
little girl is perched on a most unnamable

kind of antique piece of furniture, and also

leans against that same robe. The pictures

are said to be finely executed {killed in style

by the robe and the ripped " ragged edge "

of the carpet that shows in all). But where

among our household goods, past or present,

do we ever see a robe, unless we go riding,

and mostly sleigh riding at that. Carved

furniture may pass if it resembles anything

namable; but unless we are taking pictures

of the " hoss jockey," let us have a rest on

the robe. Or will some one prove to me
why it is so highly valued and extensively

used ? If so, I will be much pleased to re-

ceive the lesson.

J. Pitcher Spooner,
Stockton, Cal.

Gihon's Photographic Colorists'

Guide has had a most unprecedented sale,

the dull times notwithstanding. $1.50. See

advertisement.
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GIHON'S PHOTOGRAPHIC SCRAPS.

BY JOHN L. GIHON.

Series No. 6.

The manipulation of the Chemicals, and all that

pertains to " Dark-room" work.

SINCE the operator is now supposed to be

possessed of all of the preparations es-

sential to his success, he should proceed at

once to assure himself of their proper con-

dition.

" Before taking a bath solution into gen-

eral use it should be tested. This is best

done by immersing in it a plate covered

with collodion. When fully sensitized, the

plate should be placed in the dark slide, and

then, for a second, half the plate exposed to

white light. It should then be developed.

A trace of fog on the part on which the light

had not acted, will denote that a slight ad-

dition of nitric acid is required, or that an

organic or other foreign substance is pres-

ent. Should the plate, on withdrawal from

the bath, show signs of countless small ex-

crescences, it is probable that the latter is

over-iodized. These small excrescences,

after development, will be found, on fixing,

to entirely wash away (the iodide being

formed cm and not in the film), leaving round

transparent spots on that part of the film

which had been exposed to the action of the

light. The transparent spots or pinholes

are caused by the interception of the light

from the iodide of silver in the film, by the

iodide deposited from the bath solution. In

this case an ounce of bath solution should

be added to an ounce of water. The nitrate

of silver solution becoming weaker by this

addition, an emulsion of iodide of silver

will take place. This should be filtered out,

and enough crystals of nitrate of silver

added to bring the bath back to its proper

strength. If the plate, after fixing, shows

signs of pinholes without the excrescences

being previously visible, the bath is under-

iodized. In this case more iodide of potas-

sium should be added.

"A line across a plate, seen after sensi-

tizing, denotes a stoppage in the motion of

immersion.

"Lines in the direction of the dip, are

generally caused by the bath being too alco-

holic. (Each time a plate is immersed the

water absorbs a percentage of ether and

alcohol.) The excess may be removed by

raising the temperature of the solution to

about two hundred degrees. The alcohol is

driven off in vapor at that temperature,

whilst the aqueous solution remains behind.

The solution may also be boiled down to

half its original bulk, and be made up to the

proper strength by the addition of purified

water. These lines may also occur through

the use of a collodion with a very repellant

film. This may be remedied by shaking it

up with carbonate of soda, and decanting

from the residue, or by the adding to it one

or two drops of water.

" A scum on the film may be caused by

the use of a bath containing too much ni-

trate of silver. Test its strength, and add

water if requisite, filtering out the iodide

that may be precipitated.

" A bath carefully used will rarely get out

of order. Sometimes,' however, by accident,

it may become contaminated by foreign

matter, and the negatives be poor, flat, and

in some cases, useless, through fog on the

shadows. -To render the bath fit for work,

resort should be had to the action of sunlight

(after neutralizing the acid with carbonate

of soda or freshly precipitated oxide of sil-

ver). This is the best, and probably the

only legitimate cure for a bath that gives

negatives of the foregoing description, ex-

cept evaporating the solution to dryness and

fusing the nitrate of silver. The addition

of permanganate of potash (permanganate,

fifteen grains ; water, one ounce ; the solu-

tion to be added to the bath until a faint per-

manent pink color is given), has also been

recommended. It is at the best a doubtful

cure.

"There may be another cause of flatness

in a negative, viz., the bath being below its

proper strength of nitrate of silver. A very

delicate method of testing for its strength is

as follows : Measure with a pipette (or drop-

ping-bottle) one hundred drops of the solu-

tion to be tested ; rinse the pipette, and drop

from it, into the silver solution, a solution of

salt and water (thirty-five grains to the

ounce), until no more precipitate of chloride

of silver is seen to form. The number of

drops added to the silver solution will be the

number of srrains of nitrate of silver in the

22
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ounce of bath. It will be found advanta-

geous to heat the solution to be tested, as the

last formation of chloride of silver will be

more distinctly visible.

" Fog being one of the commonest defects

in a negative, it will be useful to point out

the causes that may bring it about.

" Over-exposure is one of the most ordinary,

particularly when working with newly-

iodized collodion.

" The contamination of the nitrate of sil-

ver bath by organic or foreign matter, is

another frequent cause of fogging.

"It is easy to account for the organic

matter in the bath, the dust and other im-

purities that float in the atmosphere of the

dark-room being one source. Distilled

water, as commonly sold by chemists, may
also contain it, as their stills are frequently

used for the distillation of essential oils, and

the remains of these are carried into the

water. A bath made of impure gutta-

percha may also account for its presence, as

will the wooden case of a glass bath, pro-

vided the bath solution happens to touch the

wood while being poured in or out. In all

these cases, sunning or evaporating the so-

lution are the most effectual remedies.

" Alkalinity of the bath will be certain to

cause fog ; as will also acidity, if plain

iodized collodion be used.

"Diffused light in the dark-room, in the

camera, or through the lens, will cause a

foggy picture.

" Vapor of ammonia, the product of the

combustion of coal-gas, sulphuretted hydro-

gen, are also inducive of fog. These vapors

may be detected by their smell.

" The omission of the acetic acid in the

developer (or the presence of too small a

proportion) will cause the evil, as also a very

high temperature in the dark-room.

"Many filter-papers contain iron, and
other impurities, which may induce fog.

"For the detection of the cause of fog,

first try reducing the exposure ; if this fail,

try the bath for acidity or alkalinity. If

the bath be of the right acidity, coat a plate,

and having sensitized it, keep it for two or

three minutes in the dark-room. Proceed

to develop as if it had been properly ex-

posed. Fog will arise, supposing no hurtful

vapors be present, either from organic mat-

ter or from diffused light in the dark-room.

Try another plate, exposing it in an abso-

lutely dark room. If no fog be apparent,

the bath is at fault. With a new bath, it

may be that there are vapors present which

cause fog. Should fog, however, still be not

apparent, coat another, and sensitize as usual,

place it in the camera, and draw up the slide,

without removing the cap. Develop as for

an exposed picture.

" If fog be present, diffused light is ad-

mitted into the camera; if absent, it is

probable that the fogged negative was due

to the bad lighting of the subject, or to dif-

fused light through the lens, as in the case

in which the sun is allowed to shine directly

on the glasses.

" To render a slightly fogged negative fit

for printing, apply a solution of iodine and

iodide of potassium, and then proceed to

dissolve away the iodide of silver formed

with cyanide of potassium. With one or

more applications of the iodic solution, the

veil may often be removed without injuring

the density of the negative. Another

method of reduction is by using the follow-

ing in lieu of the iodic solution :

" Saturated Solution of Per-

chloride of Iron, . . 1 drachm.

Water, ... .1 ounce.

This is floated over the negative, and, after

washing, the cyanide is applied. By this

method the deposit on the shadows seems to

be more attacked than that on the lights
;

it is consequently to be preferred.

" The chloride of silver is dissolved away

by the fixing agent ; very dilute nitric acid

may also be applied at once to the film, but

this requires very delicate handling. The

acid should be diluted with ten times its

bulk of water.

"When the bath is too acid, hard nega-

tives, wanting in detail, often result. The

acidity may arise from the use of collodion

which has liberated iodine, and acidified the

bath solution. They may also result from

the developer.

"Transparent flashes and curtains are

generally caused by the free nitrate of silver

drying on portions of the plate, owing to

the length of time elapsing between taking

the plate out of the bath and developing it.

"Negatives are particularly liable to this
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defect if the bath be at all old and alcoholic.

Careful draining, using damp blotting-paper

at the back of the plate in the slide, and

other obvious precautions, should be used.

" Opaque markings, like lines, may occur

through the bath solution collecting and

running down the plate, particularly if the

plate be not fully sensitized. The rivulets

of bath solution complete the sensitizing of

the plates in those portions alone, hence the

image is stronger at those parts.

" Horseshoe-markings, of about the size of

a small pearl button, may occasionally be

met with. They are generally to be dis-

covered when a collodion is used which ap -

pears opalescent after sensitizing. They

arise from the reflections from the small drops

of bath solution that accumulate on the back

of the plate. It is needless to enter into the

exact cause of the horseshoe form
; but it

can be rigorously demonstrated as resulting

from the shape and motion of the drops. By
carefully wiping the back of the plate before

placing it in the slide, this trouble will

cease."

" Collodion forms the basis of the pho-

tographic negative pictures ; it is for the

photographer of more importance than the

paper for the draughtsman. It not only

acts mechanically by fixing the sensitive

film to the glass, but also chemically by con-

taining besides the indifferent pyroxylin, a

whole line of products of disintegration,

which have a material influence on the

chemical and physical properties of the

film.

" The care of the collodion is consequently

of much importance for the photographer

who desires to secure equal results always.

" The changes which iodized collodions

suffer, manifest themselves by a change of

color, first yellow and then red, and by a de-

crease of sensitiveness. In these changes,

free iodine, which remains dissolved in the

collodion, separates from the liquid, and

gives rise to the formation of free nitric

acid in the bath, which will impair the sen-

sitiveness of the plate.

" The salts of cadmium have the least

tendency to turning the collodion red, while

the salts of ammonium have the greatest.

While the collodion turns red, it becomes

more fluid, and finally so limpid that it does

not secure a homogeneous or tenacious film.

" It has been recommended to shake col-

lodion which has turned red with carbonate

of soda, respectively with metallic cadmium,

and to let it settle. These bodies will absorb

the iodine and restore the bright color of the

collodion, but at the same time the plates

will have a tendency to fogginess, probably

in consequence of the formation of alkaline

salts, which are partially soluble in collo-

dion.

" It is much preferable to mix the red col-

lodion with cadmium collodion. The latter

will remain white for months ; it is some-

what thick, and by mixing it with red col-

lodion we will get the desired consistency

and color.

" Any one who works with cadmium col-

lodion exclusively will very seldom or never

complain about red collodion. For other

mixtures which have a tendency to turning

red, it is recommended to preserve the plain

collodion and the iodizer separately. In

this case the fluids are mixed in such quanti-

ties as experience has taught will be con-

sumed in a short space of time.

" Besides the disengagement of iodine, a

change in the proportion of alcohol and

ether takes place, as well as the introduction

of impurities, such as dust, etc.

" The excess of collodion which has been

poured on the plate, is generally returned to

the bottle. But this excess has lost a part of

its dissolving media by evaporation, and of

course more of the fugitive ether than of the

less fugitive alcohol.

"Hence what is poured back into the bot-

tle is thicker and richer in alcohol. With
yery careful management this does not mat-

ter much ; under favorable circumstances a

bottle of collodion can be used, all but a very

small remnant. If this remnant should be

too thick, it should be diluted with one-

fourth or one-third of a mixture of three

parts of alcohol to five parts of ether.

" But much more annoying than this loss

of fluidity, is the accumulation of dust and

other impurities. Small traces of dust are

washed into the collodion-bottle with the

excess which is returned from the plate

;

with every plate this quantity is increased,

and finally the collodion will work uneven.
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"This is more frequently the case when
travelling, where we have to contend more
with dust than at home. The annoyance is

increased with large plates.

"The rough corners of the plates exercise

a very injurious influence, as they form re-

ceptacles for dust and other impurities,

which is only too easily overlooked and re-

turned to the collodion. It happens quite

frequently that the grooves of the plate-

hoxes are filled with impurities, all of which

help to spoil the collodion.

"All these evils can he avoided hy re-

turning the excess of collodion to a separate

bottle. This collodion is hy no means use-

less ; it should be left to settle for a week or

so, and the pure liquid can then be decanted

and used.

" That the neck of the collodion-bottle

should always be kept clean is a matter of

course. A bell-glass should be placed over

the stock-bottle. When no special collodion-

bottle is employed, the neck of the bottle

should be kept perfectly clean by wiping it

with the finger, and the first few drops

should be thrown away before pouring the

collodion on the plate. The bottle should

be corked immediately after the plate has

been collodionized.

" When the plate is taken out of the bath,

should the film appear much less opaque at

the end at which the collodion was poured

on than at the lower end (the portion of the

image developed on these semi-transparent

parts would be very feeble), first, the col-

lodion has been allowed to set too long

;

second, it has been prepared with too highly

rectified solvents, and ether in excess ; or,

third, there is alcohol in excess, causing the

plate to dry at the top before it has set at

the bottom.

" The remedies are in the first case ap-

parent ; in the second, leaving the bottle

of collodion unstoppered till the necessary

amount of ether has evaporated, making up

the quantity with alcohol, and then adding

one or two drops of water to the ounce
; in

the third case, the addition of a drachm of

ether and a quarter of a grain of iodide of

cadmium to the ounce of collodion.

" The next defect that may be noticed is

the collodion showing opaque markings,

after sensitizing, at the corner whence it

was poured off. This may be caused by too

much iodide and bromide in the collodion,

in which case plain collodion should be

added ; or, it may be caused by the collodion

being too alcoholic. If the film be allowed

to set longer before immersion in the bath,

it is probable the fault will be corrected. It

sometimes happens that this defect is exag-

gerated, the iodide from the film (and the

film itself, in places) leaving the plate en-

tirely. This is caused by not allowing the

collodion to set sufficiently ; the water in

the bath acts on the pyroxylin before it be-

comes gelatinous (from the evaporation of

the ether and part of the alcohol), and the

cotton is precipitated. The last remedy
given above must be resorted to.

"It sometimes happens that there are

markings in the film, giving- it the appear-

ance of a fine net work or crape. This

arises from the use of too gelatinous a sam-

ple of collodion, or from a strong cadmium
bromo-iodizer. Solvents, too, diluted with

water may also cause this defect. The rem-

edy in the former case (in which the plain

collodion alone gives this, structure), is to

add a more limpid sample to it. If caused

alone by the latter, keeping will probably

rectify the evil
;
whilst if the result be from

both causes, the addition of a limpid alka-

line-iodized collodion is recommended.
" Should the developed image appear

weak, and the film be opalescent, it is prob-

able, if the collodion be in fault, that it is

deficient in pyroxylin, either from sufficient

not having been at first added, or from the

property that old collodion acquires of dis-

solving an extra quantity.

"A lack of half-tones in the image is

caused by using a collodion whose pyroxy-

lin has been made at too high a temperature,

or by the iodine in it being liberated to

excess.

" Should the film split on drying, it is

probable that the collodion used contained

to much ether. Pyroxylin made with too

strong acids will also cause the evil. Mix-

ing with another sample of collodion will

probably be the best cure.

"If the pyroxylin be made in weak acids,

the film will generally adhere to the plate
;

but if a gelatinous kind be used, falling

away will frequently occur.
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"A scum floating on the bath may denote

the use of a too highly bromo-iodized collo-

dion ; if this be the case, the latter should

be mixed with a small quantity of plain

collodion. Acetate of silver in the bath is

likewise a cause of scum. It should, in all

cases, be filtered out, or be removed by draw-

ing a strip of clean blotting-paper along

the surface of the bath solution.

"An underiodized collodion will cause

the developed image to appear flat and lack-

ing in density (if it arise from the collodion).

Try adding an extra grain of iodide of cad-

mium to the ounce. If the collodion be

too highly bromized the same result will

occur."

" The development of a negative requires

both mechanical skill and a keen percep-

tion of the requirements of the occasion.

" Lines may occur on the negative by the

stoppage of the developer when poured over

the exposed plate. The stoppage is gener-

ally the result of carelessness, or of the dry-

ing of the film after removal from the bath.

In the latter case, more of the developer

must be taken to enable the plate to be

properly flooded. The free nitrate of silver

having partially dried on the film, but little

will be carried away by the developer over

the edge of the plate. The defect may also

arise from the repulsion of the free nitrate

of silver on the film from the developer,

either through excess, or the contrary, of

alcohol. »

" Lines may also be caused by leaving a

small quantity of water in the developing-

cup. This will not readily mix with the

alcoholic developer, and will cause develop-

ment to be delayed on portions of the nega-

tive.

"That the image is poor and flat may
arise from washing off the free nitrate of

silver from the plate by the developer ; from

the use of too strong a developer ; or from

the bath or collodion, as already explained.

" In addition to negatives becoming hard

from the collodion or bath, they may have

the same defect from the use of a weak de-

veloper ; from one with too much acid in

it ; or from under-exposure. The first two

causes may arise from the protosulphate of

iron changing to persulphate.

" When the developer refuses to flow

evenly over the film, and seems to be re-

pelled by it, either too much or too little

alcohol has been added.

"A scum on the developer, formed during

development, may denote a want of acetic

acid."

" The chief defects that arise through in-

tensifying, are those which may also occur

in development. Fog and a red deposit are

chiefly to be anticipated. The former may
occur before fixing if the pictures be over-

exposed
;
the latter, both before and after

fixing, by the addition of too much free ni-

trate of silver to the intensifier; or again,

after fixing, by the imperfect washing of the

film before the intensifier is applied. The
red stain will often yield to treatment with

a solution of acetic acid and water (half to

half).

"It should be noted that the larger the

amount of silver added, the more rapid will

be the intensification ; but the half-tones

will not be brought up proportionately to the

high-lights. The smaller the quantity of

silver used, the greater will be the compara-

tive force given to them, and the longer

time it will take.

" Thus, a negative lacking in contrast may
be corrected by using an intensifier with

large, and one too rich in contrast with

small doses of silver.

" When the mixture of pyrogallic acid

and silver becomes turbid, it must be re-

jected, and a fresh solution poured on.

"Sometimes a bluish precipitate will

form in the shadows
; when this takes place

it is an indication that the intensifier is not

sufficiently acid.

" Intensification with iron is equally as

rapid as with pyrogallic acid. When using

the former, however, it is necessary to use

about twice as much silver.

" With landscapes and portraits, intensify-

ing is comparatively easy work. With re-

productions of drawings, plans, or manu-
script, it requires more time and great care.

The fine lines become easily veiled or the

plate unequal.

" The beginner must remember that the

intensifier makes the plate only denser and
richer in contrast, but does not add to the
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details. It is, therefore, useless to try to im-

prove an under-exposed plate by intensify-

ing it.

" When the intensification after fixation

is attempted, it is essentially necessary to

thoroughly wash the plate before application

of the solutions. Any neglect of this pre-

caution will invariably produce a spotted

negative.

" A number of peculiar metal salts have

been proposed in connection with the latter

method, which, with the metallic silver of

the picture, cause peculiar decompositions,

and form pictures, which offer great resist-

ance to the passage of chemical rays. These

methods are mainly of advantage in the pro-

duction of negatives for photo-lithographic

or kindred processes.

" The defects caused by fixing are few in

number ; the chief is that caused by the cya-

nide of potassium eating away the half-

tones, or the washing off being too long de-

layed. If strong cyanide be used, and it be

allowed to stop in its flow over the plate, a

weak line may become apparent. A film

splitting after varnishing, may often be

traced to the use of hyposulphite of soda

as a fixing agent, and a subsequent imper-

fect washing."

[-jVfem._I have thought it better to present

the present series of scraps in a more con-

tinuous form than usual. At the same time,

I wish to give the credit of their original

authorship mainly to Captain Abney and

Dr. H. Vogel—G-ihon.

sheet, it will appear almost incredible that

both pieces were cut from one and the same

sheet, and the fact that they are really of

one color can only be realized by placing

them side by side.

The same phenomenon can be observed

very plainly in Fig. 47. Ten small disks,

all shaded exactly alike, are here placed

Fig. 47.

CONTRAST.

Simultaneous Contrast between

"Light" and "Dark."

IF
we place a given hue, a medium gray,

for instance, upon two different grounds,

one of them lighter, the other darker than

the gray itself, the latter will assume a

different appearance in each of these two

cases ;
that is to say, in the first case it will

look darker, in the second lighter. This

experiment may be very conveniently made

with crayon papers of different shades. If

we cut two pieces of moderate size from a

sheet of such paper, and then lay one of

them, upon a lighter, the other upon a darker

upon a larger disk, the sectors of which dif-

fer in shading. The fact that all the small

disks are in reality perfectly alike can easily

be ascertained by covering the figure^with

a piece of untranspa^ent paper into which

two small holes have been cut, so that two

of the disks can be seen throug'h them. But,

nevertheless, one half of these small disks

appears to be considerably lighter than the

other half.

Another remarkable fact to be observed

is this, that the disk, the true brightness of

which exceeds that of the ground only by a

very little, looks almost as bright as that

upon the perfectly black sector, while in the

same manner a "disk upon a ground only

slightly brighter looks almost as dark as the

one upon perfectly white paper.

It is shown, therefore, that the small disks

have suffered a change of brightness by con-

trast with the ground, and that the smallest

perceivable difference in brightness between

the two surfaces produces almost the same
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effect of contrast as that produced by the

greatest contrast which can be conceived.

This remarkable " effectiveness of small

differences " is of very great importance in

painting ; while from a scientific point of

view, it teaches us that the phenomena with

which we are now dealing are of quite a

different nature from the phenomena of suc-

cessive contrast.

Simultaneous Contrast a Deception

of Judgment.

The successive contrast asserts itself in a

striking manner only when there is a con-

siderable difference in brightness and in

color between the ground and the object

upon which the eye has been fixed, and it

increases in vigor with the increase of this

difference. Furthermore, to obtain the suc-

cessive contrast, it is absolutely necessary to

fix the eye upon the object for some length

of time, while the simultaneous contrast, as

shown by the illustration just given, asserts

itself at first sight. In this case, therefore,

the idea of fatigue cannot be entertained,

and we must consequently look elsewhere

for an explanation.

The contrast between " light " and "dark "

will be especially well fitted to serve as a

clue in this matter. "Light" and "dark"

are relative ideas, like large or small, loud

or low, heavy or light, quick or slow. All

these ideas are based upon comparisons with

some object which has been accepted as a

standard.

But for no species of quantities do we carry

a fixed and invariable standard within our-

selves, excepting perhaps for short lengths,

which might be compared to the members

of our own body.

As soon, however, as an object is not in

close proximity, or as soon as it considerably

exceeds the dimensions of our own body, we
are extremely uncertain even in our judg-

ment as to size, because this judgment is

dependent upon all possible sorts of influ-

ences.

If, for instance, we see a person at a con-

siderable distance walking across a level

surface free from all other objects of com-

parison, say a very extensive meadow, we
shall be absolutely unable to tell whether

the person be large or small, or even whether

it be a grown-up man or a child. If, on the

contrary, a single object of comparison were

present, our judgment would at once be in-

fluenced in a definite manner from which it

it would be impossible to escape. Presuming

the person in question to be near a very

large tree, the size of the tree, however,

being unknown to us, we should undoubt-

edly be induced to suppose the person to be

very small, since we attribute a medium
size to all things of a certain species, as long

as we are not informed to the contrary. In

the same manner we should suppose the man
to be much too large, if by chance he led an

especially small horse.

It would be an easy matter to increase the

number of similar examples, taken from

various fields of observation, but we will

now turn without further delay to that field

which is at present of the greatest interest

to us.

A piece of gray paper lying before a

window in the full light of day may in real-

ity be incomparably lighter than a sheet of

white paper in the room, but still we shall

immediately recognize that the one is gray

and the other is white. "We suppose the

white paper in the room to be lighter, al-

though in fact we see it much darker than

the gray paper lying outside.

Thus an object will appear light to us if

placed near a dark object suitable for com-

parison ; but we shall take the same body

to be dark when juxtaposed to a light object.

The process in neither physical nor physi-

ologic ;
it is a psychologic process.

Contrast by Juxtaposition.

Our judgment in regard to similarity or

dissimilarity in brightness is all the more

certain the nearer the two surfaces to be

compared are placed to each other, and the

greatest degree of certainty is reached when
the two touch each other directly. This is

well shown by Fig. 48, which has been bor-

rowed from Chevreul. The two surfaces a
and a/ are shaded precisely alike ; the same

is true of B and b'. But while it is difficult

to determine the difference in brightness be-

tween A and B, the difference between A.'

and b / is quite marked.

At the same time another peculiarity will

be noticed. Each of the two surfaces touch-
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ing each other looks as if it were shaded off

towards one side, while in reality each is

Fig. 48.
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covered with a perfectly even tint. Fur-

thermore, the brighter surface appears to

increase in brightness, the darker one in

darkness, towards the boundary line. It

follows that the effect of contrast is strongest

at this line. The name of "contrast by

juxtaposition " is therefore given to this

class of phenomena.

This contrast by juxtaposition can be ob-

served best of all by producing rings of a

gradually diminishing degree of brightness

upon the color-top, as shown by Fig. 49 a.

Fig. 49.

In painting and in color printing this

contrast must be taken into account when-

ever it is desirable to avoid hard boundary

lines between two neighboring surfaces. In

painting it can be obviated by toning down
on the side towards the boundary.

The contrast by juxtaposition does not

belong exclusively to the category of simul-

taneous contrast, and is not therefore based

simply upon a deception of our judgment,

but it is also in great part caused by succes-

sive contrast. For whenever we look at an

object we do not direct our eyes steadily to

any one part, but we keep moving them

about continually. When we turn our eyes

from a darker surface to a lighter one, the

image of the outer parts of the lighter surface

must necessarily fall upon those parts of the

retina which have just been exposed to the

image of the darker surface, and which are

therefore all the more sensitive to the new
impression of light. Hence it follows that

even from the effect of successive contrast

the outer parts of the bright surface must

appear brighter than the rest.

—

Von Be-

zold's Theory of Color.

In this case each ring, when the disk is

rotating, appears to be separated from the

neighboring ring by a darker circle, so that

the disk presents the appearance of Fig. 49 b.

REVERSED NEGATIVES.

BV F. N. BLAKE.

IEEAD with interest Mr. Webster's arti-

cle on reversed negatives, in the April

number of the Philadelphia Photographer,

and agree with him that the method given

in Mosaics is rather complicated for ordi-

nary work ; but, instead of taking out the

ground-glass in the camera and turning it

around, I get the focus in the ordinary

way, and then move the back

of the camera towards the lens

the exact thickness of the plate

I propose to use. In this way
the focus may be quickly and

accurately obtained without

injury to the camera or trouble

to the operator. In my prac-

tice (photographing on wood

for engravers), it is very

frequently necessary to be exact about the

size of the picture; but by Mr. Webster's

method this could not be done, unless the

plate is the exact thickness of the ground-

s':! ass.
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GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
Death of Mr. Volgtlander—Durability of Pig-

ment Prints— Pigment Prints by Means

of Iron Salts—Dr. Elder's Works about

Photo - Chemistry of Chromates— Magic

Lantern and Astronomical Photography

in Germany— Dr. Vogel's Hand-Book,

Third Edition.

ON"
the 7th of April, 1878, died in Braun-

schweig the well-known optician,Voigt-

lander ; the world is therefore deprived of a

man who commanded great credit for the

development of photography. Where would

we be in portrait photography if Petzval

had not calculated the lens which Voigtlan-

der put in practice ? How splendidly he

carried out Petzval 's ideas is generally

known. Thousands of his lenses were

quickly spread all over the world, and gave

to the photographer the means to produce a

picture in just as many seconds as formerly

minutes were required. This is the greatest

of all optical inventions in the limits of pho-

tography. How many new lenses were ever

constructed after the portrait lens that main-

tained its standpoint as the most important

instrument in every studio? Excepting a

little modification by Dallmeyer, it has not

received any change since it first came out.

Voigtlander was born in Vienna in the

year 1812, where he was known as an excel-

lent optician before his acquaintance with

Petzval. His orthoscope, made also after

Petzval's calculations, has had less success.

In the year 1848 Voigtlander moved to

Braunschweig, where he died. His son,

Frederick, who lately succeeded with the

construction of the Euryscope, carries on the

business.

The question of the durability of pigment

pictures has recently been the subject of

many deliberations. Monckhoven's article,

in which he expresses his doubts about pig-

ment prints colored with organic colors, has

caused quite a surprise, and has also been

frequently answered. Monckhoven says

that during the exposure of a sensitized

gelatin film, chromate of chromium (Cr
2 3

-j-Cr0
3 ) is formed, which will not be de-

composed in washing, as it remains in the

picture, and undergoes a further reduction

by simultaneous destruction of the organic

colors. I only partially participate in this

opinion. That during the exposure first

chromate of chromium is formed is evidently

proved by the brown color. This body,

however*, is decomposed in washing, and

chromic oxide left. Much depends, how-

ever, on the quantity of free alkali in the

water. The slightest addition of lime or

ammonia will turn the blue picture which

is formed during exposure very soon into

green, whilst pure water does so very slowly.

The wash water of the photographers being

very different, they must necessarily have

obtained different results. It depends fur-

ther on the time during which, the pro-

cess of washing is performed. Any quan-

tity of chromate left in the picture will

not fail to have its bad effect on the organic

bodies. Monckhoven thinks that crap lake

and indigo will undergo an equal change,

and he recommends, therefore, to put the

finished picture in a solution of sulphate of

sodium, which has an immediate reducing

effect on the chromic acid. However recom-

mendable this remedy is, I doubt that it is

reliable in all cases. Carmine, for instance,

which sometimes is used for the production

of purple tints, will surely fade in course

of time, whether chromic acid is present

or not. The only remedy against it is to

do away with it. Monckhoven recommends

crap lake, with oxide of iron, instead of it.

He asserts that it is to be had in the nicest

red color, although I have never seen it.

I read about the same subject in English

journals, where they recommend purpuvin,

which is a part of crap. This body is very

nice indeed, but by no means fast. In

presence of alkali, the purpuvin is very soon

faded. As for myself, I have only used

lampblack and Vandyke red for the prepa-

ration of pigments, and always got very

nice tones for portrait work. Pictures on

such paper are exhibited in my studio since

ten years without showing any change.

Monckhoven describes some other interest-

ing experiments about sensitizing of pig-

ment paper without bichromate of potassium.

He puts the paper in a twenty per cent, so-

lution of citrate of iron and ammonia. (I

wish to add that citrate of iron and ammo-
nia wants ten times its volume of water to

dissolve it, so that it is consequently impos-
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sible to produce a twenty per cent, solution.)

Paper thus prepared is to be dried in the

dark, exposed, and after exposure dipped in

a solution of bichromate of potassium, and

finally transferred and developed. The sul-

phate of sesquioxide of iron is reduced by the

action of light to sulphate of protoxide of

iron, and this again reduces afterwards the

chromic acid of the bichromate of potassium

,

and forms super-oxide of chromium, which

renders the gelatin insoluble. It is quite

evident that this method offers no advantage

whatever, as the super-oxide of chromium,

or chromate of chromium, which is exactly

the same, is formed afterwards ; besides, the

work with the double iron salt is by no

means agreeable. Monckhoven mentions

further that there exists several combina-

tions of chromic acids and oxide of chro-

mium.

According to D. E. Elden, who publishes

an excellent work about photo-chemistry of

chromates, the chromates of chromium are

never a steady composition. Oxide of

chromium shaken with bichromate of po-

tassium will take more or less chromic acid,

according to the time in which this sepa-

ration is performed. Elden 's publication

merits all attention from photographers on

more than one point of view. He has not only

collected the literature of the chromates,

but also made numerous experiments for

the profit of the decision of many obscurities

on this subject. He always considers closely

the relation of chromates to gelatin, albu-

men, and gum, observations of greatest in-

terest for the lichtdrucker, heliographer,

photo-lithographer, carbon printer, etc. It

is surprising to learn by him that the

famous Nelson gelatin is less applicable for

lichtdruck, on account of its little strength,

than other gelatins ; further, that gelatin

mixed with alum binds the latter so inti-

mately that neither warm nor cold water are

capable of washing it out again, that conse-

quently the much-recommended method for

purifying gelatin (swelling in water and

pouring off of the latter) is of no use what-

ever. Gum and albumen mixed with chro-

mate are insoluble. Neutral chromate of

potassium forms with gelatin twenty to

thirty times less sensitive films than bichro-

mate of potassium. Better effects are ob-

tained by chromate of ammonium. Tri-

chromate of potassium is not applicable for

pigment printing. It is not my intention

to mention every item of this interesting

work, composed of eighty-eight pages, and

therefore content myself with having called

your attention to the same.

Two important applications of photogra-

phy, long since known in America, have

found their valuation in Germany too
;

first,

the application of the magic lantern in lec-

tures ; second, the use of photography for

astronomical observations. I found great

opposition while recommending, eight years

ago, the magic lantern for schools. It was

asserted when, on my account, ten sciopti-

cons were introduced, that a picture sud-

denly thrown on a screen, could not have

the same edifying effect on the audience as

a picture drawn (by the by, one forgets that

many teachers do not know how to draw, or

do not find the necessary time) ; now they

learn to appreciate its value better.

In the new palace of science, the Natu-

ral-Philosophical-Physiological Institute of

Berlin, there has been arranged in two great

lecture-rooms all the necessary apparatus for

the objective representations of not only pic-

tures, but also physical and chemical pro-

cesses. In regard to astronomical photog-

raphy, M. Janssen, of Paris, has recently

obtained magnificent results. His picture of

the sun, showing the strange growing sur-

face, has created just as much astonishment

as formerly did the moon pictures by De la

Rue and Eutherfurd.

Prance has been less successful at the tran-

sit of Venus expedition ; whilst the present

results are of very little account, the Ger-

mans proved at least, that under certain at-

- mospherical circumstances, the method of

observation by means of photography has

decidedly the advantage over the ocular ob-

servation.

Henceforth we will have a great astro-

nomical-photographical observatory in Pots-

dam, near Berlin. A number of beautiful

new buildings, very romantically situated

on the Havel, on the summit of a picturesque

hill, serve as the astro-physical observatory
;

a great part of the same is devoted to photog-

raphy. A separate tower is erected, with a

skylight on the top, for the establishment of
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the photo-heliograph, and the reproduction

of the obtained results. There are plenty of

dark-rooms and other photographic depart-

ments, and the best opticians are occupied

to furnish for this new institute the best

possible instruments. Tohroder, of Ham-
burg, furnishes the heliograph ; its telescope

is stationary, inclined downwards, pointing

to the mirror of a heliostat, which reflects

the rays of the sun into the telescope. The
picture of the sun formed in the focus of the

telescope is enlarged by the ocular lens.

Everything will be completely arranged in

the course of a few months, and the best re-

sults are to be expected by the zeal of Dr.

H. 0. Vogel (my namesake) and Dr. Lohoe.

Among other photographic news, I have

still to mention that the third edition of my
Hand-Book of Photography has appeared

to-day, published by Oppenheim, of Berlin.

Very truly yours, H. Vogel.
Berlin, April 29th, 1878.

STATUS OF THE SWAN PATENT.

WE do not suppose there are twenty of

our subscribers interested in the Swan
patent, but all of them are interested in the

fact that the Philadelphia Photographer tries

never to mislead them, but always to give

the quickest and most reliable information

on all subjects. We are, therefore, always

willing to correct a mistake when we make
one; and it is claimed that we have made
one in our statement in our last issue, con-

cerning the expiration of the Swan patents

in the United States.

Owing to a change made in the laws, as

will appear below, there was room for two

opinions on this subject. Ours was based on

the letter below, from P. A. Seeley, Esq.,

Chief Clerk of the United States Patent

Office at Washington.

The courts, however, have decided differ-

ently, as will appear from the opinion an-

nexed, of Messrs. Howson & Son, Philadel-

phia, the renowned Patent Attorneys, and

counsel for the photographers in the " Bro-

mide " and other patent causes.

We bend to such distinguished ability,

feeling, after all, that although Swan's pat-

ent is dead in England, its chance existence

here wont do much damage.

United States Patent Office,

Washington, February 23d, 1878.

Dear Sir : Yours of 16th inst. received.

The patent to Swan would naturally expire

in seventeen years from its date, or January

22d, 1884, if you refer to No. 61,368, of

January 22d, 1867. If it has now expired it

must be on account of expiration of a pre-

viously obtained foreign patent ; a case

which would not admit of an extension in

this country. Truly yours,

F. A. Seely,
Edw. L. Wilson, Esq., Chief Clerk.

116 N. Seventh St., Phila.

Hoiuson's Patefit and Law Offices, Philadelphia.

Dear Sir : J. W. Swan, on January

22d, 1867, obtained a U. S. patent, No.

61,368, for a mode of printing photographs.

He had previously obtained an English pat-

ent, No. 503, February 29th, 1864, sealed

June 14th, and complete specification filed

August 29th, 1854.

When does the U. S. patent of Swan ex-

pire ? This we understand to be your ques-

tion.

Section 6 of the act of 1839 provides that

" no person shall be debarred from receiving

a patent for any invention or discovery, by

means of the same having been patented in

a foreign country more than six months

prior to his application, provided that the

same shall not have been introduced into

public and common use in the United States

prior to the application for such patent, and

provided also that in all eases every such pat-

ent shall be limited to the term of fourteen

years from the date or publication of such

foreign patent."

Section 16 of the act of 1861, under which

Mr. Swan's patent was granted, provided

that "all patents thereafter granted shall

remain in force for the term of seventeen

years from the date of issue." And Section

17 repealed all acts and parts of acts there-

tofore passed "inconsistent with the pro-

visions of this act."

Some authorities have contended that these

sections had the effect of repealing Section

16 of the act of 1839, which, as has been

shown, made the term of patents for inven-

tions patented abroad more than six months

before the application here, commence with
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the date or publication of such prior foreign

patent.

Taking this view of the matter, Mr.

Swan's patent would remain in force for

seventeen years from the date of issue, that

is, until January 22d, 1884.

But the more generally received construc-

tion of Section 16 of the act of 1861, so far

as it hears upon the term of patents for in-

ventions previously patented abroad, has

been that it simply made that term seven-

teen years from the date of publication of

the prior foreign patent, instead of fourteen

years as theretofore.

This has been the accepted construction

in the Patent Office, and was distinctly

enunciated by Commissioner Fisher in the

cases of Hermann vs. Gilmore and Edes vs.

Jewsbury.

In the case of Weston's pulley-block, the

U. S. patent was dated August 6th, 1867,

and the complete specification of the prior

English patent was filed October 22d, 1859.

His Honor, Judge Shipman, decided that

the term of the U. S. patent was for seven-

teen years from the date of filing the com-

plete English specification, that is, until

October 22d, 1876.

We are now engaged in prosecuting be-

fore Congress a petition for an extension of

the Weston patent, and the committees both

of the Senate and House have accepted this

decision.

We are satisfied that the patent of Swan
will expire in seventeen years from the date

of filing the complete specification of the

English patent, that is, on the 29th of August,

1881. Eespectfully yours,

Howson & Son.

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

PHOTOGEAPHIC Society of Phila-

delphia.—The stated semi-monthly

meeting of this Society was held Thursday

evening, April 18th, 1878, the President in

the chair.

After the minutes had been read and

approved, a cordial vote of thanks was ten-

dered to Mr. Hewitt for the very great

improvements made in the room under his

direction.

Mr. Bates exhibited a print from a nega-

tive made by Mr. Bell with an iodide emul-

sion. The exposure had been quite short,

and the result was excellent.

The President said that he had recently

experimented with this emulsion, and was
much pleased with its working.

Mr. Browne gave an account of some
failures he had met with in attempting to

intensify a number of negatives after they

had become dry. The usual pyro and silver

treatment was employed, and the negatives

were destroyed- by the film splitting. He
thought that if the plate had received a sub-

stratum of albumen, this would not have

occurred.

Mr. Carbutt thought that the addition of

two or three drops of water to each ounce of

collodion used would prevent films splitting

in this manner.

After a general conversation, the meeting

was, on motion, adjourned.

On Thursday evening, May 2d, another

stated meeting was held, the President in

the chair.

After the reading of the minutes of the

previous meeting, the subject of the excur-

sion was brought up, and, on motion, Mon-
day, May 27th, was fixed upon as the day

for starting. The members intending to

participate were requested to sign a paper

pledging themselves to bear their portion of

the expense.

Considerable interest was manifested in

Mr. Bell's iodide emulsion, and samples of

work made with it were shown by- several

of the members. Mr Bell claimed that,

used wet, this emulsion was as quick and

satisfactory as the ordinary wet process.

Mr. Carbutt suggested that zinc chloride

might prove of value inthegelatino-bromide

process, both as an antiseptic and from its

property of toughening the gelatin.

This gentleman remarked that there was

a great difference in the behavior of differ-

ent samples of gelatin when soaked in water,

some varieties swelling much more than

others. He thought that those kinds which

swelled least would be best adapted to emul-

sion purposes.

The Chairman exhibited a very conveni-
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ently arranged spirit lamp, intended for

drying emulsion plates when traveling.

Mr. Sartain exhibited a highly ingenious

device for edging plates, so arranged that it

could he conveniently carried in the pocket.

On motion, adjourned.

D. Anson Partridge,
Recording Secretary.

MORE LIGHTNING.

OUK readers will have read Mr. Web-
ster's remarks concerning the " Light-

ning Negative Process," so called, which

precedes this, wherein they will find the

facts of the case about as we predicted in the

supplement to our April issue.

Our only interest in the matter is to pre-

vent our patrons from being humbugged into

parting with their money without value re-

ceived, to go into the pocket of any ad-

venturer with a glib, saucy tongue, who may
presume to mislead them.

"Why photographers will not act a little

more wisely in these matters we cannot tell.

Even after they are cautioned by their

magazines they allow themselves to be vic-

timized. We have an " honest confession "

from such an one before us, six pages long,

who bought the " Lightning Negative Pro-

cess," and now wishes he had, instead, paid

for the Philadelphia Photographer five years

in advance.

His letter is in confidence, and we are not

permitted to publish it, but we have a num-
ber of similar ones, and are asked to publish

the following from Bachrach Bros., Balti-

more, whose standing is undoubted in the

trade.

Baltimore, May 14th, 1878.

Having seen the advertisement of Mr.

Lambert in Anthony's Bulletin, indorsed by

the publishers, in regard to " The Lightning

Negative Process," we, as well as several

others in this city, sent the amount de-

manded, and obtained a, permit to buy the

chemicals of Messrs. Anthony. We accord-

ingly sent for a lot, strictly followed direc-

tions, and—failed to find any greater rapidity

than with our regular chemicals. We wrote

to Messrs. Anthony and Lambert in reference

to the matter, and demanded the return of

our money for permit, which was complied

with. We offered to repay double the

amount when we could see that the process

would do one-half that was claimed for it.

In order to give it a fair trial, we ordered a

second lot of chemicals, which we opened

and tried in the presence of other photogra-

phers. The result, tried by the side of our

own, was the same as before. Others who
have tried it here have had the same experi-

ence. We therefore pronounced the thing

a humbug and of no- value whatever, and

think it our duty to so declare it to the pho-

tographic public. We were very sorry to

come to this conclusion, as we had really

hoped from the character of the house that

indorsed Lambert, that an important step

forward had been attained in our art.

The list of chemicals used are collodion,

bath, developer, continuator (or redeveloper),

and reintensifier.

Lambert informed me, in answer to my
objections to paying* one dollar per ounce for

silver, that they used fused silver. The only

apparent advantage I saw was in the de-

veloper, and that flushed the picture out as

quick with our chemicals as with theirs.

The bath is used neutral, or nearly so. Col-

lodion is colorless, but they direct to color

it a little with iodine.

That the Anthonys should have found it

rapid in comparison to their commercial

collodions, I can readily imagine, as we work
twice as quick with ours, and so does nearly

every one. The thing is undoubtedly a

humbug, and they have been taken in.

It must be remembered that this Theo. S.

Lambert is not the Lambert, the improver

of the carbon process, but only acted as his

agent, and is no connection of his. He is

the same chap who engineered the Sarony

crayon swindle, against which I vainly

warned several Baltimore photographers.

How such a chap got any standing with the

Anthony house, is one of those things nofel-

low can find out.

That semi-fused silver makes a more sensi-

tive bath than the crystallized is a fact I,

with others, knew long ago, and we periodi-

cally treat our baths that way to correct

them. It has often been recommended in

your's and other journals
; and, like many
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things, is forgotten after awhile. It can

be used with less acid and new collodion

;

another gain. Respectfully yours,

Bachrach Bros.

Another correspondent says : "I could

fill a book with accounts of the different

trials, but, in short, I have not yet succeeded

in getting any kind of a printing negative

with the process, unless I give two to three

times the exposure required by my own pre-

parations. By a long series of developing

and redeveloping, I could coax up a six sec-

onds' exposure to a mussy negative of poor

printing qualities. I exposed a plate coated

with my own collodion, cut into two, and

developed one end with my developer, and

the other end with " lightning." Mine came

up quickly—-a strong and vigorous negative
;

the other was redeveloped and only pro-

duced thinness and weakness."

" Let photographers hold on to their hard-

earned money." ^

Since printing Mr. Webster's article on

our first page, we have received the follow-

ing

:

In ray communication on " Lightning "

I made mention of the secrets being in bot-

tles, and gave the number of bottles as three,

but I failed to give the contents of the bot-

tles. I write now to give that information,

hoping I may be in time to have it inserted

in the same number as the other. The three

bottles contained, silver solution forty grains

strong, for bath, in one of them ; collodion in

another ; and developer, double strength, in

the third. The silver was simply a neutral

mixture. The collodion could not have dif-

fered much from ours in regular use, as ap-

peared upon trial ; but the developer gave

every indication of being different from any

that we had ever used before. The deposit,

however, was of a coarse, sandy nature,

which gave to the background anything but

a pleasing effect. Take it all in all, from

what I have seen of the " Lightning Nega-

tive Process," I would not give it house-

room, let alone paying twenty dollars for the

privilege of using it. I consider the license

to use a " magnificent sell," just what might

be expected, coming, as it does, from the

greatest " process vender " of the age. It

occupies a back shelf in our house now, to

be brought out again when ? Echo, when ?

I. B. Webster.

And thus they write from various quar-

ters.

One thing the " lightning " has done that

is good, and we give it free credit for it. It

has led photographers to try comparatively

with it, how quickly they can work their

own preparations, and to their great sur-

prise they can excel its results in the same

time

!

Moral : save your money, and try to de-

velop the full capabilities of what you have

by intelligent and diligent experiment, and
then, although you wont do it, you will

have knowledge and power sufficient to

prosecute the regular photographic tramp-

process business.

P. S. There are now no less than three

"lightning" processes for sale. We re-

commend the lightning-rod business as one

likely to pay you.

OUR PICTURE.

EVEN if the number of competitors is not

large, it is gratifying to know that when
a prize is offered for the best American pho-

tography, that it awakens some interest at

least in all parts of our great land, and that

the rivalry spreads from north to south and

east to west. We have already shown our

patrons some of the examples of work which

came from the east and the west, and now
we come to them with something from the

sunny south, which is in every respect

worthy of being placed amid the best that is

anywhere produced.

The negatives were made by Mr. D. H.

Anderson, Richmond, Va., than whom few

southern photographers, if any, do better

work. Mr. Anderson has always been a

progressive photographer, full of enthusiasm,

cultured and enterprising, and has even been

so earnest for excellence as to make a pil-

grimage to Europe in order to be able to

study the works of the best masters in our

art there. He lets no efforts go unmade that

can be made to improve his work in every

respect, and his enviable reputation proves
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that the efforts have been well repaid. A
very pretty compliment was paid him by

one of the city journals a short time ago,

which we reprinted in our last number.

The present picture from Mr. Anderson's

studio is one of his best productions, and was

the cause of more indecision on the part of

the judges when making the award than any

other picture competing with Mr. Elton's.

We commend it to our readers as a model

well worthy of their study.

We have received from Mr. Anderson a

photograph of his skylight, with a few de-

tails concerning it. We are sorry that neither

he nor his talented operator, Mr. Bradley,

could not find time to give us more infor-

mation in behalf of our readers. An article

from them on posing and lighting would be

very useful, especially as they manage to

get such excellent results without any side-

light whatever.

The photograph tells us that the skj^light

is well accoutred in every' respect with ap-

paratus, accessories, backgrounds, etc., of

nTost modern and tasteful design. Further

than this, we will let Mr. Anderson's letter

speak.

"I mailed you a photograph of my sky-

light this morning. The following are the

dimensions, etc. : Room, forty feet long,

thirty feet wide
;
skylight, fifteen feet long,

fifteen feet wide ; square, as you perceive
;

no side-light. Distance of lower part of

the light to the floor, is seven feet four

inches ; door in farther end of room leads

to printing-room. The two windows ob-

servable at the point the side-lights are

usually introduced are nothing ; were origi-

nally out windows at the back of the house
;

are only left to afford some light to the wait-

ing- and toilet-rooms. The light is a north-

ern one.

Formula.

Collodion.

Ether and Alcohol, . . equal parts.

Cotton, . . . ,4 grains.

Bromide of Cadmium, . . li "

Bromide of Ammonium, . 1^ "

Iodide of Ammonium, . 5 "

Bath.

35 to 40 grains of Silver to the ounce of water.

" Any hints as to posing or lighting in this

hurried note, would be necessarily too crude

and undigested to be of value; at some

future time, perhaps, I may make them the

subject of a few remarks."

THOUGHTS FROM
ALMANACS.

No. 3.

THE

(Continued from page 159.)

The following are from the Year-Book.

HOW to Remedy Weak Negatives.—
" Every photographer is in the pos-

session of weak negatives of one kind or

another, incapable of yielding anything but

flat gray prints without vigor and effect. It

does not matter how he came to possess them :

suffice it to say that they are there, and that

such cliches constitute a veritable loss to the

conscientious photographer.

" The means I employ for transforming

such negatives as these into serviceable cli-

ches is a very simple one, and I am enabled

by its aid to convert this refuse stock into soft

and striking photographs. I reproduce by

contact printing, upon a dry collodion plate,

a positive transparency full of detail. This

I develop in the ordinary way, but I take

care never to intensify. From a cliche thus

prepared, I hereafter am enabled to secure

an excellent negative.

" To obtain this negative, I put the posi-

tive cliche just prepared into a printing-

frame in contact with another dry collodion

plate. The printing press is put into the

daylight, and is then covered with a piece

of red glass. The time of exposure is, as a

matter of course, dependent upon the inten-

sity of the light at the time being. It is

best, I always find, to do the printing, if

the state of the atmosphere will permit it,

under the direct rays of the sun. The re-

sult is then more rapidly obtained, and the

effect is more brilliant.

" This method of transforming cliches may
be applied with the same success to processes

of enlargement."

—

Adam Salomon.

On the Mounting and Framing of Photo-

graphs.—"Ornamental mounts to views are,

to my mind, a great mistake ; they cannot

possibly improve an indifferent photograph,

but they can and do vulgarize or spoil a
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good one. The more simple the mount,

the more refined and agreeable will a work

of art appear ; but there can be no objection

to the use of a plain border line, in brown
or violet, or other quiet color. Indeed, it is

of great use in some cases; for instance, in

a subject which appears to want tying

together, as it were ; but so-called ' Greek '

and other ornamental corners must be studi-

ously avoided. Titles, when not printed in,

should be neatly written in pencil, without

any attempt at ornamental lettering, rather

low down on the mount, and not just under

the edge of the picture. It is surprising

how much of the effect depends upon atten-

tion to these small matters."

—

Francis

Bedford.

Light and Shade in Portraiture.—"The
best portraits are those which represent the

subject in the most favorable manner. Now
a head almost entirely in shadow, with the

eye cast aside because it cannot look into the

light, is not in the most pleasing circum-

stances for favorable expression , or for giving

character and individuality. In a photo-

graph of a well lighted head may be seen

the extremes of black and white, but neither

of them will be broad masses. Both black

and white in intensity may be there, but in

very small quantities, united by broad masses

of ever-varying gradations, and the other

parts of the picture will be so managed as

to give due relief, prominence, and effect to

the head."—H. P. Robinson.

A Pot of Paste.—" The above is a very use-

ful article, either in a house of business or for

domestic use. The drawback has been that

it soon becomes sour, offensive, and unfit for

use ; especially for the photographer. Some
time ago it occurred to me whether by add-

ing ordinary methylated alcohol to it, it

would prevent or retard decomposition, and

I find that by making the paste in the first

instance as thick as possible by boiling, and

then thinning it with methylated alcohol,

it will' keep for many months, especially if

it be covered in a wide-mouthed bottle when
out of use. This will also prevent evapora-

tion of the alcohol better than by keeping

it in an open vessel. I also find that it

keeps quite as well as the gelatin mountant,

sold under the name of ' parlor paste ' by

the dealers. I have now some by me that

has been made six weeks, and at present it

is quite as good as the first day it was made.

Starch, arrowroot, etc., I have no doubt

can be treated in the same way.
" I have never heard of methylated spirits

being mixed with paste, therefore I thought

it might be useful to photographers, and

send it as a contribution to this annual."

—

William Brooks.

Blisters in Albumenized Prints.—" I find

by making my hypo of soda solution a few

days before use, blisters are very rare with

me. I make a gallon at a time. If wanted

immediately, make with warm water, and

put the prints into water of the same heat

as the soda, and let it get cold before chang-

ing. By so doing blisters are reduced to

a minimum. The paper I use is Thomas's.

Blisters only appear with me with a fall of

temperature ; to cure which, warm hypo,

and put in warm water."

—

Richard Huck.

How to Clean Old Glasses.—" Immersion

in diluted nitric acid for a lengthened period

is now generally considered the best way to

clean old glasses. This is correct, but I

find it important to use friction in combina-

tion with it, and the best material for the

purpose is finely levigated pumice-stone,

which is not decomposed by the acid, and,

being so much softer than the glass, does

not scratch (this does. not apply to patent

plate). As an illustration of the detergent

effect of nitric acid take two pieces of sheet

copper or brass ; rub one with pumice-stone

and water, and the other with pumice-stone

and diluted acid, and notice that the latter

cleans far better, and in a very much shorter

time. The one great disadvantage of clean-

ing with acid is the corrosive action on the

skin. This can be avoided by using two

dipping baths, which may be made of wood,

with dippers of the same material, one plate

to be lodged on the dipper to drain, whilst

another is being immersed. The plate may
be removed from the bath and placed on the

cleaning-board, and held in position with a

large cork or bung, whilst the pumice-stone

is applied with the right hand, using one of

the blocks covered with woollen cloth—that

I described at the Technical Meeting. An
old kid glove may be used, with pieces of
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cork cemented on to the top with marine

glue, for pressing on the glass to keep it in

position. Prolonged immersion in the acid

is no doubt preferable, in which case the

plates may be hooked out of the dish with a

piece of bent iron wire, and put on to the

cleaning board with an American clip, to

protect the fingers. I now use powdered

pumice-stone entirely for polishing dry

plates. It is equal to rouge or tripoli, and

far cleaner to use."—F. York.

How to make Enamelled Passepartouts.—
"As many of my readers are doubtless

aware, the above are only made in France

by one little Frenchman and his wife, who
will have neither assistant nor apprentice,

for fear their secret of manufacture should

become public property. I have, however,

I believe, discovered that secret ; simple as

Columbus's egg.

" Tremble not, little Frenchman ! for

my countrymen will doubtless pass this by
without a thought, as they have not to pay

for any royalty or exclusive license. The
way I go to work is as follows : On a piece

of paper (the size of the glass) I mark the

shape of the opening required and where the

gilt line is to be. After having thoroughly

cleaned the glass, I make this line in the

ordinary way by laying the gold leaf on,

and chiselling off where not wanted. I then

take oil paint (the color required) free from

lumps and skim, and make the edge of

opening by laying the paper guide on the

table, and the glass on this, and going care-

fully around with a lining tool ; then daub

away over the rest of the glass (not in the

centre, of course). I then add the gilt bevel,

back up, bind, and ring, as per usual. There

you are, my friends. By putting an inner

gilt line you can paint away without bother-

ing to line the edge."

—

Frank M. Stjt-

cliffe.

Cloud Making.—" My method of printing-

clouds is as follows : After I have placed

the sensitized paper in contact with the

negative, I take some red and black ink,

and mix to a fairly non-actinic color, thick-

ening with a little gum to the consistency

of cream, and then smear with a thin piece

of stick (say the point of a penholder),

lightly, in front of the plate with varying,

irregular lines between, say, a high hill and

a castle or church
; in fact, anywhere where

the print would look all one mass of light.

After this application I very lightly brushed

these smears with a very fine, broad camel's-

hair brush (such as grainers use) various

ways, but more especially obliquely in both

directions, and the clouds appear in the only

printing equal or even superior to prints

which require two separate printings, besides

saving considerable time and trouble ; and

this alone, to amateurs, I presume, must be

a matter of importance. I prepared my
plates with emulsion after Newton's formula,

and his preservative, developing with Col.

Stuart Wortley's strong alkaline developer,

and the skies were, owing probably to a

little dull weather, very thin, but the land-

scape itself was sufficiently dense.

" Probably these hints may have been

thought of before, and worked out more

perfectly, yet I venture to say that many
amateurs would much improve their views

with a little careful and judicious use and

practice of the stick and brush. Of course

the lines must not be parallel, or straight,

but should take the irregular form of clouds,

and then be shaded nicely off with the brush.

Practice makes perfect, and a very little

practice in this case is all that is required."

—J. H. Storr.

PHOTOGRAPHIC NEWS.

AND now Mr. Joseph Wilson Swan, the

practical inventor of the carbon pro-

cess, announces the discovery of " a dry pro-

cess four times as quick as the wet." The

manipulations are said to be easy and sim-

ple, connected with certainty and beauty of

result. Surely the time seems near at hand

when the photographer may do two or three

days' work in one, and grow rich that much
faster. " Overproduction " will be the next

cry.

The exhibit of the Paris police, illustra-

tive of the uses now made by the city

government of our art, excites a great deal

of interest at the Paris Exhibition. Such a

collection always does excite interest, and

the observer will ask himself the question,

as he often does in a cemetery, "I wonder

how soon I may be there? "

24
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Captain Koger, in the News, suggests

that gelatin emulsion can be kept indefi-

nitely without decomposition, by immersing

the bottle which contains it, cork down, in

a vessel of carbolic acid, very much diluted.

It is only necessary to place the bottle in

hot water to redissolve the emulsion, and it

is ready for use.

Mr. Coscaden, in the News, suggests the

following method of keeping plates cool

while copying in hot weather: " I make a

good, strong, wood case, something in the

form of a camera, but no sides or ends ; I

fit two flat tanks (zinc) in the top and bot-

tom, which I fill with cold water and a

small quantity of hyposulphite of soda.

There will be six inches deep of ice-cold

water, which will repel the rising and fall-

ing heat, and keep the camera cool and

steady. The sides are hung with water-

proof canvas, which run on rods, and can

be drawn when in use, which will also repel

the heat in like manner; and, as it does its

work so well, and is not an expensive con-

trivance, I have much pleasure in recom-

mending it to those who are troubled with

a hot studio."

Mr. John Nicol, the Edinburgh corre-

spondent of the British Journal, says any

enterprising photographer can "make it

pay" part of his passage to Europe by

taking photographs of his fellow passengers

aboard ship. Ferrotype plates and mats

and preservers should be part of the stock

taken along. Here is a chance to " work
your passage " to the Paris Exhibition.

Dr. Nicol, having arrived in America,

writes back to the British Journal glowing

accounts of his visits to some of the photo-

graph galleries in this country. After his

examination of them, his conclusion is that

" very pretty girls are scarce," and yet Dr.

Nicol's special errand to America was to get

a wife

!

Mr. Prophet, of Dundee, lately made a

negative 8x10 of a church at 11 to 12 p.m.,

by means of the electric light, and in a

drenching rain. Did he use the "Lightning

Negative Process? "

At the last meeting of the Paris Pho-

tographic Society, Mr. Penne, of Algiers,

announced a new extra-rapid process. He
operates by means of an apparatus of which

he is the inventor, which he intends to

patent, and with a new product that has

never yet been used in photography.

The process is extremely simple, and gives

readily excellent results ; even in the hands

of the inexperienced amateur failures are

not to be feared.

It can be used with equal success for views

and groups in the open air. He has ob-

tained, in the south of Algiers, with a plain

three-inch objective, one-eighth-inch dia-

phragm, negatives, 8x11, of extreme deli-

cacy, in an exposure of two seconds.

Mr. Penne has judged that the best method

of proving his assertions is to operate before

a large number of competent persons. He
has in consequence invited the fraternity to

assist at some practical experiments which

will be made successively in the ateliers of

Messrs.Walery and Franck, who have kindly

placed them at his service for this practical

demonstration.

One of the meetings has already taken

place, and with favorable results.

—

-Moniteur.

Positive Carbon Prints on Glass,

Imitating Enamel.—Mr. Ernest Boivin

writes as follows to the Moniteur :

" In the Moniteur of 1876, I had given a

process for obtaining positive carbon prints

on glass, imitating enamel, by pouring over

the plate on the image side fine plaster of

Paris, so as to form a thin coating. To-day

I have perfected this process, and instead of

plaster, I use a mixture of gelatin (10 parts

for 100 of water), and made of an opal white-

ness by using sulphate of barytes in an im-

palpable powder, or oxide of zinc. The

images that I thus obtain are of extreme

delicacy, and, besides, they may be finished

in a very short space of time. If the gela-

tin is slightly colored with carmine or

any other color, charming effects may be

obtained. In a few words, here is the mode

of operation : A carbon print is transferred

to glass, then, after the ordinary manipula-

tions and drying, or even whilst the image

is still wet, the whole of the plate is covered,

on the print side, with the gelatin mixture.

After drying, which should be done in a
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horizontal position, pass or not in alum and

the image is finished.

"After using the gelatin mixture I do not

remark any of the small blisters usually

found on the plaster ; besides, the film offers

much more resistance."

Photography Foreshadowed.—A cor-

respondent sends the following to the English

Mechanic : " The first prophetic allusion to

the photographic art, the discovery of which

was to take place eighteen centuries later, is

perhaps found in the story of the miracu-

lous occurrence told in the life of St. Veron-

ica. The second instance is about the year

1690 ; but intermediate instances may prob-

ably be found. I extract from the works

of Fenelon the following passage from an

imaginary voyage in 1690 :
' There was no

painter in the country, but when any one

wished to have the portrait of a friend, a

beautiful landscape, or a tableau which rep-

resented any other object, he put water in

large basins of gold or silver ; then placed

this water opposite the object he wished to

paint. Soon the water congealing became

like a looking-glass, in which the image of

that object remained ineffaceable ; and it

was a picture as faithful as the brightest mir-

rors.' One could wish that the author had

entered into detail as to the manner ' of

placing this water opposite the objects he

wished to paint.' The third instance is

about 1760, that is seventy years later, and

seventy-nine years before 1839, the date of

Daguerre's discovery. It is reported by Ed.

Fournier-, who extracted from what he calls

l un assez mauvais livre,' written by a cer-

tain Tiphaigne de la Koche, the entire pas-

sage, extremely curious, but rather long.

This passage contains many details. The
' water ' of Fenelon is replaced by ' a material

very subtle, very viscous, and very ready to

dry and harden.' ' They ' (certain ' elemen-

tary spirits ') coat with this material a piece

of linen, and present it to the objects which

they wish to paint,' etc. In the last two

examples the pictures formed reproduce the

images of the objects, with their natural

colors and their forms, so that the objects

are seen as if reflected in a mirror. The

photographs of the present day are still very

far from this ideal perfection, which, how-

ever, they will probably never cease to

approach without ever being able to reach."

Direct Copies from Prints.—The same

gentleman describes M. Pellet's mode of

copying without the use of a negative. He
says : " Mons. Pellet presented a new pro-

cess which could give blue lines upon white

paper, which rendered the process very

valuable for the reproduction of drawings

for engineers, architects, etc. The sensi-

tizing solution is composed as follows :

Oxalic Acid, 5 parts

Perchloride of Iron, . 10 "

Water,.... . 100 "

This solution can be modified according to

the sensibility required. The oxalic acid

can be replaced by any of the other vegeta-

ble acids. If the paper has not been suffi-

ciently sized, gelatin, gum, isinglass, or

dextrin can be added to thicken the solu-

tion. When dry, the paper preserves its

sensibility very well, which sensibility is

very great. In order to reproduce a map, a

sheet of sensitized paper is placed under the

map, and if in summer and in the sun, fif-

teen to thirty seconds is sufficient to decom-

pose all the parts not protected by the black

lines. By the action of the light, the salt

of iron is reduced into protoxide. This salt

is not acted upon, as the former, by a solu-

tion of yellow prussiate of potash, therefore

those parts protected by the black lines turn

blue. After exposure, the paper is plunged

into a bath of prussiate (fifteen to eighteen

per cent.), and immediately the design

appears- in blue. The paper is then rinsed

in cold water and plunged into a bath of

chlorhydric acid (eight per cent.), in order

to dissolve out what may remain of the

protoxide and whiten the paper; the proof

is then washed and left to dry. The experi-

mental demonstration which Mons. Pellet

gaVe before the Society obtained a great

success. I remember quite well having

seen, during my visit to England, a similar

result obtained by Mr. Willis, Sr., although

I do not remember by what process."

New Kind of Glass.— Mr. Sidot, of

Nancy, is the discoverer of a new kind of

glass, which is prepared by heating acid

calcium phosphate to a white heat. It may
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be cast like ordinary glass, and may there-

fore be used for the manufacture of lenses,

prisms, eye-glasses, etc. It can also be used

as an enamel for crucibles and other earthen

vessels. Hydrofluoric acid does not attack

it.

Glass Bottles from Furnace Slag.—
It has been proven by actual experiment

that good bottles can be made from blast-

furnace slag, and extensive works are now
in process of erection at Finedon, in North-

amptonshire, where, in a fewmonths, " Brit-

ten's Patent Glass Company" will be pro-

ducing large quantities of glass bottles from

• that unpromising and hitherto useless ma-
terial.

The amount oe Water in Dried Chlo-
ride oe Gold.—Chloride of gold, such as

is used in the arts and in medicine, is the

crystalline hydrated acid salt, which here-

tofore has been considered to contain three

molecules of water AuCl
3 , HC1, 3

H
2
0. The

author has, however, by means of a series

of very exact analyses of the perfectly dry

salt, demonstrated that its composition is

AuCl
3 ,

HC1,
4
H

2
0. This corresponds to a

percentage of 47.80 of metallic gold, while

according to the old formula, the percentage

would have been 49.98.

—

Berichte der Deut-

sc.hen Chem. Gesellschaft.

Cinders in the Eye.—A small camel's-

hair brush dipped in water, and passed over

the ball of the eye on raising the lid. The
operation requires no skill, takes but a mo-
ment, and instantly removes any cinder or

particle of dust or dirt without inflaming

the eye.

Lecher has communicated to the Vienna

Academy the important fact that the specific

heat of water, hitherto supposed to be greater

than that of any known substance except

hydrogen, is really less than that of a mix-

ture of water with methyl alcohol, in vari-

ous proportions. This mixture, therefore,

has a specific heat next to hydrogen.

Dumas has called the attention of the

French Academy to the presence of oxygen

in metallic silver, and has shown that where

silver has been used in the determination of

atomic weights, and after careful purifica-

tion, has been converted into minute grains

after fusion in presence of borax, nitre, and

air, it is liable to absorb oxygen in amounts

varying from 50 to 200 cubic centimetres per

kilogram. This may cause a notable error.

The following figures indicate the pro-

duction of the precious metals in this coun-

try during 1877: Gold, $45,300,000; sil-

ver, $46,075,000 ;
lead, $2,900,000 ; copper,

$975,000. Total, $95,250,000.

The spontaneous and violent disintegra-

tion of laboratory vessels of hardened glass,

is noticed by Herr A. Lamek. Some ex-

periments are reported in the French jour-

nals as having been made with the view of

determining the adaptability of the tough-

ened glass as a substitute for the metal

composition of which printers' types are

made ; and if our information can be relied

upon, the trials have proved to be very suc-

cessful.

Toning Bath for Albumenized Paper
Prints.—

A.

Chloride of Gold, . 1 gramme (15 grains).

Water, . . . 1000 grammes (34 fl. oz.)

B.

Acetate of Soda, 15 grammes (231 grains).

Water, . . 500 " (17 fl. oz.).

Pour solution A into solution B, add four

drops of a saturated solution of sulphate of

copper, and allow to rest for a few days.

Tone until the half-tones become slightly

blue. Although the prints may appear a

little too red, after fixing they will be found

to be perfectly toned, and the whites very

pure. The fixing bath should not be too

strong; about ten per cent.—M. Bichter, in

the Bulletin Beige.

Sensitizing Carbon Paper.—Mr. A.

Braun, of Dornach, gives the following bath

for sensitizing carbon paper, when strong

negatives are used.

Monochromate of Potash, . 2£ parts.

Bichromate, 2£ "

Water, . . . . 75 "

Alcohol, . . . . 20 "

He dissolves the salts in the water before

adding the alcohol. This last hastens the

drying of the paper, preserving at the same

time its flexibility. He is careful to always

recrystallize the salts before using them, to
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free them from the chromic acid, or chrome

alum, which the commercial salts almost

always contain, and which, at the slightest

elevation of temperature, react on the gela-

tin and affect its soluhility. He cites also

the opinion of Mr. Kruger, who recognizing

the fact that chloride of lime, or any other

oxidizing substance, can render soluble in-

soluble gelatin, recommends the spreading

of chloride of lime in the room in which the

paper is kept to preserve its solubility.

Cleaning Opaline Plates.— Opaline

glass plates, on which have been made posi-

tive prints with wet collodion, show after

washing, brown spots which do not rub off.

A mixture of equal parts of nitric and sul-

phuric acids clean so thoroughly these plates

that they may be again used. They should

be washed in abundant water to free them

from the acid mixture.

Photographers from all directions are

flocking to the Paris Exhibition for the

purpose of making views. A curious as-

sortment will follow such an arrangement

if many really undertake to do the work.

We do not yet know the restrictions gov-

erning those who are allowed to photograph

inside the great show. We hope some one

will do it well.

Phonographic Photographs.—It is now
said that before long we shall have talking

photographs, by means of the phonograph

as it is to be.

English photographers are very plucky

and persistent about standing up for their

rights against their customers who try to

impose upon them, and it is a very frequent

thing to see their suits at law reported in

the photographic journals. Moreover, they

generally are triumphant. Some of the

cases are very curious. We are a much-

abused class of people.

Two Practical Receipts.—Two prac-

tical papers have appeared in the Journal

pour Chemie, which contained information

tbat may be useful to our readers, and

especially in the case of those who have

much copying to do with the^camera. The
author is Herr E. von Bibra, and the papers

relate to the restoration of faded manuscripts

and old oil paintings. In some cases the

ink is not very old when it begins to grow
yellow and faint, and this baffles any pho-

tographer who desires to produce a trans-

parent image of the writing on his collodion

plate, in order to turn the same into a

photo-lithographic transfer, if need be.

Herr von Bibra applied freshly prepared

sulphide of ammonium to the indistinct

passage, and in a few moments the writing

begins to come out clearly. The excess of

sulphide is got rid of by rinsing with cold

water (the use of the wash-bottle is recom-

mended), and the MS. then carefully dried

either by gentle heat or between blotting-

paper. It does not matter whether the

material on which the writing appears is

parchment or paper. The blacking does

not last very long, but if it fades again, a

solution of tannin applied in the same way
will bring it out clearly once more. As it

is only in the very earliest times that char-

coal and India-ink were employed in MS.
(and when this was done the writing is not

likely to have faded), Herr von Bibra's

receipt is likely to be of very general use,

since gall-ink is of a very ancient character.

The other matter to which we refer is the

cleaning of old oil paintings so that color

contrasts may be rendered more visible.

The picture is freed from dust with a

feather, and washed with a sponge and

water. A layer of soap is then applied (the

author suggests shaving soap), which is

allowed to remain on for eight to ten min-

utes, after which the soap is washed off

with a brush, and the picture left to dry.

A small piece of linen cloth is then satu-

rated with nitro-benzine, and with this the

picture is cleaned. All dirt is in this way
removed, and the picture stands out bold

and distinct. In the end, olive oil may be

applied, and subsequently a quickly drying

varnish.

Mr. John McKean recently exhibited be-

fore the Edinburgh Photographic Society a

new camera and tent combined. This was a

very ingenious apparatus, being a perfect

dark-tent for wet-plate photography in the

field, and, at the same time, a camera,

enabling the operator, if desired, to watch

and modify the negative while being ex-

posed, so that various times could be given
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to different parts of the view, allowing a

harsh, hadly-lit foreground to receive suffi-

cient exposure without overdoing the deli-

cate distance, and also securing on the one

plate an instantaneous cloud effect. A yel-

low window facing the scene enables the

operator to select the most favorable time to

impress the plate, and several original and

ingenious appliances are introduced to facili-

tate operations, and reduce to a minimum
the troubles and somewhat bulky impedi-

menta that the ardent wet-plate worker has

to contend against compared with his dry-

plate brother. The whole is intended to

stand on a very rigid form of tripod. The

apparatus in all its details was examined

with much interest, and a vote of thanks

was heartily accorded to Mr. M'Kean.

In the Photographisches Woehenblatt, Herr

Fritz Haugk gives directions how to pre-

pare durable paper for glace or enamelled

pictures : Take some good albumenized

paper and float it as usual on a one-to-ten

silver bath. When the paper has floated

long enough, which will be in about two

minutes, lift it slowly up and draw it back-

wards over the edge of the bath, and lay it

between sheets of clean blotting-paper, so

that when looked at from the side it will

have a perfectly equal but somewhat dull

appearance, quite free from any shining,

marble-like marks. In this half-dry condi-

tion the paper is laid, film side undermost,

upon a bath containing

Water, . . . 400 cubic centimetres.

Gelatin, . . . 5 or 6 grammes.

Chloride of Sodium, 5 "

And, being repeatedly lifted up and laid

down again, it is allowed to float until the

gelatin film formed adheres closely and

equally to the albumenized silvered film.

The paper is then dried at a gentle heat and

is ready for use.

Paper prepared in this way, it is said,

will keep as long as washed silvered paper.

Like the latter, also, it requires to be fumed

with ammonia, after which it is treated like

albumenized paper silvered in the ordinary

way. Care must be taken not to wash off

the gelatin covering, to prevent which it is

advisable to keep the pictures printed on

gelatin paper separate from the prints on

ordinary paper, and to use the chemicals

and washing water rather cold. The water

used for washing must also be perfectly free

from dust or dirt, as the particles would be

apt to settle on the softened gelatin.

The proportions given for the gelatin

solution should also be adhered to, as, if

more gelatin were added, the film would be

thicker and would swell up and so be easily

injured. The quantity of salt should not be

increased either ; as, when there is a. great

amount of salt present, even when the paper

is well fumed, the prints are flat; indeed,

the quantity of salt might with advantage

be lessened. If it be wished to use the same

gelatin solution several times it must be

stored in the dark after each time of using,

because it contains a little chloride of silver

in solution.

Prints which do not require to be spotted

may be placed upon the collodionized glass

immediately after the last washing. A two-

per-cent. collodion is used, and when it has

dripped sufficiently the plate is laid in a

vessel containing water until the water runs

clean off. The prints adhere easily, and,

with a little care, quite free from air-bub-

bles, to the collodion film ; but, even if a

few air-bubbles should be formed, they are

easily removed by a slight pressure with the

squeegee.

To mount the pictures : Let the print dry

for five or ten minutes upon the collodion-

ized glass ; then paste the back of it with

some fresh paste to which a little gelatin has

been added ; lay the cardboard (which has

previously been moistened for a short time

in water and then dried with a towel) upon

it, and smooth it down with the wooden

back of the squeegee. When the card sticks

fast to the print, leave the whole to dry

spontaneously. When perfectly dry, push

the point of a knife between one corner of

the print and the glass and the former will

spring off.

With regard to pictures which require to

be spotted, these should not be placed on the

collodionized plate directly they are taken

from the last washing water, but must be

dried. To dry them, Herr Haugk recom-

mends rather a peculiar plan. He sticks

them, film side outwards, against a door

which has been oil painted, and when they
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are half dry and fall off, he spreads them

out on a table to become perfectly dry. The

spotting presents no difficulties, as the In-

dia-ink adheres well to the gelatin film,

and had better be rubbed down in a very

thin solution of gelatin. When the ink is

dry, place the prints in water for a few

minutes and then finish as above.

(BA'tttt't lifttf.

Dr. John Nicol, the Edinburgh correspondent

of the British Journal of Photography, made us

a flying visit last month, and at this writing is

on his way home again. lie seemed pleased with

his visit to Philadelphia. He is well posted on

photography, and seems to take great interest in

everything which pertains to it.

"Panel" Photograph Mounts.—Messrs. A.

M. Collins, Son & Co., Philadelphia, have favored

us with some very tasteful and beautiful samples

of card mounts, of two designs, and of seven

different colors, for the new ''Panel" size, ac-

companied by the following note :

"The appearance of Mr. G. M. Elton's new
' Panel ' size in the April number of the Phila-

delphia Photographer, suggests the introduction

of appropriate cards for mounting the same,

samples of which we send you. Very truly,

"A. M. Collins, Son & Co."

They will doubtless be acceptable to the trade.

$17.50.—This sum will now buy a complete

camera and lens for out-door work, and twenty

per cent, discount is given towards a supply of

emulsion plates, or chemicals to work them with.

Such an offer was never made since photography

was born. What a rush there will be to the

fields when this fact is widely known. Scovill

Manufacturing Co., New York, are the parties

who make the offer. Consult their advertise-

ment in the Times.

Be Generous.—In our supplement Mr. W. J.

Baker, Buffalo, N. Y., makes a statement con-

cerning his contest with Mr. J. Shaw, of Bridge-

port, Conn., which should be read by all con-

cerned. And nearly every photographer is

concerned, for the majority are liable to suffer

just as Mr. Baker did. Mr. Baker, with more

patriotism than most of us have, made his a test

suit, hoping not only for personal benefit, but for

good to be done to the whole trade. It is only

right, therefore, that he should expect a share of

his expenses to be paid by the fraternity. He
states the case so plainly that we can add nothing

further but to say that Mr. Baker's integrity is

unquestioned, and that what he says can be de-

pended upon. We hope his generosity in stand-

ing on the defensive will be as generously re-

sponded to, and congratulate him on the result

which he has secured by his pluck and energy,

and we know that a good deal of both is required

in such cases.

Mr. Newton's Premiums.— Mr. Henry J.

Newton, of New York, has offered several pre-

miums for negatives of various kinds, but limits

the competition to photographers who live within

twenty-five miles of New York. This is good as

far as it goes, but surely a very limited offer.

Are there no good and deserving photographers

further away from New York than twenty-five

miles? From such a distinguished gentleman

we looked for more extended ideas.

Valuable Floor-Boards.—The floor-boards

of the silvering room of the Centennial Photo-

graphic Company's building were taken up, and

out of curiosity, sent to Messrs. J. F. Magee &
Co., Philadelphia, to recover such silver from

them as they might contain. The proceeds, after

paying expenses, netted about twenty-two dol-

lars. Pretty good return.

Mr. Elbert Anderson, so well known to the

photographic fraternity by his excellent contri-

butions to photographic literature (now unfor-

tunately very rare), and as assistant to Mr. W.
Kurtz, has after eleven years co-working with

Mr. Kurtz, seceded and opened a studio at No.

889 Broadway, New York, on his own account,

associating with him Mr. Julius Ludovici, the

celebrated artist. That Mr. Anderson will draw
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a fine patronage no one will doubt. We hope

soon to have the pleasure of seeing the new es-

tablishment. Everybody wishes it success. Mr.

Anderson promises presently to allow us to show

our readers an example of his work.

The American Optical Co. (Scovill Manu-
facturing Co., proprietors), New York, have

just issued another handsome illustrated cata-

logue. Their goods are now sold at twenty per

cent, discount for cash. The best and cheapest,

they are.

Pictures Received.—From Mr. J. E. Beebe,

Chicago, we have some further excellent examples

of his work of Cabinet and Promenade size. One

of an old lady is a capital picture, but rivalled,

we think, by one of David Neal, Esq., the

famed artist. Mr. Beebe has been stocking up

with new backgrounds and accessories, and is a

most careful and tasteful photographer. Some

of his groups of children are very fine.

Quick Work.— On Tuesday morning, May
14th, one of the brick buildings (80x40) occu-

pied by S. Peck & Co., New Haven, Conn., for

the manufacture of photographic apparatus, etc.,

was destroyed by fire. Loss, $25,000. Fifty

hands were thus thrown out of work, but only

for a short time, for the works were in full op-

eration again on May 27th. Scovill Manufac-

turing Company, New York, are the proprietors.

News of the Month.—Messrs. Blessing &
Bro., of Galveston Texas, dealers in photo-

graphic materials, have sent us their new price

list, neatly printed, prettily bound, and contain-

ing twenty pages. We are glad to see so much

enterprise and signs of success at what we have

been used to consider a point so remote from

the general centre of improvement. Messrs.

J. H. Satcamp & Co. have lately succeeded Mr.

Henderson George in the photographic stock

business in Indianapolis. Mr. Satcamp and

his partner are both well known men in their

business community, and will no doubt be able

to keep all the old customers and gather many
new ones. We wish them success. The Allen-

town, Pa., papers have given to their townsman,

Mr. Wertz, a very pleasant notice. We are

pleased to see this appreciation of photographic

art ; it is a sign of the increase of good taste, and

Mr. Wertz is fully deserving of all that can be

said of him. Mr. W. S. White, Kalamazoo,

Michigan, has just occupied his new rooms,

eleven in number, with a studio 21x27, said to

be the finest in the State. Mr. J, W, Cornelius,

of Lewisburg, Pa., has also received a very

hearty notice of commendation from the local

journal of his town. This should give courage

to the struggling photographer; good work, in

time, is sure to gain a good name.

Corrections.—In our last month's journal we

noticed some pictures of children sent us by Mr.

Julius Hall, of Chicago. It should have been

Mr. Joshua Smith. Mr. Hall is, and has been

for some years, the photographer of Great Bar-

rington. In our advertisement of Mr. J. C.

Somerville, we put him at No. 7 South Fifth

Street. His proper address is No. 17 South Fifth

Street, St. Louis.

Caution to Operators.—We have received

from Messrs. W. D. Murphy and Wm. Fritz, of

Georgetown, Demarara, a communication beg-

ging us to warn operators against Mr. J. R. An-

derson, photographer, of that place. These two

gentlemen were, at different times, in the employ

of Mr. Anderson ; and from personal experi-

ence state that he is so ungentlemanly in his

manner as to make the position of his employees

unbearable; besides this, he makes tempting

promises and breaks them at his pleasure.

Mr. Murphy states that he was unable to col-

lect his wages from Mr. Anderson, and has no

hope of ever doing so. They therefore wish to

have their communication made public, to guard

any other operators from falling victims to Mr.

Anderson's seemingly fair inducements.

Mr. J. C. Downing, a well-known photogra-

pher, of Dallas, Texas, was found dead in his

bed on May 15th, at a hotel in Waxahachie. He

is supposed to have taken his own life while

temporarily insane. He was popular, and much

liked, and leaves a wife and five children.

We have received the following inquiry.

Can any one help us answer it!



"Millions for Defense, but not One Cent for Tribute."

To tie holders of contracts with Jehyleman Shaw, under Ms

alleged patent for saving silver waste, and to Die fraternity generally:

Two years ago last November, I was going from New York City to Waterbury, Conn. Mr. Sbaw
entered tbe car as we were leaving the 42nd Street depot, took a seat beside me and commenced
conversation, in the course of which he invited me to his house, stated several times solemnly that

he should never sue any more photographers, &c. On my return, a few days after, he met me at

the Bridgeport depot with a summons. Immediately after this he was very anxious to continue
his civilities by accompanying me to New York, " where all this thing could be settled in a few
minutes," and very much deprecated the idea of having any hard feeling.

As he had in this—to use a mild term, I will say anticipated—way made an appeal to the law,

I instantly resolved to see what justice there might be in the State of Connecticut for a non-resident,

and told Mr. Shaw that I should defend. It at once became very clear that he would much prefer

a settlement.

I came to this conclusion more readily, as several of us Buffalo photographers had previously been
sued by Mr. Shaw, and also by the so-called National Photographers' Chemical Company, and they
had allowed each case to go by default, after putting us to the expense of employing counsel to make
answer; and as Mr. Shaw would be more likely to fight where he could have everything his own way,
it seemed a good opportunity to find out what our rights were.
My case was placed in the hands of an attorney—recommended by some New York friends

—

whose faithful and competent services were shown in the result.

After many delays, almost all of which were interposed by Mr. Shaw, the case was tried, and a
decision given in my faeor, with judgment for costs. Mr. Shaw made an appeal, but the decision of the
lower court was confirmed and additional costs taxed. Still Mr. Shaw found means to make delay,

but was finally obliged to pay to my attorney the amount of his bond, which had been fixed at the

comparatively insignificant figure of $75.00.

This was not a patent suit, though, much to Mr. Shaw's disgust, we made the question of the va-
lidity of his patent part of our defense, but was brought on the contract I made with him at the time
of the Convention at Buffalo in 1873, when, I am informed, he forced contracts on many hundred pho-
tographers by threats of suits, etc.

I have never sent Mr. Shaw any of my waste, under that contract, as on a mature understanding of

it, I concluded that it was not a just agreement, and as will be seen the courts of Connecticut, in the

city where Mr. Shaw makes his home, did not recognize the validity of the contract, but did recognize
my right to save my own waste, in my own way, without subjection to any royalty from this patentee.

This is a test case, and so far I have borne the expense alone; nor do I wish to ask or receive aid

from the fraternity, in the shape of charity, but in the conduct of the case we have accumulated a
mass of information, relative to these contracts and the validity of the patent, and Mr. Shaw's method
of obtaining contracts, etc., which is not generally known, and some of which can now be obtained
only of us.

I propose to place this information at the service of photographers by subscriptions of $5.00 each,

each subscriber to receive a printed copy of the testimony, with full account of the trial, and it is

certainly worth ten times that sum to any one who saves waste. It would have been cheap to me
at fifty times $5.00. My attorney, Mr. Win. K. Townsend, of New Haven, Conn., has valued his

services at $500, which, when I consider the sums heretofore paid by photographers in suits

with Mr. Shaw, bromide patents and what not, seems a very modest sum, and I could not have
complained had he asked twice that. This does not include other expenses, which have been large.

Subscriptions may be sent to David Tucker & Co., Photographic Stock House, Buffalo, N. Y., or to

myself. Each subscriber must enclose $1.00, with his name, which be sure to write plainly, with P. O.

address in full; a printed card would be best. When the reports are ready for distribution, each
subscriber will be notified, and on remitting the balance of $4.00, will receive his copy. Should we
not get enough names to warrant the expense of publishing, the $1.00 will be returned.
Now, brother Photographers, I place this matter in your hands. I do not come before you as an

eleemosynary. I propose to give each of you not only an equivalent, but a benefit for your $5.00. I

would also remind you that Mr. Shaw's power to annoy you does not expire with his patent in 1879,

but his claim for damages can be sued at any time till outlawed, which, in this State, is six years from
expiration of patent. If you conclude that it is best for me to stand the whole cost of this suit, I can
do it, and if Mr. Shaw or any one else has any more suits for me, I shall defend my rights in them, as

I have in this.

W. J. BAKER,
may ioth, 1878. 3 (> Main Street) Buffalo, #, Y.



THAYER'S
QUICK NEGATIVE PROCESS.

It is not pretended that this is a

ightning Process,
But we do claim that it will work in less time than any process

hitherto introduced.

No process yet known will work positively instantaneous on in-

door work, an appreciable time must (for such work) be given for the

light to act upon the plate. We claim also that the

BATH, COLLODIONand DEVELOPER,
that we offer, will, if used according to directions, produce better neg-
atives in shorter exposures than any other in the market, no matter
how loud-sonnding their names.

Although we have been to great expense in procuring the Formu-
las for preparing these Quick-working materials, we offer them (the

materials) at reasonable prices, for the benefit of the Art generally.

Every article is carefully and thoroughly tested before it is sent out

and all made to work so as to produce foe finest results in the qvickest

possible time.

NO LICENSE REQUIRED.
Photographers everywhere are asked to give these Chemicals a

trial and be satisfied that they are all that we claim them to be.

PRICES.
COLLODION, per half pound, --------$ i.oc

DEVELOPER, Quadruple strength, per half gallon, - 50

CONTINUATOR, " " per pint, ----- 50

SILVER BATH, ready for use, guaranteed 40 grs. strong, per quart, 4.00

Boxing, unless ordered with other goods, - 25

fgiTTull directions accompany each article.

Manufactured and for sale only by

N. C. THAYER & CO.,
250 & 252 Wabash Ave. CHICAGO.

THAYER'S QUICK-NEGATIVE PROCESS.
Evanston, III., May 24, 1878. ]

N. C. Thayer A Co.
Gents: I have given your materials for "rapid negative work" a very thorough, practical,

and competitive trial, and find it to work as quick as the quickest I have ever tried, and gives
by far the best results of any I have ever used. Respectfully,

A. Hesler.



ADVERTISING BATES FOE SPECIALTIES—It will be understood that matter under this

head is not to be considered as always having editorial sanction, though we shall endeavor to clear it 06, anything

tending to deceive or mislead. Stock-dealers will find this a beneficial mode of advertising, and sure to pay largely.

Six lines, one insertion, $2.00, and 25 cents for each additional line, seven words to a line—in advance. Operators

desiring situations , no charge. Matter must be received by the 23d to secure insertion. Advertisers will please

not ask us for recommendations. MS" We cannot undertake to mail answers to parties who advertise. Please

always add your address to the advertisement.

For Sale.—-One large Voigtlander & Son Por-

trait Lens (which was exhibited at the Centen-

nial, Philadelphia), will be sold less than cost.

Diameter of Lens, 8J inches ; back focus, about

30 inches; for 24x27 plates; quick working.

Apply to Benj. French & Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Gihon's
Photographic Colorists' Guide.
Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

Will trade a 12x24 12-ounce Duck Pho-

tographer's Tent for 8x 10 Portrait Outfit, or for

.a pair of Marcy's Lanterns; or sell cheap for

cash. Address " B," care Philadelphia Photog-

rapher.

A Globe Lens For Sale.— A splendid in-

strument, made to order, with an angle of 90 p ,

for 14 x 17 and 18 x 22 views. Sold for want of

use. Price, $55; original cost, $120. Address

Bachrach & Bro.,

Cor. Eutaw and Lexington Sts.,

Baltimore, Md.

Hance's Photographic Special-

ties. See Advertisement.

•A Rare Chance for a Good Photographer.

—I will sell my half interest in the only gallery

in Boulder, Colorado, the second city in the State

;

the best location in the city
;
good light, and

first-class instruments. Also, a branch gallery,

at Longmont, fifteen miles from Boulder. We
are doing a good business in both places. All

for five hundred dollars cash. Satisfactory rea-

sons for selling. Address

P. 0. Box 56, Boulder, Colorado.

For Sale.—One 14 x 17 Globe View Lens,

cost $135. Also, one View Box, folding bed, two

fronts; plateholder, 14x14, with reversible kits

to 4-4 size. Box and Lens warranted in good

order. Price, $70, cash.

C. E. Myers, Mohawk, N. Y.

I will, on receipt of five stamps (15 cents),

send photographs of rocks (imitation), that can

be made by any photographer in his leisure mo-

ments, a beautiful rockat a cost not exceeding

one dollar ; one of the most desirable and useful

accessories in any gallery. I desire that all

should see them. Address

J. S. Young, Rome, Ga.

Gihon's
Photographic Colorists' Guide.

Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

For Sale for want of use, 8-4, 4-4, 1-2 Voight-

lander Lens, 8-4, 4-4 and Card Boxes and Stands,

Solar Camera, all as good as new. Also, 2000

4-4 and other Negative Glass. 14 inch Burnisher

(Entreken), and other things. Write for price.

Address C. S. Roshon,

408 Market St., Harrisburg, Pa.

Also, want to know the address of every pho-

tographer in Pennsylvania.

For Sale, at half its value, a good Gallery in

Fall River, Mass. ; 50,000 inhabitants, and only

six galleries. Rooms well stocked and fitted.

Price, only $550. If not sold immediately, will

run it on shares, or rent it to a good man. Apply

at once to M. Sumner, Fall River, Mass.

For Sale.—A first-class photograph gallery

in Clinton, Mass.; up one flight; centrally lo-

cated ; North top- and side-light ; large and con-

venient rooms ; all in good repair; a fair cash

business. A splendid chance.

J. L. Sweet, Clinton, Mass.Waymouth's Vignette Papers.

USE WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS
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CHEAP! CHEAP!!
A SUPERB MICROSCOPE

and Outfit For Sale !

One Zentmayer's Elegant " Grand Ameri-

can Binocular," fitted with objectives l-10th to

2 inches, all of Zentmayer's accessories, case of

mounting material and instruments ; two cabi-

nets ofassorted foreign and American objects:

Moller's Diatom Test-plate, etc., embracing & per-

fect outfit for a student orprofessional Microscop-

ist. Coat over $800. Address

W. J. Land,

P. 0. Box 305, Atlanta, Ga.

Great Bargain.—One of the first galleries

for sale in a city of 350,000 inhabitants. For

full particulars address

Henry Z. AVilliams,

Care Philadelphia Photographer.

Gihon's
Photographic Colorists' Guide.

Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

To Rent.—The old-established gallery in Troy,

New York, for the past sixteen years occupied

by Arthur Cobden, is now otfered for rent upon

favorable terms. The location is splendid. Ap-

paratus and fixtures, if desired, can be pur-

chased of Mr. Cobden, who retires on account of

ill health. Address George T. Lane,

Troy, N. Y.

For Sale.—Only gallery in this county seat:

in a one-story building erected expressly for

the business, less than four years ago. It has

done, and is doing, a good business. Good rea-

sons for selling. I will sell the building and gal-

lery for $700 cash j building alone cost $500.

For further particulars, address

B. S. Williams,

Tunkhannock, Wyoming Co., Pa.

Hance's Photographic Special-

ties. See Advertisement.

For Rent to Photographers.—The second and

third stories of 1200 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

The premises have been occupied for the past 15

years as a first-class photographic gallery. Every

requisite of the art can be found in the place.

Plenty of light, and numerous conveniences.

Wanted.—A first-class retoucher. Apply to

Box 2590, Boston Mass.

Operator Wanted.—One who thoroughly un-

derstands making first-class negatives, artistic

posing, and retouch negatives if required. None

but strictly first-class need apply. Address

H. D. A., eare of E. L. Wilson,

116 N.«eventh Street, Philadelphia.

Photographic View Wagon for Sale.— A
large one, in good order. Will be delivered free

to any depot in the city. Price low.

Centennial Photographic Co.,

116 N. Seventh S-t., Philadelphia.

Gihon's
Photographic Colorists' Guide.

Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

Zentmayer Stereoscopic Lenses for Sale.

—A pair of 2J inch focus, good as new, will be

sold for $25. Address

Z 2£, care Philadelphia Photographer,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.

Great Bargains—One 5 x 8 A. O. Co.'s View

Box, in perfect order, cost $35.00, will sell for

$20.00. One 8x10 parlor background, but little

used, cost $25.00, will sell for $8.00. One % H.

B. H. Lens, $8.00. Julius Hall,

Great Barrington, Mass.

THE WONDERFUL EURYSCOPE.
Cleveland, Ohio, March 13th, 1878.

Benj. French & Co.:

Dear Sirs.—Pardon me for saying I spleened

against the term "wonderful" in connection with

the Euryscope, as a sensational description.

After having used this instrument for various

purposes, both indoor and out, I am bound to

admit that toonderful is the right word.

Intelligent photographers will not be without

so powerful an instrument, particularly when

sold at such low prices.

Yours truly, J. F. Ryder.

Boston, May 7th, 1878.

Benj. French & Co.

:

Dear Sirs.—After a thorough and every way

satisfactory test of No. 3 Euryscope purchased

of you a few weeks since, it is with pleasure that

we accord it our hearty commendation ; its re-

markable light and great breadth of field, renders

it especially desirable for groups, etc. We there-

fore beg to congratulate you on the entire success

accompanying the introduction of this valuable

adjunct to photography.

Yours truly,

Notman & Campbell.

USE WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
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A. LAMOR, EDW. LAMOR,
ARTISTS.

Photographs finished in Water Colors, Crayon,

or India Ink, in the highest style of the art.

PORTRAITS IN. OIL A SPECIALTY.

Negatives finely retouched.

738 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Gihon's
Photographic Colorists' Guide.

Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

GOLD.
Great chance to make money.

If you can't get gold you can get

reenbacks. We need a person

in every town to take subscriptions for the largest,

cheapest and best illustrated family publication

in the world. Any one can become a successful

agent. The most elegant works of art given free

to subscribers. The price is so low that almost

everybody subscribes. One agent reports making

over $150 in a week. A lady agent reports taking

over 400 subscribers in ten days. All who engage

make money fast. You can devote all your time

to the business, or only your spare time. You

need not be away from home over night. You

can do it as well as others. Full particulars, di-

rections and terms free. Elegant and expensive

outfit free. If you want profitable work send

us your address at once. It costs nothing to try

the business. No one who engages fails to make

great pay. Address " The People's Journal,"

Portland, Maine.

Waymouth's Vignette Papers.

Borrel's Chart and Hints to Patrons.—
Your gallery is not complete without them. For

particulars, see advertisement in January, Feb-

ruary, and March, 1876, issues of this journal.

Price, $1.25, unmounted, by mail, or by express,

mounted.

Gihon's
Photographic Colorists' Guide.

Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No chargefor advertisements under this head; limited

- tofour lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.

By an artist who can work readily in india-

ink, water colors, crayon, and pastel ; makes life

size portraits with or without solar prints. Ad--

dress J. W. Loyer, Allentown, Pa.

A situation by a first-class photographer ; is

a classic poser and thoroughly up in all branches

of the art; can produce references fjom some of

the best photographers in the country. Address

Charles Stanton, Box 83, Smyrna, Kent County,

Delaware.

A position as operator or printer and toner, or

would like to run a gallery on shares. Can give

the best satisfactory reference from large gallery.

Address Andrew Gillin, No. 216 East Forty -fifth

Street, New York City.

A young lady with several years' experience

wishes a situation as retoucher; can also spot

prints, wait on customers, and keep books. The

best of references if required. . Address L. E.,

No. 11 Asylum St., Room 4, Hartford, Conn.

By an expert retoucher, or operator, or printer,

in some first-class gallery ; sample work sent if

'clesired. Good references from present employer.

Address William J. Hunter, Millersburg, Holmes

County, Ohio.

A lady fully competent to do first-class retouch-

ing, would like a situation
;
good references. Ad-

dress E. G. L., care B. F. French & Co., Boston,

Mass.

As operator, or as assistant; has worked in a

first-class house for seven years ; can furnish

recommendation from the same. Address F.

Osterheldt, 118 Delancey St., New York.

As operator, ten years' experience; unexcelled

as a retoucher, printer, and toner. References.

Address V. P. J., care Charles W. Stevens, 229

State Street, Chicago, Illinois.

As photographic operator or printer. Twelve

years' experience. Address R. B. M., office of

Philadelphia Photographer.

Gihon's
Photographic Colorists' Guide.

Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

Hance's Photograhpic Special-

ties. See Advertisement.

USE WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
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THE

Theory of Color,
IN ITS

RELATION TO ART AND INDUSTRY.

By DR. W. VON BEZOLD.

j^g^ An admirable book for every artist, colorist, and photographer, "©a

l^g" Illustrated by over sixty wood engravings, and eleven chromo-

lithographic pages, full size.

THE CHAPTERS ON
The Theory of the Mixture of Colors,

The Theory of Contrast,

The Combination of Colors, and

The Art of Painting,

Alone are well worth the price of the whole splendid book.

IT CONTAINS NEARLY 300 PAGES, OCTAVO SIZE.

PRICE, $5.00.

Those who wish to understand fully all the principles and theories and rules

which govern the use of colors should possess and study

THE THEORY OF COLOR.

Mailed, postpaid, to any address, on receipt of the price, by

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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THE

MAGIC LANTERN
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE,

DEVOTED TO THE SPREAD OF INFORMATION ON THE
SUBJECTS OF

Magic Lantern Slides,

Operating Magic Lanterns,

Dissolving Views,
ALL THE NEW METHODS AND MEANS OF

LANTERN PROJECTION.

THE PRODUCTION OF EFFECTS AND SO ON
AS DERIVED FROM ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.

J|JJ
A YEAR. SUBSCRIPTION

jjJJ
A YEAR.

EVERY OPERATOR SHOULD HAVE IT.

EDW. L. WILSON, Publisher,
AND DEALER IN

MAGIC LANTERN SLIDES™ LANTERNS.
THE LARGEST STOCK IN THE WORLD,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.

im~ SENT) FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE. FIFTEEN CEN"TS.-©a
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«®~ o n^ T f~\ TITC •
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J. C. SOMERVILLE
No. 17 South Fifth Street.

THE BEST GOODS AT THE VERY LOWEST PRICES TOR CASH.

Somerville's Extra Negative Collodion. Tilford's CoUodion.

Somerville's Extra Ferrotype Collodion. P. & W. Chemicals.

Somerville's New Diamond Varnish. Frames and Matts of

Somerville's Retouching Varnish. every Description.

PHOTO-CHROME OUTFITS COMPLETE, $2.50.

Convex Glass, Cotton and Silk Velvet Passepartouts, and all goods for the Photo-Chrome Picture kept

in stock and sold at the lowest market prices.

Seventeen years' experience. Cash prices and prompt shipment. New packing boxes of the right

size at cost. Send a trial order. 7^S^ Send for new Illustrated Price List and Budget for 1878.

1878. SPRING DESIGNS 1878.

NEW BACKGROUNDS and ACCESSORIES
PLEASANT WAY HOME. BEEBE GARDEN.

GOLDEN PETALS. WOODLAWN. BEEBE INTERIOR.
Get RUSTIC BRIDGE for use with Shaded Stream Background.

ROUND END BALUSTRADE, etc., etc.

Tree, Window, Door, and Cabinet Slips in great variety.

Special and Proprietary Designs to order.

Sample Photos, (to be returned and not for copying) on application. Enclose stamp.

THE P. P. PRIZE MEDAL PICTURES, by Mr. ELTON,
Were made with Backgrounds designed and painted by the subscriber expressly

for the occasion.

PRICES based on quality and elaboration of designs.

Address LAFAYETTE W. SEAVEY,
Lafayette Place, New York.
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THE

PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS'— GUIDE.^-
By JOHN L. GIHON,

ONE OF THE MOST TALENTED AND ABLE ARTISTS IN THE PROFESSION.

> A-
s

PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORING.—The growing demand for a fresh work on

photographic coloring, one that contains full instructions on all the new and improved

methods—for like photography itself, photo, coloring has improved and progressed

—

:
has led

to the publication of the above.

ITS CONTENTS ARE
Preface.

Chap. I. On India-Ink "Work.

II. The Principles to be con-
sidered in the Applica-
tion of Colors.

III. The Materials used in Fin-

ishing Photographs -with

"Water Colors.

IV. Water-color Painting as
applied to Photographs.

Chap.V. Relative totheUse ofPaints
that are Mixed -with Oil.

VI. Coloring -with Pastels.

VII. The Production of Ivory-
types.

VIII. The Crystal Ivorytype.
IX. Crayon "Work.
X. Negative Retouching.
XI. About Matters so far For-

gotten.

XII. Rudimentary Perspective.

The last chapter is on a subject entirely new and fresh, and is finely illustrated.

The whole will make the most interesting and valuable photographic work that has been

issued for several years.

Mailed on receipt of price, $1.50 per copy.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

116 NORTH SEVENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA.
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ARTISTIC
PHOTOGRAPHY,

AND

HOW TO ATTAIN IT.

By LYMAN C. BICELOW.

$5.00 PRICE. $5.00

Mr. Bigelows last work is undoubtedly his very best. It is intended in the short

way to teach photographers how to become artists in all branches of photography,

and how to improve the artistic qualities of their productions. Any photographer

who reads it and follows its directions, teachings, and formulae must make better

work.

EXAMINE THE CONTENTS

!

BEADING MATTEE. PHOTO. ILLUSTEATIONS.

I. Introductory.
1. Cloud Portrait.

II. Artistic Light. 2. Cabinet Medallion of a lady.

III. Balance of Lines. . 3. Cabinet, plain—boy on a velocipede

IY. Chiaro-oscuro. 4. Promenade, lady {interior).

V.

VI.

VII.

Backgrounds and Accessories.

Composition, Rules and Maxims.

The Studio.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Promenade, lady [moonlight).

Cabinet, gentleman {bust).

Cabinet, lady (§ length).

Cabinet, lady {bust).

mi. Formulas well proved and used by the 9. Cabinet, lady (f length).

author in producing the work em- 10. Promenade, grouji.

ployed to illustrate this book. 11. Promenade, group.

IX. Printing and toning formula. 12. Promenade, seaside.

Together with a plan of Mr, Bigelow's Skylight.

j^" A fine lot of studies and capital instructions for producing them.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher,

116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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SCOVILI7
Manufacturing Company,

419 & 421 BROOME. STREET,

MERCHANTS IN

ALL ARTICLES PHOTOGRAPHIC
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.

PROPRIETORS OF THE WORKS OF

THEAMERICAN OPTICAL CO. NEW YORK,

S. PECK & CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.
SCOVILL MANUF'G CO.,WATERBURY, CONN.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

MORRISON'S VIEW LENSES,

"PEERLESS" PORTRAIT LENSES,

ENGLISH PORCELAIN WARE,

FRENCH AND ENGLISH GLASS,

ALBUMENIZED PAPER-ALL MAKES,

HANCE'S "PHOTO. SPECIALTIES,"

CENTENNIAL PHOTO. CO.'S VIEWS,

GRAPHOSCOPES, STEREOSCOPES, &c.

Tie Greatest Stuck in tie fori! ! Dealers Eyerytlere Miei Low!

419 -BROOME 421

SCOVILL MANUF'G CO., NEW YORK.
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NEW AND IMPROVED

Engraving Process

l-H

M

A
<1

E:

MUCH CHEAPER

65Duanc StNewark.

RELIEF PLATES
in hard Type Metal

W
Sef? <tr

aie

Illustration.

THAN WOODCUTS

u

M
l-H

GO

PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR WOOD CUTS.
STATE WHERE YOU SAW THIS.

Emulsion Photographique

Francaise.
Unequalled for rapidity, (fully equal to the bath plate)-^Intensity to any degree on simple

development without silver or other intensifier, and absolutely permanent and without
change.

ALBERT LEVY, SOLE PROPRIETOR,

77 UNIVERSITY PLACE, N.Y.

PRESERVATIVE for dry plates, (more rapid than wet) also Prepared Dry Plates ready for

use and Photographic Chemicals at lowest market prices always on hand.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

N. B.—All Dry Plates made with my Emulsion bear my signature.

BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,
No. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.
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Special Inducements to Photographers to Canvass
during the Summer.

THE CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

UNRIVAELLD STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS
OF

Statuary, Interiors, Exteriors,

Fancy Groups,
Works of Art,

Machinery, etc.
Making the most unrivalled collection everpublished, have been

REDUCED TO $2.00 PER DOZEN.
THE FOLLOWING SIZES ARE ALSO MADE:

Card, Cabinet, 5x8,
8x10, 13x16, and 17x21.

Liberal Discount to the Trade. Catalogues supplied on receipt

of a three-cent stamp.

Every Photographer Can Sell Them.

ALSO, ;

Magic Lantern Slides
Over 500 subjects of greater interest than any other class in this line

FOR SALE BY THE

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO,,

EDWAED L. WILSON, Prop'r. City Office, 116 North Seventh St.

Dealers Supplied at the Best Rates.
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"A Delightful Book of Travels." Has a Wonderful Sale.

WILSON'S
T^antern Journeys.

By EDWARD L.WILSON,
Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer."

fourth edition !—Now Ready !— FOURTH EDITION

!

Parties about to select slides will find this work an excellent helper, for it enables

one to know all about what he is ordering before he orders.

The contents are divided into eight "Journeys," each one including a visit to

ioo places, making 800 places in all, as follows :

JOURNEY A.
Havre, Rouen,
Paris, Fontainbleau,

Versailles, Switzerland.

JOURNEY B.

Compiegne, Vienna,
Brussels, The Vienna Ex-
Aix la Chapelle, position,

Cologne, The Semmering
Up the Rhine, Pass,

Potsdam, Saxony,
Berlin, Munich,
Dresden, South-west Germany.

JOURNEY C.

Italy, Rome,
Lake Maggiore, Naples,
Lake Oomo, Pompeii,
Milan, The Ascent of
Verona, Vesuvius,
Venice, Puteoli,

Florence, Italian Art Galleries.

Pisa,

Holland,
Denmark,
Norway,

Egypt,
Palestine,

Syria,

JOURNEY D.

Sweden,
Russia,
Spain.

JOURNEY E.

Turkey,
Greece,
India.

JOURNEY P.

England, Scotland, and the TJ. S. of
America.

JOURNEY G.

The Centennial Exhibition at
Philadelphia.

JOURNEY H.

The Centennial Exhibition at
Philadelphia.

It has been carefully prepared, and will be found amusing, very entertaining
and instructive.

It contains 277 pages. Cloth bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

EDW. L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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Charles Cooper& Co.
191 WORTH ST., NEW YORK,

OFFER AT WHOLESALE

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS, strictly pure and
of full weight.

CROSS-SWORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,
Single and Extra Brilliant.

EVAPORATING DISHES.

GERMAN SOLID GLASS BATHS.
"

PORTRAIT LENSES—C. F. Usener's Celebrated.

The largest and most reliable house for Refining Waste and Residues.

The Universal

This Press will cameo all sizes, from cards to cabinets, and is sold lower than any other that will do
the same work. It has been greatly improved and made very complete in all its parts.
We furnish a card, victoria and cabinet size.

PRICE, $20.00.
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BY

WILSON, HOOD & CO. ,825 Arch Street, Philadelphia.
J^- CA UTION.—Photographers are cautioned against buying other presses that may use an elastic

embossing substance, as they are an infringement on the above. R. J. Chute, Patentee.
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=1878=NOW READY. NOW READY.

As reguiar as trie old year goes out, photographers all over the world look for

the issue of that unrivalled annual,

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS.
Edited by EDWARD L. WILSON, Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer," etc.

In the Thirteenth Issue, now ready for purchasers, it is believed that more
real gems are contained than in any former volume ; so that as a book of refer-

ence, as a guide, a friend, a helper in photographic practice, it is invaluable and
you cannot afford to do without its assistance. Read the

CONTENTS.
Last Year.
The Language of Art. E. K. Hough.
Besetting Troubles. C. A. Zimmerman.
How to make Gold. I. B. Webster.
To the Struggling Ones. A. N. Hardy.
Developing Solutions. E. M. Estabrooke.
Something more about the Negative Bath. F. M.

Spencer.
Negative Varnishes and Retouching Surfaces. J.

Babies. W. C. Tuttle. [G. Vail.

Admitted to the Bar. J. Pitcher Spooner.
Negative Retouching. H. B. Hillyer.

If You do Not. J. H. Reuvers.
Dark-room Experience. W. B. Critchfield.

Art in Photography. M. H. Albee.

Mosaics. E. T. Whitney.
Another Difficulty Conquered. J.' S. Hovey.
Items from Actual Experience. Garvey Donald-
Darkness vs. Light. Forester Clark. [son.

How to Photograph the Arteries and Veins of

any Viseus in the Body in its natural con-

dition and position. Prof. J. Towler, M. D.
Photographing Interiors. Homo.
Forgotten Friends. George W. Wallace.

A Simple and Reliable Dry Process. C. F. Rich-
Photographic Preserves. Old Argentuin. [ardson.

Photographic Albums. John L. Gihon.
Old Things in New Dresses. Young Chloride.

Backgrounds. C. Alfred Garrett.

A Rod in Pickle. Obscuro. [French.
A Few Things Learned By Experience. C. M.
A Rattler. Jonas F. Brown. [B. Clench.

Do not get your Customers into Bad Habits. F.
How to restore Exposed Plates. W. H. Sherman.

Collocin as a Restrainer. John Carbutt.
Burnishing of Photo. Prints. Wm. W. Seeler.

Fraternity. A. W. Kimball.
The necessity of Art Culture. W. J. Baker.
Copying and Enlarging. Pyro.
Fog vs. Sunshine. R. R. Thompson.
Old Grannyisms. Frank F. Currier.

A new use for Petroleum. Frank Robbins.
Overiodizing. George Sperry.

Photographic Operators. C. T. Stuart.

An Improved Washing-Tank. F. A. Wenderoth.
More about Prices. Robert J. Chute.
Trimming and Mounting. Irving Saunders.

Odds and Ends. E. P. Libby.
How to keep a Burnisher in Order. W. F. Stinson.

Backgrounds : A Review. Lafayette W. Seavey.
Light and Chemicals. James 0. Merrill.

Photographic Grouping. W. D. Gatehel.

Dodge Hash. F. C. Phillips.

Useful Chips That Pay to Use. A. Hesler.

The Fading of Albumen Prints. J. R. Clemons.
On the Production of Reverse Negatives. Alfred

Pumphrey.
Simple Way to work a Neutral Bath. R. Benecke.
Important Trifles. E. Z. Webster.
Photographing Groups of Persons of Different

Complexions. F. N. Blake.

How to do a Successful Business In Dull Times.

L. W. Crawford.
The Photography of the Future. An Unfading

Photographer.
Dirt. H. R. Farr.

Excellent Methods of Lichtdruek. J. Lemling.
Many Mites From Many Minds. E. L. Wilson.

The whole includes 144 pages.

Cloth bound, $1.00 per copy; paper cover, 50 cents.

"WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD."

EDWARD L WILSON, Photographic Puffisher, 116 North Seyeiith St,, Philadelphia.
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G-IHON'S

CUT-OUTS
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean cut, most
desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially for the purpose.

Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides, assorted for five differently

sized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICE $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order promptly, by
addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

J^" No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and

sizes. Ask your stock-dealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelopes with
instruction circular included.

PROMENADE SIZE JVOW READY/ S0
J?SfiS,

ASi^T

GIHON'S

OPAQUE.
IS DESIGNED FOR

COMPLETELY OBSCURING THE IMPERFECT BACKGROUNDS OF COPIES,
RETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,
COATING THE INSIDE OF LENSES OR CAMERA BOXES,

BACKING SOLAR NEGATIVES,
COVERING VIGNETTING BOARDS,

AND FOR ANSWERING

ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE
PRODUCTION OF ARTISTIC RESULTS IN PRINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAQUE.
It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 CENTS.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Address all orders to

Scovill Manufacturing Co.,

Or, JOHN L. GfflON, Inventor, NEW YORK.
116 N, Seventh St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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38 Maiden Lane, New York
IMPORTER OF THE CELEBRATED

S. &. M. DRESDEN

Albumen Papers
SINGLE OR EXTRA BRILLIANT.

This paper has been imported by me to the great satis-

faction of photographers for the last eight years, and has
not been surpassed by the many different brands sprung
up since.r ALSO,

Hyposulphite of Soda,
Sulphate of Iron,

Solid German Glass Baths,
Saxe Evaporating Dishes,

French Filter Paper,
Porcelain Trays.

Ferrotype Plates. I

I ALSO IMPORT EXTRA BRILLIANT

CROSS-SWORD PAPER.
For sale by all Stock-Dealers in the United States and Canada.
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Studies in Artistic Printing.
By C. W. HEARN, author of the "Practical Printer."

Owing to the very flattering reception which attended the Author's former work, "The

Practical Printer," he has, with more extended experience, ventured upon a second work,

in which he has seen fit to more thoroughly combine "Studies in Printing," by way of

further illustrating the matter of which he would write. For the better fulfillment of

this design, negatives have been made especially for this purpose by Messrs.

Rocher, Bigelow, Kent, Lamson, Draper <Sc Husted, and Baker, in their usual

superior style, being pronounced by all who have seen them as ranking among the very

best that these well-known artists in photography have ever produced.

As in a former work, the varied formulae and processes of manipulation were discussed

in detail, it has been thought advisable that in this the subject should be treated with more

conciseness. Those parties who have this former work of the Author will find this to be of

intrinsic value, owing to its being embellished with

SIX FINE CABINET AND PROMENADE PORTRAIT STUDKS.

AMONG OTHER THINGS, IT CONTAINS
Suggestions on the Choice of Albumen Paper.

All the Best Silvering Baths, and Methods of

Treating the same.

New Views on the Relation of the Silver Bath to

the Time of Floating.

The Different Effects Caused by the Time of

Floating..

How to Tell when Paper is Floated too Long or

too Short a Time.

Table for Time of Floating Paper under all Cir-

cumstances.

The Importance of Care in Printing in Varied

Ways.

The Important Relation Printing from the Nega-

tive Bears to the Toning Bath.

Fast Printing.

Dialogue between " Joe " and a Friend.

The "Way ,to Success in Toning Lies in Print-

ing.

The Different Effects Caused in Printing by the

Preparation of the Silver Bath.

The Relation of the Silver Bath to the Printing

from the Negative, and from this to the Toning

Bath.

Acetate of Silver.

Success or Failure in Toning, Caused by the

Strength, Purity, and Alkalinity of the Silver

Bath.

Harmony, its Importance in Photography.

Why its Neglect Causes such Disastrous Results.

The Beautiful in Toning, and How to Obtain it.

A Few Hints About Managing Toning Baths,

Formulas for Printing " Our Studies," as Given

under Respective Headings.

Impurities of Toning Baths.

How it Affects the Toning, and How to Remedy
such Baths.

Fixing and Washing.

Brilliancy of the Finished Picture Attained by

the Final Washing.

Various and Valuable Hints about Finishing the

Photographs, etc., etc.

Mailed to any address on receipt of price, $3.50, by any stock-dealer,

or by

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.
4

ASK TO SEE LT.
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THE

Photographer to his Patrons
ISSUED IN ENGLISH, GERMAN AND SPANISH.

REDUCTION IN PRICE I

''THIS little leaflet

* has become so

popular as an adverti-

sing medium for

photographers, and a

means of communica-

ting to their custom-

ers such information

as they are asked to

communicate by word

of mouth every day,

that we are induced

to try to make it still

more popular, and

available to more of

our patrons by a great

Reftuction in Price.

The present low

price of paper and

labor has enabled us

to do this, and here-

after we will supply

this little work or

"Something New,"

Its companion leaf-

let (which is also a

splendid advertising

medium), at the rate

of

$15 PER 1000.

At this reduction

we cannot supply lots

of less than 1000,

though we will supply

large and small quan-

tities at the following

rates

:

500 copies $9.00

1000 " 15.00

2000 " 27.50

3000 " 36.00

5000 " 50.00

OVER ONE MILLION HAVE BEEN SOLD!

Parties ordering may have the annexed cut upon their cover, or a choice of several other

fancy cuts which we have ; the above is the newest. '

We charge nothing extra for matter npon covers, and photographers may solicit advertisements

enough from their citizens to pay the cost of the whole thing, if they are enterprising.

SAMPLES SENT TO ANY WHO MAY DESIRE IT.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, 116 North 7th St, MaMpMa.

JfE^ All persons are cautioned against copying these works as they are copyrighted property and

we are determined to protect those who purchased them in their use. Information concerning pillages

will be thankfully received.
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Straight Out.
A NEW INVENTION!

jgV ROBINSON'S
^HWr\ STRAIGHT-CUT

SHk' Trimmer.

l||L So great has been the success of

^^Bllllik Prof. Robinson's "Trimmer" for

li^wll I
Oval and Arch-top Pictures, that he

^il^ has been impelled to produce one for

STRAIGHT LINES.

The accompanying cut shows the shape of the tool and the

manner of using it.

The disc or wheel is about one inch in diameter, so that a thin

or thick glass form may be used with it.

Photographers may now altogether Ignore the Knife.

This aflmlraUe Trimmer is always ism and ever ready.

Once accustomed to it you will never again use He Mfe.

Give it a Trial. Price, $1.25.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturers' Agent.

For sale by all Dealers. 116 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.

USE THE STRAIGHT CUT!
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Only 30 Cents
FOE A BOOK CONTAINING A COMPLETE

Practical Process of Photography

!

There were left unsold a number of copies of the

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC DMT
Which are now offered— to close them out— at the above low price.

The book sold last year for Seventy-five Gents.

The author has given the processes which his own experience and that of others have proved to be
the best, and the whole being in a concise form is particularly adapted to the use of beginners. The
work also contains a great many hints and suggestions which are useful to all.

Besides the Photographic Instruction and Rates of Postage, Notable Events in the History of Pho-
tography, Descriptions of the Principal Centennial Buildings, and a beautiful, colored Map of the City

of Philadelphia, are included. The whole handsomely bound in cloth, and now offered at the low
price of 30 cents.

SEND IN YOUR ORDERS EARLY TO

ROBERT J. CHUTE,
Care EDW. L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPING,

BY A PRACTICAL FERROTYPER.

6th Thousand, NOW READY—Paper Cover, 75 cents.

The rapid sale of several thousands of this work, and a continued demand, induces us to republish it.

We guarantee it to be the best of its class published. All should have it.

THE BOOK IS ENTIRELY GIVEN UP TO PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION,
Not only of value to the Ferrotyper, but to the Photographer as well.

Please Examine the Contents:

Introduction,

The Advantages of the
Ferrotype,

The Manipulations,
The Nitrate Bath,
The Collodion,

The Developer,
The Fixing- Solution,

Other Manipulations-
Pinholes,

Strengthening,
Tinting and Coloring,

Varnishing,
Drying and Dryers,
Finishing the Work,
Ferrotype Envelopes,

Ferrotype Supports,
Ferrotype Plates,

The Apparatus,
The Skylight and the

Dark-Room,
Vignettes and Medal-

lions.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, Philadelphia.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.
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EUBYSOOPK
A NEW DOUBLE OBJECTIVE,

OF GKEAT ILLUMINATING POWER,

FOR ALL KINDS OF OUT-DOOR WORK AND GROUPS.

MADE BY

VOIGTLANDER & SON.
They consist of two achromatic and symmetrical combinations, between which the central

diaphragm is placed. The lens is perfectly aplanatic, i. e., it works with full aperture of the

objectives. For the purposes of landscape photography, copying, for architectural subjects,

and for groups in the studio, as well as outside, it is considered Unrivalled. It is entirely free

from distortion, chemical focus, and " ghosts," and the picture produced by it is mathematic-

ally correct. It is characterized by a great depth of focus and precise definition. The most

important advantage of this new lens in comparison with others of similar kinds, consists in

the great power of light it commands, and for this reason it is commended especially for

groups, the pictures produced by it being most brilliant, also the light is spread equally all

over the plate.

A very careful choice of the optical glass, of which the new lens is composed, makes it pos-

sible to secure a ratio of focus and aperture of about 6 to 1.

The width of angle embraced is between 65 and 85 degrees, according to the size of dia-

phragm used ; as to rapidity, the new lens is more than twice as rapid as the orthoscopic lens,

and only a little less than the long focus portrait lenses.

We have seven different sizes at the following prices :
=

No.
Diameter
of Lens.

Equivalent
Focus.

Back Focus.
Size of View

or Landscape.
Size of Group
or Portrait.

Price.

0, .. ... 1 inch, .. 5% inch, .. 5 inch, . Stereo, pictures, .. $30 00
1, .. ... m "

.., oy2 " . 8'X "
' • 10 x 12, .. 7x9, .. 50 00

A, .. ... i% "
.... n 9& " 11 x 13, .. 8x10, .... ... 57 00

2, .. ... 2 " .... 12% " 11 12 x 14, .. 10x12, .... ... 70 00
O, . ... 2}i

-
.... 16 14 " 17 x 20, .. 14x17, .. 93 00

3, .. ... 3 " .... 19 16# "
.

18x22, .. 17x20, .. 140 00
6, . ... 4 " 26V2 " 23% " 22x26, .. 20x24, .... .. 225 00

We have had quite a number of our best Photographers try this New Lens, and all speak

of it in the highest terms, as possessing great depth and quickness. We have some groups

made in Studio with No. 2, on 8 x 10 plate, in twenty to thirty seconds, and with No. C, on

14 x 17 plate, twenty-five- to forty seconds.

J. Hoiyland, of Baltimore, writes us about No. 1 sent him: "I would say to its praise,

that for Quickness and Depth, it far excels my expectations."

BENJ. FRENCH & CO.,
Sole Agents in the United States. 319 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON.
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A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.1

MANUFACTURERS OF

Photographic Card Stock,

No. 18 South Sixth St., )

„ __-. _. PHILADELPHIA.
No. 9 Decatur St., J

Plain, White, and Tinted Cards.

White and Tinted Cards, Plain and Enameled, with Oval and Square lines,

and with Ornamented Borders.

Cards with Designs in G-ilt, and India Tint and Gilt, Square and Oval

Openings, for Cabinet and Promenade size to 14 x 17 Photographs.

White Cards with Plain India Tint, for 4-4, 8x10, and 11x14 Photographs.

White and Buff Cards, with Oval and Square Openings for Groups of 3 to 8.

White, Tinted, Black, or Chocolate Paper Mats, with Oval, Arch-Top,

and Square Openings.

Ferrotype Mats, Bon-Ton Cards, Fitzgibbon's Patent Adhesive
Ferrotype Mounts, Philadelphia Carte Envelopes, Von Seutter
Ferrotype Mats and Envelopes.

Stereoscope Mounts, Minnette Cards, Carte de Visite, Victoria,

and Cabinet Mounts, Plain and Enameled, White and Tinted, Square

and Round-Corner, Gilt and Tinted Lines, Gilt and Tinted Borders.

Caterson's Improved Ferrotype Holders.

Thin Beveled Edge Card and Cabinet Mounts, White and Tinted

Cards, Gilt and Tinted Edges.

Thick Gilt, Beveled Edge, Glace Cards, from Card size to 12x15^,
Black and Rose Tint.

Glace Card Boxes. "The Easel" Glace Card Box.

Promenade, Imperial, and Boudoir Mounts, White and Tinted Cards,

Plain, and with Gilt Borders, and with Gilt or Tinted Beveled Edges.

Card, Victoria, Cabinet, Promenade, Stereoscope, Boudoir, and
Imperial Mounts, furnished with Gilded Edges, and with name and ad-

dress printed by lithography or letter-press.

Slee Bros. Patent Prepared Cards.

PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.
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JAMES F.MAGEE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

PURE

J^hotographic(^Jhemicals

No. 108 NORTH FIFTH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

STOCK-DEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED.

The ZeJitmayer Lens,
FOR VIEWS AND COPYING.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently the following qualities:

Width of visual angle, ranging from 8o° to 90 ; depth of focus ; extreme
sharpness over the whole field ; true perspective; freedom from all distortion in

copying; portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops

of the different combinations for which they are designed. The larger ones are
provided with an internal shutter for making'and storing the exposure.

No. 1, 2 1r inch focus,
"

2, 34
"

3, 54
"

4, 8
"

5, 12
"

6, 18

3x3 plate,

4x5 "

64 x 8J
"

10 x 12 "

14 x 17 "

20 x 24 "

$20 00

25 00

30 00

42 00

60 00

90 00

No. 1 and No. 2 combined,
» 2 " "3
" 3 " "4
" 4 " "5
" 5 " "6
"

1, 2 and 3,
"

3, 4 and 5,

$33 00

40 Oj)

55 00

75 00
110 00

48 00

88 00

No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.
No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in

matched pairs. No. 1 and No. 2 single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a
pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2*4 to 18 inches. $173.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,
147 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.
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Dealers' Directory.

The following hotcses are to be recommended as

the bestfor photographers in their localities.

GUSTAVUS BODE,

S. T. BLESSING, .

BLESSING & BROTHER,

A. H. BALDWIN, .

OSCAR FOSS, .

P. SMITH & CO., .

F. S. CROWELL,

ZIMMERMAN BROS.,

J. C. SOMERVILLE, .

H. GEORGE,

HOWE & BEECHER, .

F. HENDRICKS,

GATCHELL & HYATT,

LONG & SMITH, .

GEORGE W. ROBINSON,

C. W. STEVENS, .

D. J. RYAN,

D. TUCKER & CO.,

J. W. WILLARD,
"

WILSON, HOOD & CO., .

Milwaukee, Wis.

New Orleans, La.

Galveston, Texas,

i Chambers St., N.Y.

San Francisco, Cal.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mt. Vernon, O.

St. Paul, Minn.

St. Louis, Mo.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Columbus, O.

Syracuse, N. Y.

Louisville, Ky.

Quincy, 111.

Baltimore, Md.

Chicago, Ills.

Savannah, Ga.

Buffalo, N. Y.

746 Broadway, N. Y.

825 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE BEST, CHEAPEST AND
OLDEST ILL USTRATED PHO TOGRAPHLC MA GAZLNE

PUBLISHED.

OUR Magazine is better than ever before. All the old staff

of writers and several new ones are secured, and we have

already working many

New Features, New Contributors, with

Curious and Beautiful Pictures,

A New Prize Series,

AND LOTS OF THINGS PRACTICAL AND INTERESTING.

The worth of your money is not given by any one so fully as

by the publisher of the Philadelphia Photographer. Please help

spread its usefulness.

For every new subscriber, for one

year, $1, payable in any of our pub-

lications, books, or, if preferred, $1
PREMIUMS

worth of any of our prize pictures,

or any other article for which we are

agents, advertised in this Magazine.

Operators, printers, etc., can secure all their necessary photo-

graphic literature in this way by a little earnest effort.

EACH MONTHLY ISSUE IS A PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK IN ITSELF,

AND INCLUDES A FINE PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDY AND COMMENTS THEREON.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS

:

Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50

for six months, 50 cents per copy, post-

paid, positively in advance.

In remitting by mail a post-office or-

der, or draft payable to the order of

Edward L. Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Clearly give your Post-

Office, County, and State.

Canada subscribers must remit 24

cents extra, to prepay postage.

Foreign subscriptions must be accom-

panied by the postage in addition.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound

with each number of the Magazine.

Advertisements are inserted at the fol-

lowing rates

:

1 Month. 6 Mos . 1 Year.

One Page $20 00 $110 00 $200 00

Half " 12 00 66 00 120 00

Quarter Page.... 7 00 38 50 70 00

Eighth " .... 4 00 22 00 40 00

Cards,6 lines,orless,2 00 11 00 20 00

The attention of advertisers, and

those having galleries, etc., for sale,

is called to our Specialties pages.

Terms, $2 for six lines, and 25 cents

for each additional line, seven words

to a line, always in advance. Dupli-

cate insertions, 50 cents less, each.

SURE TO PAY.

4®" Operators desiring situations,

no charge.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher and Proprietor,

Office, 116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.



1 OOIS!
OUR CATALOGUE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS

EMBRACES A TREATISE ON EVERY BRANCH OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

FOR GENERAL INFORMATION.
THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER.—A monthly Magazine, illustrated hy'pho-

tographs of superior merit. $5.00 a year
;
$2.50 for six months.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Fourteen years of success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to the
practical, working, growing photographer. Do not go without its valuable help.

HANDBOOK OF THE PKACTICE AND ART OE PHOTOGRAPHY. By Dr. H.
Vogel. Price, $3.50.

For general photographic practice this is the best text-book in the world. Written by an old professor who
teaches photography, it gives just what is wanted in the fullest and most satisfactory manner.

THE PRACTICAL PRINTER. By C. W. Hearx. Price, $2.50. Second edition in press.

This is a most handy and reliable book. It goes into all the operations of plain and fancy printing in silver, and
isfull of good.

AMERICAN CARBON MANUAL. Price, $2.00.

For those who want to try the Carbon printing process, this work gives the most detailed information.

PHOTOGRAPHER'S POCKET REFERENCE BOOK. By Dr. H. Yogel. Price,

$1.50.
For the dark-room. It meets a want filled by no other book. Full of formula—short, practical, and plain.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE. Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is the only standard work. Seventh thousand.

LINN'S " LOOKOUT " LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY. For the landscape photog-
rapher. Price, 75 cents.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS. By Edward L. Wilson. Price, $2.00.

For the lantern exhibitor. It gives incidents and facts in entertaining style of about 800 places and things, includ-
ing 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

BIGELOWS ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY. Price, $5.00.

For the lover of art. Beats his "Album of Lighting and Posing." Superb! With twelve photographs and in-
structions.

BURNET'S HINTS ON COMPOSITION. Price, $8.50.

All should study it. A splendid work, largely illustrated, giving all the principles and rules of artistic posing.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING. By C. W. Hearn. Price, $3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade portrait studies.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1878, just issued. Cloth bound, $1.00; paper cover, 50 cts.

Better than any of its predecessors.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS' GUIDE. By John L. Gihon. Cloth bound, $1.50.

ALL FOR EVERYBODY.
MEDAL AWARDED

AT THE

CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION.

ONLY MEDAL EVER AWARDED

FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

READ IF YOU ARE DULL
IP YOU ARE BUSY
IPYOU "WANTTRADEREAD

THE BEST BOOKS PEETAINING TO Y0UE PE0PESSI0N.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Book Publisher,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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Edited by Edward L. Wilson.
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Hance's Photographic Specialties

Hance's Bath Preservative.
A sure preventive of pinholes, stains, <fcc. It preserves the bath in good working condition, and will

he found worth its weight in gold. $1.00 per bottle.

Hance's Double Iodized Collodion.
The peculiarities of this Collodion are good keeping qualities, its improvement by age, and the rich-

ness of effect produced in the negative, the film being perfectly structureless. $1.50 per ft>. ; 80 cts.

per i lb.

Elbert Anderson's Portrait Collodion
Is made according to the formula used by Mr. Anderson in Mr. Kurtz's gallery in New York. It is

especially adapted to portrait work. $1.75 per lb. ; 90 cts per £ lb.

Hance's White Mountain Collodion
Is adapted more especially to outdoor work, and for quick working, delineating foliage, frost-work,

or sky, it stands unrivalled. It is made after the private formula used by that celebrated mountain
artist, B. W. Kilburn, of Littleton, N. II. $1.50 per ft>.; 80 cts. per i ft).

Curtis' Niagara Falls Collodion
Is another used for landscapes. The wonderfully beautiful view's made by Mr. Curtis, of the great

cataract, with this collodion, have a world-wide reputation. $1.50 per lb. ; 80 cts. per J lb.

Trask's Ferrotype Collodion
Is made especially for positive pictures. Mr. Trask has no superior in this class of work, and this

collodion is made after his formula. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per £ lb.

Hance's Peculiar Portrait Collodion

Is peculiar in that it is prepared without bromides, and is adapted for use with Black's acid bath.

Formula on the bottle. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per i ft).

Cummings' Grit Varnish
Gives a very fine surface for retouching. 40 cts. per 6 oz. bottle.

Hance's Silver Spray Gun Cotton.
Prepared with great care, and free from acid, very soluble, gives good intensity so that no redevelop-

ment is necessary, gives perfect detail, and a film pure and structureless. 50 cts. per oz.

Hance's Delicate Cream Gun Cotton
Is adapted to those who like a very delicate, soft-working collodion, giving all the modelling,

especially in the Rembrandt style, and with light drapery. Its sensitiveness renders it particularly

adapted for children, or any work that requires short exposure. 80 cts. per oz.

Gill's Concentrated Chromo Intensifier

Is intended to strengthen the negative. It imparts a beautiful tone and gives excellent printing
qualities. 50 cts. per bottle.

Hance's Ground-Glass Substitute
Is simply what its name implies, a substitute for ground-glass for any purpose that is used for in the

gallery—for vignette glasses, for a retouching varnish, for softening strong negatives, for the celebrated

Berlin process, for ground-glass for cameras, for glazing sky and side lights, for obscuring studio and
office doors, for printing weak negatives. 50 cts. per bottle.

(READ SUCCEEDING PAGE.)

1
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Photographic Specialties

AHEAD!

HIGHEST PREMIUM AWARDED
AT THE CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION

Having received the Highest Award for Photographic
Specialties, I feel more confidence than ever in offering my
manufactures to the Photographic fraternity. My exhibit

was an extremely modest one, being taken from stock, put
up in original packages without any attempt at display.

Yet it carried off the prize over all the exhibits put up in cut

glass decanters with ribbon-tied stoppers, proving that the

medal was awarded for MERIT ALONE.

S- GROUND-GLASS SUBSTITUTE.??
ONE OF THE MOST USEFUL THING-S MADE.

READ THE FOLLOWING:
MR. A. L. HANOE.
Dear Sir; I am pleased to inform you that the gallon of

Ground-Glass Substitute came safely and is just what I wanted.
The surface for retouching which it gives is superb.

1 shall want more of the same sort when this supply is

exhausted/
Very truly yours,

W. G. 0. KIMBALL,
Concord, N. H.

FOR SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS.
NO EETAIL ORDERS FILLED, ORDER OF YOUR DEALER.

ALFRED L. HANCE, Philadelphia.
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OF

f§bjji* ^mttvn j^lite,

AND

MANUFACTURED A
FOR SALE BY

ND EDWARD L. WILSON,
1878.

116 NORTH SEVENTH ST
PHILADELPHIA

jg@^ The above is a facsimile of page 1 of the cover of our new catalogue,

"which contains not only priced lists of all the new lantern slides, apparatus,

etc., but much of useful information to every lantern operator. It also

contains 116 pages, and -will be sent, postpaid, on receipt of 15 cents to

any address.
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"For Utility and Fitness!*

AWARDED A MEDAL
At the Centennial Exhibition, 1876.

Do not Waste Time with a Knife and Glass,

but try Prof.Robinson's invention.

Robinson's Photograph Trimmer
IS A SUBSTITUTE FOR A KNIFE

FOR TRIMMING FHOTOGRAPHS, AND DOES THE WORK MUCH MORE EXPEDITIOUSLY- AND ELEGANTLY

THAN A KNIFE.

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONEY.

It does not cut but pinches off the waste paper, and leaves the print with a neatly beveled edge which
facilitates the adherence of the print to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch
at once. For ovals and rounded corners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer and Ten Inches of Guides Mailed for $3.50.

(Oil the Wheel Bearings with Sewing Machine Oil.)

Robinson's Metallic Guides,

FOR USE with the ROBINSON PRINT-TRIMMER.

These Guides are Made of Stout Iron and are Turned in a Lathe,

so that they are Mathematically True.

OVAL, ROUND, ELLIPTIC, and SQUARE, of all sizes; various shapes for Stereoscopic work, Drug
Labels, etc., etc.

We have the following regular sizes always on hand at 10 cents per inch, the longest way of the

aperture, the fractions counting as one inch.

Special sizes made to order at 15 cents per inch, the longest way of the aperture.

2x2|

2Jx3i
2&X-3!

2 fc
x 3j

2§x3|
2?x4i

3§x4§

3lx4g

OVALS.

8J x 4J

3g x 5i

4x5|
4|x6f
5x7
5£x7i
b\ x 7J

Oii X Its

REGULAR SIZES:
Square or Round-Cornered.

5|x7|
6x8
6Lx8J-

6} x 8J
7x9

7i x 9i

7 2' x. y-g-

2T
L x 3| 2T\ x 8f 31 x 5 4

i

2J x S| •

2\ x3|
9 5 y S s

^16 A °4

2f x4i
2| x4i
21 x 4|

4 x5|
4|x5J
3?x6 -

4 x6J

For Stereographs.
Arch Tops. Round-Cornered. Round.

8^x8} 3TVx3| 3x3
3x3 3x3

The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can always be

had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to make their sizes accord, as orders can also

be filled more quickly. Ten days is required to make special sizes.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer's Agent,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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LONDON, 1851 LONDON, 1862. PARIS, 1867.

Centennial, 1876. Centennial, 1876.

ROSS PORTRAIT
AND VIEW LENSEi

Portrait Lenses, from 1-4 to 8x10.
Cabinet Lenses, Nos. 2 and 3.
Card Lenses, Nos. 1, 2, and 3.
Triplets, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.
Symmetricals. Rapid Symmetricals.
Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best as well as the cheapest Foreign Lenses ever

offered to the American Photographer. We will mail price-list on application, and pronrptly fill all orders.

Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.

WgIIcIVGIIOW Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.

Ill SlOCk. :

Stereographic Lenses, all sizes.
New Universal Lens.

STEINHEIL'S SONS
1

NEW
APLANATIC m

We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the following prices :

No. 1—1-4 size, . . 3* inch focus, . . . $25 00 I No. 5—10-12 size. . . 1U inch focus, . $70 00
2—1-2 " . . 5£ " "... 30 00

|

6—13-16 " . . 16± " " . . 110 00

3—4-4 " . . 7 " -" ... 45 00 i

7—18-22 " . . . . 200 00
4—8-10 "

. . 10^ " "... 60 00
|

8—20-24 " . . . . 350 00

Nos. 1 and 2 are in matched pairs for stereoscopic work.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your busi-

ness, and so solicit your orders.

WE MANUFACTURE, IMPORT, AND DEAL IN ALL KINDS OF v

Photo. Goods, Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,
at prices as low as are consistent with the quality of goods furnished. We are indebted to our customers
for their patronage during the past Thirteen Years, and our efforts shall be to merit a continuance of it.

We have been appointed Trade Agents for

PARYS' AND LINDSAY'S COTTON,
CREMER'S FRENCH LUBRICATOR,

SOLAR AND CONTACT PRINTING,
COLORING IN ALL STYLES, FOR THE TRADE.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS TREE TO AIL APPIICANTS.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,
No. 825 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.
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PRIZE
PHOTOGRAPHS!
One of the objects we hope to attain by offering prizes; is to secure for our patrons the op-

portunity of possessing themselves of

Fine Studies in Photography
for their help and guidance. We have succeeded to an unusual degree this time, for not

only does the

NEW PRIZE SERIES
include work by a variety of artists, but an unusually large variety of subjects, positions,

and methods of treatment. Hence the more useful are they as studies!

With but few exceptions the pictures are cabinet size; the rest are promenade size. We
offer prints to those who wish to study them, finished in the highest style of photographic

printing, at

$3.00 PER DOZEN,
all around. Parties can order in sets, or by the following numbers

:

No. 1 to G, from negatives by
" 7 ' 1

12,

'.' 13 ' 1

18,

" 19 '
' 24,

" 25 '
' 30,

" 31 '
' 36,

" 37 ' '42,

" 43 ' '48,

" 49 '
' 54,

" 55 '
' 60,

" 61 '
' 66,

" 67 '
' 72,

" 73 '
< 78,

" 79 '
' 84,

G. M. Elton.

Bradley & Kuldfson.

D. H. Anderson.

Cook Ely.

C. W. Motes.

C. W. Tallman.

J. H. Todd.

M. T. Baldwin.

J. H. Beebe.

L. M. Roberts.

J. H. Lamson.

A. Hesler.

Julius Hall.

R. W. Dawson.

ALL OF THESE, GOOD AND BAD, TEACH USEFUL LESSONS.

See Review in the Philadelphia Photographer.

Address all orders to

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
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WAYMOUTH'S
VIGNETTE
PAPERS.

(DESIGNS COPYRIGHTED.)

OF ALL PICTURES THE Wigtwtte IS THE MOST ARTISTIC

When properly printed. But the clumsy devices generally in use for printing them, or rather for

blending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic vignette pictures. Either
t'.ie shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or it shows an ugly direct, decided line,

which is very repulsive, The shading1 should blend- gradually from the dark tint
nearest to the figure off into the -white background. The results are then soft,

artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and best way to secure them is by the use of

WA YMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
THEY ARE NOT CLUMSY; DO NOT BREAK;. ARE ALWAYS READY; COST BUT LITTLE,

AND ARE EASY OF APPLICATION TO ANY NEGATIVE.

They need but one adjustment to print any quantity.

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal, or cotton.

Eighteen sizes arc now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures from a small carte figure to Whole-

size, Victorias, Cabinets, Ac. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives, yellow bronze for thin

negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directions for use accompany each parcel.

PRICES :

In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors, • $1 00

Assorted sizes and colors, by numbers, per package of fifteen, 100
Nos. 1, 2, ?>, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per dozen, 50

" 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13 " " " Large Cartes and Victorias, by number, per doz., 75

" 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15 " " " Cabinets and Whole-size, " " . . 1 00

" 16, 17, and IS, « " " Half " " " " . . 1 25

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE.)

When ordering, state the number and color you want.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

mrJSK YOUR DEALER FOR THEMrm.
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FOR SALE LOW,
THE FOLLOWING USED

Printing Frames,
A lot of A. 0. Co.'s 5x8 flat, at 30 cents—good as new. Also, a few of 8-10, 10-12, 13-16,

20-24 Printing Frames, American Optical Co.'s make, very low, in lots.

Canada Pattern Printing Frames.

A few of 5x8 and 8 x 10 size for sale.

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

IMPROVED

Photo
Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding together and

preservation of photographs, has induced us to manufacture an article which we think will meet the

want.

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM.
The covers are made with expanding backs, so that from six to twenty-four pictures may be inserted in

one cover. The pictures are mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen, or strong paper, of

the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted and held in place in the

cover by a paper fastener.

The following is a list of sizes and prices, without cards :

For Photograph Per dozen. Per hundred.

Card Size, ..... $1 50 $10 OO
Cabinet Size, .... 2 25 13 50

EXTRA HEAVY COVERS.

5-8 Size . 4 50 33 00
4-4 " 6 00 40 00
8-10" ...... 8 OO 56 50
11-14" 9 00 65 00

Larger or special sizes made to order. Furnished with card board at best rates. Samples mailed
at dozen price. Send for some.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

For Sale by all Dealers. 116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia,
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EXCURSION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA.

BY JOHN C. BROWSE.

FOR many months the members of this

Society have anxiously looked forward

to their annual excursion, which had been

arranged for Monday, May 27th, 1878.

Last year's trip having proved so enjoyable,

it was determined to repeat in a measure its

peculiar cbarm, by again travelling over a

canal. The plan offered by Mr. Barrington,

chairman of the Excursion Committee, was

fully discussed, at the May meeting of the

Society, and was adopted. The proposed

journey commenced at Philadelphia, taking

in Wilkesbarre,JSTantieoke, Berwick, North-

umberland, Bloomsburg, Catawissa, Dan-

ville, Millersburg, Dauphin, Harrisburg,

and back to the starting-point, going over

a distance of three hundred and seventy-five

(375) miles. The only railroad travelling

was from Philadelphia to Wilkesbarre, in

starting, and from Harrisburg to Philadel-

phia on the return. The water portion of

the trip was over the Wyoming division of

the Pennsylvania Canal.

The members started on the day appoint-

ed from the depot of the North Pennsylvania

Railroad, and after a delightful ride along

the Lehigh River, arrived at Wilkesbarre

early in the afternoon, where the canal-boat,

or barge, was found in waiting. Having

25

previously mentioned this boat in a report

of the last photographic excursion, it may
be of interest to give a short description of

the craft. Through the kindness of Mr. T.

C. Zulick, Superintendent of the Schuylkill

Canal, the Photographic Society were again

permitted to use this barge, which is, prop-

erly speaking, a pay boat. It is about fifty

feet long, having an upper and lower deck,

the middle portion of the latter being divided

so that a large room is in the centre, with

kitchen, store-rooms, and steering arrange-

ment at the rear. Forward of the parlor,

or dining-room, are closets, one of which was

prepared for a dark-room. The upper deck

was the favorite rendezvous of the party,

the only drawback to its enjoyment being

the constantly repeated caution of " low

bridge," which caused most profound homage
to be given to the grasshoppers, as they are

familiarly na'med ; otherwise, a stunning

blow upon the head would be the reward for

disobedience. After putting all the supplies

on board, sufficient for a five days' trip, we
spent the night at the Wyoming Valley

House, which is beautifully located close to

the bank of the Susquehanna River, and is

a most comfortable and well-kept hotel.

On Tuesday an early start was made, and
the entire party assembled on the boat,

taking with them an amount of photographic

apparatus that was perfectly bewildering.

For the information of photographers, I will
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give the names of the party, and describe

the different outfits used.

Charles Barrington, 7x9 camera box of

his own manufacture ; Koss portable sym-

metrical 'lens, ten inches focus; one dozen

Partridge's emulsion dry plates.

Thomas H. McCollin, 5x8 box made by

Anderson, Chicago ; Dallmeyer rapid rec-

tilinear lens, eleven inches focus; Steinheil,

seven inches focus; thirty of McCollin 's

bromo-iodized dry plates.

Samuel Sartain, 5x8 American Optical

Company box ; Zentmayer lens, 5£ and 81

inches focus ; thirty of McCollin 's bromo-

iodized dry plates.

George B. Dixon, 5x8 American Optical

Company box ; Boss wide-angle lens, six

inches focus; Steinheil lens, twelve inches

focus
;
thirty of Bell's and Partridge's dry

plates.

S. Pisher Corlies, 6J x 8| box, by Peace
;

3Jx 7 box, by Dunton; Globe lens, six inches

focus ; Jamin single stereo lenses, six inches

focus ; forty-six of Bell's, Young's, and Par-

tridge's dry plates.

C. B. Pancoast, 4Jx7 box, his own con-

struction ; Morrison stereo lenses, four and

one-half inches focus ; Boss rapid symmetri-

cal, seven inches focus ; forty-one of Young's

and Partridge's dry plates.

William Hacker, 4J x 1\ Hare's English

box ; Boss rapid symmetrical lens, seven

inches focus ; nine of Young's emulsion

dry plates.

Samuel M. Pox, 7x9 box, by Peace ; Dall-

meyer rapid rectilinear lens, thirteen inches

focus; thirty-six of Partridge's, Young's,

and Bell's dry plates.

Prank M. Dealy, 4}t x 6J stereo box ; Dar-

lot lenses, six inches focus
;
thirty of Young's

emulsion dry plates.

John C. Browne, 5x8 American Optical

Company box ; Dallmeyer rapid rectilinear

lens, eleven inches focus; Dallmeyer rapid

rectilinear lens, six inches focus ; twenty-

nine of Young's emulsion dry plates.

Mr. C. M. Gilbert was the only one of

the party who did not take a camera, but a

trout-rod was very useful in his hands, and

added variety to our table. The boat was

drawn by three quick stepping mules, who
made rapid progress down the canal. The
first stop was at Nanticoke. At this place

the Susquehanna Coal Company are engaged

in extensive mining operations, but at pres-

ent the mines are not being worked. The

location of Nanticoke is one of the most

beautiful on the river, and was long a favor-

ite resort of the Indians. Prom one of these

tribes the place derives its name. We then

followed the canal in its windings, keeping

close to the north branch of the Susquehanna

Biver. The scenery is charming all along

the canal, but, with few exceptions, the sub-

jects are not those that make the best pho-

tographs. After making a number of ex-

posures from Nanticoke to Berwick, the boat

was tied up to the bank, and we all sought

a night's lodging at the hotel close by.

While floating along the canal the party,

as I have mentioned, generally occupied the

upper deck, on the lookout for objects of

interest. When passing through a part of

the country not prolific with subjects for the

camera, meetings were held, and deeply sci-

entific discussions upon various subjects were

indulged in, much to the entertainment of

the company. On the first day out a meet-

ing was held, presided over by Mr. Corlies,

when it was, on motion,

Resolved, That the members on this excur-

sion will contribute a small sum, sufficient

to purchase a suitable badge, to be lettered

" Champion, 1878," which shall be awarded

to the member offering the best print from

a negative made during the present trip,

the understanding being that but a single

negative shall be used in making the print,

and that retouching maybe used to a limited

extent. The badge of honor to be awarded

by a vote of the excursion party, and to be

retained by the fortunate individual.

One incident occurred that may be men-

tioned. The boat upon which we were

travelling had no name to designate her

from an ordinary canal-boat, so the brains

of the party were set to work to produce one

suitable to the occasion. After many sug-

gestions, the name Zuleika, proposed by Mr.

Sartain, was accepted as a very proper recog-

nition of the kind services rendered by Mr.

Zulick to the Photographic Society. The

boat was formally christened Zuleika, and

the name, painted by one of the party,

fastened on her bow.
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A very earty start was made on Wednes-
day morning from Berwick, but the day was

not suited for our work, being very windy

with slight rain. Northumberland was our

next resting place. It is situated at the

junction of the north and west branches of

the Susquehanna River. We had hoped to

have made many pictures in this neigh-

borhood, but the next day, Thursday, was

excessively gloomy, opening with a rain

storm, and continuing nearly all day. Pass-

ing Liverpool, we crossed the river to Mil-

lersburg, where we stopped for the night.

Friday was disagreeable, with some rain and'

much wind, but in spite of the weather many
pictures were made about Duncan's island.

Towards evening we arrived at Dauphin,

and were pleasantly accommodated at a very

good hotel. Saturday, being the last day of

the excursion, all the party were at work
very early, trying to capture some of the

charming bits along Stony Creek, which

abounds with photographic subjects. Our

next halt was at Rockville, where the Penn-

sylvania Railroad crosses the Susquehanna

over a double-track iron bridge, about one

mile long. Here many plates were exposed

in the efforts of the members to obtain pic-

tures of the boat and party, but owing to the

force of the wind it was impossible to expect

fine results. Oftentimes during an exposure,

hats were blown off the heads of sitters, and

cameras only saved from a tumble by hold-

ing the tripods on the ground. Double

images will no doubt be found in con-

siderable numbers when the plates are de-

veloped.

As only a short distance of canal travel

remained for us, we occupied the interval

with packing up our traps, and soon our

usually neat little boat was in frightful con-

fusion, with a mass of crockery, glass, and
cooking utensils, mixed up with cameras,

tripods, hand-bags, fishing-rods, etc. ; at last

all the articles were arranged, and upon ar-

riving at Harrisburg the packages were

safely transferred to the cars. We then bid

good-by to the Zuleika, and returned safely

to Philadelphia at 7.45 p.m.

I will give the number of plates exposed

each day upon the trip, and in a future com-

munication I hope to be able to say that,

notwithstanding the unfavorable circum-

stances attending the trip, that photograph-

ically it was a success.

NUMBER OF DRY PLATES EXPOSED.

1st

Day.

2d

Day.
3d

Day.

4th

Day.
5th

Day.
Total.

Paneoast ... 4 4 4 6 18

McCollin... 6 4 4 6 20

4 6 6 5 21

Barrington 2 3 5 2 12

6 8 7 3 24

6 7 1 3 9 26

Pox 6

4

5

4

2

2

8

6

21

16

Hacker 4 3 7

2 3 6 6 17

44 47 1 39 51 182

OUTLINES OF CHEMISTRY.
BY HENRY M. M'lNTIRE, M.E.

(Continued from page 166.)

CHLORINE (atomic weight, 35.5; sym-

bol, CI.)—Chlorine (a word from the

Greek, and meaning green, from the color

of the gas) is, at the atmospheric pressure,

a gas having a yellowish-green color, and

an unpleasant, irritating odor, producing,

when inhaled, irritation of the throat and

coughing, and even, in extreme cases, death.

It is heavier than air, and absorbed by water

with great rapidity. It will not burn, but

supports combustion after a fashion ; a can-

dle being placed in it burns with a reddish

flame, giving off a great amount of smoke.

Many metals, if they be brought in contact

in a finely divided state with chlorine, will

burn, owing to the direct uniting of the

metal and the gas. Many organic com-

pounds will also burn in this gas, owing to

the uniting of the chlorine with the hydro-

gen of the body. Indeed, if equal volumes

of hydrogen and chlorine be brought to-

gether in the sunlight, they will unite with

an explosion, but will still occupy the same

space. If the experiment be performed in

subdued light, the combination will take

place gradually ; and if in the dark, not at

all. A spark of electricity or of fire will be

sufficient to produce their instant combina-
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tion. The substance resulting from this

combination is hydrochloric acid, chlorohy-

dric acid, muriatic acid, or hydric chloride,

HC1. It, at the usual atmospheric pressure

and temperature, is a gas, having an acid

taste and a pungent odor ; irritating to the

eyes, and when inhaled, nose, and throat,

producing coughing. In damp air it fumes,

owing to its uniting with the moisture of the

atmosphere. Under forty atmospheres pres-

sure it is condensed to a limpid liquid. But

for general uses its great affinity for water

is made use of, and a solution of it in water

is used whenever the acid is required. The

acid unites with bases to form chlorides*

(the great affinity of chlorine and hydrogen

for each other is utilized in several ways.

Chlorine, when passed through water, will

take the hydrogen from the water, liberating

the oxygen, which latter will then unite

with something else, oxidizing it, of course
;

hence chlorine in the presence of water is

an oxidizing agent. This reaction does

not take place though unless there is some-

thing for the oxygen to unite with ; that is,

chlorine cannot take the hydrogen from the

oxygen, leaving the latter to pass off in a

free state. This oxidizing property is what

makes chlorine a bleaching agent, the oxy-

gen doing the bleaching). The series of

oxides of chlorine would be: 1, li3Tpochlo-

rous oxide, C1
2

; 2, chloric trioxide, C1
2 3 ;

8, chloric tetroxide, C1
2 4 ; 4, chloric pen-

toxide, C1
2 5 ; 5, chloric heptoxide, C1

2
0_.

Of these the first three have actually been

obtained; the remainder are only theo-

retical.

Hypochlorous oxide, or hypochlorous an-

hydride (C1 20) is a deep red liquid, emitting

a vapor of a deeper color than chlorine, and

* Mention should be made here of a mixture

of nitric and hydrochloric acids, forming what

is called nitro-muriatic acid, or aqua regia. It

is used to dissolve gold and platinum, from which

property it obtained the name aqua regia (kingly

water, or kingly liquid, gold being "the king of

metals "). Neither nitric nor hydrochloric acids,

when alone, have any effect on gold or platinum,

but when mixed, the metal is attacked and dis-

solved. The reaction being that the acids de-

compose each other and free chlorine is liberated,

which at once attacks the metal and forms a

chloride.

[

of an irritating odor. The liquid is easily

decomposed. The heat of the hand is suffi-

cient to decompose it with enough violence

to cause an explosion. With water, it forms

hypochlorous acid, or hydric hypochlorite,

HCIO (C1
2
0+H

2
= 2HC10), which, in a

concentrated form, is very unstable, being

decomposed into chlorine and chloric acid.

It is a powerful oxidizing agent, and a

stronger bleaching agent than chlorine. It,

or some of the salts which it forms with

bases (hypochlorates), are much used for the

latter purpose.

Chloric trioxide, or chlorous anhydride

(C1
2 3 ),

a deep yellowish-green gas which

is very explosive, and forms with water

Chlorous acid, or hydric chlorite, HC10
2

(Cl
2
U

3
-)-H

2
0=2HC10

2 ),
an acid possessing

bleaching properties and forming with bases

salts called chlorites.

Chloric tetroxide, or peroxide of chlorine

(C1
2 4 ),

is, at the usual temperature and

pressure, a gas of a very deep yellowish-green

color., which on a slight pressure or lowering

of temperature, is condensed to a red liquid,

which is very explosive. Its corresponding

acid would be H
2
C1

2 5
(C1

2 4
+H

2
= H

2

C1 2 5 ),
but no such acid has ever been sepa-

rated, nor any salts of such an acid ob-

tained.

Chloric pentoxide, or chloric anhydride

(C1
2 5 ),

the next oxide, theoretically, has

never been found, but the corresponding

acid is well known, namely :

Chloric acid, or hydric chlorate, HC10
3

(C1
2 5
+H

2
0=2HC10

3 ), is, when in a con-

centrated form, of a syrupy consistence. It

is a strong oxidizing agent, and rather un-

stable, decomposing by the action of the

light or temperature into oxygen, chlorine,

and perchloric acid.

Chloric heptoxide, or perchloric anhydride

(C1
2 7 ),

is also only theoretical, never having

been separated. Its corresponding acid is

Perchloric acid, or hydric perehlorate, H
C104 (C1

2 5H-H2
0=2HC10

4 ),
is a colorless

liquid and quite volatile. It is the most

permanent acid of chlorine known, and the

most powerful oxidizing agent in existence.

If brought in contact with carbon, the oxi-

dation will be sufficiently brisk to cause a

very violent explosion. It forms with bases

the series of salts called perchlorates.
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Bromine (atomic weight, 80; symbol, Br),

was discovered in 1826 by Balard. It exists

in sea-weeds, sea-water, and in many salt

springs. It derives its name from a Greek

word signifying "an odor," on account of

the unpleasant odor of the fumes of the sub-

stance, which, when inhaled, even act as a

strong poison. Bromine is a heavy liquid

(excepting mercury, it is the only one of the

elements that is liquid at the usual tempera-

ture and pressure), of a very deep red color.

It is very volatile, giving otF dense red va-

pors, resembling very much "nitrous fumes.

"

It is to some extent soluble in water, is an

oxidizing agent in the same manner as chlo-

rine. Like chlorine it is a bleaching agent,

although not to the same degree. Indeed,

it resembles chlorine in most of its proper-

ties. Like chlorine it forms a hydrogen

acid.

Hydrobromic acid, or hydric bromide (HBr)

,

a colorless gas, possessing irritating proper-

ties and a strong acid reaction. When used

(which is very, very seldom) it is as a solu-

tion in water, similar to hydrochloric acid.

It forms with bases a series of salts known
as bromides.

The oxygen acids of bromine are of but

slight importance. By the analogy of chlo-

rine there must be the same number of ox-

ides and corresponding acids, but so far none

of the oxides and but few of the acids have

been isolated. There may be mentioned,

however, as of some importance,

Bromic acid, or hydric bromide (HBr0
3 ),

which is not made use of in the free state,

but which forms a series of salts called bro-

mates.

Iodine (atomic weight, 127; symbol, I).

—

Iodine exists in sea-water, sea-weeds, some

mineral springs, and in one or two minerals.

It was accidentally discovered in 1811, by

Courtois. It is, when in a free state, in

crystals or in crystalline plates of a bluish-

black color. When heated, it melts, boils,

and passes into a vapor of a beautiful purple

color, from which characteristic it obtains

its name (iodine being derived from a Greek

word meaning violet colored). It is to some

degree volatile in the air, giving an odor

resembling that of chlorine in a feeble way.

It is slightly soluble in water, and freely

soluble in alcohol, ether, or solutions of the

iodides. When taken internally in large'

doses it is poisonous, but when in small

doses it is a quite valuable medicine. It is

particularly efficient for external use. It

possesses many properties possessed by chlo-

rine and bromine, but to a much less degree

than either of them. Like chlorine and

bromine, it has one hydrogen acid.

Hydroiodic acid, or hydric iodide (HI), a

gas, fuming in the air, and possessing a

strongly acid reaction. It is quite rapidly

dissolved in water, and may even be obtained

in a liquid form by a strong pressure. It

forms with bases a series of salts called

iodides.

There have been two oxides of iodine

recognized, iodic pentoxide, or iodic anhy-

dride (I
2 5 ),

and iodic heptoxide or periodic

anhydride (I
2 7

). The acid corresponding

to the first of these is iodic acid or hydric

iodate (HI0
3 ),

which forms iodates with

bases. The acid corresponding to the hep-

toxide is periodic acid or hydric periodate

(HIOJ.
Before passing to the next substance, it

may not be out of place to speak of the

similarity of the three last mentioned sub-

stances, chlorine, bromine, and iodine.

A similarity which has caused them to

be united into a class called, as before

mentioned, halogens, and which is so ap-

parent that it cannot fail to be noticed by

the most casual observer. We have the

three elements, chlorine, bromine, and io-

dine. Chlorine is transparent, bromine

translucent, and iodine opaque ; the first a

gas, the second a liquid, and the third a

solid. The first having an atomic weight of

35.5, the third one of 127, and the second

one of 80, as near a mean between the other

two as may be. And further, the first has a

specific gravity of 2.47 ; the third, when in

a gaseous form, one of 8.71 ; and the second,

in gaseous form, one of 5.54, a mean between

those of the first and third. The properties

of the three are similar, being possessed by

chlorine to the greatest degree, by iodine in

the least, and by bromine intermediately be-

tween the two. Then again the three unite

with hydrogen in exactly the same manner

to form hydrogen acids
; they often replace

hydrogen, either partially or completely, in

various compounds. Their salts of the same
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metal are isomorphous, that is to say they

crystallize in the same forms ; for example,

potassium chloride, potassium bromide, and

potassium iodide, crystallize in the same

form, that is, in cubes. They each form ox-

ides and corresponding acids according to

the same plan, although some of the oxides

and acids are wanting with each element.

In a word, they each possess characteristics

so strikingly and decidedly alike that they

together form a class of substances more

clearly defined than any other, in which the

various elements have been divided.

Fluorine (atomic weight, 19 ; symbol, F).

—Fluorine has so many characteristics simi-

lar to the three elements last mentioned, that

it is generally classed with them. It is a

most difficult thing to obtain it in a free state

;

all processes similar to those used for obtain-

ing chlorine, bromine, and iodine, fail com-

pletely. But by using silver fluoride and

iodine, fluorine is obtained in the form of a

colorless, permanent gas. One thing re-

markable about flourine is that it forms no

oxide, nor any compounds with oxygen.

There is, however, one acid.

Hydrofluoric acid, or hydricfluoride (HF).

—This acid is a colorless, volatile liquid,

fuming very strongly in the air. It is very

dangerous on. account of its caustic action

on the skin, a slight drop producing a pain-

ful wound. "When poured into water it

unites with it with a hissing sound, and pro-

ducing great heat. The most useful property

of the acid is its power to etch glass, which

is made use of as a test for the acid ; also for

the purpose of producing various devices

upon the glass.

Sulphur (atomic weight, 32 ; symbol, S),

a well-known substance that occurs in nature

in its free state. In commerce, it is obtained

either in round sticks called " brimstone,"

or " roll sulphur," and in a coarse powder
called "flowers of sulphur." It exists in

various different forms : thus, in the crystal-

-[bjs^jo v. ui i ein^Bu ui punoj si? 'uuoj 8ui[

line form, obtained by melting the sulphur

and allowing it to cool, when it crystallizes

in an entirely different form from that found

in nature; and thirdly, in a soft, gummy
form, obtained by heating the sulphur up
to a temperature of five hundred degrees

Fahr., and then suddenly cooling it, by

pouring it in a thin stream into cold water

;

this variety returns to the usual brittle kind

after an exposure of two to three hours.

Sulphur is very inflammable, taking fire

when heated in the air at a temperature

somewhere around five hundred degrees

Fahr. When heated, it commences to fuse

at two hundred and thirty-nine degrees

Fahr.
;

is a transparent, yellow, and quite

limpid liquid at a temperature of two hun-

dred and sixty-five degrees ; as the heat

rises, the color deepens through brown almost

to black. At about three hundred and fifty

degrees, the liquid becomes viscous and like

treacle ; it can then hardly be poured. When
the temperature reaches four hundred and

fifty degrees, it again becomes more liquid,

although not to so fluid as when first fused
;

it is then a dark, reddish-black, thin liquid,

which it remains until the temperature

reaches nine hundred degrees, when it boils

and gives off red-colored vapor, which may
be distilled.

There are two compounds of hydrogen

and sulphur, the first of which is

Hydrosulphuric acid, dihydric sulphide,

or sulphuretted hydrogen (H
2
S), a colorless

gas with a most disgusting odor, resembling

that of rotten eggs. The gas is inflammable,

burning with a pale blue flame, and form-

ing water and sulphuric dioxide, if sufficient

air be present ; if not, sulphur is deposited.

It is quite poisonous if inhaled, although

diluted with air. It is quite soluble in water,

which fact is made much use of in analyti-

cal chemistry, hydrosulphuric acid being a

very important reagent in analytical chem-

istry. The gas, when subjected to a heavy

pressure, may be condensed to a liquid.

With bases it forms salts known as sulphides.

The other compound of sulphur and hydro-

gen is

Persulphide of hydrogen, or dihydric disul-

phide (H
2
S

2 ),
resembles hydric dioxide very

much ; it bleaches, and is most easily con-

verted into hydrosulphuric acid ;
its insta-

bility signifying that it is not a "saturated

compound."

There are but two oxides of sulphur known

in the free state, sulphur dioxide (S0
2 ), and

sulphur trioxide (S0
3 ),

and while there are

several theoretical ones in acids, there are

but three oxygen acids of sulphur that are
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of importance enough to consider here

:

Sulphurous acid, H
2
S0

3
(from sulphur diox-

ide, S0
2
+H

2
0=H

2
S0

3 ), sulphuric acid, H
2

S04
(from sulphur trioxide, S0

3-f-H2
0—

H.
2
S0

4 ),
and hyposulphurous acid, HS

2 3

(from the theoretical oxide S
4 5 , S4 5

+H
2

=2 HS
2 3).

_

Sulphur dioxide, or sulphurous anhydride

(S0
2 ),

generally, though incorrectly, called

sulphurous acid. A gas produced by burn-

ing sulphur
;

it has a suffocating, pungent

odor (witness the unpleasant effect of a burn-

ing "sulphur match"). It is a colorless gas,

which may, by cooling or by pressure, be

condensed at first to a colorless liquid, and

even to a transparent solid. It is heavier

than air, combines very easily with water to

form the true sulphurous acid, H
2
S0

3 , but it

is easily decomposed by heat into its con-

stituents. It is used as a bleaching agent,

and bleaches probably by forming colorless

salts with the coloring matter. It does not

decompose the color like chlorine, as by the

use of an alkali it (the color) may be re-

stored. It is used also as a disinfectant. It

is a powerful antiseptic
;
in analytical chem-

istry it is sometimes employed as a reducing

agent. It forms with bases salts called sul-

phites, either acid salts or neutral salts, as

all or only half the hydrogen is replaced by

a base ; thus sulphurous acid, or dihydric

sulphite (H
2
S0

3 ),
forms acid potassium sul-

phite, or hydric potassium sulphate (HKS0
3 )

,

and potassium sulphite, or dipotassium sul-

phite (K
2
S0

3 ),
as the case may be.

Sulphur trioxide, or sulphuric anhydride

(S0
3 ), can be formed by S0

2
and O, existing

in the form of silky needles ; it can be kept,

but with difficulty, as it unites very easily

and violently with water, forming

Sulphuric acid, or dihydric sulphate (H
2

S0
4 ),

frequently called in common parlance

oil of vitriol. This is the most useful acid

known, and used more extensively and for

more varied purposes than any other. It is

an oily, colorless liquid, nearly twice as

heavy as water. It is very caustic in its

action, charring organic matter very readily.

It has a great attraction for water, and

when uniting with it develops quite a high

heat. Its attraction for water extends to the

vapor of the atmosphere, from which fact it

is often employed as a "desiccating agent,"

that is, for the purpose of removing th R

moisture from the air, and making a per-

fectly dry atmosphere.

Sulphuric acid forms with bases sulphates,

either acid or neutral, as the case may be.

Hyposulphurous acid, or hydric hyposul-

phite (H
2
S

2 3 ). An acid that has not been

obtained in the free state, and known only

in its combination with bases, as hyposul-

phites, of which the most important, per-

haps, is sodium hyposulphite. The property

by which it forms double salts with those

salts of silver which are insoluble in water,

which double salts are soluble in water,

being made use of in photography for the

purpose of fixing the image, as is very well

known.

Before leaving sulphur, there is one of its

compounds that is so useful, and whose use-

fulness is increasing so rapidly that it cannot

be passed over in silence; it is

Bisulphide of carbon, or carbon disulphide

(CS
2 ).

If the vapor of sulphur be passed

over red-hot charcoal, this carbon bisulphide

is formed ;
it condenses to a heavy, volatile,

colorless liquid, possessing an odor than

which as yet none has been discovered or in-

vented that surpasses it in disagreeable-

ness ; it is very inflammable and poisonous.

The liquid itself has an acrid, pungent

taste. It is insoluble in water, but freely

soluble in alcohol and ether. Its great im-

portance is due to the fact that it is an

excellent solvent of sulphur, phosphorus,

caoutchouc, gums, oils, and fats.

The parallel between sulphur and oxygen is

very striking ; they are the only two elements

that easily unite with carbon. We have

C0
2
and CS

2 ;
there are also H

2
and H

2
S,

and even H
2 2

and H
2
S

2 ; and what is more

strange, these compounds resemble each other

in more ways than in their formulae only.

(To be continued.)

Les Mondes says that "mania metaphys-

ica " is a newly recognized form of mental

disease. It affects young people mostly, and

its marked symptoms is a tendency to make
constant and useless inquiries as to the why
and wherefore of things. The patient ought

to be treated with small doses of potassium

bromide. Photographers have the remedy

handy, but should not make haste to take it.
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GIHON'S PHOTOGRAPHIC SCRAPS.

BY JOHN L. G I H N.

Series No. 7.

Posing and Lighting.

I

SHALL now quote rather liberally from

the writings of Mr. H. P. Robinson.

There is no better living authority upon the

subject, and his remarks are particularly

pertinent to the title of this series.

" The application of photography to por-

traiture has reformed, and almost revolu-

tionized, that art throughout the world
;
yet

ninety-nine out of every hundred photo-

graphic portraits are the most abominable

things ever produced by any art, and the

originals of them may often truly say, with

the old Scotch lady who saw her own portrait

for the first time :
' It's a humbug sicht ; it's

indeed a sair sicht.'

" This is not the fault of the art itself, but

of those who, on the strength of being able

to dirty a piece of glass with chemicals, are

pleased to dub themselves artists. The late

depression in the trade has done good in one

respect, if it has borne rather hardly on

some
;

it has killed oft' the weak ones—those

who never should have left the occupations

for which only they were fit, to discredit

by their miserable productions a noble pro-

fession ; for photography is a noble profes-

sion, although it is a mean trade. Photog-

raphy has hitherto been a refuge for the

destitute,

"A mart where quacks of every kind resort,

The bankrupt's refuge and the blockhead's

forte."

"Again, the photographer has not often

the advantage, enjoyed by the painter, of

making the aquaintance of his sitter before

he takes the portrait. He often sees him for

the first time as he enters his studio, and

has done with him in a short quarter of an

hour. It requires great perception of char-

acter and great fertility of resource to enable

him to determine at once, and at a glance,

what is best to be done, what expression he

should endeavor to call up, and what posi-

tion would best suit his sitter.

" As I am dealing with principles only,

I shall not give any illustrations of poses

which could be of very limited application,

and would only induce in, the student a

habit of servile imitation, very detrimental

to originality, and unworthy of him who
would call himself an artist. An inferior

photographer may find a few illustrations

of different poses of some use to him, inas-

much as they may assist him in varying his

one pose ; instead of the one pose beyond

which his feeble imagination will not allow

him to venture, they may give him the use

of three or four. But if he will take the

trouble, or has sufficient ability to master

principles, he will find himself possessed of

a continual fund of ideas ready for use, as is

necessary in successful portraiture, at a

moment's notice. If he have not the ability

and patience to master the few principles on

which his art is based, I hope he will excuse

me if I hint that he had better try some

other means of being of use to his fellow-

creatures, for he would be only doing mis-

chief to photography by continuing in the

profession.

" Besides being of very little use, there is

also actual harm in a ' set ' of poses the

structure of which is not understood, as will

be seen if a sitter is allowed to select the

position in which he will be taken—a pose,

exactly suited as it might have been to the

person represented, but probably no more

proper for him than would be the costume

attitude of a mediaeval warrior to a modern

merchant, or than the simple elegance of a

Greek statue to a sea-captain.

"Sitters often want to be made to look

like other people, or rather, they think that

if they sit in the same position, and attempt

the same expression, they will look as well

as some example they have seen. It con-

stantly occurs that persons will come into

the reception-room, and selecting a portrait

of another, totally unlike in age, style, and

appearance, will say :
' There ; take me like

that.' Peter Cunningham gives an anec-

dote that may, possibly, be out of place here,

but it is too good to omit. When Bernard

Lens was drawing a lady's picture in the

dress of Mary, Queen of Scots, the fastidious

sitter observed :
' But, Mr. Lens, you have

not made me like Mary, Queen of Scots !

'

'No, madam,' was the reply; 'if God Al-

mighty had made your ladyship like her, I
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would.' The same may be said on behalf

of the lenses of the present day.

" Other sitters endeavor to improve their

faces by all manner of contortions ; stare

with their eyes to make them larger, and

screw up their mouths to make them smaller.

It is a bad plan to allow the sitter to become

reminded of particular features. Many pho-

tographers keep a cheval glass in their stu-

dios, to enable sitters to look at themselves

while the exposure is proceeding. There

are rare cases where the practice may be

beneficial, but on the majority of subjects it

has a very bad effect. I have tried it in my
own practice, and found it was a great temp-

tation to the sitter to make the most ridicu-

lous contortions of the face, in the hope of

calling up a satisfactory expression.

" A good deal depends on the temper of

the sitter at the time of sitting. If he come

in a great hurry, and feel bored by the

operation, good results cannot be expected.

Engagements should be made that sitters

should not be kept waiting. This is not so

difficult to manage as may appear.

" Be punctual, and exact punctuality. Do
not accept pictures to do in half an hour

that should have more than double that

time allotted to them. It is impossible to

make a hungry man look happy.

" It almost constantly happens that the

photographer sees his sitter for the first time

as he enters the studio. Thus he has no

opportunity of studying the characteristic

attitudes or expression, or the best general

arrangement or effect. This difficulty is

almost insurmountable, but can be most

nearly overcome by an intimate acquaint-

ance with the rules of art, which will enable

the artist to think quickly, and make all his

arrangements without hesitation, thus allow-

ing him more time to study character. The

figure should not be posed until everything

is ready, and then the final arrangements

should not take a minute. This can only

be done when the operator quite knows his

business, and has thoroughly made up his

mind what he is going to do. He should be

able to see the finished result in his mind's

eye from the beginning. There is nothing

so irritating to a sitter as being kept waiting

after being posed ; he begins to feel he is in

a ridiculous position, when it should be the

26

object of the photographer to prevent him
thinking that he is in a position at all. A
well posed figure may be easily upset by a

bungling use of the head-rest. Much de-

pends upon the judicious employment of the

head-rest (let us lay it down as an axiom

that this instrument is indispensable, even

for short exposures, say of five or six sec-

onds). The rest should be understood, in

ordinary cases, to be a delicate support, not

a rigid fixture against which the figure is to

lean. There is another rule that photogra-

phers should regard as axiomatic : the rest

should be moved to the head, not the head to

the rest; first the pose, then the rest; not

first the rest and then the pose. In my own
practice, I prefer a very light, simple rest,

of the old American pattern, without any

complications ; one so light that I can carry

it about after the sitter without trouble.

" It must be borne in mind that in a good

photographic portrait, as in a painted one,

it is expected will be produced

—

'' Not the form alone

And semblance, but, however faintly shown,

The mind's impression, too, on every face."

Here the educated photographer has a great

advantage over those who are less fortunate.

He will endeavor to so entertain his sitter

that he will feel more at ease than if he were

taken into a strange room, fixed inconti-

nently in a chair, and photographed. It

will be found that not only the expression

will be improved, but that pictorial effect,

as regards arrangement of lines, will also be

much improved by the increased, ease the

sitter feels as he becomes more familiar with

the studio and the student.

" It is more than probable that an objec-

tion to ' sit ' has been engendered by the

brusque manners, and rough, uncourteous,

and conceited behavior of photographers

themselves. A certain amount of self-con-

fidence, if there is any basis for it, reacts

favorably on the sitter, but it should not be

carried too far, or some sensitive people may
consider it amounted to rudeness.

" A good deal depends on such an appa-

rent trifle as the manner of taking off" the

cap of the lens and exposing the plate ; and

there is as much difference in the method of

performing this simple operation as there is
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difference of opinion amongst photographers

on any other circumstance connected with

their art. One will shout :
' The exposure's

a-going to begin !
' in such an angry and

threatening tone that you feel inclined to

call the police
;
while another will so smother

you with the suavity of his manner that you

feel ashamed of troubling him. The first

rarely succeeds in anything but disgusting

his customers ; the other oppresses them by

over politeness. It is evident that some

course between these two is the correct one.

The photographer must have a strong will to

enable him to carry out his idea as to ar-

rangement, and sufficient subtlety to do so,

and at the same time please his subject.

" Long experience will show that the two

sides of every face differ. This is very evi-

dent in many faces, and in all, however

regular the eyes may seem, or however

straight the nose may appear, close observa-

tion will discover that one side is better than

the other. It is this side that should be

taken.

" In photographic portraiture the face

should, as a general rule, be turned away
from the light. If the face is turned to the

light, however delicate the half-tones may
be, the line of the nose will be partly lost in

equal light on the cheek behind it. The

only exception to this rule, that the face

should be turned from the light, is in the

case of a profile, or the profile showing a

glimpse of the off eye when the nose comes

clear against the background. For these

reasons, that is, because it is necessary to

choose which side of the face is to be repre-

sented, and because the face must be turned

from the light, it is well to have a studio so

constructed that the light can be obtained

from the right or the left. It is also well

to have it sufficiently wide to enable the

operator to work diagonally, and thus get a

modification of the shadows without the use

of reflectors.

" As regards the position of the head,

Burnet observes :
' Every one who takes the

trouble to reflect must perceive that all faces

contain two points of view, where the char-

acter is more or less developed—a profile,

and what is termed a front view ; and that

the seat of a strong likeness lies sometimes

in one greater than in the other. They

must also perceive that what is called a

three-quarter view of the head gives the art-

ist an opportunity of representing both.' A
full face is seldom so agreeable in photog-

raphy as one slightly turned away.

"A single figure should be complete in

itself; it should not appear as though it had

been cut out of a group, and it should be

incapable of having another figure added to

it without injury. The action of the figure

should be that which is most common to

the individual—such a position as shows it

to the best advantage. No violent action

should be allowed ; no appearance of strain.

Some photographers seem to think that grace

consists of twists, and make spirals of their

figures, especially ladies, by causing them

to turn their heads over their shoulders, and

try to look down their backs out of the

corners of their eyes. The absurdity and

affectation of this position is caused by exag-

geration. A position approaching to it, but

without the strain, is exceedingly graceful

if the figure should be sufficiently easy and

pliant to allow of this pose. The student

will do well to observe attitudes assumed in

every-day life, and adapt them to his art.

He should store his mind with incidents

suitable to his sitters, and he may then, per-

haps, be able to give less occupation to the

eternal book we see in the hands of photog-

raphers almost as often as a roll of paper is

represented in the statues of statesmen.

" A vignette, when nothing more than

the head and shoulders is seen, should never

convey the impression that the sitter was

lounging in a chair or leaning on a table

;

the reason being, that as the table or chair is

not visible, the figure would appear out of

shape and deformed. As a general rule,

the shoulders should appear level, as though

the subject were standing. A little varia-

tion between the direction of the head and

shoulders will always give variety and ani-

mation. The lighting should be more deli-

cate than that suitable for other portraits,

and the background should always be light.

If the white margin to the vignette be very

slightly tinted in the light after printing,

the delicate effect will be increased
;

but

when this is attempted it is usually overdone,

and then the effect becomes heavy, and worse

than if the white paper had been left pure.
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" The great art in the composition of a

group is in so arranging the figures that

they shall have some relation to each other,

as well as the ordinary elements of pictorial

construction. There should he some bond

of union between those who compose the

group ; some incident should be represented

in which they are mutually interested ; or

something must be imagined out of the pic-

ture to attract the attention of both, if only

two are represented, or of many of them, if

there is a number. Nothing has a more

disagreeable effect than two figures in one

picture which may be cut in two without

much inj ury to either half. One point which

should command the attention of the student

is, that there should be variety in the heads,

not only as regards profile, three-quarter, or

full face, but in their position on the paper.

Thus it is difficult (although possible) to ob-

tain much pictorial effect out of two figures

of exactly the same height standing together

;

in such a case variety must be got in the

lines of the different figures by varying the

direction of the bodies, by the arrangement

of the arms and hands, and by the disposi-

tion of the accessories and background.

" Some artists prefer to make a group of

three persons, rather than two. I confess

that the more figures I have to deal with in

portrait photography, the more difficult I

find my task. More than three or four fig-

ures should never be attempted in one neg-

ative, if it is necessary that every person

should be a good portrait. I leave out of

consideration here, large out-door groups

taken on the hit-or-miss principle. We are

speaking of composition, not of figures

thrown together in a heap, with a head ap-

pearing here and there just as it gets the

opportunity.

"There has been a notion prevalent that

all figures must be taken to scale ; thus, if a

six-foot figure be represented in a carte de

visite as three inches long (about the

right proportion), a child three feet high

must therefore be represented as half that

height, or one inch and a half. If it be

necessary to make elevations of (say) a fam-

ily, to send to friends at a distance, to com-

pare with others taken some time before, to

demonstrate the fact that the children are

growing, then this method must be followed

;

but the photographer should never forget

that it is his business to make pictures, and

that a figure one and a half inches high will

not fill a picture of the usual card size with

anything like effect. I therefore advise that

a little license should be taken in this par-

ticular, and that when a child is to be pho-

tographed, all consideration of how much of

the picture would be filled by a grown per-

son, with the camera at a certain distance,

be forgotten, and that nothing but the child,

the object then before the photographer,

should engage his thoughts."

Light for the Studio.—"We will, if you

please, pay a visit to a panoramic exhibition
;

not that we care to see the pictures, but I

think we may study the system of ' lighting '

to some advantage. Having taken our seats,

we observe three things : First, that the

picture before us is brilliantly illuminated
;

secondly, that the source of light is carefully

concealed ; and thirdly, that the audience

are in almost utter darkness.

" We will now light, say, a dozen jets of

gas in different parts of the room, and what

is the result ? The light, falling between

the audience and the picture, has consider-

ably marred the beauty of the latter ; it

looks comparatively tame and foggy. Turn

out the offending lights and its brilliancy is

instantly restored.

" Now, I cannot help thinking that unless

we apply this principle of lighting to pho-

tographic studios, we do not give our lenses

fair play. The conditions are the same

:

illuminate the sitter ; remove all diffused

light between him and the lens ; and keep

the camera in darkness. The question is,

How can it be done? That question, with

the aid of a few diagrams, I will endeavor

to answer.

" Fig. 1 is a longitudinal section of an or-

dinary ridge-roof studio, 30 feet long, 9 feet

high to the eaves, and 5 feet from level of

eaves to ridge, making in all 14 feet. Six

feet from the background over the head of

the model is opaque. A is the model, 6 feet

high, and the dotted lines B B, drawn from

his head and feet, and cutting the roof at

the extreme ends of the skylight, show the

quantity of ' direct ' light he is capable of

receiving from that source ; C is the sun,
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who very unceremoniously floods the camera

end of the studio with his rays, D D, tor-

Fij.l, /

/

K y ^\^
1 1/ Mx

A / \^

menting the unfortunate operator almost

heyond endurance. A quantity of light also

descends vertically into the room. This and

the sun constitute the dozen jets we saw lit

between the audience and the picture, and

which, in the next diagram, we will en-

deavor to ' put out.

'

" Fig. 2 is similar to Fig, 1, with this ex-

ception ; the dotted line B, from the head

of the model, through the skylight, which

Fic/.'A

.

was only imaginary in Fig. 1, has become

an opaque sunshade or shield, which effect-

ually prevents the sun from entering the

studio. As it is carried up to a point exactly

above the extreme end of the skylight, it

also cuts off the whole of the vertical rays

which fell upon the floor, and being reflected

in various directions, did their best to de-

stroy the brilliancy of the picture ; in fact,

a number of the obnoxious 'jets' are ex-

tinguished without in any way interfering

with the direct north light which still falls

upon the model at the same angle as at first.

"If this method of lighting is good for

the skylight it is also good for the side-

lights (I mean windows in the sides of the

studios). Shade these in the same manner,

being careful not to interfere with the direct

north light, and the lens, no longer having

to fight its way through a fog to get at the

model, will gratefully express its sense of

relief by the increased brilliancy of the

image projected upon the plate.

" Fig. 3 shows the shape of the roof-shield

(A A A A), and also the angles of the side-

shields, and their distance from the house.
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These may commence at the south end of

the studio, or at the junction of the dotted

lines with the skylight. B B show the

angle of direct side-light falling upon the

sitter to be exactly the same as if the shields

were not there.

" To carry this plan out in its integrity,

a plot of ground 37 feet by 30 feet would be

required. Where this is not available the

top shield alone may be used.

" It is generally admitted that a high wall

behind the sitter is advantageous, and why?
Because it keeps the sun away. Upon this

principle the accompanying design is based.

The top shield may be looked upon as a

wall bent- over the studio. No upright wall

could be built high enough to have the same

effect, viz., to intercept the whole of the

vertical rays. The side-shields may be con-

sidered as walls bent at an angle to intercept

the direct rays from east and west, which,

coming in from those points, illuminate not

the model—they cannot reach him but by

reflection—but the floor and sides of the

studio, and may be looked upon as a blaze

of light between the camera and the model,

which the lens must pierce before it can

reach the latter. I think the direct lisrht
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which falls upon the sitter from the north

will produce the most perfect pictures pos-

sible ; hut those who prefer a light from

east and west as well, can glaze the whole of

the shields, making them part of the studio,

and shut out the sun with opaque blinds.

" I think it is a great mistake to perma-

nently close the background end of the

studio, because an opaque blind will always

-do that, and many good effects upon the

background can be secured, especially if it

be only held by a cord at the top passing

through a block ; this will allow it to be

inclined at any angle."—R. A., in London

Photographic News.

(To be continued.)

THE STEREOSCOPE AND ITS USES.

CIRCUMSTANCES which Enable us to

See the Roundness of Objects.—During

the discussion of the aids employed to pro-

duce a stereoscopic effect in pictures, the ques-

tion may perhaps have arisen in the minds

of some readers, whether it is indeed really

necessary to wait until

such a peculiar illumina-

tion presents itself, or to

produce it in the studio,

and whether it would

not be sufficient to sim-

ply reproduce things in

precisely those colors which they happen to

show at the moment. As nature always

makes the impression of bodiliness, it would

appear that by a simple, truthful reproduc-

tion a strong relief must always be obtain-

able.

" This conception, which we meet with

in some of the latest naturalistic school

(Courbet, Victor Miiller, and others), is

based upon a very erroneous conclusion, to

which attention was already drawn by

Lionardo.

" It would be correct if the impression of

bodiliness in nature were really produced

only by color and by light and shade, that

is to say, by the same means which are at

the command of the artist. This is not the

case, however, for in nature a number of

other circumstances are at work which aid

us in determining the distances of objects,

or of their various parts ; or, in other words,

which assist us in perceiving the corporeal

qualities of the things which we see.

"If, for instance, we desire to ascertain

the relative position of several objects situ-

ated at various distances, we can do so by

moving the head or the whole body, as

these movements produce unequal apparent

changes in the position of the objects, by

which changes the judgment is aided. But

we possess another exceedingly effective

means for perceiving depth in space, even

when the body is perfectly at rest, in the

mutual activity of our two eyes, a means

which is not available to the painter, since

he is confined to a plane surface for the rep-

resentation of his picture.

" It is a well-known fact that we look at

all objects with our two eyes from two dif-

ferent points of view, and that we therefore

really see two different pictures of the same

object ; or, in other words, that the two per-

spective views of the outer world which are

projected upon the retinae of the two eyes

differ somewhat, so that each of these views

has a different centre of vision.

"This is very clearly explained by Fig.

62, which is a copy of a drawing made by

Lionardo da Vinci, for the purpose of illus-

trating the point under consideration. Two
balls, M and A, are so placed upon a table

that only the nearer ball, M, is visible to

the left eye, A, of the observer, the more

distant ball, N, being hidden by M. The

right eye, B, however, sees not only the ball

M, but also one-half of the more distant

ball N.

"If we really make this arrangement,

and then look at it with unprejudiced eyes,

we shall simply see the two balls behind each

other, only that part appearing to be hidden

which is also invisible to the right eye. As
soon, however, as we close the left and the

right eye alternately, we shall find that the

view is somewhat different for each.

"An analogous case can never be produced

by a drawing upon a plane surface
;
and
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Lionard > therefore observes, very correctly,

that a painted object can never present the

full corporeal appearance of a real object,

even with the most rigid adherence to all

the rules of perspective and of the treatment

of color.

" The Stereoscope.— This statement by

Lionardo, which, although quite brief in

the original, is nevertheless very easily un-

derstood with the aid of the drawing accom-

panying it, remained unnoticed until the

year 1838, when Wheatstone, following out

the same train of ideas, discovered the

stereoscope. Wheatstone reasoned very

correctly as follows : If two perspective

drawings of one and the same corporeal ob-

ject are offered to the eyes, the two draw-

ings corresponding to the views which the

two eyes would in reality receive if looking

at the object, and if care is taken that one

eye sees only one drawing while the other

sees only the other, the impression pro-

duced must be the same which would be

produced by the body itself, that is to say,

the object must appear to be round.

" His conjecture proved to be true, and

the stereoscope is now to be found all over

the world.

The apparatus which is employed in look-

ing at stereoscopic pictures is not indeed

absolutely necessary, and after some prac-

tice it is possible to obtain the stereoscopic

effect without any apparatus whatever.

For this purpose it is, however, necessary

to give an unnatural position to the eyes,

and the stereoscopes are therefore provided

with prismatic lenses, which permit the

eyes to retain their natural position, and at

the same time serve as magnifying glasses.

" The difference which must exist be-

tween the two stereoscopic views belonging

together will perhaps be best understood by

the following illustration : Let us suppose

a truncated, four-sided pyramid to be placed

before us upon a table. Looking at this

pyramid from above we shall see somewhat
more of its left side with the left eye than

with the right, and vice versa. The left eye

will therefore see the view a of Fig. 63,

while the right sees the view b. If we now
look at a with the left eye, and b with the

right in the same moment of time, we must
also see the pyramid. To obtain this effect

we must introduce a partition (best of all a

piece of dark-colored cardboard) between

the two eyes, so that b shall be hidden per-

il b

Fig. 63.

fectly from the left and a from the right

eye, and we must then adjust our eyes as if

we wished to look at some distant object,

while holding the book in a vertical posi-

tion, which is the best for the success of the

experiment. Having done this, we shall

instantly see the two pictures coincide, and

the truncated pyramid will appear before

our.eyes with its basis turned away from us,

and having the appearance of a model made

of fine wire.

" Those who cannot make the experiment

succeed with unaided eyes will of course

have to use a stereoscope ; but the figure

will nevertheless serve to illustrate the dif-

ference which the two pictures must show."
—Dr. Von Bezold's Theory of Color.

"PATENTS AND THE USEFUL
ARTS.''

rT~*HE above title is given to his last brochure

1 by H. Howson, Esq., who is none the

less a successful author than attorney. Mr.

Howson never writes without a purpose, and

his aim is usually to bring about correction

of the abuses which prevail in his very im-

portant profession. The little work before

us contains one hundred and thirty pages of

excellent matter, on early patents and in-

ventors, patent law, etc., ending with a

capital chapter on the abuse of the reissues

of patents. From Chapter X we extract the

following

:

ABOUT INVENTORS AND THEIR TRIALS.

" The reader must not suppose that in the

writer's opinion all inventors are saints, all

patentees are inventors, or that the patent

laws and the administration of these laws

are all that they should be.
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" Inventors belong to the great family of

originators, and must be classed with authors,

artists, and all whose work is the result of

intellectual labor, exercised " in devising

something new or not known before, or in

modifying and combining things before

made or known, so as to form a new whole."

" The inventors of new machinery or new
processes, who think that they are set apart

from the rest of mankind, as a special race,

and such opinions are not uncommon, make

a great mistake ; the creative faculties are

displayed in the ingenious arguments of the

lawyer, the rhetoric of the orator, the diplo-

macy of the statesman, the operations of the

surgeon, the tactics of the general; all are

inventors in one sense of the word, although

by common consent and usage the word

"invention " to-day applies more especially

to the creation of new devices, processes, or

products, due to the direction of the human
intellect in special channels to utilitarian

purposes.

" Another great mistake is sometimes made

by inventors in supposing that a verbal hint,

a hasty suggestion, or an incomplete sketch

of a passing idea, is invention ; it is merely

the shadow, and the public demand the sub-

stance ; there must be reduction to practice,

useful results, or there can be no invention.

" The rough, sketchy outline made by the

artist may foreshadow the picture, but it is

not what the public demands ; he is no art-

ist until the picture is ready for enjoyment

by the public ; the headings of the chapters

of a novel may satisfy the author as to what

the contents of the book are to be, but the

public must have the book itself before the

title of author can be conferred on the ori-

ginator.

" Practical results of well-directed exercise

of the intellect, results which can be enjoyed

by the public, are what the law looks upon

as invention.

"On the other hand, the inventor may
carry his conceptions into effect by the aid

of skilled labor without losing his title to the

invention, carried into effect by that skill.

No reasonable man attempts to detract from

the merits of Rubens as an artist because his

pupils filled in part of his pictures with skil-

ful hands. No one doubts the originality of

the novels of Dumas, because he employed

men of literary skill to put words in the

mouths of the characters whom the author

had created.

" It is the active, industrious inventor, not

the visionary schemer, whom the law favors

under our patent system, the man who carries

his ideas into effect and makes them avail-

able to the public.

" There are circumstances, however, under

which the law will take cognizance of the

rough sketch and even verbal suggestions of

an inventor, and that is when he is exercis-

ing reasonable industry in putting them into

practice, and when there is a rival claim-

ant, then the law will recognize the sugges-

tions as evidence, not so much of the inven-

tion as of the conception, which the origi-

nator is exercising proper efforts to reduce

to the character of an invention.

"There is one respect in which the inventor

has the advantage of his brother originators,

the author or the artist : he can, in the ma-

jority of cases, reduce his ideas to shapemuch

more readily than the author can finish his

book or the painter can complete his picture

;

the inventor can make, or have made, a

drawing of his machine, and no matter how
complex the latter may be, the drawing, if

properly made, will be to the expert mechanic

quite as intelligent as the machine itself.

"The true inventor, however, is subjected

to many trials : first, his efforts are derided,

and this has always been the case ; the Mar-

quis of Worcester was hooted at as a mad-

man ; Oliver Evans was denounced as a

crazy-pated schemer, and it is the same to-

day in a less degree. When the inventor's

efforts approach success, there is the usual

fault-finding, belittling, and denials of origi-

nality by plodders, who never had an origi-

nal idea in their heads. Many of us have

witnessed the beautiful play of the " Col-

leen Bawn." The fault-finding critics first

sneered at it, but the intelligent people went

to see it ; when success was assured, the criti-

cizing plodders got angry and declared that

Boucicault stole the play from Griffin's novel

of the Collegians, in which I never could

find any material traces of the play. The

same sort of critics, no doubt, lived in

Shakspeare's time, and found fault with him
because he did not invent the original of the

character of Julius Csesar.
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" 'The art of printing,' said Judge Grier,

' was stumbled over for four thousand years

;

and if a patent for it were now presented to

our expert, he would show you at once that

the whole art consisted in multiplying im-

pressions from a combination of movable

types. He would point you to the tracks of

animals as original impressions from mova-

ble types, and show the invention of print-

ing letters to be as old as Adam.'
" Few patents would stand the test of such

ingenuity as this. Incredible as it may ap-

pear, yet it is nevertheless true, -that on

the trial of the originality of the Morse

telegraph, it was gravely argued that two

thieves in the penitentiary, who had corre-

sponded by means of scratches and dots, on

the prison wall, had preceded Morse in the

invention of this most astonishing and use-

ful art.

" As soon as an inventor succeeds he is met

by the attacks of pirates ; the very men who
deride his efforts are the very first to appro-

priate his invention, just as manufacturers

did with the first inventions of spinning ma-

chinery, and as the millers did with the de-

vices of Oliver Evans.

" Originators other than inventors are not

free from this evil ; literary piracy prevails

to-day to an enormous extent ; there were

three thieves and one author who laid claim

to the little poem of " Beautiful Snow," and

it is quite common for born plodders, with-

out an original idea in their heads, to manu-

facture books with scissors and paste, and

claim to be full-fledged authors ; but the

inventor has many more difficulties to sur-

mount in establishing his right to the result

of his intellectual labor than any other origi-

nator.

" After completing his invention he must

seek a solicitor to prepare the proper papers

for an application for a patent, and prosecute

the latter before the Patent Office, and secure

the patent, which is the title deed of his in-

tellectual property.

"The future welfare of the inventor de-

pends upon the manner in which these duties

are performed, and yet, as I shall show here-

after, there are no professional duties which

are more frequently performed clumsily and

recklessly than these, in every part of the

country.

" The inventor has obtained his patent, he

feels secure, and he pursues the manufacture

with pecuniary success; and now come the

gadflys buzzing about the successful in-

ventor, the copyists and adapters, who can-

not exactly be classed with pirates, for they

are actuated quite as much by a spirit of imi-

tation as by avarice. This spirit prevails

everywhere, and exhibits itself in all trades

and professions, and in all phases of society.

"A few weeks after the national banks were

established, the sign-painters were at work

all over this city, and there was an eruption

of first national barber shops, segar stores,

eating-houses, oyster stands, etc.

" A manufacturer made a popular stove and

named it the 'Sunnyside;' both the stove

and the name became popular, and the sign-

painters went to work again, and in a short

time we had Sunnyside taverns, Sunnyside

ice-cream saloons, Sunnyside corsets, Sun-

nyside shirts, etc. Then came the word

Centennial, which threw all others into the

shade. There was a general scramble for

the word ; it was applied to every imagina-

ble thing
;
suit was brought against the Ex-

hibition managers for the use of the word

on medals, there was another suit about Cen-

tennial shirts, but all this is over ; we have

had enough of the Centennial, and the word

has been abandoned everywhere. It has

been dull times with the sign-painters re-

cently ; but I observed symptoms of another

eruption the other day, in the shape of a big

silver dollar painted over a store.

" Adapters and improvers, however, are

not to be despised ; their additions to or sim-

plifications of the originator's invention are

frequently of great importance, and tend to

increase the value of the original invention
;

indeed, it is by a succession of improvements

that perfection in machinery, apparatus, and

process is approached.

" The pirates and adapters go to work,

change some parts of the successful invent-

or's machine, add others, look for the weak

points in the patent, and try to get a patent

of their own, with more or less success, and

suddenly the original patentee awakes to the

fact that the patent is not the instrument he

supposed it to be. He has not been told

where the weak points of his patent are, or

how much the patent covers. This is one
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of the worst evils resulting from the present

practice of soliciting patents, of which I

propose to take special notice further on.

" But if the patent is a good one, and fairly

covers the ground, there is another danger.

His rival may go to the patent office, hunt

up the records, and discover and buy up some

old, obsolete patent for an invention, some

features of which have a resemblance to

parts of our inventor's patent. The old pat-

ent is revamped by reissue, and the inventor

finds that his own patent property is subordi-

nate to this old, patched-up affair. Suits

follow, and not unfrequently the inventor is

ruined.

" In spite of all these difficulties there

are thousands of well-to-do and prosper-

ous inventors, but these are the men who
have learned by experience, sometimes by a

very bitter experience, how to surmount the

difficulties. On every hand are to be found

inventors who have made fortunes, and there

are many more who have made moderate

sums ; but in all such cases it will be found

that hard work and perseverance have had

as much to do with these successful results

as ingenuity. It is the new inventors who
are victimized, and often succumb to the

formidable difficulties which present them-

selves, and become ruined and disheartened.

To such an extent has this prevailed, that

patents are looked upon with more or less

suspicion throughout the length and breadth

of the land.

" Our law-makers, instead of favoring bills,

which, if passed, must succeed in crippling

the efForts of inventors, and proposing

amendments which, if they become law,

must arrest progress of the industrial arts,

should direct their attention to the evils as

they exist, and where they exist, and not

ruin a system -which, in spite of all its de-

fects, has made us the most ingenious nation

in the world. It is possible that I may be

able to point out in the next chapter some of

the weak points which our legislators can

attack with the best results."

A very small quantity of carbolic acid

will render tincture of iodine colorless, with-

out destroying its therapeutic power.

27

LAMBERT'S LIGHTNING PROCESS.

ALBUMENIZING.— Albumenize your

glass as usual.

Collodion.—The lightning negative collo-

dion will keep indefinitely, and is sent ready

for use. Carefully coat the albumenized

plate, allowing the film to become well set

before immersion in the bath. Keep the

plate in motion in the bath, and remove it

as soon as the greasy lines have disappeared.

The dark-room must be absolutely free from

all actinic light. To have the maximum of

rapidity the plate must be exposed as soon

after removal from the bath as possible. Fil-

ter and thin the collodion as usual, if neces-

sary.

Bath.—Usually the first bath sent is of

proper strength, and ready for immediate

use
;
afterwards it will be sent in concentra-

ted solution. Test it, and dilute it with dis-

tilled water or ice water, so as to make forty

grains to the ounce, keeping a little of the

concentrated solution to strengthen the bath,

when necessary, to keep it at forty grains to

the ounce. After the bath has been in use

for some time it will naturally deteriorate,

from the absorption of alcohol and ether

and an excess of iodides. It should then be

rendered alkaline with liquid ammonia or

weak cyanide of potassium, adding distilled

water equal to one-half the quantity of the

solution, and evaporate in the usual way to

its original quantity ; then expose to the sun

until all precipitation ceases, and when cold

filter twice through clean filters. See that

the bath is in strength forty grains to the

ounce, or make it so by adding either dis-

tilled water or some of the reserved concen-

trated silver solution ; also add sufficient C.

P. nitric acid to show the slightest trace of

acidity on blue litmus paper after one min-

ute's immersion ; for the bath works best

when as nearly neutral as possible.

Should the plate be fogged, try to remove

it by rubbing lightly with the fingers ; if it

comes off it is a proof that the bath is too

acid, so treat it with liquid ammonia or weak
cyanide of potassium. If the fog is in the

body, and cannot be rubbed off, it is evident

that the bath is too alkaline ; then treat it

with a little C. P. nitric acid.

Developer.—This developer will keep in-
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definitely, and must be mixed with its own
bulk of distilled water before using. The

development must be continued as long as

possible, being unusually slow ; it will take

up again any precipitation without injury to

the negative. Use just enough developer

to cover your plate. Some photographers

catch their developer in a tray, and after

filtering it use it over again without any bad

results. Should the subject have required

an unusually short exposure, allow the plate

to remain in the holder a few minutes after

exposure before development. If the pic-

ture flash out suddenly in the development,

throw off the excess of developer, and rock

the plate quickly until the proper density is

obtained. Should the picture develop with

too much hardness, reduce the strength of

the developer.

Fixing.—Fix in hyposulphite of soda, as

usual ; but if the negative looks too hard, a

dash of cyanide of potassium will soften it,

but it must be used carefully, and not too

long.

Continuator.—The continuator is rarely

needed, but if so, add to it an equal quantity

of water, and a few drops of a ten per cent,

nitrate of silver solution at the moment of

using. It is only used after development,

to bring out the details of an underexposed

negative when the developer fails to do so.

Reintensijier .— Very seldom necessary,

being only used to obtain greater intensity,

when it takes the place of the continuator.

Dilute it with five times the quantity of

water, and add, at the time of using, a few

drops of a weak silver solution. It should

be used carefully, as it gives a very strong

color.

N. B.—Be careful to have the glass per-

fectly clean, as foreign organic matter causes

fog and stops detail in development.

[We give the above according to promise.

It is genuine, as supplied for $20, by T. S.

Lambert.—Ed. P. P.]

Large Doses or Iodide of Potas-

sium.—In the course of the recent meeting

of the American Dermatological Associa-

tion, it was stated that Dr. A. Brooks, of

Chicago, had given as much as one thousand

grains per diem of iodide of potassium.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.

Emulsion—Solubility of Nitrate of Silver

in Alcohol and Collodion—Picture of the

Sun—Blisters in Albumen Paper—Hard-

ened Glass applied in Photography— Capt.

Abney's Researches.

THE watchword of photographic success

is emulsion, which has reached such

perfection that it is not at all surprising

to see Mr. Swan, of Newcastle, advertise

plates which surpass the sensitiveness of

wet plates three times. A striking inven-

tion in photography is necessary. Acoustics

has recently disputed the standpoint of op-

tics. The telephone carries the word miles

off, the phonographer takes it down, and

fixes thus an acoustic picture, produced in a

mechanical manner by sound-waves, similar

to photography, which is based on vibra-

tions of light. Without looking enviously

upon acoustics, I yearn for the time in which

I can send you my humble correspondence

as a phonographic plate ; thus you will over-

come the reading of my illegible hand-

writing. Emulsion has lately had more

success in Germany, although England is

decidedly the Eldorado of the process.

In regard to the practice of the same,

Dr. Elder, of Vienna, the excellent photo-

graphic chemist, has published the follow-

ing results about the solubility of nitrate of

silver in alcohol.

100 parts of alcohol of 95 per cent, at 66°

Fahr. will dissolve 3.8 parts of nitrate of

silver ; 80 per cent., 10.3 parts
; 70 per cent.,

22.1 parts ; 60 per cent., 30.5 parts; 50 per

cent., 35.78 parts; 40 per cent., 56.4 parts;

30 per cent., 73.7; 20 per cent., 107 parts
;

10 per cent., 158 parts. In pure ether,

and in ether saturated with water, the ni-

trate of silver is rarely soluble. An addi-

tion of alcohol augments greatly its capacity

;

100 parts, for instance, of a mixture of alco-

hol and ether, in a proportion of one to one,

will dissolve at 66° Fahr. 1.6 parts of nitrate

of silver ; mixed in a proportion of two to

one, and equal temperature, it will dissolve

2.3 parts. Dr. Elder does not mention the

influence of collodion cotton, which is evi-

dently proved by the various experiments

with dry plates. A collodion prepared with

common cotton for wet plates, will easily
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take one per cent, of nitrate ; whilst Hop-

kins's dry-plate cotton always precipitates a

part of the silver added in a hot alcoholic so-

lution.

Since it is customary in preparing dry-

plate emulsions to boil the alcohol with the

silver, it is also interesting to know the solu-

bility of nitrate of silver in hot alcohol.

According to Dr. Elder, 100 parts of alcohol

of -95 per cent, at 158° Fahr., will take 18.3

parts of nitrate
; 80 per cent., 42 parts ; 60

per cent., 89 parts. It results that about six

parts of hot alcohol are wanted in order to

dissolve one part of nitrate of silver.

I received, not long ago, a new picture of

the sun, by the astronomer Jansen, of

Mendon. It is about twelve inches in di-

ameter, and is distinguished by an im-

mense mass of details. The surface is en-

tirely covered with granulations of different

effects, and forms very near that of a circle.

It is very likely tbat contractions have taken

place in the photosphere of the sun, which

may have been the result of strong atmos-

pherical streamings. The brilliancy of the

grains is not constant. The most prominent

one is so light that the sun, if it were cov-

ered over the whole surface with the same

kind, would be from ten to twenty times

lighter than it is now. All pictures taken

until now in Mendon, have shown but very

few solar spots. We observe now the mini-

mum of spots. As soon as they commence
to appear again, and photography repro-

duces them with a perfection which Jansen

knows how to' develop, we may expect some

very interesting results.

Photographers in general care but very

little about the " blisters " on the surface of

the sun, as all their attention is attracted by

blisters in albumen paper. Americans suffer

more than Europeans. On the occasion of

my visit to Philadelphia during the Centen-

nial, I saw that you use a chloride of sodium

bath before fixing. This has been fre-

quently tried here but without any success.

Alcohol, in which the pictures are dipped

before toning, has been recommended as an

absolutely reliable remedy ; however, the

use of alcohol might be expensive. An-
other remedy has been recommended, a thin

fixing bath, one to twenty or one to thirty;

but there exists always a certain distrust of

such baths. Herr Warnerke, who has tried

to find an explanation of the formation of

blisters, attributes it to the little adhesion of

the albumen film to the paper, and recom-

mends, therefore, dampening the paper on

the back and let it dry again. He has tried

this simple means with the best of success,

inasmuch as there appeared no blisters
; but

the water on which he let the paper swim
attracted such a quantity of silver salt from

the paper that it copied but very slowly.

Warnerke overcame this difficulty entirely

by adding four per cent, of salt to the water.

I should say this means is very simple, as

there is only one observation to be made,

which is, to let the paper swim just so long

in this salt solution as will soften the albu-

men. If the remedy is reliable, it would be

recommendable to the manufacturers of al-

bumen paper to use it, in order to put, finally,

an albumen paper in themaket without fault.

Hartglas (hardened glass) has often been

tried in photography. It is much more du-

rable than common glass, and consequently

less subject to accidents. Its use, however,

has always been limited by the fact that it

cannot be cut, as in doing so it will always

break to pieces. Mr. Simons, of Dresden,

overcame this difficulty by manufacturing

hartglas to order in any size. I was much
astonished when I saw, the other day, that

a negative on hartglas, which Simens sent

me, could be thrown on the floor without any

danger of breaking. At the same time it had

a considerable flexibility. I saw, too, that

a lead ball, dropped on a hartglas plate from

a height of four metres (about thirteen feet),

got smashed, without injuring the plate in

the least. This experiment proves that hart-

glas must be quite a convenient article for

skylights, which are so often damaged by

hail.

Simens recently succeeded in grinding this

kind of glass for photographic purposes.

The most desirable is the hartglas for the

Lichtdrucker. The amount of plates which

he has to sacrifice by breaking is quite con-

siderable. Roemmler and Jones, of Dres-

den, successfully tried hartglas, and found

that it will bear a pressure under the print-

ing-roller which would break every other

plate-glass plate. I suppose also that this

kind of glass, on account of its hard surface,
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is less likely to be injured by chemical reac-

tions than common glass, and that it, on this

account, may offer some advantages for the

negative process.

The last number of our English corres-

pondence contained an interesting article by
my very much-esteemed college fellow, Cap-

tain Abney, about spectrum photography.

The indefatigable investigator has succeeded

in obtaining all details about solar lines in

the red and yellow parts of the spectrum,

and to amplify greatly our knowledge about

this subject. He speaks in his article also of

my theory about the effect of colors on bro-

mine plates, and states that only those bro-

mine plates which are supersaturated with

nitrate of silver will be influenced by the

addition of a dye, and that the same color

is without any effect on plates supersaturated

with bromide. This observation, which I

published two years ago, is all right. Ab-
ney explains the phenomenon of the effect

of dyes in the presence of nitrate of silver,

as follows : The dye forms with the nitrate

an organic, sensitive salt, which will be re-

duced by light. This reduced salt acts then

as a nucleus for the reduction of the bromide

of silver under development. Abney has

also shown that a film which never has been

exposed to light, will show an impression if

overexposed to a previously exposed plate.

This opinion would be right if the effect of

the colors only were noticed in presence of

nitrate of silver, but this is not so. A bro-

mide plate supersaturated with bromide, and

sensitized with tannin or morphine, will show

exactly the same effects ; that is to say, the

dyes will render the plate more sensitive for

those rays which they absorb. Since it is

scarcely admissible to suppose that tannin or

morphine form a sensitive composition liable

to be reduced by the action of light, I re-

gret to say that the explanation of my col-

lege fellow will not stand the test. I still

study closely this operation by experiments,

and very soon will be enabled to communi-

cate to you my new results already obtained.

Truly yours, H. Vogel.
Berlin.

Parties who want photographic books

can buy of the publisher direct, at trade dis-

count.

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

PHOTOGKAPHIC Society of Phila-
delphia.—A stated meeting of this

Society was held on Thursday evening, May
16th, 1878, the President, Mr. Ellerslie Wal-
lace, Jr., in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were

read and approved.

On motion, Monday, May 20th, was fixed

as the latest date that names for the excur-

sion would be received.

Mr. Carbutt exhibited an improved pneu-

matic holder, manufactured by Mr. Bier-

stadt.

Mr. Bell called attention to the value of

sugar in the alkaline developer. He used it

in the proportion of one ounce of sugar to

ten ounces of saturated solution of carbon-

ate of ammonia, and claimed that it gave

better control of the development, together

with a good printing color in the resulting

negative.

Mr. McCollin exhibited a number of prints

from bromo-iodide emulsion negatives ; also

a collection of excellent photo-michrographs

made by George A. Piersol, M.D.

Mr. Bell exhibited a successful negative

made under the skylight with his bromo-

iodide emulsion. The exposure was the same

as for a wet plate.

Mr. Browne gave an interesting account

of a call upon Mr. H. J. Newton, of New
York, and exhibited several beautiful ex-

amples of portrait work made by that gen-

tleman on bromide emulsion. The exposure

had been from five to twelve seconds. The

results were much admired, the general

opinion being that they far excelled in

quality anything of the kind ever shown

before the Society.

After an informal conversation, the meet-

ing was, on motion, adjourned.

D. Anson Partridge,
Recording Secretary.

OUR PICTURE.

AS will be seen, the picture which em-

bellishes our current number is from

negatives made by Mr. John A. Todd, Sac-

ramento, California, and of the competiting

prize set, and one of the now popular Prome-

nade size.
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Mr. Todd's remarks, which appeared in

our April issue, should have accompanied

this picture, as they are very pertinent, and

should be referred to again in connection

with it. It is an example of good, fair

work, and possesses much merit, and yet it is

of the style, as Mr. Todd expresses it, which

many photographers have to make in order

to "live."

We fully appreciate what Mr. Todd has

said, and have had many a correspondent

write us in very much the same way as he

has done, in response to our urgent demand
upon them for more effort after the artistic

in their work. But all can do as our friends

Loescher & Petsch, of Berlin, told us it was

their plan to do, namely, to make each year

at least two pictures which should display all

the art knowledge they had at the time, and

which should he very superior to their or-

dinary work. They found that such prac-

tice was good for them, and improved and

helped them in a number of ways. More-

over, they always sold many copies, which

more than paid them for their extra pains.

Try it.

We thank Mr. Todd for what he has said

and done for, and in behalf of, the fraternity,

and hope he will allow us to hear from him
often. The pictures were made on the

Dresden paper imported by Mr. G. Gennert,

38 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

WISE WORDS FROM THE
WORKERS.

A Seasonable Dodge.

HAVING curtained my skylight for the

summer campaign by a new method

that works so nicely, I must recommend it

to all who are troubled with direct sunlight

in the operating-room, which all operators

know to be so annoying and disastrous to

"fine effects" at certain hours of the day.

First, remove your regular curtains (they

probably need washing or renewing by this

time, anyhow)
;

paste white tissue-paper

along each sash of the skylight, and let it

hang downward ;
use the regular size sheets,

pasting them along one edge only. This

shuts out direct sunlight effectually, and gives

a very strong diffused light, pleasant both to

the sitter and to the temper of the operator.

In cloudy weather very little light is ob-

structed, as it passes straight downward
between the rows of hanging tissue-paper.

Make a light frame of 2 x 4 scantling, a

little larger than the skylight, and suspend

it about a foot below the tissue-paper, and

hang your muslin or other curtains to this

frame-work in the same way they were ori-

ginally attached to the skylight.

By using these curtains in connection with

the tissue-paper, you have perfect control of

the light in all kinds of weather. You will

be surprised at the fresh, cool, shady appear-

ance of your operating-room, and also at the

cheapness of the whole affair. When the

dark fall days approach, the tissue-paper

can be easily removed, but let your regular

curtains remain on the movable framework,

the lower part of which should rest on two

blocks nailed to the wall at the lower part of

the skylight. The upper part of the frame

can be hoisted at any desired height by two

small ropes attached to the corners, running

through large screw-eyes in the casing of the

highest part of the skylight, and can be

lowered in five minutes whenever you wish

to repair or remove curtains for washing,

which, if done occasionally, adds very much
to the appearance, and shortens the time of

exposure. Frank Bobbins.

How to Do.

It is often of as much interest and profit

to be able to tell how not to do a thing, as it

is to be able to give exact directions as to any

particular modus operandi, and having just

had a most unpleasant experience with tis-

sue-paper, I wish to say that, used on sky-

lights, it is destructive to soft, delicate work.

I had to find this out by experience, for I

discovered upon taking off the paper entirely,

and using simple means to guard the sitter

from reflections of direct sunlight, I could

produce satisfactory negatives, where before

had been a mortifying hardness and lack of

softness and delicacy. It may be, therefore,

that some who are using this means of keep-

ing the sun out, are blaming chemicals for a

fault they are not responsible for. I intend

trying an experiment in the use of tracing-

paper curtains for my light, which I believe

will conquer the direct sunlight difficulty.
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I understand that some photographers are

already using it ; if so I wish they would re-

port. Another thing in relation to skylights

is, that for quick work, brilliant lighting, and

indeed general use, a light not over seven

feet from the floor at lowest edge, and ten or

twelve at the top, seems to answer exceed-

ingly well, and I am very sure that the suc-

cess or failure of the "lightning process" is

largely due to height of light and quality of

lens.

My formula? I hardly know how to give,

as I mix my chemicals after a fashion of

my own, varying them as circumstances

seem to demand, in proportions that are un-

explainable. But I have the same basis as

all workers of the wet process, a bath of

from thirty-five to forty grains in strength,

so mixed with new stock solution as not to

get too old, and yet not be too newly iodized

;

a collodion with two grains of iodides of

cadmium and potassium ; bromide cadmium,

four grains; cotton, four to seven grains to

the ounce of alcohol and ether ; I keep a

quantity of this on hand, of various ages,

and mix as seems advantageous. I redevelop

as rarely as possible, but when I do I use

pyro. Silver my paper in plain bath, fifty-

five to sixty grains strong ; a little alum in

the filter; do not allow this to get too old,

simply to save a little silver.

I make my own chloride of gold, and mix
toning bath with acetate of soda ; wash

prints by hand ; fix slowly.

If any one who does not use it, will try

Mr. Hesler's way of waxing prints, they will

not be apt to change, viz., saturate a piece

of cotton flannel with fine, white wax, rub

prints down thoroughly, and then burnish

with a roller not too hot.

By using clean wax, clean cloth, and clean

burnisher, a polish can be got that cannot

be improved upon, and many times easier to

use than soap and alcohol.

I know it is not considered exactly the cor-

rect thing to bring the name of any lens

maker into your columns, but so much does

depend upon them that I do think a little

more prominence might be given to the

matter and nobody hurt thereby. For all

my work, copying excepted, I use a 3 B
Dallmeyer, and where to find its equal I

would not know.

The matter of the proper use of lenses

ought to be made much of, and the making
of all sizes and styles of pictures would be

much benefited thereby. A proper under-

standing of what any particular lens can be

used for, and the making of every class of

work with one lens, would be relegated to

the past. If any of your readers want an

illustrated sermon on the proper use of a

lens, let him get one of Mr. Rocher's superb

imperial pictures, and be enlightened.

May I be pardoned a warning and a part-

ing word to the craft while on this subject,

it being another fragment from my own ex-

perience. Be content to make the class of

work for which you are equipped. If you

have not proper room and instruments for

large work, do not attempt it ; do not let your

avarice or ambition get the better of your

good sense. Hastily yours,

J. E. Beebe.

My Plan.

My plan is old, but good ; at least I have

found it so. The bath I use about forty

grains strong. My collodion, the much re-

published formula of equal parts alcohol and

ether, five grains iodide of ammonium, two

and a half grains bromide of potassium, and

five grains cotton.

I think success in making clean negatives

lies more in taking care of the chemicals

than in the formula. I believe in keeping

the silver bath acid, for I think more dirty

work can be traced to a lack of acid in the

negative bath than to any other one cause
;

and this is occasioned, in a measure, by the

instructions we received years gone by, that

nitric acid would reduce the intensity of the

negative, and that fear still clings to many.

I do not mean by this that an unlimited

quantity would not make any difference, but

in preparing a bath it should be tried, and

acid added until it works clean and smooth.

Then the care of it comes in. When a bath

of this kind becomes dirty, the natural rem-

edy is to filter it, and if it becomes charged

with alcohol and iodide, it should first be re-

duced with water, then filtered to get the

surplus iodide out, and then boiled to its

proper strength, and sufficient new solution

added to make proper quantity. It should

then be placed in the sun until all precipita-
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tion has ceased ; filtered, and it is ready for

use. This is practical experience, and (if it

does seem like egotism) I will say that I have

never seen, in any gallery, cleaner negatives

than we are making. To do this you must

have two silver baths, large ones, and when

one is out of order the other should be ready

• to be put in use.

I have been using emulsion plates con-

siderably for stereo work, and find them

very satisfactory, having made as high as

thirty-eight exposures (when on a trip on the

Mine Hill Railroad, having an engine and

car at our service) in one day, and from no

fault of the emulsion did I lose a plate. I

am sure I could not have got as many,

and as good, negatives by the wet process.

Besides, it is so convenient for going a great

distance ; no dirt or slop until you get home,

when the plates can be developed at leisure.

I made a trip on the "Gem" engine in

company with Frank Taylor, Esq., of the

N. Y. Graphic, and James W. Nagle, of the

Pottsville Miners' Journal, on the Phila-

delphia and Reading Railroad, and made
twenty-two negatives in two days, and did

not lose one plate.

Business in the coal regions has been ex-

ceedingly dull, but by energy and perseve-

rance I have been doing at least my share

of work, and while we have nothing to brag

of we do not complain, as I feel sure many
others are in the same boat ; besides, we should

not expect to make money at our business

when so many necessary industries are lying

idle.

If what I have written is worthy of pub-

lication, and will benefit any, you and they

are welcome ; if not, consign it to the waste

basket, and you will not offend

Tours truly,

George M. Bretz.

A Hint.

I was out viewing quite recently, and

accidentally broke my glass bath-holder. As
it was necessary for me to be ready for work

in an hour or two, and a bath-holder could

not be secured inside of twelve hours, I bor-

rowed the largest steak plate I could find,

and levelling it in my dark-closet, I nearly

filled it with my negative bath, and pro-

ceeded to work. I sensitized about two

dozen 8 x 10 plates in it with a greater

amount of success than I hoped for, and se-

cured some fine results.

Garvey Donaldson.

Preservation.

A method adopted in my gallery for

keeping silver baths for negatives at a sum-

mer temperature in this cold climate during

the winter, may be of service to photogra-

phers similarly situated.

A large box is made, with a soap-stone

bottom, into which the bath-holders are

placed, being allowed to stand at the proper

angle by wooden pieces nailed on inside,

and the top of the baths protruding about

an inch above the top cover of box, and fit-

ting closely to keep the heat inclosed, and

consequently, even over the whole surface

of the bath. Each bottle is protected from

light and dust by covers tipping back on

hinges, and a gas jet under the soap-stone

bottom of the box makes the thing complete.

Another labor-saving arrangement is to

keep silver bath for paper in silvering dish,

simply covering with sufficient care to keep

out dust, etc. The evaporation in the flat

dish will nearly keep up strength of solution

,

and saves much waste incurred in pouring

back into bottle. W. G. C. Kimball.

Iron Solution.

Perhaps the best thing I have to offer is

the way I prepare my iron solution and de-

veloper, which is as follows :

Protosulph. of Iron, 16 ounces.

Iron and Ammonia, 8 "

Sulphate of Copper, 1 oz., or 480 grs. (Troy).

Place each of the above salts in a separate

bottle ; add just enough pure water to make
saturated solutions (if anything, allow just a

little free salt), then allow to settle for a few

days ;
then decant all the solutions into one

bottle and mix. The three make your stock

solution always ready and convenient for

mixing just as much developer as you may
want for the day's work, or the time being,

or just to suit the kind of work in hand. I

use, for white drapery, one fluid ounce stock

solution, six drachms acetic acid No. 8, and

ten fluid ounces water. For general use,

one ounce stock, one ounce acetic acid to

eight ounces pure water, which makes about
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a twenty-grain developer. With a bottle,

stock solution, acetic acid, and pure water

at hand, you have perfect control of your

developer, as to strength, etc., and often-

times secure a negative that, under ordinary

circumstances, would be lost.

E. S. Wertz.

Chemical Department.

The chemical department has arrived at

such a degree of perfection (although now
and then some fellow tries to palm off some
" lightning process"), that lean hardly give

you anything new. The best "dodge" in

the business is care, promptness, and polite-

ness. But to the point ; my formulfe for neg-

atives. The bath, silver and water; forty

to forty-five grains silver to ounce of water.

Saturate with iodide of potassium ; then add

a little acid, nitric, C. P. As long as it

works, let it alone ; when overcharged with

alcohol and ether from use, evaporate one-

half. Should it need purifying, neutralize

with cyanide of silver (this is put in before

evaporating) ; then fill up to proper quantity,

add silver, quantum, sufficit. I never take

out the iodide. This I once explained in a

paper read before the Photographic Society

in Philadelphia. For collodion, best chem-

icals, such as are made by Magee Brothers.

Ether and alcohol equal parts. Por thirty-

five ounces, use

Iodide of Cadmium, .

Iodide of Potassium, .

Bromide of Cadmium,

Iodide of Ammonium,

This I use in winter ; for summer it is

not limpid enough, cadmium making it tend

to glumness.

I have another collodion.

Alcohol, .... 12 ounces.

Ether, .... 8 "

Iodide of Ammonium, . 5 grs. per oz.

Iodide of Cadmium, . . 1 gr. "

Bromide of Cadmium, . 2 grs. "

Take two parts of the first and one part

of the last. This makes a combination

that will work in the hottest of the season.

The last collodion is fine for copies. De-

veloper is twenty grains ; solution of iron

in water, acetic acid, little. This plan I

find to work quickly, always ready, never

have to " try my things in the morning to

135 grains.

70 " •

70 "

12 "

see if they will work."

cess is the best. Then
the light and lines.

ing too well educated

matters are neglected,

under. Por printing,

Morgan's Extra paper

and results the same.

A good simple pro-

give all attention to

ur people are becom-

in art, and if these

the boy soon goes

I have always used

It is always good

S. M. Eobinson. ,

To Solar Printers.

When printing from a coarse, hard nega-

tive, one that is badly varnished perhaps,

and a good clean and soft print is desirable,

or a print from any solar negative is wanted

that will need no spotting, proceed as fol-

lows : Print about half done, then lay over

the unfinished print a piece of ground-glass

same size of the print, and always with the

ground side towards the condenser, and con-

tinue printing. This will have a softening

effect, without affecting the sharpness ; ordi-

nary blemishes disappear as if by magic, and

a good print is made possible by this means

from negatives that would ordinarily yield

bad results. Try it.

C. A. Zimmerman.

My "Views."

My general manner of work is detailed

in the article accompanying "Views,"

in the Photographer of last year. I find

the copper negative box as described there

very convenient, as I can develop thirty

5x8 plates, flow with preservative, and

leave the clearing process until evening,

or the next day even. I have a small piece

of heavy black cloth tacked on the front of

:

each camera, sufficient to cover the opening

;

a small strip of wood fastened across the

bottom, holds it down in any light wind, and

also affords a good "hold," and when lifted

is an assurance that the opening is clear

;

something which one cannot always be cer-

tain of if they are compelled to gather up

two or three folds and stray corners of a

focussing-cloth, with their attention on some-

thing else, a horse or dog, for instance. It is

specially convenient in making quick expo-

sures in stereoscopic work, as both sides can

be raised evenly.

Viewers should always go in pairs ; it is

expecting considerable to ask one person to

arrange the tripod, prepare a plate, rise to

make the exposure, scoot back and plunge
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from the bright sunlight, if it chances to be

bright, into the twilight of a dark-box,

which seems for a time at least to be pitch-

dark, then out to rush perspiringly to the

camera again, if it chances to be warm. I

say it is asking considerable to expect good

results to follow such a hot and cold game,

and if the work is good, the maker should

have extra credit.

I have been accompanied in all my excur-

sions for the past three or four years by Mr.

Charles Oblenes, he having entire charge of

the developing-box, while I make exposures,

with a boy or man to run between us ; in that

way we can keep cool under ordinary cir-

cumstances. We always keep a stock of

glass on hand, albumenized, and done up in

packages of twelve each, covered with thick,

heavy paper, pasted down, to exclude all

dust ; to enable us readily to determine

which side is coated with albumen, a small

bit of "opaque" is touched on the back in

one corner. To touch out a bad sky, I use

"opaque" on front of negative, softening

out at the horizon with a badger blender.

Sometimes I have saved a valuable negative

by scratching out carefully the branches and

leaves of a tree which the wind had moved
during exposure.

I was surprised recently to know that in

some large galleries pictures were pasted

dry, licked, and rubbed out smooth under a

piece of paper ; but until something better is

suggested, we shall continue to do as follows

:

"Wet the views, pile up one on top of the

other a half inch or so thick, press out the

water, paste (starch), pick up with a dull

needle set in a handle, lay on mount, and rub

down with a bit of chamois skin dampened

so as to slip easily over the surface of the

paper.

To prevent curling in large cards I place

them in boxes somewhat narrower than they

are, bending them backward, and allowing

them to remain until dry; if very thin, I

wet the cards as well as the photographs, and

dry between sheets of paper.

To strengthen, I take the negative when
dry (after clearing), immerse in silver bath,

and develop with iron developer, same kind

as used first, reduced about one-half; this

may be done in bright light; if still weak I

blacken with bichromate of mercury. A

second immersion and application of iron is

apt to cause fog. S. R. Stoddard.

Cake in Fusing.

In placing the following before your read-

ers, I am confident that many of them

have learned to appreciate the advantages

of boiling down the negative bath, and

fusing the silver. As regards the total de-

struction of the organic matter and free salts

from the collodion, the driving off" of all

alcohol, ether, and acid, this is certainly the

most reliable mode of rectification. Now,
when about to proceed in this direction, we
find that numerous articles have been written

on the subject, and the general mode of ac-

complishing the best results are given, such

as diluting the bath by adding the same

to about one-fourth its quantity of water,

thereby causing the precipitation of the

iodide, which is to be filtered out ; then

boiling down to dryness, and fusing the

mass until it again liquifies, when it should

be set aside to cool gradually. The fore-

going is at once simple, and any one may
thereby rid himself of the troubles attendant

with a disordered bath ; but I find that one

important point has been omitted, and I

would therefore call attention to the follow-

ing.

Having made up two large baths about a

year ago, the one, after prolonged use and

frequent additions of nitric acid, as a remedy

in case of fog from organic matter, etc., I

was at last compelled to put under treatment

for fusing, from overiodization. You are

fully aware that the mass of fused silver is

generally of a dark brown or black color,

and during the operation of dissolving the

mass and making up the bath anew, all this

precipitated matter is filtered out. This

was also the case in my proceedings ; a suf-

ficient amount of water was added, then fil-

tered and set out in the sun, where it re-

mained three months, when it was brought

in for service, and upon trial I found plate

after plate literally covered with fog, and

cause unknown, except indications of over-

iodizing. Finally, under the impression

that organic matter might have gained ac-

cess to the bath through some cause to me
unknown, I again diluted the quantity, and

found it to be overiodized. Now, after the

28
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act of again fusing, the mass was this time

perfectly white, and the solution remained

perfectly clear, until I had added about

twenty ounces of water, when it immedi-

ately turned milky and continued gaining

in intensity, so that by the time the balance,

one hundred and forty ounces of water, had

been added, it had attained quite a creamy

appearance, thus establishing the fact that

the bath was greatly overiodized, said iodide

having been held in suspense in the solution

by the presence of the great quantity of

acid, which, upon evaporation, left the ex-

cess of iodide undissolved, and caused the

heavy fog and pin-holes. I now again

added the bath for the third time, to one-

quarter its bulk of water, filtered, and boiled

down to original strength, and without a

day's sunning, all worked charmingly, and

no trouble has been experienced since.

John H. Henning.

My Collodion.

I give herewith a method of preparing

collodion, which I believe to be fully as

sensitive as any collodions of the so-called

lightning processes, and possessing indefi-

nite keeping qualities. I disclaim any share

of originality for the process or formula, but

do not know to whom to give credit, but

suppose it to be of German origin.

Formula.

Alcohol, . 8 ounces

Ether, 8 "

Iodide of Potassium, 32 grains.

Iodide of Cadmium, . 40 "

Bromide of Cadmium, 28 "

Soluble Cotton, . . ab out 80 "

Now please follow strictly the following

method in compounding : The bottles used

should be carefully cleaned. Weigh out the

salts in the order given in the formula, then

proceed as follows : In a clean glass mortar

grind the thirty-two grains of iodide of po-

tassium to fine powder ; then add the twenty-

eight grains of bromide of cadmium, and

continue the grinding until the salts become

fluid
; then add the forty grains of iodide

of cadmium, and grind to a paste. Now
measure out eight ounces of Atwood's patent

alcohol, and pour off five ounces into the

bottle, and add a small portion of the re-

maining three ounces to the salts in the

mortar, and grind away until the alcohol is

quite saturated ; then allow the mortar to

rest until all the undissolved salts have set-

tled to the bottom, when the jive ounces of

alcohol in the bottle should be set rapidly

whirling, and the clear portion in the mor-

tar decanted into the bottle, being careful

to lose none of the undissolved salts ; then

add another portion of the reserve three

ounces of alcohol to the mortar and proceed

as before, repeating the operation until all

the salts have been dissolved and added to

the alcohol in the bottle, rinsing the mortar

with the last portion of the reserved three

ounces of alcohol. Now add the eight ounces

of ether, ounce by ounce at a time, to the

solution in the bottle, being always careful

to set the fluid in the bottle whirling rapidly

while the addition of ether is being made,

and during the intervals of at least a minute

between each addition of an ounce of ether

at a time, until the whole eight additions

have been made ; then the solution may be

allowed to stand a few hours, when it should

be closely filtered through prepared cotton

into another perfectly clean bottle, when the

cotton may be added in proportions of about

five grains of the cotton to the ounce of ex-

cited solution. Any favorite brand of solu-

ble cotton may be used. I have had the

most uniform success with Anthony's Snowy

Cotton, which I also find works splendidly

mixed in about equal proportions with

Hance's Silver Spray Cotton. This collo-

dion may be filtered and used at once, or,

what is better, be allowed to stand until all

insoluble particles have subsided, and then

decant as wanted. I do not recollect ever

seeing a sample of this collodion spoil by

age ; indeed, I have not been able to keep

it until it passed its prime ; with me it im-

proves by age. But be that as it may, one

great merit of the formula is that, omitting

the cotton, any quantity may be prepared

at a time, and kept for years even ; so that

by preparing a large stock at once all fur-

ther trouble may be avoided, except to add

the cotton to measured portions as desired

for use. F. M. Spencer.

My Developer.

"When you call on me for any new " wrin-
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kles " or "dodges," I am afraid, as the

result becomes apparent, you will be the

one to do the wrinkling, by a gathering

frown," from which I shall be under the ne-

cessity of dodging for not giving you some-

thing more palatable to the photographic

taste, which, as we all know, in the live

specimen of the genus photographer is con-

stantly calling for "more." As a general

thing, I am afraid it is not the substantiate

so much as the ragouts that are demanded
by the epicurean taste of the present, there-

fore, this dish may, to many, lack spice.

There is one thing which, though old, yet

is practiced by so few that it seems well to

again call attention to it, viz., the use of

" copper sulphate " in the developer.

Edward's formula for the use of this salt

is probably the most generally known, but

even that is little used. The majority of

operators seem to delight in making a satu-

rated solution of either "plain iron," so

called, or "iron and ammonia," letting it

stand, and gather its scum of oxidization on

the surface, allowing it to adhere to the jar

or bottle containing it, both inwardly and

outwardly till it is, or should be, a plague spot

in the dark-room. This, diluted by guess-

work, often forms the staple developer to be

used indiscriminately on any poor " victim "

that " happens in."

Now, aside from the disadvantages of dirt,

uncertainty as to its condition, strength,

etc., there cannot be so good results obtained

in the matter of delicacy of development

and cleanliness of action, as the " copper de-

veloper " exhibits. Six ounces of "plain

iron," one to one and a half ounces of copper

sulphate previously ground fine (unless you

use a dissolving jar), with eighty ounces of

water, after standing for an hour or two, and
then being filtered, will give you a developer

of minimum strength, which, in my practice,

has given the best of results, though in some

ways, contrary to preconceived ideas on the

use of copper.

I am obliged often to make such things

as glassware on the same plate with articles

of as dead white surface as Parian marble,

and only by use of the above developer can

I do it successfully.

Two such diametrically opposite charac-

teristics as presented by the opacity of the

whites, and the delicate half-lights necessary

to bring out the full shape of the glass, are

seldom required on the same negative, and
if it stands such a test, how much more
likely to in the lesser contrasts of por-

traiture. Besides the above, and as impor-

tant in the dark-room as a good negative is

in the printing-room, the cleanliness of this

developer and its good keeping qualities

ought to recommend it more to use.

It takes less acid, owing to the copper

itself being, in a measure, a restrainer, and
by only adding acid (say one ounce) to a

pound at a time, or just as you wish to use it,

there is no trouble in keeping a stock solu-

tion clear and clean for months. D.

Practical Hints.

I had burdened your pages during the

past year with so much of non-practical dis-

quisition, that I thought the familiar advice

to those who talk too much, " give us a rest,"

would be the general sentiment of your

readers, and so I gave it to them and to

myself. But your request to write about for-

mula found me in a favorable mood, as I

am teaching a young man from Cuba, and

he wants my especial formula written out

for him ; therefore, with slight changes of

phraseology, will answer your request.

There is none of it entirely new and orig-

inal, but my mode of working differs some-

what from the regular routine, and mostly

in the direction of ease and convenience. Be-

ing naturally ot a labor-saving disposition,

I have never considered it an aggravation

of original sin to avoid as much as possible

the old penalty, " In the sweat of thy brow,"

etc. To begin with developer.

In many galleries making developer is

quite an elaborate performance. The iron

is weighed with accuracy for each occasion,

and then thoroughly pulverized in a mortar

with a considerable waste of muscular tissue,

then it is dissolved according to medical

direction, " well shaken before taken." Then

it must be filtered, and an hour of some per-

son's time consumed in getting it ready each

day. I avoid most of that trouble by a sys-

tem that enables me to make developer for

a day's use, at any time inside of three

minutes, in every way as good and as accu-

rate as the former process.
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I keep a saturated solution of iron in a wide-

mouthed well-stoppered bottle, constantly

saturated ; having an excess of iron, a drop

of sulphuric acid or a little sulphate of copper

keeps it from oxidizing, and it settles clear.

By carefully decanting into a graduate the

quantity desired, and filling it with clear

water to the required dilution, and adding

the acid and alcohol required, it is ready for

immediate use. It can be made in smaller

quantities, because it can be so easily replen-

ished. I use a hydrometer to test its strength,

which, of course, I make to vary with the

temperature. I now use it at fifteen de-

grees. I also use iron to redevelop before

fixing, when required; a weak solution, not

more than five degrees, with a few drops of

silver as usual.

Collodion I prepare on the same principle.

I do not weigh anything ; I use two wide-

mouthed, glass-stoppered gallon bottles, for

plain or normal collodion ; one settling

while using from the other. I buy cotton

by ihe ounce, and calculate how many
ounces of ether and alcohol are needed for

the quantity. I put all the ether in the bottle,

add the cotton, shake till thoroughly wet

through, then add about one-quarter or one-

half of the alcohol, and shake till entirely

dissolved, which is rapidly accomplished,

then add the balance of alcohol, shake well,

and leave two weeks or a month to settle

while using up the other bottle.

When desired to sensitize, I carefully de-

cant and add from a sensitizing solution

previously prepared and settled, so that no

filtering or settling is necessary, and by using

the " Scovill Pouring-bottles," of which I

have over a dozen in use, and which are

marked off in ounces with sufficient accuracy

for all practical purposes, I can sensitize

my collodion directly in the bottle, and use

in five minutes after with entirely satisfac-

tory results, but I do not prefer that ex-

tremely short cut ; I generally sensitize

about three to five pounds at a time, and

leave to settle, and again decant carefully

into the pouring-bottles for use.

Sensitizing solution I make by adding

two ounces iodide of ammonium, one ounce

iodide of cadmium, one ounce bromide of

cadmium to seventeen ounces of alcohol,

making about one hundred grains to each

ounce of solution, allowing four hundred

and thirty-seven grains to the ounce, and

counting your dealer honest.

I also use lately rubber corks for my pour-

ing-bottles, which makes them complete. I

say rubber corks as the old deacon wanted

the church ceiling whitewashed blue. The

proper name would be " stopples," I sup-

pose, but by whatever name they are a great

improvement, and should be kept in stock

by every photographic dealer, and used by

every photographer. They are firm, tough,

elastic, and close a bottle hermetically, as

you might say ; so there in no popping out

of corks in hot weather, and no annoying

bits dropping in after you have screwed

them down tight, and wrung their blessed

necks off" getting them out again—the corks,

not the stopples—you can't wring them off;

they can stand it as long as you can. Try

them.

I have made forty-two imperial negatives

to-day (Wednesday, June 19th), all "fair to

middling." I am tired. Good night.

E. K. Hough.

Developer.

Keep a saturated solution of iron on hand.

For use, reduce to fifteen grains by hydro-

meter the quantity required for a day's use
;

acetic acid, one ounce to twelve ounces of

the fifteen-grain solution. If my bath is

new, I don't use any alcohol unless it gives

too strong a contrast. By adding one-half

ounce or more of alcohol it will work softer.

I think the adding of acetic acid soon before

you use it, works better and quicker ; but if

the negatives lack vigor, I think that an

older developer will work better also for copy-

ing. So it is a good plan to have some old on

hand. Sometimes the best effects can be

had by mixing old and new. I sometimes

add a few drops of acetic acid to the devel-

oper just before I use it; I find that it has

more to do with results than many are

aware of. I have tried a great many arti-

cles in connection with the iron, but I be-

lieve that one can work more sure and get

as good results without any of them.

A. W. Kimball.

Our Paper.

We silver and fume our paper the night
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before it is to be used, and for several rea-

sons ; in warm weather the evening air is

cooler and favors the keeping of the paper,

and I find it much more comfortable work-

ing with plentj7 of fresh air than being

boxed up with a gas or kerosene light. Then

again you are very certain no white light

reaches the paper until it comes through

the negative, and I am fully convinced that

daylight, small it may be in quantity, is one

great cause of yellow paper ; and I, too, find

that paper prints much nicer several hours

after fuming than just after. Second, in-

stead of putting prints into acid water di-

rect, put them into a bath of plain water

first. They will redden much more evenly,

and are easier to handle.

Julius Hall.

How I Work.

I send you herewith my formula?.

Collodion.

Alcohol and Ether, . equal parts.

Iodide of Ammonium, . 4£ grs. to the oz.

Bromide of Cadmium, . 2 grs. to the oz.

Gun-cotton, ... 5 grs. to the oz.

Silver bath from 30° to 40°, slightly acid.

Developer.

Iron, .... 1 ounce.

Water, .... 16 ounces.

Acetic Acid, enough to flow smooth.

Seldom redevelop, but when I do, use

No. 1.

Pyrogallic Acid,

Water, .

Citric Acid,

12 grains.

12 ounces

12 grains.

No. 2.

Silver Bath Solution,

Water, . . . .

1 ounce.

1 "

Flow the plate with No. 1, and pour into

a small bottle or developing cup ; add two

or three drops of No. 2, and flow off and on

the negative until sufficient density is ob-

tained.

Negative Varnish.

Alcohol, .... 16 ounces.

Gum Sandarac, . . 2 "

Gum Turpentine (Venice

Turpentine),... 1 ounce.

This varnish is good to retouch on without

grinding, but in bad cases I grind the face

part only by rubbing briskly with the ball

of the finger tightly drawn. It gives a sur-

face much finer than pumice-stone.

For retouching I use Faber's leads

(graphite), in the patent holders, HHHH
and HHH.

Printing Bath.

Silver, .... 60 grains.

Water, .... 1 ounce.

Nitrate of Ammonium, . 30 grains.

Made slightly alkaline.

Toning Bath.

Gold in a quantity of water sufficient to

tone in about ten minutes ; make slightly

alkaline with a solution of sal soda, and add

from one-quarter to one-half ounce table

salt. Let stand about a half hour.

I have a little dodge in printing which,

while it is not new or original, is not gener-

ally practiced by photographers, but which,

should it be adopted, would, I believe, give

general satisfaction. I had a great deal of

trouble to get my printer to trim his prints

so that they would look right on the card
;

some would be on one side, others too high

or too low, some not straight, etc. It was

too much trouble for me to cut them out

myself, so I adopted the plan of trimming

my paper before I print. A half sheet is

folded so as to make sixteen cards, and the

bad edges are allowed to lap over sufficiently

to be entirely cut off in trimming. After

the paper is folded the glass form is laid on,

and the paper is cut with a pair of sharp

scissors. The negative retoucher has a glass

the same size as the printer's, and he lays

out the negative with this glass, and pastes

little strips of gummed paper, one on top,

two on the right-hand side, one near the top,

and one near the bottom. The printer now
has a guide to put his paper on the negative,

and every print comes on the paper just

alike. It was long before I could make up

my mind to try this plan, for fear there

would be much trouble in getting the paper

on the negative, but I find the trouble less,

and the satisfaction of knowing that your

prints are all trimmed after you are through

printing, and that they are all alike on the

paper, is great. Frank Jewell.
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A Charmer.

A "wrinkle" or "dodge" is wanted by
" return mail !" I have a few valuable ones

in my regular work, but as I am not limited

to that, I give one I have used for twenty

years, and have seen no one else use it for

this purpose. Take a hollow metallic pen-

stock, bore an eighth-inch hole in the upper

end ; run a pencil or round stick in the lower

end, three-quarters up; take a fine file,

cut one-third from upper end, square across

and square in, one-quarter through ; then

file the lower part scarf fashion, so as to make
a whistle; pull out the wood, cut off half an

inch
; cut off about one-quarter of this plug

on one side ; run it up, having the flat side

agree with the opening, whistle fashion

;

when ready to expose, have a tumbler half

full of water at hand, place the " charmer ."

in your mouth, take the tumbler in one hand,

insert the "charmer" into the water, and

blow ; the baby, seeing the water bubble

and hearing the noise, is sure to be still and

pleased, it being a new thing. I have made

successful sittings of every baby for over a

year.

It takes but a few minutes to make the

article, and it will save to all using it many
dollars that would otherwise be lost. In

subsequent sittings of the same child, varia-

tions can be made by vocal sounds while

whistling. With a little practice you can

imitate the canary bird almost to perfection.

J. E. Small.

My Formulae.

My formulae are as follows: Negative

bath, forty grains strong, made with well

water, which is free from organic matter,

and with as little chloride, carbonate, etc.,

as can be had, but a little of either of these

does no harm. Iodize by allowing to stand

over night with an excess of washed iodide

of silver; add enough nitric acid to work
clear. Use a large bath, and never add any

more iodide of silver, but keep up the bulk

of solution by adding an uniodized solution

of same strength. In this way no pinholes

from supersaturation will be formed. When
the solution becomes foul from use, evaporate

the ether and alcohol in a porcelain dish,

and while hot, add sal soda or bicarbonate

of soda solution, till a permanent precipitate

of carbonate of silver remains
;
keep up the

heat half an hour longer, when the whole

will turn very black. If it does not do so,

sufficient soda has not been added. Make
up to the original bulk with pure water and
filter. Add acid till ii works clear, usually

about forty drops to a gallon of solution.

Never filter an acid solution through the

same filter used after boiling, as the acid will

dissolve the precipitated filth and foul the

bath.

Collodion.

Alcohol, . i ounce.

Iodide of Cadmium, . 3 grains

Iodide of Ammonium, 2

Bromide of Cadmium, 3 "

Climax Cotton, . 6 "

Ether, i ounce.

Make a good stock so as to use at least six

months old, and color as you use with a little

old collodion or tincture of iodine.

This collodion is for portraits, views, and
ordinary work. Another, which is useful

where great contrast is desired, such as

copies, furniture, etc., is as follows :

Alcohol, % ounce.

Iodide of Cadmium, . . 3 grains.

Iodide of Ammonium, . 2 "

Bromide of Cadmium, . J grain.

Chloride of Strontium, . £ "

Climax Cotton,... 6 grains.

Ether, .... J ounce.

Developer.

Sulphate of Iron, . . 1 ounce.

Sulph. of Iron and Ammon., 1 "

Water, . . . .32 ounces.

Colloeine (acid with free

sulphuric acid), . . 2 drops.

Acetic Acid No. 8, . . 1 ounce.

If the colloeine be omitted, double the

acid. Used full strength only in case of

short time, bad light, or low temperature,

otherwise reduced one half with a mixture

of acid, colloeine, and water in the same

proportions. Commence with the weak solu-

tion, and if found underexposed flow on the

strong. Fix with cyanide.

Printing.—Use my ready sensitized paper,

without which I could not keep house. The

preparation is not given for obvious reasons.

Toning.—Make a solution of chloride of

gold (acid), eight grains metal to the ounce.
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To make the bath, boil one drachm of this

solution in a test-tube over a spirit-lamp,

with an excess of powdered chalk, for five

or ten minutes. Add twenty grains acetate

of soda and ten ounces of water, and use the

next day. Keep the bath, and strengthen

as required at the rate of one drachm gold

solution for two or three sheets of paper,

boiled with chalk as before, an hour or more

before use. If the toning is slow, the prints

mealy, or a blacker tone is wanted, add a

little bicarbonate of soda, say two or three

drops saturated solution for each drachm of

the strong gold solution. Fix in hypo about

one to six. If blisters appear, which is rarely

the case, use a bath of salt water after both the

toning and fixing. C. F. Richardson.

Permanent Black.—Photographers in

want of a black paint that is cheap, that is

neat and clean, and dries in a few moments,

try lampblack mixed with negative varnish.

As the brush always dries hard, it is best to

make a new one every time, by winding a

rag around the end of a short stick.

Forester Clark.

(Nit**'* frtle,

Pictures Received.—It is a long while since

we have received so many really elegant photo-

graphs as during the past month, and the most

of them from long distances from our larger

eastern cities. Mr. I. W. Taber, of San Fran-

cisco, heads the list with some lovely pictures

of his baby daughter, dressed fancifully, in

varied positions, which are wondrous, sweet, and

pretty, and show master photographic work.

They are unequalled. "Utah's Best Crop," is

the title given by Mr. C. R. Savage, of Salt

Lake City, to a picture of about one hundred

babies on one sheet. It is very funny and en-

tertaining, and good. Mr. Frank G. Abell, of

Portland, Oregon, sends us some capital Cabinet

pictures, those of Judge Deady and Miss Rena

being the best. The whole workmanship is ex-

cellent. The same may be said of some fine

Cabinets from Mr. E. D. Ormsby, Oakland, Cal.,

who continually makes progress, and keeps

abreast the times. Mr. John Pitcher Spooner,

Stockton, Cal., is represented this month by a

sweet picture of a little girl, splendidly taken.

Mr. C. E. Orr, Sandwich, 111., sends us some

examples of the " Panel " style, which are very

creditable and good. Mr. J. E. Beebe, Chicago,

favors us with a picture of his bijou studio, from

which he sends forth such excellent pictures.

Some really fine cabinets have come to us from

Mr. George Moore, Seattle, Washington Ter-

ritory, which surely do him credit. His pictures

of children are specially fine. More of the same

sort come from Mr. W. H. Moore, Marion, Ohio.

This gentleman has reason to be very proud of

his work, for it shows that when he gets "fine

subjects" he is fully competent to treat them.

Messrs. F. Parker and C. Hasselman have

formed a co-partnership, at Los Angelos, Cal.,

and send us some excellent Cabinet pictures.

Both the manipulation and the retouching are

specially good, judgment and taste being ex-

ercised throughout. Our old, but quick friend,

Mr. A. Hesler, sends us some capital groups

and single pictures of children, made by his

ordinary process, which certainly cannot be ex-

celled by any lightning process. We congratulate

all these gentlemen on their ability to produce

such uniformly excellent work.

S. & M. Dresden Albumen Paper.—Mr. G.

Gennert, 38 Maiden Lane, New York, importer

of the excellent paper branded as above, desires

us fo say that this paper was the first Extra

Brilliant paper imported into this country, some

ten years ago, and that it has retained its supe-

riority over all other brands which have sprung

up since, which fact is substantiated by the in-

creasing demand for it. Mr. Gennert is the

importer of the paper, but it is for sale by all

stock-dealers.

"Lightning."— The "Lightning" managers

are somewhat chaffed at being the least bit op-

posed in their peregrinations, and some faint

and harmless thunder follows. It is not always

the case that " lightning " has everything its own,

way, and why should it now ? As heretofore

promised, we give our readers a copy of the

"Lightning Negative Process," furnished by

Lambert to his victims, for making flat and

underexposed pictures. Any smart photogra-

pher will see through the thing at once, and
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save his money. Why should a redeveloper and

intensifier and "continuator " be used for this

process if it works as quickly as he claims? Do
as our friend Hesler has done, and develop the

power which you already have in your own

every-day process. Mr. Hesler sends us a pic-

ture of a man on a broad grin, of which he says,

"the exposure was made in the shortest time I

could do it." Mr. Hesler has been privileged

to work the " Lightning " process also, and

although " the developer is as good as plain iron,

and the continuator looks like iron and acetic

acid, to which silver must be added to work it,

and the collodion looks to me very much like

potassium chloride, to which a little cyanide has

been added, and fused silver is used, I prefer

my own process."

Messrs. A. M. Collins, Son & Co., Philadel-

phia, have favored us with samples of a number

of pretty styles of the " Caterson " ferrotype

holders ; also of " Extra No. 1 " cardboard, gray

and white, which they furnish as large as 36 x 50

inches; likewise samples of their "minette"

card-mounts, together with an album showing

nearly two hundred copyright designs for im-

printing photograph cards by the lithographic

process. This latter is an elegant- work, and

shows an amazing amount of beauty and fer-

tility of design. Europe can no longer compete

with our friends here in the production of such

splendid goods.

Scovill Manufacturing Co., New York, have

favored us with a copy of the English edition

(they being the American publishers) of Dr. P.

E. Liesegang's Manual of the Carbon Process,

and its Use in Making Enlargements, etc. It

contains one hundred and forty-six pages, and is

embellished by a full sheet carbon picture. It

goes into all the details of the process fully, and

no one is more competent to do this than the

talented author of this work. He is an old

practitioner, and his instructive and lively style

makes his book very satisfying and plain. Those

who are interested in working the carbon process

will, of course, avail themselves of the opportu-

nity of possessing such a valuable instructor.

Price, $1.50, post-paid.

We have received a copy of the third edition

of Mons. A. Liebert's excellent treatise on Pho-

tography in America, too late for review this

month. It shall have attention in our next.

Obituary.—On the night of Thursday, May
23d, at the destructive fire on Market Street,

Hartford, Conn., three firemen were killed by the

sudden fall of a wall of the burning building.

Among the deceased we notice with regret the

name of Daniel S. Camp, an old friend and sub-

scriber.

As a photographer he stood among the first

rank ; and as an active member of society his

loss will be deeply felt, and his early death

sincerely mourned. His memory deserves the

highest honors, as that of a noble, self-sacrificing

man, who bravely laid down his life in his per-

fect devotion to his duty.

We have also received the news of the death

of Mr. Edward B. Bretz, a young photographer

of much promise. He died at the house of his

former employer, at Pottsville, Pa., aged 27.

The Tazewell Independent gives a very pleas-

ing testimonial to the skill and ability of their

townsman, Mr. T. B. Wilson, photographer, of

Washington, Tazewell County, 111. We con-

gratulate him.

The thirteenth exhibition of the Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanic Association, will open in

Boston, on Monday, September 2d, 1878.

Parties wishing to obtain space for exhibits,

should apply at once to the Secretary, Joseph

L. Bates, Esq., No 4 Beacon Street, Boston.

No fee is exacted for entries or space occupied.

Recently an album has been presented to the

State Library, by Mr. C. R. Roshon, Harrisburg,

Pa., containing three hundred Cabinet photo-

graphs of the Governor, heads of departments,

and members of the Legislature. Mr. Roshon

was honored by a special meeting of the mem-

bers of the Legislature and other public men,

on the occasion of the presentation of his album.

We have just received of Mr. Albert Levy,

of 77 University Place, New York, a four-page

circular, containing full particulars as to the use

of his emulsion and dry plates. He also describes

a number of other useful articles which he manu-

factures and has for sale.

Result of Reading the Literature of the

Profession.—Mr. F. W. Bartlett, of Galves-

ton, Texas, writes as follows :
" I have been a

regular subscriber to the Photographer, through

Blessing & Brother, for a number of years, and

I can say that the journal has saved me more

than $25.00 by pitching into this 'Lightning'

humbug. It has had the good effect of putting

me to my trumps, and I believe I can make nega-

tives in as quick time as any one; negatives of

grown people in two seconds, and babies as quick

as I can let the light on and off. All the pho-

tographers here say ' Lightning ' won't work."
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Wanted.—A strictly first-class operator as

partner in one of the leading galleries of New
England. To an operator who is an artistic

poser, and can prove himself master of the sky-

light and dark-room, a good opening is offered

to take the place of retiring partner. Address

"Partner," care of E. L. Wilson,
116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.

Eor Sale.—A photograph gallery located in

the town of Smyrna, Delaware. Population of

town and circuit, six thousand. Established

twenty years; must be sold at once, with or

without instruments, on very easy terms. Owner

in California. Apply or address

W. Gl. Holding,
P. 0. Box 83, Smyrna, Del.

Wanted.—A first-class photographer to take

charge of gallery from August 1st. Must be

well posted in all branches. Specimens of work

and photograph of self desired, the same to be

returned. Address, stating references,

Mrs. Weld,
Penn Yan, New York.

Gihon's
Photographic Oolorists' Guide.
Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

Wanted.—A first-class artist, who can work

in crayon, oil, or water colors, in my studio.

And an operator who would like to purchase one

half interest in my old gallery, 951 Wabash Av.,

competent to take full charge of that depart-

ment. Address C. D. Mosher,
125 State Street, Chicago, Ills.-

For Sale.—An old-established photograph

gallery, for $1200, cash ; everything complete.

Satisfactory reasons for selling. Also, only gal-

lery in a town of 5000 inhabitants in Kentucky,

for $350, cash. For particulars, address

R. J., care P. Smith & Co.,

56 West Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Richardson's Sensitized Paper is economi-

cal, because it saves time, trouble, and money,

and its printing qualities are unsurpassed. See

advertisement in Photographer for July and

August, 1876, Mosaics for 1878, or send for cir-

cular to C. F. Richardson,
Wakefield, Mass.

Wanted.—Some one that is not afraid of work,

that can do first-class retouching and print-

ing. No other need apply. Address

E. L Eaton, Omaha, Neb.

To Photographers.—We make Patent Can-

vas Portraits, size 8x10, for $2.00. The best

Oil Portraits in the United States for the mo-

ney. If you don't believe it send us an order.

Every portrait warranted.
For circulars, address with stamp,

Winsor & Whipple, Artists,

Olean, New York.

EMULSION PHOTOGRAPHIQUE FRANGAISE
Albert Levy, 77 University Place,

Sole Proprietor.

New York, June 14th, 1878.

Having been trying for the past two or three

years to find Dry Plates which were sensitive

and reliable, I am well pleased to be able at the

present time to get any of my amateur photo-

graphic friends out of the fog, and show them

the means of obtaining Dry Plates which work

well and reliable in all places and weather, and

require no art or cleverness to produce good, clear

negatives, vigorous and brilliant prints.

I purchased of Mr. Albert Levy one dozen of

his Dry Plates on trial, and the result so far ex-

ceeded my expectations that I really began to

think that I was a photographer, forgetting it

was the plates and not the man. I have long

ago discontinued using bath plates, and all other

plates or emulsion except his, and have invari-

ably found them to work the same.

Yours, etc., H. W. Wickham,
384 and 386 Broadway, N. Y.

HALL'S TRANSPARENT FERRO. VARNISH-BEST IN MARKET.
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$900, part cash, will buy one of the well-

known, best paying, and best located galleries

in Chicago; having six rooms besides the gallery,

all for $40 a month. With or without the instru-

ments. Address J. W. Denslow,
184 E. Madison Street, Chicago, Ills.

Waymouth's Vignette Papers.

Wanted.—An operator who thoroughly under-

stands making first-class negatives, artistic light-

ing and posing, and retouch if required. Send

samples of work and photograph of self, to be

returned. Address T. H. Higgins,
Wheeling, W. Va.

For Sale.—One 14x17 Globe View Lens,

cost $135. Also, one View Box, folding bed, two

fronts; plateholder, 14x14, with reversible kits

to 4-4 size. Box and Lens warranted in good

order. Price, $70, cash.

C. E. Myers, Mohawk, N. T.

Operator Wanted.—One who thoroughly un-

derstands making first-class negatives, artistic

posing, and retouch negatives if required. None
but strictly first-class need apply. Address

'

H. D. A., care of E. L. Wilson,
116 N. Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

Photographic View Wagon for Sale.— A
large one, in good order. Will be delivered free

to any depot in the city. Price low.

Centennial Photographic Co.,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.

Zentmater Stereoscopic Lenses for Sale.

—A pair of 2£ inch focus, good as new, will be

sold for $25. Address

Z2£, care Philadelphia Photographer,
116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.

CHEAP! CHEAP!!
A SUPERB MICROSCOPE

and Outfit For Sale !

One Zentmayer's Elegant " Grand Ameri-

can Binocular," fitted with objectives l-10th to

2 inches, all of Zentmayer's accessories, ease of

mounting material and instruments ; two cabi-

nets of assorted foreign and American objects;

Moller's Diatom Test-plate, etc., embracing a per-

fect outfit for a student orprofessional Microscop-

ist. Cost over $800. Address

W. J. Land, P. 0. Box 305, Atlanta, Ga.

A. LAMOR, EDW. LAMOR,
ARTISTS.

Photographs finished in Water Colors, Crayon,
or India Ink, in the highest style of the art.

PORTRAITS IN OIL A SPECIALTY.
Negatives finely retouched.

738 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE WONDERFUL, EURYSCOPE.
Cleveland, Ohio, March 13th, 1878.

Benj. French & Co.:

Dear Sirs.—Pardon me for saying I spleened

against the term "wonderful" in connection with

the Euryscope, as a sensational description.

After having used this instrument for various

purposes, both indoor and out, I am bound to

admit that wonderful is the right word.

Intelligent photographers will not be without

so powerful an instrument, particularly when

sold at such low prices.

Yours truly, J. F. Ryder.

Boston, May 7th, 1878.

Benj. French & Co.

:

Dear Sirs.—After a thorough and every way

satisfactory test of No. 3 Euryscope purchased

of you a few weeks since, it is with pleasure that

we accord it out hearty commendation ; its re-

markable light and great breadth of field, renders

it especially desirable for groups, etc. We there-

fore beg to congratulate you on the entire success

accompanying the introduction of this valuable

adjunct to photography.

Yours truly, Notman & Campbell.

GOLD.
Great chance to make money.

If you can't get gold you can get

greenbacks. We need a person

in every town to take subscriptions for the largest,

cheapest and best illustrated family publication

in the world. Any one can become a successful

agent.. The most elegant works of art given free

to subscribers. The price is so low that almost

everybody subscribes. One agent reports making

over $150 in a week. A lady agent reports taking

over 400 subscribers in ten days. All who engage

make money fast. You can devote all your time

to the business, or only your spare time. You

need not be away from home over night. You

can do it as well as others. Full particulars, di-

rections and terms free. Elegant and expensive

outfit free. If you want profitable work send

us your address at once. It costs nothing to try

the business. No one who engages fails to make

great pay. Address " The People's Journal,"

Portland, Maine.

Hance's Photographic Special-

ties. See Advertisement.

Burrel's Chart and Hints to Patrons.—
Your gallery is not complete without them. For

particulars, see advertisement in January, Feb-

ruary, and March, 1876, issues of this journal.

Price, $1.25, unmounted, by mail, or by express,

mounted. i

TRY HALL'S TRANSPARENT VARNISH FOR FERROTYPES.
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SITUATIONS WANTED.
No charge/or advertisements under this head; limited

tofour lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.

As operator or retoucher ; several years' ex-
experience; best references given. Fully posted
in every branch of photography. Address
Drawer 29, Brantford, Ontario.

As India-ink artist. Address G. H. Bupp,
Atwater, Ohio.

I was unfortunate enough to accept a situation

which does not suit, and must make a change
soon. Refer to April Photographer. Please ad-
dress for full particulars, Garvey Donaldson,
Knoxville, Tenn.

By a young man, twenty years of age, and
having four years' experience in the business, a
situation as general assistant; best of reference
given. Address Assistant, care of J. E. Mc-
Nulty, over 45 E. Main Street, Rochester, N. Y.

By a young photographer, a position as opera-
tor or printer, or would run a gallery on shares.

Address W. H. Rishel, 164 Central Avenue, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

By a first-class operator and printer, or will

take charge of some good gallery for a percent-
age. Plenty of reference given. Address F. L.
Nicholson, Honey Grove, Fannin Co., Texas.

As negative retoucher, printer, and toner, by
a married man ; can operate ; three years' expe-
rience with last employer. Address Retoucher,
1149 Milwaukee Avenue, Chicago, Ills.

A first-class artist in India-ink, negatives,

water colors, and crayon, wants a permanent
situation in this city or elsewhere. Address Jos.

Hammely, Artist, care M. Hacker, 304 Fifth St.,

near Second Avenue, New York.

By a first-class retoucher, in a small but good
gallery, where he also has to assist at operating.

Will send samples and best of references as to

character and ability. Speaks English and Ger-
man. Address Retoucher, 607 Sixth Street, N.
W., Washington, D. C.

In a good gallery, as assistant generally ; re-

touching, printing and toning, a specialty. Ad-
dress A. D. Tuttle, Lebanon, Warren Co., Ohio.

As assistant operator, printer, and toner; good
references. Address D. T. Hickey, Springfield,

Mass.

PATENTED.

Feb. 24, 1857,

July 10, 1866,

Feb. 23, 1871,

May 26, 1874,

Aug. 4, 1874,

Sep. 18, 1877.

IMPROVED SOLAR CAMERAS.
D. A. WOODWARD, Maryland Institute, Baltimore, Maryland.

All persons are warned not to infringe the Letters Patents. SEND FOR PRICE LIST

JAMBS L. PERRIGO, a*.,

(Successor to Fairbank, Murphy & Co.)

No. 81 N. HOWARD STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.
MANUFACTURER OE

BEVEL MATTS AND PASSEPARTOUTS.
DISPLAY MATTS A SPECIALTY.

VELVET, ENGLISH, AND PEBBLE MATTS.
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THAYKEfS
(HICK NEGATIVE PROCESS.

It is not pretended that this is a

Lightning Process,
But we do claim that it will work in less time than any process

hitherto introduced.

No process yet known will work positively instantaneous on in-

door work, an appreciable time must (for such work) be given for the

light to act upon the plate. We claim also that the

BATH, COLLODIONand DEVELOPER,
that we offer, will, if used according to directions, produce better neg-

atives in shorter exposures than any other in the market, no matter
how loud-sounding their names.

Although we have been to great expense in procuring the Formu-
las for preparing these Quick-working materials, we offer them (the

materials) at reasonable prices, for the benefit of the Art generally.

Every article is carefully and thoroughly tested before it is sent out

and all made to work so as to produce the finest results in the qvickest

possible time.

NO LICENSE REQUIRED.
Photographers everywhere are asked to give these Chemicals a

trial and be satisfied that they are all that we claim them to be.

PBICBS.
COLLODION, per half pound, $ 1 00

DEVELOPER, Quadruple strength, per half gallon, - 50

CONTINUATOR, " " per pint, .50
SILVER BATH, ready for use, guaranteed 40 grs. strong, per quart, 4.00

Boxing, unless ordered with other goods, - - 25

HggTTull directions accompany each article.

Manufactured and for sale only by

N. C. THAYER & CO.,
250 & 252 Wabash Ave. CHICAGO.

THAYER'S QUICK-NEGATIVE PROCESS.
Evanston, III., May 24, 187S.

N. C. Thayer & Co.

Gents: I have given your materials for "rapid negative work" a very thorough, practical,
and competitive trial, and find it to work as quick as the quickest I have ever tried, and gives
by far the best results of any I have ever used. • Respectfully,

A. Hesler.
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READ
WHAT LEADING PHOTOGRAPHERS SAY

THAYER'S RAPID PROCESS.
N~. C. THAYER &* CO. No. 339 West Madison St., Chicago, June 4, 1878.

Having made many cornparative tests between your Quick Process and mine at its

best, which is very rapid, I must admit that yours is much the quickest, and the results

as good as the best. The harmony of the solutions is perfect. I consider it a valu-

able, or rather, an invaluable process. Yours, etc.

,

D. H. CROSS.

N. C. THA YER &> CO. Chicago, June 4, 1878.

Dear Sir : Having given your materialfor ' Rapid Negative Work '

' a thorough

trial, comparing it with my own process, which I flattered myself could not be

improved upon, it gives me pleasure to say that it is much quicker than mine, and the

results are all that could be desired by the bestphotographer in the world.

Respectfully, J. K. STEVENS,
85 & 87 East Madison Street.

N. C. THA YER & CO. Eavanston, May 24, 1878.

Gents: 1 have given your materialfor " Rapid Negative Work" a very thorough,

practical, and competitive trial, andfind it to work as quick as the quickest I have

ever tried, and gives byfar the best results of any preparation I have ever used.

Respectfully, A. HESLER.

N. C. THAYER &> CO. Centralia, III., June 17, 1878.

Dear Sirs : The Rapid Bath, etc. , arrived all right, and to-day I made groups

in aboutfour seconds, atfour o"
1

clock, P. M. Imade some splendid negatives of babies

in less than two seconds. Everythi?ig works like a charm. It appears to me that I
can almost make a negative of a child instantaneous. I worked Lambert' s {or tried

to) for almost two months, a?id after making a new bath I never got a negative in less

than six seconds, and poor at that. So far as, my experience goes with the two

processes—yours and Lamberf s—yours beats it two to one, both in time and quality

of negative. Very respectfully yours,

frank Mcknight.
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J. C. SOMERVILLE
No. 17 South Fifth Street.

OUTFITS J± SI*:E30I-A.:il.TY!

THE BEST GOODS AT THE VEEY LOWEST PEIOES TOE CASH.

SomerviUe's Extra Negative Collodion. Tilford's Collodion.

Somerville's Extra Ferrotype Collodion. P. & W. Chemicals.

SomerviUe's New Diamond Varnish. Frames and Matts of

Somerville's Retouching Varnish. every Description.

PHOTO-CHROME OUTFITS COMPLETE, $2.50.

Convex Glass, Cotton and Silk Velvet Passepartouts, and all goods for the Photo-Chrome Picture kept

in stock and sold at the lowest market prices.

Seventeen years' experience. Cash prices and prompt shipment. New packing boxes of the right

size at cost. Send a trial order. ^SS" Send for new Illustrated Price List and Budget for 1878.

1878. SPRING DESIGNS 1878.

NEW BACKGROUNDS and ACCESSORIES
PLEASANT WAY HOME. BEEBE GARDEN.

GOLDEN PETALS. WOODLAWN. BEEBE INTERIOR.

Get RUSTIC BRIDGE for use with Shaded Stream Background.

ROUND END BALUSTRADE, etc., etc.

Tree, Window, Door, and Cabinet Slips in great variety.

Special and Proprietary Designs to order.

Sample Photos, (to be returned and not for copying) on application. Enclose stamp.

THE P. P. PRIZE MEDAL PICTURES, by Mr. ELTON,
Were made with Backgrounds designed and painted by the subscriber expressly

for the occasion.

PRICES based on quality and elaboration of designs.-

Address LAFAYETTE W. SEAVEY,
Lafayette Place, New York.
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THE

PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS'— GUIDE.^
By JOHN L. GIHON,

OJSTE OF THE MOST TALENTED AND ABLE ARTISTS IN THE PROFESSION.

Y!
PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORING.—The growing demand for a fresh work on

photographic coloring, one that contains full instructions on all the new and improved

methods—for like photography itself, photo, coloring has improved and progressed—has led

to the publication of the above.

ITS CONTENTS ARE
Preface.

Chap. I. On India-Ink "Work.
II. The Principles to be con-

sidered in the Applica-
tion of Colors.

III. The Materials used in Fin-
ishing Photographs with
"Water Colors.

IV. "Water-color Painting as
applied to Photographs.

Chap.V. Relative totheUse ofPaints
that are Mixed -with Oil.

VI. Coloring with Pastels.

VII. The Production of Ivory-
types.

VIII. The Crystal Ivorytype.
IX. Crayon "Work.
X. Negative Retouching.
XI. About Matters so far For-

gotten.

XII. Rudimentary Perspective.

The last chapter is on a subject entirely new and fresh, and is finely illustrated.

The whole will make the most interesting and valuable photographic work that has been

issued for several years.

Mailed on receipt of price, $1.50 per copy.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

116 NORTH SEVENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA.
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ARTISTIC
PHOTOGRAPHY,

AND

HOW TO ATTAIN IT.

By LYMAN C. BIGELOW.

$6.00 PRICE $5.00

Mr. Bigelows last work is undoubtedly his very best. It is intended in the short

way to teach photographers how to become artists in all branches of photography,

and how to improve the artistic qualities of their productions. Any photographer

who reads it and follows its directions, teachings, and formulae must make better

work.

EXAMINE THE CONTENTS

!

READING MATTEE.

I. Introductory.

II. Artistic Light.

III. Balance of Lines.

IV. Chiaro-oscuro.

V. Backgrounds and Accessories.

VI. Composition, Rules and Maxims.

VII. The Studio.

VIII. Formulce well proved and used by the

author in producing the work em-

ployed to illustrate this book.

IX. Printing and toning formula.

PHOTO. ILLUSTRATIONS.

1. Cloud Portrait.

2. Cabinet Medallion of a lady.

3. Cabinet, plain—boy on a velocipede.

4. Promenade, lady (interior).

5. Promenade, lady (moonlight).

6. Cabinet, gentleman (bust).

7. Cabinet, lady (f length).

8. Cabinet, lady (bust).

9. Cabinet, lady (§ length).

10. Promenade, group.

11. Promenade, group.

12. Promenade, seaside.

Together with a plan of Mr. Bigelow's Skylight.

B@°° A fine lot of studies and capital instructions for producing them.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher,

116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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SCOVILlT
Manufacturing Company,

419 & 421 BROOME STREET,

|jtop ^mk
MERCHANTS IN

ALL ARTICLES PHOTOaRAPHIC
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.

PROPRIETORS OF THE WORKS OF

THEAMERICAN OPTICAL CO. NEW YORK,

S. PECK & CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.
SCOVILL MANUF'G CO.,WATERBURY, CONN.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

MORRISON'S VIEW LENSES,

"PEERLESS" PORTRAIT LENSES,

ENGLISH PORCELAIN WARE,

FRENCH AND ENGLISH GLASS,

ALBUMENIZED PAPER-ALL MAKES,

HANCE'S "PHOTO. SPECIALTIES,"

CENTENNIAL PHOTO. CO.'S VIEWS,

GRAPHOSCOPES, STEREOSCOPES, &c.

The Greatest Stoci in tie World ! Dealers Eyerywhere Supplied Lot!

419-—BROOME 421

SCOVILL MANUFC CO., NEW YORK.
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NEW AND IMPROVED

Engraving Process.

W
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63DuaneStJNevM^J
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RELIEF PLATES
1 in hard Type Metal

FOR-

5
«!$:

for

MUCH CHEAPER
Illustration.

THAN WOODCUTS

H

U

W—

i

PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR WOOD CUTS.
STATE WHEEE YOU SAW THIS.

Emulsion Photographique

Francaise.
Unequalled for rapidity, (fully equal to the bath plate)—Intensity to any degree on simple

development without silver or other intensifier, and absolutely permanent and without
change.

ALBERT LEVY, SOLE PROPRIETOR,

77 UNIVERSITY PLACE, NY.

PRESERVATIVE for dry plates, (more rapid than wet) also Prepared Dry Plates ready for

use and Photographic Chemicals at lowest market prices always on hand.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

N. B.—All Dry Plates made with my Emulsion bear my signature.

BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,
No. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.

\
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Special Inducements to Photographers to Canvass
during the Summer.

THE CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.

BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

UNRIVALLED STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS
OF

Statuary, Fancy Groups,

Interiors, Works of Art,

Exteriors, Machinery, etc.

Making the most unrivalled collection everpublished, have been

REDUCED TO $2.00 PER DOZEN.
Thefollowing sizes are also made :

Card, Cabinet, 5x8, 8x10, 13x16, and 17x21.

Liberal Discount to the Trade. Catalogues supplied on receipt

of a three cent stamp. Every Photographer Can Sell Them.

ALSO,

Magic Lantern Slides
Over 500 subjects of greater interest than any other class in this line

FOR SALE BY THE

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

EDWAED L. WILSON, Prop'r. City Office, 116 North Seventh St.

Dealers Supplied at the Best Rates,
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"A Delightful Book of Travels." Has a Wonderful Sale.

WILSON'S
J fontern Journeys.

By EDWARD L. WILSON,
Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer."

fourth edition!—Now Ready!— FOURTH EDITION!

Parties about to select slides will find this work an excellent helper, for it enables

one to know all about what he is ordering before he orders.

The contents are divided into eight "Journeys," each one including a visit to

ioo places, making 800 places in all, as follows :

JOURNEY A.
Havre, Rouen,
Paris, Fontainbleau,
Versailles, Switzerland.

JOURNEY B.

Compiegne, Vienna,
Brussels, The Vienna Ex-
Aix la Chapelle, position,

Cologne, The Semmering
Up the Rhine, Pass,

Potsdam, Saxony,
Berlin, Munich,
Dresden, Southwest Germany.

JOURNEY C
Italy, Rome,
Lake Maggiore, Naples,
Lake Oomo, Pompeii,
Milan, The Ascent of
Verona, Vesuvius,
Venice, . Puteoli,

Florence, Italian Art Galleries.

Pisa,

Holland,
Denmark,
Norway,

Egypt,
Palestine,

Syria,

JOURNEY D.

Sweden,
Russia,
Spain.

JOURNEY E.

Turkey,
Greece,
India.

JOURNEY F.

England, Scotland, and the U. S. of
America.

JOURNEY G.

The Centennial Exhibition at
Philadelphia.

JOURNEY H.

The Centennial Exhibition at
Philadelphia.

It has been carefully prepared, and will be found amusing, very entertaining
and instructive.

It contains 277 pages. Cloth bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

EDW. L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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Charles Cooper& Co.
191 WORTH ST., NEW YORK,

OFFER AT WHOLESALE

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS, strictly pure and
of full weight.

CROSS-SWORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,
Single and Extra Brilliant.

EVAPORATING DISHES.

GERMAN SOLID GLASS BATHS.

PORTRAIT LENSES—C. F. Usener's Celebrated.

The largest and most reliable house for Refining Waste and Residues.

The Universal

This Press will cameo all sizes, from cards to cabinets, and is sold lower than any other that will do
the same work. It has been greatly improved and made very complete in all its parts.
We furnish .a card, victoria and cabinet size.

PRICE, $20.00.
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BY

WILSON, HOOD & CO. ,825 Arch Street, Philadelphia.
_.£??* CAUTION.—Photographers are cautioned against buying other presses that may use an elastic

embossing substance, as they are an infringement on the above. R. J. Chute, Patentee.
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^OSAICs
1878NOW READY. NOW READY.

As reguiar as the old year goes out, photographers all over the world look for

the issue of that unrivalled annual,

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS.
Edited by EDWAED L. WILSON, Editor of the "Philadelphia Photographer," etc.

In the Thirteenth Issue, now ready for purchasers, it is believed that more
real gems are contained than in any former volume ; so that as a book of refer-

ence, as a guide, a friend, a helper in photographic practice, it is invaluable and
you cannot afford to do without its assistance. Read the

CONTENTS.
Last Year.
The Language of Art. E. K. Hough.
Besetting Troubles. C. A. Zimmerman.
How to make Gold. I. B. Webster.
To the Struggling Ones. A. N. Hardy.
Developing Solutions. E. M. Estabrooke.
Something more about the Negative Bath. F. M.

Spencer.
Negative Varnishes and Retouching Surfaces. J.

Babies. W. C. Tuttle. [G. Vail.

Admitted to the Bar. J. Pitcher Spooner.
Negative Retouching. H. B. Hillyer.

If You do Not. J. H. Reuvers.
Dark-room Experience. W. B. Critchfield.

Art in Photography. M. H. Albee.

Mosaics. E. T. Whitney.
Another Difficulty Conquered. J. S. Hovey.
Items from Actual Experience. Garvey Donald-
Darkness vs. Light. Forester Clark. [son.

How to Photograph the Arteries and Veins of
any Viscus in the Body in its natural con-
dition and position. Prof. J. Towler, M. D.

Photographing Interiors. Homo.
Forgotten Friends. George W. Wallace.
A Simple and Reliable Dry Process. C. F. Rich-
Photographic Preserves. Old Argentum. [ardson.

Photographic Albums. John L. Gihon.
Old Things in New Dresses. Young Chloride.

Backgrounds. C. Alfred Garrett.

A Rod in Pickle. Obscuro. [French.
A Few Things Learned By Experience. C. M.
A Rattler. Jonas F. Brown. [B. Clench.

Do not get your Customers into Bad Habits. F.

How to restore Exposed Plates. W. H. Sherman.

Collocin as a Restrainer. John Carbutt.

Burnishing of Photo. Prints. Wm. W. Seeler.

Fraternity. A. W. Kimball.
The necessity of Art Culture. W. J. Baker.
Copying and Enlarging. Pyro.
Fog vs. Sunshine. R. R. Thompson.
Old Grannyisms. Frank F. Currier.

A new use for Petroleum. Frank Robbins.
Overiodizing. George Sperry.
Photographic Operators. C. T. Stuart.

An Improved Washing-Tank. F. A. Wenderoth.
More about Prices. Robert J. Chute.

Trimming and Mounting. Irving Saunders.

Odds and Ends. E. P. Libby.
How to keep a Burnisher in Order. W. F. Stinson.

Backgrounds : A Review. Lafayette W. Seavey.

Light and Chemicals. James 0. Merrill.

Photographic Grouping. W. D. Gatchel.

Dodge Hash. F. C. Phillips.

Useful Chips That Pay to Use. A. Hesler.

The Fading of Albumen Prints. J. R. Clemons.

On the Production of Reverse Negatives. Alfred

Pumphrey.
Simple Way to work a Neutral Bath. R. Benecke.
Important Trifles. E. Z. Webster.
Photographing Groups of Persons of Different

Complexions. F. N. Blake.

How to do a Successful Business In Dull Times.

L. W. Crawford.
The Photography of the Future. An Unfading

Photographer.
Dirt. H. R. Farr.

Excellent Methods of Lichtdruck. J. Lemling.

Many Mites From Many Minds. E. L. Wilson.

The whole includes 144 pages.

Cloth bound, $1.00 per copy; paper cover, 50 cents.

"WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD."

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher, 116 North Seventh St,, Philadelphia.
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GIHON'S

CUT-OUTS
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean cut, most
desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured Specially for the purpose.

Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides, .-ssorted for five differently

sized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICE $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order promptly, by
addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

J
^#**No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and

sizes. Ask your stock-dealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelopes with

instruction circular included.

PROMENADE SIZE JVOW BEADY/ so
J?Sri5r

ASi^T

GIHON'S

OPAQUE.
IS DESIGNED FOR

COMPLETELY OBSCURING THE IMPERFECT BACKGROUNDS OF COPIES,
RETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,
COATING THE INSIDE OF LENSES OR CAMERA BOXES,

BACKING SOLAR NEGATIVES,
COVERING VIGNETTING BOARDS,

AND FOR ANSWERING

ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE
PRODUCTION OF ARTISTIC RESULTS IN PRINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAQUE.
It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 CENTS.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Address all orders to

Scovill Manufacturing Co.,

Or, JOHN L. GIH0N, Inventor, NEW YORK.
116 N Seventh St., Philadelphia, Pa
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GENNEi*^

38 Maiden Lane, New York
IMPORTER OP THE CELEBRATED

S. &.M. DRESDEN

Albumen Papers
SINGLE OR EXTRA BRILLIANT.

This paper has been imported by me to the great satis-

faction of photographers for the last eight years, and has
not been surpassed by the many different brands sprung
up since.

' ALSO,

Hyposulphite of Soda,
Sulphate of Iron,

Solid German Glass Baths,
Saxe Evaporating Dishes,

French Filter Paper,
Porcelain Trays.

Ferrotype Plates.

I ALSO IMPORT EXTRA BRILLIANT

CROSS-SWORD PAPER.
For sale by all Stock-Dealers in the United States and Canada.
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Studies in Artistic Printing.
By G. W. HEARN, author of the "Practical Printer."

Owing to the very nattering reception which attended the Author's former work, "The

Practical Printer," he has, with more extended experience, ventured upon a second work,

in which he has seen fit to more thoroughly combine " Studies in Printing," by way of

further illustrating the matter of which he would write. For the better fulfillment of

this design, negatives have been made especially for this purpose by Messrs.

Ttocher, Bigelow, Kent, Lamson, Draper & Husted, and Baker, in their usual

superior style, being pronounced by all who have seen them as ranking among the very

best that these well-known artists in photography have ever produced.

As in a former work, the varied formulae and processes of manipulation were discussed

in detail, it has been thought advisable that in this the subject should be treated with more

conciseness. Those parties who have this former work of the Author will find this to be of

intrinsic value, owing to its being embellished with

SIX FINE CABINET AND PROMENADE PORTRAIT STDDES.

AMONG OTHER THINGS, IT CONTAINS
Suggestions on the Choice of Albumen Paper.

All the Best Silvering Baths, and Methods of

Treating the same.

New Views on the Relation of the Silver Bath to

the Time of Floating.

The Different Effects Caused by the Time of

Floating.

How to Tell when Paper is Floated too Long or

too Short a Time.

Table for Time of Floating Paper under all Cir-

cumstances.

The Importance of Care in Printing in Varied

Ways.

The Important Relation Printing from the Nega-

tive Bears to the Toning Bath.

Fast Printing.

Dialogue between "Joe" and a Friend.

The Way to Success in Toning Lies in Print-

The Different Effects Caused in Printing

Preparation of the Silver Bath.

by tb«

The Relation of the Silver Bath to the Printing

from the Negative, and from this to the Toning

Bath.

Acetate of Silver.

Success or Failure in Toning, Caused by the

Strength, Purity, and Alkalinity of the Silver

Bath.

Harmony, its Importance in Photography.

Why its Neglect Causes such Disastrous Results.

The Beautiful in Toning, and How to Obtain it.

A Few Hints About Managing Toning Baths,

Formulas for Printing " Our Studies," as Given

under Respective Headings.

Impurities of Toning Baths.

How it Affects the Toning, and How to Remedy
such Baths.

Fixing and Washing.

Brilliancy of the Finished Picture Attained by

the Final Washing.

Various and Valuable Hints about Finishing the

Photographs, etc., etc.

Mailed to any address on receipt of price, $3.50, by any stock-dealer,

or by

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.
4

ASK TO SEE LT.
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THE

Photographer to his Patrons
ISSUED IN ENGLISH, GERMAN AND SPANISH.

REDUCTION IN PRICE!
'THIS, little leaflet

* has become so

popular as an adverti-

sing medium for

photographers, and a

means of communica-

ting to their custom-

ers such information

as they are asked to

communicate by word

of mouth every day,

that we are induced

•to try to make it still

more popular, and

available to more of

our patrons by a great

Reduction in Price.

The present low

price of paper and

labor has enabled us

to do this, and here-

after we will supply

this little work or

I)

"Something New

Its companion leaf-

let (which is also a

splendid advertising

medium), at the rate

of

$15 PER 1000.

At this reduction

we cannot supply lots

of less than 1000,

though we will supply

large and small quan-

tities at the following

rates

:

500 copies $9.00

1000 " 15.00

2000 " 27.50

3000 " 36.00

5000 " 50.00

OVER ONE MILLION HAVE BEEN SOLD!

Parties ordering may have the annexed cut upon their cover, or a choice of several other

fancy cuts which we have ; the above is the newest.

We charge nothing extra for matter npon covers, and photographers may solicit advertisements

enough from their citizens to pay the cost of the whole thing, if they are enterprising.

SAMPLES SENT TO ANY "WHO MAT DESIRE IT.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, 116 North 7th St, fliMfljMa.

J^" All persons are cautioned against copying these works as they are copyrighted property and

we are determined to protect those who purchased them in their use. Information concerning pillages

will be thankfully received.
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Straight Out.
A NEW INVENTION!

ROBINSON'S
STRAIGHT-CUT

Photograph
Trimmer.

w
So great has been the success of

Prof. Robinson's "Trimmer" for

Oval and Arch-top Pictures, that he

has been impelled to produce one for

STRAIGHT LINES.

The accompanying cut shows the shape of the tool and the

manner of using it.

The disc or wheel is about one inch in diameter, so that a thin

or thick glass form may be used with it.

Photographers may now altogether Ignore the Knife.

TMs admirable Trimmer is always sharp and ever ready,

Once accustomed to it you will never again use tie Me.

Give it a Trial. Price, $1.25.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturers' Agent.

For sale by all Dealers. 116 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.

USE THE STRAIGHT CUT!
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Only 30 Cents
FOR A BOOK CONTAINING A COMPLETE

Practical Process of Photography

!

There were left unsold a number of copies of the

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC DIARY
Which are now offered— to close them out— at the above low price.

The book sold last year for Seventy-five Cents.

The author has given the processes which his own experience and that of others have proved to be
the best, and the whole being in a concise form is particularly adapted to the use of beginners. The
work also contains a great many hints and suggestions which are useful to all.

Besides the Photographic Instruction and Rates of Postage, Notable Events in the History of Pho-
tography, Descriptions of the Principal Centennial Buildings, and a beautiful, colored Map of the City

of Philadelphia, are included. The whole handsomely bound in cloth, and now offered at the low
price of 30 cents.

SEND IN YOUR ORDERS EARLY TO

ROBERT J. CHUTE,
Care EDW. L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPING,

BY A PRACTICAL FERROTYPER.

6th Thousand, NOW READY.—Paper Cover, 75 cents.

The rapid sale of several thousands of this work, and a continued demand, induces us to republish it.

We guarantee it to be the best of its class published. All should have it.

THE BOOK IS ENTIRELY GIVEN UP TO PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION,
Not only of value to the Ferrotyper, but to the Photographer as well.

Please Examine the Contents:

Introduction,

The Advantages of the
Ferrotype,

The Manipulations,
The Nitrate Bath,
The Collodion,

The Developer,
The Fixing Solution,

Other Manipulations

—

Pinholes,

Strengthening,

Tinting and Coloring,

"Varnishing,

Drying- and Dryers,
Finishing the Work,
Ferrotype Envelopes,

Ferrotype Supports,
Ferrotype Plates,

The Apparatus,
The Skylight and the

Dark-Room,
Vignettes and Medal-

lions.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, Philadelphia.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.
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BENJ. FRENCH & CO.

No. 319 Washington Street,

mtmu
SOLE AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE CELEBRATED LENSES

MANUFACTURED BY

VOIGTLANDBR & SON.
ALSO, THE WONDERFUL

EURYSCOPE
A NEW OBJECTIVE OF GREAT ILLUMINATING POWER FOR ALL KINDS OF OUTDOOR

WORK. FOR GROUPS AND OTHER WORK IN THE STUDIO, IT WILL BE

FOUND SUPERIOR TO THE PORTRAIT LENS.

EOR VMP| f , Q£y F0R

portraits. <mMmm£tiU$0 VIEWS.

CAMERA BOXES
OF SUPERIOR QUALITY AND AT VERY LOW PRICES.

Albumen Paper—all kinds, Velvet Passepartouts,

Card Stock, Chemicals,

French and English Glass, Stereoscopes,

B. P. C. Glass, Frames.

$ agk ^mUxn $Mt$.

PRICE LISTS SENT ON APPLICATION.
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A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Photographic Card Stock,

No. 18 South Sixth St.,

)

* nw ND

, a. PHILADELPHIA.
No. 9 Decatur St., J

Plain, White, and Tinted Cards.

White and Tinted Cards, Plain and Enameled, with Oval and Square lines,

and with Ornamented Borders.

Cards with Designs in Gilt, and India Tint and Gilt, Square and Oval

Openings, for Cabinet and Promenade size to 14x17 Photographs.

White Cards with Plain India Tint, for 4-4, 8x10, and 11x14 Photographs.

White and Buff Cards, with Oval and Square Openings for Groups of 3 to 8.

White, Tinted, Black, or Chocolate Paper Mats, with Oval, Arch-Top,

and Square Openings.

Ferrotype Mats, Bon-Ton Cards, Fitzgibbon's Patent Adhesive
Ferrotype Mounts, Philadelphia Carte Envelopes, Von Seutter
Ferrotype Mats and Envelopes.

Stereoscope Mounts, Minnette Cards, Carte de Visite, Victoria,

and Cabinet Mounts, Plain and" Enameled, White and Tinted, Square

and Round-Corner, Gilt and Tinted Lines, Gilt and Tinted Borders.

Caterson's Improved Ferrotype Holders.

Thin Beveled Edge Card and Cabinet Mounts, White and Tinted

Cards, Gilt and Tinted Edges.

Thick Gilt, Beveled Edge, Glace Cards, from Card size to 12x15^,
Black and Rose Tint.

Glace Card Boxes. "The Easel" Glace Card Box.

Promenade, Imperial, and Boudoir Mounts, White and Tinted Cards,

Plain, and with Gilt Borders, and with Gilt or Tinted Beveled Edges.

Card, Victoria, Cabinet, Promenade, Stereoscope, Boudoir, and
Imperial Mounts, furnished with Gilded Edges, and with name and ad-

dress printed by lithography or letter-press.

Slee Bros. Patent Prepared Cards.

PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.
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JAMES F.MAGEE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

PURE

T^hotographicf^hemicals

No. 108 NORTH FIFTH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

STOCK-DEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED.

The Zentmayer Lens,
FOR VIEWS AND COPYING.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently the following qualities

:

Width of visual angle, ranging from 8o° to 90 ; depth of focus ; extreme
sharpness over the whole field ; true perspective ; freedom from all distortion in

copying; portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops

of the different combinations for which they are designed. The larger ones are

provided with an internal shutter for making and storing the exposure.

No. l, 2J inch focus,

H
3, 5£
4, 8

5, 12

6, 18

3x3 plate, $20 00

4 x 5 " 25 00

6h x 8£ " 30 00

10 x 12 " 42 00

14 x 17 " 60 00

20 x 24 " 90 00

No. 1 and No. 2 combined,
« 2 " "3
" 3 " "4
" 4 " "5
a 5 u « 6
"

1, 2 and 3,
"

3, 4 and 5,

$33 00

40 00

55 00

75 00

110 00

48 00

88 00

No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.
No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in

matched pairs. No. 1 and No. 2 single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a
pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2^ to 18 inches. $173.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,
147 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.
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Dealers
5

Directory.

The following houses are to be recommended as

the bestfor photographers in their localities.

GUSTAVUS BODE,

S. T. BLESSING, .

BLESSING & BROTHER,

A. H. BALDWIN, .

OSCAR FOSS, .

P. SMITH & CO., .

F. S. CROWELL,

ZIMMERMAN BROS.,

J. C. SOMERVILLE, .

H. GEORGE,

HOWE & BEECHER, .

F. HENDRICKS,

GATCHELL & HYATT,

LONG & SMITH, .

GEORGE W. ROBINSON,

C. W. STEVENS, .

D. J. RYAN,

D. TUCKER & CO.,

J. W. WILLARD,

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

New Orleans, La.

Galveston, Texas,

i Chambers St., N.Y.

San Francisco, Cal.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mt. Vernon, O.

St. Paul, Minn.

St. Louis, Mo.

Indianapolis, Irid.

Columbus, O.

Syracuse, N. Y.

Louisville, Ky.

Quincy, 111.

Baltimore, Md.

Chicago, Ills.

Savannah, Ga.

Buffalo, N. Y. •

746 Broadway, N. Y.

825 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.



/
f~ ^kANNOUNCEMENT <%

T THE

7^5 ^^^r, CHEAPEST AND
OLDEST ILL USTRA TED PHO TOGRAPHIC MA GAZINE

PUBLISHED.

OUR Magazine is better than ever before. All the old staff

of writers and several new ones are secured, and we have

already working many

New Features, New Contributors, with

Curious and Beautiful Pictures,

A New Prize Series,

AND LOTS OF THINGS PRACTICAL AND INTERESTING.

The worth of your money is not given by any one so fully as

by the publisher of the Philadelphia Photographer. Please help

spread its usefulness.

For every new subscriber, for one

year, $1, payable in any of our pub-

lications, books, or, if preferred, $1
PREMIUMS

worth of any of our prize pictures,

or any other article for which we are

agents, advertised in this Magazine.

Operators, printers, etc., can secure all their necessary photo-

graphic literature in this way by a little earnest effort.

EACH MONTHLY ISSUE IS A PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK IN ITSELF,

AND INCLUDES A FINE PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDY AND COMMENTS THEREON.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS

Subscription price, $5' a year, $2.50

for six months, 50 cents per copy, post-

paid, positively in advance.

In remitting by mail a post-office or-

der, or draft payable to the order of

Edward L. Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Clearly give your Post-

Office, County, and State.

Canada subscribers must remit 24

cents extra, to prepay postage.

Foreign subscriptions must be accom-

panied by the postage in addition.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound

with each number of the Magazine.

Advertisements are inserted at the fol-

lowing rates :

1 Month. 6 Mos. 1 Year.

One Page $20 00 $110 00 $200 00

Half " 12 00 66 00 120 00

Quarter Page.... 7 00 38 50 70 00

Eighth '*
.... 4 00 22 00 40 00

Cards,61ines,orless,2 00 11 00 20 00

The attention of advertisers, and

those having galleries, etc., for sale,

is called to our Specialties pages.

Terms, $2 for six lines, and 25 cents

for each additional line, seven words

to a line, always in advance. Dupli-

cate insertions, 50 cents less, each.

SURE TO PAY.

J&S3 Operators desiring situations,

no charge.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher and Proprietor,

Office, 116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.



BOOKS!
OUR CATALOGUE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS

EMBRACES A TREATISE ON EVERY BRANCH OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

FOR GENERAL INFORMATION.
THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER.—A monthly Magazine, illustrated by pho-

tographs of superior merit. $5.00 a year
;
$2.50 for six months.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Fourteen years of success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to the
practical, working, growing photographer. Do not go without its valuable help.

HANDBOOK OF THE PRACTICE AND ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY. By Dr. H.
Vogel. Price, $3.50.

For general photographic practice this is the best text-bo&k in the world. Written by an old professor who
teaches photography, it gives just what is wanted in the fullest and most satisfactory manner.

THE PRACTICAL PRINTER. By C. W. Hearn. Price, $2.50. Second edition in press.

This is a most handy and reliable book. It goes into all the operations of plain and fancy printing in silver, and
isfull of good.

AMERICAN CARBON MANUAL. Price, $2.00.

For those who want to try the Carbon printing process, this work gives the most detailed information.

PHOTOGRAPHER'S POCKET REFERENCE BOOK. By Dr. H. Vogel. Price,

$1.50.
For the dark-room. It meets a want filled by no other book. Full of formula—short, practical, and plain.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE. Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is the only standard work. Seventh thousand.

LINN'S "LOOKOUT" LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY. For the landscape photog-
rapher. Price, 75 cents.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS. By Edward L. Wilson. Price, $2.00.

For the lantern exhibitor. It gives incidents and facts in entertaining style of about 800 places and things, includ-
ing 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY. Price, $5.00.

For the lover of art. Beats his "Album of Lighting and Posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and in-
structions.

BURNET'S HINTS ON COMPOSITION. Price, $3.50.

All should study it. A splendid work, largely illustrated, giving all the principles and rules of artistic posing.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING. By C. W. Hearn. Price, $3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade portrait studies.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1878, just issued. Cloth hound, $1.00
;
paper cover, 50 cts.

Better than any of its predecessors.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS' GUIDE. By John L. Gihon. Cloth bound, $1.50.

ALL FOR EVERYBODY.
MEDAL AWARDED

AT THE

CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION.

ONLY MEDAL EM AfAPED

FOE PHOTOGEAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

READ IF YOU ARE DULL
IP YOU ARE BUSY
IPYOUWANTTRADEREAD

THE BEST BOOKS PEETADTLTC TO Y0UE PE0FESSI0N.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Book Publisher,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.



FIFTEENTH YEAR.

Number 176. 50 Cents.

THE

PHILADELPHIA

AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL,

DEVOTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.

Edited by Edward L.Wilson.

THE OPPIOIAL ORGAN OP THE NATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES.

A.u g;u s t, X87 8.

PHILADELPHIA:
EDWARD I_, WILSON,

PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR,

116 North Seventh St.

Subscriptions received by all News and Stock-Dealers.

FIVE DOLLARS TER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

HALL'S TRANSPARENT FERROTYPE VARNISH-BEST IN MARKET.



SUMMARY OF CONTENTS.

PAGE

Inter-State Industrial Exposition, of Chicago, 225

Wise Words from the Workers, 226

Hesler's Process for Solar Printing by De-

velopment, 229

Thoughts from the Almanacs. No. 4, . . . 230

Science for the Studio, 231

Bibliographic, 234

Gihon's Photographic Scraps. Series No. 8.

By John L. Gihon, 236

Outlines of Chemistry. ByH. M. M'Intlre, M.E. 241

PAC

German Correspondence. By Dr. H. Vogel, a
From a Lightning Licensee, 2j

The California Horse—Electric Feat, . . .
2jj

Levy's Emulsion Plates, 9
Mora, 9
Our Picture, 24

French Items Photographic, 9
Science for the Photographer 9
News of the Month, 9
Editor's Table, 9

Embellishment.—Prize Cabinet Photograph. Negatives by Bradley & Rulofson, San Francisco, Cal.j

Prints by Edward L. Wilson, Philadelphia.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY, BIGELOW'S.
BULLOCK & CRENSHAW. Photo. Chemicals.

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO. Printing

Frames. Lantern Slides, etc.

COLLINS, SON & CO., A. M. Photograph Cards.

COOPER, CHARLES & CO. Dresden Albumen

Paper, etc.

DEALERS' DIRECTORY.
FERROTYPER'S GUIDE, THE.
FRENCH & CO., BENJ. The Euryscope.

GENNERT, G. S. & M. Dresden Albumen Pa-

per, etc.

GIHON, JOHN L. Opaque and Cut-Outs.

HANCE'S PHOTO. SPECIALTIES.
HOWSON'S PATENT OFFICES.
IMPROVED PHOTOGRAPH COVERS.
LEVY, ALBERT. Emulsion Photographique

Francaise.

MAGEE, JAS. F. & CO. Photographic Chemicals.

MAGIC LANTERNS AND SLIDES.
MOSAICS FOR 1878.

NEW LANTERN CATALOGUE.
PERRIGO, Agt., JAS. L. Mats and Passepartouts.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

PHOTOGRAPHER TO HIS PATRONS.
PHOTO. PLATE CO. New Engraving Proces

PRIZE PHOTOGRAPHS.
ROBINSON'S METALLIC GUIDES.
ROBINSON'S PHOTOGRAPH TRIMMER
ROBINSON'S STRAIGHT CUT PHOTOGRAll

TRIMMER.
SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO. All ArtiJ

Photographic.

SEAVEY, L. W. Backgrounds and Accessories

New Designs.

SOMERVILLE, J. C. Outfits a Specialty.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING.
THE MAGIC LANTERN.
THE PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS' GUIDE
THE THEORY OF COLOR.
WALLACH, WILLY. Albumen Papers.

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTING PAPERS.
WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.
WILSON, HOOD & CO. Ross and Steinl

Lenses, Photo. Frames, Goods, Stereoscopes aj

Views.

WOODWARD, D. A. Improved Solar Camera,

ZENTMAYER, JOSEPH. Lenses.

119 South Fourth St.

PHILADELPHIA.

Branch Office,

605 Seventh Street,

WASHINGTON, D. G.

WM
H. HOWSOX,

Engineer and Solicitor ofPatents.

C. HOWSOJf,
Attorney at Law, ar.r

7 Counsel in

Patent Oases.
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Hance's Photographic Specialties

Hance's Bath Preservative.
A sure preventive of pinholes, stains, &o. It preserves the bath in good working condition, and will

be found worth its weight in gold. $1.00 per bottle.

Hance's Double Iodized Collodion.
The peculiarities of this Collodion are good keeping qualities, its improvement by age, and the rich-

ness of effect produced in the negative, the film being perfectly structureless. $1.50 per tb. ; 80 cts.

per i ft>.

Elbert Anderson's Portrait Collodion
Is made according to the formula used by Mr. Anderson in Mr. Kurtz's gallery in New York. It is

especially adapted to portrait work. $1.75 per lb. ; 90 cts per i ft>.

Hance's White Mountain Collodion
. Is adapted more especially to outdoor work, and for quick working, delineating foliage, frost-work,

or sky, it stands unrivalled. It is made after the private formula used by that celebrated mountain
artist, B. W. Kilburn, of Littleton, N. H. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per £ ft).

Curtis' Niagara Falls Collodion
Is another used for landscapes. The wonderfully beautiful views made by Mr. Curtis, of the great

cataract, with this collodion, have a world-wide reputation. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per i ft).

Trask's Ferrotype Collodion
Is made especially for positive pictures. Mr. Trask has no superior in this class of work, and this

collodion is made after his formula. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per i ft).

Hance's Peculiar Portrait Collodion

Is.peculiar in that it is prepared without bromides, and is adapted for use with Black's acid bath.

Formula on the bottle. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per i ft).

Cummings' Grit Varnish
Gives a very fine surface for retouching. 40 cts. per 6 oz. bottle.

Hance's Silver Spray Gun Cotton.
Prepared with great care, and free from acid, very soluble, gives good intensity so that no redevelop-

ment is necessary, gives perfect detail, and a film pure and structureless. 50 cts. per oz.

Hance's Delicate Cream Gun Cotton
Is adapted to those who like a very delicate, soft-working collodion, giving all the modelling,

especially in the Rembrandt style, and with light drapery. Its sensitiveness renders it particularly

adapted for children, or any work that requires short exposure. 80 cts. per oz.

Gill's Concentrated Chromo Intensifier

Is intended to strengthen the negative. It imparts a beautiful tone and gives excellent printing

qualities. 50 cts. per bottle.

Hance's Ground-Glass Substitute
Is simply what its name implies, a substitute for ground-glass for any purpose that is used for in the

gallery—for vignette glasses, for a retouching varnish, for softening strong negatives, for the celebrated

Berlin process, for ground-glass for cameras, for glazing sky and side lights, for obscuring studio and
office doors, for printing weak negatives. 50 cts. per bottle.

(BEAD SUCCEEDING PAGE.)
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Photographic Specialties

AHEAD!

HIGHEST PREMIUM AWARDED
AT THE CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION

Having received the Highest Award for Photographic
Specialties, I feel more confidence than ever in offering my
manufactures to the Photographic fraternity. My exhibit

was an extremely modest one, being taken from stock, put
up in original packages without any attempt at display.

Yet it carried off the prize over all the exhibits put up in cut

glass decanters with ribbon-tied stoppers, proving that the

medal was awarded for MERIT ALONE. _

TRY
GROUND-GLASS SUBSTITUTE,

ONE OF THE MOST USEFUL THINGS MADE.

READ THE FOLLOWING:
MR. A. L. HANOE.
Dear Sir; I am pleased to inform you that the gallon of

Ground-Glass Substitute came safely and is just what I wanted.
The surface for retouching which it gives is superb.

1 shall want more of the same sort when this supply is

exhausted.
Very truly yours,

W. G. 0. KIMBALL,
Concord, N. H.

FOR SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS.
NO EETAIL OEDEES FILLED. OEDEE OF YOUE DEALEE.

ALFRED L HANCE, Philadelphia.
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OF

§§Ugw |§Mtat $&&*&>

AND

MANUFACTURED AND
FOR SALE BY EDWARD L. WILSON,

1878.

116 NORTH SEVENTH ST
PHILADELPHIA

Jl®" The above is a facsimile of page 1 of the cover of our new catalogue,

which contains not only priced lists of all the new lantern slides, apparatus,

etc., but much of useful information to every lantern operator. It also

contains 116 pages, and will be sent, postpaid, on receipt of 15 cents to

any address.
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"For Utility and Fitness."

AWARDED A MEDAL
At the Centennial Exhibition, 1876.

Do not Waste Time with a Knife and Glass,

but try Prof. Robinson's invention.

Robinson's Photograph Trimmer
IS A SUBSTITUTE FOR A KNIFE

FOR TRIMMING PHOTOGRAPHS, AND DOES THE WORK MUCH MORE EXPEDITIOUSLY AND ELEGANTLY

THAN A KNIFE.

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONET.
It does not cut but pinches off the waste paper, and leaves the print with a neatly beveled edge which

facilitates the adherence of the print to the lnounc. Try one, and you will discard the knife and punch
at once. For ovals and rounded corners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer and Ten Inches of Guides Mailed for $3.50.

(Oil the Wheel Bearings with Sewing Machine Oil.)

Robinson's Metallic Guides,
FOR USE with the ROBINSON PRINT-TRIMMER.

These Guides are Made of Stout Iron and are Turned in a Lathe,

so that they are Mathematically True.

OVAL, ROUND, ELLIPTIC, and SQUARE, of

Labels, etc., etc.

We have the following regular sizes always on
aperture, the fractions counting as one inch.

Special sizes made to order at 15 cents per inch,

all sizes; various shapes for Stereoscopic work, Drug

hand at 10 cents per inch, the longest way of the

2x2£
2£x3^

2frx3J

2g x 3

g

2| x 3|

21x41
3|x4|
3lx4|

OVALS.

3Jx4|

3|x5s-

4x5|

4fx6f
5x7

5| x 7i

5£x7J •

54x74

the longest way of the aperture.

REGULAR SIZES:
Square or Round-Cornered.

2T̂ x3f 2^x31 3|x5i
2^ x 3| 2| x 4i 4 x 5|

2^ x 8* 2| x 4\ 4\ x 5|
2^x3^ 2\ x4| 3|x6
2Ax3| 4 x6|

5|x7|
6x8
6ix8i

6|x8£
7x9
7ix9i

7Jx9|
7| x 9|

For Stereographs.
Arch Tops. Round-Cornered. Round

3T6 X 3f
3x3

3TVx3|
3x3

3x3

The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that they can always be

l"ul at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to mctke their sizes accord, as orders can also

l<j tilled more quickly. Ten days is required to make special sizes.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer's Agent,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
TOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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LONDON, 1851 LONDON, 1862. PARIS, 1867.

Centennial, 1876
Centennial, 1876.

ROSS'
Portrait Lenses, from 1-4 to 8x10
Cabinet Lenses, Nos. 2 and 3.
Card Lenses, Nos. 1, 2, and 3.
Triplets, Nos. 1, 2, 3 4, 5, 6, and 7.
Symmetricals. Kapid Symmetricals.

PORTRAIT
AND VIEWLENSES

«. , Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.We HaveHOW Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.

i'n c.tn«V Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.
in STOCK.

|

Stereographic Lenses, all sizes.

$70 00
110 00

200 00
350 00

I
New tfniversal Lens/

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best as well as the cheapest Foreign Lenses everoffered to the American Photographer. We will mail price-list on application, and promptly fiUallborders

STEINHEIL'S SOBS' apiIS™ LENSES.
We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the following pricesN°' \~]i *™>

• g in
,f

i0
T> ' • •

$25 °°
I

N°- 5-10 "12 size
> • •

13* ™k focus,

q a a
•"

•
5i • • • 30 00 6-13-16 » . . I6i » «3—4-4 "

. . 7 « "... 45 00 7—18-22 "
4-8-10 "

. . 10* » "... 60 00
I

8-20-24 " . .'

Nos. 1 and 2 are in matched pairs for stereoscopic work

neZ:i:i::2^;^z\°:i
of these lenses is needfui for the suecessfui *«•»*»» °f^ *™-

WE MANUFACTURE, IMPORT, AND DEAL IN ALL KINDS OF

Photo. Goods, Frames, Stereoscopes and Views
at prices as low as are consistent with the quality of goods furnished. We are indebted to our customers

PARYS' AND LINDSAY'S COTTON,
OREMER'S FRENCH LUBRICATOR,

SOLAR AND CONTACT PRINTING
COLORING IN ALL STYLES, FOR THE TRADE.

ILLUSTRATED PRLCE LISTS FREE TO ALL APPLLCANTS

WILSON,lEOOD & CO.,
No. 825 ARCH STREET

PHILADELPHIA.
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PRIZE
PHOTOGRAPHS!
One of the objects we hope to attain by offering prizes, is to secure for our patrons the op-

portunity of possessing themselves of

Fine Studies in Photography
for their help and guidance. We have succeeded to an unusual degree this time, for not

only does the

NEW PRIZE SERIES
include work by a variety of artists, but an unusually large variety of subjects, positions,

and methods of treatment. Hence the more useful are they as studies.

With but few exceptions the pictures are cabinet size ; the rest are promenade size. We
offer prints to those who wish to study them, finished in the highest style of photographic

printing, at

$3.00 PER DOZEN,
all around. Parties can order in sets, or by the following numbers

:

No. 1 to 6, from negatives by G-. M. Elton.

Bradley & Kulofson.

D. H. Anderson.

Cook Ely.

C. W. Motes.

C. W. Tallman.

J. H. Todd.

M. T. Baldwin.

J. H. Beebe.

L. M. Boberts.

J. H. Lamson.

A. Hesler.

Julius Hall.

B. W. Dawson.

ALL OF THESE, GOOD AND BAD, TEACH USEFUL LESSONS.

See Beview in the Philadelphia Photographer,

Address all orders to

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

" 7 <
' 12, "

" 13 '
' 18, <<

" 19 '
< 24, <<

" 25 '
' 30, "

" 31 '
' 36, "

" 37 ' '42, «

" 43 '
' 48, <<

« 49 ' < 54, <<

" 55 ' 1 60, "

" 61 '
' 66, "

" 67 '
' 72, «

» 73 <
' 78, "

ii 79 i < 84, «
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WAYMOUTH'S
VIGNETTE
PAPERS.

(DESIGNS COPYRIGHTED.)

OF ALL PICTURES THE '^jfn \(l\l$%%$ IS THE MOST ARTISTIC

When properly printed. But the clumsy devices generally in use for printing them, or rather for

blending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic vignette pictures. Either

the shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or it shows an ugly direct, decided line,

which is very repulsive, The shading should blend gradually from the dark tint
nearest to the figure off into the white background. The results are then soft,

artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and best way to secure them is by the use of

WAYMOUTH'S VICNETTE PAPERS.
THEY ARE NOT CLUMSY; DO NOT BREAK; ARE ALWAYS READY; COST BUT LITTLE,

AND ARE EASY OF APPLICATION TO ANY NEGATIVE.

They need but one adjustment to print any quantity.

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal, or cotton.

Eighteen sizes are now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures from a small carte figure to Whole-

size, Victorias, Cabinets, <tc. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives, yellow bronze for thin

negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directions for use accompany each parcel.

PRICES:
In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors, • $1 00

Assorted sizes and colors, by numbers, per package of fifteen, 1 00

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes, by number, per dozen, 50

" 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13 " " " Large Cartes and Victorias, by number, per doz., 75

" 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15 " ". " Cabinets and Whole-size, " " . . 1 00

" 16, 17, and 18,
" " " Half " " " " . . 1 25

When ordering, state the number and color you want.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

s^rJSK YOUR DEALER FOR TEEM.^
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FOR SALE LOW,
THE FOLLOWING USED

Printing Frames,
A lot of A. 0. Co.'s 5x8 flat, at 30 cents—good as new. Also, a few of 8-10, 10-12, 13-16,

20-24 Printing Frames, American Optical Co.'s make, very low, in lots.

Canada Pattern Printing Frames.

A few of 5 x 8 and 8 x 10 size for sale.

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

IMPROVED

Photograph Covers
Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding together and

preservation of photographs, has induced us to manufacture an article which we think will meet the

want.

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM.
The covers are made with expanding hacks, so that from six to twenty -four pictures may he inserted in

one cover. The pictures are mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen, or strong paper, of

the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted and held in place in the

cover by a paper fastener.

The following is a list of sizes and prices, without cards:

For Photograph Per dozen. Per hundred.

Card Size, $1 50 $10 OO
Cabinet Size, .... 2 25 13 50

EXTRA HEAVY COVERS.

5-8 Size, 4 50 33 OO
4-4 " 6 00 40 OO
8-10" ...... 8 OO 56 50
11-14" 9 00 65 00

Larger or special sizes made to order. Furnished with card board at best rates. Samples mailed
at dozen price. Send for some.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

For Sale by all Dealers. 116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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INTER-STATE INDUSTRIAL EX-
POSITION, OF CHICAGO.

rpHE Sixth Annual Exhibition of this

1 honored institution opens September

4th, and closes October 19th, 1878. Our

friends Hesler, Brand, and Mosher are ex-

tremely anxious that photography should

take honorable position and rank in this

great annual exhibition, and although the

notice reaches photographers rather late, we
believe special arrangements can be made
(although we are not authorized to say this),

by which the pictures of those who wish to

exhibit may be sent later. We earnestly

hope that advantage will be taken of this

opportunity, and add the circular of the

committee, viz.

:

" Chicago, July 5th, 1878.

" To the Photographers of the United States:

" The Inter-State Industrial Exposition of

Chicago has assigned Gallery ' E ' in the

Art Hall for the display of photographs at

the fall exhibition, opening September 4th,

and closing October 19th, 1878. The Art

Committee has appointed the undersigned as

a j ury upon the acceptance of pictures , which

will be selected solely on the ground of

merit. The gallery is 21 by 44 feet in size,

lighted by a skylight, and it is desirable to

cover the walls with thoroughly artistic

work—quality, not quantity, being the ob-

ject, and for this purpose you are invited to

send your best pictures, and to use your in-

fluence with acquaintances in the profession.

"Plain photographs, prints finished in ink,

crayon, or water colors, and crayons after

photographs will be received ; if an extended

display is desired, previous correspondence

with the chairman of the committee will

be necessary, to prevent disappointment, as

the space is limited. Crayon, ink, and water-

color pictures will be catalogued under the

name of the individual artist, and as loaned

by the photographer.

" A list of the contributions, with the es-

timate of the space required, should be sent

to the chairman of the committee before

August 1st, and a duplicate list should be

inclosed with the pictures, which must be

delivered at the Exposition Building on or

before August 12th ; all charges having been

prepaid. Packages should be plainly ad-

dressed, 'Art Department, Inter-State In-

dustrial Exposition, Chicago.'

" Each picture must have a separate and

suitable frame, projecting corners and oval

sizes being avoided.

" No cards will be allowed upon the pic-

tures, the Exposition Catalogue number
being the proper designation

; neat gilt tab-

lets with the title and the name of the con-

tributor will be allowed as in water-color

paintings, but anything of an advertising-

nature will be sufficient cause for rejection

of the works.

29
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" The accepted pictures will be hung by

the Exposition, and no charges will he made
to exhibitors from other cities for repacking

or other services in the Art Hall.

" Shipping directions in regard to the re-

turn of pictures should in all cases accom-

pany the list of contributions. Prompt in-

formation of the desire of exhibiting is

respectfully requested.

" Benjamin Durham, A. Hesler, E. L.

Brand, C. D. Mosher, 6. J. Klein, Commit-

tee on Photography."

WISE WORDS FROM THE
WORKERS.

FOR the last few years I have spent most

of my time under the skylight, and

there the dodging is of such a nature that

one cannot put much of an idea of it on

paper for publishing.

It takes all my strength, skill, and good

nature to even keep the small folks in a con-

dition that we may be able to print their

shadows on either silvered paper or paper

prepared for carbon pictures. I may be a

welcome visitor in the dark-room, but have

very little to do in putting together the ma-

terials used there, so you see I am now only

a component part of the whole number.

I still keep up my interest in the carbon

work, and read all that is published for or

against it, knowing by past experience what

is practical, and using only that which will

do the work required, am able to produce re-

sults that will please our patrons, and have

the satisfaction of knowing that what we
give them will remain as they receive it.

I am aware that many carbon prints have

been made that have and will change, but

only the fugitive colors that have been used

to give the color of silver prints. India-

ink, lampblack, boneblack, warmed with

some permanent red or warm brown color,

will give a pleasing color for any style of

print.

I do not think it best to imitate silver

prints. Make the carbon what it is, a dis-

tinct style, and let it stand on its own merits.

A word to any one who is making trans-

parencies for enlarged work. First clean a

good smooth glass (plate-glass is the best),

and for the final cleaning rub it over with a

little talc, only be sure that you leave none

of the powder upon the surface. Now coat

the glass with collodion, the same as for a

double transfer picture ; immerse the glass

in water ; sensitize your tissue after drain-

ing as usual, squeeze on to the collodionized •

glass, put into the drying-room until dry
;

it will give you a surface, and hold the tissue

in such shape as not to break the surface in

development, only swelling as much as the

collodion allows it to ; besides, it is much
the easiest way to collodionize the surface of

the tissue. After printing, take a glass that

has been albumenized, coat with collodion

as usual, put the surfaces together, and de-

velop as usual. As the hot days are coming

on do not use your sensitizing solution too

strong, or keep the tissue in until it rots it,

for then, with other troubles, you will have

the whole surface of the print covered with

small blisters. Handle your carbon work

with as much care as you do other photo-

graphic processes. I have seen many speci-

mens of carbon work that looked as if the

parties thought it a black, dirty business,

and it did not matter much if they did not

take as much care to make a good print as

they did to make the good negative they had

printed from. With the tissue of our own
manufacture, we use a two per cent, solution

of bichromate of potassa for sensitizing,

keeping the solution cool, even to putting it

on ice in the hottest weather.

We send you two prints as near silver

color as we care to see. The red is a prepa-

ration of madder, the black india-ink. The

one half covered with a mask, has been ex-

posed forty-one days in sunlight, a test that

is hard to bear
;
you can continue the expo-

sure, and report at some distant day how
much is left of the same.

Print No. 3, the tissue was made with

india-ink and carmine lake. The print has

been exposed fourteen months to a south

light.

In conclusion, I would say I have prints

thirteen years old that have not changed at

all. Very truly yours,

Prank Eowell,
Boston, Mass.

My Idea.

My idea of working is this, that the more
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simple and less complicated the formula the

better. I see considerable experimenting

has been done with the so-called " Lightning

Process." Por my part, I don't believe in

any of this overly quick working for nega-

tives. My aim in rapidity is to make my
negatives of grown persons, or those suffi-

ciently so to keep still, in from fifteen to

twenty seconds, summer and winter. With
the "little Popsy Wopsies," more rapid ex-

posures are, of course, necessary ; and to

gain them I throw open my shade screens,

and by this means get sufficient light to get

full time in two to four seconds on all ordi-

nary days ; we don't pretend to do this when
there is a "total eclipse." My formula? I

will add, and if by chance it does any bro-

ther chip a good turn I shall feel well re-

paid. But my experience has been that

that which works well in the hands of one

operator often fails with another. There-

fore, fellow-workers, don't say, " The same

old story ; why don't he give us something

new?"
In the first place, I don't believe in albu-

menizing ; have never been able to work it

even. All the time trouble, dust, and dirty

negatives, which I detest.

Collodion.

Alcohol and Ether, . . equal parts.

Iodide of Ammonium, . . 4 grains.

Anthony's Negative Cotton, . 5 "

Bromide of Potassium, . 2\ or £ gr.

As your individual light may require mix

as laid down above, dissolving the ammo-
nium in your alcohol and ether ; the cotton,

and, last, bromide dissolved in the smallest

possible quantity of water.

Developer.

Saturated Solution of Iron, . 8 ounces.

Acetic Acid, No. 8, . 8 "

Alcohol, . . . . 1 to 2 ozs.

A half-gallon bottle filled full after add-

ing the above. I seldom redevelop, but

when I have occasion to do so, take for re-

developer one ounce of developer, silver

bath, ten to fifteen drops ; mix and flow be-

fore fixing, otherwise you are likely to pro-

duce hard printing negatives. Mr. George

W. Davies, my printer, works Mr. Hearn's

formulae, but for the benefit of those travel-

ling, or working in a small way, I give print-

ing formulae which will not require fuming,

and if properly handled, will give fine

effects with very little trouble.

Silver to the ounce, . 45 to 50 grains.

Nitrate of Ammonia, . 3 grains.

Concentrated Ammonia, 2 drops.

Wash in acetic acid one-half ounce to

half a gallon of water. Wash well after

the prints have reduced. Tone with gold

and acetate of soda, adding a little bicarbo-

nate to neutralize any acid there may be in

the gold.

I will here add that one ounce of alcohol

added to the hypo bath will tend to stop

your prints from being coarse or mealy.

My sink for washing is arranged with false

bottom perforated with holes, water entering

below the false bottom, and a shower falling

on the surface of the sink from above. This

fills in about fifteen minutes, and empties by

siphon in four minutes, thus washing the

prints fully in two or three hours.

Have introduced the "Panels," and they

seem to meet the wants of the ladies ; some-

thing to show their dress and not accessories.

I am making them on 11 x 14 plates, so that

they frame in 13 x21, and very neat for par-

lor. I will send you one in a few days for

your "study." Frank G. Abell,
Portland, Oregon.

Spare Moments.

A few leisure moments find the photog-

rapher now and then, and ready to drop into

the nearest chair and woo the drowsy god.

But a better use of time is to drive a few tacks

in the carpet, or brush up the crumbs drop-

ped by the last family of children, or tear to

pieces and repair that leaky plateholder (of

course you have two for every box) ; or re-

hang the group of specimens over the table,

or put a few fresh ones at the door ; clean a

few windows, " clean 'em bully," a la Ander-

son. Look over your order-book, and see if

all your promises have been fulfilled to your

patrons. Apply a few brushes of paint to

some door casings where needed ; screw on

a castor to the background, and complete

your tour of inspection in spare moments by
looking at the cleanliness of your printing-

and toning-room, dishes and tubs. And we
find it beneficial to jacket our hypo barrel
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with a bit of old carpet; saves our clothing,

and is clean. Try it, and you will perhaps

feel partly repaid at least for perusing Spare

Moments. J. Pitcher Spooner,
Stockton, Cal.

French's Skylight Plan.

Not having anything in my mind that is

new, or that I think would be particularly

interesting to your readers in the way of an

article, I have drawn a hastily prepared

sketch of a skylight that I think would be

superior to anything I have seen, although

I cannot speak from practical knowledge

;

but if I were to build, I should build one

like it ; and if you think it would be worth

while to illustrate it in the journal it is at

your disposal to do so.

loft.

Scale '/a In to the fool<

I think its advantages are these : First,

being low, it will work soft and quick ; the

first slant of the glass roof being at an angle

of only twenty degrees, it brings the highest

point near the sitter. Second, the second

slant being at an angle of sixty degrees, it

shuts out the sun's rays, and gives a fine il-

lumination upon the sitter at an angle of

fifuy or sixty degrees, and in the exterior

drawing it will be seen that the corners of

the roof being cut off, or slanted back from

the light, gives full scope for all the light

obtainable. Of course the light would have

to be boxed in, to secure a ceiling which I

have represented at an angle of forty-five

degrees.

If this description is not satisfactory and

comprehensive enough for the public, make
it up in your own way.

Yours respectfully, C. M. French.
Garrettsville, Ohio.

Stereoscopic Printing.

I send you a little dodge in the printing

line, which I find useful in making prints

from stereoscopic negatives, and by which

cutting and transposing either the prints or

the negatives are saved. In the first place, I

have a bottom line on my negatives, which

can be made by pasting a narrow strip of

paper, or drawing a clear line with a sharp

knife on the base of the negative, and which

serves as a guide for cutting away the edge

of the print. Next cut your paper in strips,

suiting the width of your negative, and just

twice its length. Have a piece of smooth,

thin, opaque paper, just the exact length of

the negative, draw a vertical line on this

in the centre ; lay your paper, albumenized

side out, on this mask, making the ends to

meet at the line ; now print first on one side

and then on the other, taking care to have

the base lines correspond ; and when the

print is made, cut the paper in the centre,

and it is already matched, transposed, and

ready to have the corners trimmed either

round or square, and mounted.

My silvering solution is simply plain sil-

ver, about forty grains strong, with four

drops of concentrated ammonia to the quart,

and when it gets the least out of order I just

give it a good boiling, and bring it up to the

proper strength. I find by experience that

this is the simplest and most reliable of all

silver solutions for paper. There is no for-

eign matter in it that will not come out by

boiling. Let others try it and be satisfied.

E. P. LlBBY,
Keokuk, Iowa.

A Useful Keflector.

The reflector shown in the diagram re-

quires but little description ; its value can be

seen at a glance. It combines the advantages
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of both of the reflectors in common use, and

can be used standing upright, with the re-

flectors set at any desired angle, or by clos-

ing all of the reflectors it can be used as a

single reflector by swinging it on the middle

frame. H. M. G.

Printing at Rocher's Studio.

I send you the formulae used here at Mr.

Rocher's place, by myself.

S. & M. Dresden paper is floated one

minute on a plain silver bath of nitrate of

silver and pure water, forty-eight grains

strong to the ounce of solution, and bath a

little alkaline. Fumed five minutes. Wash
in the usual manner, and tone in

Toning Bath.

Chloride of Gold, . . 6 grains.

Make a little alkaline with saturated solution

o* Sal Soda.

Pure Water, ... 75 ounces.

Table Salt, . . .280 grains.

Make up every night, a little while before

use, say fifteen or twenty minutes, and tone

to a bluish-purple state, and then fix in one

part hyposulphite of soda to six parts water

for fifteen minutes. To prevent blisters, place

the prints after fixing in salt water for a few

minutes, and then gradually reduce the

density of the salt solution until it is near

the density of the water in which the final

washing is done. If prints on this very

brilliant paper are subjected to different de-

grees of density and temperature while in

the various solutions, blisters are invariably

caused : but if care is exercised to reduce

gradually the density of the salt water down
to that of the final washing-water, the blisters

which so often occur in the final washing

will not appear.

Charles W. Hearn,
Rocher's Studio, Chicago, 111.

HESLER'S PROCESS FOR SOLAR
PRINTING BY DEVELOPMENT.

A. Hesler, Esq.

Dear Sir : Would you, as a favor to one

in the business, oblige me with your formula

for making solar prints by the developing

process ; or, if published, inform me where

I can find it? I have been advised by a

gentleman who has known you for a num-
ber of years, that yours is an excellent for-

mula, and he informs me that you would no

doubt oblige me, and from the readiness with

which you give the public the benefit of your

ideas through the Philadelphia Photographer,

I have no doubt that I shall hear favorably

from you. I remain yours truly,

S. A. H.
Yarmouth, N. S., June 22d, 1878.

As the above letter did not contain stamp

for return postage, and as there may be

others in want of the same information, I

reply through your journal, presuming it

will reach the party, as he claims to be one

of your readers.

The inclosed formula is among the oldest

published, and has often been placed before

the readers of photographic publications. I

believe there is none better, if properly

worked, and will try to make the way to

good results plain to those who wish to make
enlargements easy.

To Prepare Paper.

Skimmed Milk, £ gallon,

Acetic Acid, No. 8, . .3 ounces.

Stir and put it in a porcelain dish
; bring to

a boil, stirring all the time ; strain out the

curd through muslin (make Dutch cheese of

this) ; take the serum, when cold, filter

until clear. Now add

Iodide of Potassium, . . 16 grains,

Bromide of Potassium, . 4 "

To each ounce of the clear serum. Float

your plain paper on this until it lays smooth
;

see that no bubbles or spots rest on the paper;

dry with moderate heat
;
prepare the paper
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in a room free from dust or actinic light, and

if kept in a cool, dry atmosphere, it will

keep in good working order a long time.

To use, float two minutes on a solution of

Silver, . . . . 640 grains.

Water, . . . .16 ounces.

Acetic Acid, 2 "

Draw the sheet off the silver solution over

a glass rod. Having previously focussed

your picture, place your paper, while damp,

in position, and let on the light; print ac-

cording to the density of the negative. A
very hard negative requires printing until

the detail is well out, and developed with a

very weak developer ; on the contrary, a

very thin negative need not show any detail,

and must have a stronger developer, which

is prepared as follows :

Pyrogallic Acid, . . 90 grains.

Water, .... 32 ounces.

Acetic Acid, . . . 2£ "

Citric Acid(saturated solution), 10 drops.

This is for medium, or good for printing

contact negatives. This class of negatives

is what is required for making enlargements

by development. For hard negatives, use

less pyro ; for weak, such as regular solar

negatives, use more pyro. The old rule

was to swah on both the iodizers, and the

silver; but in that way you are pretty sure

to get streaks and stains in about half or

more of the prints you try.

In developing, lay the paper, face up, on

a clean board, on which a clean piece of

white bibulous paper is laid. Have the de-

veloper in a wide mouth bottle. Commence
at one end, and apply enough with one

sweep of the hand to completely cover the

print ; now watch it grow. If stains or fog

occur, either you have overtimed, or al-

lowed actinic light to get at the print, es-

pecially so if the picture pops out quick and

then blackens all over. If it comes up

slowly, and stains from this cause, add more

citric acid. As soon as developed, plunge

in clean water, and from that to the hypo,

for clearing, of usual strength ; then wash

as usual. Thick paper needs longer and

stronger cleaning than thin. If the print

comes up too flat in developing, add a little

acid silver solution to the pyro.

A. Hesler,
Evanston, 111.

H

THOUGHTS FROM THE
ALMANACS.

No. 4.

(Continued from page 185.)

OW is the Defective Negative to be Reme-
died ?—" I showed the other day to my

friend Mr. W. E. Harrison, the Paris corre-

spondent of the British Journal of Photogra-

phy, and to his entire satisfaction, the method
I adopt to conquer all the difficulties of this

case (or of cliches too much intensified or un-

dertimed), and eschewing retouching with

brush or pencil on the film, risking the further

deterioration of the negative. I make light

finish the task it has, from want of time or

bad quality, insufficiently done, and in such

a manner that no hand can hope to rival

its delicacy and precision, and this is the

only plan that a lover of his calling can

justifiably pursue. A cliche produced under

the conditions before made will present the

high-lights of the face, the light parts of the,

costume, white lace, white lace collars,

sleeves, etc., in violent contrast with the

darkly shadowed parts of the face, under

the eyebrows, under the chin, portions of

the hair, dress, and accessories.

"I take the negative and place in contact

with the collodion film a sheet of thin, yel-

low-colored tracing-paper the size of the

plate. This I rest against the glass square

of the window, so as to cause the light to

traverse the two. I then sketch with a pen-

cil the outline of all those parts which are

too strongly intensified on the negative and

require tinting. I then remove the tracing-

paper and cut out with the fine point of a

knife the pencilled parts corresponding to

the dark parts of the cliche ; and I lay down
in the printing frame this tracing, which

may be called the tinting-paper, and cover it

with a sheet of sensitized paper, and expose

to diffused light. It is here that the judg-

ment of the printer is brought into opera-

tion, for some of the apertures will require

more or less exposure to rectify the defects

of the negative, and which should be cov-

ered up with any non-actinic substance until

the whole of the uncovered portions of the

sensitive paper have acquired the necessary

tint, the yellow-colored tracing-paper pre-

serving the rest from the action of light.
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Some of the outlines of the tinted portions

may be lightly pencilled on the hack, to

facilitate the adjustment of the sensitive

paper to the negative in the printing-frame,

the shutters of which are then closed, and

the whole is exposed to the light until the

print has acquired the necessary force, when

it will be found that the tinted parts have

now all the details of the photographic im-

age in a most surprising manner, not other-

wise obtained. It is if those parts previously

exposed had been rendered more sensible

from some contaminating action ;
there are

no lines nor overlapping, but the image is

beautifully modelled, and the first tinting

disappears in the production of a complete

picture, the agreeable result invariably ob-

tained when the operation has been care-

fully executed by any person worthy of the

name of a photographic artist."

—

Adam
Salomon, Paris.

How to Mount in an Album without Cock-

ling.—" Let the photograph be ironed with

a hot iron on the back till it is nice and

smooth, then place it under pressure till

quite flat. A large book answers the pur-

pose admirably.

"To prepare for mounting, lay the flat-

tened print face downwards on a smooth

board or piece of glass, and upon it place a

piece of clean, stiff paper an eighth of an

inch less all round than the photograph,

upon the exposed edge of which rapidly

and sparely brush some liquid glue (as little

as possible) to cover it, for herein lies the

great secret. Avoid making the paper wet.

" The album being conveniently placed

—

the position the photograph is to occupy

being previously marked with a pencil

—

carefully raise the photograph with a point

of some kind to avoid soiling the finger

with the glued edge, making it non-adhesive

in the parts where such glue would be

removed, and lay it down in the proper

place. At once lay a piece of clean paper

over it, and. rub it down firmly with a soft

rag ; close the book. In half an hour the

face will be dry, and the print perfectly flat,

and it will remain so.

Gihon's Photographic Colorists' Guide is

only |1.50. Best of its kind.

SCIENCE FOR THE STUDIO.

CLEANING Old Engravings.—A cor-

respondent of the Chemist and Drug-

gist says upon the subject : A correspondent

from Wells recommends cold water, care,

and common sense, with a warning not to

use destructive chemicals.

No one who values an engraving will try

a chemical receipt until plain remedies have

been essayed. I have cleaned a set of seven

hundred and sixty manuscripts, more or less

illegible, in the following manner : A large

German sitz bath is made perfectly clean
;

half filled with water filtered through a car-

bon filter. The manuscript is floated on the

water, face downwards, for twenty-four

hours, the color obtained being sufficient

evidence as to what has taken place. The

manuscript is lifted out of the water by a

large, perfectly clean sheet of window-

glass being passed underneath ;
after being

drained it is transferred to a sheet of white

blotting-paper, never being touched by the

hand. When thus the first dampness has

been removed, it is transferred to fresh

blotting-paper, dried, and ironed in the usual

way. This plan will serve in the case of nine

engravings out of ten, excepting always that

before ironing, the engraving is finished off,

bread crumbs applied by a circular motion

of the hands, as practiced in the art schools.

This plan, with regard to ancient stains,

mildew, and grease spots, is ineffective, and

recourse must be had to other means.

I have received this extract

:

"Removing Mildew Stains.—The most

successful method is to immerse each mil-

dewed sheet separately in a solution made in

the proportions of half a pound of chloride

of lime to a pint of water. Let it stand,

with frequent stirring, for twenty-four hours,

and then strain through muslin, and finally

add a quart of water. Mildew and other

stains will be found to disappear very quickly,

and the sheets must then be passed separately

through clear water, or the chloride of lime,

if left in the paper, will cause it to rot. Old

prints, engravings, and every description of

printed matter, may be successfully treated

in the same manner."

The objection to this method is that an

unnatural whiteness is effected, which in
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printed matter is of no consequence, but se-

riously interferes with the beauty of a line

engraving.

He quotes from one of his correspondents

thus

:

" I am a great admirer of old engravings,

and collect them, particularly old portraits,

and have in my time cleaned many hundreds.

The plan which I adopt is as follows : I

place them, one or two at a time, in a shal-

low dish, and pour water over them until

they are.completely soaked or saturated with

it. I then carefully pour off the water, and

pour on the prints a solution of chloride of

lime (one part liq. calcis chlorate, B. P., to

thirty-nine parts of water). As a general

rule, the stains disappear as if by magic, but

occasionally they are obstinate. When this

is the case, I pour on the spot pure liq. calcis

chlorate, and if that does not succeed, I add

a little acid nitro-hydrochlor. dil. I have

never had a print which has not succumbed

to this treatment, in fact, as a rule, they be-

come too white. As soon as they are clean,

they must be carefully washed with succes-

sive portions of water, until the whole of the

chlorine is got rid of. They should then be

placed in a very weak solution of isinglass

or glue, and many collectors color this solu-

tion with coffee-grounds, etc., to give a yel-

low tint to the print. They should be dried

between folds of blotting-paper either in a

press or under a heavy book, and finally

ironed with an ordinary flat-iron to restore

the glass, etc. (Place clean paper between

the iron and the print.)"

The Apothek Zeitung gives some useful

hints in regard to the

Kemoval or Stains.—The stains easiest

to remove are those of sugar, gelatin, blood,

and albumen ; a simple washing with water

is all that is necessary for all kinds of fabrics.

Grease spots. For white linen or cotton

goods, use soap or weak lye ; for colored

calicoes, warm soapsuds ; for woollens, soap-

suds or ammonia ; for silks, benzine, ether,

ammonia, magnesia, chalk, yolk of egg,

with water. Paints, varnishes, etc. Chloro-

form. Rust and ink. White cottons and

linens, warm solution of oxalic acid
; colored

cottons and woollens, repeated washings with

a solution of citric acid, if the color is fast
;

silks, do nothing ; all attempts only make
things worse. Acids, vinegar, orange-juice,

etc. White cottons and linens, wash with

pure water, or warm chlorine water ; colored

goods and silks, ammonia diluted according

to the fineness of the tissue, and the delicacy

of the color. Tar, axle-grease. White cot-

tons and linens, soap, oil of turpentine and

water, each applied in turns ; colored cottons

and woollens, first smear with lard, rub with

soap and water, and let it stand for a short

time ; then wash with oil of turpentine and

water alternately ; silks, the same, using

benzine instead of turpentine, and dropping

the water from a certain height on the under

side of the stain ; avoid rubbing. Wine and

fruit stains. White cotton or linen, fumes

of burning sulphur, warm chlorin water

;

colored cottons and woollens, wash with tepid

soapsuds or ammonia ; silks, the same, with

very gentle rubbing.

Colors for Backs of Books.—A late

paper says : Brown and black are the only

fast colors in bookbinding cloth. Red,

green, and blue are the next nearest to fast

colors. In calf-binding, yellow or tan is the

only color that will .not fade ; it wears best.

Blue calf wears and rubs white. Purple

and wine colors fade very quickly if exposed

to light. Claret is greatly superior to the

last named, and is nearly fast.

To Disinfect Booms.—The disinfection

of a room is not complete unless the walls

have been thoroughly cleansed. If they are

papered, the paper must be removed, and

the surface beneath carefully scraped and

washed. If the walls are painted they should

be washed with caustic soda. The ceiling

should also be subjected to a similar treat-

ment.

Old vs. New Chemical Notation.—
A great discussion, occupying several ses-

sions, took place some time since at the

Paris Academy of Sciences between the

representatives of the atomic notation and

the partisans of the notation by equivalents.

The former school was argued for by Pro-

fessor Wurtz, of the Ecole de Medecine, and

the latter by the eminent chemist Henri St.

Claire Deville. On all counts the equiva-

lent school has the best of it in this discus-

sion, as it admits no hypothesis ; whereas
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the atomic notation is based upon a double

hypothesis, viz., that bodies are formed of

atoms, and that equal volumes of gases or

vapors contain an equal number of mole-

cules. St. Claire Deville and Berthelot ac-

cuse the partisans of the atomic notation of

having introduced a considerable amount of

indecision and awkwardness into science to

serve no purpose except that of upholding

a useless hypothesis.

New Method of Testing Drinking
Water.—In the last session ofthe "Deutsche

Gesellschaft fur offentliche Gesundherts-

pflege," Dr. Falk described a new method of

testing the purity of drinking water by elec-

trical experiment. From researches carried

on in the laboratory of the School of Artillery

in Berlin , it appears that the conductive prop-

erties of water for the electric current vary

rapidly, according to its degree of purity,

the resistance decreasing with the purity of

the water. It is possible, it is said, in this

manner to detect with great ease the presence

of small quantities of organic matter in

water.

Phosphate op Soda in Soap.—A new
soap has been patented in Germany which

is composed of common soap with the

addition of phosphate of soda. It is said to

have especially good cleansing qualities, and

to be adapted for use in salt as well as fresh

water.

To Utilize Gutta-Percha Scraps.—
Scraps of gutta-percha tissue may be made
to serve a good purpose by dissolving them

in commercial benzole, and adding some

vermilion or other pigment. When this

solution is applied to the necks and stoppers

of bottles, a tight-fitting capsule is formed,

which is impervious to air, moisture, alco-

hol, and acids, and may be torn off in a mo-

ment when desired.

A Home-made Telephone.—Mr. Wil-

liam S. Stephen (Yonkers, N. Y.), in

answer to a query relating to the above,

writes that instruments of the kind are

plentiful in Yonkers, and gives the follow-

ing direction to construct them: "Take a

tomato can, remove both ends, and over one

end stretch either parchment or bladder
;

then procure a cord of the required length,

waxed linen fish-lines are the best, pierce

the bladder in the centre, and pass the cord

through it, making a knot on the end. Ar-

range the other end of the cord in the same

manner, stretch it tight, and you have a tele-

phone. We have them here from ten yards

to two miles long, and they work well. The

police use them over a mile each way from

their headquarters. They generally mount

the can in a cigar box, so as to nail it down."

Try it from your gallery to your house.

The following is said to be the composi-

tion of the government postage-stamp mu-

Dextrin,

Acetic Acid,

Water,

.

Alcohol,

2 ounces.

1 ounce.

5 ounces.

1 ounce.

Add the alcohol to the other ingredients

when the dextrin is completely dissolved.

To Separate Iodide from Bromide of

Potassium, treat the mixture by acetic ether,

which dissolves only the bromide and leaves

the iodide undissolved. The test is said to

be accurate for qualitative as well as for

quantitative analysis.

To Detect Alcohol in Essential Oils,

the addition of a small crystal of anilin red

is recommended. The presence of alcohol

is manifested by the red color developed in

the mixture. The process is not quite new.

To Break off the Bottom of a Bot-

tle.—The bottle is inserted in a shallow

Aressel of cold water, so as to be immersed

just up to the line to be fractured, and is

filled nearly to the same line with water
;

then a sufficiency of sulphuric acid is poured

in to suddenly raise the temperature on the

inside, and the bottom generally drops out.

The edges at the point of fracture must, of

course, be smoothed off with a file or a sand-

stone.

Silvering Solution.—
Cyanide of Potassium, . . 2 ounces.

Nitrate of Silver sufficient, or . 1 ounce.

Distilled Water, . . .12 ounces.

Precipitated Chalk, ... 2 ounces.

Dissolve the cyanide in the water, and add

to it a concentrated solution of nitrate of

silver as long as the precipitate formed at

30
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first is redissolved. Lastly, mix in the chalk.

The liquid is applied with a soft bit of linen,

the piece when silvered is well washed with

water, and the surface dried and gently pol-

ished with chamois leather.

Gilding Solution.—Proceed as with the

silvering solution, substituting chloride of

gold for nitrate of silver, and apply in the

same manner. It is scarcely necessary to

add that the metallic films thus deposited are

extremely thin, and that the results are much
inferior to those obtained with a galvanic

battery.

Bichromate or Potash.— M. Lanjor-

rois calls attention to the antiseptic proper-

ties of this salt, which appear to be greater

than was hitherto supposed. The addition

of one per cent, to ordinary water will ren-

der it capable of preserving organic sub-

stances immersed from all decomposition,

even though the solution be exposed to the

free contact of the atmosphere. One per

cent, is quite sufficient to give a decided tint

to water, hence its antiseptic powers seem

on a footing with its power of coloration.

BIBLIOGRAPHIC.

WE have received from Mons. A. Liebert,

6 Eue de Londres, Paris, author and

publisher, a copy of the third edition of his

excellent manual of photography entitled

La, Photographie en Amerique. Many au-

thors when issuing revised editions of their

works, feel called upon to curtail them some-

what. This has not been the case with Mons.

Liebert. Photographic practice continually

brings forth so many things that are new and

useful, that one who now attempts to publish

a complete treatise thereon must always go

beyond what has previously been done by

his compeers.

As Mons. Liebert states in his preface,

however, while he informs us most fully on

what is practical and most useful in general

photographic manipulations, others having

so fully done that share of the work already,

he devotes himself more particularly to the

explanation of new processes, and to instruc-

tions in the principles of art as they are of

service to the photographer. As a verifica-

tion of this, M. Liebert accompanies his

work by no less than eighteen photographic

impressions, illustrative of various processes

and of methods of working. The first is a

portrait of himself (which we are particu-

larly glad to get), by Woodbury's photo-

gravure process. Following this are twelve

cartes de visite from handsomely retouched

negatives of gentlemen, ladies, and children,

illustrating various methods of lighting and

posing ; and on the backs of the cards are

drawings of M. Liebert's skylight, screens,

curtains, etc., arranged as they were when
the portrait was taken, on the plan adopted

by Mr. Bigelow in his excellent Album of

Lighting and Posing. Next we have two

portraits of a lady to illustrate retouching

the negative ; the one being untouched, the

other from the retouched negative. After

these come two prints by the carbon process,

and a photo-zincographic copy from an oil

painting.

The whole grand work contains six hun-

dred and seventy-nine pages, swollen to that

number by the publication of the then most

recent discovery in the art, which came to

light after the rest of the work was printed,.

and which M. Liebert honors with an ap-

pendix.

We translate this portion of the work as

an example of the thoroughness of the

whole, commending it all to those who can

read it.

Michaud's Helio-Engraving Process.

"A bichromatized gelatin print having

been made by the ordinary methods, and de-

veloped on a metallic plate, if it is applied

to an alloy contained in a dish, and which

has been easily liquefied by heat, the degrees

of which may vary from 140° to 260° Pahr.,

and if afterwards it is exposed to the action

of a simple press, we obtain, in cooling, an

intaglio plate, if the primitive cliche was a

photographic negative.

"The alloy, fusible at a low temperature,

used for obtaining the impressions, has

strictly no determined proportions ; that

formed of one thousand parts of Darcet's

alloy and one hundred and ten parts of mer-

cury will generally answer the purpose ; but

these proportions should vary in certain

cases according to the hardness to be given to

the plate that is to be immediately obtained.
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" The plates bearing the developed gelat-

inous prints are dried in the open air ; hut

they should then be placed in a box shut at

the bottom by damp bibulous paper, isolated

by a few glass strips so as to maintain them

in a hygrometric medium, which very

slightly swells the gelatin ; the gelatin is

then covered with plumbago by means of a

moderately soft brush, and immediately ap-

plied on the liquid alloy.

"The prints obtained by the exposure of

bichroniatized gelatin are of two kinds. If

the photographic cliche consists of a repro-

duction of lines, it is used such as it is, re-

versed, or not, at will. If on the contrary,

it is a photographic cliche from nature, or

from any artistic drawing, reversed or not,

this cliche is first covered with a pellicle,

'without thickness, giving the necessary

printing grain, which will be transmitted

by exposure to the gelatin print, and finally

to the metallic plate used in the printing.

" To obtain the printing grain, it is nec-

essary to expose under a glass plate uni-

formly covered with any opaque powder, a

sheet of colored and bichromatized pigment

paper, which sheet is then applied, in water,

to the cliche, covered with a coating of gum
arabic at ten per cent, of water, to which

has been added forty-five grains of bichro-

mate of potash for each quart of solution

;

then developed in tepid water, which carries

off the unexposed gelatin, leaving untouched

the soluble portions which form the grain

in question.

" To obtain engraved galvanic plates,

regular, good, and economical, the ordinary

simple pile is used, modified as follows :

" The copper solution is contained in a

rectangular wooden tank, varnished on the

outside, and covered on the inside with a

resisting mixture of wax, rosin, red ochre,

and talc ; it is in this solution that are the

new rectangular porous diaphragms, of

which we give, further on, the description,

and which furnish the electric current.

" These diaphragms consist of two simple

plates, with marginal nervures of porous

earth, and of variable thickness and size.

The two plates fit into a mounting of gutta-

percha, or of wood covered with a resisting

varnish, or of these two substances com-

bined, or, finally, of any other solid sub-

stance.

" It is in these diaphragms, that are sus-

pended from a longitudinal support the

sheets of zinc which plunge into the acidu-

lated water contained in them, the galvanic

action is produced, and acts in the ordinary

manner.
" The advantages of these porous, rectan-

gular vessels are evident. They may be

resumed thus :

" First. They can replace nearly all the

diaphragms known up to the present time,

whether used with piles of one or two liquids.

" Second. They may be made of varied

dimensions and very large, as the manufac-

ture of porous plates does not present any

serious difficulty.

" Third. Consequently, the quantity of

electricity may be easily obtained, and as

needed ; for the sheet of zinc may not only

be larger or smaller, but used also from its

two surfaces.

"Fourth. These diaphragms accommodate

themselves to all liquids, and should not be

compared with the organic membranes,which

cannot be industrially used.

" Fifth. The rectangular form has the

advantage, in the simple pile, of furnishing

a deposit which is obtained in a parallel

and uniform manner.
" Sixth. These diaphragms are cheaply

made, easily kept in order and repaired.

"Seventh. Finally, by means of a glass

siphon, fixed or movable, it is easy to re-

new in a continuous manner the exciting

liquid contained in them, and obtain a long,

constant, and regular action.

" In regard to the inscription plates, des-

tined io take the place of ordinary engraved

plates, they may also be obtained by using

bitumen in solution instead of gelatin, and

then the cliche is used in its natural condi-

tion. After sufficient exposure to the sun,

clear in essence of turpentine, wash thor-

oughly in water, and plunge into a galvanic

bath, which can vary at will, according to

the metal dissolved in it. The exposed bi-

tumen is now got rid of, and finally, the

plate is plunged for a moment in a solution

of ammoniacal carbonate of copper ; or, if

the lines of the plates are to be deeper, they

may be allowed to remain for a few moments
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in a slightly acid solution of a copper salt,

before producing the reaction of the above-

mentioned ammoniacal salt upon the bi-ass

plate which carries the design."

GIHON'S PHOTOGRAPHIC SCRAPS.

by john l. gihon.

Series No. 8.

Printing, comprising items of information in relation to

every class of work. Plain and Albumen, Porcelain

and Carbon Work, are all treated of in this series.

WHILST heading this article, I have

promised too much ; I cannot possibly

do full justice to every specified item within

the limited space allotted tome each month.

I shall only treat of that which is most im-

portant,*and endeavor to be entirely prac-

tical. The theory of silver printing can be

very concisely stated as follows :

" When nitrate of silver is brought in

contact with an organic substance, the re-

sulting compound is found to be affected by

light in a somewhat peculiar way : the com-

pound slowly darkens to a reddish tint ; the

exact chemical reaction that takes place is

very complex to trace, but it may be ac-

cepted that an oxide of the organic matter

and silver is formed. This oxide is stable,

unlike the suboxide of silver, and is not

acted on by fixing agents to any great ex-

tent.

" The most important of the organic sub-

stances used in printing is albumen. It has

been used hitherto in preference to any other

organic compound, on account of the deli-

cate film it forms on the paper, free from

all roughness, and also on account of the

beautiful color the print takes by the pro-

duction of the albuminate of silver. The
albumen should be used fresh, and in a

slightly alkaline condition. The principal

commercial objection to its employment in

such a condition as the foundation of the

picture, arises from the difficulty that is ex-

perienced in coating the paper evenly with

it. Makers of paper prefer old albumen,

which gives a slightly acid reaction. When
in this last condition, the paper is easily

coated, though the toning is retarded, and

inferior pictures are the result.

" There are two kinds of paper used prin-

cipally for albumenizing
; Rives and Saxe.

They are both starch-sized papers. The lat-

ter is much more porous, and consequently,

less glossy than the former. Rives paper is,

however, tender when wet, and tears easily

when used in large pieces, such as required

for large prints. Saxe, therefore, is preferred

for large prints, whilst the Rives is admirably

adapted for small pictures where great gloss

is requisite.

" The ' sensitizing bath ' has been a subject

of dire tribulation among inexperienced

photographers, or those who seem unwilling

or incapacitated to receive instruction. The
subjoined formula was introduced and rec-

ommended to photographers by Mr. H.
O'Neil, of New York, and has been repeat-

edly copied and indorsed. It leaves nothing

to be desired.

"Silver solution, 35 grs. strong, £ gallon.

Muriatic Acid, £ ounce.

" Shake well, and add enough ammonia
to make it slightly alkaline ; shake well,

filter, and use the filter over and over again.

Every time you strengthen, add a little acid

and ammonia. Add a little C. P. nitric

acid when red tear-drops appear. Fume
with strong ammonia eight or ten minutes.

" The method of floating the paper surely

needs no particular description. It is by

no means imperative that a certain corner

should be first approached to the solution.

The photographer soon acquires peculiari-

ties of manipulation that enable him to do

his work better and with more satisfaction

to himself, than if he followed a prescribed

rule. There is one general principle to be

observed. It is, that if the negatives are

very hard the strength of the silver solution

can be lessened, and that if they are weak,

it should be much increased.

"After removal from the silver solution,

the paper is allowed to become thoroughly

dry, and is subjected to the fumes of strong

ammonia. It is then ready, when cut into

the required sizes, to be placed in contact

with negatives in printing frames.

" The print should have the highest lights

nearly white, and the shadows verging on a

bronzed color, before toning.

" Small white spots, with a black central

pin-point, are often met with in prints.
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Dust on the paper, during sensitizing, will

cause them, the dirt forming a nucleus for

a minute bubble. All paper should be thor-

oughly dusted before being floated on the

sensitizing bath.

" Gray, star-like spots, arise from small

particles of inorganic matter, such as oxide

of iron, lime, etc., which are present in the

paper. They become more apparent by de-

composition during the printing operations.

They may generally be discernible by ex-

amining the paper by transmitted light.

" Bronzed lines (straight) occur through

a stoppage during floating the paper in the

sensitizing solution. Should the lines be

irregular, forming angles and curves, it is

probable that a scum of oxide of silver, etc.,

may be detected on the surface of the sensi-

tizing solution. A strip of blotting-paper

drawn across the bath will remove the cause

of the defect.

" Should the print appear marbled, it may
be surmised that the sensitizing solution is

weak, or that the paper has not been floated

long enough. In some cases it may arise

from imperfect albumenizing, but, in ordi-

nary commercial samples, the cause can be

easily traced."

"The object of 'toning' a print is to

change the reduced silver salt to a sightly

color that will not be destroyed, after it has

been immersed in the fixing-bath. The

action of toning may be considered some-

what analogous to that of intensifying the

negative, by change of color
;
the reduction

of metallic gold, from the chlorine on certain

portions of the print, being similar to that

of the metallic silver from the nitrate. The

position of the portion of the picture on to

which it is thrown down is determined by

the position of the reduced silver on the

paper. "Where there is metallic silver, there

the metallic gold is thrown down. The

process might be almost called ' electro-gild-

ing.' The terchloride of gold, or a double

salt of the terchloride of gold and potassium

or sodium, is invariably used for the toning-

bath, as it is necessary that the electro-gild-

ing action should take place with a salt of

gold in solution. It is also found advanta-

geous that the solution should be neutral,

i. e., neither acid nor alkaline, the reduction

taking place more rapidly than with an acid

solution. The deposition of gold is further

aided by the addition of an acetate or car-

bonate of an alkali, to form oxychloride of

gold. "When the terchloride of gold alone

is reduced, chlorine is liberated, which at-

tacks the silver in the print, forming fresh

chloride of silver. That this action does

occur may be shown by the diminished depth

of color the prints assume in the toning-

bath. The formation of an oxychloride of

gold in the solution, however, somewhat
reduces this change, a larger deposit of gold

being thrown down in a shorter time than

if the addition of the carbonate had been

omitted.

" The list of well known and much used

toning-baths could be made to be a very

long one. They resemble each other more
or less in character. There is one for which

the following excellencies are claimed

:

Beauty and permanency of tone ; simplicity

of formula
;
great economy ; certainty and

regularity.

" The bath is made as follows : Always
keep in stock the following solutions.

" Solution No. 1.—Dissolve a quarter of a

drachm of chloride of gold in fifteen ounces

of water.

" Solution No. 2.—Dissolve a quarter of a

pound of acetate of soda in forty-eight ounces

of water.

"To make the bath, take of water, thirty

ounces; then add solution No. 1, three

ounces ; and next add solution No. 2, three

ounces. Let stand a whole week before

using ; if wanted sooner, make it with hot

water.

" This bath will tone day after day until

at least four sheets have been toned, and

when apparently exhausted, throw away six

or ten ounces of it, and add a similar quan-

tity of fresh bath, made according to the

same formula, taking care its age is not less

than one week, as the acetate bath goes on

improving, and if used too new, would tone

unevenly, and the prints would lack that

brilliancy so easily obtained when the bath

is of the proper age.

" Always take the prints out when of a

purplish brown,, but never at the rusty brown
stage.

" If the washing has been carefully done,
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you will find that nearly all of the batch

will be finished about the same time, vig-

netted portraits first, and then the plain

portraits, which latter always take up a larger

proportion of gold.

" When the toning is finished, pour your

bath back into the jug or bottle, and keep

the same for next time. Should there be a

slight deposit of chloride at the bottom, de-

cant carefully, so as not to disturb it ; this

will save all filterings, which are always

better avoided.

" As a rule, the following will answer

:

' Tone the prints as you wish them to be

when done.'

:i According to the minuteness of the

grains of gold, so will it assume, by reflected

light, colors varying from purple to that of

the ordinary yellow. The organo-chloride

of silver appears through this layer of gold,

and the colors of the two mingling together

give the different tones in ordinary prints.

When a print is overtoned it becomes blue
;

this is due to the greater amount of gold

deposited over the surface of the silver. The

change in color, on the immersion of a print

in the fixing-bath, is due to the solubility of

the chloride of silver."

" Hyposulphite of soda is almost invari-

ably used for fixing. A strong fixing-bath

is recommended, on the grounds that a

double hyposulphite of soda and silver is

formed, and that this double salt is soluble

in hyposulphite of soda. Consequently, if

enough hyposulphite of soda be added only

to form the double salt in the paper, the

fixing is imperfect ; whilst an excess of hy-

posulphite will dissolve it out of the paper,

and leave the print amenable to washing.

On these grounds the strength of the fixing-

bath has been made as follows :

Hyposulphite of Soda,

Water,

4 ounces.

1 pint.

[" Mem.—One ounce of hyposulphite of

soda will fix with safety three sheets of

paper.
~\

" Between toning and fixing, it is well to

wash the prints slightly. After taking them

out of the toning-bath they should be placed

in a dish of water, face downwards, till a

bath is ready for fixing.

" It will be noticed that the toning action

on the print continues during this washing,

presumably by the solution of gold con-

tained in the pores of the paper continuing

to deposit. The addition of a small quantity

of common salt has been found useful to

stop this action. If this precaution be not

taken, the prints first toned should be left

redder than it is intended they should re-

main.

"The prints should be immersed in the

fixing-bath for twelve or fifteen minutes.

The solution should be kept in motion

during the whole time of fixing, as for ton-

ing. Care should be taken to brush off all

bubbles that may cling to their surfaces, as

the cushion of air impedes the access of the

liquid to the silver salt.

" When the prints are fixed they will ap-

pear colorless in the whites, and free from

red patches in the dark portions.

" In some establishments, it has been

found advantageous to add a drachm of

ammonia to each pint of fixing solution.

The ammonia aids the rapidity of fixing
;

it also attacks the size of the paper, dissolv-

ing it out from the paper in a great measure.

This renders the washing more perfect, and

is found to prevent ' blistering,' which is

common with so many albumenized papers.

" The prints should be withdrawn slowly

from the bath, in order that all excess of

the hyposulphite solution may be drawn

from them by capillary attraction, and

placed in a trough of water. The methods

of eliminating the soda, or of washing the

prints, must depend upon the resources of

the photographer."

" Prints on plain paper are useful in cer-

tain instances. The formula for preparation

is given :

" Chloride of Ammonium, 60 to 80 grs.

Citrate of Soda, 100 grains.

Chloride of Sodium,

.

20 to 30 grs.

Distilled Water, 10 ounces.

Gelatin, . 10 grains.

>

' Chloride of Ammonium, 100 grains.

Gelatin, . 10 "

Water, 10 ounces.

Or

" The gelatin is first dissolved in hot water,

and the remaining components of the for-

mulae are added ; it is then filtered, and the
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paper is floated for three minutes. If it be

required to print on plain paper in a hurry,

a wash of citric acid and water (one grain

to the ounce) may be brushed over the back

of ordinary albumenized paper, and, when

dried, the back of the paper may be sensi-

tized and printed in the ordinary manner.

For cold tones, the wash of the citric acid

may be omitted."

Porcelain printing has been more exten-

sively and successfully practiced in the

United States than in any other country.

Lately, however, the production of these

pictures has been somewhat on the decline,

owing primarily to the difficulty in procur-

ing the plates for the purpose, and again, to

the growing conviction among photogra-

phers that they are unstable in character,

and notwithstanding the care used in their

manufacture, the period of their so-called

permanency is exceedingly uncertain. A
most excellent formula has already been

given in a previous series of ' scraps ' for the

preparation of the collodio-chloride. Its

method of use is simple, extreme care and

cleanliness being the most important re-

quirements for success.

The porcelain plates are readily cleansed

with a solution of cyanide of potassium.

After thorough washing, they are albumen-

ized with a solution, one part of albumen to

four parts of water. This should be flowed

over the plates two or three times. When
dry, they are ready for sensitizing. This is

accomplished by flowing the porcelain with

collodio-chloride, as one would coat a plate

for negative purposes. This must be done

in the dark-room. . The plate, while still

moist, is suspended in the fuming-box for

two or three minutes, and then dried with

a gentle heat.

" Special frames are supplied by the stock-

dealers, for holding the porcelain in its place

against the negative during the time of

making the impression. The toning, fixing,

and washing are to be conducted on the

principles which govern the making of paper

prints. The solutions, however, are to be

used very much weaker than in the latter

case. Fifteen minutes' washing under a

moderate stream of running water will be

found sufficient. There are few peculiarities

of manipulation to be observed, and even

these will suggest themselves with some

practice of the art."

" Permanent Pigment Printing.—If gel-

atin be mixed with a solution of chromic

acid, and dried in non-actinic light, it will

be found that it is perfectly soluble in water.-

If, however, it be exposed to the action of

light, it will be found to have become insol-

uble. On this rests the whole superstructure

of permanent pigment printing, photo-lith-

ography, heliotypy, and processes akin to

them. "We will describe that which is known
as the ' autotype.

'

"The manufacture of the pigmented

sheets of paper upon which the pictures are

printed, is controlled by parties holding pro-

tective patents. The pigment consists of

gelatin, sugar, soap, and colors of every

tint. These are the foundation of all their

permanent prints.

" The tissue is sensitized by floating it on

a solution of bichromate of potash and water.

" Pure Bichromate of Potash, 1 ounce.

Water, .... 20 ounces.

" The bichromate of potash should be

nearly neutral, and contain no free acid. A
dish somewhat larger than the paper to be

floated is used. The solution should be at

least a quarter of an inch in depth in the

dish. The piece of pigmented paper is

taken, and a quarter of an inch folded back

at one end at right angles, and rolled up

to a diameter of about two to three inches,

gelatin surface outside. The turned-up end

remains on the outside of the roll. The

angle of the folded end is now dropped upon

the solution, and the coil of paper is allowed

to unfold itself, driving out all bubbles be-

hind as its surface comes in contact with

the solution.

" The floating should last from two min-

utes in warm weather to three in cold. The

turned-up end should then be pinned by a

couple of pins on a thin lath, and slowly

withdrawn from the back and hung up to dry.

"The drying of the tissue should take

place in a room perfectly free from vapors.

If possible, a current of warm, dry air should

be created through the drying-room. The
quicker the paper dries the better it will

work, though the less sensitive it is to light.
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" When quite dry, the paper is exposed

under the negative in the ordinary manner,

a ' safe edge,' as it is technically termed,

being placed around it. The safe edge con-

sists of a mask of brown or other non-actinic

paper, externally larger than the negative,

and internally, slightly smaller, the negative

being, as it were, framed by it. The pig-

mented paper must be slightly larger (say

half an inch each way) than the size of the

print required. If the print be examined

during exposure it will be seen that, owing

to the colors added, there is no change in

its appearance ; consequently it is necessary

to use a ' photometer ' to time the exposure.

Considerable judgment must be used, gov-

erned by the density of the negatives to be

printed from. Practice, and not directions,

is here essential. When fully exposed, the

tissue is withdrawn from the frame in a

room in which the light is weak or non-ac-

tinic. Close at hand, on a table, should be

a dish containing water to a depth of an

inch or more. To the bottom of this is sunk

a finely mulled flat zinc plate, at least one

inch larger each way than the negative
;

the paper is now drawn, face downwards,

under the water, till it nearly rests upon the

zinc plate. It will be noticed that paper at

first tends to coil downwards, but gradually

unrolls till it is perfectly flat, and if left,

would coil upwards. At the moment it has

become flat, the zinc plate is seized by the

hands, and raised horizontally from the dish,

the tissue resting upon it. It is then placed

on a low stool standing in another dish

;

one end of the paper is next pressed on to

the zinc plate by one hand, and with the

other the remaining portions are brought

into contact with the ' squeegee.'

" The zinc plates are termed the 'tempo-

rary supports ' of the tissue. They are

mulled in the ordinary manner, with a

muller and fine sand ; the finer the grain

given, the finer in detail will be the result-

ing pictures. They are also coated with a

fatty and resinous substance, as follows

:

Take a piece of fine flannel, and with it rub

on the plate a small quantity of this compo-

sition,

"Beeswax,

Yellow Resin,

Oil of Turpentine,

.

3 drachms.

3 "

1 pint.

With another piece polish off" the excess ot

grease, leaving but a minute layer of it.

" The zinc plates are cleaned, after use,

by rubbing with flannel in boiling water.

A little turpentine or ammonia may also be

needed.

" Development is best effected by a trough

or tin basin containing water, whose tem-

perature can be maintained at one hundred

degrees Fahr. by aid of a gas-jet or spirit-

lamp. After the pigmented paper has been

placed into contact by the squeegee with the

zinc plate, it should be laid aside for a couple

of minutes to allow the gelatin to swell. By
the swelling of the gelatin a partial vacuum

-is created between it and the zinc plate, and

the pressure of the air outside prevents it

from peeling or stripping off. The zinc

plate, with the adhering paper, is next

placed horizontally in the trough for a min-

ute, when it will be found that the paper

can be peeled off, leaving the gelatin pig-

ment on the zinc plate. The plate is now
moved vertically in the water, and gradu-

ally those parts of the gelatin which have

been unacted upon by ligftt will dissolve

away, leaving the picture beautifully devel-

oped. When the water flows from the plate

free from coloring matter, it should be with-

drawn and placed for a few seconds in alum

and water (a dessert spoonful of alum to a

couple of gallons) ; this renders the remain-

ing gelatin perfectly insoluble. The plate

with the picture on it should be well washed

and set in a rack to dry.

" The print will be found reversed. The

retransfer brings it into position. The trans-

fer paper is coated with a preparation of in-

soluble gelatin. The retransfer on to paper

is effected in a similar manner to the transfer

of the pigmented paper to the zinc. The

paper is plunged into water of a temperature

of one hundred and seventy degrees, where

it remains till it becomes slimy to the touch.

The plate bearing the dried picture is now
dipped into cold water, and carries as much
as possible away with it in a horizontal po-

sition on to the stool. The transfer paper

is then placed, prepared side down, upon the

cushion of water, and ' squeezed ' as before.

It is then allowed to dry spontaneously (in

the sun if possible), after which it will be
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found to readily leave the plate, bearing

with it the picture on its surface.

" If a mat surface be required, the print

may be finished by rubbing it with cotton-

wool holding a little turpentine. A brilliant

surface can be given by using an encaustic

paste as for silver prints :

" White Wax,

Benzole,

1 ounce.

1 "

Or,

" White Wax, ... 1 ounce.

Oil of Turpentine, . 1 "

Dissolved by the aid of heat.

" Carbon prints can be produced by trans-

ferring them direct to the paper on which

they are to finally rest. The method, how-

ever, necessitates a reversed negative, and

that is the great drawback to the general

use of the process."

(To be continued.)

OUTLINES OF CHEMISTRY.

BY HENRY M. M'lNTIRE, M.E.

(Coi*inued from page 199.)

SELENIUM (atomic weight, 79.5; sym-

bol, Se). Selenium was discovered by

Berzelius in 1817, and by him named. (Se-

lenium is amythologicalname, coming from

a Greek word meaning the moon.) It is a

quite rare substance, very much resembling

sulphur. It has several allotropic forms.

It burns, giving off fumes smelling like rot-

ten cabbage. It forms several oxides and

acids, which are not of enough importance

(on account of rarity) to be mentioned here.

Tellurium (atomic weight, 129 ; symbol,

Te). A still rarer substance than the pre-

ceding. It was discovered in 1782 by Mul-

ler, and named by him (from a Latin word

meaning the earth). It is frequently classed

with the metals, but its striking resemblance

to sulphur and selenium seem to indicate that

it should come under the head of non-metals.

It forms several oxides, acids, and other salts,

which are not of importance enough to be

mentioned here.

Sulphur, selenium, and tellurium resem-

ble each other in very many particulars, in

regard to their action when heated, when
burning, in combination with other elements,

etc. The atomic weight of sulphur is 32, of

tellurium 129, and of selenium 79 5, not very

far from a mean between the other two. The

specific gravity of the first is 2, of the third

6.25, and of the second 4.5, nearly a mean.

Indeed, all the characteristics seem to unite

to make a very clearly marked class of these

three substances.

Phosphorus (atomic weight, 31 ; sym-

bol, P). A quite important substance, never

found in nature in the free state. It was dis-

covered by Brand, of Hamburg, in 1669. It

is a soft, wax-like, semitransparent, whitish

substance, becoming hard and brittle at low

temperatures. It is very inflammable, taking

fire in the air very easily (especially if it

contains impurities). When exposed to the

air it slowly combines with oxygen, giving

off white fumes, which, in a darkened room,

show phosphorescent, pale-greenish light,

hence its name (phosphorus being derived

from two Greek words, meaning light pro-

ducing). It melts at 111° Fahr., forming a

transparent liquid, boiling at 554°. It is

not soluble in alcohol, ether, or water, but

slightly so in oils, and quite soluble in car-

bon disulphide. On account of its inflam-

mability when exposed to the air, the least

amount of friction often being sufficient to

ignite it, it should always be kept and cut

under water. A remarkable characteristic

of phosphorus is the variety of forms it may
exist in. The transparent variety has already

been mentioned ; when exposed to light under

water it becomes white and less fusible.

When melted phosphorus is suddenly cooled,

a black and opaque variety is produced ; or

by heating near to its boiling-point, and sud-

denly cooling, a viscous variety is produced
;

and if exposed to a temperature of about

460° in a gas which cannot affect the phos-

phorus chemically, a fifth modification,

called red, or amorphous, phosphorous is

formed. This form differs very much from

the transparent variety. It is insoluble in

carbon bisulphide. It omits no odor when
exposed to the air, and does not take fire

until heated to about 500°. Phosphorus

acts as a very powerful irritant poison when
taken internally.

But two oxides of phosphorus will be

spoken of: phosphoric trioxide, P
2 3 , and

phosphoric pentoxide, P
2 5

.

31
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Phosphoric trioxide, or phosphorus anhy-

dride, P
2 3 , is formed when phosphorus is

hurnt in a limited supply of dry air ; it

unites with the greatest ease with water to

formhydric phosphate, or phosphorous acid,

H3PO3 (P
2 3
+3H

2
= 2H

3
P0

3 ),
which acid

forms a series of salts called phosphites.

Phosphoric pentoxide, or phosphoric anhy-

dride (P
2 5 ),

is formed when phosphorus is

burnt in an excess of air. This anhydride

forms three acids when combined with water.

Hydric metaphosphate, monohydric phos-

phate, or metaphosphoric acid (HP0
3 )

, formed

thus: P
2 5
+H

2
0=2HP0

3 ,
which forms

with bases salts called metaphosphates.

Tetrahydric pyrophosphate, or pyrophos-

phoric acid (H
4
P

2 7 ),
formed tbus: P

2 5 -f-

2H
2
0=H

4P2 7 , which forms salts called

pyrophosphates.

Trihydricphosphate, or triphosphoric acid,

or tribasic phosphoric acid (H
3
P0

4 ) formed

thus: P
2 5
+3H

2
=2H

3P04 , which forms

salts called phosphates. The acid being

tribasic, it can form three kinds of salts,

basic, neutral, or acid. One example will

serve to explain ; take the phosphates of so-

dium. It is plain that we can have three of

these phosphates, according as the sodium

replaces one, two, or all of the atoms of

the hydrogen of the acid, thus : H
2
NaP0

4 ,

HNa
2
P04 , and Na

3
P04 . These would be

Na
3
P0

4 , trisodium phosphate, basic ; HNa2
-

P0
4 ,

hydric disodium phosphate, neutral

;

H
2
NaP0

4 , dihydric sodium phosphate, acid.

Salts formed like the last mentioned are

often called biphosphates or superphos-

phates. Besides these there is a hypo-

phosphorous acid, H
3
P0

2 , forming hypo-

phosphites, whose anhydride has never been

obtained in a free state. There are also

three compounds of phosphorus and hydro-

gen: H
3
P, phosphuretted hydrogen gas, a

gas; H
2
P, liquid phosphide of hydrogen, a

liquid ; and HP
2 , solid phosphide of hydro-

gen, a solid. There are also several other

compounds of phosphorus, for instance, with

chlorine, bromine, iodine, etc., which are

not of sufficient importance to be mentioned

here.

Silicon or Silicium (atomic weight, 28

;

symbol, Si). An element which, next to

oxygen, is the most widely distributed of

any on the face of the globe, and when com-

bined with oxygen, as it always occurs, it

never being found in the free state in nature,

forms a substance which is the most abun-

dant component of the earth's crust. It is

the essential constituent of quartz, flint, si-

lex (hence its name). Silicon may be ob-

tained in the free state in any of three forms,

the amorphous, the graphitoid, or the crys-

talline. Under the first form it exists as a

brown amorphous powder, insoluble in wa-

ter; when heated in the air, or oxygen, it

burns brilliantly, forming silica. The gra-

phitoid form may be obtained from this by

heating, when it becomes verymuch smaller,

and of a much greater specific gravity ; will

not burn even when intensely heated. The

crystallized variety is obtained by fusing the

silicon under certain conditions, and allow-

ing it to cool slowly ; it is then hard enough

to cut glass.

There is but one oxide of silicon known

:

Silicic dioxide, silicic anhydride, or silica

(Si0
2 ),

the substance that is frequently

called silicic acid, and which in the mineral

kingdom can almost be said to be omnipres-

ent. In its purent forms we have it glit-

tering in the rock crystal quartz ; color this

purple with oxide of manganese, and we have

the amethyst ; color it red or brown with

oxide of iron, and we have the carnelian

;

color it yellow, and we have the false topaz.

In all of these the silica is the chief constitu-

ent ; it is also found in nature in an amor-

phous form, that is, uncrystallized. Of the

latter class, the agate is typical. There are

also the jasper, silex, or flint, etc.

Crystallized silica is attacked by no acid

with the exception of hydrofluoric ; it is

very refractory before the blowpipe, requir-

ing the most intense heat of the oxyhydrogen

flame to melt it, when it fuses to a transpar-

ent globule. If it be mixed, however, with

sodium carbonate, and then heated, it fuses

with comparative ease, forming a silicate of

sodium, "soluble glass," which, if boiled

with water, will dissolve. Upon the addi-

tion of hydrochloric acid, the true silicic

acid (H
4SiOJ will partly separate as a ge-

latinous mass, and partly remain in solution.

If, however, this solution be evaporated to

dryness, and heated for some time at a tem-

perature just a little above the boiling-point

of water (that is to say, if it be " brought to
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Hard dryness "), and then some hydrochloric

acid be added, the silica will remain undis-

solved as a white, amorphous powder, which

cannot he again obtained in solution with-

out the foregoing operation be repeated.

The silicic acid before mentioned, H4SiO^

(Si0
2
-)-2H

20), forms with bases silicates.

But the subject of silicates will not be en-

tered upon here ; suffice it to say that there

are but few subjects in chemistry more com-

plicated. The acid represented by the for-

mula HJSiO^, is not the only acid that the

silicic anhydride forms ; far from it. And as

for silicates, there hardly seems to be an end

of them ; they are called sub-, mono-, bi-,

polly-silicates ; ortho-, meta-, acid silicates,

and so on. It would be useless, as well as out

of place, to describe them here. They are

fortunately not encountered in one's every-

day walks in chemistry, without one should

chance to walk in that direction. There are

other compounds of silicon, but they are not

worth noticing.

Boron (atomic weight, 11 ; symbol, B).

"We will close the series of elements which

we have included under the head "non-

metallic" with boron. It is never found in

nature in a free state, but combined with

oxygen, or with oxygen and sodium, the

latter being called borax, from which word
the name boron is derived. In the same

manner as carbon and silicon, it exists in

three forms, amorphous, graphitoidal, and

crystallized. When in the amorphous form,

it is of a dull, olive-green color, soils the

fingers, dissolves slightly in water, forming

a greenish solution, from which it is precipi-

tated unchanged by ammonium chloride.

Boron, when crystallized, has a higher spe-

cific gravity than when amorphous. The

crystals, when pure, are colorless, but gener-

ally, however, from impurities, are of a yel-

lowish cast. They are very hard, sufficiently

so to scratch the ruby, and even to wear

away the diamond. Boron, when strongly

heated in oxygen or chlorine, burns with

beautiful scintillations, forming either the

oxide or chloride, as the case may be.

Boracic anhydride (B
2 3 ),

commonly called

boracic acid, is the only compound of boron

and oxygen known. It is found in great

quantities in California, where it is utilized.

It is also obtained in Tuscany. When in re-

gions of volcanic action, it issues from the

ground in a free state, mixed with sulphu-

retted hydrogen, the gas is conducted into

large basins containing water ; the water

absorbing the gas, the steam accompanying

it is made use of for the evaporating of the

water, crude acid crystallizes from the con-

centrated solution. This crude acid is puri-

fied by treating it with sodium carbonate

until effervescence ceases, borax being formed

(borax is an acid-borate of sodium). This

borax is obtained nearly pure by crystalliza-

tion. It is again dissolved, and enough sul-

phuric acid added to form sodium sulphate

of the sodium present. The boracic acid

being left in a free state, is then obtained by

crystallization, in a state nearly pure, con-

taining, however, some sulphuric acid, from

which it is freed by fusion. The crystals

thus obtained are boracic acid (HB0
2
,H

20),

being composed of boracic anhydride and

water (B
2 3
+H

2
=2HB0

2 ).
When heated

it loses water, being converted into the anhy-

dride, finally fusing to a transparent glass.

Boracic acid is but slightly soluble in cold

water, but freely so in hot. It forms with

bases salts called borates, and has apparently

the property of imparting to them ready

fusibility, so that many of the borates make
valuable fluxes, and are utilized accordingly.

Borax, acid borate of sodium, or biborate of

sodium (Na
2
B

2 7 , 10H
2
O), is probably the

most important, certainly the commonest, of

all the borates. It is obtained in large crystals

which, as will be seen by the formula given

above, contain as much as ten molecules of

water of crystallization to the molecule of

borax ; these are, of course, given up when
the substance is heated. It swells up to a

remarkable extent in the process, finally

contracting to a smaller bulk than it first

had, and forming a glassy transparent sub-

stance, which is anhydrous (containing no

water),.and is known as "borax glass." The

power of dissolving metallic oxides, pos-

sessed by borax to a remarkable degree,

renders it of importance in several connec-

tions. Most of these oxides have the power

of imparting to the borax bead* a character-

* The borax "bead" is a small globule of bo-

rax, made by melting some borax in a small loop

of light platinum wire (the loop forming a sup-

port).
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istic color. Hence borax is an important

reagent in blowpipe analysis. Some of the

borax being fused in the loop of a light plat-

inum wire, and a small quantity of the sub-

stance to be tested fused into this bead by

the resulting color, very often the composi-

tion of the substance may be determined.

Its power of dissolving oxides is utilized

in the soldering of easily oxidizable metals.

The borax is sprinkled on the metal, and the

heat melts the borax as well as the solder.

The melted borax then dissolves any of the

oxidized metal that may be formed, render-

ing the surfaces clean, otherwise the oxide

would interfere with the perfect joining of

the two parts. Borax, like other borates

(and like boracic acid also), is used often as

a flux ; in the enamelling and coloring of

porcelain, for example.

(To be continued.)

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.

More about Hardened Glass— Applications

of Electric Light in Photography— The

Lightning Process in Europe—News from
the Paris Exhibition— The Peroxide of

Iron, and its Use in Photo- Chemistry.

T COMMUNICATED to you in my last

1 letter some little experiments made with

" hardened glass " (hartglas) for the benefit

of its use in photography. Meanwhile, I

had occasion to make some new studies about

it. Herr Herrmann, ingenieur of the hart-

glas manufactory of Siemens, in Dresden,

has brought some negatives on hartglas be-

fore a meeting of the Verein zur Foerderung

der Photographie (Society for the Advance-

ment of Photography) of Berlin. It makes

a wonderful impression on any one to see

how those negatives may be thrown through

the room and on the floor without any dan-

ger of breaking. This item alone is con-

siderable enough to justify a cost of one-

third beyond the price of common glass.

Besides, Siemens's hartglas is considerably

different from the original French make,

manufactured by De la Bastie. German
products are accessible to be ground and

drilled, and the time is not far when it can

be cut with a diamond without breaking.

Already, now, Siemens's glass will break to

pieces when violently treated, whilst the

former French glass always crumbles into

fine dust.

I dare not forget to say that the German
method of hardening glass is entirely differ-

ent from the French. Whilst the latter con-

sists in cooling off in water or oil, ours is

pressed between two even iron plates.

It is known that Siemens is our most

prominent man in the practice of telegraphy

and all applications of electricity in general.

I also owe to him detailed information about

the application of electricity to photographic

purposes, as it is put in practice by Mr.

Van der Weyde, of London. He uses a me-

dium size electro-magnet producing an elec-

tric light of four thousand to six thousand

standard candles, at about six hundred and

fifty revolutions per minute of the induction

cylinder ; size, 30" x 28" x 11" ; weight,

419 pounds; price, £112; loose pulley, price,

£2 ; large lamp with silvered parabolic

reflector, about twenty-four inches diameter

and eight inches depth, on cast-iron base-

plate, with ball and socket joint, £70. In

addition to this, two carbons, Is. 4rf. per

foot ; and leading wire, £4 to £5 per hun-

dred yards. This machine requires a force

of four horse-power, which is not included

in the above prices, and which will be about

£300. After this first cost nothing more

is needed to produce always the brilliant

light of six thousand candles. One horse-

power cost about Is. daily in our country,

so that four horse-power were amply paid

with $2 daily. Then we also reach the point

where electro light runs a great opposition to

gaslight, when it is advantageous to use the

same quantity of coal, which is fed in a

gas retort in order to keep a steam-engine

running, and thus illuminate the streets. It

is not at all surprising to see several of these

machines used in Paris. According to de-

scription its effect must be wonderful.

Though the electric lights are shaded by

ground-glass shades, their intensity sur-

passes that of the full moon. Americans

are amply supplied with sunlight, so that

they have no particular reason to think

about artificial light, except for their magic

lantern exhibitions. The electro-magnet is

easily transported, and in regard to the

driving power, a portable engine would an-

swer splendidly for the purpose.
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The news about lightning processes has at-

tracted all attention in this country. It is

quite strange that I read about it sooner in

American journals, than I have had occasion

to hear about it by the inventor himself, who
is Mr. Boissonas, of Geneva. Almost im-

mediately after I had read your excellent

June number of the Philadelphia Photogra-

pher, I received a letter from the inventor,

with some samples, but without any descrip-

tion of the process. His letter was more a

kind of an invitation to visit on the occasion

of my next visit in Paris also the studio of

Franck de Villecholle, where his process is

put in practice. The inventor now makes ef-

forts to sell his process in England. His first

trial was made in America. Quite a good

calculation. Let us hope that the secret

will very soon be revealed.

Mr. Seavey, the famous background paint-

er of New York, accompanied by his ami-

able wife and daughter, has recently honored

me with a visit. He also visited Franck

in Paris, where a nice picture of Miss Sea-

vey was made in one second.

Meanwhile the news about the Paris Ex-
hibition more and more engage the public.

The opinions are very different. After all

that I know of it, until now, the photo-

graphic exhibition shows some very good

products by the old process, but nothing

particularly new. A new Adam Salomon,

who was in 1867, on the same occasion, the

centre of attraction, has not yet put in his

appearance. It seems as if he had not even

exhibited at all, as I have not seen his name
in any of the reports about the exhibition.

The old iron process, by Herschel, for the

direct reproduction of drawings without

camera and glass negative, the so-called

lichtpaus process, gains lately more and

more attention. This process has the ad-

vantage of cheapness. Marion, of Paris,

sells a liquid for this purpose to sensitize the

paper. Everybody can make it.

A. Ferridoxetate of Iron, . . 10 parts.

Water, 100 "

Also,

B. Ferridcyanide of Potassium, . 10 parts.

Water, 100 "

Mix A and B, and you will get an excel-

lent sensitizing solution for sensitizing paper.

It is not necessary to use Saxe or Kives

paper ; common drawing-paper will do.

The sensitized paper will turn dark blue

if exposed to the light, and turns white

again if the exposure is continued. It has

to be exposed until the blue commences to

fade again. The fixing, which is done

with warm water, renders those parts

which are faded already a little, dark blue.

These papers are less sensitive than silvered

papers, and require about three times the

exposure of the latter. I publish these few

notes, as I heard that some one is going to

apply for a patent for an old subject in order

^ to derive money from it.

It seems also as if the iron salts were re-

cently more studied than ever. Until now,

the process with bichromate of potassium and

gelatin has attracted all attention, so that all

other sensitive substances were neglected.

The above-mentioned process, which dates

from the year 1841, is the first which guided

to a practical application of iron salts in

photographic chemistry.

Monckoven also has lately called the at-

tention to the use of iron salts in the carbon

process, what has been proposed twenty years

ago by Mr. Poitevin, who now also, in the

French Photographic Society, points out

again the same subject. Poitevin bases a new
lichtdruck process on his experience. A
glass plate is coated with gelatin, which is

made insoluble by the following composi-

tion :

Water, . . . .100 parts.

Perchloride of Iron, . . 10 "

Tartaric Acid, . . . 3 "

The film thus treated regains its solubility

when exposed to light. Exposed under a

positive, it will give a copy which is insol-

uble in all parts which were not exposed to

the light, which will take printing-ink and

produce a positive lichtdruck. This method

enables us to make a direct reproduction of

cards, etc., that is to say, without the help

of a negative. Poitevin says that it is also

possible to make the film soluble again bj^

acids, so that a negative may serve for the

same purpose. In this case, he coats a piece

of paper with the gelatin and treats it with

the above solution ; lets it dry, and exposes

under a negative ; develops then in warm
water, and produces thus a negative on paper.
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If this is inked in, the whole piece will get

black. Now the sheet is put in water, to

which a little muriatic acid is added. The

film gets soluble again and washes out,

whilst the ink on the paper only will remain

and form a positive picture.

All these little remarks on iron show very

clearly to what an extent the use of iron salts

may still have in photography. In consid-

eration of the extended use of iron in the

developer, and the new applications which

Lea has given to iron in the alkaline devel-

oping process, it is quite useless to recom-

mend especially the study of iron salts for

photography. It is desirable to make them

a little more sensitive, which may be possi-

ble by the test of many organic iron compo-

sitions quite unknown until now.

Truly yours, H. Vogel.
Berlin.

FROM A LIGHTNING "LICENSEE."

THE following copy of a letter from one

of Lambert's licensees to a fellow pho-

tographer, asking his advice as to the pur-

chase of a license, has been sent us, with a

request for its publication. It " speaks for

itself."

Mr. .

My dear Sir : Tour last inquiry about

the merits of the L. N. P. was duly received.

Pardon my delay in answering. I have

been very busy.

I have no high opinion of the pretended

new process. I paid twenty dollars for it,

and for the life of me I can't tell why the

sale should not be called a swindle, for I

fail to find a new idea in the entire "'pro-

cess ;
" not even one single " dodge " that is

not in common use by photographers. I

was very anxious to make the process a

success and introduce it to other parties here,

and so gave it more time than I should

otherwise have wasted on it. I was deter-

mined to make it a success, giving the ut-

most attention to the instructions ; and you

know whether I give up a trial easily. I

got negatives, of course, but the best of them

were weak and poor, such as we make when
our chemicals are out of order. I tried

again and again, at different times, always

.following the instructions, but always with

inferior results. The negatives were always

inferior to what you can get by doubling

the strength of your developer, and the

time required was more. The silver depos-

ited is always coarse.

You are troubled by those recommenda-

tions, are you ? Well, I have nothing to

say in regard to them. But my sagacious

friend of hopeful temperament and short

memory, I will recall a very sensible re-

mark made by you not very long ago, after

you had spent several dollars of your hard-

earned money on a secret "process," and

found at last it was a swindle. You said

the most worthless processes had the most

showy recommendations. And you your-

self were quite ready on a half trial of the

process to add one more to the number of

recommendations. But you found your pro-

cess a fraud.

I would not have invested one shilling in

this on the general recommendations, but the

Anthonys' recommendation "fetched" me,

as it has others. The Anthony's have lately

been more reserved in their indorsements
;

they no longer advise any person to buy the

process. They merely advertise the chemicals.

A number of persons, seeing I was men-

tioned in the Bulletin as "not yet" making

a success of it, have triumphantly sent me
specimens of Lightning work. Some have

written me patronizing letters (or rather

postal cards), in which it is evident they con-

sider the art treasures sent masterpieces of

Lightning portraiture. You ought to see

those pictures ; they are the unkindest thrusts

yet made at the L. N. P. You think your

pictures are poor ones, and I had not the

heart to contradict you, but your's are grand

compared to those. By the way, I will send

them to you. How they ever get them off

on customers I don't know. Preserve them

with great care; they are priceless! The

picture of a dog, with an apple or something

on its nose, was sent me by Mr. Lambert,

whosays: "This speaks for itself." And so

it does. As you have had experience in pho-

tographing a dog that has been trained to

stand still, you will understand its "speak-

ing," and know just how difficult it is not.

By the way, send me a card of your dog, the

one standing on a trunk, with the meat in

its mouth and the kitten on its nose. I want
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to send it to the Anthony's. If you find

you heart still yearns for the L. N. P. let

me know, and you can have my license and

welcome. Lamhert will transfer it to you.

Yours, in haste,

S. V. Allen.
Freeport, July 3d, 1878.

THE CALIFORNIA HORSE-ELEC-
TRIC FEAT.

THE following will interest those who
"take stock" in the wonderful Cali-

fornia horse story.

"None know better than yourself that the

country is full of photographic quacks vend-

ing their nostrums, deceiving the credulous,

and defrauding the ignorant. California

is noted for its 'largest pumpkins,' 'finest

climate,' and most 'phenomenal horse' in

the world. So also it has a photographer !

the dexterity of whose " forefinger " in-

vokes the aid of electricity in exposing his

plate—a succession of plates, so as to photo-

graph each particular respiration of the

horse. The result is, a number of diminutive

silhouettes of the animal on and against a

white ground and wall ; all these in the

particular position it pleased him to assume,

as the wheels of his chariot open and close

the circuits. All this is new and wonder-

ful. How could it be otherwise, emanating

as it does from this land of miracles ? Pho-

tographically speaking, it is ' bosh ;
' but

then it amuses the 'boys,' and shows that

a horse trots part of the time and ' flies
'

the rest, a fact of ' utmost scientific impor-

tance.' Bosh again.

" Respectfully, your friend,

"Wm. H. Eulofson."

LEVY'S EMULSION PLATES.

A Letter from Mr. Levy.

A GREAT trouble with emulsions having

always been found in their liability

to lift partly or wholly from the plate, es-

pecially after the fixing, I manufactured an

improved edging fluid, which is now largely

used and pronounced invaluable. Blisters,

however, often present themselves in centre

of plates, the prevention or removal of which

has hitherto in vain been attempted. I am
now able to offer a cure for the same, as

simple as it is perfect and complete, and

would acknowledge my indebtedness for the

same to my friend, Dr. J. J. Higgins, of

this city, who uses my plates largely and

with so great success.

Cleaning and talcing the plate, I edge it

before the flowing of the emulsion, and
again after it is dried, if used for dry plates.

After exposure, developing, and fixing, I

wash the plate thoroughly with water, not

minding the blisters at all, as the film will

not lift from the edges ; then laying my
negative flat on the table, I cover the film

with an ordinary sheet of writing-paper,

somewhat larger than my plate, and holding

it on one edge (so that it shall not slip), with

the finger over the paper, I push all the

blisters out through the opposite edge from

where the paper is held. Although not in-

dispensable, it is as well to make a few pin-

holes on the edge, to allow the water present

under the film to come out the more easily.

Instead of the finger a small roller may do

it yet more evenly. Lifting then the paper

up gently, the negative, without further

washing, is set up to dry. In case of dust

having settled on the film by carelessly

using paper not previously dusted, it can be

removed with a camel's-hair brush, after

the film is dry, without danger.

Hoping the above may prove of benefit

to some of your readers, I am, yours truly,

A. Levy,
77 University Place., N. Y.

P. S.—The run being now for rapidity,

without laying any claim to " lightning," I

am glad to be able to say that with my
emulsion dry plates, as made by me or by

others with my emulsion and preservative,

well lighted views can be taken with an or-

dinary Darlot lens (portrait) in one-twelfth

of a second, by using the developer usually

directed by me, but of double strength, e.g.,

Bromide of Ammonium, . 160 grains.

Carbonate of Soda, . 2 ounces.

Honey, .... 2 drachms.

Water, .... 1 pint.

Lantern Slides of the Paris Exhibition

are received, and for sale. See advertise-

ment.
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MORA.

ON" one of our rainy days in June, being

on business near Mora's gallery, 707

Broadway, N. Y., I stepped in to see what

he might have new in pictures, as I always

like to when I have opportunity.

I found Mr. Mora disengaged from his

regular business, having made arrangements

for a visit of two or three months to London

and Paris, mostly for recreation, but partly

to provide for a more extended sale of his

" Publics," as his published portraits of cele-

brated people are called. He was selecting

from his stock samples to take with him.

His stock was contained in six large cases,

eight drawers in each case, eighteen divisions

in each drawer, each division capable of re-

ceiving about four dozen imperial size
; and

all the divisions nearly filled. From these

the regular orders are selected, and into these

each day's work is assorted. Nearly one

whole case was devoted to Miss Maude
Branscombe. In reply to my remark about

so many of one person, Mr. Mora informed

me that they had sold over thirty-five thou-

sand of her portraits, and were constantly

receiving orders ; and that he had made over

three hundred negatives of her, and expected

to make yet others.

Further in the conversation he informed

me they had sold over three hundred thou-

sand "Publics" during the past year, and

that this part of his business was constantly

extending, and quite profitable, as he was

enabled to fill up all the time to advantage,

many of his most successful Public negatives

having been made on hazy and cloudy days,

when private custom is usually dull ; as peo-

ple generally cannot be divested of the idea

that the brighter the day, the brighter will

be the picture. The aggregate business of

the past year was over ninety thousand dol-

lars, which, considering the hard times, and

the fact that only about five years ago the

name of Mora was not known in photogra-

phy, may be called a pronounced success.

And it may be worth while to consider

the ways and means used in reaching the

foremost rank so rapidly ; and yet more so,

that it has been by none of the established

cut-and-dried photographic fashions. Al-

though at first the strong influence of his

celebrated instructor was somewhat visible,

Mr. Mora's genius was too original not to

assert itself with marked individuality. He
soon found his own methods and followed

them. He has never exhibited for premiums

in the usual patent-machine style, then ad-

vertised in handbills and placards the won-

derful fact that he, among a hundred others,

had got a medal. His advertising has all

been done with the pictures he has made.

Large and beautiful frames filled with fine

and varied examples of his style may be seen

in the best hotels and theatres all over the

country, at all the large watering-places,

wherever the best people congregate, and

they are thus invited to judge for themselves

the quality of his work. That their judg-

ment is favorable his success is the best eyi-

dence.

His gallery is very plainly furnished, with

nothing for glitter and show, nothing to dis-

tract the attention from the few finely finished

and tastefully mounted pictures which are

negligently scattered about his large recep-

tion-room, the colors of which are all quiet,

the walls being simply painted a dull maroon

color, as the best foil to the bright pictures,

while the plain furniture is all in keeping.

His operating-room, with its low, broad

light, its rough, uncarpeted floor, and its

stained walls, is not nearly so fine as many
a gentleman's stable, but it has everything

that is needed for the production of elegant

and artistic photographic effects. There are

a few pieces of rich furniture, and a piece

of loose carpet as accessories for interiors,

with a multitude of backgrounds, screens,

profiled slips, fireplaces, window sets, balus-

trades, steps, rocks, etc.

He has more than fifty painted back-

grounds, representing sea and sky, plains and

mountains, tropic luxuriance and polar

wastes ; every style of scenery from Egypt

to Siberia, mostly designed by himself, and

all executed with Seavey's unapproachable

knowledge of photographic needs. These

grounds hang against the wall compactly,

without feet, and when needed are lifted out

and attached to feet readily, by the use of the

ordinary dovetailed bedstead castings.

There could be a much more useful de-

scription given, but this article is already too

long, and I will close it with the emphasis
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of one fact that must be interesting to photo-

graphic workers everywhere. Mr. Mora's

rapidly won success has been achieved

through photography, with only its pure and

simple light and shade. There has never been

apaintedphotograph made in or soldfrom his

gallery. And I think there is not another in-

stance on record of a gallery reaching a busi-

ness of nearly one hundred thousand dollars

per year, that has been able, even if it has

tried, to resist the seductive promise of easy

profit from colored work. He has resolutely

continued to turn away thousands of dollars

worth urged upon him, although not one

colored picture has ever been exhibited in

his gallery.

Can there be any better evidence that Mr.

Mora's success is not the result of fortunate

chance, but the outgrowth of a well con-

sidered plan of action, based upon the natu-

ral promptings of an instinctive artistic

taste? And what can be more encouraging

to photographers than such positive proof of

the n'oble results which can be drawn from

plain portrait photography in energetic and

artistic hands.

Yours truly, E. K. Hough.
New York, July 13th, 1878.

OUR PICTURE.
rPHE negatives from which the pictures em-

1 bellishing our present issue were printed,

came to us in our last prize competition from

Messrs. Bradley & Kulofson, San Francisco,

Cal. , and are full of technical and artistic ex-

cellence. The work of these gentlemen is so

well known all over the country, that it

needs no comment or praise from us. We
have also made our readers specially famil-

iar with it by means of the examples we
have been enabled to give them herein.

The present picture is well worthy of study

and imitation, and we leave it with you for

that purpose.

The prints were made at our own rooms,

on S. & M. Dresden paper, sold by Mr. G.

Gennert, and by request we add the formula?

used in making them, as follows :

Silver Solution.

Water, .... 64 ounces.

Nitrate of Silver, . . 2560 grains.

Alcohol, ... 4 ounces.

32

During the hot weather, fume twenty

minutes.

Toning Solution.

Make a saturated solution of

Chloride of Gold, . . 20 grains.

Sal Soda, ... 10 ounces.

Tone with

Water, . . . . . 100 ounces.

Gold and Soda Solution, 8» "

Adding the latter as needed, sufficient to

tone the prints in about five minutes.

Fixing Solution.

Water, 5 parts, to hypo, 1 part.

The prints are acidified and salted accord-

ing to Hearn's well-known formula, and well

washed in running water ; no rollers.

FRENCH ITEMS PHOTOGRAPHIC.

AT the last meeting of the Paris Photo-

graphic Society, Mr. Michaud pre-

sented some specimens of photo-engraving,

made by a new process of his invention,

which is simple, practical, and inexpensive.

He asserts that he can transform, in a few

moments, a photographic cliche into a me-

tallic plate, which can be used : First, for

the immediate production of lithographic

prints, deliverable in twenty-four hours,

and if the case is urgent, in the space of six

hours. Second, for the obtaining also of

printing-blocks, which can be delivered on

the second or third day after the order.

Third, for the preparation of a galvanic

mould, in relief, which can reproduce, also

by the same process, direct plates for copper-

plate printing, or thin plates of all sizes for

jewelry work, of artistic effect and surprising

beauty.

The processes of Mr. Michaud give an-

other series of productions ; the so-called

photo-chemical plates, plain, or more or less

ornamented, which can replace, very econ-

omically, the ordinary engraved plates. One
operator in this line can produce the work

of two hundred engravers.*

* Fuller details of this process are given on

another page, in our review of M. Liebert's new
work, to which please refer.

—

Ed. P. P.
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Mr. Michaud gives the following method

for making reversed negatives :

Upon a hath of gelatin of five per cent,

of water, passed through a flannel filter, and

maintained liquid at a mild heat over a

water-hath, apply, without bubbles, a clean

pellicle of castor-oil collodion (leathery col-

lodion), attached to a small, rectangular

wooden stick by two flat nails. After a

contact of three minutes, raise so as to have

a uniform liquid surface
;

place the stick

upon a cross-bar adapted for the purpose, in

an atmosphere rather damp than cold ; do

the same for the other pellicles, and a

moment after, when they are dry, plunge

them successively into an alum bath, con-

taining one and a half ounces Troy, to a

quart of water, in which they are allowed

to remain two minutes. They are then to

be washed for two minutes in dishes con-

taining ordinary water. Again hang up,

dry, cut off the edges, and preserve between

sheets of ordinary paper until ready for use.

The cliche that is to be reversed is placed,

immediately after fixing and washing, in a

dish of water ; the alumed gelatin pellicle

is placed in another dish of water with a

sheet of waxed paper of rather larger size.

The gelatinized side of the pellicle is then

applied to the cliche, and raised so as to

avoid air-bubbles ; the sheet of waxed paper

is placed on top, and the squeegee passed

over ; the waxed paper is removed, and it

can be used almost indefinitely ; the two

sides of the cliche are slightly wiped and

placed in a positive frame, covered with a

piece of dry and thick bibulous paper, then

exposed to the sun, or in a heated room,

where desiccation takes place rapidly. The

dry cliche, placed in a dish of hot water,

promptly yields, and in about fifteen min-

utes, the cliche pellicle, which is raised by

the hand, is allowed to dry and may be used

for direct exposure.

If the pellicle is very thin, and conse-

quently difficult to handle, it should be im-

mediately fixed in water, on a plate which

has simply been gelatinized and previously

dried, making use of the squeegee as above.

It is then to be rapidly dried in a positive

frame.

Instead of removing negatives in this

manner by the use of pellicles of collodion,

which offer advantages over the gelatin

generally used, in many cases simple waxed

papers may be used, which are treated as

above. These cliches never again require

to be attached to glass ; it suffices to pass a

hot iron over them, between dry sheets of

bibulous paper, to give them the necessary

flatness and transparency.

This method of removing negatives may
be employed without any modification for old

negatives which have been simply varnished.

The following French judges have been

appointed for the Photographic Section of

the Paris Exhibition : Messrs. Davanne,

Vice-president of the French Photographic

Society
; Ad. Martin, professor of natural

philosophy ; and Count Heliand, amateur

photographer. Mr. Franck de Villecholle,

photographer, has been added to this com-

mittee as supplementary member.

SCIENCE FOR THE PHOTOG-
RAPHER.

DE. J. I. Bonner says :
" Faded writing

in ink can be restored by brushing over

with a solution of sulphide of ammonia."

Invisible Ink eor Postal-cards.—
The Deutsche Illustrirte Gewerbezeitung pro-

poses the use of what may be called "postal-

card ink," for messages which are sent on

such cards, or otherwise unsealed. A solu-

tion of nitrate of chloride of cobalt, or

chloride of copper, mixed with a little gum
or sugar, produces a "magic ink," which is

made visible by warming, either by holding

against the stove or over a burning match.

Potassium ferrocyanide in solution may also

be used ; but this requires a developer, for

which either copper or iron sulphate may be

employed. With the former the writing

will appear in brown, and with the latter in

blue color.

Photographers who wish to renovate

and improve their accessories, will find the

following useful : A new process has been

applied in Belgium to the manufacture of

artificial walnut, by which ordinary wood

has imparted to it the appearance of the

most beautiful specimens of walnut, adapted

to the very finest cabinet work. The wood,

first thoroughly dried and warmed, is coated
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once or twice with a liquid composed of part

by weight of extract of walnut-peel, dis-

solved in six parts of soft water by heating

it to boiling, and stirring. The wood thus

treated, when half dry, brushed with a solu-

tion of one part by weight of bichromate of

potash in five parts of boiling water, and,

after drying thoroughly, is rubbed and pol-

ished. The color is thus said to be fixed in

the wood to a depth of one or two lines, and,

in the case of red-beech or alder, for in-

stance, the walnut appearance is most perfect.

Persulphuric Acid, S
2 7 , is a new acid,

which has been obtained under the influence

of electricity upon a mixture of dry sulphur-

ous acid gas and oxygen ; it crystallizes at

a low temperature in transparent needles.

It may also be obtained in the form of solu-

tion by carefully mixing chlorine water with

concentrated sulphuric acid, but is not

formed if the latter contains more than two

equivalents of water. Under the various con-

ditions the new acid may be obtained from

concentrated sulphuric acid, perhaps also by

acting with the latter upon alkaline or me-

tallic peroxides in the cold.

Colorless Tincture of Iodine.—
Compound Tincture of Iodine, 40 niin.

Carbolic Acid, . . 6 "

Glycerin, . . . .1 ounce.

Water, ..... 5 ounces.

Mix. The color disappears in from eight

hours to as many days.

A Good Varnish.—Varnish made with

alcohol will get dull and spongy by the

evaporation of the alcohol, which leaves

water in the varnish, as all commercial alco-

hol contains water. Take thin sheet gela-

tin, cut it into strips, and put it in the var-

nish
;

it will absorb most of the water, and

the varnish can be used clear and bright

until the last drop. The gelatin will get

quite soft; it can then be taken and dried,

and used again. " I have used this plan,"

says the writer, " for the last two years in

photographic varnish, and have never had

to throw away one drop."

Anilin Bronzing Fluid.— Very use-

ful in making paper mats, passepartouts, etc.

Take ten parts of anilin red and five of ani-

lin purple, and dissolve in 100 parts of alco-

hol at 95°, taking care to help the solution

by placing the vessel in a sand- or-water bath.

As soon as the solution is effected, five parts

of benzoic acid are added, and the whole is

boiled from five to ten minutes, until the

greenish color of the mixture is transformed

into a fine light-colored bronze. This bronze

is stated to be very brilliant, and to be ap-

plicable to all metals, as well as to other sub-

stances. It is easily laid on with a brush,

and dries promptly.

As Dr. Thomas Buzzard says, discomfort,

amounting in many persons to actual dis-

tress, is experienced in sitting for a photo-

graphic picture. He thus describes his own
experience :

" The eye is fixed upon a certain

spot, and, while staring at this, vision be-

comes indistinct, surrounding objects especi-

ally being lost in a thickening mist. A feel-

ing of giddiness, and even of faintness, is apt

to follow, if the sitting is at all prolonged.

The suffering which he, in common with

thousands besides underwent, suggested to

him the need of some remedy, and he soon

hit upon a simple contrivance which ob-

viated every feeling of uneasiness. He drew

a circle about four inches in diameter upon

a piece of paper, and converted the circle

into a sort of clock-face by sketching in the

Roman figures in their usual sequence. Then
the paper was nailed to a post about eight

feet from the position of the sitter. When
the operation of taking the picture began he

first fixed his eyes on the XII, then upon I,

and so on, shifting the gaze leisurely from

figure to figure, ' all round the clock.'

There was no feeling of strain, weariness,

or giddiness. The picture taken was free

also of all appearance of constraint. There

was no staring expression, and the eyes were

clear and well-defined." This hint is well

worth the attention of photographers.

This is M. Gaston Bangs' receipt for

chrome blue : Calcine well, and intimately

mix the following substances in the propor-

tions stated : Boric acid, fifteen parts

;

alumina, fifteen parts
; carbonate of magne-

sia, twenty parts; and chromate of baryta,

two parts.

M. Ravaisson-Mollien read a paper

lately before the French Academy of Sci-

ences on the treatment of wounds by occlu-

sion. In the winter of 1869 he suffered
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greatly from chapped hands. He filled the

wounds with filaments of wadding, and then

covered them with collodion. This gave

relief and a speedy cure. But this discovery

is hardly new. Artisans receiving severe

cuts or burns when at work, have long been

in the habit of quickly covering the injured

parts with mucilage or warm glue, and al-

most invariably the best results followed.

In an experiment made by Dr. Klein,

five c.c. of a solution containing only one one-

h undred-thousandth part ofboric acid, mixed

with the same volume of a solution contain-

ing fifteen per cent, of mannite, reddened

blue litmus paper slightly after about one

minute's action.

NEWS OF THE MONTH.

ACOKKESPONDENToftheTPbcAenftJatt
gives the following description, from

personal observation, of the way in which

photographic reproductions of oil paintings

are made at MM. Goupil's establishment at

Asnieres: "New oil paintings are laid per-

fectly flat upon a table, and then receive the

thinnest possible coating of white of egg,

well beaten up, laid on with a broad beaver

brush ; while old or very dark pictures, or

such as have mat spots, are rubbed with

glycerin to bring out the details. The pho-

tograph is usually taken in the open air, on

a wide terrace, or in a large courtyard, and

large pictures are surrounded by large

screens, made of a light wood, with dark

calico stretched across, in order to keep off

all reflected light. An opening is made in

one of the screens, which is placed exactly

opposite the picture, through which the lens,

a very actinic Hermagis, may be pushed.

Pictures with clear skies are canted a little

forward towards the lens, or else they are

turned upside down. When the picture

possesses very little actinic color it must be

exposed from four to seven minutes. The
collodion used, which is extremely sensitive,

consists of iodide of potassium (ground very

line), iodide of cadmium, bromide of zinc,

and bromide of amnionium. The silver bath

consists of

" Nitrate of Silver, . . . 7 grammes.

Distilled Water, . . .100 "

Crystallized Nitrate of Zinc, 3 "

In winter there is no zinc, but then there

ought to be eight grammes of silver. M.
Quinet himself sensitizes the large plates

with eminent skill. The negatives are sel-

dom retouched, and even in the most diffi-

cult cases as little retouch as possible is put

on."

Does anybody want a hint of something

new, and that would be sure to take ? Here

it is, in the form of a lamp shade I saw in

the house of an amateur friend a few days

ago. The shade was one of the conical

cardboard kind, both cheap and pretty, and

which, when laid over the ordinary lamp-

globe, throws the light down on the table,

and is really ornamental. Around the shade

at equal distances there were ovals cut out

and filled up with silver prints, which had

been made semi-transparent by paraffin, and

when in use the effect was charming. Pho-

tographers who adorn their reception-rooms

with frames and photographic knick-knacks

generally, should try something of this sort,

and I am persuaded that there would be little

difficulty, when taking orders for carte and

cabinet pictures, to get a commission for a

few such shades with portraits of the vari-

ous members of the family inserted in the

openings. If the manufacturers of mounts,

etc., are not above taking a hint, I would

suggest the propriety of their getting up

such shades with the ovals cut out ready for

the pictures. The inside should, of course,

be white, and the outside of any tint they

like ; but secondary colors are more chaste

and in better taste than primaries. A nar-

row band of gold might be put at the top

and bottom, and also round the oval. Of

course the price charged for these articles

would depend on the work put upon the

shades ; but I know that a really beautiful

article could be produced for a few shillings

per dozen. "Who will be first in the field,

and not only make a good thing for himself

but help others to do likewise ?

—

John Ni-

col, Ph.D., in Br. Jour.

The Bromine Production of the
United States.—The only available source

of bromine supply is the residual liquor from

the salt furnaces, technically known as bit-

tern.

A brief description of the process em-
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ployed by our leading manufacturers in sepa-

rating this important element from the salt

liquors, may be of interest. The original

salt liquor, or brine, is pumped out of the

ground at 9° B., evaporated to about 15° in

long iron pans ; then allowed to settle, and

is further evaporated in wooden tanks, heated

by steam pipes, to the point of crystalliza-

tion. The first crystallization yields the

best salt of commerce ; these tanks, five in

number, are placed one above another ; each

day the liquor is run off from No. 1 to No.

2, next day to No. 3, and so on until it

reaches No. 5, the crystallized salt being re-

moved from each tank, or so-called grainer,

after draining off the liquor. The brine,

when it reaches No. 5, is bittern, and consists

chiefly of chlorides of calcium, magnesium,

sodium, and some aluminum, with varying

percentage of bromides of sodium and cal-

cium.

Tank No. 1 is each day filled with fresh

brine, and thus the process becomes continu-

ous. The bittern marking 30° to 38° B., is

evaporated to about 45° B. By this further

evaporation an additional percentage of im-

pure salt is removed, the liquor is then run

into stone stills, material for generation of

chlorine added, and heat applied by means of

steam injected directly into the still, until all

the bromine has been eliminated and vapor-

ized, which is conveyed through a condenser

into a receiver.

The production of bromine was first com-

menced in the vicinity of Parkersburg, by

Hegeman, a Danish chemist, formerly em-

ployed by the Pennsylvania Salt Manufac-

turing Company.

Mr. Hegeman 's operations were of an ex-

perimental character at first, and he pro-

duced but a limited quantity. As there was

at that time very little demand, he realized

from four to eight dollars per pound for all

he made. Mr. Hegeman patented the use of

stone stills and steam in the manufacture of

bromine and preparations. His claims and

patents, as well as the small demand, pre-

vented others from attempting to enter into

competition. However, as the use of the bro-

mides became more general, others began to

manufacture bromide,their processes varying

but little from Hegeman's, though modifica-

tions in details have been introduced by each.

Herman Lemer is now supposed to be the

largest producer of bromine. He was for-

merly a poor shoemaker at Natrona, Pa., of

limited education, but with rare energy, and

has developed fine executive ability, which

has led him to his present position.

The Ohio and Kanawha salt region yields

bittern at least twice richer in bromine than

any other yet discovered, and hence holds

the balance of power over the whole world.

It is a remarkable fact that the Syracuse,

and other New York and Western bitterns,

do not contain any or but a slight trace of

bromine.

The capacity at present is estimated by
manufacturers at three thousand pounds per

day, while the actual production does not

exceed one thousand pounds. These figures

are intended to convey the average produc-

tion.

The only really new and very recent ap-

plication of bromine is its use by a Paris

firm, within a few months, in the produc-

tion of a new anilin color.

—

Henry S. Wel-
come, New York.

From the Correspondenz we learn that

Herr Dieterich, of Dresden, has introduced

a novelty in test papers. By means of a

machine, parallel stripes of red and blue lit-

mus solution are run down the same sheet

of unsized paper. The sheet is then made
up in books, each leaf of which has one edge

red and the other blue, so that the prelimi-

nary testing of solutions for acid and alkali

may be done simultaneously. The object of

this contrivance is, of course, to save time
;

but it is to be feared that in this case the

saving, minute as it is, will be effected at

the expense of accuracy.

Herr Honikel, of Leipzig, has, accord-

ing to the Wochenblatt, proposed the follow-

ing amendment of the carbon process : Start-

ing from the assumption that the shadows and

half-tones of all carbon prints are uncom-

monly rich in details, while the lights, and

high-lights are extremely poor, Herr Honi-

kel proposes that instead of mixing black or

dark coloring matter, as has hitherto been

the custom, with the gelatin destined to

form the pigment tissue, white pigments

should be used, and the sensitive tissue ex-

posed under a positive and developed, and
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transferred to black or colored paper. Be-

sides the more beautiful appearance claimed

for such pictures, this method is said to pos-

sess the advantage of indefinitely increasing

sensibility. According to Herr Honikel,

the sensitiveness of white pigment tissue is

from twenty to twenty-five times as great

as that of ordinary carbon tissue ; and yet

another advantage claimed is that, by means

of white pigment tissue, it is possible to pro-

duce direct enlargements upon paper with

the camera. It is scarcely necessary to re-

mind our older readers that the late Mr.

William Blair devoted much attention to

this kind of pigment printing, an account

of it having been published by him nearly

ten years ago.

Instantaneous Photography.—Emul-
sionized Collodion covered with Bro-

mo-gelatin and Rapid Drying oe the
Plates.—Mr. Ernest Boivin writes as fol-

lows to the Moniteur :

"The photographic season having arrived,

I again take up my work which had been

laid aside during the winter. I have just

obtained, and with great regularity, very

sensitive dry coatings by combining together

the ordinary emulsionized collodion, or the

washed emulsion, with the bromo-gelatin.

" Here is my mode of operation : Upon
plates previously coated with caoutchouc so

as to avoid blisters, I poured the emulsion-

ized collodion ; then, after having first

washed in cold water, I plunged my plate

in a dish containing tepid water ; after drain-

ing, I covered this first sensitized coating

with a warm solution of bromo-gelatin at

six per cent., made with the Kennett pellicle

in one-half ordinary water and beer, and

then placed it horizontally in the drying-box.

" The exposure requires but afew seconds,

and I used the alkaline development mixed

with beer, to which I added a few drops of

glucoside of ammonium. The image was de-

veloped without any fog, of very remarkable

intensity, and no failures were encountered

during the different operations.

" I have remarked that one of the princi-

pal guarantees of success in making use of

the bromo-gelatin, depended upon the rapid

and the uniform drying of the sensitized

film. To obtain this I have followed exactly

the directions given by Mr. Odagir in his

excellent treatise for the construction of the

drying-box, in which I have introduced a

slight modification, havingsome importance,

however, and which I am happy to commu-
nicate.

" In my drying-box the air is admitted

through a tube of about ten centimetres (four

inches) in length, by four or five (about two
inches) in diameter, which I fill, without

pressing, with carded cotton, to avoid the

passage of dust which would be carried into

the interior by the aspiration produced when
"the apparatus is in operation. I produce at

will the aspiration or current of air, either

by a lamp or by water. To use water I con-

nect the drying-box by means of an india-

rubber tube to the upper part of a water

reservoir hermetrically closed; when the

box contains all the plates which are to be

dried, and is closed, I open a tap placed in

the upper part of the reservoir, and at once

a current of air is formed. By opening

more or less the tap, the current of air is

diminished or increased, and in this manner
it is possible to obtain a regular and rapid

drying free from dust, essential qualities in

the bromo-gelatin process."

The Polish photographer, Karl von Stefa-

noski, has made some interesting experi-

ments on the intensification of carbon prints

by means of permanganate of potash. The
strengthening obtained by means of this

agent gives the prints a greenish tint, pos-

sessing advantages in regard to the ulterior

work. If a carbon print treated with per-

manganate is covered with an aqueous solu-

tion of pyrogallic acid, it soon acquires a

sepia brown color and a vigorous tone.

Under the same circumstances gallic and

tannic acids yield a pure black tint, the in-

tensity of which depends upon the concen-

tration of the acid solution ; if the print

which has been strengthened with the per-

manganate is brought into contact with a

decoction of campeachy wood, colors are ob-

tained which vary from the blue to the vio-

let-pink, according to the concentration of

the liquid, the temperature, and the length

of the reaction. This last being prolonged,

the image becomes black, and the half-tones

suffer.—Dr. Phipson, in Paris Moniteur.
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Obituary.—Mr. Michael H. Magee, of the

firm of James F. Magee & Co., manufacturing

chemists of this city, died on July 5th, after a

long and lingering illness, aged thirty-nine years.

Mr. Magee was well known to many of our

readers as an honorable and upright business

man, always ready to oblige, and, with his bro-

thers, built up a reputation which any one may
with good reason envy. A large circle of friends

mourn that he has been taken from them so soon.

Trapp & Munch's Albumen Paper continues

to be very popular among those who use it. With

a view to extending the sale of it, Mr. Willy

Wallach, the well-known agent for this paper

in New York, asks the attention of our readers

to his new advertisement. Messrs. T. & M., like

all enterprising manufacturers, are continually

improving the quality of their product, and it

will be to your advantage to try the last lot im-

ported.

Good Every Way is the following :
" In-

closed you will find an idea or two, which may
be new to some.

"I am much pleased with thejournal thisyear;

think, if possible, it is better than ever before. I

believe I have every number since you started.

Hope to be in your city this summer, and will

call on you. W. G. C. Kimball."

Let them come on.

Caution.—Allow me through the columns of

your valuable journal to warn the fraternity

against a most heartless villain who came to my
room for employment, giving his name as John

Scholock ; he also brought recommendations,

which he said were from his late employers, which

I looked at, but not knowing the parties I did not

think of them after, nor can I now remember the

names. Being in need of a view photographer, I

engaged him for a few days, and kept him almost

a month. Thinking him a worthy and honest

man, I let him my branch room in West Medway
for so much a week, and he to find all consumable

stock, which he was unable to do, and which I

forwarded him from my own laboratory, trusting

to his honesty to pay back. I also allowed him

to get a suit of clothes on my account, also sev-

eral other bills, amounting to some fifty or sixty

dollars. He remained in my room three weeks,

during which time I did not realize one dollar

;

he then absconded, carrying with him a pair of

half-size matched tubes, and has not been heard

of since. I would therefore caution all brothers

against him, as he could not have been treated

better than by me, and has proven himself a

heartless scoundrel. Any information regarding

him will be thankfully received.

T. H. Blair, Franklin, Mass.

Mr. C. R. Savage, of Salt Lake City, writes :

" I am working a combination collodion that is

almost lightning—near enough to be safe. I am
glad you are giving the process-vendors a shaking

up. I was always afraid of a photographer who
had a secret. Photography would not have been

where it is to-day had it not been for such men
as Hardwich, Lea, Vogel, and a host of other

good souls who have no secrets. Good for you

;

keep at it. Your magazine is always worth the

money and a great deal more. One item on

making tanks and trays lined with beeswax,

given by some photographer in Texas, has saved

me a good deal of trouble and money. If pho-

tographers as a class would read more and blow

less, the fraternity would be better respected."

Items of News.—Dr. Vogel's Handbook of

Photography has reached a third edition in Ger-

many.

That horse story which comes from California

is rather upset by Mr. Rulofson on another

page.

And now a Pittsburg photographer claims to

have the "Lightning Process," and invites every-

body to come and strike an attitude for him.

Chicago has been quite excited over the open-

ing and reception at Brand's art gallery.

The St. Louis Photographic Almanac for 1879,

we understand, is to be a "big (red-hot) thing."

Over one million copies of The Photographer

to his Patrons have been sold. We are about to

issue a cheaper edition of this valuable little

work; send for a specimen copy. Once in use,

no photographer will want to do without it.

Parties are notified again not to infringe on our

copyright. Several persons have done so, there-

fore we find it necessary to repeat this notice.
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It is a notable fact and sign of the times, that

not a single wet plate was exposed during the

late excursion of the Photographic Society of

Philadelphia, although the weather was wet.

Wise Words from the Workers.—Under this

heading we have been publishing short articles

from some of our practical friends, which have

proved useful and interesting; and we desire to

say that this column is open to all whom the

spirit may move to say something. We would

be glad to see our magazine filled with just such

matter. Let the articles come on ; we are always

glad to get them.

Pictures Received.-—-We have received from

Mr. A. Hesler, Evanston, 111., three pictures

of children, as good as childrens pictures can

be ; they are fully timed, and in every respect

well executed. "Taken with Thayer's Rapid

material; exposure less than half a second; no

support used," is written on their backs.

Mr. George N. Cobb, Binghamton, N. Y., sends

us a number of fine Cabinet, Promenade, and

Panel pictures. All well timed, artistically

lighted, and gracefully posed. We were sur-

prised and pleased, for we did not expect to see

such superior work from that direction. Mr.

Cobb certainly deserves credit for the advance

he has made.

Some very interesting stereoscope views of the

Geyser Springs, California, have come from Mr.

Andrew Price, of Napa City. He also sends a

few pretty Cabinets, and a portrait of himself.

From Portland, Oregon, Mr. Frank G. Abell

sends two Cabinets, one of an old gentleman,

already past the allotted age of man, and one of

a young lady ; both very well managed.

Mr. W. H. Moore, Marion, Ohio, sends some

full-length Cabinets of ladies, as specimens of

his work. The lighting and posing are good,

and the pictures remarkably clear and sharp

throughout.

Mr. J. W. Husher, Greencastle, Ind., sends

some Cabinet photographs of his best work ; also

a very excellent likeness of himself.

From Messrs. Allen & Rowell, Boston, Mass.,

several specimens of carbon printing from pig-

ment"made with lake No. 3 and purple madder.

These prints, they tell us, have been exposed in

a south light from two to three months, and they

certainly show no signs of fading. See Mr.

Rowell's article on another page. We under-

stand that Messrs. Allen & Rowell will furnish

carbon tissues to photographers who desire it.

From Mr. Albert Levy, No. 77 University

Place, New York, some instantaneous views made
with his Improved Rapid-working Emulsion;

views of animals, steamboats on their rapid

course, and yachts flying before the breeze. This

is a wonderful advance in photography : for not

only is the general character of the view secured,

but even the smallest details are brought out with

perfect distinctness ; the ripples on the water,

the white foam dashed up by the wheel of the

steamer, and the reflection of the boat in the

glittering waves.

From Mr. J. Pitcher Spooner, Stockton, Cal.,

we have received some examples of his card

work, which are very good indeed. Mr. Spooner

keeps up with the growth of photography, and

enjoys a fine patronage.

From Mr. D. E. Smith, Oneida Community,

New York, we have a view of the exterior of the

"Home" building and of the interior of the

" Hall." The latter was made in thirty sec-

onds, and is very well taken.

One of our subscribers writes as follows :
" I

am making imjjrovements, so my customers say,

and I hope so, and shall keep striving. Had I

subscribed for your journal when I commenced

business, and bought the books then that I have

since, and could have understood them as I do

now, it would have been dollars in my pocket,

and saved me some fretting and stewing."

Hance's Collodion in Japan.—We have re-

cently been shown a large order from Japan for

Hance's Collodion, and we believe it is not the

first order that has come from there.

This is a fine testimonial of the worth and con-

venience of this most excellent article.

Lambert's "Lightning" Materials.—In our

next issue we expect to give a first-class analysis

of the materials sold to "Lightning" licensees.

This is done to satisfy the curious, though we

cannot say it will do them any good.

Fused silver we know is used; doubtless a

cadmium-potassium collodion (all nearly neu-

tral), developer of iron and ammonia, glauber

salts and rock candy, and acetic acid, of course
;

however, no more guessing, but to tbe analysis.

Mr. Lambert is amusing. He now graciously

gives his $20 process to the public, after we had

done so in our last number. We will keep on

"making him sick," and he will have to "throw

up " the whole thing presently.



ADVERTISING- KATES FOE SPECIALTIES—It will be understood that matter under this

head is not to be considered as always having editorial sanction, though we shall endeavor to clear it of anything

tending to deceive or mislead. Stock-dealers will find this a beneficial mode of advertising, and sure to pay largely.
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GREAT BARGAINS.
1 No. 1 Voigtlander k Son's Orthoscopic

Lens for 8-10, $20 00

1 " 2 Voigtlander & Son's Orthoscopic
Lens for 11-14, 25 00

1 " 3 Voigtlander & Son's Orthoscopic
Lens for 17-20, . . . . . 30 00

2 " 2J Voigtlander & Son's Portrait

Lens, no stops, each ... 25 00

1 " J Voigtlander & Son's Portrait

Lens, C. S., 25 00

2 " C. | Voigtlander & Son's Portrait

Lens, C. S., each .... 50 00

1 " 3 4-4 Voigtlander & Son's Portrait

Lens, C. S., 50 00

1 " 3 Voigtlander & Son's Portrait

Lens, C. S., 60 00

1 " 3 A Voigtlander & Son's Portrait

Lens, C. S., 60 00

1 " 5 Ex. 4-4 Voigtlander & Son's

Portrait Lens, C. S., ... 80 00

1 Ex. No. 6, 7, and 7 A. Voigtlander &
Son's Portrait Lens, C. S., each 100 00

1 No. 9 Voigtlander & Son's Portrait

Lens, C. S., 300 00

We are constantly receiving Lenses from par-

ties to be sold ; can send to any one C. 0. D.

;

Express to hold money one week for trial. All

of the above are fine Lenses.

Benj. French & Co., Boston.

Thayer's Rapid Negative Process.—Sam-

ple prints from negatives made in less than half

a second, sent when applied for. Address

N. C. Thayer & Co., Chicago, Ills.

Bonanza Holders— Change in Prices.—8-10

size are now $12.00 ; 10-12 size are now 15.00.

For sale by N. C. Thayer & Co.

Chicago, Ills.

Operator Wanted.—One who thoroughly un-

derstands making first-class negatives, artistic

posing, and retouch negatives if required. None

but strictly first-class need apply. Address

H. D. A., care of E. L. Wilson,

116 N. Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

TRY HALL'S TRANSPARENT

One Thousand Dollars Cash will buy the

leading gallery in northern Indiana. For par-

ticulars address " Photo.,"

Care of N. C. Thayer, Wabash Av.,

Chicago, 111.

To Photo-Lithographers and Engravers.—
The undersigned, for nearly four years past in

charge of the Cornell University Photographic

Laboratory, where he has devoted himself chiefly

to the production of photographic views and in-

teriors, educational lantern slides, and relief

plates for the printing press (the latter by a very

successful process perfected by himself), now

offers his services as a negative photographer, or

to work his engraving process in connection with

some other well established photo-mechanical

business. Has had experience in nearly every

branch of photography. For further particulars

and references, address Fred. E. Ives,

Ithaca, N. Y.

Waymouth's Vignette Papers.

For Sale.—One 14x17 Globe View Lens,

cost $135. Also, one View Box, folding bed, two

fronts; plateholder, 14x14, with reversible kits

to 4-4 size. - Box and Lens warranted in good

order. Price, $70, cash.

C. E. Myers, Mohawk, N. Y.

For Sale, for want op use.—One 14x17 Peace

Camera and stand, with a C. C. Harrison Lens,

patent diaphragm, $75.00. One small dark-room

and carriage, nearly new (photograph furnished

on application), $30.00. Apply to

George & William H. Rau,

922 Girard Avenne, Philadelphia, Pa.

EIOHAEDSOFS SENSITIZED PAPEE
is economical, because it saves time, trouble, and

money, and its printing qualities are unsurpassed.

See advertisement in Photograjjher for July and

August, 1876, Mosaics for 1878, or send for cir-

cular to C. F. Richardson, Wakefield, Mass,

VARNISH FOR FERROTYPES.
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READ
WHAT LEADING PHOTOGRAPHERS SAY ABOUT

THAYER'S RAPID PROCESS,
RETOUCHING PENCILS,

BACKGROUNDS, and
COLLODION.

Centralia, III., June 17th, 1878.

N. C. Thayer & Co.

:

Dear Sirs.—The Rapid Bath, etc., arrived all

right, and to-day I made groups in about four

seconds, at four o'clock, p.m. I made some splen-

did negatives of babies in less than two seconds.

Everything works like a charm. It appears to

me that I can almost make a negative of a child

instantaneously. I worked Lambert's (or tried to)

for almost two month's, and after making a new

bath I never got a negative in less than six sec-

onds, and poor at that. So far as my experience

goes with the two processes—your's and Lam-

bert's—your's beats it two to one, both in time

and quality of negative.

Respectfully yours, Frank McKnight.

McKinney, Texas, July 2d, 1878.

N. C. Thayer & Co.

:

Dear Sirs.—The Retouching Pencils came to

hand all right, and I have given them a thorough

trial on all kinds of work, and must say they

surpass everything in the way of a pencil for

retouching negatives with that I ever have used.

Now, I am a little slow to praise or puff up any

thing until I can do it conscientiously. I think

you should call them the Lightning Retouching

Pencil, for I can do three times the work with

them in one hour that I ever could with any

other pencil, and I think I have tried all of them.

Many thanks to you for the introduction of so

good an article. Louis Moberly.

. Dear Sirs.—The No. 42 Fancy Background

arrived on the morning of the 4th, and I think

it cannot be beat. It certainly is as nice as could

be. Your Rapid Process works better every day.

F. McKnight.

Kalamazoo, Mich., June 24th, 1878.

Background received ; entirely satisfactory.

Draw on me for amount of bill whenever you

choose. Very truly yours, Packard.

Peoria, III., June 15th, 1878.

Please send us by express as soon as possible,

two pounds of your Quick Collodion. It works

splendidly. We have some instantaneous views

to make of the regatta on Tuesday.

Smith & Loquist.

First-Class Artists use N. C. Thayer's Re-

touching Points, and pronounce them superior to

all others. Mailed on receipt of 50 cents.

QUICK NEGATIVE PROCESS.
" Des Moines, Iowa.

"N. C. Thayer & Co.

" Dear Sirs : I have given your ' Quick Pro-

cess ' a pretty thorough trial, and am well pleased

with it. Only one fault to find, chemicals are too

high. I would sooner buy a permit and get the

chemicals at Anthony's rates for Lambert's."

This is a sample of some letters we are receiv-

ing. To accommodate all such photographers

as prefer to buy our rapid-working materials in

this way, we now offer to sell permits, without

limit as to time, at $20 each ; and furnish the

materials at prices as advertised by E. & H. T.

Anthony & Co., for the so-called lightning chemi-

cals. Although we claim that ours are far supe-

rior, both as to rapidity of working and quality

of results ; the bath alone costing one-third more

than the ordinary silver bath.

N. C. Thayer & Co., Chicago.

EMULSION PHOTOGRAPHIQUE FRANGAISE
Albert Levy, 77 University Place,

Sole Proprietor.

New York, June 14th, 1878.

Having been trying for the past two or three

years to find Dry Plates which were sensitive

and reliable, I am well pleased to be able at the

present time to get any of my amateur photo-

graphic friends out of the fog, and show them

the means of obtaining Dry Plates which work

well and reliable in all places and weather, and

require no art or cleverness to produce good, clear

negatives, vigorous and brilliant prints.

I purchased of Mr. Albert Levy one dozen of

his Dry Plates on trial, and the result so far ex-

ceeded my expectations that I really began to

think that I was a photographer, forgetting it

was the plates and not the man. I have long

ago discontinued using bath plates, and all other

plates or emulsion except his, and have invari-

ably found them to work the same.

Yours, etc., H. W. Wickham,

384 and 386 Broadway, N. Y.

CHEAP! CHEAP!!
A SUPERB MICROSCOPE

and Outfit For Sale !

One Zentmayer's Elegant " Grand Ameri-

can Binocular," fitted with objectives l-10th to

2 inches, all of Zentmayer's accessories, case of

mounting material and instruments ; two cabi-

nets of assorted foreign and American objects
;

Moller's Diatom Test-plate, etc., embracing a per-

fect outfit for a student orprof'essional Microscop-

ist. Cost over $800. Address

W. J. Land, P. 0. Box 305, Atlanta, Ga.

USE WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
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A First-class Gallery in good order, and

best reputation, is for sale on easy terms; or

would exchange for one in a larger place.

Address "Artist," Box 120,

Hopkinsville, Ky.

THE WONDERFUL EURYSCOPE.
Cleveland, Ohio, March 13th, 1878.

Benj. French & Co.:

Dear Sirs.—Pardon me for saying I spleened

against the term "wonderful" in connection with

the Euryseope, as a sensational description.

After having used this instrument for various

purposes, both indoor and out, I am bound to

admit that wonderful is the right word.

Intelligent photographers will not be without

so powerful an instrument, particularly when

sold at such low prices.

Yours truly, J. F. Ryder.

Boston, May 7th, 1878.

Benj. French & Co. :

Dear Sirs.—After a thorough and everyway

satisfactory test of No. 3 Euryseope purchased

of you a few weeks since, it is with pleasure that

we accord it our hearty commendation ; its re-

markable light and great breadth of field, renders

it especially desirable for groups, etc. We there-

fore beg to congratulate you on the entire success

accompanying the introduction of this valuable

adjunct to photography.

Yours truly, Notman & Campbell.

HOLD.
Great chance to make money.

If you can't get gold you can get

greenbacks. We need a person

in every town to take subscriptions for the largest,

cheapest and best illustrated family publication

in the world. Any one can become a successful

agent. The most elegant works of art given free

to subscribers. The price is so low that almost

everybody subscribes. One agent reports making

over $150 in a week. A lady agent reports taking

over 400 subscribers in ten days. All who engage

make money fast. You can devote all your time

to the business, or only your spare time. You
need not be away from home over night. You
can do it as well as others. Full particulars, di-

rections and terms free. Elegant and expensive

outfit free. If you want profitable work send

us your address at once. It costs nothing to try

the business. No one who engages fails to make
great pay. Address " The People's Journal,"

Portland, Maine.

Photographic View Wagon for Sale.— A
large one, in good order. Will be delivered free

to any depot in the city. Price low.

Centennial Photographic Co.,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.

A. LAMOR, EDW. LAMOR,
ARTISTS.

Photographs finished in Water Colors, Crayon,

or India Ink, in the highest style of the art.

PORTRAITS IN OIL A SPECIALTY.
Negatives finely retouched.

738 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Zentmayer Stereoscopic Lenses for Sale.

—A pair of 2£ inch focus, good as new, will be

sold for $25. Address

Z 2£, care Philadelphia Photographer,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No charge/or advertisements under this head; limited

tofour lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.

As operator or printer ; twelve years' experi-

ence; no objection to city or country. Address
Joseph D. Parker, Jr., 529 Snyder Av., Phila.

By a first-class printer and toner, or retoucher';

can operate; eight years' experience in the busi-

ness ; will work at hard-times prices. Good
references if necessary. Address S. F. S. L.,

Lock Box 639, Rochester, N. Y.
By a man of more than twenty years' experi-

ence, a position as operator, or to take charge of

a business ; would be willing to take charge of

printing and toning; thoroughly acquainted
with every department. First-class references

given. Address H. C. Bridle, oflBce Photographer.

By one who can pose, operate, print, tone, and
retouch. Have had nine years' experience in

some' first-class galleries. Reference given if

desired. Address G. A Mortimer, Barry, Pike
Co., 111.

By a young lady of experience, as negative
retoucher; can also touch out prints. Best of

references given. Address Miss L. M. B., 4100
Pine Street, West Philadelphia, Pa.

After September 1st, a position in some first-

class studio by an experienced operator and re-

toucher, would prefer to go South. Address
Operator, office of Philadelphia Photographer.
By an experienced photographer. Address

Photographer, 530 Sylvester Street, Philadelphia.

By a first-class copying operator ; last two
years with Washington Copying Co., Washington,
D. C.

;
quick worker, good chemical man, with

ten years' experience in photograph and ferro-

type operating ; salary $12 a week. Address H.
F. Pritchard, Rutland, Vt.

By a French artist in water colors, India ink
;

and can assist in printing and operating ; un-
derstands thoroughly the Lambert process. Can
make a first-class tissue, and all other requisites.

Can tint on albumen and work in crayon. Ad-
dress A. G., No. 6 Charbonneau St., Montreal.
By a first-class artist in India-ink, negatives,

water colors, and crayon especially, a permanent
situation in this city or elsewhere. Address T.

Staumel, artist, care M. Hacker, 304 Fifth St.,

between First and Second Avenues, New York.
By a man who thoroughly understands and can

work at any or all branches of photography

;

has had eleven years' experience. Or would rent
or run a good gallery on shares. Address Artist,

care C. A. Flagg, Ovid, N. Y.

USE WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
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THE

Theory of Color,
IN ITS

RELATION TO ART AND INDUSTRY.

By DR. W. VON BEZOLD.

g^° An admirable book for every artist, colorist, and photographer. °^8,

JKiP' Illustrated by over sixty wood engravings, and eleven chromo-
lithographic pages, full size.

THE CHAPTERS ON
The Theory of the Mixture of Colors,

The Theory of Contrast,

The Combination of Colors, and
The Art of Painting,

Alone are well worth the price of the whole splendid book.

IT CONTAINS NEARLY 300 PAGES, OCTAVO SIZE.

PRICE, $5.00.

Those who wish to understand fully all the principles and theories and rules

which govern the use of colors should possess and study

THE THEORY OF COLOR.
Mailed, postpaid, to any address, on receipt of the price, by

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.

JAMBS L. PERRIGO, Agt., ~
(Successor to Fairbank, Murphy & Co.)

No. 81 N. HOWARD STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.
MANUFACTURER 0E

BEVEL IATTS AND PASSEPARTOUTS.

DISPLAY MATTS A SPECIALTY.

VELVET, ENGLISH, AND PEBBLE MATTS.
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THE

MAGIC LANTERN
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE,

DEVOTED TO THE SPREAD OP INFORMATION ON THE
SUBJECTS OP

Magic Lantern Slides,

Operating Magic Lanterns,

Dissolving Views,

ALL THE NEW METHODS AND MEANS OF
LANTERN PROJECTION.

THE PRODUCTION OF EFFECTS AND SO ON
AS DERIVED FROM ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.

jjJI
A YEAR. SUBSCRIPTION &J A YEAR.

EVERl' OPERATOR SHOULD HAVE IT.

EDW. L. WILSON, Publisher,
AND DEALER IN

MAGIC LANTERN SLIDE!!™ LANTERNS.
THE LARGEST STOCK IN THE WORLD,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.

im* SEND FOE OUE NEW CATALOGUE. FIFTEEN CENTS.~©g
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m~ c* T^ T f~\ TITC ~®s

J. O. SOMERVILLE
No. 17 South Fifth Street.

OUTFITS -A.

THE BEST GOODS AT THE VERY LOWEST PRICES FOR CASH.

Somerville's Extra Negative Collodion. Tilford's Collodion.

Somerville's Extra Ferrotype Collodion. P. & W. Chemicals.

Somerville's New Diamond Varnish. Frames and Matts of

Somerville's Retouching Varnish. every Description.

PHOTO-CHROME OUTFITS COMPLETE, $2.50.

Convex Glass, Cotton and Silk Velvet Passepartouts, and all goods for the Photo-Chrome Picture kept

in stock and sold at the lowest market prices.

Seventeen years' experience. Cash prices and prompt shipment. New packing hoses of the right

size at cost. Send a trial order. ^^" Send for new Illustrated Price List and Budget for 1878.

1878. SPRING DESIGNS 1878.

NEW BACKSROUNDS and ACCESSORIES
PLEASANT WAY HOME. BEEBE GARDEN.

GOLDEN PETALS. WOODLAWN. BEEBE INTERIOR.
Get RUSTIC BRIDGE for use with Shaded Stream Background.

ROUND END BALUSTRADE, etc., etc.

Tree, Window, Door, and Cabinet Slips in great variety.

Special and Proprietary Designs to order.

Sample Photos, (to be returned and not for copying) on application. Enclose stamp.

THE P. P. PRIZE MEDAL PICTURES, by Mr. ELTON,
Were made with Backgrounds designed and painted by the subscriber expressly

for the occasion.

PRICES based on quality and elaboration of designs.

Address LAFAYETTE W. SEAVEY,
Lafayette Place, New York.
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THE

PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS'

By JOHN L. GIHON,

ONE Oi? THE MOST TALENTED AND ABLE ARTISTS IN THE PROFESSION.

1

PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORING—The growing demand for a fresh work on

photographic coloring, one that contains full instructions on all the new and improved

methods—for like photography itself, photo, coloring has improved and progressed—has led

to the puhlication of the above.

ITS CONTENTS ARE
Preface.

Chap. I. On India-Ink "Work.
II. The Principles to be con-

sidered in the Applica-
tion of Colors.

III. The Materials used in Fin-

ishing Photographs with
"Water Colors.

IV. "Water-color Painting as
applied to Photographs.

Chap.V. Relative totheUse ofPaints
that are Mixed with Oil.

VI. Coloring with Pastels.

VII. The Production of Ivory-
types.

VIII. The Crystal Ivorytype.
IX. Crayon "Work.
X. Negative Retouching.
XI. About Matters so far For-

gotten.

XII. Rudimentary Perspective.

The last chapter is on a subject entirely new and fresh, and is finely illustrated.

The whole will make the most interesting and valuable photographic work that has been

issued for several years.

Mailed on receipt of price, $1.50 per copy.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

116 NORTH SEVENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA.
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ARTISTIC
PHOTOGRAPHY,

AND

HOW TO ATTAIN IT.

By LYMAN C. BIGELOW.

$5.00 PRICE $5.00

Mr. Bigelows last work is undoubtedly his very best. It is intended in the short

way to teach photographers how to become artists in all branches of photography,

and how to improve the artistic qualities of their productions. Any photographer

who reads it and follows its directions, teachings, and formulae must make better

.work.

EXAMINE THE CONTENTS

!

BEADING MATTEE.

I. Introductory.

II. Artistic Light.

< III. Balance of Lines.

IV. Chiaro-oscuro.

V. Backgrounds and Accessories.

VI. Composition, Rules and Maxims.

VII. The Studio.

VIII. Formula well proved and used by the

author in producing the work em-

ployed to illustrate this book.

IX. Printing and toning formula.

PHOTO. ILLUSTKATIONS.

1. Cloud Portrait.

2. Cabinet Medallion of a lady.

3. Cabinet, plain—boy on a velocipede.

4. Promenade, lady [interior).

5. Promenade, lady [moonlight).

6. Cabinet, gentleman [bust).

7. Cabinet, lady (§ length).

8. Cabinet, lady [bust).

9. Cabinet, lady (f length).

10. Promenade, group.

11. Promenade, group.

12. Promenade, seaside.

Together With a plan of Mr. Bigelow's Skylight.

fi®" A fine lot of studies and capital instructions for producing them. m

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher,

116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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SCOVILL
Manufacturing Company,

419 & 421 BROOME STREET,

MERCHANTS IN

ALL ARTICLES PHOTOGRAPHIC
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.

PROPRIETORS OF THE WORKS OF

THEAMERICAN OPTICAL CO. NEW YORK,

S. PECK & CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.
SCOVILL MANUF'G CO.,WATERBURY, CONN.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

MORRISON'S VIEW LENSES,

"PEERLESS" PORTRAIT LENSES,

ENGLISH PORCELAIN WARE,

FRENCH AND ENGLISH GLASS,

ALBUMENIZED PAPER-ALL MAKES,

HANCE'S "PHOTO. SPECIALTIES,"

CENTENNIAL PHOTO. CO.'S VIEWS,

GRAPHOSCOPES, STEREOSCOPES, &c.

The Greatest Stocfc in tie World. ! Dealers Everywhere Miel Low!

419 -BROOME 421

SCOVILL MANUF'G CO., NEW YORK.
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NEW AND IMPROVED

Engraving Process.

m
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H ^5S§k
RELIEFPLATES
in hard Type Metal

for

5 IW&

MUCH CHEAPER
Illustration.

THAN WOODCUTS

M
i—

i

02

PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR WOOD CUTS.
STATE WHERE YOU SAW THIS.

Emulsion Photographique

Francaise.
Unequalled for rapidity, (fully equal to the bath plate)—Intensity to any degree on simple

development without silver or other intensifier, and absolutely permanent and without
diange.

ALBERT LEVY, SOLE PROPRIETOR,

77 UNIVERSITY PLACE, N.Y.

PRESERVATIVE for dry plates, (more rapid than wet) also Prepared Dry Plates ready for

it. e and Photographic Chemicals at lowest market prices always on hand.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

N. B.—All Dry Plates made with my Emulsion bear my signature.

BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,
No. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.
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Special Inducements to Photographers to Canvass
during the Summer.

THE CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.

BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

UNRIVALLED STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS
OF

Statuary, Fancy Groups,

Interiors, Works of Art,

Exteriors, Machinery, etc.

Making the most unrivalled collection ever published, have been

REDUCED TO $2.00 PER DOZEN.
Thefollowing sizes are also made

:

Card, Cabinet, 5x8, 8x10, 13x16, and 17x21.

Liberal Discount to the Trade. Catalogues supplied on receipt

of a three cent stamp. Every Photographer Can Sell Them.

ALSO,

Magic Lantern Slides
Over 500 subjects of greater interest than any other class in this line

FOR SALE BY THE

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

EDWARD L. WILSON, Prop'r. City Office, 116 North Seventh St.

Dealers Supplied at the Best Rates.
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"A Delightful Book of Travels." Has a Wonderful Sale,

WILSON'S
Lantern Journeys.

By EDWARD L. WILSON,
Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer."

fourth edition i

—

Now Ready !— FOURTH EDITION

!

Parties about to select slides will find this work an excellent helper, for it enables

one to know all about what he is ordering before he orders.

The contents are divided into eight "Journeys," each one including a visit to

ioo places, making 800 places in all, as follows :

JOURNEY A. JOURNEY D.

Havre, Rouen, Holland, Sweden,
Paris, Fontainbleau, Denmark, Russia,
Versailles, Switzerland. Norway, Spain.

JOURNEY B.

Compiegne, Vienna, JOURNEY E.

Brussels, The Vienna Ex- Egypt, Turkey,
Aix la Ohapelle, position, Palestine, Greece,
Cologne, The Semmering Syria, India.
Up the Rhine, Pass,

Potsdam, Saxony,
Berlin, Munich, JOURNEY P.

Dresden, Southwest Germany. England, Scotland, and the U. S. of
America.

JOURNEY O.

Italy, Rome, JOURNEY G-.
Lake Maggiore, Naples,
Lake Oomo, Pompeii, The Centennial Exhibition at

Milan, The Ascent of Philadelphia.

Verona, Vesuvius,
Venice, Puteoli, JOURNEY H.

Florence, Italian Art Galleries. The Centennial Exhibition at
Pisa, Philadelphia.

It has been carefully prepared, and will be found amusing, very entertaining

and instructive.

It contains 277 pages. Cloth bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

EDW. L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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PATENTED.

Feb. 24, 1857,

July 10, 1866,

Feb. 23, 1871,

May 26, 1874,

Aug. 4, 1874,

Sep. 18, 1877.

IMPROVED SOLAR CAMERAS.
D. A. WOODWARD, Maryland Institute, Baltimore, Maryland.

All persons are warned not to infringe the Letters Patents. SEND FOR PRICE LIST. ^=S=g=l==l=

Charles Cooper& Co.
191 WORTH ST., NEW YORK,

OFFER AT WHOLESALE

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS, strictly pure and
of full weight.

CROSS-SWORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,
Single and Extra Brilliant.

EVAPORATING DISHES.

GERMAN SOLID GLASS BATHS.

PORTRAIT LENSES—C. F. Usener's Celebrated.

The largest and most reliable house for Refining Waste and Residues.
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MOSAICS
1878NOW READY NOW READY.

As reguiar as the old year goes out, photographers all over the world look for

the issue of that unrivalled annual,

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS.
Edited by EDWAKDL. WILSON, Editor of the "Philadelphia Photographer," etc.

In the Thirteenth Issue, now ready for purchasers, it is believed that more
real gems are contained than in any former volume ; so that as a book of refer-

ence, as a guide, a friend, a helper in photographic practice, it is invaluable and
you cannot afford to do without its assistance. Read the

CONTENTS.
Last Year.
The Language of Art. E. K. Hough.
Besetting Troubles. ' C. A. Zimmerman.
How to make Gold. I. B. Webster.
To the Struggling Ones. A. N. Hardy.
Developing Solutions. E. M. Estabrooke.
Something more about the Negative Bath. F. M.

Spencer.
Negative Varnishes and Retouching Surfaces; J.

Babies. W. C. Tuttle. [G. Vail.

Admitted to the Bar. J. Pitcher Spooner.
Negative Retouching. H. B. Hillyer.

If You do Not. J. H. Reuvers.
Dark-room Experience. W. B. Critchfield.

Art in Photography. M. H. Albee.

Mosaics. E. T. Whitney.
Another Difficulty Conquered. J. S. Hovey.
Items from Actual Experience. Garvey Donald-
Darkness vs. Light. Forester Clark. [son.

How to Photograph the Arteries and Veins of
any Viscus in the Body in its natural con-
dition and position. Prof. J. Towler, M. D.

Photographing Interiors. Homo.
Forgotten Friends. George W. Wallace.

A Simple and Reliable Dry Process. C. F. Rich-
Photographic Preserves. Old Argentum. [ardson.

Photographic Albums. John L. Gihon.
Old Things in New Dresses. Young Chloride.

Backgrounds. C. Alfred Garrett.

A Rod in Pickle. Obscuro. [French.

A Few Things Learned By Experience. C. M.
A Rattler. Jonas F. Brown. [B. Clench.

Do not get your Customers into Bad Habits. F.

How to restore Exposed Plates. W. H. Sherman.

Collocin as a Restrainer. John Carbutt.
Burnishing of Photo. Prints. Wm. W. Seeler.

Fraternity. A. W. Kimball.
The necessity of Art Culture. W. J. Baker.
Copying and Enlarging. Pyro.
Fog vs. Sunshine. Rv R. Thompson.
Old Grannyisms. Frank F. Currier.

A new use for Petroleum. Frank Robbins.
Overiodizing. George Sperry.
Photographic Operators. C. T. Stuart.

An Improved Washing-Tank. F. A. Wenderoth.
More about Prices. Robert J. Chute.

Trimming and Mounting. Irving Saunders.
Odds and Ends. E. P. Libby.
How to keep a Burnisher in Order. W. F. Stinson.

Backgrounds : A Review. Lafayette W. Seavey.
Light and Chemicals. James 0. Merrill.

Photographic Grouping. W. D. Gatchel.

Dodge Hash. F. C. Phillips.

Useful Chips That Pay to Use. A. Hesler.

The Fading of Albumen Prints. J. R. Clemons.
On the Production of Reverse Negatives. Alfred

Pumphrey.
Simple Way to work a Neutral Bath. R. Benecke.
Important Trifles. E. Z. Webster.
Photographing Groivps of Persons of Different

Complexions. F. N. Blake.

How to do a Successful Business In Dull Times.

L. W. Crawford.
The Photography of the Future. An Unfading

Photographer.
Dirt. H. R. Farr.

Excellent Methods of Lichtdruck. J. Lemling.
Many Mites From Many Minds. E. L. Wilson.

The whole includes 144 pages.

Cloth bound, $1.00 per copy; paper cover, 50 cents.

"WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD."

EDWARD L WILSON, Photographic Publisher, 116 North Seventh St, Philadelphia.
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GIHON'S

CUT-OUTS
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean cut, most
desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially for the purpose.

Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides, -ssorted for five differently

sized ovals and one arch-top. -

PRICE $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order promptly, by
addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

j^"No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and

sizes. Ask your stock-dealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelopes with

instruction circular included.

PROMENADE SIZE NOW READY! so
i?|tafp5r

AdSLAT

GIHON'S

OPAQUE.
IS DESIGNED FOR

COMPLETELY OBSCURING THE IMPERFECT BACKGROUNDS 0E COPIES,
RETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,
COATING THE INSIDE OF LENSES OR CAMERA BOXES,

BACKING SOLAR NEGATIVES,
COVERING VIGNETTING BOARDS,

AND FOR ANSWERING

ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE
PRODUCTION OF ARTISTIC RESULTS IN PRINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAQUE.
It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 CENTS.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Address all orders to

Scovill Manufacturing Co.,

Or, JOHN L. GfflON, Inventor, NEW YORK.
116 N Seventh St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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38 Maiden Lane, New York
IMPORTER OF THE CELEBRATED

S. &. M. DRESDEN

Albumen Papers
SINGLE OR EXTRA BRILLIANT.

This paper was the first extra brilliant imported into

this country ten years ago, and has retained its superior

quality above all other brands sprung up since, to which
the constantly, increasing demand testifies.

ALSO,

Hyposulphite of Soda,
Sulphate of Iron,

Solid German Glass Baths,
Saxe Evaporating Dishes,

French Filter Paper,
Porcelain Trays.

Ferrotype Plates.
I ALSO IMPORT

EXTRA BRILLIANT CROSS-SWORD PAPER.
FOR SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS.

0R
' G. GENNERT, Importer, 38 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
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Studies in Artistic Printing.
By C. W. HEARN, author of the "Practical Printer."

Owing to the very flattering reception which attended the Author's former work, "The

Practical Printer," he has, with more extended experience, ventured upon a second work,

in which he has seen fit to more thoroughly combine "Studies in Printing," by way of

further illustrating the matter of which he would write. For the better fulfillment of

this design, negatives have been made especially for this purpose by Messrs.

Rocher, Bigelow, Kent, Lamson, Draper & Husted, and Baker, in their usual

superior style^being pronounced by all who have seen them as ranking among the very

best that these well-known artists in photography have ever produced.

As in a former work, the varied formulae and processes of manipulation were discussed

in detail, it has been thought advisable that in this the subject should be treated with more

conciseness. Those parties who have this former work of the Author will find this to be of

intrinsic value, owing to its being embellished with

SIX FINE CABINET AND PEOKNADE PORTRAIT STUDIES.

AMONG OTHER THINGS, IT CONTAINS
Suggestions on the Choice of Albumen Paper.

All the Best Silvering Baths, and Methods of

Treating the same.

New Views on the Relation of the Silver Bath to

the Time of Floating.

The Different Effects Caused by the Time of

Floating.

How to Tell when Paper is Floated too Long or

too Short a Time.

Table for Time of Floating Paper under all Cir-

cumstances.

The Importance of Care in Printing in Varied

Ways.

The Important Relation Printing from the Nega-

tive Bears to the Toning Bath.

Fast Printing.

Dialogue between "Joe" and a Friend.

The "Way to Success in Toning Lies in Print-

ing.

The Different Effects Caused in Printing by the

Preparation of the Silver Bath.

The Relation of the Silver Bath to the Printing

from the Negative, and from this to the Toning

Bath.

Acetate of Silver.

Success or Failure in Toning, Caused by the

Strength, Purity, and Alkalinity of the Silver

Bath.

Harmony, its Importance in Photography.

Why its Neglect Causes such Disastrous Results.

The Beautiful in Toning, and How to Obtain it.

A Few Hints About Managing Toning Baths,

Formulae for Printing " Our Studies," as Given

under Respective Headings.

Impurities of Toning Baths.

How it Affects the Toning, and How to Remedy
such Baths.

Fixing and Washing.

Brilliancy of the Finished Picture Attained by

the Final Washing.

Various and Valuable Hints about Finishing the

Photographs, etc., etc.

Mailed to any address on receipt of price, $3.50, by any stock-dealer,

or by

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.
4

ASK TO SEE LT.
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THE

Photographer to his Patrons
ISSUED IN ENGLISH, GERMAN AND SPANISH.

REDUCTION IN PRICE I

OTITIS little leaflet

* has become so

popular as an adverti-

sing medium for

photographers, and a

means of communica-

ting to their custom-

ers such information

as they are asked to

communicate by word

of mouth every day,

that we are induced

to try to make it still

more popular, and

available to more of

our patrons^by a great

Reduction in Price.

The present low

price of paper and

labor has enabled us

to do this, and here-

after we will supply

this little work or

!)
'

Something New,

Its companion leaf-

let (which is also a

splendid advertising

medium), at the rate

of

$15 PER 1000.

At this reduction

we cannot supply lots

of less than 1000,

though we will supply

large and small quan-

tities at the following

rates

:

500 copies $9.00

1000 " 15.00

2000 " 27.50

3000 " 36.00

5000 " 50.00

OVER ONE MILLION HAVE BEEN SOLD!

Parties ordering may have the annexed cut upon their cover, or a choice of several other

fancy cuts which we have ; the above is the newest.

We charge nothing extra for matter upon covers, and photographers may solicit advertisements

enough from their citizens to pay the cost of the whole thing, if they are enterprising.

SAMPLES SENT TO ANY WHO MAY DESIKE IT.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, 116 North 7th St,, PMMeljMa.

TpSt' All persons are cautioned against copying these works as they are copyrighted property and

we are determined to protect those who purchased them in their use. Information concerning pillages

will be thankfully received.
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Straight Cut.
A NEW INVENTION!

ROBINSON'S
STRAIGHT-CUT

Photograph
k Trimmer.

So great has been the success of

Prof. Robinson's "Trimmer" for

Oval and Arch-top Pictures, that he

has been impelled to produce one for

STRAIGHT LINES.

The accompanying cut shows the shape of the tool and the

manner of using it.

The disc or wheel is about one inch in diameter, so that a thin

or thick glass form may be used with it.

Photographers may now altogether Ignore the Knife.

This aMralle Trimmer is always stop anft ever really.

Once accustomed to it you will neyer again use tie Me.

Give it a Trial. Price, $1.25.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturers' Agent.

For sale by all Dealers. 116 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.

USE THE STRAIGHT CUT!
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TRAPP & MUNCH'S

Albumen Paper
THE PAPER OF THE DAY.

Introduced in this country since 1868, has become the leading paper, and is now better

known and more appreciated than any other brand.
That this great success is well deserved and due to its excellent qualities may be judged

from the fact, that of all the competitors of the Vienna Exhibition, Messrs. Trapp & Munch,
alone, received the

Medal of Merit for Albumenized Paper.
THEY ALSO RECEIVED A

Medal and Diploma at the Centennial Exhibition at Philada.

FOR SALE AT ALL THE STOCK-HOUSES.

WILLY WALLACH,
GENERAL AGENT FOR THE UNITED STATES,

4 Beekman Street, and 36 Park Row, New York.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPING,

BY A PRACTICAL PERROTYPER.

6th Thousand, NOW READY.—Paper Cover, 75 cents.

The rapid sale of several thousands of this work, and a continued demand, induces us to republish it.

We guarantee it to be the best of its class published. All should have it.

• the book: is entirely given up to practical instruction,
Not only of value to the Ferrotyper, but to the Photographer as well.

Please Examine the Contents:

Introduction,

The Advantages of the
Ferrotype,

The Manipulations,
The Nitrate Bath,
The Collodion,

The Developer,
The Fixing Solution,

s

Other Manipulations

—

Pinholes,

Strengthening,
Tinting and Coloring,

Varnishing,
Drying and Dryers,
Finishing the Work,
Ferrotype Envelopes,

Ferrotype Supports,
Ferrotype Plates,

The Apparatus,
The Skylight and the

Dark-Room,
Vignettes and Medal-

lions.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, Philadelphia.

SGOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.
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BENJ. FRENCH & CO.

No. 319 Washington Street,

nU%
SOLE AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE CELEBRATED LENSES

MANUFACTURED BY

VOIG-TLANDER & SON.
ALSO, THE WONDERFUL

EURYSCOPE
A NEW OBJECTIVE OF GREAT ILLUMINATING POWER FOR ALL KINDS OF OUTDOOR

WORK. FOR GROUPS AND OTHER WORK IN THE STUDIO, IT WILL BE

FOUND SUPERIOR TO THE PORTRAIT LENS.

F0E ^n t a.
(n^ •F0R

PORTRAITS. ^MwlWtWfr VIEWS.

CAMERA BOXES
OF SUPEKIOK QUALITY AND AT VEKY LOW PEICES.

Albumen Paper—all kinds,

Card Stock,

French and English Glass,

B. P. C. Glass,

Velvet Passepartouts,

Chemicals,

Stereoscopes,

Frames.

aijk |fMta $Mt$.

PRICE LISTS SENT ON APPLICATION.
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A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Photographic Card Stock,

No. 18 South Sixth St.,)

„ Q
_~

Q+ PHILADELPHIA.
No. 9 Decatur St., J

Plain, White, and Tinted Cards.

White and Tinted Cards, Plain and Enameled, with Oval and Square lines,

and with Ornamented Borders.

Cards with Designs in Gilt, and India Tint and Gilt, Square and Oval

Openings, for Cabinet and Promenade size to 14 x 17 Photographs.

White Cards with Plain India Tint, for 4-4, 8x 10, and 11 x 14 Photographs.

White and Buff Cards, with Oval and Square"Openings for Groups of 3 to 8.

White, Tinted, Black, or Chocolate Paper Mats, with Oval, Arch-Top,

and Square Openings.

Ferrotype Mats, Bon-Ton Cards, Pitzgibbon's Patent Adhesive
Ferrotype Mounts, Philadelphia Carte Envelopes, Von Seutter
Ferrotype Mats and Envelopes.

Stereoscope Mounts, Minnette Cards, Carte de Visite, Victoria,

and Cabinet Mounts, Plain and Enameled, White and Tinted, Square

and Round-Corner, Gilt and Tinted Lines, Gilt and Tinted Borders.

Caterson's Improved Ferrotype Holders.

Thin Beveled Edge Card and Cabinet Mounts, White and Tinted

Cards, Gilt and Tinted Edges.

Thick Gilt, Beveled Edge, Glace Cards, from Card size to 12x15^,
Black and Rose Tint.

Glace Card Boxes. "The Easel " Glace Card Box.

Promenade, Imperial, and Boudoir Mounts, White and Tinted Cards,

Plain, and with Gilt Borders, and with Gilt or Tinted Beveled Edges.

.Card, Victoria, Cabinet, Promenade, Stereoscope, Boudoir, and
Imperial Mounts, furnished with Gilded Edges, and with name and ad-

dress printed by lithography or letter-press.

Slee Bros. Patent Prepared Cards.

PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.
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JAMES F.MAGEE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

PURE

T-^hotographicf^hemicals

No. 108 NORTH FIFTH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

STOCK-DEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED.

The Zentmayer Lens,
FOR VIEWS AND* COPYING.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently the following qualities

:

Width of visual angle, ranging from 8o° to 90 ; depth of focus ; extreme
sharpness over the whole field ; true perspective ; freedom from all distortion in

copying
;
portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops

of the different combinations for which they are designed. The larger ones are

provided with an internal shutter for making and storing the exposure.

No. 1, 2J- inch focus,
" 2, 3i
" 3, 5£
" 4, 8

" 5, 12
" 6, 18

3x3 plate, $20 00

4x5" 25 00

6J x 84 " 30 00

10 x 12 " 42 00

14 x 17 " 60 00

20 x 24 " 90 00

No. 1 and No. 2 combined,
" 2 " "3
" 3 " "4
" 4 " "5
« 5 " "6
"

1, 2 and 3,
"

3, 4 and 5,

$33 00
40 00

55 00

75 00

110 00

4S 00

88 00

No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.
No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in

matched pairs. No. 1 and No. 2 single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a
pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2^ to 18 inches. $173.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,
147 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.
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Dealers' Directory,

The following houses are to be recommended as

the bestfor photographers in their localities.

GUSTAVUS BODE,

S. T. BLESSING, .

BLESSING & BROTHER,

A. H. BALDWIN, .

OSCAR FOSS, .

P. SMITH & CO., .

F. S. CROWELL,

ZIMMERMAN BROS.,

J. C. SOMERVILLE, .

H. GEORGE,

howe & beecher, .

f. hendricks/ .

gatchell & hyatt,

long & smith, .

george w. robinson,

c. w. stevens, .

D. J. RYAN,

D. TUCKER & CO.,

J. W. WILLARD,

WILSON, HOOD & CO., .

Milwaukee, Wis.

New Orleans, La.

Galveston, Texas,

i Chambers St., N.Y.

San Francisco, Cal.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mt. Vernon, O.

St. Paul, Minn.

St. Louis, Mo.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Columbus, O.

Syracuse, N. Y.

Louisville, Ky.

. ' Quincy, 111.

Baltimore, Md.

Chicago, Ills.

Savannah, Ga.

Buffalo, N. Y.

746 Broadway, N. Y.

825 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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<£? ANNOUNCEMENT %.
THE «>

THE BEST, CHEAPEST AND
OLDEST ILL USTRA TED PHOTOGRAPHLC MA GAZINE

PUBLISHED.

UR Magazine i s better than ever before. All the old staff

of writers and several new ones are secured, and we have

already working many

New Features, New Contributors, with

Curious and Beautiful Pictures,

A New Prize Series,

AND LOTS OF THINGS PRACTICAL AND INTERESTING.

The worth of your money is not given by any one so fully as

by the publisher of the Philadelphia Photographer. Please help

spread its usefulness.

For every new subscriber, for one

year, $1, payable in any of our pub-

lications, books, or, if preferred, $1 PREMIUMS
worth of any of our prize pictures,

or any other article for which we are

agents, advertised in this Magazine.

Operators, printers, etc., can secure all their necessary photo-

graphic literature in this way by a little earnest effort.

EACH MONTHLY ISSUE IS A PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK IN ITSELF,

AND INCLUDES A FINE PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDY AND COMMENTS THEREON.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS

:

Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50

for six months, 50 cents per copy, post-

paid, positively in advance.

In remitting by mail a post-office or-

der, or draft payable to the order of

Edward L. Wilson, is preferable to

bank-notes. Clearly give your Post-

Office, County, and State.

Canada subscribers must remit 24

cents extra, to prepay postage.

Foreign subscriptions must be accom-

panied by the postage in addition.

ADVERTISING sheets are bound

with each number of the Magazine.

Advertisements are inserted at the fol-

lowing rates

:

1 Month. 6 Mos. 1 Year.

One Page $20 00 $110 00 $200 00

Half " 1200 6600 120 00

Quarter Page.... 7 00 38 50 70 00

Eighth " .... 4 00 22 00 40 00

Cards,61ines,orless,2 00 1100 20 00

The attention of advertisers, and

those having galleries, etc., for sale,

is called to our Specialties pages.

Terms, $2 for six lines, and 25 cents

for each additional line, seven words

to a line, always in advance. Dupli-

cate insertions, 50 cents less, each.

SURE TO PAY.

4®* Operators desiring situations,

no charge.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher and Proprietor,

Office, 116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
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!

OUR CATALOGUE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS
EMBRACES A TREATISE ON EVERY BRANCH OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

FOR GENERAL INFORMATION.
THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER.—A monthly Magazine, illustrated by pho-

tographs of superior merit. $5.00 a year
; $2.50 for six months.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Fourteen years of success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to the

practical, working, growing photographer. Do not go without its valuable help.

HANDBOOK OP THE PRACTICE AND ART QP PHOTOGRAPHY. By Dr. H.
Vogel. Price, $3.50.

For general photographic practice this is the best text-book in the world. Written by an old professor who
teaches photography, it gives just what is wanted in the fullest and most satisfactory manner.

THE PRACTICAL PRINTER. By C. W. Hearn. Price, $2.50. Second edition in press.

This is a most handy and reliable book. It goes into all the operations of plain and fancy printing in silver, and
\sfull of good

.

AMERICAN CARBON MANUAL. Price, $2.00.

For those who want to try the Carbon printing process, this work gives the most detailed information.

PHOTOGRAPHER'S POCKET REFERENCE BOOK. By Dr. H. Vogel. Price,

$1.50.
For the dark-room. It meets a want filled by no other book. Full of formula—short, practical, and plain.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE. Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is the only standard work. Seventh thousand.

LINN'S "LOOKOUT" LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY. For the landscape photog-
rapher. Price, 7-5 cents.

"WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS. By Edward L. Wilson. Price, $2.00.

For the lantern exhibitor. It gives incidents and facts in entertaining style of about 800 places and things, includ-
ing 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY. Price, $5.00.

For the lover of art. Beats his "Album of Lighting and Posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and in-
structions.

BURNET'S HINTS ON COMPOSITION. Price, $3.50.

All should study it. A splendid work, largely illustrated, giving all the principles and rules of artistic posing.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING. By C. "W. Hearn. Price, $3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade portrait studies.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1878, just issued. Cloth bound, $1.00; paper cover, 50 cts.

Better than any of its predecessors. . v-

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS' GUIDE. By John L. Gihon. Cloth bound, $1.50.

ALL FOR EVERYBODY:
MEDAL AWARDED

AT THE

CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION.

ONLY IEDAL EVER AWARDED

FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

READ IP YOU ARE DULL
IF YOU ARE BUSY
IFYOUWANTTRADEREAD

THE BEST BOOKS PEBTAINDTG TO Y0UE PE0FESSI0N.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Book Publisher,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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Hance's Photographic Specialties

-i -$-

Hance's Ground-Glass Substitute
Is simply what its name implies, a substitute .for ground-glass for any purpose that it is used

for in the gallery—for vignette glasses, for a retouching varnish, for softening strong negatives,

for the celebrated Berlin process, for ground-glass for cameras, for glazing sky and side lights,

for obscuring studio and office doors, for printing weak negatives. 50 cts. per bottle.

Hance's Double Iodized Collodion.
The peculiarities of this Collodion are good keeping qualities, its inprovement by age, and the

richness of effect produced in the negative, the film being perfectly structureless. $1.50 per lb. ;

80 cts. per i ft.

Elbert Anderson's Portrait Collodion
Is made according to the formula used by Mr. Anderson in Mr. Kurtz's gallery in New York.

It is especially adapted to portrait work. $1.75 per ft. ; 90 cts. per £ ft.

Hance's White Mountain Collodion
Is adapted more especially to outdoor work, and for quick working, delineating foliage, frost-

work, or sk}', it stands unrivalled. It is made after the private formula used by that celebrated
mountain artist, B. W. Kilburn, of Littleton, N. H. $1.50 per ft. ; 80 cts. per J ft.

Curtis' Niagara Falls Collodion
Is another used for landscapes. The wonderfully beautiful views made by Mr. Curtis, of the

great cataract, with this collodion have a world-wide reputation. $1.50 per ft. ; 80 cts. per § ft.

Trask's Ferrotype Collodion
Is made especially for positive pictures. Mr. Trask has no superior in this class of work,

and this collodion is made after his formula. $1.50 per ft.; 80 cts. per £ ft.

Hance's Peculiar Portrait Collodion
Is peculiar in that it is prepared without bromides, and is adapted for use with Black's acid

bath. Formula on bottle. $1.50 per ft.; 80 cts. per £ ft.

Cummings' Grit Varnish
Gives a very fine surface for retouching. 40 cts. per 6 oz. bottle.

Hance's Silver Spray Gun Cotton.
Prepared with great care, and free from acid, very soluble, gives good intensity so that no re-

development is necessary, gives perfect detail, and a film pure and structureless. 50 cts. per oz.

Hance's Delicate Cream Gun Cotton
Is adapted to those who like a very delicate, soft-working collodion, giving all the modelling,

especially in the Rembrandt style, and with light drapery. Its sensitiveness renders it particu-
larly adapted for children or any work that requires short exposure. 80 cts. per oz.

Gill's Concentrated Chromo Intensifier
Is intended to strengthen the negative. It imparts a beautiful tone and gives excellent

printing qualities. 50 cts. per bottle.

Hance's Bath Preservative.
A sure preventive of pinholes, stains, <fec. It preserves the bath in good working condition,

and will be found worth its weight in gold. $1.00 per bottle.

(READ SUCCEEDING PAGE.)

1

+

\
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PHOTOGRAPHIC SPECIALTIES

AHEAD! .

HIGHEST FHODDI ATOM 11 litMM, EXPOSITION.

Having received the Highest Award for Photographic Specialties, I feel more

confidence than ever in offering my manufactures to the Photographic fraternity.

My exhibit was an extremely modest one, being taken from stock put up in

original packages without any attempt at display. Yet it carried off the prize

over all the exhibits put up in cut glass decanters with ribbon-tied stoppers, prov-

ing that the medal was awarded for MERIT ALONE.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I consider the Cotton the best we have ever

used as yet."—R. Poole, Nashville, Tenn.
" The film of the Cotton you sent me was unu-

sually smooth and firm, being entirely free from
glutinosity and setting like India-rubber. It was
quite powdery and crumbled to pieces in my fin-

gers, ' as if rotten.' It dissolved -almost instanta-

neously, and it was ' by far ' the very best mate-
rial I have ever used. I sincerely trust that you
will send me the same kind again."

—

Elbert An-
derson, New York.
"I received your Double-Iodized Collodion all

right, and in good shape. Have tried it pretty
well. It gives very fine negatives and good de-

tail."—W. E. Hart, Watertown, N. Y.
" We take pleasure in recommending Hance's

Double-Iodized Collodion as a first-class article, in

fact it is the best manufactured Collodion we have
tried."

—

-Schreiber & Sons, No. 818 Arch Street,

Philadelphia.
" Your Ground-Glass Substitute is the best I

ever tried, and I have tried nearly every kind ad-
vertised, as the long row of nearly full bottles will

testify. It works like a charm."-—-I. N. Webster,
Barton, Vt.

"The goods by Express came safe to hand. I
have tried a part of them and am greatly pleased.

Will likely want more goods in your line."-—
It. Poole, Nashville, Tenh.

" I take pleasure in recommending your Cottons
and Collodions, before all others I have used. It

is a blessing to know where you can get good Cot-
ton."—B. W. Kilbitrn, Littleton, N. H.

" The last lot of Cotton you sent me is the very

best I have ever used. Please send me another
pound at once."

—

Elbert Anderson, Kurtz's Gal-
lery, New York.

" Have used some twenty-five pounds of your
Collodion the past year with unvarying success."

—G. W. Hope, Middletown, New York.
" Your Double-Iodized Collodion is the most

perfect working Collodion I have used in fifteen

years. Every picture I make with it is a success."

—R. L. Dale, Boston, Mass.
" I am pleased to inform you that the gallon of

Ground-Glass Substitute came safely and is just

what I wanted. The surface for retouching which
it gives is superb. I shall want more of the same
sort when this supply is exhausted."—W. G. C.

Kimball, Concord, N. H.

Try GROUMLASS SUBSTITUTE, oi of the most KM imp nol

FOR SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS.

NO RETAIL ORDERS FILLED, ORDER OP YOUR DEALER.

ALFRED L. HANCE, Philadelphia.
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IMPROVED

Photograph Covers.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

The Outside Appearance. A Leaf Showing the Guard.

Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding
together and preservation of photographs, has induced us to manufacture an article which
we think will meet the want.

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM, FOR

A Series or a Set of Portraits,
A Series or a Set of Landscapes,

A Series or a Set of Photographs of any kind,
MAY BE NEATLY AND CHEAPLY BOUND IN THESE COVERS.

They are made with expanding hacks, so that from six to twenty-four pictures may be
inserted in one cover. The pictures are mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen,

or strong paper, of the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted
and held in "place in the cover by a paper fastener. Fig. 1 represents the cover, with the
perforations in the back, through which the spreading clasps of the paper fastener bind the
whole together. These are so easily inserted or removed, that pictures are readily put in or
taken out at any time. Fig. .2 represents the picture with the guard pasted on ready for

insertion. The arrangement is simple, and we are sure will be readily comprehended. For
binding together views of your town or city, or portraits of celebrities, they are very neat.

The following is a list of sizes and prices, without cards:

For Photograph. Per dozen. Per hundred

Card Size, . $1.50 . . . . . . $10.00
Cabinet Size, .... 2.25 . . . . . . 13.50

SXTRA HEAVY COVERS
5-8 Size, . . .... 4.50 . . . .... 33.00
4-4 "... .... 6.00 . . . .... 40.00
8-10 "

. . .... 8.00 . . . .... 56.50
11-14" . .

or snecial siznes made

.... 9.00 . . .

to order. Furnished with car

.... 65.00

Samples

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,
116 N. Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
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Robinson's Photograph Trimmer
Is a Substitute for a Knife for Trimming- Photographs, and does the work

much more expeditiously and elegantly than a knife.

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONEY.
It does not cut, but pinches off the waste paper, and leaves the' print with a neatly beveled edge

which facilitates the adherence of the print to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife

and punch at once. For ovals and rounded corners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer Mallei for $3.50, Willi Ten inches of Robinson's Improved Guiles,

The
put up

difficulty of procuring exactly true guides for cutting out prints has induced the inventor to

machinery for the production of all styles of them, guaranteed mathematically true.

11®°° Oil the wheel bearings with Sewing Machine Oil.'°^^

We have the following regular sizes always on hand at IO cents per inch the longest

way of the aperture.

Special sizes made to order at 15 cents per inch the longest way of the aperture.

REGULAR SIZES:

1

OVALS. SQUARE OR ROUND CORNERED.

2x2£ "j x 4^ "4 X (4 2T
Lx3| '2&X3J 3|x5!

2$x3£ 3fx5£ 6x8 n x 3| 2fxti- 4x5f

2|x3i

2g x 3j

4x5f

4|x6f

6 4
- x 8\-

2#x3£ 2fx4£ 4J- x 5

J

6Jx8J
9 5 yS15

9 5 y Q3
2tx4f 3ix6

4xfi|

2fx3| 5x7 7x9 FOR STEEEOGEAPHE
2J-S.4J 5£?n 7|x91

Arch Tops. Round Cornered. Round.

3fx4§ 7.} x 9| °, 1 y Q3.6 Y5 x 6 1
3_i_ Y S3_°16 A °4 3x3

3|x4| 5|x7| 7| x 9| 3x3 3x3

The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that

they can be always had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to

make their sizes accord, as orders can also be filled more quickly. ,Ten days is re-

quired to make special sizes.

Jg^gp' An allowance of ten inches ($1 worth) of regular sizes of guides will be
given with every Trimmer purchased.

READ THE TESTIMONIALS.
" I would rather give fifty dollars than be with-

out one. By its use all annoyance from dull

knives tearing the prints is avoided."—E. T.

Whitney, Norwalk.
" It does the work intended magnificently. It

is not only exquisite for trimming photographs,

but also for making Cut-Outs."—B. Kihlholz,
Chicago, III.

" It works well and does all it is recommended
to do."—F. GL Weller, Littleton; N. H.

" I consider it the best article for trimming
photographs I ever saw."—W. H. Rhoads, Phila-

delphia.
" I would not be without it for the best twenty-

five dollar cutting machine I ever saw."—D.
Loturop, Pa.

" The Trimmer comes up to all you claim for it.

I would not be without it."—T. Cummings, Lan-
caster.

"Just what I wanted and found it difficult, to

get."—J. W. Black, Boston.
"I have trimmed all my prints with it, in less

than half the time taken by a knife. It cannot be
recommended too highly."—W. H. Cranston,
Oorry, Pa.

" The Robinson Trimmer has proved to us one
of the most useful instruments that we have in our
gallery."

—

Schreiber & Sons, Phila.
" I have used Robinson's Photograph Trimmer

some time. A lady was asked how she liked her
sewing machine, and in reply said ' Well I could
get along without it, but when I do I shall not sew
any more.' That is me, I can get along without
the Trimmer but when I do I shall not trim pho-
tographs."

—

Well G. SlNGHI, Binyhamton, N. Y.
" The Robinson Trimmer works admirably.

Does the work intended with great satisfaction."

—A. K. P. Trask, Philadelphia.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer's Agent,
POK SALE BY ALL DEALEKS. 116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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LONDON, 1851. LONDON, 1862. PABIS, 1867.

Centennial, 1876 Centennial, 1876.

ROSS' PORTRAIT
AND VIEW LENSES

Portrait Lenses, from 1-4 to 8x10. I
I
Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.

Cabinet Lenses, Nos. 2 and 3. WG11SV6 HOW Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Card Lenses, Nos. 1,2, and 3. . Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Triplets, Nos. 1, 2, 3> 4, 5, 6, and 7. lfl STOCK. Stereqgraphic Lenses, all sizes.
Symmetricals. Rapid Symmetricals.l

I
New Universal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best as well as the cheapest Foreign Lenses ever
offered to the American Photographer. We will mail price-list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

STEINHEIL'S SONS'
NEW

APLANATIC LENSES.
We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the following prices :

No. 1—1-4 size, . . 3i inch focus, ."
. . $25 00 l No. 5—10-12 size, . . 13i inch focus, . $70 00

2—1-2 " . . 5i " " ... 30 00 6—13-16 " . . 16J " " . . 110 00
3—4-4 " . . 7 " " ... 45 00 7—18-22 " . . . . 200 00
4—8-10 "

. . 104, " "... 60 00
|

8—20-24 " . . . . 350 00

"Nos. 1 and 2 are in matched pairs for stereoscopic work.

,
We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your busi-

ness, and so solicit your orders.

WE MANUFACTURE, IMPORT, AND DEAL IN ALL KINDS OF

Photo. G-oods, Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,
at prices as low as are consistent with the quality of goods furnished. We are indebted to our customers
for their patronage during the past Thirteen Years, and our efforts shall be to merit a continuance of it.

We have been appointed Trade Agents for

PARYS' AND LINDSAY'S COTTON,
CREMER'S FRENCH LUBRICATOR,

SOLAR AND CONTACT PRINTING,
COLORING IN ALL STYLES, FOR THE TRADE.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LLSTS TREE TO ALL APPLLCANTS.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,
No. 825 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.
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ONE OF THE OBJECTS WE HOPE TO ATTAIN BY OFFERING PRIZES

IS TO SECURE FOR OUR PATRONS THE OPPORTUNITY OF POSSESSING THEMSELVES OF

Fine Studies in Photography
FOR THEIR HELP AND GUIDANCE.

"We have succeeded to an unusual degree this time, for not only does the

NEW PRIZE SERIES
include work by a variety of artists, hut an unusually large yariety of subjects, positions,

and methods of treatment. Hence the more useful are they as studies.

"With but few exceptions the pictures are cabinet size ; the rest are promenade size. "We
offer prints to those who wish to study them, finished in the highest style of photographic
printing, at

$3.00 PER DOZEN,
ALL AROUND.

PARTIES CAN ORDER IN SETS OR BY THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS :

FROM NEGATIVES BY FROM NEGATIVES BY

No. 1 to 6, . . . G-. M. Elton. No. 43 to 48, . . . M. T. Baldwin.
" 7 " 12, . . . Bradley & Kulofson. '" 49 " 54, . . J. H. Beebe.
" 13 " 18, . D. H. Anderson. " 55 " 60, . . L. M. Koberts.
" 19 " 24, . . . Cook Ely. " 61 " 66, . . J. H. Lamson.
" 25 "- 30, . . . C. "W. Motes. " 67 " 72, . . A. Hesler.
" 31 " 36, . . . C. "W. Tallman. " 73 '-' 78, . . Julius Hall.
" 37 " 42, . . . J. H. Todd. " 79 " 84, . . B. W. Dawson.

ALL OF THESE TEACH USEFUL LESSONS.

See Keview in the Philadelphia Photographer. Address all orders to

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
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DESIGNS, COPYRIGHTED.

OjF ^lii PICTURES THE VIGNETTE IS THE 3IOST ARTISTIC
When properly printed ; but the clumsy devices generally in use for printing them, or, rather,

for blending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic vignette pictures

Either the shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or if shows an ugly, direct, de.

cided line, which is very repulsive. The shading should blend gradually from
the dark tint nearest to the figure off into the white background. The results

are then soft, artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and best way to secure them is by the use of

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
They are not clumsy ) do not break ; are always ready j cost tut little ) and are easy of application to any negative,

They need but one adjustment to print any quantity,

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal, or cotton.

Eighteen sizes are now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures, from a small Carte figure to

Whole-size, Victoria, Cabinets, etc. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives, yellow
bronze for thin negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directions for use accompany
each parcel.

TESTIMONIALS :

" Waymouth's Improved Vignette Papers I

have tried, and they are just what I have been
wanting for years."

—

Well G. Singhi.

" From a trial made, we are enabled to say

that they answer exceedingly well ; and they
are certain to find favor among photographers
—a favor they well deserve."

—

British jfotir-

nal of Photography

.

" The Waymouth Vignetting Papers are

a decided success. They are splendid."

—

J. W. & J. S. Moulton, Salem, Mass.

" They readily admit of the gradation, al-

ready very good, being modified easily to suit

the negative. This, I take it, is a point of great

importance."—G. Wharton Simpson, M.A.,
F.S.A.

" I can testify to the exquisite softness ob-

tained from your Vignette Papers, which
gradual and soft effect I have never seen

equalled by any other method."—H. A. H.
Daniel, Esq., Hon. Secretary of the Bristol
and Clifton Amateur Photographic Association

_

PRICES :

In parcels containing one of each, size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors $1 00
Assorted sizes and Colors, by numbers, per package of 15 1 00

50
75

1 00
1 25

Tfos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes By No., per doz.
» 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13, » » » Large Cartes and Victorias.
» 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15, » » » Cabinets and Whole-size....
» 16,17,18, » » » Half »

When ordering, state the number and color you want, gigp* Ask your dealerfor them.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer, 116 North 7th St., Philadelphia.
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DEALERS' DIRECTORY.
The following houses are to be recommended as

the bestfor photographers in their localities.

+ ; +
S. T. BLESSING,

New Orleans,

La.

C. W. STEVENS,

Chicago,

Ills.

OSCAR FOSS,

San Francisco,

Cal.

BLESSING & BROTHER,

Galveston,

Texas.

D. J.
RYAN,

Savannah,

Ga.

J. C. SOMEEVILLE,

St. Louis,

Mo.

A. H. BALDWIN,

i Chambers St.,

New York.

D. TUCKER & CO,

Buffalo,

N. Y.

HOWE & BEECHER,

Columbus,

Ohio.

WILSON, HOOD & CO,,

825 Arch Street,

" Philadelphia, Pa.

+ +
SPACES OK THIS PAGE TO LET. APPLY TO THE PUBLISHER.
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WISE WORDS FROM THE
WORKERS.
Blisters.

IN looking over our valued friend Vogel's

letter in your July number, his remarks

on blisters remind me of what I said on that

point in last Mosaics. His remarks confirm

what I then said, viz., that the main cause

of blisters— those by dam-aging blisters

—

lies at the door of the albumenizers; and

I refer to it now in hope that their attention

may be forcibly called to the matter. I do

know, that to take plain paper (have it very

dry and har-d), and lay it on the albumen just

long enough to make a coating on the said

paper, will give to the poor photographer

a paper that will blister in spite of all the

blister-cures ever invented. I think I hear

a smile come from friend Clemons, or the

famous S. & M., across the briny deep, as

they say, " Teach your granna how to take

snuff, will you?" Yet I do know that albu-

men applied to paper previously dampened,

and allowed to lie on the albumen suffi-

ciently long as to absorb the albumen into

the fibre, that such paper will stand almost

any kind of treatment and not blister. Try
it, ye albumenizers

; and aid in removing

one of the damaging trials of us poor photog-

raphers.

The Use of Tracing-cloth.

On page 213 of the July Photographer,

" How to do " asks for the experience of those

who use tracing-cloth to shut out the sunlight

from skylight rooms. I am using ^uch

screens, attached to spring rollers at the

upper edge of the skylight, and find them

just the thing. Under these I have blue,

opaque curtains. The upper ones keep out

the sun, and are rolled up or down in a

moment. The blue opaque cuts off the light

from any part I choose. My skylight-room

is thirty-five feet long, east and west, by

twenty wide. The light, nineteen feet long,

east and west, by fourteen wide, facing north
;

lower edge, seven and a half feet from floor,

with side-light three and a half feet wide by

nineteen long, on which the top-light rests.

The upper side of the light is fourteen feet

from the floor. Under this light I make chil-

dren's pictures in less time than you can say

"scat," and groups as soon as you can say

"Jack Kobinson." But I could not do it

with the " lightning.

"

A. Hesler.

Scratches in Burnishing.

About two years since I was very much
troubled with very fine scratches in burnish-

ing, different from those caused by rough-

ness of the burnishing tool. Another proof

that the cause lay outside of the burnisher

was, that two or three, perhaps, would bur-

nish all right, then one scratched badly, next

all right, and so on through the lot.

I asked several the cause, Mr. Bass among
the number, but none gave me anysatisfac-

33
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tory reason. I finally found the cause to be,

that the prints were allowed to get too dry be-

fore burnishing, and the remedy I used was as

follows : After mounting, the moisture should

not get out of the prints before burnishing.

As soon as the prints begin to curl toward

the picture, I pack them one upon another.

My first plan was to place them in the cellar

until ready to spot; while doing this I only

expose one print at a time, keeping them

packed. After spotting, lubricate with soap

and alcohol (I find wax, spermaceti, etc., to

give, in my experience, a veiled appearance),

and spread out in the cellar upon something

clean ; I use a cloth stretched upon a small

frame, where they should remain until ready

to burnish. A superior burnish will result

if they can remain twelve hours after lubri-

cating, as directed, spread in the cellar.

I have since made another improvement^

substituting for the cellar a tight tin box,

which I had made large enough to hold my
prints flat. Care must be taken not to have

the prints too damp. I run them through,

lightly, twice across the burnishing tool,

until all are through, then run about four

times again, commencing with the first; I

run the first thin.

Irving Saunders,
Alfred Centre, N. Y.

Mounting on Thin Cards.

I have found out how Goupil mounts

photographs without cockling. The print

and the mount are wet, the wet print pasted

on the wet mount, and then a copper plate

is put over the print (I suppose it is a little

larger than the print), and the whole is

powerfully squeezed together. The plate

is then removed, and the mount, etc., dried

under pressure. This is what Mr. "Wil-

liams, of Williams & Everett, art dealers,

tells me, and he has been many times to

Paris, and professes to know. E. C. B.

It is difficult to clean glass bottles and
other vessels that have been soiled with fatty

substances ; but if a concentrated solution of

permanganate of potassium, to which a few

drops of hydrochloric acid are added, be

used as a wash, the cleansing is effected

speedily and thoroughly.

OUR PICTURE.

ME. Andrew Price, good photographer

of Napa, California, will receive abund-

ant gratitude from more than one co-worker

with "fellow feeling," we know, for send-

ing negatives to embellish our magazine of

"The Hunter's Dream," which is the title

he is pleased to give to the picture in our

current number.

The composition is his own. It is in-

tended to represent a wild scene in the wil-

derness, and not a parlor scene ; hence any

incongruities that are noticed will be over-

looked, because no . first-class dreams are

conducted entirely according to Raskin,

who, after all, we well know, is a hard man
to follow.

We personally confess ourselves fully able

to understand Mr. Price's picture, and we
know that many of our readers are just as

expert with the rifle and the rod as they are

with the camera, and are always glad when
they can escape from the latter for a season

and join the others in real substantial

searches for just such objects as Mr. Price

causes to take part in his "dream."

What lover of the forest and stream will

take this picture in connection with one

of our friend Stoddart's wild Adirondack

views and look them over, without finding

himself soon in the midst of a kindred

dream ? The experienced know, however,

that such dreams do not come after one has

been in camp a week, when the stomach is

full of venison and duck and trout ; also,

that the hooting of the owl, and the capers

of the chipmunk upon his heaving breast

while asleep, do not cause him to dream thus.

It is before success begins that these hallucina-

tions come; when the stomach is hungry for

game, when the " soft side " of the mattress

of hemlock boughs has not yet been found
;

when, after the hard work of building and

putting camp in order is over, he lies down
to rest. It is under such circumstances that

he dreams thus, in places such as the un-

known author of Albania (amid the naked,

towering ridges and the desolate barrenness

and the quiet waters) tells us of, where

" There oft is heard, at midnight or at noon,

Beginning faint, but rising still more loud,

And nearer, voice of hunters, and of hounds;
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And horns, horse-winded, blowing far and keen.

Forthwith the hubbub multiplies; the gale

Labors with wilder shrieks, and rifer din

Of hot pursuit ; the broken cry of deer

Mangled by throttling dogs ; the shouts of men,

And hoofs thick beating on the hollow hill.

Sudden the grazing heifer in the vale

Start at the noise, and both the herdman's ears

Tingle with inward dread ; aghast he eyes

The mountain's height, and all the ridges round,

Yet not one trace of living wight discerns,

Nor knows,o'erawed and trembling as he stands,

To what or whom he owes his idle fear,-

—

To ghost, to witch, to fairy, or to fiend;

But wonders, and no end of wondering finds."

Just such thoughts as these come in "The

Hunter's Dream," we say. Many of us have

had them, and we know. And then, dream-

ing on, the scene changes, and Wordsworth's

sweet song flits across our hrain in less time

than we can repeat it.

" In this delicious region, cultured slopes,

Wild tracts of forest ground, and scattered

groves,

And mountains bare, or clothed with ancient

woods,

Surrounded us; and, as we held our way

Along the level of the glassy flood,

They ceased not to surround us; change of place

Producing change of beauty, ever new.

Ah ! that such beauty, varying in the light

Of living nature, cannot be portrayed

By words, nor by the pencil's silent skill

;

But is the property of him alone

Who hath beheld it, noted it with care,

And in his mind recorded it with love."

But hunters' dreams are oft disturbed by

the crash and splash of a deer, who has

" winded " him, or by their own blissfulness.

But, turning over again, we resume, and

with another American poet, dream in lan-

guage thus

:

"Then I found mj'self

Midway in air ; ridge after ridge below

Descended, with their opulence of woods,

Even to the dim-seen level, where a lake

Flashed in the sun, and from it wound a line,

Now silvery bright, even to the farthest verge

Of the encircling hills. A waste of rocks

Was round me: but below, how beautiful,

How rich the plain ! A wilderness of groves

And ripening harvests ; while the sky of June,

The soft blue sky of June, and the cool air

That makes it then a luxury to live

Only to breathe it, and the busy echo

Of cascades, and the voice of mountain brooks,

Stole with such gentle meaning to my heart,

That where I stood seemed heaven."

And now the spell is again broken by the

prosy snore of a chum, or the rustling of

some tiny animal about our tent, but we are

soon dreaming again, this time with Bry-

ant, that

"It is a fearful thing

To stand upon the beetling verge, and see

Where storm and lightning from that huge

gray wall

Have tumbled down vast blocks, and at the base

Dashed them in fragments ; and to lay thine ear

Over the dizzy depth, and hear the sound

Of winds, that struggle with the woods below,

Come up like ocean murmurs."

For has our hunter not often been led to

stand upon the "beetling verge" of just

such places, led in the chase far away from
camp and companions, yet so charmed he

;
could not bear to leave it ?

Yea! it is "a fearful thing," but one does

not consider when dreaming ; and, in this

instance, there was not time,

" For now we stood

Shut out from the prospect of the open vale,

And saw the water that composed this rill

Descending disembodied and diffused

O'er the smooth surface of an ample crag,

Lofty and steep, and naked as a tower.

All further progress here was barred
;

. high or low appeared no trace

Of motion, save the water that descended

Diffused adown that barrier of steep rock,

And softly creeping, like a breath of air,

Such as is sometimes seen, and hardly seen,

To brush the still breast of a crystal lake."*

And here we were awakened by the dismal

pounding of our guide upon the bottom of a

tin plate with a cup of the same useful

metal, vociferating "breakfast!" between

the sounds. We were indeed camped upon
" the still breast of a crystal lake," and had

overslept several hours. Meanwhile some

of our companions had been out and "killed

the breakfast;" and the guides had ready

such a savory meal as just such a dream gives

appetite for, and one which almost equalled

that which Whittier arranged for the wed-

* AVordsworth.
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dingfeastof the Bashaba's daughter, Weeta-

moo, for

Bird of the air and beast of the field,

All which the woods and waters yield,

On dishes of birch and hemlock piled,

Garnished and graced that banquet wild.

Steaks of the brown bear, fat and large,

From the rocky slopes of the Kearsarge

:

Delicate trout from Babboosuck brook,

And salmon speared in the Contoocook ;

Squirrels which fed where nuts fell thick,

In the gravelly bed of the Otternic,

And small wild-hens in reed-snares caught,

From the banks of Sondagardie brought;

Pike and perch from the Suncook taken,

Nuts from the trees of the Black Hills shaken,

Cranberries picked from the Squamscot bog,

And grapes from the vines of Piscataquog."

But we have dreamed enough. Some of

our readers we know will excuse us. If they

do, let us hear from them. Others will, he-

cause the season for game is near at hand.

Those who will not, may be pacified some-

what by being wide awake to the fact that

the pictures were printed in our own estab-

lishment on the Trapp & Munch celebrated

albumen paper, supplied by "Willy Wallach,

Esq., NewYork, and by all dealers.

Formula the same as given in our last

number.

GIHON'S PHOTOGRAPHIC SCRAPS.

BY JOHN L. GIHON.

Series No. 9.

The Mounting, Finishing, and General Final Operations

necessary to Photographic Prints.

A GEEAT deal of the effect of a portrait

will depend on the position the figure

occupies in the picture. As a general rule,

if the head be not equidistant from the sides

of the picture, there should be more space

allowed before the face than behind. A dis-

regard of this rule has spoiled the effect of

many otherwise good pictures. In some

photographs, we see the figure walking al-

most out of the picture, for the sake of

showing the last coils of the long caudal

appendages with which ladies sweep the

dust, thus sacrificing the head for the tail.

" The apparent height of the person rep-

resented depends almost entirely on the po-

sition of the figure on the plane of the pic-

ture. The taller the person, the nearer to

the top should the head be placed, and if

the figure be a full length, less of the ground

should be shown.

" It often happens that the figure is made
much too big for the picture. I have seen

some cartes in which the head nearly touches

the top of the picture, and the feet the bot-

tom ; so that when they were inserted in an

album, some part must be covered, perhaps

a foot cut off, or perhaps half the head. This

is done, I suppose, under a mistaken notion

on the part of the photographer, that he is

giving enough for the money, a principle

to which I have no objection
; but let the

' enough ' be in quality rather than in quan-

tity. A carte de visite displaying proportion

,

taste, and a right feeling for art, is of much
more value than a life-size picture, whether

by painter or photographer, that does not

possess these desirable qualities."

" The most simple method of mounting

small pictures (that means the carte, vic-

toria, imperial, or cabinet, and the prom-

enade, or boudoir sizes), is to have them cut

of proper shape immediately after the print-

ing, and before being subjected to toning

processes; then, after these have been con-

summated, and the pictures are sufficiently

washed, they can be collected from the tank,

piled together in small heaps upon a clean

glass, and passed over to the mounter. He,

or she, can take them one by one, whilst

quite wet, and by putting them dexterously

in place upon ' Slee's prepared mounts,'

avoid all trouble and expenditure of time in

the preparation and use of mountants. Their

passage through india-rubber rollers, fash-

ioned after a housewife's clothes-wringer,

insures perfect contact between the print

and card.

" If photographs have not been trimmed

previous to toning, and are passed to the

finishing-room, of irregular shapes, more

time must be expended upon them. The

neatest method of cutting out, is by the aid

of ' Bergner's machines.' A separate cutter

must, of course, be provided for every size.

In lieu of these, and for the indicated pur-

pose, Robinson's trimmers are the most val-

uable instruments extant.
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"Now comes the question as to whether

the pictures should he mounted wet or dry,

and what particular adhesive material should

be used. A happy medium between the two

conditions of the paper should be chosen.

The photographs should be sufficiently damp
to prevent their curling up, and insure their

lying flat; they should not be dripping

wet. This state can readily be obtained by

allowing them to lie for a few moments be-

tween wet cloths. All sorts of compositions

have been suggested and used, but of them

all, the plain starch-paste has remained

most in favor.

"Prom the commencement of the appli-

cation of our art to wholesale requirements,

such as the illustration of books with photo-

graphs, it has been a vexatious matter to

mount the albumenized prints upon paper

sufficiently thin for book-binders' purposes,

without showing a most objectionable and

unsightly cockling or drawing of the edges

and corners of the supporting paper. The

result can be perfectly accomplished, but,

unfortunately, the method entailed involves

too much labor for the occasion. The fol-

lowing is from one of my 'scraps,' and an-

swers tolerably well.

" ' The only mounting material hitherto in

use, by which all risk of cockling is avoided,

is india-rubber in solution, but, unfortu-

nately, it is altogether untrustworthy

;

sooner or later, the prints are sure to leave

the mounts.

" ' The cause ofcockling in prints mounted

on thin boards is, of course, well known. A
print treated with starch-paste, gum, or an}'

adhesive preparation of which water forms

a large part, absorbs the water and swells

or stretches. If, in this condition, it is at-

tached to a dry board, it contracts again as

the water evaporates, and necessarity drags

the board to which it is attached out of

shape, causing cockling or buckling. The
point to be secured then, is an adhesive sub-

stance containing little or no water. India-

rubber solution answers this condition, but,

as I have shown, it fails in other respects. I

am*about to describe another preparation

which also answers without the disadvanta-

ges of india-rubber.

" ' A preparation for mounting, the nature

of which has been kept a profound secret,

has been understood to meet all the neces-

sary requirements. Some hints of its con-

stitution having recently reached me, I have

been induced to make some experiments,

which have issued very successfully. The

new preparation particularly consists of a

solution of gelatin or glue in alcohol. This,

at first sight, seems to be an impossibility,

since, under ordinary circumstances, gelatin

is not soluble in alcohol, but is, on the con-

trary, precipitated from an aqueous solution

by the addition of alcohol.

" ' My first attempt to make the preparation

was as follows, but was a failure. I de-

scribe the failure that it may be avoided :

I took gelatin and soaked it in water for

twenty-four hours, until it was well swollen
;

and then draining off the water, added al-

cohol, and placing the jar, which was cov-

ered up, in a pan of water, put it on the

fire to simmer. After the lapse of thirty or

forty minutes the gelatin was softened and

melted ; but it was but very imperfectly

mixed with the alcohol. On adding a little

more alcohol, to supply the loss by evapor-

ation, the slight degree of mixture which

had taken place was at once destroyed, the

gelatin being precipitated as a tough, viscous

mass at the bottom of the jar ; and no sub-

sequent amount of heat or stirring with a

glass rod secured even an approximate de-

gree of solution or mixture. This was

clearly a failure, and I began again. As I

finally met with success, I will describe pre-

cisely what is to be done, giving the pro-

portions of my own experiment, which can

of course be easily increased for working on

a large scale.

" ' Take half an ounce of gelatin and cover

it with water ;
leave it soak for, say, twenty-

four hours, in which time it will become

thoroughly swollen. Now pour off all

the superfluous water, except two* or three

drachms; place the gelatin with this trace

of water in a glue-pot, and put it on the

fire. "When it is melted, add six ounces of

alcohol ; that which I used had a specific

gravity of .820. A most important point,

however, is the mode of mixture ; the alco-

hol must be added a little at a time, stirring

steadily with a glass rod, and maintaining

a moderately high temperature. By pro-

ceeding carefully in this way, perfect mix-
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ture is secured ; and the solution is then

poured into a wide-mouthed bottle, corked

or stoppered, and set aside for use. This,

applied to the print, causes a scarcely appre-

ciable degree of expansion, and no subse-

quent cockling. Its adhesive qualities are

perfect, and the preparation keeps well. To

prevent the rigid hardness which character-

izes good gelatin, I added from one to two

drachms of glycerin to the preparation,

which is, I think, an improvement. It is

probable that any good sample of glue would

answer the purpose, and for extensive use

would of course be more economical. At
first sight, the use of alcohol for mounting

purposes seems costly ; but as a little of the

preparation will mount many prints, the

expense need not be very serious. For

mounting photographic book illustrations,

I think this will be especially valuable.'

"Amateurs, and others only requiring to

mount a print now and then, often find it

inconvenient to prepare starch-paste in small

quantities ; but the following mixture, when
once made, will keep for months, ready for

use. It is as smooth as oil, easy to prepare,

does not thicken, and will stick like glue.

It also has the advantage of not cockling the

prints so much as the ordinary starch-paste :

'• Picked White Guin Arabic, . i ounce.

Dextrin, . . . .2^ ounces.

Liquid Ammonia, . . .4 drops.

Water, . . . . .8 ounces.

"The gum arabic is to be pounded in a

mortar, and mixed with the dextrin
; then

rubbed in the mortar, with two ounces of

the water, till quite smooth ; then the rest of

the water added, and boiled in an enamelled

saucepan for ten minutes. When cold, it

may be put into a wide-mouthed bottle, the

ammonia added, and thus kept for use."

"The following plan for cutting out stereo-

scopic pictures, can be recommended to those

who have but a limited number of them to

issue

:

" The prints may be rapidly and neatly

cut by a knife upon a glass plate, using two

rectilinear glass guides ; one, seven and a

half by five inches, and the other three

inches square. Let A be the right-, and B
the left-hand view, as yet attached and un-

transposed. With the long guide cut the

base of both views and the left of B, from

which base, with the square guide (which

is henceforth used), cut the right of B at the

proper distance, then cut the left of A, upon

which place B, and having marked off the

width, cut the right of A. Superimpose

both prints, and cut both tops together. All

this is done in less time than it takes to de-

scribe, and the result is two rectangular

prints exactly alike in size. By doubling

up the upper portion of the prints, the four

upper corners may be rounded by hand with

scissors, which sometimes gives a finish, and

removes that which it is not desirable to re-

tain. Before commencing to cut the prints,

the right-hand view should be marked at

the back. The ordinary mounts being rec-

tangular, and twice as long as broad, one

maybe used to draw a pencil line, dividing

the face of the other into two squares."

" In olden times, both plain and albumen

photographs were finished by rubbing upon

them an encaustic paste, made by melting

white wax, and diluting or softening it with

a large proportion of spirits of turpentine.

A little balsam of fir was added, and the

smell of the whole disguised with oil of lav-

ender, or kindred scent. This preparation

was bottled, and sold by stockdealers and en-

terprising photographers at five times its

cost of production. Its application to even a

rolled print is of advantage, as it thoroughly

cleanses the surface of the print, and gives

depth and transparency to heavy shadows.

The same object is attained by the more

lately introduced plan of burnishing. This

is accomplished by means of presses, that

are so extensively advertised as to be familiar

to every photographer.

" Now comes the treatment of a class of

pictures that is held in so much terror by

many photographers, that they refuse to ac-

cept commissions for them. I refer to the

enamelled photographs, or, as they are more

fashionably termed, the Glaces. It is true

that they are troublesome and unremunera-

tive, where the demand for them is only oc-

casional. I was at one time connected \#th

an establishment where three-fourths of all

the work furnished to customers was finished

in this manner. There, a young man was

kept who had but little else to attend to than
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this glazing business. As a general rule,

the results were satisfactory, but like all

other processes where gelatin is made to take

an active part, unaccountable mishaps would

sometimes assert themselves. The various

operations were simplified to the utmost ex-

tent. It is of primary importance to secure

good glass for temporarily supporting the

photographs. A most excellent glass is that

which is highly polished on one side, and is

furnished for negative-making ; next, it

must be well cleansed. With this glass

there is but little trouble attached to the

cleaning of it; it is furnished to you in

good condition, with papers between each

plate. A limited immersion in nitric acid

is all that is necessary previous to washing;

after that the glasses should be rubbed with

canton-flannel moistened with alcohol. Fi-

nally, the polished surface is dusted with

talc, or shoemaker's soap-stone, and this in

turn rubbed off with clean cloths until no

visible trace of it is left. It is essentially

necessary that the glasses should be entirely

free from scratches, sand-holes, or inequali-

ties of any kind. Every mark, however

slight, will be faithfully reproduced upon

the collodion film. The glasses, when once

well cleaned, will give you no further trou-

ble for a long time to come. After success-

fully stripping off the pictures, the plates

are in a better condition for being re-used

than any amount of polishing could induce.

All that is requisite is to scratch off what-

ever remnants of the dry film that may be

found adhering to the edges. We have used

the same plates daily for a month without

washing ; in fact, until the obverse side be-

came so smeared that it was difficult to see

through it. The glasses are to be coated

with plain or normal collodion. It should

be alcoholic in tendency, and prepared from

samples of rather long-fibred cotton ; it is

better to make it in large quantities, that it

may stand for days, and even weeks, before

it is wanted. It should be used much thicker

than for negative-making purposes. A plate

should be coated, and when the collodion is

moderately ' set ' it should be laid almost

horizontally upon a table; others are to be

managed in the same manner. When you

have coated a half dozen or more, the first

plate will be ready for placing in the rack

for absolute drying ; this must be accom-

plished in a room entirely free from dust.

It is immaterial whether the glasses are

collodionized the day upon which they are

desired for use, or a week beforehand.

"The proper handling and use of the gelatin

is the most important feature in enamelling.

Nelson's photographic gelatin, No. 1, is the

preferable brand ;
it is a beautiful prepara-

tion, put up in packets, containing the gela-

tin in almost transparent sheets, free from

dirt or foreign matter. It should be cut into

smaller pieces, thrown into a clean dish,

covered with water, and allowed to swell to

its fullest capacity. The water is now poured

off, and agentle heat applied until the gelatin

liquefies
; it will now be somewhat too thick,

but can readily be diluted with warm water.

" It is impossible to give exact proportions

for these operations; practice alone will

teach the operator the most favorable con-

ditions for the work.

"You need a table or counter upon which

to work, placed near a window, securing to

you plenty of light, and in a decidedly warm
room.. At the left-hand end of the table

there should be a flat metal dish supported

on legs sufficiently high to permit a gas-jet

or spirit-lamp underneath ; this dish should

be half filled with water. Another dish for

containing the gelatin should be suspended

in it. In fact, it is merely a water-bath on

the principle of a glue-pot. Alongside there

should be a tray, in which you stand a

wooden stool with a flat top, somewhat

smaller than the glasses to be used (the 8x10
size is the most convenient). Near at hand

you must have a basin of hot water and a

clean sponge. The only other implement is

a squeegee, best made of a piece of wood with

a rounded edge, well covered with a couple

of thicknesses of chamois-skin. The first

thing to be done is to strain into the upper

dish of the water-bath the melted gelatin.

This must now be kept of an even temper-

ature, and must feel slightly hot to the fin-

gers. The pictures must be unmounted.

You should have a pile of cards, slightly

smaller than the glasses, and much thinner

than are used for ordinary mounting purpo-

ses (unglazed bristol-board answers very

well)
;
a prepared glass, slightly warmed, is

laid, collodion side up, on the stool ; a couple
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of pictures, say cabinets (trimmed, of course)

,

are immersed in the gelatin, together with

one of the card-mounts. The pictures, whilst

drippingly covered with the gelatin, are

quickly placed face down to the collodionized

surface of the glass. It is necessary to place

them at first in proper position, and to con-

duct the subsequent removal of superfluous

solution and the displacement of air-bubbles

with celerity. This is best done with the aid

of the squeegee, which should be repeatedly

dipped in the hot water. Perfect contact

having been insured between the pictures

and glass, the card-board should now be re-

moved from the gelatin, and pressed to the

backs of the photographs.

"Finally, the back of the card can be

sponged with warm water, and the plate

with its encumbrances, stood in a rack, or

hung upon nails to dry ; no attempt must be

made to hurry the drying ; it should take at

least twelve hours in a moderately warm,

dry room. The surface on the pictures will

be found most brilliant when it is necessary

to pass a knife around the edges of the card

and it is removed from the glass with a sharp

crackling noise.

"The cards can now be trimmed to their

desired sizes, and are ready for embossing, or

cameoing, if they have been printed in the

medallion style.

" There is no better press for the purpose

than the ordinary copying-press used in

counting-houses, slightly altered. Have the

front and back of the top-plate sawed away
two or three inches; procure a piece of gutta-

percha an inch thick, to serve as a bed-plate.

Have the metal mats, or medallion shapes, at

least a quarter of an inch thick. Lay a pic-

ture, face up, on the rubber ; adjust the metal

mat, slip under the centre of the press, and
apply the required pressure. This is certainly

very simple and easy of consummation.

"If desired, the finished pictures can now
be glued down to the heavy beveled card-

blocks made for the purpose. A neat appear-

ance, and a precaution against injury to the

surface of the picture is taken, by attaching

a fly-leaf of fine, pink tissue-paper to it. I

believe the described method to be the most ra-

tional and practical way of making ' Glaces,'

or ' Abrilliantados,' as we termed them."

(To be continued.)

SCIENCE FOR THE STUDIO.

CIVILIZED mankind, especially woman-
kind, might be divided into two classes:

those who are fond of having, and those

who do not want to have, their photographs

taken
;
the former class being largely in the

majority. There are men who go about

loaded with photographs of themselves, and
at sight of each acquaintance discharge at

least one of their likenesses into his custody.

One of their chief occupations is distributing

their portraits to anybody and everybody

who can be persuaded to accept them, and
they never seem happier than when so en-

gaged. Women usually do not evince so

much energjr in disseminating photographs

;

but they are very willing to give them to

their friends of every degree, and never tire

of sitting before a camera in different cos-

tumes and attitudes. They often have an

album exclusively devoted to their own
image, and they love to show it. They are

taken in walking suit, in morning toilet, in

driving garb, and in evening dress, with

their hair elaborately done up and wholly

neglected, as representatives of convention-

ality, literature, romance, and the drama.

They will talk of their photographs by the

hour, soliciting criticism, though never want-

ing anything but commendation of their per-

sons. They delight to be told that their pic-

tures fail to do them justice, though they

invariably resent the intimation that these

are rather flattering. This may be said of

nearly everybody who is in the photographic

line. Men will not receive their likenesses,

generally, unless they be decided improve-

ments on the originals, and women never

will. Photographers, understanding the

peculiarities of their customers, always try

to gratify their vanity ;
knowing that, if

they fail to do so, they will suffer from lack

of patronage. As a rule, neither man nor

woman is willing to show a likeness that is

not much better-looking than he or she.

Every photograph must resemble its object;

but it may be, and commonly is, the human
object at the best, in such light, relief, or

position as reveals him or her to special ad-

vantage. Hardly any of us like to' know
the exact truth of ourselves, pictorially or

critically ; our self-love and egotism demand
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a reflection of our own prejudice in our be-

half. Not getting it, we are dissatisfied.

People who are constantly having photo-

graphs taken, almost invariably think they

are handsome, or at least in some way at-

tractive of person. Otherwise, they would

be unwilling to have their features copied.

But for the wide diffusion of vanity, many
of our now prosperous photographers would

be obliged to seek another calling.

—

Ex.

By applying the principle of construction

of the revolving stereoscope to the micro-

scope, I. Von Lenhossek has been able to

observe sixty microscopical objects in succes-

sion without removing the slide or readjust-

ing the object-glass.

Gatehouse has proposed a new method

for the preparation of nitrogen gas, by the

reaction of manganese peroxide upon ammo-
nium nitrate. In one experiment, three

grammes of the nitrate, heated with an equal

weight of manganese peroxide, in a mercury

bath kept at two hundred and five degrees,

C, yielded six hundred and thirty cubic

centimeters of gas, which was pure nitrogen.

If the temperature rises too high, say above

two hundred and sixteen degrees, the man-
gaiuus nitrate decomposes, giving nitrous

vapors.

Clemandot has patented, in England, a

process for producing the beautiful irides-

cence on glass, which has lately attracted

attention. The glass is simply treated, under

pressure, and at a temperature of 120° to

150°, with a ten to twenty per cent, solution

of hydrochloric acid. The colors are pro-

duced by interference.

Liquid Parchment.—Dr. Hoffman re-

commends a fluid by this name, which is

especially adapted for forming a protecting

covering for pictures, cards, and the like,

inasmuch as it permits of the cleansing of

these from dirt with a moist rag. The pre-

paration consists of gutta-percha softened

and soaked in ether. Pencil-drawings and

crayons may be rendered ineffaceable by
sprinkling them with this solution by means
of an atomizer. On the evaporation of the

ether, an exceedingly delicate film of gutta-

percha remains behind.

To clean glass bottles and other vessels

that have been soiled with fatty substances,

use a solution of permanganate of potassium,

to which a few drops of hydrochloric acid

are added.

Plastilina is a permanently plastic mass,

which has been recently introduced for the

use of artists. F. Giesel has analyzed it, and

gives the following formula for its prepara-

tion : Three hundred grammes oleic acid,

and forty-three grammes of zinc oxide, are

heated together until combined ; this zinc

salt is fused, together with sixty grammes

of wax and one hundred and thirty grammes

of olive oil, and the fused mass intimately

mixed with two hundred and fifty grammes
of sulphur and one hundred and eighteen

grammes of clay, both in the form of im-

palpable powder.

Plating Iron with Platinum.—-The

iron is first coated with lead and copper, by

applying with a fine brush a paste made

by mixing twenty-two parts of borate of

lead and four and a half parts of oxide of

copper, with a little oil of turpentine. The

iron is then heated and immersed in the

solution of platinum, after which it is al-

lowed to dry, and then baked at a moderate

temperature. The solution of platinum used

is made as follows : Ten pounds of platinum

are transformed into chloride of platinum,

which is mixed with five pounds of ether

;

the latter is then allowed to evaporate spon-

taneously. A paste is then made of the

residue, with a mixture of twenty pounds of

borate of lead, eleven pounds of red lead,

and a little oil of lavender ; then fifty pounds

of amylic alcohol are added.—I. H. John-
son.

A little sugar added to Arnold's, or

most any kind of writing fluid, will make
a good copying ink.

This is Dr. W. W. Ireland's explanation

of the fact of single vision, when people see

really a picture of an object in each of their

eyes : "The mind finding by experience that

images impressed on certain points of the

two retinas, which stand in a certain relation

to each other, are really of one object, re-

cognizes them as such
; that is, two objects

of the same color and outline, placed in a

certain plane to one another, are fused into

34
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one object by the mind, as is done in the

stereoscope even when the motions of the

eye are restrained, or two objects seen by

an instantaneous flash of light, allowing no

time for volition of the eyes. If, however,

one of the two objects in the stereoscopic slide

is different in form, or in color, they are seen

as two objects."

The English Mechanic says that the addi-

tion of a very little borax to starch mucilage,

will make it as fluid as water.

A fine black finish may be imparted to

portions of the brass work of telescopes,

levels, opera-glasses, in this way : A strong

solution of nitrate of silver is made in one

dish, and of nitrate of copper in another.

The solutions are then mixed, and the ar-

ticle to be blackened is introduced. Lastly,

the article is removed and heated until the

desired depth of black is obtained.

Mr. Gorham has written a paper on com-

plementary colors. The three primaries are

green, red, and blue. Yellow he sets down
as a binary compound of green and red.

Yellow and blue when mixed form white.

After looking at a green disk the eye evokes

another color, if the undulations be arrested

by a gray surface. Grays can be formed by
cancelling either reflected or transmitted

rays of white light. The first of these cases

may be illustrated by painting over white

paper with a light wash of indian ink, and

the second by observing the effect produced

in Berlin tiles when the light and shades

are obtained by varying the thickness of the

ware.

Norman Lockyer complains that mod-
ern painters generally lack a just apprecia-

tion of the science of color. There seems,

he says, to be a notion that, while the shape

of a horse's leg is defined by law, the order

of colors in a rainbow, for instance, depends

upon the play of blind chance. He men-

tions the case of an eminent living artist

who actually was so indignant at having

been requested to correct a rainbow in a pic-

ture which had been ordered, that a charge

of one hundred dollars was demanded for

painting the colors in the order they invari-

ably appear in nature, and not inside out, as

the artist thought they should be. " Impos-

sible cloud colors," "impossible color of

water under sky conditions given," "un-

natural moonlight and impossible pea-soup

shadows," "unnatural sunset-color and dis-

tribution of light wrong," "green hope-

lessly wrong," are among the phrases he

employs in criticising pictures exhibited this

year in London. "The whole range of

physical science," he says, "a branch of

knowledge which has existed for two and a

half centuries, but which has lately been de-

veloped enormously, precisely in those di-

rections of thegreatest value to the artist, has

not yet been annexed by the students of art."

Dr. Leibreich suggests the following

rules to painters in oil who^desire that their

works may not deteriorate: 1. The oil

should in all cases be reduced to a minimum,
and under no form should more of it be in-

troduced into a picture than is absolutely

necessary. 2. All transparent colors which

dry slowly should not be ground with oil at

all, but with a resinous vehicle. 3. No colors

should be put on any part of a picture which

is not yet perfectly dry. 4. White, and

other quick-drying opaque colors, may be

put on thickly, but transparent and slow-

drying colors should always be put on in

thin layers.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN VENEZUELA.

OITK well-known contributor Mr. John

L. Gihon, is now in business away
down among the gold mines of Venezuela.

From a private letter from him we cull some

interesting matter as to the manners and

customs of those remote regions, and the

difficulties in the way of travelling and of

transporting goods over the unbroken coun-

try. The goods are first shipped from here,

by brig or barque, to Port of Spain, Trini-

dad ;
from thence they are sent up the

river to a landing-place, where they are

slung over the backs of the tiny mules of that

country (and for this reason everything has

to be packed in as small compass as possible).

Then begins the long, tedious, overland jour-

ney over level plains, th rough the dense tropi-

cal forests, winding along the precipitous

sides of barren mountains, or following up

the stony bed of some dried-up river ; travel-
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ling by day, and camping out by night, for

a distance of two hundred miles; and at

last, after long delays, generally about two

months, the anxiously-looked-for mule-train

reaches its destination. Then, with what

eager hands are the mail-bags opened, and

how gladly the much-wished-for home news

and letters from dear ones are received and

read ; the goods, how carefully they are* un-

packed, and closely examined to see whether

everything has come, and if in safety and

good order.

To the photographer, the little bottles and

packages of chemicals are more precious

than gold to the miser
; for he fully realizes

what it is to need, and be unable to supply

the necessity, except after a long, long delay.

Mr. Grihon's customers are chiefly mer-

chants and miners, two widely differing

classes ; the one composed of the elite of their

society, and the other the veriest under-stra-

ta ; however, he says, though rough and un-

couth, the miners are generally honest ; and

he is doing a pretty good business among
them.

He tells many peculiar and amusing anec-

dotes of his experience, one of which we will

record. It is of the manner in which the

owners of the mines secure themselves

against any dishonesty among the miners.

"At the close of the eight-hour day's work

the finger- and toe-nails of all the men are

scraped, their hands and arms are very

thoroughly washed, and even their ears are

examined, to prevent them from carrying

away any part of the precious dust and ore."

Gold is, indeed, a mighty loadstone, and

all powerful to draw men into remote re-

gions, surrounded by dangers and difficul-

ties, cut off from the society of home and

friends, and to keep them there until they

either make a fortune'or die in the attempt.

Photography, with its usual perseverance,

has pushed itself into almost every place

where the foot of man hastrod ; and we can

sit in our cheerful parlors and examine the

products of the camera, comparing a view

in Japan with one of the wilds of South

America, and trace a family liken ess between

a group of Patagonians and of Hottentots.

Mr. Gihon seems to be doing well, and we

wish him all success in his adventurous un-

dertaking.

OUTLINES OF CHEMISTRY.

BY HENRY M. M'lNTIRE, M.E.

(Continued from page 244.)

Metals.

AND now we have at last arrived at the

second and larger division of the ele-

ments. Quite a number of the metals, how-

ever, are of rare occurrence, and will be no

more than mentioned here. Some of them

are most useful in their metallic state, others

when in combination with the non-metals.

They are, with the exception of mercury, all

solids, and have the power of reflecting light

to a great degree, giving them what is called

a metallic lustre. They are all of them

opaque to the light, the cause, perhaps, of

their brilliant lustre. The properties of duc-

tility, or capability of being drawn out into

wire, and of malleability, or capability of

being shaped by a hammer, are possessed by

quite a number of them. The specific grav-

ities, melting points, volatility, hardness,

brittleness, and tenacity, vary very much
with the different metals. They are better

conductors of heat and electricity than the

non-metals, and generally have a higher

specific gravity.

They unite with each other to form what

are called alloys, except when one of the

metals is mercury, when the compound is

called an amalgam.

In treating the metals, for convenience

the following divisions shall be made

:

1. The Metals of the Alkalies: Potassium,

sodium, lithium, caesium, rubidium.

2. The Metals of the Alkaline Earths :

Barium, strontium, calcium.

3. The Metals of the Earths : Aluminium

,

glucinum, zirconium, thoranium, yttrium,

erbium, terbium, cerium, lanthanum, didy-

mium.

4. The Magnesian Metals: Magnesium,

zinc, cadmium.

5. The Iron Metals : Cobalt, nickel, uran-

ium, iron, chromium, manganese.

6. Metals which yield Powerful Acids when
their higher Oxides are combined with Water :

Tin, titanium, niobium, tantalum, molyb-

denum, tungsten, vanadium, arsenic, anti-

mony, bismuth.
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7. The Copper Metals : Copper, lead, thal-

lium.

8. The Noble Metals: Mercury, silver,

gold, platinum, palladium, rhodium, ruthen-

ium, osmium, iridium.

Potassium (atomic weight, 39.1 ; symbol,

K). Potassium was discovered in the year

1807, by Sir Humphrey Davy. He separa-

ted it from the oxygen and hydrogen, which

with it form potash, using for separating

them a current of electricity. It receives

its name from its oxide, potash (potash being

known long before the metal was discovered

and separated). It (potash) is so called from

the words pot and ashes, because it was at

one time prepared from wood-ashes.

This discovery of his, that potash was not

an element, as had long been supposed, marks

an important era in modern chemistry. Po-

tassium, when in a metallic state, is a bril-

liant, bluish-white metal. At ordinary tem-

peratures it is almost wax-like, being verjT

easily cut with a knife. Its specific gravity

is less than one, so that it is lighter than

water. It has a very remarkable attraction

for oxygen, but a minute's exposure of a

piece of it to the air will be sufficient to cover

it with a white coating of oxide ; and if

heated to a point of volatilization, it will

burst into a flame, and burn quite violently.

This property of potassium of uniting with

oxygen, wherever it can find it, can be very

prettily illustrated in a simple experiment.

If a piece of metallic potassium be thrown

upon water, its easy oxidizability is at once

shown by its decomposing the water, taking

the oxygen and half of the hydrogen, leav-

ing the other half to escape (H.
2
0-)-K=KHO

-f-H). This escaping hydrogen is ignited by

the heat generated by the reaction, and some

of the potassium being volatilized, the hy-

drogen burns with the beautiful "potassi-

um " flame.

There are three well defined oxides of po-

tassium, K
20, K 2 2 , K 2 4 , of which the last

two are of minor importance, and the first

only not so on accoimt of its forming potas-

sium hydrate.

Potassium protoxide, K
20, is very deli-

quescent, absorbing water upon the first op-

portunity, and forming potassium hydrate,

KHO (K
2
0+H

2
0=2KHO), from which no

amount of heat can again drive the water,

but as potassium hydrate will answer every

purpose of the peroxide, the hydrate is al-

ways made use of.

Potassium hydrate, potassium hydroxide,

caustic potash (even called at one time hy-

drate of potash) (KHO), is a hard, white

substance, absorbing moisture and carbonic

anhydride from the air with great rapidity.

It is a very powerful cautery, destroying the

skin. It dissolves in half its weight of water,

generating much heat. It decomposes the

fixed oils, forming in the operation soap (that

kind known as " soft soap "). There are sev-

eral sulphides of potassium; two sulphates

(the neutral and the acid) ; a nitrate, known
as nitre, an oxidizing agent, and a very im-

portant substance on account of its use in

the manufacture of gunpowder, and in py-

rotechny ; the iodide and bromide, quite

important, of course, in photography, and

very useful in medicine ; a chlorate, the

"sore-throat stuff," quite important as an

oxidizing agent, etc. ; two carbonates (neu-

tral and acid). The salts of potassium, with

few exceptions, are colorless, or white ; they

are all soluble in water, the sulphate, per-

chlorate, tartrate, and platino-chloride, being

the least so.

Sodium (atomic weight, 23 ; symbol, Na).

Sodium was discovered by Sir Humphrey
Davy, immediately after his discovery of

potassium, and separated by him in the same

manner. It is named from its oxide soda,

which in turn is derived from a Spanish

word, the name of a plant, from the ashes

of which much soda was once prepared. In

its metallic state, it is of a bluish-white color,

soft, indeed it much resembles potassium in

many respects. The same reaction takes

place with sodium as with potassium when
it is thrown upon water, with the exception

that if the water be cold, the heat generated

will not be sufficient to ignite the liberated

hydrogen. If, however, the water has been

previously heated, or has been thickened

with starch, the hydrogen will burn, and, on

account of the volatilized sodium, with the

"sodium " flame (which is one of the chief

distinctions between sodium and potassium,

potassium colors the flame purple, whereas

sodium colors it yellow). Sodium com-

pounds are very widely diffused (to a far
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greater extent than those of potassium).

They exist very abundantly in sea water, and

in many minerals and rocks. A particle of

dust even contains it.

There are two oxides of sodium known
;

Sodium oxide (Na
20), and sodium dioxide

(Na
2 2 ).

The latter is not much more than a

chemical curiosity ; the former, a white pow-

der, is not made use of directly, it takes up

water, however, with great rapidity, forming

Sodium hydroxide, sodium hydrate, or

caustic soda (NaHO). From this the water

cannot again be driven by heat. It resem-

bles to a very great extent potassium hy-

drate, although it is not as volatile. As for

other properties, they are so much alike that

the description of the one answers for the

other ; sodium hydrate, however, makes

"hard" soap, in soap-making. It is also

much cheaper than potassium hydrate, and

is accordingly used in preference to the po-

tassium compound, when a preference can

be made.

Sodium chloride (common salt) (NaCI) is

a most important salt of sodium, one of such

every-day use, however, that it will require

no description. It is not only of value as

salt (with its thousand-and-one uses), but also

for the preparation of other sodium com-

pounds.

As for the remaining salts of sodium, the

mention made previously of like salts of po-

tassium would almost serve. There are two

carbonates, the neutral and bicarbonate ; two

sulphates, the neutral being known by the

name of glauber salts ; a hyposulphite ; a

biborate, which has been described, and so

on through the .whole catalogue.

Lithium (atomic weight, 7 ; symbol, Li.)

Lithium was discovered by Sir Humphrey
Davy, soon after his discovery of potassium

and sodium, and by the same means. It

was so named from a Greek word, meaning

a "stone," because at first it was found only

in the mineral kingdom. At one time, it

was supposed to be of but rare occurrence
;

but later investigations have proved that,

although in very small quantities, it is still

quite widely distributed, being found in

many springs, in tobacco, in milk, and even

in the human blood. Like sodium and po-

tassium, it has its characteristic flame. The

" lithium " flame is of a most beautiful crim-

son color. Lithium is the lightest metal

known.

Ktjbiditjm (atomic weight, 85.4 ; symbol,

Eb). Kubidium was discovered in 1860, by

Bunsen and Kirchoff, by means of spectrum

analysis. Its name is derived from the

Latin, and means " dark red ;
" so called

from some of the lines produced by it in the

spectroscope. It occurs in a few minerals,

some mineral springs, and sometimes, in

very slight traces, in beet-root, in tobacco,

in coffee, in grapes, and in other plants.

Caesium (atomic weight, 133; symbol,

Cs). This metal was discovered by Bunsen

and Kirchoff at the same time and by the

same means as rubidium. It was so named
from a Latin word, meaning "sky-blue,"

referring to the color of the lines in the

spectroscope. It is so much like rubidium,

and the two are so very much like potassium,

that they had never been separated from

that metal, or even known to exist in con-

nection with it, till the spectroscope an-

nounced the fact.

Ammonium (molecular weight =18; for-

mula, NH4 ). From studying the ways the

various salts of ammonium are built up, the

conclusion has been arrived at that there is

a metal, NH
4 , ammonium. This conclusion

is only theoretical (very plausible, how-

ever), as no such metal has ever been ob-

tained. It is supposed, though, that there

is an amalgam of it with mercury, but some

are skeptical enough to doubt this; that is,

not to doubt the existence of a certain sub-

stance that seems evidently to be ammonium
amalgam (for it is easily prepared), but the

assertion that this is a compound of the

metal ammonium and mercury. Whether

there be such a metal or not, there is no ob-

jection to supposing one such. According

to all its characteristics, it would be classi-

fied under the head of the alkaline metals.

Its salts resemWe those of the other alkalies

very much ; they are all of them volatile,

however ; most of them volatilizing without

change.

The metals of the alkalies resemble each

other very much in many particulars. So-

dium, whose properties are intermediate
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between those of potassium and lithium, has

for its atomic weight a number which is a

mean between those of potassium and lith-

ium. After the same manner, rubidium is

related to potassium and caesium. They

are all monivalent ; they are all soft, easily

fusible, volatile at high temperatures ; they

all decompose water with the evolution of

hydrogen. They are very easily oxidized,

forming basic oxides, which have a great

attraction for water, forming with it hy-

drates, very alkaline and caustic, from which

the water cannot be expelled by heat ; hav-

ing also a great affinity for carbonic anhy-

dride (CO,).

We come next to the metals of the alkaline

earths.

Barium (atomic weight, 137 ; symbol,

Ba). Barium was first separated by Sir

Humphrey Davy, in the same manner as

potassium. It received its name from the

oxide baryta, and should have been named

barytum. This latter name has been pro-

posed, but too late to be of use. Baryta

itself is derived from a Greek word, meaning

heavy, because it is the heaviest of the

earths. It has been separated as a metallic

powder. It decomposes water at all temper-

atures, is easily oxidized in the air, tarnish-

ing almost immediately upon exposure.

It forms two oxides : Barium protoxide, or

baryta (BaO), and barium peroxide (Ba0
2 ).

The first is the only one that forms salts

;

the other is but of slight importance. Bary-

ta unites easily with water, forming the

hydrate, BaH
2 2 ; not very soluble in cold

water, but quite so in hot.

There are many other salts of barium, but

hardly of enough relative importance to be

mentioned here. The "barium" flame is

of a yellow-green color.

Strontium (atomic weight, 87.5; symbol,

Sr). Strontium was separated in the metal-

lic form in the same way as barium and

the alkalies. It is named from its oxide,

strontia, or strontian (called tfiusfrom Stron-

tian, a place in England, where it was first

found). . It decomposes water at all temper-

atures, and much resembles barium. It is

a malleable metal of a pale-yellow color.

The "strontium" flame is of a beautiful

crimson color. There is but one oxide :

Strontium oxide, strontia, or strontian

(SrO). Strontium nitrate is much used in

pyrotechny, for the beautiful color it imparts

to the flame, more than the other salts of

strontium.

Calcium (atomic weight, 40; symbol,

Ca) was obtained in a metallic state by Sir

Humphrey Davy, in the same way as the

alkalies, etc. It is so named from the Latin

term for lime. It is of a light-yellow color,

and is very malleable. It decomposes wa'er,

and is very easily oxidized under all cir-

cumstances. It has but one oxide :

Calcium oxide or lime (CaO) is obtained

by heating or "burning" the carbonate,

the purity of the lime depending on the

purity of the carbonate used, of course, and
the carbonate occurs in nature in all stages

of purity. The quick, or caustic lime, used

for building purposes, is manufactured from

limestone, and is sufficiently pure. Pure
lime is very- infusible; the oxyhydrogen

flame fails to attack it ; it however renders

it very incandescent. This property is util-

ized in the oxyhydrogen light (an invention

of the late Dr. Hare, of Philadelphia. The
honor of the invention was claimed by an

Englishman, a Lieutenant Drummond, of

the British Navy, and although there were

no foundations for his claims, the light often

goes by the name of the Drummond light).

Lime has a great attraction for water, unit-

ing with it readily and with great heat,

forming a white powder called calcium hy-

drate, or slack lime (CaH
2 2 ).

This hydrate has a great attraction for

carbonic anhydride (C0
2 ), to which fact is

partly due the hardening of mortar, the

lime absorbing carbonic anhydride, and

being changed into the carbonate. The

lime also unites with the silica of the sand

in the mortar, forming an insoluble sili-

cate.

Calcium carbonate or carbonate of lime

(CaC0
3 ) occurs extensively in nature; as

limestone, marble, coral, chalk, calc, or Ice-

land spur, and some other minerals. It is

insoluble in pure water, but dissolves quite

freely in water containing carbonic acid.

Water containing it thus dissolved is tem-

porarily "hard." Boiling will drive oft'

the carbonic acid, and the calcium carbonate
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will separate out ; or it may be made "soft

"

in other ways.

Calcium sulphate, or sulphate of lime

(CaS04)
occurs in nature as gypsum and

alabaster, which contain two molecules of

water of crystallization. When these are

driven off, plaster of Paris is formed. It is

quite insoluble in water. Water containing

a trace of it becomes permanently "hard,"

not being able to be changed by boiling.

Many of the other salts of calcium are com-

mon, and very useful.

The three metals of the alkaline earths

are divalent. They all decompose water

quite readily. Their carbonates are insol-

uble in water, but soluble in water contain-

ing carbonic acid.

(To be continued.)

"LAMBERT'S" LIGHTNING
PROCESS.

The Analysis.

WE now proceed, agreeable to promise,

to give our readers the result of the

analysis of the Lambert-Anthony " Light-

ning" chemicals. We have already pub-

lished the instructions furnished to his

"licensees" by Mr. Lambert for twenty

dollars, and were fully aware at the time

that we were not giving his " process." True

we have used that word in this matter as

others use it, but were not aware really that

Mr. Lambert had any process. His plan has

been to sq\\ instructions (which we published

in full) to parties for twenty dollars, and va-

rious other sums, with varying conditions,

accompanied by a "license" to use certain

chemicals, which could be bought at one

place only. We have never seen any obli-

gation between him and his "licensees," and

hence, when one of the latter, dissatisfied,

sends us some of the privileged chemicals for

analysis, with a request to publish the result,

we are very glad to do what we can to

oblige the party, and perhaps secure a hint

or two for our readers. Too much," however,

should not be expected from an analysis of

this nature. Chemistry is not yet sufficiently

advanced to take up any solution and tell,

measure for measure, what is in it, especially

in a mixed solution like collodion or de-

veloper, for in searching for one ingredient

another is often formed, and mayhap lost,

in the search for the first.

A quantitative analysis is still more diffi-

cult, especially, as in this case, there is a

possible change from contamination by use.

However, in this instance, it would make

but little difference. No matter what analy-

sis we might publish, it would be unscru-

pulously denied, and we are prepared for

this. Nevertheless we have kept our promise

to our readers, and preferring not to trust to

our own knowledge in the matter, have en-

listed the service of one of the oldest, most

experienced, and best analytical chemists in

the country, Prof. Thomas H- Garrett, and

herewith submit his report:

Philadelphia, August 20th, 1878.

"Dear Sir: We have examined the

three bottles of ' Lightning ' photographic

chemicals, with the following results :

" Collodion.—Besides ether, alcohol, and

gun-cotton, it contains iodine, cadmium, and

a little ammonia.

" Silver Bath.—Contains 37.78 grains of

metallic silver, or 59.47 grains of nitrate of

silver to the fluid ounce.

" Developer.—Contains acetic and sulphu-

ric acid, alcohol, protoxide and peroxide of

iron, oxide of copper, ammonia, and sugar.

" Yours respectfully,

"Booth, Garrett & Blair."

From this we may safely say that the col-

lodion is a cadmium-ammonium salted col-

lodion. The bath about sixty grains strong,

of fused silver, because it was neutral. The

developer is surely a most strange mixture,

and in this lies the most novelty.

The analysis is yours, and it may be useful

to you.

Prof. Stebbing, however, in giving Mr.

Henderson's process in his correspondence

this month, may save any further trouble

with this, inasmuch as the "secret one"

alluded to by him, is none other than Bois-

sonna's process, which is Lambert's.

You therefore have enough to save you

investing twenty dollars with Mr. Lambert,

and we hope you will find our journal pay

you this year.
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AT THE PARIS SHOW.

I

SUPPOSE the reason why Dr. Vogel has

not already sent you a full account of

the Paris Exhibition ere this is, because,

with much wisdom, being a man of large

experience in international exhibitions, he

has postponed his visit until the Exhibition

is quite ready. And the reason why you

have not heard from Prof. Stebbing, in the

same direction, is because when he sends

news he wants to send the best, and there-

fore he is waiting until the awards are made,

and then you will hear from him.

But I am tied to you, even if you hear

from the others a dozen times ; for don't you

remember how you squeezed my hand when

I sailed, and how you said " Good-by now,

Dan
;
go to the Exhibition, but don't you

go near Paris ; and remember to send me a

full account of it, not forgetting anybody

whose representations hang there, for we

don't want anybody hurt; and you know
what you will write will be sofresh and sodif-

ferent from what the professors will write?"

Yogel and Stebbing forgive you, then I

will cease chatting, and step into the work.

You know what June weather is on the At-

lantic ; stubborn collodion is nothing to it.

Therefore I was sick, and glad enough to

get ashore at Havre. I made no delay in

going to Paris, and when I arrived there,

there was no delay made in reaching the

Exhibition, for that best of fellows and

splendid artist, Dan. Knight, our old boy-

hood chum, had my chambre all fixed, ready

to stand my satchel and umbrella in ; and,

after freshing up, I went to the Exhibition.

Ah ! didn't I think of you? As soon as

I neared the Champ de Mars, I began to

feel the atmosphere of an international ex-

hibition. The swaying crowds, the hum of

voices, the confusion of tongues, the every-

thing told the tale. Many long months I

stood near you through such a scene, and

with eyes unopened I could have told where

I was. Yes, I was at the Paris Exhibition.

You tell us in your Lantern Journeys that

when Byron first entered Eome, he began

to sing—and he sang :

" Whenee this excess of joy ? What has be-
fallen me?

And from within a thrilling voice replies,

Thou art in Rome!"

And so a thrilling voice kept saying to me,

" Thou art in Paris." My first feeling was

one of disappointment. So very much
smaller did the inclosure seem than the one

at Philadelphia, and yet everything was so

bewilderingly beautiful that I could make
no delay for comparisons.

The most striking feature of the exhibi-

tion, architecturally, as you will see by the

photographs, is the Trocadero Palace. It

stands on a hill overlooking Paris, which

required considerable quarrying to make it

shapely. Long miles before it is reached,

the splendid dome—not in appearance like

that of St. Peter's, at Rome, but reminding

one of it, with its accompanying minarets

glistening in the sun, again recalling Con-

stantinople—may be seen plainly. The ".or-

der " of its architecture is somewhat Moor-

ish, and more Renaissance. Many thousand

people and I stood within its rotunda, and

in case of a shower, many more of us could

creep into the two-storied corridors which

stretcB out at either side on the river front,

again reminding us of Italy. We find two

graceful campaniles, square and tall like Gi-

otto's at Florence, flanking the central build-

ing, from whose sides long curved wings

extend, whose colonnades and terraces over-

look the garden. This garden, as you

see, is beautifully parterred and bedecked

with variously formed and painted little

cottages, summer-houses, and pavilions.

The fountain and the cascade must not be

forgotten. They add an exquisite charm to

the whole, as water in motion does to al-

most everything of beauty.

The Trocadero, after the Exhibition, is to

be devoted to the purposes of a museum,

permanently, and to be known as the " Gal-

leries de l'Art Retrospectif." Its collection

is intended to form a history of civilization,

and to represent in chronological order, an-

cient and historical art in their varied

branches.

You will censure me if I take up

more of your space in describing this won-

drously bewitching structure.* Your read-

* Our readers will find a full description of

the Trocadero and'the Paris Exhibition in the

August number of Lippincott's Magazine, to the

publishers of which we are indebted for the

beautiful engraving used herewith,

—

Ed. P. P.
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ers will doubtless find a fuller and better

one in some other of our magazines.

So far as photography is concerned, how-

ever (and that most concerns us), the Paris

Exhibition has made no progress since

1876, except in some minor directions. Of

course only two years have passed, but

even then, after showing the world so good

an example as we did in Philadelphia in

1876, I did not expect to see so thorough

a going back on photography as is the case

at Paris. At Philadelphia, photography

was given a herculean lift upwards among

Building, Machinery Hall, Art Gallery,

Agricultural Hall, Horticultural Hall, and

Photographic Hall all put together covered.

Moreover, instead of all being under one

roof as our main building was, this is divided

up into galleries and vestibules, avenues,

etc., so that one, to see the whole, must

keep his wits about him, and turn many
corners. And after all my turning, having

conscientiously devoted myself to our blessed

art first, I confess to a good deal of dis-

appointment, for collectively, the photo-

graphic exhibition is far behind that of

THE TKOCADERO AND GARDENS

the arts, by the erection for it of that noble

Photographic Hall (thanks to you and those

who helped you) ; in Paris, our art is re-

duced again to the ranks of mechanics and

processes, and vast promising correspondents

who want to tell the truth must roam over all

the quarters of the globe (and they are many
here) if they would see a tithe of the matters

and things photographic on exhibition. You
will understand the labor of this when I tell

you that the main building here covers over

300,000 more square feet than our Main

1876, and very inferior to the one of 1878

at Vienna, which I also saw.

Moreover, there was no Adam Salomon

here to lead us five years ahead. That was

a disappointment. Doubtless the dear genial

old man, whom I have not yet had time to

see, but whom I saw in 1873, did not exhibit

because he had not made any progress, and

was waiting until he had. He is ahead of

us yet, however. I hear it rumored that

Madam Saloman has just died. She was a

most enthusiastic lover of photography.

35
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" "Well, quit your growling," I hear you

say, " and go on with the show."

Shall I be vain, and begin at home?
No ; but with France, out of courtesy.

I am sure that the French Photographic

Society alone could make a better exhibition

than this. Nearly every one seems to have

feared lest they should* be eclipsed again by

some unexpected Salomon. The scare was

groundless. Salomon does not exhibit ; at

least, I could not find that he did, and no

one equals him. The novelties are scarce,

the general work being only such as we have

often seen before. In burnt-in enamels, a

little progress as to size seems to have been

made, as Walery shows one of twelve inches.

I was attracted much by some vignettes

backed up with black, evidently on glass or

glace, by Le Jeune. They were very soft and

pretty, and cannot be hard to make if good

plate-glass is used. Some are quite large.

Lafon de Camarsac still maintains his

supremacy for enamels
; I see none better,

and yet his are no better than they were

years ago. Some excellent children 's pictures

are shown by M. Chambray, who makes the

French babies look quite as cute and pretty

as our American babies. It is an art and a

gift surely. M. Franck's pictures thrill one

a little, as did those of M. Salomon when they

were first exhibited, and as they do yet, in-

deed. Yet M. Franck does not display

quite that evidence of the master's hand that

Salomon does. There is now more diving

after rapidity than excellence, and it is

diving, and nothing short, for the process is

a long way from perfection and easy work-

ing. Our good friend Reutlinger is repre-

sented not only by a fine collection of his

" publics," but by a splendidly wrought pic-

ture of himself. Disderi's successors, Messrs.

Bacard and Delie, exhibit a fair display, and

Mons. Liebert, an Americanized Parisian,

together with Mons. Numa, Blanc, confine

themselves specially to carbon work, in

which no improvement has been made. Mr.

Schreiber and Mr. Rau would enjoy the

equestrian pictures of M. Delton. Braun's

landscapes are always a feature in every ex-

hibition, and Mons. Jules Girard shows the

only collection I saw, I believe, of micro-

photographs. Several photo -mechanical

printing processes are shown in operation,

among which are Messrs. Jeanrenaud &
Guillot's, and M. Leon Vidal's. Woodbury
printing is well represented by Goupil,

Lemercier, Vidal, Blaire, of Tours (whose

work I think the best), and two or three

others. Vidal's work, as you know, is now
simply the paper used in the Woodbury pro-

cess, printed on in colors by chromo-lithog-

raphy and then by the "Woodburytype.

Wherein his novelty consists, I cannot see.

The fun of the matter is that Rousselon, Gou-

pil's manager, comes before the French

Society to say that Vidal's process was done

by Woodbury many years ago, and he can

prove it. Vidal, on the other hand, holds

out that Rousselon 's process of photogravure

is not his, but Woodbury's. There is a good

deal of truth in all and on both sides.

I must not forget to mention that Vidal

has a pavilion where the Woodbury process

is worked daily. It was always crowded

when I passed, and I was astonished to see

how even the work went, notwithstanding

the heat and crowd in a small place. Some

of the prints were 12 x 15. Of course the

process used was called " photochromie of

M. Vidal," though the work was pure and

simple Woodburytype.

The English exhibition, I think I have

seen beaten in Conduit Street, London.

Messrs. Elliott & Fry's enlargements; Mr.

Van der Weyde's pictures by electric light;

Mr. Bedford's views ;
Mr. Vernon Heath's

large landscapes, 36 x 39 inches ; Mr. Rob-

inson's always attractive pictures ; Mr. War-
nerke's excellent film-pictures on fabrics

;

Mr. Slingshy's one exquisite interior view

of a room ; Mr. England's always fine views
;

some others from Brighton (where Mayor
Mayall lives), by Mr. Boucher; some very

fine productions in carbon by the Autotype

Company (strange there were no other such

from London), and a few others, made up

the disappointing British exhibition. Not

forgetting, however, that king of landscape

photographers, Payne Jennings. His work

is superb, and if landscaping was more in

vogue, he would go up on our shoulders, as

Salomon did ten years ago. He is an artist

in every sense. Each one of his 10x12
views is a wondrous master-piece.

Hare and Ross and Dallmeyer look after

the apparatus and optical departments. Not-
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man, of Montreal, exhibits a few of his com-

positions, new here perhaps, but not to us.

No one else seems to do much in them.

Norway, Sweden, Spain, Italy, and a few

other foreign countries made a feeble at-

tempt to exhibit, but I saw no novelties

among them. The Italian Government ex-

hibited about one hundred very pretty views

of buildings, which made me sigh to see Italy

again. Some Hungarian pictures are superb.

And now we come to the United States

department. What is shown here is not

large in quantity, but generally is equal in

quality to any photography on exhibition

from any part of the world.

Joshua Smith, of Chicago, has made a hit

with the frame of babies he sends. Every

one looks at them, every one—kings, queens,

and shahs—stop and laugh at them. They

are grotesque, sweet, and good.

Landy (the only one of Cincinnati) ex-

hibits his series of "The Seven Ages of

Man," which we all know.

Sarony's display is "the same yesterday,

to-day, and forever." Cannot he turn

around some fresh ludicrous wriggles ?

Weston, of San Francisco, exhibits some
" crystal scallops," and doubtless is trying

to sell the patent to the Parisians. They

are pretty.

Th eodore Gubelman , of Jersey C ity , shows

some of his peculiar pictures, well known to

you.

Mr. J. Beal, of New York, is represented

by an immense panorama of New York,

copied on several separate sheets.

Mr. J. G-urney exhibits colored and var-

nished cabinet pictures, under the heading

of "indelible souvenirs." They are remark-

able on account of their delicacy and liveli-

ness, though the colors could be a little

stronger.

Mr. Edward L. Wilson exhibits some re-

markable interior and exterior views of the

Philadelphia Exhibition; and for your com-

fort let me say, there are none such in this

Exhibition.

Mr. P. Gutekunst exhibits three great

portraits, on plain paper ; they are really

nice. The retoucher merits especially to be

praised. His panoramic view of the Phila-

delphia Exhibition is also here.

Mr. L. W. Seavey exhibits backgrounds.

The idea of bringing such things to Europe !

And yet he does a large business here. Ten

years ago we looked over here for ideas.

I believe I have not missed any one from

home. If I have, I will correct it on hear-

ing from you. I had hoped to have sent you

a list of the awards, but I cannot. Judges

are slow, and we must wait a month or more

yet. Mr. Jules Simon is the President of

Group XII, and Mr. Davanneis on the jury.

The rest are probably unknown in America.

And now about the great photographic

banquet, and then I close.

The banquet given by the French Photo-

graphic Society and Syndical Chambre of

Photography, to the foreign judges, Class

XII, was held on the 9th of July, in the

magnificent parlors of the Continental Ho-
tel, at Paris.

This fraternal feast was a great success
;

the guests being numerous, and a thorough

cordiality pervading the entertainment,

which will remain a long time in the mem-
ory of those who are interested in the new
art.

There were about one hundred guests

present, including all the notabilities of the

photographic world, professional and ama-

teur. Here I met many old Continental

friends, among whom the greatest is Fritz

Luckhardt, of Vienna, good fellow.

Interesting speeches were made by Mr.

Peligot, President of the French Photo-

graphic Society, Mr. Berthaud, President

of the Syndical Chamber, Mr. Davanne,

Chairman of the Photographic Class, Mr.

Jules Simon, Chairman of the Group, and

several others.

The bill of fare had been most artistically

done by Mr. D. Hutinet, whose fine card-

mounts are known everywhere, and pre-

sented by him.

The m,enu was of the most recherche char-

acter, and consisted of

—

Printanier a la Royale.—Saint Germain

an crouton.

Hors—D'ceuvre Varies.

Releves.—Turbot sauce hollandaise et sauce

crevettes. Filet de bceuf a la dauphine.

Entrees.— Poulardes a la regence aux

truffes. Croustade de nouilles a la polonaise.

Escalope de homard a la russe.
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Sorbets au Kirsch.

Hots.—Canetonsde Rouen aucreson. Pain

de foie gras a la gelee.

Salade.

Entremets.—Haricots verts sautes a l'an-

glaise. Madeleine glacee a la romaine.

Gateau punch au marasquin. Pieces de

patisserie sur socles.

Dessert.

Vins.—Xeres. Bordeaux en carafe. Saint

Julien. Sauterne. Pommery, 1874.

While recalling the services of Niepce,

Daguerre, and Talhot, the name of Poitevin

was not forgotten. His memory was in every

heart, his name in every mouth, and thanks

to a happy idea of Messrs. Provost and Ber-

thaud, his picture in every pocket.

This homage was due to one to whom is

owed the permanence of the photographic

image and rapidity in its production ; and

for his works on helioplasty, photo-engra-

ving, and carbon printing, the applications

of which allow the diffusion of so many
works of art and the discoveries of science.

I had the pleasure of several times seeing

your friend and correspondent, Prof. Steb-

bing. He has not written to you for some

months, owing partly to ill-health, and partly

to a series of misfortunes which occurred at

his home, caused by the carelessness of work-

men who were making alterations at his

house; portions of it were several times

flooded with water, spoiling furniture, car-

pets, etc.
;
possibly worst of all, afterwards,

the floors were loaded with plaster, stone,

and bricks until they all fell in, burying the

valuable library and books, and most shock-

ingly destroying them. Such a loss can-

not easily be repaired. Now, however, the

Professor is actively at work again.

I send you herewith a couple of dozen

cabinet pictures of the Exhibition. They
will disappoint you, after what you yourself

have done at Philadelphia in 1876, but they

are the very best I can get.

Everybody photographs here who may be

able to fulfil the conditions of the managers,

and any exhibitor can employ his own pho-

tographer. This looks to be the most fair

way to the French photographers, but it is

unfair to the public; for "what is every-

body's business is nobody's," and the result

will be, that this grand Exhibition will go

down to posterity without being well photo-

graphed.

Why is this thus? you say. Rumor whis-

pers that there was no photographer in France

with pluck enough to undertake the work
alone, and the Commission wouldn't allow a

foreigner to have it exclusively. So things

are thus, and the English and French have

it together, mainly.

Dry and emulsion plates are used largely,

and those I send you are from such.

Mr. J. Levy, of course, is making a large

and systematic collection for lantern slides.

These will be fine, and you will see them.

And now a joke on me and my duty is done.

I was arrested by the French police for being

a counterfeiter—" Ze grate fellow from Ame-
rique. " I pleaded guilty, and was about to

be sentenced, when I made out to explain

that I only counterfeited the human face

divine, when I was let off, and here I am.

Perhaps more again next month.

Always yours, in silver and gold,

Dan.
Paris, August 3d, 1878.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.

The Anilin Process in Germany—New Pho-

tographic Optical Patent— Utilization of

Old Collodion—Captain Abney's Observa-

tions.

I

TERMINATED my last correspondence

with a few notes about the application

of peroxide of iron to photographic purposes

in general, and particularly for making

tracings by means of light. I mentioned

that the method described requires three

times the exposure of the silver process.

This fact makes the process evidently a fail-

ure. The old anilin process, invented by

Willis in 186-4, has lately become more and

more popular. It has the advantage of

making directly from a positive original a

positive picture. The sensitizing substance

is composed as follows :

Saturated Solution of Bichromate of

Potassium, .... 4 ounces.

Sulphuric Acid, . . . lJto3 drs.

Paper is sensitized with it, dried, and

finally exposed in a printing-frame under a

picture similar to the positive silver process
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with a glass negative. The sensitive sub-

stance will he reduced on all parts where

light strikes it, whilst the parts which were

protected by the non-actinic lines remain

unaltered. These parts contain chromic

acid in a free state, and we will have a yel-

lowish picture on a green ground. Exposed

to anilin vapors the picture grows dark.

The resulting color is fast, and it is sufficient

to wash the print in water in order to fix it.

Pictures thus produced have the disadvan-

tage of being reversed, unless the original

is on such thin paper that, without detri-

ment to the sharpness of the print, the

original can be put with its reversed side in

contact with the sensitized paper. Mr.

Hoppe, ingenieur, of Berlin, has succeeded

in producing also copies of drawings on this

paper, in right position, by preparing a thin

sensitive paper and putting the latter with

its reversed side on the right side of the

drawing. The light has to pass through the

tracing-paper before it reaches the sensitive

fibre. Since it is very difficult in this pro-

cess to control the exposure with the eye,

Mr. Hoppe uses my photometre, and extends

the exposure until it has reached sixteen

degrees. The longer he copies, the weaker

the picture will be. The light loses much
of its intensity whilst passing through the

drawing-paper. In order to eliminate this

factor, Hoppe covers the photometre with an

equal piece of paper, and weakens thus

the light on its way to the photometre in

the same proportions as it is weakened in

passing through the drawing. Hoppe has

reached an immense patronage, and pro-

duces thousands of pictures with an irrepre-

hensible finish.

An optical invention for the production

of stereoscopic pictures in one single picture,

taken with one single lens, lias recently been

patented, and applications for other patents

are made in foreign countries, probably also

in America. The whole of it represents

nothing new, and consists in a great illu-

sion, to which so-called inventors, without

the necessary scientific judgment, are un-

fortunately too often subjected. The inven-

tor recommends to take a large enough lens

as to be capable to take in a stop with two

holes instead of one hole in the centre. There

is something true about it. For instance,

the right edge of a four-inch-focus lens

will always be a little more to the right side

of the observer, and the left edge will always

be a little more to the left side. If now first

the one side of the lens is covered, then the

other, and successively two pictures taken,

these pictures will show the roundness of the

object if placed in a proper manner in the

stereoscope
; but it is a great mistake to be-

lieve that one picture taken with one lens

in which the centre is covered and small

portions left open on the edges, is more ste-

reoscopic than any other. On the contrary,

this arrangement will produce a pretty good

stereoscopic effect on the ground-glass plate,

but the finished picture, however, is not in

the least more stereoscopic than all others,

and has besides the great disadvantage of

showing double outlines. I observed this

seven years ago, and have also tried my
best to convince the inventor of the in-

significance of his invention. He seems,

however, to believe more in his own judg-

ment than in mine, and forgets that, even if

his observations were right, the invention

would not be of any particular advantage

to photographers, as, in stopping off the

centre of the lens, the light becomes so weak
on the plate, and the exposure proportionally

longer, that it is not any more practicable

for portrait work. He now offers his new
invention for thirty marks (about seven

dollars) to our photographers. How much
he will ask in England and America has

not yet been revealed to me.

There is no doubt that every photographer

has experienced that his collodion turns

red, and the question has often been brought

before meetings, etc., how the old collodion

might be turned into money. Many pho-

tographers mix it with new collodion, and

thus sacrifice a great deal of the sensitive-

ness of the same
; others use it for cleaning-

plates where the better would use ammonia.

It has been proposed to regain the alcohol

and ether from the same, but it would al-

ways be impure with acetic acid; besides,

it would not pay. A simple way of using

it must be welcome, I should say. I use it

instead of the alcohol in the developer.

After the sulphate of iron is diluted, the old

collodion is added instead of alcohol. The
cotton precipitates and is filtered off. The
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small quantity of iodizing salts which the

developer will contain now, will not do a

particle of harm. It cannot, however, be

disputed that a certain quantity of iodide of

silver will be precipitated ; but this is very

little. The most of the collodions contain

about one and a half per cent, iodine or bro-

mine salt. Suppose we had iodide of potas-

sium. One part of the same will precipi-

tate one part of nitrate of silver. There are

added to one hundred cubic centimeters of

developer about three cubic centimetres of

alcohol, or, as I proposed, old collodion,

which will now contain in three cubic cen-

timeters about .045 gramme of iodide of po-

tassium. One hundred cubic centimetres of

developer are sufficient for the development

of one card-size plate, on which adhere about

5.55 cubic centimeters of silver bath, the

usual strength of the latter being 1 : 10.

Thus 5.55 cubic centimetres silver bath

contain .555 gramme of nitrate of silver,

which is about twelve times the quantity of

the iodide of potassium in the developer.

This example shows that there is always

ample silver for a sufficient development.

Lately I heard that there is quite a num-

ber of English gentlemen who have gone to

America in order to make observations of

the solar eclipse; Captain Abney, Lockyer,

and Eoscoe, among the rest. I hope the

weather is favorable enough for their ob-

servations, and to make a picture of the spec-

trum of the corona, in which they did not

succeed in 1874, on account of bad weather.

If anything can be done in this line, Captain

Abney is the man to execute it. We owe to

him many valuable results in spectrum pho-

tography. Recentty he has studied my ob-

servations about the influence of dyes on

bromide-of-silver. His experiments guided

him to results which enable him to give an

explanation for the action of the dyes. A
bromide-of-silver film dyed with eosin, is

very sensitive for the yellowish-green rays

of the spectrum. Abney colored for his ex-

periments a plain collodion with eosin, and

exposed it in the spectrum. The eosin suf-

fered a remarkable change by the yellowish-

green rays, which it absorbed. This change

was all the more visible when Captain Ab-

ney coated the exposed plate with bromide-

of-silver emulsion, and developed it with an

alkaline developer (without previous expo-

sure of the emulsion). The bromide of silver

became black in all parts where the yellow-

green rays had acted upon the eosin. More
effectual still was the result with cj'anin.

Captain Abney now concluded that the dye

must have been reduced first by light, and

finally acts also, reducing on the bromide of

silver, or, better, that the particles of the

altered compound may have the property of

acting as nuclei, to which the reduced sil-

ver compound may be attracted when de-

velopment is carried out. Thus he explained

the action of the dyes. However I may
be indebted to Captain Abney's results, I

do not think his explanations are altogether

right. This experiment is only a success

by long exposure. Abney says himself:

" I may remark that the dye in a dyed bi'o-

mide-of-silver film is more amenable to the

action of light than when experimented

with as I did, because the surface of the dye

exposed is much greater in the one case than

in the other." I absolutely cannot under-

stand why the surface in the one case should

be greater than in the other, and I do not

think that his explanation can stand the

test. I would like to call particular attention

to my former observations, which are also

stated to be right by Captain Abney: that

the dye is non-effective in the presence of an

excess of soluble bromide in the bromide-of-

silver film. Captain Abney says: "The
ordinary bromide-of-silver plate is not de-

velopable when an excess of bromide is al-

lowed to remain in the film." In reply to

this, I would like to say that the presence

of a trifle of soluble bromide (for instance,

the quantity of bromide which is generally

used for the development of bromide-of-sil-

ver dry plates), is sufficient to render the dye

non-effective. I also have proven that

those plates regain their sensitiveness for

the dye by coating the same with morphin,

tannin, or pyro. It follows, therefore, that

a dyed and exposed plain collodion, coated

with bromide-of-silver emulsion containing

a slight excess of soluble bromide and pyro,

had to show the action of the dye, if Captain

Abney's explanations were right; but this

does not take place. Only if a dyed bro-

mide film (with an excess of soluble bro-

mide) is exposed together with the dye, is the
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action visible. I maintain, therefore, my
old standpoint. It is a fact that a chemical

reaction of certain rays can take place when
the same are absorbed by the sensitive sub-

stance. Ked and yellow rays are but slightly

absorbed by bromide of silver, and conse-

quently their action is also slight, though

there is an action, which is proven by tbe fact

that I have obtained a picture of the whole

spectrum on a pure bromide-of-silver film by

means of long exposure. I infer therefore

that, if the absorption of certain rays can be

artificially augmented, consequently, also,

the chemical reaction of the same are aug-

mented. I added dyes, and found my re-

flections verified. If one should ask now,

what has become of the light absorbed by

the dye, I reply that the vibrations of the

ether are transported to the molecules of the

absorbing substance, which is here the dye.

If the velocity of the molecules is great

enough, they will split; that is to say, a

chemical decomposition takes place. It is

known that a chemical decomposition is ac-

celerated in presence of a body which can

form a new composition with the resulting

parts of the decomposed body. The decom-

position is therefore all the more effectual in

presence of those bodies which we call in

photography "sensitizers." Abney's ob-

servations, according to my views, apply only

to special cases, a phenomenon of secondary

nature which may occur with dyes of great

sensitiveness and with long exposures ; a

phenomenon with which it is impossible to

explain the action on dyed bromide of silver

by short exposures, and especially in pres-

ence of morphin or tannin.

Truly yours, H. Vogel.
Berlin, July 30, 1878.

M. Chevreul, in a paper in Compte's

Rendus, comes forward in support of the op-

tical principles of Newton, and in opposition

to the false hypothesis recently advanced by

various scientists, that the fundamental col-

ors are red, green, and violet; yellow being

formed of red avid green, and blue of violet

and purple. The author's experiments suf-

ficiently prove to him that the late views

are absolutely false.

It has been a good season for dry plates.

FRENCH CORRESPONDENCE.

The Exhibition—The Banquet of the Photo-

graphic Society—The August Meeting of

the Society—P?-oofs of Exhibition, by Mons.

Levy— Communication by Mons. Fabre

on Emulsions—Mons. Balagny's Negative

made by a Modified Formula of the Char-

don Process—His Formula—Large Print

of the Members of the. Jury, by Mons.

Franck—Mons. Liebert's Third Edition of

Photographie en Amerique, now out—Ar-

tistic Prints of Mr. Mieusement— Gelatino-

Bromide Emulsions, by Mr. Palmer—Mr.

Henderson 's Enamel Process— Formula

for a Rapid Negative Bath.

HAVING been deprived by circumstances

from communicating with the readers

of the Philadelphia Photographer, I gladly

take up my pen once more to write upon

photographic subjects. For the last three

months the Exhibition has absorbed to itself

the greater part of the energies and time of

inventors and exhibitors. That splendid

field for fame has brought to Paris many
foreign photographers. I have been, and

shall always be, most happy to receive any

of my readers who pass through this gay

city. The Photographic Society of France

has not been backward for the first time since

its formation, and in honor of the Exhibi-

tion it gave a magnificent banquet to the

jury, at the same time invited all foreigners

of note in the photographic art who were

present in Paris. This banquet obtained

such success that it is almost certain it will

be renewed from time to time.

The Photographic Society of France held

its monthly meeting on Friday evening, the

2d inst., Mons. Davanne in the chair. A
collection of very fine proofs of the Exhibi-

tion, by Mons. Levy, was passed around to

the members, who were unanimous in their

praise. Mons. Fabre sent a communication

to the Society on emulsions, in which he

counsels the use of nitrate of uranium.

Mons. Balagny, one of our principal ama-

teurs, and who has had great success with

the emulsion process ("a modification of

Mons. Chardon's process," as he says), pre-

sented some very superior negatives of the

Exhibition, made by his emulsion. This

gentleman was kind enough to give me his
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formula for the readers of the Philadelphia

Photographer.

He dissolves 27 grammes of precipitated

cotton (composed of 18 grammes of pulvu-

rulent and 9 of resistant), in 300 centimetres

of alcohol, in which has previously been dis-

solved 27 grains of bromide of cadmium
;

600 centimetres of ether are then added, and

well shaken. This bromized collodion is

allowed to remain a few days to settle
; 150

centimetres are then decanted into a clean

quart bottle
; 7^ grains of silver nitrate are

then weighed out into a glass ball-bottle

;

sufficient distilled water to cover the silver

salt is then added. The ball-bottle is then

heated over a spirit-lamp or a bunsen burner

until the nitrate is completely dissolved, then

25 centimetres of alcohol are added little by

little, heating each time; the solution while

hot is poured, little by little, into the bro-

mized collodion, and kept in constant agita-

tion. After having been allowed to remain

about 24 hours it is then analyzed ; a very

slight excess of silver is necessary. This

silver is then transformed into chloride by

adding a quantum sufficit of solution of bro-

mide of cobalt.

Mons. Balagny keeps it to ripen for a few

hours, and then precipitates it in hot water
;

the precipitate is dissolved in the ordinary

way, in half alcohol and half ether. The

negatives made with this emulsion were

dense, brilliant, and, above all, void of pin-

holes.

Mons. Franck de Villecholle, our sympa-

thetic colleague, exhibited to the Society a

magnificent proof, ten by twelve, of all the

members of the jury, grouped in a very

artistic manner. Mons. Franck is not only

an old-established photographer, but a gen-

tleman who endeavors to do all he can

to bring to light any new dodge, invention,

or idea, likely to be of use to the photo-

graphic art; he freely offers his studio, his

laboratories, and even his chemicals, to

experimenters, to enable them to attain

the end they seek (I myself have to thank

him for the courtesy shown to many Ameri-

can and English artists who have desired a

letter of presentation from me, in order to

be admitted to visit a French studio) ; thejr

have always been unanimous in saying that

everything has been done to give them in-

formation, as well as a friendly reception.

The same remark holds good of other Par-

isian photographers ; I may mention Mons.

Joliot and Mons. Liebert, the description of

whose studio I gave in a former letter. This

well-known artist and author has just fin-

ished his third edition entitled Photographic

en Amerique. This work has had great suc-

cess, I myself being unable to obtain a copy

for one of my pupils ; it is said that the edi-

tion is very complete, full of engravings and

specimens of new processes ; Mons. Liebert

made a present of a volume to the Photo-

graphic Society of France ; a vote of thanks

was awarded.

Mons. Mieusement, of Blois, presented the

Society with a large number of proofs, being

a collection of all the historical monuments
relating to the history of France ; the proofs,

alas ! were made with silver salts upon al-

bumenized paper, and made the same sor-

rowful impression upon me as the present

Exhibition, when I look upon its beauties,

and think that it is doomed to destruc-

tion.

Three or four magnificent landscapes from

Kio de Janeiro were then passed round ; the

members congratulated the artist, and ex-

pressed their pleasure that the photographic

art was so well represented, and had made
such progress in countries far away from its

birthplace. In fact the Photographic So-

ciety of France feel a legitimate, and I may
say a national pride, whenever progress is

made in an art which was born and fostered,

the secret bought and freely given to the

world by the French nation.

Mr. Palmer, the well-known English ex-

perimentalist, sent a communication to the

French Society, through Mr. Harrison, on

gelatino-bromide emulsions. I know not

why this process has met with little favor

up to the present in France.

Mr. Henderson, the celebrated photo-

graphic enameller, of London, was present

at the last meeting of the Society, and was

cordially welcomed to France. During his

sojourn in Paris, Mr. H. made several de-

monstrations at my house of his photo-

enamel process. I was enchanted with the

ease and certainty of the manipulation. I

believe that Mr. Henderson will sell licenses

to work his process; if so, enamelling will
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be the work of the future, for who will not

prefer those charming, and above all, per-

manent productions, when they can be had

at a reasonable price at every photographer's ?

The rapidity with which enamels are made
by that gentleman is something astonishing.

I have made for many years enamels by

what I believe is called the dusting-on pro-

cess ; that is to say, a mixture is spread upon

a plate of glass, which will become more or

less hygroscopic in proportion to the quantity

of light allowed to fall upon it through the

positive. A metallic oxide, ground up with

finely powdered glass, is then dusted on its

surface ; naturally the enamel powder sticks

more or less to the different parts, according

to the amount of damp absorbed by the film,

and so forms the picture. A coating of col-

lodion is then poured over, and the image is

placed upon the enamel plate, and then

burned in ; the metallic oxide giving the

color, and the glass the glaze. But this pro-

cess is surrounded by so many difficulties

and uncertainties that a cheap article cannot

be obtained by its means
; the least change

in the temperature from hot to cold, from

damp to dry, will tantalize the manipulator,

and make success uncertain. Not so with

Mr. Henderson's system. A positive is made
in the ordinary way in the camera, or by

contact with dry plates
; this positive is then

iodized and plunged into what he calls the

depositing solution
; the action of this de-

positing-solution is precisely similar to that

of the dusting-on process, and goes on slowly

and surely without any trouble and fatigue

on the part of the operator. I have seen a

dozen made at a time, and not one spoiled
;

in fact any photographer with an ordinary

intelligence can become a first-class enamel-

ler, such is the perfection to which Mr. Hen-
derson has brought his process.

During the sojourn of Mr. Henderson in

Paris, an occasion was offered for a compara-

tive trial of his negative process against a

secret one then in the market for sale. As,

in the opinion of all present, Mr. Hender-

son's was equal, if not superior, to the one on

sale, I asked that gent to give me the for-

mula for my readers of the Philadel-

phia Photographer; he kindly did so, say-

ing at the same time, "he made no secret

of it."

Henderson s Rapid Negative Bath.

Nitrate of Silver, . . 35 grains.

Boric Acid, . . . 4 "

Water, .... 1 ounce.

Iodide of Potassium, quantum snfficit.

A few drops of nitric acid, sufficient to

render the bath slightly acid.

Developer.

Sulphate of Iron, . . .29 grains.

Acetic Acid, . . . .20 drops.

Acetate of Lead (Sugar of Lead), 3 grains.

Water, . . . . .1 ounce.

Put a filter in a clean funnel, and fill it a

quarter full with boric acid, filter the de-

veloper always through it ; the solution will

take up the necessary quantity of boric acid
;

the filter and boric acid will last a very long

time.

If any photographer on the other side of

the Atlantic catches a wrinkle by this, all I

hope is to be pardoned for my long silence.

Prof. E. Stebbing.
27 Rue des Appenines, Paris.

DR. VOGEL'S HANDBOOK OF
PHOTOGRAPHY.

A COPY has been sent us (in German) of

Prof. Dr. Vogel's Handbook of Pho-

tography, third edition. It is a real witness

for the immense progress photography has

made during the short time of its existence.

The first edition of his excellent work ap-

peared eight years ago, representing the

standpoint of photography at that time, and

was translated and published by us, and

largely sold, and continues to be sold. The

second edition followed about three years

ago, and now that the third edition has been

required so shortly after this, is not only a

proof of the excellence of the work, but

also of its reliability and necessity, even

in the hands of those who are ambitious

enough to try to make their enterprise a suc-

cess. Dr. Yogel's Handbook gives every-

thing
;
Theory, Practice, and ^Esthetics, are

treated with equal clearness and understand-

ing.

Every one of these three principal de-

partments are more or less necessary for

every photographic student. The artisan

will find in the practical part all the material

he wants. It is a compendium of itself. The
36
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investigator, not satisfied with the success

which he has acquired mechanically by a re-

peated use of his apparatus and chemicals,

will find all scientific instruction on photo-

graphic chemistry and photographic optics

in the first part.

The third part is composed of twelve chap-

ters, and treats exclusively the philosophy of

the fine art of photography. It is much to

he regretted that, with the exception of Dr.

Vogel, almost all other authors have treated

this part hut lightly and indifferently. They

have mostly limited themselves to giving a

summary of chemical formulae, and reactions,

and mechanical manipulations.

After the development which photography

has reached in our days, it is quite natural

that the efforts of photographers should he

directed more or less towards making a mas-

ter-piece of each and every sitting. Many
of our photographers have some latent tal-

ent for operating, and taste for posing

;

however they study the most simple parts

only year after year. Why should they not

study the most important one ?

Not everybody is an artist by birth. The

taste must be developed, in order to render

the subjects as they are, with all vivacity

and character. It is impossible to be a good

photographer without being an artist, or,

at least, having a fair understanding of art

principles, and it is just as necessary that a

chapter treating of the art of. photography

should occupy a space alongside of theory

and practice, in every book on photography

which claims to be a perfect compendium

on this subject.

It is impossible to give here a critical re-

view of every chapter ; in consideration of

the reputation already established by Dr.

Yogel, it would be uncalled for. We there-

fore confine ourselves to pointing out some

remarkable changes, according to the pres-

ent standpoint of our art.

The chapter about photographic chem-

istry in general, and particularly the one

about the chromates, is a model of .literary

creation. The study of silver salts may be

regarded as exhausted. Measuring of light

is abridged according to the present stand-

point, and practice and theory are always

just in comparison.

The theoretical part has undergone many

changes, in the same measure as photog-

raphy has progressed. Some processes have

grown old. Those are left out, and others

have taken their place. The carbon process,

which is treated in former editions as a sec-

ondary process, occupies more attention now.

The new collodions, iodizing, developing,

and strengthening salts, are considered with

special regard to Dr. Elder's researches.

The old dry-plate processes are left out in

order to make room for the emulsion pro-

cess.

Some new discoveries, made whilst the

work was in press, vide Obernetter's reversed

negative process, photography in natural

colors, etc., have not been neglected, as

they are added in form of a supplement.

There is nothing forgotten in this work,

and we cannot too highly recommend it to

those who seriously practice our lovely art.

We congratulate our friend on his success,

and wish that the new edition may soon be

exhausted.

SOCIETY GOSSIP.

PHOTOGKAPHIC Society or Phila-

delphia.—The stated meeting of the

Society was held on Thursday evening, June

6th, 1878; Vice-President Mr. John Car-

butt, in the chair.

After reading the minutes of the last

meeting, Mr. McCollin presented the min-

utes of the excursion party, which were read,

and, on motion, ordered to be recorded in the

minute-book.

Mr. Pox moved that a report of the trip

be published in pamphlet form, under the

auspices of the Society, the expense to be

borne by private subscription. This motion

was carried.

The Chairman suggested that the printed

report be illustrated with the prize picture.

Mr. Barrington, Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Out-door Meetings, reported that

the total expense to each member of the ex-

cursion party was $12.75.

A cordial vote of thanks was given to

Mr. Barrington for his efforts to make the

excursion a success.

Mr. Browne suggested the propriety of

appointing a committee to decide upon the

merits of the prints presented for compeii-
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tion, instead of awarding the prize by vote of

the excursion party, as originally arranged.

As there was some opposition to this, the

matter was dropped.

On motion, an adjourned meeting of the

Society was fixed for the third Thursday in

June. The meeting was then, on motion,

adjourned.

An adjourned meeting of the Society was

held on Thursday evening, June 20th. In

the absence of the officers, Mr. Hewitt was

called to the chair.

The Corresponding Secretary called atten-

tion to a communication from M. Liebert,

of Paris, presenting the Society with a copy

of his late work upon photography.

A vote of thanks was tendered to M.
Liebert for the donation.

On motion, Mr. McCollin was appointed

to superintend the publication of the report

of the excursion.

Mr. Moran proposed Mr. Albert S. Barker

for membership.

Mr. Browne exhibited a number of excel-

lent negatives made with Mr. McCollin's

emulsion.

Dr. Seiler remarked that a valuable com-

parative test of the rapidity of emulsions

could be made by exposing under a gradu-

ated plate, similar to those used in actino-

metres.

Mr. Browne moved that the Chair appoint

a committee to decide the question of excel-

lence in the prints entered for competition.

The motion being carried, the Chair ap-

pointed Messrs. Moran, Fassitt, and Gilbert.

After an intermission, during which the

Committee examined the prints, the meeting

was called to order, and the Committee re-

ported that in their judgment the prize

should be awarded to Mr. William Hacker.

The Chairman of the Committee said, "that

regarded as a chemical result, a print by

Mr. Barrington was unexcelled, but unfor-

tunately its beauty as a picture was marred

by the wind."

The meeting was then adjourned until the

first Thursday in October.

D. Anson Partridge,
Recording Secretary.

-..--'.. m

anm'naaaaa!

hiestions.

What is the most expeditious way to

clean white metal show-cases that hang out

of doors, and become stained by rain, snow,

fly-specks, etc. ?

Ditto to clean linie sediment from glass

or metal ?

Ditto to clean rusty glass, and negative

plates that have been in potash (Babbet's

concentrated lye), but have become dry by
the solution evaporating ? I find I cannot

do it by resubmersion in the lye, subsequent

washing, or treating with acid.

Ditto to clean developer bottles ?

Ditto to clean hypo bottles, with silver

clinging to the sides ?

Ditto to clean toning bottles, with gold

and silver clinging to the sides ?

Ditto to clean collodion bottles ?

Give a simple test by which gold or silver

can be detected in any of the solutions com-
mon to the printing-room, such as hypo,

toning, etc., and if both metals are found,

an easy way to separate them.

Is there any objection to letting pyro

acid fall into the developing sink ?

Ditto in throwing cyanide and hypo fix-

ing-solutions together, from which eventu-

ally to recover silver ; if so, what ?

Have any of your readers experience in

restoring old, yellow, mildewed manuscripts,

the writing of which has about faded out,

so as to bring the ink out bright enough to

be photographed ? I have such a job to do,

and would like to know the best way to dp

it, and also the best way to make the re-

stored writing remain permanently. Give

the whole modus operandi. What the

August Philadelphia Photographer says on

this subject is not clear or explicit enough.

In replying, please do not refer to works
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I do not possess. It will be in order,

however, to refer to the Philadelphia Pho-

tographer from 1866 to 1878; the Photo-

graphic World for 1871 and 1872 ; Mosaics

for 1870, 1871, 1872, 1874, 1875, 1877, and

1878 ; Carey Lea's Manual of Photography,

first edition ; Anderson's Skylight and Dark-

room ; Vogel's Pocket Reference-book, first

edition, or Reducer's Manual, all of which

I possess. Hope.

ANOTHER GOLD MEDAL,
For Home and Foreign Competition.

WE beg to announce oar offer of another

Gold Medal for the best six negatives

of a lady or ladies, sent us from abroad or

home, by November 15th, 1878, and to in-

vite photographers everywhere to compete.

We leave choice of position, the matter of

retouching, and the process worked, to the

competitor. The Medal will be awarded for

the best, without contingencies.

We especially desire that some foreign

competitor shall carry off this prize. It is

a large, pure Gold Medal, intrinsically worth

about one hundred dollars in gold, and is

worth trying for.

Our conditions are, that the negatives

shall be sent to Edward L. Wilson, office of

the Philadelphia Photographer, Philadel-

phia, Pa., U. S. A., so as to reach here, free

of expense, by November 15th.

The subjects chosen are to be of ladies.

The negatives are to be submitted to a jury

of three, and they shall make the award.

The medal is made, and there will be no

delay in forwarding it. We hope for an ex-

tended competition among our subscribers,

at home and abroad.

Each accepted competitor will receive a

print free, from one negative of each com-

peer.

The jury reserve the right to discard any

offering found unworthy.

The Danish town of Horsen shipped two

million eggs to England last year, and pan-

cakes have gone out of fashion in Denmark,

where the price of eggs has advanced sixfold

in the last few years, in consequence of the

foreign demand. Photography did it.

PHOTOGRAPHIC NEWS.

AN unsuspected cause of fading in carbon

prints, has been found by Mr. J. G.

Tunney, the eminent photographer of Edin-

burgh, thus adding one more brake to carbon

progress. It has had a hard time of it, surely,

and does not seem any more likely than

ever to make good its boast that it will

"supersede silver printing." Dr. Nicol de-

scribes the "new cause" in the British

Journal briefly as follows :

" During the already-mentioned visit to

Mr. Tunney, that gentleman showed me a

series of specimens, the result of a number
of experiments he had for some time been

making, which established beyond doubt

the fact, that prints as made at the present

time, even with absolutely permanent pig-

ments, and in which no trace of the exciting

chromium salt has been left, are affected by

the light to such an extent that the whites

become brown, and the purity and brilliancy

are destroyed. The specimens included

prints on tissue made by himself, as well as

that supplied by the Autotype Company,

and also prints the Company had sent him.

" The half of each print had been exposed

to light about fifteen days, and while the

protected half had retained its purity and

whiteness, the exposed portion had lost much
of its beauty and become a dirty brown,

easily noticed in the whites by reflected

light, and very distinct all over when ex-

amined as a transparency. After much
trouble and many experiments, the fault

was traced to the transfer-paper, and Mr.

Tunney exhibited several pieces of it, both

for single and double transfer, that had been

exposed in a similar way, and on every one

of which the same degradation of tone was

painfully visible."

A la Horse.—In " Art Jottings " (San

Francisco News letter) we find the follow-

ing sum of wisdom on that "lightning"

horse feat. Mr. Muybridge should have had

the Lambert-Anthony "Lightning" mix-

tures in use then. Well, shall we doubt if

it would have been any different with him ?

"About the only interesting event of the

week, has been Mr. Muybridge's exhibitions

of " The Horse in Motion," at the Art As-

sociation Gallery, on Monday and Wednes-
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day evenings. The last one will be to-night.

A great noise has been made about the won-

derful success of Mr. Muybridge's experi-

ments in photography, and to hear the

operator himself expatiating upon the ex-

traordinary skill necessary to the successful

taking of the pictures, any one not familiar

with photography would infer that Mr.

Muybridge had discovered something in the

direction of a new process enabling him to

execute a photograph of an object moving

at the rate of a mile in 1.40 or 2.20. That

this feat is nothing new can well be im-

agined, when it is known that the projectile

thrown from a cannon was successfully taken

in transit at least fifteen years ago. Mr.

Muybridge asserts, among other things, that

he has discovered the fact, heretofore in dis-

pute, that all four of the horse's feet, while

trotting, are off the ground at the same

time, or, as he in his lecture often remarks,

"flying in mid-air." Mr. Muybridge's as-

sertion is the first intimation we have ever

heard in support of the fallacy of which he

himself must be the author. He says George

Wilkes has advanced this opinion, and scouts

any other. Then George Wilkes must either

never have seen a horse trot, or he has de-

ficient eyesight, for that all four of any

horse's feet are off the ground at one and

the same time, in trotting, can plainly be

seen by any one. Mr. Muybridge severely

criticizes the form adopted by painters in

portraying the trotting-horse ; and yet most

of these pictures show a trotter as Muy-
bridge does, literally flying in mid-air.

"As to the particular angle of horses' legs

in trotting, it is nonsense to judge all by one.

Occident may throw his right fore-leg at

one angle, and Dexter at another, and so

on. Horses have no rules of motion which

are infallible any more than persons. Mr.

Muybridge's experiments in instantaneous

photography, as applied to the running-

horse, are less successful even than the trot-

ters, for such looking objects as he makes

them appear while in motion are a sight to

look upon, and how any one can pretend

that they are anything but distorted carica-

tures seems strange. A reasonably sharp

eye can at any time be pitted against any

such instruments in judging of the appear-

ance of a horse while running. Mr. Muy-

bridge was constantly reminding us of what

his photographs showed, etc. Now, we

think that his representations of the running-

horse show that if the process is so inaccu-

rate as to render it impossible to tell if some

portion of the animal and his rider be not a

scare-crow, then the delineation of the mo-

tions and positions, if equally erroneous,

must be entirely valueless as authority."

At a meeting of the Liverpool Amateur
Society, a rather interesting fact was brought

to notice, and which we will make known
in a few words. Mr. W. E. Potter showed

to the society two positive prints obtained

from the same negative. One of these prints

is very bad ; the other is very good. The

cause of this anomaly is plain. The nega-

tive had first been covered with a varnish

which deprived it of too many of its good

qualities, and allowed only the production

of very bad, weak positives. Alcohol was

now taken, heated by placing the bottle that

contains it in a vessel of very hot water, and

this hot alcohol was then repeatedly poured

over the negative, until the varnish was

completely removed. This precise moment
is known when a few drops of the alcoholic

liquid, last used, produce no milkiness when
falling into cold water. When the nega-

tive is yet wet, after this treatment, -it is

covered with pyrogallic acid containing a

little nitrate of silver, as usual, to strengthen

it. The positives obtained after this treat-

ment are much better ;
in fact, they may

be called very good.

Mr. Barker has expressed the opinion

that the deterioration of silver prints is due

in a great measure to the paper, which time

injuriously affects. Paper already old, be-

fore receiving the albumen coating, is, he

says, more apt to spoil, and a trace of hypo-

sulphite which remains (if the fixing has

been perfect), prevents this deterioration.

He brings some experiments to strengthen

his opinion, from which it appears that

paper newly made, albumenized soon after

its manufacture, printed under a rather

dense negative, and the print obtained be-

ing perfectly fixed, will not deteriorate with

age, especially if, after fixing, a trace of

hyposulphite is allowed to remain, as this, he

says, prevents the slow rotting of the paper.
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Philadelphia Card Envelope.—One of the

most interesting evidences of a development in

photography now lies before us, in the form of

an album containing samples of card envelopes
;

in this collection we find forty-five varieties, va-

rying from the simplest to the most elaborate

styles.

These envelopes were first invented some years

ago by an employee of a leading Philadelphia

photographer, for their own private use. They

were patented after a time, and now their manu-

facture has grown into quite an industry, and

takes its own place among the trades, employing

quite a large number of hands, and various kinds

of machines.

Pictures Received.—"We have just received

from Mr. Frederick E. Ives, Ithaca, N. Y., sev-

eral pictures of interiors and exteriors ; the inte-

riors were almost exclusively lighted from the

windows, and yet they are clear, sharp, and per-

fect in detail throughout. One is of a church,

and the light all came through stained-glass win-

dows, and this is remarkably clear. Another is

an interior of a machine-shop, with six windows

in the background, from which the lighting was

obtained, and every, detail stands out perfectly

clear. Mr. Ives certainly has made a success of

photographing interiors.

Mr. Julius Hall, of Great Barrington, Mass.,

sends us some specimens of his best work ; some

card and cabinet portraits of children and grown-

persons, some of the latter in costume, also a

a group. Mr. Hall still continues to improve

in his work.

In the last number of Dr. Vogel's magazine

was a picture printed in Munich, by Obernet-

ter; and though the negative was made in Ber-

lin by Schaarwachter, we find in it one of

those artistic backgrounds made by our friend

Mr. Seavey, of New York. Mr. Seavey is now
in Europe, and is creating quite an excitement

among the old-world photographers by his beau-

tiful backgrounds.

From the Centennial Photographic'Co., of Phila-

delphia, we have some excellent pictures of those

highly amusing little animals, the Chimpanzees,

the latest addition to the Philadelphia Zoological

Garden. The Chimpanzees are supposed to be

"the missing link" between the brute and hu-

man race ; there is certainly much in their actions

that seems very human; they make very docile

photographic subjects, as was proved by our pa-

tient photographer, who secured a number of

very comical positions: such as drinking from a

cup, being fed with a spoon, and the male and

female sitting together as Adam and Eve. Copies

for sale, and agents wanted in any district where

doubts are entertained as to these being the

long-sought connecting link between man and

beast.

Mr. D. C. Pratt, of Aurora, 111., sends a stereo-

scopic view of the partial eclipse of the sun as

it appeared at Aurora. It is very prettily taken,

and makes a most interesting picture when
viewed through the 'scope.

Mr. A. B. Comstock, Waverly, N. Y., sends us

two cabinet photographs, specimens of his best

work. The lighting is very good, and general

effect pleasing. We congratulate him on being

able to turn out such good work.

"Souvenirs."— Almost every photographer

and picture-dealer is familiar with those little

articles called " Souvenirs," a sort of little pocket

album, the pictures, in imitation of photographs,

are printed on a long strip of paper, which folds

up in the form of double leaves, each page con-

taining a picture, with the name underneath.

As a rule, photographers are opposed to them

;

believing that they affect the sale of good pho-

tographs, and create a lower standard in the taste

for pictures. This, we believe, is a mistaken

idea. Cheap pictures come within the reach of

scanty purses, and they often can be sold where

nothing else could. And a taste once created

for pictorial embellishment, it is apt to grow more

refined and cultivated, instead of retrograding.

Chromos are cheap and plenty, but no one who

has the means to buy fine pictures will ornament

his walls with cheap chromos.

By taking the management of the sale of these

souvenirs into our own hands, we hope to con-

trol the trade with photographers, and make it a

matter of mutual benefit.

The house in Germany who manufacture these

goods have received orders for pictures of nearly

every State, all the large cities and principal wa-

tering places in America; so large is the demand

for these little general favorites. And we believe a

good sale could be made for them by photogra-

phers generally, and that too, without interfering

with the sale-of their own views.

A full list will be found in the advertisement
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of "Souvenirs;" full particulars as to wholesale

prices can be obtained by referring to us.

Messrs. Bradley & Rulofson, of San Fran-

cisco, California, have sent us some very fine

cabinet portraits of the Chinese Embassy. Two
are of His Excellency, Chun Lan Pin, First

Chinese Ambassador to the United States ; Chun
Shen Yen, Secretary of Legation ; Lin Leang
Yaun, Consul-General to Spain ; Sil Ming Cook,

Consul to San Francisco, and Chum Lan Pin,

Consul-General to the United States. In addi-

tion to these, are portraits of the other members,

about twenty-five in all, whose names we can-

not give.

Messrs. B. & R. also sent a cabinet group of

children ; the card is marked " some of Bradley
& Rulofson's babies." By actual count we find

sixty to the square inch ; the card is about '4x5

inches, and contains about twelve hundred faces.

If these are only some of their babies, we should

like to know how many these gentlemen may
own between them.

A correspondent, in remitting his subscrip-

tion for the remainder of the year, writes as fol-

lows :
" Of late years I have lost considerable

property, and have had to deny myself many
things that I ought to have had ; which are my
reasons for not keeping up my subscription to the

Philadelphia Photographer. I used to think I

could not do business without it, and I know it

has been a great help to me in the past."

Why is it that as soon as a photographer feels

the pressure of hard times he begins to econo-

mize by dropping his best friend and right-hand

man, viz., the journal from whose familiar pages

he has drawn useful knowledge, and by whose

untiring vigilance he has been warned against

the many frauds and catch-penny artifices so

abundant in the photographic world ?

We are frequently in receipt of letters like the

above, and they are generally written on the re-

newal of subscriptions.

It is very gratifying to us to receive these tes-

timonials from our subscribers, and to. know
that our magazine is so useful to them. We
are always sorry when any one feels obliged

to stop their subscription, for it is both their loss

and ours. ' •

Monument to M. Joseph Nicephore Niepce,

the discoverer ofphotography

.

—An effort is being

made in the city of Chalon-sur-Saone to raise a

monument to the memory of the real discoverer

of photography. He was a poor man, and un-

able to carry on his new art. M.Daguerre en-

tered into partnership with him, and Niepce dy-

ing soon after, Daguerre succeeded to all his

rights and discoveries, claimed them for his own,

and gave his own name to the new art.

Now, after nearly fifty years, the townspeople

of Niepce have determined to erect a monument

to his memory ; they have issued a circular to

this effect, and desire contributions from pho-

tographers throughout the world.

No doubt there are many in this country who
will be glad to send their share as a mark of grati-

tude to the memory of the man who discovered

this useful and beautiful- art. The Mayor of Cha-

lon is president of a committee that has the pro-

ject in charge, and persons wishing to contribute

may remit to that functionary, addressing him

thus: "A Monsieur le Maire, President de la

Commission du Monument J. N. Niepce, Chalon-

sur-Saone, France." Some of our devotees of

photography, amateur or professional, ought to

raise a fund to send to M. le Maire.

A New Journal and Photographic Maga-
zine.—We have received all the numbers from

the beginning of The Woehenblatt, published by

Mr. E. Duby, at Berlin, Prussia.

We recognize a number of old friends among

its contributors, Dr. Vogel with others. The new

journal looks sprightly, and we wish it all suc-

cess.

We have received from Mr. Frederick E.

Ives, Ithaca, N. Y., some fine specimens of pho-

tographic-block printing; samples of which will

be found in our October issue. Mr. Ives seems

to have succeeded most admirably in working

out this difficult branch of photography.

A Suggestion.—One of our subscribers writes

us as follows :
" I hope that you will induce some

of our skilful photographers whose full-length

pictures we have admired for the past three or

four years in your valuable journal, and to whom
we are very much indebted, to give us some beau-

tiful busts, or half figures, to study from."

We most heartily join our friend in this wish,

and trust that some of our "picture contribu-

tors" will take the hint, and send us some of their

pet negatives for the embellishment of our jour-

nal, and the pleasure and benefit of our subscri-

bers. •

• Wonderful Durability of the Ferrotype.

—This was proved lately in a most singular

manner. During the encampment of the soldiers

of the late war, on the field of Gettysburg this

summer, a man of peculiar taste desired to ob-

tain a skull and cross-bones; and to gratify this

wish he determined to dig up the graves of some
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Confederate soldiers who had fallen and been

buried on that battle-field. An old farmer re-

siding there pointed out to him two graves. One

of these was opened; the skeleton of a man was

found who had been shot through the head ; a

badge or some buttons told that he belonged to

the Fourteenth Georgia Regiment. On his brenst

was a ferrotype, supposed to be that of his

wife and two children : the ease had perished,

and the gilt rim around the picture was tarnished,

but the gold on the pin and earrings was as bright

as the day the photographer had put it there, and

the whole picture was in a state of perfect

preservation, though it had lain in that grave for

fifteen years and fourteen days, while the mortal

remains of him who once cherished it had wasted

away till nothing but dust and bones remained.

We are happy to state that through the influ-

ence of this little picture the "bone-seeker"

gave up his desire, and reverently closed up the

grave, leaving its tenant to rest undisturbed

until the Last Great Day ; and he also hopes to

trace out the originals of the resurrected ferro-

type; and if they are in need, to assist them if

possible; and in any event, to tell them where

they may find the grave of the long-lost husband

and father.

New Photographic Stock Depot.—We are

pleased to learn that Mr. Theodore Schumann,

of No. 63 Whitehall Street, Atlanta, Ga., has

opened a new photographic stock depot, and is

now prepared to furnish photographers with any-

thing needful in their line ; chemicals, apparatus,

etc. Mr. Schumann has been known in Atlanta

for many years as a manufacturing chemist, and

is no doubt fully competent to carry on this new
department in his business. He will act as

agent for our journal, and is now prepared to

receive subscriptions. We wish him all success

in his new enterprise.

Head Him Off.—Mr. L. T. Sparhawk, West

Randolph^Vt., writes us quite a long letter in

description of a so-called travelling chemist, by

name Emil von Beguelin, whose chief business

seems the sale of "lightning" (?) developer, and

securing little odd articles which do not belong to

him. He bases his reference on rather high

ground, claiming to be a nephew of Dr. Yogel,

an employee in his laboratory, and now travel-

ling in this country on a year's leave of absence,

for the purpose of selling his "process."

We mention these facts, that our readers being

forewarned, may be prepared to turn the cold

shoulder on him. There are already too many
of these pests swindling photographers out of

hard-earned money, and any one once served so

should make it a matter of duty to notify his

brethren in the profession.

Dr. Vogel in Dublin.—Dr. Vogel has again

been honored by a special invitation to attend

the next meeting of the British Society for Ad-

vancement of Science. The Society will meet in

Dublin some time in August. After that, the

doctor will visit the great exposition in Paris,

from whence we shall hear from him.

We have received the local paper from Oshkosh,

Wis., in which nearly a whole column is devoted

to a description of the photographic rooms of

Mr. Cook Ely.' He seems to have succeeded in

gaining the good opinion of his townspeople, and

in pleasing his customers. We congratulate him

on receiving so flattering a notice.

The Total Eclipse of the Sun.—The New
York Times has published a full account of the

observations made from Rawlings, Wyoming
Territory, by Professor Draper, of the Univer-

sity of New York City; Professor Barker, of

the University of Pennsylvania, and Professor

Morton, of the Stevens Institute, Hoboken. We
do not give the letter of Professor Draper, as

the Photographic Times will publish it in full,

and our readers will there be enabled to find it.

It miy be interesting to know that Professor

Draper made some negatives of the corona, the

exposure lasting through the whole period of

eclipse, one hundred and sixty-five seconds ; and

the negative was a perfect success.

"Lightning."—Last month we published a

letter written by Mr. Allen, of Freeport, which

indicated that all was not lovely with Lambert's

licensees. This month we have received a set of

"lightning" chemicals from a dissatisfied party

{dupe, he calls himself), who for the present de-

sires his name not to be mentioned. Elsewhere

we give an analysis of the principal ingredients.

Another Streak.—This one is flashed to us

from abroad, and will be found included in Prof.

Stebbing's letter from Paris this month. Mr. A.

L. Henderson, of London, challenged M. Bois-

sonnas, inventor of Lambert's method, so-called,

or his Paris agent, Mr. Klary, to a competitive

trial with his " Lightning." The challenge was

accepted, and the results by Mr. Henderson's

process equalled the other. We give the latter

process free.

Poor Luck.—Up to July 18th, only 142 "per-

mits" had been given for the "Lightning" pro-

cess, largely in Canada. Our journal seems to

"have some influence yet. Lambert flounders

fearfully and evidently feels faint.
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Photographers Please Notice.— To rent,

the gallery No. 1200 Chestnut Street, Philadel-

phia; been used as a photographic gallery for

the past, fifteen years ; every convenience and

facility for a first-class business. Rent moderate.

Apply on the premises.

Wanted.—Situation as operator, or to take

charge of a business, by a man who has been

many years a photographer, and had good ex-

perience. First-class reference can be given.

Address B. C.,

Office Philadelphia Photographer.

CONDENSED LIGHTNING
Is far superior to Lambert's, or
any other materials heretofoi*e

offered for QUICK WORK.
Manufactured and for sale only

by LONG & SMITH,
Quincy, 111.

Lightning For Sale.—I will sell to the first

person sending me $15.00, my seventeen-year

license for working Lambert's Lightning Process,

including unused balance of chemicals. Lam-

bert will make the transfer of license. Apply at

once, with cash.

S. V. Allen, Freeport, 111.

Wanted to engage a lady printer who tho-

roughly understands printing carbon pictures

(Lambertypes). One who can give good refer-

ences will find steady employment at good wages.

Send address and references to

C. C. Schoonmaker, Troy, N. Y.

For Sale.—The best and largest photo, gal-

lery in Bradford, Pa., for sale ; only $300 cash

needed. A decided bargain for any one. Ad-

dress Photographer, P. 0. Box 724,

Bradford, Pa.

Wanted to Purchase.—A photograph gal-

lery in a city of not less than 20,000 inhabitants.

Said gallery must enjoy a good reputation, and

not be above the second floor.

Address Photographer, P. 0. Box 68,

Wappinger's Falls, N. Y.

Operator Wanted.—Must also be able to re-

touch negatives, for one of the best galleries in

Kentucky. None but those capable of making

fine work need apply. Good wages and perma-

nent situation. Address E. W.

Care Gatchel, Hyatt & Mullett,

Louisville, Ky.

Wanted.—A strictly first-class operator who

can retouch, and who is posted in carbon, and

the business generally. Must come well recom-

mended as to ability, sobriety, etc. Send photo-

graph of self, and samples of work, with terms,

to F. W. Oliver, Oswego, N. Y.

A Big Bargain.—A splendid chance for a man

with a small capital. A fine, cozy, little gallery,

twelve miles from Boston, doing a good business.

Operating and reception rooms on the same floor;

rent low. Cost to fit up, $1000 ; will be sold for

about half that sum. Terms very easy. Reasons

for selling, change of business. Apply to

George T. Rand, Weymouth, Mass.

CHEAP! CHEAP!!
A SUPERB MICROSCOPE

and Outfit For Sale !

One Zentmayer's Elegant " Grand Ameri-

can Binocular," fitted with objectives l-10th to

2 inches, all of Zentmayer's accessories, case of

mounting material and instruments ; two cabi-

nets of assorted foreign and American objects

;

Moller's Diatom Test-plate, etc., embracing a per-

fect outfit for a student orprofessional Microscop-

ist. Cost over $800. Address

W. J. Land, P. 0. Box 305, Atlanta, Ga.

USE HALL'S GRANITE VARNISH FOR FERROTYPES AND NEGATIVES.
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THAYER'S RAPID PROCESS.
TESTIMONIALS.
Woodstock, III., August 21st, 1878.

N. C. Thayer & Co.

:

Gents.—I have given your "Rapid Process"

a thorough trial, and consider it a complete suc-

cess. I now make soft and brilliant negatives

in from one to five seconds, and am so well pleased

with it that I shall use no other in regular gal-

lery work until something better is discovered.

A few days since, Mr. Hesler, of Evanston,

and myself, made a comparative test of the

" Rapid Process " and Lambert's " Lightning,"

on the same subject, giving equal time, other con-

ditions also being the same, aside from the chemi-

cals.

The negatives made by the " Rapid Process "

being fully timed, soft, and round, while those

made by Lambert's were under-timed and in-

ferior in every way. Yours, etc.,

J. S. Medlar.

Galesburg, III., August 14th, 1878.

Gents.—After an experience of twenty-five

years in the picture business, during which time

I have expended hundreds of dollars in the pur-

chase of different processes and improvements,

allow me say, your " Rapid Negative Process "

to me has proved the most valuable; as with it

I have been enabled to " capture several little

cherubs," to the astonishment and delight of

fastidious and anxious mothers, which, with the

ordinary formulse, I could not have succeeded in

doing.

As evidence of my appreciation of your valu-

able Rapid Materials, please send me another

outfit for my other gallery, as my operator (Mr.

Harrison) thinks it invaluable " in baby work."

Send at once, and oblige.

Fraternally yours,

Z. P. McMlLLEN.
P. S.—-Send the following: Collodion, one

pound ; Developer, one gallon ; Continuator, one

pint ; Silver Bath, one quart.

Z. P. McMillen.

Peru, III., August 20th, 1878.

Gents.—There was a reign of darkness and

disappointment during the time I worked (or

tried to work) the so-called " Lightning " pro-

cess, following strictly its directions.

Not wishing to lose any more valuable time,

I sent for your " Rapid Process," and at once

darkness and disappointment, disappeared. In

other words, the "Lightning" proved a failure

in my hands, and the "Rapid" a complete suc-

cess. Respectfully,

Joseph Even.

THAYER'S
Unrivalled Retouching Points.

Price Jttst Reduced to 35 Cents each, or the

Three Different Grades for $1.00.

They give universal satisfaction.

Address N. C. Thayer & Co., Chicago, 111.

Some photographers have written us that they

like our Rapid Chemicals very much, but would

rather buy on the terms offered by Lambert for

his process.

To accommodate all, we now offer to sell (to

such as prefer to buy in this way) permits un-

limited as to time, for $20.00, without any roy-

alty, and furnish our Quick-working materials at

same prices as advertised by E. & H. T. An-

thony for the so-called " Lightning " chemicals,

although we claim that ours are far superior, both

as to rapidity of working and quality of results

;

the bath alone costing us nearly one half more

than the ordinary silver-bath.

We will furnish the usual forty-grain silver-

bath at $3.00 per quart, instead of our Rapid

Bath at $4.00, when desired ; or we will sell our

Rapid Developer and Collodion without the bath.

Sample .photographs, made in less than one-

half second, sent when applied for.

N. C. Thayer & Co.,

No. 250 & 252 Wabash Av.,

Chicago, 111.

RICHAKDSON'S SENSITIZED PAPEK
is economical, because it saves time, trouble, and

money, and its printing qualities are unsurpassed.

See advertisement in Photographer for July and

August, 1876, Mosaics for 1878, or send for cir-

cular to C. F. Richardson, Wakefield, Mass.

A. LAMOR, EDW. LAMOR,
ARTISTS.

Photographs finished in Water Colors, Crayon,

or India Ink, in the highest style of the art.

PORTRAITS IN OIL A SPECIALTY.
Negatives finely retouched.

738 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

NO MORE FAILURES
On Babies, if you use " CON-
DENSED LIGHTNING" mate-
rials. For prices, address

LONG & SMITH,
Quincy, 111.

Zentmayer Stereoscopic Lenses for Sale.

—A pair of 2£ inch focus, good as new, will be

sold for $25. Address

Z2£, care Philadelphia Photographer,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.

USE HALL'S NEGATIVE RETOUCHING VARNISH.
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$900, part cash, will buy one of the best located

galleries in Chicago. Several residence rooms,

rent $25. Cash receipts never below $200 to over

$400 per month. Denslow,

184 East Madison St., Chicago, 111.

EMULSION PHOTOGRAPHIQUE FRANGAISE
Albert Levy, 77 University Place,

Sole Proprietor.

New York, June 14^h, 1878.

Having been trying for the past two or three

years to find Dry Plates which were sensitive

and reliable, I am well pleased to be able at the

present time to get any of my amateur photo-

graphic friends out of the fog, and show them

the means of obtaining Dry Plates which work

well and reliable in all places and weather, and

require no art or cleverness to produce good, clear

negatives, vigorous and brilliant prints.

I purchased of Mr. Albert Levy one dozen of

his Dry Plates on trial, and the result so far ex-

ceeded my expectations that I really began to

think that I was a photographer, forgetting it

was the plates and not the man. I have long

ago discontinued using bath plates, and all other

plates or emulsion except his, and have invari-

ably found them to work the same.

Yours, etc., H. W. Wickham,

384 and 386 Broadway, N. Y.

THE BEST RESULTS
With SHOBTESTEXPOSUKES,
by the use of " CONDENSED
LIGHTNING." For particulars,
address LONG & SMITH,

Quincy, 111.

HOLD.
Great chance to make money.

If you can't get gold you can get

greenbacks. We need a person

in every town to take subscriptions for the largest,

cheapest and best illustrated family publication

in the world. Any one can become a successful

agent. The most elegant works of art given free

to subscribers. The price is so low that almost

everybody subscribes. One agent reports making

over $150 in a week. A lady agent reports taking

over 400 subscribers in ten days. All who engage

make money fast. You can devote all your time

to the business, or only your spare time. You
need not be away from home over night. You
can do it as well as others. Full particulars, di-

rections and terms free. Elegant and expensive

outfit free. If you want profitable work send

us your address at once. It costs nothing to try

the business. No one who engages fails to make
great pay. Address " The People's Journal,"

Portland, Maine.

A First-class Gallery in good order, and

best reputation, is for sale on easy terms; or

would exchange for one in a larger place.

Address "Artist," Box 120,

Hopkinsville, Ky.

THE WONDERFUL EURYSOOPE.
Cleveland, Ohio, March 13th, 1878.

Benj. French & Co.:

Dear Sirs.—Pardon me for saying I spleened

against the term "wonderful" in connection with

the Euryscope, as a sensational description.

After having used this instrument for various

purposes, both indoor and out, I am bound to

admit that wonderful is the right word.

Intelligent photographers will not be without

so powerful an instrument, particularly when

sold at such low prices.

Yours truly, J. F. Ryder.

Boston, May 7th, 1878.

Benj. French & Co.

:

Dear Sirs.—After a thorough and every way

satisfactory test of No. 3 Euryscope purchased

of you a few weeks since, it is with pleasure that

we accord it our hearty commendation ; its re-

markable light and great breadth of field, renders

it especially desirable for groups, etc. We there-

fore beg to congratulate you on the entire success

accompanying the introduction of this valuable

adjunct to photography.

Yours truly, Notman & Campbell.

G-ihon's
Photographic Colorists' Guide.

Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No charge/or advertisements under this head ; limited

to/our lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.

By a man of more than twenty years' experi-

ence, a position as operator, or to take charge of

a business ; would be willing to take charge of

printing and toning; thoroughly acquainted

with every department; First-class references

given. Address H. C. Bridle, office Photographer.

As printer or retoucher, in a first-class gallery,

with ten years' experience. Address Charles

E. Van, Auburn, N. Y.

In a gallery by a No. 1 operator of long ex-

perience and steady habits; also desires to buy
a second-hand 4-4 lens, 5x8 camera box, and
other apparatus. Address H. Florance, Mont-
gomery, Ala.

A young man of good habits, and who is a

first-class printer and toner, would like a situa-

tion in a first-class gallery. Has had three

years' experience. Address, with particulars,

William H. Shaw, Boston Herald office, Boston,

Mass.

USE HALL'S GRANITE VARNISH FOR FERROTYPES AND NEGATIVES.
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By a first-class crayonist. Address Miss Anna
Gable, Stewartstown, York County, Pa.

By lady artist, in a New York gallery. - Ad-
dress Nellie Ristiark, No. 25 North Juniper St.,

Philadelphia.

As printer in a first-class gallery, or will assist

in the dark-room. Have had eight years' ex-
perience. Address Charles Ford, care Box 164,

New York City.

As operator in first-class gallery ; steady
habits, and willing to work first-class work only

;

also printing and toning a specialty. Address
C. L. Moelk, Photographer, Cleveland, Ohio.

As operator; have had several years' experi-
ence. Salary not so much an object as a good
situation. Address Box 371, Middleboro, Mass.

About the first of September, by a young man
thoroughly competent in aU branches ; ten years'

experience. Address E. S. Matthews, Fort Ed-
ward, New York.

By a young man of studious and industrious

habits, having some knowledge of the business,

and wishing to complete his instruction, is wil-

ling to work for his board. Best of references.

Address G. W. Newport, Barry, Pike Co., 111.

With a first-class photographer as artist in

water-colors and ink, and negative retoucher

;

several years' experience in leading New York
galleries (Kurtz's, Fredericks's, Bogardus's, etc.).

Salary $25, payable weekly. Address W. T.

VanLoan, 363 Broadway, N. Y.

By October 1st, as crayon and water-color art-

ist; can work without paint; can pose, or assist

in printing and toning. Address E., P. 0. Box
51, Skaneateles, N. Y.

By'a first-class operator and retoucher, posted
in all branches of the business : would go South.
Address W. H. C, P. 0. Box 139, Owego, N. Y.

In some first-class gallery, as operator ; having
had fourteen years' experience in none but first-

class Philadelphia galleries : fancy printing and
retouching, or would take charge of a gallery

where there are facilities for making first-class

work. Address George W. Schell, care Phila-
delphia Photographer.

In a good gallery, by a young man of eight

years' experience. Willing to work at any part
of the business. Would work on shares, or would
buy a half-interest of the right man. Address
A. W. Story, Cambridge, Mass.

By a young lady, as retoucher ; can assist with
printing, or in reception-room. Address A. L.,

care of G. Cunningham, Mansville, N. Y.

As retoucher and assistant printer. Address
Adam C. Gicker, 1446 Franklin Street, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

By a first-class retoucher, printer, and toner.

Has had four years' experience with the best

artists in Canada. Unexceptionable references.

Would like a place with prospect of lease or

purchase. Address R. M. W., Box 208, Brock-
ville, Ontario.

Charles Cooper& Co.
191 WORTH ST., NEW YORK,

OFFER AT WHOLESALE

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS, strictly pure and
of full weight.

CROSS-SWORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,
Single and Extra Brilliant.

EVAPORATING DISHES.

GERMAN SOLID GLASS BATHS.

PORTRAIT LENSES—C. F. Usener's Celebrated

The largest and most reliable house for Refining Waste and Residues.
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thess-SECOND EDITION-«*of

HEARN'S
PRACTICAL
PRINTER

WILL BE READY OCTOBER 1st.

It is a Complete Manual of Photographic Printing on

Plain and Albumen Paper, and on Porcelain.

At one time too little attention was given to Photographic Printing, although

it is indeed quite as important a branch of the art as negative making.

The author and publisher feel that they have created a reform in this matter,

by the issue of this work, and thus put money in the pockets of all who read it.

There are some who still want it and we shall meet the demand.

CONTENTS IN OUR NEXT NUMBER.
The whole work has been largely REVISED and IMPROVED and brought up

to the requirements of the day.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I consider it the best work on printing and ton-

ing that has been published, or at least that has
come into my hands, and until I see a better one
I shall give it the first place. If any one wishes
to be helped out of the mud let him read it; but if

he wants to stick there let him keep his money in

his pocket, and stick till doomsday if he likes."

—

John R. Clemons, Philadelphia.
The Photographic News says : " In the work be-

fore us, however, silver printing and everything
connected therewith is treated most exhaustively,

and the work is evidently that of a practical man
who speaks out of the fulness of his own experience
in every branch of regular work, as well as with
familiarity of the various forms of fancy printing,

which have prevailed more in America than in this

country. Mr. Hearn manifestly thoroughly un-
derstands his work, and is, moreover, a clear and

- vigorous writer."

The British Journal of Photography, says :
" It

is a considerable period since we rose from the per-

usal of a new book on photography with feelings

of greater satisfaction than in the present instance ;

and we appreciate the author as a writer, not only
thoroughly conversant with the subject, but as

very willing to impart to those less skilled the
knowledge he possesses, and who, happily, has
also the ability to do this in a singularly lucid and
attractive manner. ' The Practical Printer ' is well
' got up,' and the work cannot fail of being accept-

able and useful to all classes of photographers,
the veteran as well as the tyro in our art-science."

Over 50 Wood Cuts and an elegant Cabinet Portrait will embellish it.

A THOUSAND COPIES ALREADY GONE.
Mailed, post-paid, on receipt of $2.50, by any dealer, or

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher
i

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
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APPARATUS AND LENSES

FOR SALE!
THE CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPANY

OFFER THE FOLLOWING

ARTICLES FOR SALE AT LOW FIGURES.

They have been used, but are mainly as good as new. Two holders accompany

the camera boxes generally.

As to the lenses, they are the very finest quality, as the excellent work made
with them will testify. They were carefully selected and are prizes "to any one

who may secure them.

Prices will be given on application, and buyers who have opportunity may
inspect before purchasing. Those at a distance are guaranteed that the goods will

be entirely as represented.

LIST.
One 20x24 American Optical Co. 's Cone One 11x14 American Optical Co.'s Stereo.

Bellows, D. S. B. View Box. Portrait Box.

One 14x17 American Optical Co.'s Cone

Bellows, D. S. B. View Box.

One 10x12 American Optical Co.'s Cone

Bellows, D. S. B. View Box.

One 5x8 American Optical Co.'s Stereo.

View Box.

One 8x10 American Optical Co.'s Stereo.

Portrait Box.

One 20 x 24 American Optical Co.'s Negative

Bath.

One lot 5 x 8 and 8 x 10 Printing Frames.

LENSES.
One Hermagis' Cabinet Lens.

One » View-Copying Lens, 20 x 24-

One » » » 8 x 10.

One » » » 5 x 8.

One pair Zentmayer's Stereo. Lenses.

One Koss' Symmetrical Lens, No. 3.

Two » » » No. 5, 5x7.

One Koss' Ordinary Angle Doublet, 10x12.

Two pairs Ross' Stereo. Lenses.

One pair Boss' Stereo. 5x4 Lens, S. A.

Doublet.

One pair Ross' Carte-de-Visite Lenses, No. 2.

One Darlot Lens, 1-4 size.

Two Pocusing Glasses, Amer. Optical Co.'s.

These are positively the last used goods we will have for sale, all the rest being

retained for our own use. Address
'

CENTENNIAL PHOTO. CO,
116 North Seventh St., Philada.

CLOUD NEGATIVES FOR SALE.
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Preface to Catalogue of Magic Lantern Slides.

We have endeavored to make the Catalogue which follows secure to its reader not only a

list of Slides and Apparatus, hut, avoiding confusion and cumhersomeness, a satisfactory list

of the best things to be had of their kind.

We can supply anything from any dealer or manufacturer, but have preferred to confine

our own Catalogue to such things as we know can be guaranteed ; and as to Slides, such as

we know will be most satisfactory. We add an entirely new list of Colored Slides, having

filtered down the old ones until the best only are left.

But the preference for photographs on glass, which make such unequalled Lantern Slides,

requires us to give the most space to that kind. Our long connection with photographers all

over the world, secures to us unequalled facilities for knowing not only where the best subjects

are to be had, but how best to get them at the lowest price. Much advantage has been taken

of buyers by those who are no judges of photographs, and have put upon the market shock-

ingly bad goods at high prices.

We believe we have largely corrected this abuse, and now give a list which both in price

and quality is unrivalled. We give personal attention to our orders.

Having large stocks on hand, the majority of the articles named in our catalogue can be

supplied promptly. It is our usual endeavor to ship goods the day of the reception of the

order.

We can do better for the buyer than any other house in America, and request a trial order.

Edward L. Wilson, 116 N. Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

CONTENTS.
Accessories

Africa, Slides of

American Slides, Levy's
Apparatus, Price-list of

Sciopticon

Articles, Miscellaneous
Attachments and Ap-

paratus
Bermuda Islds, Slides of

Blue's Comic Adven-
tures, Slides of

Centennial Exhibition
Slides

Chemicals and Chemical
Apparatus

Children's Hullabaloo
Chromatrope, Morton's
Clouds, Natural
College Lantern, The
Colored Slides

Combinations and Esti-

mates
Comic Movable Slides,

Colored
Comic Slip Slides

Conundrums, Lantern
Dioramic Paintings
Dissolving Cock, The
Dissolving Effect Slides,

j

Colored

Dissolving Lanterns,
Wilson's Improved

Dissolving Views, Wil-
son's New

Distinguished Persons,

Portraits of

Drawings and Diagrams
Egypt, Slides of

England, Slides of

Experimenter's Lantern
Fables, iEsop's

Fables, LaFontaine's
Flora ofWinter, Slides of

Franklin Bag, The
Generator, Safety Hy-

drogen
Groups and Ideal Pic-

tures

Hymns for Sunday-
Schools

India, Slides of

Ireland, Slides of

Java, Slides of

Journeys, Wilson's Lan-
tern

Kilburn's Slides

Lenses, Few Hints about
Magic Lantern, The
Megascope', The
Mexico, Slides of

Miscellaneous Articles

Nursery Tales, Colored
Slides of

Outfit, Our $100
Oxyhydrogen Light,

Working the
Painting Lantern Slides,

Materials for

Palestine, Slides of

Patriotic Slides

Photographer's Lantern
Portugal, Slides of

Reading Lamp, The
Lecturer's

Readings or Lectures,

Lantern -

Saviour, Life of Our,

Colored
Scientific Slides, Colored
Sciopticon for Lime

Light, The
Sciopticon for Oil, The
Sciopticon Apparatus,

Price-list of

Scotland, Slides of

Screens
Scripture Slides, Col'rd.

Old Testament
Scripture Slides, Col'rd.

New Testament

Select'd Pictures, Choice
Colored

Slides made to order
Snow and Ice Views
Spain, Slides of

Statuary, Centennial,
Wood Mounted

Statuary, Cloud Combi-
nation, Wilson's

Statuary, New, Levy's
Statuary, Wilson's Spe-

cial

Statuary, Wood Mount'd
Stock of Slides on hand,
Our

Toy Lanterns
Turkey, Slides of

United States History Il-

lustrations, Colored
White Mountains, Slides

of

Wilson's Lantern Jour-
neys

Wilson's Lantern Jour-
neys, A to H, Slides for

Winker, The Sciopticon
Woodbury Slides

Yosemite Val'y, Slides of

Zoological Garden, Ani-
mals

Teems on which Goods are sent C. 0. D.—All C. 0. D. orders must be accompanied

by enough cash to insure us against loss by return expressage. There are people who will

order goods C. 0. D. and then, changing their minds, refuse to take them, thus throwing the

expressage both ways upon the shipper. We are compelled, therefore, to adhere to the above

requirement, even if the innocent must suffer for the guilty. At least one-third of the amount
ordered should be sent with the order. We give facilities for examination of goods before

they are taken out, when requested.
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THE

Theory of Color,
IN ITS

RELATION TO ART AND INDUSTRY.

By DR. W. VON BEZOLD.

$^ An admirable book for every artist, colorist, and photographer, "^g

S^° Illustrated by over sioctg wood engravings, and eleven chromo-
lithographic pages, full size.

THE CHAPTERS ON
The Theory of the Mixture of Colors,

The Theory of Contrast,

The Combination of Colors, and
The Art of Painting,

Alone are well worth the price of the whole splendid book.

IT CONTAINS NEARLY 300 PAGES, OCTAVO SIZE.

PRICE, $5.00.

Those who wish to understand fully all the principles and theories and rules

which govern the use of colors should possess and study

THE THEORY OF COLOR.
Mailed, postpaid, to any address; on receipt of the price, by

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.

" JAMBS L. PERRIGO, a*.,

(Successor to Fairbank, Murphy & Co.)

No. 81 N. HOWARD STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.
MANUFACTURER OF

BEVEL MATTS AND PASSEPARTOUTS.
DISPLAY MATTS A SPECIALTY.

VELVET, ENGLISH, AND PEBBLE MATTS.
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THE

MAGIC LANTERN
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE,

DEVOTED TO THE SPREAD OP INFORMATION ON THE
SUBJECTS OP

Magic Lantern Slides,

Operating Magic Lanterns,

Dissolving Views,

ALL THE NEW METHODS AND MEANS OF
LANTERN PROJECTION.

THE PRODUCTION OF EFFECTS AND SO ON
AS DERIVED FROM ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.

JjJJ
A YEAR. SUBSCRIPTION

j|JJ
A YEAR.

EVERY OPERATOR SHOULD HAVE IT.

EDW. L. WILSON, Publisher,
AND DEALER IN

MAGIC LANTERN SLIDES™ LANTERNS.
THE LARGEST STOCK IN THE WORLD,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.

K#» SEND' FOE OUE NEW CATALOGUE. FIFTEEN" CENTS.=©g
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J. C. SOMERVILLE
No. 17 South Fifth Street.

OUTFITS .A. S^IEOI.-AJL-.TY!

THE BEST GOODS AT THE VEKY LOWEST PEIOES FOE CASH.

Somerville's Extra Negative CoUodion. Tilford's CoUodion.

Somerville's Extra Ferrotype Collodion. P. & W. Chemicals.

SomerviUe's New Diamond Varnish. Frames and Matts of

SomerviUe's Retouching Varnish. every Description.

PHOTO-CHROME OUTFITS COMPLETE, $2.50.

Convex Glass, Cotton and Silk Velvet Passepartouts, and all goods for the Photo-Chrome Picture kept

in stock and sold at the lowest market prices.

Seventeen years' experience. Cash prices and prompt shipment. New packing boxes of the right

size at cost. Send a trial order. Jg^*- Send for new Illustrated Price List and Budget for 1878.

j
SEAVEY'S

Photo. Backgrounds, &c.

RICH FURNITURE,
Tables, Chairs, &c, late Importation,

A Rare Consignment en route.

MANY NOVELTIES IN PREPARATION FOR THE

FALL AND WLNTER SEASON.
SPECIAL AND PROPRIETARY DESIGNS receive careful attention.

Sample prints sent to known responsible parties only.

LAFAYETTE W. SEAVEY,
Studio, 8 Lafayette Place, New York.
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ON COLORING.
THE

By JOHN L. GIHON,
ONE OF THK MOST TALENTED AND ABLE ARTISTS IN THE PROFESSION.

Jt^t PI IE i

PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORING.—-The growing demand for a fresh work on

photographic coloring, one that contains full instructions on all the new and improved

methods—for like photography itself, photo, coloring has improved and progressed—has led

to the publication of the above.

ITS CONTENTS ARE
Preface.

Chap. I. On India-Ink "Work.
II. The Principles to be con-

sidered in the Applica-
tion of Colors.

III. The- Materials used in Fin-

ishing Photographs with
"Water Colors.

IV. "Water-color Painting-, as
applied to Photographs.

Chap.V. Relative totheUse ofPaints
that are Mixed "with Oil.

VI. Coloring with Pastels.

VII. The Production of Ivory-
types.

VIII. The Crystal Ivorytype.
IX. Crayon "Work.
X. Negative Retouching.
XI. About Matters so far For-

gotten.

XII. Rudimentary Perspective.

The last chapter is on a subject entirely new and fresh, and is finely illustrated.

The whole will make the most interesting and valuable photographic work that has been

issued for several years.

Mailed on receipt of price, $1.50 per copy.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

116 NORTH SEVENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA.
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ARTISTIC
PHOTOGRAPHT,

AND HOW TO ATTAIN IT.

By LYMAN G. BIGELOW.

Owing to the ready sale of the first edition, we are enabled to produce the new

one at less cost, and now at a

$4.00 REDUCED PRICE $4.00

We are enabled to place it within the reach of everybody.

Mr. Bigelows last work is undoubtedly his very best. It is intended in the short

way to teach photographers how to become artists in all branches of photography,

and how to improve the artistic qualities of their productions. Any photographer

who reads it and follows its directions, teachings, and formulae must make better

work. .

EXAMINE THE CONTENTS

!

EEADING MATTEK.
I. Introductory.

II. Artistic Light.

III. Balance of Lines.

IV. Chiaro-oscuro.

V . Backgrounds and Accessories.

VI. Composition, Rules and Maxims.

VII. The Studio.

VIII. Formula? well proved and used by the

author in producing the work em-

ployed, to illustrate this book.

IX. Printing and toning formula.

PHOTO. ILLUSTRATIONS.

1. Cloud Portrait.

2. Cabinet Medallion of a lady.

3. Cabinet, plain—boy on a velocipede.

4. Promenade, lady {interior).

5. Promenade, lady (moonlight).

6. Cabinet, gentleman (bust).

7. Cabinet, lady (f length).

8. Cabinet, lady (bust).

9. Cabinet, lady (f length).

10. Promenade, group.

11. Promenade, group:

12. Promenade, seaside.

Together with a plan of Mr, Bigelow's Skylight.

jgggr^ A fine lot of studies and capital instructions for producing them.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher,

116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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SCOVILIT
Manufacturing Company,

419 & 421 BROOME STREET,

Pox* \

MERCHANTS IN

ALL ARTICLES PHOTOGRAPHIC
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.

1

PROPRIETORS OF THE WORKS OF

THEAMERICAN OPTICAL CO. NEW YORK,

S. PECK & CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.
SCOVILL MANUF'G CO.,WATERBURY, CONN.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

MORRISON'S VIEW LENSES,

"PEERLESS" PORTRAIT LENSES,

ENGLISH PORCELAIN WARE,

FRENCH AND ENGLISH GLASS,

ALBUMENIZED PAPER-ALL MAKES,

HANCE'S "PHOTO. SPECIALTIES,"

CENTENNIAL PHOTO. CO.'S VIEWS,

GRAPHOSCOPES, STEREOSCOPES, &c.

The Greatest Stocfc in tie World ! Dealers Eyeryihere Supplied Low!

419 -BROOME 421

SCOVILL MANUF'G CO., NEW YORK.
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NEW AND IMPROVED

Engraving Process.

w
63DuaneStNew\ork. J

or,̂
"^WO-CS RELIEF PLATES

in hardTypeiyietal

MIWH^^BllItli

MUCH CHEAPER
Illustration.*

WOODCUTS

U
i-3

I—

I

PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR WOOD CUTS.
STATE WHEEE YOU SAW THIS.

Emulsion Photographique

Francaise.
Unequalled for rapidity, (fully equal to the bath plate)—Intensity to any degree on simple

development without silver or other intensifier, and absolutely permanent and without
change.

ALBERT LEVY, SOLE PROPRIETOR,

77 UNIVERSITY PLACE, N.Y.

PRESERVATIVE for dry plates, (more rapid than wet) also Prepared Dry Plates ready for

use and Photographic Chemicals at lowest market prices always on hand.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

N. B.—All Dry Plates made with my Emulsion bear my signature.

BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,
No. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.
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CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC Cfl.'S

UNRIVALLED

Stereoscopic Views
-OF-

Statuary, Fancy Groups,

Interiors, Works of Art,

Exteriors, Machinery, etc.

THE MOST UNRIVALLED COLLECTION EVER PUBLISHED.

REDUCED TO $2.00 PER DOZEN.
THE FOLLOWING SIZES ARE ALSO MADE

:

CARD, CABINET, 5x8, 8x10, 13x16, and 17x21.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE

Catalogues supplied on receipt of a tee-cent stamp,

Every Photographer can Sell Them.

A-L S O,

Magic Lantern Slides
Over 500 subjects of greater interest than any other class in this line

FOR SALE BY THE

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

EDWAED L. WILSON, Prop'r. City Office, 116 North Seventh St.
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"A Delightful Book of Travels." Has a Wonderful Sale.

WILSON'S

LANTERN
JOURNEYS.

By EDWARD L. WILSON, Editor of the "Philadelphia Photographer."

FOURTH EDITION NOW READY
Parties about to select slides will find this work an excellent helper, for it enables one to

know all about what he is ordering before he orders.

The contents are divided into eight " Journeys," each one including a visit to one hundred

places, making eight hundred places in all, as follows

:

JOURNEY A—Havre, Paris, Versailles, Rouen, Fontainebleau,
and Switzerland.

JOURNEY B—Compiegne, Brussels, Aix la Chapelle, Cologne,
Up and Down the Rhine, Potsdam, Berlin, Dresden, Vienna,
the Vienna Exposition, the Semmering Pass, Saxony, Munich,
and Southwest Germany.

JOURNEY C—Italy—Lake Maggiore, Lake Como, Milan, Verona,
Venice, Florence, Pisa, Rome, Naples, Pompeii, the Ascent of

Vesuvius, Puteoli, and the Italian Art Galleries.

JOURNEY D—Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Russia, and
Spain.

JOURNEY E—Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey, Greece, and India.

JOURNEY F—England, Scotland, and United States of America.

JOURNEY G—The Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia.

JOURNEY H—The Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia.

It has been carefully prepared, and will be found amusing, very entertaining, and in-

structive.

It contains 277 pages. Cloth Bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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SOUVENIRS.
We have a new article to offer to photographers, especially those who are located

at the places named below, called

THEY CONSIST OF A

Series of Twelve or more of the most
Desirable Views in a Locality,

Pictured on a Long Panoramic Strip, which Folds up in Album Shape.

They are very pretty and can be sold readily by photographers and fancy goods

dealers. Many parties make collections of them as of views.

The following is a list of the places of which Souvenirs may be had :

ATLANTIC CITY,

AU SABLE CHASM,
BALTIMORE,
BOSTON,
CAPE MAY,
CALIFORNIA,
CHICAGO,
CINCINNATI,
CLEVELAND,
DETROIT,

FLORAL,
LONG BRANCH,
LOUISVILLE,
MAMMOTH CAVE,
MILWAUKEE,
MINNESOTA,
MONTREAL,
NEW ORLEANS,
NEWPORT,
NEW YORK,

NIAGARA FALLS,
PHILADELPHIA,
PENNA. R. R.,

QUEBEC,
SAN FRANCISCO,
SARATOGA,
ST. LOUIS,
WHITE MOUNTAINS,
WASHINGTON,
WATKIN'S GLEN.

Parties desiring samples may have them post-paid at 40 cents each.

The Souvenirs generally retail at 50 cents each and a good margin of profit is

allowed the retailer.

LOOK INTO IT!

JOg^ Parties will be negotiated with for the exclusive sale of any special locality

on favorable terms.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
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^OSAICs
A FEW LEFT+-+]_QI7Q+-^A FEW LEFT

In the Thirteenth Issue, it is believed that .more real gems are contained

than in any former volume ; so that as a book of reference, as a guide, a friend,

a helper in photographic practice, it is invaluable and you cannot afford to do

without its assistance. Read the

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS.
Edited by EDWAED L. WILSON, Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer," etc.

CONTENTS.
Last Year.
The Language of Art. E. K. Hough.
Besetting Troubles. C. A. Zimmerman.
How to make Gold. I. B. Webster.
To the Struggling Ones. A. N. Hardy.
Developing Solutions. E. M. Estabrooke.
Something more about the Negative Bath. F. M.

Spencer.
Negative Varnishes and Retouching Surfaces. J.

Babies. W. C. Tuttle. [G. Vail.

Admitted to the Bar. J. Pitcher Spooner.
Negative Retouching. H. B. Hillyer.

If You do Not. J. H. Reuvers. •

Dark-room Experience. W. B. Critchfield.

Art in Photography. M. H. Albee.

Mosaics. E. T. Whitney. . -

Another Difficulty Conquered. J. S. Hovey.
Items from Actual Experience. Garvey Donald-
Darkness vs. Light. Forester Clark. [son.

How to Photograph the Arteries and Veins of
any Viscus in the Body in its natural con-
dition and position. Prof. J. Towler, M. D.

Photographing Interiors. Homo.
Forgotten Friends. George W. Wallace.

A Simple and Reliable Dry Process. C. F. Rich-
Photographic Preserves. Old Argentum. [arclson.

Photographic Albums. John L. Gihon.
Old Things in New Dresses. Young Chloride.

Backgrounds. C. Alfred Garrett.

A Rod in Pickle. Obscuro. [French.

A Few Things Learned By Experience. C. M.
A Rattler. Jonas F. Brown. [B. Clench.

Do not get your Customers into Bad Habits. F.

How to restore Exposed Plates. W. H. Sherman.

Collocin as a Restrainer. John Carbutt.
Burnishing of Photo. Prints. Wm. W. Seeler.

Fraternity. A. W. Kimball.
The necessity of Art Culture. W. J. Baker.
Copying and Enlarging. Pyro.

Fog vs. Sunshine. R. R. Thompson.
Old Grannyisms. Frank F. Currier.

A new use for Petroleum. Frank Robbins.
Overiodizing. George Sperry.

Photographic Operators. C. T. Stuart.

An Improved Washing-Tank. F. A. Wenderoth.
More about Prices. Robert J. Chute.

Trimming and Mounting. Irving Saunders.

Odds and Ends. E. P. Libby.
How to keep a Burnisher in Order. W. F. Stinson.

Backgrounds : A Review. Lafayette W. Seavey.
Light and Chemicals. James 0. Merrill.

Photographic Grouping. W. D. Gatchel.

Dodge Hash. F. C. Phillips.

Useful Chips That Pay to Use. A. Hesler.

The Fading of Albumen Prints. J. R. Clemons.
On the Production of Reverse Negatives. Alfred

Pumphrey.
Simple Way to work a Neutral Bath. R. Benecke.
Important Trifles. E. Z. Webster.
Photographing Groups of Persons of Different

Complexions. F. N. Blake.

How to do a Successful Business In Dull Times.

L. W. Crawford.
The Photography of the Future. An Unfading

Photographer.
Dirt. H. R. Farr.

Excellent Methods of Lichtdruck. J. Lemling.

Many Mites From Many Minds. E. L. Wilson.

The whole includes 144 pages.

Cloth bound, $1.00 per copy; paper cover, 50 cents.

"WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD."

EDWAED L, WILSON, Photographic Publisher, 116 North Seventh St, Philadelphia.
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GIHON'S

CUT-OUTS
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean cut, most
desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-a"etinic paper, manufactured specially for the purpose.

Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides, .ssorted for five differently

sized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICE $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order promptly, by
addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

^'No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and

sizes. Ask your stock-dealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelopes with

instruction circular included.

PROMENADE SIZE JVOW BEADY/ so
ig SgftlfSS&f

1

GIHON'S

OPAQUE.
IS DESIGNED FOR

COMPLETELY OBSCURING THE IMPERFECT BACKGROUNDS OF COPIES,
RETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,
COATING THE INSIDE OF LENSES OR CAMERA BOXES,

BACKING SOLAR NEGATIVES,
COVERING VIGNETTING BOARDS,

AND FOR ANSWERING

ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE
PRODUCTION OF ARTISTIC RESULTS IN PRINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAQUE.
It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 CENTS.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Address all orders to

Scovill Manufacturing Co.,

Or, JOHN L. GfflON, Inventor, NEW YORK.
116 N Seventh St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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38 Maiden Lane,New York
IMPORTER OF THE CELEBRATED

S. &. M. DRESDEN

Albumen Papers
SINGLE OR EXTRA BRILLIANT.

This paper was the first extra brilliant imported into

this country ten years ago, and has retained its superior

quality above all other brands sprung up since, to which
the constantly increasing demand testifies.

ALSO,

Hyposulphite of Soda,
Sulphate of Iron,

Solid German Glass Baths,
Saxe Evaporating Dishes,

French Filter Paper,
Porcelain Trays.

Ferrotype Plates.
I ALSO IMPORT

EXTRA BRILLIANT CROSS-SWORD PAPER.
FOR SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS.

0R
' G. GENNERT, Importer, 38 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
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Studies in Artistic Printing.
By C. W. HEARN, author of the "Practical Printer."

Owing to the very flattering reception which attended the Author's former work, "The

Practical Printer," he has, with more extended experience, ventured upon a second work,

in which he has seen fit to more thoroughly combine "Studies in Printing," by way of

further illustrating the matter of which he would write. For the better fulfillment of

this design, negatives have been made especially for this purpose by Messrs.

Rocher, Bigelow, Kent, Lamson, Draper 8s Husted, and Baker, in their usual

superior style, being pronounced by all who have seen them as ranking among the very

best that these well-known artists in photography have ever produced.

As in a former work, the varied formulae and processes of manipulation were discussed

in detail, it has been thought advisable that in this the subject should be treated with more

conciseness. Those parties who have this former work of the Author will find this to be of

intrinsic value, owing to its being embellished with

SIX FIE CABINET MD'PROMENADE PORTRAIT STUDIES.

AMONG OTHER THINGS, IT CONTAINS
Suggestions on the Choice of Albumen Paper.

All the Best Silvering Baths, and Methods of

Treating the same.

New Views on the Relation of the Silver Bath to

the Time of Floating.

The Different Effects Caused by the Time of

Floating.

How to Tell when Paper is Floated too Long or

too Short a Time.

Table for Time of Floating Paper under all Cir-

cumstances.

The Importance of Care in Printing in Varied

Ways.

The Important Relation Printing from the Nega-

tive Bears to the Toning Bath.

Fast Printing.

Dialogue between "Joe" and a Friend.

The Way to Success in Toning Lies in Print-

ing.

The Different Effects Caused in Printing by the

Preparation of the Silver Bath.

The Relation of the Silver Bath to the Printing

from the Negative, and from this to the Toning

Bath.

Acetate of Silver.

Success or Failure in Toning, Caused by the

Strength, Purity, and Alkalinity of the Silver

Bath.

Harmony, its Importance in Photography.

Why its Neglect Causes such Disastrous Results.

The Beautiful in Toning, and How to Obtain it.

A Few Hints About Managing Toning'Baths,

Formulae for Printing ." Our Studies," as Given

under Respective Headings.

Impurities of Toning Baths.
'

How it Affects the Toning, and How to Remedy
such Baths.

Fixing and Washing.

Brilliancy of the Finished Picture Attained by

the Final Washing.

Various and Araluable Hints about Finishing the

Photographs, etc., etc.

Mailed to any address on receipt of price, $3.50, by any stock-dealer,

or by

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia,

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.
5

ASK TO SEE LT.
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The Photographer to his Patrons.
By EDWARD L. WILSON.

pSiENcfi-PRUERviNG hPfiPTTTiATJ TiITTLU TiTJlATflililTi^^T wwc°h
m
the

Question-Answering JlUlUUiUl UlllUHl UILiirUilll (photographer can adopt.

It benefits photographer and patrons by giving much instruction concerning the way to

secure the best pictures. It is read, handed around, and kept for ready reference. It is

worth its weight in gold.

OVER 1,000,000 ARE NOW IN USE.
And the time is soon coming when every enterprising photographer will adopt them. If

you knew their value you would have them.

It is printed in English and German, and Spanish for South American and Cuban trade.

$9 for 500. $15 for 1000. $36 for 3000. $50 for 5000. Samples free, ask for some.

A Companion Leaflet J^SOMETHING" NEW !
°^a At Same Price,

BEAD A FEW OF THE HUNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS

:

I have used it by putting one in every package of pictures sent out. I scatter them in the reception-

room and ladies' dressing-room. I lay them on the chairs in the skylight-room, and the visitors read
them.—A. Bogardus, New York.

I think it excellent. Send 5000 in English and 2000 in German.—J. A. Scholten, St. Louis.

I like it well enough to order 5000.—Wir. H. Rhoads, Philadelphia.

It is eagerly sought for and read by everybody who visits our gallery. Further, they take it home
and keep it for reference. As an advertising medium, we consider it immense.—J. Gurney & Son,

New York.
The many valuable hints in it cannot fail to be beneficial to both photographer and patron.

—

Brown
& Higgins, Wheeling, W. Va.

PARTIAL LIST OF THOSE USING THEM.
A. Bogardus; F. Gutekunst: J. F. Ryder; J. H. Lakin; W. H. Rhoads; T. S. Estabrooke; L. G.

Bigelow; H. R. Marks; W. J. Oliphant; Henry Merz ; W. J. Baker; J. A. Scholten : J. H. Lamson

;

A. C. Mclntyre & Co.; A. N. Hardy; C. C. Giers ; H. B. Hillyer; J. Mullen; J. W. Black; E. II.

Train ; E. T. Whitney ; Rowsell & Co., Valparaiso ; Bate y Ca., Montevideo ; C. D. Fredricks y Daries,

Havana, and many others.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, 116 North 7th St, Philadelphia,

All persons are cautioned against copying these works, as they are all copyrighted, and
we shall protect our rights. Information concerning pillages will be thankfully received.
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BENJ. FRENCH & CO.

No. 319 "Washington Street,

* l0^t0tt t
+

SOLE AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE CELEBRATED LENSES

MANUFACTURED BY

VOIGTLANDER & SON.
ALSO, THE WONDERFUL

EURYSCOPE
A NEW OBJECTIVE OF GREAT ILLUMINATING POWER FOR ALL KINDS OF OUTDOOR

WORK. FOR GROUPS AND OTHER WORK IN THE STUDIO, IT WILL BE

FOUND SUPERIOR TO THE PORTRAIT LENS.

¥0U ^Jd t A. Q£^ F0E

PORTRAITS. $fyUtWlwt\l$t$ VIEWS.

CAMERA BOXES
OF SUPERIOR QUALITY AND AT VERY LOW PRICES.

Albumen Paper—all kinds, Velvet Passepartouts,

Card Stock, Chemicals,

French and English Glass, Stereoscopes,

B. P. C. Glass, Frames.

fm«: IfMtMtt jj>lifc,

PRICE LISTS SENT ON APPLICATION.
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A. M. COLLINS, SON & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Photographic Card Stock,

No. 18 South Sixth St., )

__ Q -
Qf PHILADELPHIA.

No. 9 Decatur St., J

Plain, White, and Tinted Cards.

White and Tinted Cards, Plain and Enameled, with Oval and Square lines,

and with Ornamented Borders.

Cards with Designs in Gilt, and India Tint and Gilt, Square and Oval

Openings, for Cabinet and Promenade size to 14 x 17 Photographs.

White Cards with Plain India Tint, for 4-4, 8x10, and 1 1 x 14 Photographs.

White and Buff Cards, with Oval and Square Openings for Groups of 3 to 8.

White, Tinted, Black, or Chocolate Paper Mats, with Oval, Arch-Top,

and Square Openings.

Ferrotype Mats, Bon-Ton Cards, Pitzgibbon's Patent Adhesive
Ferrotype Mounts, Philadelphia Carte Envelopes, Von Seutter
Ferrotype Mats and Envelopes.

Stereoscope Mounts, Minnette Cards, Carte de Visite, Victoria,

and Cabinet Mounts, Plain and Enameled, White and Tinted, Square

and Round-Corner, Gilt and Tinted Lines, Gilt and Tinted Borders.

Caterson's Improved Ferrotype Holders.

Thin Beveled Edge Card and Cabinet Mounts, White and Tinted

Cards, Gilt and Tinted Edges.

Thick Gilt, Beveled Edge, Glace Cards, from Card size to 12x15^6,

Black and Rose Tint.

Glace Card Boxes. "The Easel " Glace Card Box.

Promenade, Imperial, and Boudoir Mounts, White and Tinted Cards,

Plain, and with Gilt Borders, and with Gilt or Tinted Beveled Edges.

Card, Victoria, Cabinet, Promenade, Stereoscope, Boudoir, and
Imperial Mounts, furnished with Gilded Edges, and with name and ad-

dress printed by lithography or letter-press.

Slee Bros. Patent Prepared Cards.

PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.
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Straight Out.
A NEW INVENTION

!

SgN ROBINSON'S
EhKI* \ STRAIGHT-CUT

Sw"JkPhot°£raPh
nP^V Trimmer.

^|§L So great- has been the success of

OProf. Robinson's " Trimmer " for

Oval and Arch-top Pictures, that he

has been impelled to produce one for

STRAIGHT LINES.

The accompanying cut shows the shape of the tool and the

manner of using it.

The disc or wheel is about one inch in diameter, so that a thin

or thick glass form may be used with it.

Photographers may now altogether Ignore the Knife.

His admiraMe Trimmer is always slam ani ever ready.

Once accustomed to it yon will neyer again use the tolls.

Give it a Trial. Price, $1.25.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturers' Agent.

For sale by all Dealers. 116 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.

USE THE STRAIGHT CUT!
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TRAPP & MUNCH'S

Albumen Paper
THE PAPER OF THE DAY.

Introduced in this country since 1868, has become the leading paper, and is now better

known and more appreciated than any other brand.
That this great success is well deserved and due to its excellent qualities may be judged

from the fact, that of all the competitors of the Vienna Exhibition, Messrs. Trapp & Munch,
alone, received the

Medal of Merit for Albumenized Paper.

THEY ALSO RECEIVED A

Medal and Diploma at the Centennial Exhibition at Philada.

FOR SALE AT ALL THE STOCK-HOUSES.

WILLY WALLACH,
GENERAL AGENT FOR THE UNITED STATES,

4 Beekman Street, and 36 Park Row, New York.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPING,

BY A PRACTICAL FERROTYPER.

6th Thousand, NOW READY.—Paper Cover, 75 cents.

The rapid sale of several thousands of this work, and a continued demand, induces us to republish it.

We guarantee it to be the best of its class published. All should have it.

THE BOOK IS ENTIRELY GIVEN UP TO PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION,
Not only of value to the Ferrotyper, but to the Photographer as well.

Please Examine the Contents:

Introduction,

The Advantages of the
Ferrotype,

The Manipulations,
The Nitrate Bath,
The Collodion,

The Developer,
The Fixing Solution,

Other Manipulations-
Pinholes,

Strengthening,
Tinting and Coloring,

Varnishing,
Drying and Dryers,
Finishing the "Work,
Ferrotype Envelopes,

Ferrotype Supports,
Ferrotype Plates,

The Apparatus,
The Skylight and the

Dark-Room,
Vignettes and Medal-

lions.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, Philadelphia.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.
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JAMES F.MAGEE & CO.
MANVFACTTJRERS OF

PURE

J^hotographicf^hemicals

No. 108 NORTH FIFTH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

STOCK-DEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED.

The Zentmayer Lens,
FOR VIEWS AND COPYING.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently the following qualities

:

Width of visual angle, ranging from 8o° to 90 ; depth of focus ; extreme
sharpness over the whole field ; true perspective ; freedom from all distortion in

copying; portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops

of the different combinations for which they are designed. The larger ones are

provided with an internal shutter for making and storing the exposure.

No. 1, 2£ in 3h focus, 3x3 plate
" 2, 3i " " 4x5 "

" 3, 5£ " ti 6£ x 8} "

" 4, 8 " a 10 x 12 "

" 5, 12 " a 14 x 17 "

" 6, 18 " a 20 x 24 "

$20 00

25 00

30 00

42 00

60 00

90 00

No. 1 and No. 2 combined,
" 2 " "3
" 3 " "4
a 4 u « 5
a 5 « a g
">

1, 2 and 3,
"

3, 4 and 5,

$33 00

40 00
55 00

75 00

110 00

48 00

88 00

No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.
No. 1 and No. 2, specially . adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in

matched pairs. No. 1 and No. 2 single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a
pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2^ to 18 inches. $173.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,
147 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.
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WILSON' S PHOTOMPiffi PUBLICATIONS

Entail a Treatise on Every Branch of Pnotopnnj

!

Awarded the only

Medal and Diplo-

ma ever awarded CATALOGUE,
for Photographic
Publications at
the Centennial
Exhibition.

THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER.

A monthly Magazine, illustrated by pho-
tographs of superior merit. $5.00 a year

;

$2.50 for six months.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Fourteen years of
success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to

the practical, working, growing photographer. Do not
go without its valuable help.

HANDBOOK OF THE

PRACTICE AND ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

By Dr. H. Vogel. Price, $3.50.

For general photographic practice this is the best
text-book in the world. Written by an old professor
who teaches photography, it gives just what is wanted
in the fullest and most satisfactory manner.

THE PRACTICAL PRINTER.

By C. W. Hearn. Price, $2.50. Second
edition in press.

This is a most handy and reliable book. It goes into

all the operations of plain and fancy silver printing,

and \%full of good.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.

By Edward L. "Wilson. Price, $2.00.

For the lantern exhibitor. It gives incidents and facts
in entertaining style of about 800 places and things, in-

cluding 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

PHOTOGPtAPHERS'
POCKET REFERENCE BOOK.

By Dr. H. Vogel. Price, $1.50.

For the dark-room. It meets a want filled by no other
book. Full of formula—short, practical, and plain.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY.

Price, $5.00.

For the lover of art. Beats his " Album of Lighting
and posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and
instructions.

AMERICAN CARBON MANUAL.

Price, $2.00.

For those who want to try the Carbon printing pro-
cess, this work gives the most detailed information.

BURNET'S HINTS ON COMPOSITION.

Price, $3.50.

All should study it. A splendid work, largely illus-

trated, giving all the rules and principles of artistic po^
sing.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.

Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is the
only standard work. Seventh thousand.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING.

By C. W. Hearn. Price, $3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade
portrait studies.

LINN'S "LOOKOUT"
LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY.

For the landscape photographer. Price, 75
cents.

THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC C0L0RISTS' GUIDE.

By John L. Gihon. Cloth hound, $1.50.

The newest and best work on painting photographs.

Any Three Works
Ordered at One
Time will entitle

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1878.

A few left. Cloth bound, $1.00
;

paper cover, 50 cts.

Better than any of its predecessors.

the Puyer to 20
Per Cent. Dis-

count.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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"

The increasing favor shown the publisher of this magazine during the first fifteen years of its

life has given him the means to prepare for his patrons still greater attractions than ever for the

year 1879. The old staff of regular contributors will be continued, thus securing all the latest

* ******
1 ^ <£

Pwtopttplw
IN

OEBaMTC

*** IN THE WORLD!

OUR PICTURES
Will continue one of the distinguishing and
most useful features of this magazine, and es-

pecially so during 1879, as lt 's expected some

EXQUISITE RESULTS
will follow our offer of a

GOLD MEDAL
for the best negatives which may be sent from
abroad for the new year.

Therefore the

FOREIGN
PRIZE COMPETITION

will not only bring many fine studies, but

much useful information, for we expect all

the foreign competitors to also contribute an
article to our pages.

Mofeover,

O SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS O
are offered to our own home correspondents,

who pay promptly, and send us

NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

15 FOR $5.

Any one sending us $5 NOW, will receive

the numbers for the balance of the year and
all of the year 1879

—

J 5 numbers for $5.

CLUB RATES.
Those preferring cash premiums, or who

wish to present a copy to an employee, will be
sent two copies for 1879 f°r $%> and W*U be
entitled to the special offer of 15 for $5.

ENLARGED PREMIUMS.
•$1.50 in books or other goods advertised by

us, given instead of the cash premium, when
preferred.

-H^ NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.^-^-

Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for six months, 50 cents per copy, positively in ADVANCE.

In remitting by mail, a post-office order or draft, payable to the order of Edward L. Wilson, is

preferable to bank notes. Clearly give your Post-Office, County, and State.

Canada subscribers must remit 24 cents extra, to prepay postage. Foreign subscriptions must

be accompanied by the postage in addition.

Advertising sheets are bound with each number of the magazine. Advertisements are inserted

at the following rates :

OWE PAGE ....One Month, $20 00
HALF ," » 12 00
QUARTER PAGE » 7 00
EIGHTH » » 4 00
CARDS of 6 lines or less, » 2 00

The attention of advertisers, and those having galleries, etc., for sale, is called to our Specialties

pages. Terms, $2 for six lines, and 25 cents for each additional line (seven words to a line),

always in advance. Duplicate insertions, 50 cents less, each. Sure to pay. g@" Operators de-

siring situations, no charge.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

. Six Months, $110 00 . . One Year, $200 00
» 66 00 . » 120 00

38 50 . 70 00
» 22 00 . .. 40 00
» 11 00 . 20 00



Edward L. Wilson
116 NORTH SEVENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA.

ALWAYS ON HAND A LARGE AND COMPLETE ASSORTMENT AND THE BEST AND
LARGEST VARIETY IN AMERICA OF

MAGIC LANTERN T

1

SLIDES,
LANTERNS, SCIOPTICONS, STEREOPTICONS

AND LANTERN APPLIANCES.
OUR VIEWS CONSIST of Plain
and Colored Photographs of al-

most all subjects and countries.

SPECIAL PATES to large buyers.
OUR $100 OUTFITS include a
wonderful amount for the money.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, SEND 15 CENTS FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF 116 PAGES
AND BEFORE.YOU BUY YOUR SLIDES CONSULT

Wilson's Lantern Journeys

!

A BOOK OP DESCKIPTIONS of 800 PLACES and THINGS in ALL 00UNTKIES

!

Europe, Asia, Africa, Great Britain, America, and the Centennial Exhibition.

BOUND IN CLOTH, 277 PAGES, $2.

EDWARD L. WILSON, 116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
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Ives' Photo-Engraving Process.

This and the previous page

are printed from plates pro-

duced by a new photo-engrav-

ing process perfected by the

undersigned, who now offers

the process, together with his

services, on favorable terms.

It is believed to be the best

existing method for obtaining

all kinds of relief-plates for

the printing-press. Has been

worked very successfully for

nearly a year, and the inventor

now wishes to make a change

to secure better facilities.

For further particulars, spe-

cimens, etc., address

FRED. E. IVES,

Cornell University Photo. Laboratory,

Ithaca, If. Y.
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Hance's Photographic Specialties
h} +

Hance's Ground-Glass Substitute
Is simply what its name implies, a substitute for ground-glass for any purpose that it is used

for in the^gallery—for vignette glasses, for a retouching varnish, for softening strong negatives,

for the celebrated Berlin process, for ground-glass for cameras, for glazing sky and side lights,

for obscuring studio and office doors, for printing weak negatives. 50 cts. per bottle.

Hance's Double Iodized Collodion.
The peculiarities of this Collodion are good keeping qualities, its inprovement by age, and the

richness of effect produced in the negative, the film being perfectly structureless. $1.50 per ft).

;

80 cts. per £ lb.

Elbert Anderson's Portrait Collodion
Is made according to the formula used by Mr. Anderson in Mr. Kurtz's gallery in New York.

It is especially adapted to portrait work. $1.75 per lb. ; 90 cts. per $ ft).

Hance's White Mountain Collodion
Is adapted more especially to outdoor work, and for quick working, delineating foliage, frost-

work, or sky, it stands unrivalled. It is made after the private formula used by that celebrated
mountain artist, B. W. Kilburn, of Littleton, N. H. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per J ft).

Curtis' Niagara Falls Collodion
Is another used for landscapes. The wonderfully _beautiful views made by Mr. Curtis, of the

great cataract, with this collodion have a world-wide reputation. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per i ft).

Trask's Ferrotype Collodion
Is made especially for positive pictures. Mr. Trask has no superior in this -class of work,

and this collodion is made after his formula. $1.50 per ft).; 80 cts. per -J ft).

Hance's Peculiar Portrait Collodion
Is peculiar in that it is prepared without bromides, and is adapted for use with Black's acid

bath. Formula on bottle. $1.50 per ft).; 80 cts. per i ft).

Cummings' Grit Varnish
Gives a very fine surface for retouching. 40 cts. per 6 oz. bottle.

Hance's Silver Spray Gun Cotton.
Prepared with great care, and free from acid, very soluble, gives good intensity so that no re-

development is necessary, gives perfect detail, and a film pure and structureless. 50 cts. per oz.

Hance's Delicate Cream Gun Cotton
Is adapted to those who like a very delicate, soft-working collodion, giving all the modelling,

especially in the Rembrandt style, and with light drapery. Its sensitiveness renders it particu-
larly adapted for children or any work that requires short exposure. 80 cts. per oz.

Gill's Concentrated Chromo Intensifier
Is intended to strengthen the negative. It imparts a beautiful tone and gives excellent

printing qualities. 50 cts. per bottle.

Hance's Bath Preservative.
A sure preventive of pinholes, stains, &c. It preserves the bath in good working condition,

and will be found worth its weight in gold. $1.00 per bottle.

+- +
(READ SUCCEEDING PAGE.)

1
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PHOTOGRAPHIC SPECIALTIES

AHEAD!
HIGHEST PBSMM AIAKE aUkKOTfflllltt HPOSfflON.

Having received the Highest Award for Photographic Specialties, I feel more

confidence than ever in offering my manufactures to the Photographic fraternity.

My exhibit was an extremely modest one, being taken from stock put up in

original packages without any attempt at display. Yet it carried off the prize

over all the exhibits put up in cut glass decanters with ribbon-tied stoppers, prov-

ing that the medal was awarded for MERIT ALONE.

TESTIMONIALS.
"I consider the Cotton the best we have ever

used as yet."—R. Poole, Nashville, Tenn.
" The film of the Cotton you sent me was unu-

sually smooth and firm, being entirely free from
glutinosity and setting like India-rubber. It was
quite powdery and crumbled to pieces in my fin-

gers, ' as if rotten.' It dissolved almost instanta-

neously, and it was ' by far ' the very best mate-
rial I have ever used. I sincerely trust that you
will send me the same kind again."

—

Elbert An-
derson, New York.
"I received your Double-Iodized Collodion all

right, and in good shape. Have tried it pretty

well. It gives very fine negatives and good de-

tail."—W. E. Hart, Watertown, N. Y.
" We take pleasure in recommending H&nee's

Double-Iodized Collodion as a first-class article, in

fact it is the best manufactured Collodion we have
tried."

—

Schreiber & Sons, No. 818 Arch Street,

Philadelphia.

"Your Ground-Glass Substitute is the best I

ever tried, and I have tried nearly every kind ad-
vertised, as the long row of nearly full bottles will

testify. It works like a charm."—I. N. Webster,
Barton, Vt.

"The goods by Express came safe to hand. I

have tried a part of them and am greatly pleased.

Will likely want more goods in your line."

—

R. Poole, Nashville, Tenn.
" I take pleasure in recommending your Cottons

and Collodions, before all others I have used. It

is a blessing to know where you can get good Cot-

ton."—B. W. Kilburn, Littleton, N. H.
" The last lot of Cotton you sent me is the very

best I have ever used. Please send me another
pound at once."

—

Elbert Anderson, Kurtz's Gal-
lery, New York.

" Have used some twenty-five pounds of your
Collodion the past year with unvarying success."

— G. W. Hope, Middletown, New York.
" Your Double-Iodized Collodion is the most

perfect working Collodion I have used in fifteen

years. Every picture I make with it is a success."

—R. L. Dale, Boston, Mass.
" I am pleased to inform- you that the gallon of

Ground-Glass Substitute came safely and is just

what I wanted. The surface for retouching which
it gives is superb. I shall want more of the same
sort when this supply is exhausted."—W. G. C.

Kimball, Concord, N. H.

Try GROUMLASS SUBSTITUTE, one of the most useful fhiip mafle.

FOR SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS.

NO RETAIL ORDERS PILLED. ORDER OF YOUR DEALER.

ALFRED L. HANCE, Philadelphia.
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IMPROVED

graph Covers.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

The Outside Appearance. A Leaf Showing the Guard.

Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding
together and preservation of photographs, has induced us to manufacture an article which
we think will meet the want.

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM, FOR

A Series or a Set of Portraits,
A Series or a Set of Landscapes,

A Series or a Set of Photographs of any hind,
MAY BE NEATLY AND CHEAPLY BOUND IN THESE COVEKS.

They are made with expanding backs, so that from six to twenty-four pictures may be
inserted in one cover. The pictures are mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen,

or strong paper, of the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted

and held in place in the cover by a paper fastener. Fig. 1 represents the cover, with the
perforations in the back, through which the spreading clasps of the paper fastener bind the
whole together. These are so easily inserted or removed, that pictures are readily put in or
taken out at any time. Fig. 2 represents the picture with the guard pasted on ready for

insertion. The arrangement is simple, and we are sure will be readily comprehended. For
binding together views of your town or city, or portraits of celebrities, they are very neat.

The following is a list of sizes and prices, without cards:

Per hundred.

$10.00
13.50

..... 33.00
40.00
56.50
65.00

Larger or special sizes made to order. Furnished with card board at best rates. Samples
mailed at dozen price. Sendfor some.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,
116 N. Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

For Photograph. Per dozen

Card Size, . .... $1.50
Cabinet Size, .... 2.25

EXTRA HEAVY COVERS
5-8 Size, . . .... 450
4-4 " . . .... 600
8-10 *'

. . .... 800
11-14" . . .... 9.00
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Robinson's Photograph Trimmer
Is a Substitute for a Knife for Trimming Photographs, and does the work

mneh more expeditiously and elegantly than a knife.

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONEY.
It does not cut, but pinches off the waste paper, and leaves the print with a neatly beveled edge

which facilitates the adherence of the print to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife

and punch at once. For ovals and rounded corners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer Mailed for $3,50, with Ten inches of Rotaon's Improved Wes,
The

put up
difficulty of procuring exactly true guides for cutting out prints has induced the inventor to i

machinery for the production of all styles of them, guaranteed mathematically true.

Ji^gf Oil the wheel bearings with Sewing Machine Oil.'°$£$,

We have the following regular sizes always on hand at 10 cents per inch the longest

way of the aperture.

Special sizes made to order at 15 cents per inch the longest way of the aperture.

REGULAR SIZES:
OVALS. SQUARE OR ROUND CORNERED.

2x2£ 3^x4| 5|x7| 2TLx3f 2^x31 3|x5^

2>x3| 3-| x5£ 6x8 2£x3f 2fx4i 4x5|

2£x3| 4x5| 6Jx8£
2^x3^ 2|x4J 4|x5J

2fx3f . 4fx6f 6J-x8}
2 5 T 31 5

9 5 v 93.

2£x4f 3|x6
4x6£

24 x 3— 5x7 7x9
b FOR STEKEOGEAPHS

2£x4J- b\ x 71- % x 9}
Arch Tops. Round Cornered. Round.

^t x ^i" Og" X 1^ 7*x9J 3T
Lx3| 3TVx3f 3x3

3fx4f 5t x If 7|x9| 3x3 3x3

The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that

they can be always had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to

make their sizes accord, as orders can also be filled more quickly. Ten days is re-

quired to make special sizes.

Jg^°An allowance of ten inches ($1 worth) of regular sizes of guides will be
given with every Trimmer purchased.

READ THE TESTIMONIALS.
" I would rather give fifty dollars than be with-

out one. By its use all annoyance from dull

knives tearing the prints is avoided."—E. T.

Whitney, Norwalk.
" It does the work intended magnificently. It

is not only exquisitefor trimming photographs,

but also for making Cut-Outs."—B. Kihlholz,
Chicago, III.

"It works. well and does all it is recommended
to do."—F. G. "Wbller, Littleton, iV. H.

" I consider it the best article for trimming
photographs I ever saw."—W. H. Rhoads, Phila-
delphia.

" I would not be without it for the best twenty-
five dollar cutting machine I ever saw."—D.
Lothrop, Pa.

" The Trimmer comes up to all you claim for it.

I would not be without it."— T. Cummings, Lan-
caster.

"Just what I wanted and found it difficult to

get."—J. W. Black, Boston.

"I have trimmed all my prints with it, in less

than half the time taken by a knife. It cannot be
recommended too highly."—W. H. Cranston,
Corry, Pa.

" The Robinson Trimmer has proved to us one
of the most useful instruments that we have in our
gallery ."

—

Schreiber & Sons, Phila.
" I have used Robinson's Photograph Trimmer

some time. A lady was asked how she liked her
sewing machine, and in reply said ' Well I could
get along without it, but when I do I shall not sew
any more.' That is me, I can get along without
the Trimmer but when i do I shall not trim pho-
tographs."

—

Well G. Singhi, Binghamton, N. Y.
" The Robinson Trimmer works admirably.

Does the work intended with great satisfaction."

—A. K. P. Trask, Philadelphia.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer's Agent,
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. 116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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LONDON", 1851 LONDON, 1862. PARIS, 1867.

Centennial, 1876 Centennial, 1876.

ROSS' PORTRAIT
AND VIEWLENSES

I Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.

W6flHV6110W Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.

Ill SlOCK. Stereographic Lenses, all sizes.
I
New Universal Lens.

Portrait Lenses, from 1-4 to 8x10.
Cabinet Lenses, Nos. 2 and 3.
Card Lenses, Nos. 1, 2, and 3.
Triplets, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.
Symmetricals. Rapid Symmetricals.
Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best as well as the cheapest Foreign Lenses ever

offered to the American Photographer. We will mail price-list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

STEINHEIL'S SONS'
. 1—1-4 size, . . 3£ inch focus, . . . $25 00 No. 5—10-12 size

2—1-2 " . . 5i " " . . . 30 00 6—13-16 "

3—4-4 " . .7 "' " . . . 45 00 7_18-22 "
4—8-10 " . . 10i " " . . . 60 00 8—20-24 "

new TBHTOUC!
APLANATIC hElllHJIJi

We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the following prices :

13iineh focus,- . $70 00

16J " " . . 110 00

. . 200 00

. . 350 00

Nos. 1 and 2 are in matched pairs for stereoscopic work.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your busi-

ness, and so solicit your orders.

WE MANUFACTURE, IMPORT, AND DEAL IN ALL KINDS OF

Photo. Goods, frames, Stereoscopes and Yiews,
at prices as low as are consistent with the quality of goods furnished. We are indebted to our customers
for their patronage during the past Thirteen Years, and our efforts shall be to merit a continuance of it.

We have been appointed Trade Agents for

PARYS' AND LINDSAY'S COTTON,
CREMER'S FRENCH LUBRICATOR,

SOLAR AND CONTACT PRINTING,
COLORING IN ALL STYLES, FOR THE TRADE.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS TREE TO ALL APPLICANTS.

WILSON, HOOD & CO,
No. 825 ARCH STREET,

JLa A JacfigwMmmJm JwiaHn'y LJJJLJJm rail nft» JLb cMn cSa 9
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ONE OF THE OBJECTS WE HOPE TO ATTAIN BY OFFERING PRIZES

IS TO SECURE FOR OUR PATRONS THE OPPORTUNITY OF POSSESSING THEMSELVES OF

Fine Studies in Photography
FOR THEIR HELP AND GUIDANCE.

We have succeeded to an unusual degree this time, for not only does the

NEW PRIZE SERIES
include work hy a variety of artists, hut an unusually large variety of subjects, positions,

and methods of treatment. Hence the more useful are they as studies.

With hut few exceptions the pictures are cabinet size ; the rest are promenade size. We
offer prints to those who wish to study them, finished in the highest style of photographic
printing, at

$3.00 PER DOZEN,
ALL AROUND.

PARTIES CAN ORDER IN SETS OR BY THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS :

No. 1 to 6,

7

13

1!)

25
31

37

12,

18,

24,

30,

36,

42,

FROM NEGATIVES BY

G. M. Elton.

Bradley & Bulofson.
D. H. Anderson.
Cook Ely.

C. W. Motes.
C. W. Tallman.
J. H. Todd.

No. 43 to 48, .

" 49 " 54, .

" 55 " 60, .

" 61 " 66, .

" 67 " 72, .

" 73 " 78, .

" 79 " 84, .

FROM NEGATIVES EY

M. T. Baldwin,
J. H. Beebe.
L. M. Koberts.

J. H. Lanison.
A. Hesler.

Julius Hall.

B. W. Dawson.

ALL OF THESE TEACH USEFUL LESSONS.

See Beview in the Philadelphia Photographer. Address all orders to

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
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WAYMOUTH'S

DESIGNS COPYRIGHTED.
OF ALL PICTURES THE VIGNETTE IS THE MOST AUTISTIC

When properly printed ; but the clumsy devices generally in use for printing them, or, rather,

for blending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic vignette pictures.

Either the shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or it shows an ugly, direct, de-

cided line, which is very repulsive. The shading should blend gradually from
the dark tint nearest to the figure off into the white background. The results

are then soft, artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and best way to secure them is by the use of

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
They are not clumsy ; do not break ; are always ready ; cost but little j and are easy of application to any negative.

They need but one adjustment to print any quantity,

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal, or cotton.

Eighteen sizes are now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures, from a small Carte figure to

Whole-size, Victoria, Cabinets, etc. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives, yellow
bronze for thin negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directions for use accompany
each parcel.

TESTIMONIALS :

" Waymouth's Improved Vignette Papers I

have tried, and they are just what I have been
wanting for years."

—

Well G. Singhi.

" From a trial made, we are enabled to say

that they answer exceedingly well ; and they

are certain to find favor among photographers
—a favor they well deserve."

—

British Jour-
nal of Photography.

" The Waymouth Vignetting Papers are

a decided success. They are splendid."

—

J. W. & J. S. Moulton, Salem, Mass.

Also, see Hearn's Practical

" They readily admit of the gradation, al-

ready very good, being modified easily to suit

the negative. This, I take it, is a point of great

importance."—G. Wharton Simpson, M.A.,
F.S.A.

" I can testify to the exquisite softness ob-

tained from your Vignette Papers, which
gradual and soft effect I have never seen

equalled- by any other method."—H. A. H.
Daniel, Esq., Hon. Secretary of the Bristol

and Clifton Amateur Photographic Association.

Printer, second edition.

PRICES :

In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors $1 00
Assorted sizes and Colors, by numbers, per package of 15 1 00

50
75

1 00
1 25

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes By No., per doz.
» 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13, » » » Large Cartes and Victorias.
» 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15, » » » Cabinets and Whole-size....
» 16,17,18, » » » Half »

When ordering, state the number and color you want, gap"" Ask your dealerfor them.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer, 116 North 7th St., Philadelphia.
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DEALERS' DIRECTORY.
The following houses are to be recommended as

the bestfor photographers in their localities.

4 tf.

S. T. BLESSING,

New Orleans,

La.

BLESSING & BROTHER,

Galveston,

Texas.

A. H. BALDWIN,

i Chambers St.,

New York.

C. W. STEVENS,

Chicago,

Ills.

D. J. RYAN,

Savannah,

Ga.

B. TUCKER & CO,

Buffalo,

N. Y.

HIM, HOOD & CO,,

825 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

OSCAR FOSS,

San Francisco,

Cal.

J, C. SOMERVILLE,

St. Louis,

Mo.

HOWE & BEECHER,

Columbus,

Ohio.
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WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE
PAPERS.

BY CHARLES W. HEARS.

[In the Second Edition of The Practical Printer.]

THESE papers, although they are a great

deal in use, are by no means as exten-

sively used as they would be if their value

were better known, and, consequently, more
fully appreciated by the printer. Some have

purchased, used, and condemned them with-

out the least sense of fairness in their judg-

ment, as they had used them incorrectly

;

whereas there are many others, who, having

used them once, would not be without them.

The. writer, knowing full well the diffi-

37

culties that printers, as a class, are obliged

to contend with in vignette printing, to say

nothing of the time it takes to make the

vignette forms from cardboard, etc., would

here briefly call the attention of those who
are not already aware of it, to the advan-

tages to be derived by the use of the Way-
mouth Vignette Papers.

The impression gained ground among the

photographic fraternity a few years ago,

that all that was necessary in using these

vignette papers, was to paste the corners of

the paper (after having matched the vign-
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ette opening to the figure) on to the back

part or glass side of the negative, and then

place the frame out to print in the sunlight,

thinking possibly that the blending of the

vignette paper would indicate its exact coun-

terpart in softness in the picture ; and be-

cause it did not, they were disappointed, and

the " Waymouths " were rejected. If they

are to be judiciously used, it is necessary

that the paper vignette should be removed

from the negative all of the way from one-

half to one and a half inches, depending

somewhat upon the negative, and the degree

of softness desired to be obtained. The

frame is built up with strips of backboard,

and the vignette paper fitted to the negative

through transmitted light, and then it is

tacked in its proper place. They are easily

adjusted, and have the advantage of being

already made, thus saving the time of the

printer in cutting this and that size form

out of cardboard, which, when done, is not

only a waste of time, but is also, except, per-

haps, in very rare cases, not nearly as good.

The sizes are very well arranged from

No. 1, which is intended for vignetting

large locket pictures, up to the largest size,

for vignetting four-fourth heads, together

with the intermediate numbers, which an-

swer well for various sizes of card and cabi-

net negatives, either for bust, three-quarter

length, or full figure. The use of the vari-

ous sizes may be classified as follows:

No. 1. Large locket bust vignette; oval.

Nos. 2 & 3. Very small size bust card vign-

ette ; oval.

Nos. 4 & 5. Small size bust card vignette ; oval.

Nos. 6 & 7. Regular size bust card vignette :

oval.

Nos. 8, 9 & 10. Card vignette; various sizes;

oval.

Nos. 11, 12 & 13. Card vignette; especiallj'

good when good support of shoulders is de-

sired; pear shape.

Nos. 14 & 15. Cabinet bust; two excellent

sizes; pear shape.

No. 16. Cabinet; splendid size for vignetting :

three-quarter figure; pear shape.

No. 17. Cabinet; very fine size for vignetting

full figure poses; oval.

No. 18, etc. Good for vignetting eight-ten

heads, etc.

There is another advantage gained by

using these papers, when "flashed" or

" grayed " prints are to be desired (the pose

being such as to admit of it), and it is the

facility with which the graying is done,

simply by removing the tacks from one end

of the vignette paper, bending the paper

back out of the way, and then printing the

negative as though it was a plain print, for a

minute or so. This has the result of soften-

ing still more the edges of the vignette on

the picture, besides also printing the rest of

the negative very slightly, thus giving to

the whole print a very delicate effect of a

vignette which had blended very softly and

gradually even to the very edges of the print.

When through flashing, the vignette can be

turned back again to its place and retacked,

without the extra trouble of readjustment.

If the figure is a three-quarter or a full

length of a lady, " in exterior," with the

propei' arrangement of accessories and back-

ground, the result, when nicely clone, is in-

deed very beautiful, as it softens down those

parts of the background which are so neces-

sary to give an artistic effect to the figure in

relief, besides obviating the bad effect of the

white edges of the vignette print, as it would

be if not grayed; or if grayed in the regu-

lar way under a plain glass with tuft of cot-

ton, etc., it then overcomes the objection of

seeing the trees, rocks, etc., which start out

boldly near the figure, end in a dead gray hue,

without the least indication of detail towards

the edges of the print.

If the print is a plain bust, then "gray-

ing " under a plain glass is what is desired,

and is best, because, the negative cannot be

exposed as a plain print after the vignette is

nearly done; as the figure must not show

down, but for a three-quarter or full length

pose, with a suitable ground, it is excel-

lent. It is a very pretty effect if the ma-

jority of the portrait cabinet negatives of

the class just described are printed in the

vignette style, and then flashed just enough

to be of a light, delicate tinge after finishing.

It gives an elegance to the prints that the

customers cannot fail to admire.

In adjusting these vignette papers on to

the built-up portion of the frame, for vign-

ette purposes, care should be taken that the

top of the vignette paper is not placed too

high upon the negative, but placed exactly
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opposite the top of the head of the portrait.

If this is not looked to, the printer is likely

to print a dark spot right over the head,

and all subsequent flashing will not remove

its hideous appearance.

If this flashing is done only slightly, then

very great care should be taken to have the

vignetting especially soft, by building the

frame fully an inch or more, as this delicate

second printing does not suffice to soften the

edges but very slightly, and although if

flashed darker, the outlines of a harsh vign-

ette picture could be softened considerably

;

in the case of a lightly flashed picture, it

would, by no means, answer.

In using these vignette papers after a

while, the tissue-paper is likely to have little

breaks and tears occur, which necessitate

patching up in order that these places will

not print in the picture. In commenting

with me one day in regard to these little

annoyances, a friend of mine, Mr. W. F.

Kidney, of Chicago, a most excellent oper-

ator and poser, suggested to me the simple

plan of waxing a suitable piece of white tis-

sue-paper, and, by means of gum-paper, to

attach it to the exterior side of the vignette

paper, so that in case of any accident the

waxed paper would receive it, thus saving

the " Waymouth." When tried, it proved

most effectual, the difference in time of

printing being hardly perceptible.

One more suggestion in regard to flashing.

Do not attempt to flash very lightly if the

figure and surroundings are quite dark in

drapery. In such cases it would be better

if the flashing is carried a trifle further

;

but if the drapery and neighboring surround-

ings are light, then a very soft vignette, very

slightly flashed, makes the most beautiful,

delicate picture imaginable.

[Just as we were about to "make up " our

magazine, we received some admirable vign-

ettes from Mr. Hearn, printed, as he says,

with Waymouth 's Vignette Papers. They

are most delicately done, soft and beautiful,

and confirm not only what he has said above,

but establish his reputation as an artistic

printer, fully able to cope with all the diffi-

culties of his department.

—

Ed. P. P.~\

Buy Heakn's Practical Printer, second
edition, $2.50.

HITHERTO UNSUSPECTED CAUSE
OF FADING- IN CARBON PRINTS.

BY JOHN NICOL, PH.D.

ALTHOUGH carbon printing has not yet

become so popular in America as it is

in some parts of Europe, I saw enough of it,

during my recent tour through the States, to

warrant my supposing that any hitherto un-

suspected cause of fading will be of consid-

erable interest to American photographers,

and readers of American photographic lit-

erature generally. The word fading, how-
ever, hardly conveys the proper idea in the

case in question, as it is to no change in the

pigments of which the picture is composed,

but to a general discoloration of the paper

to which the print is transferred, that I al-

lude. Carbon printers, generally, are no

doubt aware that from time to time, during

the past few years, complaints have been

made of the fading, or degradation of tone

suffered by pigment prints that had been ex-

posed to bright sunlight, and as there could

be no question as to the stability of carbon

itself, the fault was attributed to such color-

ing matter as had been employed to give

warm, or purple-brown tints, in imitation

of silver prints. For this purpose anilin

reds were first tried, then lakes from cochi-

neal, but a brief exposure to sunlight, in

either case, showed their utter worthless-

ness, and led the experimentalist to seek for

something more endurable. This was at

last, and within the present year, supposed

to have been found in certain preparations

of alizarin, and all interested in the subject

were congratulating themselves on the solu-

tion of the problem, and working in perfect

confidence that the " things of beauty " they

were supplying to their customers would be

"joys forever," when the publication of a

discovery made by Mr. Tunny, of Edin-

burgh, burst like a shell amongst them, and

scattered consternation all around. Mr.
Tunny had for some time noticed a peculiar

and disagreeable degradation in the whites

of his carbon prints, and as they were gener-

ally of large size, and somewhat expensively

finished, his conscience was sorely troubled

at the idea of sending out "permanent
prints" that were not permanent, and there-

fore he resolved to run the cause' to earth, if
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possible. With this object in view, he com-

menced a series of experiments which led

him on, step by step, to the discovery that

the fault lay not in the material or method

of printing, but in the transfer-paper, both

single and double transfer, which became

the final support of the print. Of course, his

first idea was that he had been unfortunate

enough to get possession of a faulty sample

of transfer-paper, but this was dissipated on

subjecting to the action of sunlight portions

of the commercial article that had been sup-

plied to him in the ordinary course of busi-

ness, periodically, during the previous two

years.

Such a discovery was not likely to be neg-

lected by the Autotype Company, with its

large commercial interests at stake, and they

at once took the matter up, and prosecuted it

with their usual energy, arriving at the con-

clusion that the discoloration arose not from

anything used in the manufacture of trans-

fer-paper, but from some cause inherent in

certain samples of paper itself. How far

this conclusion is correct, I am not yet in a

position to say ; as, although I have for some

time been making a series of experiments

that should finally settle the question, the

various samples have not been exposed for a

length of time sufficient to warrant an ex-

pression of opinion. On the supposition,

however, that it may be correct, the subject

is of such vital interest to all connected with

permanent photographs, as to deserve most

careful investigation by as many as may
have leisure and convenience to carry it out.

The demand by silver printers for an

evenly made paper, perfectly free from me-

tallic specks, or anything that will combine

with the salts of silver, etc., employed by

them, has for years been satisfactorily met,

but the care necessary in its manufacture so

enhances its price as to make it desirable to

have recourse to ordinary commercial, and

consequently cheaper samples, in the produc-

tion of transfer-paper. It has hitherto been

supposed that any well-made tough paper of

a good color, would, by a coating of gelatin

and chrome alum, be suitable for the trans-

fer of carbon prints, but if the experiments

of the Autotype Company may be trusted,

this is not the case ; as, while certain sam-

ples retain their original whiteness after any

reasonable exposure to sunlight, others be-

come discolored, assuming a dirty-brown

shade after a few days.

I do not know how papers are made in the

States, but from a general acquaintance with

the manufacture in this country, and from

recent investigation at some of our largest

mills, it would appear that there should be

no difficulty in ascertaining where the evil

lies, and guarding against it. Ordinary

commercial white paper may be made from

pure rags, pure esparto, or a mixture of

both. The raw material is, in all cases,

bleached by chlorine, and subsequently sub-

jected to the action of an "antichlor," in

the shape of hyposulphite of soda, to re-

move every trace of the bleaching agent,

and this in its turn is effectually removed by

subsequent washings. In some cases the

white produced by the action of chlorine is

not so brilliant as the fastidiousness of the

"trade " requires, and to meet that, recourse

is had to a trace of ultramarine, or cochi-

neal, either of which neutralizes the almost

imperceptible shade of yellow, in the same

way that the "blue-cloth" of the washer-

woman gives an apparent whiteness to the

linen. For transfer-paper, however, such

apparent brilliant whiteness is neither neces-

sary nor desirable; as the slightly yellowish

tone of what is technically called " natural-

color " paper, is decidedly more suitable for

the whites, or high-lights, of a carbon print.

In addition to rags or esparto, or both, ordi-

nary paper contains "size," either on the

surface or in its substance. The former is

called "tub sizing," the material being gela-

tin and alum, the latter "engine sizing,"

and the material is an alkaline solution of

resin.

It will thus be evident that in this coun-

try at least, the kind of paper available for

transfer purposes may be found in one or

more of the four varieties indicated, and on

the presumption that the manufacture in the

States is similar to that here, the experi-

mentalist might do well to confine himself

to those in the meantime. First, natural-

color paper from pure rags, sized with gela-

tin ;
second, the same, but with resin size

;

third, natural-color paper from esparto, with

gelatin; and fourth, the same, with resin.

Pieces of such papers that retain their purity
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after an exposure of ten days to American

sunshine, may be used for transferring with

perfect confidence, always supposing that the

paper, and not the material used in convert-

ing it into transfer-paper, has been at fault

;

but as that is not yet quite a settled question,

it may be well also, at the same time, to coat

a set of specimens with the chrome-alumed

gelatin, so that its effect may also be noted.

With the editor's leave, I shall return to

the subject a*gain when my experiments have

been completed, but hope, in the meantime,

that some of the readers of the Philadelphia

Photographer will ascertain the composition

of American papers, and subject them to

similar tests.

Edinburgh.

OUTLINES OF CHEMISTRY.

BY HENRY M. Jl'lNTIRE, M.E.

(Continued from page 271.)

ALUMINIUM, or aluminum (atomic

weight, 27.4; symbol, Al). This

metal, combined with oxygen, occurs quite

frequently in nature. It was first separated

by Wohler, who obtained it as a gray pow-

der. When in a metallic state, it is a white,

malleable metal, resembling zincs to a great

extent in color and hardness. On account

of its extreme lightness (its specific gravity

being 2.6), its bright lustre, and power of

withstanding atmospheric influences, it is

used quite frequently in the arts
; in this

direction its sphere of usefulness is spreading

every day. It forms alloys with many of

the other metals, some of which are quite

useful. Those with copper might be given as

an example. They are very hard and may
be highly polished ; their color varies from

silver white to gold yellow, the gold yellow

being widely known under the name of

aluminum bronze. It is the lightest metal

that can be utilized in the arts in its metal-

lic state, and the extent to which it will be

used only depends on the ease with which it

can be extracted from its ores. The only

oxide of aluminium known is

Alumina (A1
2 3 ). It occurs quite widely

distributed in nature united with silica; it

is found in clay in a greater or lesser state

of purity, according to the quality of the

clay, of course. It is also found nearly pure

in the ruby, sapphire, and emery. It has a

peculiar property of forming insoluble com-

pounds with vegetable coloring matter

;

these compounds are called lakes. On ac-

count of this property it is much employed

as a mordant in dyeing and calico printing,

to render the colors fast.

Aluminium sulphate, A1
2
(S04 ) 3 ,

is a quite

useful salt, especially to the dyer. It is

frequently called "patent alum." The alums

are, however, of more general importance.

An alum is a double sulphate of aluminium

and some other metal ; for instance, potash

alum is aluminium potassium sulphate, Al
2 ,

K
2 (SOA+24H2

0. [Al
2
(S04) 3+K 2

S04
=A1

2

K
2
(S0

4 ) 4.]
There can be as many alums as

there can be produced regular salts made up

in the plan given above. There are am-

monia, chrom (with chromium), manganese

alums, and others.

Porcelain or earthenware vessels consist

of a body of baked silicate of alumina clay,

the purity of which varies with the fineness

of the vessel to be manufactured, covered

with a coating of an insoluble silicate glaze,

that conteracts the porosity of the clay, and

renders the vessel capable of holding liquids

and withstanding their action.

As has been mentioned before, the silicates

of the alkalies are soluble in water; the sili-

cates of the alkaline earths are soluble in

acids ; but, and this is the remarkable part

of it, the silicates of the alkalies and alkaline

earths are soluble in neither water nor acid.

Such a silicate, when fused, is called glass,

of which there are four kinds : First. Sili-

cates of sodium and calcium, forming plate,

crown, or window glass. Second. Silicates

of potassium and calcium, called Bohemian

glass. Third. Silicates of potassium and

lead, called flint glass, or crystal ; and

Fourth. Silicates of sodium, calcium, iron,

and aluminium, called "common green bot-

tle glass."

Glucinum (atomic weight, 9.5; symbol,

G). A rare metal, so called from a Greek

word, meaning sweet, because its salts have

a sweet taste. It is also called beryllium

(because it is found in the beryl), with the

symbol Be.

Zirconium (atomic weight, 89.6; symbol,

Zr) is a quite rare metal, so called because

it is found in Zircon.
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Thornium (atomic weight, 119; symbol,

Th). A rare metal, discovered by Berzelius

in 1829.; so called because it is found in

thorite.

Yttrium (atomic weight, 61.7; symbol,

Y). A rare metal, named after the mineral

ytterbite.

Cerium (atomic weight, 92; symbol, Ce).

Discovered in 1803 by Klaproth
; so called

from the mineral cerete, in which it was

found.

Lanthanum (atomic weight, 92.8; sym-

bol, La) was discovered in 1841 by Mosan-

der, and so called from a Greek word mean-

ing "to lie hid."

Didymium (atomic weight, .96; symbol,

Di). A rare metal, so named from a Greek

word meaning "twin," on account of its

close association with lanthanum.

We come next to the magnesian metals.

Magnesium (atomic weight, 24
;
symbol,

Mg). Magnesium is a very light, malleable

metal. It occurs in the mineral kingdom

quite widely distributed, notably as carbon-

ate in magnesian limestone. It takes a

high polish, and is not tarnished in dry air;

if the air be moist, it becomes slowly oxi-

dized. It melts at a red heat, and fuses at

nearly the same temperature as zinc ; in-

deed, it resembles zinc in more characteris-

tics than one. It is not effected to any great

extent by cold water, more rapidly by hot

water, and with great readiness by acids.

When warm, it may be drawn into wire or

ribbon
;

it may even, with great care, be

cast like brass. Magnesium, when heated,

burns with a brilliant white light, which, as

is well known, on account of its richness in

chemical rays, makes a useful substitute for

the sun's rays for the taking of photographs.

In burning, it forms its only oxide

:

Magnesium oxide, or magnesia (MgO). A
white, amorphous powder. It unites with

acids to form the magnesium salts. Of these

salts, the sulphate (MgSO
+
-|-7H

20) is known
as Epsom salts, so called from being found

in Epsom spring in England
; and the mag-

nesia alba of the shops is a mixture of the

carbonate and hydrate.

Zinc (atomic weight, 65.2; symbol, Zn).

Zinc Is a quite abundant and useful metal.

It has been known in its metallic state since

the time of Paracelsus. It resembles mag-

nesium in many chemical ways, but is by

no means as hard " to win " from its ores as

the latter metal. It is a hard metal of a

bluish-white color. When a mass of it is

broken it exhibits a beautiful lamellar crys-

talline structure. At ordinary temperatures

it is brittle ; at a temperature, however, of

from two hundred and forty-eight degrees

to three hundred degrees it is malleable, and

may be, in fact is, hammered and rolled into

sheets, which, it is worthy of notice, as being

out of the usual order of things, retain their

malleability when cold. It is thus that sheet

zinc is made. But if the heat be increased

to four hundred and ten degrees, it becomes

so brittle that it may be pulverized. At
seven hundred and seventy-three degrees it

melts, and at a bright red heat, volatilizes,

and if air be present, burns with a beautiful

and delicate light of a greenish tinge, form-

ing the oxide. Zinc is not changed in dry

air; but if the air be moist the metal is soon

covered with a coating of the oxide, very

thin, yet adhering very closely to the sur-

face of the metal and protecting it from fur-

ther change. This property is made use of

by covering sheet-iron with a slight coating

of zinc, which protects the iron from the

action of the atmosphere ; such iron is said

to be galvanized. Zinc is used in several

important alloys ; brass, of copper and

zinc, or German silver, of copper, zinc, and

nickel, for instance. It is dissolved by acids,

disengaging hydrogen in the action; hence

it is frequently employed for making hydro-

gen. It is one of the metals used in the

galvanic battery; indeed, it would be quite

a task to mention all the ways in which it

has been found to be useful.

Zinc oxide (ZnO) is the only oxide. It is

formed by the burning of the metal in air.

It is used quite extensively as a pigment,

under the name of zinc white. The sulphate

is the substance known commonly by the

name of white vitriol.

Cadmium (atomic weight, 112; symbol,

Cd). Cadmium was discovered in 1818 by

Stroymeyer. It occurs closely associated

with zinc ; it is, however, rarer and more

volatile than that metal. This last charac-

teristic is made use of for the separating of

the two. It is a white, ductile metal, much
resembles tin in its appearance, but is harder.
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It is very volatile, and has a tendency, when

used in an alloy, to produce a low melting-

point. One composed of fifteen parts of bis-

muth, eight of lead, four of tin, and three

of cadmium, for example, is silver-white,

and will melt if put into boiling water, or

water near the boiling-point. When heated

in the air, the metal burns, forming the only

oxide (CdO). Of the salts of cadmium, the

sulphide is sometimes used as a pigment, and

the bromide and iodide are quite useful in

photography : the remainder are of minor

importance.

We come next to the class of metals more

or less allied to iron, of which the first is

Cobalt (atomic weight, 59 ; symbol, Co)

;

was discovered as a distinct metal in 1733,

by Brandt. It is never found in the metal-

lic state in nature, except in very small

quantities in meteoric iron. It is about as

infusible as iron, and is very tenacious. It

is of a reddish-white color. When exposed

to the action of the atmosphere, it is slowly

changed to oxide. Cobalt is not used in the

arts in a metallic state, but as its salts are

chiefly remarkable for the brilliancy of their

colors, they are frequently used as pigments.

There are two oxides of cobalt : the mon-

oxide (CoO) and the sesquioxide (Co
2 3 ),

be-

sides which there can be intermediate oxides

formed by the combination of these two.

Cobalt monoxide, or cobaltous oxide (CoO).

A substance of a greenish-gray color when
cold, and of a brown color when hot. It

dissolves in acids, forming the cobaltous

salts, which are of a beautiful blue color

when in concentrated solutions, and of a

pink color when diluted. This oxide is re-

markable for the beautiful blue color which

it imparts to glass, which a very small por-

tion of it has the power of doing to such an

extent that it makes one of the most delicate

tests known. A glass is also made colored

by means of this oxide, and then ground

very fine and elutreated; that is, placed in

water, and stirred, after which it is allowed

to stand some time, and the water poured

ofi"; by which means, as all the glass, except

the smallest particles, has settled to the

bottom, these smallest particles are separ-

ated from the rest ; the water which was run

off, and which holds them in suspension, is

allowed to stand, so that the glass settles to

the bottom, and is thus obtained in a very

fine powder. This is called smalt. This

oxide is also used in the preparation of the

cobalt ultramarine, or Thenard's blue, and

Rinman's green. The zaffer of commerce is

the impure oxide mixed with sand.

Cobalt sesquioxide, or cobaltic oxide (C<\,0
3 )

forms with acids cobaltic salts, which are

not stable, and of but little importance.

There are quite a number of salts of cobalt,

of various uses.

Nickel (atomic weight, 58.7 ; symbol,

Ni). Nickel was discovered in 1751 by
Cronstedt. It occurs with cobalt in ores

;

indeed, these two seem to have the greatest

affection for each other, being generally

found together, and separate from each

other only with the greatest reluctance. It

is, when pure, a silver-white, brilliant metal.

It is quite malleable, although quite hard
;

it has a high melting-point, but lower than

that of iron. It is not attacked by the air,

except when heated to a high temperature;

hence it has been made use of in the arts,

very much of late for the purpose of nickel

plating. Like cobalt, it does not occur in

nature in a metallic state, except in meteoric

iron. It has one quite useful property, and

which is utilized to a great extent at the

present time. It will whiten brass when
added to that alloy, for which purpose it is

often used, German silver being produced

by the operation. There are two oxides of

nickel : the monoxide and the sesquioxide.

Nickel monoxide (NiO) is of a peculiar

apple-green color. Nickel sesquioxide (Ni
2

3 ) is a black powder. The former uniting

with acids to form the nickel salts ; for

nickel, unlike cobalt (and unlike iron also,

as will be seen hereafter), does not have a

double series of salts. There are quite a

number of nickel salts, of course, but they

need not be mentioned. It might be no-

ticed, though, that the double sulphate of

nickel and ammonium (NiS0
4,K 2

S0
4
,6H

20)

is quite important in its way, being the salt

used for nickel plating.

Uranium (atomic weight, 120; symbol,

U). A metal discovered in 1789 by Klap-

roth, and so named after the planet Uranus,

according to the alchemical fashion. It is

quite rare, of a steel-white color. It is af-

fected neither by air nor water at the usual
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temperature ; but, when heated strongly, it

burns brilliantly. It has two principal ox-

ides : uranous oxide (UO), and uremic oxide

(U
2 3 ). The former unites with acids to

form uranous salts, and the latter with acids

to form uranic salts.

The chief use of these oxides is for the

coloring of glass, the uranous producing

black, and the uranic a beautiful yellow.

Uranic salts have also been used to some

extent in photography, and when their

characteristics are more fully known in this

direction, they may play a very important

part in that art.

(To be continued.)

ALBUMEN PORCELAIN PROCESS.

BY GEORGE W. SCHELL.

TO albumenize the porcelain plates, take

the whites of a half dozen eggs, or

enough to make exactly six ounces of albu-

men. Add

Water, .... 4 ounces.

Fine Table Salt, . . 20 grains.

Liquid Ammonia, . . 30 drops.

Now beat the above until not only stiff, but

until it is thoroughly crumby. This should

be done in the evening, and set aside in the

dark-room over night, well covered. It is

a well-known fact that albumen cannot be

filtered as clear and free from dust, and

small organic fibres which are held in the

albumen, as if left to remain standing for

several hours to settle. It seems that the

froth holds the organic matter, and allows

the free albumen to settle to the bottom of

the dish almost as clear as crystal. The al-

bumen having been allowed to settle, it will

be found that the froth on top has clung

together, forming a complete protection

from dust for the settled albumen under-

neath.

The clean albumen is now decanted into a

clean graduate (the froth portion will remain

clinging to the edges), and at the same time

skim the clear albumen as it is decanted into

the graduate, and it is now ready for use.

The porcelain plates should be put into the

acid dish for several hours, according to the

strength of the acid, then well washed,

rinsed, and hung up to dry. Now take a

small piece of canton flannel, and saturate

with alcohol ; moisten the surface of the

plate with the alcoholic flannel, quickly fol-

lowing with a dry piece of canton flannel,

and rub until dry; it is not necessary that

it should be polished (this is done for the

purpose of making the albumen flow freely

and evenly). Now brush off the plate well

with a camei's-hair duster, and wet the tip

end of the fingers and thumb with your

tongue, and lay the plate, back down, on

the tips. This is done to keep the plate

from slipping off the fingers. Now pour on

enough albumen to cover the plate ; when
covered, allow the bulk to run towards the

upper end of the plate, then quickly tilt the

plate towards the bottom, so that the albu-

men will run off evenly at the bottom. Now
allow the plate to fall back to its former

position on the finger-ends, at the same time

catching it by the lower left-hand corner,

almost level, then hold it over the gas-bur-

ner, allowing the upper end of the plate

raised a little higher than the lower end,

and keep it moving right and left in circles,

so that it will commence drying at the upper

edge of the plate and dry downwards. As

soon as the plate commences to steam at the

top, it must be caught at the top right-hand

corner (with a piece of clean paper doubled

up between the thumb and forefinger, to

keep from burning them), and tilted almost

perpendicular, at the same time keeping it

moving as above stated, so that it will keep

on drying evenly from the top down to the

bottom of the plate.

This manner of albumenizing the plates

is to procure an evenly albumenized plate,

being the same thickness of albumen all

through. These plates must be kept in a

thoroughly dry room, and free from dust.

The writer generally albumenizes several

dozen at once of the different sizes, and

keeps them on hand, as they are better when

old, and will keep for a year and more; in

fact, freshly prepared plates do not work as

well as the older ones, and the albumen has

not had time to harden thoroughly.

Your plates now being ready for use, pro-

ceed to making up the following :

Silver Nitrate, . . . 1200 grains.

Water, .... 4 ounces.

Dissolve the silver in the water, take out
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one-third, and set aside; add concentrated

ammonia to the remaining two-thirds, which

will, of course, turn chocolate color
;
keep on

adding until clear; now add the one-third

to the two-thirds. Now add nitric acid

until almost acid, but still neutral. It will

be observed that you commenced with a

little better than four-ounce silver solution
;

by pouring into the graduate, you will find

that it has doubled itself, that is, you have

a prepared silver solution of eight ounces

;

this can be used until it is entirely used up.

Flter, and it is ready for use. Now take

your plate by the lower left-hand corner,

thick end down, and flow on your silver in

the same manner as when you develop a

negative so as to cover the plate entirely,

occasionally adding a little more silver solu-

tion. Keep moving around the plate about

three minutes, then let run off, and drain

into the dish previously placed underneath

the hand and plate to catch the silver. Now
hold the plate level, and pour on a little al-

cohol at the upper right-hand corner, allow-

ing it to flow to the upper left-hand corner,

and then evenly down to the bottom of the

plate, quickly wiping the fingers, and catch-

ing the right-hand corner between the

thumb and forefinger, at the same time

holding the plate perpendicular, in order to

allow the alcohol to drive the superfluous

silver before it ; let drain. Now pour on

alcohol same as before, but let it run from

corner to corner around the plate three

times ; then grasp the plate in the same

manner as previous, and let drain. Wipe off

the drops of the lower corners, and hold over

the gas, face towards the heat, and dry,

commencing at the top of the plate and dry-

ing towards the bottom, which it will do

quickly ; then hang up in the fuming-box

and fume from five to eight minutes, and

your plate is glossy and evenly prepared for

printing. In printing, it should print a

rich sepia, but should only be printed a

shade deeper than the regular paper print.

Tone in the toning-bath used for albumen

prints, but carry the tone a little further

than you would prints that have been salted

previous to toning. The porcelain print is

merely washed under the tap a few minutes,

and then placed in the toning-dish and

toned. Soda them in the same soda as used

for paper prints, letting them remain for

five to eight minutes. Wash in running

water same length of time as paper prints.

I usually wash both porcelains and paper

prints about three hours, hang them up, and

let them dry spontaneously.

Should my brother photographers under-

take the albumen process and get cornered,

I will cheerfully and willingly give them

all the aid and information that they may
desire.

NATIVE PROCESS-MONGERS.

THE great want of this country is a first-

class process-monger "to the manor

born." With the exception of one or

two reputed "helpers" in Missouri, and a

slight one " near Boston," there is not a sin-

gle American, native-born process-monger

at present in active practice, "from Maine to

Texas," as President Bogardus so often used

to remark. This is a very doleful and humil-

iating state of affairs, and there are many
who are subjected to continuous and un-

mitigated chagrin on account thereof. We
are all persons of experience, and therefore

all know that there is nothing which is more

useful and delightfully amusing than a pro-

cess-monger.

Take, for example, some of the foreign

process-mongers who have sojourned in this

country from time to time. Their usefulness

is apparent from the manner in which mem-
bers of our fraternity have absorbed by,

from, to, in, and of them, and their contri-

butions to "the other journals" are evidence

of their strange power to amuse. They come

over here and rent lodgings; patronize our

butchers and grocers and wine dealers ; try

to smoke our cigars ; ride in our hacks

;

and mislead poor photographers—well, we
may render ourselves liable to a suit for libel,

for you know how it is yourself—then some-

times they go back home with crammed
coffers, and sometimes they don't.

Our sick and dissatisfied fraternity who,

from overwork become sluggish and sleepy,

are subjected to bloodletting (being bled)

and eye-opening by these foreign examples

of industry and enterprize, and ever after are

more wide awake, and this thing has been

known to last until the said monger was so

38
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intoxicated with his success (or something

else) that he gave up traffic and went back

home.

Now it is simply disgraceful that this

country, this glorious republic, has no pro-

cess-seller, and that whenever we need blood-

letting we must go abroad for our supply of

bleeders. We are wholly dependent in this

matter upon other nations, and if it is dis-

graceful to buy foreign lenses and apparatus

at cheaper rates than our own, it is still more

disgraceful to depend exclusively upon Lon-

don and Paris for process-mongers. Every

year thousands of dollars are taken out of

this country by process-mongers, who came

over here to enable photographers to lay in

their supply of processes, when each dollar

so spent is a direct injury to the United

States. It is true that in turn Mr. Seavey

sends his backgrounds to Europe, and the

American Optical Company send their ap-

paratus to all parts abroad, yet these Euro-

pean mongers are swallowing up American

wealth, and only one of them has ever been

known to throw up anything, and then only

when he couldn't hold it; when the hated

thing was actually outside of his control,

then he acted like a lamb.

This state of dependence, we say, upon

other nations, not only causes American

money to leave the country, but it prevents

foreign money from coming here. If we
had a first-class process-monger, American

born, located in St. Louis, and one in New
York, or within easy reach, say in Newark,

European photographers would come here

to be bled, and we could have our own flesh

and blood to fleece us ad silver nitrum infin-

itum. It is true "the other journals " would

have to

"Frow down de scissors and de paste,"

and find their vocation gone, but it would,

though ever so mournful, cause a fall in the

price of shears, and thus enable the editors

and publishers who now live upon the adver-

tising patronage of these foreign mongers to

reduce expenses, and force them to call upon

their dozen or so remaining subscribers for

eleemosynary aid.

It is very strange that the Congressional

"Committee for the Encouragement of

Traps and Obstructions to Commerce," do

not perceive the immense disadvantage

under which we labor in consequence of our

lack of the want expressed, and devise a

plan for developing American process-mon-

gers, thereby enabling us to compete with

Europe ; but photography always gets kicked

and cuffed, and otherwise abused, and there

we stand notwithstanding, and things " air

as they air."

On one occasion in the history of photog-

raphy there were a few far-seeing and patri-

otic men in Massachusetts, who, without

Congressional aid, produced the lamented

James W. Cutting, and tried to make of him
what we so much need, a purely American

process-monger. They utterly failed, and

the Masonic brotherhood buried him. Lit-

tle Connecticut then came to the rescue, and

Jehyleman Shaw was advanced to the front

by aid given in New York. Result, a great

deal of trouble, a number of mortgaged

properties, and we are yet without an Ameri-

•can process-seller. So great was the want of

such an individual, that at Buffalo the Na-

tional Photographic Association tried to

brace up Mr. Shaw, but for lack of earnest-

ness, the effort failed, and we are yet witho

—

well, we have said it, and we stick to it,

that we are yet without a successful native

P.-M.

The only other instance on photographic

record that we now remember of an effort

to produce a native process-monger in this

country, was at a time when one of our

Western cities was being hoisted into re-

nown. (We won't be personal; it was not

St. Louis.) A moderately well-to-do pho-

tographer in Providence, Rhode Island (the

very same person, probably, to whom good

Horace Greeley said, "Young man, go

West") apprenticed himself to a stock-

dealer for twenty-nine days and twenty-

eight nights, to learn the business. He then

bought a horse and wagon, loaded the wagon

with "stock," and proceeded on his journey

westward. Going through the states of

Pennsylvania and Ohio, he found photogra-

phers more numerous than he expected, and

before reaching the Indiana border he had

disposed of pretty much all of his stock in

trade. His wallet was full but his wagon

was empty. True he could have more goods

sent on to him from the East, but the freight,
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the freight would be dreadful. Should he

drive back and load up again? Not he.

He would try and sell some of his processes

through Indiana, and thus gain the where-

withal to pay that freight. No sooner said

than tried, for he at once came upon a vir-

gin city, not over five months old, and with

seventeen well-to-do picture-takers in it. He
found out (and he originated this method of

working, so popular with the foreign P.-M.)

who was the "leading artist," and made
known his business. This guileless photog-

rapher had heretofore " had everything

given to him." What progress would our

glorious art ever make if processes were

bought and sold? and he was " surprised at

any one thinking him green enough to buy

a process !" Thus he argued with this visitor

from Providence. Our would-be monger

tried to "argue the case," but the result

was, the photographer pushed him down
the stairway erste posterioj-um, and threw

after him all his old defunct apparatus, bro-

ken printing-frames, etc., keeping up the

shower until he could control his swearing

proclivities, and then shut the door.

Poor P.-M. lay senseless at the foot of the

stairs awhile, but on recovering his senses

he looked about him, and said to himself,

" Best idea yet. I'll gather up these things

into my wagon, try the experiment again

and again, and if so good results follow, by

the time I get to St. —(Ao, reader, it was

not St. Louis), I'll have enough stock aboard

to start a stock depot." He followed up this

idea, and realized his most sanguine expec-

tations as to stock, but like all the other

efforts to establish a native P.-M., his was

an absolute failure.

Those who most need such an individual

themselves defeated the project, and the

abused object of their wrath is now—but

we promised not to be personal. Many of

you know him. The seven cameras "origi-

nally used by Daguerre ;" the thirteen Dar-

lot lenses, sans diaphragms ; the forty-seven

English model printing-frames ; the eleven

broken Excelsior camera-stands ; the one

hundred and six copies of Snelling's and

Humphrey's Journals (forshame!) ; thethree

buff wheels, and the lot of old glass, plates,

etc., shied at him, gave him a send-oft' which

has made him—but we dare not, though it

is a constant temptation. However, he was

not a success as a native P.-M.

But are we not made of sterner stuff than

to be discouraged by these successive fail-

ures ? Because all our paper comes from

Europe, is that any reason why the P.-M.'s

should too ? Join us in the call, and if that

does not produce what we want, Congress

should be appealed to, to subsidize the effort,

by a large appropriation, even if the Eng-
lish Parliament does tax photographers. The
industry and skill of American photogra-

phers must be rewarded, and their efforts to

produce purely home-made P.-M.'s, must be

sustained. American photographers should

be strictly prohibited from looking at Euro-

pean P.-M.'s, and a bonus be given to every

one who refrains. With properly organized

effort, and a sufficient appropriation, we
shall soon have all we want. If we are to

subsidize American railroads and American

steamship companies, why not make effort to

sustain American P.-M.'s, for who works

harder, and stands more abuse and blood-

letting than the American photographer?

Are' we not right?

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.

The Carbon Printing Proeess and Lichtdruek

in Germany—Statue for Nicephore Niepce

—RicJiai^d's Lightning Process—Art and

Photography— Captain Waterhouse's Pro-

cess of Photogravure.

I

WAS called lately as judge to a provin-

cial exhibition held in Flensburg, em-

bracing the industry of Schleswig-Holstein.

Exhibitions of this kind flourish in Ger-

many, whilst I never have heard that any

of the English possessions, Ireland or Scot-

land, for instance, had undertaken an equal

enterprise. We suffer here now under the

impression of three exhibitions : the Schles-

wig-Holstein exhibition of Flensburg, the

Silesian exhibition of Breslau, the Hano-

verian exhibition of Hanover. I visited,

until now, only the first one. Photography

was amply represented and offered, without

bringing any striking novelty, many very

interesting points. It was quite astonish-

ing for me to see that most every one of

the exhibitors had exhibited carbon prints
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alongside of silver prints, and that many
practice this carbon printing process only.

Berlin has about two hundred photogra-

phers ; but I am convinced that not more

than two of them practice this process on

paper. The reason for it may be, that pho-

tographers in the provinces have more time

to devote to their studies than those of the

large cities; and those who would probably

like to practice it, where would they find a

printer ? The most of the printers under-

stand only the silver process. An equal

surprise was given to me by the number

of lichtdrucks exhibited. Most every one

of the photographers has learned this process

also. If they make business with it, it

is another question ; they certainly do not

for common portrait work. Lichtdruck

only will pay when repeatedly orders for

several hundreds of duplicates come in ; but

to use it for one dozen of portraits is simply

ridiculous. We have in Germany more

lichtdruck printing houses than any other

country in the world. All of them occupy

themselves nearly exclusively with the re-

production of copper engravings, landscapes,

illustrations for books, etc., and but little

with portrait work. Ten years ago, the

inventor of the lichtdruck process expressed

to me the hope that lichtdruck would, in

the course of time, throw photography from

the market. This hope is not yet realized, and

I think it will not be realized very soon.

It may be known to you that a committee

has been formed for the erection of the

statue of Nicephore Niepce, in Chalons.

The committee have sent an invitation in the

French, English, and German languages to

all photographers of the world, animating

them to contribute for the accomplishment

of this work. I recommend this enterprize

highly, because Niepce's merits for photog-

raphy are too great not to be publicly ac-

knowledged. He was the inventor of heliog-

raphy, has introduced the camera obscura,

and also was the first one who experimented

with iodide of silver. He thus laid the

foundation for daguerreotypy, died before

his invention became known, and Daguerre,

inheritor of his secrets, in pursuing his

ways, reached, soon after him, that perfec-

tion in which he offered to the public his

new invention. However thankful I may

be to the committee for the happy idea in

which it tries to honor Niepce's merits, I

cannot altogether approve that passage of

the invitation which, in describing Da-

guerre's position to photography, gives to

the latter only the credit of a mere plagiar-

ist who, in adding some insignificant im-

provements to Niepce's invention, has pub-

lished the whole of the new discovery as his

monopoly. This is an error. Daguerre

found a very important operation which had

been quite overlooked by Niepce, " the de-

velopment " with mercury vapors. Niepce

required long exposures in order to obtain,

by means of the camera obscura, a visible

impression on the iodide-of-silver plate;

Daguerre shortened the exposure consider-

ably, and brought out the picture by expos-

ing the plate to mercury vapors. This dis-

covery of the development gave to the in-

vention a new necessary condition of vitality.

This item alone should not be undervalued,

notwithstanding all the merits of Niepce.

Whilst the "lightning process " has found

its introduction in America, and Klary, of

Paris, demonstrates it before the public,

another "lightning process" has been in-

troduced by Dr. Richard, of Mannedorf,

Switzerland. He has sent me some pictures,

which were decidedly better than those

which Klary has sent to me as samples of

his work. Richard's exposure is a little

longer (two and a half seconds for a cabinet

picture) ; but the shadings are far much
finer, and the darks much richer than those

obtained with Boissona's process by Mr.

Klary. Richard wrote me that he uses two

baths ; the plate is sensitized in the one,

and after-sensitized in the other. A certain

strength is required for these baths, and for

this reason they cannot be used longer than

eight days ; after this they take a rest, and re-

gain thus their usual strength. The real na-

ture of this invention is kept a little obscure,

certainly, because he intends to sell his pro-

cess. That the use of two baths has its ad-

vantages is generally known, and has been

first proven by Osborne, if I have a good

memory. It has also been introduced for

portrait work ; but if the advantages are

great enough to justify the inconveniences

to which it leads, is a question which practice

only can determine.
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However zealously art has been studied

by photographers, there are still many who
cannot understand why photography should

not do the same that painting can do. Lately

I was at a soiree of artists. Many tableaux

were formed, Judith and Holofernes among
the rest. A very nice looking Jewess, with

dark hair ornamented with gold, in oriental

drapery, represented Judith. They could

not find a better subject for this character.

An Egyptian officer, who serves in our

army, with his dark hair and beard, in a

nice oriental drapery, had taken the role as

Holofernes. A red cord around his neck

made the effect as if his head had been cut

off. The well-chosen background, the posi-

tion of Judith, who held with her left hand

the hair of Holofernes, etc., made altogether

an admirable effect. The entertainment was

general, and one photographer expressed

the wish to take a picture of it. It was un-

derstood, and everything transported to his

studio. The artist who had set them on that

evening arranged also the position now, and

the taking was carried out under the most

favorable conditions. Everybody who had

seen the tableaux liked the picture, to our

photographer's greatest delight ; but great

was his disappointment when thousands of

faults were found by those who had not seen

the tableaux. Judith was nice, but nothing

was to be seen of that terror which neces-

sarily has to be found in her features after a

crime. Gold in her hair and the red of the

drapery formed one black mass. Holofer-

nes, so Professor K told me, has the

looks of a sleeping, and not of a dead person,

etc. Certainly those who had seen the tab-

leaux could add by their phantasy every-

thing that photography could not show

;

thus the picture was for them a nice remem-
brance. Besides this, it is an example among
the rest, that many things may create a

surprise for the time being, but that they are

by no means masterpieces will be found out

when photographed.

Captain Waterhouse, the excellent chief of

the photographic department of the survey-

or's office of Calcutta, India, has published,

recently, an interesting work, "The Appli-

cation of Photography for the Keproduction

of Maps, etc.," in which he also describes a

method for making zincogravures, which is

much similar to Goupil's method. The lat-

ter, originally invented by Woodbury, im-

proved by Kousselon, is still a secret. All

that is known is that Goupil, in Paris, pro-

duces first a bold relief picture, which serves

him as a pattern for the manufacture of a

metallic printing-block
; but it is not known

yet how he produces the grain in the gelatin

relief, which is necessary for the production

of half-tones, and how he reproduces his

grain on the metal. Goupil makes plates of

twenty-five inches square, which cannot be

obtained by hydraulic pressure, after Wood-
bury, but very probably by means of gal-

vanism. The grain in the gelatin, so they

say, is produced by adding fine sand or glass

powder to the gelatin
;

others reject this

idea, and say that the grain is obtained by

the use of chloride of lime. Alongside of

all this supposition, it is interesting to see

Waterhouse's results. He makes a carbon

print, transfers it to a copper plate, and tones

it with an alcoholic solution of tannin, 5:100;

after this it is reproduced by galvanism.

The toning with tannin gives the gelatin

film the grain, and prevents it from swelling

in the copper-bath. I obtained with his

method some copper plates, in copying a

negative very long on carbon paper, trans-

ferring to glass which was coated with a

gelatin solution, 5:100, and toned with

chrome alum. After development on this

plate the picture was toned with a tannin

solution, dried, rubbed in with a solution of

wax in turpentine, and finally rubbed in

with graphite ; it was then ready for the

galvanic reproduction. This is the way in

which Waterhouse produces plates for half-

tones. Truly yours, H. Vogel.
Berlin, Sept. 5th, 1878.

FRENCH CORRESPONDENCE.
The Exhibition—Spirit Photography—Mr.

Henderson's Quick Process— The Enamel
Process—Electrical Photography.

THE Photographic Society of France has

taken leave of the capital to visit other

climes, or to breathe the fresh air of the sea-

side. Photographers, as a class, are not con-

tented with their receipts this year ; is it

that they expected more from the Exhibi-

tion ? I know from experience that the Ex-
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hibition has dore c;ood but to hotel-keepers

and purveyors ; as to the bourgeoisse, ad-

ditional rates and taxes, with the elevated

prices of provisions, wake them complain bit-

terly, and with a certain amount of reason.

Is it the influence of foreigners into this

gay, frivolous, and if not unbelieving, at

least heedless city, that spiritism has come

into favor here ? Believers and unbelievers

are springing up like mushrooms.

The only thing that I am acquainted with,

and which interests photography, is this. One

of my customers for dry plates, a very rich

and respected gentleman, assured me upon

his honor, that he was able at the present

time to take portraits of spirits in his private

room, the room being completely darkened,

and not a vestige of light to be seen. As he

employed but my dry plates, I was certain

that no trickery could take place, and press-

ing him with questions, he told me that by

the aid of the medium the spirit was evoked,

and that the portrait was obtained in the

dark with two seconds of exposure. I then

begged him to show me some of the nega-

tives that he had been able to obtain. Three

weeks last Sunday he brought me about a

dozen negatives. Only two were sharp; the

others were in all shapes and forms. The

one, the portrait of a very fine young woman,

about the age of thirty to thirty-five, beauti-

ful in form, of the appearance of a ehef-

d'oeuvj-e of a great sculptor ; it could be taken

for the reproduction of such a statue by a non-

observer, but upon serious examination it was

easy to discover that it was not the reproduc-

tion of a marble or plaster cast. The hair

was flowing down her back in profuse locks,

even to her very knees. I put the negative

under microscopic power, in order to trace

whether the hair was natural, by its tubular

conformation or otherwise ; want of sharp-

ness prevented this. The feet were out of

focus, and altogether the portrait had the ap-

pearance of the old painting of the Immacu-
late Conception, in which we see the Virgin,

as it were, rising upwards towards heaven
;

in fact, nothing indecent about the whole

negative. I took a positive by transparence

of this negative, and it has excited the won-

der of the many who have seen it. The other

negative was that of a very old man, an

ancient sea-robber, so it appears according

to statement. His beard was prodigiously

long, hanging down nearly to his feet. The
other negatives were very confused, as it ap-

pears the spirits have no little difficulty not

only to keep together, but also in the focus

of the lens of the camera ; some appear, as

it were, floating in the air ; others without

their heads, others dislocated, and some

without a certain form ; in fact, without

being a believer, it may be said to be strange

and unnatural.

Now for the anti-spiritism. A gentleman

named Mr. Cazeneuve gave a lecture at the

Sorbonne on prestidigitation, in which he

gave experimental proofs that there is noth-

ing marvellous nor supernatural in the phe-

nomena said to be produced by spirits. He
says to the spirits or their mediums, "What-
ever you do, I will do it without requiring

darkness, and at the same time I defy you to

do what I do." (I wish not to speak against

spiritism, for, in my opinion, it is better to

believe in spirits than in nothing at all ; but

let us seek for truth, and if photography can

be brought into play, and spirits are willing

to sit for their portraits, or, as they say,

"that the Almighty, seeing the wickedness

of the present generation, permits them to

make certain manifestations in order to

draw mankind from error," there is a truth-

ful medium called into action, and in whose
" mouth there is no lie.")

In my last letter I spoke of a very rapid

process by Mr. A. L. Henderson, of London.

Since that time I paid a visit to that gentle-

man in his studio at London Bridge. Mr.

York, the well-known photographer of Not-

ting Hill, London, and Mr. Bruton, of the

Cape of Good Hope, were present. Mr.

Henderson made the portrait of the first-

named gentleman in one-half a second, the

bath'and developer having been made by the

same formula as I sent in my last to the

Philadelphia Photographer. Not only is

.

Mr. H. a first-class manipulator in the ordi-

nary portraiture, but he has brought to such

a high state of perfection the enamel process,

that his works are sought after and admired

not only by the royal family of England

(who give him their high patronage), but by

every one who takes an interest in having a

work of art, which is an everlasting joy, as

it remains forever. The details of Mr. Hen-
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derson's enamelling process, by which he has

acquired such justly deserved renown, would

be too long to be fully stated here ; suffice it

to say, that Mr. H. went through the whole

operation, from beginning to end, without

hiding the least from me, for which I publicly

tender him by best thanks. A negative was

taken of me at nine o'clock in the morning,

exposure five seconds (it being a dull and

cloudy morn) ; from it a portrait was obtained

by the ordinary silver-bath ; this positive

was placed in a solution which converted the

silver into a substance unacted upon by the

different solvents afterwards employed
;
the

positive was then plunged into what Mr. H.

calls a depositing-solution, the longer it re-

mains the more metallic oxide, combined

with a flux, is deposited upon the image.

The collodion bearing this image was then

placed in a dish of water slightly acid, the

collodion then left its glass support, the

enamel plate was slid under it, lifted up, and

dried. The operation of burning in took

about one minute, and a beautiful glazed

enamel was produced.

I was enchanted, having been accustomed

to the difficulties to produce enamels by what

is called the dusting-on process, that is to

say, a solution is poured upon a plate of

glass, dried, and placed under a positive,

and set out in the light, the greater the light

the more hygroscopic it becomes ; when
taken into the dark-room, a camel's-hair

brush filled with metallic oxide is passed

softly over the surface; the high-lights will

soon begin to attract the metallic dust, and

so on, in proportion as the light had pene-

trated through the positive, so causing it to

become more or less sticky in the different

parts which give light and shade to the por-

trait to be produced. When sufficient color

has been taken up, and the image found to

be good, it is then transferred to the enamel,

a flux is dusted upon it, and then fired. But

great care is required lest the image should

lose vigor, or disappear by the action of the

heat. Not so by Mr. Henderson's process
;

the image cannof. be fired too much. I saw

an enamel in his furnace, in which the

enamel were as it were liquefied
; a knife put

upon it cut it through to the copper support

without the photographic image being de-

stroyed. In fact, durable images can now

be obtained very rapidly, quite as quick as

a silver print. Naturally they will remain

dear for a length of time, as it requires great

skill and great tact in manipulation to bring

any picture, good or bad, up to a work of

art.

I return again to this gentleman's rapid

wet process, and persuade the readers of the

Philadelphia Photographer to employ it. I

can testify to its rapidity, having sat for my
portrait in several London studios during

my week's stay, and in no other studio did

I sit less than twenty-five seconds.

I paid a visit to Mr. Van der Weyde's es-

tablishment, where portraits are taken by

artificial light. I here sat for my portrait,

twenty-seven and a half seconds exposure,

cabinet size
; the light, although very power-

ful, was not at all fatiguing ; it was produced

by a dynamo-electric machine, worked by a

gas engine placed in the basement of the

house, resembling in its general arrange-

ments the Siemen's light used in lighthouses.

The spark is produced in the centre of a large

parabolic reflector, and is hid from the sitter

by a small earthenware basin
;
the light can

be made to fall upon the sitter from any

angle
;
the whole figure is, as it were, flooded

by beams of soft, pleasant, white light, which

do not fatigue the eyes, and give perfect

modelling of the features. I must confess

that my negative was the softest and best de-

fined that I had during my short stay in the

metropolis. I consider this to be a boon

during the winter in foggy London, and I

wish the inventor every success.

Prof. E. Stebbing.
27 Rue des Apennins, Paris.

A FEW FUNNY THINGS.

MANY funny things are said in a photo-

graph galler}T
,
which, if preserved,

would make the bones of Artemus Ward
shake with laughter, and make Josh Bil-

lings feel that he is not the only person who
can produce a roar of laughter.

I remember a few (to me) funny occur-

rences, and if you think them sufficiently

amusing, you can use them in the Photogra-

pher.

On one occasion, I asked a lady customer :

"What style of picture would you like to
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have ? " She replied :
" I think I will take

the vinuette, and you can give my mother a

sitting porture."

Others, in desiring vignettes, have asked

for "gazettes," "besettes," " jakenettes ;

"

and the worst of all wanted " beretz."

A nicely dressed young gent, when asked

how he would like his pictures made, replied

that he thought he " would like to have them

taken a little bias," meaning side face.

A lady, only a few days since, desired a

"three-cornered view of her face."

Some years since, when standing an Irish-

man for a photograph, I had made the posi-

tion, took the cap off, turned my back to the

subject, and inclined my head a little while

I counted the time. When the exposure

was about half made, he astonished me by

asking, " Would you plase and tell me what

you are studying about,?"

At another time, under much the same

condition of things, I took the cap off, and

turned my back from the subject, telling him

to keep still. When I turned to replace the

cap, I found that the dummy had sneaked

quietly up to the instrument, his nose almost

touching it, to see hoiv the picture was made.

A photographer, heaven help him, in

looking around the gallery, spied a large

camera box that was covered up, and asked

what kind of an instrument it was ; he was

told that it was a " double whole.'1 '' Curiosity

led him to examine it more closely; raising

the cover, he looked all around, then raised

his head, and very innocently said, "Why,
I can only find one hole.'1

'
1

A man told me, a few days since, that he

knew " all about photographs, but could not

tell whether the native was good or not."

He meant negative.

George M. Bretz ("Beretz").

FRENCH ITEMS PHOTOGRAPHIC.

DK. Phipson, in his correspondence pub-

lished in the Paris Moniteur, alludes

to a photographic process for printing music,

shown to him by Mr. Francois Jacquin, a

French gentleman, who had just returned

from the Indies. Mr. Jacquin says that by

his process he can obtain, without much
trouble, a sufficient number of copies for an

orchestra much quicker than they can be

copied by hand. At the time of his visit

to Dr. Phipson, this last was playing the

violin. "Give me the sheet of music from

which you were playing when I entered,"

said Mr. Jacquin ; "let us go into the gar-

den, and I will show you how easy it is."

When they had arrived in the garden,

Mr. Jacquin took from his pocket a small

bottle, which appeared to contain a kind of

collodion, as it smelt of ether. He poured

a little of the liquid upon a glass plate which

was about three-eighths of an inch in thick-

ness, and it rapidly became solidified by the

action of the sun. " Unfortunately," said

he, "my plate is not big enough to cover

the entire sheet of music, but I will do the

title ; see ;
" and whilst speaking he applied

the words of the title-page to the plate, which

he very solidly fixed by two or three wooden

clamps. He then rubbed the paper for a

short time with the open hand, as if to elec-

trify it, and kept it in contact with the plate

for about ten minutes, without removing the

hand which pressed it against the surface of

the collodionized glass ; he then detached

the paper and gave me the plate to examine,

upon which I saw a perfect impression, both

by transmitted light and reflection. " To-

morrow," said he, "I leave for Liverpool,

where I shall remain three days with a pho-

tographic friend, and I will send you the

reproduction of this sheet." To-day the

post has brought me this reproduction, and,

except that the paper is whiter than the ori-

ginal, it is impossible to discover any differ-

ence between the two.

Mr. Jacquin has started for the United

States, and before leaving he gave me per-

mission to describe this little experiment,

and has promised to make known his pro-

cess as soon as he gets a patent.

In his last voyage Mr. Jacquin became

acquainted with an American who had saved

his life in an extraordinary manner, after

having swallowed, accidentally, a consider-

able quantity of a poison, the name of which

I have forgotten. As soon as he perceived

his error he drank a large tumbler full of

olive oil ; then, at the end of ten minutes,

another tumbler of the same liquid. He
felt no bad effects from the poison.

It is well known that a small quantity of
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acid has a very injurious effect on bichro-

matized gelatin, which it renders insoluble,

especially if the gelatin is yet damp. To

prevent this accident Mr. Bolas recommends

the placing of a small piece of carbonate of

ammonia, wrapped up in paper, in the tin

box which is used to preserve the gelatin

preparations. This prevents the action of

the acid emanations which might from time

to time find access there.

As the thermometer rises, the difficulties

of carbon printing increase. It appears,

however, that heat is not to be feared if a

little alcohol is used in the bichromate bath.

This addition has the incontestable advan-

tage of preventing the gelatin from becom-

ing too soft when it passes in this bath, and,

moreover, it accelerates in a notable manner

the drying of the film. Mr. Bolas gives the

following formula for the bath :

Bichromate of Potash, 37£ grms. (578 grains).

Water, ... 900 c.c. (304 A. ozs.).

Methylic Acid, . 100 c.c. ( 3J "
).

Liquid Ammonia, 4 c.c. ( 68 mins.).

This solution should be kept in the dark,

as otherwise the bichromate would react on

the alcohol, and filtration would become

necessary before using it. According to

Mr. Bolas, who has had a long experience

in the matter, those who use this bath, and

besides a mixture of nine parts of water and

one part of alcohol, to soften the tissue be-

fore mounting, have nothing to fear from

the heat of summer. The diluted alcohol

may be used several times, but it must be

filtered from time to time. The methylic

spirit named in this formula is the impure

alcohol of commerce, which contains a cer-

tain quantity of wood spirit. It is cheaper

than ordinary alcohol.

—

Moniteur.

From the Bulletin de la Societe Francaise

de Photographie, we learn the following :

In Germany much noise is being made
about a pretended discovery of Mr. Ober-

netter. He conceived the idea of placing

the nitrate of silver in the collodion, and of

producing the brom ide or iodide by plunging

the collodionized plate into a bath, holding

in solution a bromide or an iodide soluble in

the proportion of one to twelve ; as the plate

thus prepared is eight times less sensitive

than a wet plate, he covers it with a solution

of nitrate of silver at five for one hundred

of water, which he neutralizes with ammo-
nia, so as to produce a slight turbidness. He
makes use of the alkaline developer.

Here again it is in the old baggage of Mr.

A. Poitevin that we must seek for this new
invention, as on the 20th of April, 1860, he

communicated to the French Photographic

Society this new method of preparing col-

lodion. In 1864, the Abbe Arrouis, in a

pamphlet published at Poitiers, under the

title of Photography Improved, New Pro-

cesses, putting to profit the discoveries and

processes of Mr. Poitevin, pointed out a tan-

nin process based on the same reactions.

Finally, at the end of 1871 or commence-

ment of 1872, Mr. Monckhoven also gave a

method of preparing the collodion nitrate.

This little recital of facts shows that it is to

France that we must look for the invention

of this modification.

We must not leave Germany without al-

luding to the new process of Mr. Albert,

known under the title of Photography in

Natural Colors, and which is nothing more

than the process of Mr. Ducos du Hauron,

except that instead of the superposition of

three pellicles of colored gelatin, Mr. Albert

prepares three litho-photographic plates,

prints the three colors one over the other,

and obtains an image similar to those of Mr.

Ducos du Hauron. To this last, therefore,

belongs all the honor of the invention.

Mr. Janssen presented to the Society a

magnificent print representing the solar

disk. This print results from an enlarge-

ment of three diameters of an original nega-

tive of the sun, having a diameter of eighteen

inches, obtained by the new method applied

by Mr. Janssen, and reducing the exposure

of goffo- -"•* shows the granulations of the

solar surface, and the rays in which these

granulations are partly effaced by the action

of the great ascending currents of hydrogen.

Mr. Janssen" has also sent to the Exhibition

a similar print, a second one, showing an en-

largement of nine diameters, and also a

transparent print.

A number of prints of the Universal Ex-

hibition were shown, made by the emulsion

process of Mr. Chardon. A rectilinear Dall-

meyer objective, with a diaphragm of one

39
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inch was used. The outside exposure varied

from five to seven minutes ; for interior

views sometimes fifteen minutes were re-

quired
;
in the darkest parts good details were

obtained, and the negatives will give good

prints.

Messrs. Janard & Guillot exhibited some

specimens of photographic printing on silk.

These impressions differ from those already

known, inasmuch as Messrs. Janard & Guil-

lot print in a continuous manner pieces forty-

five yards in length.

Photographic printing has the advantage

of giving modellings and half-tones, which

would be sought for in vain by other meth-

ods. They can print from the smallest sizes

up to a yard square, and for large subjects

they make use of a special lens made for

them by Mr. Darlot. It is a silver process,

and all the operations of sensitizing, print-

ing, washing, etc., are done mechanically.

Mr. Woodbury sent some photoglyptic

prints made on sheets of transparent gel-

atin. With these prints it is easy to produce

photographic windows by confining them

between two plates of glass. They can easily

be applied to curved surfaces.

Mr. Woodbury also sent some plates made
by him with the emulsion of Mr. Mawdsley
during a long journey that he made in Italy.

By using his process of removing the cliches,

during the whole excursion he used but six

plates. These, with a bottle of emulsion,

and some paper, composed his whole photo-

graphic baggage during a voyage which

gave him many negatives.

Galignani says there are more than two

thousand photograph galleries in Paris, em-

ploying upward of eighteen thousand per-

sons, and doing a business of more than

thirty million francs a year. »

M. de Parville writes enthusiastically

of M. Beyner's new electric lamp, which

seems to be as easily managed as an ordinary

oil lamp. A rod of carbon, from twenty to

thirty centimetres long, and from one to two

millimetres thick, is held at one end by a

metal rod which tends to descend by its own
weight, and at the other by a carbon wheel

in a vertical position. The carbon is pressed

strongly against the wheel, which is made

to revolve slowly. A current of electricity

from a battery of from four to six of Bun-

sen elements, raises the carbon to a white

heat at the point of contact of the rod with

the wheel. A splendid light is produced. If

a high degree of luminosity is required, the

heated portion of the carbon may be in-

creased at pleasure. Break the current, and

the lamp is extinguished. Bestore the con-

nection by turning a knob, and the light

flashes forth. The battery may be stowed

away anywhere, and any one can use this

illuminating contrivance in a house or work-

shop without being annoyed with the diffi-

culty and expense of maintaining any mag-

neto-electric machine or steam-engine.

Solubility of some Organic Acids.—
E. Bourgoin has determined that one hun-

dred parts by weight of pure ether, absolute

alcohol, and ninety per cent, alcohol, dissolve

at fifteen degrees C. (fifty-nine degrees

Fahr.) the quantities of acids given in the

following table.

Acid. Pure Ether.

Benzoic, . . . 31.35

Citric, .... 2.26

Gallic, .... 2.56

Oxalic, .... 1.266

Phtalic, . . . . 0.684

Salicylic, . . . 50.47

Succinic, . . . 1.265

Tartaric, . . . 0.400

GIHON'S PHOTOGRAPHIC SCRAPS.

by john l. gihon.

Series ~No. 10.

The Retouching of Negatives; the Tinting and Color-

ing of Photographs ; the Improvement of them in

other Ways.

" rPHE art of drawing and photography

J. touch each other in so many points

that it is believed that we can demand from

the one what we exact from the other.

While photography preserves as its advan-

tage an almost absolute fidelity in the de-

tails, we miss the aesthetic freedom which

the artist in drawing has to so large an ex-

tent at his command. In reproducing the

gradation of tone, the dependence which we
can place on photography is limited. The

difference in the effect of the different colors,

the relation of light and shadow must, as is

Absolute
Alcohol.

90 per ct.

Alcohol.

46.68 41.62

75.90 52.85

38.79 23.31

23.73 14.70

10.08 11.70

49.63 42.09

7.51 12.59

25.604 41.135
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well known, be accomplished by retouching,

especially by retouching on the negative

plate. Thus it happens that every photog-

rapher, by covering the too transparent parts

of the negative, as freckles, small but too

prominent wrinkles, etc., removes or modi-

fies them, and without harming the result.

"While we have been struggling for a

long time against these drawbacks of the

purely chemical operations, it became evi-

dent that in proportion as the knowledge

and the means of retouching became devel-

oped, the desire increased to bestow on the

plain photographic image, with pencil or

brush, all those little embellishments which

the printer, perhaps unconsciously, but

guided by his good taste and knowledge,

bestows on his creations. We must add to

this, that time, material, and the purpose

of his art, forbids the painter to enter into

all the little trifles and accidents of the ap-

pearance ;
and he avoids a number of the

disturbing influences to which the photog-

rapher, who has to work his rigid chemical

processes, is exposed. To what extent it is

admissible to remove, to alter, or to modify

these drawbacks by means of retouching

;

to what limit we can add to the picture in

the interest of beauty without detriment to

the likeness ; to investigate these questions,

and to indicate the boundary to which re-

touching may be carried, is the purpose of

these lines. The general picture of the

beautiful, the idea of it, is in every one's

mind ; in the particular instance to separate

the essential from the indifferent, to find out

what gives effect, and what is irritating, is

a matter of practice, and requires an eye

trained for the purpose. The perfection of

the technical part, the extent to which the

execution is to be carried, is, in each indi-

vidual case, dependent on the personal

knowledge and the taste of the artist.

"In contemplating the human head and

the formation of the face, we observe that

those parts where the underlying, rigid,

bony structure is most prominent, are sub-

ject to the least variation. The surfaces of

the forehead, the root of the nose, the jaws,

the margin of the sockets of the eye, always

maintain their relation to each other. They

determine the likeness in conjunction with

the position of the slit of the eye and the

mouth, with form and direction of the nose,

and the most prominent parts of the chin.

More or less contraction of the muscles,

particularly of the closing muscles at the

angles of the eyes and mouth, give the ex-

pression.

" With both of these positions of the face,

which are the controlling elements in giving

it its form, the helping hand of the retoucher

has to proceed with the utmost care. With
regard to the third part, the skin, which

partly gives roundness to the different forms,

we can proceed with much more freedom,

particularly where the hair, accumulated fat

and flabby parts, and wrinkles, present them-

selves. We must not forget that the skin,

which forms everywhere the surface, in con-

sequence of spots and impurities, very often

exercises a greater chemical action than

the lower forms, which are generally dis-

tinguished by a delicate variation of light

and shade. To give due prominence to the

latter, and to reproduce solely the variations

of light and shade, to exclude the disturbing

element of color, is the main purpose, and

the main difficulty, in retouching. Let us

try to demonstrate these principles in detail,

and to get them understood. Let us follow

the relation of the different parts of the face,

its changes in old age, its differences in the

sexes, its value for expression and likeness.

" The forehead, very round and soft in the

child, becomes expressive in the man, and

divided into distinct surfaces, and forms a

prominent feature of the character. The
upper part of the forehead shows the forms

of the skull the best, and with the least

variation, only the lower part of the fore-

head, just above the eyebrows, is enriched

with a very movable set of muscles.

" With suitable illumination, the surfaces

of the upper forehead become distinctly sep-

arated, and the care of the artist should be

directed to clearly define the boundaries of

these surfaces, and to make them appear as

an harmonious whole. A forehead which is

too round is admissible in the female, but

in man it looks too feminine, and lacks

beauty here more that anywhere else. The
denning of surfaces is in order.

" The wrinkles on the forehead are regu-

lated by the attachment of the skin to the

lower part of the forehead. They form hori-
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zontal grooves which run parallel to the

ridges of the sockets of the eye, and finally

disappear at the sides. As they make their

appearance in middle-aged persons, and as

they follow the forms of the forehead, we
may let them remain, and only need to

soften them. The vertical cross-wrinkles,

which make their appearance in advanced

age, make an unpleasant expression, and

should be removed entirely. Only the two

main vertical wrinkles, which proceed'from

the root of the nose, and which divert the

horizontal wrinkles, should remain.

"The margin of the hair at the temple is

very soft, and a great attraction for the

painter. The eyebrows, which vary greatly

in thickness, color, and form, have, by fol-

lowing the lines of the sockets of the eye,

the aesthetic value of being their limit. It

is well to remove the hair which grows too

strongly upwards, and to -preserve the arched

form of the brow. A meeting of the brow

above the nose is considered ugly ; it gives

to the face a sinister expression, particularly

as in this place there is a shadow already.

" The sum of the labor of the retoucher

could hence be expressed as follows : Defi-

nition of surfaces ; a consecutive separation

and treatment of hard and soft hair margins

;

subduing or removal of vertical wrinkles,

and a modified preservation of the large

horizontal wrinkles ; denning the arch of

the eyebrow. How far these operations can

be carried depends, of course, on the age

and sex of the original.

" The head seen in profile very often

shows a want of expression in the back part.

Smallness in the back of the skull, in con-

tradistinction to enlarged development of

the frontal parts, imparts the characteristics

of an animal. The deficiency should be

supplied by retouching, and the head will

gain in importance. Also, where the hair

has been arranged in an unsymmetrical

manner, we can easily reach the necessary

balance by adding here a piece, or deducting

something at another part. Blonde hair,

which generally takes too dark, can be

heightened by laying color over it, while in

the more exposed shady parts of dark hair,

the necessary harmony can be produced by

drawing in the details. Beards and whiskers

should be treated in a similar manner.

" What we have said of the bony struc-

tures of the forehead refers also to the upper

part of the nose, the lower part consisting

of a firm muscle, which offers more or less

surface. The ridge of the nose should be

clearly defined, and when necessary, a high-

light should be placed on it, to separate it

from the side surfaces. The shadows of the

nostrils must be covered, and the sides can

be reduced where they are too prominent

on account of size. Crooked or oblique

noses in the front view very often admit of

improvement. The shadow in the nostrils

must not remain absolutely black. Atten-

tion should also be given that the heavy

shadow under the nose is not of the same

depth with the side shadow ; by lighting the

point of the nose a little it dissolves itself at

once, and becomes more plastic.

"In a profile view, it is not admissible to

alter anything in the characteristic form of

the ridge of the nose. The fleshy part, on

the contrary, which with advancing years

sometimes becomes unusually large, can be

reduced in size without any material detri-

ment to the likeness.

"The mouth, in its mobility, in the de-

pression or elevation of its corners in its

larger or lesser expansion, is a main indica-

tor of mental processes
;

particularly with

children, skilful retouching can retrieve

what was lost in the taking of the picture.

To begin with, the lips should be separated

from the slit proper ;
also the angles should

be closely defined
;
next, the ugly cracks of

the lips should be entirely obliterated. The

form of the mouth can be materially im-

proved by. clearly defining its margins.

When, with advancing years, the lines of

the mouth become lost in the wrinkles of

the corners, it is well to modify them ; at

least they should not be left as sharply de-

fined as the lips. Above the mouth also,

depressions and wrinkles show themselves,

particularly in elderly persons, thus easily

giving the impression of an unshaved beard.

They should be removed. But attention

should be given to the different values of

light and shade of the parts which are

located between the mouth and the nose,

particularly the elevated portion extending

from the dividing line of the nose to the

upper lip. The sharp definitions of the
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outer lines of the lips are very variable in

different individuals. Soft, thick lips re-

ceive more light than those of normal form.

In the former case, the outlines should not

he too clearly denned, as this would give

prominence to a form, which is not war-

ranted by its light effect. The angles of the

mouth may be modified, and in the heads of

elderly persons, reduced in size, but should

never be entirely obliterated ; this modifi-

cation can be made stronger in the lower

than in the upper lip, for when the corners

of the mouth are drooping, they indicate

weakness, sorrow, or other unfavorable

expressions. Teeth, generally, are much

shaded ; to obliterate them completely, by

removing the opening between the lips, is

sometimes desirable, except where the open-

ing is considerable, when the lips become too

large.

" The eye is of so much importance as one

of the most prominent parts of the face, that

alreadjr, during the sitting, the principal

attention of the photographer is given to

its direction, its expression, and its sur-

roundings. Notwithstanding all this, there

is plenty left for the helping hand of the

retoucher. I will mention a few instances.

The clear and steady expression at the be-

ginning of the sitting becomes disturbed,

the lids and eyeballs sink almost impercep-

tibly, and the high-lights in the upper part

of the latter become indistinct, or are en-

tirely covered by the lashes. It is easy to

improve here. The edges of the iris should

be sharply circumscribed in the negative,

and the high-lights should be covered. It

frequently happens that the hi'gh-lights in

the eye, on the shady side of the picture, are

stronger than those of the illuminated side
;

it is self-evident that a medium effect must

be produced here. In a similar manner the

lower lids frequently lack sharpness, on ac-

count of the repeated shutting of the eyes.

On the edge of the lids we generally find a

sharply defined and very prominent light,

generally brighter than the tone of the

white in the eye ; this light is easily defined

and intensified. Through the white of the

eye we frequently find, and this is particu-

larly the case with aged persons, numerous

small arteries intersecting it, which in the

photograph give a motley and spotted ap-

pearance. These can be removed entirely,

only attention should be given that the

white does not become too bright.

" Regarding the surroundings of the eye,

the fleshy part above it is apt to appear too

dark, and become unpleasant. The aim

should be to lighten them and the eye-

brows, also the wrinkles above the eye, and

the photographic gradation of tone should

be made to correspond as nearly as possible

with the natural ones. The so-called tear-

bags under the eye generally throw a shade

which looks too dark in the picture. The

wrinkles, which in aged persons almost in-

variably make their appearance here, may,

in a modified form, and in their horizontal

direction, be maintained'; only the lines run-

ning crossways, which always give an irri-

tating effect, should be obliterated ; this

gives clearness to the lines which run par-

allel with the lower margin of the eye, and

which in their inner end point toward the

angle of the eye. Immediately adjoining the

lower of these lines, is the flesh of the upper

cheek, which firmly rests on the bone ridge

which forms the socket of the eye, and which

in its almost invariably recurring arched

form, should be preserved, collecting the

light on it. A shadow extending under the

eye downwards, is either a consequence of

a darker color, or of a deficiency in flesh,

which gives to the face a neglected and sor-

rowful aspect. When this is not very prom-

inent, it can be removed entirely ; other-

wise it can be modified to a considerable

degree. The wrinkles in the corners of the

eyes, the so-called crow-feet, are too char-

acteristic to be obliterated entirely.

" The cheeks are, in their outlines and

surfaces, determined by the prominence of

the cheek-bones. A certain view will bury

the cheek-bone in profile, and will give it

too much prominence. This want of beauty,

which is peculiar to the Mongolian races, is

easily remedied, by cutting off the too prom-

inent curve of the bone. As to the surface

formation of the cheeks, care should be taken

for a gentle, but at the same time, deter-

mined, separation of the front and side parts,

to. avoid the shadows which indicate ex-

cessive thinness. Where exposure to the

weather has darkened the cheeks, as is the

case with soldiers, or people who lead an
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out-door life, the surfaces should be covered

on the back of the negative.

" The chin is, in old and fleshy persons,

generally provided with a cushion of fat,

which, extending downwards, covers a large

portion of the throat in a manner by no

means beautiful, and by giving too much
breadth to the lower part of the face, causes

ugly proportions of the head. As we have

already remarked above, collections of fat,

being merely external, are the parts of the

face most accessible to retouch.

"In profile views, parts can be cut off.

In full-face views, by removing the lower

folds, a part of the so-called double chin can

be united with the throat, and the side has

to be changed correspondingly. The dim-

ple in the centre of the chin has to be modi-

fied, as it often takes the form of a cut, or

a dark tint.

" "What I have said above in regard to

the chin, refers almost with equal force to

the neck. Where the neck is thin, the

artist will do well to cover the shadows

which are produced by veins, arteries, sin-

ews, etc., and by corresponding additions

or diminutions to bring about a form. The

same may be said of the shoulders, the

bosom, the arms, waist, and hands. Of

course we can proceed here with more free-

dom, as the parts mentioned have not the

same value in producing the likeness as the

different parts of the face. Angular and

thin shoulders, thin arms, a deficient bosom,

and all the shoals threatening female beauty,

the painter should avoid under all circum-

stances, and the photographer may do like-

wise whenever his taste, and his knowledge

of the normal form permits him to do so.

Tbis refers also to crooked outlines of the

hair, to the removal of folds in ladies' ill-

fitting dresses, as they appear so often in the

sleeves, or on the shoulders ; likewise in the

pantaloons of gentlemen.

"It is certainly a circumstance in favor

of retouch, and particularly of the negative

retouch, that by skilful manipulation, a

number of shortcomings may be avoided,

which by arrangement, position of the orig-

inal, and all kinds of experiments, can

only partially be overcome, and which would

give the parties concerned a great deal of

trouble.

" These then are, generally speaking, the

principles which should be kept in view in

a retouch which has for its object something

more than giving a superficial smoothness

to the picture. I feel convinced that every

artist who attempts retouch, carefully and

with judgment, will be able to produce life-

like pictures, while an indifferent covering

and smoothing of dark parts produces those

chalky and bloated faces, in which the want

of anatomical modulation of a natural grain

and the healthy roughness of the human
skin is replaced by a smoothness and polish

which is carried to the extreme. By draw-

ing from nature, by constant study of por-

traits of the masters of modern and olden

times, by the collection of good pictures,

taste and judgment can be educated. I do

not think that I go wrong in stating that

this easy way will lead any one to the de-

sired end."
(To be continued.)

[Mem.—So much space has been taken by

Mr. Gihon in this month's issue of the Pho-

tographer, by the dissertation on the all-im-

portant subject of negative retouching, that

we find it impossible to include the other

matters promised in the heading of this

" Scrap series." We can do no better than

to refer you to the recent publication entitled

the Photographic Colorists' Guide. It is

written by the compiler of these " Scraps,"

and naturally contains more details than

could possibly be allowed to magazine arti-

cles.—Ed. P.P.]

SCATTERED THOUGHTS.
by f. m. spencer.

Ninth Paper.

(Continued from page 104.)

DOUBTLESS the introduction of the fer-

rotype, popularly called tintypes, as a

style of photographic picture, was a misfor-

tune with few mitigating features, but since

we cannot "wipe out" facts, we must ac-

cept them, and seek the best remedy possi-

ble, and I regret that it is not " possible " to

consign them to the fate that has befallen

the more deserving daguerreotype. I see

no practical remedy or means of suppression,
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save the one applicable to drunkenness and

kindred destroying vices ; and that is, to so

tone up the public taste as to destroy the de-

mand for them. I should regard it little

less than an open insult if a friend should

offer me one of them in exchange for a pho-

tograph ; I should feel upon concluding such

a transaction that I had been cheated, and

been a voluntary party to the cheat.

Now it is by no means a rule, that the offer

of such unequal exchanges is prompted by

dishonesty ; far from it; it is ignorance quite

excusable, because it has been fostered and

endured; thousands of intelligent people in

other respects, fall into the error ; it de-

mands the exercise of our patience, and free

use of our educational faculties. To say that

it is entirely impossible to make a "tintype "

equal to a good photograph, is not enough
;

it is proof that is wanted. Take a good pho-

tograph and contrast it with the best tin-

type, and point out the fact to the customer

that the highest light in a photograph is

quite pure white, and the opposite extreme a

pure shadow of equal, if not superior, inten-

sity, with the color of the iron plate. Now,
suppose that the photograph contains twenty

grades of distinct tints, and point out the

highest light of the tintype as a dull gray

tint, corresponding to, say, number ten of

the photograph, so that the photograph has

an absolute advantage of ten points in

breadth ; so much will be quite easy of com-

prehension to the ordinary observer after

once being made to see it ; but it by no means

follows that the two kinds of pictures are of

equal value between points ten and twenty

respectively, for at least two obvious reasons

:

First, that the tints between ten and twenty

extend over the entire surface of the tintype

picture, tending much to flatten it; while in

the photograph, ten and twenty are not more

than half so far apart, a quality favorable

to roundness, vigor, and brilliancy, much
to the disadvantage of the tintype. Second,

all the apparent tints of the tintype are made

up by the reflective power of exactly the

same tint of unpolished metallic silver, con-

trasted with more or less of the same shadow

tint given by the plate itself; while in the

photograph, there is a decided difference of

color of the tints, as well as superior trans-

parency of the darkened chloride of silver,

to the metallic silver of tintype
; so that some

of the tints between ten and twenty of the

photograph, must be missing in the tintype.

I would not overlook another principle in

drawing and painting : that experience has

demonstrated that it is easier and more effec-

tive to begin upon a light ground, as the pa-

per of a photograph, and work in shadows,

and not upon a dark ground (" tin plate "),

and build up lights.

The photographer whose range of custom

has not enabled him to wholly give up the

ferrotype, and who is not as often annoyed by

the loss of effect in the proofcompared with

that produced in the model, at the time he

makes one of them, had better abandon the

business. To escape the tintype, it is a

source of gratification that poetry and music

are the only fine arts we have assurance of

finding in heaven.

Judging by the kind of thunder emanating

from 591 Broadway, lightning must have

taken a back stroke, and hit the battery. If

any one is confident of having a good article,

a meritorious article, that he wants to put

into market, he has no need of turning him-

self into a clown, spilling over with per-

sonal abuse of honest opponents or rivals for

public favors ; doubtless Lambert forgets

that they have re-christened some foreign

traps they have brought to this country from

abroad.

Evidently Lambert is smart as lightning,

but too cockneyed to know that " trotters "

are driven, not rode. I will venture the

prediction that in less than twelve months

Messrs. Notman & Co. will be working by

their old, well-tried, reliable formulae, as

well as though they had not been struck by

lightning ; and while I would not say a word

discreditable to the justly distinguished

Canadian, I am much deceived if there was

not twice as much work done by the Centen-

nial Photographic Company during the last

six weeks of the Exhibition, and just as good

and artistic work, as in any six weeks under

Notman 's management by proxy. Neither

can a man whose richest, rare gift is of mak-

ing money out of poor photographers by

peddling other men's ideas, harm the sci-

entist and scholar, Vogel ; honored by men
of ideas the world over, and abundantly by

his own enlightened government, the 591
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battery will need a multitude of relays, and

of better power than the Broadway ele-

ments afford, to accomplish the feat. If

the L. N. P. materials are all that Lam-
bert claims for them, why not predicate the

sale of the right to buy them of Anthonys'

upon the satisfaction given by a trial lot?

There could be no danger, if they are really

so cunningly compounded as to defy analy-

sis. As to investing in territorial exclusive

rights to pay two prices for chemicals to Mr.

Anthony, I have only to sajr that no chemi-

cal process ever invented, or that ever will

be, can ever make or unmake an artist; and

if my competitors be better artists, they can

do better work and get the patronage due

excellence, otherwise I can hold it in defi-

ance of all the lightning ever turned out of

591 Broadway.

Another thing : patents secure rights I am
bound to respect, because I have availed

myself of their protection, and in that they

have not shirked the office fees in gaining a

right to protection ; and any patented ma-

terials Mr. Anthony is licensed to sell, must

be sold as the patentee directs, and that is

right and honorable ; but if Anthony is to

discriminate between customers on non-pro-

tected articles, I can instruct parties I buy

of not to send me any of Anthony's goods.

I expect to pay for being bled, but I want

the doctor to have his diploma.

The difference between the honorable doc-

tor and nefarious quack, lies much in the

fact that the doctor gives the formula of his

prescription, the quack don't do any such

thing ; that would expose the humbug in it.

That Lambert writes his tirades against

Wilson for the especial edification of the

non-readers of the Philadelphia Photogra-

pher, is apparent from the foolish misrepre-

sentation of the process as published in the

June number, and which Lambert is forced

to admit, is all the information he imparts

in return for twenty dollars, and all the

benefits, except the privilege of buying the

secret chemicals of Anthony. I do not be-

lieve any intelligent reader could mis-

understand the true purport of the arti-

cle in this magazine, viz., that it contained

all the information that Lambert gave in

exchange for twenty dollars. I see he

now publishes the process of manipula-

tion free; so much "thrown up," sure;

and if the secret chemicals be like the

manipulation, there is literally nothing new
about the thing, except the novelty of pay-

ing at the rate of four dollars per pound

above market rates for silver, and probably

at the same rate for the whole batch of nos-

trums. Let any right-minded man read the

July number of the Philadelphia Photogra-

pher, and contrast it with any number of the

Bulletin for two years past, and see who
is guilty of " clownishness," "harlequin-

ades," and "scissors." If silence is the

price of immunity from vituperation, slan-

der, personal abuse, and defamatory attacks

from foreign or domestic blackguards, who
have secrets and nostrums to hawk about, I

rejoice that there is at least one, who for the

good of the many, dares to sound the alarm.

And while I admire the cool contempt with

which, the editor of the Philadelphia Pho-

tographer has met this flood of abuse from

591 Broadway, I think his friends, Yogel,

Webster, or even the humble writer, are ex-

cusable for the little they may say in his de-

fense. If Vogel believes the lightning pro-

cess to be a humbug, he certainly has a queer

way of taking revenge against a class no

living foreigner has done so much to benefit,

when he takes the pains to say a word of

caution that can only benefit us.

How absurd that there should be aught

between Vogel and the photographers of

America, except admiration profound for

him, respect and love for us; it is more than

absurd; it is the creature of a disordered

imagination, the product of an exotic in-

tellect rooted in generous soil.

Since the above was written, I have re-

ceived Lambert's circular, offering his light-

ning process on trial, with six months' "pur-

chasing credit " at Anthonys', together with

a few shillings worth of chemicals, for the

modest sum of ten dollars. I presume the

majority of the photographers of the coun-

try have got one like it, and doubtless some

have parted with their cash. Not I ; the

poor do escape some temptations.

~No ! Mr. Lambert. Send me a trial lot

of L. 1ST. P. chemicals at their real commer-

cial value, and no " permit " nonsense, and

I will try them, and pay for them—when I

want them.
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I will add, in conclusion, that I am shel-

tered hy two good lightning rods (on my
house and gallery), and do not propose to

contribute to a foreign purse the means of

defaming the character and good purpose of

my friend and countryman.

(To be continued.)

w
ANOTHER TRIUMPH.

E have received the following good

news

:

Office of Williams & Harlan,
Attorneys and Solicitors, Powers' Block, Pearl St.

Grand Rapids, Mich., Sept. 9th, 1878.

Dear Sir : I have the pleasure of send-

ing you inclosed information of the defeat

of Wing's last effort to save his bogus pat-

ent. Let us rejoice.

Very truly yours,

J. H. Tompkins.
To Mr. E. L. Wilson,

Editor Philadelphia Photographer

.

THE DECISION.

Wing et al. vs. Tompkins.

May Term U. S. Court, A. D. 1873,

Wednesday, Sept. 4th.

The court met pursuant to adjournment. Pres-

ent, the Hon. John Baxter, circuit judge.

Simon Wing, Alb. S. Southworth, and Marcus Ormsbee,

Complainants

,

vs.

Joseph H. Tompkins, Defetidant.

This cause came on to be heard, on petition to

open decree heretofore rendered herein, and after

hearing the arguments of counsel,

Ordered, That said petition be, and the same

is hereby dismissed, with costs.

John Baxter, Judge.

To the Photographers of the United States,

again greeting :

The above is a copy of the official record

just entered in the above entitled cause,

wherein a decree had been previously en-

tered, declaring the Wing-Southworth pat-

ent for a sliding plate-holder void.

The above motion, in effect for a new trial,

was made after said decree, and over two

years ago, when it was fully argued before

the honorable district judge, with formal de-

cision reserved until above result, including

costs, against complainants.

Fraternally yours,

J. H. Tompkins.

We congratulate Mr. Tompkins, and the

fraternity at large, on this happy event.

OUR PICTURE.

STILL another variety of photographic

production is presented to our readers

this month for their study—a composition

or "genre" picture, from the studio of Mr.

Leon Van Loo, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mr. Van Loo long ago entered the ranks

of that class of photographers, who, more

far-seeing and more ambitious than the gen-

erality of their fraternity, and believing that

the ability of photography to produce works

of art had not yet been developed, took it

upon themselves to work out more brilliant

results, embodying the artistic and the pic-

turesque, than had been done by their pre-

decessors.

He has also met the success which he an-

ticipated, both artistically and financially

;

and among the numerous directions in which

it is possible to produce artistic photographic

pictures, he has chosen the style which is

represented by our picture, namely, the pro-

duction of groups of the "genre" style. Our

readers have before had several of this style

of picture brought to their notice and pos-

session already, and are familiar with the

method of their production, which briefly is

as follows:

The group is first sketched by the artist,

on a sheet, roughly, so as to give the clue to

the photographer, who now makes the in-

dividual pictures of the parties in the group,

posed to comply with the arrangement in

the sketch. Prints from the negatives are

then made, cut and pasted upon a sheet upon

which has, or has not, already been drawn

the design of the apartment and the acces-

sories, and then with a few finishing touches

from the pencil, it is ready to copy into large

or small size.

The result of such an effect is before you,

and it is one of the best we have seen for a

long time.

The original picture was a long time ex-

40
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hibited in Cincinnati, and attracted a great

deal of attention. In order to inform the

public as to its production, Mr. Van Loo

issued a little leaflet which contains a good

deal of information directly bearing upon

the subject, and we extract from it, viz. :

To the Patrons or Photographic Art.

"When Daguerre, in 1839, gave to the

world his wonderful invention of making

fixed impressions, with light, upon a sensi-

tized silver plate, the process was exceed-

ingly simple
; and after occupying the at-

tention of scientists for a short period, it fell

into the hands of mechanics, and these of

no high order of intelligence. The picture

business, as it is still called by some, was

practiced purely from a mechanical stand-

point, and through its many and varied im-

provements, from the daguerreotype (on

silver plate) to the ambrotype (impression

on glass), the melainotype or ferrotype (im-

pressions on iron), and the photograph

(name generally applied to impressions on

paper), it made but slow progress towards

asserting its claims as an art. In 1863 pho-

tographic portraiture was little, if any fur-

ther, advanced in Europe than in America.

"Among the pioneer artists pre-eminent

stands Adam Salomon, of Paris, a sculptor

of eminence, who in 1864 established a pho-

tograph atelier in the French capital ; and

his portraits attracted at once general pub-

lic attention, by their masterly treatment

in posing, and lighting, and general artistic

excellence. Salomon was not without co-

laborers. Fritz Luckhardt, of Vienna,

Petsch, of Berlin, Notman, of Montreal,

Shemboche, of Kome, and Kurtz and Sa-

rony, of New York, are men whose talents,

illustrated by the camera, have obtained

for photography an honorable recognition

among the fine arts.

" Keceiving ample public encouragement,

the progress made during the past ten years

is marvellous. 1867 saw the dawn of 'genre

studies,' and this city was among the first

to lead in this progressive work. ' Wash
Day,' group of Chas. Woolley's, Esq., three

children attracted general attention
; it was

soon followed by 'Soap Bubbles,' group of

Aug. Wessel's children ; then the ' Street

Scenes,' or ' The Newsboys at Work,'

' Mamie at the Well,' the daughter of John
R. Wright, Esq., the Katzenberger family

group of eight figures. These compositions

opened the way to larger and more difficult

undertakings, and the ' Phoenix Group,' of

two hundred and nine figures, was completed

October, 1877. This in time is now followed

by a still more ambitious composition, 'An

Evening at Home,' a group 29x41 inches,

composed of eleven figures, the family of

Wm. Resor, Esq., of Clifton. This work is

of a higher order of artistic excellence than

has yet been attempted in photographic por-

traiture ; each figure is not only a graceful

portrait, but is made to take its part in the

illustration of the subject.

" The father comfortably seated is enjoy-

ing his fireside, perusing his daily paper
;

the mother, and baby at her side, are in-

tentty listening to the music of Miss Mary
Belle and Master Robert—the duet is an old

favorite melody, and the musicians knowing
it by heart are. playing from memory ; Miss

Sallie is seemingly engaged looking through

the stereoscope, but the music has claimed

her attention, and unconsciously charmed

by its melody, she forgets all else before

her ; Masters Will and Clifford, with their

blocks, out of respect to the performers, have

temporarily suspended operations, while the

mischievous little Bessie is unsuccessfully

trying to attract Baby's attention by. the sly

use of the jumping-jack. The portraits on

the wall are those of the grandparents, the

late Wm. Resor and the present Mrs. Wm.
Resor, of Clifton.

" The many difficulties encountered in

such a work are apparent, when taking into

consideration that each subject, in form and

even facial expression, must be so arranged

as to complete^ act the part assigned to it

in the group.

"How well the subject of 'An Evening

at Home ' has been treated, I leave for others

to say. Yours truly,

"Leon Van Loo."

When the negatives were sent us, we had

a curious experience in printing test prints,

and appealing to Mr. Van Loo for negatives

of a different nature, to suit our printer's

method of working, we received the follow-

ing interesting note, which is full of useful

hints.
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" My dear Sir : Yours of the 12th, con-

taining print from cabinet group at hand.

" The print you sent me, and which I in-

close with a couple of prints made here, is

simply over-printed. You will find that

lighter prints from the negatives will be all

right.

"My experience in composition groups

has taught me to use for such a work, prints

at least three shades lighter than are usually

used in individual portraits, and from nega-

tives with little or no contrast, made with

a great deal of diffused light, actually imita-

ting, as near as possible, the interior atmos-

phere and still be strong enough to* be effec-

tive. This leaves you a background that is

light, atmospheric, and with a much better

perspective than can be obtained when

strong photographs are used as portraits,

which call for dark, heavy, hard back-

grounds, to get the proper relief to the fig-

ures.

"The original Kesor group I think a

great artistic .success, and I hope some day

you may see it. The photographs were all

toned to a gray black, and with the back-

and foreground finished in the same key and

tone. The effect is very luminous ; much
like that which is so peculiar in the ' genre

'

pictures of the present Spanish school ; I

mean the works of Madrazo, Villequs, or

Fortuny.

" Such a picture does not make very good

small copies ; small pictures require more

contrast to be effective. I send you inclosed

two prints, made from some of the negatives

sent you; and No. 1, which is the lightest,

is, in my opinion, the best. I believe that

the greater part of the photographers in this

country especially make their negatives and

prints too contrasted ; shadows too dark,

and high-lights too white. No matter how
much definition there may be in either, or

both, there is such a thing as having too

much brilliancy in photographs. As there

are no whites or blacks in nature, nature is

better imitated in photographs that are not

so excruciatingly sharp, and made with am-

ple diffused light, are free from the con-

ventional brilliant clearness, which, in niy

opinion, means too often much hardness.

" I send you inclosed No. 3, a cabinet of

child, which I find in the show-case, it hav-

ing been used here as a specimen
; and this

picture is my beau ideal of a photographic

portrait.

" Of course common sense should be used

in applying this diffusion of light and focus

to what best suits the subject. This No. 3

negative was made with a Dallmeyer lens,

without stop, and the focus put a little for-

ward, so as to give the near eye, nose, and

mouth the sharpest.

" "When I get back here from Europe, I

hope to find time to contribute some to your

journal. There are some of the experiences

of the past ten years, in the production of

artistic work, that might be of benefit to the

fraternity. Yours truly,

" Leon Van Loo."

Upon receiving this, our method of work-

ing was changed to suit Mr. Van Loo's ideas,

and our patrons have the results as near as

we could approach to what he desired. The
prints were made at our own rooms, on Gen-

nert's importation of S. & M. Dresden paper.

PHOTOGRAPHIC NEWS.

PHOTOGEAPHY under the surface of the

earth has become possible, and on sev-

eral occasions it has been practiced with

more or less success. Quite recently it has

been used by two amateurs, Messrs. Embrey
and Percy Thomas, in a coal mine situated

in the west of England. In this mine was

found a most interesting geological phenom-

enon: two stalks of sigilla?'ia, almost verti-

cal, in the vein that was being worked, one

of these stalks having a circumference of

from eight to nine feet. It was important

to obtain a permanent record of this phe-

nomenon by means of photography. The

time- of exposure of a plate lighted by the

light of burning magnesium, is very difficult

to judge in an experiment of this kind. The
operators, however, obtained rather satisfac-

tory negatives by using a dry-plate process,

and the developing bath with oxalate of

iron, which we have already made known.

B3* the use of this agent, the dry plates are

more sensitive than the ordinary wet plates,

and there results great economy in the con-

sumption of the magnesium wire.

—

Dr,

Phipson in Moniteur.
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At the Anthropological Institute, Lon-

don, recently, Mr. Francis Galton read a

paper on composite portraits made hy com-

bining those of various persons into a sin-

gle image. The uses of the process are

to obtain anthropological types, and to com-

pare the average likeness of a family of

brothers and sisters with that of their near

ancestry. There is nothing very difficult

about this ingenious application of photog-

raphy. Photographs are collected of per-

sons of the same general type of features,

and taken in the same attitude. These are

reduced photographically to the same size.

The pictures are then severally adjusted

under fixed cross-wires, so that one wire cuts

the pupils of the eyes, and the other bisects

the space between them, and two register

marks are pricked through the pictures by

means of a hinged arm carrying sharp points,

which is brought down upon them. The

portraits thus prepared are hung, one in front

of the other, by the register holes on two

pins sticking out of a screen in front of the

camera. Lastly, the pictures are successively

photographed by removing each at intervals

of ten seconds. The composite picture re-

tains what is common to all the components,

and eliminates all individual peculiarities.

The result is a handsome, beautiful face, a

typical piece of portraiture.

Use of Composite Portraits.—"The
uses of composite portraits are many. Thejr

give us typical pictures of different races of

men, if derived from a large number of in-

dividuals of those races taken at random.

An assurance of the truth of any of our pic-

torial deductions is to be looked for in their

substantial agreement when different batches

of components have been dealt with, this

being a perfect test of truth in all statistical

conclusions. Again, we may select preva-

lent or strongly-marked types from among
the men of the same race, just as I have done

with two of the types of criminals by which

this memoir is illustrated.

"Another use of this process is to obtain,

by photography, a really good likeness of a

living person. The inferiority of photo-

graphs to the best works of artists, so far as

resemblance is concerned, lies in their catch-

ing no more than a single expression. If

many photographs of a person were taken

at different times, perhaps even years apart,

their composite would possess that in which

a single photograph is deficient. The ana-

lytical tendency of the mind is so strong

that, out of any tangle of superimposed out-

lines, it persists in dwelling preferably on

some one of them, singling it out and taking

little heed of the rest. On one occasion it

will select one outline, on another a different

one. Looking at the patterns of the papered

walls of our room we see, whenever our fancy

is active, all kinds of forms and features ; we
often catch some strange combination which

we are unable to recall on a subsequent oc-

casion, while later still it may suddenly flash

full upon us. A composite portrait would

have much of this varied suggestiveness.

" A further use of the process would be to

produce, from many independent portraits

of an historical personage, the most proba-

ble likeness of him. Contemporaneous stat-

ues, medals, and gems, would be very suit-

able for the purpose, photographs being taken

of the same size, and a composite made from

them. It will be borne in mind that it is per-

fectly easy to apportion different " weights "

to the different components. Thus, if one

statue be judged to be so much more worthy

of reliance than another that it ought to

receive double consideration in the compos-

ite, all that is necessary is to double either

the time of its exposure or its illumination."

—Mr. Galton at the Anthropological Inst.

• The English papers publish an article on

the restoration of deteriorated albumen which

has become more or less insoluble. It is

said that its primitive qualities may be re-

stored by digesting it at a temperature of

one hundred and five degrees Fahr., in

water containing two and a half per cent,

of hydrochloric acid, and seven and a half

parts of fragments of the membrane of the

stomach of the calf or sheep, which acts by

the pepsin which it contains. After digest-

ing at this temperature for thirty-six hours,

the liquid is filtered, and its acid carefully

neutralized by the gradual addition of liquid

ammonia. The albumen has thus undergone

a regeneration, and is found as such in so-

lution. It is possible that several animal

substances submitted to the same treatment

may be gradually transformed into albumen
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on being dissolved. It might be worth

while to make this experiment.

—

Dr. Phip-

SON.

How to make Business go, whichever

way you think. A slip, of which the fol-

lowing is as near a fac-simile as possible,

was poked into our hand, a few days ago,

while passing down the street. It may give

a hint to some of our readers how to push

business.

DOWN!
3 FOR -I

p|CENTS. L\^#

Nicely Tinted Card Pictures,

OR ONE DOZEN SMALLER SIZE

FOR 10 CENTS.
Our life-size INDIA CRAYON Photos.,

Price, $6.50, are well worth $30.00.
All sizes down to dots to suit the Hard

Times. REMEMBER
* * * * * * * * * *

Immense Galleries.

The most extensive, and fitted up expressly
for Cheap but First-ciass picture-making.

These likenesses are perfect gems,

Both durable and true,

Giving the poor a chance as well

As those that's well to do.

Oapt. Richard F. Burton, who left

Suez on December 10th, 1877, at the head of

an expedition for the exploration of North-

ern, Southern, and Central Nubia, returned

to the place whence he departed on April

20th, 1878, after a most successful tour, cov-

ering over 2500 miles. He brought back

numerous specimens illustrative of the geo-

logical formation of the country, and of its

mineral wealth in gold, silver, copper, etc.

His ethnological and anthropological collec-

tions are rich and valuable, and his sketches

and photographs of remains of ancient cities

and mines are full of interest. His forth-

coming book will be eagerly looked for by

students of sacred and profane history, as

well as by the mining engineer and those

concerned in the prosperity of Egypt.

Zinc bromide, one of the most recently

introduced of the haloids now used in

the manufacture of collodion, possesses cer-

tain properties of its own which render it

peculiarly valuable for many purposes in

photography ; but it is, unfortunately, a

comparatively expensive salt, and its manu-
facture, especially to the amateur chemist,

is beset by so many difficulties that it scarcely

secures the amount of recognition due to it.

We have to record a simple method by

which it may be prepared in a state of suffi-

cient purity for photographic use without

the expenditure of any serious amount of

trouble, and in the absence of any special

manipulatory skill. The method is based

upon the fact that cadmium is precipitated

from solutions of its salts by contact with

metallic zinc. All that is necessary is to

make a concentrated alcoholic solution of

the comparatively common and inexpensive

bromide of cadmium, and to throw into it a

few pieces of granulated zinc, leaving the

solution in contact with the zinc for a day

or two, with an occasional shaking to dis-

lodge the precipitated cadmium which clings

in the state of fine powder to the surface of

the zinc. "When the action is judged to be

complete, the alcoholic solution of zinc bro-

mide is filtered, in order to remove the mi-

nute particles of metallic cadmium, and may
then be used without any further treatment

in the preparation of the collodion. It will,

of course, be necessary to form an estimate

of the strength of the solution, which may
be effected by actually testing a measured

quantity, or, better still, a known quantity

of the cadmium salt may be operated upon

at first. Thus, if we dissolve two hundred

and fifty-six grains of anhydrous bromide

of cadmium in one ounce of alcohol (or.

rather, if the bulk be made up to one ounce

after the salt is dissolved), each drachm after

treatment with zinc, will be equivalent to

forty grains of silver nitrate. The results

attained in this manner will be found at least

as accurate as if the crystallized salt were

employed, as the latter always contains, even

when freshly prepared, a large proportion of

insoluble basic salt, whence it is evident that

any calculations based upon the actual weight

of material used must, of necessity, be open

to some uncertainty.

—

Brit. Jour.
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Suggested Tax on Photographs.—

I

understand that Sir Stafford Northcote has

had it suggested to him by a "financial ad-

viser," that if next session he finds it neces-

sary to impose any new taxes, he ought to

increase the duty on tobacco, and impose a

stamp duty on photographs. This latter tax

ought not to be unpopular, and it cannot fail

to be remunerative. Nobody will sympa-

thize with the grievance of the "cad" if,

when he buys a carte of Mrs. Langtry or

Mrs. Cornwallis West, in order that he and

his friends may gloat over these fashionable

beauties, he is mulcted for the benefit of the

State. A tax on photographs is, to a large

extent, a tax on vanity and " snobbery," and
for fiscal purposes, these foibles are surely

fair "game."

—

Mayfair.

The forty-eighth annual meeting of the

British Association was held in Dublin this

year, and, as usual, turned out to be a pleas-

ant reunion of scientists abroad. We
regret to see, however, that each year pho-

tography seems to be given less, and less

attention. Are all our friends becoming

artists, and forgetting that we have a repu-

tation to uphold among scientists as well ?

They are trying to revive glass stereo-

scopic pictures in England. Nothing in

photography is more beautiful than such

pictures.

Discovery in Photography.—The In-

dianapolis News says : "Mr. W. E. Schnei-

der, an observer in the weather bureau of

this city, and an ingenious inventor, has

made an interesting experiment in photog-

raphy. He takes a negative from a positive

by gaslight, and without the aid of a camera.

A photograph of the ordinary size is damp-

ened, and the picture detached from its

mountings. This is then transferred to an

ordinary glass plate, and chemicals applied

to make it perfectly transparent. A plate

of glass is made particularly sensitive by the

application of chemicals. The two plates

are then placed together, and with an ordi-

nary hand looking-glass as a reflector, and

a jet of gas as a light, the negative is taken.

From this negative pictures may be printed

as easily as with the first negative."

"Art education for photographers."

—

Photographers, give attention to this sub-

ject. We shall have some suggestions con-

cerning it shortly.

The Washington Star says that three

Englishmen, who called to pay their re-

spects to President Hayes, last week, had

their cards embellished with photographs of

themselves. The photographs, which are of

the head only, are placed in the upper right-

hand corner, and are supposed to be the new

British wrinkle in the way of visiting cards

for gentlemen. [Old here.—Ed. P. P.]

#Itttffg llHt
Pictures Received.—From Mr. W. F. Van

Loo, of Toledo, Ohio, some very tasteful speci-

mens of photography. It is pleasing to see such

good work from a young photographer who has

not yet been "years in the business."

Mr. Harry Sutter, of Milwaukee, Wis., sends

some graceful compositions with out-door effects.

As specimens of printing they are very fine, and

some of the negatives of excellent quality. These

photographs, in a measure, show the use of his

" new background-holder," which will be fully

described, with an illustrated article, in our next

issue.

Mr. Isa Black, of Franklin, Pa., has sent us

some very fine cabinets, with rustic accessories.

These pictures are thoroughly good in every re-

spect, lighting, posing, chemical effect, and print-

ing. Mr. Black says, in his letter on sending these

specimens : "I send herewith some of my work,

which I do not say is not as good as I can do,

but rather it is the best lean do noio, and I hope

to do better." This is certainly an admission we
do not often receive; but, as Mr. Weller would

say, lf on the contrary, quite the rewerse." In

this same collection we notice a group after Ra-

phael's Cherubs, of Mr. Black's little twin

daughters, Gussie and Gracie, aged sixteen

months each, or thirty-two months, taking the

pair of cherubs as a whole. Time, one second,

made without head-rests. They thought three
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seconds quite too long a time to sit still, and Mr.

B. thought they were moving all the time. This

picture was made with his quick-working pro-

cess, which we may give in our next number.

We have received from Mr. M. L. Daggett,

of Taunton, Mass., some very beautiful photo-

graphs of glass and silverware. These are,

without comparison, the most exquisite photo-

graphic effects we have lately seen. Clear,

sharp, and well defined, and yet so soft and

beautifully modulated, that there is not the

smallest trace of harshness. Could such effects

be produced in portraiture, retouching the nega-

tive would become a thing of the past. We
quote from Mr. Daggett's letter: "They are

in illustration of my belief in the copper de-

veloper I advocated among your issue of recipes,

more especially the one by itself. It shows the

two subjects of glassware and the dead-white

marble-like surface of the silver in close juxta-

position, both illuminated by one of the hardest

lights to work, viz., an intense side-light alone."

Mr. C. W. Hearn sends us some beautiful speci-

mens of his truly artistic printing, vignetted and

flashed. In anotherpart of thejournal Mr. Hearn
alludes to these pictures in his article on Way-
mouth Vignette Papers.

We have also alluded to them there, but they

seemed worthy of a further notice. Mr. Hearn
has done more towards developing the art of

printing and raising the position of the printer

than any other man in photography. Whereas

this branch used to be looked upon as one of the

most unimportant parts of the work, suitable for

intrusting to the boy, or the latest beginner in

the gallery, it has now become little less than

equal to negative making. Care, taste, and some

chemical knowledge, as well as some idea of the

rules of drawing, are now necessary to enable a

man to succeed in artistic printing. A bad nega-

tive can be much improved, even rendered quite

passable, by careful and judicious printing ; and,

on the other hand, the beauties of a good nega-

tive can be utterly obliterated and a very second-

rate effect produced by an ignorant printer. By
his unremitting labors in developing this branch

of the trade, Mr. Hearn has aroused the atten-

tion of the fraternity, and we are glad to see his

efforts crowned with success, as shown in the im-

provement in photographic printing generally.

Mr. Joseph A. Maggini, who has been with

Peter Smith and P. Smith & Co. for over thirty

years, left their service at the end of August last,

and has made an engagement with Messrs. Gat-

chel & Hyatt, Cincinnati, Ohio, and will be

found at their store. He has been in the busi-

ness, with two or three exceptions, the longest

of anyone now engaged in it. He has many
friends among our subscribers, and it will please

them to hear of his new engagement. No doubt

they will flock around him in numbers.'

The Art Interchange, the first issue of which

has reached us, is a household journal, published

under the auspices of the Society of Decorative

Art, and seeks to diffuse a better knowledge of

industrial and decorative art.

The paper consists of eight pages, the size of

The Nation, and is issued every other Wednes-

day from September 18th. It contains matter

valuable both to art workers and all who are in-

terested in the continually increasing devices for

adding to the attractiveness of homes.

To insure versatility, the features of an art and

household journal have been combined, so that

in addition to the various departments of instruc-

tion and criticism, current topics of interest re-

ceive suitable attention.

Terms, free of postage, $1.25 per annum, in-

variably in advance. A sample copy will be sent

on application. Address, The Art Interchange,

34 East Nineteenth Street, New York.

New Photography for Amateurs, is the

title of a little work by Max Fritz, issued in

German by Romain Talbot, Berlin, Prussia. It

is a model of compactness, as is indeed the plan

it advocates for making photographs in the field.

Items op News.—Mr. T. H. Higgins, Wheel-

ing, W. Va., sends us a local paper with a fine

description of bis new operating-room just now
about finished. From this account Mr. Higgins

seems to be prosperous. He makes the " Panel"

picture one of his specialties.

Mr. Charles Orr, Sandwich, 111., is making

a fine display at the county fair. He appears to

be one of the enterprising ones.

Mrs. E. N. Lockwood, Ripon, Wis., has been

"captain" of her husband's "steam camera"

for some weeks, during Mr. Lookwood's absence,

" with great success." Like her husband, she is

a good photographer, and able to take any part

of the work. Deserving enterprise. The " steam

camera," we must explain, is a steamboat with a

photograph gallery aboard.

Mr. Albert Levy's new advertisement of his

Emulsion, materials, etc., should be read by all

this month.

Mr. L. W. Seavey's new page advertisement

should also be carefully read by the enterprising

ones. Do not let us allow him to get ahead of

us, if he has been to Europe.
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It is reported that medals were awarded at the

Paris Exposition to Messrs. Bigelow, Sarony,

Gutekunst, Smith, Landy, and the Centennial

Photographic Co. We hope for a confirmation

of this, and a full list for our next issue.

Hearn's Practical Printer, Second Edition,

is in the hands of the binder, and will be ready

in a few days. It will be a great improvement

on the first edition, and contain a fine panel

picture from negatives made for the purpose by

G. M. Elton, Palmyra, N. Y., elegantly printed.

Mr. Hearn has done his best. An extract from

his work, one of the new chapters, will be found

on our first page, and a list of the contents in the

advertisement. We shall take occasion to re-

view the work more fully in our next. Already

several hundred copies of it are sold, and we are

ready to receive more orders. No live, enter-

prising photographer should be without this

work. $2.50, post-paid.

Mr. Henderson's quick process is further com-

mented upon this month by Prof. Stebbing, and

we think our readers should give it earnest at-

tention and careful experiment.

Lightning.—Our friends are a little less

" quick " than we would like in upholding us in

this storm, but they are rallying, and next month

we are promised another "quick" process entire,

and another analysis from a source that will raise

the ire of " the defense," or a black cloud at least.

And now that the number of "licensees" still

hangs at 142, after all this effort, Mr. Lambert

is forced to throw up still more, and offers the

-permits, with chemicals to work the process, for

$10. What a change from $50. But then he is

going into the " annuity " business. Look out

!

Gradually the thing comes up.

Obituary.—Our readers, one and all, will

doubtless be grieved to hear of the death of our

esteemed correspondent, Mr. John L. Gihon.

As announced only in our last issue, Mr. Gihon

has for some time been photographing in the

gold region of Venezuela. He had started home,

it appears, and as we are informed by Captain

McCready, of the schooner "Anita," died on

September 16th, on board that vessel, of general

debility, and was buried at sea.

He leaves a wife and three tiny children in this

city, to whom he was returning, to mourn his

loss, helpless and alone.

This sad news comes to us just as we are closing

for press, and is a great shock to his many friends

in this city and elsewhere.

In our next issue we shall give a sketch of his

photographic career, which has been a most in-

teresting and useful one, believing that every one

will be glad to have it on record. Photography

has surely lost one of its most useful and talented

advocates in his death.

We have just received a most urgent appeal

for help from Mr. F. C. Hall, photographer, Port

Gibson, Miss. His family of five children have

all been sick with yellow fever, and are now re-

covering. He says all his means are exhausted

and he is now in debt. The fever is still raging,

and no present prospect of business being re-

sumed.

Any assistance from the fraternity will be

thankfully received by him. Send it directly

to him, and he asks that the full address of the

donor may be given, and if prosperity once

more dawns upon him, he will most gladly re-

pay the debt. During the great suffering after

the Chicago fire, Mr. Hall was prompt in re-

sponding to the call for help.

Mr. G. M. Elton, Palmyra, N. Y., sends us

some specimens of his beautiful Panel photo-

graphs. It will be remembered that Mr. Elton

took the $100 Gold Medal Prize offered by us

last winter. It was awarded to him on this same

style of picture ; and now he tells us that he has

just received the prize offered by Mr. Richard

Walzl, Baltimore, on the 16th inst.

Mr. Walzl could not do better than in yield-

ing the palm to Mr. Elton's fascinating pictures,

and thus following the lead of our own jury in

awarding to him our more extended prize last

winter. These pictures, are, of course, exquisite,

but in no way superior to those on which he last

winter received the prize. The lighting is

artistic, posing graceful, accessories well chosen,

and chemical effects in both negatives and prints

have been skilfully manipulated : in fact, care

and judgment in every part of the work have

succeeded in producing most beautiful photo-

graphs.

Mosaics, 1 879, is in preparation, and we hereby

cordially invite all of our readers and contribu-

tors to send us something for its pages, confining

themselves to the practical and useful. Those

who are high up the ladder should remember

that they can give a good deal of help to others

in this way, and we hope they will assist us in

forming an unusually good Mosaics for the new

year. Please send your contributions now.



ADVERTISING- RATES FOR SPECIALTIES—It will be understood that matter under this

head is not to be considered as always having editorial sanction, though we shall endeavor to clear it of anything

tending to deceive or mislead. Stock-dealers will find this a beneficial mode of advertising, and sure to pay largely.

Six lines, one insertion, $2.00, and 25 cents for each additional line, seven words toaline—in advance. Operators

desiring situations , no charge. Matter must be received by the 23d to,secure insertion. Advertisers will please

not ask us for recommendations. 4®^ We cannot undertake to mail answers to parties who advertise. Please

always add your address to the advertisement.

Burnisher Eor Sale.—30 inch. A splendid

machine; Bntrekin's make, and for use as good

as new. The only one ever made. Guaranteed

to work perfectly. It can be seen and tried if

desired. For terms, apply to " Qt,"

Care Philadelphia Photographer,

Philadelphia.

Hance's Photographic Special-

ties. See Advertisement.

For Sale.—An old established and first-class

gallery, with or without instruments, for cash

only. Satisfactory reasons for selling. Also,

only gallery in a town of 5000 inhabitants; no

opposition; built expressly for the business.

Address I. R. B., care P. Smith & Co.,

56 W. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Gihon's
Photographic Oolorists' Guide.

Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

For Sale.—A photograph gallery located in

the town of Smyrna, Del. Population of town

and circuit, 6000. Established twenty years.

Must be sold at once; with or without instru-

ments ; on very easy terms. Owner in Calfornia.

Apply or address W. G. Holding,

P. 0. Box 83, Smyrna, Del.

Wanted to Purchase, a first-class Photo-

graph Car for cash. Persons having one to dis-

pose of will give full dimensions of size, height,

weight, age, price, size of skylight, etc., with

two different views of same, and stamp for re-

turn. Also a 4-4 Camera, and a small Burnisher.

Address E. Dunham,

West Rutland, Vermont.

Waymouth's Vignette Papers.

HALL'S Transparent Crystal, Granite and

TO THE PHOTOGRAPHERS
OF THE WEST AND SOUTH.

I respectfully announce to my
numerous friends and the Photo-
graphic community in general, that
I have ceased my connection with
P. Smith & Co., and have made an
engagement "with Messrs. Gatchel
& Hyatt, No. 108 West Fifth St.,

this city.

Having had near thirty years' ex-

perience (in one house) in every
branch of the Art, from the intro-

duction of the Daguerreotype in

Cincinnati, Ihave athoroughknowl-
edge of the wants of the Photo-
graphic Artists of the present day,

and will endeavor to give entire

satisfaction to all engaged in the

profession.

I shall be pleased to have my Pho-
tographic friends call upon me, and
solicit a share of patronage from
all Artists throughout the West
and South.

JOSEPH A. MAGG-INI.
Formerly with

PETEE SMITH,
P. SMITH & CO.

Cincinnati, September, 1878.

Gihon's
Photographic Oolorists' G-uide.

Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

Wanted.—A lady to work in ink, crayon, and

water colors, 4n one of the leading galleries in

Boston. None but first-class artists need apply.

Address Photographer,

493 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

Negative VARNISHES, Soli by all Dealers,

2
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THE WONDERFUL EURYSCOPE.
Philadelphia, Sept. 3d, 1878.

Messrs. Benj. French & Co.

:

Gents.—-The Euryscope Lenses sent us for

trial we consider to be a whole team in them-

selves ; in fact we think it would be possible to

run a gallery with only the Euryscope to work

with, and do outside as well as in-door work, with

the very best results. For our particular branch

of business, we consider them the greatest lenses

we have got hold of so far. For quick working

and light, we consider them Ne plus ultra; in

fact we cannot say enough. We are satisfied that

a trial will insure their sale wherever they are

introduced. Very truly yours,

R. Newell & Son.

Wanted.—A first-class operator in one of the

best appointed galleries in New England; no

second-rate man need apply. Send sample of

work. Address G. C. W.,

Box 172, Providence, R. I.

Partner Wanted.—Experienced operator of

good habits, who can make good and artistic

negatives ; one who would be inclined to engage

(in a small way) with one (unmarried) fifteen

years in the photograph business. With such, a

correspondence is desired. Send photograph of

self, and address J. B. B., Photographer,

Morris, 111.

Gihon's
Photographic Colorists' Guide.
Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

Wanted.—Situation as operator, or to take

charge of a business, by a man who has been

many years a photographer, and had good ex-

perience. First-class reference can be given.

Address B. C,
Office Philadelphia Photographer.

CONDENSED LIGHTNING
Is far superior to Lambert's, or
any other materials heretofore
offered for QUICK WOMK.
Manufactured and for sale only

by LONG & SMITH,
Quincy, 111.

Zentjiayer Stereoscopic Lenses for Sale.

—A pair of 2£ inch focus, good as* new, will be

sold for $25. Address

Z2J, care Philadelphia Photographer,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.

CHEAP! CHEAP!!
A SUPERB MICROSCOPE

and Outfit For Sale !

One Zentmayer's Elegant "Grand Ameri-

can Binocular," fitted with objectives l-10th to

2 inches, all of Zentmayer's accessories, case of

mounting material and instruments ; two cabi-

nets of assorted foreign and American objects

;

Moller's Diatom Test-plate, etc., embracing a per-

fect outfit for a student orprofessional Microscop-

ist. Cost over $800. Address

W. J. Land, P. 0. Box 305, Atlanta, Ga.

KICHAKDS0FS SENSITIZED PAPEE
is economical, because it saves time, trouble, and

money, and its printing qualities are unsurpassed.

See advertisement in Photographer for July and

August, 1876, Mosaics for 1878, or send for cir-

cular to C. F. Richardson, Wakefield, Mass.

A. LAMOR, EDW. LAMOR,
ARTISTS.

Photographs finished in Water Colors, Crayon,

or India Ink, in the highest style of the art.

PORTRAITS IN OIL A SPECIALTY.
Negatives finely retouched.

738 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

NO MORE FAILURES
On Babies, if you use " CON-
DENSED LIGHTNING" mate-
rials. For prices, address

LONG & SMITH,
Quincy, 111.

EMULSION PH0T0GRAPHIQUE FRANGAISE
Albert Levy, 77 University Place,

Sole Proprietor.

New York, June 14th, 1878.

Having been trying for the past two or three

years to find Dry Plates which were sensitive

and reliable, I am well pleased to be able at the

present time to get any of my amateur photo-

graphic friends out of the fog, and show them

the means of obtaining Dry Plates which work

well and reliable in all places and weather, and

require no art or cleverness to produce good, clear

negatives, vigorous and brilliant prints.

I purchased of Mr. Albert Levy one dozen of

his Dry Plates on trial, and the result so far ex-

ceeded my expectations that I really began to

think that I was a photographer, forgetting it

was the plates and not the man. I have long

ago discontinued using bath plates, and all other

plates or emulsion except his, and have invari-

ably found them to work the same.

Yours, etc., H. W. Wickham,

384 and 386 Broadway, N. Y.

HALL'S Transparent Crystal, Granite and negative VARNISHES. Solfl by all Dealers,
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THE BEST RESULTS
With SHORTEST EXPOSURES,
by the use of " CONDENSED
LIGHTNING." For particulars,

address LONG- & SMITH,
Quinoy, 111.

GOLD.
Great chance to make money.

If you can't get gold you can get

greenbacks. We need a person

in every town to take subscriptions for the largest,

cheapest and best illustrated family publication

in the world. Any one can become a successful

agent. The most elegant works of art given free

to subscribers. The price is so low that almost

everybody subscribes. One agent reports making

over $150 in a week. A lady agent reports taking

over 400 subscribers in ten days. All who engage

make money fast. You can devote all your time

to the business, or only your spare time. You
need not be away from home over night. You
can do it as well as others. Full particulars, di-

rections and terms free. Elegant and expensive

outfit free. If you want profitable work send

us your address at once. It costs nothing to try

the business. No one who engages fails to make
great pay. Address " The People's Journal,"

Portland, Maine.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No chargefor advertisements under this head; limited

tofour lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.

By a young man who has had limited experi-

ence in photography and wishes to advance his

knowledge of the art by engaging with some first-

class man for one or two years. Can furnish good

references as to character, sobriety, etc. Address

Jas. A. Brooks, Adrian, Mich.

A position by a young man thoroughly com-

petent in all branches of photography. The

East preferred. Address A. McWilliams, care

Dispatch office, Pittsburg, Pa.

By a first-class negative retoucher and compe-

tent assistant in the other branches of the busi-

ness. Reasonable salary. Address A. C. H.,

Cooperstown, Otsego Co., N. Y.

In or near Boston
;
prefers general work ; will

do anything ; not afraid of work. Might take

an interest. Address Box 25, Swampscott, Mass.

A young lady would be obliged for an oppor-

tunity to take charge of a reception-room, pen-

cil, color, mount, etc. Address Box 357, Brock-

ton, Mass.

A permanent situation as retoucher; should

like to assist in operating; can show samples of

work and bring recommendation of former em-

ployer. Those meaning business please address

to Philip J. Hummel, Hastings, Dakota Co., Minn.

A photographer with many years experience

and good reference, wishes a situation as opera-

tor, printer and toner, etc. Address Photo., 530

Sylvester Street, Philadelphia.

By a first-class printer and toner ; has had

nine years' experience. Address Photo. Printer,

Box 204, Emaus, Lehigh Co., Pa.

As operator or retoucher, understands printing

and toning. Good recommendation given by

present employer. Address Will. J. Hunter,

Millersburg, Holmes Co., Ohio.

By a young lady of several years' experience,

a situation as photo, retoucher in some first-class

gallery. Address Lock Box 25, Marlboro, Mass.

By a first-class printer and toner, general as-

sistant; age, 24 years. References, Notman,

Montreal and Boston. Address G. F. A., P. 0.

Box 192, Brockton, Mass.

By a young man who is a first-class printer

and toner. Can make himself generally useful

in a gallery. Reference, present employer. Ad-

dress Henry W. Cross, 148 William Street, N. Y.

By a young man of four years' experience as

operator or printer. Address N. B. Larkin,

Clarksville, Tenn.

By one who understands all the branches of

photography; also India-ink work, crayon, water

color, or oil. Eighteen years' experience. Has

run several very good galleries for others. Ad-

dress E. G. M., 27 Whitesborough St., Utica, N. Y.

By a first-class printer, either in copying or

custom, prefer copying : can give first-class refer-

ence; worked In the oldest copying house in the

United States. Address J. G. Wise, Tyrone City,

Pa.

As printer and general assistant, by a young
man of five years' experience. Address D. F.

Barry, Columbus, Wis.

By a photographer of twenty-five years' ex-

perience, capable of taking charge of any de-

partment in a gallery, or the entire charge of a

gallery. Experienced in solar work, and a good
retoucher. Reference given. Address E. L.

Mowry, Milton, Northumberland Co., Pa.

By a photographer of ten years' practical ex-

perience ; is through in all branches. Reference
kindly permitted to Mr. J. C. Steiman, photog-
rapher, 504 S. Second Street, Philadelphia. Ad-
dress K., 150 N. Fifth Street, Philadelphia.

By a young man of first-class experience, as

operator and general workman ; can retouch
nicely. Will furnish specimens and references

from former employer. Can also do stereoscopic

operating. Address H. S. Keller, Little Falls,

Herkimer Co., N. Y.

As artist for crayon, negatives, India-ink,
water, and oil colors. Salary, $20. Address J.

Schlickeisen, 378 New York Avenue, Jersey City,

N.J.

HALL'S Transparent Crystal, Granite anil Negative VARNISHES. Soli by all Dealers,
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JAMBS L. PERRIGO, Agt,

(Successor to Fairbank, Mtjkphy & Co.)

No. 81 N. HOWARD STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.
MANUFACTURER OF

BEVEL MATTS AND PASSEPARTOUTS.
DISPLAY MATTS A SPECIALTY.

VELVET, ENGLISH, AND PEBBLE MATTS.

H. C. BRIDLE,
No. 116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia,

Photographic Printing ana Copying

FOR THE TRADE.

Prices as Low as Consistent with First-class Work.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

PATENTED.

Feb. 24, 1857,

July 10, 1866,

Feb. 23, 1871,

May 26, 1874,

Aug. 4, 1874,

Sep. 18, 1877.

IMPROVED SOLAR CAMERAS.
D. A. "WOODWARD, Maryland Institute, Baltimore, Maryland.

All persons are warned not to infringe the Letters Patents. SEND FOR PRICE LIST.
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HEAR. ISPS

Practical Printer,
SECOND EDITION,

Is a Complete Manual ofPhotographic Printing on Plain and AlMmen Paper, and on Porcelain.

At one time too little attention was given to Photographic Printing, although

it is indeed quite as important a branch of the art as negative making.

The author and publisher feel that they have created a reform in this matter,

by the issue of this work, and thus put money in the pockets of all who read it.

There are some who still want it and we shall meet the demand.

The Printing-room.
The Silvering- and Toning-room.
The Drying-room.
The Positive Bath for Albumen

Paper.
Silvering the Albumen Paper.
Drying the Paper.
Fuming the Paper.
Preservation of Sensitive Albu-
menized Paper; Washed Sen-
sitive Paper.

Cutting the Paper.
The Printing-boards.
Keeping Tally.

Vignette Printing-blocks,

Treatment of Negatives before

Printing.

Filling of the Boards.
Fitting Vignette-boards to the

Negatives for Printing.
Medallion and Arch-top Printing.

Fancy Printing.

Vignette Cameo and Medallion
Vignette Cameo Printing.

CONTENTS.
Printing the Bendann Back-

grounds.
Printing Intense Negatives.

Printing Weak Negatives.
A Few More Remarks about

Printing—Treatment of Broken
Negatives.

Cutting the Prints.

Washing the Prints.

Acidifying the Prints.

Toning Baths.
Artistic Toning.
Fixing Baths and Fixing Prints.

Washing the Prints.

Mounting the Prints.

Finishing the Prints.

Salting the Paper. [Paper.
Positive Baths for Plain Salted
Silvering Plain Salted Paper.
Drying, Fuming, and Cutting the

Paper. [Printing.

Treatment of the Negatives before

Printing-in False Backgrounds.
General Plain Paper Printing.

Waymouth's Vignette Papers.

Further Treatment of the Prints

after Printing.

Causes of Failures in Albumen
and Plain Paper Printing.

Selection of the Porcelain Plates.

Cleaning the Porcelain Plates.

Albumenizing the Porcelain

Plates.

Making the Porcelain Collodion.

Coating, Fuming, and Drying the

Plates.

Porcelain Printing-boards.

Placing the Sensitive Plate on the
Board for Printing.

Printing Vignette Porcelains.

Printing Medallion Porcelains.

Washing the Porcelains.

Toning the Porcelains.

Fixing the Porcelains.

Final Washing of the Porcelains.

Drying and Tinting the Porcelains
Varnishing the Porcelains.

Causes of Failures in Porcelain
Printing.

The whole work has been largely REVISED and IMPROVED and brought up
to the requirements of the day.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I consider it the best work on printing and ton-

ing that has been published, or at least that has
come into my hands, and until I see a better one
I shall give it the first place. If any one wishes
to be helped out of the mud let him read it; but if

he wants to stick there let him keep his money in

his pocket, and stick till doomsday if he likes."

—

John R. Clemons, Philadelphia.
The Photographic News says :

" Silver printing
and everything connected therewith are treated
most exhaustively, and the work is evidently that

of a practical man. Mr. Hearn manifestly thor-

oughly understands his work, and is, moreover,
a clear and vigorous writer."

The British Journal of Photography, says: "It
is a considerable period since we rose from the per-

usal of a new book on photography with feelings

of greater satisfaction than in the present instance :

'The Practical Printer' is well 'got up,' and the

work cannot fail of being acceptable and useful

to all classes of photographers, the veteran as

well as the tyro in our art-science."

Over 50 Wood Outs and an elegant Panel Portrait by G. M. Elton, will embellish it.

A THOUSAND COPIES ALREADY GONE.
Mulled, post-paid, on receipt of $2.50, by any dealer, or

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,
116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia,

3
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APPARATUS AND LENSES

FOR SALE!
THE CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPANY

OFFER THE FOLLOWING

ARTICLES FOR SALE AT LOW FIGURES.

They have been used, but are mainly as good as new. Two holders accompany

the camera boxes generally.

As to the lenses, they are the very finest quality, as the excellent work made
with them will testify. They were carefully selected and are prizes to any one

who may secure them.

Prices will be given on application, and buyers who have opportunity may
inspect before purchasing. Those at a distance are guaranteed that the goods will

be entirely as represented.

LIST.
One 20x24 American Optical Co.'s Cone

Bellows, D. S. B. View Box.

One 10x12 American Optical Co.'s Cone

Bellows, D. S. B. View Box.

One 5x8 American Optical Co.'s Stereo.

View Box.

One 20 x 24 American Optical Co.'s Negative

Bath.

One lot 5x,8 and 8 x 10 Printing; Frames.

LENSES.
One Hermagis' View-Copying Lens, 8 x 10.

One » » » 5 x 8.

One pair Zentmayer's Stereo. Lenses.

One Boss' Symmetrical Lens, No. 3.

Two » » » No. 5, 5x7.

One Boss' Ordinary Angle Doublet, 10x12.

One pair Boss' Stereo. 5x4 Lens, S. A.

Doublet.

One pair Boss' Carte-de-Visite Lenses, No. 2.

One Darlot Lens, 1-4 size.

Two Focusing Glasses, Amer. Optical Co.'s.

These are positively the last used goods we will have for sale, all the rest being

retained for our own use. Address

CENTENNIAL PHOTO. CO.,

116 North Seventh St., JPMlada.

CLOUD NEGATIVES FOR SALE.
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Preface to Catalogue of Magic Lantern Slides.

We have endeavored to make the Catalogue which follows secure to its reader not only a

list of Slides and Apparatus, hut, avoiding confusion and cumbersomeness, a satisfactory list

of the best things to be had of their kind.

We can supply anything from any dealer or manufacturer, but have preferred to confine

our own Catalogue to such things as we know can be guaranteed; and as to Slides, such as

we know will be most satisfactory. We add an entirely new list of Colored Slides, having

filtered down the old ones until the best only are left.

But the preference for photographs on glass, which make such unequalled Lantern Slides,

requires us to give the most space to that kind. Our long connection with photographers all

over the world, secures to us unequalled facilities for knowing not only where the best subjects

are to be had, but how best to get them at the lowest price. Much advantage has been taken

of buyers by those who are no judges of photographs, and have put upon the market shock-

ingly bad goods at high prices.

We believe we have largely corrected this abuse, and now give a list which both in price

and quality is unrivalled. We give personal attention to our orders.

Having large stocks on hand, the majority of the articles named in our catalogue can be

supplied promptly. It is our usual endeavor to ship goods the day of the reception of the

order.

We can do better for the buyer than any other house in America, and request a trial order.

Edward L. Wilson, 116 N. Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

CONTENTS.
Accessories
Africa, Slides of

American Slides, Levy's
Apparatus, Price-list of

Sciopticon
Articles, Miscellaneous
Attachments and Ap-

paratus
Bermuda Islds, Slides of

Blue's Comic Adven-
tures, Slides of

Centennial Exhibition
Slides

Chemicals and Chemical
Apparatus

Children's Hullabaloo
Chromatrope, Morton's
Clouds, Natural
College Lantern, The
Colored Slides

Combinations and Esti-

mates
Comic Movable Slides,

Colored
Comic Slip Slides

Conundrums, Lantern
Dioramic Paintings
Dissolving Cock, The
Dissolving Effect Slides,

Colored

Dissolving Lanterns,
Wilson's Improved

Dissolving Views, Wil-
son's New

Distinguished Persons,
Portraits of

Drawings and Diagrams
Egypt, Slides of

England, Slides of

Experimenter's Lantern
Fables, iEsop's

Fables, LaFontaine's
Flora ofWinter, Slides of

Franklin Bag, The
Generator, Safety Hy-

drogen
Groups and Ideal Pic-

tures

Hymns for Sunday-
Schools

India, Slides of

Ireland, Slides of

Java, Slides of

Journeys, Wilson's Lan-
tern

Kilburn's Slides

Lenses, Few Hints about
Magic Lantern, The
Megascope, The
Mexico, Slides of

Miscellaneous Articles

Nursery Tales, Colored
Slides of

Outfit, Our $100
Oxyhydrogen Light,

Working the
Painting Lantern Slides,

Materials for

Palestine, Slides of

Patriotic Slides

Photographer's Lantern
Portugal, Slides of

Reading Lamp, The
Lecturer's

Readings or Lectures,

Lantern
Saviour, Life of Our,

Colored
Scientific Slides, Colored
Sciopticon for Lime

Light, The
Sciopticon for Oil, The
Sciopticon Apparatus,

Price-list of

Scotland, Slides of

Screens
Scripture Slides, Col'rd.

Old Testament
Scripture Slides, Col'rd.

New Testament

Select'd Pictures, Choice
Colored

Slides made to order
Snow and Ice Views
Spain, Slides of

Statuary, Centennial,
Wood Mounted

Statuary, Cloud Combi-
nation, Wilson's

Statuary, New, Levy's
Statuary, Wilson's Spe-

cial

Statuary, Wood Mount'd
Stock of Slides on hand,
Our

Toy Lanterns
Turkey, Slides of

United States History Il-

lustrations, Colored
White Mountains, Slides

of

Wilson's Lantern Jour-
neys

Wilson's Lantern Jour-
neys, A to H, Slides for

Winker, The Sciopticon
Woodbury Slides

Yosemite Val'y,Slides of

Zoological Garden, Ani-
mals

Terms on which Goods are sent C. 0. D.—All C. 0. D. orders must be accompanied

by enough cash to insure us against loss by return expressage. There are people who will

order goods C. 0. D. and then, changing their minds, refuse to take them, thus throwing the

expressage both ways upon the shipper. We are compelled, therefore, to adhere to the above

requirement, even if the innocent must suffer for the guilty. At least one-third of the amount
ordered should be sent with the order. We give facilities for examination of goods before

they are taken out, when requested.
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.^OSAICs
A FEW LEFT^+Jgyg^A FEW LEFT

In the Thirteenth Issue, it is believed that more real gems are contained
than in any former volume ; so that as a book of reference, as a guide, a friend,

a helper in photographic practice, it is invaluable and you cannot afford to do
without its assistance. Read the

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS.
Edited by EDWAED L. WILSON, Editor of the "Philadelphia Photographer," etc.

CONTENTS.
Last Year.
The Language of Art. E. K. Hough.
Besetting Troubles. C. A. Zimmerman.
How to make Gold. I. B. Webster.
To the Struggling Ones. A. N. Hardy.
Developing Solutions. E. M. Estabrooke.
Something more about the Negative Bath. F. M.

Spencer.
Negative Varnishes and Retouching Surfaces. J.

Babies. W. C. Tuttle. [G. Vail.

Admitted to the Bar. J. Pitcher Spooner.
Negative Retouching. H. B. Hillyer.

If You do Not. J. H. Reuvers.
Dark-room Experience. W. B. Critchfield.

Art in- Photography. M. H. Albee.

Mosaics. E. T. Whitney.
Another Difficulty Conquered. J. S. Hovey.
Items from Actual Experience. Garvey Donald-
Darkness vs. Light. Forester Clark. [son.

How to Photograph the Arteries and Areins of
any Viscus in the Body in its natural con-
dition and position. Prof. J. Towler, M. D.

Photograj)hing Interiors. Homo.
Forgotten Friends. George W. Wallace.
A Simple and Reliable Dry Process. C. F. Rich-
Photographic Preserves. Old Argentum. [ardson.

Photographic Albums. John L. Gihon.
Old Things in New Dresses. Young Chloride.

Backgrounds. C. Alfred Garrett.

A Rod in Pickle. Obscuro. [French.
A Few Things Learned By Experience. C. M.
A Rattler. Jonas F. Brown. [B. Clench.

Do not get your Customers into Bad Habits. F.

How to restore Exposed Plates. W. H. Sherman.

Collocin as a Restrainer. John Carbutt.
Burnishing of Photo. Prints. Wm. W. Seeler.

Fraternity. A. W. Kimball.
The necessity of Art Culture. W. J. Baker.
Copying and Enlarging. Pyro.
Fog vs. Sunshine. R. R. Thompson.
Old Grannyisms. Frank F. Currier.

A new use for Petroleum. Frank Robbing.
Overiodizing. George Sperry.
Photographic Operators. C. T. Stuart.

An Improved Washing-Tank. F. A. Wenderoth.
More about Prices. Robert J. Chute.

Trimming and Mounting. Irving Saunders.
Odds and Ends. E. P. Libby.
How to keep a Burnisher in Order. W. F. Stinson.

Backgrounds : A Review. Lafayette W. Seavey.
Light and Chemicals. James 0. Merrill.

Photographic Grouping. W. D. Gatchel.

Dodge Hash. F. C. Phillips.

Useful Chips That Pay to Use. A. Hesler.

The Fading of Albumen Prints. J. R. Clemons.
On the Production of Reverse Negatives. Alfred

Pumphrey.
Simple Way to work a Neutral Bath. R. Benecke.
Important Trifles. E. Z. Webster.
Photographing Groups of Persons of Different

Complexions. F. N. Blake.

How to do a Successful Business In Dull Times.

L. W. Crawford.
The Photography of the Future. An Unfading

Photographer.
Dirt. H. R. Farr.

Excellent Methods of Lichtdruck. J. Lemling.

Many Mites From Many Minds. E. L. Wilson.

The whole includes 144 pages.

Cloth bound, $1.00 per copy; paper cover, 50 cents.

"WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD."

EDWARD L, WILSON, PMootMc PilisHer, 116 North Seventh St, Philadelphia.
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THE

MAGIC LANTERN
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE,

DEVOTED TO THE SPREAD OP INFORMATION ON THE
SUBJECTS OP

Magic Lantern Slides,

Operating Magic Lanterns,

Dissolving Views,

ALL THE NEW METHODS AND MEANS OF
LANTERN PROJECTION.

THE PRODUCTION OF EFFECTS AND SO ON
AS DERIVED FROM ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.

0J A YEAR. SUBSCRIPTION 1|| A YEAR.

EVERY OPERATOR SHOULD HAVE IT

BDW. L. WILSON, Publisher,
AND DEALER IN

mm LANTERN SLIDES™ LANTERNS.
THE LARGEST STOCK IN THE WORLD,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.

V&- SEND FOE OUR NEW CATALOGUE. FIFTEEN CENTS.-©®
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J. C. SOMERVILLE
No. 17 South Fifth Street.

THE BEST GOODS AT THE VEEY LOWEST PKICES TOE CASH.

Somerville's Extra Negative Collodion. Tilford's CoUodion.

Somerville's Extra Ferrotype CoUodion. P. & W. Chemicals.

SomerviUe's New Diamond Varnish. Frames and Matts of

SomerviUe's Retouching Varnish. every Description.

PHOTO-CHROME OUTFITS COMPLETE, $2.50.

Convex Glass, Cotton and Silk Velvet Passepartouts, and all goods for the Photo-Chrome Picture kept

in stock and sold at the lowest market prices.

Seventeen years' experience. Cash prices and prompt shipment. New packing boxes of the right

size at cost. Send a trial order. J/SSif Send for new Illustrated Price List and Budget for 1878.

Charles Cooper& Co.
191 WORTH ST., NEW YORK.,

OFFER AT WHOLESALE

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS, strictly pure and
of full weight.

CROSS-SWORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,
Single and Extra Brilliant.

EVAPORATING DISHES.

GERMAN SOLID GLASS BATHS.

PORTRAIT LENSES—C. F. Usener's Celebrated

The largest and most reliable house for Refining Waste and Residues.
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ON COLORING.
THE

'Iwtflgfajrhk fototete' {fimiik*

By the late JOHN L. GIHON,
ONCE ONE Oif THE MOST TALENTED AND ABLE AKTISTS IN THE PROFESSION.

s

PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORING—-The growing demand for a fresh work on

photographic coloring, one that contains full instructions on all the new and improved

methods—for like photography itself, photo, coloring has improved and progressed—has led

to the publication of the above.

ITS CONTENTS ARE:
Preface.

Chap. I. On India-Ink "Work.
II. The Principles to be con-

sidered in the Applica-
tion of Colors.

'

III. The Materials used in Fin-

ishing Photographs -with

"Water Colors.

IV. "Water-color Painting- as
applied to Photographs.

Chap.V. Relative totheUse ofPaints
that are Mixed with Oil.

VI. Coloring -with Pastels. -

VII. The Production of Ivory-
types.

VIII. The Crystal Ivorytype.
IX. Crayon "Work.
X. Negative Retouching.
XI. About Matters so far For-

gotten.

XII. Rudimentary Perspective.

The last chapter is on a subject entirely new and fresh, and is finely illustrated.

The whole will make the most interesting and valuable photographic work that has been

issued for several years.

Mailed on receipt of price, $1.50 per copy.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

116 NORTH SEVENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA.
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THE "LEADING"
BACKGROUNDS and ACCESSORIES

OF THE WORLD!
That those of the undersigned are " leading," is attested by two facts.

First Fact.—They are used to the exclusion of all others hy the leading Photographers of this

continent, and are now being sent in large weekly shipments to the principal cities of the
old world. Note the following English extract

:

" The leading Photographers in America have long used the productions of this eminent
Artist, and hence, in a great measure, the superiority of their portraiture, to wit : that of
Sarony, Mora, etc. Attracted by the results obtained in the ' new country,' the leading
English Photographers are now using them with highly satisfactory results."

Second Fact.—They are being copied in at least a dozen cities and villages of this country, as

well as in several European cities—notably London (Eng.), Paris, and Berlin ; a London
stock-dealer openly advertising Backgrounds after the" American style! See advertise-

ment of Marion & Co., British Journal Almanac, 1878.

Notwithstanding Pact 2d, our orders are so numerous that the three-story studio, No. 8

Lafayette Place, is taxed to its utmost, and to gain space to give an opportunity to show our
products advantageously, a regular photographic skylight is to be constructed on the roof.

FOR THE FALL AND WINTER SEASON
WE OFFER :

THE MORA SET BOAT.—One of our greatest successes.

THE BEDFORD SET BOAT.-New Design.

SNOW BACKGROUNDS AND BRIDGES of New Designs, to order.

BALUSTRADES at $30—eight styles.

RICHLY CARVED EUROPEAN FURNITURE.-Consisting of Tables, Stands, and
Chairs, purchased during our recent European tour ; a small but choice lot.

VENETIAN CABINETS.—Very rich. Front, back, and ends dissimilar ; equivalent to

two cabinets. Changes to Carved Table and Writing-Desk
; $50. In wood entire, $125.

INGRAIN CARPETS.—Suitable for interior or exterior, at $1 per yard.

ENGLISH TABLE-COVERS.-Selected Photographic- Covers.

OUE PEIOES POE LANDSCAPE AND INTEEIOE BACKGROUNDS AEE AS FOLLOWS:

18 Cents, 20 Cents, 25 Cents, 30 Cents, 35 Cents, and 40 Cents, per Square Foot.

And special prices for proprietary designs. All prices are based on the amount of elabora-

tion required.

Plain Backgrounds, 8 cents per Square Poot.

All New valuable designs copyrighted.
Photographers desirous of obtaining my productions, should either purchase direct from

my studio, or through an honorable dealer in Photographic goods, and should notice that my
name and address is stencilled on the articles.

Sample Prints to known responsible parties will be sent on application."

The highest form of Photographic Portraiture obtained by those using Seavey 's Backgrounds.
Parisian and Centennial Medals awarded our works. New Designs from month to month.
Our Backgrounds at 30 and 35 cents contain twice the elaboration of the old styles at

25 cents.

Highest Medals awarded the exhibits of our patrons. Our patrons move in the front rank.

The " old fogies " are beginning to see that their rivals are making the latest styles because

they use Seavey 's Backgrounds and Accessories.

Our extensive experience enables us to successfully execute special orders. We wish it clearly

understood that Seavey is still living, makes his own designs, superintends his own business,

has no foreman, no partner, and is ready, with renewed energy (and extreme modesty), to

remain in the Background. BesjDectfully, yours to command,

LAFAYETTE W. SEAVEY, 8 Lafayette Place, New York.
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^covillT
Manufacturing Company,

419 & 421 BROOME STREET,

MERCHANTS IN

ALL ARTICLES PHOTOaRAPHIC
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.

PROPRIETORS OF THE WORKS OF

THEAMERICAN OPTICAL CO. NEW YORK,

S. PECK & CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.
SCOVILL MANUF'G CO.,WATERBURY, CONN.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

MORRISON'S VIEW LENSES,

"PEERLESS" PORTRAIT LENSES,

ENGLISH PORCELAIN WARE,

FRENCH AND ENGLISH GLASS,

ALBUMENIZED PAPER-ALL MAKES,

HANCE'S "PHOTO. SPECIALTIES,"

CENTENNIAL PHOTO. CO.'S VIEWS,

GRAPHOSCOPES, STEREOSCOPES, &c.

The Greatest Stoct in tie World ! Dealers Eyerywtare Supplied Low!

419 -BROOME 421

SCOVILL MANUF'G CO., NEW YORK.
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NEW AND IMPROVED

Engraving Process.
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PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR WOOD CUTS.
STATE WHEKE YOU SAW THIS.

RAPID RELIABLE !

!

WITHOUT CHANGE ! !

!

EMULSION PHQTOGRAPHIQUE FRANCAISE.
THE NEW FRENCH PHOTOGRAPHIC. EMUL SION.

THE ONLY RELIABLE AND PERMANENT EMULSION KNOWN.
Unequalled for rapidity, (fully equal to the bath plate)—Intensity to any degree on simple

development without silver or other intensifier, and absolutely permanent and without
change. Eull instructions with each bottle.

For Sale only by ALBERT LEVY, Sole Prop'r, 11 University Place, N. Y.

.

EMULSION DRY PLATES, READY FOR USE, ALWAYS ON HAND.
These Dry Plates are much more rapid than when used wet, and instantaneous views are

readily taken with them. For Tourists, Scientific Expeditions, and Out-door Photography,
they are indispensable. They keep indefinitely, and are put up in packages of minimum bulk.

N. B.—To insure as far as possible against spurious and counterfeit preparations, all Dry
Plates made with my Emulsion bear my signature. PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

«@-AT VERY LOW PRICES.-^
Knell's old make of Photographic Chairs and Lounges.

Also, new designed chairs, lounge and table, with Queen Anne, Eastlake, and original'

ornamentations. Raw silk covering selected for the photographic art only.

GEO. KNELL & SON, Manufacturers, 226 South Second St., Philada., Pa.

BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,
No. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OP PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OP GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.
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CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.'S

UNRIVALLED

Stereoscopic Views
-OF-

Statuary, Fancy Groups,

Interiors, Works of Art,

Exteriors, Machinery, etc.

THE MOST UNRIVALLED COLLECTION EVER PUBLISHED.

REDUCED TO $2.00 PER DOZEN.
THE FOLLOWING SIZES ARE ALSO MADE

:

CARD, CABINET, 5x8, 8x10, 13x16, and 17x21.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE

Catalogues supplied on receipt of a three-cent stamp.

Every Photographer can Sell Them.

ALSO,

Magic Lantern Slides
Over 500 subjects of greater interest than any other class in this line

FOR SALE BY THE

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

EDWARD L. WILSON, Prop'r. City Office, 116 North Seventh St,
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"A Delightful Book of Travels." Has a Wonderful Sale.

WILSON'S

LANTERN
JOURNEYS.

By EDWAED L. WILSON, Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer."

FOURTH EDITION NOW READY
Parties about to select' slides will find this work an excellent helper, for it enables one to

know all about what he is ordering before he orders.

The contents are divided into eight " Journeys," each one including a visit to one hundred

places, making eight hundred places in all, as follows

:

JOURNEY A—Havre, Paris, Versailles, Rouen, Fontainebleau,
and Switzerland.

JOURNEY B—Compiegne, Brussels, Aix la Chapelle, Cologne,
Up and Down the Rhine, Potsdam, Berlin, Dresden, Vienna,
the Vienna Exposition, the Semmering Pass, Saxony, Munich,
and Southwest Germany.

JOURNEY C—Italy—Lake Maggiore, Lake Como, Milan, Verona,
Venice, Florence, Pisa, Rome, Naples, Pompeii, the Ascent of

Vesuvius, Puteoli, and the Italian Art Galleries.

JOURNEY D—Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Russia, and
Spain.

JOURNEY E—Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey, Greece, and India.

JOURNEY F—England, Scotland, and United States of America.

JOURNEY G—The Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia.

JOURNEY H—The Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia.

It has been carefully prepared, and will be found amusing, very entertaining, and in-

structive.

It contains 277 pages. Cloth Bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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SOUVENIRS.
We have a new article to offer to photographers, especially those who are located

at the places named below, called

THEY CONSIST OF A

Series of Twelve or more of the most
Desirable Views in a Locality,.

Pictured on a Long Panoramic Strip, which Folds up in Album Shape.

They are very pretty and can be sold readily by photographers and fancy goods

dealers. Many parties make collections of therh as Of views.

The following is a list of the places of which Souvenirs may be had :

ATLANTIC CITY,

AU SABLE CHASM,
BALTIMORE,
BOSTON,
CAPE MAY,
CALIFORNIA,
CHICAGO,
CINCINNATI,
CLEVELAND,
DETROIT,

FLORAL,
LONG BRANCH,
LOUISVILLE,
MAMMOTH CAVE,
MILWAUKEE,
MINNESOTA,
MONTREAL,
NEW ORLEANS,
NEWPORT,
NEW YORK,

NIAGARA FALLS,
PHILADELPHIA,
PENNA. R. R.,

QUEBEC,
SAN FRANCISCO,
SARATOGA,
ST. LOUIS,
WHITE MOUNTAINS,
WASHINGTON,
WATKIN'S GLEN.

Parties desiring samples may have them post-paid at 40 cents each.

The Souvenirs generally retail at 50 cents each and a good margin of profit is

allowed the retailer.

LOOK INTO IT!

Parties will be negotiated with for the exclusive sale of any special locality

on favorable terms.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
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ARTISTIC
PHOTOGRAPHY,

AND HOW TO ATTAIN IT

By LYMAN Gh BIGELOW.

Owing to the ready sale of the first edition, we are enabled to produce the new

one at less cost, and now at a

$4.00 REDUCED PRICE $4.00

We are enabled to place it within the reach of everybody.

Mr. Bigelows last work is undoubtedly his very best. It is intended in the short

way to teach photographers how to become artists in all branches of photography,

and how to improve the artistic qualities of their productions. Any photographer

who reads it and follows its directions, teachings, and formula? must make better

work.

EXAMINE THE CONTENTS

!

READING- MATTER.
I. Introductory.

II. Artistic Light.

III. Balance of Lines.

IV. Chiaro-oscuro.

V. Backgrounds and Accessories.

VI. Composition, Rules and Maxims.

VII. The Studio.

VIII. Formula; well proved and used by the

author in producing the work em-

ployed to illustrate this book.

IX. Printing and toning formula.

PHOTO. ILLUSTRATIONS.

Cloud Portrait.

Cabinet Medallion of a lady.

Cabinet, plain—boy on a velocipede.

Promenade, lady {interior).

Promenade, lady (moonlight).

Cabinet, gentleman (bust).

7. Cabinet, lady (f length).

8. Cabinet, lady (bust).

9. Cabinet, lady (f length).

10. Promenade, group.

11. Promenade, group.

12. Promenade, seaside.

Together with a plan of Mr. Bigelow's Skylight.

SlaP" A fine lot of studies and capital instructions for producing them.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher,

116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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^GIHON'S

CUT-OUTS
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean cut, most
desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially for the purpose.

Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides, assorted for five differently

6ized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICE $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order promptly, by
addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than 4>1.00 made at a time.

^|*No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them*.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and

sizes. Ask your stock-dealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelopes with

instruction circular included.

PROMENADE'SIZE JVOW READY! so
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GIHON'S

OPAQUE.
IS DESIGNED FOR

COMPLETELY OBSCURING THE IMPERFECT BACKGROUNDS OF COPIES,
RETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

- FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,
COATING THE INSIDE OF LENSES OR CAMERA BOXES,

BACKING SOLAR NEGATIVES,
COVERING VIGNETTING BOARDS,

AND FOR ANSWERING

ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE
PRODUCTION OF ARTISTIC RESULTS IN PRINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAQUE.
It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 CENTS.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Address all orders to

Scovill Manufacturing Co.,

Or, JOHN L. GfflON, Inventor, NEW YORK.
116 N Seventh St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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38 Maiden Lane, New York
IMPORTER OF THE CELEBRATED

S. &. M. DRESDEN

Albumen Papers
SINGLE OR EXTRA BRILLIANT.

This paper was the first extra brilliant imported into

this country ten years ago, and has retained its superior

quality above all other brands sprung up since, to which
the constantly increasing demand testifies.

ALSO,

Hyposulphite of Soda,
Sulphate of Iron,

Solid German Glass Baths,
Saxe Evaporating Dishes,

French Filter Paper,
Porcelain Trays.

Ferrotype Plates.

EXTRA BRILLIANT CROSS'S \Af ORD PAPER.
FOR SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS.

0R
< G. GENNERT, Importer, 38 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
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Studies in Artistic Printing.
By C. W. HEARN, author of the "Practical Printer."

Owing to the very flattering reception which attended the Author's former work, "The

Practical Printer," he has, with more extended experience, ventured upon a second work,

in which he has seen fit to more thoroughly combine "Studies in Printing," by way of

further illustrating the matter of which he would write. For the better fulfillment of

this design, negatives have been made especially for this purpose by Messrs.

Rocher, Bigelow, Kent, Lamson, Draper & Husted, and Baker, in their usual

superior style, being pronounced by all who have seen them as ranking among the very

best that these well-known artists in photography have ever produced.

As in a former work, the varied formulae and processes of manipulation were discussed

in detail, it has been thought advisable that in this the subject should be treated with more

conciseness. Those parties who have this former work of the Author will find this to be of

intrinsic value, owing to its being embellished with

SIX FINE CABINET MB PROMENADE PORTRAIT STUBKS.

AMONG OTHER THINGS, IT CONTAINS
Suggestions on the Choice of Albumen Paper.

All the Best Silvering Baths, and Methods of

Treating the same.

New Views on the Relation of the Silver Bath to

the Time of Floating. t

The Different Effects Caused by the Time of

Floating.

How to Tell when Paper is Floated too Long or

too Short a Time.

Table for Time of Floating Paper under all Cir-

cumstances.

The Importance of Care in Printing in Varied

"Ways.

The Important Relation Printing from the Nega-

tive Bears to the Toning Bath.

Fast Printing.

Dialogue between "Joe" and a Friend.

The "Way to Success in Toning Lies in Print-

ing.

The Different Effects Caused in Printing by the

Preparation of the Silver Bath.

The Relation of the Silver Bath to the Printing

from the Negative, and from this to the Toning

Bath.

Acetate of Silver.

Success or Failure in Toning, Caused by the

Strength, Purity, and Alkalinity of the Silver

Bath.

Harmony, its Importance in Photography.

"Why its Neglect Causes such Disastrous Results.

The Beautiful in Toning, and How to Obtain it.

A Few Hints About Managing Toning Baths,

Formulae for Printing " Our Studies," as Given

under Respective Headings.

Impurities of Toning Baths.

How it Affects th,e Toning, and How to Remedy
such Baths.

Fixing and Washing.

Brilliancy of the Finished Picture Attained by

the Final "Washing.

Various and Valuable Hints about Finishing tho

Photographs, etc., etc.

Mailed to any address on receipt ef price, $3.50, by any stock-dealer,

or by

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia,

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.
5

ASK TO SEE LT.
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The Photographer to his Patrons.
By EDWARD L. WILSON.
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E5Sr}P0PULAR LITTLE LEAFLET{££53SJ
It benefits photographer and patrons by giving mnch instruction concerning the way to

secure the best pictures. It is read, handed around, and kept for ready reference. It is

worth its weight in gold.

OVER 1,000,000 ARE NOW IN USE.
And the time is soon coming when every enterprising photographer will adopt them. If

you knew their value you would have them.

It is printed in English and German, and Spanish for South American and Cuban trade.

$9 for 500. $15 for 1000. $36 for 3000. $50 for 5000. Samples free, ask for some.

A Companion Leaflet ^iTSOMETHING" NEW !
°^» At Same Price.

EEAD A PEW OF THE HUNDKEDS OP TESTIMONIALS

:

I have used it by putting one in every package of pictures sent out. I scatter them in the reception-

room and ladies' dressing-room. I lay them on the chairs in the skylight-room, and the visitors read
them.—A. Bogardus, New York.

I think it excellent. Send 50(H) in English and 2000 in German.—J. A. Scholten, St. Louis.

I like it well enough to order 5000.

—

Wjt. H. Rhoads, Philadelphia.

It is eagerly sought for and read by everybody who visits our gallery. Further, they take it home
and keep it for reference. As an advertising medium, we consider it immense.—J. Gurney & Son,

New York.
The many valuable hints in it cannot fail to be beneficial to both photographer and patron.

—

Brown
& Higgins, Wheeling, W. Va.

PAETIAL LIST OP THOSE USING THEM.
A. Bogardus; F. Gutekunst: J. F. Ryder; J. H. Lakin ; W. H. Rhoads; T. S. Estabrooke; L. G.

Bigelow; H. R. Marks; W. J. Oliphant; Henry Merz ; W. J. Baker; J. A. Scholten: J. H. Lamson;
A. C. Mclntyre & Co.; A. N. Hardy; C. C. Giers ; H. B. Hillyer; J. Mullen; J. W. Black; E. H.
Train ; E. T. Whitney ; Rowsell & Co., Valparaiso ; Bate y Ca., Montevideo ; C. D. Fredricks y Daries,

Havana, and many others.

EDWARD L. WILSON , Publisher, 116 North 7th St., PMMelpllla,

H@r* All persons are cautioned against copying these works, as they are all copyrighted, and
we shall protect our rights. Information concerning pillages will be thankfully received.
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BENJ. FRENCH & CO.

No. 319 Washington Street,

m\#%
SOLE AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE CELEBRATED LENSES

MANUFACTURED BY

VOIGTLANDER& SON.
ALSO, THE WONDEKFUL

EURYSCOPE
A NEW OBJECTIVE OF GREAT ILLUMINATING POWER FOR ALL KINDS OF OUTDOOR

WORK. FOR GROUPS AND OTHER WORK IN THE STUDIO, IT WILL BE

FOUND SUPERIOR TO THE PORTRAIT LENS.

FOE

PORTRAITS.
<*k

Cj

FOE

VIEWS.

CAMERA BOXES
OF SUPEEIOE QUALITY AND AT VEEY LOW PEIOES.

Albumen Paper—all kinds, Velvet Passepartouts,

Card Stock, Chemicals,

French and English Glass, Stereoscopes,

B. P. C. Glass, Frames.

fmic- H-Mitem j^Ufe,

PRICE LISTS SENT ON APPLICATION.
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L M. COLLINS, SON & CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Photographic Card Stock,

No. 18 South Sixth St.,)

m orT% q+ PHILADELPHIA.
.

No. 9 Decatur St., J

Plain, White, and Tinted Cards.

White and Tinted Cards, Plain and Enameled, with Oval and Square lines,

and with Ornamented Borders.

Cards with Designs in Gilt, and India Tint and Gilt, Square and Oval

Openings, for Cabinet and Promenade size to 14x17 Photographs.

White Cards with Plain India Tint, for 4-4, 8x10, and 11x14 Photographs.

White and Buff Cards, with Oval and Square Openings for Groups of 3 to 8.

White, Tinted, Black, or Chocolate Paper Mats, with Oval, Arch-Top,

and Square Openings.

Ferrotype Mats, Bon-Ton Cards, Fitzgibbon's Patent Adhesive
Ferrotype Mounts, Philadelphia Carte Envelopes, Von Seutter
Ferrotype Mats and Envelopes.

Stereoscope Mounts, Minnette Cards, Carte de Visite, Victoria,

and Cabinet Mounts, Plain and Enameled, White and Tinted, Square

and Round-Corner, Gilt and Tinted Lines, Gilt and Tinted Borders.

Caterson's Improved Ferrotype Holders.

Thin Beveled Edge Card and Cabinet Mounts, White and Tinted

Cards, Gilt and Tinted Edges.

Thick Gilt, Beveled Edge, Glace Cards, from Card size to 12x15^$,

Black and Rose Tint.

Glace Card Boxes. "The Easel" Glace Card Box.

Promenade, Imperial, and Boudoir Mounts, White and Tinted Cards,

Plain, and with Gilt Borders, and with Gilt or Tinted Beveled Edges.

Card, Victoria, Cabinet, Promenade, Steraoscope, Boudoir, and
Imperial Mounts, furnished with Gilded Edges, and with name and ad-

dress printed by lithography or letter-press.

Slee Bros. Patent Prepared Cards.

PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.
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Straight Gut.
A NEW INVENTION!

||?\ ROBINSON'S

py^X \ STRAIGHT-CUT

|fi* A^Photograph
^P^..' Trimmer.

1|I|l So great has been the success of

^^MitlK Prof. Robinson's "Trimmer" for

li^^lSlI Oval and Arch-top Pictures, that he

^lilL^/ has been impelled to produce one for

STRAIGHT LINES.

The accompanying cut shows the shape of the tool and the

manner of using it.

The disc or wheel is about one inch in diameter, so that a thin

or thick glass form may be used with it.

Photographers may now altogether Ignore the Knife.

Bis admirable Trimmer is always sbaro and ever ready.

Once accustomed to it you till neyer again use the Wfe.

Give it a Trial. Price, $1.25.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturers' Agent.

For sale by all Dealers. 116 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.

USE THE STRAIGHT OUT!
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TRAPP & MUNCH'S

Albumen Paper
THE PAPER OF THE DAY.

Introduced in- this country since 1868, has become the leading paper, and is now better

known and more appreciated than any other brand.
That this great success is well deserved and due to its excellent qualities may be judged

from the fact, that of all the competitors of the Vienna Exhibition, Messrs. Trapp & Munch,
alone, received the

Medal of Merit for Arbumenized Paper.
THEY ALSO RECEIVED A

Medal and Diploma at the Centennial Exhibition at Philada.

FOR SALE AT ALL THE STOCK-HOUSES.

WILLY WALLACH,
GENERAL AGENT FOR THE UNITED STATES,

4 Beekman Street, and 36 Park Row, New York.

THE FERROTTPER'S GUIDE,
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPING,

BY A PRACTICAL FERROTYPER.

6th Thousand, NOW READY —Paper Cover, 75 cents.

The rapid sale of several thousands of this work, and a continued demand, induces us to republish it.

We guarantee it to be the best of its class published. All should have it.

THE BOOK IS ENTIRELY GIVEN UP TO PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION,
Not only of value to the Eerrotyper, but to the Photographer as well.

Please Examine the Contents

Introduction,

The Advantages of the
Ferrotype,

The Manipulations,
The Nitrate Bath,
The Collodion,

The Developer,
The Fixing Solution,

Other Manipulations-
Pinholes,

Strengthening,
Tinting and Coloring,

Varnishing,
Drying and Dryers,
Finishing the "Work,
Ferrotype Envelopes,

Ferrotype Supports,
Ferrotype Plates,

The Apparatus,
The Skylight and the

Dark-Room,
Vignettes and Medal-

lions.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, Philadelphia.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.
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JAMES P.MAGEE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

PURE

T-^hotographic("^hemicals

No. 108 NORTH FIFTH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

STOCK-DEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED.

The Zentmayer Jjens,
FOR VIEWS AND COPYING.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently the following qualities

:

Width of visual angle, ranging from 8o° to 90 ; depth of focus ; extreme
sharpness over the whole field ; true perspective ; freedom from all distortion in

copying; portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops

of the different combinations for which they are designed. The larger ones are

provided with an internal shutter for making and storing the exposure.

No. 1, 2h inch focus,

2, 3i
3, 5*

4, 8

5, 12

6, 18

3x3 plate, $20 00

4x5 " 25 00

6i x 84 " 30 00

10 x 12 " 42 00

14 x 17 " 60 00

20 x 24 " 90 00

No. 1 and No. 2 combined,
" 2 " " 3
« 3 " "4
""

4 " "5
" 5 " "6
"

1, 2 and 3,
"

3, 4 and 5,

$33 00

40 00

55 00

75 00

110 00

48 00

88 00

No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.
No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in

matched pairs. No. 1 and No. 2 single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a
pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2^ to 18 inches. $173.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,
147 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.
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W ILSON'SlPTOiAPHffiPDBLICATIOSS

Entail a Treatise on Every Brancluf Photography

!

Axvarded the only

Medal and Diplo-

ma ever awarded CATALOGUE,
for Photographic
Publications at
the Centennial
Exhibition.

THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER.

A monthly Magazine, illustrated by pho-
tographs of superior merit. $5.00 a year

;

$2.50for six months.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Fourteen years of

success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to

the practical, working, growing photographer. Do not
go without its valuable help.

HANDBOOK OF THE

PRACTICE AND ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

By Dr. H. Vogel. Price, $3.50.

For general photographic practice this is the best
text-book in the world. Written by an old professor
who teaches photography, it gives just what is wanted
in the fullest and most satisfactory manner.

THE PRACTICAL PRINTER.

By C. W. Hearn. Price, $2.50. Second
edition in press.

This is a most handy and reliable book. It goes into

all the operations of plain and fancy silver printing,

and vs,full of good.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.

By Edward L. "Wilson. Price, $2.00.

For the lantern exhibitor. It gives incidents and facts

in entertaining style of about 800 places and things, in-

cluding 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

PHOTOGRAPHERS'
POCKET REFERENCE BOOK.

By Dr. H. Vogel. Price, $1.50.

For the dark-room. It meets a want filled by no other
book. Full of formula—short, practical, and plain.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY.

Price, $5.00.

For the lover of art. Beats his " Album of Lighting
and posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and
instructions.

AMERICAN CARBON MANUAL.

Price, $2.00.

For those who want to try the Carbon printing pro-
cess, this work gives the most detailed information.

BURNET'S HINTS ON COMPOSITION.

Price, $3.50.

All should study it. A splendid work, largely illus-

trated, giving all the rules and principles of artistic po-
sing.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.

Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is the

only standard work. Seventh thousand.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING.

By "C. W. Hearst. Price, $3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade
portrait studies.

LINN'S "LOOKOUT"
LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY.

For the landscape photographer. Price, 75

cents.

THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC C0L0RISTS' GUIDE.

By John L. Gihon. Cloth bound, $1.50.

The newest and best work on painting photographs.

Any Three Works
Ordered at One
Time will entitle

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1878.

A few left. Cloth bound, $1.00
;

paper cover, 50 cts.

Better than any of its predecessors.

the Btiyer to 20
Per Cent. Dis-

count.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

110 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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'*r^*— For 1879 ! —*^w>

The increasing favor shown the publisher of this magazine during the first fifteen years of its

life has given him the means to prepare for his patrons still greater attractions than ever for the

year 1879. The old staff of regular contributors will be continued, thus securing all the latest

totapaphj;
!tf

GE&MM*Y

^ IN THE WORLD!

OUR PICTURES
Will continue one of the distinguishing and
most useful features of this magazine, and es-

pecially so during 1879, as it is expected some

EXQUISITE RESULTS
will follow our offer of a

GOLD MEDAL
for the best negatives which may be sent from
abroad for the new year.

Therefore the

FOREIGN
PRIZE COMPETITION

will not only bring many fine studies, but
much useful information, for we expect all

the foreign competitors to also contribute an
article to our pages. s

Moreover,

O SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS O
are offered to our own home correspondents,

who pay promptly, and send us

NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

15 FOR $5.

Any one sending us $5 now, will receive

the numbers for the balance of the year and
all of the year 1879

—

x 5 numbers for #5.

CLUB RATES.
Those preferring cash premiums, or who

wish to present a copy to an employee, will be
sent two copies for 1879 for $8, and will be
entitled to the special offer of 15 for $5.

ENLARGED PREMIUMS.
$1.50 in books or other goods advertised by

us, given instead of the cash premium, when
preferred.

-^>- NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.-^-
Subscription price, #5 a year, $2.50 for six months, 50 cents per copy, positively in advance.

In remitting by mail, a post-office order or draft, payable to the order of Edward L. Wilson, is

preferable to bank notes. Clearly give your Post-Office, County, and State.

Canada subscribers must remit 24 cents extra, to prepay postage. Foreign subscriptions must

be accompanied by the postage in addition.

Advertising sheets are bound with each number of the magazine. Advertisements are inserted

at the following rates :

ONE PAGE One Month, $20 00
HALF " » 12 00
QUARTER PAGE » 7 00
EIGHTH >» » 4 00
CARDS of 6 lines or less, » 2 00:

The attention of advertisers, and those having galleries, etc., for sale, is called to our Specialties

pages. Terms, $2 for six lines, and 25 cents for each additional line (seven words to a line),

always in advance. Duplicate insertions, 50 cents less, each. Sure to pay. J^Hf Operators de-

siring situations, no charge.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

Six Months, $110 00 . . One Year, $200 00
» 66 00 . >! 120 00
» 38 50 .. 70 00
» 22 00 .. » 40 00

11 00 .. » 20 00



Edward L.Wilson,
116 N0T.TH SEVENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA.

ALWAYS.ON HAND A LARGE AND COMPLETE ASSORTMENT AND THE BEST AND
LARGEST VARIETY IN AMERICA OF

Magic Lantern Slides,
LANTERNS, SCIOPTICONS, STEREOPTICONS

AND LANTERN APPLIANCES.
Messrs. J. H. Wilson & Co., Morristown, N. Y., having purchased a pair of-our Dissolving Lanterns, as illus-

trated in the cut above, write as follows :
" We have given two public exhibitions with our new outfit and can say

truthfully, the Lanterns worked far better than we dared to.hope. They give a very brilliant light, a perfect flat field,

making the picture sharp, clear and distinct to the very edges. Those Voigtlander Lenses are gems within them-
selves. Dailots are good for short range. Dissolving slides work into each other the best we ever had. Embracing
all in all we now have the best outfit we ever had or ever saw ; giving perfect satisfaction on every point."
September 23, 1878. ._ .

'

OUR VIEWS CONSIST of Plain
and Colored Photographs of al-

most all subjects and countries.

SPECIAI BATES to large buyers.
OUR $100 OUTFITS include a
wonderful amount for the money..

TOR PURTHER INFORMATION, SEND 15 CENTS FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF 116 PAGES
AND BEFORE YOU BUY YOUR SLIDES CONSULT

Wilson's Lantern Journeys

!

A BOOK OF DESCKIPTIONS of 800 PLACES and THINGS in ALL 00UNTEIES

!

Europe, Asia, Africa, Great Britain, America, and the Centennial Exhibition.

BOUND IN" CLOTH, 277 PAGES, $2.

Publisher of THE MAGIC LANTBEN, a Monthly Journal, $1 a year.

EDWARD L. WILSON, 116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
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Hance's Photographic Specialties

4 4-

Hance's Ground-Glass Substitute
Is simply what its name implies, a substitute for ground-glass for any purpose that it is used

for in the gallery—for vignette glasses, for a retouching varnish, for softening strong negatives,

for the celebrated Berlin process, for ground-glass for cameras, for glazing sky and side lights,

for obscuring studio and office doors, for printing weak negatives. 50 cts. per bottle.

Hance's Double Iodized Collodion.
The peculiarities of this Collodion are good keeping qualities, its inprovement by age, and the

richness of effect produced in the negative, the film being perfectly structureless. $1.50 per lb.

;

80 cts. per l ft).

Elbert Anderson's Portrait Collodion
Is made according to the formula used by Mr. Anderson in Mr. Kurtz's gallery in New York.

It is especially adapted to portrait work. $1.75 per ft). ; 90 cts. per i ft).

Hance's White Mountain Collodion
Is adapted more especially to outdoor work, and for quick working, delineating foliage; frost-

work, or sky, it stands unrivalled. It is made after the private formula used by that celebrated
mountain artist, B. W. Kilburn, of Littleton, N. H. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per i ft).

Curtis' Niagara Falls Collodion
Is another used for landscapes. The wonderfully beautiful views made by Mr. Curtis, of the

great cataract, with this collodion have a world-wide reputation. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per \ ft).

Trask's Ferrotype Collodion
Is made especially for positive pictures. Mr. Trask has no superior in this class of work,

and this collodion is made after his formula. $1.50 per ft).; 80 cts. per \ ft).

Hance's Peculiar Portrait Collodion
Is peculiar in that it is prepared without bromides, and is adapted for use with Black's acid

bath. Formula on bottle. $1.50 per ft).; 80 cts. per \ ft).

Cummings' Grit Varnish
Gives a very fine surface for retouching. 40 cts. per 6 oz. bottle.

Hance's Silver Spray Gun Cotton.
Prepared with great care, and free from acid, very soluble, gives good intensity so that no re-

development is necessary, gives perfect detail, and a film pure and structureless. 50 cts. per oz.

Hance's Delicate Cream Gun Cotton
Is adapted to those who like a very delicate, soft-working collodion, giving all the modelling,

especially in the Rembrandt style, and with light drapery. Its sensitiveness renders it particu-
larly adapted for children or any work that requires short exposure. 80 cts. per oz.

Gill's Concentrated Chromo Intensifier
Is intended to strengthen the negative. It imparts a beautiful tone and gives excellent

printing qualities. 50 cts. per bottle.

Hance's Bath Preservative.
A sure preventive of pinholes, stains, &c. It preserves the bath in good working condition?

and will be found worth its weight in gold. $1.00 per bottle.

-}-
(READ SUCCEEDING PAGE.)

1
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PHOTOGRAPHIC SPECIALTIES

AHEAD!
HIGHEST PREMIUM AfHUB) lljlljifimnil SXPOSfflON.

Having received the Highest Award for Photographic Specialties, I feel more

confidence than ever in offering my manufactures to the Photographic fraternity.

My exhibit was an extremely modest one, being taken from stock put up in

original packages without any attempt at display. Yet it carried off the prize

over all the exhibits put up in cut glass decanters with ribbon-tied stoppers, prov-

ing that the medal was awarded for 'MERIT ALONE.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I consider the Cotton trie best we have ever

used as yet."—R. Poole, Nashville, Tenn.
•' The film of the Cotton you sent me was unu-

sually smooth and firm, being entirely free from
glutinosity and setting like India-rubber. It was
quite powdery and crumbled to pieces in my fin-

gers, ' as if rotten.' It dissolved almost instanta-

neously, and it wa_s ' by far ' the very best mate-
rial I have ever used. I sincerely trust that you
will send me the same kind again."

—

Elbert An-
derson, New York.
"I received your Double-Iodized Collodion all

right, and in good shape. Have tried it pretty

well. It gives very fine negatives and good de-

tail."—W. E. Hart, Watertown, N. Y.
" We take pleasure in recommending Hance's

Double-Iodized Collodion as a first-class article, in

fact it is the best manufactured Collodion we have
tried."

—

Schreiber & Sons, No. 818 Arch Street,

Philadelphia.
" Your Ground-Glass Substitute is the best I

ever tried, and I have tried nearly every kind ad-
vertised, as the long row of nearly full bottles will

testify. It works like a charm."—I. N. Webster,
Barton, Vt.

" The goods by Express came safe to hand. I

have tried a part of them and am greatly pleased.

Will likely want more goods in your line."

—

R. Poole, Nashville, Tenn.
" I take pleasure in recommending your Cottons

and Collodions, before all others I have used. It

is a blessing to know where you can get good Cot-

ton."—B. W. Kilbt-rn, Littleton, N. H.
" The last lot of Cotton you sent me is the very

best I have ever used. Please send me another
pound at once."-

—

Elbert Anderson, Kurtz's Gal-

lery, New York.
" Have used some twenty-five pounds of your

Collodion the past year with unvarying success."

—G. W. Hope, Middletown, New York.
" Your Double-Iodized Collodion is the most

perfect working Collodion I have used in fifteen

years. Every picture I make with it is a success."

—R. L. Dale, Boston, Mass.
" I am pleased to inform you that the gallon of

Ground-Glass Substitute came safely and is just

what I wanted. The surface for retouching which
it gives is superb. I shall want more of the same
sort when this supply is exhausted."—W. G. C.

Kimball, Concord, N. H.

Try GROUP-GLASS SUBSTITUTE, one of tie most nhl tip mafte.

FOR SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS.

NO RETAIL ORDERS FILLED, ORDER OF YOUR DEALER.

ALFRED L. HANCE, Philadelphia.
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IMPROVED

Photograph Covers.

-^flJWW'KMW.

Fig.Fig. 1.

The Outside Appearance. A Leaf Showing the Guard.

Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding
together and preservation of photographs, has induced us to manufacture an article which
we think will meet the want.

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM, FOR

A Series or a Set of Portraits,
A Series or a Set of Landscapes,

A Series or a Set of Photographs of any kind,
MAT BE NEATLY AND CHEAPLY BOUND IN THESE COVEKS.

They are made with expanding backs, so that from six to twenty-four pictures may be
inserted in one cover. The pictures are mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen,

or strong paper, of the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted

and held in place in the cover by a paper fastener. Fig. 1 represents the cover, with the
perforations in the back, through which the spreading clasps of the paper fastener bind the
whole together. These are so easily inserted or removed, that pictures are readily put in or
taken out at any time. Fig. 2 represents the picture with the guard pasted on ready for

insertion. The arrangement is simple, and we are sure will be readily comprehended. For
binding together views of your town or city, or portraits of celebrities, they are very neat.

The following is a list of sizes and prices, without cards:

For Photograph. Per dozen. Per hundred

Card Size, . . . . . . '$1.50 . . . . . . $10.00
Cabinet Size, . . . . . 2.25 . . . . . . 13.50
RA HEAVY COVERS.
5-8 Size, . . 4.50 . . . .... 3300
4-4 " . . 600 . . . .... 40.00
8-10 "

. . 8.00 . . . .... 56.50
11-14" . . 0.OO . . . .... 65.00

Larger or special sizes made to order. Furnished with card board at best rates. Samples
mailed at dozen price. Sendfor some.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,
116 N. Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
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Robinson's Photograph Trimmer
Is a Substitute for a Knife for Trimming Photographs, and does the tvork

much more expeditiously and elegantly than a knife.

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONEY.
It does not cut, but pinches off the waste paper, and leaves the print with a neatly beveled edge

which facilitates the adherence of the print to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife

and punch at once. For ovals and rounded corners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer Mailed for $3.50, witl Ten inches of RoWnson's Improyed Miles,

The difficulty of procuring exactly true guides for cutting out prints has induced the inventor to

put up machinery for the production of all styles of them, guaranteed mathematically true.

J^H"* Oil the wheel bearings with Sewing Machine Oil.°*
J
@$i

We have the following regular sizes always on hand at 10 cents per inch the longest

way of the aperture.

Special sizes made to order at 15 cents per inch the longest way of the aperture.

2x2|

2ix3|

2£x3i

2^x S-g

2|x3|

2^x41

3fx4f

3fx4|

OVALS.
3£x4|

3fx5i

4 x 5|

4fx6|

5x7

51x71

5$ x 7J

54x74

REGULAR SIZES:
SQUARE OR ROUND CORNERED,

5|x7f

6x8

61x81

6Jx8J

7x9

7£x9£

7|x9|

2TVx3|
2£x3f
2ix3£

2T
56*3lf

2A x 3|

2TVx3£
2|x4i

2fx4£
2ix44

3|x5i

4x5f
4^x5|

3£x6
4x6£

Arch Tops

3t6 x 3|

3x3

FOE STEREOGEAPHS.
Round Cornered. 'Round.

3TV x 3| 3x3
3x3

The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that

they can be always had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do. well to

make their sizes accord, as orders can also be filled more quickly. Ten days is re-

quired to make special sizes.

J@°An allowance of ten inches ($1 worth) of regular sizes of guides will be
given with every Trimmer purchased.

READ THE TESTIMONIALS.
" I would rather give fifty dollars than be with-

out one. By its use all annoyance from dull

knives tearing the prints is avoided."—B. T.

Whitney, Norwalk;
" It does the work intended magnificently. It

is not only exquisite for trimming photographs,

but also for making Cut-Outs."—B. Kihlholz,
Chicago, III.

" It works well and does all it is recommended
to do."—F. G. Weller, Littleton, N. H.

" I consider it the best article for trimming
photographs I ever saw."—W. H. Rhoads, Phila-
delphia.

" I would not be without it for the best twenty-
five dollar cutting machine I ever saw."—D.
Lothrop, Pa.

" The Trimmer comes up to all you claim for it.

I would not be without it."—T. Cummings, Lan-
caster.

" Just what I wanted and found it difficult to

get."—J. W. Black, Boston.
" I have trimmed all my prints with it, in less

than half the time taken by a knife. It cannot be
recommended too highly.".—-W. H. Cranston,
Corry, Pa.

" The Robinson Trimmer has proved to us one
of the most useful instruments that we have in our
gallery."

—

Schreiber & Sons, Phila.
" I have used Robinson's Photograph Trimmer

some time. A lady was asked how she liked her
sewing machine, and in reply said ' Well I could
get along without it, but when I do I shall not sew
any more.' That is me, I can get along without
the Trimmer but when I do I shall not trim pho-
tographs."

—

Well 6. Singhi, Binghamton, N. Y.
" The Robinson Trimmer works admirably.

Does the work intended with great satisfaction."

—A. K. P. Trask, Philadelphia.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer's Agent,
FOE SALE BY ALL DEALEES. 116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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LONDON, 1851

0:

LONDON, 1862. PARIS, 1867.

Centennial, 1876 Centennial, 1876.

ROSS' PORTRAIT
AND VIEW LENSES

1

T.T , I

Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.
We IiaVenOW

!

Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.

:„ „*,v~i. !

Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.
in StOCK.

|

Stereographie Lenses, all sizes.New Universal Lens.

$70 00
110 00
200 00
350 00

Portrait Lenses, from 1-4 to 8 x 10.
Cabinet Lenses, Nos. 2 and 3.
Card Lenses, Nos. 1, 2, and 3.
Triplets, Nos. 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, and 7.
Symmetrieals. Hapid Symmetrical.

,

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best as well as^the" ThZpeTToreign Lenses everoffered to the Amencan Photographer. We will mail price-list on application, and promptly fill all orders

STEINHEIL'S SONS' apxSI™ LENSES.
We now have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the following prices

N0>
l~}~i "I?' * • ft

iDCh f°CUS
' • • • $25 00 I No. 5-10-12 size, . . 13* inch focus,

I a a
'••"£*! "... 30 00 6-13-16 » . . I6i » «

3—4-4 " . . 7 " "... 45 00 7—18-22 "
4—8-10 "

. . 10i " "... 60 00
|

8—20-24 " .

Nos. 1 and 2 are in matched pairs for stereoscopic work.

r,Z
e fe

^ mn^ at least
'

one of these lenses ^ needful for the successful prosecution of your busi-ness, and so solicit your orders. J

WE MANUFACTURE, IMPORT, AND DEAL IN ALL KINDS OP

Photo. Goods, Frames, Stereoscopes and Views
at prices as low as are consistent with the quality of goods furnished. We are indebted to our customers

W.Z Pat
h
r0naSe during the past Thirteen Years, and our efforts shall be to merit a continuance o^TtWe have been appointed Trade Agents for

PARYS' AND LINDSAY'S COTTON,
CREMER'S FRENCH LUBRICATOR,

SOLAR AND CONTACT PRINTING,
COLORING IN AL,L STYLES, FOR THE TRADE.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LLSTS TREE TO ALL APPLICANTS

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,
No. 825 ARCH STREET, .

PHILADELPHIA.
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Prize
ictuses

ONE OF THE OBJECTS WE HOPE TO ATTAIN BY OFFERING PRIZES

IS TO SECURE FOR OUR PATRONS THE OPPORTUNITY OF POSSESSING THEMSELVES OF

Fine Studies in Photography
FOR THEIR HELP AND GUIDANCE.

We have succeeded to an unusual degree this time, for not only does the

NEW PRIZE SERIES
include work by a variety of artists, but an unusually large variety of subjects, positions,

and methods of treatment. Hence the more useful are they as studies.

With but few exceptions the pictures are cabinet size ; the rest are promenade size. We
offer prints to those who wish to study them, finished in the highest style of photographic
printing, at

$3.00 PER DOZEN,
ALL AROUND.

PARTIES CAN ORDER IN SETS OR BY THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS :

No. 1 to 6,

7

13

19

25
31

37

12,

18,

24,

30,

36,

42,

FROM NEGATIVES BY

G-. M. Elton.

Bradley & Kulofson.
D. H. Anderson.
Cook Ely.

C. W. Motes.
C. W. Tallman.
J. H. Todd.

No. 43 to 48,

49
55
61

67
73

79

54,

60,

66,

72,

78,

FROM NEGATIVES BY

M. T. Baldwin.
J. H. Beebe.
L. M. Roberts.

J. H. Lamson.
A. Hesler.

Julius Hall.

B. W. Dawson.

ALL OF THESE TEACH USEFUL LESSONS.

See Review in the Philadelphia Photographer. Address all orders to

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
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I WAYMOUTH'S

£>

O

<®

DESIGNS COPYKIGHTED.
OJ1 ^Li AICTUBES THE VIGNETTE IS THE 3IOST ARTISTIC

When properly printed ; but the clumsy devices generally in use for printing them, or, rather,

for blending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic vignette pictures.

Either the shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or it shows an ugly, direct, de- .

cided line, which is very repulsive. The shading should blend gradually from 9
the dark tint nearest to the figure off into the white background. The results

are then soft, artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and best way to secure them is by the use of

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
They are not clumsy ; do not break ; are always ready ; cost but little j and are easy of application to any negative.

They need but one adjustment to print any quantity,

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal, or cotton.

Eighteen sizes are now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures, from a small Carte figure to

Whole-size, Victoria, Cabinets, etc. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives, yellow
bronze for thin negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directions for use accompany
each parcel.

TESTIMONIALS :

" Waymouth's Improved Vignette Papers I

have tried, and they are just what I have been
wanting for years."

—

Well CJSinghi.
" From a trial made, we are enabled to say

that they answer exceedingly well ; and they
are certain to find favor among photographers
—a favor they well deserve."

—

British Jour-
nal of Photography.

" The Waymouth Vignetting, Papers are

a decided success. They are splendid."

—

J. W. & J. S. Moulton, Salem, Mass.

" They readily admit of the gradation, al-

ready very good, being modified easily to suit

the negative. This, I take it, is a point of great

importance."—G. Wharton Simpson, M.A.,

F.S.A.

" I can testify to the exquisite softness ob-

tained from your Vignette Papers, which

gradual and soft effect I have never seen

equalled by any other method."—H. A. H.

Daniel, Esq., Hon. Secretary of the Bristol

and Clifton Amateur Photographic Association.

Also, see Hearn's Practical Printer, second edition.

PRICES :

In parcels containing one of each size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors $1 00
Assorted Sizes and Colors, by numbers, per package of 15 1 00
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes By No., per doz., 50

» 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13, » » » Large Cartes and Victorias » » 75
» 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15, » » » Cabinets and Whole-size » » 100
» 16,17,18, » » » Half >. » » » 125
When ordering, state the number and color you want. J^gg"* Ask your dealerfor them.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer, 116 North 7th St., Philadelphia.
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DEALERS' DIRECTORY.
The following houses are to be recommended as

the bestfor photographers in their localities.

4 A.

S. T. BLESSING,

New Orleans,

La.

C. W. STEVENS,

Chicago,

Ills.

OSCAR FOSS,

San Francisco,

Cal.

BLESSING & BROTHER,

Galveston,

Texas.

D. J. RYAN,

Savannah,

Ga.

J, C. SOMERVILLE,

St. Louis,

Mo.

A. H. BALDWIN,

i Chambers St.,

New York.

D. TUCKER & CO.

Buffalo,

N. Y.

HOWE & BEECHER,

Columbus,

Ohio.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,

825 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

G. KNELL & SON,
Manufacturers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHAIRS

226 South Second St.,

Philadelphia.

+
SPACES OH THIS PAGE 10 LET, APPLY 10 THE PUBLISHES.
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By EDWARD L. WILSON,
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JOHN LAWRENCE GIHON.

JOHN LAWRENCE GIHON was born at

Milford, near Hightstown, New Jersey,

April 21st, 1839, the curious and noteworthy

coincidence obtaining in his case that his

father and himself were both born at one

o'clock on the morning of Sunday the

twenty-first day of April. He was the

youngest of three children, one a sister, who
died in 1857, and the eldest, a brother, who
is now the sole survivor of the family, which

returned, soon after John's birth, to Phila-

delphia, whence they had removed, and

where, after a brief residence at Richmond,

Virginia, they finally remained.

In the spring of 1855, he was graduated

at the head of his class from the Philadel-

phia Central High School ; and his brother,

Albert, having that year entered the navy

as an assistant surgeon, he was induced to

seek the same career, and presented himself

at the U. S. Naval Academy, at Annapolis,

for examination for admission as acting

midshipman by appointment of the Hon.

Thomas B. Florence, as the representative

of this Congressional District of Pennsylva-

nia, over a list of more than a hundred

and fifty competitors. To the surprise of

himself and family, he was rejected by a

board of surgeons fora trifling varicose con-

dition, of the existence of which both he

and they were till then ignorant, but which

so little interfered with his physical activity

41

that he subsequently became one of the most

athletic and agile members of the Philadel-

phia gymnasium, and which his brother,

who has for some years been president of

the board of medical examiners at the Naval

Academy, states is no longer considered

a disability, unless remarkably excessive,

and even Then is usually waived by the de-

partment, and the applicant admitted on

probation that time may have an opportu-

nity to accomplish the cure or amelioration,

which is the common result. Had his

friends known more of naval methods at

that time, his disability would also have

been waived, and he might, have stood to-day

high on the list of commanders in the navy,

and became, as his talents and energy cer-

tainly would have made him, one of the

most distinguished officers in the service.

His case is only another instance of the

trivial incidents which influence 'the careers

of men in this world.

For a brief period after his disappoint-

ment, he went to Kansas on the staff of

John W. Geary, Governor of the Territory,

and endured the hardships and was exposed

to the demoralizing influences of border-

ruffian life.

While a pupil at the High School, he

had manifested the same artistic talent

which had been possessed in so remarkable

a degree by his cousin, William B. Gihon,

who, thirty years ago, was one of the most
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distinguished of American designers and

draughtsmen, and who had but recently

died, also in the beginning of his career,

from lockjaw, following severe injuries

caused by being thrown from his carriage.

Having been disappointed in his first

choice of a profession, the subject of our

memoir concluded to make art his vocation,

and after a highly satisfactory examination

he was admitted as a member of the life class

of the Academy of Fine Arts, and at once

evinced the promise of a brilliant reputation.

Soon after this, however, a series of do-

mestic misfortunes, culminating in the death

of their sister Charlotte, in 1857, a young

lady of great personal attractions and loveli-

ness of character, who was idolized by her

brothers, left their family entirely depend-

ent upon the two boys. The senior brother

was then in China, and the younger, anxious

to assume his share of responsibility, deter-

mined to seek active employment in some

more remunerative calling than that which

his pencil and brush alone offered.

Chance threw him into intimate acquaint-

ance with Edward L. Morgan, a nephew of

Mr. Samuel Broadbent, the photographer,

and a youth about his own age, who had

come to Philadelphia to pursue the business,

in which his uncle had been so successful.

The two young men accordingly opened

a gallery and studio at 1024 Chestnut Street

(opposite the Academy of Fine Arts, and

adjoining the St. Lawrence Hotel), which

soon became deservedly popular on account

of the artistic excellence of their work.

When Mr. Gihon became a photographer,

he did not cease to be an artist, and to him

as much as to any one in this country is due

the elevation of photography from the mere

machine routinism of a mechanical opera-

tion to the realm of art, where it properly

belongs, and on which it confers so much
lustre. During this time he was one of the

original and active members of the Phila-

delphia Sketch Club ; and some of his water

colors are justly regarded as high specimens

of that branch of art to which he especially

devoted himself. At the same time he gave

photography the benefit of his most careful

stud}^ and research, and was soon recognized

as an authority and master. Many of the

greatest improvements and inventions of

modern photography are his work. He had

little fondness for mere cheap portrait

making of the carte de visite order, but he

encouraged the employment of photography

for higher objects, making it the handmaid

of the artist, and not his substitute. Among
other scientific applications, he very early

interested himself in the work of pho-

tographing pathological specimens and cases

of rare diseases, and produced the plates of

the Photographic Journal of Medicine, some

of which were of such high order of excel-

lence as to elicit the admiration and enthu-

siastic praise of the medical profession in

all countries.

On the retirement of Mr. Morgan, Mr.

Gihon remained alone at Chestnut Street,

and for about ten years conducted a pros-

perous business, when, in 1868, the death

of his mother, a woman of remarkable men-

tal ability and rare moral worth, and who
was beloved with more than ordinary filial

affection by both of her sons, the elder of

whom was again absent in Japan, combined

with other causes, induced him to remove

to 812 Arch Street, where he injudiciously

opened a huge establishment, the enormous

expense of which, particularly for an exor-

bitant rent, fastened upon him by a long

lease, soon brought misfortune in the train

of years of uninterrupted success. The gifted

brush, which had gained him renown and

recompense in his neat little studio on

Chestnut Street, could not meet the largely

increased demands of the immense gallery

he had so imprudently taken upon his hands,

and in a little more than three years he was

compelled to abandon the enterprise at the

sacrifice of all his former earnings, and he

determined to try his fortune in foreign

countries. The lingering fondness for travel,

which had made him so anxious to enter the

navy, and which his disappointment had not

wholly destroyed, undoubtedly influenced

him in this decision. Accordingly, in 1871,

he removed, with his wife, whom he had

recently married, to Montevideo, and re-

mained there and in the city of Buenos Ayres

until 1876, when he returned to Philadel-

phia, to accept employment with the Cen-

tennial Photographic Company, with which

he did much good service, and remained

until 1877.
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Tempted once more to go abroad, he went

to Venezuela, and was connected with the

Callao Mining Company, when his health,

which had been failing for some years, rap-

idly succumbed, and he determined to re-

turn to his home in Philadelphia, where his

wife and three little children had remained,

and were awaiting his summons to join him.

He left Ciudad Bolivar, on the 29th of Au-

gust, and died at sea, of general debility, on

the 10th of September, in the fortieth year

of his age, only four days before the arrival

of the vessel at New York.

Mr. Gihon was master of our art. There

was no branch of it with which he was not

most familiar, practically; and he could

work at the camera, in the dark-room, out

of doors or in-doors, or at the easel or re-

touching-frame with equal facility and suc-

cess. Moreover, he was equal to any emer-

gency, never seeming discomfited by any

accident or breakage, and always ready with

a make-shift. He was the greatest adept at

"doctoring" broken and injured negatives

we ever saw, and apparatus in similar con-

dition, or chemicals either, became well

under his ministrations. We never knew

but one other like him, the lamented How-
ard Peale, who was drowned several years

ago.

As an author, our readers are familiar

with Mr. Gihon's ability. All of them have

been benefited by his talent in this direc-

tion, and. it is here that our personal loss by

his demise is mostdeeply felt. His " Scraps "

which have appeared in these pages during

the past year, have been very valuable, and

we had talked up many other plans for the

future, which, alas, cannot now be carried

out. His Photographic Colorists' Guide was

his pet production in this line, and is well

worthy of its talented author, being a model

of conciseness and adaptation to the wants

of the learner as well as of the experienced

colorist. Whatever he wrote was plain,

clear, and full of instruction.

What more can we say in memory of our

departed friend ? We all are losers by his

death, and we can now only mourn that he

was so early in life taken away from us and

from the art to which he was so warmly de-

voted. He has left a wife, well versed also

in our art, and three little children to mourn

his loss, and, worse than all, in needy cir-

cumstances. It has been proposed that effort

be made to raise a fund for their behalf, as

a testimonial to the value of our dead co-

worker.

Any one disposed to contribute to such a

fund may send it to Mrs. Gihon in our care,

or we will supply her address.

Every one can buy a copy of his Colorists'

Guide, at $1.50 per copy, and we promise to

devote one-third of the proceeds from the

sale of it during November to this testimo-

nial fund. We hope the copies will be

taken up rapidly. If you do not want it,

buy it and give it to a friend. This offer is

written entirely without consultation with

the relatives of Mr. Gihon, but we know
there is need of it, and for the good he has

done, let us remember the helpless wife and

children.

GIHON'S PHOTOGRAPHIC SCRAPS.

by john l. gihon.

Series No. 11.

Dry-plate and other processes not generally understood

.

" "PvRY processes may be divided into two

JL/ classes; first, those prepared by the

aid of the bath ; second, those prepared by

an emulsion of the salt of silver in the collo-

dion."

The Gum-Gallic Process.— "The plates

must be thoroughly cleaned and albumen-

ized, as for the ordinary wet negative mak-

ing. If anything, the albumen can be used

in a more dilute condition.

" Collodion must be selected that, by the

usual method of working, gives a brilliant

and intense negative. It should be modi-

fied by adding an extra grain of bromide to

each ounce.

" The sensitizing bath should contain

about forty grains of nitrate of silver to the

ounce of water.

" The plates should be immersed for seven

minutes in summer, and ten in winter, in

order to convert the whole of the bromide

into the silver salt. They should be moved

up and down in the bath till all greasiness

disappears, and should then be left quiet

till just before withdrawal.

" The plate should be washed in two
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dishes of distilled or pure water. In the

first, the greasiness should be washed off;

the plate should then he transferred to the

second, where it should remain till the next

plate is ready for washing. It should next

he transferred to a trough holding a con-

siderable quantity of water, and allowed to

lay for half an hour. By this long washing,

the plate is freed of its last traces of the free

nitrate of silver, which will insure its keep-

ing qualities. Finally, the plates should be

rinsed with a little pure water, and then

coated with the following preservative :

" No. 1. Gum Arabic (picked), 20 grains.

Sugar Candy, . . 5 "

Water, . . .6 drachms.

" No. 2. Gallic Acid, . . 3 grains.

Water, . . .2 drachms.

" No 2 is prepared with the aid of heat,

and is then mixed with No. 1. The prepa-

ration should be filtered through paper that

is chemically pure, and all of the ingredi-

ents must be reliable and uncontaminated

with foreign matter.

" The plate is now drained and placed in

the drying-box ; but one corner of it should

rest on the blotters. It should dry sponta-

neously, and then be stored away in a suita-

ble box. If it should appear dull before

exposure, it should be gently heated before

being placed in the dark slide.

" Great latitude in exposure is admissible

;

it should rarely be less than four times, nor

more than twenty times, that required for

wet plates under ordinary circumstances.

"The most satisfactory development for

these plates is by acid, iron, and nitrate of

silver solutions.

No. 64 grains.

2 ounces.

14 "

30 grains.

1 ounce.

1. Gelatin,

Glacial Acetic Acid,

Water, .

" No. 2. Protosulphate of Iron,

Water, .

" Half the quantity of the water in No.

1 should be taken, and the gelatin allowed

to soak in it till it be thoroughly swelled.

The remaining half of the water should be

added in a boiling condition. The acetic

acid should next be poured in, and the whole

allowed to cool.

" One part by measure of No. 1 should be

mixed with three parts of No. 2, and then

filtered. It is inexpedient to mix more
than is necessary for present use, as the iron

undergoes oxidation. To every drachm of

developer used, one drop of a solution of

nitrate of silver (thirty grains t§ the ounce)

should be added just previous to the appli-

cation to the plate.

" After exposure, the plate should be im-

mersed in a dish of lukewarm water for a

few moments, in order to soften the gum.
It is rinsed well and flowed with the de-

veloper. If the timing has been good, the

image will at once begin to appear. As it

develops, more silver solution must be

added (two or three drops at a time), till all

of the detail is visible. The film must be

again washed and intensity obtained with

the ordinary pyrogallic and silver solutions.

Should it be inferred that the plate is over-

exposed, more of No. 1 may be added to the

developer. It is important that the silver

solution be added to the developer previous

to flowing over the plate. The plate may
be fixed either by hyposulphite or by cyan-

ide, as for wet plates."

The Coffee Process.—"The plate is coated

and the film sensitized in the ordinary

way. After remaining in the bath for some

three to five minutes, it is taken out and

plunged into a bath of distilled water. A
flat dish answers perfectly. Care must be

taken that there is no stoppage in immers-

ing the plate; if there be, greasy marks will

be seen on the developed plate. The plate

should remain in this bath till all greasiness

has disappeared ; it should then be trans-

ferred to a second dish, and left there till it

is time to coat it with the preservative solu-

tion. Ordinary" water answers in lieu of

the distilled, if it do not contain much of

the alkaline chlorides of iron. The pre-

servative is formed as follows :

" No. 1. Boiling Distilled Water, oh ounces.

Mocha Coffee, . . A ounce.

White Sugar, . . 90 grains.

"No. 2. Distilled Water, . . 5i ounces.

Gum Arabic, . . 90 grains.

Sugar Candy, . 20 "

" No. 1 is allowed to cool in a well-corked

bottle, and both solutions should then be

filtered and mixed. It is found convenient
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to pound the gum arabic and sugar candy

in No. 2 before adding the distilled water.

" The film may be coated with the pre-

servative in the ordinary manner ; two

applications of a minute's duration being

necessary. It is better to use a flat dish to

immerse the plate in for two minutes, as

evenness of coating is thereby insured. The

plate should then be placed on end, upon

folds of blotting-paper, to drain, previous

to placing it in the drying-box. The same

precautions for drying are to be observed

in this as in other dry processes. When thor-

oughly dry, the surface of the film assumes

great brilliancy, and exhibits neither stain

nor fog by transmitted light. If a cloud}'

aspect be on portions of the film, a heated

flat-iron passed over it, an inch from the

surface, will restore the brilliancy, and the

plate will be fit for use. The plates being

very transparent, blurring of the image is

sometimes apparent. In such a case, ' back-

ing' the plate with Gihon's Opaque must

be resorted to.

" Before development, the plate should be

covered with, or else immersed in, rain-

or good ordinary water for three or four

minutes, and kept in motion. The water

should then be drained off. For an 8£x 6J
plate the following must be flooded over it

:

" Sat. Solution Carbonate of Am-
monia, . . . . .8 drops.

(Or, in its stead, four drops of Concen-

trated Liquor Ammonia.)

Water, . . . . .4 drachms.

" This is worked over the plate till the

image begins to appear, or till there is no

further action caused by it. Return this

from the plate into the developing-cup, in

which shall have been dropped from one to

two drops of the following :

" Pyrogallie Acid,

Alcohol,

60 grains.

1 ounce.

" The ammoniacal water, with this solu-

tion added, should be now swept over the

plate in a manner similar to that employed

in developing a wet plate, as its action is

extremely rapid. The image will now ap-

pear fully by reflected light but be barely

visible by transmitted light. The action of

this solution must be continued till every

possible detail in the shadows is brought

out. The image may now be intensified by

the ordinary pyrogallie intensifier ; but it

will always, by this method, appear trans-

parent.' To prevent this, M. De Constant

used the following before the final pyro-

gallie intensification

:

" Ammonia-sulphate of Iron, 45 grains.

Sulphate of Copper, . .45 "

Citric Acid, . . . 45 "

Water, . . . . 3J ounces.

" Two or three drops of a twenty-grain'

solution of iron may be added to this after

the first application. On the second appli-

cation the negative becomes of a color re-

sembling a wet plate. The ordinary inten-

sifier should be used after this. If the

negative tends to become solarized (i.e., to

turn a reddish color in the shadows), it

should be fixed at once, and intensification

take place afterwards. Fix with either

hyposulphite of soda or weak cyanide of

potassium."

The Collodio - Albumen Process.— "The
plate being sensitized as usual, is washed

thoroughly till all the free nitrate of silver

is removed. It is then flowed with

"Albumen, . . . Sounces.

Ammonia, . . .2 drachms.

Iodide of Potassium, . 50 grains.

Bromide of Potassium, . 10 "

Water, ... . . 2£ ounces.

" This operation should be repeated twice,

taking fresh solution every time. The salts

are first dissolved in the water, next the

ammonia is added, and then the solution

mixed with the albumen. The whole is

beaten to a froth and allowed to settle. The

clear liquid should be decanted off and fil-

tered for use.

" The plate is drained and set up to dry.

At this stage it is quite insensitive to light

if no bromide be present in the collodion.

Before use, resensitizing must take place.

Prepare a bath as follows :

"Nitrate of Silver, . . 30 grains*.

Glacial Acetic Acid, . . $ drachm.

Water, . . . .1 ounce.

" Into this the dried plate must be dipped,

and be allowed to remain for some minutes
;

ten will not hurt it. After withdrawal, it

must be thoroughly washed, and then be

set.up to drain. When the excess of water
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has been absorbed, it is placed in the drying-

box, and allowed to dry spontaneously.

"These plates possess the advantage of

keeping almost indefinitely after exposure.

The required exposure is long ; in fact, it

is almost impossible to overexpose. From
ten to twenty times the exposure given to a

wet plate can be used. To develop, wash

the plate and flow it with

" Pyrogallic Acid, . . .3 grains.

Water, . . . . .1 ounce.

" Bring out nearly all the detail, but leave

a little to be done by the subsequent inten-

sification. To bring up the image to print-

ing density, the following is applied with

three or four drops to each ounce of a solu-

tion of nitrate of silver (thirty grains to the

ounce of water)

:

•' Pyrogallic Acid, . . 2 grains.

Citric Acid, . . * £ grain.

Water, . . . .1 ounce.

" An under-exposed picture may be forced

up by using the plain pyrogallic solution

warm, and also by alkaline development."

Hot-water Process.—"The last process

may be varied by immersing the plate, im-

mediately after it is floated with the pre-

servative, in boiling water, to coagulate the

albumen, and flowing over it a saturated so-

lution of gallic acid in water, and setting up

to dry. The development may be as above.

"

Tannin Process.—"After sensitizing and

washing, the plates are preserved with

" Tannin, . . . 10 to 15 grains.

Distilled Water, . 1 ounce.

"To develop a plate, it is first flooded

with alcohol and water, and then washed.

The developing solutions are :

" No. 1. Pyrogallic Acid, . 144 grains.

Alcohol, ... 2 ounces.

" No. 2. Nitrate of Silver, . 60 grains.

Citric Acid. . 60 "

Distilled Water, . 3 ounces.

".Take of

'No. 1,

No. 2,

Water,

16 drops.

8 "

1 ounce.

" Flow this over the plate till the detail

is well out, when five or six more drops of

No. 2 must be added to give intensity."

Tea Process.—" The plate, after sensitiz-

ing and thorough washing, is immersed in

an infusion of tea. This latter is prepared

by pouring about ten ounces of boiling

water on half an ounce of good black tea.

After standing one or two hours, it is fil-

tered, and is ready for use. It will not bear

the addition of either gum or sugar. The
plates require about three times the ex-

posure of wet plates, and should be devel-

oped within twenty-four hours afterwards."

Beer Process.—" To each ounce of ale or

beer add one giain of pyrogallic acid, and

flow over a sensitized and well-washed film.

When dry, and exposed, it can be developed

by plain pyrogallic acid, or by strong alka-

line development."

The Collodio-Bromide Process " is dilfer-

ent from any of the others thus far de-

scribed. The use of the nitrate of silver bath

is avoided, and with it many of its inherent

defects. No iodide is employed in the col-

lodion, it is merely bromized. The bromide

of silver is formed by the addition of nitrate

of silver, either in powder or else dissolved

in alcohol, to the collodion. An emulsion,

as it is termed, of bromide of silver takes'

in the collodion, and is held suspended by

it. The plates may be prepared either with

an excess of soluble bromide for the amount

of silver added or vice versa. The following

gives a slight excess of soluble bromide.

" Mr. Cooper's formula for the collodion

stands as follows

:

" Ether .730, .

Alcohol .805,

Bromide of Cadmium,

Bromide of Ammonium,
Pyroxylin, .

" Twelve fluid drachms of this are meas-

ured into a four-ounce bottle. Having fused

a sufficient amount of nitrate of silver for

the purpose, and powdered it very finely,

weigh out 34J grains and place it in the

bottom of a clean test-tube. Pour 3 drachms

of alcohol, .825, upon it, and raise it to the

boiling-point, shaking the silver in the alco-

hol occasionally. When cooled, pour off

the dissolved nitrate of silver from the un-

dissolved nitrate into the collodion, little by

little, shaking between each addition. Next

add 3 drachms of alcohol to the undissolved

portion ; boil, let cool, and add as before.

4 ounces.

. 2 "

. 40 grains.

. 24 "

. 40 to 50 grs
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It will be found that the whole of the silver

is dissolved, and the emulsion of bromide of

silver will be complete, though there will be

an excess of 11 J grains of nitrate of silver,

23 being sufficient for the 12 drachms; 12

drachms of the plain bromized collodion are

next added, and here the bromide is in ex-

cess. In this condition the collodion can

be kept for any length of time. When re-

quired for use, 11| grains of silver, dissolved

in two drachms of alcohol, are added in the

method described above. After standing

about an hour, the collodion is fit for use.

If requisite, it may be filtered through tow

which has been thoroughly boiled in soda

and subsequently well washed. By adding

the nitrate of silver in excess at first, the

whole of the bromide is converted into bro-

mide of silver, and a small portion enters

into chemical combination with the pyroxy-

lin of the collodion. The last addition of

the silver, therefore, leaves the bromide in

slight excess, which is desirable for clean

work.

" If collodio-bromide be fully sensitized

with silver, it is found that in three or four

days' time it loses its sensitiveness. This

may be avoided by adding each time, after

preparing plates, a certain quantity of the

bromized collodion to the residue, and re-

sensitizing it, as before, when required.

" The plate is coated in non-actinic light,

in the ordinary manner. When the film

has set properly, immerse the plate in pure

water until the greasiness has disappeared.

Withdraw it from the dish and then im-

merse in a solution made as follows :

(Mr. Cooper 1s Preservative.)

" Gum Arabic, . . . 15 grains.

Tannin, . . . . 4 "

White Sugar, . . 4 "

Distilled Water, . . 1 ounce ; or,

(The Liverpool Dry-plate Company's Pre-

servative.)

" Tannin, . . . .15 grains.

Alcohol, . . . .15 minims.

Water, .... 1 ounce.

" Collodio-bromide plates are usually very

transparent, and consequently require a

backing. Nothing can be found more suit-

able, more easily applied, and more readily

removed, than ' Gihon's Opaque.'

"Alkaline development is usually em-

ployed, and for this method it is necessary

to have the following solutions ready :

'•' No. 1. Pyrogallic Acid, . 3 grains.

Water, . . . . 1 ounce.

(This will not keep long, but should be

made when required.)

" No. 2. Carbonate of Ammonia, 1^ drachms.

Water, . . .1 ounce ; or,

No. 2. Liquor Ammonia, . 1 part.

Water, . . .12 parts.

No. 3. Bromide of Potassium, 1 grain.

Water, . . .1 ounce.

No. 4. Nitrate of Silver, . 20 grains.

Citric Acid, . . 25 "

Water, . . .1 ounce.

" Nos. 2, 8, and 4 will keep indefinitely.

" The film should be flooded with alcohol

and water (equal parts) and worked over it

for a couple of minutes, till the surface is

softened. The ' backing ' should be re-

moved directly after flooding with the al-

cohol, and before the film is washed with

water. By this procedure there is no dan-

ger of the coloring matter adhering to the

film. The plate should then be well washed

under the tap. If there be every reason to

suppose that proper exposure has been given,

make a developing mixture in the following

proportion :

No. 1,

No. 2,

No. 3,

1 drachm.

1 drop.

1 "

" Sufficient should be taken to well cover

the plate. Nos. 2 and 3 should be first

dropped into the developing-cup, and finally

No. 1 is added. Flood this over the plate.

The images, if everything be en ?-egle, should

appear quickly, and the developer should be

worked over the plate till all detail appears

by reflected light. When this happens, an-

other drop of No. 2 to each drachm should

be dropped into the measure, and the solution

be poured back on to it as before, and the

intensification with the stronger ammoni-
acal solution proceeded with. The intensity

will gradually be increased, and it may hap-

pen that No. 4 is not required, the requisite

density being obtained without it. Should

the density not be sufficient, one drop of

No. 4, with a drachm of No. 1, may be
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mixed, and intensification takes place in

the ordinary manner.
" Should the negative flash out at once on

the application of the first developer, it is a

sign of overexposure of the plate. The de-

veloper should immediately he returned to

the cup and the plate washed. Two drops

extra of No. 3 must be added to the devel-

oper, and the development proceeded with

as before. The bromide of potassium keeps

the shadows bright, and acts as a retarder

;

so much has it the latter qualification, that

if a large quantity be added, the plate will

refuse to develop at all. It is better to fix

an overexposed picture immediately the de-

tail is all out, and intensify with pyrogallic

acid and silver afterwards.

" If traces of the picture refuse to appear

after an application of the primary devel-

oper, for three or four seconds, a fresh de-

veloper should be made up similar to the

above, omitting the bromide of potassium.

The picture will probably appear satisfac-

torily when this course is adopted. When
the detail is well out, the intensification

should be carried on as given above.

" The negative should be fixed with weak
cyanide or hyposulphite of soda."

ME.KENT AND HIS HANDSCREEN.
BY E. K. HOUGH.

DURING my "outing" this summer I

spent a week visiting relatives in Ro-

chester.

A visit to Rochester is always a renewed

pleasure to me, for it is set down in my book

of remembrance as one of the three most

beautiful cities I have ever seen, being Cleve-

land, Ohio, Columbia, S. C. {ante-bellum),

and Rochester, N. T. ; these three, and the

greatest of these is Rochester.

We photographers all know that the great-

est blessing a benign Providence has be-

stowed in these later days on an undeserving

world, is the art of photography, and it

would seem but right that so fine a city

should get a lion's share in the blessing; and

in this case the right wins, for it is well un-

derstood that Mr. Kent is one of the best

photographers in our country. He is so

well known that any extended description

would be superfluous. I shall only mention,

therefore, two or three points which I think

may be of special interest to your readers,

as they were to me.

In a recent article about Mora I spoke of

the fact as remarkable, that he made no color

work, but had given his whole strength to

plain photography, and had, through it alone,

achieved his great success.

Mr. Kent has taken nearly the same

ground, as I infer from the fact that among
the fifty or sixty specimens on the walls of

his reception-parlor there were but three

colored pictures, and those were small and

not prominently displayed, seeming more

like lingering remnants of past seasons than

indicators of present activities.

The principal part of his display was such

large and superb plain photographs as formed

the main part of his Centennial exhibit, and

I learned that a large part of his receipts

come from such large pl-ain work. He also

makes quite a specialty of plain photographs

sealed upon convex glass with gelatin, some

as large as 14x17, as cheap and more beau-

tiful than glaces.

But the point of most interest for me
was his use of the celebrated " Handscreen."

I saw him make five positions, using the

handscreen, as I understand he does with

every subject for bust portraits, and in

neither case did the movement of the screen

over the sitters' heads exceed ten or twelve

inches, just enough to slightly modify the

top-light, shutting out or letting in a lit-

tle more or less on either side. My mis-

conception of its use was almost as great as

the editor of an English journal who, in a

recent article described Mr. Kent as swing-

ing his screen around his sitters' heads in a

style quite likely to make them frightened

and nervous.

In speaking of how little its use was un-

derstood, I asked Mr. Kent if he had read

the English editor's article ; he said " Yes,"

laughingly, "and he must think I use it

something like a wind-mill. '

' I think the pre-

vailing idea of it is something about as vague

and wild, while in fact it is only a more con-

venient and controllable form of the old sta-

tionary headscreen ; and the advantages

sought and attained by its use are precisely

the same, shutting out sharp high-lights,
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and giving a softened and diffused effect to

the light. Yet Mr. Kent's pictures have

none of the flat look of pictures taken under

an umbrella ; they are full of detail in the

lights, and very transparent in the well de-

fined shadows. :

Mr. Kent makes his bust pictures mostly

under the light, working the camera all

around the room looking towards that centre.

Four out of the five sittings I saw were made
with the camera nearly facing the side-light,

the subjects sitting with their backs to the

light or nearly so. The side-light was quite

heavily screened, although the day was
cloudy, being covered up two-thirds its

height with both white tissue-paperand white

muslin. The exposures were somewhat pro-

longed, from thirty to forty seconds, with

what must have been very sensitive plates,

for the light was very subdued, yet the nega-

tives were vigorous and full of printing

quality.

The handscreen used was a thin, white

muslin, about two feet at the widest, stretched

over an egg- or pear-shaped willow hoop at

the end of a light pole, about the length and

weight of an ordinary jointed bass fishing-

rod ; in fact I am now using my rod in that

way, and it answers admirably. Having
used it since my return to business, I can

confidently affirm that it is a very handy
and useful implement for general use under

the light, and almost indispensable for the

best class of Kerabrandtish effects. Its cost

is almost nothing, and any one can make it;

facility of using it is easily acquired, and
the right to use it has, I believe, been freely

given. I would, therefore, candidly advise

every photographer who wants to increase

his power of controlling the light, to make
one and trj^ it. It is a good thing, and you

Kent afford to be without it.

New York, October 7th, 1878.

MR. WEBSTER STRIKES AGAIN.

I

SEE by the last number of the Bulletin

that the dogs are still yelping and howl-

ing at you, but like barking dogs in general,

their bark is worse than their bite. By the

way, I understand that this "lightning"

man and the darkmng (carbon) man are

not one and the same, as most persons would

naturally suppose, judging by the bark ; but

I am convinced that they are of the same

family and keep the same barker. However
that may be, I am surprised that Lambert

can find so much to say about a matter of so

little importance.

In the first place, I think the so-called

"lightning process" is of very little prac-

tical utility, even if it proves to be all that

is claimed, because in all ordinary practice

every good photographer can make suffi-

ciently brief exposures to secure the desired

effects, and even if the average exposures

could be reduced to from one to Jive seconds,

the average failures would be greater than

when the average exposures were from five

to thirty. Many and many a sitter moves,

or puts on a fictitious or assumed expression

at the commencement of a sitting which

passes off before the finish. Again, it is

almost impossible to time the exposures

properly, in making two or three-second

sittings. One second too long or too short

fails to give the desired result, and you can

seldom depend upon striking the exact mo-

ment when jumping- Jack or Shakes-pere

will be still, even for two seconds.

But the lightning-rod man seems to feel

the worst, because you didn 't publish Smith's

letter of recommendation. Fie, fie, Mr.

Man, don't make such a fuss ! nobody cares

about reading Smith's letter, but if you are

so anxious to have it published why don't

you do it yourself? The editor of a maga-

zine or paper has a right to print such ar-

ticles as he thinks proper. It is his duty to

use the utmost caution in regard to matters

affecting the interests of his patrons ; but

when he believes that certain men or meas-

ures are not calculated to advance the in-

terests of the cause which his paper repre-

sents, then he should oppose them ; and if

he oppose, how can you expect him to pub-

lish articles of approval? No one would

expect to find Protestant articles in a Catho-

lic paper, or Republican articles in a Demo-
cratic paper.

If the lightning-rod man thinks Mr. Wil-

son committed the unpardonable sin, by

failing to publish Smith's letter, why don't

he show the manly part by publishing let-

ters from those persons who have tried and

condemned the process? (I happen to know

42
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of at least one such), and have no doubt

there are many others ; but if any one dares

to express an opinion which is unfavorable,

the lightning-rod man pitches in his Bil-

lingsgate and abuse, hoping to smother his

evidence, as the loathsome cuttle-fish emits

from his own vile body the filthy cloud

which screens him from the sight of his less

gifted pursuers.

As for that "permit" business, suppose

one of the Simon-pure " permitters " should

allow me to make a thorough trial of the

process, just as the same was sent to him,

and I should pronounce it impractical,

wouldn't the lack of a registered $20 " per-

mit" at headquarters, make a pretty thin

argument to vitiate my evidence ? Can it

be possible that there is a subtle charm im-

parted to " them ingredients " by the simple

act of passing over a double X ?

Finally, it does seem to me that there has

been too much talk and temper wasted upon

this subject. It is of but little consequence

anyhow, for but very few good photogra-

phers in this country care to change their

way of working, even though the new pro-

cess cost them nothing, and sale of the chem-

icals was not in a constipated condition.

Unlike London or Paris, we are favored

with a sunny and smokeless atmosphere,

and exposures of from two or three seconds

to thirty will cover the general working

time of a majority of the really good pho-

tographers, and the subjects who cannot be

kept tolerably quiet for that length of time

are few and far between, and it don't pay

to fuss with them.

I have heard of photographers who
seemed to crave the distinction of being

able to catch "babies and things" on the

" fly," but I have never heard that Mora,

Sarony (Lambert's own uncle), or any of that

style of men, boasted of such things; they

are not quite up to that, and they are even so

old-fogyish as to make use of head-rests, and

are careful about posing and lighting, and
then they even expect their sitters to " stay

put," and to perform their part to the best

of their ability, if they desire nice results.

E. Z. Webster.
Norwich, Conn.

But Hearn's Practical Printer, $2.50.

OUTLINES OF CHEMISTRY.
BY HENRY If. ll'lNTIRE, M.E.

(Continued from page 296.)

Metals.

IKON" (atomic weight, 56 ; symbol, Fe).

Iron is the most important of all metals

to the human race. It would hardly be too

strong an expression to say that upon it rests

modern civilization. It is of all metals the

most widely distributed in nature, neither

is it restricted to the inorganic kingdom.

In but very few cases has it been found in

the metallic state, but as bisulphide (iron

pyrites) and in an oxidized state it is found

everywhere and all over. As it is rather

difficult to reduce from its ores, it was long

unknown to man ; still, it has been in gen-

eral use for no mean period of time. Pure

iron is of a white color and brilliant lustre.

It does not oxidize in dry air, except when
heated to redness, while at a high white heat

it burns brilliantly, that is if it be in mass,

but if in a finely divided powder, it will

take fire spontaneously and burn in dry air,

so rapid is the oxidation. Iron, however, is

never used in the pure state in the arts.

There are always present, besides other

things, carbon and silicon. On the amount

of carbon present, more particularly, de-

pends the kind of iron. Thus there are

distinguished three classes of iron : I.

Wrought iron ; II. Steel, and III. Cast

iron. The first of these is the nearest to

purity ; the second contains more carbon

than the first, while the third contains the

greatest amount. The different character-

istics of these three classes are too well

known to need description. There are four

oxides of iron, thus : FeO, Fe
2 3 , Fe

3 4 ,

Fe
2 6

.

Ferrous oxide or protoxide of iron, FeO,

has not been prepared in a pure state, owing

to the fact that it rapidly absorbs oxygen

and forms a higher oxide ; its hydrate may
easily be prepared though. This oxide forms

with acids the ferrous salts, of which ferrous

sulphate, green vitriol (FeS04 ),
may be

mentioned as one .of the most important.

The oxide colors glass green ;
witness com-

mon green bottle-glass, which has iron to

thank for its verdant complexion.

Ferric oxide, or sesquioxide of iron, Fe
2 3 ,
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occurs in nature in many minerals, and is

also easily prepared artificially ; with acids it

forms the ferric salts. To mark clearly the

difference between the ous and the ic salts,

an example will be given : Take ferrous

oxide and sulphuric acid, forming ferrous

sulphate, FeO+H
2
S04=FeS04

4-H
2 ; now

take ferric oxide and sulphuric acid, form-

ing ferric sulphate Fe
2 3
+3H

2
S04
= Fe

2

(S04 ) 3
+3H

2
0.

Proto-sesquioxide of iron, or magnetic, or

black oxide of iron Fe
3 4 , occurs quite fre-

quently in nature (the loadstone is a good

example). It is highly magnetic, to which

fact it owes one of its names. It does not

form a series of salts with acids.

Ferric acid, H
2
Fe04 (Fe

2 6
+2H

20), is

known only by its salts, which are very un-

stable. The acid and oxide have never been

separated.

Chromium (atomic weight. 52.5 ; symbol,

Cr). Chromium is not very widely dis-

tributed in nature, and is not obtained at

all easily in a metallic state. It is supposed

to be the most infusible metal known. It

is, however, a quite important element, not

so much in its metallic state, although there

is a steel called chrome steel, which utilizes

it, but on account of its salts. Chromium
has four oxides, namely, CrO, Cr

2 3 , Cr3 4 ,

and Cr0
3

.

Protoxide of chromium, or chromous oxide,

CrO. Like the corresponding oxide of iron,

this has never been obtained in a free state.

It forms a series of salts with acids.

Sesquioxide of chromium,, or chromic oxide,

Cr
2 3 ,

can easily be prepared and is quite

stable. It imparts a fine green color to

glass, and is sometimes used in enamel

painting. It forms a series of salts with

acids. Trichromic tetroxide produces no

salts ; it corresponds to the magnetic oxide

of iron.

Chromic trioxide, Cr0
3 , crystallized in

beautiful, long, ruby-red crystals, it is very

deliquescent, uniting very readily with

water, to form chromic acid H
2
Cr0

4 (Cr03

+H
2
0=H

2
Cr0

4 ),
which forms a series of

salts called chromates, either red or yellow.

All chromates are noted for their brilliant

color, and more than one of them are em-

ployed as pigments.

Manganese (atomic weight, 55 ; symbol,

Mn). Manganese was discovered by Gahn,

in 1774. It occurs quite frequently in na-

ture, and is not reduced very easily to its

metallic state. It is then, that is in its me-

tallic state, of a reddish-white color, very

brittle and quite hard, sufficiently so to

scratch glass. It decomposes water at or-

dinary temperatures, and is slowly oxidized

by contact with the air, so that it must be

kept in a closed tube or under naphtha. It

is of no use in the metallic state. Its alloy

with iron is used in the manufacture of steel,

otherwise it is of more importance to the

chemist than to any one else. There are

several oxides ; thus, MnO, Mn
2 3 , Mn 3 4 ,

Mn0
2 , Mn03 , Mn 2

Or
Protoxide of manganese, or manganous

oxide, MnO, is of an olive-green color, and

is not very stable ; with acids it forms the

manganous salts.

Sesquioxide of manganese, or manganic

oxide, Mn
2 3 , occurs in nature and may

easily be prepared artificially ; with acids

it forms the manganic salts.

Binoxide, deutoxide, or peroxide of man-
ganese, Mn0

2
. The black oxide of man-

ganese, used for making oxygen and in the

manufacture of chlorine. It is also quite a

valuable oxidizing agent. It does not pro-

duce a series of salts with acids.

Mangano-manganic oxide, or red oxide of

manganese, Mn
3 4 , corresponds to the mag-

netic oxide of iron. It forms no definite

salts with acids.

The remaining two oxides, manganic an-

hydride, Mn0
3 , and permanganic anhy-

dride, Mii
2 7 , have not been separated, but

are known only in connection with their

acids, manganic acid, H
2
Mn0

4 ,
which forms

manganates, and permanganic acid, HMn-
4 , which forms permanganates.

Tin (atomic weight, 118; symbol, Sn).

Tin is one of the earliest metals known to

man. It is a white metal with a brilliant

lustre. It is quite soft, malleable, and duc-

tile, but devoid of tenacity. When a bar

of it is bent it produces a peculiar creaking

sound. Tin is not affected to any extent by

air, either moist or dry, but if heated

strongly in the air it burns, forming a white

oxide of tin. Owing to its permanence, it
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is often made use of to protect iron plate,

covering the iron with a coating of the tin,

forming "tin plate." Tin is quite import-

ant in forming alloys. There are hritannia

metal (tin, hrass, antimony, and bismuth),

pewter (tin and lead), queen's metal (tin,

antimony, bismuth, and lead), plumbers'

solder (tin and lead), speculum metal, for

making metallic mirrors (tin and copper),

bell metal (tin and copper), gun metal (tin

and copper), bronze (tin, copper, and zinc),

and others of less importance. There are

two oxides of tin that will be mentioned,

SnO and Sn02
.

Protoxide of tin, or stannous oxide, Sn<),

may be prepared, but it is unstable, rapidly

absorbing oxygen and forming stannic ox-

ide ; with acids it forms stannous salts.

Binoxide of tin, or stannic oxide, Sn0
2 , oc-

curs in nature and may be prepared arti-

ficially. It may exist in a hydrated state in

two different forms, called metastannic acid,

H
2
Sn

5
On , 4H20, forming metastannates, and

stannic acid, H
2
Sn0

3 , forming stannates.

Titanium (atomic weight, 50; symbol,

Ti). Titanium was discovered by Gregor,

in 1791. It is quite rare, and neither in its

metallic state nor as a salt is it used in the arts.

Niobium, or columbium (atomic weight,

97.5; symbol, NC).

Tantalum (atomic weight, 137.5; sym-

bol, Ta). Niobium, or columbium, was dis-

covered in 1801, by Hatchett, in a mineral

called columbite. In 1802 Ekberg discov-

ered tantalum in the mineral tantalite.

These two metals were thought to be identi-

cal for some time. They have not been in-

vestigated into very much, and are but little

known.

Molybdenum (atomic weight, 96; sym-

bol, Mo). Molybdenum is so called from the

Greek, meaning "a mass of lead," because

one of its ores looks very much like plum-

bago. It is not of frequent occurrence, and

although quite useful in analytical chem-

istry, is not used in the arts, and would

hardly repay a description of it here.

Tungsten (atomic weight, 184; symbol,

W). Tungsten is found in considerable

quantities in some iron minerals. When in

the metallic state it is a white, hard, and

brittle metal ; sometimes employed in small

quantities in the manufacture of steel.

When heated to redness in the air it takes fire.

There are two oxides of tungsten : tung-

stic dioxide, W02 , and tungstic trioxide,

W03
. The trioxide is the anhydride of

tungstic acid (H
2
W04 ) which forms a va-

riety of complicated salts, called tungstates.

Sodium tungstate is often employed in the

arts to render fabrics uninflammable.

Vanadium (atomic weight, 137 ; symbol,

V.) Vanadium was discovered by Sefstrom,

in 1830. Very little is known about it. It

is more of a curiosity than anything else.

Arsenic (atomic weight, 75 ; symbol,

As). Arsenic has been known to the hu-

man race for a very long time. It is one of

the elements that is often classed with the

non-metals. When in the metallic state it

is of a dark steel gray-color and brilliant

lustre. It is quite brittle, sufficiently so to

be powdered with ease in a mortar. When
heated to dull redness it volatilizes without

undergoing fusion, the vapor possessing a

characteristic and very unpleasant garlic-

like smell. When exposed to dry air the

metal is not affected, but if the air be damp
the arsenic is slowly oxidized. When heated

in the air, it takes fire and burns with a deli-

cate blue flame. There are two oxides of

arsenic, As
2
O

g
and As

2 5
.

Arsenic trioxide, arsenious oxide, or ar-

senious anhydride, As
2 3

. This is the sub-

stance commonly known as arsenious acid,

or white arsenic, and is one of the most use-

ful institutions for those that wish to com-

mit suicide that is known. It is slightly

soluble in water, forming then the true ar-

senious acid, H
3
As0

3 , which forms the salts

called arsenates.

Arsenic pentoxide, arsenic oxide, or ar-

senic anhydride, As
2 5

. This is the anhy-

dride of arsenic acid, H
4
As0

4 ,
an acid which

forms salts called arsenates, and which re-

sembles the tribasic phosphoric acid very

much. Thus like we had trihydric phos-

phate, H
3
P04 , dihydric sodium phosphate,

H,NaPo
4 ,

hydric disodium phosphates,

HNa
2
Po4 , and trisodium phosphate, Na

3
Po

4 ,

we have, in like manner, trihydric arsen-

ate, H
3
As0

4 ,
dihydric sodium arsenate, H

2
-

NaAs04 ,
hydric disodium arsenate, HNa

2
-

As04 , and trisodium arsenate, Na
3
As04 .
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Arsenic unites with hydrogen to form

arseniuretted hydrogen, AsH
3 , a colorless

gas, possessing the characteristic arsenic

odor and acting as a very deadly poison.

Besides these, arsenic acts as a metal

uniting with chlorine, bromine, etc., to form

chloride of arsenic, bromide of arsenic, etc.

Antimony (atomic weight, 122; symbol,

Sb). Antimony has been long known to

man. It occurs sometimes in nature in the

metallic state, but generally in ores from

which it is easily reduced. It is, when in

the metallic state, of a bright bluish color
;

quite brittle, crystallizing in the same shapes

as arsenic. At ordinary temperature it is

not affected by the action of the air, but

oxidizes rapidly when exposed to the air

when melted, and if heated more strongly

it burns with a white flame. The most im-

portant use for antimony, probably, is in

the production of alloys ; it seemingly hav-

ing a tendency to produce a hard and brittle

alloy. It is used in type metal, britannia

metal, in conjunction with lead, tin, bis-

muth, zinc, copper, and what not. Like

arsenic, it has two oxides, Sb
2 3

and Sb
2 5

.

Antimonions oxide, Sb
2 3 , unites with

acids to form a quite important series of salts,

useful particularly in medicine.

Antimonic oxide, or antimonic anhydride,

Sb
2 5 , is the anhydride of antimonic acid,

H
2
Sb

2 6 ,
forming with bases antimoniates.

Like arsenic, antimony unites with hy-

drogen, forming antimoniuretted hydrogen,

SbH
3 ;

also, with chlorine, bromine, etc., as

chloride, bromide, etc.

Bismuth (atomic weight, 210; symbol,

Bi). Bismuth, although not a rare metal,

is not remarkably abundant. It is hard and

brittle, of a pinkish-white color. It is not

a very useful metal. It is used in an alloy,

having a low melting-point, and which, on

account of it expanding when cooling, is

useful in taking casts of medals and the like.

Some of the salts of bismuth are used in a

medical way, some as pigments. There are

two oxides, Bi
2 3

and Bi
2
()

5
. Bismuthous

oxide, Bi
2 3 , a yellow powder, formed when

the metal is heated in the air ; bismuthic

oxide, Bi
2 5 , is an anhydride of an acid

which forms bismuthates.

(To be continued.)

WHAT I KNOW ABOUT PHOTOG-
RAPHY.

BY E. H. TRAIN, OF MONTANA.

IT
is not much ; I do not expect in this

article to tell you anything new. I have

not found any royal road to success, but if

this should come under the eye of any poor

unfortunate, who has not succeeded in get-

ting entirely out of the fog, I propose to

give him the benefit of my experience.

To begin with, a photographer ought to

be able to make a good negative with as

much certainty as a shoemaker can make a

good shoe; if you cannot do it, you want

immediately to commence the search after

more light; you are groping in darkness.

I fancy I hear some one say, " Can you?"
Unhesitatingly I answer, " I can; " and if

you like I will tell you how it can be done.

Arrange your dark-room so that it can

be kept cool in summer and warm in win-

ter, and be well ventilated (for health).

Learn your light, and get control of it so

that you can get your lights and shades to

fall to suit you, taking care that the light

on the eye is right, and do not get a "blind

light " over the pupil. Buy none but the

best chemicals, of reliable dealers. Now
take a gallon of distilled water (more if your

bath-dish will hold it, and it should not hold

less)
; add nitrate of silver enough to make

it thirty-five or forty grains to the ounce
;

when it is all dissolved, separate one-third

from the rest and saturate the two-thirds

with iodide of silver; filter well and pour

back the other third ; sun a day or two if

you have time, or it will work without.

Prepare your collodion after any good re-

ceipt (I have never found a better than the

one given in "A Word to the Weak," in

Mosaics for 1876). Next put four ounces

protosulphate of iron in a two-quart bottle,

add sixty-four ounces water, cork tightly,

and lay it on the table or floor, where you

can give it a roll semi-occasionally, and it

will soon be dissolved ; let it settle and filter

off sixteen ounces, to which add one ounce

acetic acid No. 8, and just enough alcohol

to make it flow (which will be very little at

first, and more as the bath accumulates al-

cohol from the plates dipped), and you have

a reliable developer. Now try a plate, and
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see if it works clear. If there is any fog,

add nitric acid C. P., a little at a time, to

your bath, until it works clean.

The above is probably not the best for-

mula in the world, but it is a thoroughly

reliable one. Now your chemicals are all

right, place your sitter so that his pose looks

easy and graceful on the ground-glass (pay

no attention to anything else); slide your

head-rest up until it just steadies his head

without changing its position ; talk him
into a good humor with himself and the

world; and "shoot your gun off," and if

you do not get a good picture it is your own
fault; and if you do, you can do the same

thing every time, as long as the conditions

remain the same

The next thing is to know where to look

for trouble when trouble comes. I see that

some writers (who, by the way, are fine

artists, and have had much experience) say

they always look for it in their collodion.

With me, on the contrary, if the trouble is

not in the temperature of the rooms or

ehemicals, in ninety-nine cases in a hun-

dred I find it in the bath. Heat causes

various and sundry troubles, and cold some,

although it is not so much to be feared. In

hot weather, keep your bath-developer and

plateholder cool. Immerse your plates with

a very slow but even motion, and let as lit-

tle time as may be elapse between the sensi-

tizing and developing of your plates, and

you will have little trouble from this source.

But, to return, the change in collodion is

very slow, and always in the same direction,

and any sample that will work clear once

ought to always, or at least for a long time.

Of course it will lose sensitiveness with

age, and will grow thick in the bottle you

pour from from evaporation, but that is

about all; while the change in the bath,

particularly if it is a small one, may be

rapid from the foreign matter introduced

with the plates. I know that a change of

collodion will sometimes remove a difficulty

for the time, when, if the bath was all right,

both samples would work. To illustrate,

I once left my gallery in Montana (it is a

long way from any place) in charge of a

friend for some time, and when I returned

he complained that none of the cotton that

I left him would make collodion that would

work, and he had to send to Philadelphia

for some, and showed me several bottles

that he had made at different times and
condemned. I told him that it ought not

to be " thusly ;
" so I renovated one of his

baths, and went to work and produced ex-

cellent work with every sample of his con-

demned collodion ; but, from all this, I do

not want you to infer that I would advise

you to be always doctoring your bath ; on

the contrary, having gotten it in good work-

ing order, I recommend that you let it

severely alone
;
put into it absolutely noth-

ing but the cleanest of plates, and these only

when necessary. Do not call in every paper

by which to try your " kimicals " on; so

long as it works satisfactorily do not change

its quantity or quality. If a scum gathers

on it, skim with blotting- or filtering-paper,

and filter it only when necessary, and it

should work for a long time. "When, how-

ever, you do get into difficulty, be sure first

that it is not caused by the temperature of

your rooms or some similar cause, and that

your collodion and developer are the same

that have been giving good results ; and

then, if a little more acid in your bath will

not set you right, I know no remedy but to

renovate your bath by neutralizing and

boiling, and that is a remedy that has never

failed me for the last twelve years.

To be sure "that none go away dissatis-

fied," you should always have two or more

baths in good working order, for it does not

improve your reputation as an artist to tell

people that your bath is not working well

to-day, and they will have to come again.

Usually, they will come no more forever.

To albumenize plates, soak them a few

hours in dilute nitric acid, wash thoroughly,

rinse with dish-water, and flow with albu-

men. "While wet, flow them with about

one-fourth dunce albumen to four ounces dis-

tilled water. Letting your plates dry after

they come out of the acid will make the

albumen refuse to flow.

Xow, we can make good negatives; but

about retouching, "aye, there's the rub!"

that takes long and careful practice to do it

well; but a few hints may not be amiss

here. Round up and smooth your negative

nicely, being very careful always to pre-

serve but beautify the likeness. Soften and
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blend, but do not obliterate your shades.

Look to the end of the nose ; it usually wants

some retouching, and is often overlooked
;

and to the eye ; but here you must be very

careful. In all your retouching, strive to

make it so fine that your prints do not show

it. And now it may be for years, and it

may be forever ; but, gentle reader, fare-

well.

VOICES FROM THE CRAFT.

WE are very glad to open this column

again for the coming season. Winter

is a time of peculiar difficulties in photo-

graphic work, and also a season when the

craft has most time to read, think, and

study for improvement. Let us hear from

you on all sorts of useful topics, and keep

this column alive.

John L. Gthon.

I have not words in which to express my
sorrow at the loss the whole intelligent and

reading members of the photographic frater-

nity must feel, when they read the announce-

ment of the sudden death of our friend, J.

L. Gihon. In his death our art has lost

one of, if not the most useful, of its members.

His contributions to your journal I have

always esteemed as containing more practi-

cal common sense than those of all the other

contributors, and I feel that the art has lost

a friend whom they cannot well replace.

His family (of whom I know nothing) have

my sincere sympathy. A. Hesler,
Evanston, 111.

"Spotting Out" Prints.

Since I wrote you about spotting prints

for burnishing I have tried some experi-

ments. Take an egg, beat it thoroughly,

let settle, then take such colors as you want

(india-ink being the base) ; rub them with

the albumen on a palette ; let dry. When
wanted for use, have a little ammonia and

alcohol, equal parts ; dip your brush in the

solution, then rub the color previously

dried on the plate (palette). This will ad-

here readily to the print. I)o this before

putting on the soap and alcohol, or lubrica-

tor. I find it just the thing. It leaves no

dead spots. S. M. Kobinson,
Pittsburg, Pa.

Mr. Henderson's Formula.

It seems to me that, on page 281 of Photog-

rapher, some one has got Mr. Henderson's

formula "somewhat mixed." In the formula

for the silver bath it says boric acid, etc., then

gives the developer following, which reads,

"filter the developer through boric acid,"

etc. Now, is it intended to use boric acid

both in the bath and the developer? Please

explain so my thick head can see through

it. The formula, also, lacks collodion, and

this is an important item in making a nega-

tive. The developer without boric acid

as given will only give black fog, unless

about six times more acetic acid is added
;

then it works pretty well. A. Hesler.
Evanston, 111.

We think if our friend Hesler would give

the process a fair trial, as it is recorded, and

not combine it in any way with his own
formula, that he will be able to work it.

Any good collodion will answer. Witness

the following from Mr. Ormsby, late of

Chicago

:

I inclose photographs of some children,

made by the Henderson process (given in

your journal), in one second, or as quick as

I could uncap and cap the lens. I would

like to see the " lightning " or double-l\ght-

ning process that will beat it. My custom-

ers say, "Have you taken it? Why, I did

not know you had commenced yet ; I did

not see you do it." It will head oft' the for-

eign process peddler. Photographers, try it.

E. D. Ormsby,
Oakland, Cal.

Mr. Ormby's pictures are simply splen-

did. One of a little girl is under a full

laugh, and tickling a baby by its side.

A Few Ideas.

When you wish to copy an oil painting,

just take a sponge, wet it well, and keep the.

painting covered with water until the copy

is completed.

Photographs copy better under water, but

it is not always safe to wet them.

Use blue vitriol in the developer if you

want quick work, and as collodion for the

same, five grains iodide of ammonium and

three grains bromide of cadmium to the

ounce. Use it right away. Hance's Double
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Iodized Collodion is a good article to have

on hand.

We have not bought any quick process

yet, as we can make pictures as quick as

you can scorch a feather.

If you want to succeed in business, get

your pay in advance, and do not make too

many proofs without compensation. If

people have no confidence in what you say

and do and can show, their patronage will

be of no benefit by placing in their hands

your profession. A proof is a lie if it is not

finished.

The only way to cure paper from blister-

ing nowadays is to let it blister and hold

your tongue. Jas. O. Merrell,
Rutland, Vt.

Rapid processes are, in my opinion, all

an illusion, a delusion, and a snare. There

is a normal state of sensitiveness resulting

from the use of pure materials mixed in

proper proportions beyond which it is im-

possible to go. This state of sensitiveness

is attained by any of the formula; in general

use, so that chemicals in good working

order will always possess the same sensitive-

ness. The ditferences found result princi-

pally from errors in observation. I have

no doubt but that a new set of lightning

chemicals will be found, superior in sensi-

tiveness to the chemicals used by many
photographers, but they will not be found

more sensitive than a set composed of new
collodion of any good kind in the market,

a slightly acid bath, and a rather strong

developer. Opinions, based on loosely-made

observations, are worth nothing. The only

true test between two different sets of chemi-

cals is the test made under the same condi-

tions side by side, collodion against collo-

dion, bath against bath, and developer

against developer. G. W. W. B.,

Cincinnati, O.

Carboniferous Correspondence.

Hating read with a great deal of interest,

from time to time, the various notices and

comments upon carbon, lightning processes,

etc., in your valuable journal, I take the

liberty of writing directly to you, asking if

you will favor me with a few lines in con-

nection with the above processes. I should

like to know whether the carbon process

has been universally adopted by the photog-

raphers of the United States ? I am in-

formed by reliable authority that, out of all

the photographers in the New England

States, there are scarcely any, comparatively,

working the process to the exclusion of sil-

ver, and the majority have abandoned it

(carbon) altogether, as it is more expensive

and requires more skill and care to work it

than silver printing. The following will

explain my reason for asking this favor of

you.

About a year ago, a W. Cooper, of and

from St. Thomas, Ontario, came here to

peddle this process, viz., carbon. He repre-

sented that after once seeing a practical

demonstration of the process I would banish

silver printing eternally (but I have not

done it yet, neither likely to). I was gulled

into paying $200 cash for the practical

demonstration, and was to pay a further

sum of $300 for the " exclusive" right to

work the process on the Island of New-
foundland, which I did not pay, nor will I,

if I can avoid doing so. Now, this is just

where the little bit of trouble comes in—my
refusal to take up a promissory note for the

amount. I refuse to pay, believing that

they have no exclusive right to sell in this

island ; and further, I want to know how I

am to be protected from usurpation. They

have agreed to protect their licensees by not

supplying the special materials to any per-

sons, only licensees; but this is bosh, for my
opponent in business has been offered the ma-

terial from another manufacturing firm, and

also had sent him the printed method of

working the process, free, which I have been

made to pay $200 for. This happened before

the note became due ; fortunately for me it

did, as in the meantime I received a commu-

nication from Lindop & Cooper, offering to

take less if I would remit a certain amount

before the note became due. This, also,

aroused my suspicions that all was not

square ; however, I took no notice of their

communication, but carefully preserved the

epistle, It may " develop " well in about a

month. There has been no patent right

granted to any one by our government, and

I cannot see how they can sell me an ex-

clusive right, or how they could manage to

protect it. They have taken proceedings
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against me for the recovery of $400 ; now
they are willing to have enough, when they

can get it, hut I will fight them to the death

before I will pay that amount. I have em-

ployed the best lawyers in the city, and if

it will interest your readers any, will let

you know how the case terminates.

I see that Allen & Bowell, of Boston, are

about to manufacture and supply the mate-

rial for carbon working; if they are, the

very fact will be the deathblow to their

L. & C. claim here.

A few lines from you, bearing upon the

" universal adoption " and eternal exclusion

of silver printing, may help my case some,

as I am collecting all the evidence I possi-

bly can.

Now, had I it in my power, I would say

to the subscribers of the Philadelphia Pho-

tographer, do not let your subscription run

out, or you may lose as much as I did.

Just while I was not receiving the journal

(through carelessness) all the controversy

about carbon versus silver was going on,

which I, unfortunately, did not know any-

thing about. The result was that I was

duped. Had I kept up my subscription and

read its friendly pages every month, I would

have saved $200 cash and all the expense

this lawsuit will incur.

I was awarded a diploma of merit from

the New York Carbon Society for superior

carbon printing. I never made a carbon

picture, nor never sent a silver print to New
York. How are we to interpret this little

piece of forgery, or whatever it may be

termed ? I have this document in my pos-

session now, and intend to use it to the best

advantage. Simeon H. Parsons,
St. John's, Newfoundland.

Can our readers who have had experience

in this matter help our friend?

—

Ed. P. P.

A Warning to the Economical.

What a comment Mr. Parsons gives us

above on the too frequent and unwise habit

photographers have of " trying to get along

without a journal." Wrhen will they real-

ize that their trade magazines are just as

useful to them, as a compass and a light-

house are to the mariner? You are never

safe without it, and it is the last thing you

should practice economy upon. If you have

been guilty, do not do it again. You never

know when it is going to be most useful, or

when you may lose heavily by not having it. -

FRANCO-GERMAN CORRESPOND-
ENCE.

I

HAVE spent a fortnight in Paris, and

have gathered with great pains a gen-

eral idea of the immense mass of photo-

graphic material stored in the Exhibition.

As to the Exhibition, it surpasses, as

usual, all previous ones in magnificence

and greatness. The French photographic

department is as large as the whole pho-

tographic pavilion at the Philadelphia Ex-

hibition. The exhibits of other nations

would take up an equal space. These are

scattered over the whole Exhibition ; found

once among a pile of furniture, once sur-

rounded by show-cases with soap, brushes,

combs, etc. I donotexaggerate when T claim

to have seen more than ten miles through

the buildings before I had seen all the photo-

graphic products. The trouble is that there

are no such facilities here, as there were in

Vienna or Philadelphia, for the purpose of

reaching the different points of the Exhibi-

tion. In Vienna was a street-car, in Phila-

delphia a narrow-guage railroad; here are

nothing but rolling chairs, which one rather

leaves to ladies or sick persons.

In the Rue des Nations, in the neighbor-

hood of the fronts representing buildings

of different nations, the photographs are

generally found. Only the Austrian pho-

tographic exhibit is in a separate pavilion.

As it could be expected, the exhibits consist-

ed principally of portraits. A glance at the

same will tell at once that there has been no

great success made. Old known firms main-

tained their reputation. There is Sarony,

Rocher, and Gutekunst, in America ;
Reut-

linger, Walery, and Lumiere, in France;

Luckhardt and Adele, in Austria; Berga-

masco, Mietzokowsky, etc., in Russia. All

these are well-known names, whilst there

are still others from every country who have

exhibited some excellent works. One is

vainly searching for a new style or a shape.

A surprise like that by A. Salomon, who

made a furore in 1807, is not to he had, and

even A. Salomon has not exhibited at all.

43
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As real novelties in the portrait line, there

are only two kinds to be mentioned. First,

the Seavey background, which you know
so well that I need not stop to explain them.

Second, the portraits with electric light, by
Van der Weyde, of London. Both were

known before, but none of them have ever

been exhibited before at a European exhi-

bition.

As to the backgrounds, it is strange to

observe that only one European (a Parisian

stockdealer) has exhibited backgrounds,

which are, however, so beyond all expecta-

tions dreadful, that one cannot help to be

astonished at the fact that these things are

possible in Paris, the centre of taste. Even
a German country photographer would be

ashamed to use such backgrounds. It is,

therefore, not at all surprising to see but

very seldom a painted background on a

French photograph. Let us hope that the

French, and other nations, too, will profit

by Seavey's exhibit.

Van der Weyde's exhibit proves it to

be a possibility to make equally good pic-

tures by electric light and daylight. Since,

through the Parisian Exhibition, vitality

has been given to a new, interesting method
of using electricity for illumination, it is to

be expected that this light, which may be

produced with a few horse-powers, will soon

attract the attention, especially in the north-

ern parts of Europe—Eussia, Sweden, etc.

—

where there is sometimes only four or five

hours daylight during the winter months.

America, which is blessed with an abun-

dance of daylight, will not have any occa-

sion for the use of electric light for portrait

work.

America has sent some real good work.

Sarony, with his inexhaustible ingenuity,

always brings something new in positions;

Kocher occupies his space with pictures of

finest finish ; Landy brings his well known
" Seven Ages of Man ;

" and Gutekunst his

panoramic view of the Centennial Grounds

of Philadelphia, and some very good cabi-

net pictures, which seem to have the back-

ground retouched in. Sarony exhibits

crayons ;
Gubelman, of New Jersey, brings

elegant cabinet pictures, smooth in the cen-

tre and grained toward the illuminated

edges. He also exhibits nice pictures of

children. Gueria, of St. Louis, arranges

men as marble statues. It shows too well

that many men have a weak chest. Those

make-up things do not look altogether nice.

More lucky is Smith, of Chicago, who has

sent a large number of pictures of children,

which can compete with the best pictures of

the kind. Under the frame is printed :

" We came all the way from Chicago."

The large views of the Centennial Exhi-

bition exhibited by the Centennial Photo-

graphic Company, Edward L. Wilson pro-

prietor, Philadelphia, are admirable, and far

ahead of any pictures made of the Paris Ex-

position, both in quality and size, and they

make one wish that the same Company had

had the management of the Exposition pho-

tography here, and thus continue their fame.

I see nothing in the line of exteriors and

interiors of buildings to equal them, and

certainly no World's Fair was ever so well

photographed as the one at Philadelphia by

the Centennial Photographic Company.

As you see, the representation of Ameri-

can photography is very moderate; many
well-known names, as Kurtz, were not rep-

resented. So it is with Canada. Notman
and Sandham occupy the first place with

their well-known winter sceneries and cabi-

net pictures, a la Salomon. Laughlin, of Ot-

tawa, exhibits views of architecture, which

have a respectable finish. Henderson, of

Montreal, has sent very nice landscapes,

among which are some taken by the emul-

sion process. Gurney, of New York, has

exhibited burnt-in enamel photographs, far

much better than those exhibited in Phila-

delphia. According to the number of

French enamellers, it seems as if this kind

of business were picking up; I counted not

less than fourteen exhibitors, among which

the oldest of all burnt-in photographers was

Mons. Lafon de Camarsac, whose process is

still a secret. He sends pictures of life

size, which did not please me as well as the

smaller ones. I consider those of Mons.

Deroche as the best. These pictures guided

me involuntarily to the French department,

which may have the most interest for you,

with the exception of the American depart-

ment. I allow myself, therefore, to con-

tinue relating what I have seen from the

French.
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The French department is crowded with

portraits, leaving hardly any room for the

landscapes. Lumiere and Victor, of Lyons,

attract principally attention with pictures

of the size of a whole sheet, though there is

nothing new in regard to position or light.

They occupy the corner of the main aisle,

which is greatly to their advantage. In

nearly all the departments of the Exhibi-

tion the top-light is shut off by means of

white screens, which are double along the

sides of the .rooms, where they shut off a

great deal of daylight, and work very disad-

vantageous^ on photographs exhibited in

that neighborhood. Wallery's frame, for

instance, is at times half in the dark. He
exhibits small pictures, which are better

than those exhibited in Philadelphia. Reut-

linger is represented with small and large

pictures, all equally well. A special interest

is excited by some large pictures of his, made
by the carbon process. Nadar, who did not

exhibit at the last two exhibitions, appears

again with an excellent tableau of pictures,

remarkable by their good light. Rem-
brandt celebrates here his triumph. The ef-

fects of his pictures are multiplied by the well

chosen positions. However, they smack a

little too much of the "demi-monde."

As it is not necessary to mention everj'

one of the French photographers, I confine

myself by saying that the average of the

work exhibited is very good, though there

is nothing new ; on the contrary, the gen-

eral impression is rather fatiguing, as there

is too much of the same kind without variety.

The lightning process, which excites

nearly the whole of America, is scarcely

represented. The best occasion to study it

was with Mr. Klary, the apostle for this

process. He offered me at once to make
some experiments, to which I might sit as

model. The skylight, covered with ground-

glass, was open ; only one screen shut off

a part of the top-light ; the day was clear.

Several experiments were made, and it was

found that those with five seconds exposure

for card size and eight seconds for cabinet

size were the best. Both were made with a

Dallmeyer three B lens, of twenty-four cen-

timetres focus, and three seconds opening.

The plates were sensitized by Klary him-
self, for an unusual length of time, and on

developing the picture appeared a little

hard and intense. Klary told me that

his collodion was rich of bromide salts,

which would explain the long sensitizing.

He added then, that his chemicals were not

in their highest state of sensitiveness. In

connection with the above, I would like to

say that there is in Paris still another in-

stantaneous photographer, Mons. Chambay,
who stops in the Grand Hotel. His exhibit

is composed of a number of pictures of babies,

among which are groups of four to six of

them. The unexpected sharpness of every

one of the babies speaks for itself. There

is no other explanation for the probability

of making such pictures than the short ex-

posure. Mons. Chambay keeps his inven-

tions secret, and has even declined the

highest offers made for the sale of his

method. A third one among the lightning

men is Mr. Richard, in Switzerland, who,

following the example of Boisonnas, offers

his process for sale. I do not doubt that

after a short time there will be still some

more similar processes in the market.

The carbon printing process has found

in France quite a number of admirers.

Liebert, formerly in America, works ex-

clusively with this process. Reutlinger has

exhibited a large carbon print. Rousseau,

Provost, Cavett, Frank, Fabre, etc., ex-

hibit carbon pictures ; some of them are in

life size, and very good. Braun, of Dor-

nach, is ahead of all. His branch house, in

Paris, is the former firm of Meyer & Pier-

son, who made principally painted carbon

portraits. Those exhibited by Braun are

slightly painted on the back before the sec-

ond transferring. In some of them only

flesh and hair are painted. The effect is

generally very good, but sometimes a little

cold, that may be attributed to a little gray

tone of the carbon paper. I remember that

Ott had sent to the Philadelphia Exhibition

some small pictures of the same kind. They

arrived there in the month of June. Braun

has been lucky to take the oldest of the

crowned heads of Europe : the Emperor

William I, and also Pope Pius IX and Leo

XIII. The two latter parade on the Exhi-

bition in life size, the Emperor not.

Braun's masterpiece is a picture two me-

tres (4/ 1") high, representing the Medzaro
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Grave, of Florence. Alongside of them are

some other very interesting reproductions,

all made in Dornach, now belonging to

Germany ; and I am curious to know if

this work can be put in competition for the

award. The result of the work of the

judges is not known yet. Mons. Gambetta,

le vrais representant d& la republique (the

real representative of the republic), as the

French call him, was the cause of the delay

of the distribution of the awards until after

the corps legislatif has gathered.

If the portraits are amply represented, the

landscapes, on the contrary, are very much
neglected in the French department. There

is one thing certain : nobody has ever done

better landscape work than the English.

Among the French exhibitors, Lamy is the

best; then follows Thiers, of Fontainbleau,

with dry-plate emulsion plates. More neg-

lected than the landscape is the architect-

ure. Anybody having seen the excellent

architectural work which Baldin, Ferrier,

and Saulier exhibited ten years ago, will be

surprised, when seeing in the work of a

photographer, des pants et ohaussees (of

bridges and turnpikes), the vertical lines

merely converge with the edges of the pic-

tures.

Lichtdrnck seems to have found not many
admirers in France. They have not even

a term for it, as they call it simply "photo-

lithography," though lichtdruck and photo-

lithography are two different things alto-

gether.

When Poitevin, with his gelatin andchro-

mate solution on a stone, exposed, under a

negative, developed, inked-in, etc., he attrib-

uted a great deal of his success to the oper-

ation of- the stone. Later the stone was

replaced by a zinc plate ; but he knew not

that the gelatin film by itself has all the

printing qualities. Tessie du Moth ay was the

first who proved* this with certainty, and was

recompensed for it with a gold medal at the

Exhibition of Paris in 1867. By that time

the French knew very well the difference

between photo-lithography and phototypy,

as Tessie named his process ; now they

have forgotten all this, after Albert has

given vitality to Tessie's method. " G'est le

procede Poitevin " (that is the process of Poi-

tevin), was the reply when I spoke of Al-

bertypy, not knowing Tessie's, the French-

man's, merits. I found only five or six

exhibitors of Lichtdruck, Berthaud, with

architectures, among the rest.

The "Woodbury process is amply repre-

sented by Goupil, Vidal, etc. It is owing

to Goupil's success that the Woodbury pro-

cess has found so many admirers in France.

He exhibits here equally as well as in

America. The Woodbury prints form the

frame of his magnificent tableau, and in the

centre are photo-engravings, as sole novelty.

I saw two colored pictures in which the

colors seem to be put on by inking in of the

printing plate.

If Goupil has made any progress, it is

principally due to the chief of his establish-

ment, Mons. Rousselon, who has at his dis-

position the immense means of the house,

which enable him to make the experiments,

which a poor devil of an inventor generally

cannot make. Goupil's establishment, in

Asnieres, is magnificent indeed; one hun-

dred and thirty workmen are constantly

working in one great room with a skylight

on the top. A gallery is established in the

same for the purpose of mounting the pic-

tures. For printing, they have eleven large

copper-plate printing presses and six tables

for the Woodbury presses. Every workman
is able to make two hundred prints daily on

either machine; 20x60 centimetres large

for Woodbury prints, 60x85 centimetres for

photo-lithographs. The well-known method

for the preparation of the Woodbury print-

ing-plate by means of his gelatin film re-

quires one million pounds of hydraulic

pressure. For plates larger than. 20 x 60

centimetres this pressure is insufficient; that

is the reason they use then the photo-litho-

graphic process where the plates are made

by means of galvanoplastic.

Goupil's principal occupation is the re-

production of paintings, which are taken in

the open air. Only in bad weather a sky-

light is used, which is glassed all around.

Piousselon told me that he does not re-

touch his negatives, and also showed me
some negatives which got, indeed, no re-

touching whatever; but I saw, also, many
negatives which were considerably re-

touched. This is, however, without any

consequence, as it is certain that all his
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work is very good. Kjusseloii told me,

also, that he overcomes the injurious effects

of the different colors by the different pro-

portions of bromine salts and iodine salts in

his collodion ; also, by making several trials

with different exposures. I give you this

apparently doubtful assertion, as it has been

given to me, wiih all reserve.

Next to Goupil is the Societe anonyme des

publications, periodiques, photographique, et

photochromique, which attracts most atten-

tion. This establishment is managed by

Vidal, and manufactures principally colored

pictures. The same firm exhibited also in

Philadelphia, where its success was not

altogether decided, especially in regard to

the portrait work. Their principal occupa-

tion is now reproduction of articles of art

and industry, and I must say it is a success.

Eeproduction of gold and silver sigas are

really so well done that one should think

they were made of metal. Other pictures,

in four colors, are an equal success. The

same establishment makes also Woodbury
prints and lichtdrucks.

The English method for the manufacture

of colored pictures is more direct and simple.

The photographs are simply painted over

;

then it seems to be a success, according to

what I saw at the South Kensington Museum
exhibited. Since I stopped so long with

the colored pictures, I dare not forget to

mention the photographs in natural colors,

by Ducos du Hauron. He has a competitor,

Mons. Cros, unknown to me until now.

whose process does not differ from that of

Ducos du Hauron as far as the optical part is

concerned. In contemplating their pictures,

I must say that I was greatly surprised, in

comparing them with Albert's and Ober-

netter's work, who are far ahead of Ducos

du Hauron. Landscapes after nature are

principally inferior. Better are his repro-

ductions of oil paintings. In my next letter

I propose to write about the French helio-

graphs, and also about the photographs of

other nations. Truly yours,

H. Vogkl.
Pakis, September 2Gth, 1878.

Dr. Nicol seems to think that as a rule

photographers exhibit too many specimens.

FRENCH CORRESPONDENCE.

The Exposition— Landy's " Seven Ages"—
The Albumen Process for Transparencies.

rPHE magnificent Exhibition of this city is

X now rapidly drawing to its close. Its

value, for the advancement of science" and

art, is incalculable ; the lessons which it has

inculcated will not be lost. Photography

has been very well represented, and a

marked progress over former exhibitions

can be at once seen, even by a casual visit.

Men of mark have sent their chefd'ouvre, and

others will not be backward, I am certain,

to imitate what they find good and artistic

in others following the same branch. As a

proof of this, Mr. Payne Jennings had the

idea to allow his gelatinized proofs in optical

contact with the glass
; this gave the proofs

such a depth of shade, detail, and brilliancy

as was unusual, and in consequence at-

tracted great attention. This dodge is now
becoming a la mode in Paris.

Another great lesson, which can be learned

in the Exhibition, is to make a pleasing pic-

ture of a photographic proof. I can cite,

among others, " The Seven Ages " of your

friend, Mr. J. Land}', of Cincinnati, Ohio,

which proofs are indeed worthy to adorn any

gentleman's house. Artistic taste in the pho-

tographer is here displayed in the right way.

I would say to him, continue in the same

style, for every proof made, and revolu-

tionize the photographic art ; make, in fact,

a picture of every negative, and I will pre-

dict for you an immense fortune for your-

self and the honor of having transformed

the photography proof from an insignificant

portrait, which could hardly excite interest,

into an artistic picture sought after and ad-

mired by all. I am happy to say that some

English photographers are following in this

same road to fame. If American and Eng-

lish artists are superior to the French, by

the progress they have made, in these new
and instructive pictures, the latter hold fast

their superiority in stereoscopic views upon

glass. Those of Messrs. Ferrier & Soulier

are gems, and were I to state that they are

obtained by one of the most old-fashioned

processes, I should be hardly credited
; but

so it is. They are obtained by the albumen

process, which, having been worked for
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years and years, have been got into such a

state of perfection that transparencies upon

collodion cannot match them in any way.

The film is so fine that even in the deepest

shadows there is a transparency, and, as it

were, detail, which would have been blocked

out or lost in a collodion film ; not to speak

of the rich tone which can be given to an

albumen positive with very little pains. All

these advantages ought to make photogra-

phers strive to bring the albumen process to

the same amount of perfection as other pro-

cesses, but such is not the case. Every man-

ipulator knows that although in theory this

process is simple in the extreme, in practice

it is the most difficult, and few in the pro-

fession would have time, if they had the

courage, to vanquish these difficulties.

I will now state that these difficulties, in

my estimation, are overrated, and that I

firmly believe that albumenized plates can

be prepared with ease and without the least

fear of failure. For the advantage of the

readers of the Philadelphia Photographer,

who would like to make transparencies for

the stereoscope or the lantern, I will give

the formula for the preparation of albumen

plates, which, although not so rapid as col-

lodion ones, will give a proof so superior

to the other that as soon as the difficulty of

manipulation is vanquished, the operator

will be so enchanted that he will discard all

other processes for this one. I will now
treat the subject fully, and in the following

order

:

1st. The dark-room.

2d. Preparation of albumen.

3d. Cleaning and polishing the plate.

4th. Coating the plates with albumen and

drying.

5th. Sensitizing.

6th. Exposure and developing.

7th. Toning.

The first subject requires the most care.

The dark-room must be very small, the

ceiling and the walls painted in oil, the

floor laid with marble or slate slabs, a large

sheet of plate-glass fixed to serve as a table,

a kind of cupboard with levelled glass

shelves, and as few chemicals as possible.

This is what the dark-room must contain in

order to prepare albumenized plates with

any degree of certainty. Dust is the greatest

enemy of this admirable process, and it i.s

the first to be vanquished, that is why I ad-

vise a small room. The walls, ceiling, and

floor are so arranged that they can be washed

now and then, to take off the dust. The

drying cupboard is made of varnished zinc,

as in Diagram I.

a, plate-glass shelves the same width as

the cupboard, but an inch and a half shorter

;

the first shelf touches the zinc on the right-

hand side ; the second shelf touches the zinc

cupboard on the left-hand side, and so on,

alternately, to the top of the cupboard. On
the right-hand side of the bottom of the cup-

board is a hole B, over which is soldered a

piece of fine wire-gauze, covered with a

piece of fine linen. This hole is an inlet for

air, and the fine linen acts as a filter to stop

dust and dirt from entering with the air.

It would be well even to dip the linen into

a little glycerin, and change it now and

then. On the left-hand side of the top is

another hole, which forms outlet C ; this is

covered by a piece of sheet-iron piping, in

the interior of which is placed a Bunsen

burner, D. The prepared plates having

been laid upon the glass shelves, the doors

E E are closed. The Bunsen burner lighted,

a draught is established in the chimney, and

fresh air is drawn through hole B, which,

following the arrows, Diagram II, passes

over the surface of all the plates and dries

them very quickly ; if the air be very damp
it can be made to pass through chloride of

calcium. In fact it can now be seen that to
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succeed with this process great cleanliness is

required, and above all, great care not to

open doors too rapidly, or go in and out of

the dark-room too frequently, so as to raise

the dust. I dwell very long upon this sub-

ject, being certain that this is one of the

greatest stumbling-blocks in the process.

2d. Preparation of the albumen : Take

17 new-laid eggs (eggs a week old are the

best), break them and carefully separate the

yolks from the whites ; take out the germs

(treadles).

Weigh out 5 grammes of iodide of potas-

sium, |
gramme iodine, mix therewith 500

c.c. of albumen, then pour into a large basin

and whisk into a froth ; this is allowed to

remain twenty-four hours in a cool place to

settle down ; the product is then filtered

through a piece of clean linen, and is then

ready for use.

3d. Cleaning of the glass : It can be easily

understood that the first conditions to obtain

a pure and perfect image is to cleanse the

surface of the glass from all impurities.

This is done by plunging, first of all, the

glass in a strong solution of potash ;' it is

then well washed and left for a few minutes

in a tray containing water slightly acidu-

lated with nitric acid ; it is then well rinsed

and wiped dry with linen towels. Take fine

whiting, and with water make a thick paste,

and wipe or spread it all over the glass and

allow it to dry, then rub it all oft' with a

piece of fine linen. A few grains of talc

(I mean as much as would lie upon a pin's

head) are now put upon the glass, and rubbed

over it in every direction with a piece of

wash-leather. A badger-brush is now drawn

over the surface, and the glass is ready for

coating.

4th. Coating the plate is considered by

all as the most difficult operation. This

must be done in a room set apart for the ex-

press purpose, and free from dust. The best

manner of operating is to take up, by a

tube, the exact quantity of albumen required

for each plate; breathe upon the glass, and

let the albumen run out of the tube ; take a

clean glass rod and equalize it all over the

surface, and then put it into the cupboard

upon the levelled glass shelves, to dry in the

manner as previously described. The plates

thus prepared can be kept for years.

•5th. Sensitizing is done in the same man-

ner as with the collodion process. The bath

is prepared as follows :

Distilled Water, . . 100 ounces.

Nitrate of Silver, . . 10 "

Glacial Acetic Acid, . . 10 "

After the plate has remained about a min-

ute, it is taken out of the bath and plunged

into a tray containing distilled water ;
it is

then thoroughly washed in ordinary water

and then left to dry. After a time the sil-

ver-bath becomes tinted through the organic

matter dissolved out of the plates. This

color can be taken away by the addition to

the bath of some chloride of silver or silicate

of alumina (kaolin). This coloration does

not exercise any bad effect, according to the

opinion of several manipulators.

6th. Exposure and developing : If the

plates are intended for stereoscopic trans-

parencies, lantern slides, etc., the negative

is put into a printing-frame, and the pre-

pared glass upon it. It is then exposed to

a diffused light for a few seconds, and then

taken into the dark-room to be developed
;

naturally the camera can be employed for

the same purpose. The development of these

plates is long and tedious. A solution of

gallic acid is made warm, and the plate

plunged into it

:

Distilled Water, . . 500 c.c.

Gallic Acid, ... 8 grammes.

Acetate of Lime, . . 4 "

The plate is left in this solution until the

liquid becomes cold, a few drops of a solu-

tion of silver nitrate are added, and the

image makes its appearance. More nitrate

will intensify rapidly.
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7th. Toning glass transparencies is neces-

sary to give them the pleasant appearance

they hear.

To have a beautiful purple color they are

toned in a chloride of gold hath.

To procure a very agreeable sepia color,

they are plunged into a weak solution of

bichloride of mercury, and then, after wash-

ing, into a chloride of gold bath.

Fix in hypo, either before or after the

toning.

The Exhibition will close on the 1st of

November. On the 21st of October will be

the most magnificent fete given in Paris, in

honor of the distribution of prizes, which

will be made in a most gorgeous, and at the

same time, in a most solemn manner. To

any of my readers who intend to visit Paris,

I would say do so at that time, and wish

them welcome.
Prof. E. Stebbing.

27 Rue des Apennins, Paris, October (5th, 187S.

T
THE "AUTOTYPE."

HE above is the name given to " the last

1 sensation" in photography, by the self-

called " Artotype Company," who profess

to hold forth at 516 Broadway, New York,

and who claim to be "organizing" a com-

pany to make pictures which they call a-rto-

types. They want one hundred parties to

take shares at $325 each, for working the

process, in Kings and Queens County, New
York. Individual licenses are offered for

$500 each. All sorts of claims are set forth,

which are as yet unproved. The results are

pretty. We saw some a long time ago, in

our German exchanges, and recognized

them as soon as the examples from New
York were shown to us.

They are no less than photo-mechanical

prints by Obernetters process, for which a

patent was obtained in this country, Sep-

tember 17th, 1878; granted to J. B. Ober-

netter, of Munich, Bavaria, assignor to B.

E. Powelson and Adolph Mueller, Detroit,

Mich., and to W. A. Cooper and W. E.

Lindop, St. Thomas, Canada, the last two

named being of carbon fame.

Mr. Obernetter's process is given below,

and our readers may judge <>f it as they de-

sire. A good many kindred processes have

failed to make money for their sanguine

owners in this country, and none of them

have proven practical for portraiture, as the

ordinary photographer has to dispense it,

i. e., in small quantities.

"The 'Artotype' Process.

" The invention consists, essentially, of

forming on a transparent or non-transparent

photographic printing-plate a film by a solu-

tion of albumen and soluble glass, and coat-

ing this film, after k is perfectly dry, by a

second or sensitive film, that receives the

photographing image from the negative, in

the usual manner.
" The first solution, by which the glass or

metal printing-plate is coated by means of a

brush or otherwise, is formed of seven parts

of albumen, three parts of soluble glass, and
eight parts of water. The film obtained by

this solution is then dried, either slowly by

exposure to the air, or quickly by artificial

heat, as desired. When the film is perfectly

dry it is washed in running water for about

five minutes, care, however, being taken

that its surface is not touched. After wash-

ing, the plate is placed in a rack and allowed

to dry. The dry plate is then placed into a

heating-oven, and when heated to about 212°

Fahrenheit, or nearly so, the second or sen-

sitive film is laid on the first film. The sen-

sitive solution is prepared by dissolving fifty

grammes of gelatin, fifty grammes of fish-

glue, and fifteen grammes of bichromate of

ammonia in one thousand grammes of water,

and filtering it in a warm state through pa-

per. As soon as this solution is uniformly

distributed over the plate, the same is placed

in the oven again for ten or fifteen minutes,

until perfectly dry. The plate is then ready

for the negative, and is exposed to the action

of the light in the same manner as the com-

mon albumen paper, but only for about half

the time, so as to receive the photographing

image on the sensitive film. After the plate

has thus been exposed to the light for the

proper length o'f time, it is washed in run-

ning water for from fifteen to twenty min-

.utes, until every particle of chrome-salt not

affected by the light is washed out.

" After drying, the plate is ready for print-

ing by the common lithographic inks and

presses."
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THE LIGHTNINGELISTS.

KNOWING full well that the few copies

of Anthony's Photographic Bulletin,

which are sent out usually about "thirty

clays after date" to their "pet customers,"

do not reach many of our wide range of

readers, we reprint from the number of the

aforesaid Bulletin, "for September," the

following

:

The End of the Heated Term.

" "We have no doubt that many of our

readers, as well as ourselves, have become

tired of the long controversy between Mr.

Lambert and the editor of the Philadelphia

Photographer. We should not have per-

mitted the use of our columns in such a

controversy unless we had felt that not only

was Mr. Lambert unjustly assailed, but that

we, through whom Mr. Lambert and his

present business had been introduced to the

photographers of the United States, had

been, if not the open, the covert object of

attack. ThSt this must be the case up to

the present time is evidenced by the fact

that, although a number of other persons

have introduced for sale materials for pro-

ducing quick pictures, not only has Mr.

Wilson not even alluded to them in any de-

preciatory manner, but has gone so far, in

one instance, as to advertise the materials

offered for sale by one person, and at the

same time published in his letter-press puffs

of them, while he never noticed the large

number of testimonials as to the value of

the Lightning Process spread before the

public, but reserved his columns exclusively,

as far as that process is concerned, for those

who, whether rightly or wrongly, chose to

operate against us.

" We have reason to believe that now,

however, after his abject failure to perform

what he so Quixotically promised, i.e.,

within a short time to publish and proclaim

to the extent of his limited circulation the,

secrets of the Lightning Process, he will

have sense enough to perceive the awkward

position in which he has placed himself, and

will reasonably conclude to subside.

" For our part, all discussion of the char-

acter alluded to must end, and Mr. Wilson

may write diatribes, or what he considers

such, to the 'crack of doom,' if it him so

please, without expecting our notice.

" E. & H. T. Anthony & Co."

We make this extract as a matter of sheer

justice. When parties find out the error of

their ways, and acknowledge it so hand-

somely as this, we are always glad to make

a note of it.

There has not been, however, any "con-

troversy between Mr. Lambert and the edi-

tor of the Philadelphia Photographer" that

we are aware of. When Mr. Lambert first

made his announcements in the Bulletin, of

his " Lightning Process," etc., we acted, as

we always do when we find sham and deceit,

which we detest, and called attention to his

circulars and advertisements in a way which

our duty to our readers demanded. Since

then we have admitted correspondence to

our columns which did not please the cele-

brated lightningelist, and his backers at 591

Broadway, and thus we became the subject

of personal abuse, in measure equal to about

one page to one of our lines. For such

abuse we never care, and we never replied

to it. We would not say as much as this

now but for the extract above, coming from

gentlemen whom we personally respect,

though we necessarily clash with them in

business, and have always found them no-

toriously thin-skinned. They may as well

understand now, if they never could com-

prehend it before, that we mean to take care

of the interests of our readers, clash with

whom it may, and they are entirely mis-

taken and flatter themselves in supposing'

that our action in this matter was governed

by a desire to attack them.

We knew they would sicken of Mr. Lam-
bert, and we could wait for their honest

confession of it, given above. They have

no subscribers, and therefore feared not to

lose any, but we have some friends who buy

goods of them, and they have chosen to be

discreet for obvious reasons, although seem-

ingly it always goes hard with them to re-

frain from publishing anything that is in the

shape of an attack upon us.

We do not yet see our "awkward posi-

tion." We have fulfilled every promise, by

first giving Mr. Lambert's instructions to

his licensees, and thus compelling him to

44
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" throw it up" freely, and then we gave an

analysis of his preparations. Moreover, we
have given a process entire, that will do all

his does and have plenty of power in re-

serve, such as an offer from Dr. W. J.

Land, Atlanta, Ga., to make us "a com-

plete quantitative and qualitative analysis

of the Lambert lightning materials." For

this service Dr. Land's usual charge would

be fifty dollars. We do not feel that the

benefit our readers would receive from such

an analysis warrants us in spending such a

sum, and although we had concluded to do

it a month ago, the publication of the above

"cry quits," in the Bulletin, and other cir-

cumstances, have changed our plans, and we
shall from this issue "quit," provided no

more sham or deceit is practiced upon the

profession.

The sole cause of our " attack," so-called,

was not upon Messrs. E. & H. T. Anthony &
Co., and Mr. Lambert, co-lightningelists,

because they sold certain and sundry ma-
terials the component parts of which they

kept secret, as did and do all dealers, but

because of their policy of refusing to sell

them to any one who did not first submit to

their exactions, for "permission to use" the

said materials for a term of years so in-

geniously fixed as to give the impression

that a patent had been obtained. We called

attention to other kindred materials, sold

by other dealers, because their sale was open

to all would-be purchasers.

Moreover, what we have said, and what

we say now, has been "without expecting

our notice" from the lightningelists, or

even caring whether they noticed it or not.

It was entirely for the good of our readers,

and we can show plenty of letters of praise

and thanks for our independent course in

the matter.

We are very glad now of an opportunity

to drop the subject.

Slow vs. Rapid Plates.—Our cotempo-

rary of the British Journal of Photography,

in concluding an able paper on this subject,

says :
" We must adhere strongly to the

opinion previously expressed on this subject,

that for the ordinary amateur and for ordi-

nary purposes, ' slow ' plates are much better

calculated to give satisfaction."

A "HOMESPUN" LIGHTNING
PROCESS.
BY ISA BLACK.

SOME time since I saw advertised some
11 special material" for the production

of quick work, setting forth its wonderful

quickness and merits generally. There was

no intimation in the advertisement that it

was a patent or secret process ; or, rather, I

should say, I had not seen that part of it,

which appeared in another journal. Ac-

cordingly I sent an order to Messrs. Wilson,

Hood & Co. for some "special material,"

and was not a little surprised on receiving

a letter from Mr. Lambert in answer there-

to, as follows

:

June 20th, 1878.

Dear Sir : Messrs. Anthony & Co.

have just received word from Wilson, Hood
& Co. that you ordered some materials for

the lightning process. As I do not find

your name on my list of parties holding

permits, I could not allow the materials to

be sent unless you tell me the number of

your permit, date you bought, etc.

Yours truly,

T. J. Lambert.

I was a little "taken back" at this, and

made no reply to Mr. L.'s letter, but quietly

determined not to pay the twenty dollars;

and further, to do without lightning processes

forever, if I did not have "gumption"
enough to produce them myself; I there-

fore went to work, and, by the exercise of a

little common sense (not to say brains), in

my chemical combinations—not forgetting

the many valuable hints I have gathered

from the perusal of your journal—I am able,

with my present method, to produce good

pictures in even less than one second, which

for my use is quick enough. Of course it

cannot be that I am infringing on Mr.

Lambert's patent, since it is only common
sense I use, and do not know what his pro-

cess is. He will, however, allow me respect-

fully to decline to pay tribute to him or any

other man for processes ; and I would say to

the photographers throughout the country

to read carefully your Philadelphia Photog-

rapher, do your own thinking, make your

oion chemical combinations, and save your

money.
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. 10 grains.

. 30 it

2 "

20 "

. 10 "

The following is my method of working,

to which you are welcome :

Nitrate Bath.

First put the amount of silver to be used

into an evaporating-dish, and allow it to

melt. Then (while it is in a fluid state) add

to each ounce of silver about three grains of

the following salt

:

" Brorno-iodide.

Iodide of Lithium,

Iodide of Ammonium,
Iodide of Cadmium, .

Bromide of Cadmium,

Bromide of Potassium,

Put the above into distilled water, in a

clean evaporating-dish, and evaporate to

dryness
; add while the silver is hot. Then

let cool. Dissolve the silver in distilled

water, forty grains to the ounce, and sun

very little. If any nitric acid should he

used it should he C. P.

Collodion.

The amount of bromo-iodide mentioned

is sufficient for twelve ounces of collodion.

Dissolve in alcohol and ether, equal parts in

winter, but in summer there should be a

little more of ether used. Cotton to suit

your taste, say five grains to the ounce.

Developer.

Dissolve in 65 ounces of water 40 ounces

of protosulphate of iron. When all is dis-

solved, filter clear into a clean bottle. To

use, pour out 16 ounces ; add \\ ounces of

acetic acid and | ounce of alcohol. Any
one trying the above formulas, if they are

at all careful, will find it will give good re-

sults. Should negatives lack intensity they

can be strengthened after fixing, and wash-

ing well with the following : Pyrogallic

acid, 1J grains; citric acid 1 grain; water,

1 ounce. The collodion should be filtered

after adding the bromo-iodide through fil-

ter-paper, and also after adding the cotton.

Use a collodion filter.

Thomas Gkubb, Esq., the eminent op-

tician, died at his home in Dublin, Ireland,

September 19th, aged seventy-eight years.

As author and optician he performed much
good service for photography.

OUR PICTURE.

AS the seasons change, so nowadays do

the fashions in photography change,

and soon photographers will be applying to

Mr. Seavey for winter backgrounds and

winter accessories. Snow pictures are very

pretty when well managed and carefully

made. One of the most pleasing and natural

of this class we have seen for some time

came to us in our last prize series from Mr.

Cook Ely, Oshkosh, Wis., and we deter-

mined when the proper time came to pre-

sent it to our readers as a worthy study for

them. We do so now, and must compli-

ment Mr. Ely on so successful a picture.

The great fault in such pictures usually

is their want of harmony and naturalness,

and in making the "snow." But in these

respects our picture is unusually free from it.

The pose is natural and free, and all the ac-

cessories harmonize. You have had much
instruction in the matter of posing. Practice

what you know.

In making the snow-storm, Gihon's

Opaque is an excellent article to use
;
diluted

with water. In the fluid dip a paint-brush

and have your assistant gently knock it

over a stick, and dexterously catch the

falling spray, holding the negative in

proper position to have the snow fall natu-

rally. The little article used for scattering

perfume into spray may be also used, but we
like the brush best if care is taken not to

have the color too thick, and to get it prop-

erly directed.

In this picture the little subject has done

much to help the photographer. Her ex-

pression is capital, as "The Little Faggot-

gatherer." Once, doubtless, she was in

better circumstances, when she could sing,

" I had life, like flowers and bees,

In betwixt the country trees,

And the sun the pleasure taught me
Which he teacheth everything."

Now, alas ! her fortunes have changed for

the worse, and

" If the snow fell there was sorrow,

Little head leant on the pane,

Little finger drawing down it

The long, trailing drops upon it,

And the snow, snow come to-morrow,"

Said for charm against the snow, for when
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the cold and the snow cometh she must find

the wherewithal to keep warm. And now
we find her returning with her scanty

freight

"From where the forest opens northward

Between its brist'ling, shiv'ring pines,

As through a door, the cold wind climbs.

The jewels loosen on the branches,

And swiftly as the cold winds blow

Fall, tinkling on the ice below."

But she sees some beautiful sights as well,

and always bright and cheerful we imagine

we can hear her sing with Bryant

:

"Here delicate snow-stars, out of the cloud.

Come floating downward in airy play,

Like spangles dropped from the glistening

crowd

That whiten by night the milky-way
;

There broader and burlier masses fall

:

The sullen water buries them all

—

Flake after flake

—

All drowned in the dark and silent lake.

"And some, as on tender wings they glide

From their chilly birth-cloud, dim and gray,

Are joined in their fall, and, side by side,

Come clinging along their unsteady way ;

*

As friend with friend, or husband with wife,

Makes hand in hand the passage of life,

Each mated flake

Soon sinks in the dark and silent lake."

The prints were made on Trapp & Munch
paper, from Mr. Willy Wallach, New York,

at our own rooms. This paper works excel-

lently in our hands and is an old favorite

among photographers.

CARBON IN FRANCE, 1878.

A YEAR or two ago I wrote a rather

cheerful article for your columns, on

the carbon picture and the inducements.

The gun kicked slightly, for we lost some

customers here; and one in Texas wrote

that he could not pay his bill, as I had

spoiled the sale of carbon in the territory he

owned. At the risk of an explosion, I refer

to the subject again, to report what I have

heard of the progress of this beautiful, eter-

nal picture in the wilds of France. In a

short chat with Van Loo, the other day

(everybody knows him, and more ought to.

Ask Lambert to see if he can find the name
on his roll), knowing he had just returned

from the "Universelle Exposition," I asked

him if they were doing anything with car-

bon in Paris. He told me that he believed

no one was using it for portraiture ; that

Wallery, the leading artist there, supposing

the picture would be wanted, had fitted up

a room and hired an experienced operator,

and kept him at work six months to see if

he could rely upon it for his daily business.

He found such irregularity in the prints,

and uncertainty in- getting them out, that

he discharged his operator, gave up all hope

of success, and has continued the use of sil-

ver. He tells me, also, that A. Braun, of

Dornach (whom Lambert may have men-
tioned once or twice), has a portrait gallery

in Paris, and uses silver exclusively ; and

yet we find photographers in small villages

buying the inestimable right to make the

carbon picture, and for a short time blow-

ing about its beauty and durability (that

always comes in), and claiming that they

have no difficulty in making it, etc. ; but in

a short time there is ominous silence on car-

bon in that village (as when a boy has eaten

a green apple), and only a sigh is heard for

what " might have been."

By the way, you know I talked about in-

vesting in carbon rights as a speculation,

before they got up too high. Would you

believe it, the thing instead of going up is

going down ! I was led to believe that by

this time they would be worth $300 to $500

each ; instead of that. I hear they are sell-

ing at from $25 down to a country hotel-

bill. Is it possible that, like a meteor, it is

hastening to a vanishing point ?

Should Lambert disappear, what an ach-

ing void will be felt in the stomachs of two

great photographic journals ! Where else

can they find such juicy, nutritious matter

for their readers as flows from his pen and

—

pocket? He has carboned and lightened

and thundered (in the aforesaid journals).

What can he do next to keep up the sensa-

tion ? Take my advice, Lammy—slide ! !

!

Yours, W. D. Gatchel.
Cincinnati, October 12th, 1878.

Don't fail to secure a copy of Hearn's

Practical Printer, second edition, $2.50. No
photographer should be without it.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC NEWS.

PRUSSIA has had all her criminals whom
she can catch photographed, and their

portraits arranged in albums, which latter

she wants to exchange with other countries.

We hope she will be encouraged in this effort.

Prof. Fischer, of the Prague gymna-

sium, met a sad death recently from cyanide

poison. He thought he had discovered a

method of rendering it harmless, but alas !

his first effort to prove his theory resulted

in his death.

Dr. Schnattss, the eminent German
chemist, is of the opinion that " of all the

silver soaked up by a piece of albumen paper,

only three per cent, remains in the finished

picture. One per cent, is wasted in the pro-

cess of silvering, and drops off; fifty to fifty-

five per cent, goes to waste in the wash-

water ; thirty to thirty-five per cent, are

left in the fixing-bath in the form of chlo-

ride of silver, and five per cent, is gathered

by the final wash-water." The learned

Doctor promises us some more interesting

notes on silver in the near future.

A Remarkable Picture. — London

amusements are mild enough just now. I

find the great attraction is a large photo-

graph in the window of the Berlin Photo-

graphic Company, newly opened in Oxford

Street, near the Circus. It is the photo-

graph of a picture by Gabriel Max—a head

of Christ. At first view it seems to be dead,

and the eyes are shut. As we continue

looking, the eyes, of a sudden seem to be

open, and to be gazing intently at some

point above and behind us. The street boys

go in crowds to look at it ; and if any man
or woman should be there, giving a passing

glance at this extraordinary head, they de-

tain him or her with an air of superior

knowledge, and say, " If you look long

enough the eyes will open." This effect is

perfect in the large size photographs, which

are naturally placed high enough to compel

the eye to accept the delusion. If, on the

other hand, we look at the smaller photo-

graphs, sold for a shilling, the effect is not

so certain ; and there are gazers who cannot

see that their eyes are closed. As a rule,

the difference may be observed in this way :

If we begin by looking at the chin, and

then gradually looking upward, we shall

see the eyes shut and the whole head corpse-

like ; but if we begin from the highest point

and travel downwards, we shall see the eyes

open and the head illuminated. The strange

weird picture from which these photographs

are taken was in the French Gallery during

the past season, and is now, I understand,

being exhibited in the provinces.

—

London

Correspondent.

The Wochenblatt says that the adultera-

tion of nitrate of silver has been practiced

in Germany by being mixed with ten per

cent, of nitrate of potassium, but it is sup-

posed that it has been brought in the market

by mistake, as ten per cent, of nitrate of

potassium is always added for medical pur-

poses, in order to give to the nitrate of silver

more solidity.

A convenient method for ascertaining

when prints are thoroughly washed has been,

up to the present time, a desideratum. Our

journals publish one which rests upon the

action of iodized water on starch. We may
say it is of easy execution, and certain. We
want to know if all the hyposulphite is elim-

inated from the prints. Take one of these

prints, and cut it into small pieces, which

are to be boiled in a little distilled water
;

the liquid is then filtered, and again boiled

for a few seconds with starch. On the other

hand, take a solution of iodine in water,

which is obtained by rubbing iodine under

cold water in a mortar. This solution is

placed in a test-tube having a faucet, which

can give it out drop by drop. The solution

of iodine is allowed to fall drop by drop in

that containing the starch coming from the

ebullition of the print, and perfectly cold.

If all the hyposulphite had been removed,

the first drop of the iodized solution will

yield an iodide of starch of a dark blue. If

it requires several drops to obtain this result,

we may be sure that some hyposulphite still

remains in the prints.

—

Dr. Phipson.

Improved points for the electric light

have been submitted by M. Kegnier to the

Societe d'Encouragement, Paris. The points

are covered with a thin layer of nickel, and

this is said to preserve and concentrate the

electric action at the points.
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$ Ait at'8 lillt
Gihon's Colorists' Guide.—Of this excellent

book the British Journal says :
" The work is

written in a pleasing style, and contains much

useful information. For these reasons it is cer-

tain to find much favor among photographers."

Price $1.50 ; one-third of which is for the family

of the deceased author.

Pictures Received.—Mr. Well G. Singhi,

Bingharuton, N. Y., is a man who delights to

make pleasant surprises to his friends. He has

just practiced on us by sending us a number of

fine examples of photography of various sizes

and excellent quality. There is no evidence of

"hard times " here. Mr. Singhi is prosperous,

and he continues to receive the Philadelphia

Photographer regularly. One of the best things

Mr. Singhi sends is a portrait of a stout fellow

who is seemingly trying to see if biting his own

finger would hurt anybody. His closed eyes and

contorted face, with the expression of the other

hand spread out upon his stomach, makes one

inclined to think that the experiment is a suc-

cess, and wonder why the fellow is not enough

satisfied that he can sing high and let go.

Another, a portrait of a " drum-major," is a

capital thing.

Mr. Charles A. Smith, Newton, N. J., sends

us a capital photograph of Theo. Morford's

setter dog " May." It is " still to a hair," and

the pose capital.

Prom Mr. C. Weitete, Central City, Col., we
have some excellent stereographs of the Clear

Creek Canon and Green Lake, which are superb

views, and examples of splendid photography.

Such wild pictures have a peculiar charm for us.

Mr. E. D. Ormsby, Oakland, Cal., sends us

some remarkable pictures of children, made by

his own process, and referred to in "Voices from

the Craft." We hope to have the process entire

for Mosaics, 1879. Mr. Ormsby says, in a letter

just received, " If 'lightning,' or any other pro-

cess, can work quicker than Mr. Henderson's,

they will have to invent a new style of baby to

be able to dodge it, and a mighty quick man to

work it."

Clark, Pittsfield, Mass., also favors us with

some cute pictures of children, which show him
to be talented in this difficult line of our art.

Mr. Isa Black, Franklin, Pa., favors us with

some more excellent pictures of young ladies.

Mr. Black gives us his process on another page.

News of the Day,—On the 11th inst., the

long-contested suit of " Wing vs. Anthony (i.e.,

Wing's Camera-box Patent owners against An-

thony & Co. and the trade generally), was de-

cided in New York in favor of the defendants.

Another triumph.

Mr. M. H. Albee, Marlboro', Mass., awoke one

morning lately, and found his local paper had

devoted almost half a column to his praise, and

no doubt he deserved such a surprise.

Messrs. Jones, Robertson & Calverly, of

San Francisco, received a similar attention re-

cently, the immediate cause of such distinction

being the fine display of their work which is now
to be seen at the " Mechanics' Fair" in that live

city. These parties were nine years with Brad-

ley & Rulofson, and have a fine studio. Suc-

cess to them.

The Boston Photographic Association met

October 2d. We wish there was loomis-nousness

about it to let us hear of their proceedings with-

out being so so-low about it. May we not ?

Mr. J. H. Kirk, 1005 Main Street, Wheeling,

W. Va., has also had a kindly editorial visita-

tion, the result of which was almost a column

devoted to him. He is the favorite stockdealer

in that direction : keeps everything you can

want.

Messrs. Lyon & Alexander have opened a

stock-house in Toronto, Canada, and have suc-

ceeded Mr. E. J. Palmer, with whom Mr. Lyon

served sixteen years. The young firm is well

known, and we bespeak a good business for

them.

Messrs. Hunter & Co., Toronto, have pur-

chased the entire business of Messrs. C. J. Cob-

ban & Co., and removed it to their new quarters,

39 and 41 King Street, West, where with their

new goods already purchased, they are ready to

serve the trade promptly with the best. We also

wish them great success.

At the Chicago Art Exposition one hundred

and twenty-one handsome photographs are

shown, and from the printed catalogue we learn

that Messrs. Greene, Peabody, Rocher, Cope-

lin, Mosher, Hughes, Douglass, Brand, Hes-

ler, Furlong, Gehrig, and Gleason, are the

enterprising ones.

At the Exhibition of the Maryland Institute,

Baltimore, the honors are divided among Messrs.

Busey, Weaver, Cox, Kuhn & Cummins, Holy-

land, Shorey, Chase, Walzl, Hewitt & Bow-
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ERMAN, BACHRACH & BRO., MUELLER, BERSCH,

and Solar Printing Co., of Baltimore, and Ed-

ward L. Wilson, Philadelphia, Magic Lantern

Slides.

Mr. Hearn's Practical Printer is out; hand-

some and good. $2.50, by mail, post paid.

Testimonials.—Some of our patrons cannot

wait until January to send us their subscription-

money and good words. The former we need to

keep ; the latter we share partly with our friends

as follows

:

. Messrs. Carpenter & Hall say :
" The large

amount of excellent matter in your October issue

induces us to subscribe for 1879."

Mr. C. W. Tallman says: "Even if my sub-

scription expires, you need not think I am with-

out the journal, as I can buy it of nay stock-

dealer. I consider it a too valuable medium for

any enterprising photographer to be without."'

Mr. J. S. Mason, Medina, 0., says :
" I had

been trying to think I could not afford your

journal, but I am determined to have it whether

I can afford it or not." Mr. Mason will get

along. Neither he nor any other photographer

can "do" without this magazine unless they

lose money.

One thing astonishes us, and that is the mar-

vellous background business which L. W. Sea-

vey is doing at home and abroad, notwithstand-

ing " dull times." Doubtless excellent work is

the secret of it, and he tempts his customers so

by means of it, that they cannot resist it. Such

growth is always healthy, and Mr. Seavey sets

us all a good example. He understands adver-

tising, too. Do not fail to read what he says

each month.

Hearn's Practical Printer, Edition II, is

ready; $2.50. Contains a " panel " study by G.

M. Elton, and many new things.

Mr. W. T. Brooks, whom we believe to be

worthy, has had his business all broken up,

first by fire, and then the yellow fever scourge.

He calls for help. Send him one of your spare

boxes or tubes or camera-stands or burnishers,

and help him to a start again. He is at present

a refugee from the fever, and may be addressed

at Sarepta, Calhoun County, Miss. His home

is at Water Valley. Help him all you can.

Mr. H. C. Bridle, one of the best printers in

America, has opened an establishment for print-

ing for the trade at No. 116 North Seventh

Street, Philadelphia. He also has a fine sky-

light where he can do all sorts of copying,

making negatives, and coloring also for the

trade. We can promise that any who patronize

him wiU have faithful attention and good work.

Send for his terms.

Our Advertisements should be read by our

subscribers. They show healthy indications of

good fall trade, and we believe it is coming. Do

not fail to subscribe for the Philadelphia Photog-

rapher for 1879, and keep posted, and remain

cheerful, and we shall all see good days yet. See

page 3 of our cover.

American Goods in Europe.— The Scovill

Manufacturing Company.—A few days ago. the

London Times printed a long account of the me-

chanical and industrial display made by the

United States at the Paris Exposition, and in an

editorial it said: " The pre-eminence of the me-

chanical genius of the citizens of the United

States may be admitted, and is illustrated, not

for the first time, in the Exhibition at Paris."

And in the last number of the Contemporary

Review, the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone argues

from the postulate that as American goods of

many kinds have obtained a firm foothold in the

very places from which we were wont to draw

our own supplies, so in like manner the sceptre

of commercial supremacy will pass from England

to America in all the markets of the world.

One of the most striking instances of how

these things are working, is in the case of the

famous Scovill Manufacturing Company, of Con-

necticut, who send their goods into Birmingham,

in England, the very headquarters of the manu-

facture of the same goods, and the American

goods actually out-sell the English on their own

ground. The Company we have mentioned con-

stitute one of the greatest and most influential

industrial organizations we have amongst us,

the capital invested in the business being no less

than $1,000,000, while about 400 hands are em-

ployed. The works are at Waterbury, Conn.,

and have a frontage on Mill Street of 800 feet,

and the main building is three stories high. No
less than $100,000 have been spent on improving

the water system within the last few years. The

machinery and the different mechanical appli-

ances are known to be the most perfect in exist-

ence. As a natural consequence the productions

of the Scovill Manufacturing Company Aik far

above those of all other houses in this line of

business, and are sold all over the civilized

world, as well as being used to an enormous ex-

tent at home. It seems scarcely necessary to

refer to the productions of this concern in detail,

they are so well known, but we may briefly allude

to a few of them.
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An important branch is the button-making de-

partment, to which an immense building is de-

voted. A specialty is made of naval and mili-

tary buttons, large quantities being made for the

United States, the Cuban and 'the Spanish gov-

ernments for their troops. Another department

is devoted to making brass butts and hinges, the

machines for making which work automatically,

and were invented by mechanics in the Com-

pany's employ. The department, however, which

is regarded as of the most importance, and in

which the greatest proportion of the capital is

sunk, is the rolling mill, which alone covers 200

by 125 feet of ground. Adjoining this mill is a

casting shop, which covers 75 by 100 feet of

ground, in which various articles pertaining to

photography are manufactured, including the

camera obscura or canfera-box, with its various

styles of holders and dark slides, and stands for

gallery and field photographic apparatus. The

principal factory of the Company is that of the

American Optical Company, which is the largest

in the world. ' The Scovill -Manufacturing Com-

pany also own the extensive factory of the well-

known Samuel Peck & Co., at New Haven,

Conn. The Company are sole agents for the sale

of the Phenix Plate Company's ferrotype plates,

on which the portraits of that name are pro-

duced. At the Company's warehouses, at 419

and 421 Broome Street, New York, which covers

50 by 109 feet of ground, and is five stories high,

specimens may be seen of all their productions,

and the testimony of all practical men is that

they cannot be excelled.

—

New York Trade

Journal.

Scovill Manufacturing Company are also

agents for the celebrated " Cross-swords " brand

of Dresden paper. A new lot just in. We have

to thank them too for some splendid pictures of

animals, made instantaneously on' Newton's

Emulsion Plates. The sheep are specially fine.

Do they use a " woolly " cotton ? We under-

stand it is Hance's, specially prepared.

Photographic Mosaics, 1879, is under way,

and will be grand. We invite everybody who has

anything practical to say to contribute to its

pages. We desire to receive all matter for it by

November 15th,

Hearn's Practical Printer.—After many
delays, we are at last able to anuounce that the

second edition of this excellent manual of in-

struction for the photographic printer is ready.

It has been almost three-fourths rewritten by

the author: he has expunged all stale and use-

less matter, and added several very important

chapters, which together bring it up to the

latest improvements in silver printing. Good

as the work was before, we are sure it is much
better now, and that it will find as ready an

acceptance as its predecessor. The embellish-

ment is an exquisite " panel " photograph—a'

model of silver printing, too—from negatives by

G. M. Elton, made specially for this book. The

chapters on " fancy printing " and glace print-

ing are alone well worth the price of the book.

The binding, printing, and get-up generally are

the best we could produce.

Mr. Charles Waldack, so well known as

author of Waldack'-s Treatise, will be a member

of our contributing staif in 1879, and promises a

series of excellent papers, the result of his late

practice and observations abroad. We have

manyj^ther good things in store. See announce-

ment circular next month.

" Honor to whom Honor " was a surprise. We
have received a notice from the Berlin Society

far the Advancement of Photography that we have

been elected an Honorary Member of that august

body, accompanied by a handsome certificate of

membership. We gratefully acknowledge this.

It does much towards counteracting editorial

trials. Our work also secured us a silver medal

at the Paris Exhibition.

The Zoological Garden, Philadelphia, is

the title given to a new form of souvenir issued

by the publisher of this magazine, and consists

of twelve photolithographs or heliotypes of the

views and animals in our " Zoo" garden, with

eight pages of reading matter concerning them

as follows : 1. The Entrance Gate, Girard Ave-

nue. 2. The Monkey House. 3. "'Solitude." i.

The Prairie Dog Village. 5. The African Lion

and Lioness. 6. The Leopard "Commodore

Lawrence." 7. The African Elephant. 8. The

Indian Rhinoceros " Pete." 9. The African

Giraffe. 10. The Bactrian Camel and Young.

11. The Red Kangaroo. 12. "Adam" Chim-

panzee. The animals are specially fine speci-

mens; and the whole is bound in a cloth gilt

cover, and is very handsome—a decided improve-

ment on the old style of souvenir, and a much

greater credit to our art. We would suggest

that photographers who are located in large

cities and watering-places, could do well in get-

ting out just such collections. We will be glad

to give particulars to such, and to mail a copy

of The " Zoo " to any address on receipt of 75

cents.



ADVERTISING RATES FOR SPECIALTIES.—It will be understood that matter under this

head is not to be considered as always having editorial sanction, though we shall endeavor to clear it of anything

tending to deceive or mislead. Stock-dealers will find this a beneficial mode of advertising, and sure to pay largely.

Six lines, one insertion, $2.00, and 25 cents for each additional line, seven words to aline—in advance. Operators

desiring situations, no charge. Matter must be received by the 23d to secure insertion. Advertisers will please

not ask us for recommendations. $&§=• We cannot undertake to mail answers to parties who advertise. Please

always add your address to the advertisement.

For Sale.—A first-class photograph establish-

ment located in the best part of Arch Street,

Philadelphia, and established over ten years.

Everything in best order ; fine north skylight

;

17,000 fine negatives, and splendidly furnished

throughout. Satisfactory reasons for selling. For

particulars address F. W. G.

Care Philadelphia Photographer.

See Seavey's Advertisement,
page 332 of October number,
and page 364 of this number.

Wanted.—A strictly first-class operator, one

who can pose and light artistically; permanent

position to the right party ; none need apply who
are not fully competent in both dark-room and

skylight. Send samples of work and photograph

of self, with terms, etc., to

John V. Stout, Easton, Pa.

Gihon's
Photographic Oolorists' Guide.
Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

For Sale.—One of the best located and finely

furnished galleries on Broadway, New York,

complete in all its appointments.

Apply to W. R. Leache,

591 Broadway, N. Y.

See Seavey's Advertisement,
page 832 of October number,
and page 364 of this number.

Wanted to Rent, a furnished gallery doing a

good business. Would work on salary if pre-

ferred. Work first class. References given and
required. Address Photographer,

Lock Box 527, Mankato, Minn.

For Sale.—A capital chance for a photogra-

pher wishing to go into business for himself.

I will sell my photograph room, now doing a

good business, for $550 ; cost to fit up one year

ago, $1000; $350 down, balance on time; in a

thriving town of 10,000 inhabiants, and no com-

petition.

Address George T. Rand,

Weymouth, Mass.

Hance's Photographic Special-

ties. See Advertisement.

Wanted.—For South America, a first-class

artist in crayon and water colors. A thoroughly

competent man will receive a good salary, and

find a permanent situation. The best of refer-

ence required. Address Crayon,

493 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

See Seavey's Advertisement,
page 332 of October number,
and page 364 of this number.

Wanted.—An operator with a steady hand, to

flow emulsion on dry plates. Address

A. Levy,

77 University Place, N. Y.

See Seavey's Advertisement,
page 332 of October number,
and page 364 of this number.

Burnisher For Sale.—30 inch. A splendid

machine ; Entrekin's make, and for use as good

as new. The only one ever made. Guaranteed

to work perfectly. It can be seen and tried if

desired. For terms, apply to " G,"

Care Philadelphia Photographer,

Philadelphia.

HALL Transparent Crystal, Granite anfl Negative TARNISHES, Soli by all Dealers,

2
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THE WONDERFUL EURYSCOPE.
Philadelphia, Sept. 3d, 1878.

Messrs. Benj. French & Co.:

Gents.—The Euryscope Lenses sent us for

trial we consider to be a whole team in them-

selves ; in fact we think it would be possible to

run a gallery with onlj' the Euryscope to work

with, and do outside as well as in-door work, with

the very best results. For our jjarticular branch

of business, we consider them the greatest lenses

we have got hold of so far. For quick working

and light, we consider them Ne plus ultra ; in

fact we cannot say enough. We are satisfied that

a trial will insure their sale wherever they are

introduced. Very truly yours,

R. Newell <fc Son.

See Seavey's Advertisement,
page 332 of October number,
and page 364 of this number.

Wanted.—Situation as operator, or to take

charge of a business, by a man who has been

many years a photographer, and had good ex-

perience. First-class reference can be given.

Address B. C,

Office Philadelphia Photographer.

Waymouth's Vignette Papers.

EICHAEDSOFS SENSITIZED PAPER
is economical, because it saves time, trouble, and

money, and its printing qualities are unsurpassed.

See advertisement in Photographer for July and

August, 1876, Mosaics for 1878, or send for cir-

cular to C. F. Richardson, Wakefield, Mass.

Gihon's
Photographic Colorists' Guide.

Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

.CHEAP! CHEAP!!
A SUPERB MICROSCOPE

and Outfit For Sale !

One Zentmayer's Elegant " Grand Ameri-

can Binocular," fitted with objectives l-10th to

2 inches, all of Zentmayer's accessories, case of

mounting material and instruments ; two cabi-

nets of assorted foreign and American objects;

Moller's Diatom Test-plate, etc., embracing a per-

fect outfit for a student or professional Microscop-

ist. Cost over $800. Address

W. J. Land, P. 0. Box 305, Atlanta, Ga.

ZeNTMAYER STEREOSCOPIC LENSES FOH SALE.

—A pair of 21 inch focus, good as new, will be

sold for $25. Address

Z2J, care Philadelphia Photograpther,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia,

See Seavey's Advertisement,
page 332 of October number,
and page 364 of this number.

EMULSION PH0T0GRAPHIQUE FRANGAISE
Albert Levy, 77 University Place,

Sole Proprietor.

New York, June 14th, 1878.

Having been trying for the past two or three

years to find Dry Plates which were sensitive

and reliable, I am well pleased to be able at the

present time to get any of my amateur photo-

graphic friends out of the fog, and show them

the means of obtaining Dry Plates which work

well and reliable in all places and weather, and

require no art or cleverness to produce good, clear

negatives, vigorous and brilliant prints.

I purchased of Mr. Albert Levy one dozen of

his Dry Plates on trial, and the result so far ex-

ceeded my expectations that I really began to

think that I was a photographer, forgetting it

was the plates and not the .man. I have long

ago discontinued using bath plates, and all other

plates or emulsion except his, and have invari-

ably found them to work the same.

Yours, etc., H. W. Wickham,

384 and 386 Broadway, N. Y.

GOLD.
Great chance to make money.

If you can't get gold you can get

greenbacks. We need a person

in every town to take subscriptions for the largest,

cheapest and best illustrated family publication

in the world. Any one can become a successful

agent. The most elegant works of art given free

to subscribers. The price is so low that almost

everybody subscribes. One agent reports making

over $150 in a week. A lady agent reports taking

over 400 subscribers in ten days. All who engage

make money fast. You can devote all your time

to the business, or only your spare time. You
need not be away from home over night. You

can do it as well as others. Full particulars, di-

rections and terms free. Elegant and expensive

outfit free. If you want profitable work send

us your address at once. It costs nothing to try

the business. No one who engages fails to make

great pay. Address " The People's Journal,"

Portland, Maine.

HALL'S Transparent Crystal. Granite and negative VARNISHES. Sold by all Dealers.
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A. LAMOR, EDW. LAMOR,
ARTISTS.

Photographs finished in "Water Colors, Crayon,

or India Ink, in the highest style of the art.

PORTRAITS IN OIL A SPECIALTY.
Negatives finely retouched.

738 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Gihon's
Photographic Colorists' Guide.

Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No chargefor advertisements under this head ; limited

tofour lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.

By a young man, nine years' experience, un-
derstands the business thoroughly ; satisfactory

references ; samples of work on ajjplication

;

Texas preferred. None but those meaning busi-

ness need apply. Address Charlie, care of J. A.
Arvin, Mexia, Texas.

Having a thorough practical experience in all

the departments of photography for the past
fifteen years, especially under the skylight and
in the dark-room, I feel warranted in making
application for a position, or would run a gallery
on shares : no specimens. Address " Pyro,''

care of J. Haworth, Esq., 626 Arch Street, Phil-
adelphia.

As operator, in none but a good gallery
;
prac-

tical art studies, etc. Manipulator, care George
S. Bryant, 34 Broomfield Street, Boston, Mass.

By a competent printer and toner, in a good
gallery : will come on trial to a responsible party

:

can also do general gallery work if necessary.
Address W. T. Tate, Oneida, Knox Co., Ills.

In some first-class gallery, as operator ; having
had fourteen years' experience in none but first-

class Philadelphia galleries ; fancy printing and
retouching, or would take charge of a gallery
where there are facilities for making first-class

work. Geo. W. Schell, Parker City, Penna.

By a first-class retoucher ; can print. Address
Harry E. Ewing. P. 0. Box 133, Galesburg, Ills.

A young man of good habits, and who is a

first-class printer and toner, would like a situa-

tion. Has lately been with C. D. Mosher, of

Chicago, and has good references. Address
William L. Clarke, 2 Dallas Place, Boston, Mass.

A situation in a gallery : make myself gener-

ally useful, with years of experience ; wages low.

Address Box 25, Mill City, Wyoming Co., Pa.

By a first-class artist, and especially in crayon,

india-ink, and water colors. Address F. Stam-
mell, 304 Fifth St., near Second Ave., New York.

As operator or printer and toner, in a first-

class gallery ; am willing to work, and moderate
wages ; I think my knowledge worthy a good
situation. Address C. F. Moelk, Fort Worth,
Texas.

To print, tone, and operate ; can give good
reference. T. C. Kwoezalla. No. 3704 Penn Ave.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

By a young man of five years' experience, of

steady habits, does not use liquor or tobacco

;

for reference, samples of work and photograph of

self. Arthur Mooney, Charles City, Iowa.

Will soon be open for an engagement, an op-

erator of twelve years' experience; good chemical
man, poser, lighter, retoucher, printer and toner,

also good in reception-room ; will work for sal-

ary, or run,gallery on shares. Address W. S. F.,

Macon, Miss.

By an operator of eight years' experience :

can operate, print, and retouch ; wages not so

much an object as employment during the winter.

Address G. W. Moore, Medina, Orleans Co., N. Y.

A lady having several years' experience in

finishing negatives, prints, and coloring, can
also work in crayon, wishes a situation. Ad-
dress P. S., Care of Mrs. Win. Clarke, 215 New-
ark Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

Have had two years' experience ; can print

and operate ; would like to finish my trade; can
give good reference; wages no object; will go
to any City. Address T. C. Kwoezalla, No. 3706
Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

By an artist, in india-ink, crayon, and oil

colors; first-class work. State terms, and ad-

dress H. P. Smith, Chambersburg, Pa.

GIHON'S

BEST MANUAL ON COLORING PHOTOGRAPHS. $1.50.

One-third of the proceeds of the sale of this book are devoted to the family of the deceased

author.

EVERY PHOTOGRAPHER SHOULD BUY A COPY.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
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HEARN'S
PRACTICAL
PRINTER.

SECOND EDITION

$2.50.

NOW READY.

««-See Other Advertisement. e=»§r
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HEARN'S
PRACTICAL PRINTER

SECOND EDITION,

Is a Complete Manual of Photographic Printing

on Plain and Albumen Paper and on Porcelain.

At one time too little attention was given to Photographic Printing, although

it is indeed quite as important a branch of the art as negative making.

The author and publisher feel that they have created a reform in this matter,

by the issue of this work, and thus put money in the pockets of all who read it.

There are some who still want it and we shall meet the demand.

The Printing-room.

The Silvering- and Toning-room.
The Drying-room.
The Positive Bath for Albumen

Paper.
Silvering the Albumen Paper.
Drying the Paper.
Fuming the Paper.
Preservation of Sensitive Albu-
menized Paper; Washed Sen-
sitive Paper.

Cutting the Paper.
The Printing-boards.

Keeping Tally.

Vignette Printing-blocks,

Treatment of Negatives before

Printing.

Filling of the Boards.
Fitting Vignette-boards to the

Negatives for Printing.

Medallion and Arch-top Printing.

Fancy Printing.

Vignette Cameo and Medallion
Vignette Cameo Printing.

CONTENTS.
Printing the Bendann Back-

grounds.
Printing Intense Negatives.
Printing Weak Negatives.
A Few More Remarks about

Printing—Treatment of Broken
Negatives.

Cutting the Prints.

Washing the Prints.

Acidifying the Prints.

Toning Baths.
Artistic Toning.
Fixing Baths and Fixing Prints.

Washing the Prints.

Mounting the Prints.

Finishing the Prints.

Salting the Paper. [Paper.
Positive Baths for Plain Salted
Silvering Plain Salted Paper.
Drying, Fuming, and Cutting the

Paper. [Printing.

Treatment of the Negatives before
Printing-in False Backgrounds.
General Plain Paper Printing.

Waymouth's Vignette Papers.

Further Treatment of the Prints

after Printing.

Causes of Failures in Albumen
and Plain Paper Printing.

Selection of the Porcelain Plates.

Cleaning the Porcelain Plates.

Albumenizing the Porcelain
Plates.

Making the Porcelain Collodion.

Coating, Fuming, and Drying the
Plates.

Porcelain Printing-boards.
Placing the Sensitive Plate on the
Board for Printing.

Printing Vignette Porcelains.

Printing Medallion Porcelains.

Washing the Porcelains.
Toning the Porcelains.

Fixing the Porcelains.

Final Washing of the Porcelains.

Drying and Tinting the Porcelains
Varnishing the Porcelains.

Causes of Failures in Porcelain
Printing.

The whole work has been largely REVISED and IMPROVED and brought up
to the requirements of the day.

Over 50 Wood Outs and an elegant Panel Portrait by 0. M. Elton, will embellish it.

A THOUSAND COPIES ALREADY GONE.
Mailed, post-paid, on receipt of $2.50, by any dealer, or

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
3
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APPARATUS AND LENSES

FOR SALE!
THE CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPANY

OFFER THE FOLLOWING

ARTICLES FOR SALE AT LOW FIGURES.

They have been used, but are mainly as good as new. Two holders accompany

the camera boxes generally.

As to the lenses, they are "the very finest quality, as the excellent work made

with them will testify. They were carefully selected and are p'izes to any one

who may secure them.

Prices will be given on application, and buyers who have opportunity may
inspect before purchasing. Those at a distance are guaranteed that the goods will

be entirely as represented.

LIST.
One 20x24 American Optical Co.'s Cone

Bellows, D. S. B. View Box.

One 10x12 American Optical Co.'s Cone

Bellows, D. S. B. View Box.

One " Perfect " Camera Stand.

One 5x8 American Optical Co. 's Stereo.

View Box.

One 20 x 24 American Optical Co.'s Negative

Bath.

One lot 5 x 8 and 8 x 10 Printing Frames.

LENSES.
One Hermagis' View-Copying Lens, 8x 10.

One » » » 5x8.

One pair Zentmayer's Stereo. Lenses.

One Boss' Symmetrical Lens, No. 3.

Two » » » No. 5, 5x7.

One Boss' Ordinary Angle Doublet, 10x12.

One pair Boss' Stereo. 5x4 Lens, S. A.

Doublet.

One pair Boss' Carte-de-Visite Lenses, No. 2.

One Darlot Lens, 1-4 size.

Two Focusing Glasses, Amer. Optical Co.'s.

These are positively the last used goods we will have for sale, all the rest being

retained for our own use. Address

CENTENNIAL PHOTO. CO.,

116 North Seventh St., Philada.

CLOUD NEGATIVES FOR SALE.
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NEW AND IMPROVED

Engraving Process.
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RELIEF PLATES
in hard Type Metal

MUCH CHEAPER
Illustration.

"THANIYOODCUTS
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PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR WOOD CUTS.
STATE WHEKE YOU SAW THIS.

^OSAICs
A FEW LEFT+-}-]_g,7Q-}-+A FEW LEFT

In the Thirteenth Issue, it is believed that more real gems are contained

than in any former volume
; so that as a book of reference, as a guide, a friend,

a helper in photographic practice, it is invaluable and you cannot afford to do
without its assistance. Read the

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS.
Edited by EDWAED L. WILSON, Editor of the "Philadelphia Photographer," etc.

Cloth bound, $1.00 per copy; paper cover, 50 cents.

"WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD."

EDWARD L. WILSON, PMoppliic Pilislier, 116 Nortb Seyeutn St., PMMelpMa.
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Preface to Catalogue of Magic Lantern Slides.

We have endeavored to make the Catalogue which .follows secure to its reader not only a

list of Slides and Apparatus, but, avoiding confusion and cumbersomeness, a satisfactory list

of the best things to be had of their kind.

We can supply anything from any dealer or manufacturer, but have preferred to confine

our own Catalogue to such things as we know can be guaranteed ; and as to Slides, such as

we know will be most satisfactory. We add an entirely new list of Colored Slides, having

filtered down the old ones until the best only are left.

But the preference for photographs on glass, which make such unequalled Lantern Slides,

requires us to give the most space to that kind. Our long connection with photographers all

over the world, secures to us unequalled facilities for knowing not only where the best subjects

are to be had, but how best to get them at the lowest price. Much advantage has been taken

of buyers by those who are no judges of photographs, and have put upon the market shock-

ingly bad goods at high prices.

We believe we have largely corrected this abuse, and now give a list which both in price

and quality is unrivalled. We give personal attention to our orders.

Haying large stocks on hand, the majority of the articles named in our catalogue can be

supplied promptly. It is our usual endeavor to ship goods the day of the reception of the

order.

We can do better for the buyer than any other house in America, and request a trial order.

Edward L. Wilson, 116 N. Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

CONTENTS.
Accessories

Africa, Slides of

American Slides, Levy-'s

Apparatus, Price-list of

Scioptieon

Articles, Miscellaneous
Attachments and Ap-

paratus
Bermuda Islds, Slides of

Blue's Comic Adven-
tures, Slides of

Centennial Exhibition
Slides

Chemicals and Chemical
Apparatus

Children's Hullabaloo
Chromatrope, Morton's
Clouds, Natural
College Lantern, The
Colored Slides

Combinations and Esti-

mates
Comic. Movable Slides,

Colored
Comic Slip Slides

Conundrums, Lantern
Dioramic Paintings
Dissolving Cock, The
Dissolving Effect Slides,

Colored

Dissolving Lanterns,
Wilson's Improved

Dissolving Views, Wil-
son's New

Distinguished Persons,

Portraits of

Drawings and Diagrams
Egypt, Slides of

England, Slides of

Experimenter's Lantern
Fables, iEsop's

Fables, LaFontaine's
Flora ofWinter, Slides of

Franklin Bag, The
Generator, Safety Hy-

drogen
Groups and Ideal Pic-

tures

Hymns for Sunday-
Schools

India, Slides of
Ireland, Slides of

Java, Slides of

Journeys, Wilson's Lan-
tern

Kilburn's Slides

Lenses, Few Hints about
Magic Lantern, The
Megascope, The
Mexico, Slides of

j

Miscellaneous Articles

i
Nursery Tales, Colored

Slides of
:

Outfit, Our $100
i Oxyhydrogen Light,

Working the

Painting Lantern Slides,

I

Materials for

' Palestine, Slides of

Patriotic Slides

Photographer's Lantern
Portugal, Slides of

Reading Lamp, The
Lecturer's

Readings or Lectures,

Lantern
Saviour, Life of Our,

Colored
i Scientific Slides, Colored

|

Scioptieon for Lime
Light, The

Scioptieon for Oil, The
; Scioptieon Apparatus,

Price-list of

Scotland, Slides of

Screens
Scripture Slides, Col'rd.

Old Testament
Scripture Slides, Col'rd.

New Testament

Select'd Pictures, Choice
Colored

Slides made to order

Snow and Ice Views
Spain, Slides of

Statuary, Centennial,

Wood Mounted
Statuary, Cloud Combi-

nation, WilsOn's
Statuary, New, Levy's
Statuary, Wilson's Spe-

cial

Statuary, Wood Mount'd
Stock of Slides on hand
Our

Toy Lanterns
Turkey, Slides of

United States History Il-

lustrations, Colored
White Mountains, Slides

of

Wilson's Lantern Jour-
neys

Wilson's Lantern Jour-
neys, A to H, Slides for

Winker, The Scioptieon

Woodbury Slides

Yosemite Val'y,Slides of

Zoological Garden, Ani-
mals

Terms on which Goods are sent C. 0. D.—All C. 0. D. orders must be accompanied

by enough cash to insure us against loss by return expressage. There are people who will

order goods C. O. D. and then, changing their minds, refuse to take them, thus throwing the

expressage both ways upon the shipper. We are compelled, therefore, to adhere to the above

requirement, even if the innocent must suffer for the guilty. At least one-third of the amount

ordered should be sent with the order. We give facilities for examination of goods before

they are taken out, when requested.
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THE

MAGIC LANTERN
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE,

DEVOTED TO THE SPREAD OF INFORMATION ON THE
SUBJECTS OF

Magic Lantern Slides,

Operating Magic Lanterns,

Dissolving Views,

ALL THE NEW METHODS AND MEANS OF
LANTERN PROJECTION.

THE PRODUCTION OF EFFECTS AND SO ON
AS DERIVED FROM ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.

J|JJ
A YEAR. SUBSCRIPTION §\ A YEAR.

EVERY OPERATOR SHOULD HAVE IT.

EDW. L. WILSON, Publisher,
AND DEALER IN

MAGIC LANTERN SLIDES» LANTERNS.
THE LARGEST STOCK IN THE WORLD,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.

figgr SEND FOE OUE NEW CATALOGUE. FIFTEEN CENTS.-®*
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J. C. SOMERVILLE
No. 17 South Fifth Street.

THE BEST GOODS AT THE VEET LOWEST PKIOES POE CASH.

Somerville's Extra Negative Collodion. Tilford's CoUodion.

Somerville's Extra Ferrotype CoUodion. P. & W. Chemicals.

Somerville's New Diamond Varnish. Frames and Matts of

Somerville's Retouching Varnish. every Description.

PHOTO-CHROME OUTFITS COMPLETE, $2.50.

Convex Glass, Cotton and Silk Velvet Passepartouts, and all goods for the Photo-Chrome Picture kept

in stock and sold at the lowest market prices.

.Seventeen years' experience. Cash prices and prompt shipment. New packing boxes of the right

size at cost. Send a trial order. %&§" Send for new Illustrated Price List for 1878.

Charles Cooper& Co.
191 WORTH ST., NEW YORK,

OFFER AT WHOLESALE

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS, strictly pure and
of full weight.

CROSS-SWORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,
Single and Extra Brilliant.

EVAPORATING- DISHES.

GERMAN SOLID GLASS BATHS.

PORTRAIT LENSES—C. F. Usener's Celebrated

The largest and most reliable house for Refining Waste and Residues.
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ON COLORING.
THE

By the late JOHN L. GIHON,
ONCE ONE OE THE MOST TALENTED AND ABLE ARTISTS IN THE PROFESSION.

I

PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORING.—The growing demand for a fresh work on

photographic coloring, one that contains full instructions on all the new and improved

methods—for like photography itself, photo, coloring has improved and progressed—has led

to the publication of the above.

ITS CONTENTS ARE
Preface.

Ohap. I. On India-Ink "Work.
II. The Principles to be con-

sidered in the Applica-
tion of Colors.

III. The Materials used in Fin-
ishing Photographs "with

Water Colors.

IV. "Water-color Painting as
applied to Photographs.

Chap.V. Relative totheUse ofPaints
that are Mixed -with Oil.

VI. Coloring with Pastels.

VII. The Production of Ivory-
types.

VIII. The Crystal Ivorytype.
IX. Crayon "Work.
X. Negative Retouching.
XI. About Matters so far For-

gotten.

XII. Rudimentary Perspective.

g@°° The last chapter is on a subject entirely new and fresh, and is finely illustrated.

The whole will make the most interesting and valuable photographic work that has been

issued for several years.

Mailed on receipt of .price, $1.50 per copy.

One-third of the Proceeds of Sales Devoted to the Family of the Author.

Every Photographer should buy it.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

116 NORTH SEVENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA.
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Now is the Time to Prepare for Fall and Winter

!

Consider thoughtfully the prohahle profit to he derived from fitting up for the production

of the Beautiful Snow Pictures, introduced in some sections last season, and likely to

be very popular in the coming one. Already (October 17th) are we filling orders for the

above. "We offer

2^ctsjerSi,FootLSI|OW LANDSCAPES Il^VAMETY

ARTIFICIAL SNOW.
SNOW BANKS. RUSTIC BRIDGES.

AND OUE VEKT LATEST NOVELTIES

FOLSOM'S DANBURY SLEIG-HS,
SINGLE AND DOUBLE SEATED.

From date we send with each snow background a sheet of reduced imperials, suggesting

poses and showing how backgrounds have been used. We also send a sheet of written

instructions for producing the effect of falling snow, ice for skating, etc.

1000 copies of " Once more to the Front," cost $4.50.

A four page circular for distribution among the photographer's customers will bring back

immediately his outlay on backgrounds and accessories.

These products are now being sold by the following dealers, who have our samples

on exhibition

:

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO., New York.

WI. B. HOLMES, » »

A. H. BALDWIN, »> »

WILSON, HOOD & CO., Philadelphia.

T. H. McCOLLIN, »

O. S. BETANT & CO., Boston.

BENJ. EBENCH & CO., >»

G. W. EOBINSON, Baltimore.

DAVID TUCKER & CO., Buffalo.

EWING & CO., Montreal and Toronto.

P. D. BACHELDEE, Concord.

J. W. MOREISON & CO., Pittsburg.

TEAL & SAEGEANT, Cleveland.

HOWE & BEECHEE, Columbus.

P. SMITH & CO., Cincinnati.

'GATCHEL, HYATT & MULLETT, Lou-

GEO. E. ANGELL, Detroit. [isville.

GUSTAVE BODE, Milwaukee.

J. C. SOMEEVILLE, St. Louis.

GATCHEL & HYATT, >,

HUNTEE & CO., Toronto.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, NEW YORK.
And by our Western travelling agent, Mr. F. L. EOBINSON, letters addressed care

Ordway & Newland, 205 W. Madison Street, Chicago.

Several new designs : The Sylvan Dell, Daisy Park, De Banes Landscape, &c.

COPYRIGHTED.

jg@~SEE OUE ADVEETISEMENT OF LAST MONTH.^8

LAFAYETTE W. SEAVEY,
Studio, No, 8 Lafayette Place, New York.
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^C0VILI7
Manufacturing Company,

419 & 421 BROOME STREET,

Mm Itelr1
MERCHANTS IN

ALL ARTICLES PHOTOGRAPHIC
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.

PROPRIETORS OF THE WORKS OF

THEAMERICAN OPTICAL CO. NEWYORK,

S. PECK & CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.
SCOVILL MANUF'G CO.,WATERBURY, CONN.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

MORRISON'S VIEW LENSES,

"PEERLESS" PORTRAIT LENSES,

ENGLISH PORCELAIN WARE,

FRENCH AND ENGLISH GLASS,

ALBUMENIZED PAPER—ALL MAKES,

HANCE'S "PHOTO. SPECIALTIES,"

CENTENNIAL PHOTO. CO.'S VIEWS,

GRAPHOSCOPES, STEREOSCOPES, &c.

Tie Greatest Stoct in tie World ! Dealers Everywhere Supplied Low!

419 -BROOME-—421

SCOVILL MANUF'G CO., NEW YORK.
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JAMES L. PERRIGO.AgtT ~
(Successor to Fairbank, Mtjrphy & Co.)

No. 81 N. HOWARD STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.
MANUFACTURER OF

BEVEL MATTS AND PASSEPARTOUTS.
DISPLAY MATTS A SPECIALTY.

VELVET, ENGLISH, AND PEBBLE MATTS.

H C. BRIDLE,
No. 116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia,

Photographic Printing ai Copying

FOR THE TRADE.

Prices as Low as Consistent with First-class Work.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

RAPID ! RELIABLE!! ~ WITHOUT CHANGE ! !

!

EMULSION PHOTOGRAPHIQUE FRANCAISE.
THE NEW FRENCH PHOTOGRAPHIC EMULSION.

THE ONLY RELIABLE AND PERMANENT EMULSION KNOWN.
Unequalled for rapidity, (fully equal to the bath plate)—Intensity to any degree on simple

development without silver or other intensifier, and absolutely permanent and without
change. Full instructions with each bottle.

For Sale only by ALBERT LEVY, Sole Prop'r, 77 University Place, N. Y.

EMULSION DRY PLATES, READY FOR USE, ALWAYS ON HAND.
These Dry Plates are much more rapid than when used wet, and instantaneous views are

readily taken with them. For Tourists, Scientific Expeditions, and Out-door Photography,
they are indispensable. They keep indefinitely, and are put up in packages of minimum bulk.

N. B.—To insure as far as possible against spurious and counterfeit preparations, all Dry
Plates made with my Emulsion bear my signature. PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,
No. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.
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CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.'S

UNRIVALLED

Stereoscopic Views
-OF-

Statuary, Fancy Groups,

Interiors, Works of Art,

Exteriors, Machinery, etc.

THE MOST UNRIVALLED COLLECTION EVER PUBLISHED.

REDUCED TO S2.00 PER DOZEN.
THE FOLLOWING SIZES ARE ALSO MADE

:

CARD, CABINET, 5x8, 8x10, 13x16, and 17x21.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE

Catalogues suppliei on receipt of a three-cent stiap,

Every Photographer can Sell Them.

ALSO,

Magic Lantern Slides
Over 500 subjects of greater interest than any other class in this line

FOR SALE BY THE •

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,

EDWAED L. WILSON, Prop'r. City Office, 116 North Seventh St,
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"A Delightful Book of Travels." Has a Wonderful Sale.

WILSON'S

LANTERN
JOURNEYS.

By EDWAKD L. WILSON, Editor of the* " Philadelphia Photographer."

FOURTH EDITION NOW' READY
Parties about to select slides will find this work an excellent helper, for it enables one to

know all about what he is ordering before he orders.

The contents are divided into nine " Journeys," each one including a visit to one hundred

places, making nine hundred places in all, as follows

:

JOURNEY A—Havre, Paris, Versailles, Rouen, Fontainebleau,
and Switzerland.

JOURNEY B—Compiegne, Brussels, Aix la Chapelle, Cologne,
Up and Down the Rhine, Potsdam, Berlin, Dresden, Vienna,
the Vienna Exposition, the Semmering Pass, Saxony, Munich,
and Southwest Germany.

JOURNEY C—Italy—Lake Maggiore, Lake Como, Milan, Verona,
Venice, Florence, Pisa, Rome, Naples, Pompeii, the Ascent of

Vesuvius, Puteoli, and the Italian Art Galleries.

JOURNEY D—Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Russia, and
Spain.

JOURNEY E—Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey, Greece, and India.

JOURNEY F—England, Scotland, and United States of America.

JOURNEY G—The Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia.

JOURNEY H—The Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia.

JOURNEY I—The Paris Exposition, 1878.

It has been carefully prepared, and will be found amusing, very entertaining, and in-

structive.

It contains 277 pages. Cloth Bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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1878.

NOW IS THE TIME TO GET READY YOUR

LANTERN SLIDES am LANTERNS
"We H^/V© the Largest Stock in America

!

"\^7"0 C3ri"V© more for your Money than any one else

"\^7"0 IT'iXX Orders more Promptly than Elsewhere

!

"\^7"0 Send. Exactly what you Order, or Nothing

!

W© _A_2?© Headquarters for these Goods

!

COLORED and PLAIN SLIDES
ALL VARIETIES!

THE BEST WAY before you buy, IS TO CONSULT

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS!
IT DESCRIBES 800 BEAUTIFUL PLACES AND THINGS, AND WILL HELP

YOU IMMENSELY IN SELECTING YOUR SLIDES.

277 PAGES. PRICE, $2.00—BY MAIL.
INCLUDING OUR

NEW CATALOGUE,
WHICH IS ALSO FULL OF USEFUL HINTS.

Our intimate acquaintance with photographers all over the world gives us the very hest

opportunities for securing the most attractive Slides.

EDWARD L. WILSON,
116 North 7th Street, Philadelphia.
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ARTISTIC
PHOTOGRAPHY,

AND HOW TO ATTAIN IT

By LYMAN G, BIGELOW.

Owing to the ready sale of the first edition, we are enabled to produce the new

one at less cost, and now at a

$4.00 REDUCED PRICE $4.00

We are enabled to place it within the reach of everybody.

Mr. Bigelows last work is undoubtedly his very best. It is intended in the short

way to teach photographers how to become artists in all branches of photography,

and how to improve the artistic qualities of their productions. Any photographer

who reads it and follows its directions, teachings, and formulae must make better

work.

EXAMINE THE CONTENTS

!

KEADItfG- MATTEE.
I. Introductory.

II. Artistic Light.

III. Balance of Lines.

IV. Chiaro-oscuro.

V. Backgrounds and Accessories.

VI. Composition, Rules and Maxims.

VII. The Studio.

VIII. Formulae well proved and used by the

author in producing the work em-

ployed to illustrate this book.

IX. Printing and toningformula.

PHOTO. ILLUSTRATIONS.

1. Cloud Portrait.

2.~ Cabinet Medallion of a, lady.

3. Cabinet, plain—boy on a velocipede.

4. Promenade, lady (interior).

5. Promenade, lady (moonlight).

6. Cabinet, gentleman (bust),

7. Cabinet, lady (f length).

8. Cabinet, lady (bust).

9. Cabinet, lady (§ length).

10. Promenade, group.

11. Promenade, group.

12. Promenade, seaside.

Together with a plan of Mr. Bigelow's Skylight.

j^isT" A fine lot of studies and capital instructions for producing them.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher,

116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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G-IHON'S

CUT-OUTS
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean cut, most
desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially for the purpose.
Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides, assorted for five differently

sized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICE $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots'of a few sizes, may have them cut to order promptly, by
addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

^SlP'No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and

sizes. Ask your stock-dealer for G-IHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelopes with
instruction circular included.

PROMENADE SIZE NOW BEADY! so
£?Sf^d2ELAT

GIHON'S

OPAQUE.
IS DESIGNED FOR

COMPLETELY OBSCUKING THE IMPERFECT BACKGROUNDS OF COPIES,
RETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,
COATING THE INSIDE OF LENSES OR CAMERA BOXES,

BACKING SOLAR NEGATIVES,
COVERING VIGNETTING BOARDS,

AND POP. ANSWERING

ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE
PRODUCTION OF ARTISTIC RESULTS IN PRINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAQUE.
It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

GUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 CENTS.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Address all orders to

Scovill Manufacturing Co.,

Or, JOHN L. GIH0N, Inventor, NEW YORK.
lie N Seventh St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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GENNEJ^
38 Maiden Lane, New York

IMPOKTEK OF THE CELEBKATED

S. &. M. DRESDEN

Albumen Papers
SINGLE OR EXTRA BRILLIANT.

This paper was the first extra brilliant imported into

this country ten years ago, and has retained its superior

quality above all other brands sprung up since, to which
the constantly increasing demand testifies.

ALSO,

Hyposulphite of Soda,
Sulphate of Iron,

Solid German Glass Baths,
Saxe Evaporating Dishes,

French Filter Paper,
Porcelain Trays.

Ferrotype Plates.
I ALSO IMPOET

EXTRA BRILLIANT CROSS-SWORD PAPER
FOR SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS.

0R
> G. GENNERT, Importer, 38 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
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Studies in Artistic Printing.
By C. W. HEARN, author of the "Practical Printer."

Owing to the very nattering reception which attended the Author's former work, "The

Practical Printer," he has, with more extended experience, ventured upon a second work,

in which he has seen fit to more thoroughly combine "Studies in Printing," by way of

further illustrating the matter of which he would write. Por the better fulfillment of

this design, negatives have been made especially for this purpose by Messrs.

Rocher, Bigelow, Kent, Lamson, Draper & Husted, and Baker, in their usual

superior style, being pronounced by all who have seen them as ranking among the very

best that these Avell-known artists in photography have ever produced.

As in a former work, the varied formulae and processes of manipulation were discussed

in detail, it has been thought advisable that in this the subject should be treated with more

conciseness. Those parties who have this former work of the Author will find this to be of

intrinsic value, owing to its being embellished with

SIX FINE CABINET AND PROMENADE PORTRAIT STUDIES.

AMONG OTHER THINGS, IT CONTAINS
Suggestions on the Choice of Albumen Paper.

All the Best Silvering Baths, and Methods of

Treating the same.

New Views on the Relation of the Silver Bath to

the Time of Floating.

The Different Effects Caused by the Time of

Floating.

How to Tell when Paper is Floated too Long or

too Short a Time.

Table for Time of Floating Paper under all Cir-

cumstances.

The Importance of Care in Printing in Varied

Ways.

The Important Relation Printing from the Nega-

tive Bears to the Toning Bath.

Fast Printing.

Dialogue between "Joe" and a Friend.

The Way to Success in Toning Lies in Print-

ing.

The Different" Effects Caused in Printing by the

Preparation of the Silver Bath.

The Relation of the Silver Bath to the Printing

from the Negative, and from this to the Toning

Bath.

Acetate of Silver.

Success or Failure in Toning, Caused by the

Strength, Purity, and Alkalinity of the Silver

Bath.

Harmony, its Importance in Photography.

Why its Neglect Causes such Disastrous Results.

The Beautiful in Toning, and How to Obtain it.

A Few Hints About Managing Toning Baths,

Formulas for Printing " Our Studies," as Given

under Respective Headings.

Impurities of Toning Baths.

How it Affects the Toning, and How to RemedT
such Baths.

Fixing and Washing.

Brilliancy of the Finished Picture Attained by

the Final Washing.

Various and Valuable Hints about Finishing the

Photographs, etc., etc.

Mailed to any address on receipt of price, $3.50, by any stock-dealer,

or by

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.
5

ASK TO SEE LT.
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The Photographer to his Patrons.
By EDWARD L. WILSON.

s^

This Time-Saving ) -nrmTTT i t» t TmmT n t ti i tit nm f ^s tne neatest form of
Patience-Preserving I P P .AH ,

'

.H T.H A K,|" advertising which the
Question-Answering j

l U1 ulJxlil UI1 1U1J UiJill UU1
| photographer can adopt.

It benefits photographer and patrons by giving much instruction concerning the way to

secure the best pictures. It is read, handed around, and kept for ready reference. It is

worth its weight in gold.

OVER 1,000,000 ARE NOW IN USE.
And the time is soon coming when every enterprising photographer will adopt them. If

you knew their value you would have them.

It is printed in English and German, and Spanish for South American and Cuban trade.

$9 for 500. $15 for 1000. $36 for 3000. $50 for 5000. Samples free, ask for some.

A CompanionLeaflet^gQ]V[ETHINQ' NEW !
"^ At Same Price.

EEAD A PEW OP THE HUNDEEDS OP TESTIMONIALS

:

I have used it by putting one in every package of pictures sent out. I scatter them in the reception-

room and ladies' dresging-room. I lay them on the chairs in the skylight-room, and the visitors read
them.—A. Bogardus, New York.

I thinkit excellent. Send 5000 in English and 2000 in German.—J. A. Scholten, St. Louis.

I like it well enough to order 5000.—Wit. H. Rhoads, Philadelphia.

It is eagerly sought for and read by everybody who visits our gallery. Further, they take it home
and keep it for reference. As an advertising medium, we consider it immense.—J. Gurney & Son,

New York.
The many valuable hints in it cannot fail to be beneficial to both photographer and patron.

—

Brown
<fc Higgins, Wheeling, W. Va.

PAETIAL LIST OP THOSE USING THEM.
A. Bogardus; F. Gutekunst: J. F. Ryder; J. H. Lakin ; W. H. Rhoads; T. S. Estabrooke; L. G.

Bigelow; H. R. Marks; W. J. Oliphant: Henry Merz ; W: J. Baker; J. A. Scholten: J. H. Lamson :

A. C. Mclntyre & Co.; A. N. Hardy; C. C. Giers ; H. B. Hilly er; J. Mullen; J. W. Black ; E. H.
Train ; E. T. Whitney ; Rowsell & Co., Valparaiso ; Bate y Ca., Montevideo; C. D. Fredrieks y Daries,

Havana, and many others.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, 116 loffl 7tH St., Philadelphia.

All persons are cautioned against copying these works, as they are all copyrighted, and
we shall protect our rights. Information concerning pillages will be thankfully received.
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BENJ. FRENCH & CO.

No. 319 Washington Street,

+—— Itetflttt

SOLE AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE CELEBRATED LENSES

MANUFACTURED BY

VOIG-TLANDER & SON.
ALSO, THE WONDEBBUL

EURYSCOPE
A NEW OBJECTIVE OF GREAT ILLUMINATING POWER FOR ALL KINDS OF OUTDOOR

WORK. FOR GROUPS AND OTHER WORK IN THE STUDIO, IT WILL BE

FOUND SUPERIOR TO THE PORTRAIT LENS.

PORTRAITS. ^U?l0t ^Ittj0£j6! VIEWS.

CAMERA BOXES
OF SUPERIOR QUALITY AND AT VERY LOW PRICES.

Albumen Paper—all kinds, Velvet Passepartouts,

Card Stock, Chemicals,

French and English Glass, Stereoscopes,

B. P. C. Glass, Frames.

..
(W

IfiMtieM $>lufc&

PRICE LISTS SENT ON APPLICATION.
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L M, COLLINS, SON &, CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Photographic Card Stock,

No. 18 South Sixth St.,1

„ Q
—,. _. PHILADELPHIA.

No. 9 Decatur St., J

Plain, White, and Tinted Cards.

White and Tinted Cards, Plain and Enameled, with Oval and Square lines,

and with Ornamented Borders.

Cards with Designs in Grit, and India Tint and Gilt, Square and Oval

Openings, for Cabinet and Promenade size to 14x17 Photographs.

White Cards with Plain India Tint, for 4-4, 8x10, and 1 1 x 14 Photographs.

White and Buff Cards, with Oval and Square Openings for Groups of 3 to 8.

White, Tinted, Black, or Chocolate Paper Mats, with Oval, Arch-Top,

and Square Openings.

Ferrotype Mats, Bon-Ton Cards, Fitzgibbon's Patent Adhesive
Ferrotype Mounts, Philadelphia Carte Envelopes, Von Seutter
Ferrotype Mats and Envelopes.

Stereoscope Mounts, Minnette Cards, Carte de Visite, Victoria,

and Cabinet Mounts, Plain and Enameled, White and Tinted, Square

and Round-Corner, Gilt and Tinted Lines, Gilt and Tinted Borders.

Caterson's Improved Ferrotype Holders.

Thin Beveled Edge Card and Cabinet Mounts, White and Tinted

Cards, Gilt and Tinted Edges.

Thick Gilt, Beveled Edge, Glace Cards, from Card size to 12x15^,
Black and Rose Tint.

Glace Card Boxes. "The Easel " Glace Card Box.

Promenade* Imperial, and Boudoir Mounts, White and Tinted Cards,

Plain, and with Gilt Borders, and with Gilt or Tinted Beveled Edges.

Card, Victoria, Cabinet, Promenade, Stereoscope, Boudoir, and
Imperial Mounts, furnished with Gilded Edges, and with name and ad-

dress printed by lithography or letter-press.

Slee Bros. Patent Prepared Cards.

PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.
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Straight Out,
A NEW INVENTION!

ROBINSON'S
STRAIGHT-CUT

^Photograph
% Trimmer.

So great has been the success of

Prof. Robinson's "Trimmer" for

Oval and Arch-top Pictures, that he

has been impelled to produce one for

STRAIGHT LINES.

The accompanying cut shows the shape of the tool and the

manner of using- it.

The disc or wheel is about one inch in diameter, so that a thin

or thick glass form may be used with it.

Photographers may now altogether Ignore the Knife.

Tiis aflmiraule Trimmer is always sharp and eyer ready.

Once accustomed to it yon fill neyer again nse the Me.

Give it a Trial. Price, $1.25.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturers' Agent.

For sale by all Dealers. 116 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.

USE THE STRAIGHT CUT!
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TRAPP & MUNCH'S

Albumen Paper
THE PAPER OF THE DAY.

Introduced in this country since 1868, has become the leading paper, and is now better

known and more appreciated than any other brand.
That this great success is well deserved and due to its excellent qualities may be judged

from the fact, that of all the competitors of the Vienna Exhibition, Messrs. Trapp & Munch,
alone, received the

Medal of Merit for Albumenized Paper.

THEY ALSO RECEIVED A

Medal and Diploma at the Centennial Exhibition at Philada.

FOR SALE AT ALL THE STOCK-HOUSES.

WILLY WALLACH,
GENERAL AGENT FOR THE UNITED STATES,

4 Beekman Street, and 36 Park Row, New York.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPING,

BY A PRACTICAL FERROTYPER.

6th Thousand, NOW READY.—Paper Cover, 75 cents.

The rapid sale of several thousands of this work, and a continued demand, induces us to republish it.

W,e guarantee it to be the best of its class published. All should have it.

THE BOOK IS ENTIRELY GIVEN UP TO PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION,
Not only of value to the Ferrotyper, but to the Photographer as well.

Please Examine the Contents

:

Introduction,

The Advantages of the
Ferrotype,

The Manipulations,
The Nitrate Bath,
The Collodion,

The Developer,
The Fixing Solution.

Other Manipulations-
Pinholes,

Strengthening,

Tinting and Coloring,

Varnishing,
Drying and Dryers,
Finishing the "Work,
Ferrotype Envelopes,

Ferrotype Supports,
Ferrotype Plates,

The Apparatus,
The Skylight and the

Dark-Room,
Vignettes and Medal-

lions.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, Philadelphia.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.
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JAMES F.MAGEE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

PURE

T-^hotographic("^hemicals

No. 108 NORTH FIFTH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

STOCK-DEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED.

The Zentmayer Lens,
FOR VIEWS AND COPYING.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently the following qualities

:

Width of visual angle, ranging from 8o° to 90 ; depth of focus ; extreme
sharpness over the whole field ; true perspective ; freedom from all distortion in

copying; portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops

of the different combinations for which they are designed. The larger ones are

provided with an internal shutter for making and storing the exposure.

No. 2£ inch focus,

34

H
8

12

18

3

4

61
10

14

20

3 plate, $20 00

5 " 25 00

8i
" 30 00

12 " 42 00

17
"'"

60 00

24 " 90 00

No. 1 and No. 2 combined,
« 2 u « 3

.

" 3 " " ,4
" 4 " " 5
u 5 u u 6
"

1, 2 and 3,
"

3, 4 and 5,

$33 00

40 00
55 00

75 00
110 00

48 00

88 00

No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.
No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in

matched pairs. No. 1 and No. 2 single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a

pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2]/2 to 18 inches. $173.

- JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,

147 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.
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WILSOW'S photog-raphic PUBLICATIONS

EitaJi a Treatise on Every Branch of Photography

!

Awarded the only

Medal and JDiplo-

'

ma ever atvarded CATALOGUE.
for Photographic
Publications at
the Centennial
Exhibition.

THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER.

A monthly Magazine, illustrated by pho-
tographs of superior merit. $5.00 a year

;

$2.50 for six months.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Fourteen years of
success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to

the practical, working, growing photographer. Do not
go without its valuable help.

HANDBOOK OF THE

PRACTICE AND ART OP PHOTOGRAPHY.

By Dr. H. Vogel. Price, $3.50.

For general photographic practice this is the best
text-book in the world. Written by an 'old professor
who teaches photography, it gives just what is wanted
in the fullest and most satisfactory manner.

THE PRACTICAL PRINTER.

By C. W. Hears. Price, $2.50. Second
edition now ready.

This is a most handy and reliable book. It goes into

all the operations of plain and fancy silver printing,

and \sfull of good.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.

By Edward L. Wilson. Price, $2.00.

For the lantern exhibitor. It gives incidents and facts

in entertaining style of about 800 places and things, in-

cluding 200 of the Centennial Exhibition.

PHOTOGRAPHERS'
POCKET REFERENCE BOOK.

By Dr. H. Vogel. Price, $1.50.

For the dark-room. It meets a want filled by no other
book. Full of formula—short, practical, and plain.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY.

Price, $5.00.

For the lover of art. Beats his " Album of Lighting
and posing." Superb ! With twelve photographs and
instructions.

AMERICAN CARBON MANUAL.

Price, $2.00.

For those who want to try the Carbon printing pro-
cess, this work gives the most detailed information.

BURNET'S HINTS ON COMPOSITION.

Price, $3.50.

All should study it. A splendid work, largely illus-

trated, giving all the rules and principles of artistic po-
sing.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.

Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is the
only standard work. Seventh thousand.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING.

By C. W. Hearn. Price, $3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade
portrait studies.

LINN'S "LOOKOUT"
LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY.

Eor the landscape photographer. Price, 75
cents.

THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC C0L0RISTS' GUIDE.

By John L. Gihon. Cloth bound, $1.50.

The newest and best work on painting photographs.

Any Three Works
Ordered at One
Time will entitle

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1878.

A few left. Cloth hound, $l-.00
;

paper cover, 50 cts.

Better than any of its predecessors.

the Buyer to 20
Per Cent. Dis-

count.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

11 6 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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The increasing favor shown the publisher of this magazine during the first fifteen years of its

life has given him the means to prepare for his patrons still greater attractions than ever for the
year 1879. The old staff of regular contributors will be continued, thus securing all the latest

news on

IN THE WORLD!

IN mam
^botogrjipfcg

^

A new series of papers on Photographic Art is expected. Extracts from J. L. Gihon's Scrap-
Book will be continued, prepared by him last year.

A new series of articles may be expected by Mr. Chas. Waldack, author of " Waldack's
Treatise." An entirely different series by Prof. H. M. Mclntire, author of " Outlines of Chem-
istry," and many other good things.

OUR PICTURES I

Will continue one of the distinguishing and
most useful features of this magazine, and es-

pecially so during 1879, as ^ ^ s expected some

EXQUISITE RESULTS
will follow our offer of a

GOLD MEDAL
for the best negatives which may be sent from
abroad for the new year.

Therefore the

FOREIGN
PRIZE COMPETITION

will not only bring many fine studies, but
much useful information, for we expect all

the foreign competitors to also contribute an
article to our pages.

Moreover,

O SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS O
are offered to our own home correspondents,

who pay promptly, and send us

NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

15 FOR $5.

Any one sending us $5 now, will receive

the numbers for the balance of the year and
all of the year 1879— 15 numbers for $5.

CLUB RATES.
Those preferring cash premiums, or who

wish to present a copy to an employee, will be
sent two copies for 1879 for $8, and will be
entitled to the special offer of 15 for $5.

ENLARGED PREMIUMS.
. $1.50 in books or other goods advertised by
us, given instead of the cash premium, when
preferred.

-^>- NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.-^-
Subscription price, $5 a year, $2.50 for six months, 50 cents per copy, positively in ADVANCE.
In remitting by mail, a post-office order or draft, payable to the order of Edward L. Wilson, is

preferable to bank notes. Clearly give your Post-Office, County, and State.
Canada subscribers must remit 24 cents extra, to prepay postage. Foreign subscriptions must

be accompanied by the postage in addition.

Advertising sheets are bound with each number of the magazine. Advertisements are inserted

at the following- rates :

ONE PAGE One Month, $20 00
HALF " » 12 00
QUARTER PAGE » 7 00
EIGHTH »

'

»

4 00
CARDS of 6 lines or less, » 2 00

One Year, $200 00
120 00
70 00
40 00
20 00

Six Months, $110 00
66 00
38 50 .

22 00 .

» 11 00 .

Special rates for a whole year.

The attention of advertisers, and those having galleries, etc., for sale, is called to our Specialties

pages. Terms, $2 for six lines, and 25 cents for each additional line (seven words to a line),

always in advance. Duplicate insertions, 50 cents less, each. Sure to pay. Jg®"
7
" Operators de-

siring situations, no charge.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.



Edward L.Wilson
;

116 NORTH SEVENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA.

ALWAYS ON HAND A LARGE AND COMPLETE ASSORTMENT AND THE BEST AND
LARGEST VARIETY IN AMERICA OF

Magic Lantern Slides,
LANTERNS, SCIOPTICONS, STEREOPTICONS

AND LANTERN APPLIANCES.
Messrs. Thomas & Wilson, Chicago and Morristown, N. Y., having purchased a pair of our Dissolving Lanterns,

as illustrated in the cut above, write as follows :
" We have given two public exhibitions with our new outfit and can say

truthfully, the Lanterns worked far better than we dared to hope. They give a very brilliant light, a perfect flat field,

making the picture sharp, clear and distinct to the very edges. Those Voigtlander Lenses are gems within them-
selves. Darlots are good for short range. Dissolving slides work into each other the best we ever had. Embracing
all in all we now have the best outfit we ever had or ever saw ;

giving perfect satisfaction on every point."
September 23, 1878.

OUIi VIEWS CONSIST of Plain
and Colored Photographs of al-

most all subjects and countries.

SPECIAL MATES to large buyers.

OirjR $100 OUTFITS include a
wonderful amount for the money.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, SEND 15 CENTS FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF 116 PAGES
AND BEFORE YOU BUY YOUR SLIDES CONSULT

Wilson's Lantern Journeys

!

A BOOK OF DESOEIPTIONSV 800 PLACES and THINGS in ALL COUNTEIES

!

Europe, Asia, Africa, Great Britain, America, and the Centennial Exhibition,

BOUND IN" CLOTH, 277 PAGES, $2.

Publisher of THE MAGIC LANTERN, a Monthly Journal, $1 a year.

EDWARD L. WILSON, 116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.



FIFTEENTH YEAR. /T?W
Number 180. 50 Cents.

T II E

PHILADELPHIA

fafljraffet
AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL.

DEVOTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.

Edited by Edward L.Wilson.

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE NATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES.

33 o o o xrx "fc> o r, 1 S "Z S-

PHILAD E L P H I A :

EDWARD L. WILSON,
PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR.

116 North Seventh St.

Subscriptions received by all News and Stock-Dealers.

FIVE DOLLARS PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.
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BRIDLE, H. C. Photo. Printing for the Trade.

BULLOCK & CRENSHAAV. Photo. Chemicals.

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO. Silver

Medal for Unrivalled Views.

COLLINS, SON & CO., A. M. Photograph Cards.

COOPER, CHARLES & CO. Dresden Albumen
Paper, etc.
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FERROTYPER'S GUIDE, THE.
FRENCH & CO., BENJ. The Euryscope.

GATCHEL & HYATT. Retouching Negatives by
Machinery.

GENNERT, G. S. & M. Dresden Albumen Pa-
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GIHON'S PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORISTS' GUIDE
GIHON, JOHN L. Opaque and Cut-Outs.
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PERRIGO, Agt., JAS. L. Mats and Passepartouts.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.
PHOTOGRAPHER TO HIS PATRONS.
PHOTO. PLATE CO. New Engraving Process.

PREFACE TO CATALOGUE OF MAGIC LAN-
TERN SLIDES.

PRIZE PHOTOGRAPHS.
ROBINSON'S METALLIC GUIDES.
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TRIMMER.
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VOGEL, DR. Handbook of Photography.
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WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTING PAPERS.
AVILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.
AVILSON,HOOD & CO. Ross and Steinheil Lenses,

Photo. Frames, Goods, Stereoscopes and Views.

ZENTMAYER, JOSEPH. Lenses.

119 South Fourth St.
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Branch Office,

60S Seventh Street,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

H. HOWSON,
Engineer and Solicitor ofPatents.

C. HOWSON,
Attorney at Law, ar/1 Counsel in

Patent Cases.
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^muPBio

CROWDED WITH GOOD,

m~SV Ig V*C EEADY / FOR V^l^a

Author and publisher have exceeded themselves in producing the best year-book ever published.

144 PAGES FOR 50 CENTS.

CONTENTS.
Since our Last. Review by the Editor.
Improved Process for Preparing Albumen. By William

H. Sherman.
A Few Tests for Silver and Gold. By Henry M. McIn-

tire, M.E.
The Choice of Subject. By S. R. Stoddard.
*' Lightning," Pro or Con. By E. M. Estabrooke.
How to Make your Shields and Tablets Last. By I. B.

Webster.
The Direction of the Eye in Photographs. By W.

Curtis Taylor.
Something about Iron Developers, and a Note on Sum-

mer Operations. By A. M. De Silva.
Fading Photographs: Is there a Remedy? By G. M.

Carlisle.
A Plea for Good Prices. By W. D. Gatchel.
Overcoming Difficulties. By George M. Bretz.
Hash. By J. H. Reuvers.
How to Take the Baby. By Frank Robbins.
" Little Foxes." By M. L. Daggett.
Individuality. By E. K. Hough.
A Simple Means of Producing Cloud Effects. By W.

H. Tipton.
"Does it Pay?" By J. Pitcher Spooner.
Eliminating Hypo. By Samuel McMullen.
A Neat Way of Cleaning Varnish from Old Plates. By

W. L. Shoemaker.
Doctors Differ. By R. R. Thompson.
To Render Old Collodion Serviceable. By H. R. Farr.
Hints on the Emulsion Dry Process. By Rev. Clarence

E. Woodman.
Practical. By John H. Henning.
Collodion. By W. G. C. Kimball.
Hit or Miss. By Irving Saunders.
Rainy Days. By L. T. Butterfield.
Splendid Collodion. By Forester Clark.
The Fall in Photography. By M. H. Albee.
A Collodion and a Toning Bath. By Rev. Clarence

E. Woodman.

To Avoid Fading. By John R. Clemons.
Just a Word. By L. H. Schurman.
The Use of Heat in Developing Dry Plates. By John

C. Browne.
Collodio-Bromide Emulsion for Transparencies and Re-

producing Negatives. By John Carbutt.
Copying Pictures. By H. B. Hillyer.
Jewels from my Journals. By Old Argentum.
The Water-Tank in Winter. By T. M. Wells.
An Everlasting Bath-Holder—Blisters. By G. W.

Coddington.
Lightning; Silvering; Intensifying. By E. P. Lieby.
A Cure for Blisters, and a few Good Ideas. By L. W.

Crawford.
How to Make a Dark-tent. By M. C. Henley.
The Old is the Best. By Young Chloride.
The Permanency of Silver Prints. By W. W. Seeler.
Good Prices vs. Hard Times. By G. Frank E. Pear-

sall.
Blisters in Albumen Paper. By Robert Hodge.
Composition Photographs. By George Weingarth.
How to Make a Good Filter. By C. S. Roshon.
The Way we do it in Oakland, where we have no Thun-

der-storms, consequently no "Lightning." By E.
D. Ormsby.

A Pair of Cheap Stereo. Tubes. By George Sperry.
How to Remove Obstinate Glass Stoppers from Bottles.

By J. G. Vail.
Get Away with that Black Eye. By C. D. Mosher.
Earnest Workers. By L. W. Seavey.
How I Make Brilliant Prints. By C. M. French.
The Metric System Again. By H. A. P.
On Extreme Rapidity by the use of the Wet Collodion

Process. By Charles Waldack.
" Nothing New Under the Sun." By A. Hesler.
On the Future of Photography. By F. M. Spencer.
Different Dodge Hash. By F. C. Phillips.
Scientific Suggestions. Compiled by the Editor.
Many Mites from Many Minds.

With such a list of authors writing on such topics, this book speaks for itself.

copy. You lose money every day you are without it.

Buy a

POE SALE BY ALL DEALEES.

EDWARD L. WILSON,
PHOTO. PUBLISHER, PHILADA.
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HEARN'S
PRACTICAL PRINTER

SECOND EDITION,

Is a Complete Manual of Photographic Printing

on Plain and Albumen Paper and on Porcelain.

At one time too little attention was given to Photographic Printing, although

it is indeed quite as important a branch of the art as negative making.
The author and publisher feel that they have created a reform in this matter,

by the issue of this work, and thus put money in the pockets of all who read it.

There are some who still want it and we shall meet the demand.

The Printing-room.

The Silvering- and Toning-room.
The Drying-room.
The Positive Bath for Albumen

Paper.
Silvering the Albumen Paper.
Drying the Paper.
Fuming the Paper.
Preservation of Sensitive Albu-
menized Paper: Washed Sen-
sitive Paper.

Cutting the Paper.
The Printing-boards.

Keeping Tally.

Vignette Printing-blocks,

Treatment of Negatives before

Printing.

Filling of the Boards.
Fitting Vignette-boards to the

Negatives for Printing.

Medallion and Arch-top Printing.

Fancy Printing.

Vignette Cameo and Medallion
Vignette Cameo Printing.

CONTENTS.
Printing the Bendann Back-

grounds.
Printing Inten=e Negatives.
Printing Weak Negatives.

A Few More Remarks about
Printing—Treatment of Broken
Negatives.

Cutting the Prints.

Washing the Prints.

Acidifying the Prints.

Toning Baths.
Artistic Toning.
Fixing Baths and Fixing Prints.

Washing the Prints.

Mounting the Prints.

Finishing the Prists.

Salting the Paper. [Paper.
Positive Baths for Plain Salted
Silvering Plain Salted Paper.
Drying. Fuming, and Cutting the

Paper. [Printing.

Treatment of the Negatives before

Printing-in False Backgrounds.
General Plain Paper Printing.
Waymouth's Vignette Papers.

Further Treatment of the Prints

after Printing.

Causes of F.iiiures in Albumen
and Plain Paper Printing.

Selection of the Porcelain Plates,

Cleaning the Porcelain Piates.

Albunienizing the Porcelain
Plates.

Making the Porcelain Collodion.

Coating, Fuming, and Drying the

Plates.

Porcelain Printing-boards.
Placing the Sensitive Plate on the

Board for Printing.

Printing Vignette Porcelain'.

Printing Medallion Porcelains.

Washing the Porcelains.

Toning the Porcelains.

Fixing the Porcelains.

Final Washing of the Porcelains.

Drying and Tinting the Porcelains

Varnishing the Porcelains.

Causes of Failures in Porcelain
Printing.

Glace Photographs.

The whole work has been largely REVISED and IMPROVED and brought up
to the requirements of the day.

Over 50 Wood Outs and an elegant Panel Portrait by G. M. Elton, will embellish it.

A THOUSAND COPIES ALREADY GONE.
Mailed, post-paid, on receipt of $2.50, by any dealer, or

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
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ON COLORING.
THE

By the late JOHN L. GIHON,
ONCE ONE OE THE MOST TALENTED AND ABLE ARTISTS IN THE PROFESSION.

s

PHOTOGRAPHIC COLORING.—The growing demand for a fresh work on

photographic coloring, one that contains full instructions on all the new and improved

methods—for like photography itself, photo, coloring has improved and progressed—has led

to the publication of the above.

ITS CONTENTS ARE
Preface.

Chap. I. On India-Ink "Work.
II. The Principles to be con-

sidered in the Applica-
tion of Colors.

III. The Materials used in Fin-
ishing Photographs with
Water Colors.

IV. Water-color Painting as
applied to Photographs.

Chap.V. RelativetotheUse ofPaints
that are Mixed "with Oil.

VI. Coloring -with Pastels.

VII. The Production of Ivory-
types.

VIII. The Crystal Ivorytype.
IX. Crayon Work.
X. Negative Retouching.
XI. About Matters so far For-

gotten.

XII. Rudimentary Perspective.

gggf3 The last chapter is on a subject entirely new and fresh, and is finely illustrated.

The whole will make the most interesting and valuable photographic work that has been

issued for several years.

Mailed on receipt of price, $1.50 per copy.

One-third of the Proceeds of Sales Devoted to the Family of the Author.

Every Photographer should buy it.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

116 NORTH SEVENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA.
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ARTISTIC
PHOTOGRAPHY,

AND HOW TO ATTAIN IT

By LYMAN G. BIGELOW.

Owing to the ready sale of the first edition, we are enabled to produce the new

one at less cost, and now at a

$4.00 REDUCED PRICE $4.00

We are enabled to place it within the reach of everybody.

Mr. Bigelows last work is undoubtedly his very best. It is intended in the short

way to teach photographers how to become artists in all branches of photography,

and how to improve the artistic qualities of their productions. Any photographer

who reads it and follows its directions, teachings, and formulae must make better

work.

EXAMINE THE CONTENTS

!

READING MATTEE.
I. Introductory.

II. Artistic Light.

III. Balance of Lines.

IV. Chiaro-oscuro.

V. Backgrounds and Accessories.

"VI. Composition, Rules and Maxims.

VII. The Studio.

VIII. Formulae well proved and used by the

author in producing the work em-

ployed to illustrate this book.

IX. Printing and toning formula.

PHOTO. ILLUSTRATIONS.

Cloud Portrait.

Cabinet Medallion of a lady.

Cabinet, plain—boy on a velocipede.

Promenade, lady {interior).

Promenade, lady {moonlight).

Cabinet, gentleman {bust).

Cabinet, lady (f length).

8. Cabinet, lady {bust).

9. Cabinet, lady (f length).

10. Promenade, group.

11. Promenade, group.

12. Promenade, seaside.

Together with a plan of Mr. Bigelow's Skylight.

figg" A fine lot of studies and capital instructions for producing them.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher,

116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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DR. VOGEL'S
HANDBOOK.

LATEST EDITION,

The JJandbook of me Practice and Art of Photography

By Prof. H. VOGEL, Ph.D., Berlin, Prussia.

PRICE $3.50 ~©« Although it is much Enlarged we offer it at the old Jl@r PRICE $3.50

It is Elegantly Illnstratel, wlfb Photographs and Engravings. Cloth Bonni.

The reputation Di. Vogel enjoys in this country as a practical photographic writer, is first-class,

and insures a book of the best quality. That his Handbook is eminently so, we guarantee. It has

been re-arranged and revised specially for the American photographer, giving the best German

formulae, &c, and is, in every sense of the word, a Handbook of the practical and artistic depart-

ments of Photography. Ovei fifteen hundred of the first edition were sold, and the demand

continues.

IT ILLUSTRATES AND TELLS

How the Ateliers are built and used in Berlin and elsewhere

;

How to make the best Photographs

;

How to select and use your Lenses

;

How to manage your Apparatus

;

How to compose the Picture

;

How to pose the Sitter

;

How to choose Accessories

;

How Berlin Cards are made

;

How to do everything in the Art;

TEACHES HOW TO BECOME A PERFECT PHOTOGRAPHER.
The whole includes, under one cover, everything needed for the practice of photography by the

beginner, the amateur, and the professional

—

a complete Handbook. See contents of book.

The engravings are numerous, elaborate, and expensive. Four photographs, illustrating the

lighting of the subject, accompany the work.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philada.
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"A Delightful Book of Travels." Has a Wonderful Sale.

WILSON'S

LANTERN
JOURNEYS.

By EDWAKD L. WILSON, Editor of the " Philadelphia Photographer."

FOURTH EDITION NOW READY!
Parties about to select slides will find this work an excellent helper, for it enables one to

know all about what he is ordering before he orders.

The contents are divided into nine " Journeys," each one including a visit to one hundred

places, making nine hundred places in all, as follows

:

JOURNEY A—Havre, Paris, Versailles, Rouen, Fontainebleau,
and Switzerland.

JOURNEY B—Compiegne, Brussels, Aix la Chapelle, Cologne,
Up and Down the Rhine, Potsdam, Berlin, Dresden, Vienna,
the Vienna Exposition, the Semmering Pass, Saxony, Munich,
and Southwest Germany.

JOURNEY C—Italy—Lake Maggiore, Lake Como, Milan, Verona,
Venice, Florence, Pisa, Rome, Naples, Pompeii, the Ascent of

Vesuvius, Puteoli, and the Italian Art Galleries.

JOURNEY D—Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Russia, and
Spain.

JOURNEY E—Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey, Greece, and India.

JOURNEY F—England, Scotland, and United States of America.

JOURNEY G—The Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia.

JOURNEY H—The Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia.

JOURNEY I—The Paris Exposition, 1878.

It has been carefully prepared, and will be found amusing, very entertaining, and in-

structive.

It contains 277 pages. Cloth Bound, Gilt. Price, $2.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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THE

MAGIC LANTERN
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE,

DEVOTED TO THE SPREAD OP INFORMATION ON THE
SUBJECTS OP

Magic Lantern Slides,

Operating Magic Lanterns,

Dissolving Views,

ALL THE NEW METHODS AND MEANS OF
LANTERN PROJECTION.

THE PRODUCTION OF EFFECTS AND SO ON
AS DERIVED FROM ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.

02 A YEAR. SUBSCRIPTION
JjJJ

A YEAR.

EVERY OPERATOR SHOULD HAVE IT.

EDW. L. WILSON, Publisher,
AND DEALER IN

MAGIC LANTERN SLIDES™ LANTERNS.
THE LARGEST STOCK IN THE WORLD,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.

IMF SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE. FIFTEEN CENTS.=@a
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ILSON'SBKPUBLIGATMS
Eriracii a Treatise en Every Branch of Plotopfllj

!

Awarded the only

Medal and Diplo-

ma ever awarded CATALOGUE.
for Photographic
Publications at
the Centennial
Exhibition.

THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER.

A monthly Magazine, illustrated by pho-
tographs of superior merit. $5.00 a year

;

$2.50 for six months.

Stands ahead of all its kindred. Fourteen years of
success is a sufficient guarantee of its value and use to

the practical, working, growing photographer. Do not
go without its valuable help.

HANDBOOK OF THE

PRACTICE AND ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

By Dr. H. Vogel. Price, $3.50.

For general photographic practice this is the best
text-book in the world. Written by an old professor
who teaches photography, it gives just what is wanted
in the fullest and most satisfactory manner.

THE PRACTICAL PRINTER.

By C. W. Heakn. Price, $2.50. Second
edition now ready.

This is a most handy and reliable book. It goes into

all the operations of plain and fancy silver printing,

and isfull of good.

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS.

By Edward L. Wilson. Price, $2.00.

For the lantern exhibitor. It gives incidents and facts
in entertaining style of about 800 places and things, in-
cluding 200 of-the Centennial Exhibition.

PHOTOGKA.PHEKS'
POCKET REFERENCE BOOK.

By Dr. H. Vogel. Price, $1.50.

For the dark-room. It meets a want filled by no other
book. Full of formula—short, practical, and plain.

BIGELOW'S ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY.
Price, $5.00.

For the lover of art. Beats his " Album of Lighting
and posing." Superb! With twelve photographs and
instructions.

AMERICAN CARBON MANUAL.

Price, $2.00.

For those who want to try the Carbon printing pro-
cess, this work gives the most detailed information.

BURNET'S HINTS ON COMPOSITION.

Price, $3.50.

All should study it. A splendid work, largely illus-

trated, giving all the rules and principles of artistic po-
sing.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.

Price, 75 cents.

Cheap and complete. For the Ferrotyper, this is the
only standard work. Seventh thousand.

STUDIES IN ARTISTIC PRINTING.

By C. W. Hearn. Price, $3.50.

Embellished with six fine cabinet and promenade
portrait studies.

LINN'S "LOOKOUT"
LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY.

For the landscape photographer. Price, 75
cents.

THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC C0L0RISTS' GUIDE.

By John L. Gihon. Cloth bound, $1.50.

The newest and best work on painting photographs.

Any Three Works
Ordered at One
Time tvill entitle

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1879.

Cloth bound, $1.00
;
paper cover,

50 cts.

Better than any of its predecessors.

the Buyer to 20
Per Cent. Dis-

count.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.



ORDER SHEET Plainly write your Order in the

blank below, and return it to us.

PREMIUMS OFFERED TO EVERYBODY
ON ALL NEW SUBSCRIBERS, NOT YOUR OWN, AT THE RATE OF ONE DOLLAR AND A HALF PER

ANNUM, PAYABLE IN ANY OF OUR PUBLICATIONS OR GOODS.

(04,. (Qirfw*z4^ ^£\/V*6Um,, Photo. Publisher, 116 N. 7th St., Philad'a, Pa.

(S/kzw-ez -n-eietsn, w for the following Publications:

Months. Commencing, Ending.

The Philadelphia Photographerfor 1879, cash, $4.00

The Philadelphia Photographer
(

a
"n book order') > 5-00

The Magic Lantern, $1 a year,

Copies Photographic Mosaics, 18 [cloth, $1 ; paper, 30 cts.)

Hearns Practical Printer {Second Edition), $2.50, .

Hearns Studies in Artistic Printing, $3.50, ....
Bigelow s Artistic Photography, $4.00

Dr. VogePs Handbook of Photography
(E^L)> $3-5°,

Dr. VogeVs Photographer s PocketReference Book, $1.50

The Ferrotyper s Guide, 75 cts.,

Linn s La?idscape Photography, 75 cts

Glimpses at Photography, $1.25,

Wilson s Lantern Journeys, $2.00, .

Burnet's Hints on Composition, $3.50,

Gihons Photo- Colorists' Guide, $1.30,

Total Amount, $

Name,
P. 0.

County ,

State,

I also add $ for the articles named on the other side, to be sent to

new subscribers. The premiums I want are named on the other side also.

[Turn over and write the additional orders to your own in the same form as the above, and your order for premiums.

Do not send greenbacks if you can get P. O. order or draft. Sample copies of the Philadelphia Photographerfree .]

This cash offer is only to last until February 1st. After that the PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER
will be $5 per annum.
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Vol. XV. DECEMBER, 1878. No.180.

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the yeai"l878,

By EDWARD L. WILSON,
In the office of the Librarian of Congress, at Washington, "D. C.

NEXT YEAR.

AN editor and publisher is compelled by

tbe nature and duties of his profession

to look into the future a good deal ahead of

other folks ; and not only that, but to

prepare for the good of his readers and pa-

trons ahead. There is a season ef each year,

however, when his vision is considerably be-

clogged, and he somewhat puzzled to know

j ust how to move. And that season is a sort

of a transition one, which always comes in

December.

"We all know how the outer shell drops off

of sundry insects, and leaves them more

bright and beautiful than ever before. What
anxiety they have about it before the tran-

sition occurs, as to whether it will ever occur

at all or not, we know not ; but we do know
that our subscribers most all drop oif this

season of the year, and we are accordingly

anxious as to our future state, and as to how
many of them will renew their subscriptions

promptly, and thus enable us to prepare good

things for them in the future. Will you

not, therefore, be pleased to relieve this

anxiety now, by sending in your subscription

for 1879 at once?

Of course we mean to continue to cater

for your good, but what sort of a table we

shall be able to set, depends largely upon

your promptness.

There are many projects which we have,

and which we would like to carry out for the

future good of our art, tending towards its

elevation and our mutual advance, but we
cannot do it alone.

We are afforded but little space here by

the editor to speak for our publisher, and

therefore beg only to say further, that a con-

fidential circular goes to you all by post; on

page three of the cover is our prospectus,

and herewith an order sheet. Please read

the former and fill up the latter liberally,

and be assured it shall be returned to you in

good measure every month of the new year,

which we trust to one and all may be a

HAPPY NEW YEAR.

A TRIBUTE TO W. H. RULOFSON.

1FEEL too sad to write; I have not at-

tempted work to day. I came home

yesterday from the funeral of our worthy

National Photographic Association Presi-

dent, W. H. Kulofson. It does not seem

possible; I can hardy realize that so it is,

that the cheerful face, the active body, the

lively, chatty, magnetic flow of conversation

are all laid away—have joined their kindred

dust.

A frightful fall of some fifty-six feet,

took him away from the cares of life, Satur-

day, November 2d, at 4.30 p. m. He had

run up-stairs to look at some workmen who

were just finishing "closing in" the roof

over a new story he had built, which em-

45
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bodied new rooms and many substantial im-

provements, and skipping along the edge

and mounting the fire-wall, he placed his

foot on a projecting cap, and turning the

wrong way, he fell to the street, with the

thrilling exclamation, " My God, I'm a dead

man !" His heavy fall crushed him instantly,

of course, although involuntary breathing

continued a few moments. Thus closed his

career, a man of many noble and generous

impulses, strong in likes and dislikes, ready

and noted for conversational ability, and of

no less acknowledged weight as an advocate

of whatever measure he chose to espouse

;

instance the National Photographic Associa-

tion debt.

He left a devoted wife and ten children,

five of them under eleven years of age. A
meeting of the photographic fraternity was

held, and suitable resolutions recorded, and

duly forwarded to the photographic journals

and family, etc. Many, many years will

pass before his face and name will have been

forgotten. His years of continued kindness

to the writer had not been without fruit, I

trust; and a letter from his fluent pen, bear-

ing date only a few days since, shows him,

at fifty-two years of age, to have been in

the full vigor of manhood, and possessed of

most generous ideas and utterances. To the

credit of the fraternity be it said, a dele-

gation of some twenty-five photographers

attended his funeral in a body ; Messrs. G.

D. Morse, H. W. Vaughan, Peters, Marden,

Thwaits, Perkins, Winter, and others of the

well-known members of our craft among
them ; Messrs. Morse and Vaughan being

our delegates among the pall-bearers. The

I. O. 0. P. took charge of the funeral, and

the writer, as we marched with solemn

tread, the way to Lone Mountain Ceme-
tery, to lay him within sound of the surf

of the rolling Pacific Ocean, remembered

helping to initiate him into the same

I. 0. O. F. that now were performing their

last sad offices toward a brother member.
The solemn and impressive ceremony was

made more so by the kindly and feeling

presence of the Most Worthy Grand Sire of

the Order for the United States. So high

was the esteem in which the deceased was

held, that the large hall was closely filled, and

the stricken anguish of the widow and fa-

therless, drew tears from nearly every eye

present. J. P. Spooner,
Stockton, California.

ENTHUSIASM.
BY E. K. HOUGH.

rPHERE is no sight more grand than a full

1 rigged ship before a strong breeze, all

her canvas set and drawing, the helm hold-

ing her firmly to her course, and her buoy-

ant prow rising with proud and easy grace

over the buffeting billows, that seek in vain

to stay her progress.

And what a fresh breeze is to a ship, en-

thusiasm is to a man.

It enlivens and inspirits him, and gives

him the grace of motion with assured direc-

tion. We know by his look and action that

he is driven by a purpose, and guided by a

will that carry him onward over all obstacles.

While a man without enthusiasm is like a

ship becalmed, floating with the tide back-

ward and forward as the current runs, rock-

ing idly without purpose or direction, and

turned hither and yon by every whirling eddy

or baffling billow.

With enthusiasm a man is "plus;" with-

out it " minus."

Enthusiasm is to effort like the run before

the jump ; it carries a man much further than

he could go without it.

Enthusiasm is to the courage and energy

of a man like the reserve force to a great

army, coming in on the day of battle to turn

the tide of victory.

Enthusiasm is in life what the charge is

in war; it overcomes many obstacles that a

slow and dull advance would be powerless

to carry.

Enthusiasm is to the soul like the tempered

spring to steel giving its elastic energy over

the dull tenacity of common metal.

In short, enthusiasm is the soul of action
;

the breathing spirit that animates the dull

routine of life; the living fire that glows

and warms from the hearts of men outward

through all their lives. It is the enthusiasm

of genius, more than the hope of reward,

that sustains all poets, artists, and scientists

in their labors, and carries them to the lofti-

ests heights of thought, expression, or dis-

covery.
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I cannot do better in closing than to quote

the words of a well-known writer on art,

describing the power of enthusiasm in work-

ing out a thought or embodying a concep-

tion. He says

:

"A woman travailing with child does not

undergo more throes than a man with an

idea. It robs him of his sleep, it takes from

him his appetite, it sits behind him on his

horse, it drives him from the streets into the

wilderness, it possesses him like a fever,

until it is perfected. Then come the joy

and the ecstacy of birth. All is read}' for

the labor, all the materials needed, all the

knowledge required has been devoured and

assimilated. The mind under the fierce

spurring of the soul has become a moral

devil-fish, and has thrown out its numberless

arms in every direction, and has swept into

the maw all that was fit for the purpose.

Then organization steps in. The writer

seizes his pen, the sculptor his clay, the art-

ist his brush, and all work out to the best of

their powers the idea that grows fiery hot

within them. And until all is finished each

works as if madness possessed him. There

is a sort of fierce joy in the labor, not un-

accompanied with tears and sobbings, for

where there is fire in the soul there will be

water in the eyes. To such men, actuated

by such impulses, considerations of money
are impossible, for the idea is all potent, and

their one thought is to express it. When it

is expressed, and the child is born, then are

they as ordinary men, and open to ordinary

considerations, much to the surprise of world-

lings, who exclaim with wonder that they

can see no difference between Senor Valles,

the great painter, and other men. Nor can

we blame them, for when they see him there

is not any, not a hair's, difference."

New York.

Prof. Elihu Thomson, in the Journal

of the Franklin Institute, describes a method

of grinding glass specula without the use of

metal tools. It is based on the fact that

when two pieces of glass, or other material,

in the form of equal disks are ground to-

gether, one above the other, the under one

always becomes convex while the upper one

becomes concave.

OUTLINES OF CHEMISTRY.
BY HENRY M. M'lNTIRE, M.B.

(Continued from page ?>?>%.)

COPPER (atomic weight, 63.5; symbol,

Cu). Copper is one of the earliest

known metals. It was in use long before

iron, both as copper and in combination

with tin. It is so well known that it hardly

needs description. It possesses a deep-red

color, very great tenacity, and is very mal-

leable and ductile. It melts at a red, and is

slightly volatilized at an intense white heat,

tinging a flame, then, green. When exposed

to the air, dry or moist, or to pure water, it

is not affected. Besides its very many uses

in the arts, as a metal it is quite important

as a constituent of alloys. With zinc it

forms brass, and, with different proportions

of tin, bronze, bell-metal, gun-metal, or

speculum metal, as the case may be. There

are two important oxides of copper, Cu
2

and CuO.

Suboxide of copper, cuprous oxide, or red

oxide of copper, Cu
20, occurs in nature, and

may easily be prepared artificially. It unites

with acids to form the cuprous salts, which

are not stable, changing rapidly in the air

to the cupric.

Cupric oxide, or black oxide of copper,

CuO. This is the oxide that is formed when
heated copper is acted upon by the atmos-

phere. It is a quite useful agent in analyti-

cal chemistry. It unites with acids to form

the cupric salts, of which may be mentioned

cupric sulphate (CuS04 ,
5H

20), commonly
known as blue vitriol, a substance employed

in the manufacture of several pigments, in

calico printing, in the galvanic battery, etc.

Lead (atomic weight, 207 ;
symbol, Pb).

Lead is a quite ancient metal ; that is, if the

age of a metal depends on the length of time

that it has been known to man. It is, as is

well known, of a bluish-white color, quite

soft, and almost a failure with regard to

ductility and tenacity. In perfectly dry air,

the surface of the metal remains untarnished,

but, if the air be moist, a film of oxide soon

forms. In pure water lead is unchanged,

but if the water be impure it attacks the

metal, and in some cases dissolves some of

it; and, as lead is poisonous, and is often

used for water-pipes, the question of "lead-
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poisoning " is one of vast importance. It is

a certain fact that all kinds of water will

not dissolve the metal ; which will and which

will not is, however, an open question. It

may be set down, however, that if water

contain free carbonic acid it will be injured

by contact with lead, as carbonate of lead

will be formed, which is soluble in water

containing carbonic acid. If the water con-

tains carbonates it may be regarded as safe,

for carbonate of lead will be formed as a

coating on the metal, which will be insoluble

in the water (that is, if no free carbonic acid

be present) ; the same thing may be said of

sulphates. But for water containing chlo-

rides or nitrates the case is the reverse.

The alloys of lead are quite important

:

shot-lead (lead and arsenic), type-metal

(lead and antimony), may be mentioned.

There are three oxides of lead, PbO, Pb0
2 ,

and 2PbO, Pb0
2

.

Litharge, or lead monoxide, PbO. The
oxide formed by the action of air in melted

lead. Its color varies from straw-yellow to

yellow-red, depending on the method of

preparation. It forms with acids the lead

salts.

Lead dioxide, or punc-colored oxide of lead,

Pb0
2 , a brown powder, which, when heated,

yields up half of its oxygen and is changed

to the monoxide. It does not form a series

of salts.

Minium, red lead, or red oxide of lead,

2PbO, Pb0
2

A mixture of the two pre-

ceding oxides. Used chiefly in the manu-
facture of flint-glass. Of the salts of lead of

much importance are lead acetate, or sugar

of lead, and lead carbonate, or white lead.

Thallium (atomic weight, 204; symbol,

Tl). A metal that was discovered by Mr.

William Crookes, of London, in 1861, by

means of the spectroscope. It occurs in iron

pyrites, where it seems to take the place of

arsenic. It resembles lead very much in

its physical properties. It has two oxides,

Tl./) and T1
2 3

.

Mercury (atomic weight, 200; symbol,

Hg). Mercury is one of the metals earliest

known to man. It derives its name from

the Greek, meaning liquid silver, for what

reason is obvious. It is the only metal

liquid at the ordinary temperature, solidify-

ing at 39° below zero, and boiling at 062°

above, although it slowly volatilizes at all

temperatures. It is not oxidized at ordin-

ary temperature, but at about 750° it rapidly

absorbs oxygen, forming the red oxide. It

is used to a great extent in metallurgy, for

the extraction of gold and silver from the

ores. Many of the amalgams are of great

use in the arts. Some of its salts are quite

valuable in a medical way, others for pig-

ments. Mercury forms two oxides, Hg
20,

HgO.
Suboxide, or black oxide of mercury, or

mercurous oxide, HgO, can easily be pre-

pared, but is very unstable, passing upon

the least provocation into the red oxide and

the metal. With acids it forms the mercu-

rous salts, of which mercurous chloride, or

calomel (HgCl), is quite important.

Red oxide of mercury, or mercuric oxide,

HgO. Much more stable than the preced-

ing, but not so much so that when heated to

redness it will not be changed to oxygen

and mercury, for which reason it is often

employed as an oxidizing agent. It forms

with acids the mercurous salts, of which

mercuric chloride, or corrosive sublimate,

HgCl
2 ,
may be mentioned.

Silter (atomic weight, 108 ; symbol,

Ag). This is another of the metals first

known to man. It occurs in nature, both

native and in ores from which it is quite

easily extracted. It is of a pure white color,

quite hard, quite malleable and ductile, and

is probably the best conductor of heat and

electricity known. Silver is not affected by

the air at any temperature. It stains glass

yellow to orange ; is but slightly attacked

by hydrochloric acid. Boiling sulphuric

acid changes it to sulphate, but nitric acid,

hot, cold, strong, or dilute, dissolves it quite

readily. It has also a great affinity for sul-

phur, forming with it the black sulphide.

This is the cause of the tarnishing of silver.

There are two principal oxides of silver,

Ag40, Ag2
0.

The suboxide, Ag
40, is a black powder,

very unstable. It forms with acids the

lower series of silver salts which are of so

little importance (and very, very unstable,

by the way), that they need hardly be

spoken of.
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Silver oxide, Ag
20, is of a brown color,

being decomposed into oxygen and silver at

a red heajt. It forms the well-known series

of silver salts of which silver nitrate is, per-

haps, of the most importance. Its proper-

ties are too well known to require descrip-

tion. The like may be said of the chloride,

iodide, and bromide.

Gold (atomic weight, 197: symbol, An).

The exceptions are so very, very rare, that

it may be said that gold always occurs in

nature in the metallic state, and with the

exception of iron as the most widely dis-

tributed metal known (that is, of the metals

that are made use of in the metallic state).

For example, there is enough of it in the

clay underlying the city of Philadelphia to

pay the national debt, in all probability

;

and when it is remembered that the stratum

underlying this auriferous clay is generally

richer in the metal than the clay is, it must

be acknowledged that Philadelphia, of all

places, is certainty " upon a hard-money

basis." This metal is quite soft, of a bright

yellow color, may be drawn into wire, and

is the most malleable of all metals. Selinic

acid is the onty simple acid that acts upon

it. Free chlorine and nitro-hydrochloric

acid succeed in dissolving it, however. It

has two oxides, the suboxide, Au
20, and the

oxide, AuO. The salts of gold are of but

little use, the chloride being, perhaps, the

only one that is utilized. The standard gold

of the country—that is, the metal used for

coin—is 900 fine ; that is, there are 900 parts

of gold to 100 of the alloy, silver. It might

have been well to have said, under silver,

that standard silver is 900 fine (the alloy

being copper). The United States uses the

decimal system of fineness, similar to France;

on the other hand, England uses the duo-

decimal ; her gold and silver having one-

twelfth of alloy.

Platinum (atomic weight, 197.4 ; sym-

bol, Pt). Platinum is quite rare, occurring

always in the metallic state. It is a white

metal, which will take a very high polish.

Not very hard, quite ductile and tenacious,

and very infusible. It is affected by acids

in exactly the same way as gold, except that

selenic will not affect it. Alkalies at a high

temperature attack it to an appreciable ex-

tent. Chlorine has no effect upon it. It has

two oxides, the protoxide, PtO, and the bin-

oxide, Pt0
2

. Its salts are of but little use
;

it, itself, is chiefly used for dishes and cru-

cibles, in chemical laboratories, for which

it is peculiarly fitted.

Palladium (atomic weight, 100.5; sym-

bol, Pd). A very rare metal, occurring in

the ores of platinum
; was discovered by

Wollaston in the year 1803.

Rhodium (atomic weight, 104.3 ; symbol,

Ro). Was also discovered by Wollaston in

1803. It usually forms about one-half of a

per cent, of the ores of platinum.

Ruthenium (atomic weight, 104.2 ; sym-

bol, Ru) is another metal which occurs in

very small quantities in the ores of platinum.

It was discovered by Clausen, in 1845.

Osmium (atomic weight, 199; symbol,

Os). Like the preceding three, it occurs in

platinum ores ; was discovered in 1803 by

Tennant.

Iridium (atomic weight, 197.1 ; symbol,

Ir). Occurs in the same way as osmium,

and was discovered by the same person at

the same time.

This, then, ends inorganic chemistry.

Organic Chemistry.

As the domains of organic chemistry are

almost boundless, as the entire subject is by

far the most complicated division of chem-

istry, and as to treat it with the same degree

of completeness or incompleteness as the in-

organic division requires far more space

than that required for inorganic chemistry,

no effort will be made here to speak in a

general way of organic chemistry, neither

will it be required. Of course the theoretical

part is based on the principles laid down at

the very beginning of this series of articles.

A few of the most important organic sub-

stances will be mentioned, almost at ran-

dom, and with that these articles will close.

Ethyl Alcohol, C
2
H

60, is produced in

the vinous fermentation of sugar. The so-

lution of sugar is fermented, and the alco-

hol separated by distilling, being repeatedly

distilled to separate from the water. It is a

colorless, volatile liquid, with a character-
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istic and pleasing odor and burning taste.

It is a solvent for very many substances.

Ether, C 4
H

lft
O, called often sulphuric

ether, although in chemistry sulphuric ether

is another substance than this, which is

there known as ethyl-ether. It is called

sulphuric ether, in common parlance, be-

cause it is made from alcohol by means of

sulphuric acid. When alcohol is added to

sulphuric acid, ether and water are given

off. It is a very valuable liquid, having a

characteristic smell ; its vapor is inflamma-

ble, and even explosive when mixed with air.

Acetic Acid, C
2
H

4 2 ,
may be prepared

by the direct oxidation of alcohol. "When

alcohol is changed to acetic acid, acetic fer-

mentation is said to have taken place/- This

acid is a colorless liquid, solidifying at a

temperature of 63°, from which it is called

"glacial." It has a peculiar smell, and

mixes with water- in all proportions. It

will not then solidify at the temperature

given above, and is no longer " glacial." It

forms with bases the series of salts known
as acetates.

Oxalic Acid, C
2
H

2 4 , occurs in crystals,

which are decomposed by heat into carbonic

acid, carbonic oxide, and formic acid. "With

bases it forms oxalates, which may be either

neutral or acid.

Tartaric Acid, C4H6 6 , occurs in many
plants and the juice of many fruits. It is

obtained in large crystals, easily soluble in

water. It forms tartrates with bases, which

may be either acid or neutral. The neutral

potassic tartrate is deposited during the fer-

mentation of wine, and is known as tartar.

The acid potassic tartrate is known as cream

of tartar, and the double tartrate of potas-

sium and antimony as tartar emetic.

Citric Acid, C6
H

8 7 , occurs in many
fruits, notably in the lemon. It is obtained

* As a homely illustration of alcoholic and

acetic fermentation, cider may be mentioned.

When first made, it contains quite an amount of

sugar, but fermentation takes place, alcohol is

produced, and we have "hard cider:" time goes

on, the alcoholic fermentation is completed, and

the acetic fermentation takes place, the alcohol

becomes acetic acid, and we have vinegar.

in large crystals, soluble in water. It forms

citrates, which may be acid, neutral, or

basic.

Glycerin, C
3
H

8 3 , occurs in most fats

and oils, united with a fatty acid. Thus in

stearine it is united with stearic acid, as

glycerin tristearate. In soap-making the

acid is united with an alkali to form an al-

kaline stearate (soap) and the glycerin is

liberated. It is a thick, syrupy liquid, color-

less, and heavier than water. It mixes

with alcohol and with water in all propor-

tions. If it be acted upon by strong nitric

acid, tri nitroglycerin is formed, the violent

explosive so useful in engineering opera-

tions.

Saccharine Bodies, of which it may be

mentioned that there are three classes: 1.

Sucroses, or sugars proper ; 2, glucoses, or

grape sugars ; and, 3, amyloses, or starch

and woody fibre. Of the sucroses, or sugar

proper (C 12
H

22
Ou ), sucrose, or cane sugar,

and lactose, or milk sugar, and of the glu-

coses, or grape sugars .(C
fi
H

12
O

fi ),
dextrose, or

grape sugar, and levalose, or fruit sugar, may
be mentioned, and of the amyloses, or starch

and woody fibre (C6
H

10
O-), starch, setrim,

gums, and cellulose may be instanced.

Starch occurs very widely in the vege-

table world. It is insoluble in cold water,

but becomes soluble in boiling. When
heated to 320°, it is converted into dextrin,

or British gum.

Cellulose, "the colorless material of the

woody fibre of young plants," may be seen

in a nearly pure state in cotton or linen

fibre. When acted upon by strong nitric

acid, it becomes very inflammable, even ex-

plosive, and also soluble in ether and alco-

hol. This is, of course, nitrocellulose (C
fi
H

8

(N0
2 ) 2 5 ),

gun-cotton, or soluble cotton.

And, with this, organic chemistiy is

ended, although, probably, many important

substances have been left unmentioned ; an

excusable omission, when it is remembered

that organic chemistry includes all of the

vegetable and animal kingdoms.

Here also ends the " Outlines of Chemis-

try."
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FIRST PREMIUM WILL BE
AWARDED.

I V C . D . IOSHBI!

FROM four to six hundred dollars a year

in gold to any photograph operator

that can produce negatives for his employer,

with that degree of perfection in the light

and shade, giving that fine texture and

definition in the photograph, the same as the

skin of the face has to the eye, showing in

the print the softness of the flesh and even

the single hairs, and the quality of the finest

fabric. Such negatives are in great demand
to-day, and they need no retouching (unless

in some very extreme cases, to obliterate

freckles). Photographs from them are perfect

in themselves, and truthful to nature with

all her loveliness and purity, without being

marbieized by the retoucher's pencil. They

save the expense to your employers of from

fifteen to twenty-five dollars per week for a

first-class retoucher. A large portion of this

amount should be added to your salary, and

such beautiful negatives should give an

increased demand for photographs, by an

appreciative public and lovers of art, as we
have not seen since the days of Berlin finish

or retouching came into practice ; for such

is ultimately to be the standard of excel-

lence in operating under the skylight, and the

sooner it comes the better it is for every one.

PARSONS' FUMING-BOX.

AS promised, I herewith send you some

rough drawings of my filming-box,

and a description of it, rougher than the

drawings ; but please smooth down all the

rough places, so that it will be presentable

to your readers, if you consider it worth the

trouble.

This apparatus is simply one box sliding

within another, the outer box containing a

chamber at the bottom and two sides, which

is rendered air-tight, or nearly so, by an

inner shell, or case, just large enough in

width to receive the inner box, but is two

inches longer, to admit of sliding the inner

box that distance. Both the inside box and

the case, or shell, that it slides in, are per-

forated, as you see by the drawing, Fig 1,

at two sides and bottom, The reason I

have made the holes larger at the top, and

smaller as they go towards the bottom, is to

better regulate the fumes, as the quantity

escaping through the large holes at the top

will equalize the nearness of the saucer to

the bottom of the sheet. Perhaps I can do

no better than to describe our method of

preparing the paper for this box. First, we
have made a dozen or more frames, 22 x 24

inches (notice that these frames are just the

size to slide perpendicularly into the inner

box), of half-inch pine. The inner part of

the frames is just large enough to catch a

whole sheet, which we attach with varnished

pins. On either side of the frame may be

attached one sheet of paper. As the frames

are filled they are put upon a rack in the

silvering-room to drj' spontaneously, or by

a gas-stove with a piece of soapstone on top,

to ditfuse heat. In this way the first paper is

ready for fuming before the batch is sil-

vered, and when large quantities are used,

it can be silvered and fumed right along

without any trouble, as it will be always

ready. By the use of these frames there is

no necessity to again handle the paper till

it is cut up for use ; besides, economy of

time is an advantage.

The construction of the box, I think, can
,

easily be seen from the accompanying dia-

grams. In Fig 1, I have purposely left the

front out of the box. AA BB are the grooves

that the frames slide into. It can be made

FIG, I.

to take any number of frames. Mine will

fume six sheets at a time, and is about all I

require at one fuming. We have never,
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since using this box, had one case of uneven

fuming, but the paper works splendidly at

all parts of the sheet. As soon as the paper

is ready, we take about one ounce of ammo-
nia (which will fume enough for all day and

more) in a saucer, and put in chamber, hav-

ing previously ascertained that the box was
' ; closed; 1

' put in frames with paper, shut

down top cover, one pull at the ring handles

shown in the front of the box, "and off she

goes." When fumed enough, push back

handles again, open cover, take out paper,

and as the paper goes out, so will the small

quantity of " exhausted " ammonia. In the

meantime, that in the chamber is gathering

fresh strength from the saucer, and is fully

charged for the next batch. In Figs. 2 and

8, 1 have shown the end and side sections. It

will be seen that the bottom, which the inside

FIG. 2. FIG. 3.

OUR PRINTING.

IT
was but a few years ago that printing

was considered to be the most mechanical

part of photographic work, and that any

boy was capable of doing it after a few

weeks' instructions ; but, to-day, what a dif-

ference ! It is thought now to be one of the

most difficult parts of photography. The

printer now studies the quality of the nega-

tive, he prepares his paper to correspond

with the varying conditions of the negative,

he masks one part of the background and

prints in deeper on another part, as may be

required to give the best effect, and in vari-

ous ways controls the work as it progresses,

so as to produce the best possible result.

Printing in this way is as much an art as

that of negative-making, and requires as

much study and skill to do justice to the

work.

What encouragement does the operator

have when he looks at some prints, from a

nice, brilliant negative, overtoned, with no

brilliancy to them, or some other careless-

ness on the part of the printer ? I do not

mean to say that it is the printer's fault that

the majority of photographers do not do bet-

ter work, for in most cases it is that man's

fault who makes the negative. He does

not study enough
;
he is getting behind the

times. Photography to-day is not what it

was long years ago. It needs as much study

and skill as it does to become a lawyer or a

doctor. C. J. H.

box slides upon, and also the sides, are carried

from front to back, and supported in this way.

The inside box is about two inches shorter,

which will be just enough to open or close

the holes when slid either way. It is best

not to have it any shorter than is absolutely

necessary, as then there will be no danger

of pushing it too far either way.

S. H. Parsons,
St. Johns, Newfoundland.

A FRAME FOR BACKGROUNDS.
BY II. S. SUTTER.

SEND you my design for a background-

holder. No. 1 is a front view, showing

the end from which the grounds are taken

and replaced whenever required. No. 2

shows the back and end, with the braces

which keep them in position. No. 8 is of the

standards which are used for all grounds.

I will give you a description of the one in

my use for the last year and a half. Inside

measure, two feet deep, eight feet high, and
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twelve feet wide. The lower portion on

platform, 12 x 2 feet square, supplied with

grooves to admit an easy movement of the

ground. Each groove has four small cast-

N"? 2.

ors, the same as those used for trunks, on'

which the grounds rest and move. The rest

of the holder is a skeleton framework, with

sufficient braces on the hack and side to keep

it solid. The top is provided with grooves

to correspond with the bottom, the whole

resting on four large castors (wheels about

four inches in diameter). Each back-

ground-frame is supplied with two bed-

hooks on each end, also a handle, to facilitate

the changing of scenes. Should a certain

ground be required, the open end of the

contrivance is swung out in the middle of

the room (the other swinging on a pivot)

;

then grasp the handle of the ground, draw

it out, and with the left hand take the stand-

ard and hitch it up the same as a bed. The

assistant at the other end following suit, the

holder and ground are moved back in posi-

tion ready for use. AH this is done in a

moment of time. The standards are very

substantially built, about four feet high,

using rather large castors.

Photographers' using a number of grounds

will find this very practicable.

ARE OUR PORTRAITS ARTISTIC ?

A Few Kemarks on the Lighting of

the Model, and the Exposing, De-

veloping, Fixing, and Retouching
of the Negative.

BY CHARLES W. HEARS.

DURING the last few months my atten-

tion has especially been drawn to the

photographic portrait heads that are of the

class which the majority of photographers

are making at the present time. We all

agree that the time for "black and white "

negatives has long since passed by, and that

now we strive to obtain detail in the shadows,

and have good high-lights and half-tones as

well. The extent to which this is carried

is what I would here speak of.

I am afraid that we (although I know of

a few exceptions, of whom I will speak fur-

ther on) are too prone to strive after a good

and strong negative, and not enough after

one that is thin, yet brilliant, and as full of

detail as a sound nut is full of meat. The

negatives they do obtain are those which

have exceedingly bright, clear, and white

high-lights, with rich, dark, and tolerably

clear shadows. This is, of course, a great

temptation for the photographer to avoid

obtaining, as such negatives, if not possessed

of too great contrasts, are indeed very beau-

tiful, yielding, with little trouble, rich and

lovely prints, but they are, nevertheless, not

really artistic.

As I understand art, it is in being true to

nature and natural things whenever we are

imitating them, and <HW results are artistic

46
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whenever we have succeeded in so doing.

The landscape painter- endeavors to imitate

nature, not only when he mixes his colors,

hut also when in applying the hrush he

strives faithfully to delineate on his canvas

the beauty or grandeur of the scenery before

him. If be succeeds, he is proportionately

praised and rewarded, for an artist he has

truly proved himself to be. This landscape

painting is judged as artistic simply by its

faithfulness to nature ; if it deviated one iota

from it in trueness, it would be a failure.

The portrait painter, as he endeavors to

portray the face of his model, can not

only adopt any style of lighting be may
wish, but he can also secure from a variety

of expressions that which is best suited to

the idea to be conveyed in the picture. If

it is to be one of a private person, and for

his or her family, then a pleasing expres-

sion, and one that is natural to the original

(for many unnaturally forced expressions

appear), is what the artist has got to catch,

while the various changes of expression are

rapidly shown him (as if in a panorama),

while the model is engaged with him in

conversation. If he succeeds, he is likewise

rewarded in some way or other. This pic-

ture is also judged by its trueness to the

original, which in this case is a human
person. If the model is to sit for a Ma-
donna, or for any delineation illustrative of

the artist's conception of some poetic theme,

there are many things which the critics must

take into consideration, such as, for instance,

the lighting he adopts, which is very power-

ful in portraying the passions of the human
heart as illustrated in the face ; a mild, soft

light for gentleness, and the strong effects

of light and shade when the fiercer passions

are supposed to be dominant, is of great

value to the true artist, Besides this light-

ing, there are many other things to be looked

into, a few of which are, the character of

the person as portrayed in the picture, and

as they understand it from their knowledge

of the poem, the age for which the piece

was supposed to have been written, etc,

The artist's success depends, not only upon

the true inside understanding of the poet's

dream, but also in faithfully painting the

same in his picture, so that in every sense

there will be, singly and collectively, an

harmonious blending of conception and

execution.

Now, while it is necessary, not only in

portrait, but in landscape painting as well,

to keep, in the main, true to the original,

and not deviate therefrom if it is to break

any of the well-known rules of art, it is also

just as necessary, in portraiture photo-

graphic, to keep true to nature as we see it,

and the deviation, if any, should only be

permitted when it has for its result the

beautifying of the human face, and which,

even if indulged in to a considerable extent,

need not be called so very wrong- or inar-

tistic, because there are often times when

every person appear to much better advan-

tage, and the complexion clearer, than when

about to sit for a photograph, and conse-

quently our improvement, by judicious re-

touching, is not so very far out of the way

when considered in this light.

Photography is not to be practiced in a

mechanical way, the same as any mechanic

works at his trade, but yet it is just this

wa}7 that many are working at it to-day,

without even the semblance of knowing

that they are doing so. It is by no means

sufficient to make a so-called good negative,

and then, because it is neither too strong

nor too weak, and tolerably good chemical

manipulation, to think that, as regards the

lighting, exposing, developing, and fixing

of the negative, that they have arrived at

the very acme of success. No, indeed ;
and,

to change slightly a favorite quotation, we

would say that " there are more things " in

these generally considered mechanical opera-

tions '-than what are dreamed of in our

philosophy."

Our subject comes into the skylight, and

the poser and operator proceeds to pose her,

arranges the draperies, accessories, back-

grounds, etc., as he may see fit, and then

lights the whole (with some little care, I

grant) as his taste dictates. The plate is

exposed, developed, fixed, and—"All right

;

send up the next sitter "—and then the same

thing over again. Is our highest aim

reached, when we have expended this much

care and study on our subject and chemicals?

Is this negative, thus three-quarters mechan-

ically and one-quarter artistically taken, all

that we should strive to obtain?
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It has been, for years, the cry through

our journals, "Study your subjects," and

with reverence I would say, may God bless

the cry, and send it, with its fullest mean-

ing, deep into the heart of every photogra-

pher in the land, and then shall we see pho-

tography take an immense stride onward

towards real artistic merit, which, to say

the most, it is far from having, as an aver-

age, at the present day. We want some

more like Kurtz, Eocher, and Kent, and

I do not cry these artists because it is said

to be the fashion to do so ; by no means, but

because we do need them, and sadly to. We
want our artists to strive to place real artistic

merits in their work, where it can be studied

and acknowledged as art, so that, whenever

a collection of photographs are seen at any

place of exhibit, it will become a source of

habit for the public at large to view them

with the same feeling and respect as they

would one of "Harry Brown's Marines,"
" Luigi Gregori Portraits," or any of the

works of Leslie or Maclise.

Photography has gained one advantage

towards being considered and ranked, as it

should be, among the works of art, for it is

now, I think, almost in variably classed under

that heading in catalogues, and side by side

with paintings and sculptures.

The inspirations that our literature and
" head-lights " have given us for years past

have done much towards elevating us and
our art, and from being classed as a low

trade, as it has been in times past, it has be-

come of such standing, by the unceasing

energies of "our lights," that we need by
no means be ashamed to confess that we are

photographers, but we glory in the fact, as

might " one to the manor born ;" our cheek

tingles, and our blood grows warm, when
discussing the heights of attainment to which

we are destined to reach in the near future.

As for myself, I love to think of the time

when we shall wake up to the privileges be-

fore us, and grasp, with a strong hand, the

discoveries that shall burst upon the ener-

getic and persevering seeker; when we shall

have a better understanding of the ehemistty

of our art, and master it so well, that we
shall not have our negatives yielded to us

as they are now, with no perfect understand-

ing, to the majority, how it is that we can-

not control the chemical action so that, if

we wish one negative to be like the preced-

ing one as regards this action, that it will

be so, and not different, as it must needs be,

with the somewhat imperfect understanding

we have of the exact conditions under which

the chemical action was consummated.

Lighting.

To the photographer, as well as the por-

trait painter, the lighting is of the utmost

importance. We know, in photography,

that it will never do to light as the portrait

artist would, as our results would be attended

with too strong contrasts. We have to keep

within bounds, both in posing and lighting,

to oblige, not only our lenses, but the chem-

icals also.

A large part of our sittings are what may
be called " plain portrait bust," and are not

intended to represent any decided character

of either the human face or figure, but are

simply sittings for photographs to give to

their friends. In this case it is not neces-

sary that any clever arrangement of light

and shade be adopted to carry out any hap-

pily hit idea, for all that is necessary is a

good plain lighting of the class known as

the "old-fashioned." If the face is of a

lady, representing sweetness of disposition

and temperament, let it be a soft, mellow

light, as delicate as it can be, and avoid all

strong shadows under the eyes, nose, and

chin, for they are not in the original, and

there is no reason why they should be in

the negative.

Let us look at this, subject, and study her

for awhile, independent of the best position

of her face, to photograph, which is gener-

ally about the only thing that is studied

when the model is being posed and lighted.

As before said, we should judge her to be

sweet in disposition, and her face to be one

that a life of ease and happiness has left its

comforting marks upon, in the total absence

of all lines of care and trouble which bat-

tling with the world is ever certain to give.

Her complexion is clear; not even dark,

haggard lines to be seen anywhere, and the

lines under the eyes are slight and not dis-

colored.

It is evident, then, that the lighting of

this young huty should be such as will not
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give harsh shadows, a top-light, especially

if distant, to he guarded against, as tending

to give shadows under eyebrows, eyes, nose,

and chin. A high-, side-, and top-light is

good, but in this case, and in many others,

a little lower still is perhaps better, pro-

viding roundness is obtained. So much for

lighting up, and taking care of the shadows,

to avoid giving the effects of care and trou-

ble by dark shadows caused by lighting ; but

now let us look to the lights of the face, and

this is what the writer would most especially

like to call the reader's attention to.

No human face is there that has not got

detail in every part of it, view it in what-

ever light we may. The color of the flesh

of a white person is very seldom a decided

white, but it is more of a faint pink, delicate

pink and white, decided pink and white,

rugged, florid, yellow, or brown, in a greater

or less degree, etc. With any or all of these

different classes of complexion, there are none

who have in life what we often find in pho-

tography, a flat, intense, white high-light

;

for there we have the flesh of the original,

which is in itself detail. It behooves us,

therefore, to have detail in every part of the

negative, high-lights and shadows, on the

forehead and cheeks, as well as under the eye-

brows, nose, or chin ; and to do this the

lighting has got to be exceedingly soft and

delicate, to have contrasts between lights

and shades, and to have roundness, together

with detail, everywhere.

Although it is necessary that there should

be detail in the negative, for a fair person

considerable care should be exercised in ex-

posing and future operations of the nega-

tive, to prevent it from becoming too gray

in the high-lights, as to cause not only flat-

ness, but also from making what may be

called a " smootched " negative. For print-

ing to obtain any strength at all, from a

negative that has received a general diffusion

of lighting, it will have to be printed a little

further than we would like, and therefore the

shade of the finished print will be consider-

ably darker than the complexion of the

sitter. If the subject, however, had been

one who had a rich, clear, and dark com-
plexion, then this style of negative, with the

least imaginable proper treatment by the

retoucher, would really be called artistic

;

but for a fairer person, the negative should

have this general diffusion of light, and not

so thin in printing qualities, as the negative

of a darker (although just as clear a com-

plexion) person should be.

Thus far we have cited two cases of per-

sons with clear complexions, one lighter

than the other, and with what is called the

plain lighting. There is nothing to prevent

the shadow effect from being used, however,

if it is the photographer's pleasure to do so,

but we might advise the use of a very deli-

cate shadow as being more in keeping with

the fairness of the person, if we desire to re-

produce on paper what is most natural in

life in the way of lighting ; but there is

nothing to prevent the artist in giving divers

effect of light and shade as peculiar effects

of lighting, providing it is artistically done,

and the shadows under the eyebrows, eyes,

etc., are not too dark.

To one accustomed to noticing the effect

of light and shade everywhere in life out-

side of the studio, it is really at times quite

astonishing to see what beautiful effects are

often caused by accidental lighting, and we
may meet and converse with a friend at

times when the chance lighting plays so beau-

tifully upon his or her face, as to cause the

thought, after breaking the moment's chat,

that we never saw that party's countenance

appear to better advantage than it did just

then ; and unless we accustom ourselves, as

mentioned above, to studying everywhere

the effects of light and shade, we would move

on entirely ignorant of what an important

part this lighting we had viewed our friend

in, may have played in softening the lines

and haggard looks, and rendering, in the

case of a lady, her eyes lustrously soft and

beautiful.

In the case of persons with deep sunken

ejTes and haggard faces, it is all the more

necessary that there should be no shadows

cast by high top-light, and it should be the

aim of both the poser and operator, to select

the proper collodion, and to properly light

up the shadows of the face, by turning it

towards the light, being careful in so doing

that the best view is taken, and that flatness

and " fishy eyes " do not ensue from the

lighting. With careful handling by the

observant artist, and proper time in ex-
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posing, the deep shadows and haggard looks

are so far obviated in the negative, that a

print therefrom will he as soft and lifelike,

as the face of the original itself when in its

most favorable aspect, whereas, by improper

treatment, many would have made a strong

black and white negative.

There are a great many other varieties of

faces, which the artist has got to pose and

light in divers ways to obtain the most

favorable impression, but which is done very

quickly and artistically by the experienced

photographer. Of course, at times there are

many things to prevent the artist from

always doing as he would like, but a deter-

mination to master the situation will do

wonders towards its accomplishment.

Exposing.

The most careful lighting is completely

spoiled, and the effect of the pose weakened,

if the exposure is so ill-timed as to produce

a totally different negative than was the

artist's intention to have, when the posing

and lighting were given. On this account,

so as to provide against mistakes, the artist

should at a glance, when the sitter comes

into the skylight, be able to tell what style

and class of negative would be best for the

party to have, and then at once pass word

to the operator to prepare a plate for a

blonde or brunette, shadow or plain light-

ing, whether very thin in printing qualities

or otherwise, and then the time of exposure

could be given by the dark-room man, as

he knows better than any of the others what

time is wanted to produce the desired nega-

tive with the collodion he used. In this

way it seems to the writer that the results

would be more likely to be correct,- than if

the dark-room man is left to himself to time,

for he may not expose to suit the poser, and

the poser may not expose to suit the opera-

tor's chemicals, and consequently it seems

necessary that the above or some other

equally good or better system be adopted,

to bring about an harmonious result in the

negative.

It is here in the exposure of the plate that

the whole results of the former, and future

preparation of the plate rests, for besides

assisting the skill of the poser, by properly

bringing out the carefully lighted shadows

and delicately toned lights of the face of the

model, we are also to look for other artistic

merits of the negative, expecting as well to

see it capable of producing prints with

abundance of detail, yet with contrasts

enough to prevent flatness. This can only

be done by giving plenty of time, with the

use of proper collodions.

Give all the time possible, without giving

too much. Strive to obtain a thin, weak
negative (but let it be fine, nevertheless, and

not a flat, insipid one), providing prints

from such would be natural, and look like

the original. In the case of very fair per-

sons, it may be necessary not to have it so

thin, but a trifle more intense, so that it null

print brighter, but the shadows under the eye-

brows, etc., should be just as. clear and soft,

and as distinctly seen, as in a softer negative.

We have been led to mention this word of

caution, although it may have been unnec-

essary, because we are all more or less liable

to make a negative with too much contrast,

if advised to make anything at all approach-

ing intensity.

(To be continued.)

SHALL WE SLEEP OR AWAKE?
WHILE spending a few weeks at the

Academy of Design, in Chicago, re-

cently, I was much gratified by the interest

there exhibited in reference to our photo-

graphic art, and a desire on their part to

connect a school of photography with the

branches already taught there.

It told me our art was making itself

known and felt by the public, and was being

recognized by portrait-painters as an aid

and a reliable assistant, even in that one old

and great art. No longer need we be

ashamed to be connected with photography.
'

' We have elevated art, and it has elevated

us." Let us keep on with the good work, and

unite and work together stronger than ever.

Shall we let outsiders step in and take

from us the honor of being first in the field

to establish a school of instruction in pho-

tography ? It is going to be done, and that

soon. Who shall be first to take it in hand

depends on whether we can revive the droop-

ing energies of the N. P. A., and have an

early meeting or not.
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I see no reason why a goodly number of

us cannot come together in Chicago the

third week of January next, and talk over

this matter, as well as many other things

pertaining to our affairs. True, we are

scattered, and our beloved President has

left us ; but is there not still more need of

our reorganizing, and awaking to the in-

terests of our art ?

Whoever has not interest enough to do

whatever he can for the advancement and

elevation of our art, has no right to get his

bread and butter through its revenue.

There is not a member of the N. P. A.,

nor even a photographer in the land, who
has not felt that the organization has done

him much good, benefiting him both finan-

cially and socially, beside the influence it

has had on the minds of the public. We
cannot afford to let it sink into oblivion.

In sustaining that, we help ourselves, and

make it easier to climb the hill of progress.

Let each one do what he can, and make
one more effort to place our art in the front

ranks with all portraiture, and establish an

outgrowth of our N. P. A. which shall re-

flect honor on its members, and in the years

to come every one who now interests him-

self will say with pride, " / was instru-

mental in starting that institution."

E. N". Lockwood.

glass. The prints are toned after being

washed in a fixing bath containing gold.

The Photographische Correspondenz gives

the formula for Hiirtwig's collodion, which

is rather popular in Germany. Prepare the

following solutions:

Nitrate of Silver, 8 grms. in 8 c.c. dist. water.

Chlor. of Calcium, 1 grm. in 20 " alcohol.

Citric Acid, . . 1 drm. in 20 " "

Then heat in a wash-bottle 180 c.c. alcohol,

and while continually shaking add the sil-

ver solution, and then eight grammes of

collodion cotton. The solution is best kept

warm in the sand-bath. 150 c.c. ether

should now be added, a little at a time, and

stopping to shake up; then, light being ex-

cluded, add the twenty c.c. of chloride of

calcium solution, and lastly, the twenty c.c.

of citric acid solution. The collodion, after

standing a few hours, is now ready for use

with gelatin, chalk-pa] >er, or direct upon

PLATT'S UNIVERSAL FILTER.

TAKE pleasure in sending you a cut of

mv Universal Filter. I use it as follows :

For varnish or albumen I use an ordinary

tin funnel ; I first solder a tin band one inch

wide on the top, then make the adjustable

top of tin to fit in loosely
; this consists of an-

other band two inches deep. Spread a piece

of cotton flannel over the narrow band on

the top of the funnel, with nap side up, then

crowd in the wide band, which will draw
the flannel snug. The filter is then ready.

For varnish, wet the flannel with alcohol

;

for albumen, use a piece of muslin if the

flannel does not filter fast enough.

You will at once see it will do all kinds

of straining or filtering, as anything, from

the coarsest of wire sieving to the finest mus-

lin, can be used.

I have used it for collodion, varnish,

cream, milk, fat, paint, albumen, honej-,

and a host of other things I will not men-

tion.

S. ' L. Platt.
Marengo, III.

Mosaics for 1879, Practical Printer, and

Colorists' Guide, to one address for $3.00.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC NEWS.
rpHE manufacture of straw paper has been

1 recently improved on. The straw is

first heated, as is known, with caustic soda,

under a pressure of four atmospheres, so as

to dissolve the silica which it contains, and

a certain quantity of coloring matter. After

being thus treated, there still remains in the

straw a considerable quantity of coloring

matter that a number of manufacturers have

been accustomed to destroy by means of

chloride of lime. There is, however, a great

advantage in first treating the straw with

soap, that is to say, to boil it with a solution

of soap, as in this case much less chloride is

required for the bleaching. Quite recently

Mr. Dieterich has stated that ammonia in-

creases the dissolving action of the soda.

He has invented a rapid process to obtain

the straw pulp : a bath is prepared with 75

kilos (165 pounds) of caustic soda, 7^ kilos

(16i pounds) of black soap, 15 kilos (33

pounds) liquid ammonia, weighing 0.97 (spe-

cific weight), and 1000 to 1500 litres (264

gallons to 396 gallons) of water, for 500

kilos (1102 pounds) of straw. After four

hours of boiling the mass is removed and

bleached with from 50 to 60 kilos (132

pounds) of chloride of lime, with which h
is allowed to remain in contact for three

hours, 10 kilos (22 pounds) of sulphuric acid

being added towards the end. The result is

very good ; the straw is white and brilliant.

It is partially dried in the filtering pumps,

and is then pressed into cakes. The best

results are obtained from rye straw. If ebul-

lition is continued too long, the straw be-

comes hard and dark colored, and unfit for

the ulterior treatment.—Dr. Phipson, in

Paris Mohiteur.

The Virginia Chronicle tells of a green-

looking couple who called at a photograph

gallery to have their pictures taken. The
bridegroom took the photographer aside and

said :
" Sal and I got hitched down at Car-

son last Monday. Now her folks go a good

deal on style, and they live in the States.

They never saw me, and if I send my mug
back East they'll be dead agin me sure. I'm

a dar'n sight better than I look, and when
people come to know me they vote me a

brick. Now what T want is to get some

good-lookin' man to sit with Sal for a picture.

Will you stand in? She's willin'. Them
big side-whiskers of yours '11 catch 'em sure,

and create harmony. You look like a solid

eapatilist, and they'd take me for a petty-

larceny thief." The photographer "stood

in."

I am about to offer to photographers a

bit of good, practical, common-sense advice,

based upon a bit of recent experience. The

subject of my photographic effort on that

occasion belonged to that useful quadrupedal

family, one of whose members has long been

celebrated in runes, if not in rhymes, as

having, by the application of its horn, "dis-

tort to realms ethereal," borne the braggart

hound that worried, etc. In short, my sub-

ject was a cow with a crumpled horn. The

animal herself, including the head and the

crumpled horn, I managed to portray with

the greatest ease ; but not so the tail of the

patient bovine

—

it persisted in indulging in

pendulum-like efforts to wage ineffectual

war'upon sundry flies. I gave it up as a

bad job, and left the field with four nega-

tives of "crummie" minus the tail. A
thought occurred to me—the caudal ap-

pendage of one cow bears a marked resem-

blance to that of any other animal of the

same family. The result of a friendly in-

terview with a butcher, was my eventually

obtaining several negatives, of various di-

mensions, of bovine tails, which, like the

cloud negatives of a landscape photogra-

pher, could be pressed into service when

the original tail had been indulging in

oscillatory movements during exposure.

The idea is applicable to horses and other

animals as well as to cows. The offending

member in the original negative may either

be "stopped out," and the other printed in

by a subsequent operation ;
or, better still,

it may be removed entirely by means of a

strong solution of iodine in cyanide of po-

tassium, and the film containing the supple-

mental tail attached, by transparent cement,

to the negative. It requires care, but it

can be done, and that, too, most effectively.

—British Journal.

The Wochenblatt gives the following

method, by Herr Pellett, of producing

drawings upon a white ground intended t<>
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be either strengthened or colored by hand.

The process is based upon the reduction by

light of ferric chloride to ferrous chloride.

The latter salt is not affected by a solution

of ferrocyanide of potassium, while the for-

mer is immediately turned blue.

The paper upon which the print is to be

made is sensitized by being dipped into a

solution of

Water, . . 30 grammes

Ferric Chloride, . 3 "

Oxalic Acid, . 1.5 gramme.

The oxalic acid may be replaced by an

equivalent quantity of any other organic

(especially vegetable) acid. If the paper

do not contain sufficient size, a little dex-

trin, isinglass, or some similar material may
be added to the bath. The paper is then

dried in the dark, and may be kept without

losing its sensitiveness, for an indefinite

period.

In order to reproduce a drawing, place it

upon a piece of dry sensitized paper, and

place a sheet of glass above that again." In

summer an exposure of about thirty, and in

winter of from forty to seventy, seconds in

the sun will be sufficient. In the shade,

from four to six minutes, and, when the sky

is dark and overcast, from a quarter of an

hour to forty minutes, will be required.

Electric light acts very powerfully, the ex-

posure varying according to distance and

the density.

After the exposure3, dip the paper into a

solution of eighty grammes of ferrocyanide

of potassium in five hundred grammes of

water, which immediately turns all the un-

reduced parts of the ferric chloride blue.

The picture should then be well washed and

fixed in the following solution:

Water, .... 500 grammes.

Pure Muriatic Acid, . 50 "

Then well wash and dry.

Celloidin in place of Collodion
Cotton.—Ever since the law against the

transportation of collodion cotton in Ger-

many, the manufacturing chemist, E. Scher-

ing (Stockholders' Company), of Berlin, has

endeavored to manufacture a product for

the making of collodion, and to the trans-

portation of which no objection can be made.

He succeeded finally by putting a product

in the market, the so-called "celloidin,"

which is free from all organic substances,

and apt to form compositions with nitric

acid—dextrin, xyloidin, nitromannite, etc.,

for instance—and act injurious on the silver

bath. The celloidin is sold.in nearly trans-

parent plates, like gelatin ; it is not com-

bustible, burns like paper, and is converted

into coal if heated in a test-tube. Its special-

ties allow it to be transported by mail, rail-

road, and ship. Its principal advantage

over collodion cotton is, however, that it

produces at once a very clear collodion for

immediate use, free from any precipitate or

other impurities. Each plate weighs about

200 grammes, and contains about 40 gram-

mes of celloidin. One plate mixed with a

mixture (at one's option) of alcohol and

ether, so that the whole weighs 2000 gram-

mes, is a two per cent, collodion ; 1338

grammes a three per cent., and 1000 gram-

mes a four per cent, collodion. If the

brutto weight of one plate is less than 200

grammes while dried, the capacity will any-

how be the same, as it always contains 40

grains of celloidin.

—

Notizen.

The Amateur Society of Liverpool had

fixed upon the 25th of July for its country

excursion. Thunder-storms have been quite

frequent in England, and although acci-

dents occasioned by lightning have not been

very numerous, the storms have exceeded

threefold the average number. The ama-

teurs started in a handsome wagonette,

drawn by four fine horses. Towards half-

past one the rain, which had threatened all

the morning, commenced to fall in torrents.

Several of the members abandoned the wag-

onette, and returned to their homes ; the

others, more courageous, continued their

journey. Some time afterwards the rain

fell with such violence that several others

decided to seek shelter, and but a very small

number remained, and these did not seem

disposed to stay much longer. At this criti-

cal moment, the Secretary of the Society,

Mr. Forrest, offered a prize, to be given to

the one who, on that day and under these

trying conditions, would obtain the best

negative on a dry plate. Mr. Forrest doubt-

less supposed that his prize would not be

adjudged, but a few leagues further on the

weather changed, the sun appeared, some
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negatives were at once obtained on plates

that were really dry, the rain having en-

tirely ceased, and the Secretary will proba-

bly be obliged to divide his prize among
several competitors equally excellent.

—

Dr.

Phipson.

OUR GOLD MEDAL PRIZE OFFER.

SOME of our foreign subscribers think it

"perfectly absurd" and "unfair" to

expect any of them "to compete for a

medal offered in September, and the com-

petition to close in only ten weeks there-

after."

Says one, " I would not, for one, under-

take to get up anything in so short a time.

If I try, it will be with the sincere hope of

winning the prize, and I don't want to send

you anything that / think won't bring me
back the medal." This is plucky, to say the

least, and the judges advise, and most of those

who have already sent in their negatives

agree, that the time be extended until March
15th, 1879. We therefore repeat the offer

made in our September issue, page 284, and

call upon all, at home and abroad, to com-

pete for this medal. When making the first

ofier, we did not think that it would give

some of our friends abroad only two or three

weeks to prepare. We are glad to see the

earnestness evinced by their complaints, and

now we shall see if any of the complaining

ones are successful or not. We look for

some fine things.

HEARN'S PRACTICAL PRINTER.

Second Edition.

AFTER a number of delays, necessary to

make the work more perfect, and for

many reasons unavoidable, the publisher

has pleasure in announcing that the Second

Edition of Seam's Practical Printer is

ready, and nearly one-half the edition is

now gone.

It will not be forgotten that this is the

only work ever published devoted exclu-

sively to photographic printing. The author,

himself a printer, earning his daily bread

by that branch of our profession, feeling

that not enough consideration and care

were given by employers and employees

as well, to the production of photographic

prints, first mastered the art himself, and

then, hoping to elevate it, placed his expe-

rience on record for the good of his crafts-

men, accompanying it by an example of his

own work—a good photographic print. Suc-

cess attended his first edition, 1500 copies

going off in all directions and to all coun-

tries quickly, when a second edition was de-

manded. And as new ideas and the results

of new practice are always expected in a

new edition of a work, its issue in this case

had to be delayed until after more experi-

ence and experiment could be had.

These finished, we have a handsomer and

better book, full of new and useful hints.

The print this time is of the " Panel " style,

from negatives by Mr. G. M. Elton, Pal-

myra, N. Y., and very handsome.

The paper and binding are as fine as can

be, and the old matter has been mainly re-

written, and several new chapters added,

giving all the latest wrinkles and dodges in

plain and fancy printing—things which

every progressive printer should know. We
have already, in our September number,

given the new chapter on Fancy Printing,

which is a fair example of the character of

the whole work.

The time has now been reached when our

patrons will no longer accept poor prints.

Not only must they be proofs from the

negatives, ever so good, but they must be

artistically and tastefully printed. The

way to secure such results is to follow Mi\

Hearn's "practical" directions. The last

chapter, on " Glace Printing," is alone

worth the price of the book, $2.50.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1879.

WE come to you as usual with our little

annual, which is now all ready, and

which is even fuller than ever of gems

of photographic thought and instruction.

We do not believe it ever had its equal.

Its contributors seem to have exceeded

themselves. As a whole their articles give

evidence of more real thought and feel-

ing for our art than we have heretofore

known. We all realize that " there is some-

thing the matter with business," and the

47
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parties alluded to discuss it freely, and strive

to give hints which tend towards the way
out. In addition to several such articles,

we have many more that are fresh and new,

of a most practical nature. We shall show

no partiality by mentioning them. In our ad-

vertisement a full list of the subjects is to be

found, and to this we refer you. Lightning

and lightning processes are plenty. Emul-

sion is not forgotten. The articles as you

see must necessarily be short, or we could

not put so many into one hundred and forty-

four pages, and that there are so many is a

proof of the wonderful cheapness of the book,

and this cheapness carries it all over the

world. We do most earnestly commend
Mosaics, 1879, to our readers, not because

of our pecuniary interest in its sale—for after

all that is small—but for the real good it will

do them.

Our crowded space prevents our giving

many extracts from its pages this month ; and

ere our next doubtless you will all have it.

Since, however, our old friend, Charles

Waldack, Esq., our old teacher as author of

the, well-known "Waldack's Treatise," has

taken up the pen again for Mosaics, we ex-

tract from his article his formula for quick-

acting collodion, referring our readers for

further details and his excellent remarks to

page 121 of Mosaics for 1879.

Plain Collodion.

Alcohol, . J litre (250c.c.) ( 10 ounces.)

Pyroxylin,*. 10 grammes (300 grains.)

Shake and add

Ether,. . J litre (500 c.c.) ( 20 ounces.)

Shake until complete dissolution, and let

settle.

Iodizing Solution.

Alcohol, . i litre (250 c.c.) ( 10 ozs.)

Iodide of Ammonium, 10 grms. (300 grs.)

Bromide of Ammonium, 4 " (120 "
)

Filter. To three parts in volume of the

plain collodion, add one part of the iodizing

solution the day before using. In hot weather

do not prepare more than you want to use in

the next two days. The ripening process, if

pushed too far, is detrimental to sensitive-

ness.

* The cotton I used was Poulence & Witt-

mann's. That of Anthony's and Hance's or Peter

Parys', are fully up to the mark.

Silver Solution.

Fused or Recrystallized

Nitrate of Silver, . 90 grms. ( 3 ozs.)

Distilled Water, . . 1 litre (36 " )

Use as good water as you can get; distilled,

or water from clean and pure ice.

Eilter. Keep one-fourth of the solution

apart, and to the rest add a couple of crystals

of iodide of potassium dissolved in water.

Shake and filter again in the light. If any

organic matter should be present it will com-

bine with the precipitated iodide. Throw
in your filter about one gramme (30 grains)

of nitrate of baryta. After filtration of the

iodized part, add the one-fourth which has

not been iodized, and acidify with one drop

of C. P. nitric acid.

The nitrate of baryta is added for the pur-

pose of preventing pinholes. How it acts I

cannot explain
;

certain it is that it does

have that effect.

OBITUARY.

SO soon again are we called upon to notice

the death of another bright light in our

art. Our readers have already seen the

tribute paid to his memory on our first

page, by one of his intimate friends. What
more can we say? There are given tin-

details of the shocking death of the beloved

President of the National Photographic

Association, William H. Rulofson, as

sudden as it is horrible to contemplate.

Words can but inadequately express the

sadness and sorrow which this announce-

ment caused, when telegraphed all over the

country, oil the morning of November 3d,

for Mr. Rulofson was personally known by

at least two thousand of our fraternity, who

were privileged to meet him at our National

Conventions held in Chicago and in Phila-

delphia.

At Chicago, amid the enthusiasm of the

assembled thousand, he was elected presi-

dent, and at once gave evidence of his

earnestness in behalf of the Association, by

taking up the burden of debt which was

crushing it, and by his earnest effort and

personal donations it was absolutely re-

moved. We all remember the magnetic

influence he had when speaking, and how

ready he always was to suit the action to
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the word. A gifted speaker, an active

worker, a genial companion, an agreeable

business compeer, his place cannot soon be

supplied, and our loss is great. We mourn

his death, not only as a blow to our art, but

as a close personal bereavement.

At Philadelphia he endeared himself still

more closely to us all, by his oneness of de-

meanor to all, and his ready espousal of all

which concerned our mutual welfare. He
was an exceptional man, and we cannot

hope to express our feelings over his death.

We put it upon record, assure his family

of our warm sympathy, and rest upon time

to assuage our mutual grief. Let us hope

that this dark stroke may result in good for

the reuniting of our now depressed National

Photographic Association.

We append the following action of the

San Francisco Photographic Art Society on

the death of W. H. Eulofson.

"A meeting of the Photographic Art So-

ciety of the Pacific was held this forenoon,

in Bradley & Eulofson's gallery, to take

action in regard to Mr. Eulofson's death.

Robert A. Marden, President, occupied the

chair, and the attendance included nearly

all the leading photographers of the city.

In stating the object of the meeting, Mr.

Marden said that the deceased had done

more than any other gentleman in the busi-

ness to elevate the photographic art on the

Pacihc coast. It was, therefore, fitting that

the Society should take some action in the

matter, as Mr. Eulofson was one of its most

active and distinguished members.

" Resolutions Adopted.

"On motion, it was resolved that Jacob

Shew, G. D. Morse, and H. W. Vaughan
be appointed a committee to draft appro-

priate resolutions, and after an absence of

a few minutes they reported the following,

which were unanimously adopted :

" Whereas, William H. Rulofson, whose tal-

ent, perseverance, and industry guve him great

prominence in the ranks of the photographers

of the Pacific coast, lost his life on the 2d in-

stant, by falling from the roof of his gallery,

and thereby deprived the fraternity of one of

its most useful and earnest members ; and
" Whereas, The melancholy event, apart from

its direct bearing on the profession, strongly

appeals to the affectionate sympathy of all who
knew him as a business man and in his private

relations ;

" Resolved, That this Society deeply feels the

loss of its departed member, and desires to ex-

press, in the most emphatic terms, its sense of

his great worth, as a member of this Society, as

a friend, and as a citizen:

" Resolved, That it is largely owing to the talent

and energy displayed by the deceased, that pho-

tography on the Pacific coast has attained the

commanding position it now occupies, and that

it will be long before the important place held

by the deceased will be again worthily filled

;

"Resolved, That the deceased member, by his

generous impulses, manly qualities, business in-

tegrity, and warm friendship, endeared himself,

not only to the members of this Society, but to all

who were brought directly in contact with him :

" Resolved, That the members of this Society,

out of respect to the memory of the deceased,

close their several places of business on the day

of the funeral, and attend it in a body, and all

persons engaged in the business be requested to

join on that occasion
;

" Resolved, That the Society expresses its sin-

cere condolence to Mrs. Rulofson and members

of the family of the deceased in their sad be-

reavement, and that a copy of these resolutions

be forwarded to them, and another be furnished

to the National Photographic Association, of

which he was the President.

"On motion of Mr. Vaughan, it was re-

solved that copies of the resolutions be

furnished to the daily city newspapers for

publication.

"The Funeral.

" The Chairman said that the funeral

would take place from the Odd Fellows'

Hall, at two o'clock to-morrow afternoon,

and, on motion of Mr. Eieman, it was re-

solved that the meeting adjourn to meet at

half-past one o'clock in the parlors of the

Cosmopolitan Hotel, to attend the funeral.

" In answer to a question, Mr. Eulofson,

Jr., said that the Odd Fellows' Society had

made all arrangements for the funeral, but

the meeting appointed Messrs. Morse and

Vaughan as its pall-bearers.

" The meeting then adjourned."

Photographic Mosaics, 1879, is ready.

Fifty cents.
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VOICES FROM THE CRAFT.

The Secret of It.

I

WILL give you a profound secret.

When you want to evoke lightning of

the photographic persuasion, simply put

your ordinary chemicals in clean working

order, and strengthen your developer as

much as the condition of your chemicals will

bear, and you have it in a very small nut-

shell. S. V. Allen.

A Wonder To Me.

It seems strange to me that so many pho-

tographers of merit will give their influence

to process peddlers, to enable them to swin-

dle other photographers out of their hard-

earned dollars. You have proved yourself

a true friend to the photographers, and I

hope it will bring you lots of new sub-

scribers for 1879. E. D. Ormsby.

Blisters.

I have so often been benefited by the

"little dodges " published in your almost

invaluable journal, and I think, too, every

photographer, who can by any means add

to the general .knowledge, should do so

;

but, at the same time, he should endeavor

to be sure of what he states. I have what

has with me (I will say has), proved an in-

fallible prevention of blisters, and adds very

much to the richness and depth of tone.

I will state briefly my'manner of working:

I use the extra brilliant paper all the time.

Some eight or ten hours before sensitizing

I hang my paper in my fuming-box, setting

a pan of warm water (nearly boiling) under

it ; shut it up, taking it out only as I sensi-

tize. I use my bath sixty grains strong,

well saturated with chloride of silver,

slightly alkaline
;

float two minutes, more

or less. I usually sensitize in the evening,

dry some of my paper, and fume a part of

it all night, and it does not turn yellow,

but prints a deep, rich, gray tone ; turns red

quickly in acid water. I tone with the old

acetate bath ; nothing the' least new or novel

in it, but you cannot blister paper, so far as

my experience goes, that has been steamed

ina close box for hours, till it is very limpid
;

it takes very kindly to the silver solution.

I would say to all, try this, no matter

whether you are troubled with blisters or

not. Note the effect ; it is no trouble
;

in

fact, saves trouble. Should be happy to

have an expression as to benefit or other-

wise from this little dodge.

P. S.—I inclose one print for you to sic.

J. S. Young, •

Rome, Ga.

Mr. Gihon.

I inclose you $1.50 for Gihon' s Colorists'

Guide. I regretted very much to learn of

the death of Mr. Gihon, although I did not

know him personally. I miss him from

among the best of contributors to your ex-

cellent magazine, as all his articles were

written for all to understand. I extend my
sympathies to his family, and regret that I

cannot do so in a more substantial manner.

George M. Bretz.

A few more copies of Mr. Gihon's book

are left.—Ed. P. P.

An Evil to be Feared.

With a full knowledge beforehand of

what will be said of this communication, by

those who may find it distasteful, I yet beg-

to raise nay voice against the indecencies

found here and there in the profession.

There is now being sold, in large quanti-

ties, in various places, a certain copy di-

verted from its original intention, of which

it is enough to say that the initiated are

having it multiplied and privately exhib-

ited as oue of the best things in obscenity

ever published. With no disposition to

turn preacher, this writer must yet be al-

lowed to say that the distribution of such

prints among young men is a direct promo-

tion of vice, and whoever aids such publi-

tion is an abettor of infamy.

Every worthy man will say of a publica-

tion having the present intention of this

one, which, if it had its full swing, it would

drag our profession into the dirt : "Ashamed
be he who thinks not evil of it." T.

The picture alluded to by our corre-

spondent was produced by an accidental

pose at the studio of one of our best city

photographers, who has personally assured

us of his regret that such a picture should

leave his place of business. But, although

large orders had reached him from home
and abroad, the negative was promptly sup-
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pressed, though not soon enough to prevent

the caterers to obscene taste from copying

the few prints sold. We believe we can

say, truthfully, that not a single reputable

American photographer knowingly allows

obscene pictures to be produced at his es-

tablishment.—Ed. P. P.

My Compass.

Please to send me the book, Studies in

Artistic Printing, by C. W. Hearn. Find

inclosed $6.00, $3.50 for the book and $2.50

for the Philadelphia Photographer, for my
subscription ; as I could not be without

the Philadelphia Photographer. It is like

a compass to me, and keeps me always on

the right course. I should get lost and get

in the dark, if I would not get the Phila-

delphia Photographer. It is the star of

photography, and all photographers should

read the Philadelphia Photographer , if they

do not want to be shipwrecked.

M. F. Frey.

CORRECTION.

IN Mr. Black's "Homespun Lightning

Process," given in our last issue, there

was an error or two, which occurred from

our not receiving back the proof from him
before we had to go to press.

The formula should read, corrected, as

follows :

Nitrate Bath.

First put the amount of silver to be used

into an evaporating-dish, and allow it to

melt. Then (while it is in a molten state)

add to each ounce of silver about three

grains of the following salts :

'

' Promo-iodide. '

'

Iodide of Lithium, . . 10 grains.

Iodide of Ammonium, . 30 "

Iodide of Cadmium, . . 2 "

Bromide of Ammonium, . 20 "

Bromide of Cadmium, . 10 "

Bromide of Potassium, . 10 "

Put the above into distilled water, in a

clean evaporating-dish, and evaporate to

dryness
;
then let cool. Dissolve the silver

in distilled water, forty grains to the ounce,

and sun well. To a bath of one gallon, add

half a drop of C. P. nitric acid.

Collodion.

The. amount of bromo-iodide mentioned

is sufficient for twelve ounces of collodion.

Dissolve in alcohol and ether, equal parts in

winter, but in summer there should be a

little more of ether used. Cotton to suit

your taste, say five grains to the ounce.

Developer.

Dissolve in 60 ounces of water 4 ounces

of protosulphate of iron. When all is dis-

solved, filter clear into a clean bottle. To

use, pour out 16 ounces; add 1{ ounces of

acetic acid and \ ounce of alcohol. Any
one trying the above formula?, if they are

at all careful, will find it will give good re-

sults. Should negatives hick intensity they

can be strengthened after fixing, and trash-

ing well with the following: Pyrogallic

acid, 1J grains ; citric acid, 1 grain
; water,

1 ounce. The collodion should be filtered

after adding the bromo-iodide through fil-

ter-paper, and also after adding the cotton.

Use a collodion filter.

1. What is the cause of tintypes having

a glistening, metallic look upon varnishing

them ?

2. What is the cause of negative varnish

destroying the film, leaving it in fine paral-

lel lines, which are eaten clear away. I

added water until the varnish was spoiled,

and still it was not cured. C. A. K.

To Several Inquirers.—Boric and boracic

acid are the same thing, and retail in this

city at ten cents per ounce, or seventy-five

cents per pound.

To Zenos.—An excellent "quick " process

was given by Mr. E. P. Libby in Mosaics,

1875, pages 39 and 40. Had it come with

a Lambertine "furore," some one might

have tried it and found it good.

—

Simiynx.
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SOCIETY GOSSIP.

PHOTOGRAPHIC Society of Phila-

delphia.—The stated meeting of this

Society was held on Thursday evening, Oc-

tober 3d, 1878, Mr. John C. Browne in the

chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were

read and approved.

Mr. McOollin, Secretary of the excursion

party, reported that he had received the

following communication

:

Friday Morning, June 21st, 1878.

Mr. Thomas H. McCollin,
.Secretary and Chairman of Medal Committee.

Dear Sir: I decline to receive the award

of excursionists of the Philadelphia Photo-

graphic Society, to which, under the selec-

tion of the committee, last evening, I would

be entitled. The preparation of the nega-

tive not being entirety my own, I feel that

I should not be entitled to it, and would

thank you to allow of no further action by

the committee.

Yours truly,

William Hacker.

The following was then adopted :

Whereas, The award of the committee

of judges has been declined by Mr. Hacker,

Resolved, That no new award be made,

and that further action in the matter be in-

definitely postponed.

The following gentlemen were nomi-

nated for the annual election in Novem-
ber: President, Mr. Ellerslie Wallace, Jr.

;

Vice-Presidents, Messrs. Joseph W. Bates

and John Oarbutt : Treasurer, Mr. S. Fisher

Corlies ; Recording Secretary, D. Anson
Partridge ; Corresponding Secretary, Dr.

Seiler.

Mr. Sartain recommended tracing-linen,

stained with a non-actinic varnish, as a

substitute for orange glass for dark-room

use.

Dr. Seiler remarked that oiled silk was

employed for this purpose in Germany.

Mr. Browne said that he had used heat

in the development of washed emulsion

plates with marked advantage. A plate

which was so badly underexposed, as to

give no image with the ordinary develop-

ment, was, by careful heating over the

naked flame of a candle, developed into an

excellent negative.

What was most remarkable in this case

was, that while the plate with the developer

on it was exposed for some time to actinic

light, no trace of fog was to be found on

the negative.

The meeting was shortly after adjourned.

D. Anson Partridge,
Recording Secretary.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
The Great Paris Exhibition.

I

SPOKE to you in my last correspondence

about the Paris Exhibition, and gener-

ally about the French department. The

French Photographic Society exhibits a

series of pictures representing les deeouverts

successive.? de la photographie en France. It

is surprising to see among them two pictures

of the moon, which are not of French origin

,

but which were made by your friend and

fellow-countryman, Rutherfurd.

If France does not furnish the best moon
pictures, it certainly furnishes the best pic-

tures of the sun. The latest ones were made
by Janssen. They were made instanta-

neously, by sixteen times enlarging, by a

telescope, so that they show the finest gran-

ulations. Besides this, Janssen enlarged the

original plate sixteen times, which gives a

view of the sun without equal. However
flattering it may be for Rutherfurd to see

his pictures paraded in the tableau of the

French Society, I think it had been better

to take Janssen's pictures in, which I ad-

mire all the more, as Janssen's studio, in

Meudon, near Paris, is of a very primitive

nature.

While mentioning the progress of photog-

raphy, I must not forget to consider also the

helio-chromos produced with negatives from

nature, which are neither sensitive for red

nor green nor violet. These pictures are

exhibited by Ducos du Hauron and Cross.

In consideration of the fact that these in-

vestigators commenced their experiments

much sooner than Albert and Obernetter, of

Munich, their pictures are very poor in com-

parison with those of Albert and Obernetter.

The French products do not make any better

effects than inferior chronios. Ducos du
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Hauron has published his method in a little

pamphlet. He uses a collodion dyed with

eosin, and commits the error of using it for

the manufacture of all three negatives. This

is an error, because the dyeing of the collo-

dion is only justified when it is to be made
sensitive for rays which are absorbed by the

dye. Eosin only absorbs green rays ; there-

fore it can only produce a collodion sensitive

for green ray^. This certainly accounts for

the inferiority of the work, which cannot at

all give the lie to the theory. Though it is

a fact that red, blue, and yellow, properly

mixed, can produce all colors, the results are

never too nice, which is amply proven by

chromo-lithography. If it were so easy to

make a good chromo with only three plates,

one certainly would not use more. But

practice has proven that this is not sufficient

for a good work
;
good enough for Jahr-

mark's work. In order to prevent this, in-

stead of using only three stones, one takes

sometimes thirty, and gives with every one

only a slight amount of color, somewhat
like the proceedings of water-color paint-

ing. In order to make a sky in a water-

color painting rich and transparent, it can-

not be made with one coat of blue, for

instance. First a very thin coat is given
;

after drying, a second one, and so forth,

seven or eight times, until the necessary in-

tensity is reached. Enough now of a method

-which is still in such a state of infancy that

it is difficult to assert whether it will have

any future or not.

More interesting to everybody will be a

process which menaces opposition to the sil-

ver process. This is the carbon process.

The Exhibition is undoubtedly a witness of

i ts progress. That America ha.-- not exhib-

ited anything in this line, is maybe due to

the disagreeableness to pay a high license

before using it, and also to the disadvanta-

geous effect the summer months of that

country have on the process.

In Philadelphia, only Germany and Aus-

tria had exhibited carbon prints. Now they

are quite common in the French department.

Liebert uses the same exclusively for por-

trait work. I spoke already of Braun, of

Dornach, and have to add still Frank,

Rousseau, Petit, and Reutlinger, who ex-

hibit silver piptures alongside of pigment

prints. England is represented by only four

exhibitors of carbon prints, whilst the Bel-

gian exhibits are composed nearly exclu-

sively of the same. Switzerland exhibits

carbon and silver prints in equal propor-

tion, and Portugal is represented by an ama-

teur, Carlos Relvas, who not only distin-

guishes himself by his excellent work in

carbon printing, but also by many other

curious things.

I have already spoken about Braun's

large pictures two metres high. The same

is surpassed by a picture of three metres

(ten feet) in height, by Barnaert pere, of

Gand, representing the Cathedral of Ypern.

This is certainly an enlargement on Monck-

hoven paper. According to all appearance,

a negative on paper has been made first,

which has been transferred to the carbon

paper. It may be a combination print.

I must not forget to mention a very good

carbon negative by Carette ; children in

life size.

Russia has exhibited here in the same

manner as in Philadelphia. Nothing is

added, with the exception of a few names

among the list of exhibitors. Everything

else is so exactly the same with the Phila-

delphia exhibits, that one cannot help think-

ing that the frames were sent directly from

Philadelphia to Paris. The well-known

bust portraits on dark ground, which are

here named "Russian pictures," seem to

have gained some admiration. The same

are not only manufactured in Russia, but

also in France and Germany. In order to

make them, a mask having about the shape

of the outlines of the picture, a little smaller

than the latter, is put between the lens and

plate. Thus the corners of the negative re-

main transparent, and print dark. Of other

Russian exhibitors, Scauiohi is to be men-

tioned. His work, heliographs in half-

tones, belong to the finest of the kind.

Nothing more is known about the manu-

facture of the same but what Scamoni has

published in his well-known work. Equally

interesting, but unknown to me as to the

manner of producing them, are his photo-

hyalotypes in half-tones. A very peculiar

kind of photograph in the Russian depart-

ment is the silver work of Klebuikoff to be

mentioned. These are photographs on sil-
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ver plates, apparently transferred collodion

pictures having the effect of enamels.

Italy did not exhibit near as well here as

in Philadelphia. Some prominent cities

were scarcely represented. Among the

Venetians, only Brusa exhibited lichtdrucks

of architecture. Florence was better rep-

resented by some good reproductions of oil

paintings after Fratelli Alinari. Rome ex-

hibited architecture by Allessandri.

Sweden and Norway showed some prog-

ress since the Philadelphia Exhibition.

Switzerland maintains its old reputation in

photography. It has very good portrait

workers, and in regard to landscapes, Tarsch-

ler Brothers, of St. Fiden, and Charnaux,
|

of Geneva, are well capable to face the op-
|

positions of foreigners. Switzerland is also

the home of the well-known lightning pro-

cess, originally invented by Boissonas, of

Geneva.

Besides the firms mentioned which were

very respectfully represented in Paris,

there were still Garign, of Geneva, with

excellent landscapes, large size
;
Guler, of

Cairo, with smaller ones, and Linot, of

Wontershen, with carbon prints, among
which were some colored after the method

of Braun, before described.

England's photographic department was

more of an altogetherness than the others

were, and therefore the effect also was a

more efficient one. The sole objection I

have to the display is hidden in the position

it is in. The light penetrates through win-

dows of stained glass. However much I

like stained-glass windows, I do not think

they are fit for giving the right light to

photographs or paintings.

England occupies a peculiar standpoint

in portrait photography. It has given birth

to men like Robinson and Rejlander, who
died several years ago, and who-have gained

great merit in regard to the aesthetics of our

art ; also Mrs. Cameron, who is unique in

the peculiarity of the understanding of her

patrons. "We owe to her, and also to Rej-

lander, more studies than portraits, and

Robinson likewise has preferred to work in

genre pictures and photographic composi-

tions. This present exposition is not poor

in them. The principal attention is drawn

to the pictures, "When the day's work is

done," and "Preparing spring flowers for

the market." This kind of picture—com-

positions as I call them—have never met

with any success on the Continent. Among
the peculiarities in the portrait line I still

mention Van der Wyde's pictures by elec-

tric light. They are a real novelty.

Faulkner makes a great show with his

characteristic pictures of children. Some
of them are enlarged on red carbon sheets.

The pictures of the London Stereoscopie

Company are remarkable in regard to the

variety and number of their production.

The work is generally well done. There

is scarcely a celebrity of England, be they

in Parliament, in the pulpit, on the stage,

or elsewhere, not represented by the Lon-

don Stereoscopic Company. Other good

portraitists are Slingsby, of Lincoln, Bar-

down, of Jersey, and Lombardi, of London.

The principal strength of the English, how-

ever, is not the portraits, but the landscapes.

Here they occupy the first rank among all

nations, and have done so in every exhibi-

tion. In the English department of the

Philadelphia Exhibition, Payne Jennings,

of Dublin, was the prominent exhibitor

who caused quite a surprise with his land-

scapes. His exhibit is much larger in Paris,

and his location also better, so that his mas-

tership conies more prominently into effect.

There is such a richness in tones that the

absence of colors is not at all perceivable.

To all this is attached a sublimity which

only the brush of the artist is capable of

rendering. In regard to finish they are

perfect. They are cabinet pieces, in which

the most wonderful sceneries of nature are

represented. The clouds are printed with

separate cloud negatives, and it seems to be

forgotten sometimes to cover the landscape.

The consequence is, that in some of those

pictures the clouds go in the summit of the

mountains or the roofs of houses, and pro-

duce thus a disagreeable effect, not at all in

harmony with the rest of the picture.

After Payne Jennings comes Vernon

Heath. He exhibits enlargements of land-

scapes which were already exhibited in

Philadelphia, and which represent respect-

able work. Pictures of smaller size, repre-

senting scenery of Switzerland and Amer-

ica, are exhibited bv Norman and Brown-
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rigg. Bandoux has transparent carbon

pictures on glass, portraits as well as land-

scapes. The carbon process, par excellence,

is represented by the Autotype Company,

who merit, indeed, great praise for the de-

velopment of this process. Alongside of

their carbons are lichtdrucks, which are all

the more remarkable, as lichtdrucks are a

rarity among the foreign exhibits of the

Paris Exhibition. Austria sends but few

of them. If Germany had exhibited, they

would have been counted by the hundred.

I expected much of the dry-plate process

in the English department, but only found

Warnerke, who exhibited very excellent

negatives on bis negative paper, and trans-

parent glass positives after the same.

After a fortnight, the great International

Exhibition, of which I have given a short

photographic sketch, will be closed. When
will we have another one ?

Truly yours,

H. VOGEL.
Berlin, October 28th.

FRENCH CORRESPONDENCE.

THE general reunion for November, of

the Photographic Society of France,

took, place last night, the 8th instant ; Mons.

Peligot in the chair. The Secretary drew

the attention of the members to the great

number of awards which had been carried

oft' by photographers. The Photographic

Society of France itself had received a Dl-

plome d'honneur, but its greatest glory is in

the awards given to its members. Mons.

Peligot had received the honorable distinc-

tion of Grande crolx de la legion d'honneur,

Mons. Davanne had been decorated as chev-

alier of the same order, Mons. Poitevin had

received the Grand prix (a gold medal of

the value of about nine hundred francs),

not to speak of the other members, who had

borne off gold, silver, and bronze medals

—

besides the mentions honorables. This com-

munication drew forth great applause. I,

myself, am extremely pleased and contented

that Mons. Davanne should have received

at last the reward due to his perseverance

and devotedness to photography. I know
no man who deserved that honor more, and

whose nomination will give greater pleasure

to all. Mons. Davanne has devoted years

and his fortune to the advancement of pho-

tography. His Chemie Photographique and

his public lectures have popularized the

study of chemistry among the trade, and

raised the standard of work to a higher

pitch than would have been attained with-

out his endeavors. 'Tis also in his private

life that he is a gentleman in every accepta-

tion of the word ; serviceable to friends and

amiable to all, as it appears on his escut-

cheon. Foreigners who have made it a

point of duty to pay him a visit have never

had a regret. His countrymen and stran-

gers find him ever wont to give information

or advice on photographic subjects ;
in fact,

he is as a book,, ever ready to impart infor-

mation to any who will inquire within.

The Secretary informed the Society that

he had received a communication from Le

Maire de Chalon-sur-Saone, informing the

Society that the town was about to raise a

monument to the memory of Mons. Joseph

Nicephore Niepce, the true discoverer of the

photographic art ; that the Maire would

gladly enter into communication with the

Photographic Society of France, in order

that a committee might be formed to raise

subscriptions.

It is now nearly half a century since the

inventor of photography has been taken

from the land of the living, without his

native city having thought it necessary to

raise a stone to his memory. Why, may it

be asked, this neglect? Is it that a prophet

is without honor in his native town, as well

as in his father's house? Why it is, must

be for the honor of human nature buried in

oblivion. Let us look only on the good side

of the object, and praise the little town un-

its patriotism, and laud its citizens for the

honor they intend to give to the memory of

one of their townsmen, whose discovery has

given ease and comfort to many, and has

done more to advance liberty and independ-

ence than all the battles gained since the

beginning of the world. I am certain there

are hundreds of photographers on the other

side of the Atlantic, who, gaining a liveli-

hood through the admirable discovery of

Niepce, would be but too happy to forward

their mite as a mark of gratitude to the

memory of the man who discovered this

48
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useful and beautiful art. I should be most

happy to receive any contributions from the

readers of the Philadelphia Photographer,

and I am certain that our mutual friend,

the editor, would not object to give a list of

such subscribers. I would, then, devote my
time to represent the subscribers at the un-

veiling of the statue in honor of the discov-

erer of photography at Chalon-sur-Saone.

Some very fine fatty-ink proofs were then

shown round ; the work of Mons. Pistoja,

of Florence.

Mons. le Commandant Faure Biguet pre-

sented a little instrument, of his invention,

which he has named " iconometer." It is

employed in order to find the proper focus

lens to cover a certain plate. It is composed

of two cylinders, sliding one into the other,

like a telescope ; in the one end, that towards

the object to be reproduced, is a square hole,

at the other end is a small round hole con-

taining a little lens. The nearer the lens to

the square hole the longer is the angle seen,

in looking at the landscape. Naturally, in

pulling out the tube, the angle becomes

smaller.

I had the honor to make a communica-

tion, and an experimental demonstration, of

the improvements made in the platinum

printing process of W. "Willis, Jr., which I

did in the following words.

" Gentlemen : It is now nearly three

years ago that I had the honor to draw

your attention, and to make an experi-

mental demonstration before you, of the

means of obtaining unalterable positive

proofs, by means of Mr. Willis's ' patent

platinum printing process.' At that mo-

meat the French patent had been purchased

by the firm of Poulence & Wittmann, of

Paris. At that time it was proposed to sell

licenses, in order to give the trade the

chance to print unalterable proofs at home.

Photographers were not willing to rush in

and purchase licenses, fearing, as hypo was

used in the washing, that the proofs might

prove in the long run unstable, overlooking

their beauty and the great rapidity of pro-

duction. Fearing that this might be a stum-

bling-block to the success of the process, it

was agreed to give me the whole right of

the French patent, and form a society to

work it on a commercial rate. I therefore

set to work, and had my house raised a story

higher, and organized my laboratories in

order to print unalterable prints by the aid

of this process. During these repairs (I will

not here speak of accidents, misfortunes,

etc., etc.), the inventor, Mr. Willis, made a

great step forward in his process. He found

means to suppress the hyposulphite of soda,

and to obtain pure whites and blacks with-

out losing anything in the half-tones.

" I have with me a few pieces of paper

which have been prepared and exposed un-

der a negative ; these I shall have the honor

to develop before you.

" In this tray is a hot solution of oxalate

of potash ; as soon as I shall put the paper

down 'upon it the image will flash out, per-

fect in all its details ; the platinum salt,

which it contained, will have been immedi-

ately precipitated into a metallic form. I

cannot pass over this reaction without mak-

ing a reclamation in favor of Mr. Willis, Jr.

This gentleman has worked and experi-

mented unceasingly with the oxalate of iron,

which is, in fact, the base of his process.

In 1876 he made me the remark, that the

oxalate of iron ought to be a very powerful

reducing agent for my dry plates. We then

made several experiments, which were partly

successful, and sought for a suitable re-

strainer, and the best means to deliver the

salt to customers, and put aside further ex-

periments for that moment ; Mr. Willis ask-

ing me to keep it a secret until he had im-

proved upon it. This I promised to do.

" In the spring of 1877, Mr. Carey Lea

sent a communication to the British Journal

of Photography, where, among other salts,

he counselled the employ of oxalate of iron

as a powerful developer of dry plates. This

savant has also the honor of having found a

restrainer in gallic acid-—"honor to whom
honor is due." Mr. Carey Lea was, it is

true, to publish his discovery nevertheless.

Mr. Willis had long before made public ex-

periments as to the value of oxalate of iron

as a developer of dry plates.

" To return to my subject of this evening.

Here you see a piece of paper, which, having

been covered with a solution of potassic

chloro-platinite and ferric oxalate, had been

this morning put under a negative and ex-

posed to light. The slight appearance of a
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picture, which can be seen, is due to the ac-

tion of the light, having transformed the

ferric oxalate into ferrous oxalate, a most

powerful reducer of platinum salts. In

order to dissolve this ferrous oxalate, so that

it can act upon the salt in question, I pass

the proof upon a hot solution of potassic ox-

alate ; immediately, as you see, the proof is

perfect. I then wash in water slightly

acidulated with oxalic acid, and in three

changes of water, and the proof is com-

pletely finished.

" I have the honor to inform the Society

that, after all calculations made, notwith-

standing the high price of the platinum salt,

and in order to popularize the process, proofs

can he printed at the same price as those in

silver salts.

" I beg that the members present will ac-

cept, each of them, a proof, in order to put

it to any chemical test which would destroy

a proof printed in silver salts, and make
their observations at the next meeting of

the Society."

The great Exhibition is now a thing of

the past ; but what is sad to see and hear,

is the general discontent, not only spoken

of, but palpably displayed by the exhibitors.

On many of the exhibits one can see stuck up

a notice, " Medale refuse." 'Tis, indeed, one

thing or the other : too great a belief in one's

own merit, or a barefaced, systematic dodge

to throw discredit upon the jurors. A charge

brought by Mr. Henderson of duplicity, is a

very serious one and ought to be sifted out
;

and must be. The jurors of Class XII were,

most of them, honest men, but a rotten

sheep is to be found in e\{ery flock, and it

appears this sheep did in reality exist. The
juror for liussia has sent letters to Mons.

Liebert, of Paris, letting out certain secrets.

Mons. Liebert thought proper to send these

letters to a Parisian journal.

All this has caused a little revolution here,

and gives credence, to some extent, to the

slanderous reports circulated, and appears

to bear out the charges which have been

made. I hope that the gentlemen of the

jury will not take it into their heads that it

is to their honor not to give up to public

mepris one of their colleagues, who has

failed in honor, but, on the contrary, I hope

they will do so, in order that the good may
not be tainted by the bad.

Prof. E. Stebbistg.

27 Rue des Apennins, Paris, November 9th, 1878.

P. S. An error crept into the formula of

Mr. Henderson, in your number for Sep-

tember. It should be

Sulphate of Iron, . . 15 grains.

OUR PICTURE.

IN the picture presented for the study of

our readers this month, we have made
an humble attempt to illustrate one of Carle-

ton's most touching ballads, " Over the Hill

to the Poor-House." With what success, our

readers will be better able to judge after

reading the quotations from the poem which

follow.

Over the hill to the poor-house, I'm trudging my
weary way

—

I, a woman of seventy, and only a trifle gray

—

I, who am smart an' chipper, for all the years

I've told,

As many another woman that's only half as old.

Over the hill to the poor-house—I can't quite

make it clear

!

Over the hill to the poor-house—it seems so hor-

rid queer

!

Many a step I've taken, a-toilin' to and fro,

But this is a sort of journey I never thought to go.

What is the use of heapin' on me a pauper's

shame ?

Am I lazy or crazy ? Ami blind or lame ?

True I am not so supple, nor yet so awful stout

;

But charity ain't no favor, if one can live without.

Once I w-as young an' han'some—I was, upon my
soul

—

Once my cheeks was roses, my eyes as black as

coal

;

And I can't remember, in them days, of hearin'

people say,

"For any kind of a reason, that I was in their way.

'Tain't no use of boastin', or talkin' over free,

But many a house an' home was open then to me
;

Many a han'some offer I had from likely men,

And nobody ever hinted that I was a burden then.

So they have shirked and slighted me, an' shifted

me about

—

So they have well-nigh soured me, an' wore my
old heart out;
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But still I've born up pretty well, an' wasn't much

put down,

Till Charley went to the poor-master, an' put me
on the town.

Over the hill to the poor-house—my children

dear, good-by

!

Many a night I've watched you when only God

was nigh
;

And God '11 judge between us; but I will always

pray

That you shall never suffer the half I do to-day.

Our obliging subject has done much to

carry out the desires of the photographer,

both in dress, action, and expression, all of

which are very important elements in the

production of a composition picture.

The negatives and prints were made at our

own establishment, and we offer the picture

to our readers with thanks for their kindness

in combining to prevent us, in these "hard
times," when journals are usually discon-

tinued, from ourselves going

" Over the Hilt to the Poor-House."

FRENCH ITEMS PHOTOGRAPHIC.

COUNT COUKTEJST, who is now devot-

ing his time to oil painting, writes as

follows to the Moniteur.

" I find photography very useful in ob-

taining a likeness. This is my mode of pro-

ceeding :

" After having obtained a rather weak

negative (I remark, in passing, that I have

made full-length figures clearly defined with

a quarter-plate Darlot without diaphragm),

I place it in an enlarging apparatus not ex-

ceeding a half plate, and I obtain from it,

with wet collodion, a positive, also, on glass.

This transparent positive is placed in a

frame or camera, mounted on a stand, which

can be turned at will.

"A large lens increases still further the

dimensions, and a hinged white reflector

completes the apparatus.

" The enlarging apparatus is very simple.

It is formed by the quarter-plate apparatus

above mentioned, which is reversed and
prolonged by a truncated pasteboard cone,

having a frame for the half plate. This

instrument is placed on a table in the shade,

and turned towards the sky. The exposure

is very short and the positives thus obtained

very sharp. Any special part of the por-

trait may be enlarged at will."

Dr. Phipson, in the Paris Moniteur, says

:

" Our papers state that Dr. Torel has applied

a very simple photographic process for regis-

tering the purity of large reservoirs of water.

The observations of this savant were made
at Lake Geneva. It is well known that the

waters of this lake are much more turbid in

summer than in winter, but that the changes

from a limpid state to a turbid one may
sometimes take place in a single day. To

judge daily the relative transparency of the

water of the lake, Mr. Torel makes use of

sensitized photographic paper. He plunges

this paper to a given depth and during a

given time, and he then notes the tint which

the paper at that depth has acquired. In

this manner he obtains, for each day of the

year, a series of photographic tints which

represent very exactly the different degrees

of transparency of the water. It is easy to

understand that light acts more slowly on

sensitized paper through muddy water than

through clear water. During the month of

February, for example, it would be necessary

to plunge the paper to a depth of one hun-

dred metres to obtain the same result as at

fifty metres in the month of July.

" No doubt it would be possible to apply

this same method of observation to the

drinking waters of London and Paris, so as

to obtain a rapid and an approximate appre-

ciation of their condition of purity. For

this it would only be necessary to note the

tint acquired in a given time upon a sensi-

tized photographic paper placed at the end

of a tube of one metre in length, the other

end of which being directed towards the

source of light."

The Hygienic Congress lately held its

sessions at the Trocadero Palace, Paris.

Among the communications laid before this

body, one of the most interesting is due to

Dr. Phipson. It treats of divers new prod-

ucts which answer in the most complete

manner, it appears. One of the questions

submitted to the Congress by the Committee

on Organization, on the report of Drs. Gub-

ler and Napias, upon the means of diminish-

ing the danger for workmen who are obliged
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to use toxic mineral substances, mercury,

lead, arsenic, etc., and the experiments

which have been made to replace these sub-

stances by others which are harmless. Dr.

.Phipson submitted to the Congress a number

of products due to a skilful Liverpool chem-

ist, Mr. Griffiths, which possess these prop-

erties. Particular attention was called to

a new enamel paint with a silicate base,

which may perhaps be successfully used in

photographic establishments. With this sub-

stance, which is perfectly inert, and of

certain resinous preparations, we can obtain

enamel colors impervious to water and as

easily applied with a brush as ordinary oil

paint. These enamel colors dry very quickly

on wood, stone, or metal, and impart a sur-

face which is hard, smooth, brilliant, and

impervious, resembling porcelain or mar-

ble. As this paint is entirely insoluble in

water, the surfaces covered with it may
readily be washed with soap water. It

necessarily follows that this new paint pro-

tects the apartments from dampness.

—

Moni-

teur.

GIHON'S PHOTOGRAPHIC SCRAPS.

BY JOHN L. fflHON.

Series No. 12.

Hints, wrinkles and dodges, and miscellaneous items.

A collection of essays, etc., all pertaining to photog-

raphy, but difficult to classify.

FKOM E. Benecke.—" Whenever a plate

is spoiled by moving of the sitter, I

have noticed it is, in nine cases out of ten,

pansion and collapse of the chest during the

sitting. The illustration shows a very sim-

ple contrivance by which the likelihood

of such movement is almost altogether re-

moved.

"The object of the next dodge is to see

whether a plan, map, etc., to be copied,

stands parallel with the instrument. It is

nothing but a straight board about six or

eight inches square, in

the centre of which a

round stick is fastened

perpendicularly. Thus

:

let the board be of a

dark color, and the stick

white. Now hold it or

hang it by a string in front of the drawing
;

let the stick be there, where the two diago-

nals would cross each other. Next point

your camera at it. Now if you see in the

where an ordinary head-rest is used, that the

motion was up and down, caused by the ex-

centre of your ground-glass a white circular

spot on dark ground, your drawing-board

and camera stand correct ; if not, that is if

you see the picture of this contrivance too

high or too low, lower or raise j^our instru-

ment, and shift it until you see no more of

the stick but a white spot. The sketch ex-

plains it."

Wet Collodion without Water (C. Sel-

lers).—"It is the custom of many opera-

tors to develop in the field, and, after a slight

washing, to take the plate home to be cleaned

and strengthened. After the developer has

been washed off, the plate may be allowed to

dry and remain any length of time before

cleaning, without injury; but if the iron

be not washed off, it will, in drying, crys-

tallize and injure the film, also rust and

make yellow stains. If there has been iron

enough put on in the first place to decom-

pose all the free nitrate of silver on the

surface, the image will be developed, and
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the iodide of silver rendered insensible to

light by the removal of the nitrate.

" If now, after the iron solution has been

poured off, we flow the plate with glycerin,

it can be brought into the light, and, if

kept in a horizontal position, the film will

remain wet for several days, and can be

finished at your leisure, as well as if fresh

from the camera. Glycerin possesses the

valuable property of being very slow to dry

(if it will dry at all), is very soluble in water,

covers the plate as a varnish, prevents the

iron from oxidizing and penetrating the

collodion, and destroys all tendency to peel

up during washing and clearing.

" A box should be prepared to hold the

wet collodion negatives, so arranged with

grooves that the plates can be carried in a

horizontal position with the film side up."

To Dye Cloth for Tents, Dark-room Win-

dows, etc.—" Make a solution of

No. 1.

Acetate of Lead, . . .1 ounce.

Water, . . ' . . .1 quart,

and
No. 2.

Bichromate of Potash, . . 1 ounce.

Water 1 quart.

" Dip the cloth in No. 1, drain a little

(but do not wring it), and dip in No. 2; it

takes the color instantly. Rinse slightly,

and repeat two or three times.

" If the cloth is new, it should be washed

thoroughly, to remove the dressing, before

dyeing. "Wash or rinse out all loose color,

and hang in the sun to dry. This will give

a deep, rich lemon color, composed ofchrome
yellow, and perfectly non-actinic."

"Aux deux Crayons," or Tinted Photo-

graphs.—" Make two solutions, viz. :

No. 1.

Aloes (powdered), . . 1 ounce.

Alcohol, . . . .12 ounces.

No. 2.

Water, . . . . 12 "

Liq. Ammonia, . . .15 drops.

"Immerse the albumen prints in solution

No. 1 until they take a bright lemon color;

then wash them well, and put them in solu-

tion No. 2; let them remain until they be-

come of a warm, orange color, and again

wash them ; mount, and touch up the whites

with Chinese or any other good white pig-

ment, and the blacks with india-ink. After

touching up the whites and blacks, coat the

pictures with the following:

Plain Collodion, . . 6 ounces.

Castor Oil, . . . .12 drops.

" The deeper the tint required, the longer

the prints must remain in the aloes solution.

Too long immersion in the ammonia solu-

tion will reduce the tint."

—

Wm. Bell.

For Taking Albumen out of Silver Solu-

tion for Printing.—"Dissolve one ounce of

gum camphor in six ounces of 95 per cent,

alcohol ; of this, add to any positive silver-

bath (that has albumen in it, or becomes

black or foul) a few drops at a time, and

shake it well ; if the bubbles do not break

when the bottle is set down, add a little more

until it ceases to froth or bubble, then filter

at once. If the silver should turn after fil-

tering, add a few drops of permanganate of

potash, which will clear it up at once."—

John R. Clkmons.

Our Advertisements should be read by our

subscribers. They show healthy indications of

good fall trade, and we believe it is coming. Do

not fail to subscribe for the Philadelphia Photog-

rapher for 1879, and keep posted, and remain

cheerful, and wc shall all see good days yet.

Mosaics, 1879, is ready, and our old teacher,

Charles Wai.dack, Esq., has taken up the pen

again, and has given us a very excellent, clear,

and practical article, with formulae on Quick

Working. Read all of Mosaics. 50 cents.

We publish a lecture on one hundred pictures

of the Paris Exhibition, $1. Free to all buyers

of Wilson's Lantern Journeys at $2.

Messrs. Long & Smith, Quincy, 111., send us

a long list of most nattering praises of their Con-

densed Lightning Materials. They offer their
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materials to the trade without the novel plan of

charging for permission to use them. A picture

of a saucy looking baby, " made in a quarter

second," accompanies the circular.

The Centennial Photographic Co. were

awarded a silver medal at the Paris Exhibition,

and another at the Maryland Institute, Balti-

more, for their beautiful views and lantern slides.

Items op News.—The Ohio Trade Journal

quotes from our article on Mr. Van Loo's picture,

and gives the distinguished artist a good notice.

Messrs. Rhoads & Shane (W. M. Rhoads and

Wji. Shank), 1316 Girard Avenue, Philadelphia,

have a real bijou of a photographic studio.

The San Francisco Journal gives Mr. J.

Pitcher Spooner, Stockton, Cal., a fair notice

of his productions at the State Fair—35 x 16 feet.

They talk of holding a World's Fair in New
York.

We have received a price-list of their excellent

chemicals from Messrs. C. Cooper & Co., 191 Worth

Street, New York.

Readers of C. W. Stevens's advertisements

this month will be benefited. Among his best

things are " Silver Ink," " Metal Pencils," Back-

grounds, and Accessories.

" The Origin and Progress of Carbon Printing,"

was the subject of Mr. Derham's lecture before

the Boston Photographic Association on Novem-

ber 6th. We have no report of it.

You will tind an elaborate Index for our cur-

rent volume in this issue. Consult it.

Directions for using Newton's Emulsion are

received from Scovill Manufacturing Co., and

we are going to use them.

And now another suit has been won against

Wing's patent camera by the New York stock-

dealers; Anthony & Co. nominal defendants.

Good.

Testimonials.—Mr. R. E. Atkinson says : "If

that can be, your journal grows better every

month."

Mr. C. Syjipson says :
" I believe the Phila-

delphia Photographer to be far ahead of any

other journal I have read."

Mr. F. Moore says :
" I read and re-read your

journal, and dare not be without it."

Mr. George B. Rieman, late talented manager

at Messrs. Bradley & Ruloeson's, has made a

connection with the establishment of Messrs. I.

W. Taker & Co., San Francisco. We wish him

continued success.

Pictures Received.—From Mr. George H.

Johnson, an amateur friend in Bridgeport, Conn.,

some admirable photographs of camp scenes in

the Adirondack region. Mr. Johnson is a great

emulsionist. From Mr. F. W. Oliver, Oswego,

N. Y., some excellent portraits, made under his

new skylight, which works beautiful effects.

From Mr. John H. Henning, Johnstown, Pa.,

some proofs of his attempts at composition pic-

tures of a little child. He has done well with

ordinary accessories ; but then there is the sweet

little model. From Mr. Albert Levy, New
York, some instantaneous marine views from his

emulsion plates. Really surprising they are.

From Mr. Evans, of Corning, N. Y., some fine

panel snow pictures, and other scenes in a

hunter's life. The panel size is well adapted for

snow pictures. The posing is very natural, and
all good. From Mr. Chandler, St. Albans, Vt.,

some very nicely printed vignettes of subjects

old and young.

Mr. Carlos Relvas, Gollega, Portugal, adorns

the last issue of Le Moniteur with several fine

specimens of phototypy.

Messrs. Allen & Rowell, Boston, Mass.,

favor us with some capital carbon prints. They
obtained a silver medal far their carbon tissue

and transfer paper at the late fair of the Mas-
sachusetts Charitable Mechanics' Association,

and are at liberty to sell it to any one who
desires it. They ought to tell how to make such

prints.

Mr. R. H. Furman, Rochester, N. Y., is one

of the select number of photographers who ex-

ercises some feeling in his profession. This is

proven by some admirable examples of his work
now before us, which also show that he not only

tries to secure an expression natural and pleasing

to his patrons, but, at the same time, picturesque

effects. It is very cheering indeed to behold,

and we congratulate any photographer who is

sufficiently elevated to thus practice his art.

Mr. Henry Rocher, who in many ways stands

alone in this country as an artist in style, has

recently opened a new establishment at Nos. 77,

79 & 81 State Street, Chicago, which is very

elaborate, and elegantly and tastefully furnished,

as we see by the photographs he has sent us.

It occupies the entire fifth story of the three

numbers, with a frontage of 60 feet by a depth

of 160 feet, and the sixth or studio story 40 x 95,

with the following divisions : Reception-room

and office, 27A x 38. A fine five feet wide stair-

way runs up to the two stories, of which the one

is 24 x 19 feet, and 8 feet high, and the larger,
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19x40 feet, and 10 feet high. Both have one

dark-room and two dressing-rooms and acees-

sory-room ; also the printing-rooms,having north-

east light glazed, are on this floor. Next to the

reception-room is an art gallery, 19V x 45 feet,

lighted by two skylights. This gallery is fur-

nished strictly in Renaissance style, where

large photographs are exhibited. Attached

to the reception-room are two handsomely fur-

nished dressing-rooms, and back of them, but

not connected with them, is the large hall in

which all the different branches of the finishing,

retouching, mounting, framing, sensitizing, and

toning, etc., are done in separate divisions.

We wish him great success in his new palace.

" Autoplatk " is the name given by Messrs.

L. Brown & Co. Philadelphia, to the new

methods of photo-mechanical printing adopted

by them. We hope to give a more extended no-

tice of their processes in our next—now crowded

out.

Avoid Him.—We are informed that a person

is travelling in some of our western cities, offer-

ing his services to photographers as an in-

structor, and claiming to be the brother of Mr.

A. C. North, Toledo, Ohio. Mr. North declares

that he has no brother a photographer, and

therefore the other man must be an impostor.

A Practical Aid in Mounting Photographs.

—We have been shown by our friend Mr. John

Carbittt, southwest corner Ninth and Arch

Streets, Philadelphia, a guide he has designed

for use in mounting photographs, chromos, etc.

By its use the exact centering and squaring of

the picture on the mount is insured, thereby

avoiding the unsightly appearance a picture

presents when not square on its mount.

It is very simple to use, and as practical as it

is simple. The guide consists of a series of right-

angle lines numbered and spaced, by which to

register the picture and mount, from a 2x3 to

1 6 x 20 print. It has a scale of inches on the bot-

tom of the sheet, by which the size of a picture

can be seen at a glance : it is printed on heavy

plate paper and varnished; it will be of great

use to amateurs and those using plain or tinted

centre mounts. The design is copyrighted. For

further particulars see special notice column.

Every one, having various sizes of prints to

mount, should have this useful article. The

price is remarkably low, 75 cents.

lacquering, polishing metal, staining and polish-

ing wood, soldering, brazing, working steel, tem-

pering tools, case-hardening,cutting and working

glass, varnishing, silvering, gilding, preparing

skins, waterproofing, making alloys, fusible

metals, cements, glues, etc. Price ten cents. New
York: Industrial Publication Company. 1878.

In Mr. E. H. Train's article, last month, read

dist. water, for " dish v water, and passer by,

for " paper by," etc.

To " Toronto." Thank you. Trust us, and

send full information for our next. We are

watching the thing, and shall be wise.

Mrs. Lockwood's appeal, on another page, is

worth careful consideration, though we do not

see how a meeting can be arranged for so early.

Death of Thomas H. Powers, Esq.—Sud-

denly, on Wednesday morning, November 20th,

of pneumonia, died Thomas H. Powers, Esq.,

senior member of the firm of Messrs. Powers &
Weightman, the world-renowned manufacturing

chemists, of this city. As the whole nation al-

ready mourns the death of this great and good

man, there is but little left to add from such an

humble source as this ; for you know all we

could say. We have personally derived many

good lessons from him, inside and outside of

business, and have met an individual loss. He
was a warm friend of our art; always liberal in

his subscriptions when the fraternity at large

needed it, and the producer of the large bulk of

chemicals used in the profession ; and thus his

death is a sad loss to us all. He was about

sixty-five years old at the time of his death, and

was ill only three or four days.

The Amateurs' Handbook of Practical Infor-

mation, for the Workshop and the Laboratory :

containing clear and full directions for bronzing,

The Artotvpe Process.—Since our last is'sue,

we have been requested by the gentlemen en-

gaged in selling this process, to insert a four-

page advertisement of it, which we are told will

appear in the other journals without question.

We have declined to give them place until we

could see their claims fully demonstrated. They

have agreed to give us the opportunity, and by

the time of our next issue, we hope to be able

to report fully upon it. If you go wrong, it shall

not be of our leading.

It is our impression that no photo-mechanical

process is applicable to daily photo, work for

small quantities, and it is too much to expect

that it should be. Also that Husnik's process

(Photo. Correspondent, October, 1875), is identi-

cal with " Artotype," and if so, it is free to the

public. Have patience, and we will find out for

you, and give you all you want of it soon.



ADVERTISING- HATES FOB SPECIALTIES.—It will be understood that matter under this

head is not to be considered as always having editorial sanction, though we shall endeavor to clear it of anything

tending to deceive or mislead. Stock-dealers will find this a beneficial mode of advertising, and sure to pay largely.

Six lines, one insertion, $2.00, and 25 cents for each additional line, seven words toaline—in advance. Operators

desiring situations , no charge. Matter must be received by the 23d to secure insertion. Advertisers will please

not ask us for recommendations. 4®°" We cannot undertake to mail answers to parties who advertise. Please

always add your address to the advertisement.

CARBUTT'S GUIDE FOR MOUNTING-
PHOTOGRAPHS, CHROMOS, &c.

Will insure accuracy and dispatch in mounting

photographs. Price, 75 cents each. Can he

ordered through your dealer, or will be sent by

mail on receipt of price. J. Cabbutt,

54 North Ninth St., Philadelphia.

For Sale.—An old-established gallery, with

or without instruments, at a very low price.

Situated in one of the best locations in the city

of Columbus, Ohio, where a live man can do a

good business. Address

D. S. Neville,

Box 649, London, Ohio.

WHAT ALL WANT.
The Formulas for making and keeping in order

our Rapid Process Chemicals. Photographers in

all parts of the country have urged us to furnish

these Formulas. In response to these urgent

requests, and to accommodate those especially

who are far away from Chicago, we have at last

concluded to place this much desired and valu-

able information within the reach of all who are

willing to buy one sample lot of our Quick-

working Materials,

For $10.00
we will send our $6.00 OUTFIT, namely

:

1 Quart Rapid Silver Bath.

1 Bottle Rapid Collodion.

1 " Rapid Developer, enough for \ gallon.

1 " Continuator, enough for 1 pint,

and full printed instructions for making and

keeping the Rapid Process Chemicals in order,

including directions for using same.

For $15.00
we will furnish our $10.00 OUTFIT (which is

twice the quantity sold for $6.00), and all the

printed Formulas named above.

To show the quality of negative produced by

the use of these Chemicals, a full-timed cabinet

picture of N. C. Thayer, taken in five seconds,

will be sent whenever applied for.

Such as have already bought our Rapid Work-

ing Chemicals, will be entitled to all the Formulas

for making the same on payment of $5.00.

N. C. THAYER & CO.
250 & 252 Wabash Avenne,

CHICAGO.

HALL'S Transparent Crystal, Granite and Negative VARNISHES. Sold by all Dealers.

2

See Seavey's Advertisements,
page 332 of October number,
and page 364 of November
number, of this Journal.

For Sale Cheap.—A photographic gallery

in the city of Elizabeth, N. J., desirably situated

on the main business thoroughfare ; everything

pleasantly and conveniently arranged, and in

first-class order. Everything on the ground-

floor, and good show-window for display.

Address H. L. Moore,

59 Broad St., Elizabeth, N. J.

For Sale or Rent.—One of the best located

galleries in New Hampshire. Or a strictly first-

class operator wanted to run the same on shares.

To one who can command the college work this

is an exceptionally inviting field. Address

0. Child, Dartmouth Gallery,

Hanover, N. H.

A New Robbins Dark-Tent Trunk for 11 x 14

plates ; cost $40.00 ; will sell for $20.00. Used

once. William H. Rhoads,

1800 Frankford Road, Philada.
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To any one sending me a three-cent stamp I

will inclose my card picture, taken in two sec-

onds (November 15th, 1878), with explanation

how it was made.

Andrew H. Baldwin,

Dealer in Photographic Materials,

No. 1 Chambers Street, N. Y.

For Sale.—The undersigned, being poisoned

with cyanide, is compelled to sell his gallery,

which has been in operation for over seven years.

Good prices for work; but one other competing

gallery within a scope of eighteen miles. To be

sold at a bargain. Address

W. H. Clauser,

P. 0. Box 272, Delavan, 111.

See Seavey's Advertisements,
page 332 of October number,
and page 364 of November
number, of this Journal.

For Sale, Cheap.—$400 will buy the stock

and fixtures of the best paying photograph gal-

lery and picture-frame emporium in southern

Vermont; well arranged ; built specially for the

business; dwelling on same floor; rent, $15 per

month. Satisfactory reasons for selling. Apply

or address H. Osterhotjt,

Bennington, Vt.

For Sale.—The opportunity of purchasing a

first-class gallery with a low rent, seldom pre-

sents itself. This place is fitted with all modern

improvements, first-class location, splendid top-

and side-light, about 10,000 paying negatives on

hand ; will inventory at present prices, $2000

;

will be sold for $1000 cash. No attention paid

to postal cards, but parties meaning business

will receive prompt attention by addressing

" Photo.," care N. C. Thayer,

Wabash Av., Chicago, 111.

Gihon's
Photographic Colorists' Guide.
Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

Wanted.—A printer and retoucher ; one that

can do both. Must be a young, single man.

Address W. H. Whitehead,

66 and 68 Federal St., Alleghany City, Pa.

Reilley's Negatives of the Yosemite Val-
ley for Sale.—A splendid selection. Proofs

may be seen at 116 N. Seventh Street.

Edward L. Wilson.

For Sale or Exchange.—A "3 B." Voigt-

lander & Sons 4-4 tube, a "B." £ size ditto,

nickel plated, and a ^ size Double Swing " Suc-

cess" Camera Box. All in good order; the

lenses good as new. Will sell cheap for cash,

or exchange for a first-class breech-loading shot-

gun. Address B. F. Hall,

Lansing, Mich.

See Seavey's Advertisements,
page 332 of October number,
and page 364 of November
number, of this Journal.

Bdrnisher For Sale.—30 inch. A splendid

machine ; Entrekin's make, and for use as good

as new. The only one ever made. Guaranteed

to work perfectly. It can be seen and tried if

desired. For terms, apply to " Q,"

Care Philadelphia Photographer,

Philadelphia.

Gihon's
Photographic Colorists' Guide.

Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

THE WONDERFUL EURYSCOPE.
Philadelphia, Sept. 3d, 1878.

Messrs. Benj. French & Co.

:

Gents.—The Euryscope Lenses sent us for

trial we consider to be a whole team in them-

selves ; in fact we think it would be possible to

run a gallery with only the Euryscope to work

with, and do outside as well as in-door work, with

the very best results. For our particular branch

of business, we consider them the greatest lenses

we have got hold of so far. For quick working

and light, we consider them Ne plus ultra ; in

fact we cannot say enough. We are satisfied that

a trial will insure their sale wherever they are

introduced. Very truly yours,

R. Newell & Son.

See Seavey's Advertisements,
page 332 of October number,
and page 364 of November
number, of this Journal.

EICHAEDSOFS SENSITIZED PAPEE
is economical, because it saves time, trouble, and

money, and its printing qualities are unsurpassed.

See advertisement in Photographer for July and

August, 1876, Mosaics for 1878, or send for cir-

cular to C. F. Richardson, Wakefield, Mass.

HALL'S Transparent Crystal Granite anfl Negative VARNISHES. Sold ly all Dealers.
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CHEAP! CHEAP!!

A SUPERB MICROSCOPE
and Outfit For Sale !

One Zentmayer's Elegant " Grand Ameri-

can Binocular," fitted with objectives l-10th to

2 inches, all of Zentmayer's accessories ; case of

mounting material and instruments ; two cabi-

nets of assorted foreign and American objects;

Moiler's Diatom Test-plate, etc., embracing a per-

fect outfitfor a student orprofessional microscop-

ist. Cost over $800. Address

W. J. Land, P. 0. Box 305, Atlanta, Ga.

See Seavey's Advertisements,
page 332 of October number,
and page 364 of November
number, of this Journal.

A. LAMOR, EDW. LAMOR,
ARTISTS.

Photographs finished in Water Colors, Crayon,

or India Ink, in the highest style of the art.

PORTRAITS IN OIL A SPECIALTY.
Negatives finely retouched.

738 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Gihon's
Photographic Colorists' Guide.
Now ready. By mail, $1.50.

EMULSION PH0T0GRAPHIQUE FRANCAISE
Albert Levy, 77 University Place,

Sole Proprietor.

New York, June 14th, 1878.

Having been trying for the past two or three

years to find Dry Plates which were sensitive

and reliable, I am well pleased to be able at the

present time to get any of my amateur photo-

graphic friends out of the fog, and show them

the means of obtaining Dry Plates which work

well and reliable in all places and weather, and

require no art or cleverness to produce good, clear

negatives, vigorous and brilliant prints.

I purchased of Mr. Albert Levy one dozen of

his Dry Plates on trial, and the result so far ex-

ceeded my expectations that I really began to

think that I was a photographer, forgetting it

was the plates and not the man. I have long

ago discontinued using bath plates, and all other

plates or emulsion except his, and have invari-

ably found them to work the same.

Yours, etc., H. W. Wickham,

384 and 386 Broadway, N. Y.

BOLD.
Great chance to make money.

If you can't get gold you can get

greenbacks. We need a person

in every town to take subscriptions for the largest,

cheapest and best illustrated family publication

in the world. Any one can become a successful

agent. The most elegant works of art given free

to subscribers. The price is so low that almost

everybody subscribes. One agent reports making-

over $150 in a week. A lady agent reports taking

over 400 subscribers in ten days. All who engage

make money fast. You can devote all your time

to the business, or only your spare time. You
need not be away from home over night. You
can do it as well as others. Full particulars, di-

rections and terms free. Elegant and expensive

outfit free. If you want profitable work send

us your address at once. It costs nothing to try

the business. No one who engages fails to make
great pay. Address '•' The People's Journal,"

Portland, Maine.

Waymouth's Vignette Papers.

Zentmayer Stereoscopic Lenses for Sale.

—A pair of 2£ inch focus, good as new, will be

sold for $25. Address

Z2J, care Philadelphia Photographer,

116 N. Seventh St., Philadelphia.

See Seavey's Advertisements,
page 332 of October number,
and page 364 of November
number, of this Journal.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
No chargefor advertisements under this head; limited

tofour lines. Inserted once only, unless by request.

As assistant in a good gallery ; can print,

tone, and retouch, and have operated some ; but
want to learn the whole business thoroughly.

Refer to present employer. Address J. W. Hurd,
Folsom's gallery, Danbury, Conn.

In a first-class gallery ; am thoroughly ac-

quainted with every department; can speak
German and English. Address H. Hoffman,
Shenandoah, Pa.

The undersigned will be open for an engage-
ment by April 1st, 1879; references furnished.

Parties desiring to rent, please correspond. A.
M. Hammers, Gilpin, Indiana Co., Pa.

By a French artist in water color, india-ink,

and crayon ; can assist in printing, operating,

etc.; understands thoroughly the Lambert pro-

cess, and can make a first-class tissue, and all

other requisites. Address Albert Grignard, No.
6 Charbonneau St., Montreal, Canada.

HALL'S Transparent Crystal. Granite anfl Negative VARNISHES, Soli ty all Dealers,
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As printer or retoucher, in a first-class gal-

lery, having ten years' experience. Address
Charles E. Vera, Auburn, N. Y.

By a young lady with two years' practice as a
retoucher, and also used to mount and spot pic-

tures, a situation in some photograph establish-

ment. Reliable reference given, if required.

Address J. D. M., Hartford, Conn.

By a young lady, who thoroughly understands
retouching, printing, toning, and finishing, but
who has been out of practice two years. Will
work for six dollars per week. Address Miss R.
W. Armstrong, Hygienic Institute, care Dr. A.
B. Smith, Geneva, N. Y.

By a first-class printer and toner (late with
C. D. Mosher, of Chicago) ; would like a situa-

tion either as printer and toner, or dark-room
assistant, or both; good references, and will

work reasonable. Address William L. Clarke,

2 Dallas Place, Boston, Mass.

By an artist, competent to take charge of gal-

lery; over eighteen years' experience in pho-
tography or artist work. Address E. G. Maire,
No. 27 Whiteboro St., Utica, N. Y.

By a young man; good retoucher, printer, and
toner; understands something of operating; de-

sires a situation in some first-class gallery, where
he will have a chance to get a thorough knowl-
edge of the business; wages no object: best of

references. Address W. V. P., Box 815, Lincoln,

111.

By a photographer with seven years' expe-
rience; understands out-door work well; prefers

dark-room work ; uses neither tobacco nor liquor.

Address M. D. Robinson, North Hammond, St.

Law. Co., N. Y.

As retoucher or printer in a gallery, by a

young man who has also had considerable ex-
perience in crayon work. Address " Printer,"

Box 1395, Lockport, N. Y.

By a young man of eight years' experience, a
situation in a good gallery, as operator, re-

toucher, or printer and toner; satisfactory ref-

erence and samples of work furnished ; salary

no object. A. M. Turner, 172 Main St., upstairs.

Norfolk, Va.

By a young lady, to retouch negatives and
attend the reception-room in some first-class

gallery. Would not object going West. Ad-
dress Lock Box 25, Marlboro, Mass.

By a young man 24 years old; can operate,

retouch, or print. Good habits, and able and
willing to work. Address W. E. Warren, West
Bloomfield, N. Y.

By a first-class printer and retoucher. Has
had ample experience. Samples of work sent to

any one meaning business. Good reference. Ad-
dress W. R. Humphrey, P.O. Box 210, Jackson-
ville, 111.

By a young man, as printer and toner, or assist-

ant operator. Address Printer, care of C. H.
Robinson, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

TO PHOTOGRAPHERS. WE HAVE FOR SALE

Electrotypes of mis Pleasing Little Picture
Which may be used to good advantage for advertising your business ; especially adapted

to photographers photographing children, &c. Price, by mail, 50 cents.

GK C. LOEWENTHAL & CO.,
Engravers on "Wood, 722 Sansom St., Philada., Pa.

P.S.—Engraved signatures, or autographs, $1.00.

VERY IlULJE*OFLTJ!LNT !

WE HAVE PUECHASED THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY PATENT FOR

touching Negatives by Machinery,
And are now making improvements in the original plan, that will greatly increase its efficiency

and lessen the cost. We shall put it on the market as soon as possible, and expect to announce
price and full particulars in the next issue of this journal.

WAIT FOR THE MACHINE.
GATCHEL & HYATT,

Cincinnati, Ohio; St. Louis, Mo.; and Louisville, Ky.

Gihons Photographic (Jolqrists' Guide.
BEST MANUAL ON COLORING PHOTOGRAPHS. $1.50.

One-third of the proceeds of the sale of this book are devoted to the family of the deceased

author. EVERY PHOTOGRAPHER SHOULD BUY A COPY.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher,
116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
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WAYMOUTH'S
i

4 i8

DESIGNS COPYRIGHTED.

OF ALL PICTURES THE VIGNETTE IS THE MOST AUTISTIC
WHEN PROPERLY PRINTED ; but the clumsy devices generally in use for printing them, or, rather,

for blending the shading about the figure, produce but very few really artistic vignette pictures.

Either the shading is too intensely dark, not gradated in tint at all, or it shows an ugly, direct, de-

cided line, which is very repulsive. The shading should blend gradually from
the dark tint nearest to the figure off into the white background. The results

are then soft, artistic, and beautiful. The easiest and best way to secure them is by the use of

WAYMOUTH'S VIGNETTE PAPERS.
They are not clumsy j do not break ) are always ready

i
cost but little ; and are easy of application to any negative.

They need bnt one adjustment to print any quantity.

They entirely do away with all the old and troublesome methods, either wood, metal, or cotton.

Eighteen sizes are now made, suiting all dimensions of pictures, from a small Carte figure to

Whole-size, Victoria, Cabinets, etc. They are printed in black for ordinary negatives, yellow
bronze for thin negatives, and red bronze for still weaker ones. Directions for use accompany
each parcel.

TESTIMONIALS :

" Waymouth's Improved Vignette Papers I

have tried, and they are just what I have been
wanting for years."

—

Well G. Singhi.

" From a trial made, we are enabled to say

that they answer exceedingly well ; and they

are certain to find favor among photographers
—a favor they well deserve."

—

British jour-
nal of Photography.

" The Waymouth Vignetting Papers are

a decided success. They are splendid."

—

J. W. & J. S. Moulton, Salem, Mass.

" They readily admit of the gradation, al-

ready very good, being modified easily to suit

the negative. This, I take it, is a point of great

importance."—G. Wharton Simpson, M.A.,

F.S.A.

" I can testify to the exquisite softness ob-

tained from your Vignette Papers, which
gradual and soft effect I have never seen

equalled by any other method."—H. A. H.
Daniel, Esq., Hon. Secretary of the Bristol

and Clifton Amateur Photographic Association.

Also, see Hearn's Practical Printer, second edition.

PRICES

:

In parcels containing one of each, size, Nos. 1 to 15, assorted colors $1 00
Assorted Sizes and colors, by numbers, per package of 15 1 00
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, assorted sizes and colors, for Cartes By No., per doz., 50

» 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13, » » » Large Cartes and Victorias » » 75
» 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15, » » » Cabinets and Whole-size » » 100
» 16, 17, 18, » » » Half » » » » 1 25

When ordering, state the number and color you want. Ask your dealerfor them.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Manufacturer, 116 North 7th St., Philadelphia.
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THE
Found at Last!

THESMITH
METAL PENCIL

THE
simiith:

THE

Professional Retouchers and others using the metal points in

preference to the Plumbago or Graphite, found the SMITH pencil

to possess the finest quality for their work. Superior merit over
any other metal point manufactured, gave them a large sale, and
although but a fraction of the size of other pencils, they were in

demand at better prices. The supply suddenly gave out, and it was
learned that Mr. Smith had died, carrying with him the secret of their

manufacture. The demand was so persistent that we took the mat-
ter in hand, with the hope of replacing this luxury of the retoucher.

Many attempts at analysis have been made, but they failed in getting

the ingredients and proportions. Our analysis has been made by a

competent Analytical Chemist, and the results have been THOROUGHLY
TESTED by those who have used the original SMITH pencil, and
pronounced PERFECT. We now offer this pencil to Photographers
and Professional Retouchers, as the Best in the World.

*@~A Trial will convince you of its Merits.=@a

The pencil is made 5 inches long, and will fit the Faber Graphite

Holders.

Price, - - - - - each, 25c.----- per doz., $2.50.

By mail, on receipt of price. Dealers supplied.

Address,

CHAS. W. STEVBNI
PHOTOGRAPHERS' SUPPLIES,

B^SsEE?": 229 & 231 STATE ST., CHICAGO.

,}

f>
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LONDON, 1851. LONDON, 1862. PARIS, 1867.

Centennial, 1876 Centennial, 1876,

ROSS' PORTRAIT
AND VIEWLENSES

Portrait Lenses, from 1-4 to 8x10.
Cabinet Lenses, Nos. 2 and. 3.
Card Lenses, Nos. 1, 2, and 3.
Triplets, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.
Symmetrieals. Rapid Symmetrieals.

|
Instantaneous Doublets, all sizes.

W8flaV6110W Medium Angle Doublets, all sizes.
Large Angle Doublets, all sizes.

Ill StOCk> Stereographic Lenses, all sizes.
New Universal Lens.

Numerous testimonials pronounce them to be the best as well as the cheapest Foreign Lenses ever

offered to the American Photographer. We will mail price-list on application, and promptly fill all orders.

STEINHEIL'S SONS
1

NEW
APLANATIC LENSES.

We noio have a full stock of these Celebrated Lenses, at the following prices :

No. 1—1-4 size, . . 3i inch focus, . . . $25 00 No. 5—10-12 size, . . 13J inch focus, . $70 00
2—1-2 "

. . bl " « . . 30 00 6—13-16 "
. . 16J " " . . 110 00

3_4-4 "
.

7 a a
. 45 00 7—18-22 " . . 200 00

4—8-10 " . . 10i " " . . 60 00 8—20-24 "
. . 350 00

Nos. 1 and 2 are in matched pairs for stereoscopic work.

We feel sure that at least one of these lenses is needful for the successful prosecution of your busi-

ness, and so solicit your orders.

WE MANUFACTURE, IMPORT, AND DEAL IN ALL KINDS OF

Photo. Goods, Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,
at prices as low as are consistent with the quality of goods furnished. We are indebted to our customers
for their patronage during the past Thirteen Years, and our efforts shall be to merit a continuance of it.

We have been appointed Trade Agents for

PARYS' AND LINDSAY'S COTTON,
CREMER'S FRENCH LUBRICATOR,

SOLAR AND CONTACT PRINTING,
COLORING IN ALL STYLES, FOR THE TRADE.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS TREE TO ALL APPLICANTS.

WILSON, HOOD & CO.,
No. 825 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.
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HEARN'S
PRACTICAL
PRINTER.

SECOND EDITION

$2.50.

NOW READY.

ite§?-See Other Advertisement. -=s*r
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The Photographer to his Patrons.
By EDWARD L. WILSON.

£^3"C

35 g^
°S o
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s > £ **=

Patience-Preserving iPflPTIIiiiR LITTTiU TiH! A ffTiUT I advertising which^the
Question-Answering j

A Ul Uililll JJ1J.11J11 UDJ11 JJLI 1
( photographer can adopt.

It benefits photographer and patrons by giving much instruction concerning the way to

secure the best pictures. It is read, handed around, and kept for ready reference. It is

worth its weight in gold.

OVER 1,000,000 ARE NOW IN USE.
And the time is soon coming when every enterprising photographer will adopt them. If

you knew their value you would have them.

It is printed in English and German, and Spanish for South American and Cuban trade.

$9 for 500. $15 for 1000. $36 for 3000. $50 for 5000. Samples free, ask for some.

A Companion LeafletJ^SOMETHINGr NEW !

°@a At Same ™*'

BEAD A PEW 0P THE HUNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS

:

I have used it by putting one in every package of pictures sent out. I scatter them in the reception-

room and 'ladies' dressing-room. I lay them on the chairs in the skylight-room, and the visitors read
them.—A. Bogardus, New York.

I think it excellent. Send 5000 in English and 2000 in German.—J. A. Scholten, St. Louis.

I like it well enough to order 5000.

—

Wm. H. Rhoads, Philadelphia.

It is eagerly sought for and read by everybody who visits our gallery. Further, they take it home
and keep it. for reference. As an advertising medium, we consider it immense.—J. Gurney & Son,

New York.
The many valuable hints in it cannot fail to be beneficial to both photographer and patron.

—

Brown
& HiGGiNS, Wheeling, W. Va.

PARTIAL LIST OF THOSE USING THEM.
A. Bogardus; F. Gutekunst: J. F. Ryder; J. H. Lakin ; W. H. Rhoads; T. S. Estabrooke; L. G.

Bigelow; H.' R. Marks; W. J. Oliphant; Henry Merz ; W. J. Baker; J. A. Scholten; J. H. Lamson

;

A. C. Mclntyre & Co.; A. N. Hardy; C. C. Giers ; H. B. Hillyer; J. Mullen; J. W. Black; E. H.
Train ; E. T. Whitney ; Rowsell & Co., Valparaiso ; Bate y Ca., Montevideo ; C. D. Fredricks y Daries,

Havana, and many others.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, 116 North 7th St, Philadelphia.

1 All persons are cautioned against copying these works, as they are all copyrighted, and
we shall protect our rights. Information concerning pillages will be thankfully received.

3
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Studies in Artistic Printing.
By C. W. HEARN, author of the "Practical Printer."

Owing to the very flattering reception which attended the Author's former work, " The

Practical Printer," he has, with more extended experience, ventured upon a second work,

in which he has seen fit to more thoroughly combine "Studies in Printing," by way of

further illustrating the matter of which, he would write. For the better fulfillment of

this design, negatives have been made especially for this purpose by Messrs.

Rocher, Bigelow, Kent, Lamson, Draper & Husted, and Baker, in their usual

superior style, being pronounced by all who have seen them as ranking among the very

best that these well-known artists in photography have ever produced.

As in a former work, the varied formulae and processes of manipulation were discussed

in detail, it has been thought advisable that in this the subject should be treated with more

conciseness. Those parties who have this former work of the Author will find this to be of

intrinsic value, owing to its being embellished with

SIX FINE CABINET AND PROMENADE PORTRAIT STUDIES.

AMONG OTHER THINGS, IT CONTAINS
Suggestions on the Choice of Albumen Paper.

All the Best Silvering Baths, and Methods of

Treating the same.

New Views on the Relation of the Silver Bath to

the Time of Floating.

The Different Effects Caused by the Time of

Floating.

How to Tell when Paper is Floated too Long or

too Short a Time.

Table for Time of Floating Paper under all Cir-

cumstances.

The Importance of Care in Printing in Varied

"Ways.

The Important Relation Printing from the Nega-

tive Bears to the Toning Bath.

Fast Printing.

Dialogue between "Joe" and a Friend.

The Way to Success in Toning Lies in Print-

ing.

The Different Effects Caused in Printing by the

Preparation of the Silver Bath.

The Relation of the Silver Bath to the Printing

from the Negative, and from this to the Toning

Bath.

Acetate of Silver.

Success or Failure in Toning, Caused by the

Strength, Purity, and Alkalinity of the Silver

Bath.

Harmony, its Importance in Photography.

Why its Neglect Causes such Disastrous Results.

The Beautiful in Toning, and How to Obtain it.

A Few Hints About Managing Toning Baths,

Formulae for Printing " Our Studies," as Given

under Respective Headings.

Impurities of Toning Baths.

How it Affects the Toning, and How to Remedy
such Baths.

Fixing and Washing.'

Brilliancy of the Finished Picture Attained by

the Final Washing.

Various and Valuable Hints about Finishing the

Photographs, etc., etc.

Mailed to any address on receipt of price, $3.50, by any stock-dealer,

or by

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS. ASK TO SEE LT.
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APPARATUS AND LENSES

FOR SALE!
THE CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPANY

OFFER THE FOLLOWING

ARTICLES FOR SALE AT LOW FIGURES.

They have been used, but are mainly as good as new. Two holders accompany

the camera boxes generally.

As to the lenses, they are the very finest quality, as the excellent work made
with them will testify. They were carefully selected and are prizes to any one

who may secure them.

Prices will be given on application, and buyers who have opportunity may
inspect before purchasing. Those at a distance are guaranteed that the goods will

be entirely as represented.

LIST.
One 20x24 American Optical Co.'s Cone

Bellows, D. S. B. View Box.

One " Perfect " Camera Stand.

One 5x8 American Optical Co. 's Stereo.

View Box.

One 20 x 24 American Optical Co.'s Negative

Bath.

One let 5x8 and 8 x 10 Printing Frames.

LENSES.
One Hermagis' View-Copying Lens, 8 x 10.

One » » » 5 x 8.

One pair Zentmayer's Stereo. Lenses.

One Boss' Symmetrical Lens, No. 3.

Two » » » No. 5, 5x7.

One Boss' Ordinary Angle Doublet, 10 x 12.

One pair Boss' Stereo. 5x4 Lens, S. A.

Doublet.

One pair Boss' Carte-de-Visite Lenses, No. 2.

One Darlot Lens, 1-4 size.

Two Focusing Glasses, Amer. Optical Co.'s.

These are positively the last used goods we will have for sale, all the rest being

retained for our own use. Address

CENTENNIAL PHOTO. CO.,

116 North Seventh St., PJiilada.

CLOUD NEGATIVES FOR SALE.
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NEW AND IMPROVED

Engraving Process.
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Illustration.
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PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR WOOD CUTS.
STATE WHEKE YOU SAW THIS.

MOSAIC'S
A FEW LEFT+-+]_g,7g-}-^A™ l£Ft

In the Thirteenth Issue, it is believed that more real gems are contained

than in any former volume ; so that as a book of reference, as a guide, a friend,

a helper in photographic practice, it is invaluable and you cannot afford to do
without its assistance. Read the

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS.
Edited by EDWARD L. WILSON, Editor of the "Philadelphia Photographer," etc.

Cloth bound, $1.00 per copy; paper cover, 50 cents.

"WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD."

EDWARD L. WILSON, PMootMc PttHisber, 116 Nortl Seventh SI, Maflelplia.
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Preface to Catalogue of Magic Lantern Slides.

"We have endeavored to make the Catalogue which follows secure to its reader not only a

list of Slides and Apparatus, hut, avoiding confusion and cumbersomeness, a satisfactory list

of the best things to he had of their kind.

We can supply anything from any dealer or manufacturer, but have preferred to confine

our own Catalogue to such things as we know can be guaranteed ; and as to Slides, such as

we know will be most satisfactory. We add an entirely new list of Colored Slides, having

filtered down the old ones until the best only are left.

But the preference for photographs on glass, which make such unequalled Lantern Slides,

requires us to give the most space to that kind. Our long connection with photographers all

over the world, secures to us unequalled facilities for knowing not only where the best subjects

are to be had, but how best to get them at the lowest price. Much advantage has been taken

of- buyers by those who are no judges of photographs, and have put upon the market shock-

ingly bad goods at high prices.

We believe we have largely corrected this abuse, and now give a list which both in price

and quality is unrivalled. We give personal attention to our orders.

Having large stocks on hand, the majority of the articles named in our catalogue can be

supplied promptly. It is our usual endeavor to ship goods the day of the reception of the

order.

We can do better for the buyer than any other house in America, and request a trial order.

Edward L. Wilson, 116 N. Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

CONTENTS.
Accessories

Africa, Slides of

American Slides, Levy's
Apparatus, Price-list of

Sciopticon
Articles, Miscellaneous
Attachments and Ap-

paratus
Bermuda Islds, Slides of

Blue's Comic Adven-
tures, Slides of

Centennial Exhibition
Slides

Chemicals and Chemical
Apparatus

Children's Hullabaloo
Chromatrope, Morton's
Clouds, Natural
College Lantern, The •

Colored Slides

Combinations and Esti-

mates
Comic Movable Slides,

Colored
Comic Slip Slides

Conundrums, Lantern
Dioramic Paintings
Dissolving Cock, The
Dissolving Effect Slides,

Colored

Dissolving Lanterns,
Wilson's Improved

Dissolving Views, Wil-
son's New

Distinguished Persons,

Portraits of

Drawings and Diagrams
Egypt, Slides of
England, Slides of
Experimenter's Lantern
Fables, iEsop's

Fables, LaJFontaine's
Flora ofWinter, Slides of

Franklin Bag, The
Generator, Safety Hy-

drogen
Groups and Ideal Pic-

tures

Hymns for Sunday-
Schools

India, Slides of

Ireland, Slides of

Java, Slides of
Journeys, Wilson's Lan-

tern

Kilburn's Slides

Lenses, Few Hints about
Magic Lantern, The
Megascope, The
Mexico, Slides of

Miscellaneous Articles

Nursery Tales, Colored
Slides of

Outfit, Our $100
Oxyhydrogen Light,

Working the

Painting Lantern Slides,

Materials for

Palestine, Slides of

Patriotic Slides

Photographers' Lantern
Portugal, Slides of

Reading Lamp, The
Lecturers'

Readings or Lectures,
Lantern

Saviour, Life of Our,
Colored

Scientific Slides, Colored
Sciopticon for Lime-

light, The
Sciopticon for On, The
Sciopticon Apparatus,

Price-list of
Scotland, Slides of

Screens
Scripture Slides, Col'rd.

Old Testament
Scripture Slides, Col'rd.

New Testament

Select'd Pictures, Choice
Colored

Slides made to order
Snow and Ice Views
Spain, Slides of

Statuary, Centennial,

Wood Mounted
Statuary, Cloud Combi-

nation, Wilson's
Statuary, New, Levy's
Statuary, Wilson's Spe-

cial •

Statuary,Wood Mount'

d

Stock of Slides on hand,
Our

Toy Lanterns
Turkey, Slides of
United States History Il-

lustrations, Colored
White Mountains, Slides

of
Wilson's Lantern Jour-

neys
Wilson's Lantern Jour-

neys, A to H, Slides for

Winker, The Sciopticon
Woodbury Slides

Yosemite Val'y, Slides of

Zoological Garden, Ani-
mals

Terms on which Goods are sent C. O. D.—All C- O. D. orders must be accompanied

by enough cash to insure us against loss by return expressage. There are people who will

order goods C. O. D. and then, changing their minds, refuse to take them, thus throwing the

expressage both ways upon the shipper. We are compelled, therefore, to adhere to the above

^requirement, even if the innocent must suffer for the guilty. At least one-third of the amount

ordered should be sent with the order. We give facilities for examination of goods before

they are taken out, when requested.
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J. C. SOMERVILLE
No. 17 South Fifth Street.

OTTTJF*ITS .A. SPECIA.LTY

!

THE BEST GOODS AT THE VEKY LOWEST PKIOES TOE CASH.

Somerville's Extra Negative Collodion. Tilford's Collodion.

Somerville's Extra Ferrotype Collodion. P. & W. Chemicals.

Somerville's New Diamond Varnish. Frames and Matts of

Somerville's Retouching Varnish. every Description.

PHOTO-CHROME OUTFITS COMPLETE, $2.50.

Convex Glass, Cotton and Silk Velvet Passepartouts, and all goods for the Photo-Chrome Picture kept

in stock and sold at the lowest market prices.

Seventeen years' experience. Cash prices and prompt shipment. New packing boxes of the right

size at cost. Send a trial order. ^Eg*" Send for new Illustrated Price List for 1878.

Charles Cooper& Co.
191 WORTH ST., NEW YORK,

OFFER AT WHOLESALE

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS, strictly pure and
of full weight.

CROSS-SWORD DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,
Single and Extra Brilliant.

EVAPORATING DISHES.

GERMAN SOLID GLASS BATHS.

PORTRAIT LENSES—C. F. Usener's Celebrated.

The largest and most reliable house for Refining Waste and Residues.
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Hance's Photographic Specialties
-* —— —*-

Hance's Ground-Glass Substitute
Is simply what its name implies, a substitute for ground-glass for any purpose that it is used

for in the gallery—for vignette glasses, for a retouching varnish, for softening strong negatives,

for the celebrated Berlin process, for ground-glass for cameras, for glazing sky and side lights,

for obscuring studio and office doors, for printing weak negatives. 50 cts. per bottle.

Hance's Double Iodized Collodion.
The peculiarities of this Collodion are good keeping qualities, its inprovement by age, and the

richness of eifect produced in the negative, the film being perfectly structureless. $1.50 per lb.

;

80 cts. per § ft).

Elbert Anderson's Portrait Collodion
Is made according to the formula used by Mr. Anderson in Mr. Kurtz's gallery in New York.

It is especially adapted, to portrait work. $1.75 per ft). ; 90 cts. per $ ft).

Hance's White Mountain Collodion
Is adapted more especially to outdoor work, and for quick working, delineating foliage, frost-

work, or sky, it stands unrivalled. It is made after the private formula used by that celebrated

mountain artist, B. W. Kilburn, of Littleton, N. H. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per J ft).

Curtis' Niagara Falls Collodion
Is another used for landscapes. The wonderfully beautiful views made by Mr. Curtis, of the

great cataract, with this collodion have a world-wide reputation. $1.50 per ft). ; 80 cts. per i ft).

Trask's Ferrotype Collodion
Is made especially for positive pictures. Mr. Trask has no superior in this class of work,

and this collodion is made after his formula. $1.50 per ft).; 80 cts. per £ ft).

Hance's Peculiar Portrait Collodion
Is peculiar in that it is prepared without bromides, and is adapted for use with Black's acid

bath. Formula on bottle. $1.50 per ft).,- 80 cts. per £ ft).

Cummings' Grit Varnish
Gives a very fine surface for retouching- 40 cts. per 6 oz. bottle.

Hance's Silver Spray Gun Cotton. -

Prepared with great care, and free from acid, very soluble, gives good intensity so that no re-

development is necessary, gives perfect detail, and a film pure and structureless. 50 cts. per oz.

Hance's Delicate Cream Gun Cotton
Is adapted to those who like a very delicate, soft-working collodion, giving all the modelling,

especially in the Kembrandt style, and with light drapery. Its sensitiveness renders it particu-

larly adapted for children or any work that requires short exposure. 80 cts. per oz.

Gill's Concentrated Chromo Intensifier
Is intended to strengthen the negative. It imparts a beautiful tone and gives excellent

printing qualities. 50 cts. per bottle.

Hance's Bath Preservative.
A sure preventive of pinholes, stains, &c. It preserves the bath in good working condition?

and will be found worth its weight in gold. $1.00 per bottle.

+
(READ SUCCEEDING PAGE.)
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PHOTOGRAPHIC SPECIALTIES

AHEAD!
msHBT PBBmm aam it tnmbhmal rammr.

Having received the Highest Award for Photographic Specialties, I feel more

confidence than ever in offering my manufactures to the Photographic fraternity.

My exhibit was an extremely modest one, being taken from stock put up in

original packages without any attempt at display. Yet it carried off the prize

over all the exhibits put up in cut glass decanters with ribbon-tied stoppers, prov-

ing that the medal was awarded for MERIT ALONE.

,

TESTIMONIALS.
" I consider the Cotton the best we have ever

used as yet."—R. Poole, Nashville, Tenn.
" The film of the Cotton you sent me was unu-

sually smooth and firm, being entirely free from
glutinosity and setting like India-rubber. It was
quite powdery and crumbled to pieces in my fin-

gers, 'as if rotten.' It dissolved almost instanta-

neously, and it was ' by far ' the very best mate-
rial I have ever used. I sincerely trust that you
will send me the same kind again."

—

Elbert An-
derson, New York.

" I received your Double-Iodized Collodion all

right, and in good shape. Have tried it pretty

well. It gives very fine negatives and good de-

tail."—W. E. Hart, Watertown, N. Y.
" We take pleasure' in recommending Hance's

Double-Iodized Collodion as a first-class article, in

fact it is the best manufactured Collodion we have
tried."

—

Schreiber & Sons, No. 818 Arch Street,

Philadelphia.

"Your Ground-Glass Substitute is the best I

ever tried, and I have tried nearly every kind ad-
vertised, as the long row of nearly full bottles will

testify. It works like a charm."—I. N. Webster,
Barton, Vt.

"The goods by Express came safe to hand. I
have tried a part of them and am greatly pleased.
Will likely want more goods in your line."

—

R. Poole, Nashville, Tenn.
" I take pleasure in recommending your Cottons

and Collodions, before all others I have used. It

is a blessing to know where you can get good Cot-
ton."—B. W. Kilburn, Littleton, N. H.

" The last lot of Cotton you sent me is the very

best I have ever used. Please send me another
pound at once."

—

Elbert Anderson, Kurtz's Gal-
lery, New York.
"Have used some twenty-five pounds of your

Collodion the past year with unvarying success."

—G. W. Hope, Middletown, New York.
" Your Double-Iodized Collodion is the most

perfect working Collodion I have used in fifteen

years. Every picture I make with it is a success."

—R. L. Dale, Boston, Mass.
" I am pleased to inform you that the gallon of

Ground-Glass Substitute came safely and is just

what I wanted. The surface for retouching which
it gives is superb. I shall want more of the same
sort when this supply is exhausted."—W. Gr. C.

Kimball, Concord, N. H.

Try GROUND-GLASS SUBSTITUTE, one of tie most nseM flip nde.

FOR SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS.

NO RETAIL ORDERS FILLED. ORDER OF YOUR DEALER.

ALFRED L. HANCE, Philadelphia.
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SCOVILL
Manufacturing Company,

419 & 421 BROOME STREET,

MERCHANTS IN

ALL ARTICLES PHOTOGRAPHIC
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.

PROPRIETORS OF THE WORKS OF

THEAMERICAN OPTICAL CO. NEW YORK,

S. PECK & CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.
SCOVILL MANUF'G CO.,WATERBURY, CONN.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

MORRISON'S VIEW LENSES,

"PEERLESS" PORTRAIT LENSES,

ENGLISH PORCELAIN WARE,

FRENCH AND ENGLISH GLASS,

ALBUMENIZED PAPER—ALL MAKES,

HANCE'S "PHOTO. SPECIALTIES,"

CENTENNIAL PHOTO. CO.'S VIEWS,

GRAPHOSCOPES, STEREOSCOPES, &c.

The Greatest Stoct in tie World ! Dealers Everywhere Supplied Low!

419 -BROOME 421

SCOVILL MANUF'G CO., NEW YORK.
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JAMBS L. PEREIGa^
(Successor to Fairbank, Murphy & Co.)

No. 81 N. HOWARD STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.
MANUFACTURER OF

BEVEL MATTS AND PASSEPARTOUTS.
DISPLAY MATTS A SPECIALTY.

VELVET, ENGLISH, AND PEBBLE* MATTS.

H C. BRIDLE,
No. 116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia,

Photographic Printing g Copying

FOR THE TRADE.

Prices as Low as Consistent with First-cass Work.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

RAPID ! RELIABLE !

!

WITHOUT CHANGE ! !

!

EMULSION PHOTOGRAPHIQUE FRANCAISE.
THE NEW FRENCH PHOTOGRAPHIC EMULSION.

THE only reliable and permanent emulsion known.
Unequalled for rapidity, (fully equal to the bath plate)—Intensity to any degree on simple

development without silver or other intensifier, and absolutely permanent and without
change. Full instructions with each bottle.

For Sale only by ALBERT LEVY, Sole Prop'r, 77 University Place, N. Y.

EMULSION DRY PLATES, READY FOR USE, ALWAYS ON HAND.
These Dry Plates are much more rapid than when used wet, and instantaneous views are

readily taken with them. For Tourists, Scientific Expeditions, and Out-door Photography,
they are indispensable. They keep indefinitely, and are put up in packages of minimum bulk.

N. B.—To insure as far as possible against spurious and counterfeit preparations, all Dry
Plates made with my Emulsion bear my signature. PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,
No. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.
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NOW IS THE TIME TO GET READY YOUR

LANTERN SLIDES am LANTERNS
"\7Vo H^/VO the Largest Stock in America

!

"\^7"0 C3ri"VO more for your Money than any one else

!

~\7S7'& U'AXX Orders more Promptly than Elsewhere

!

*\^7"e Send. Exactly what you Order, or Nothing

!

"\7V© _A.3?6 Headquarters for these Goods

!

COLORED and PLAIN SLIDES
ALL VARIETIES!

THE BEST WAY before you buy, IS TO CONSULT

WILSON'S LANTERN JOURNEYS

!

IT DESCKIBES 900 BEAUTIFUL PLAGES AND THINGS, AND WILL HELP
YOU IMMENSELY IN SELECTING YOUE SLIDES.

277 PAGES. PRICE, $2.00—BY MAIL.
INCLUDING OUK

NEW CATALOGUE,
WHICH IS ALSO FULL OF USEFUL HINTS.

Our intimate acquaintance with photographers all over the world gives us the very best

opportunities for securing the most attractive Slides.

EDWARD L. WILSON,
116 North 7th Street, Philadelphia.
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For Ferrotypers.

Indispensable. When once tried always used. Its

use upon a single Bon-Ton saves the picture and pays

for enough to last a year.

All dark spots and streaks can be successfully

removed.

Its color will change in varnishing only as the rest

of the picture changes.

Directions accompanying each package.

PRICE, 35 CENTS.

Sent by Mail on Receipt of Price.

FOB SALE B"2"

mm* W. STBYBNS,

229 & 231 State Street,

CHICAGO.
DEALERS SUPPLIED.

CHAS. W. STEVENS.
G. A. DOUGLASS.
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SILVER MEDALm PARIS EXHIBITION

CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.'S

UNRIVALLED VIEWS
•OP THE

Centennial Exhibition, 1876,
CONSISTING OF

Statuary, Interiors, Exteriors, Fancy Groups, Works of Art, Machinery, etc.

THE MOST UNRIVALLED COLLECTION EVER PUBLISHED.
THIS HAS CAUSED A SUDDEN

JrUESVIVjgLlL. OIF TI=L-5LIDJS
In them, and dealers have opened stores in New York, Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, etc., for their

exclusive sale during the holidays, and are selling them largely. Every photographer can sell them.

We will send youaSAMPLE (xBOSS TOE, $12,^7 time before Jan. 1.

A fine selection guaranteed. Larger sizes at low rates. Send for terms to agents.

ALSO,

MAGIC LANTERN SLIDES,
Over 500 subjects of greater interest than any other class in this line.

for sale by the CENTENNIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.,
EDWARD L. WILSON, Prop'r. Oity Office, 116 North Seventh St.
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IMPROVED

Photograph Covers.

Fig. 1.
_

Fig. 2.

The Outside Appearance. A Leaf Showing the Guard.

Frequent inquiries for something at a much lower price than an album, for the holding
together and preservation of photographs, has induced us to manufacture an article which
we think will meet the want.

IT SERVES ALL THE PURPOSES OF AN ALBUM, FOR

A Series or a Set of Portraits,
A Series or a Set of. Landscapes,

A Series or a Set of Photographs of any kind,
MAT BE NEATLY AND CHEAPLY BOUND IN THESE COVEES.

They are made with expanding backs, so that from six to twenty-four pictures may be
inserted in one cover. The pictures are mounted in the usual way, and then strips of linen,

or strong paper, of the proper width, are pasted on one edge, by which the picture is inserted

and held in place in the cover by a paper fastener. Fig. 1 represents the cover, with the
perforations in the back, through which the spreading clasps of the paper fastener bind the
whole together. These are so easily inserted or removed, that pictures are readily put in or

taken out at any time. Fig. 2 represents the picture with the guard pasted on ready for

insertion. The arrangement is simple, and we are sure will be readily comprehended. For
binding together views of your town or city, or portraits of celebrities, they are very neat.

The following is a list of sizes and prices, without cards:

For Photograph. Per dozen. Per hundred

Card Size, . . . . . . $1.50 . . . . . . $10.00
Cabinet Size, . . . . . 2.25 . . . . . . 13.50

EXTRA HEAVY COVEBS.
5-8 Size, . . 4.50 . . . .... 33.00
4-4 " . . 600 . .... 40.00
8-10 "

. . 800 . . . .... 56.50
11-14" . . 9.00 . . . .... 65.0Q

Larger or special sizes made to order. Furnished with card board at best rates,

mailed at dozen price. Sendfor some.

Samples

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photo. Publisher,
116 N. Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
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GIHON'S

CUT-OUTS
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean cut, most
desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured Specially for the purpose.

Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides, assorted for five differently

sized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICE $1.00 PER PACKAGE. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order promptly, by
addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

JEg**No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL FOR QUALITY.
Beware of spurious imitations made of common paper, full of holes, badly cut, and odd shapes and

sizes. Ask your stock-dealer for GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, and see that they are in his envelopes with
instruction circular included.

PROMENADE SIZE NOW READY! ^hS^wtS&f1

GIHON'S

OPAQUE.
IS DESIGNED FOR

COMPLETELY OBSCURING THE IMPERFECT BACKGROUNDS OF COPIES,
RETOUCHING NEGATIVES,

FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES,
COATING THE INSIDE OF LENSES OR CAMERA BOXES,

BACKING SOLAR NEGATIVES,
COVERING VIGNETTING BOARDS,

AND FOR ANSWERING

ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE
PRODUCTION OF ARTISTIC RESULTS IN PRINTING.

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO KEEP OUT LIGHT, USE OPAQUE.
It is applied with a brush, dries quickly and sticks.

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 CENTS.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Address all orders to

Scovill Manufacturing Co.,

Or, JOHN L. GfflON, Inventor, NEW YORK.
116 N Seventh St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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38 Maiden Lane,New York
IMPOKTER OF THE CELEBRATED

S. &.M. DRESDEN

Albumen Papers
SINGLE OR EXTRA BRILLIANT.

This paper was the first extra brilliant imported into

this country ten years ago, and has retained its superior

quality above all other brands sprung up since, to which
the constantly increasing demand testifies.

ALSO,

Hyposulphite of Soda,
Sulphate of Iron,

Solid German Glass Baths,
Saxe Evaporating Dishes,

French Filter Paper,
Porcelain Trays.

Ferrotype Plates.
I ALSO IMPORT

EXTRA BRILLIANT CROSS-SWORD PAPER.
FOR SALE BY ALL STOCK-DEALERS.

0R
' G. GENNERT, Importer, 38 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
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A. M. COLLINS, SON & GO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Photographic Card Stock,

No. 18 South Sixth St.,")

w _ ~. «. PHILADELPHIA
No. 9 Decatur St., J

Plain, White, and Tinted Cards.

White and Tinted Cards, Plain and Enameled, with Oval and Square lines,

and with Ornamented Borders.

Cards with Designs in Gilt, and India Tint and Gilt, Square and Oval

Openings, for Cabinet and Promenade size to 14 x 17 Photographs.

White Cards with Plain India Tint, for 4-4, 8x 10, and 1 1 x 14 Photographs.

White and Buff Cards, with Oval and Square Openings for Groups of 3 to 8.

White, Tinted, Black, or Chocolate Paper Mats, with Oval, Arch-Top,

and Square Openings.

Ferrotype Mats, Bon-Ton Cards, Fitzgibbon's Patent Adhesive
Ferrotype Mounts, Philadelphia Carte Envelopes, Von Seutter
Ferrotype Mats and Envelopes.

Stereoscope Mounts, Minnette Cards, Carte de Visite, Victoria,

and Cabinet Mounts, Plain and Enameled, White and Tinted, Square

and Round-Corner, Gilt and Tinted Lines, Gilt and Tinted Borders.

Caterson's Improved Ferrotype Holders.

Thin Beveled Edge Card and Cabinet Mounts, White and Tinted

Cards, Gilt and Tinted Edges.

Thick Gilt, Beveled Edge, Glace Cards, from Card size to 12x155^,

Black and Rose Tint.

Glace Card Boxes. "The Easel " Glace Card Box.

Promenade, Imperial, and Boudoir Mounts, White and Tinted Cards,

Plain, and with Gilt Borders, and with Gilt or Tinted Beveled Edges.

Card, Victoria, Cabinet, Promenade, Stereoscope, Boudoir, and
Imperial Mounts, furnished with Gilded Edges, and with name and ad-

dress printed by lithography or letter-press.

Slee Bros. Patent Prepared Cards.

PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.
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Robinson's Photograph Trimmer
Is a Substitute for a Knife for Trimming Photographs, and does the work

much more expeditiously and elegantly than a knife.

IT SAVES TIME, SAVES PRINTS, AND SAVES MONEY.
It does not cut, but pinches off the waste paper, and leaves the print with a neatly beveled edge

which facilitates the adherence of the print to the mount. Try one, and you will discard the knife
and punch at once. For ovals and rounded corners it is worth its weight in gold.

A Trimmer Mailed for $3.50, with Ten inches of RoMnson's Improved Mies.

The
put up

difficulty of procuring exactly true guides for cutting out prints has induced the inventor to

machinery for the production of all styles of them, guaranteed mathematically true.

Oil the wheel bearings with Sewing Machine Oil.'

We have the following regular sizes always on hand at 10 cents per inch the longest
way of the aperture.

Special sizes made to order at 15 cents per inch the longest way of the aperture.

REGULAR SIZES:

2x2|

2Jx3J

2^x31

2fx3f

2£x3f

2fx4£

3|x4f

3|x4#

OVALS.
3Jx4£

'3fx5£

4x5f

4|x6|

5x7

51x71

5|x7f

6x8

6Jx8J

6*x8J

7x9

7ix9j

7Jx9£

7*x9f

SQUAEE OK ROUND COENEEED,

2TLx3| 2&x3£ 3|x5£

2ix3| 2|x4J 4x5|
2ix3| 2fx4£ H*H

9 5 yS 1 ' 2fx4f 3|x6

2&x3f 4x6£

FOR STEREOGRAPHS.
Arch Tops. Round Cornered. Round.

3TVx3f 3TVx3f 3x3
3x3 3x3

The above sizes suit the Collins Card Mounts, and photographers knowing that

they can be always had at the low price of ten cents per inch, would do well to

make their sizes accord, as orders can also be filled more quickly. Ten days is re-

quired to make special sizes.

H^° An allowance of ten inches ($1 worth) of regular sizes of guides will be
given with every Trimmerpurchased.

READ THE TESTIMONIALS.
" I would rather give fifty dollars than be with-

out one. By its use all annoyance from dull

knives tearing the prints is avoided."—E. T.

Whitney, Norwalk.
" It does the work intended magnificently. It

is not only exquisite for trimming photographs,
but also for making Cut-Outs."—B. Kihlholz,
Chicago, III.

" It works well and does all it is recommended
to do."—F. G. Weller, Littleton, N. H.

" I consider it the best article for trimming
photographs I ever saw."—W. H. Rhoads, Phila-
delphia.

" I would not be without it for the best twenty-
five dollar cutting machine I ever saw."—D.
Lothrop, Pa.

" The Trimmer comes up to all you claim for it.

I would not be without it."—T. Cummings, Lan-
caster.

" Just what I wanted and found it difficult to

get."—J. W. Black, Boston.
" I have trimmed all my prints with it, in less

than half the time taken by a knife. It cannot be
recommended too highly."—W. H. Cranston,
Corry, Pa.
" The Robinson Trimmer has proved to us one

of the most usefvd instruments that we have in our
3ry."

—

Schreiber & Sons, Phila.
" I have used Robinson's Photograph Trimmer

some time. A lady was asked how she liked her
sewing machine, and in reply said f Well I could
get along without it, but when I do I shall not sew
any more.' That is me, I can get along without
the Trimmer but when I do I shall not trim pho-
tographs."

—

Well G. Singhi, Binghamton, N. Y.
" The Robinson Trimmer works admirably.

Does the work intended with great satisfaction."

—A. K. P. Trask, Philadelphia.

EDWAED L. WILSON, Manufacturer's Agent,
TOE SALE BY ALL DEALEES. 116 North Seventh St., Philadelphia.
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BENJ. FRENCH & CO.

No. 319 Washington Street,

mu%
SOLE AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE CELEBRATED LENSES

MANUFACTURED BY

VOIGTLANDER & SON.
ALSO, THE WONDERFUL

EURYSCOPE
A NEW OBJECTIVE OF GREAT ILLUMINATING POWER FOR ALL KINDS OF OUTDOOR

WORK. FOR GROUPS AND OTHER WORK IN THE STUDIO, IT WILL BE

FOUND SUPERIOR TO THE PORTRAIT LENS.

PORTRAITS. ^Mwt^VU$ti$ VIEWS.

CAMERA BOXES
OF STJPERIOK QUALITY AND AT VEET LOW PEICES.

Albumen Paper—all kinds,

Card Stock,

French and English Glass,

B. P. C. Glass,

Velvet Passepartouts,

Chemicals,

Stereoscopes,

Frames.

fmic ^mttm j^life*

PRICE LISTS SENT ON APPLICATION.
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TRAPP & MUNCH'S

Albumen Paper
THE PAPER OF THE DAY.

Introduced in this country since 1868, has become the leading paper, and is now better

known and more appreciated than any other brand.
That this great success is well deserved and due to its excellent qualities may be judged

from the fact, that of all the competitors of the Vienna Exhibition, Messrs. Trapp & Munch,
alone, received the

Medal of Merit for Albumenized Paper.
THEY ALSO RECEIVED A

Medal and Diploma at the Centennial Exhibition at Philada.

FOR SALE AT ALL THE STOCK-HOUSES.

WILLY WALLACH,
GENERAL AGENT FOR THE UNITED STATES,

4 Beekman Street, and 36 Park Row, New York.

THE FERROTYPER'S GUIDE.
A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPING,

BY A PRACTICAL FERROTYPER.

6th Thousand, NOW READY.—Paper Cover, 75 cents.

The rapid sale of several thousands of this work, and a continued demand, induces us to republish it.

We guarantee it to be the best of its class published. All should have it.

THE BOOK IS ENTIRELY GIVEN UP TO PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION,
Not only of value to the Ferrotyper, but to the Photographer as well.

Please Examine the Contents:

Introduction,

The Advantages of the
Ferrotype,

The Manipulations,
The Nitrate Bath,
The Collodion,

The Developer,
The Fixing Solution,

Other Manipulations

—

Pinholes,

Strengthening,
Tinting and Coloring,

Varnishing,
Drying and Dryers,
Finishing the "Work,
Ferrotype Envelopes,

Ferrotype Supports,
Ferrotype Plates,

The Apparatus,
The Skylight and the

Dark-Room,
Vignettes and Medal-

lions.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

EDWARD L. WILSON, Publisher, Philadelphia.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.
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Straight Out.
A NEW INVENTION!

_^k ROBINSON'S
^H|C A STRAIGHT-CUT

W*%: Trimmer.

llL So great has been the success of

^^H|^ Prof. Robinson's "Trimmer" for

II^SISI Oval and Arch-top Pictures, that he

^JIlfiJiJF has been impelled to produce one for

STRAIGHT LINES.
The accompanying cut shows the shape of the tool and the

manner of using it.

The disc or wheel is about one inch in diameter, so that a thin

or thick glass form may be used with it.

Photographers may now altogether Ignore the Knife.

This admirable Trimmer is always sharp and ever ready.

Once accustomed to it yon fill never again nse the Me.

Give it a Trial. Price, $1.25.

EDWAED L. WILSON, Manufacturers' Agent.

For sale by all Dealers. 116 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.

USE THE STRAIGHT CUT!
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CTURES
ONE OF THE OBJECTS WE HOPE TO ATTAIN BY OFFERING PRIZES

IS TO SECURE FOR OUR PATRONS THE OPPORTUNITY OF POSSESSING THEMSELVES OF

Fine Studies in Photography
FOR THEIR HELP AND GUIDANCE.

"We have succeeded to an unusual degree this time, for not only does the

NEW PRIZE SERIES
include work by a variety of artists, but an unusually large variety of subjects, positions,

and methods of treatment. Hence the more useful are they as studies.

With but few exceptions the pictures are cabinet size ; the rest are promenade size. We
offer prints to those who wish to study them, finished in the highest style of photographic
printing, at

$3.00 PER DOZEN,
ALL AROUND.

PARTIES CAN ORDER IN SETS OR BY THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS :

No. 1 to 6,

12,

18,

24,

30,

36,

42,

FROM NEGATIVES BY

G. M. Elton.

Bradley & Eulofson.
D. H. Anderson.
Cook Ely.

C. W. Motes.
C. "W. Tallman.
J. H. Todd.

No 43 to 48, .

49 ' 54, .

55 < 60, .

61 < 66, .

67 ' 72, .

73 ' 78, .

79 ' 84, .

FROM NEGATIVES BY

M. T. Baldwin.
J. H. Beebe.
L. M. Eoberts.

J. H. Lamson.
A. Hesler.

Julius Hall.

K. W. Dawson.

ALL OF THESE TEACH USEFUL LESSONS.

See Review in the Philadelphia Photographer. Address all orders to

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
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JAMES F.MAGEE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

PURE

J^hotographic^Jhemicals

No. 108 NORTH FIFTH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

STOCK-DEALERS ONLY SUPPLIED.

The Zentmayer Lens,
FOR VIEWS AND COPYING.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently the following qualities

:

Width of visual angle, ranging from 8o° to 90 ; depth of focus ; extreme
sharpness over the whole field ; true perspective; freedom from all distortion. in
copying

; portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops

of the different combinations for which they are designed. The larger ones are
provided with an internal shutter for making and storing the exposure.

No. 1, 2£ inch focus, 3x3 plate,

4x5"
6i x 8J

«

10 x 12 "

14 x 17 «

20 x 24 «

" 2, 3* "

" 3, 5* "

" 4, 8 "
" 5, 12 "
" 6, 18 "

. $20 00 No. 1 and No. 2 combined,

. 25 00 « 2 " "3 "

. 30 00 " 3 " "4 "

. 42 00 " 4 " "5 "

. 60 00 « 5 " "6 "

. 90 00 " 1, 2 and 3, "
" 3, 4 and 5, «

$33 00

40 00

55 00

75 00

110 00

48 00

88 00

No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.
No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in

matched pairs. No. 1 and No. 2 single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a

pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2*4 to 18 inches. $173.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,
147 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.
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DEALERS' DIRECTORY.
The following houses are to be recommended as

the bestfor photographers in their localities.

-* "
S. T. BLESSING,

New Orleans,

La.

C. W. STEVENS,

Chicago,

Ills.

OSCAR FOSS,

San Francisco,

Cal.

BLESSING & BROTHER,

Galveston,

Texas.

D. J. RYAN,

Savannah,

Ga.

J. C, SOIERVILLE,

St. Louis,

Mo.

A. H. BALDWIN,

i Chambers St.,

New York.

D. TUCKER & CO., HOWE & BEECHER,

Buffalo, Columbus,

N. Y. Ohio.

WILSON, HOOD & CO,

825 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

G. KNELL & SON,
Manufacturers of

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHAIRS

226 South Second St.,

Philadelphia.

+
SPACES ON THIS PAGE TO LET. APPLY TO THE PUBLISHES.



1879PROSPECTUS

!

PROSPECTUS

!

OF THE

™>cu—.
THE STAFF OF CONTRIBUTORS

Will include the best photo-authors, such as

Dr.Vogel, Prof. Stebbing, Prof. McIntire,

Charles Waldack, Charles W. Hearn, and

a host of practical photographers from all parts

of the world.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS.

A new prize series will be included, and

many other attractive studies in landscape,

portraiture compositions, and so on—all to be

worth}' subjects for study by every growing

photographer, and worth the price of the

whole.

THE POLICY OF THE PHILADELPHIA
PHOTOGRAPHER PROTECTIVE.

Will not only be a thoroughly instructive

one, bearing in mind always the better educa-

tion of its constituency, but a protective one as

regards imposition, fraud and sham. We point

to our record for 1878 as an evidence of our

sincerity in this matter. Never in our fifteen

years' experience as a photographic journalist

have we had so many of our readers tell us that

not only have we helped them succeed pecu-

niarily, but we have saved them hundreds of

dollars by our

CAUTIONARY SIGNALS.

This being so, we come to you once more
with the cpiery so important to us all

:

SHALL THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRA-
PHER BE SUPPORTED?

If yes, and you want to be saved from loss

and helped in all your work,

¥ f Gy^o

TEEMS FOR A YEAR, GOOD UNTIL JANUARY 1, 1879.

Until January 1, 1879, and no longer,

ready Cash $4 00
With One Dozen Centennial Stereo-

graphs, or $1.50 in Books of our

Publication 5 00

With Gihon's Photo. Colorists' Guide.. $5 00
From October No., 1878, to December,

1879, inclusive 5 00
Our 1879 Volume with 1878, few only

left 8 00

Half-yearly Rates on the same basis, with 25 cents added.

CLUB UNITES.—Parties desiring to get up clubs will receive special terms on application.

$^* All dealers receive subscriptions, but as we .give them a commission, premiums cannot be

given for orders such as come to us through dealers. Premiums are only for cash direct.

GET ALL YOUR BOOKS FREE !

BY DRUMMING UP NEW SUBSCRIBERS FOR THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER,

EDWARD L. WILSON, Photographic Publisher,

1 16 North 7th Street, Philadelphia.



Edward L. Wilson,
116 NORTH SEVENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA.

«SSS»3p t

ALWAYS ON HAND A LARGE AND COMPLETE ASSORTMENT AND THE BEST AND
LARGEST VARIETY IN AMERICA OF

Magic Lantern Slides,
LANTERNS, SCIOPTICONS, STEREOPTICONS

AND LANTERN APPLIANCES.
Messrs. Thomas & Wilson, Chicago and Morristown, N. Y., having purchased a pair of our Dissolving Lanterns,

as illustrated in the cut above, write as follows :
" We have given two public exhibitions with our new outfit and can say

truthfully, the Lanterns worked far better than we dared to hope. They give a very brilliant light, a perfect flat field,

making the picture sharp, clear and distinct to the very edges. Those Voigtlander Lenses are gems within them-
selves. Darlots are good for short range. Dissolving slides work into each other the best we ever had. Embracing
all in all we now have the best outfit we ever had or ever saw; giving perfect satisfaction on every point."
September 2:j, 1878.

OUR VIEWS CONSIST of Plain SPECIAL RATES to large buyers.
and Colored Photographs of a I- OUR $100 OUTFITS include a
most all subjects and countries. wonderful amount for the money*

TOR PURTHER INFORMATION, SEND 15 CENTS FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF 116 PAGES
AND BEFORE YOU BUY YOUR SLIDES CONSULT

Wilson's Lantern Journeys

!

A BOOK OP DESCEIPTIONS of 900 PLACES and THINGS in ALL COTJNTKIES

!

Europe, Asia, Africa, Great Britain, America, and the Centennial Exhibition.

BOUND IN CLOTH, 277 PAGES, $2.

Publisher of THE MAGIC LANTERN, a Monthly Journal, $1 a year.

EDWARD L. WILSON, 116 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

q>
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